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TV FAMILIES
in the rich market of

RICHMOND
Petersburg and Central Virginia

WXEX-TV also has maximum tower height

—

1049 ft. above sea level and 943 ft. above average

terrain . . . more than 100 ft. higher than any

station in this market. It has maximum power

—

316 KW. It is the basic NBC-TV station. See your

Forjoe man for full details about this great buy.

WXEX-TV
Tom Tinsley, President Irvin G. Abeloff, Vice President

Represented by Forjoe & Co.
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Live
Local
Color

in

Indianapolis

and in

Indiana.

WFBM'

WFBM-TV INDIANAPOLIS
Represented Nationally by the Katz Agency
Affiliated with WFBM-Radio; WOOD AM & TV, Grand Rapids;

WFDF, Flint; WTCN AM & TV, Minneapolis, St. Paul.



Kangaroo

creates audience

Grey warns about

"marketing"

L.A. smog hits

agency offices

Continental

promotes film

NCS #2 discounts

to expire

Good indication CBS TV is off to good start in, effort to build
strong morning audience is contained in first ratings for Captain
Kangaroo. This is children's show on CBS TV in 8 to 9 a.m. period
opposite NBC TV's "Today." December ARB shows "Kangaroo" with 6.6
compared with 5.6 for "Today." In October, month "Kangaroo" started
its ARB was 3.2 Interestingly "Today" lost no ground despite "Kanga-
roo's" gain. Its October rating was on par with December, indicat-
ing "Kangaroo" is basically creating new children's audience in

time period.

-SR-
Latest edition of Grey agency's house organ, "Grey Matter," reflects
highlights of SPONSOR'S current series on marketing and its impli-
cations to agency field. "Matter" agrees general marketing emphasis
has become "rallying cry" of business, but warns, as does SPONSOR
articles: don't let broad marketing emphasis ob s cure importance of

th e advertising campaign. (See part 4, "The Advertising Agency in

Transition," page 27.)

-SR-
Lack of communication with home offices in New York is newest smog

enveloping agencymen at Hollywood and Vine. Biggest problems,

according to SPONSOR West Coast reporter, are time differential, lack

of authority to make decisions, lask of understanding of problems

and refusal of home offices to provide specific information, leaving

agencymen in dark and playing roles of overpaid office boys. SPONSOR

will delve into New York-Hollywood problems more deeply in an up-

coming issue and see what is being done about them.

-SR-
Evidence of increasing promotion consciousness of syndicated film

sponsors is shown in Continental Baking's kickoff of "Annie Oakley,"

CBS Film property. Show started in 70 markets during first week in

January, was accompanied by merchandising meetings for Continental

salesmen at district offices. CBS Film promotion represents high

water mark for show, which has been around about 2 years. At meet-

ings, Continental and CBS execs outlined merchandising campaign,

furnished salesmen with Annie Oakley hats, bandannas, p-o-s kits. To

get biggest impact from show, Continental will put Annie Oakley and

label on its Wonder Bread.

-SR-
First chance for stations, agencies to get added discounts on NCS

No. 2 by signing up early expires 15 January. Agencies who sign up

before then get 20% off, stations, 15%. Smaller discounts for "char-

ter subscribers" can still be gotten before February, 5% before 15

March. Agencies get 10% off before 1 March, 5% before 1 May. This

is in addition to other Nielsen discounts. Gross prices for stations

run from $500 to $18,000, for agencies $250 to $16,000. (Previous

issue of SPONSOR incorrectly referred to above agency prices as net

rather than gross.

)
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for old movies

Are agencies near

billing limits?

No press Detroit

hits sales high

REPORT TO SPONSORS for 9 January 1956

Auto firms hot It appears ever-rising tv ad budgets of auto firms are greasing en-
trance of films from vaults of major movie studios into network
tv. While films recently released to tv by RKO, Columbia will end
up in syndication, top pictures may appear first on network. West
Coast sources say General Motors is reported to have made multi-
million dollar deal with Matty Fox of C. & C. Super (which bought RKO
library) for first-run theater. Ford is said to be dickering with
Columbia for 6 pictures which would appear as 90-minute shows on

NBC TV. Columbia reportedly asking $125,000 per for such films as
"Lost Horizon," "You Can't Take It With You."

-SR-
One of top problems facing larger agencies is where do they go from
here. Large agency told SPONSOR recently that expansion in its bill-
ings could only come from 2 sources—soft drink and airline. This
doesn't mean that current advertisers can't spend more. They can.

But it does mean that ceiling is zero after agencies have entered so

many fields. Upshot of thing could be that old-time barrier against
handling competing products will be overlooked as long as agency
produces want-creating, sales-making ad campaigns.

-SR-
Federal Reserve Board gives further evidence that strike of dailies
in Detroit has had little effect on buying. Pre-Christmas sales

topped anything previous. As in case of New York newspaper strike,

tv and radio stepped in to carry advertising ball. It's another good
axample of air media's ability to do job in department store field
that has not exactly laid down welcome mat for air media pitches.

-SR-
Need for fast allocations action was pinpointed last week when 4 uhf
station said they had had enough. One was owned by Mrs. Claudia T.

Johnson, wife of Senate Majority Leader Lyndon B. Johnson. SPONSOR
last issue headlined top story: "Tv 1955: Big spending, big programs,
but no st ation growt h." Recent action in case of 4 ultra-high sta-
tions is dramatic evidence that lack of station growth is not

situation that helps advertisers.

-SR-
Business plight of uhf stations will not be ignored when the Senate

Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee meets on 17 January to pry

into radio and tv practices. Sen. Warren G. Magnuson (D. Wash.) has

has had his say long ago on his pe rsonal disappointment in lack of

FCC action in boil-sore ufh problem. Chief counsel for the Magnuson
committee is Kenneth A. Cox, 40-year-old Seattle attorney. Cox says:

"My object is to find out what the problems are and what FCC and

broadcasters should do about them. "

-SR-
Westinghouse, in saying goodbye to Philadelphia, pointed up challenge

in Cleveland, making a point of vigorous expansion seen for Erie

lake-front city. Part of excitement over move comes from St.

Lawrence Seaway project. Another is natural expansion Cleveland is

undergoing. Could be with these and other factors that Cleveland,

as WBC pointed out, might become one of "booming, exc it ing sectors

of the world." Entry into new market was tinged with regret in

leaving the Quaker City. Roland V. Tooke, WPTZ general manager,

takes over reins in Cleveland. Other top WPTZ staffers will join him.

(Sponsor Reports continues page 107)

Four uhfers

toss in towel

TV vs. politics

on Capital Hill

Another

New York

on Ohio

Lakefront?

SPONSOR
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MORE

LOCAL

ADVERTISERS

THAN ANY STATION

IN

PHILADELPHIA*

HIGHEST RATED

FOOD MERCHANDISING

PROGRAM

IN PHILADELPHIA**

Represented Nationally by

GILL-PERNA INC.
New York, Chicago

Los Angeles, San Francisco
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the Station of Personalities
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MORE

NATIONAL

ADVERTISERS

THAN ANY STATION

IN

PHILADELPHIA*

GREATEST RATING

INCREASES OF

ANY STATION

IN PHILADELPHIA**

^Broadcast Advertisers Report

**Pulse 1954-55
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16 magazine radio advertisers use

ARTICLES

IHil high tv budgets force agency revolution?
A debate between the contingent which contends marketing services are an

attempt to please the client who is spending heavily in tv and those agency-

men who say marketing revolution has many causes outside emergence of tv

Max Factor's M> 1,000 answer: spot tv Impact
Sales rose 29% in first full year of tv (via Doyle Dane Bernbach). Factor did

it with $2,000,000 spot tv campaign in top 67 markets, providing a forcefu

demonstration in face of strong program competition

There's no headache sales can't cure
SPONSOR sets forth another facet of industry problems when it gives a cross-

section o^ reasons ~nd reasoning behind rcdio station management migraines

Would you let your radio announcer go this far?
Six scriptless radio announcers, a talking camel, and a heart team up to sell

a villageful of homes. Builder Del Webb gets startling results in a period when
sales should have taken a slump

The diary of a tv commercial
SPONSOR follows the development of a Lucky Strike film commercial from the

spark of ideas to television's "light up time" to detail day-to-day activity in

preparing a one-minute announcement

She changed her mind
Have you ever been perplexed by complaint letters from consumers? Here's

what happened when a radio station manager took the time to answer an irate

housewife who bought a mail-order item pitched on the station

92 ways tv sells merchandise
These capsule case histories, proving tv's sales provoking abilities, may be useful

in your 1956 campaign. They pinpoint markets, costs, objectives, results obtained
and methods used

COMING

1956 syndicated film section

Headaches of tv station executives

This annual section will rove"- the ooint of view of some of t^e leading buyers

of syndicated fil—> trends within film programing and selling; latest research on

film program audiences

Concludina this SPONSOR series on the problems of men who buy and sell

time, spotlight next issue moves on to tv station men

JO

41
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FIVE OF A KIND

WNOE

WRIT

KNOE

EL PASO
Fabulous ratings in

Hooper and Pulse

NEW ORLEANS

New Orleans' Great

50,000 Watt

Independent

MILWAUKEE
Fastest Growing

Station in the U.S.A.

MONROE, LA.

Dominates the

Market—Hooper

in the market. And as for markets . . . and rat-

ings, coverage and listener response, have you

checked the facts on the five NOEMAC stations

lately? Here are five independent local stations,

each under separate management, that by fol-

lowing the same proven programming pattern

have hung up outstanding Hooper, Pulse and

market coverage ratings. If you have a job to do

in one, or more, or all five NoeMac markets, get

the facts on the local NoeMac stations. They're

five of a kind, all different, each the best buy

rate-wise and response-wise in their markets.

Nationally Represented by

i&Rfc

N O E M AC

Representatives, Inc.

IN THE SOUTH

CLARKE BROWN CO.

STAT I

O
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READ BY MILLIONS THROUGHO

STRYKER

OF SCOTLAND YARD
Mystery at its best!

ALL STAR CAST • 26'/: minutes each

COMMANDO
CODY 1

(Sky Marshal of the Universe)

26V2 minutes each

Now being sponsored by

GENERAL FOODS!
Adventure! Action! Intrigue! '

| STORIE! '\

[1 1L
^^^^^B III 4b

1 CENTUR «

HOLLYWOOD TELEVISION SERVICE, INC.- Home Office: 4020 Carpenter St



HE WORLD IN ALL LANGUAGES
Millions of TV viewers will

aud the greatest series

of intrigue and adventure

subjects ever produced

!

WOOD TELEVISION SERVICE INC., Presents SAX ROHMER'S World Renowned

adventures of

13-26 1/2 MINUTE SUBJECTS

READY FEB. 1st

• THE PRISONER OF DR. FUMANCHU

• THE SECRET OF DR. FUMANCHU

• THE PLAGUE OF DR. FUMANCHU

•THE SLAVE OF DR. FU MANCHU

• THE GOLDEN GOD OF DR. FU MANCHU

•DR. FUMANCHU, INC.

• THE VENGEANCE OF DR. FU MANCHU

•DR. FU MANCHUS RAID

• THE DEATH SHIPS OF DR. FU MANCHU

• THE COUNTERFEITERS OF DR. FU MANCHU

• THE MASTER PLAN OF DR. FU MANCHU

• THE SATELLITES OF DR. FU MANCHU

• THE ASSASSINS OF DR. FU MANCHU

REX ALLEN
one of the world's most popular outdoor personalities

in

FRONTIER DOCTOR"
Now in Production!

26V.I minutes each

Adventure! Action! Intrigue!

Coming! The New Sensational Series

"THE STATUE OF LIBERTY
made in cooperation with the

United States Dept. of Justice,

Immigration and Naturalization

Service and F.B.I.!

i, Calif. -32 Branches in the United States and Toronto, Canada, 277 Victoria St.



CASE HISTORY-AUTOMOBILES

ALL DAY is

Automotive Traffic Time

in Southern California

Here s proof .... the K-BIG success story of

Avalon Motors, Buick Dealer in Wilmington,

California, as told by Jack Frost of Hunter-

Willhite & DeSantis Advertising Agency.

"We can show a positive increase in volume

of new Buicks sold at Avalon Motors; from 30

cars per month to 60 cars per month, in a

period of approximately eight weeks. We
and the dealer are very pleased, inasmuch as

KBIG produced this 100% increase with a

KBIG budget of only $1,200 per month, (100

spots). No other radio station was used, and

the spots were placed with only small regard

for strict automotive hours.
"

And the buyers came from the mountains,

deserts, orange belt as well as Los Angeles

and San Diego.

"Well, that's it . . . another smash success for

KBIG. .
."

In Southern California, you are "IN" when

you are "ON" KBIG.

For more proof of KBIG successes, ask your

KBIG representative or Robert Meeker man.

JOHN POOLE BROADCASTING CO.

6540 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 28, California

Telephone: Hollywood 3-3205

Nat. Rep. Robert Meeker & Assoc. Inc

7<c«</uWiii<' (Jackie) >fori»taro. media

director, Anderson-McConnell ad agency, Los

Angeles, thinks it most important for stations to

establish a single rate structure. "It's my
responsibility" she told SPONSOR, "to buy eco-

nomically lor clients and I lace the question ol

recommending schedules at national rates when
the client might be able to buy directly at the

loner local rate. In the latter case the agency

commission is not paid and the whole basis of

national advertising is undermined.' She feels

that in her buying throughout the country a trend

in that direction seems to be apparent. She'd

also like to see the ado]>tion ol standardized

availability and confirmation forms to help buyers.

Joe Knap Jr., Wesley Associates. Yew York,

speaks dispassionate!) about daytime tv. since his

clients generally don't require it except during one

particular season. "However. I feel that the most

interesting time period in terms of shifts of

emphasis in ]9r>6 may well be the afternoon.

There's a good chance that with strengthened

and revamped programing, afternoon could take

the play away from morning tv. despite the

strength of such poj>tilar personalities as Godfrey
and Garroway. The psychology of the housewife

seems to favor afternoon viewing, since a ivoman

generally relaxes better Umd not-so-incidentally.

views a commercial more favorably I if she doesn't

hate unfinished housework hanging over her

head. Another ]>oint is that housewives like movies."

James If. Kelly. Fleti her I). Richards, \ew
) ork. looks ahead into 19o6 and sees daytime

li progressing. "IT ith the anticipated continued

tightness of nighttime tv for a year or more

in lulling multistation markets iand despite new
Stations on the air\. business will inevitably si>iJI

over into daytime. So far as programing is

concerned, just look at the J. Arthur Rank films

between 3:00 and 5:00 p.m. on ABC TV. They're

shown in their entirety because the industry has

i nine to realize that cutting a feature can totally

ruin it." His concluding comment: "Although

the increased number of stations in isolated

markets may cause certain rate adjustments.

]y.i6 will be a year of expansions.'

SPONSOR



Pick the time that's best for you on

ftDIAL 970 ff

WAVE'S New Monitor-Like
Radio Service!

6:00 a.m. — 9:00 a. m.

WAKE UP WITH WAVE
Brings Louisvillians all they

need to know to start the day.

News every half hour. Time,
weather, traffic, farm and
school news. Sports scores

and other services.

4:00 p.m. — 6:30 p. m.

ROAD SHOW
Riding with Louisvillians in

their cars—getting them home
relaxed and informed. Music,

news, weather and traffic re-

ports, time, sports and humor.

Here's the sparkling DIAL 970

line-up — from early morning

till late at night! Check avail-

abilities with NBC Spot Sales!

9:15 p.m.— 10:30 p. m.

NIGHT BEAT
The pulse of Louisville after

dark. Direct local news.
Direct local sports round-up.
Music and world news.
Human-interest features.

DIAL 970—
WAVE'S DYNAMIC NEW
RADIO SERVICE FOR A

DYNAMIC NEW LOUISVILLE!

WAVE
LOUISVILLE

5000 WATTS • NBC AFFILIATE

INBCISPOT SALES
Exclusive National Representatives

1 :00 p.m. — 1 :30 p. m.

CAROUSEL
Fun and facts for busy Louis-

ville homemakers. Club news
and interviews. Book reviews

and music. Brass-ring contest.

1 0:30 p.m.—

1

2:00 mid,

BOB KAY SHOW
Louisville's top teen-age pro-

grant, with unusual adult ap-

peal. Nightly remote. Favor-

ite pop records. Interviews.

Exclusive d/j contest. Teen
club meetings.



IN THE MIDDLE OF

WASHINGTON STATE

1956 is

THE
YEAR FOR BUSINESS

During 1955, our agricul-

tural output was good, in-

come for our products was
high, new industries moved
into the area, and many
permanent new families

arrived. That means
GOOD BUSINESS for
'56. KPQ (ABC-NBC) can
get you your share of that

business because it covers

the area by itself, protected

from outside station pene-

tration by a range of high
mountains. For that PLUS
business you want, use

KPQ, Wenatchee.

5000 WAn?
560 K.C.

WENATCHEE

WASHINGTON
"Apple Capital of the World"

REGIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
Moore and Lund, Seattle, Wash.

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
For joe and Co., Incorporated

(One of the Big 6 Forjoe Represented
Stations of Washington State)

by Bob Foreman

is the half-hour television show passe?

The Super G Constellation hadn't been on the ground in

California for more than an hour when the question was
posed for the first time. I heard it a dozen times more in the

next three days attesting to the fact it's on people's minds.

"What's the trend now—hours or half-hours?" Everyone
there is interested.

Since the question was put to me, I assume they felt I might

have a logical answer. I do.

Nielsen beat me to the punch, however, with part of the

reply. While I was away, the N.F.I, pocket piece came out

with a revamped format. As you know now they are publish-

ing the Average Audience figgers up big (as many of us had
been advocating for some time). Ju^t as big as the Total

Audience reports. From here on even the most myopic among
us can compare a half-hour show to an hour epic across the

way. Before, of course, such a comparison was falacious for

the big black Nielsen Ratings reflected an accumulated audi-

ence. Naturally, the hour epics had a whopping advantage

over the 30-minute efforts.

But audience size is far from the sole criterion in most ad-

vertisers' minds. At least it should be. Nevertheless, count-

ing noses is an important way of checking out this medium as

it is with any other and a lot of folks were permitting them-

selves to be deluded by the hour-long accumulation.

Now the facts are a bit more apparent. The holding-

power of a show has come more to the fore. The audience

attendant during a commercial is clearly printed and is a

( Please turn to page 85)

Why long shotes looked so hot this season

Bob Foreman was among the first to point out that a long

show will inevitably look better than a short show of equal

appeal. Reason : most commonly quoted Nielsen ratings are

those for total audience, including all homes tuning six min-

utes or more. The longer the show, the more homes which will

tune for at least six minutes, even if many then tune out. For

uav in which Nielsen is changing reports to put picture in

clearer perspective, see text above and sponsor Report 28 Nov.

10 SPONSOR



Skip this if you know how to say

W, 23rd letter of the English alphabet, replaced the Anglo-Saxon

runic wen in the 11th century. Usually a consonant, as in

CBS Network, its sound is a voiced bilabial formed by raising

the far reaches of the tongue (as for do, pronounced with a

vowel-type of lip-rounding). Written w is silent in some words,

as answer, but we're not interested in silence. Though virtual!)

a voiceless fricative in wh, the latter consonant is more to the

point, as in wherewithal, in which Iowa (pronounced perfect

for marketing) wallows. In cognate words, Eastern Iowa's W
corresponds to the Sanskrit v and the extinct Greek digamnia

(eitheos— unmarried \outh— and that's about enough along

those lines)

.

M, 13th letter of the alphabet, is a sonant bilabial continuant.

You stop up the oral passage, or lips, lower the soft palate for

nasal resonance, and blow. M has syllabic value in some words

of Greek origin, like chasm (kas'm), but this can't compare

with the value it has in proper time-buying context, as in

double do emmmm tee, but we get ahead of our story. Words

like mnemonic, where the in is silent, are best ignored, which

we'll have to try and remember (as in mnemonic). In Roman

numerals M stands for 1,000, which, with the addition of a

decimal point after the one, gives you a rough idea of how a

certain radio-television station stands in batting average with

Eastern Iowans.

T, 20th letter of the you ought to know what by now, usually

is a voiceless alveolar stop, not to be confused with the com-

muter's late afternoon stop ("One on the rox, Joe"). With

h it forms the digraph th, which represents the characteristic

English interdental fricative, voiced in this, voiceless, in thing.

With i it sometimes acquires a sh sound, as in palatial, which

just happens to be the correct word for homes in double 6b

emmm teeland. With z it forms the Katz Agency, our national

representative, not to be confused with an alveolar stop. I is

frequently silent before / or n, as in often, which is what we

hope we'll be hearing from you. Our mail address is Cedar

Rapids, as in Iowa.

9 JANUARY 1956 U



LEE FONOREN
General Soles Manager

ykanJk (jm,

NATIONAL ADVERTISERS AND
YOUR AGENCIES FOR THE

LARGEST
SALES
VOLUME

IN

KLZ Radio
UISTORY!

KLZ Radio has kept with the times—AHEAD of the times!

Result— more national accounts, larger national schedules,

greatest national dollar volume in KLZ's history!

Proof fhar KLZ RADIO is a better buy than ever before!

BE SURE—Use radio in Denver—Use KLZ Radio!

CALL A KAT2 MAN
OR

KIZ RADIO SALES

TODAY!

CBS FOR THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN AREA

RADIO

560 k.c.

DENVER
REPRESENTED BY THE KATZ AGENCY

fMdisoi
sponsor invites letters to the editor.

Address 40 E. 49 St., New York 17.

HEADACHES ON STAGE'

Verv interesting indeed is the article

in sponsor for 12 December (1955)

headed. "Said the tv rep to the radio

rep. 'So \ou think you've got head-

aches." So interesting, in fact, that I

ha\e an idea but it will require your

permission to go ahead with it.

If the reps whom I have consulted

agree with me. could we get your per-

mission to dramatize this article and

present it as part of a panel at our an-

nual meeting?

T. J. Allard
Executive Vice President

Canadian Assn. of Radio &

Tv Broadcasters

Ottawa, Can.

• Permission sranted
know who'll I" in the ca

a picture of the -kit?

Mild we'd like to

about sending us

12

RADIO, TV IN COURTROOM

I am most appreciative of the edi-

torial comment which appeared in the

December 12 issue of SPONSOR con-

cerning the efforts of the NARTB
Freedom of Information Committee.

We can scarcely overemphasize the

importance of securing for radio and

television, with the particular tools of

their trade, access to trials, public

hearings, and other public proceed-

ings, which is equal in all respects to

that historicalh accorded the printed

media. If we fail to achieve this, radio

and television can never attain their

full stature, and the development of the

whole art of electronic journalism will

be dangerously thwarted.

\s you know, this issue is being

strenouslv debated on many fronts at

the present time. Editorial support

such as yours will be most helpful in

bringing the vital nature and immedi-

acy of this matter to the attention of

those who are interested in seeing

radio and television realize their full

potential as information media.

Robert D. Swezey

Vice President

WDSL Broadcasting Corp.

\ etc Orleans

SPONSOR



AGAIN... UP-TO-DATE FIGURES AND MAPS ON

fill Ifll iH i $11

SE i SB 3IK IKtfl

lew Hill
To give Time-Buyers the facts and figures they need to buy
effective radio and television coverage, A. C. Nielsen Company is

now launching Nielsen Coverage Service No. 2 (NCS No. 2).

This study, like its f952 predecessor, will take the guesswork out

of time huying by providing, in compact, easy-to-use form,

current answers to such questions as:

How big is a station's market—how many homes are there in the area; how many hove radio,

how many have TV?

How many families listen to a given station or network?

In what counties (or groups of counties) are these families located?

How frequently do these families listen or view and how loyal are they to the station?

What other radio and TV stations are serving these same markets, and how well?

How does U. S. radio and TV ownership breakdown by regions, states, counties .. .by

number and type of sets owned ... by their location in the home... in the car?

And many more questions of dollar importance to the radio and TV Time-Buyer (or Seller).

Big discounts for charter subscribers

The price of NCS No. 2 to agencies and advertisers is based on

the amount spent for radio or TV time. (Broadcasters" prices are

determined by the station's own card rates.) This puts NCS No. 2

within reach of all who buy (or sell) time. And if you subscribe

to NCS No. 2 by January 15, you can earn discounts of

20% or more.

^^^ Nielsen Coverage Service v..2
Send now for full details and agreement form

Just ask for a copy of the "Outline <>f NCS."
This brochure describes in full the purpose, scope

methods, report forms, acceptance, rate structures and

timetable of NCS No. 2. Send today, so you can

take advantage <>f the big savings for prompt action.

601

A. C. Nielsen Company • 2101 Howard Street, Chicago 45, Illinois • 500 Fifth Avenue, New York 36, New York • 70 Willow Road, Menlo Park California
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Represented Nationally by The Katz Agency
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WRONG ADDRESS

A press agent knows that some

things are better left unsaid. So, when

I received our annual company supply

of sponsor's 1956 Radio and Tv Di-

rectory I passed them along to eager

recipients. Eight copies went out and

eight inter-office calls came in. Lo and

behold, my silence did not help. Every-

one discovered that Transfilm was ad-

dressed at 33 rather than 35 W. 45th

St.

We could move our studio to coin-

cide with the listing, but we'd be in a

fine fix if next year it was changed.

And, while on the subject of num-

bers, may I correct another one in De-

cember 26th's Newsmakers in Adver-

tising section referring to our presi-

dent, William Miesegaes? Transfilm

started producing tv commercials in

1946, not 1951, as indicated. As a

matter of fact, our early Camel ciga-

rette "spectacular" film commercials

were among the very first tv spots ever

produced on film.

Albert Boyars

Public Relations Director

Transfilm Inc.

New York

TV IN THE ROUGH
Every once in a while we of the

"hinterlands" production crews get a

little discouraged and wonder just how
much our efforts are appreciated.

Bob Foreman came to our side and
gave our vanity quite a boost in his

Agency Ad Libs of November 28.

We feel we are really "working"

television when you have the coopera-

tion of cameramen, floormen, switchers

and engineers all pitching in to make
a smoother production.

I wholeheartedly agree with Mr.

Foreman's suggestion that the network

crews should visit us and see what it

is like to do a series of programs with

two cameras, one boom man, one floor

man, one video engineer and the direc-

tor acting as his own switcher. That
is television! And we're darned proud
of it.

Forrest H. Respess, Director

WTTV , Indianapolis Studios

Indianapolis

INDUSTRY CARICATURES
For quite some time now I have

been trying to locate as many of the

Jaro Hess cartoon series as I could.

(Please turn to page 103)

sport

in town

Yes . . . we're the BIG SHOT when it

comes to play-by-play sports in Milwaukee.

Our Earl Gillespie does the Braves Broadcasts,

Marquette University and Green Bay Packers

football. And, for good measure, we round out the

year with University of Wisconsin basketball.

To over a million "sports" in Milwaukee,

radio means WEMP. So a pretty healthy hunk

of the population is ready and waiting to receive

your message . . . over WEMP. . . at the

lowest cost per thousand. Local buyers know it . . .

and take advantage of it. Why don't you?

Milwaukee's Best BuyWEMP
5000 Watts at 1250

1935-1955 . . . 20 years of service to Milwaukee Represented nationally by lleadley-Reed
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all three ^j the same motttty^
I:

HOOPCR PULSE TRENDED

No matter who asks the question in OMAHA

the answer is IxO V\r rl

Master of all who survey ( )maha! That's K( )WH—with 43.7' , aver-

s age share-of-audience by Hooper (Oct.-Nov.). The latest Pulse for

Omaha-Council Bluffs has KOWH on top in every time period! So

does Trendex. KOWH has placed first in audience year after year.

gradually increasing first place dominance until now KOWH is first

in evei v time period of every survey in the Omaha market. Mid-Con-

tinent programming and excitement—pins good coverage (660 KG )

are accomplishing wonders for national as well as local advertisers.

Si i whichever rating you rate tops, you make no mistake with KOWH,
which rates first with all three. Get an earful from the H-R man. or

KOWH General Manager Virgil Sharpe.

^ CONTINENT BROADCASTING COMPANY
President: Todd Storz

WHB, Kansas City

Represented by

John Blair & Co.

WTIX, New Orleans

Represented by

Adam J. Young, Jr.

KOWH, Omaha
Represented by

H-R Reps., Inc.
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JMeii) and renew
1. New on Radio Networks

9 JANUARY 1956

SPONSOR
-

AFL-CIO, NY

Bankers Life & Casualty, Des Moines

Barbasol, Indianapolis

Beltone Hearing Aid, Chi

Carter Products, NY
Chesebrough-Pond's, NY

AGENCY STATIONS

Furman, Feiner, NY ABC

Crant, Schwenck &
Chi

Bake ,ABC

NBC
MBS
NBC
-CBS

Erwin-Wasey, NY 195
Olian & Bronner, Chi
Ted Bates, NY .. . .

JWT, NY
195
113

PROGRAM, time, start, duration

Le»er Bros, NY _

Magla Products, Newark .

Miller Brewing, Milwaukee
Pharmaco, Kenilworth, NJ

Pharmaco, Kenilworth, NJ

Philip Morris, NY

FCB, NY CBS 204

-——Edward Lieb, Newark ABC
Mathisson Assoc, Milwaukee NBC 195
DCSS, NY ABC
DCSS, NY CBS 204.

B-B-T. NY CBS 204

Rexall Drugs, LA BBDO, NY ABC

F. C. Russell, Cleve McCann-Erickson, NY CBS 203

Sleep-Eze, Long Beach, Calif M. B. Scott CBS
Stanback Co. Salisbury, NC Piedmont Adv. Salisbury, NC ABC
Standard Brands, NY Ted Bates, NY ABC
Standard Brands, NY Ted Bates, NY CBS

Sterling Drugs, NY _ D-F-S, NY ABC
Sterling Drugs, NY D-F-S, NY NBC
Swift & Co, Chi McCann-Erickson, NY ABC

197

204

195

Edward R. Morgan News; M-F 7-7:15 pm; 2 (an;

Vandercook; M-F 10-10:05 pm; 2 )an; 52 wks
Paul Harvey News; S 6:15-6:30 pm; 1 )an; 26 wks

Monitor; 14 30-sec. parties; 4 Feb; 52 wks
Cabriel Heatter; alt Th 7:15-7:30 pm; 5 Jan

5-min news segments; on 10 segments per week; Jan

Vi sp'ship on: Brighter Day; M 2:15-2:30; 2 Jan;

22 wks
Second Mrs. Burton; T, Th 2-2:15 pm; 3 Jan; 22 wks
Young Dr. Malone; W & F 1:30-1:45 pm; 4 Jan;

22 wks
Helen Trent; F 12:30-12:45; 6 Jan; 22 wks
Aunt Jenny; M-W-F Full Sp'ship, T, Th Vi sp'ship

2:45-3 pm; 2 Jan; 52 wks
Breakfast Club; Th 9:15-9:20 am; 16 Feb

Monitor; 6 30-sec. parties; 7 Jan; 26 wks
Whispering Streets; M-W-F 10:45-11 am; 2 Jan

Romance of Helen Trent; Vi Sp'ship M-W 12:30-12:45

pm 9 Jan; 13 wks
Bing Crosby; alt days M-F 7:30-7:45 pm; 5-min seg;

2 Jan; 52 wks
Wendy Warren; alt days M-F 12-12:15 pm; 3 Jan;

52 wks
Breakfast Club; 3 5-min segments alt wks, 2 5-min

segments other wks; 6 Feb.

Bing Crosby; alt days M-F 7:30-7:45 pm; 5 min
segments; 20 February; 13 wks

Surprise Theatre; Sat 12:55-1 pm; 12 March; 39 wks
Whispering Streets; Th 10:45-11 am; 12 Jan
B-eakfast Club; Th 9:55-10 am: 5 Jan
Wendy Warren; various days M-F 12-12:15 pm; 5

Jan; 52 wks
My True Story; M-F 10-10:25 am; 2 Jan

Weekday; T-F parties; Jan

Magic Kingdom; Th 11-11:30 am; 29 Dec; 52 wks

2. Renewed on Radio Networks
SPONSOR

Bristol-Myers, NY
Carter Products, NT

Dromedary Co,
RCA, NY
Sterling Drugs,

NY

NY _
Stokelev-Van Camp, Indianapolis
Texas Co, NY

AGENCY

-DCSS, NY
SSCB, NY

..Ted Bates, NY

..K&E, NY
D-F-S, NY

Calkins & Holden, NY
Kudner, NY

STATIONS PROGRAM, time, start, duration

CBS
-ABC

ABC
_ NBC
NBC

.ABC
_ABC

204

195
176

Nora Drake; T, Th, alt F 2:30-2:45 pm; 3 Jan; 52 wks
-When a Cirl Marries; M & F opening segment 10:30-

10:45 am; 2 Jan
When a Cirl Marries; T & Th 10:30-10:45 am; 2 Jan

-Monitor and Top-Ten; 13 parties; 17 Jan

Young Widder Brown; M-Th 4:30-4:45 pm; 16 Jan;

52 wks
-When a Cirl Marries; M-F 10:30-10:45 am; 2 Jan

_22 five-min newscasts; Sat 8:55 am—S 11 pm

3. Broadcast Industry Executives
NAME FORMER AFFILIATION NEW AFFILIATION

Miller Babcock WCBS, Miami, managing director
James Bailey WBRC, Birmingham, Ala, managing director
Harry W. Barnam WTTM, Trenton, acct exec
Fred E. Berthelson WTIX, New Orleans, general mgr
f.eRoy V. Bertin .._TV Cuide. San Fran, regional mgr

vpCharles A. Black WILD, Birmingham, Ala,
W. M. Carpenter WLOW, Norfolk, vp
Robert W. Cessna WALM, Albion. Mich, manager .

Herb Claassen Henrv I. Christal, NY
Robert D. Crosswell -W'BK-TV, Detr, acct exec
Bob Davis --KORE. Eugene, Ore
l" k

.

DeLier KWTV, Okla City, local sales
William H. Fineshriber .._ NBC, NY, vp and general mgr
Timothy R. Ives _
Gil Johnston _ WBBM, Chi, sales mgr
Frank C. King KOVR, San Fran, natl and local sales hd
Malcolm Klein KABC-TV, Hvwood, sales rep
Terry H. Lee KOVR, San Fran, exec vp
Harry L.pson WJBK, Detr, managing director
Glenn Manley
Jon R. McKinley ...... __WTAC, WTAC-TV, Flint, Ceneral mgr
Bill Michaels ._ WIBK-TV, Detr, managing director .

Paul Miller _ WWVA, Wheeling, West Va, managing director
lack Rayel .-^BS-TV, NY, exec producer

Same, vp
— Same, vp

*»me, general sales mgr
Same, vp
_WNBF, Binghampton, NY, sales promotion and develop-

ment director

-Same, managing director

Same, general mgr
WABJ. Adrian, Mich, mgr
H-R Representatives, NY, sales

Richard H. Ullman, Cinn

KVAN, Vancouver-Portland, sales mgr

Same, natl sales mgr
NY, vp
Charlotte, sales rep

St. Louis, sales mgr
vp in charge of sales

asst general sales mgr

TPA,
WBT,
_KWK,
.Same,
.Same,
.Same, pres

Same, vp
KXLW, St .Louis, sales

.KFEL-TV, Denver, general mgr
-Same, vp
Same, vp
.Same, Hvwood, network program director
cverett-M<:Kinnev. Chi, Western sales mgr

William H.
Fineshriber (3

John B. She Iton Crosley B'casting, Ch.
5eymour H. Thomas "»-n, rd Rin*oul & McConnell, Chi, acct exec Joseph Hershey McCillvra, Chi, mgr
Earl Jay Watson KOVR, San Fran, programing development ..Same, vp in charge of programing

• In next issue: New and Renewed on Television (Network); Broadcast Industry Executives, Adver-

tising Agency Personnel Changes; New Firms, Neic Offices, Changes of Address, Station Changes

Scott Dona-
hue, Jr. (3)
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\etr and renew

Dan
Daneholz i4>

Morris
Kellner (4)

William
Carpenter (3)

lack
DeLier (3)

Fred
Berthelson (3

lack
Rayel (3)

4. Advertising Agency Personnel Changes
NAME FORMER AFFILIATION NEW AFFILIATION

Howard Abrahams Amos Parrish, NY, promotion TvB NY retail sales director
Charles W. Alexander Hicks & Creist, NY, acct exec Moh'r Associates, NY, vp
Harry A. Beik Warwick & Legler, NY, vp and director _. McCann-Erickson Corp (International) NY, vp and dir
• Birney Blair KHQ, Spokane, radio sales mgr _ KHQ-TV, Spokane, sales mgr
Lee Bland _Leo Burnett, NY Same, vp in charge of broadcast production
Daniel Danenholz Katz Agency, NY, research, prom, and publicity dept hd Same, mbr of board
Scott Donahue, Jr. Katz Agency, NY, tv sales mgr Same, mbr of board
David W. Dole Leo Burnett, NY Same, vp in charge of broadcast business division
Ferrell Q. Dotson >wift & Co. Chi, adv supervisor _ Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove, Pittsburgh, acct exec
Olive R. Fisher Meredith Publishing Co, NY Ketchum, MacLeod & Crove, Pittsburgh, acct exec
Warren Fales Compton, NY, acct exec _ Norman, Craig & Kummel, NY, acct exec
loseph Cans Tiiwing & Altman, NY, vp in charge of rad-tv Maxwell Sackheim, NY, vp in charge of rad-tv
leromy Cury Benton & Bowles, NY, vp Same, administrative cpy dept hd
Peter Harmon Humphrey, Alley & Richards, NY BBDO, San Fran, cpy
Anthony Hyde .._Y&R, NY, acct exec _. McCann-Erickson, NY, vp in chg of planning-developi
Morris Kellner Katz Agency, NY, radio sales mgr Same, mbr of board
Lon A. King Free & Peters, NY, acct exec Same, asst vp
Kenneth C. Lovgren Ross Roy Adv, Detr, vp in charge of creative services Foote, Cone & Belding, NY, cpy dept
loseph C. Lieb B-B-T, NY, acct supervisor K&E, NY, acct supervisor
Charles W. Llewellyn Harry M. Miller Adv, Columbus, acct exec Ketchum, MacLeod & Crove, Pittsburgh, acct exec

Chi
Houston, vp and creative hd
Chi, acct exec
Chi, cpy supervisor

JWT, NY vp and acct rep
Alexander Adv, San Diego, exec vp
Same, vp
Same, vp

Carrit Lydecker Leo Burnett,
John K. Lynah Brennan Adv,
Kenneth Mason Earle Ludgin,
Edward C. McAuliffe Earle Ludgin,
Cordon Minter _Leo Burnett, NY Same, film prod mgr
Robert T. Meyers Pharmacraft Corp, Batavia, III, merchandising mgr Harry B. Cohen, NY, Merchandising director
Raymond A. Phelps Earle Ludgin, Chi, media director _ Same, vp
William S. Robinson Earle Ludgin, Chi, research director Same, vp
Rolland W. Taylor ... .Colgate-Palmolive, Jersey City, vp in charge of adv Foote, Cone & Belding. exec vp and director of NY offii

Crant M. Thompson Esty, NY, acct exec . Same, vp
Mary Ellen Wheeling Raymond R. Morgan, Hywood, time byr Hottl & Siteman, LA, rad-tv director
Diana M. Wear Jack T. Holes Adv, Ft. Worth, graphic media director Motti & Siteman, LA, rad-tv director
Lawrence Wisser ... Storm & Klein, NY, vp and creative director . Emil Mogul, NY, copy chief
William L. Youns: Esty, NY, vp Same, mbr of copy-plans board
Clifford R. Schaible Earle Ludgin. Chi, acct exec _ Same, vp

5. Sponsor Personnel Changes
NAME FORMER AFFILIATION NEW AFFILIATION

Arthur T. Castillo Colgate-Palmolive, Jersey City Same, asst new products mgr
Paul Byrne Prince Matchabelli, Inc, NY, asst to the president Colgate-Palmolive, jersey City, asst merchandising mgr
Walter V. Clark Simoniz Co, NY, divisional sales mgr Same, Chi, natl TBA mgr
Hugh C. Creen _ _Sheaffer Pen Co, district sales mgr ...Same, NY, asst sales mgr
Jean Finegan _ Benton & Bowles, NY 1 ..Fairmont Foods, Omaha, adv and publicity mgr
Herman W. Leitzow Schering Corp, Bloomfield, N|, mkting and sales Same, vp

Richard H. MacAlister Schlitz Brewing Co, Milwaukee, director of Western sales Same, asst general mgr
Stuart Sherman Colgate-Palmolive, Jersey City, divisional mgr _. Same, adv director

Dwight L. Wardell International Nickel Co, NY Sandoz Chemical Works, Hanover, NJ, adv mgr

6. New Agency Appointments
SPONSOR PRODUCT (or service) AGENCY

Charles Antell, Baltimore Men's hair tonic _ _
Campana Sales, Batavia, III Solitair, Sheer Magic, Magic Touch
Doeskin Products. NY .... Cleansing tissues

Helbros Watch Co, NY Watches
Hoffman Beverage Co, Newark Soft beverages
Lanolin Plus, Chi . _. - —Skin preparation
Mennen Co, Morristown, NJ ...Skin bracer

Olin M3thieson Chemical Corp, NY Lentheric Tweed. Brand Perfumes
Pepsi-Cola, NY Soft beverage
Speidel Co, Providence Jewelry ...

Cayton Adv, NY
Crant Adv, Chi
Harry B. Cohen Adv. NY
Erwin, Wasey, NY
Crey Adv. NY
B-B-T, NY
McCann-Erickson, NY
Crant Adv, NY
Kenyon & Eckhardt, NY
Norman, Craig & Kummel

Arthur T. Castillo (5) Robert W. Cessna (3)

Hov/ard Abrahams <4) Je.omy Cury (4) Paul Byrne (5)
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RESULTS

COUNT...

and you

get 'em on

OMAHA
RADIO CENTER

AVERY -KNODEL — Exclusive National Rep.



ffLZtgj^-J|

EVERY SALE IS LOCAL . . . and all Omaha listens to, and buys, KOIL-ad-

vertised products and services. To reach the buying Omaha market, use

the fastest growing independent station in the area KOIL. There must

be a reason why our renewals are the greatest in our 30 year history .

RESULTS COUNT . . . and you get em on KOIL!



the proof of the puddin', is in the eating!

1956 OMAHA AAA

BASEBALL
again exclusively on Ll^X^-X LJ L«j

The tremendous popularity of Radio KOIL . . .

among listeners and advertisers alike, both

local and national ... is further emphasized

by D'Arcy Advertising of St. Louis, again

selecting Radio KOIL to carry the complete

schedule in spite of strong competitive bids

from 3 other Omaha radio stations.

see Avery-Knodel, Inc. .. . for all the details.

immediately available for sponsorship

"DUGOUT OOP!"

15-min. of

RESULTS COUNT

1 -MINUTE

ADJACENCIES

eding and

following game

^ ?/

"THE SCOREBOARD"

All the latest stores

local and national

. and you GET 'EM on KOIL

DON HILL will again broad-

cast exclusively for KOIL the

1956 Omaha Cardinals AAA
Baseball games . . .

both home and away.



All OMAHA talked about

% KOIL'S
ystery SANTA CLAUS !

OVER $6,000.00 WORTH OF PRIZES were

awarded winners of KOIL'S original Mystery

Santa Claus Contest . . . who he was

is not important.

Results really counted up for the sponsor who

said, "Best promotion we've ever sponsored

... or heard of!" His enthusiasm is

proof of the pudding . . . "We're going to

buy it again in 1956."

LOOK to KOIL for originality and outstanding promotions!

If you want more sales in the Omaha Market,

let KOIL "Showcase" your product or service.

Remember . . . results count . . . and you get

'em on KOIL - Omaha.

Exclusive National Representative

Avery-Knodel

RADIO-CENTER . . . OMAHA

Omaha's only 24-hour Music, News and Sports station
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John \Y. Ilitbbcll

V.p. in charge of merchandising and advertising

The Simmons Co., New York

An energetic man with sait-and-pepper hair commands the Sim-

mons Co.'s marketing and advertising strategy, and in the past year,

has paid close heed to the firm's tv "Blitzkrieg'' and "holding ac-

tions." With the company as an adman for more than a quarter

century, John Hubbell, v.p. of merchandising and advertising, has

become a late, but enthusiastic convert to spot tv and radio both.

"We started our air media Blitzkrieg a year ago fall in three

markets," he told sponsor, "Liked the results so well, we're using

our Blitzkrieg technique in 15 markets this year, holding action in

10 more tv and five radio markets."

The distinction between the two plans essentially is this: magazine

advertising is still the backbone of Simmons Co.'s national effort,

both for Beautyrest Mattress and Hide-A-Bed. However, in 15 addi-

tional markets the firm is giving Beautyrest an extra push via satu-

ration radio and an average of 15 announcements weekly on tv. The

holding action refers to supplementary spot radio and tv in five and

10 magazine markets respectively, to "punch up any holes in our

advertising umbrella."

Some 65 c
/< of Simmons Co.'s total $3.5 million ad budget is spent

on Beautyrest Mattresses.

"Actually, the role of advertising in a 'considered purchase item

like mattresses is fundamentally different from its role in impulse

buying." Hubbell explained. "I started out years ago as a salesman

for Colgate, so I've been on both sides of the fence. For a product

like mattresses, the advertising generally is only as effective as the

point-of-sale carry-through. Store A and Store B across the street

from each other, say, get the same push from us in the way of maga-

zine and radio-tv advertising. But store A resists our advertising and

pushes some private brand, while Store B takes advantage of our

merchandising support and goes all out for Simmons. We might

sell isolated units through Store A, while Store B sells hundreds."

To support this, Hubbell gave a virtually irresistible sales pitch,

proving an adman is a salesman at heart.

"At home it's not so easy," he grinned. "There I'm outnumbered."

He was referring to his wife. son. and three daughters in Rye, N. Y.

• • •

&
Independent

in the nation's

Market. .

.

The 50,000-watt "one-station net-

work" places FIRST among all

Los Angeles independent radio

stations in the Pulse "Cumulative

Pulse Audiences," Pulse Report

for November. 1955. This Pulse

Report shows KMPC leading all

Los Angeles non-network sta-

tions in weekly total of homes

reached . . .

Plus
MORE out-of-home" auto radio

listeners than ANY other South-

ern California station including

networks. And there are 3,199.-

000 cars in KMPC's area

!

. . . If you want to SELL
Southern California . . . BU\

KMPC
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

50,000 watts day 10.000 watts night

Cene Autry, President

R. O. Reynolds, Vice-President & Cen. Mgr

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY

A.M. RADIO SALES

•'The Pulse "Los Angeles Metropolitan Area

Out-of-Home Radio Audience—Summer 1955"
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IM YOUfi PICTURE

583,600

1\/ Families

WJAC-TV is the Number One

Station not only in Johnstown,

but in Altoona as well, and this

one-two punch covers an area

that rates 4th in the rich state

of Pennsylvania, and 28th in

the entire country.

Well over half a million (583,-

600 to be exact) television fam-

ilies look to WJAC-TV for the

best in television entertainment.

Add to this the free bonus of

WJAC-TV coverage into Pitts-

burgh, and you have a total

market for your sales message

that just can't be overlooked, if

you really want to tap the po-

tential of Southwestern Penn-

sylvania.

Get full details from your KATZ man!

by Joe Csida

Can you get there and still be a nice guy?

It is, as I write this, a little past the start of the new year,

the time as everyone knows, of a looking ahead at the future,

the summing up of the past. The time, if any, to get what

might basically be interpreted as pollyannaism off one's

chest. It seems fashionable in showbusiness—not excepting,

and maybe especially—the radio-tv wing and the upper per-

former and brass echelons—to be bitter and cynical and

tough. In the past several months, in two different areas of

the industry, tongue-in-cheek organizations were organized,

which throw this fashion into sharp focus.

Out in Hollywood, Humphrey Bogart, Lauren Bacall,

Frank Sinatra, Judy Garland, Sid Luft, Irving Lazar, Nat

Benchley, David Niven and a couple of other characters as-

sembled to form The Holmby Hills Rat Pack. Bogie, who is

one of the Pack's moving spirits, stated the HHRP's reason

for existence. "We're just people who admire ourselves,"

said he, "and don't care for any one else."

Here in New York just a month or so before the Rat Pack
conclave a group of key people in the music-record industry

brought into being an organization mysteriously entitled

F'EA. The publicized purpose of the group was to combat

some of the more unsavory practices indulged in by certain

recording executives and music publishers.

{Please turn to page 88)

Csida and Como

say nice guys

finish first

Contention is that

nice guys have hard

time coming out on

top. in citing Como
cover story in last

issue of Collier's,

Csida delves into en-

tertainment world to

cite moral for those

to whom success is

of great importance.
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JDon't send ei looy

to do et work

Apparently, it is recognized that a multiple number of smaller

Georgia radio stations are indicated if one hopes to approach the

effectiveness and economy of WSB Radio. This is a protective

concept which has prevailed, ineffectively, for the past 20 years.

No other Georgia radio station, or combination of Georgia stations,

gives you as many listeners per dollar as you can get on WSB Radio.

Ask your Petry man to show you the facts.

Ji.T-LjA.TXTA.

NBC affiliate. Represented by Petry. Affiliated with The Atlanta Journal and Constitution
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CHARLOTTE
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Published OTO by the Jefferson Standard Broadcasting Company

83 NEWSPAPERS CARRY

WBTV PROGRAM LOGS
Charles H. Crutchfield, Executive Vice
President and General Manager of the
Jefferson Standard Broadcasting Company,
released today a complete list of newspapers
carrying WBTV Program Logs and News
Highlights. The eighty-three newspapers
include:

NORTH CAROLINA
Albemarle Enterprise
Albemarle, N. C.

Anson Record
Wadesboro, N. C.

Ashevilie Citizen
Asheville, N. C.

Ashevilie News
Asheville, N. C.

Asheville Times
Asheville, N. C.

Belmont Banner
Belmont, N. C.

Charlotte News
Charlotte, N. C.

Charlotte Observer
Charlotte, N. C.

Charlotte Post
Charlotte, N. C.

Cleveland Times
Shelby, N. C.

Concord Tribune
Concord, N. C.

Durham Morning Herald
Durham, N. C.

Durham Observer
Durham, N. C.

Elkin Tribune
Elkin, N. C.

Fayetteville Observer
Fayetteville, N. C.

Gaston Citizen
Gastonia, N. C.

Gastonia Gazette
Gastonia, N. C.

Granite Falls Press
Granite Falls, N. C.

Greensboro Daily News
Greensboro, N. C.

Greensboro Record
Greensboro, N. C.

Hamlet News-Messenger
Hamlet, N. C.

Hendersonville Times-News
Hendersonviile, N. C.

Hickory Daily Record
Hickory, N. C.

High Point Enterprise
High Point, N. C.

Iredell Morning News
Statesville, N. C.

Kannapolis Daily Independent
Kannapolis, N. C.

Lenior News-Topic
Lenior, N. C.

Lexington Dispatch
Lexington, N. C.

Lincoln Times
Lincolnton, N. C.

Lumberton Post
Lumberton, N. C.

Mecklenburg Times
Charlotte, N. C.

Mocksville Enterprise
Mocksville, N. C.

Monroe Journal
Monroe, N. C.

Montgomery Herald
Troy, N. C.

Morganton News-Herald
Morganton, N. C.

Mount Holly News
Mt. Holly, N. C.

Newton Observer &
News Enterprise

Newton, N. C.

Raleigh News & Observer
Raleigh, N. C.

Raleigh Times
Raleigh, N. C.

The Robesonian
Lumberton, N. C.

Rockingham Post-Dispatch
Rockingham, N. C.

Rutherford County News
Rutherfordton, N. C.

Salisbury Evening Post
Salisbury, N. C.

Sanford Herald
Sanford, N. C.

Shelby Daily Star
Shelby, N. C.

Statesville Daily Record
Statesville, N. C.

Twin City Sentinel
Winston-Salem, N. C.

Winston-Salem Journal
Winston-Salem, N. C.

SOUTH CAROLINA

Anderson Daily Mail
Anderson, S. C.

Anderson Independent
Anderson, S. C.

Andrews Star
Andrews, S. C.

Camden Citizen
Camden, S. C.

Charleston Evening Post
Charleston, S. C.

Charleston News & Courier
Charleston, S. C.

Cheraw Chronicle
Cheraw, S. C.

Chester Reporter
Chester, S. C.

Chesterfield Advertiser
Chesterfield, S. C.

Clover Herald
Clover, S. C.

Columbia Post
Columbia, S. C.

Columbia Record
Columbia, S. C.

Columbia State
Columbia, S. C.

Pictured above is the $l! 2 Million Jefferson Standard

Broadcasting Company building. Operating from these

kingsize facilities, WBTV serves more than 500,000 tele-

vision families in its 100 UV/M area!

Florence Morning News
Florence, S. C.

Fort Mill Times
Fort Mill, S. C.

Gaffney Ledger
Gaffney, S. C.

Greenville News
Greenville, S. C.

Greenville Observer
Greenville, S. C.

Greenwood Index-Journal
Greenwood, S. C.

Lancaster News
Lancaster, S. C.

Newberry Journal
Newberry, S. C.

Pageland Journal
Pageland, S. C.

Spartanburg Herald
Spartanburg, S. C.

Spartanburg Journal
Spartanburg, S. C.

Suburban News
Columbia, S. C.

Union Daily Times
Union, S. C.

GEORGIA

Augusta Herald
Augusta, Georgia

TENNESSEE

Bristol Virginia-Tennessean
Bristol, Tennessee

Elizabethton Star
Altamont, Tennessee

Kingsport Times-Ne^ws
Kingsport, Tennessee

Morristown Sun
Morristown, Tennessee

Mountain City Tomahawk
Mountain City, Tennessee

VIRGINIA

Bristol Herald-Courier
Bristol, Virginia

Roanoke Times
Roanoke, Virginia

Scott County News
Gate City, Virginia

MOST UNIQUE AND EFFECT

PROMOTIONAL OPERATION I

THE BUSINESS...

Advertisers launching campaigns over Sta

WBTV reap the promotional benefit

eighty-three Carolina newspapers wl

carry WBTV Program Logs. Twenty-i

of these newspapers regularly feature

gram news and photos in special televi

highlight columns.

This healthy viewer interest in televi

program news has been skillfully cultivc

since 1949 by a full-manned WBTV pro

tion operation. Televiewers in this $2 bil

retail sales market have requested logs

program highlights—newspaper editors h

complied.

Judged to be one of the most unique

effective promotion operations in the bi

ness, the eight-man department prov:s

full advertiser service in on-lhe-air pro>

tion, publicity, research, merchandis !,

and newspaper-audience promotion.

Combine this great area station "impa

advertising with such potent promotion .

watch sales "zoom" in this robust Caro

television market!

SUCH POTENT PROMOTION
Graphically shown at left are the eigl'-

three newspapers located in WBTV's
UV/M area. Proof positive that WBf
advertisers reach a bonus television-c •

scious audience that never shows up in*

counts and market data.

Call: WBTV or CBS Television Spot Sai
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PART FOUR

Did high iv budgets

force agency revolution?
What lies behind addition of agency marketing services is

covered here from two opposite points of view

by Ben Bodec

That sweeping changes in traditional functions are

under way at major agencies has been the premise of

this series. But what lies behind the change? Did the

agencies act out of altruistic desire to expand the

services furnished clients? Or were they pushed by the clients?

And to what degree did television with its high costs create client

pressure? There are some who say tv provides the main impetus

for the broadening of services, that advertisers demand a greater

variety of services when they use tv heavily because they feel

agencies are making unusual profits from the medium. This point

of view is presented on the following page. But it is only one side

of the story. Along side you'll find the answering view of those

who contend that many other factors are more basic in the agen-

cies' responsiveness to the exigencies of the so-called marketing

revolution. And that any opposing view reflects a narrow and

extreme position. Also contained in this fourth part of sponsor's

series on the Agency in Transition is a summary of the six prime

ways that television has had a dynamically stimulating effect on
marketing practices today. (Turn page for start of the debate.)



iPiit tv casts farce new services an agencies ?

YES: services are move to

JUSTIFY HIGH PROFITS TV BRINGS

NO: AGENCIES CHANGED WITH

GROWTH IN NATIONAL ECONOMY

• Composite viewpoint quoted below is based on

thinking of admen from client side who view marketing

services as growing out of client tv-sparked desires.

"I believe agencies had to go into broader

marketing services. Television forced it. All agencies

haven't broadened their scope. But the move is on.

"Television put the finger on the agency. Ten years

ago the big shops were heavily in print, same in

radio. Then came tv. The pattern changed—is

changing. Billings jumped sky high. This meant

agencies had to add personnel. Early tv was trial by

error. More people were needed to take care of mistakes.

"With more people came a certain direction as to

where the agency was going. The area of marketing

was the logical place. Reason? Simple. The more

an agency is integrated into management, the more

it has a hold on the account. Marketing—actually,

you could give it 10 other names—became the

base. More research, more merchandising, more
counseling on everything from employe salaries to

• Composite viewpoint below reflects thinking of

agency executives who say it's not tv profits but

changes in economy which underlie expansion of

agency services which were reported in this series.

"There's no doubt but what television changed

the agencies' operation. Agencies were hit broad-

side with tv. They had to change or lose out. It's

just that simple. Tv budgets are high. No denying

that. So are the results tv gets. But simply because

the budgets are high doesn't mean agency profits

are the same. A lot of people assume, clients among
them, that so-and-so show costing, say, $300,000

for a one-time shot puts $45,000 right into the

agency's profit column.

"There's no denying that you make more on some

accounts than you do on others. What's wrong

with that? Not a thing. All business follows the

same practice. But one thing's sure: It takes more
to get more. Same since time began.

"Figures say so-and-so agency did $150,000,000

:/
s

how big a manufacturer's field force should be.

"But that's only part of the setup. Tv represents

anywhere from 40 to 65% of the total billings of a

vast majority of agencies. Most of this money

comes from the networks. Now, the networks pretty

much control what they produce. This means a

lot to the agency in terms of profit.

"The agency needs only to provide commercials

for these shows. It gets 15% on top of the production

cost plus fees for out-of-pocket expense. Then it

gets 15% on time and the high-priced network-

controlled program. When a client spends $5 million

in tv and the agency gets 15% or roughly $750,000,

you can see where the client begins to wonder.

"That's where marketing stepped in. The client

pays more, but gets more. It's the Madison

Avenue baker's dozen.

"And there's one more thing. The 15% may have

outlived its usefulness. Tv may have changed

this. But maybe it can stay the same with market-

ing tossed in,

"One thing is sure. The greater number of

services didn't just spring from kindness. Once

they're there, though, you can be sure they'll stay.

No one ever punched Santa Claus in the nose yet."

in billing. Yet their net profit is about 1.5%. How
does this compare with, say, General Motors or a

lot of the hot-shot tv operations. As I said before,

it takes more to get—and hold—the big ones.

And I'm not being snide either.

"The greater the billings on one account, the more

the problems. They go hand in glove. Tv forced

more activity and the agencies expanded services.

But it was a natural expansion. The talk is that the

agencies resorted to some sort of cloak and dagger

stuff. Nothing further from the truth.

"The very nature of tv forced better research,

stronger merchandising, greater counseling with man-

agement on the whole business function. With this

came more people, more activity, more depth, if you

will, to the whole advertising effort.

"There's one more thing. Advertising today

reflects the tremendous economic tempo of the

country. Advertising is bigger, broader, more in-

tense and more selling. If advertising seems hypoed,

it's just joining the throng. A marketing revolution?

No. It's just an economic evolution with the

agencies going along with the act. And forget about

the theory that agencies are reaping high profits

on network tv. We only wish it worked out that way."

28 For editorial presenting sponsor's own view on the question, see page 108. SPONSOR
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J. Sales forces: The change in

scope and nature of field sales forces

has been quite marked, especially in

the packaged grocery field. Tele-

vision's dynamic power to pre-sell the

consumer and obtain quick acceptance

from the retailer has made it possible

for the manufacturer to put his prod-

uct in distribution without having to

maintain as large a percentage of high-

salaried specialty salesmen as was re-

quired before tv. He saves money
by replacing them with the lower-

salaried service salesmen. Their main

function is to make sure that the re-

tail channels—particularly supermar-

kets and chains—keep an adequate

slock of the product on hand and to

make sure they get proper shelf dis-

play and favorable in-store promotion.

Roughly speaking, such food proces-

sing organizations as General Foods,

National Biscuit Co. and Standard

Brands now find it expedient to oper-

ate on a ratio of 75 top level account

salesmen to 300 service salesmen.

Television's impact can also be cred-

ited with a further field-selling ex-

pense reduction. The manufacturer

has been able to turn more and more
of his smaller retail outlet provision-

ing to brokers.

In the cosmetic, toiletries and drug

product field the situation is some-

what different. If you handle a single

line, as happened in the case of Hazel

Bishop, the forceful sales aid pro-

vided by television, will permit you

to reduce the field force to practically

nothing. But a firms carrying a full

line, like Revlon and Lehn & Fink,

have no alternative. The field platoon

remains almost exclusively made up

of specialty salesmen. Where tele-

vision exerts its influence is this: a

spectacular success in one specialty

—

like a lipstick-—makes it easier for

the salesman to induce the dealer to

stock more of the firm's other prod-

ucts.

2. Distribution: The ability of tele-

vision to accelerate sales and the high

cost of the medium has impelled the

advertiser to revamp his distribution

function in several respects. He must

allow more time in planning and de-

vising his ad campaign and for get-

ting his new product and merchan-

dising material to the wholesaler and

point-of-sale— thereby avoiding the

the costly annoyance of letting supply

run behnd demand and the loss of the

dealer's goodwill. (An insight on how
this frequently occurs is graphically

illustrated in the series of statements

from druggists contained in the spon-

sor Asks page of the 3 October 1955

issue.)

Economics of television advertising

has also made it imperative that the

product or brand being introduced be

stocked in at least 70% of the avail-

able retail outlets in the target area

before the tv campaign breaks. Prior

to tv a quotient of 30-40% retail cov-

erage was considered ample.

Breakdowns in the distribution time-

table since the full emergence of tv

have proved pust as costly and em-

barrassing for the grocery field and

not a few such manufacturers admit

that the problem is still one of their

major headaches.

3. Market planning: Television

has exercised an appreciable change

in the staking out of the target area.

No longer does the manufacturer de-

cide on the geographical pattern for

the introduction of a new product or

brand and then assign his agency to

tailor tv network facilities according-

ly. The accepted procedure is now
just the reverse: find out what markets

are available in a network lineup and

then build the target area around these

availabilities. And where the lineup

does not provide essential "push" mar-

kets fill in the chinks with tv spot or a

{Please turn to page LOO)

Do you want reprints of this series?

Many readers have already expressed interest in re-

prints of this series and SPONSOR will make them avail-

able if sufficient interest is indicated. Address your

requests to sponsor at 40 E. 49th St., New York 17, N. Y.

Why accounts are shifting today 28 Nov.

2 Marketing: agency tool or cliche? 12 Dec.

3 #
Psychiatrist and the account executive 26 Dec.

4 Did tv costs force services? this issue

9 JANUARY 1956 29



Max Factor had the $114,000 answei

With 29% increase in sales volume after first full year of spot television, cosn
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9 Months' Earnings Up 34%
as Sales Increase 29%

Max Factor & Co. reported
yesterday that sales in the nine-
month period ended Sept. 30 rose
29 per cent over the same period
last year, while epwings were
34 per cent higher. The result,

according' to Max Factor Jr.,

president of the Hollywood cos-

metic concern, was the best nine
months in the company's history.

Net earnings, after am^Hiza-
tic ' of goodwill amotr to
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2W network television show to call

your own.

No glamorous star to sell for you.

No regular, well-known time slot for

people to remember.

And, to top it all. one of your com-

petitors has not only all of these, but

the show of the season.

But the only payoff as far as Max
Factor and its agency. Doyle. Dane
Bernbach. are concerned, is the results.

Do they come in the store next morn-

ing and ask for the product?

Answer: See above clipping. After

one year of television. Factors sales

increased 29$ • It was. in fact, the big-

gest increase in the firms history. And
the firm expects the years total sales

to top $29-million.

Coincidence?

Says Ned Doyle, exec vice president

of DDB: "We haven't seen figures for

the final quarter yet. but it seems 1955

will turn out to be a year in which

Factor showed substantial gains in its

staple items. And those are the ones

we featured on tv dav in-dav out."

Further proof that client and agency

credit tv with this happy development

is the heft) hike television is getting in

the 1956 budget: a 30% increase from

SI.5 million in 1955 tc over $2 million

this year. That's more than 50% of

the over-all appropriation of S3.5 mil-

lion.

30

How will the\ spend it?

Before last year the cosmetic manu-

facturer had given tv only a trial whirl

with a campaign for "Erace," a prod-

uct to conceal blemishes, dark shadows

and aging lines. At the same time a

heavy newspaper schedule plus a

spread in Life were used. Results were

so convincing, says Account Executive

Ed Russell, they decided to add tele-

vision for the entire line. (Until Jan-

uary. 1955 DDB shared the Max Factor

account with Young & Rubicam, the

latter handling "Creme Puff" and

''Pancake.")

At this point the crucial question

arose: spot or program?

Says Do\le: "Factor hadn't been on

tv to any extent. But we'd seen Revlon

flop four times with a network show

before $64,000 Question, and I un-

derstand that Charles Revson had

made up his mind that Question would

be his last try. Also. Hazel Bishop

had very little luck with spectaculars.

"On the other hand, we had been

successful with whatever spot tv Ave

used.

"When \ ou get down to it. the one

argument for sponsoring a network

show is that the dealers like it. Well,

that's not necessarily true. The only

time the dealers go for network—or

any other kind of advertising, for that

matter—is when it brings in the busi-

ness.

"We decided to go all out for spot."

I Ed. Note: Of recent interest was a

pre-Christmas report datelined Salt

Lake City, published in Women's Wear
Daily: "Buyers give tv advertising a

nice pat on the back and sav response

to several programs and to individual

spots just starting to show here was

felt almost immediately. Programs
mentioned were Revlon's $64,000

Question, the Hazel Bishop program.

Max Factor's short commercials, and

Chance of a Lifetime")

Basic plan, to be repeated this \ ear.

is a y ear-around schedule in the top 07

markets. These markets will include

all the major metropolitan areas, with

a minimum of three or four announce-

ments I minutes and 20's I per week in

each. Preferred time is early evening

from 7:30 to 10:00—which will get

75% of the schedule I second choice,

if these slots are unavailable, is the

10:00-10:30 p.m. period). The re-

maining 25' ', will be spread out during

the afternoon.

Career girls and young housewives,

it is felt, are easiest to reach alter the

day's big chores are done but before

they settle into their late evening rou-

tine or whatever it is they settle into.

Morning, it is thought, gets "ear" time

but not enough "eye"' time and, of

course, it's evening for the men's line.

Buying pattern: The goal is 100 rat-

ing points in each market. That may
mean three announcements in one mar-

Founder Max Factor Sr. and one of his

early motion picture subjects, Joan Crawford



id tv impact

mifaciurer ups air budget

ket, eight in another—10, 12, 15—any

number needed to total 100 points.

Why 100 points? Neither client nor

agency will reveal the reasoning he-

hind this formula, but it is believed

that they have been able to obtain

highly satisfactory results with it in

most markets where this rating goal

has been achieved.

In addition to this year-'round strat-

egy, a heavy schedule is added during

the Christmas. Mother's Day and Fa-

ther's Day buying seasons.

To date, the agency has been success-

ful in getting most of the time slots it

wants. And now that Max Factor has

been a regular tv customer for a full

year, it is felt that stations will be even

more co-operative.

Likewise Factor's dealers. In the

billion-dollar cosmetics and toiletries

industry, Factor is thiid in sales of

cosmetics alone, ranking behind Avon

and Revlon. In the make-up depart-

ment, Factor is way out front, with

50 r
/ more sales volume than its near-

est competitor. It distributes through

15,000 of the nation's 50,000 drug

stores and through 3.500 department

stores. Last year these stores shared

heavily in the company's co-operative

advertising plan. This year in view

of the stepped up competition through-

out the entire industry. Factor expects

them to take an even more active part.

A large crew of salesmen will be on

the local scene pushing this effort.

One of the oldest manufacturers in

the business, Max Factor has long had

a good reputation among dealers and

consumers. But loyalty?

"'Hardly,"' says Doyle. "Few prod-

ucts have such disloyal customers as

cosmetics and make-up simply because

{Please turn to page 951

Storyboard, right, outlines minute tv

commercial for exotic Electrique line of

cologne and gift sets. Created on basis of

original newspaper and magazine ads, it

heightens mood by adding impact of sound
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French "Electrique" song provides

background for romantic garden scene.

Flash of lightning frightens

girl* She grabs man.

Lightning continues..

...as product appears.



When sales are down the station manager takes

and all agree each sale now is costlier, tougher

Radio stations U.S.A.

There's no headache

sales can't cure

True, programing, rates, budget pose problems,

but real focus today is on reaching clients

mL verybody thinks that a radio sta-

tion manager today has nothing but

bottles of aspirin on his desk.

This isn't true.

Actually when the radio station

manager comes in to work in the

morning he just takes one aspirin

. . . about the size of a football.

The one big headache boils down
to selling. Administration, sure. The

hot d.j. somebody else is wooing,

sure. Unions, sure. But the thing

which makes the station manager

—

and every other station executive

—

walk the walls is the simple fact that

today radio must sell hard to live.

It's proving a nice living for many
stations which last year beat their

previous all-time highs. But even

for the independent which has a wait-

ing line during the most popular time

periods, the present era of adjustment

to television puts station manage-

ment's emphasis on sales.

When the radio station manager's

got the sales licked, he can pretty well

take care of the other headaches. And
these are numerous as this sixth part

in sponsor's series on advertising

headaches will indicate (For dates of

other parts in series see below. Com-
ing next issue: headaches of tv sta-

ADVERTISING HEADACHES
A series of articles designed to put in perspective

the air media problems of:

I. Timebuyers 31 October
II. Account executives 14 November

III. Ad managers 28 November
IV. Representatives 12 December
V. Radio-tv directors 26 December

VI. Radio station execs this issue
VII. TV station execs 23 January

tion executives.) in this article.

Here's what radio station execu-

tives had to say about this headache:

Increased cost of making sales:

The cost of selling radio is up in two

ways: (1) need for tailor-made pre-

sentations to sell clients on using

radio in the first place and a particu-

lar station in the second; (2) cost in

terms of man-hours expended for

selling.

"Each dollar of sale costs more to-

day," most station managers agree.

Some large stations have added to

their sales, research, sales promotion

staffs. In smaller stations the sales

manager takes on a bigger job. The

radio station manager himself gets in-

volved in special sales more frequent-

ly than before.

Buying prejudices: "Since some
advertisers seem to spend only 'what's

left over' on radio, they try to make
ever) dollar of a restricted budget

work overtime," the veteran manager

of one independent station told SPON-

SOR.

"This inspires demands for 7:00

a.m. to 9:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. to

7:00 p.m. time by short-term adver-

tisers which a station often can't de-

liver without overcrowding."

There are numerous radio buying

SPONSOR



Late delivery of e.t.'s or scripts adds to headaches of
station exec's, who have to camp at post office door

DD
8 us.

POST
OMCI:

h t rating service do you get?" Station's ratings ride

c down, depends on rating service, hampering sales

"I'm a prisoner of time" say all station execs, trying to

break through prejudices for early-morn, against night

cliches which radio station managers

and their sales staffs try to fight with

creative presentations and extra re-

search. Many station managers point

out that the toughest job today is to

sell advertisers on a balanced sched-

ule.

"Small spenders love to concentrate

on Wednesdays, Thursdays and Fri-

days," said a West Coast station man-

ager. "In our case, at least, these

days are already loaded. So you

have to decide whether to humor ad-

vertisers and overcrowd, or stick to

your principles and get a reputation

of being 'high hat' with old friends

and customers."

Every station manager faces the

problem of setting sales policy for

the station. If his salesmen are

forced to refuse an account, he hears

the ultimate complaint. If he squeezes

an account into a popular time,

chances are the other clients will

gripe to him about "lessened effec-

tiveness."

The simple truth about the biggest

prejudice and headache was wrapped
up by an independent station opera-

tor when he told sponsor: "In the

old days we sold clients or agencies

on use of our particular station. To-

day we've often got to sell them on

9 JANUARY 1956

use of the medium before continuing."

More people to sell: This is the

particular headache of stations in

markets close to national clients.

Said one major network affiliate:

"After we've sold the timebuyer, we've

got to sell account men and clients

as well. Sometimes we see a half

dozen men before there's an order for

a schedule."

In the case of stations removed

from buying centers these sales bur-

dens revert mainly to the rep.

"But," said one Southern station

manager, "you can bet we ourselves

travel more today than 10 years ago.

We've got to back up the rep with

our own personal contacts."

Servicing accounts: Most radio

station managers today agree that

"getting a schedule's the first step.

Serving lasts as long as the schedule's

on the air, and usually you keep it up

afterwards even without renewals to

presell for the next season."

Such servicing includes more than

the big merchandising job many

clients expect from radio stations

today.

"On a regional account, for exam-

ple, we have the salesman visit the

distributors and retail outlets in our

market," one Midwestern station man
said. "The main idea is to try to

show the client results and these come
through retailer comments as well as

product sales figures. Where it's a

headache for me is that the same

salesman who has to follow up on one

client could be selling another in that

time."

Part of the extra servicing entails

bringing talent to sales meetings of

regional and national advertisers.

"That's part of the routine that

takes up extra time for the station's

salesmen, but also the particular talent

involved," one metropolitan network

affiliate said, echoing the views of

most stations with regional or nation-

al accounts. "If it's a big client, I go

to his major sales meetings too."

Balancing accounts on the air:

It's a juggling act, station men say.

"It's not uncommon these days to

find Thursday and Friday schedules

carrying 40 or 50% more commer-

cials than those on Monday and Tues-

day," one station operator told SPON-

SOR.

"When you start adding to that

situation the emphasis on particular

(Please turn to page 98)
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"THE HEART OF A HOME IS IN

THE HOME WITH A HEART"

Slogan formed backbone of Del Webb saturation

campaign. Tom Breen, sales manager,

readies new development project.

Breen stands in front of

*V Camelback Village

Would you let

pur radio announcer

go (his far ?

Del Webb builders allowed a no-script

approach and got startling results in a period

when sales should have taken a slump

34

M ou're driving along Camelback

Road in Arizona's famous Valley of

the Sun, not far from Phoenix.

Straight ahead, there's picturesque

Camelback Mountain, one of the land-

marks of the Old West, splashed with

the Technicolor of an Arizona sunset.

But, if your car radio's on and

you're tuned to Phoenix's KRIZ, your

attention will probably be directed to

something new over on your left

—

Camelback Village, a real estate de-

velopment built by Del Webb.
Webb is no ordinary builder; co-

owner of the New York Yankees, he

runs one of the world's biggest con-

struction companies. Among his latest

jobs: the Beverly Hilton Hotel and the

Union Oil Building in Los Angeles.

And Camelback Village is no ordi-

nary home development. It's been

gathering national attention as a test-

ing ground for the newest in General

Electric household appliances and for

one of the most off-beat selling ap-

proaches in spot radio.

According to Tom Breen. sales man-

ager for Del Webb Homes. "We're

spending about one-third of the per-

centage of sales that most builders

SPONSOR



allocate to avertising, and we're get-

ting about three times the results of

ordinary advertising for homes in the

same price class."

The saturation announcement drive

on KRIZ has had a real payoff: Breen

has been selling at least one $13,270

lor more) home per day.

The "Super Six": If the airselling

technique developed by KRIZ and Del

Webb officials could be reduced to a

single phrase, it might be this:

"Look, ma, no script!"

The construction firm this past sum-

mer had one of the heaviest schedules

on the station — 48 participations

weekly, costing about $1,000 a month
and representing 75/V of the firm's ad

budget—but none of it was done from

prepared copy.

General Manager Howard Loeb of

KRIZ, a 24-hour independent, believes

firmly in another approach, that of

complete informality.

The station has six announcers who
are actually better classified as "air

salesmen."" They work with "fact

sheets." and ad-lib their live announce-

ments.

This is a blanket policy on the

station. "As part of his job, each of

our 'Super Six' salesmen is required

to visit the place of business of our

station clients, and to get thoroughly

acquainted with the operation and

personality of the business," Commer-
cial Manager Sheldon Engel reports.

"We don't have a single copywriter

on our staff. Clients submit fact sheets

and, after they've been briefed in a

personal visit, our 'Super Six' sales-

men ad-lib commercials from these

client notes. Usually, they run about

a minute. Some run a few seconds

long. But our air salesmen don't hesi-

tate to stop talking when they've had
their say, even if it runs a little short.

Advertisers don't complain about 'short

commercials" because they're getting

results."

The stations sextet of air personali-

ties holds daily meetings with Manager
Loeb and Commercial Chief Engel.

Current campaigns, such as the Del

Webb drive, are discussed. Those not

producing top results for advertisers

are discussed and analyzed, and
changed where necessary.

From the station's standpoint, the

approach has been highly successful.

KRIZ gets the highest local rate of

any of the 9 outlets in the area, and is

talking about a radio rate increase.

And the station's availabilities are

virtually sold out.

From the client's standpoint, as in

the case of Del Webb's Camelback Vil-

lage, the "no script" approach spelled

a record pace in Phoenix real estate

history—at a time when sales of homes
should have taken a normal summer
slump.

Mew gimmick: KRIZ and the Del

Webb executives built their radio ap-

proach around one of the slickest

appliances to come from giant General

Electric: a combination single unit that

consists of an automatic range with

oven, dishwasher, clothes washer and
dryer, and garbage disposal unit, cabi-

nets and sink—a $1,500 package.

Breen heard about the new GE
units, and ordered several scores of

them, long before they had been offi-

cially introduced elsewhere.

In Louisville. Ky., where General

Electric has its Kitchen Center Divi-

sion, officials filled the order, and then

started keeping a close eye on the

Phoenix "pilot operation" to see how
the new unit would catch on with the

home-buying public.

Breen had used KRIZ before to sell

homes in other sections, and had found
the station's informal approach highly

successful. Thus it was that Breen met

with KRIZ executives to hatch a selling

campaign for Camelback Village.

This was the plan worked out:

1. Del Webb would use a saturation

drive on the station, spotted through-

out the broadcast day in recorded

music shows. Four dozen participa-

tions weekly were to be used.

2. A novel theme was worked out.

The GE unit was to be known as

"Heart of the Home."

3. In radio terms, the "Heart" idea

was to be carried through with a

special audio gimmick: the tape-re-

I Please turn to page 93)

THIS STRATEGY

SOLD HOUSES FOR

PHOENIX BUILDER

1. Saturation drive set at 48 participations weekly.

Novel theme built around kitchen unit (Heart of the

Home) introduced to give campaign positive identity.

2. Impact-producing audio device selected. Tape-

recorded sound effect of heart beat used to open and

close commercials to hypo "Heart of the Home" theme.

3. Station air salesmen toured builder's homes. Typi-

cal home buyers' questions answered to give commercial

direction. Fact sheets were prepared for air salesmen.

4. Teaser barrage launched around heartbeat sound.

Question "Where is the heart of the home?" asked be-

hind sound. Selling tack switched after teaser campaign.

5. Commercial took final form with heartbeat, slogan

(The Heart of a Home is in the Home with a Heart) and

creation of fictitious character for further identification.

6. Great latitude given air salesmen in copy presenta-

tion. Individual approaches stressed. Outdoor display

to link commercials to actual homes to guide visitors.
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The diary of a tv commercial

Day-by-day entries in this personal diary tell why it takes months,

money and nearly 50 men to produce a one-minute tv announcement

wW hy does it take from three to 10 weeks to make a commercial?

Why does producing a few feet of film involve some 50 men,

skilled in over a dozen different crafts?

To provide perspective on these and similar questions, sponsor

followed production of a series of Lucky Strike commercials through

step by step from start to finish. The commercials are probably familiar

to most readers. They are part of the current "It's light-up time" Lucky

Strike campaign and have been appearing this season.

SPONSOR chose a series of familiar commercials so readers could

keep the end product in mind while following the day-by-day story

below. The story is told in four stages: (1) planning, (2) pre-produc-

tion, (3) production, (4) finishing. Scene from commercial below.

/• planning

17 May A meeting takes place at

American Tobacco involving the ad-

vertising department as well as Tax

Cumings, account executive for Lucky

Strike at BBDO and H. "Travie"

Traviesas, tv account executive. These

are the decisions which emerge:

• In keeping with Luckies' success-

fully tested formula of using from 10

to 12 new and different commercial

treatments each year, six are to be

put into work now for use in the fall.

Lucky commercials took four months to produce

Much planning, more work goes into the production of

a single minute tv commercial. Pre-planning pays off in

lowered film costs. Note hoiv closely beach scene in story

board cut, right, matches commercial tv print be'ow.



• The "It's light-up time" theme is

to be continued.

• Commercials will present unknown
actors in familiar situations.

• New music will be composed.

• Dorothy Collins assisted by a sing-

ing group will again do the vocal back-

grounds.

• All six ideas will be produced in

one-minute lengths, and two will also

be made into 30-second versions.

18 May Armed with this informa-

tion Cumings and Traviesas call for

a meeting with Whit Hobbs v.p. and

creative copy chief at BBDO, and turn

the project over to him for the de-

velopment of ideas.

The same day Hobbs and three of

his copy writers (all old hands on the

Lucky Strike account) use up half a

carton of the client's product and a

dozen cups of coffee kicking around
some tentative ideas for the series of

commercials. Among them:

A couple at the beach. . .

Two men on a suspended scaffold

handling a 24-sheet poster (a Lucky
Strike poster, of course) . . .

A factory worker on a coffee

break. . .

A group of ranch hands with a

horse. . .

The lady of an aristocratic home
in New Orleans or Boston. . .

A pilot and co-pilot. . .

A taxi driver and his fare. . .

After several hours and armed with

pages of notes, the copy writers go
back to their respective typewriters to

further develop some of these ideas

and to add others as they go along.

The week of 19 May Hobbs, in

constant touch with his writers, re-

jects, accepts or suggests improve-
ments as ideas take a more finalized

form. Toward the end of the week,

11 ideas emerge as scripts.

27 May Whit Hobbs, Cumings and
Traviesas discuss the final ideas.

Cumings suggests certain changes
based on his knowledge of the client's

tastes, then he and Traviesas give the

"go ahead."

29 May The suggested changes hav-

ing been incorporated, the 11 scripts

reach the desk of Bernie Haber (in

charge of tv production at BBDO).
Based on his experience and knowl-

edge of film production, Haber studies

the ideas for production difficulties

and possible suggestions for cost-

saving. He times each idea to make
sure it can be made into a one-minute

announcement as well as cut down to

30 seconds.

1 June Suggested changes are dis-

cussed with Hobbs and incorporated

into the scripts.

2 June The scripts are now turned

over to the art department for devel-

opment into story-boards.

7 June The art department turns

scripts and story-boards back to Whit
Hobbs, who in turn takes them to

Traviesas for presentation to the cli-

ent. Traviesas discusses the story-

boards with Tax Cumings and again,

knowing their client, they suggest

some changes to be made in the art

work. The story-boards travel back

to the art department.

13 June The final scripts, corrected

story-boards along with Haber 's tim-

ing notes and a preliminary cost esti-

mate go to Cumings and Traviesas

for presentation to the client.

17 June (One month after the ini-

tial ad meeting at American Tobacco)

Cumings and Traviesas walk into the

crucial meeting with the client, where

they must present the agency's wares

for approval, rejection, change or

suggestion.

By 6:15 p.m. they breathe a sigh

of relief. Six of the 11 ideas have

been agreed upon and approved unani-

mously. But now checking must begin.

Leading tv film labs
serving agencies, clients

Here are top 21 film labs

processing tv film activity in an a.

Labs listed do all work from
first print to final commercial.

Ace Film Laboratories, Inc.

Circle Film Labs, Inc.

Color Service Co.

Consolidated Film Industries

DeLuxe Labs, Inc.

DU-Art Film Laboratories, Inc.

Guffanti Film Labs, Inc.

Film Products Laboratories

Lab-TV
Major Film Laboratories, Inc.

Malcolm Film Laboratories, Inc.

Mecca Film Laboratories, Inc.

Mercury Film Laboratories, Inc.

Movielab Film Laboratories, Inc.

Pathe Laboratories, Inc.

Precision Film Laboratories

Rainbowlab, Inc.

Swift Motion Picture Labs, Inc.

Titra Sound Corporation

Tri Art Coolr Corp.

Video Film Laboratories

18 June In the hands of the client's

advertising department the scripts and

story-boards receive a continuity

check, to make sure that nothing con-

tained in the audio or visual content

is contrary to the client's policy or

possibly offensive to any group.

19 June Scripts are turned over to

the client's legal department for a

check on all copy statements.

21 June A formal meeting is ar-

ranged, at which the client's advertis-

ing department, Cumings and Travi-

esas as well as Paul M. Hahn, presi-

dent of American Tobacco are to be

present and discuss the commercials

in detail. But Paul Hahn is out of

town on business and the meeting is

set for the 27th.

27 June Mr. Hahn, having re-

turned to New York, attends the meet-

ing, studies and discusses the scripts

and photostated story-boards and be-

ing in agreement with his own and

the agency's staff, gives the green

light for actual production.

(Article continues next page)
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DIARY OF A TV COMMERCIAL CONT D

28 June Scripts and story-boards

find their way back to the desk of

Bernie Haber at BBDO, who is now

responsible for follow-through.

The same day As soon as mimeo-

graphed scripts are available, a set is

sent to at least three production com-

panies who. according to Haber's ex-

perience, are qualified to handle the

job. They are invited to submit bids.

An additional set is sent to Ray-

mond Scott to permit him to prepare

a cost estimate for the musk 1

.

30 June Haber receives cost esti-

mates (bids) from the producers and

he calls Traviesas, giving him the fig-

ures and recommending that Screen

Gems be selected. His past work with

that company convinces him that, in

this particular case, Screen Gems will

be the ideal producer.

Traviesas now call? the client's ad

department, informs them of the bids

and of Haber's recommendation con-

cerning Screen Gems. He is told that

the selection is satisfactory to the

client.

Haber calls Ben Berenberg, execu-

tive producer at Screen Gems, tells

him the job is his and arranges a meet-

ing for the next day.

1 July Haber and Berenberg look

over the scripts and story-boards.

After some two hours of this. Beren-

berg and Haber are satisfied that they

see eye to eye on all questions in-

volved and Berenberg retains the

scripts and story-boards for break-

down.

2 July The budget department of

Screen Gems has broken down and

itemized everything involved in the

production of the six commercials and

returns the budgets together with

scripts and story-boards to Berenberg.

who after a final check sends them to

the agency for okay.

6 July I After a long holiday week-

end I Screen Gems and BBDO sign a

contract, under the terms of which

Screen Gems as the producing com-

pany agrees to deliver six completed

one-minute commercials, plus two 30-

second versions for a specified sum.

(Lucky Strike commercials have cost

as little as $3,000 and as much as

$20,000 each.)

(Please turn to page 89)

A GLOSSARY

ASST. DIRECTOR
A combination of assistant to the director and

representative of the production manager on the set.

BARNDOOR
Metal shades, which can be attached to spot lights.

A sma.l camera-boom on wheels.

BUMP
Covering for the camera to eliminate noises of

the camera motor.

CAMERA CREW
A "full crew" consists of Director of Photography,

Camera Operator, Assistant and 2nd Assistant

Cameraman. For commercials the Director of Photog-

raphy and the 2nd Assistant can be eliminated.

CANNED MUSIC
Music which was recorded at some previous time

(for tv usually in foreign countries, to avoid the

Petrillo percentage payments) and which is used as

background music in tv films and commercials.

CLAP-BOARD
A slate with a clap-stick, used in scenes requiring

synchronized sound (see slate I

.

DISSOLVE

Gradual change from scene to scene via a momentary

double-exposure. Usually indicates a time-lapse.

DOLLY
A small camera boom on wheels.

DOUBLE SYSTEM
Picture and sound are recorded simultaneously on two

separate films, (or film and tape), which run

through electrically interlocked machines in perfect

synchronization of lip movement and voice.

DUBBING
In standard production, dubbing refers to the

operation of combining dialogue, narration, music

effects tracks and loops into one final sound-track.

(Dubbing is also the name for making foreign

language versions of American films, or vice versa.)

DUPE NEGATIVE
A duplicate of the original negative.

EDITORIAL CREW
The Film Editor I who does not like to be referred

to as the cutter) who may work alone or with an

assistant. In cases of extensive productions there are

also Music Editors, Sound Effects I Sound FX ) Editors;

The negative is cut by a Negative Cutter.

ELECTRICAL CREW
A Gaffer, who supervises the lighting is all that is

needed for commercials. When larger sets require

more men, there is the Best Boy who in turn

is in charge of the Lamp Operators.

FADE
Gradual change from black to scene (fade-in

or from scene to black (fade-out).



OF TERMS USED IN FILM PRODUCTION

VNE GRAIN

A soft contrast print made from the original negative

and from which a dupe negative can be made. (All

opticals, dissolves, fades, wipes, etc. necessitate

a fine-grain and dupe negative.)

\'RST ANSWER PRINT

First finished print made by the lab from the cut

negtaive and final sound-track, ready for screening.

ULL-CELL ANIMATION
Drawings on celluloid, photographed to appear

animated las done by Disney, for example).

0B0
A black shade used to keep light off certain areas

of the set (old time motion picture men like to

refer to agency men, who get into the

way of the lights, as "gobos").

OOP

A piece of film with a sound effect (such as applause)

is spliced end to end, thus making a physical film-

loop. It is then run continuously and dubbed

into the final sound-track where needed.

IATTE

A section of the picture is "matted" out and a

different image is substituted.

WNTAGE
Any sequence of short scenes, joined together by

means of straight cuts, dissolves, wipes, super-

imposures, etc., to indicate an idea or a situation or a

long story condensed into a very short space of time.

'. 0. s.

Means the scene is shot silent. Comes from an

old time German sound man at MGM who referred

to such scenes as Mitout 5ound.

IOVIOLA

Editing machine in which the Editor can look at the

picture and listen to the sound simultaneously.

)PTICALS

Optical effects, such as Fades, Dissolves, Wipes, etc.

PRODUCTION MANAGER
Makes the budget, supervises physical production

to stay within the budget, authorizes, and checks

expeditures, payrolls, etc.

'LAY-BACK

Pre-recorded track, usually music, to which the

performers listen while doing an actual scene. (All

musical numbers must be executed to a play-back, in

order to assure perfect level and sound quality.)

'RE-RECORDING

Recording ahead of the shooting, usually to be

used as a play-back (see definition above).

RIGGING

Placing the lights on a set, preparator) to actual

production. Connecting all cables, etc.

RUSHES (OR DAILIES)

Prints of the scenes which are rushed through
by the laboratorj after each day's shooting, to be
screened for the director the following day.

SILK

A diffusion screen.

SINGLE SYSTEM
Picture and sound are photographed simultaneous!)

by one camera (Auricon) on the same strip of Elm.

SLATE

Small blackboard photographed before each scene

to identify the film I see clap-board i

.

SOUND CREW
A Mixer, Recorder, Boom-man, Cable-man. For

commercials only a Mixer and a Recorder are a must
A Boom-man must be hired when sound-boom is used.

SPLICER

Used to splice two pieces of film together.

STOP-MOTION

To make inanimate objects appear to be moving on

film I Lucky's marching cigarette series I

.

STRIKING

Removing lights and sets after production is completed.

SYNC-MACHINE
Also called synchronizer, which holds from two to

four or more strips of film (picture and/or sound)

in synchronization.

SYNC SOUND OR LIP-SYNC

Scenes in which the actors actually talk.

SYNK (OR SYNC)

Synchronization.

TRAVELLING MATTE

Same as matte, only the section in question is

moving, rather than stationary.

VOICE-OVER

In contrast to scenes in which actors talk, silenl scenes

with narration which is recorded separately.

WIPE
Same as dissolve, only scene changes in the form of

a specific design: right to lift, diagonal, circular

from inside out or outside in and so on. I There

are over 50 different standard wipe-design >.
I

WORK PRINT

The print, with which the Film Editor works.

consisting of the Rushes, which are being cut into

their final shape in the process of editing.

WORK SOUND
Sound track equivalent of work print.



She changed her mind
Mrs. Qiiimi felt she had got the bird. Not so

said Texas station manager. Deft letter handling

brought happiness and a back hall "Yoo Hoo"

Success always has a string around it. In fact, it may involve a cuckoo. Alex
Keese, general manager of WFAA, Dallas, is a man who can speak with
authority on the latter point. Recently, the Star Import Company bought 55

quarter hours on WFAA to sell cuckoo clocks. Even in Texas, the results

were slightly short of phenomenal with nearly $22,000 worth of clocks sold.

One clock went to Mrs. James H. Quinn, Old Wire Road, Route 1, Fayetteville,

Ark. To say that Mrs. Quinn had a problem would be an understatement even

where cuckoo clocks are concerned. Her problem prompted correspondence

with Mr. Keese, a problem solved quite nicely, thank you. Herewith is the

correspondence concerning the clock, which, by the way, did not go "cuckoo"
but uttered a "low rather musical tone as it merrily ticked away time."

1. MRS. QUINN TELLS KEESE 2. KEESE ANSWERS MRS. Q. 3. EVERYBODY'S HAPPY NOW
December 8, 1955

Gentlemen

:

A short time ago our family heard a

eulogy about a beautiful tho' practical

cuckoo clock from the Black Woods in

Germany, advertised over your station.

The clock has arrived and to say that

we are indignant would be putting it

very mildly.

Even discounting certain features

and virtues this particular clock was

advertised to possess, on the basis of

sales oratory, we were not prepared for

the cheap, unattractive, poorly finished

piece of crude wood working ( ?

)

which met our eyes.

This is not only in the nature of a

strong protest over having been

"taken" but an inquiry into what the

policy of a large and well known sta-

tion, such as yours, might be in these

circumstances.

The Star Import Company cannot be

anything other than a questionable or-

ganization if they can use the spirit of

Christmas as a reasonable excuse for

unloading inferior merchandise upon a

trusting public.

Perhaps you could induce your ad-

vertiser, in this instance, to return the

money and we will be delighted to re-

turn the clock.

Very truly yours,

(sg/d) Mrs. James H. Quinn

December 14, 1955

Dear Mrs. Quinn:

We're so sorry that the clock, which

you ordered as a result of advertising

over WFAA, did not measure up to

expectations. If you will return it to

the station your money will be refund-

ed promptly by the Star Import Com-
pany because the clock was sold on a

money-back guarantee.

The Star Import Company is a repu-

table firm, with substantial financial

resources. Before accepting the adver-

tising we checked into the merchandise

and were advised by competent clock

makers that it was a good value at

$5.00. I have one in my breakfast

room, exactly like the one which was

sent to you, and my wife is delighted

with it. It ticks away merrily and on

the quarter hour the little cuckoo emits

a low, rather musical tone. It doesn't

say "cuckoo" like the old clocks we
used to know—but I recently priced

one of these at $60.00.

Please return your clock promptly

and your money will be mailed from

Chicago the next day after we receive

the clock.

Keep listening to WFAA

!

Cordially,

Alex Keese

Station managers take notice. Letter

to Mrs. Quinn paid off handsomely.

See the result in column at .right

December 16, 1955

Dear Mr. Keese:

Thank you for the prompt and cor-

dial reply to my complaint. After read-

ing your letter I took another look,

wondering how your wife could be

delighted with the clock. It still looked

stark, and somehow unfinished. Oh,

well, perhaps I do need glasses!

When my geology professor husband

arrived home, I showed him letter and

clock. He began to put the "thing"

together, hung it on a hook in the hall,

took the weight out of its wrapping

and added that to the little brass chain.

(I still didn't like it.) But then he

scrounged around in the box and

pulled out another piece which I had

missed entirely. You know the punch

line! This missing link was the decor-

ative trim without which the clock was

a dark wooden box with—horrors!

—

two nail ends (very sharp) and a wire

staple adorning its brow. First time

my eyes had beheld said nails and cute

white paint dabs at the top, I thought

"what those workmen get away with

nowadays!"

Our son says he doesn't "dig" that

bluejay "sending" wolf calls. I shall

continue to be startled every 15 min-

utes by a "yoo hoo" from the back

hall . . . but—my husband likes the

clock. We keep it!

Most apologetically,

(sg/d) Doris K. Quinn

40 SPONSOR



MOVES MERCHANDISE

Capsule case histories proving

TVs sales provoking abilities

Each case history tells a tv result

story, one that may apply to your

market in 1956. The success histories

are categorized and contain pinpointed

facts on objectives, costs, the

results obtained and methods used.

HI

automotive

SPONSOR: Hermann & Wilton AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: When station KZTV was

built one studio was especially designed as an auto dis-

play room. Hermann & Wihon, local auto dealers,

helped sell the station on the idea. They have sponsored

a five-minute show on Saturday evenings ever since the

station first went on the air. After the first eight weeks

they reported the following: of 16 cars shown during the

two-month period, 11 had been sold by the following

Sunday mornings. In fact, one successful lead came in

while the show was still on the air.

KZTV, Reno SHOW: Medallion Theatre

automotive

SPONSOR: Capitol Pontiac Co. AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: The Pontiac dealer fot

Springfield, Capitol Pontiac, recently assumed sponsor-

ship of a Saturday night feature film program. The Sun-

day morning following the first announcement (live com-

mercials are used) over 300 people were in the car lot,

although it did not open until Monday morning. The
general sales manager reports the placement of 10 orders

for new and used cars, a total sales volume of $20,000

and 19 prospects. The cost of llie show (no other adver-

tising was used) was $450.

WICS, Springfield, 111. PROGRAM: Capitol Pontiac Pow Wow

automotive

SPONSOR: Weltner Pontiac AGENCY: R. Meltzer Adv.

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Since car sales usually

slump in the fall Weltner Pontiac decided this was the

lime to try television. Company bought nine football

games on station KSAN-TV (uhf) . Games were sched-

uled from 25 September to 20 November. Four games

had been played by 18 October when Weltner reported

it had sold its entire stock of 60 1954 Pontiacs and had

orders for all of their first quota shipment of 1955 cars.

Cost per game was $2,000. Average cost per car:

$3,000. Cost of games: $8,000. Total sales: $180,000.

KSAN-TV, San Francisco PROGRAM: Stanford, California

football games

automotive

SPONSOR: Hardcastle Motor Co. AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: The Hardcastle Motor Co.

bought the 12:15 p.m. news program one day a week for

a trial period of four weeks. Owner-Manager Dock Hard-

castle, in extending the contract indefinitely, said: "After

just our first and second broadcasts we received calls,

letters and showroom visits from people all over middle

Tennessee and southern Kentucky. After the second

broadcast our sales people were answering telephone calls

for more than 30 minutes." Each program costs $85.

WSM-TV, Nashville PROGRAM: Midday News
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automotive

SPONSOR: Roy Stauffer Chevrolet AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Three nights a week Roy

Stauffer Chevrolet sponsors Life With Elizabeth on

WARM-TV. On every program the sponsor shows a

different car. At the end of the first three weeks of spon-

sorship, the sponsor reported that he had sold nine out

of nine cars shown. In each case the buyer had asked

to see—and bought—the car advertised on television.

Program cost is $128 per half-hour shoiv.

WARM-TV, Scranton PROGRAM: Life With Elizabeth

automotive garages

SPONSOR: Abrahamson Lumber Co. AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Since KKTV went on the

air in December 1952 this firm has sponsored three

weather shows. Last fall Abrahamson s promoted garages

and carports with FHA Title 1 financing. Response was

so great that for the next two weeks the company bought

every available weather show on the station. When the

campaign ended Abrahamson" s had sold $26,500 in ga-

rages and carports—and it's still getting inquiries. The

campaign cost $400. Live commercials with a cartoon

panoramic strip were used for the weather shows.

KKTV, Colorado Springs PROGRAM: KKTV Weather

automotive garage coors

SPONSOR: Wizard Manufacturing Co. AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY : As a result of a single an-

nouncement at 12:45 a.m. on Jackson's Theatre, the

Wizard Manufacturing Co. sold 12 radio-controlled ga-

rage doors. The remote-operated doors can be opened

and closed while the driver remains in his car. The

announcement cost $150 and brought in $3,600 in orders.

This meant $24 in sales for every dollar spent for adver-

tising, a higher ratio than the company had gained when

it had sponsored a 90-minute movie on another station.

KTTV. Los Vngeles PROGRAM: Jackson's Theatre,

announcements

automotive n<

SPONSOR: Universal Sales & Service AGENCY: Direct

< A PSULE CASE HISTORY: One Sunday, tlis Meteor-

Mercury-Lincoln dealer in Calgary, Alberta, ran three

shared I.D.'s on CHCT-TV. The following Tuesday, the

company reported to the station the sale of a new Lin-

coln which they attributed directly to the three I.D.'s.

The announcements appeared in the afternoon and eve-

ning. Total cost: $69 plus art work. Universal was so

pleased with this tv success that they have signed to

sponsor a Sunday evening program, Madison Square

Garden, for an entire year.

CHCT-TV, Calgary, Alberta PROGRAM: Shared I.D.'s

automotive o,

SPONSOR: Wynn Oil Distributors AGENCY: BBDO, L.A.

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: For several years the Wynn
Oil Distributors looked for a way to develop an effective

advertising campaign in central California. After spon-

soring Tabloid News on Tuesday, Wednesday and Fri-

day from 6:55 to 7:00 p.m. for several weeks and then

at 6:25-6:30 for a total of 13 weeks, sales increased 70%.

The commercials were done live by the local Wynn sales

manager. The 13-week schedule cost $2,730.

KJEO-TV, Fresno, Cal. PROGRAM: Tabloid News

automotive paint jobs

SPONSOR: B&H Automotive AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: The first of 52 one-minute

Class A announcements costing $54 each produced seven

automobile paint jobs for the sponsor—a firm specializ-

ing in this service for car owners. The announcement

was telecast Sunday just before a local sports show. It

used a locally produced film showing operations involved

in painting a car while a booth announcer described the

action. A slide with the firm's name, address and phone
number was shown at the end of the film, and no special

prices or inducements were offered.

WREX-TV, Rockford, El. PROGRAM: Announcements

automotive rubber

SPONSOR: OK Rubber Welders Store AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Television forced this store

out of business for 60 days—in order to remodel and
expand! The sponsor wanted to reach farm and indus-

trial workers and bought one one-minute participation

announcement weekly on Saturday Jamboree, rotating

between 7:00 and 10:00 p.m. At the end of the first

month OK's business was up from $900 a month to

$3,300 a month and has remained at this level ever since.

Cost of the participations is $25.

WROM-TY. Rome, Ga. PROGRAM: Participations

aUtOmOtiVe seat covers

SPONSOR: Rayco Seat Cover Co. AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: When the sponsor tested

Los Angeles air media, it spent money on three tv stations

and one radio station. KTTV produced 51 sales for a

weekly ad outlay of $500

—

better than four times the

sales produced by the next highest ranking station, and

at only half the cost. Most of the announcements on

KTTV were placed in Jackson's Theatre, which had lower

ratings than the announcements offered by the other sta-

tions. Rayco dropped the rest of its tv advertising in

the city and gave KTTV a 26-iveek contract.

KTTV. Lo> Angeles PROGRAM: Jackson's Theatre,

announcements
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automotive h.

SPONSOR: Fisk Tire Distributor AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: ln an effort to boost sales

in what ivas considered a slow market, the local Fisk Tire

distributor decided to test a local tv program. The pro-

gram selected was Tv Tune Shop, seen nightly over

WMFD. Ttvo one-minute participations were bought.

They were run on consecutive nights and consisted of

live demonstrations showing the advantages oj Fisk Tires

over other makes. Twenty-jour sales oj complete sets oj

tires resulted—a healthy increase for only $70 invested.

WMFD. Wilmington, N. C. PROGRAM: Tv Time Shop

automotive used cars

SPONSOR: Cox Motor Co. AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: As an initial experiment

with television, the Cox Motor Co., Tulsa, bought the

second quarter of a national league pro football game,

a regular Sunday afternoon feature on KCEB. During

the program Cox Motors offered a used-car special on a

1953 Plymouth Sedan. Within a few minutes after the

game the car was sold. Sponsor received numerous calls

for many days after the program. Cox feels it made
many potential customers from these late callers. Total

cost for sponsorship was $155.

KCEB. Tulsa PROGRAM: National League pro football

automotive u sed cars

SPONSOR: DeSoto-Plymouth Dealer AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: A DeSoto-Plymouth Dealer

in Albany, N. Y., sold seven out of the 10 cars he showed
on a "live" commercial over WTR1. The cars ranged in

price from $169 to $2,200 and were shown in daily par-

ticipations on the Forrest Willis Show, 3-4:30 p.m. every

day. Willis hosts a movie with cutouts for commercials.

The cost for 5 spots a week is $95. The success of this

dealer has aroused the interest of other car dealers in the

area, one of whom had insisted that there is no substitute

for the real thing.

WTRI, Albany PROGRAM: Forrest Willis Show, participations

clothing fur coats

SPONSOR: Littman Fur Factories AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: /„ the midst of declining

fur sales last spring, Arthur Littman, president of Litt-

man fur factories, reported that his firm has been making
gains. He believes that his semi-weekly 15-minute tele-

vision program, Fur Goodness Sakes, is responsible. On
the program Littman explains the construction of furs

and constantly repeats that fur is more economical than

cloth in the long run. The firm had its best November,
December and January sales in its history last year.

Many sales are traced to the program. Cost, $156 plus

talent.

WXIX-TV, Milwaukee, Wise. PROGRAM: Fur Goodness Sakes

clothing

SPONSOR: Chet & Don's Style-Marl AGENCY: Direcl

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Chet & Don's Style-Mart,
a men's clothing store, dropped its newspaper advertising
to give tv a six-week trial. It scheduled three live an-
nouncements per week over WMBV-TV. After one Fri-
day I.D., over 90 people in the store mentioned seeing it,

the following day. The store credited many suit sales to

its announcements. Chet & Don's plans another similar
trial of television in the fall. Cost of the six-week an-
nouncement campaign: $600.

WMBV-TV, Green Bay, Wis. PROGRAM: Announcements

clothing shirts

SPONSOR: Bond's Clothes AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: A new Bond's store in Min-
neapolis wanted to test the power of News with Sevareid

over WTCN-TV. A dacron shirt which usually sells for

$4.99 was offered at $2.75 or two for $5.00, but only if

the customer told the clerk that he'd heard of the sale

through Sevareid. Two announcements were made on
the Friday evening program (10:30-10:45 p.m.) and
four on Saturday morning. Two hours after the store

opened Saturday morning all sizes were sold out. No
other advertising was used. Campaign cost: $320.

WTCN-TV, Minneapolis PROGRAM: News With Sevareid

clothing trousers

SPONSOR : Bargain Barn AGENCY : Bridges, Sharp & Associates

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: RUSS Helton, leader of The
Trailhands (Western quartet), wears the pants in his

outfit. In fact, on the 11 July program (show is aired

Sundays at 11 a.m.) he wore some of the sponsor's pants

and mentioned that they could be bought for $2 each.

Only one of the program's four commercials was about

the trousers, but 142 pairs of them were sold as a direct

result. And the sponsor (which promises customers bar-

gains from rattlers to tombstones I is beyond Dayton

city limits. Cost of the hour show is $343.06 weekly.

WLW-D, Dayton PROGRAM: Russ Helton's Trailhands

dept. store

SPONSOR: The Council Oak Stores AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: After a recent promotion

advertised over KVTV (at a cost of $270), the sponsor

wrote to the station that "Our sales on promotional items

which have been so well presented on your station fiave

been exceptional. As an example we moved 9,600 of the

tv tables, a complete sell-out in less than four weeks. We
feel that the success of such promotions is in no small

measure due to our use of 'spots' over KVTV. We will

want to continue the use of 'spots' in addition to our

regular advertising over your station."

KVTV, Sioux City PROGRAM: Announcements
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dept. store

SPONSOR: Dillard's Dept. Store. AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: For this year's annual Jan-

uary sale, Dillard's Department Store used television as

well as other advertising media. Howard Garland, a
KCMC-TV announcer, made several announcements on
31 January to promote the sale. This year Dillard's did

over $5,000 more business than last year, when television

was not included in the budget. The sales manager is

confident tv ivill continue as a primary advertising

medium. The one-day campaign cost $265.

KCMC-TV, Texarkana, Texas PROGRAM: Announcements

dept. store

SPONSOR: Weinstock-Lubin & Co. AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: When this department store

began its sponsorship of The Players Showcase {alter-

nating every other week with a new car dealer) it

offered viewers a holiday tv special by mail, phone or

across the counter. A total of 41 phone orders resulted,

and before the counter traffic became too heavy in the

store, salesgirls found 59 customers who specifically

mentioned the tv show in making their purchase. The
mail order department as well was swamped by orders

for the holiday tv special. Cost per week: $171.

KBET-TV, Sacramento PROGRAM: The Players Theatre

dept. store

SPONSOR: Hartley's Department Store AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Hartley's, a large Miami
department store, received a jolt from its first contact

with the power of television advertising. WGBS-TV
wanted to demonstrate the drawing power of its pro-

grams, so it had the m.c.'s of two children's shows

appear at the kids' department in the store. With only

two announcements on each show, two days in advance

of their appearance, the stars drew crowds of children all

morning. Cost of announcements: $147.50.

WGBS-TV, Miami PROGRAMS: The Little Rascals,

Romper Room, announcements

dept. store

SPONSOR: Hudson Brothers AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: With sales mounting up

each month television appears to be the cheapest adver-

tising Hudson Brothers has ever used. Hudson's spends

$1,200 a month for a 6 p.m. newscast five days a week

over KTEN. Sales attributed to tv are now averaging

$15,000 a month. The second air week a woman from

70 miles away bought a hundred dollars worth of mer-

chandise. With this and similar sales Hudson's feels

tv is doing a job for them.

KTEN, Ada, Okla. PROGRAM: 6 P.M. News

dept. store charge accounts

SPONSOR: Sears, Roebuck & Co. AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Sears was skeptical about

television advertising when they bought a half-hour of

the Saturday night Sunset Valley Barn Dance for six

weeks. The commercials were devoted to encouraging

people to open charge accounts. The first week over 100
new accounts were opened; the number increases each

week. Sears' skepticism has diminished—lliev have signed

for another 12 weeks. The cost of each show, including

live talent of over 10 people, is $435.

KSTP-TV, St. Paul PROGRAM: Sunset Valley Barn Dance

dept. store «. le

SPONSOR: Strouss-Hirshberg AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: After using WKBN-TV for

tv announcements promoting a semi-annual Remnant

Day sale, this department store—one of Youngstowns

leaders—reported total sales had reached an all-lime high

for any comparable period. Schedule called for 20 an-

nouncements at a total cost of $800. Store officials said,

"There's no question about the impact of WKBN-TV. . . .

During this last sale crowds were so tremendous it was

difficult to get in and out of the store. . .
." The store

increased its tv budget, reduced its newspaper schedule.

WKBN-TV, Youngstown, Ohio PROGRAM: Announcements

dept. store socks

SPONSOR: Leader Dept. Store AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: A teen-age dance program,

Johnny Sobol's Rumpus Room, was used by this depart-

ment store to push their sales of bobby socks. The socks

sold at three pairs for a dollar. After running one an-

nouncement a day for three weeks, The Leader Depart-

ment Store grossed $1,667 in bobby socks sales and in-

creased traffic in other departments as well. The cost

of this announcement campaign (the program is a

weekday one) was $240.

WILK-TV, Wilkes Barre, Pa. PROGRAM: Rumpus Room,
announcements

dept. store suits

SPONSOR: Sears, Roebuck & Co. AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: The Reno Sears store used

one 10-minute commercial showing a man being mea-

sured for a tailor-made suit in the store. As a direct re-

sult of the commercial, 19 suits were sold. They averaged

$75 in price; the cost of the commercial ivas $82.50. The

store reports, too, that a number of ready-to-wear suits

also were sold to viewers. The advertising-to-sales ratio

for the tailor-made suits was about 18 to 1. No other

advertising was used.

KZTV, Reno PROGRAM: Announcement
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MORE VIEWERS MORE COVERA6

OKI-***** Here are FACTS from the
^^^^^^^™ November ARB for the metropolitan

WliWiSt Oklahoma City area

DAYTIME

8 AM to 5 PM, Monday thru Friday

KWTV - 12h quarter hour segments

Station B - 1+9 quarter hour segments

Tie - 7 quarter hour segments

TOTAL 180

NIGHTTIME
&M Out of the top 30 weekly shows

,

KWTV leads in 18, including

these top four:

$6U,000 Question 57.9

I Love Lucy 52.1

Red Skelton k6.6

What's My Line 1*1.0

. . . AND IN ADDITION, KWTV has the -

- highest rated local daytime show -

W VIVIAN, HARRY AND EDDIE 9.8

- highest rated daytime network

women's show - ART LINKLETTER. .12.5

highest rated daytime participation

show - MY LITTLE MARGIE 17.9
,

highest rated children 1 s network

show - MICKEY MOUSE CLUB 29.

1

highest rated children' s partici-

pating show - RANGE RIDER 16.3

FREDERICK



Vorld's Tallest Man-Made Structure

EDGAR T. BELL, Executive Vice President

\ FRED L. VANCE, Sales Manager

Represented by AVERY-KNODEL, INC.



TV RESULTS

fOOd cakes

SPONSOR: Jos. Vaillancourt AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Though the French-language

program Tele-Casse-Tete revolves around a puzzle, there

was no puzzle about the sponsor s results. A total of

3,500 cakes was sold at 69c each for a total time expen-

diture of $99. On Tele-Casse-Tete, the m.c. shows a

picture of a well-known personality in the form of a

jig-saw puzzle. Viewers identify the personality and send

in proof of purchase of the tv special to win a prize.

After five 15-minute shows, proof of $2,415 in sales was

submitted by contestants.

CFCM-TV, Quebec

food

PROGRAM: Tele-Casse-Tete

cakes

SPONSOR : Omar Bakeries AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: For Mothers Day the Omar
Bakeries advertised a special cake on their Omar Weather

Program, Monday through Friday at 5:10 p.m. No other

advertising was used. They received 80 telephone orders,

which meant 80 new route prospects. The cakes actually

sold out in advance in the grocery stores and for the first

time in this area grocers had to reorder from Omar.

The organization was convinced that tv could best reach

both consumer and retailer.

WHO-TV, Des Moines, la. PROGRAM: Omar Weather Program

food candy

SPONSOR: M&M Candies AGENCY: Roy S. Durstine, Inc.

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Last November M&M Can-

dies bought Johnny Jupiter, a half-hour Saturday morn-

ing children's film program, for national spot sponsor-

ship. Seven months later M&M business is up 250% in

the Nashville area, with jobber orders up as much as

600% in some cases. The film program is telecast between

9:00 and 9:30 a.m The stations Class C 26-time rate

(not including talent, film and so forth) is $114.

WSM-TV, Nashville PROGRAM: Johnny Jupiter

food cereal

SPONSOR: Carnation Co. AGENCY: Erwin, Wasey

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: During the slow summer
months the Carnation Co. purchased three participations

a week on Bar 27 Corral to sell Alber's Oats and Carna-

tion Corn Flakes. After only a short time corn flake sales

increased 365% and oat sales rose 35%. KPTV reports:

"The advertiser and the local salesman are so enthusias-

tic over the results of their television advertising that

they have become great boosters of television." Carna-

tion also schedules personal appearances for Heck
Harper, star of the show. Cost per participation is $65.

KPTV, Portland, Ore. PROGRAM: Bar 27 Corral

food dairy products

SPONSOR: Green Meadow Dairies AGENCY: Batz, Hodgson,
Neuwhoner

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Aiming at a young audi-

ence Green Meadow Dairies bought a late-afternoon

Western film on WROM-TV . The show, Wranglers' Club,

consists of one Western movie a week shown in 15 min-

ute segments across-the-board. Green Meadows sponsors

two segments a week. By the third week on television

the sponsor reported 230 new route customers. Because

of customer response, Green Meadows intends to keep

sponsoring show as main sales vehicle. Cost per segment

is $45.

WROM-TV, Rome, Ga. PROGRAM: Wranglers' Club

TOOCB dairy products

SPONSOR: Holland Dairies AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: The Monday evening Hol-

land Talent Spot (7:30 to 8:00 p.m.) features amateur

contestants who vie for a trip to New York and an audi-

tion on a network talent show. Viewers vote for their

favorite contestant by sending in bottle caps or trade

marks from the sponsor s packages. One week's voting

brought in 75,000 votes, each with a label or seal as a

proof of purchase of the client's advertised products.

Weekly cost of Holland Talent Spot is $135.

WFIE-TV, Evansville, Ind. PROGRAM: Holland Talent Spot

food hams

SPONSOR: Cardinal Markets AGENCY: Martin Rhode, Sac.

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY-. Cardinal Markets sponsors

the Cardinal Theatre on Thursday evenings from 7:30-

8:00. The middle 30-second commercial was devoted to

the Made-Rite Sausage Co.'s special hams for Easter.

Thirty-one markets handled this special and reported that

over 5,000 were sold, breaking all records in the area.

This was the first use of television by the sausage com-

pany; no other media were used. Cost: $158.

KBET-TV, Sacramento, Cal. PROGRAM: Cardinal Theatre

food hot dogs

SPONSOR: Pegwill Packing Co. AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Western feature films on tv

are helping sell 18,000 pounds of hot dogs weekly for the

Pegwill Packing Co., Springfield, 111. The firm sponsors

Western Round-up across-the-board at 5:00 p.m. over

WICS. During the first five weeks of the show sales

jumped 38% and Pegwill's hot dogs are now selling at

the rate of 18,000 pounds weekly. WICS personality

"Pegwill Pete" holds a weekly party for area youngsters

with children submitting drawings to qualify for attend

ance. The first week Pete received 1,100 drawings.

WICS, Springfield, 111. PROGRAM: Western Round-up
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Both rating services agree—KENS-TV is First in

San Antonio. The November 1955 reports for both ARB
and Telepulse show that KENS-TV is San Antonio's
favorite television station morning, afternoon and
evening, Monday through Friday (Saturday and
Sunday evenings, too!) Not the least of KENS-TV's
strength is found in its own station-produced
participating programs ... a very happy combination
with the CBS-TV network. Whether you buy by the

slide rule, or sales results, or both, you'll find that

KENS-TV really figures in San Antonio. Your F & P
Colonel would like the opportunity of sitting down and
figuring out a low cost, high rating schedule with you.

CBS IN SAN ANTONIO

KENS-TV
EXPRESS-NEWS STATION

SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS
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SHARE OF AUDIENCE

(Area Pulse)

7 a.m.-12 noon
12 noon-6 p.m.
6 p.m.-l 1 p.m.

TOTAL
SIX TV

STATIONS

THE OLD ORDER CHANGETH . . .

Giving way to the new . . . combining . . .

with television ... a myriad of small mar-

kets . . . into a rich new single market

completely covered and served only by

WSFA-TV.

Your Message Will Be Seen More,

Mean More, On • . .

50
SPONSOR
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food meat

SPONSOR: I.G.A. AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY : Many stores sell sections of

chickens in an unspectacular way, but the l.G.A. made

up a three-legged, triple-breasted chicken and showed

it over its Thursday night Corliss Archer show. Al-

though not designed as a permanent line, the item be-

came so popular, some of the stores in the chain are still

featuring the special. The chain also ran ttvo "Ton O'

Pork" sales within a six- week period, boosted sales of

pork 200 and 350% respectively. l.G.A.'s yearly cost

for Corliss Archer: $8,000.

WSAU-TV, Wausau. Wis. PROGRAM: Corliss Archer

food meat

SPONSOR: R&S Packing Co. AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: "We know that uhf can do

the job," writes Earl Welde, commercial manager for

WNAO-TV . "Our station competes with two vhf signals

in the area" he continues, "yet R&S Packing Co. jumped
retail sales from 8,000 pounds of meat production daily

to 26,000 pounds using WNAO-TV as its sole means of

promotion. The sponsor buys the hour-long Country

Style live program each Saturday night. There's no suc-

cess story like this in the history of the Raleigh-Durham

market. . .
." Time cost (52-time rate) is $180 an hour.

WNAO-TV, Raleigh PROGRAM: Country Style

food produce

SPONSOR: Fadler Produce Co. AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: To test whether television

could do a selling job for a wholesale produce company,

the Fadler Co. bought a Sunday evening film show. For
13 weeks, on alternate Sundays, the half hour program
was used to promote their packaged tomatoes, potatoes

and oranges. "Using the corresponding weeks a year ago

as a basis of comparison," writes Manager C. Curtis

Watkins, "the records show that the sale of our 10 lb.

packaged potatoes increased 468.9''/ . . . tomatoes

63.8' ; . . . oranges, 129.1%." Each show cost $63.

KYTV, Springfield, Mo. PROGRAM: Counterpoint

food relishes

SPONSOR: Mrs. Schlorer's AGENCY: Lavenson, Phila.

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Using one announcement a

week on Fun House featuring Pete Boyle, Mrs. Schlorer's

promotes a contest. Viewers are invited to tear out a

Pete Boyle cartoon from the newspaper, color it and mail

it to the show. No purchase is required, but a bonus

prize is awarded if a label is attached. More than 6.000

entries were received after three announcements and over

><)', of them had labels attached. The cost of each

announcement ivas $260.

WPTZ, Philadelphia PROGRAM: Fun II.

food soda pop

SPONSOR: Uncle Joe Bottling Co. AGENCY: Promotions, Inc.

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: For many years strawberry
flavor was one of the poorest sellers for the Uncle Joe
Bottling Company. In July company decided to push
sales promotion for its Country Red strawberry drink in

the Shreveport area. Company began sponsorship of a
15-minute children s program, Al's Corral, on Thursday
afternoons. Sales started increasing after the first show
and continued to mount. Stores which had once refused
to slock Old Country were now finding a demand for it.

Nine-week campaign cost $787.50.

KSLA, Shreveport, La. PROGRAM: \l's Corral

food

SPONSOR: Wine Corp. of America AGENCY: Weiss & Geller

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Mogen David wine was in-

troduced in the Hawaiian market about 18 months ago.

Initial sales progress was unexciting—an average of 200
cases a month and fifth place in the market's brand
standing. In October 1953 Mogen David's Dollar a

Second network show went on KONA Sunday evenings

(local Class "A" time, 13-week basis, $108 weekly).

Within three months 1,000 cases monthly were being

sold; in February, 1,200 cases. Today, according to

Honolulu Consumer Analysis, Mogen David is first.

KONA, Honolulu PROGRAM: Dollar a Second

furniture

SPONSOR: WG&R Furniture Co. AGENCY: Direc!

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Not only did tv draw local

customers to the Pulaski, Wis., WG&R Furniture Co.,

but it drew viewers living 50 to 100 miles from the sta-

tion. Participations in a polka band program, the Dick

Rodgers Show, Tuesdays from 9:30 to 10:00 p.m. boosted

sales for the store and increased store traffic noticeably.

These increases in business were apparent to the manage-

ment of the furniture store after only eight weeks of their

52-week contract. WG&R's cost per week for partici-

pations was $135.

WMBV-TV, Green Bay, Wis PROGRAM: Dick Rodgers

furniture

SPONSOR: Gilbert's AGENCY: Goldman & Shoop

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: The great sales problem of

all Pittsburgh downtown stores is getting people to come

into the vicinity to shop. A specialist in unusual furni-

ture, Gilbert's has been using tv exclusively for this

purpose. Joseph Gilbert, owner of the company, reports

it has succeeded for him. Customers have come from all

over the Tri-State Area to see the store shown over

KDKA-TV. Children, especially, want to see their "Fairy-

land, of Furniture" (a special feature of the store)

.

KDKA-TV. Pittsburgh PROGR V\I: Announcement
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AMERICAN INTELLIGENCE AGENTS
HELP SHAPE WORLD DESTINY
Espionage Agents, America's First Line of Defense

"SECRET AGENTS have molded our destiny,"

states the recent Funk & Wagnall publication,

"War of Wits: Anatomy of Espionage and Intel-

ligence."

Survival of any nation today, in the event of

attack by an enemy power, may be directly in

proportion to its advance "intelligence" or

knowledge, of that enemy . . . disposition of

land, sea and air power, hidden targets, weak

points, concentration of physical resources, de-

fenses, stamina of its people, intentions, plans,

Espionage

Expert

Reveals

Secrets

Opens Formerly

"Classified"

Files

LADISLAS FARAGO
The man who penetrated
the intelligence services of

the World's Great Powers!

THE SECRET PAPERS and daring exploits of

the master spies and renowned intelligence

directors of our day are revealed in the newly

opened files of Ladislas Farago, famous author

and authority on international intelligence.

This former Chief Analyst in the Office of

Naval Intelligence, who served as special Con-
sultant to our Joint Chiefs of Staff, has a thor-

ough knowledge of the skills and methods of

espionage and has gathered a vast accumulation

of actual experiences in this field. Under the

now-famous "Colonel Bell" pseudonym, he

headed the secret "Desk X" in the post-war

American espionage in Europe.

In his wartime positions, Farago personally

met, talked with and studied the work of the

world's leading intelligence experts.

Concerning Farago's qualifications as a mas-

ter of intelligence, an O.N.I. Lieutenant Com-
mander said of him: "I know of no one who
remotely approaches him as an expert . .

."

A few of the men who have "opened up" to

him include these master spies of World Wars
I and II: Captain Franz von Rintelen, Chief of

German Sabotage in U.S.; Colonel George Sos-

nowski, Polish Intelligence; Sir Paul Dukes,

British Secret Service . . . and others.

His many books are required reading in in-

telligence services of all great powers . . . "War of

Wits," "The Riddle of Arabia," etc.

World Powers Spend Estimated $3
Billion Annually For "Intelligence"

THE HUGE EXPENDITURE by every nation

for the international war of wits is concrete evi-

dence that all are extremely aware of the need

to know what is going on.

Once a year, on Budget Day in the House of

Commons, the British Foreign and other Secret

Services appropriations come to light. The 1954

figure of 3 million pounds, the highest in the

history of British secret service, reveals only

public funds alloted, whereas the bulk of

Britain's intelligence budget comes from private

sources.

Likewise, the budget of the U. S. Central

Intelligence Agency is not known. Published

estimates, however, run from $500 million to

SK00 million. The only allotment specifically

designated for U. S. Army Intelligence is "Ac-

tivity 2100" which includes "Activity 2131."

secret intelligence. The $54,454,000.00 the U. S.

Army requested for intelligence in the 1954-55

budget is but a fraction of C.I.A.'s top secret

budget.

C.I.A. Director Allen Dulles estimates Rus-

sia's intelligence budget at two billion dollars

annually for subversion alone, not including the

cost of gathering information. Advertisement

and capacities of its gov-

ernment.

The only way to stop

another "Pearl Harbor" is

to know when one is in

the making — not at the

moment when bombs drop, but before the enemy
task force moves from the home base. The role of

intelligence operations in preserving peace is spot-

lighted by former Deputy Head of Naval Intelli-

gence, Admiral Ellis M. Zacharias. "A highly effec-

tive intelligence organization is an inescapable neces-

sity as a preventative of war," he asserts. "I telli-

gence anticipates conflict . . . and . . . onlv intelligence

makes possible a workable, fruitful diplomacy to

prevent conflict."

Intelligence Saves Lives

One of hundreds of thrilling, dramatic exai

"intelligence" in action that have altered the

history, occurred in the winter of 1942-3. W
battle of the Atlantic was least encouraging

Allies, our agents reported new German exp(

on an awesome acoustic torpedo to be guide

sound of the target ship s prcpellers. Soon tl

the survivors of a sunken U-boat were bri

Washington. After patient interrogation, ;

American obtained from a German petty ofl

blueprints for the torpedo. Defenses were

The torpedo that the Germans thought woul

the battle of the Atlantic proved almost co:

ineffective.

Because of security reasons, the most da

ploits of our brave agents remain "top secre

'

»,



K. VITAL TO U. S. POLICY MAKERS
il3l Intelligence Agency Collects, Eval

^rational Secrets for Our Government

I I.A. operates all over the world. But how

ivments does it have? Technical experts? Spy

rijors? Card index machines? Or even janitors?

jen Congress knows.

h'New York World-Telegram & Sun, in an ex-

ste article on the C.I. A. which appeared October

9j, stated "Congress itself willed in 1947 that

nld be kept in ignorance of practically every-

g|bout C.I. A. . . . for the obvious reason that

1 tcidental revelation of any details . . . would

uates, "Classifies"

Leaders

be a 10-strike for foreign intelligence.''

Created by the National Security Act in 1947,

directly responsible to the National Security Council

and through it, to the President, the Central In-

telligence Agency, headed by Allen W. Dulles, is

America's top-ranking intelligence operation.

It coordinates the activities ot all other United

States intelligence services . . . collecting, analyzing,

interpreting it . . . and passing it on to the proper offi-

cials for action. C.l.A. is not a policy-making body.

The C.l.A. stall ot 10,000 includes AmerU
specially trained for hazardous espionage mis
sions all over the world . . . nationals of friendly

j

powers ... or natives of nations under the

C.I.A.'s scrutiny. Their identities are top-so

Espionage Training Rigorous

The C.l.A. conducts special and rigorous

training in all the aits of espionage: How to

contact another agent on a street corner, how to

throw a tracker off the trail, how to smuggle
out reports reduced by microphotography to

si/e and guise of a period at the end of a sen- I

tence, how to kill silently if killing should ever

become necessar) to protect a vital mission, how
to avoid being killed.

The college graduate who takes on a C.l.A.

assignment is told at the outset that he is putting

his life on the line. The C.l.A. sends man.
agents behind the Iron and Bamboo curtains.

By no means all of them come back

C.I.A.'s budget is not known . . but a pub-

lished estimate' puts it up to $800,000,000 yeaik

... a fraction of the estimated Russian expendi-

ture of S:.000.000,000 yearly for intelligence

operations.

SPY STORIES
ALWAYS GREAT
ENTERTAINMENT
TV Audiences Eager

For Authentic, Documented TV Fare!

THE AMERICAN PUBLIC is becoming more
and more discriminating in its selection of TV
entertainment. It has learned to shun the phonv

fiction melodramas that are obviously the fig-

ments of some overly imaginative scriptwriters.

Today the average TV viewer's taste for dia-

matie entertainment has developed far beyond

the "I'll watch anything as long as it's television"

stage of some vears ago. The most outstanding

TV film series on the air today are based on

authentic fact, technically supervised by experts

... all featuring the adventures of great law-

enforcement agencies in action.

This new era in television viewing is due in

great part to the vast contributions made by t he-

TV film producers, outstanding among whom
is ZIV Television Programs, Inc. ZIV's "I Led

3 Lives," "Mr. District Attorney" and "Highwa)
Patted" are splendid examples of the type of

authentic adventure shows that people ate eager

to watch.

Viewers want to see how their local, state

and federal law enforcement agencies operate.

MR. D. A. takes them behind the see' e of local

law enforcement agencies in action. HIGHWAY
PATROL presents the experiences of state

troopers in all 48 states. I LED 3 LIVES reveals

experiences from the files of a counterspy for

the F.B.I. Proof of the popularity o( this type

of entertainment is evident hv the high audience

ratings enjoyed weekly by these three top film

programs in city after city.

New TV Series Features

International Law Enforcement

Now, in ZIV's newest "law enforcement"

series "The Man Called X," the action is on a

global basis. "The Man Called X" deals in

authentic espionage and counter espionage activ-

ities in the world's capitals and the super-secret

arenas of undercover diplomacy.

True-to-life spy stories have always had an

irresistible attraction wherever presented . .

whether movies, books, radio, magazines or

newspapers. For the first time advertisers can

offer their customers TV entertainment drama-

tizing true spy stones based on material from

the files of one of America's foremost intelli-

gence experts.

Map-Making Data Vital

At present there are over 8.000 persons in the

U. S. Army permanently engaged in this special-

ized intelligence activity. The Army's current

annual expenditure for this vastly important

phase of intelligence averages $40 million. Adv.



TV RESULTS

furniture

SPONSOR: Laurence Mayflower Furniture AGENCY: Direct

Warehouse

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: ]n January 1955, sponsor

started two filmed announcements weekly in late movie

show, increased to five per week within a month. Sales

rose so much that in 60 days the firm bought a half-hour

country music show, which in turn boosted its sales again.

linally the company bought an additional 15-minute news

program, now attributes 90% of its business directly to

tv. The sponsor's dollar volume increased approximately

30 r
/f . Campaign cost to date: $2,250.

KHSL-TV, Chico, Cal. PROGRAM: Ozark Jubilee;

KHSL-TY World News

furniture beds

SPONSOR: Autry Bros., Inc. AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Roch Ulmer, the staff m.c.

of Star Time, recently delivered two commercials for the

12:15-12:30 a.m. segment of the program in a flannel

nightshirt and sleeping cap as he relaxed on the spon-

sor's Sleep-E-Z bed. But he didn't put the audience to

sleep—not right away, anyhow. During the next three

days $5,400 north of Sleep-E-Z beds were sold and the

sponsor's field supervisors attributed 75% of the store

traffic to Ulmer's relaxed selling. Cost of 15-minute

Class C lime segment (26-time rate) is $190.

WHB-TV, Kansas City PROCRAM: Star Time

furniture bedroom sets

SPONSOR: General Department Stores AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: The company, operating 23

stores in remote sections of West Virginia, had unsuc-

cessfully tried newspaper and radio advertising. It ran

four one-minute live participations daily on WSAZ-TV

,

which, covers 95% of the company's stores. After 10

days, it had sold 147 bedroom suites totaling $32,766 in

sales. The participations cost $296. Cost: only 0.9%
of sales, a remarkably low figure, pointed out the spon-

sor s merchandise manager and one which will be the

basis for future ad campaigns.

WSAZ-TV. Huntington, W. Va. PROGRAM: Coffee Tim

gardening

SPONSOR: Savemore Drug Stores AGENCY: Mark Schreiber

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: The sponsor, a chain of 10

drug stores, bought a one-minute participation on

Wednesday nights. An offer of garden hose on 21 April

at $2.49 for 50 feet and of soil soakers for 99c was tele-

cast. "The fantastic sales story is this," Mark Schreiber

said. "For an expenditure of $79.50, the stores had a

dollar volume of more than $2,000 in retail sales on these

items. Naturally, with this kind of story, we have requested

additional commercials on Academy Theatre."

KOA-TV, Denver PROGRAM: Academy Theatre

gardening bu lbs

SPONSOR: Condon Brothers Seedsmen AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: A seed company found they

were oversupplied with Dutch Tulip Bulbs at the end of

the season. To move them they bought five participa-

tions on Helen Bale's Tv Kitchen over WREX-TV in

Rockford. III. The complete supply was sold out in five

days and owner Leonard R. Condon reported responses

from peojde 50-60 miles away. The cost of the campaign
was $285. Televiion will be this company's first ad-

vertising choice in the future.

WREX-TV, Rockford, 111. PROGRAM: Tv Kitchen

gardening P ia n»s

SPONSOR: Stringer Bros. Nurseries AGENCY: Direct
CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: /„ the first experience this

firm had with tv, it used a live one-minute announcement
on WHBQ-TV, Friday night. It was amazed when it sold

all 500 of the advertised gardenia plants in the first hour

of business Saturday morning. In the following weeks
the complete stock of 1,000 plants was sold every Satur-

day following the Friday night commercial. Believing it

had a 30-day supply, the nursery advertised its Black

Magic Mulch, and was sold out on Saturday, causing a

reorder. Cost of each GO-second announcements per

week is $100.

WHBQ-TV, Memphis PROGRAM: Announcements

gardening seeds

AGENCY: Direct

Farmers do too watch tele-

SPONSOR: Callan Field Seeds

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY:

vision! Ed Callan, who oivns the Callan Field Seeds

firm, bought a one-minute participation announcement

in a half-hour local show every week (one-time one-

minute Class A rate is $40 1, wrote to KELO-TV thusly

:

"/ just wanted you to know how successful my television

promotion has been. The new business I have received

. . . already has paid for over half of the contract and

it has only been on once. The ad was seen in [several

towns] and resulted in many new accounts.

KELO-TV, Sioux Falls, S. D. PROGRAM: Participation

home appliances air coolers

SPONSOR: Hollis Furniture Co. AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: /„ mid-May, Doug Hollis

opened his furniture store. Eight weeks later he began

sponsorship of the Friday Owl Movie on KCEB
(time cost is $92.50 an hour, 52-time rate). "On our

opening night as sponsors," Hollis says, "we featured

the Essex Air Cooling unit. Neither this item, nor our

location had been publicized in any other advertising

media. The day following our initial telecast we sold

out our complete slock of Essex Air Coolers. Further,

we took 17 additional orders for later delivery."

KCEB. Tul-a PROGRAM: Owl Movie
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TV RESULTS

home appliances <> ir coolers

SPONSOR: Air Temperature, Inc. AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Air Temperature, Inc., of

Yuma now sells 'em by the carload lot. The product is

Chrysler Airtemp residential air conditioners which cost

from $1,400 to $1,600 apiece. And sale of a carload lot

is directly attributed to three weekly half-hour film dra-

mas bought in June for $150 each. There were 33 units

sold in the area in June—of which this sponsor sold half.

During July and August he continued to outsell all other

dealers two to one. Cost of the campaign: $1,500.

KIVA, Yuma PROGRAM: Favorite Story

home appliances dippers

SPONSOR: National Appliance & Television AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Participations in a late

night movie on WREX-TV brought this reaction from

the client: "To put it mildly, we are more than pleased

with our advertising." Seven participations were bought

to plug the Falls Roto-Clipper but after the first two, the

client's entire carload was sold out. A reorder was neces-

sary to fill a waiting list, and then a third order was made

to fill the demand brought about by the remaining an-

nouncements. Cost of the participations is $70 weekly.

WREX-TV, Rockford, 111. PROGRAM: Movie Time,
participations

hOme applianCeS freezer plan

SPONSOR: Parliament Food Plan AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: This company sells frozen

food plans, delivering a freezer with food to customers

on an installment payment basis. The firm ran an an-

nouncement campaign on WXIX-TV at a cost of $1,600

per week. The initial campaign resulted in 40 deliveries,

far in excess of Parliament's expectations. The lead cost

per delivery was reduced by $35. The sponsor renewed

for 26 weeks.

WXIX-TV, Milwaukee PROGRAM: Announcements

home appliances liquidizer

SPONSOR: S. H. DeRoy Jewelry, Inc. AGENCY: Jay Reich

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Using its weekly televi-

sion show to put over a new product paid off for this

sponsor. The Knapp-Monarch Liquidizer was shown on

Diamond Theatre every week during a nine-month pe-

riod. Despite the fact that the product ivas relatively

new to the locale, 1,050 Liquidizers were sold at $39.95.

Only commercials used were 90-seconds during the fea-

ture films. Diamond Theatre costs the sponsor $382.50

per week on a yearly basis.

WXIX-TV, Milwaukee PROGRAM: Announcements

household cap opener

SPONSOR: Aunt Jane Pickles AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: On 26 January Ruth Lyons

offered a cap opener for vacuum-sealed jars. The cap

was offered for 10 cents—and from late January to early

March more than 15,797 dimes rolled in for the opener.

Top day's mail was 28 January, when more than 1,666

requests came in for the device. A one-minute live par-

ticipation in the 50-50 Club is $230; the program is tele-

cast 90 minutes daily over WLWT, Cincinnati, WLWC,
Columbus and WLWD, Dayton.

WLWT, WLWC, WLWD PROGRAM: 50-50 Club

hOUSehOld carpets

SPONSOR: Pettijohn's Floor Coverings AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Mr. PettiJohn, the owner

of a carpet store, delivers his own commercials on Hop-

along Cassidy each Thursday at 6 p.m. He attributes his

astounding success to Hoppy's popularity and the infor-

mality of his commercial messages. "We certainly have

had good results," he says. "Why, on one day folloiving

our show we made more than $3,000 worth of sales at-

tributable to the program." Time charge for each pro-

gram is $164.35 on contract.

KPHO-TV, Phoenix, Ariz. PROGRAM: Hopalong Cassidy

household cookware

SPONSOR: Permanent Stainless Steel Prod. AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: When this Fresno firm in-

dicated an interest in television, KBID-TV set up a test

schedule. Two mid-afternoon participations were placed

in the Dave Williams Show, a program of music and

chatter. Sets of stainless steel cookware were demon-

strated and sold directly on the show. As a result of the

test the firm sold $1,820 worth of merchandise. Cost of

the participation: $70. A few days later the company
signed for a continuing program.

KBID-TV, Fresno PROGRAM: Dave Williams Show

household jar lid

SPONSOR: Peter Pan Peanut Butter AGENCY: Needham,
Louis & Brorby, Inc.

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: On 18 February, Ruth Ly-

ons, femcee of the 50-50 Club, told her viewers that they

could get a plastic refrigerator jar lid free. All they had

to do was send Miss Lyons a self-addressed stamped

envelope. The next day 1,267 requests for the Peter Pan
lids came into the station; the following Monday there

were 3,411 requests and by the first of March 5,269.

A one-minute live participation costs $230.

WLWT, Cincinnati, WLWC,
Columbus, WLWD, Dayton

PROGRAM: 50-50 Club
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WORLDS OF EXTRA COVERAGE!
In the rich trading area of Lima, Ohio, there are 45,000 TV families for a

saturation of 81.1 percent . . . and here more people watch WHIO-TV than

all the other TV stations combined. Outside of the primary area, LIMA
IS 80 MILES FROM DAYTON. It's just one of the MANY outside bonus

areas in WHIO-TV's coverage of 511,310 families. Here are the ARB facts

and figures:

CHANNELS VIEWED MOST IN LIMA, OHIO
Station Viewed Most Station Viewed Most

Channel City Before 6 P.M. After 6 P.M.

WHIO-TV Dayton 66 66

Station B (UHF) 7 24

Station C 5 5

Station D 3 3

These figures prove the eyes and ears of this world are tuned to WHIO-TV, one of

America's great AREA stations, using one of the world's tallest towers (1104 ft.)

and the equivalent of 316,000 watts. It's America's best buy in TV—and if you

don't believe it ask our world representative George P. Hollingbery.
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What does it take to make
friends out of viewers?

Getting people to turn a dial to a television program is one thing. Getting those

people to feeling that the station they tuned to is a friend . . . that the station

can be counted on for truth, honesty, for the fulfillment of their needs and ex-

pectations is what brings a station close to its viewers. It is this audience-con-

scious station policy, this constant search to provide the finest in news and

entertainment for the people of its area, that converts viewers into friends for

a television station.

Such is the wonderful, wonderful relationship that exists between WMCT,
Memphis . . . and its friends.

s
uch is the bond of sincere good will, deep loyalty, and confidence that has been
built between WMCT, Memphis and its friends, the people who make up its vast

audience of more than 400,000 homes.

This great friendship did not come about overnight.

It has been a steady-building thing, a mutual feeling of good will that has devel-

oped since the inception of WMCT's parent station WMC Radio, back in 1923. For ever

since that time, WMC and WMCT have constantly pioneered for the best interest of

its listeners and viewers. Practically everything new in electronics has first found its

way to Memphis and the Mid-South through WMC and WMCT. It has pioneered in

FM. It has pioneered in TV. It was the first TV station in Memphis, originating early

in 1948. For six years it was the only TV station in Memphis. When color was first

developed. WMCT, for almost 18 months, was the only television station equipped to

transmit color. Soon, live color cameras will be made available to broadcast local color

programs through WMCT. WMCT is the only TV station in Memphis with its own
developing and printing facilities. This completely modern equipment makes it pos-

sible to telecast news within a few minutes after that news has been filmed on the spot.

Every improvement to render a better service for its friends, every modern broad-
casting and telecasting device was brought and is being brought to the Memphis audi-

ence through WMC and WMCT.

It's important to take this opportunity to list the reasons why this great friend-

ship exists between station and viewers, in order that Time Buyers, Account Execu-
tives, yes and Clients, themselves, might know just how a station becomes a part of

the very lives of the people it serves, and with what great degree of responsibility a sta-

tion views its obligations to its viewers. It would have been easy (and relatively inex-

pensive) to provide a push-button and turn-table type of service. While a great num-



ber of viewers would have been won that way, WMCT felt a greater need to provide
a complete telecasting service for its friends. For that reason WMCT's Farm Program
is a vehicle that has won literally thousands upon thousands of friends for the station.
Derek Rooke, WMCT's Farm Director, covers scores of counties in his Station Wagon
weekly, gathering news and views of farmers with the sole object in view of providing
a more all-inclusive farm service. Mr. Rooke's sound-on-film camera captures inter-
views with farmers, themselves, and on each program he brings to the viewers a com-
plete area weather report. He provides the means for the WMCT farm audience to see
people they know, friends in their own community, on television. That service has
built a warm friendship among farmers ... a friendship that means something to the
viewer.

WMCT is the only television station in Memphis with such complete farm infor-
mation and facilities to serve the farmers.

Complete mobile equipment enables WMCT to pick up local programs, sports
events, and programs originating outside of our studios that are of special civic interest
to the people of the community.

CHILDREN? Programs like Trent Wood's Storyland do more than provide enter-
tainment. They provide a means for the station to have children in this area become
part of the broadcasts themselves.

WOMEN'S PROGRAMS? WMCT maintains a full-time women's director, Cathy
Bauby, who designs and custom-tailors her show to the needs and interests of women
throughout WMCT's territory. Furthermore, WMCT's Homemaker program, with
Carolyn Godman, receives thousands of pieces of mail a month, testifying to the tre-

mendous interest the show inspires among home-makers.

Management, and members of the station personnel, have always given fully

of their time and talent to every worthwhile civic and community project in Memphis
and the Mid-South. Production Executives have produced, directed, narrated and
filmed features for the Red Cross, Community Chest, Fire Department, City Beautiful,

Traffic Department and practically every major activity of civic betterment. Manage-
ment has long been active in the field of Broadcasting, holding many important com-
mittee posts in national organizations. Recently WMCT received the Sylvania Award
and the Freedom Foundation Award for the excellence of its locally produced pro-

grams in the public interest.

The same integrity that has characterized The Commercial Appeal for the past

century in its service to the public, has been maintained by WMC and WMCT.

So, day after day, month after month, as its viewers realize and accept these

contributions to their well-being, they have developed this deep and unspoken appre-

ciation for the station. Actually, it is a strong and durable friendship, built on the solid

ground of consideration for every segment of the people who make up the great Mem-
phis territory. For the years ahead, WMCT pledges a continuance of the policies that

have built these friendships. This is a great public trust, this business of telecasting;

and those of you who are interested in converting these friends into your customers,

can be sure WMCT in Memphis will continue having the finest in entertainment, the

important events of each day, and the best in local talent, all keyed to the needs and
best interests of its viewers.

Thus, can our friends become your friends.



TV RESULTS

household kitchens

SPONSOR: Wholesale Building AGENCY: Direct

& Supply Co.

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: When this building and

supply firm decided to try television they selected a late

movie on Friday nights as a test vehicle. A model kitchen

was assembled in the studio for commercials. In the first

five weeks of the 13-week contract, the firm gained enough

leads to keep their salesmen busy for three months. They

were forced to drop the show until the fall in order to

catch up. An announcement a week has been substi-

tuted. Average sale from program leads was $1,000.

WREX-TV, Rockford, 111. PROGRAM: Film

household km

SPONSOR: Macy's Gift Shop AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: During Thanksgiving week,

Macy's bought two participations, one in a late after-

noon program (Harry Smith Show), one in a late eve-

ning show (Moonlight Playhouse), to advertise a set of

steak knives priced at $4.95. For purposes of the live

demonstration, the advertiser left nine sets at WSUN-TV.
The day after the final commercial, he came to the sta-

tion to pick up the sets, and found they had been sold.

From the two announcements, Macy's sold over 1,300

sets of steak knives—that's $6,500 in business from an

investment of $75.

WSUN-TV, St. Petersburg, Fla. PROGRAM: Participations

household pets

SPONSOR: Sevier's Pet Center AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Participating on Hospital-

ity House from 5-5:30 over KSBW-TV for 13 weeks, Sev-

ier's Pet Center grew from just another pet shop to fourth

in pet supply and food sales in California. The very first

show brought over 200 letters and cards. Some were

comments on the shotv, some were entries into a contest

and others were inquiries about advertised products. All

the pets offered for sale or free were spoken for within

one half hour after the show. Cost per half hour $99.

KSBW-TV, Salinas, Cal. PROGRAM: Hospitality House

household plastic wrap

SPONSOR: Dow Chemical AGENCY: MacManus, John & Adams

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: To introduce its plastic film

wrapping product, Saran Wrap, Dow purchased several

participations on KPTV's Friend of the Family, a daily

daytime half-hour woman's show. Mike Davenport, star

of the program, offered a free sample of Saran Wrap to

all viewers writing him and requesting it. After only

two announcements, 1,600 written requests had poured

into the station. Cost per participation: $60.

KPTV, Portland, Ore. PROGRAM: Friend of the Family

household premiums

SPONSOR: Pet Milk Co. AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: pet Milk had been sponsor-
ing Ziv's Cisco Kid (lip-synchronized in Spanish) in

Puerto Rico for four months. In a special promotion,
they offered one autographed photo of Cisco {Duncan
Renaldo) or one autographed photo of his side-kick,

Pancho (Leo Carillo) in exchange for two Pet Milk
labels. Each photo also carried a greeting in Spanish.
Up to 15 December, Pet Milk gave away a total of 67,000
photos, renewing their initial photo order seven times.

Since Puerto Rico boasts only 40,000 tv sets, the sponsor
considers the figure of 67,000 amazingly high.

KWAQ-TV, San Juan, P.R. PROGRAM: Cisco Kid

household records

SPONSOR: Whitehouse Co. AGENCY: Parker Adv.
CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: In order to promote its

package of 18 Top Tunes in the Denver area, the White-

house Company tried daytime tv. Whitehouse bought
participations on Casey Kemp's Two Gun Theatre, a
Western film strip, running Monday through Saturday.

In the first five days sponsor received 220 direct orders;

Saturdays show brought 197 more orders. Record pack-

age was priced at $2.98; gross sales were $1,223.66 in

those six days. Cost to sponsor was $451. For each
dollar invested Whitehouse received $2.72 in immedi-
ate direct sales.

KOA-TV, Denver PROGRAM: Casey Kemp's Two Gun Theatre

household rugs

SPONSOR: Persian Rug Renovating Co. ACENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Vartan Kuchukian, owner
of the Persian Rug Co., had a heavy inventory of do-

mestic rugs and decided to use WISE-TV to promote his

summer sale. He bought 15 announcements on various

nighttime shows during one week. The cost of his televi-

sion advertising (he did no other advertising) was $300,

while his total sales were $6,000. Kuchukian commented

:

".
. . we did a dollar volume 20 times greater than the

amount expended for the advertising!"

WISE-TV, Asheville, N. C. PROGRAM: Announcements

household sewing machines

SPONSOR: Rodney Sewing Machine Go. AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: When you're trying to find

the right customer for your product, stimulate business

or cut down on returns, television is the answer accord-

ing to I. Rattier, v.p. of the Rodney Sewing Machine Co.

Rodney's first test campaign on television ran for one
week and cost $500. In that week they did $10,000 worth

of business. Campaign consisted of one announcement a

day running two and a half minutes long and using a

straight merchandising approach.

WXIX-TV, Milwaukee PROGRAM: Announcements
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WCPO-TV
CINCINNATI

and

WEWS
CLEVELAND

announce the appointment of

BLAIR
as national representative

effective January 1, 1956
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Channel 9 Bjj^^jjM Channel 5

ABC-TV NETWORK
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ABC-TV NETWORK

CINCINNATI 6, OHIO
\ snupps -itowAjw 1

CLEVELAND 14, OHIO

SCRIPPS-HOWARD RADIO, INC
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TV RESULTS

household

SPONSOR: Rodney, Inc. AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: After six months on

WXIX-TV, the sponsor wrote to the station and said

that "our costs {on WXIX-TV") have been brought doivn

lower than costs of other media. . . . I also have found

that my closures are very high . . . For a $500 expenditure

we did $10,000 worth of sewing machine business. It

has perked up our sales organization. . . . We are very

pleased with your station and hope to continue without

interruption for years to come . .
."

WXIX-TV, Milwaukee PROGRAM: Announcements

household tools

SPONSOR: Grant Tool Co. AGENCY: Arthur Meyerhoff & Co.

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: The sponsor bought a five-

minute program at sign-off on Saturday nights. In six

weeks 2,510 orders were pulled by the program; each

order was for an item costing $1.98. Every time the

program was telecast an average of 418 orders was

received; each program cost $125. Thus sales amounted

to about seven times the advertising cost. The sponsor at

first renewed for three weeks, renewed again for six weeks

and then renewed again for 13 weeks.

WBTV. Charlotte PROGRAM: Gay Blades

houses

SPONSOR: Various Norfolk realtors AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: WVEC-TV recently began

a new program series called Tv Real Estate Guide on

Sundays, 12:30-1:00 p.m., with seven real estate brokers

participating. Five of the brokers reported they got in-

quiries on Sunday afternoon—right after the first pro-

gram. The station says so many more realtors have

signed for the show that it was extended from 30 minutes

to an hour. They feel that informative programing in

this field brings maximum results. Each participation

costs $51.75.

WVEC-TV, Hampton-Norfolk PROGRAM: Tv Real Estate

Guide

houses new homes

SPONSOR: Tilton Homes Corp. AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: After the Tilton Homes
Corp. had been sponsoring the film program, I Am the

Law, weekly for six weeks on WREX-TV, a representative

of the firm stated: "Prospective home buyers have been

arriving at our Rochelle (Illinois) offices every day of
the week, some from as far away as 100 miles. Response
caused us to add another salesman." Commercials were
delivered over live cards showing every phase of opera-

lion in the construction of these homes.

WREX-TV, Rockford, 111. PROGRAM: I Am the Law

houses new homes

SPONSOR: Veterans Loan & Realty Co. AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: /„ order to push the sale

of homes in a new development, the Veterans Loan &
Realty Co. placed a schedule of announcements on WJBF.
Homes sold for $6,500. In a one-day campaign of five

announcements 53 houses were sold. By the end of the

week all 85 homes in the subdivision were sold. Com-

pany grossed sales of $552,500 from an expenditure of

$192.50. Veterans Loan & Realty reports it is amazed at

the impact television had on its sales.

WJBF, Augusta, Ga. PROGRAM: Announcements

houses new homes

SPONSOR: Chicago Builders AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Twelve houses in the high-

price field were sold as the result of a single one-minute

participation in WBBM-TV's In Town Tonight. The
builder made $350,000 in sales at no cost on the Borg
Warner's shoiv. L. J. Gradishaw, Berwin, III. reports

"Three people tvho have their own lots came in and
wanted to build as soon as possible. Nine others will

build as soon as we can get them desirable locations."

In Town Tonight is a nighttime variety, on which local

contractors are allowed to show their latest homes.

WBBM-TV, Chicago PROGRAM: In Town Tonight,

participation

houses si tes

SPONSOR: Ohio Valley Realty Corp. AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Within six weeks of its

first plunge into local television, Ohio Valley Realty sold

all its housing sites. Campaign involved one-minute an-

nouncements and I.D.'s, scheduled more heavily on Mon-

days and Saturdays. Announcements were placed around

fight talks, wrestling, films and local live shows. Com-

pany also made a point of offering special inducements,

like a book on housing plans, during their weekly an-

nounmements. Announcements cost $85; I.D.'s, $29.75.

WCPO-TV, Cincinnati PROGRAM: Announcements, I.D.'s

houses summer cabins

SPONSOR: Eufaula Sportsmans Club AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: In order to spread the news

of available cabins and cabin sites in Eufaula, Okla.,

the Eufaula Sportsmans Club bought a one-minute an-

nouncement at 10:20 p.m. Within six days of this single

announcement, it sold 100 cabins, ivith a gross of $60,000.

It still has 200 phone calls and 60 post cards to check,

but sales were so rapid that the club hadn't time to fol-

low them through at the outset. The announcement cost

$120, brought in $500 for each ad dollar spent.

WKY-TV, Oklahoma City PROGRAM: Announcement
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"We ought to know . . . there's a bank

and a wine shoppe right next door.

But in Louisville . .

.

WHAS-TV Programming pays off!
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Monday through Friday

(Market's only complete

evening sportscast.)

Are you participating?

VICTOR A. SHOLIS, Director

NEIL CLINE, Station Mgr.

Represented Nationally by Harrington,

Righter & Parsons,

Associated with The Courier-Journal

& The Louisville Times

Your Sales Message Deserves

The Impact of Programming of Character
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TV RESULTS

sporting goods

SPONSOR: Hatfield's Hardware AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Hatfield's wanted to pro-

mote a special Grand Opening Day on a Saturday for

Sea Horse Outboard Motors and General Marine Speed-

liner Boats. They plugged the event on their Here's the

Life program on KFEQ-TV, Friday, 7:30-45 p.m., and

an additional quarter-hour program the same evening.

During the 30 days following this promotion, $14,000

in sales were traced directly to the shows. Cost: $228.

KFEQ-TV, St. Joseph, Mo. PROGRAM: Here's the Life

sporting goods

SPONSOR: Hawaii Pan Pacific Store AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: KONA decided to try

something neiv for the. Hawaii Pan Pacific commercials

on the All American Game program. Station featured

its oivn salesman, Fred Briggs, in live commercials pat-

terned for him. Results for Pan Pacific, distributors of

Wilson and Brunswick sporting goods, were substantial:

After the first two weeks sponsor reported that 200

bowling balls had been sold. The average for the rear

is about 600. Also 20 complete sets of Wilson golf clubs,

at $200 a set, were sold. Pan Pacific's cost for each

game was $300.

KONA, Honolulu PROGRAM: All American Game

sporting goods

SPONSOR: Stubbs Hardware Co. AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: When WTOC-TV decided

to adapt a radio shoiv of long standing to tv, the Stubbs

Hardware Co. realized that this uould be a good buy for

them. Program, The Old Salt, is presented Tuesday

nights from 7 to 7:15 p.m. and features a well-known

local sportsman who gives hunting and fishing news.

Sponsor uses show to feature certain items it has in

stock, each week featuring a different special. Show has

proved so effective that many weeks items mentioned

have been completely sold out. Program cost, $80 a week.

WTOC-TV, Savannar PROGRAM: The Old Salt

sporting goods

SPONSOR: Pickard's Sporting Goods AGENCY: Dired

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: When this local sporting

goods store decided to lest tv's sales effectiveness for their

type of merchandise, they bought one-half of WMFD's
Gone Fishing show on a one-time only basis. This

program is heard on Fridays between 8:15 and 8:30 p.m.

The cost was $44. These results were immediate: 15

complete rod and reel outfits plus one of the store's

largest outboard motors were sold to viewers. The client

credits better results from this sponsorship than from any

other advertising venture.

WMFD, Wilmington, N. C. PROGRAM: Gone Fishing

sporting goods 9oif dubs

SPONSOR: Schindler's Jewelry Store AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Schindler's promoted a spe-

cial golf club offer using KVTV as its only advertising

medium. The offer: A five-club special set priced at

$24.95. The promotion: Five announcements on KVTV.
The results : Sale of 120 golf club sets—including sales to

10 members of KVTV's staff who fell for their own com-

mercials. After three weeks, sales are still booming. Cost

of the announcements was $230.

KVTV, Sioux City PROGRAM: Announcements

sporting goods gym sets

SPONSOR: T. S. Martin Co. AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: In a single 60-second par-

ticipation on Kids Korner, heard Friday afternoons

(5:05-5:30), this firm advertised an outdoor gym set for

children priced at $29.95. A $3.25 basketball was offered

as a bonus to customers who mentioned the announce-

ment. This offer was good, however, only on the Saturday

and Monday following the broadcast. The store reported

that a total of 41 sets were sold in these two days, bring-

ing in a total revenue of $1,227.95. The cost of the single

participation was only $40.

KVTV, Sioux City PROGRAM: Kids Korner

sporting goods gym sets

SPONSOR: Pe?.rlman"s AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: This Asheville furniture

store used one live commercial over WISE-TV to adver-

tise gym sets. Art Pernitiz, Pearlman's sales manager,

said, "The response to the announcement was so great

we sold out the item before our shipment arrived. We've

had to reorder this twice, with a larger quantity in-

volved in each order. All in all, Fd say our sales are

more than 300% above our expectations." The cost of

the single announcement was $40. (WISE-TV, inciden-

tally, is a uhf station).

WISE-TV, Asheville, N. C. PROGRAM: Announcement

sporting goods

SPONSOR: Minnesota Blue Cross AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Minnesota Blue Cross, to

contribute to highway safety, developed a Scotchlite-

coated version of their famous emblem to attach to car

bumpers as a safety reflector. The emblem was offered

on three noon newscasts, two 10 p.m. news reports. The

first mail brought in 551 requests. A week later the de-

mand had risen to 565 requests a day. Within a month a

total of 25,800 had been delivered.

WCCO-TV. Minneapolis-St. Paul PROGRAM: Newscasts
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various cartoon contest

SPONSOR: Wishbone Salad Dressing Co. AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Wishbone Salad Dressing

Co. sponsors the Thursday portion of the 6:00-6:30 p.m.

children s strip, The Little Rascals, on WEWS. To test

the effectiveness of the show, hostess Mary Ellen invited

viewers to enter her Funny Face Cartooning contest.

Only one announcement was used in the Thursday show,

but 6,000 letters were received in response to the an-

nouncement. With test results more than satisfactory,

the company had a basis for future ad beaming. Wish-

bone's time outlay for the show on a weekly basis is $406.

WEWS, Cleveland PROGRAM: The Little Rascals

VariOUS cigars

SPONSOR: Bayuk Cigars AGENCY: Ellington & Co.

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: When the D. Kurman Co.

in Milwaukee added Phillies cigars to their line, Bayuk

Cigars added WXIX-TV to their station lineup for

the Saturday night fights (9:00 p.m.). Soon after,

salesmen reported Milwaukee dealers showed a strong de-

sire to take on the line because patrons were asking for

the cigar advertised on the boxing matches. Many new

accounts resulted and sales increased steadily.

WXIX-TV, Milwaukee PROGRAM: Saturday Night

Boxing Matches

VariOUS coloring sets

SPONSOR: American Pencil Co. AGENCY: Doyle Dane
Bernbach

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Ever since 4 October when
Herb Sheldon started filling in and coloring a picture

a week on his early morning show sales have tripled for

the American Pencil Co. The Venus Paradise set he

uses is also promoted in stores with pictures of Herb
Sheldon. The show is geared to both children and
mothers by teaming Herb Sheldon ivith Josephine Mc-
Carthy, who has a home-cooking segment. Sponsor buys

participations on four shows a week, cost is $850.

WRCA-TV, New York PROGRAM: Herb Shelden
with Josephine McCarthy

various comic books

SPONSOR: Richfield Oil Co. AGENCY: Hixon-Jorgenson

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: The sponsor had distribut-

ed special giveaway comic books to its gas stations in

the Portland area. But the books weren't moving so Rich-

field bought participations in KPTV's Toymaker show
(4:30-5:00 p.m., weekdays). After five announcements

20,000 books had been given away. An additional 5,000

were shipped in from another town and they were gone
almost immediatley. In less than two weeks 30,000
books were given away. Tv cost: $600.

KPTV, Portland PROGRAM: The Toymaker

VariOUS curler

SPONSOR: Weaver Products AGENCY: Gregory & House

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Tv was the only medium
used to promote Spoolie Hair Curlers after their intro-

duction in the Portland area. At first the sponsor signed

for daily participations on Friend of the Family for

three weeks, but at the end of that period he signed for

two announcements weekly for another two months.

Spoolies advanced from a product with almost no dis-

tribution to a product sold in every department, drug
and variety store in the area, with total business exceed-

ing $82,000. Total expenditure: $2,000.

KPTV, Portland, Ore. PROGRAM: Friend of the Family

various d r

SPONSOR: Auto Dine- Drive-In AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: To perk up business the

sponsor used one-minute live announcements. Talent com-

pared regular hamburgers with Auto Dine's "Bigger

Burgers." The campaign ran for six weeks and business

doubled. As a matter of fact, some people had to be

turned away because it was impossible to serve so many

orders. Because of this, the sponsor did not renew, but

expects to use live spots again if need arises.

KCSJ-TV, Pueblo, Colo. PROGRAM: Announcements

VariOUS drugs

SPONSOR: Preston Drugs AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Sponsoring the half-hour

TPA film program, Ellery Queen Show, Preston Drugs

sold over 1,000 aluminum tumblers after promoting them

on the show. President Wayne Preston reports, "Every

subsequent promotion, regardless of product, has been a

sell-out." In addition, the drug stores have traced many

other direct sales to the show, find "public acceptance not

evident with any other type of advertising." Cost of the

show: $125 per week.

WJHP, Jacksonville PROGRAM: Ellery Queen Show

VariOUS jewelry

SPONSOR: Jordan's Jewelers AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Starting with one 10-second

announcement a week in November 1953, this jewelry

shop increased its schedule gradually until it began spon-

soring Amos V Andy on Thursdays from 10:30 to 11

in the fall of 1954. At the end of 1954 the books showed

that gross business had increased 44% over 1953. In

addition Jordan's was first in the city in sale of Sunbeam

Appliances, Bulova watches and General Electric radios.

Show costs $235 per week.

KVTV, Sioux City, Iowa PROGRAM: Amos V Andy
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ALLYN EDWARDS-YOUR HOST

amous film stars. Great production values. Modern top-

flight movies never before shown on television. These are

the elements that make up ABC-TV's exciting, new day-

time show, "Afternoon Film Festival," starting January

16, 1956. Each weekday (3 to 5 PM, EST) TV viewers

will watch a full-length, truly fine motion picture. Among

the 100 titles on the schedule are such greats as : The Cruel

Sea, Genevieve, Hungry Hill, A Queen Is Crowned, The

Titfield Thunderbolt, Desperate Moment, This Happy

Breed, The Captive Heart. For advertisers this should

well be the buy of '56. It's nighttime quality TV at a new,

low, daytime price. A flexible buying plan. A time slot

which research indicates should produce excellent ratings.

Plus personable Allyn Edwards, who will be available to

deliver your sales message.

abc television network

7 West 66th St., New York 23, New York, SUsquehanna 7-5000

20 North Wacker Drive, Chicago, Illinois, ANdover 3-0800

277 Golden Gate, San Francisco, UNderhill 3-0077



film shows recently made available for syndication

Show name Syndicator Producer Length No. in series Show name Syndicator Producer Length No. in series

ADVENTURE DOCUMENTARY

Adventures of

Dr. Fu Manchu
Adventures of

the Falcon
Adventurei of

Long John Silver
Armchair

Adve.jtures
Camera's Eye
Captain Gallant
China Smith
Count of Monte

Crlsto
Cross Current*
Crunch & Des
Dangerous
Assignment

Dateline Europe*
Gadabout Gaddis

Headline
I Spy
International

Playhouse
Joe Palooka
Jungle Adventures
Jungle Jim
King's C ossroads
Man Called X
New Adventures

•f China Smith
Orient Express
Overseas

Adventures*
Passport to Oanger
Ramar Of Th»
Jungle

Safari
Secret File, U.S.A.
Sheena. Queen of

the Jungle
Soldiers of

Fortune**
Tales of the

Foreign Legion
Terry and the

Pirates
This World of Ours
The Three

Musketeers
Top Secret
Tropic Hazard
Uncommon Valor
Wonders of the
Wild

•Formerly titled "Foreign Intrigue."
••Sponsored by 7-Up In 120 markets, but many are open on alternate-week basis.

CHILDREN'S SHOWS

Hollywood Tv
Service

NBC Film Div.

CBS TV Film

Storling

Sterling
TPA
NTA
TPA

Official

NBC Film Div.
NBC Film Div.

Official

Sterling

MCA-TV
Guild
NTA

Guild
Sterling
Screen Gesas
Storling
Ziv
NTA

NTA
Official

ABC Film Synd.
TPA

Sterling
Official

ABC Film Synd.

MCA-TV

CBS TV Film

Official

Sterling
ABC Film

Flamingo
Sterling
General Teleradio
Storling

Studio City Tv
Prod.

Federal Telefilms

Joe Kaufman

Sterling

TeeVeo Prod.
Frantel
Berna-d Tabakin
Leon Fromkess

Official

Bermuda Prod.
Donlevy Develop-
ment Corp.

Sheldon Reynolds
Beacon Tv

Features
Gross- Krasne
Guild
Mutual Tv

Enterprises
Guild
Explorers Pictures
Screen Gems
Storling
Ziv
Bernard Tabakla

John Nasht
Sheldon Reynolds

Hal Roach. Jr.

Arrow Prod.

Sterling
Triangle Prod.
Nassour

Revue

Tony Bartley

Dougfair Prod.

Dudley Pictures
Thetis Film

Marion Parsonnet
Sterling
Executive Prod.
Borden Prod.

30 min.

30 min.

30 ssin

15 min.

15 min.
30 mm.
30 min.
30 min.

30 min.
30 min.
30 min.

30 min.
15 min.

30 min.
30 min.
30 min.

30 min.
15 min.
30 min
30 min.
30 min.
30 min.

30 min.
3G min.

30 min.
30 tain.

30 min.
30 min.
30 min.

30 rain

30 min.

30 min.

15 min.
30 min.

15 min.
15 min.
30 min.
15 min.

13

39

26

39

39
39
26

In production

39
39
39

39
26

39
In production

26

26
39
26
90

In production
28

26
39

39
52

26
26
26

In production

26

18

26
26

26
In production

26
39

Animal Time Storling Sterling 15 min. 52

Animated General Teleradio Lotte-Reinger Ift min. 26
Fairy Tales

Betsy and the Sterling Jamieson Features 15 mm. 39
Magic Key

Cartoons Sterling Sterling 5 mm. 79
Fearless Fosdick Sterling Times Tv Corp. 30 mm. 13
Flash Gordon UM&M UM&M 30 mm. 39
Ray Forrest Storling Ray Forrest 30 mm. 26
Show

Hans Christian Interstate Scan-American 30 mm. 26
Andersen

Jet Jackson Screen Gems Screen Gems 30 mm. 39
Junior Crossroads Storling Sterling 15 mm. 175
Superman Flamingo Superman Prod. 30 mm. 52
Superman Cartoons Flamingo Flamingo 15 mm. 16
Telecom ics Flamingo Flamingo 15 mm. 165

COMEDY

Beulah Flamingo Roland Reed 30 min. 78
Corliss Archer Ziv Ziv 30 min. 39
Duffy's Tavern UM*M UM&M 30 min. 39
The GolHhoros Guild Guild 3n min. In p-oductl
Great Glldersleeve NBC Film Div. Matthew Rapf 30 min 39
Halls of Ivy TPA TPA 30 min. 39
Hal Roach NTA Hal Roach 30 min. 7

Lafftlme Show
Hank McCune II M v M A. C. Burger 30 min. 52
His Honor. NBC Film Div. Galahad Prod. 30 min. 39
Homer BeM

1 Married Jean 1 nterstate Joan Davis 30 min. 98
Life With Guild Guild 30 min. 65

Elizabeth
Life of Riley NBC Film Div. Hal Roach 30 min. 104
Little Rascals Interstate Reach 10 min. 22—1 reel

("Our Gang") 20 min. 68—2 reel

Leeney Tunes Guild Warner's 15 min. te
one hour

Library
191

My Hero Official Four Star Prod. 30 min. 33
My Little Margie Official Hal Roach. Jr.-

Roland Reed
30 min. 126

Susie (Private TPA Ctiertok Tv 30 min. 52
S»eretarv)

Trouble With Guild Hal Roach. Jr.- 30 min. 130
Father Roland Reed

Willy Official Desilou 30 min. 39

The Big Idea
Key to the City

Kieran's
Kaleidoscope

Living Past
Mr. President
Science In Action

Uncommon Valor

Victory at Sea

The World
Around Us

Donn Bennett
Hollywood Tv

Prod.
ABC Film

Film Classics
Stuart Reynolds
TPA

General
Teleradio

NBC Film Div.

Pictura Film
Corp.

Donn Bennett
Hollywood Tv

Prod.
Paul Moss

Film Classics
Stuart Reynolds
Calif. Academy

of Sciences
Executive

Prod. Inc.

Henry Salomon

John Storer

30 min.
15 lain.

15 min.
SO mm.
30 min.

30 min.

30 min.

15 min.

DO-IT-YOURSELF

Junior Science
Walt's Workshop

UM* M
Sterling

UM(M
Reld Ray Prod.

15 min.
30 min.

DRAMA, CENERAL

All Star
Theatre****

Camera's Eye
Captured*****
Dr. Christian
Dr. Hudson's

Secret Journal
Ce'ebrlty

Playhouse*
Confidential File
Janet Dean
Douglas Fairbanks,

Jr.

Favorite Story
Flamingo
Theatre

Gangbusters
Into'h. Night
Invitation
Playhouse

I Led Three
Lives**

Charles Laughton
Show

Little Show
Little Theater
The James Mason
Show

Mr. District
Attorney***

Conrad Nagel

Paragon
Playhouse******

Plav of 'he Week
Publie Defender
Scattergood Raines
Science Fiction
Thtatre

Stage 7

Ta'es Of
Tomorrow

The Greatest
Drama

The Passerby
The Playhouse
The Star &
The Story

The Visitor
Top Plays of 1955*
Tugboat Annie
Wrong Number!
Your Star Showcase
Watch the World

Screen Gems

Sterling
NBC Film Div.
Ziv
MCA-TV

Screen Gems

Guild

ABC Film Synd.

Ziv
Flamingo

General Teleradio
Sterling
Sterling

Ziv

Sterling

Storling
Sterling
NTA

Guild

NBC Film Div.

NTA
Interstate

CBS TV Film
Ziv

Screen Gems

TeeVee Prod.
Phillips H. Lord
Ziv
Sslow & Morgan

Screen Gens

Guild
I'M* M
Doug'as

Fairbanks
Ziv
Telovideo

V's"al Drama
NTA
TeeVee Prod.

Ziv

TeeVee Prod.

NTA
TeeVee Prod.
Portland Prod.

Ziv

Andre Luotto

Douglas Fair-
banks. Jr.

E-f-vard Lewis
Hal Roach. Jr.
j-hn Loveton
Ziv

Don Sharpe
TeeVee Prod.

TPA
Sterling

General Teleradio General Teleradio

NTA
ABC Film
Official

NBC Film Div.
S^een Gems
TPA
Jnhn Christian
TPA
NBC Film Div.

Ely Landow
Meridian Prod.
Four Star Prod.

Marion Parsonnet
Frank Wlsbar
Chertok Tv
John Christian
V^r'ous
NBC Film Div.

30 min.

15 min.
30 min.
30 min.
30 min.

30 rain.

30 min.
?n nvn.
30 mla.

30 min.
30 min.

30 min.
3" min.
15 min.

30 min.

15 min.

IS min.
15 min.
15 min.

30 min.

30 min.

30 min.
30 min.
3" min.
30 min.

30 min.
30 min.

15 min.
30 min.
30 min.

30 min.
30 min.
30 min.
30 min.
30 min.
15 min.

22
7

7
3
52

26

26

26

117

In production
26

I (pilot)

39

39

In production
39
117

39
30

39
18

26

117

26

32
52
26

26

39

26
69

I (nilot)

In production

39
26

26
52
39

44
44

In production
I (pilot)

52
26

•Ten similar fo Screen Oeros' "Ford Theatre."

••Show 16 In third production cycle, sponsored by Phillips in 60 markets.

•"Show Is In second production cycle, sponsored by Carter Products in 40 markets.

••••Show is "Ford Star Theatre" in syndication.
•••••Formerly "Gangbustcs"
••"•Formerly "Douglas Fairbanks Presents"

DRAMA. MYSTERY

Badge 714 NBC Film Div. Dragnet Prod. 30 min. 126
Boston Blackie Ziv Ziv 30 min. 39
Col. March of Official Panda Prod. 30 min. 26

Scotland Yard
Ellery Queen TPA Norman A

i-ving Pineiro
30 min. 32

Inner Sanettim NBC Film Div. Ga'ahad Prod. 30 min. 39
Highway Patrol* Ziv 7'v 30 min. In prMuetl
New Orleans UM&M Motion Picture 30 min. 26

Pol le« Deot. A><v. Sve. Co.
Paris Precinct UM&M Eto'le 30 min. 39
Police Cell NTA Prock*or Tv

Enter.
30 min. Zfl

Racket Squad ABC Film Carol Case 30 min. 98
St-vker of Ho'lywood Tv Studio City TV 30 min. 13

S»otland Yard Service Prod
Sherlock Holmes UM&M S. H. TV Corp. 30 min. 3»

•Sponsored by Ballantine in 84 Eastern markets.
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Show name Syndicator Producer Length No. in series Show name Syndicator Producer Length No. in scries

FEATURE

Features Package
17 Feature Films
3C Feature Films

Sterling Storling
Genera. Teleradio Various
General Teleradio Various

1 hr.

90 min.
90 min.

27
17

30

HEALTH - MEDICAL

Health and
Happiness Club

M.D.

NTA NTA

NTA NTA

5 min.

5 min.

105

39

HOBBY

Find a Hobby NTA Houston Color
Film Labs

26 15 min.

INTERVIEW

The Li III Palmer
Show

NBC Film Oiv. Charles Kebbe 15 min. 26

MUSIC

SPORTS

Adventures in Sterling Telenews Prod. 15 min. 26
Sports

Big H.ayback Screen Gems Screen Gems 15 min. 52
The Bill Corum NTA Ely Landow 15 min. 26

Sports Show
Bowling Time Sterling Discovery Prod. 1 hour 13

Championship Walter Schwim- Peter OeMet 1 tour 52
Bowling mer Co.

Jimmy Oemaret Award Award 15 min. In production
Show

The Mad Whirl NTA Leo Seltzer 30 min. 26
Sam Snead Show RCA Programs Scope Prod. 5 mm. 39
Sport Review United Press United Press 30 min. 1

of 1955 Assoc. Assoc.
Sports on Parade Storling Sterling 15 min. 75
Time in for Sports Sterling Sterling 15 nr.in. 26
Texas Rasslin'* Sterling Texas Rasslin'

Inc.

30 min.
or 1 hour

In produotion

Tv's Baseball Flamingo Janus B. Harris 15 m.n. 78
Hall of Famo

Tv's Football Flamingo Ray Gordon 15 min. 26
Hall of Famo

•In continual production.

TRAVEL

Holiday

Eddy Arnold Time Walter Schwlm- Eddy Arnold 30 min. 26

Bandstand Revue
mer Co.

KTLA
Bell

KTLA
Bell

30 min
15 min.

6
1 (pilot)

VARIETY

Bobby Breen Show
Concert Hall Sterling Sterling 15 min. 175 Beat the Experts Storling Te.enews Prod. 5 min. 56

Frankie Laine Guild Guild 15 & 30 min. 78 & 39 Lddie Cantor
Comedy 1 ntatre

Hollywood Preview

Ziv Ziv 3u mm. 39

Abble Neal & Her NTA Warren Smith 30 min. 26 Flamingo Balsan Produe- 30 min. In production
Ranch Girls

New Liberace Guild Guild 30 min. In production Killiam Show Sterling Pau. Killiam 15 min. 26
Show Mov.e Museum Sterling Paul Killiam 15 mm. 93

Music of the NTA Jacques 15 min. 13 Showtime btuuio Films Studio Films 3U nun. 39
Masters Rachmilovich T.V. Court UM&M UM&M 30 min. 26

Song Stories of Gibraltar Althea Pardee 15 min. 13

the West
Stars ol the Flamingo Gannaway Prod. 30 min. 39 WESTERNS

Grand Ole Opry
Storling

Official

Sterling
Randall-Song Ad

Jack Denovo

15 min.
30 mm

30 min.

13

1 (pilot)

a

Serenades
Story Bebind

Your Music
This Is Your

Adventures of

Kit Carson
Burtalo Bill, Jr.

MCA-TV

CBS TV F Im

Revue

Flying "A"

30 min.

30 min.

104

In production
Cisco Kid Ziv Ziv 30 m.n. 234

Storling 13 Cowboy G-Men Flamingo I eh mount 30 m.n. 39
Frontier Doctor Hollywood lele- Studio City Tv 3D mm. In production

Florian ZaBach Guild Guild 30 min. 39
Gabby Hayes

v.sioi Service
UM&M UM&M 30 min. 52

Gene Autry— Roy
Rogers

Hopa.ong Cassidy

Judge Roy Bean

MCA-TV

NBC Film

Screencraft

Div.

Republic

Wm. Boyd Prod.

Quintet Prod.

1 hour

30 min.
1 hr.

30 min.

123

NEWS 52
54
39Drew Pearson UM&M UM&M 15 min. 39

Cavalcade of 1955 United Press United Press 30 min. I Lasn La ue Storling National Tv Films 15 min. 39
Assoc. Assoc. Tim McCoy UM&M UM&M 15 min. 39

Exclusive General Teleradio George Johnson 15 min. 26 Red Ryder CBS TV F ilm Flying "A" 30 mm. 1 (Pilot)

Yesterday's Ziv Ziv 30 min. 39 Stive Donovan. NBC Film Dlv Vi-bar 30 min. 39
Western Marshal

Stories Of The Hollywood rv Studio City Tv 30 min. 39
Century

Tales Of The
Service

Screen Gems
Prod.

Screen Gems 30 min.QUIZ 26
Texas Rangers

Western Package Sterling Storling 1 hr. 39
Pantomino Quiz NTA Mike Stokey 30 min. 13

WOMEN'S
RELICION -

Amy Vanderbilt's NTA United Feature 5 min. 78
Design for Living NTA NTA 5 m n. 39 Etiquette Synd.
Hand to Heaven NTA NTA 30 min. 13 It's Fun To Guild Guild 15 min. ISC
Layman's Call NTA Transco Prod. 5 min. 52 Reduce

to Prayer Life Can Be ABC TV F ilms Trans-American 15 min. 5 (pilots)
Man's Heritage NTA Ely Landow 10 min. 13 Beautiful

111 IMS 111 treil

Initnation: Xhe success of animated

commercials has apparently made
sponsors more receptive to animated

shows. Watch the Birdie, an animated

children's quiz show, has sold so suc-

cessfully that Richard H. Ullman re-

ports his company's sales are uo 100%
during the last five months compared
to the first six months of this year.

Sponsors who bought the show,

which Uilman calls the only such show

on tv, include Seven-Up, WTVJ-TV,

Miami; Sealtest, KSD-TV, St. Louis;

Malt-O-Meal, KTLA-TV, Los Angeles

and WTTV-TV, Bloomington-Indi-

anapolis, Ind.

Swamped: Requests by civic groups

for private showings of the tv film

Confidential File has swamped the fa-

cilities of Guild Films. Reub Kaufman,

president of the firm, reports that more

than 250 such requests have been re-

ceived, though the show is on the air

nationally only a few months.

This figure is greater than the total

of such requests for showings of all

the other educational and civic-better-

ment shows on tv since the start of the

industry, noted Kaufman. Among the

groups seeking showings are included

the police departments of New York

and San Antonio, Better Business

groups, health departments, P.T.A.'s

and other civic groups.

The Guild president commented that

"a show can be of public service and

still knock the viewer out of his chair."
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Miss KRON-TV
assures a

HAPPY NEW YEAR
to 200

. advertisers" a

Scut ?*OHCi4C&

AFFILIATED WITH THE S. F. CHRONICLE

AND THE NBC-TV NETWORK ON CHANNEL

Represented Nationally

by Free & Peters, Inc.

No. 9 in the series, "What Every Time

Buyer Should Know About KRON-TV"
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a r y 19 5 6 TV COMPARAGRAPH OF NETWORK PR

MONDAY

Garry Mowe
Briatol-Myera

DCSS 10_-10:15

Serta B&l
Staler M't RAR
MNT lit m L

V. br $3,140

Arthur Godfrey
D 10:30 -46

iBntl-Mrr DCSS
[ m. 10:45-11
\ SOVar L

• Itnul Va hr $3995

Godfrey (cont'd)

Lerer: pepsodenl
mw 1111 IS

, FOAB
| Plllshurv Mill*
I m -th 11 11 30
I Burnett 51 itni

Strike It

-
iRlelT

Collate: tthpet;

L t«1. auper suds
' palmollve. fab.

ajax
T«NT I

m-f
Eaty 3.000

' Valiant Lady
|
Scntt Taper JWT

I S8NT m.w.f L
$12,000

Lava •f Llfa
Ami" Home Pr
I1TNT m f I.

B-B-T $8500

Setrrh far Tom'w
PAO: Joyt

MNT m t I,

I
B -p -T * HMIOO

I
GuMino Light

|PAO: Ivory dint
MNT m-f L
Cempt $9,500

lark Paar Shew
|NT m-f u

sust

Love Story
PAO- nrell

1A«Oi m-f T,

BAB V, hr $3nfh1

Unh'-* O I ewll

I J:1B mat
*7VT Tj

I Ijinnltn T*1,i«

0-H "-70

Dtion-in-Cie'it
i'4 hr 53.150

I *rt I lrVlc«-
T.erer- n.rf

j

*»TTv m tv.f I.

BBDO (see bell

Plll=htirr Mill"
e)nnr mires

54rTy m-th T.

IB Mb' *">"•

Rio PavntT
rv>l»«fe- fah

rhlm-onhrll *th

n«t fn1"" hn-
«TVY m-w.f Tj

fan* ••• »**

Esty •/, hr $.3000

Bob Crosby
Scott Finer O
J. W. Thompson

m 3-30-3:45
pao

Coiripton

3:45-4

Brighter Day
PAG

115VT m-f T,

YAR $9000

The Sarret Sternw TTome Prnda:
ll«n m-f T,

B-B.T $8,500

On Your Account
'Win Elliott)

PAO- tlri>. nrell
1J2NT m-f I

B&B V: hr $3000

No networs
proeramln?

ra-f

Network
programing
discontinued

Olni Dene
School

10-10:30
PAO: BBAT
tit in 10:16-30

66Ch L
» hr $745

'', hr $1,600

Ernie Kovacs
Show

NT 1.

No network
programing

m f

m-f 1112
91NT LAF
(Women's icrtut
program. For
partle aponsora,

there axe eight

t in

i

ti commer-
cials an huur

available
1 nun partlr

lime A tal $7000
I eee tu for

aponjor Mat)

No network
programing

m-f

Tenaaeeoe Ernie
Ford Show

Procter A Gamble
12 12:15 set

Hy m-f Tj

Benton A Bowtee.

'/« hr $2,700—
Feather YeaaT

Neat
(quia Bud
fbllyer)

3blgate-Palmollye
l»NT m-f L
elt d 11:30-45

Eity V* hr $2,700

Ne network
programing

m-f

No network
programing

m-f

No network
programing

m-f

No network
programing

TUESDAY
Gerry Men

MUee 1-ab.

Wade Ad*
tu 10-10: 15

Kellogg' Burnett
tu 10:15-30

55 70NT L
'/« hr $3,140

Arthur r.odlrey

Corn Produets

C L. Millet

Minn. Mining
10:45-11
lllllin

Godfrey (cont'd!

KelloKE Burnett
11 11:15

Plllebury Mllli
in Ih 11:15-30

Strike It Rlth
Colfate

in f dee moo!
Eaty

Valient Lady
Wesson Oil

NT I,

Fitzgerald

Love ol Life
Amer Home Pr
m f nee moo)
BB-T
Search for Teea'w

PAO: Joyt
m f (tee moo)
BB-T
Guiding Light

PAO: lTory. dual
m-f (tee mon)
Compten

Jack
NT

Paar Shew
m-f L

Love Story
P&O: p roll.

Ivory tnow
m-f (tee mon)
0F8

No network
programing

BJ-f

Robert O Lewie
gut

72NT Tj

Va hr $3,150

Art Llnkletter
Kellogg: all pr
52Hy Tj

tilth 2:30-45
Burnett

Plllahurv Mllla
2:45 3

2:45-3 Vt hr
Burnett $4000

NBC's Matinee
Theatre

panic tpontors
HT L

COLOR

Afternoon
Film Festival

st 1/16

Big Payoff

m-f
NY ana rw.tfi

sust

DAY

Network
programing
discontinued

Date With
Life

Borden Co
NT m w.f L
YAB Va hr $2600

Modern
Romances
Colgate

B. Houston I

Queen for A
Day

NT L

Dlxiecup
PAG

Miles Labs

Bob Crosby
-M alt wka

Carnation
8:30-3:45
Mies Labe

Wade
8:45-4

Brighter Day
PAG

m-f dee mon)
VAR
The Secret Store)

Afternoon Amer Home Pr»
Film Festival NT m-f L

st 1/16 B-B-T

On Your Account
(Win Elliott)

PAO: tide, prell
m-f

Benton A Bewlee

Plaky Lm
Shew

43Hy m-f L
1 mln partle
time A total

partle $2,800

Howdy Doody
Standard Brands
royal puddings

gelatin
T8NT 481

Betea Va hr$2800

Mickey Ma
Club
m-f

TV Time Fooda
R.R.
Welch Grape Je
DCSS 5:15-5:30

Armour
Laird 5:30-5:45

Carnal loo

Erwla Waaey
»:4fi-«

nt r
per Va hr $2,800

So oetwork
orogramtng

m-f

Ding Deng
10 10:30

Manhattan Soap
SBAW

t.th 10-10 -it

Colgate: Batea
PAO: BBAT

Va hr $1.608

Ernie Kovacs
Show

NT L

Home
m-f 11-12

NY LAF
(see mon)

Partle tpooaora

:

Wear -Ever Prods
FA8AR
H J. Helm

Ma* en

Hllla Broa
Ted Batea

Peerleaa Elee:
broil qu lk

Zlewe Ca
1 mln partle:

time A tal $7000

Ito network
programing

m-f

No network
program brig

m f

Tennessee Ernie
Ford Shew

PAO: 12-12:15
llv m-f L
B&B

Feather Yew
Neat

Colgate- Pelmollve
alt d 12:30-45
NT m-f L
Eaty

Ne network
programing

Garry Maori
Lever Broa JWT

Oen Motors
10-10:15

10:15-10 30

Arthur Godfrey
w 10:30-45
Easywasher

BBDO
in BO 10:46

BBDO
Brlstl Myre.YAR
m.w 10:45-11

40Var L
airaul Va hr I39B5

Godfrey (cont'd)

Lever: pepaodent
m.w 11-11:15
FCA.B
I'lllsliury Mllla
in ih 11:15 30
Leo Burnett

Strike It Rlah
Colgate
m-f

I eee mon)

Eaty

Valiant Lady
General Mllla

m, w, f

DF8. K-R

No network
programing

m-f

No network
programing

-f

No network
programing

m-f

No network
programing

m-f

NBC't Matinee
Theatre

partle sponsors

HY L

Way ef trie

World
Borden Co

NT m.w.f L
YAR

Modern
Romances
ColRato

B. Houston

Lave ef Life

Amer Home Pr
m-f (see mon)
B-B-T
Search for Tem'w

PAO: Joyt

m-f (aee mon)
B-B-T
Guiding Light
PAG: Ivory, duit
m-f (aee mon)
Compten

Jack
NT

Paar Stiew
m-f L

Love 8tory
PAO: prell.

Ivory snow
m-f (aee mon)

DF8

Robert Q Lewie
84NT Tj

gnat

\ hr $3000

Afternoon
Film Festival

at 1/16

Art llnkletter
T^ver- anr*
m w f 1:80-45

BBDO
Plllnhiirv Villa
m-th J-46-8
'•»• roorO

Burnett

Big Payer?
fileafe

Bob Creeby

rtrncal Wl»
t. t r 3-fs <

liTT^- •

Knmr- H hr

\T '. hr $3 TOO

Brlohtar Oav

- f (are n"~
NT TAR

Afternoon . — —^.
Film Festival

rh « Secret Stena
\m Home Prods:
m-f (see mon)
B-B-T

1/16

Queen for
Day

NT

Pinky Lm
841a*

H» m-f L
Panic: Oen Fdj:

Inst Jell-o
YAR tu.w.f

Howdy Doody
Kellogg Co:

rice kxisplest
51NT 44L
LB (see bell

tu. th 5J0- 45

Colgate: tthpit
51NT 5:45-« >*l
Batea Va hr $2800

On Your Account
'Win Elliott)

PAG: tide, prell

m-f
NT
Benton A Bewlea

Mickey Mouse
CI trb

ra-f
BBDO
Vldu 5-5:lB

Qen'l Mills
m-w-f

5:15-5:30
5:45-6

Knox Reeves,
Esty

Mattel
alt with

CarsceiHRobertg
SOS
MeC-E 5:30-5:45
nt r

No netwoTs
programine

m-f

Network
programing

Ding Dong
Sthoel

10-10:30
Wander Co:

evaltlne 10:15-80
Tatham-Lalrd
Cl I.

'/„ hr $1,800

Ernie Kovacs
Show

NY L

No net
prograr

No net
pTOfTtU

ml
Heme

in I 11-12
NY l.Ar"

i see mon A tu)

1 mln panic:
time A tal $7000

Tennessee Ernie
Ford Show

Procter A Gamble
13-12:15

BAB
Us m-f L No net

prograi

Feather Yeur
Neat

Colgate- Palmollve
alt d 12 30 4t
NY m-f L
Eaty

No network
programing

m-f

a

No network
programing

m-f

No ne'

progra

NBC'a Matlaae
Theatre

partle sponsors
NT L

After
Film f

Way ef the
World

Borden Co
NT «.«.( L
YAR

Modern
Romance Aftet

Coleate Film 1

R H ItOTJ st ]

Queen for

Day
NT

Pinky Lee

Hy m-f Tj

Panic: Gen Fds:
Inst 'ell-o

Johnsn A Johnsn
YAR tu.w.f

Howdy Ooooy
ComlrwDtal Bkg:
wonder bread.
riostest caaes

47NT 29L
5^0-6

••»hr:

Sana* S2.SO0

Mickey

a c.
A

YT.rvR
Campb
Burnet"
5:15-5 -3'

Brls
YAR
NY
per % I
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work
nlng

ling

work
IllDB

f

work
Ding
t

wert
mlng
f

THURSDAY FRIDAY

Garry Mnrt
Scott Paper

J W Thompson
th 10 10 :16

Chun King: JWT
Tonl : Burnett
alt th 10:15-30
65-75NT L

•A hr $3.140

Arthur Godfrey
Bristol Myers
Y&R

10:30-10:45
Amer Home
10:45-11

BBT

Network
programing
discontinued

Godfrey (cont'd)

Kellogg
Burnett
Plllibury Mills

m-th 11:15-30
Leo Burnett
40V ar l>

almul '/< hr $3995

Strike It Rleh
Colgate

m-f dee mon)
Esty

Valiant Lady
Tonl Co

NT »•

Weiss & Geller

Love of Life

Amer Home P
m-f <»ee mon)
B-B-T
Search for Tom'w

PAG: Joyt

m-f <«ee mon)
B-B-T
Guiding Light

PAG: Ivory, duat
m-f (see mon)
Compton

Jaek Paar Shaw
NT m-f fc

Love Stery
PAG: prell.

ivory snow
m-f (fee mon)

DFS

Robert Q Lewis
Ralston Purina
Co sit wks

GBB
2:15-2:30

suit

Va hr $3,150

Art Llnkletter
Keilneg: all W
52Hy I.

LB tu.th 2:80-45

Plllsbury Mills
m-th 2:45-3

LB *i hr $4.IMK)

Rio Payoff
VT m-f I.

• in tu.th

noon
estival Ben Cro,Dy
/ 16 Tonl Co

Weiss & Geller
th 3:30-45

ffcott Paper
th 3:45-

7»Hy
J W

er

Brighter Day
PAG

™-' (see moo)
Y&R

noon
"estival

1/16

The Seeret Storm
Amer Home Prs
m-f (see mon)
B-B-T

On Your Account
twin Klllott)

PAG: tide, prell

m-f
Benton & Bowie*

No network
Mouse programing

Johnson
Son

5-5:15
1 Soups

). 5:45-6
-Myers
1:30-5:45

P
tr $2,800

Ding Dong School
Manhattan Soap
8B&W 10-10:15

Oerber Prodi
D'Arey 10 15 30
Ch m-f L

•A hr $1,160

Ernie Kovacs
Show

NT 1>

No network
programing

m-f

Home
m-f 11-12

NT T.&F
(see mon & tu)

1-mln partlc:

time & tal $7000

Tennessee Ernie
Ford Show

Procter & Gamble
12-12:15 leg

Hy m-f L
Benton t- Bowles

—
Feather Yaur

Nest
Colgate-Palmolive
alt d 12:30-45

R. J. Reynolds:
Winston elfs

15 mln. 3 th in 4

NT m-f L
Eaty

No network
programing

m-f

No network
programing

m-f

No network
programing

m-f

No network
programing

m-f

No network
programing

m-f
No network
programing

m-f

NBC's Matinee
Theatre

partlc sponsors
HT L

Garry Moore
Gen Mills DFS

f 10-10:15

Lever Bros JWT
f 10:15-10:30

80S: MeC-E
alt f 10:30-45

CBS-Hytron
B&N 10:30-45
Converted ttlce

Burnett
Alt Wks

Prudential C&H
{ 10:45-11

55-85NT L
1/4 hr $3,140

Garry Moors
icont d)

Tardley of Lndn
Ayer f 11- 11:15

Balston-Purina
GBB alt wks
Masland A&C
11:15-30 L

% hr $2038

Strike It Rich

Colgate
m-f

<«Be intml

Esty

Valiant Lad>
O...TR' Mills

m, w, f

DFS K H

Love of Life

Amer Hnme Pr

(m ' >«*< mon>
B-B-T
Searrh for Tom'w

PAD- ioyt

m-f '«ee moo
B-B-T
Guiding LloM
P&O: lvnrv. rl'ir*

m-f (see morl
Compton

Jaek
NT

Paar Shew
m-f !>

Love Story
PAG: prell.

Ivory snow
m-f (see mon)

Robert Q Lewis
Brown A Wmsn:
viceroy—alt wk
Bates 2-2:13

2:15-2:30 sust

40NT T,

V4 hr $3,150

Art Llnkletter
T^ver: surf

BBDO m.w.f

Dole Pineannle
Ayer 2:45-3
64Hy t

<4hr $40Ofl

Big Payoff
Colgate
m.w.f

dee mon)

Afternoon s? sry
Film Festival

st 1/16

Way of the
World

NT L
Modern
Romances
Colgate

B. Houston

Queen for a
Day

NT L

Afternoon
Film Festival

st 1/16

Bob Crosby
SOS: MeCann-E
Oerber: D'Arey

al t f 3:30-45

General Mills
41Hv 3:45-4 L
Knox- H hr
Reeves $3100

Brighter Day
P&G

m-f (see mon)
Y&R
The Seeret Storm
Am Home Prods:
m-f (see mon)
B-B-T

On Your Account
(Win Elliott)

PAG: tide, prell

m-f
Benton & Bowie*

Plaky Lee
43Hy m-f L
Partlc: Intl Shoe
H.H&MeD th

Howdy Doody
Kellogg Co

tu.th (see tu >

Leo Burnett

Standard Brandt
Bate" •» 'Y

V* hr **.«» Burnett
NT »
per K. or SUM

Mickey Mouse
Club

Lettuce. Ine
J. Cohan

alt wks with
Morton Salt

NL&B
m-f

Gen'l Mills
m-w-f

5:15-5:30. 5:45-6
Knox Reeves
& Esty

Mars Candy
5:30-5:45

The New
Revue

(colorcast)

SATURDAY

Network
programing
discontinued

Blng Dong Sehool
10-1030

Colgate : Bate*
alt f 10-10 :15

timers] Mills:
Tatham- Laird
f 111:15-30 sag

V* hr $1,160

Hollywood
Backstage

Chas Antell
m-w-f

tu, th suit

NT

Honie
m-f 11-12

NY L&P
(see moo A to)

1-mtn partle:

time A tal $7000

Tennessee Ernl*
Ford Show

Procter A Gamble
12-12:15 seg

Hy m-f L
Benton & Bowles

Feather Yew
Neat

Colgate-Palmollve
alt d 12:30-45
NT m-f L
Eaty

No network
programing

No network
programing Tales of

Texas Rangers)
General Mills

Tathant-
Lairrt tie.OOn

alt wks
Curtiss Candy

C. L. Miller

No network
programing

The Big Tea
\.,i .,i.ni Dairy

1 'r ... Is : sealtest

ler cream, seal-
t. ,< istry prods
eOPhlla L

• 14.000

Lane Ranger
General Mills:
wheattes. kli

51NT r

No network
programing

m-f

No network
programing

DFS $18,000

Capt Midnight
Wander

T. Laird

No network
programing

m-f

No network
programing

Pacific Coast
Conference
Basketball
2-3:45
Amano

Maury, Leo
Marshall

NBC's Matinee
Theatre

partlc sponsors

Hy !•

No network
programing

Big Ten
Basketball

sust 3-5 pm

Way of the
World

Borden Co
NT m.w.f
Y&R

Modern
Romances
Colgate

B. Houston

Queen for

Day
NT

Pinky La*
Hy m-f L
Partic: Gen Frlj:
Y&R tu.w.f

Howdy Doody
Luden'i

Matties 5 :30-48

Intl Sh: H.H&M*
alt f 5:45-6

Wek* Grp Juice
CSS alt f 5:45-8

«N"v" 4*1

K to tx.no

No network
programing

Big Ten
Basketball

sust 3-5 pm

No network
programing

No network
programing

Mr. Wiz;
sust

No netwo
programlr

No netwo
program!!

NBA Bask
(cont'd)

No netv<

program!



How

nake your film programs

produce
mWt*picture interest

fw HEN your film programs have the simp"" and realism characteristic

I "live" pick-ups, you have a client benefit that sells itself and pays

<F handsomely. If you can achieve picture quality which will make it

(fficult for a television viewer to know whether the program coming

ito his home is "live" or "on film," you're in business!

It's possible to do just this with good black and white films—simply

F replacing outmoded equipment.

tudio realism—
ighest picture quality

IpA's TK-21 Vidicon Film Camera is the

i swer. This improved equipment offers

i the dimension associated with
rr
live"

jograms, provides studio realism and

l^hest picture quality. It's so life-like,

te viewer gets the impression that the

|
ow is being presented in the studio just

f|r him! Thus, the spot advertiser is

< ered the psychological advantage of
r

ive" programming at the low cost of

fjn. Competitively, this is your bread-

ad-butter business and its growth will

i\ measured in direct proportion to

\\ effectiveness.

A check of some of the more technical

advantages shows why the TK-21 Film

Camera is a station's best investment for

extra profits . . .

"Live" picture

sharpness
The TK-21 is the only film system with

enough signal output to use aperture

correction to bring picture detail up to

maximum sharpness (detail resolution

100% at 350 lines) with a high signal

to noise ratio.

"Live" picture contrast

The Vidicon tube is ideal for film repro-

duction. It has unexcelled contrast range

and assures realistic gray scale rendition

over entire picture. This means you can

get studio realism in your film pictures.

Edge-lighting, shading
eliminated
The RCA Vidicon operates entirely with-

out edge-lighting, electrical shading, or

any other form of supplemental lighting.

This camera virtually runs by itself.

Used for finest quality reproduction of

monochrome motion picture films or

slides in a television system, the TK-21

may be mounted directly to projectors

or multiplexed.

For complete information about the

TK-21 Vidicon Film Camera, call your

RCA Broadcast Sales Representative.

As*

theWine«
r

^h« kn
©ws

RADIO CORPORATION
ofAMERICA
ENGINEERING PRODUCTS DIVISION -CAMDEN. N.J.

In Canada: RCA VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal
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The excitement of New Year's

Eve lasts all year long atWBZ+
| 1 WBZA! Especially in 1956, our

35th anniversary year.

J There's a gala array of popu-

lar personalities, a sparkling

line-up of varied programs, and always the imag-

inative showmanship that make WBZ+WBZA
an undisputed first in New England Radio. First

in coverage. First in total audience.

Join the celebration. Let WBZ+WBZA's 35th

year bring excitement to you and your sales.

Just call Bill Williamson,

WBZ+WBZA Sales Man-
ager at ALgonquin 4-5670

—or Eldon Campbell,
WBC National Sales Man-
ager, at MUrray Hill

7-0808, New York.

w England's most powerful voice for 35 Happy New Years!

E.TINGHOUSE BROADCASTING COMPANY, INC.

RADIO

BOSTON—WBZ+WBZA
PHILADELPHIA—KYW
PITTSBURGH—KDKA
FORT WAYNE—WOWO
PORTLAND— K EX

TELEVISION

BOSTON—WBZ -TV

PHILADELPHIA

—

WPTZ
PITTSBURGH—KDKA-TV
SAN FRANCISCO— KPIX

KPIX REPRESENTED BY THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.

All other WBC stations represented by Free a Peters. Inc.

9 JANUARY 1956

NO SELLING CAMPAIGN IS COMPLETE WITHOUT THE WBC STATIONS
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CERTAIN THINGS

STAND OUT!!
Yes, some things are all-important

to the advertiser . . .

like the dynamic sell-power of

the JOE FLOYD Stations . . .

the two-market impact you get

for your one smart buy . . .

the spending power of these big

multiple markets.

What a terrific spot for you!

THE BIC TV COMBO

78% of South Dakota, plus west-

ern Minnesota, northwestern Iowamm
JOE FLOYD, President

Evans Nord, Gen. Mgr. Larry Bentson, V.P.

NBC PRIMARY

... and Joe reports SELL-OUT of

Saturday and Sunday time on NBC's

MONITOR (KELO Radio). For

future spot availabilities contact:

H-R REPRESENTATIVES

faiamor |ob holder liaber and Lucky striker Giselle Mackenzie rehearse selection

agency profile Bernard Haber
Head of film production

BBDO, New York

As head of BBDO's film production, Bernie Haber has one of the

so-called "glamor agency jobs."

"And I can tell you one thing," said he to SPONSOR. "You've got

to love it to stay with it, because it's not unusual for you to be on

the set at 8:00 a.m. and quit the next morning at 3:00 a.m. when

there's a rush job to be done."

Such rush jobs can concern one commercial costing anywhere from

$2,000 to $22,000 or a whole series of film announcements amounting

to some $50,000 or $60,000.

There are some 10 producers who work under Haber and with

the tv copy writing and art departments before storyboards are sent

through to the account group and the client.

"It's possible for the best tv copywriter or artist to imagine certain

technical embellishments for a commercial which could either break

the budget or ruin the sales pitch," Haber continued. "For example,

a slow dolly might be called for, which, though artistically sound,

would decimate the sales message because of the time it takes."

Beyond such intra-agency advisory and technical responsibilities,

the head of film production particularly deals with the recording

studios, film studios, film labs which put the storyboard into execu-

tion. On tough jobs, he's there himself, or when it's a question of a

particular client. In normal cases ("Ain't no such animal") the

producer assigned to the job handles minor emergencies.

"One fascinating commercial to work on is the Lucky Strike film,"

Haber told sponsor. "In one minute of film (90 feet of film) or

1,440 frames, there can be virtually all separate shots when you're

doing stop-motion work as in our walking and dancing cigarettes."

He explained how each shot must be individually set up, with

cigarettes hanging from invisible nylon threads, others standing

with cork tipped needles keeping them upright.

"You might say my wife's a film widow," he added, showing one

of the many pictures he's taken of her and his two-year-old son.

Haber's office, incidentally, is virtually papered with various artistic

photographs from scenery to action to portraiture.

"I was a camera ham when I was 10. My son's got a camera

already," he added. * * *
For story on Lucky Strike film commercial. See page 36
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portrait of a market
. . . where these factors combine for your sales' success

. . . a proven high-income industrial

area . . .

... a proven year-round vaca

tionland . . .

. . . where, with outstanding local

and network productions, one sta-

tion brings dreams to life for

446,200 television families.

Serving Albany, Troy, Schenectady, N. Y. and 30 counties of New York and New England

WRGB
A General Electric Television Station * Represented Nationally by l>Bcl SPOT SALES

9 JANUARY 1956
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a forum on question* of current interest

to air advertisers and their agencies

What iron Iff you most like to know about

British commercial television

ANSWER-SEEKING QUESTIONS

Frank J. Gilday, Manager, radio-tv dept.

McCann-Erickson

# The first question that conies to

mind in this connection relates to the

progress or lack of progress of British

Commercial Television as compared to

the non-commercial government-spon-

sored television. Specifically, is there

any rating experience or record of

similar measurements which indicate

whether or not the British viewing

public prefers one as opposed to the

other? Do these ratings indicate any-

thing with respect to whether or not

commercials which have as their pur-

pose promoting the sale of specific

products encourage or deter people

from tuning in on a given program?

Is there any noticeable difference in

either the type or the quality of the

programs or programs sponsored com-

mercially in Great Britain as compared

to the programs on the BBC? And, if

so, what are these differences? What

types of programs are preferred by the

viewing public in Great Britain? In

what respects do their most popular

programs differ from ours? Do Brit-

ish viewers appear to like or dislike

American tv programs currently being

broadcast in their country? Is there

any evidence the American-produced

programs are held in greater favor on

the average than British-produced pro-

grams?

Finally, is there a noticeable differ-

ence one way or the other of the Brit-

ish public's choice of live versus filmed

programs?

With respect to commercials, is there

enough experience to indicate relative

effectiveness in live commercials as

contrasted with filmed commercials?

Is there an extensive use of anima-

tion in commercials and how is this

compared with the amount of anima-

tion emploxed in commercials in this

country? Are British commercials

longer, shorter or substantially of simi-

lar length to ours?

ENGLAND: EUROPEAN PACESETTER

George Mathisen, Coordinator of Radio,

Cinema and Television

Colgate-Palmolive International, N. J.

• Our interests in the present and

future developments of British com-

mercial television are two-fold. First-

ly, for our own company in England,

and second, for the remaining coun-

tries in Europe where we have com-

panies, since we feel that ultimately

television throughout Europe will be

patterned on England's format. There-

fore, we hope for eventual changes in

England's over-all system.

The radio Luxembourg people have

for some time discussed establishing a

commercial television station with a

coverage area including London and

southern England. Since radio Luxem-

bourg's commercial radio design is

more closely akin to our "'sponsored
'

radio we might expect their television

to follow similar commercial lines.

This, of course, would be an excellent

opportunity to present a more realistic

version of sponsored television to the

ITA and to the British viewers on

their own sets. Two questions arise at

this point and they are, No. 1, What

are radio Luxembourg's plans for tele-

vision?, and No. 2. If radio Luxem-

bourg establishes a third or fourth

channel is there any likelihood that

Luxembourg's television system might

influence the ITA to alter their pres-

ent modus operandi?

We have already noted many simi-

larties in program appeals and effec-

tive commercial techniques between

England and the United States. Schwer-

in in England turned up data after just

the first few weeks to substantiate the

American "direct approach" in televi-

sion commercials—this despite the fact

that many British producers predicted

audiences in England would have to be

"sneaked up on." We would be inter-

ested in knowing what further infor-

mation has been compiled on program

preferences and what effect, if am.

ITA results have had on BBC pro-

graming and production. And for

commercials, it seems to me the ques-

tions are those that we are striving to

answer her in the states.

Got any more questions?

SPONSOR will soon have a

representative in Great
Britain to revieic the com-
mercial tv situation. If you
have any questions not

posed above, send them to

Editor, SPONSOR, 40 E.

49th St., JSew York 1 7, IS. Y.
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Audience composition data and set

ownership figures will be necessary

for the evaluation of large expendi-

tures. However, until set conversion

reaches near saturation these will be

short-lived statistics to say the least.

More important for the future is the

development of a system which will

permit maximum effective utilization

of all this knowledge we hope to ob-

tain. What value has last night's rat-

ing w hen next week s commercial may
be telecast two hours later? Often we

do not even know for sure what the

competition on BBC will be. let alone

the program on the ITA on which our

commercial will appear. Knowledge of

the most effective commercial presen-

tation techniques is heavily diluted by

our inability to plan association and

smooth integration with the vehicle

which will carry the spot.

We are all very happy just to have

the facilities of this wonderful medium,

and England has made a tremendous

stride in getting it started, but soon

they will be ready for step two and we
wonder what is being knocked about

that smacks of change.

ENTERTAINMENT SELLS ANYWHERE

Theodore J. Grunewald
Director of tv & rail in

Hicks & Greist

• Barring Roger Bannister, the

I nited States is a faster-paced countr)

than Great Britain. Americans are ac-

customed to being offered a product or

sen ice on a rush basis and making a

quick decision on it. A single tv com-

mercial offering a new product can

often draw a huge response, particu-

lar!) among children, because the

viewer sees what he wants and goes

out to bu\ it. Such things do not nor-

mal!) occur among our more reserved

British cousins. I don't think anyone

I Please turn to page 95)
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THIS CHART IS BASED ON NIELSEN STATION INDEX AM-RADIO REPORT

Los Angeles Area DECEMBER 1954 and NOVEMBER 1955

N S I Area Audience

6 A.M. to 6 P.M. Monday thru Friday

/KFIA/B (los angeles)
. # # Tops of the top independents^

in Southern California . . .

More Information from our National Representatives

TgS0%

The Branham Company
New York • Chicago

— in San Francisco:

McGavren-Quinn Company
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Harry Maizlish- President — Gen. AAgr.

Mort Sidley- Gen. Sales AAgr.
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Continued

from

page 10

sounder way of judging performance, especially in a co-

sponsored show (and where a cross-plug is concerned).

Even when a program is the sole property of a single ad-

vertiser, each brand manager must look to the Average Audi-

ence to tell him how he is spending his dollars for this is the

audience which his product is talking to—not to the total

audience of the entire show. Some of these slide-rule boys

were well aware of this, before the new Nielsen layout, to be

sure. But perhaps others weren't.

So in answer to whether the hour is running the half-hour

out of business, I'd say absolutely not. It could be that the

networks will continue to exert pressure to sell 60-minute

stanzas (as they did last year). But I think the Nielsen num-

bers game has deflated their attack.

On the other hand, let's not undersell an hour of tv time

for there are many things which it offers that are impossible

in half that amount of time.

For example, how many products must support the show

—

how many want tv exposure? If it's more than three, you

can use the additional commercial time for sure. Or does

your copy story require long commercials? Or does the

parent company want a main title that really gives a pic-

ture of corporate activities (a long lead-in, a catalogue of

products, etc.)?

As for the editorial scope of hour versus half, naturally

more can be done in the longer version. This doesn't matter

in some formats. But with drama, another 29 minutes can be

a big help. You can tackle stories that really unfold and

develop. You can "get inside" the characters you present.

You can build your interest honestly and resolve your plots.

And let's not forget the question of money (which in tele-

vision would be suicidal). An alternate hour is bound to be

cheaper than a weekly half hour even though you double your

talent costs (usually not necessary) to provide the hour's

entertainment. This is, of course, due to the fact that a half

hour of time costs 60 per cent of the hourly rate. And with a

cross-plug on the intervening weeks an advertiser still can

maintain weekly exposure. So, I tried not to hedge the ques-

tion as it was put to me on the Coast but to give both sides,

as I saw them, because I honestly do believe that each has its

merits and there ought to be a peaceful coexistence in the

year ahead.
• • •

Letters to Bob Foreman are welcomed

Do you always agree with the opinions Bob Foreman ex-

presses in "Agency Ad Libs?" Bob and the editors of SPONSOR

would be happy to receive and print comments from readers.

Address Bob Foreman, c/o sponsor, 40 E. 49 St., New York.

9 JANUARY 1956

MAURY FARRELL

Star of

TIME TO RISE

WAPI 6:45 to 9:00 am Mon.-Fri.

NOON EDITION

WABT 12 to 12:30 Mon.-Fri.

Maury Farrell has long been a favorite,

having been on WAPI for 20 years.

He is widely accepted as Birmingham's

best known radio personality. "Time
to Rise" is also a favorite to get up

by, loaded as it is with cheerful music,

news, weather and time signals. Maury

has been with WABT since the station 's

beginning in 1949. " Noon Edition"

finds him in top form.

Stars Sell on

Alabama's

greatest RADIO station

Birmingham

Represented by John Blair & Co.

Southeast, Harry Cumminqs

greatest TV station

Birmingham

Represented by BLAIR-TV
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Dallas radio stations promote

All seven of the Dallas radio sta-

tions joined forces to promote the ra-

dio medium for nine months during

the coming year. The promotion will

be based on three themes: "Listen

While You Work," "Listen While You
Drive" and "Listen While You Re-

lax." The joint campaign, developed

from a Texas Association of Broad-

casters' presentation for radio promo-

tion in the state for 1956, will utilize

posters, large newspaper ads in both

city papers, radio announcements and

auxiliary promotional materials like

nine-month media push

humper strips, counter cards, mail stuf-

fers, stationery stickers and postage

meter imprints.

The stations, KGKO, KIXL, KLIF.

KRLD, KSK'Y, WFAA and WRR, will

use the services of McCann-Erickson,

planners of TABs statewide presenta-

tion. Although there have been many
all-station pitches to clients before, the

promoters believe that this is the first

time that all of the radio stations in a

market have joined forces to promote

their own media through an integrated

campaign of this type. -k k -k

Ad agencies in New Orleans, Denver move to casual setting

Relaxed atmosphere prevails in New Orleans Creole setting (I.) and modern Denver agency

A trend toward more comfortable

and pleasant surroundings seems to be

shaping up among agencies in as wide-

ly scattered places as Denver and New
Orleans. The Galen E. Broyles Co. of

Denver recently moved into its new
two-story building in downtown Den-

ver, while the Aubrey Williams Adver-

tising Agency has taken over three old

Creole houses in the Vieux Carre (old

quarter) of New Orleans.

Though there is a seeming differ-

ence in their decor and period, both

agencies stress the relaxed atmosphere

they believe more conducive to higher

efficiency without strain. The Denver

agency feels that it has solved two of

the problems besetting other agencies:

space and location. Its new quarters

were specifically designed to allow

adequate storage facilities for old art

and plates as well as liberal office space

86

to afford enough privacy to everyone.

The location, near Delivers Cherry

Center is convenient, without traffic or

commutation problems.

The quiet setting of the New Or-

leans agency makes for less tension

than is generally found on Madison

Avenue, without sacrificing accessibil-

ity to important agency functions. The

three old Creole houses taken over by

the agency were renovated to provide

the maximum in comfort and space

and still retain the quiet, peaceful atti-

tude for which the locale is famous.

A patio is utilized for serving refresh-

ments and doing some work out of

doors, and the New Orleans climate is

usually warm enough to make use of

this feature throughout the year, an

added benefit to employe relations.

• • •

Sponsor, star of tv show,
pulls heavy mail response

Being a celebrity in his own right,

ex-football star Bobby Grayson de-

cided to do his own show on KLOR,
Portland, Ore., for his White Rock
Bottling Co. Just prior to the profes-

sional football game every Sunday,

Grayson appeared conducting an in-

Grayson doubles es both sponsor and star

terview with visiting stars and telling

stories of famous sports greats.

Viewers were given a chance to iden-

tify a famous sports figure through

clues given on the show. The first 20

correct answers received free foot-

balls, and about 1,000 entries come in

after each show. In addition to the ex-

cellent mail pull the show also sold a

great many football fans on the idea

of using White Rock soda. -k -k -k

Right Motors Sales finds
radio is right ad medium

In just six months, Right Motors

Sales jumped from an average used

car dealer to the top, with the largest

used car volume in Cleveland. The

gimmick used to promote the added

sales was one that proved fair in print

but was sensational on WJW. The
gimmick: $5 down and $5 a week on

all 1949-1952 cars with a top price of

$395.

I Please turn to page 1021

WJW a/e Will Dougherty (I), Right salesman
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There's 9
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(T • • •••• •• • •

"QUESTION-''

w Here's a

Q Answer!.
. . TO YOUR SOUTH TEXAS

SALES POTENTIAL . . .

Monday thru Friday at 3:45 p.m.

is designed to reach military and
civilian personnel leaving

• FORT SAM HOUSTON
• RANDOLPH FIELD
• LACKLAND AFB

• KELLY AFB

of these

65%90,000 people

do their shopping on the way home!

(BASED ON SURVEY MADE BY KELLY AIR FORCE

BASE FOR AIL MILITARY INSTALLATIONS)

(5 KTSA PACKAGE RATE

BUMPER TO BUMPER

• 10 spots per week $115.00

• 15 spots per week $155.00

• OPEN RATE DISCOUNTS AS EARNED

CALL

CHARLES LUTZ
General Manager Sta. KTSA

San Antonio, Texas

iCA 7-1251 COLLECT
] Contact PAUL H. RAYMER CO.

Continued

from

page 24

Insiders, however, were aware that the club's theme actu-

ally was substantially similar to the Rat Pack's, i.e., let's get

ours, we don't care for anybody else. I take a back seat to

no one in the sense of humor area, and I have been around

long enough to be fully aware that many facets of showbusi-

ness, as any business, demand a tough, cynical approach.

This is particularly true in the case of performers who hit

the popularity peaks. Not so long ago I was cutting up jack-

pots with Eddie Fisher. I've known Eddie quite a while, knew

him (to make the point) when he was a hopeful kid, strug-

gling for his break. At a Coke rehearsal, some six years and

several million dollars later, Eddie said: "Gosh, it's hard to

know who to believe any more."

I tried to explain to Eddie that anytime a human being, in

his own person, became a multi-million dollar enterprise

there would necessarily follow a full attachment of anglers,

chiselers, finaglers and phony friends. All he could do, I tried

to explain, was to try to evaluate and separate the few peo-

ple whom he felt to be real friends, from the many who come

up out of the ground only when the bright light of stardom

shines on a kid. Most important of all, I attempted to caution

Eddie, was the need for him to avoid bitterness and cynicism.

All this, I realize, makes me sound insufferably holier-

than-thou. Which I mean not at all to do. There are a sub-

stantial number of people in showbusiness, performers and

administrators, who have rassled with the roughest of the

rough ones; who have come through the most viciously ma-

nipulated deals over and over again, and who, withal, have

managed to remain whole and nice people.

Collier's magazine, in its first January issue, has a fine

piece on a man who managed it, Perry Como. The piece is

entitled, appropriately enough, "Nice Guys Finish First." I

know enough of Perry's background and career to be able to

take the stand to the effect that a number of people along the

way have given Mr. C. some very fancy goings-over. I

wouldn't claim that the raw routines didn't have some effect

on Perry. They did. He is considerably more cautious than

he was years ago. It takes him a long, long time to become

convinced that a person is a right guy. But there's a big gap

between such care and conservatism in estimating people and

situations, and becoming bitter and cynical over what is, was

and always will be plain, ordinary human nature.

I am not propagandizing toward the objective of having

everyone in showbusiness accept the idea that a man who

calls you "sweetheart" or "buddy" is deeply, truly fond of

you. Nor am I preaching the "turn the other cheek" bit.

I am merely making the point that it is possible, and has been

proven so, to deal with the cynics and the bitter ones, to com-

pete with the vicious and the cruel ones without signing up

with the society. • ••
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FILM COMMERCIAL
(Continued from page 39)

*2. pre-production

7 July Berenberg assigns one of

Screen Gems' staff producer-directors

to the job. On the same day the

producer-director picks his staff and

crew from those available among the

Screen Gems' personnel and from free-

lance sources. He turns scripts and

story-board copies over to the various

department heads concerned with pre-

production. These include:

The production manager for break-

down into shooting schedule.

The construction department to

make a list of sets needed. (From

here they go to the art department for

set design and sketches, which must

in turn be okayed by Berenberg and

.he agency.)

The property department for lists

of props to be rented, purchased,

made.

The wardrobe department for break-

down of wardrobe to be furnished by
the studio for productions.

15 July While pre-production work
is still going on at the producer's,

Raymond Scott in the course of a six-

hour recording session with Dorothy
Collins, his orchestra and the vocal

group makes tapes for the total of

eight commercials. A client executive

sits in the control booth to okay each

take and thus eliminate costly retakes

which might occur at a later date.

16 July The producer has picked a

cast for the commercials and presents

his ideas to Berenberg and Haber.
They agree in principle but upon dis-

cussion with Traviesas, it is decided

to do screen tests on four of the actors

chosen and to wait until two of the

costumes are ready so that these tests

can be used simultaneously as ward-
robs tests, thus minimizing expenses.

21 July Two of the sets are com-
pleted. A cameraman and gaffer

(head electrician) with his crew are

called in to rig (place) the lights for

the tests and check all circuits.

22 July 7:30 a.m., make-up call.

The day is spent on the set, making
tests. Walk in, walk out, turn toward
camera, smile, take a cigarette, light

up, smoke, look as if you enjoyed it,

smile, walk back and forth, etc. (The

cost of these tests, including the one-

day pay to the performers, is separate

and above the amount agreed upon by

Screen Gems and BBDO.)

5:30 p.m. Shooting completed, the

assistant cameraman sends the film to

the lab for developing and printing.

23 July 2 p.m. Haber, Berenberg,

the producer-director, Traviesas and

Tax Cumings sit in the projection

room and look at the silent tests of

the actors. One is rejected as looking

as if he didn't know how to smoke.

The tests of the other three are sent

to the client's ad department for okay.

26 July Everything is ready. The

sets are built, the wardrobe is fitted,

the rigging crew has completed setting

the lights, a complete crew consisting

of assistant director, cameraman and

assistant, gaffer and electricians, prop

man, grip, stand-by, painter, film edi-

tor and assistant and dozens of other

major and minor technicians have re-

ceived their call to actual production.

Seen in the

best circles ..

and circling the

20th ranking market
in retail sales

per household.

Tulsa Broadcasting Company
P. 0. Box 9697 — Tulsa, Okla.

Ben Holmes, National Sales Manager

Avery-Knodel, Inc., National Representative

Serving Eastern Oklahoma from

Muskogee and Tulsa

\ CJiannjel
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./. production

27 July 6.30 a.m. make-up call. 7:30

a.m. wardrobe and crew call. 8:30

a.m. start to roll. 9:00 a.m. Only a half

hour behind schedule the director

starts tbe actors on a walk-through of

the first scene to be shot, while camera-

man and gaffer make some last-minute

adjustments on the lights. The sound-

man calls for a line of dialogue, in or-

der to be able to determine his level.

9:38 a.m. The familiar words, al-

ways heartening to a cost-conscious

production manager, are heard in the

peculiar atmosphere of the sound
stage:

"Quiet on the set!"

"Roll it!"

"Speed!"

"Action!"

Everyone but the on-camera actors

have frozen into a tableau of sus-

pended animatiofn—the director from

hi scanvas chair, the cameraman from

his perch on the camera dolly, the

sound man from his place at the mix-

ing panel and Bernie Haber from the

dim sidelines, watch the scene take on

movement and shape.

"Cut!"

Triggered by the directors com-

mand, the camera and sound man cut

their film (stop the motors in their

respective apparatus ) ; the grip starts

chasing after a fly with a Flit-gun;

the make-up man and hairdresser con-

verge on the actors to remove a drop

of perspiration and run a comb in-

effectually through the perfectly coiffed

hair; the assistant cameraman marks

the exposed footage on a long and the

cameraman turns to the director for

instructions for the next set-up (cam-

era-position) .

"There's a noisy one somewhere,

Jack!" This sentence by the sound

man. directed toward the gaffer,

means that one of the lights has a

faulty bulb which sings. The director

has heard it and is worried.

"Bad?" asks the director.

"No. It's less than one d.b. (decible)

but it could get worse," says the sound

man.

"Let's do another for protection

anyway."

f. New stations on air*

CITY & STATE
CALL

LETTERS
CHANNF

NO.
ON-AIR
DATE

ERP (kw)«
Visual

Antenna
(ft)*"

NET
AFFILIATION

STNS.
ON AIR

SETS IN
MARKET*

1 000)
PERMITEE. MANAGER, Rl

HASTINGS, NEB.

ODESSA, TEX.

KHAS-TV

KOSA-TV

23 Dec.

20 Dec.

100

102

730

740

NBC None

None

kJCA Nebraska lv Corp.
'^ r" Fred A. Scaton. pres.

mca Odessa Tv Co." r" C. L. Trigg, pres.

Cecil Mills, v.p.

ff. New construction permits*

CITY & STATE CALL
LETTERS

CHANNEL
NO.

DATE OF GRANT ERP (kw)**
Visual

Antenna
(ft)*"

STATIONS
ON AIR

SETS IN
MARKET*

(000)
PERMITEE. MANAGER, RADIO fl

MADISON, WISC. 7 Dec. 100 795 WKOW-TV
WMTV

125 Radio Wisconsin, Inc.

Ralph M. Imrrull. pres.

Russell A. Nelson, v.p.

Iff. New applications

CITY 4 STATE CHANNEL
NO.

DATE
FILED

ERP (kw)«
Visual

Antenna
(ft)***

ESTIMATED
COS!

ESTIMATED
1ST YEAR

OP. EXPENSE
TV STATIONS
IN MARKET APPLICANT, AM AFFILIAT

SACRAMENTO, CAL.

HAGAMAN, N. Y.-

46

29

17 Dec.

24 Dec.

19.06

247

279 $105,016 $180,000 KBET-TV
KCCC-TV
KCRA-TV

696 $108,200 $49,500 None

Capitol Radio Enterprises!

Irving J. Schwartz, gen. mgr.

Wm. S. George, sis. mgr.
John Matranga, prog. mgr.

Hudson Valley Bcstg. Co., Inc.

Dr. John J. Quintan, pres.

BOX SCORE V. S. stations or air... 123 § Markets covered 260

'Both new c.p 'a and nations going on the air listed here are those which occurred between

28 November and 9 Detembei or on which information could be obtained in that period. Stations

are considered to be on the air when commercial operation starts. "Effective radiated power.

Aural power usually Is one-half the visual power. ***Antenna height above average terrain (not

abf»ve prounaj. Tlnfoi luaiion on the number of sets in markets where not designated as belni

from NBC Research, consists of estimates from the stations or reps and must be deemed II
•

mate. sData from NBC Research and Planning. NFA! No figures available it Pri*

on sets in market. 3Each of the three station executives listed owns 1/3 interest in Capil

Enterprises. -Allocatd to Gloversville, N. Y., station would be satellite of WROW-TV,
N. Y.
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Though the sound man feels that

the offending bulb did not interfere

with the scene, the director wants an-

other take, in order to play safe. But

before they roll again the bad light

is located and a brand-new bulb sub-

stituted for the humming globe.

The shooting of the commercials
1 involves silent scenes with actors

'shown lighting up cigarettes, to be

fitted to the pre-recorded music. These

must be shot in various lengths, to

fit the different versions of each sub-

ject. It also involves sync-souno shoot-

ing of the announcer, who appears on

the end of most of the commercials to

give the actual pitch.

2 August 6:30 p.m. After six days

I not counting one Sunday) of shoot-

ing, the last of the film goes to the

lab.

In the meantime the necessary art

work has been completed by the title-

department and has been photo-

graphed and sent to the lab.

Also each day the developed and

printed footage has been delivered to

the film-editor, who has put it to-

gether in sequence and has svnchron-

ized the soundtrack.

/. finishing

3 August 3:30 p.m. The producer-

director, the film editor, Berenberg

and Haber assemble in the projection

room and screen all of the film. Here

suggestions are made as to how and

where to cut the scenes. (If any re-

takes are necessary, they can be de-

cided upon at this point.)

23 August The editor has com-

pleted the rough-cut in co-operation

with the producer-director. He spent

many hours with Bernie Haber look-

ing over his shoulder while he worked

at the Moviela (film editing machine).

The same day, 2:30 p.m. the rough

cut is screened for the group, who
looked at the original footage. Most

of the scenes are okayed as is, but

some changes are suggested. ( This

screening takes place at Movielab,

which has been handling the labora-

tory work, because here it is possible

to play back the various sound tracks

—dialogue, narration, music, sound-

effects— in sync with the picture and

thus give an impression of what the

finished film will be like.)

27 August 2 p.m. A dubbing ses-

sion has been arranged at Reeves

Sound Recording Studios and the edi-

tor has brought the final work-print

(picture) and work-tracks I dialogue,

narration, music, sound-effects, loops)

which are now being screened and

re-recorded onto one final sound track.

Present are the film-editor and his

assistant, Haber, the producer-dim toi

and the sound mixer and crew from

the recording studio. Each commer-

cial necessitates two or three rehear—

als and from one to four take-.

The assistant editor has meanwhile

ordered the opticals ( fades, dissolves,

flop-overs, trick shots) from one of

the independent optical companies.

Here the sections of the original nega-

tive, which are involved in these opti-

cals are printed, rephotographed to

incorporate the desired effects and a

new negative is delivered to the

producer for his inspection.

The same day 6:30 p.m. The dub-

bing session completed, the editor

takes the work print and tracks back

to his cutting room, while the new

sound-track is being developed.

FIRST

IN ARKANSAS

if First in Coverage!
More families live and enjoy television in KATVIand than

in the area served by any other Arkansas television station

. . . either present or proposed!

if First in Family Acceptance!
There's something especially designed for every member of

the family every day on KATV. Of course, most programs on

KATV appeal to the entire family . . . the schedule is care-

fully planned that way!

* First in Facilities!

Two complete studios, one in Little Rock and one in Pine

Bluff, employing more personnel and equipment . . . which

means better programs and better reception from KATV!

if First in Advertisers!
More advertisers . . . local, regional and national . . . are

active on KATV than on any other station. The reason is

obvious . . . KATV PRODUCES RESULTS!

KATV
CHANNEL 7

Studios in Little Rock & Pine Bluff

Avery-Knodel, Inc.—National Representatives

John H. Fugate—Genera/ Manager

620 Beech Street—Little Rock, Arkansas
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28 August The work print and
original negative as well as the new
sound negative are turned over to the

negative cutter for matching (cutting

negative to match the work print).

The developed sound negative is re-

ceived from the lab, synchronized with

the work-sound so that it can late be
synchronized with the cut picture nega-

tive.

29 August The cut negative, matched
to the work-print and carefully spliced,

along with the sound negative is sent

to the lab for a first answer print.

30 August The first answer print is

received from the lab and screened

by the film editor for a first check,

then by the producer-director and

Berenberg, for a final check before

presentation to the agency.

The same day at 3 p.m., the print

is turned over to Bernie Haber, who
screens it with Travie Traviesas and

Tax Cumings as well as Whit Hobbs
and his crowd of writers, before it is

taken to the client.

7 September After a long weekend,

a screening is set up for the full ad-

now.

Ector
Midland
Winkler
Ward
Crane
Upton
Martin
Andrews
Dawson
Gaines
Howard
Reeves
Pecos
Reagan
Glasscock
Crockett

Lea (N. Mex.)

Television at its

finest in the richest

market in Texas . . .

!

Here's pulling power in a market where per-family

effective buying incomes exceed the national average by

$1,187.00 each year*. A CBS-TV primary affiliate, KOSA-TV

offers adjacencies with top-rated shows beamed at the high-

income working class in and around Texas' fastest-growing city.

It's the heart of the nation's biggest oilfield.

Write or wire today for full details including rates

ard availabilities.

K0SA*TV
Channel 7 • Odessa, Texas

KOSA-TV coverage per-family effective buying income:
National average per-family effective buying income:

Safes Management Report, May 10, 1955

$6,461.00
5,274.00

1,187.00

vertising department at American To-

bacco and as often happens, some
afterthoughts bring suggestions, which

appear minor on the surface, but

which at this stage of the game would

necessitate considerable expenditures:

"Too bad that's a cut. Seems to me
a dissolve would be smoother right

here. Don't you think so?"

No, Tax doesn't think so.

"Well, but we could put one in,

couldn't we?"

"It'd cost money."

"One dissolve, what can it amount
to? A couple of bucks?"

"About $300—if it can be done at

all."

The figure seems out of line and

they get Bernie Haber on the phone

to explain. Says Haber:

"First of all, it can only be done if

there are other good takes of the

scenes in question, as the negative for

these scenes has already been cut and

can no longer be used for an optical.

If these extra takes exist, the editor

must dig them out, match them into

the picture, send the negatives to the

lab to have fine-grains made. Then
the fine-grains go to the optical house,

which shoots the dissolve and after

a day or so delivers a new negative.

This new negative, now containing

the dissolve, must be cut into the over-

all negative and the lab must re-time

the negative for perfect print-quality

and make a new print.

"The entire operation will take four

to five days if we're lucky and the

charges, including editing time and

facilities, will certainly run over

$300."

The idea is dropped.

After this interlude everybody

agrees that the commercials are good

and a final screening is arranged, at

which Paul Hahn will see the end-

result.

Late that same day, a phone call

from American Tobacco gives BBDO
the final okay and Screen Gems is

given the order for the number of re-

lease-prints in both 35mm and 16mm,

which must be ordered from the lab.

8 September The print order is re-

ceived by the lab and the job is vir-

tually completed. Thus, it is obvious

that in order to put the light into

"light-up time," many zeros are added

to the dollar signs which develop

through the months of perfecting a

tv commercial. * * *
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AD LIB SELLING
[Continued from page 35 I

corded sound effect of a heating heart.

This was to open and close all Del

\\ ebb radio commercials.

4. Station air salesmen were per-

sonally conducted through the original

model home, and shown the fancy

kitchen unit. (Commented one of

them later: "What a gadget. I

flipped!")

5.
n he campaign rolled last June

with a barrage of teasers built around

the heartbeat sound effect, and the

'|uestion "Where is the Heart of a

Home?"
6. Audiences soon got the answer.

The selling switched to "The Heart of

a Home is in the Home with a Heart

—

Hel Webb's Camelback Village." The

selling carried that ring of conviction

that comes when the salesmen are gen-

uinely excited about the merchandise.

riot just giving copy a slick reading.

Home Sweet Home: Phoenix-area

listeners crowded out to Camelback
\ illage as the campaign rolled along,

lollowing heart-shaped road signs that

again carried out the campaign theme.

They came, the) saw. and they

bought. At least one sale per day was
chalked up b\ Breen and his staff.

In September, the builders revised

J

and enlarged the plans for the "Hume*•*••*••
fAnything less lhaii free access to
prime time for the regional and local
advertiser relegates them to second class
citizenship in the television medium.
They will end up in steerage with the
first class cabins reserved for large
advertisers only."

ROBERT BRECKNER
V.p. in charge of programing

KTTV. Los Angeles**••••••
With a Heart." They added a "famil)

room —a room that could be used as

: recreation area. tv room, den or

'lining area.

Mid, KRI/"~ air salesmen sta\ed

right in step.

Vs an addition to the basic heartbeat

sound effect, the) concocted a fictitious

character. Cecil The Talking Camel.
who began making regular appear-
and es in Del \\ ebb commercials.

Here's how one "Cecil" commercial,
taped in late September at KRIZ and
transcribed for SPONSOR, made the
point about the new "family room," as

well as carrying out the basic "sell"
for Camelback Village:

Anncr: Say. here comes Cecil The

9 JANUARY 1956

Talking Camel, and he looks pretty

excited. Cecil! You're trembling all

over. Why all the excitement-

Cecil: Rooooom. Roooom.
Anncr: What room, Cecil?

Cecil: The Fam-i-ly Rooo-ooom.
Anncr: Family Room? Oh!! The
Family Room in Camelback Village.

Yes, folks. . . Now a family room has

been added in Camelback Village. No
wonder Cecil is excited, because this

brings the floor space to almost 1,500

feet! That's in the Del Webb "Home

With a Heart" . . . only $13,460, in-

cluding the fabulous GE Kitchen in

bright decorator colors with automatic

range, oven, clothes washer and dryer,

sink and disposal all in one convenient

unit. Six exterior designs to choose
from . . . beautiful landscaped home
sites. FHA and VA financing avail-

able, and still no down payment to

veterans. See the new, the bigger

"Home With a Heart" ... Del Webb's
Camelback Village . . . Open every

night 'til 9 at 13th Avenue. . .

— i

tops
in all 3

in Columbia, South Carolina

WIS-TV channel 10
dominates all 3 . . . network,

local productions, syndicated film.

29 of the top 36 shows are on WIS-TV!

here is WIS-TV's superiority in a nutshell

—

Quarter hours during which 2 or more stations are on the air

DAYTIME M-F 11:15 am-6 pm NIGHTTIME 6 pm-ll:15 pm

total quarter hours 135 total quarter hours 124

WIS-TV firsts 124 WIS-TV firsts 105

\

ARB Columbia, S. C, Nov. 13-19, 1955 • Based on highest rated quarter hours.

! '

\\

Only WIS-TV reaches so many

so much of the time.

CHANNEL 10
for details

sec your

FREE & PETERS man

President, G. Richard Shafto

Managing Director, Charles A. Batson
COLUMBIA, SOUTH CAROLINA
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SATELLITE LAUNCHED
+," '

in Nebraska
.•••*;.

KHOL-TV's New Satellite Station, Built by
Viewers' Funds, Gives You Bonus Coverage at
No Extra Cost in Nebraska's 2nd Big Market

KHOL-TV and Satellite

Station cover rich Central
Nebraska—the State's 2nd
Big Market.

KHOL-TV picks up where
Omaha leaves off— you
buy no duplicate coverage.

One buy on KHOL-TV
gives you bonus Satellite

coverage at no extra cost.

Investigate Nebraska's 2nd
Big Market today — con-

tact KHOL-TV or your
Meeker representative.

KHOL-TV
Owned and Operated by

BI-STATES CO.
CBS ABC

CHANNEL 13, KEARNEY, NEBRASKA
Channel 6 Satellite Station,

Hayes Center, Nebr.

Represented nationally by Meeker TV, Inc.

• TOPS N POPS
• WONDERFUL MUSIC

• RHYTHM N STUFF

PI(JS
• CONCERT CLASSICS

+ HEADLINES AND WEATHER REPORTS WITH
TOP LOCAL AND WORLD NEWS EVERY 30 MIN

GREATER CLEVELAND'S

NUMBER 1 STATION
John E. Pearson Co., National Representatives

Cecil: And Camelback Road. A real-

ly fine place to live.

Success story: Admen who read the

above off-the-cuff commercial may be
startled at how favorably it compares
with many a spot radio commercial

carefully and expensively hatched in

the top ad agencies of Madison or

Michigan Avenues.

The answer is easy. KRIZ's air sales-

men have developed a technique of

dramatic ad-libbing during hundreds
of hours of practice that have made the

outlet, as one advertiser termed it, "a

sales machine."

The station's efforts, however, are

not passing unnoticed outside of

Phoenix. Not long ago, E. M. Haines,

Manager of GE's Kitchen Center Divi-

sion, listened to some of the KRIZ-Del

Webb commercials, and officially re-

quested permission to use the "Heart

of the Home" idea in GE's schedule of

merchandising for the new kitchen

unit.

The Del Webb firm, meanwhile, is

contemplating a new round of home
development activity in the Phoenix

area, and is talking about expanding

its present heavy schedule on the in-

dependent radio outlet.

Breen is not revealing his current

sales figures, but he cheerfully admits

having sold over seventy new homes

(more than $1,000,000 worth) within

the first sixty days of the campaign,

at a cost of $2,600 of which $2,000

was spent with KRIZ.

Breen states that not only has he

drawn three times the traffic of "look-

ers" to his "Home with a Heart," but

he has been able to close deals for

three times as many customers as his

competitors in the same price range

of new homes.

Amazingly this was during July

and August when national weather-

charts boost Phoenix— close to the

top in high temperature cities. Since

it is true that Phoenix homes are

among the best refrigerated any-

where, KRIZ air salesmen stressed

that Camelback Village is a really

"cool" place to live.

Station Manager Loeb feels the

KRIZ-Camelback Village sales effort

may be an object lesson for radio

station operators throughout the coun-

try. He says: "It's apparent today

that the station must try in every way

possible to gain more liaison with the

client, know his problems, what he's

trying to accomplish." * * *
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SPONSOR ASKS
(Continued from page 83

)

would try to sell them with a pitchman

technique, but does their aversion to

the theatrical exclude the use of pre-

miums as well?

The ITA Code, which roughly corre-

sponds to our NARTB Code, specifical-

ly limits the type of advertising that

may be placed in children's programs.

These limitations bar la) encouraging

children to speak to strangers in order

to collect coupons; (b) appealing to a

child's sense of loyalty to a character

or situation; (c) causing a child to

feel in any way inferior for not own-

ing a product; (d) organization of a i

"club" except under responsible con-

trol and omitting all inference of "se-

cret societies"; (el causing the child

to be a nuisance to other people in the

interests of any product or service.

These limitations, applied to chil-

dren's shows now on the air in this

country, would likely void 90 f
/o of

their current commercials. How do

British sponsors observe these restric-

tions and still sell solidly to the kids?

Many of the other advertising ap-

proaches that Americans take for

granted might also be too high pres-

sure for Britons. I do believe though,

that entertainment is entertainment,

here or abroad. Early rating figures

on the American shows indicate that

Londoners liked our tv programs, so I

think that if an American advertiser

used a commercial on British tv that is

entertaining by our standards, he

couldn't go far wrong.

Of course many of the generaliza-

tions current today will change as the

idea of commercial tv becomes more

commonplace in Britain. By the time

the audiences get over the novelty of

dancing cigarette packs, there will be

enough information available for

American advertisers to custom-design

a pitch for British viewers with every

likelihood of success. Maybe we will

even begin to translate some of their

more successful jobs to our tv screen.

As I said, entertainment is entertain-

ment, and we are always willing to

learn more about it. * * *

MAX FACTOR
I Continued from page 31)

women are never satisfied with the way
they look! That's why the industry is

as competitive as it is."

And, it might be noted, that's also

the reason for the wide diversity of

products available. Factor's own line

is a long one, including the usual sta-

ples of lipstick, face powder, rouge,

etc., and its own special items.

In fighting for milady's buck, how-
ever, each product must stand on its

own pretty container. For instance,

copy for one item, "Creme Puff," a

blend of powder and creamy make-up
base, warns women to give up "old-

fashioned" powder. Currently, how-
ever, powder sales are up.

Now that DDB has the whole Factor

line, some pretty heady story boards

result. Take this commercial seen on
spot tv across the nation (and shown
on page 31 with the start of this arti-

cle) :

As the commercial begins you're

looking in the doorway to a pictur-

esque patio. Close up is a girl singing,

with French accent. It's a sultry song

that follows you as you retreat to with-

in view of a young couple. They are

mWIBW-TV
HAS THE

CLEAREST
PICTURE*
—that's what TopekAREA viewers told Dr. Whan's sur-

veyors!* Add the clearest picture to a proven preference

for WIBW-TV's sports, news, weather, and farm service,

and you have the reason why WIBW-TV is most watched

throughout the farms and small towns in 20 Kansas

counties.

*Dr. Forest Whan's TV Study of the

TopekAREA Audience, a gold mine of hard-

to-find information on TV listening habits, is

yours for the asking. Just call your Capper

man or write Topeka.

CBS

ABC

The Kansas View Point

9 JANUARY 1956

TOPEKA, KANSAS
Ben Ludy, Cen. Mgr.

WIBW & WIBW-TV in Topeka

KCKN in Kansas City

Rep: Capper Publications, Inc.
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absorbed in each other, oblivious to

the storm mounting around them—and

within them. A flash of lightning! The

frightened girl flings herself into the

mans arms and holds still for a long

e.c.u. She's lovely. Another bolt of

lightning . . . and a perfume bottle

—

Max Factors "Electrique"—appears

. . . then titles. Another flash, followed

by gift sets. . . .

There's something for the men too.

In another one-minute commercial old

seedy Joe himself enters his bathroom

with the look of one who has slept bel-

ter nights. Soap, water, stop-motion.

and Max Factor mens products com-

bine to make him progressively more

appealing—so much so that his wife

presents a formidable barrier on his

way out the door. "No woman will

let you go when you wear Max Factor's

grooming essentials for men." says the

t.nnouncer. as she puts a half-nelson

on him for a goodbxe kiss.

I he Factor family's experience glam-

orizing the fairer sex goes back to the

days of the flapper. Probabl) it all be-

gan when D. \\ . ("Birth of a Nation")

Griffiths dollied in for the silent

screen's first real close-up. Griffiths.

SUNDAYS, MONDAYS and Att WAYS

WOLF
has a lion's share of audience

SUNDAYS (daytime) 32.6% 1st PLACE

MONDAY
thru SATURDAY

WOLF
Share of Audience

Mornings 8 A.M. - 12 Noon 16.9% 2nd PLACE

Afternoons 12 Noon - 6 P.M. 33.3% 1st PLACE

Evenings 6 P.M. - 10:30 P.M. 29.7% 1st PLACE

everywhere you go . . .

MONDAY thru FRIDAY 9 A.M. to 5 P.M.

Barber Shops 50% (tie) 1st PLACE

Beauty Shops 31% 1st PLACE

Cleaners 23.1% . 2nd PLACE

Dentists 24.6% 1st PLACE

Drugstores 36.4% 1st PLACE

Grocery Stores 47.3% 1st PLACE

Service Stations 51% 1st PLACE

RATING for RATING - RATE for RATE

in CENTRAL NEW YORK it's

FREE • • • Get the whole story (Spring

19551 covering home-auto-store listening, 4

and 8 year trends, TV operating hours, also

new (C. E. Hooper, October 1955) Business

Establishments Survey. Included are the basic

market tacts on population, labor force, in-

dustrial work hours, automobiles, telephones,

and monthly sales comparisons. Ask for your

copy of The Syracuse Inside Story.

WOLF
SYRACUSE, N. Y.

National Sales Representatives

THE WALKER COMPANY

they say, was way ahead of his time.

He certainly was ahead of his make-up

men; they just weren't equipped for

that t\ pe of camera work. They used

only two kinds of powder—white and

flesh-colored—okay for long shots hut

murder on extreme mug shots.

Result: Mae Bush. Theda Bara and

other glamorous sirens of the day

showed up as past\ -faced hags.

It was at this point that Max Factor

Sr. entered the picture with improve-

ments in makeup that revolutionized

the art of motion picture photography.

Original!) an immigrant Polish wig-

maker before he went to Hollywood.

Factor developed softer shades that al-

lowed more filming flexibility. He
came up with new. more subtle and

subdued shades of rouge, a foundation

cream lhat was easier to apply. Before

long such stars as Norma Talmadge.

Billie Dove. Mary Pickford and Gloria

Swanson began wearing their movie

make-up off the lot. That was good

enough for Mrs. American Housewife.

*'lt is almost literally impossible for a
uhf station to compete successfully in a
city where there are two vhf stations,

unless the uhf was the first one on the
air, and even then it is difficult. Uhf
works well in uhf-only markets, but
against strong vhf competition it is not
equal to the task. Yet uhf stations are
needed to cover the country."

ROBERT E. KINTNER
President

ABC

who till then had shunned any kind of

make-up as too bizarre, cheap. Factor

showed a read\ aptitude for merchan-

dising bv anticipating the demand.

When, in the mid-30's, thousands of

American women clamored to follow

Jean Harlow's switch to platinum

blonde hair. Factor provided the

bleach.

Following Max Factor Sr. s death in

1938. his sons took over the business.

Davis, as chairman of the board, han-

dled the financial end. and Max Jr.. as

president, is in charge of developing

new products.

They had one of their first and most

important successes when the film mak-

ers came up with the faster panchro-

matic film. Being more sensitive, it

required an even smoother texture on

the stars complexions. The Factors

created a flesh-colored make-up that

could be applied with a sponge and

called it. after the film that spawned it,

"Pan-Cake."
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Latest product, introduced last May.

is "Hi-Fi." a fluid make-up developed

as a result of Max Factor Jr.'s re-

search in color tv. Pitch, also being

made via tv commercials, tells how ob-

solete all tv make-up has become since

the arrival of color tv, how well ''Hi-

Fi" looks in bright sunlight, in artifi-

cial light, in romantic candle-light.

Just as his father was beautician to

the movie industry, Max Jr. is con-

sultant and trouble-shooter to many in

the tv industry. Most of his problems,

naturally, come from color tv. NBC
TV realized early in the game that the

range of colors available in make-up

for black-and-white television was in-

adequate for colorcasts. A particular

stickler was the task of finding sub-

dued shades that would allow com-

plexions to appear lifelike on color as

well as black-and-white, since the latter

is all most homes would have for an-

other few years.

In Julv, 1954, after seven months of

research, experiments, testing, report-

ing, the job was completed. The next

month, experts gathered in a Los

Angeles studio for a final test. Every

possible challenge was thrown at the

cameras— and Factors handiwork.

Verdict: perfection.

Early this year the Hollywood com-

pany will tnove into its new $2-million

building in the film capital. The Ca-

nadian branch of the firm has plan?

for construction of a new building in

Toronto to accommodate offices and

expanding factory operations. Last

April the company bought a 50,000-

square-foot building in Hollywood for

warehousing and shipping operations.

Max Factor is one company whose

future is closely linked with the future

ol tv—both the meat and the bread-

and-butter ends of it. * * *

"I find that listening to KRIZ
Phoenix develops my savoir faire."

HEADACHES
{Continued from page 33)

time periods, you can picture the

problems of keeping competing prod-

ucts apart."

The headache of juggling schedules

extends to programing balance too.

For example, a number of station

managers mentioned the decision

they're faced with: spending pro-

graming budgets on the periods that

sell anyhow1 and improve shows in

those or "risk program development

capital to draw in new audiences

and advertisers in fringe or tough

radio time. Many try to do both,

but when program budgets hinge on

sales, it can be tough to find funds

for new "creative programing."

• ••••*••
". . . Tv viewers indicate definitely and
impressively that preference is for less

flamboyance in commercial claims and
statements, and for direct information
about specific products, simply stated
without exaggeration. Commercials need
to be given so that they can be retained
by memories of average ability. Too
many words spoken hurriedly in any
commercial make for confusion in the
mind of the audience. Don't "smog up"
the airwaves. Instead, just "give 'em
the facts, m'am," and do it in a way
that's entertaining."

EARL J. HUDSON
Vice president. Western Division

American Broadcasting Co.*••••*•*
Surveys: Suppose a station's all set

with its programing structure, is it

smooth sailing for the stations man-

ager from then on in? Not by a long

shot.

Here's how the manager of a Mid-

western station referred to the head-

aches he and all others have with rat-

ing sen ices: "Were dismayed by the

discrepancies between Hooper. Pulse.

Nielsen. Trendex and so forth. Person-

ally we like Hooper's telephone coin-

cidental and wish agencies would ac-

cept this technique as producing the

most definitive survexs.

Other stations, ol course, endorse

other services. The main point to re-

member is this: So long as there is no

one accepted way of measuring listen-

ership. station managers will be tempt-

ed to dig into their supply of aspirins.

For one thing, the competing station

in the market ma\ use different figures

in its sales pitch. For another consid-

eration, the agency or client ap-

proached b) the station max rel\ on a

different service.

NOW!
CBS
radio

in the

TRI-CITIES
Johnson City

Kingsport

Bristol

PLUS

Elizabethton

Green eville

Erwin

PLUS

Wealthy Suburban

and Rural Coverage

in 32 Counties

NOW
WJHL

Johnson City, Term.

is

CBS RADIO
5000 W 910 kc

John E. Pearson Co. Reps.
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DAY...

SALT LAKE'S

24-HOUR

"INDEPENDENT"

...AND NIGHT

soon going 5,UUU WATTS
HOOPER—FEB. 1955

KNAK
STATION "A"
STATION "B"
STATION "C"
STATION "D"

27.8
27.2
14.6
13.7
7.2

Independent
NETWORK
NETWORK
NETWORK
NETWORK

YOU'RE ON THE RIGHT

TRACK WITH KAY-NAK
Lowest Cost Per Listener ^^
REP. NATIONALLY BY FORJOE a CO.. INC.

"The differences in ways of arriving

at ratings," said a rural network affili-

ate, "are enough to drive a guy insane.

To put it more soundly, it's a dailv

problem to contend with in our deal-

ings with reps and buyers."

Data requests: "We always try to

cooperate with any agency requesting

data on competitive schedules," a sta-

tion manager told sponsor. "After all,

there isn't any secret about what we
broadcast. We wish, however, there

were a set limit on the amount of audi-

ence, product and market data we're

expected to supply."

While this headache ties in with

sales problems, it does add to the sta-

tion manager's operational costs.

"We've got to hire extra research

men and services." said a New England

operator. "And, let's face it, we all

have to justify our budgets whether

to ourselves at income tax time or to

the owners we're responsible to."

Late copy: This may appear minor

but causes amazingly regular crises in

most stations—late arrival of e.t.'s or

copy.

"Not to mention last-minute client-

inspired copy changes." an exasperated

station man added.

Station managers are generally sym-

pathetic to the problems involved in

getting copy done or e.t.'s delivered.

"There's a sizable batch of people

involved on varying levels, none of

whom need be personally blamed," the

owner of a rural 250-watter said. "But

we're not like a newspaper that we can

add fillers or take out a full-page form.

Once we have a committment for a cer-

tain amount of airtime, that time rolls

around and we've got to fill it."

Adds another station operator: "Cli-

ents are cutting their own throats if

they don't sit on people who're deliver

well ahead of time. After all, getting

the right time slot alone isn't the whole

answer for the advertiser either. A
commercial sloppily delivered because

of late scripts or script changes won t

sell the advertiser's product. And of

course then he gripes to us."

FCC practices: Problems there are

in governmental regulations for the ra-

dio station manager, but they vary ac-

cording to size and nature of the sta-

tion.

Said one Midwestern indie: "The

FCC appears to take a dim view of

announcements, which are the life-

blood of an independent sta'.ion. If we

were to sell only programs, we could

run a continuous 15-minute commercial

( which we certainly would not do I and

the FCC would not be concerned, be-

cause their analysis wouldn't disclose

such a practice. Yet. I if we run 1,000

announcements a week I no double-

spotting and no more than three or

four spots per quarter-hour) we're

likely to be called a dirty name. Like-

wise, if we abstain from agricultural

programing I only about l'/i of our

families are 'rural' or 'farm' families)

questions might be asked."

Public service programing require-

ments cause station managers head-

aches both with FCC, the listening pub-

lic and in cost.

"We program a substantial percent-

age of programing for such sustainers

as religion, weather and other public

service," an Eastern network affiliate

mentioned. "Yet, if one letter comes in

from a listener who doesn't tune in

religious or certain other public service

programnig and has his own pet cause,

there's an UDroar. Guess who gets the

letter and answers it personally usu-

ally? Me."

Talent headaches: The station man-

ager's problem in the talent area is

two-fold : 111 he's got to get the best

talent available to attract listeners and

get ratings, within his budget confines;

(2) if his talent gets too popular,

chances are his direct competitor or

competing media will make offers to

that talent that his budget can't meet.

"We had one particular case of ex-

cessive success," said the manager of a

Southern 50 kw. "One of our an-

nouncers sold a certain seasonal prod-

uct as if the thing were on a fire sale.

The client liked him so much, he gave

1,000,000
WATTS

st in Power
and Coverage

^^Wilkes-Barre
Scranton

Call Avery-Knodel, Inc.
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him a contract to make all e.t.'s. and

now our announcer's in the city earn-

ing himself beyond the next two income

brackets. I wish him well, but where

does it leave us?"

Unions: Unions are a recurring thorn

to the station manager. Every time a

new contract's up, he's negotiating

again, with the budget standing over

his head like a hangman. But most

station managers take this headache

in their stride because it's an antici-

pated problem.

"And don't forget this," cautioned a

chubby Western station operator who's

managed to kep his hair in his late

sixties despite these headaches. "Our

unionized help isn't the only factor

driving operational costs up constantly.

But you can figure out yourself that if

the unionized or technical help negoti-

ates raises, the unorganized staff mem-

bers are influenced too."

>/
"Television is already a billion dollar
industry. With the surge of color, it will

top two billion, three billion, or five

billion annually. There's no foresee-
able limit to the potential. Color tele-

vision is truly wonderful and hundreds
of thousands of people can afford sets
now, at today's prices of $795 and
$895. And countless hundreds of thou-
sands of others soon will be able to buy
color sets within the coming year, as
production increases and prices are ad-
justed downward."

ROBERT A. SEIDEL
Executive Vice President

Consumer Products
RCA

Setting rates: Like the setting of

sales policy, the rate structure is the

station manager's job. And hardly a

station manager interviewed by spon-

sor has neglected mentioning this head-

ache fairly close to the top of the list.

"Pricing any product or service is

always a tough responsibility," said

an Ohio indie. "But since tv, it's been

tougher than I can say. For one thing,

there's such a large number of factors

to consider: (1) actual tv competition

during peak viewing time; (2| imag-

ined competition on the part of buyers

from agencies to clients who get bogged

down by prejudices; (3) the com-
petitive picture, such as the rate struc-

ture, beyond the commercial success,

of the competitor. Let's face it. this is

not a constant, but a sizable, maybe
annual or bi-annual problem." * * *

PAL^^
"Happy Nineteen Hundred Fifty-

Six to you all. . . We in the

kennel sincerely hope that the

coming year will bring you every-

thing your little hearts desire. . . .

One good resolution to make
would be to include w-PAL in

your budget. Investigate! We'd
be happy to serve you—'n then

it would be a happy new year for

us both!"

w-PAL
of Charleston

South Carolina I

Represented by

Forjoe & Company

IN EVANSVILLE INDIANA
WISE
BUYERS
CHOOSE

A oALtb Answer From Late Viewers.

"A Local Clothing Store With
ONLY 3 Announcements on

THE NIGHTCAPPERS'
Sold 125 Dozen TIES."

—YOU TOO CAN U?E—
"The Nightcappers"

MON. thru FRI.— 10:30-11:30 P.M.

WEHT-TV Live Variety Show

Contact Our Representatives

MEEKER TV, INC. —ADAM YOUNC
St. Louis

CHANNEL 50

NOW OPERATING
WEOA—CBS RADIO

£30**?
c

C-TV
City's

owerful

ation

"BIG TIME DAYTIME" programming with any
commercial handling vou want . . . live camera*
always available.

"BIGTIME DAYTIME" precedes the sensational

new ABC-TV evening schedules. Contact Free
&. Peters or:

Don Davis, First Vice President

John Schilling, Vice Pres. & Gen. Mgr.
George Higgins, Vice Pres. & Sales Mgr.
Mori Greiner, Director of Television
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MARKETING & TV
{Continued from page 29 I

combination of tv and radio spot.

i "The incredible tv success story of

Saran Wrap" in the 20 September

1954 issue of sponsor represents a

typical example of matching the target

area to available tv coverage.

)

To borrow a simile, television has

become the horse and the marketing

plan, the cart. Such juxtaposition is

without precedent in media history.

4. Merchandising: \\ has enhanced

the value of more and better merchan-

dising at the point-of-sale. Dealers,

like anybody else, are responsive to

the excitement and glamor of tele-

vision. Not onl) will they stock rela-

tively more of a tv -advertised product

but they'll give the merchandising of

the product bigger and better display.

But they expect such merchandising to

be in keeping with the glamor of tele-

vision. Floor and counter display is at

a greater premium than ever, but

astute merchandising men have learned

that a superior piece ul promotion re-

lating to a tv campaign will induce the

dealer to make place for it. This ap-

plies to both in-store and window dis-

play. Revlon demonstrated how a man-

ufacturer can establish what amounts

to a window franchise through its ex-

ploitation of the $64,000 Question.

For a succession of many weeks Rev-

Ion held drugstore windows with a dis-

play piece containing a frame into

which each week a picture of the cur-

rent top money contender was slipped

and a legend attached: "Will I so-and-

so) go for the I amount at stake)?"

.>. Contests: Television has hypoed

tremendously the effectiveness of con-

tests tied in with advertising cam-

paigns. It's the onl) medium that not

onl) permits the showing of the prizes

but their demonstration. Such con-

tests work two ways: 111 The show

createst excitement for the prizes and

I 2 I the proper merchandising of the

contest at the point of sale promotes

a bigger audience for the allied show.

To cite one example: Ruppert Beer,

which distributes in the New York

merlopolitan area and lower New Eng-

land, ran a six-week contest this fall,

offering a large variety of prizes. The

contest mil (mix drew around \r> mil-

lion entries al points-of-sale but jacked
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up the rating of Ruppert's portion of

the Steven Allen show on NBC tv.

ft. Sells customers" customers:

The heavy metallic industries have

lound television a potent force for ver-

tically integrated marketing of their

products. Two outstanding success

stories in this category are U.S. Steel

and Alcoa. Both originally set out to

do an institutional job. Both wound
up not only merchandising their own
basic product but the fabricated prod-

* y
"Television's phenomenal expansion
across the nation has created an audi-
ence of buyers that runs into the hun-
dreds of millions. Perhaps more than
any other advertising medium, tv today
is exerting an almost immeasurable im-
pact on American buying habits—and.
as such has become a prime tool of
modern, mass competitive selling."

ROBERT A. SEIDEL
Executive Vice President

Consumer Products
RCA

ucts of their customers customers. \<,

illustration of this would be wire. Each

ul these company manufacture only

ihe raw product. The wire in turn is

sold to a broker, who, in turn, sells it

to a fabricator. I!\ showing images

and demonstrations of the finished

products the producer of the basic ma-

terial creates a need that extends down
through the fabricator and all the wa\

to the consumer. I elevision affords

the basic material manufacturer a mar-

keting pressure that no other form of

advertising has been, or i-. able to de-

lixer. *•*

John E. Pearson Co., National Representatives

"He says only the right things

—

listens to KRIZ Phoenix all day

long."
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See: Robot retailing: air advertising will

lie more essential than ever

Issue: 23 March 195.S. page 34

Subject: Presetting and automatic sales

\\ hat effect will automation have on the people in the broadcast

industry? Not too much, if we base a prediction on the results of

WHDH. Boston's trial of the technique for radio selling.

Following a hook re\ iew program, listeners were advised that they

might order a copy of the book sent C.O.D. by dialing "the follow-

ing number." Upon reaching the number, the listener heard a re-

corded voice announce that this was a recorded phone conversation

and ask that the caller give his name and address when he heard a

"'beep" sound.

When the station staff played the recording back on the next day.

thev found some unexpected results. Callers became flustered when

the> found themselves addressed b\ a recording and gave a variety

of replies when asked to record their name and address.

Calls to the station the next day and checks of book stores re-

vealed that people had a distrust and awe of the recording of their

name and address. One listener summed it up by saying, "It's spooky

talking to a 'beep. I he station responded by announcing that its

personnel need have no fear of automation: the personal touch is

still required in selling.

See: The New Radio

Issue: 19 April 1954. page 31

Subject: Companionabilitj of radio today

New Yorkers and Jerse\ites will be shown the advantages of

radio listening through a medium rarely used for the job in that

area. Car cards will blossom forth in some 3.200 public conveyances

with a message indicating that women can do household chores with

radio that become impossible while they pay attention to tv.

The first card in the series is shown below. Others will follow with

pitches directed towards factory worker-, car drivers and other

groups more able to listen to radio than watch t\ . The messages are

designed to plug radio per se, but also indicate that WMGM. New
York, is a good bet for the listener.

Commented station director Arthur Tolchin, "One of the many

great plusses in radios future is its adaptability to any listening

situation. We hope to remind the listener of this adaptability

.

Coverage for the start of the campaign will include the Fifth

Avenue Coaches as yvell as Public Sen ices buses throughout north-

ern New Jersey, the stations primary coy erase area. The campaign

may be expanded later if there is sufficient response. • * *

Car cards point up radios conr.parconabiliry to housewives in New York-New Jersey

«1

£32
housewife Brown used a visuat means

to lessen the doily tedium

after ironing the squash

JL and cooking the wash w ™1

she s bock to her favorite medium... RADIO STATK 1\

lOSO a* »cu» mwc hii

whatever you re doing you can liiten and enjoy \f%/Wmm €JW W 9
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the
big

talk

is

about

kbis
bakersfield

California

970
DOMINATING CALIFORNIA'S

SOUTHERN SAN JOAQUIN VALLEY

WITH POPULAR MUSIC AND NEWS

24 HOURS A DAY!

NEW YORK
CHICAGO
ST. LOUIS ADAM YOUNG, JR.

SAN FRANCISCO representative

LOS ANCELES
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THE ONLY CBS PROGRAMMING AVAIL-

ABLE TO A MILLION NICE PEOPLE!

From 7 A.M. to 1 A.M.

Yep! Bigger'n Baltimore!

HAYDN R. EVANS. Gen. Mgr. • WEED TV, Rep.

John plays music they like,

makes them like your product!
Good buy, 3:30 to 5:45 PM Mon.
thru Fri., 2:00 to 4:00 PM Sat.

CBS in

Baltimore WCA0

ROUND-UP
(Continued from page 86)

Several "corny" but effective promo-

tions were used to attract attention to

the lot. The commercials warned cus-

tomers to: bring your own flashlight

because the profits are too small to al-

low night lighting; look under the

hoods because the cars are priced so

low you can't be sure there is a motor

included unless you check it yourself;

bring your own paint, if you want to

repaint a car, we'll furnish the brush.

Commercials were aired in Joe Fi-

nan's Fine 'n Dandy d.j. show and the

disk jockey began to broadcast his en-

tire show (1:30-6:45 p.m.) from the

lot. Crowds so disrupted traffic that

the plan had to be scrapped, but it

helped boost sales.

Many of the ideas that helped spark

the sales climb originated at the sta-

tion in the mind of account executive

Will Dougherty. One of his plans was

to dress the salesmen very informally

in flannel shirts to create a friendly

atmosphere for the customers, mainly

college students and plant workers.

( See photo page 86.

)

The ad approach was apparently

successful because buyers came from

as far as 70 miles away to see specials

advertised on Fine '« Dandy. Owner
Bud Carter needs a high turnover of

slock to make a profit, and WJW ad-

vertising provided the proper ratio, he

stated.

ftacfto announcements boost
charter bus service trade

When Continental Trailways began

an announcement schedule on WDIA,
Memphis, they tapped a reservoir of

new business in the form of the sta-

tion's loyal Negro audience. Three

one-minute participating announce-

ments per week on Tan Town Coffee

Cub with Nat D. Williams, brought

the bus company most of the charter

service from Memphis Negro schools,

schools.

These schools frequently charter

buses to transport their athletic teams

to contests conducted in other cities.

Surrounding localities also have high

schools that have become Continental

clients since the campaign began.

Individual listeners to the station have

substantially increased the line's gen-

eral passenger traffic in the same peri-

od. The station promotes this section

of the company's service by using it in
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KVWO
is the CHAMP!

. . TOP HOOPER STATION

IN WONDERFUL WYOMING

Represented Nationally by . . .

JOS. HERSHEY McGILLVRA

New York • Chicago • Atlanta

Los Angeles • San Francsico

Write, Wire, Phone William T. Kemp

Box 926 • Ph: 2-6433

Cheyenne, Wyoming

NORTH CAROLINA'S

GOLDEN TRIANGLE

HIGH POINT

GREENSBORO I

TO THE BIG VOICE

RADIO
WINSTON-SALEM

NORTH CAROLINA

llfor
WINSTON-SALEM
GREENSBORO
HIGH POINT

5000 w • 600 KC • AM-fM

HEADLEY-REED. Representatives

all of their annual promotions includ-

ing a station beauty contest.

Briefly . . .

A Buffalo appliance dealer recently

celebrated his 20th anniversary as

sponsor of a segment of Clint Buehl-

man's three-hour morning show. The

John Henrich Co. started its associa-

tion with the wake-up disk jockey in

1935 when he was on WGR. The spon-

sor followed the show to WBEN when

Buehlman shifted in 1943. * * *

40 E. 49TH ST.

{Continued from page 15)

sponsor carried this series several

years ago—the series captioned: "Ac-

count executive with sponsor on his

tail," . . . "Radio Director," etc. I

am sure you know the ones I am re-

ferring to.

I have long considered these carica-

tures the ultimate when it comes to

satirizing our industry. In short, they

are really terrific, and I'd like to get

as many as I can—suitable for fram-

ing—for my office.

Any help you can give me along

these lines would be greatly appre-

ciated. Naturally I'd be most happy

to pay any cost involved.

Frank B. Price

Harrington, Righter and

Parsons Inc.

Chicago
• The Jaro Hess earieatures apparently have a

hiph memory impaet ratine. Thouph they haven't
been mentioned in SPONSOR for some years,
readers like Frank Riee periodirally inquire about
them. Unfortunately, however, all stoeks of the
earieatures have been exhausted.

COM PARAGRAPH NOTES
(Continued from page 76)

Speidel. SSCB: NISC. Sat 7:30-8 pm
btaley Mlg.. It.vit ills, an M lit: 15-30 am
s:~*,r« o.„-.., in.,., nrp vj 5 :

3ii « nn,

State Farm Inc.. NLAB, .VRC. F 1080-11 pm
S*# 'in n.,. fl ri i- c t pi I- n -in 111 • *n

i. P. Stevens. B. Houston: CBS. S 6-6:30 pm
Oil.,, umi u,K*ilU .... i. ,**i w s a.oU ylD
Sunbeam. Pirrin-Paus. NBC, T 8-9 pm
Sweets. Moselle & Klsen: NBC. Sat 10:30-11 am
Swift. .IWT: McC-E: DTN. Th 1:45-2 pm
Sylvanii. JUT: CBS. Sat 7:30-8 pm
Tixas Co.. Kudnei Mft . Sai • :su lo pm
Tonl Co.. \V*n, CBS. M 8:45-9 pm: W 8-830

pm; M. W 11-11:15 am: alt Th 10:15-30
am: Burnett: NBC. Sun 7 7:30 pm : CBS.
Th 3:30-45 pm: Sat 9-9:1.1 pm: Tatham-
lalnl: ABC partlr S 8:30-9 pm

TV Time Foods, rilrert: CBS. Tu 5-5:15 pm
U s swi. nnnn rn<t alt w lo-ll pm
Vlcks. BBDO: W 5-5:15 pm
Wander Co.. Tatham-I.alrd: NBC. W 10:15-30 am
Warner- Hudnut. K&E: NBC. alt Sat 10:30-11 pm
WeKter. Chicago. .I\\" Shan: NBC. M 7:30-45 pm
Welch Grape Julee. nCSS: NBC. alt F 5:45-6

pm: ABC. T 5:15-5:30 pm
Wesson Oil. Pliziterald: CBS. Tu 12-12:15 pm
w «•»»- Union X'hert Frank-Ouenther-I.aiv: Th
Weitinghoute. HcCann-Erlckson: CBS. M 10-11 po
Wiiri.in Drugs. Product, Liu Mom. T 9-10 pm
Whirlpool. K&E. NBC. T 8-9 pm
Whitehall Pnarm. Illtm Beim Inigo: CBS. Sat

9:30-10 pm: CBS. M 7:30-7:45 pm : T 7:30-

8 pm; W 6:30-7. 7-30-7:45; F 6:30-7,

7:30-7:45; NBC. W 10:30-11 pm
9:30-10 pm

L^
POWER

LUMBER
AGRICULTURE.
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WANT MOAE FAcrs ?
-COAtrACr W£ED e CO.

ATN
Am Trails Network

promotes sales in a

BILLION
MARKET

Dayton

Louisville

Columbus

Springfield

Ashland-Huntington

( nil any HR Office for

WINf.-WCOL—WTZE
WCMI

or

John Blair & Co. for WKLO

WING WKLO

EEPfl
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ASK THE MAN

IN THE GREY

FLANNEL SUIT!

BERNIE HOWARD
Stars-National, New York

HE KNOWS!
1. THE BEST RADIO BUY

2. THE BEST AREA BUY

3. THE BEST MARKET BUY

PLUS

Complete Product Merchandising

all at NO EXTRA COST!

94% NEGRO PROGRAMMING

KSAN
SAN FRANCISCO

RICHARD BOTT, Station Manager

mmwn
11 MWttlffl

o o

Vfilfoii If. ftioic, chairman of the board of Biow-

Beirn-Toigo, announced the agency had been

awarded the Joseph Schlitz Brewing Co. account,

effective 1 March L956. Schltl2 left Lennen 4' Newell

despite the fact that the company revealed it is again

the number one beer producer in the country. The

i, (count's $9 million billing will offset the agency's

surprising loss of the $8 million Pepsi-Cola account

that fooled Madison Are. guessers by moving to

K&E. Schlitz spends about $3 million annually

on tv. sponsors Schlitz Playhouse of Stars (Fri.,

CBS Tl 9-9:30 p.m.), also uses some spot tv.

ftollailfl IV. Taylor has been named executive

vice president of Foote. Cone & Belding in charge

of the New York Office and a director of the com-

pany. He returned to the agency after three years us

vice president in charge of advertising for the Colgate-

Palmolive Co. His earlier experience with F, C & B
started in Chicago in 1918 when he was on the

Pepsodent dcount, later moved to the New York

office on Hiram Walker and General Foods accounts

before joining Colgate in 1951. He also had been

with Esly, the American Weekly in charge of

merchandising^ and the Kroger Co.

EtavUI B. II ill Ml III* is the newly elected presi-

dent of Frwin. Wasey & (o. His father, Howard D.

Williams, moved from president to chairman of

the board when the two admen bought the agency.

The new president has been with the 11-year old

agency lor the past 10 years, moved up from the

post of executive vice president which he received in

1952. His last post is being filled by Lorry R.

\orlhrap. who has ben vice president and general

manager of the Chicago office for the past 15 years.

There are no policy changes planned by the agency.

MatthetU 1FOX, president of C&C Television Corp..

made the largest pure hose in the history of the tele-

vision and motion picture industries when he paid

fl5,200;000 for 740 feature and over 1,000 short

subjects from RKO Radio Pictures. The original

cost of the films was $750 million, would cost $1.3

billion today. RKO ivas bought five months ago from

Howard Hughes by General Teleradio who retains

exclusive telecasting rights in the six markets in

which it owns tv stations. These exclusive markets

are: New )ork: Los Angeles: Boston: Hartford:

If est /'aim Beach. Fla: Memphis.
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ADVERTISERS' INDEX

ABC TV .Network _ 66-67

Air Trails Group — 103

Blair TV J .. 61

.... 105

Hollywood TV Service 6-7

87

16

A. C. Nielsen, Inc. ._. 13

Noemac Stations ."»

Pulse, Inc. 74

RCA TV Equipment 77

106

Adam Young, Inc. --- BC
Ziv-TV - . . __ ..52-53

CKLW. Detroit 102

KATV, Vim- Bluff, Ark.

KBIO, Hollywood
KBIS, Bakersfield

KDLO-TV, Florence, S.D.

KELO-TV, Sioux Kails. S.D.

KENS-TV, San Antonio .

KElfO, Eugene, Ore.

KFWB, Hollywood

KHOI,-TV, Kearney. Nebr. .._.

KLZ, Denver
KMEC-TV, Kansas City

K.MPC, Los Angeles
KXAK, Salt Lake City

KOIL, Omaha . 1

KOSA-TV, Odessa. Texas
KPQ. Wenatchee, Wash.
KRIZ, Phoenix 97,

KHON-TV, San Francisco .

KSAN, San Francisco
KTSA, San Antonio _..

KTVX, Tulsa ......

Kl'OA, Siloam Springs, Ark.

KVWO, Cheyenne
KWTV, Oklahoma City —.4

91

s

101

80

80

4!t

103

84

94

12

99

23

'.IS

9-22

92

10

100

70

104

\s

89

105

103

0-47

WAPI-WABT. Birmingham s ">

WAVK, Louisville 9

WBAY-TV, Green Bay 102

WBNS, Columbus. Ohio 83

WBTV, Charlotte 26

WBZ-WBZA, Boston ....78-79

WCAO, Baltimore .. 102

WCUE, Akron 100

WDEF-TV. Chattanooga .. 105

WEHT-TV, Henderson, Ky. 99

WEMP, Milwaukee _. . ... — 15

YVKISM, Indianapolis ... IFC
WHAS-TV. Louisville 63

WHBQ-TV, .Memphis (5

WHIO-TV, Dayton .".7

WIBW-TV. Topeka . 95

WILK-TV, Wilkes-Barre 98

WIS-TV, Columbia. S. C. 93

WJAC-TV, Johnstown. Pa. .. 24

W.IHL, Johnson City, Tenn. 97

WKY-TV, Oklahoma City . 63

WMCT, Memphis 58-59

WMT, Cedar Rapids 11

WOLF, Syracuse 96

WOW-TV, Omaha ... IBC
WPAL, Charleston, S.C 99

WPEN. Philadelphia 3

WREC-TV, Memphis 14

WRGB, Schenectady si

WSB, Atlanta 2.".

WSBT-TV, South Bend, hid 73

WSKA-TV, Oklahoma City 50

WSJS, Winston-Salem 103

VYSKS 94

WSOK, Nashville 95

WXEX-TV. Richmond PC

From Governor to

Gardening Expert . . .

sDrue knowA etn all I

The Fabulous "Girl on the Go"

DRUE SMITH
Leading CHATTANOOGA RADIO PERSONALITY
for many years! Drue knows everybody, everywhere,

and everybody knows . . . and LISTENS to DRUE.

Limited Participations are avail-

able. 10:05-10:30 a.m., 2:15-

2:30 p.m., Monday thru Friday.

This is a hot tip!

Ask BRANHAM !

D A r\ir\ NBC AFFILIATE IN
KAUItJ CHATTANOOGA, TENN.

CARTER M. PARHAM, President KEN FLENNIKEN, General Managers

1

Hmm,..

RURAL MARKET

AWAITS

YOUR SALES

MESSAGE

AM
AND

FM
5000 Watts

SILOAM SPRINGS, ARKANSAS

Northwest Arkansas'

Most powerful station

BMI
Concert Music

Typical of BMI "service" is

the complete kit of "Concert

Music" material used by

broadcasters daily - . . scripts

and data which help solve

many music programming

needs.

Included in BMI's Concert

Mil sir Senirc are:

CONCERT PIN-UP SHEET—

\ monthly listing of new re-

cordings, contemporary and

standard.

YOUR CONCERT HALL— \

series of half-hour scripts for

use with phonograph records.

TODAY IN MUSIC — Dates

and facts about the important

music events of the month.

BMI-Ucensed stations —
AM, FM and TV—can be

depended upon for com-

plete sen ire in music.

BROADCAST MUSIC, INC.
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • HOLLYWOOD

TORONTO • MONTREAL
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HAS WON AUDIENCE LEADERSHIP

IN DES MOINES!

KRNT-TV sets the pace in the November ARB scoreboard

for Des Moines. To mention a few Channel 8 leads:

7 of the top 1 once-a-week evening shows ... 9 of the top

10 multi-weelcly-show quarter-hours . . . the late-evening

movies . . . the two afternoon kid shows (reversing national

trend) . . . the 10 p.m. News every night by far with ratings

up to 45.3 . . . the 10:20 p.m. Sports . . . and many more.

KATZ HAS ALL THE FACTS

mi©
106

FULL POWER, 316,000 WATTS

SPONSOR



K&E bids for

regional clients

Multi-market

film upbeat seen

ABC TV daytime

film sale

REPORT TO SPONSORS for 9 January 1956

(Continued from page 2)

Trade press story that K&E will open 100 marketing branches this year
(a revolutionary move, if true) was way off beam. Story reported
marketing branches offer clinched Pepsi account for K&E, said
branches would service Pepsi franchised bottlers, would also be
offered to RCA, Whirlpool, Lincoln, Murcury dealers. Actually K&E
is far from having Pepsi bottlers sewed up. Germ of truth in story
lies in fact that K&E is interested in business from Pepsi bottlers
and other franchised distributors of applaices and autos whose
national business it handles. Agency feels, trade sources say, that
such firms offer big potent ial. Hence, branch offices would natu-
rally come into picture. However, if K&E opens more than 2 branches
this year, it will consider itself doing well.

-SR-
Syndicators foresee increase in multi-market film buys in 1956.

Reason, they say, is national, reg i onal advertisers are becoming hep

on why, wherefores of syndicated film. Local level sales remain,

however, as bulk of syndication business. Other facts about syndi-

cation will be found in special section in 23 January issue of

SPONSOR. Section will include roundup of developments plus facts

about how to use, how to buy syndicated film.

-fR-
First buy on ABC TV's "Afternoon Film Festival" represent s $92,500
in gross billings. Client is Best Foods, which bought, via D-F-S,

39 participations over 13 weeks. A 2-hour weekday strip (3:00-5:00

p.m.), "Afternoon Film Festival" starts next Monday (16 January).

Charter clients get bonus. Best Foods actually bought 30 participa-

tions, got 9 free. Rates for show also provide frequency discounts.

-SR-
Impact of ARB's overnight national rating service may be great upon

agencies, always anxious for quick information on web shows. Those

interested in speedy data have been using Trendex, but latter covers

only 15 markets while ARB_samp].e_is repre sentat ive of ent ire U.S.

Look for effort by Trendex to meet new challenge. ARB's new serv-

ice, now offered on special order, was announced dramatically with

rating on "Babes in Toyland" (NBC TV 24 December). Rating was 35.5.

Rating base was percent of homes which could receive show, in this

case 91% of U.S. households. Estimated homes viewing show was 11

million. ARB will not provide "overnight" on all web tv shows, says

cost is too high.
-SR-

How do you buck your arch competitor on tv when he's sponsor of

glamorous network show like $64,003 Question?" Max Factor does it

with spot tv announcements which agency (Doyle Dane Bembach) credits

with much of firm's 29%_sales volume increase during first full year

of tv. (For cosmetic maker's newest formula see "Max Factor's

$64,000 answer: spot tv impact," page 30.)

-Si-

Attempt to make commercial blend with show is common (though too

frequently forgotten about). But Schwerin Research Corp. has docu-

mented importance of making sure elements within programs blend with

one another. On tv news show, for example, Schwerin found sharp de-

crease in audience appeal for interview segment when news surround-

ing it was entirely unrelated.

Speedy web tv

ratings offered

Max
Spot tv ups

factor sales

Show segments

must blend
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SPOJVSOR
SPEAKS

What changed agencies

Change is pretty hard to measure.

Sometimes even harder to say what

causes it. So it is with agencies. We
teel it's obvious that agency functions

have undergone a change. How much
and what caused it is another matter.

sponsor has devoted four definitive

articles to "The Advertising Agency
in Transition" I see page 27 this is-

sue). It is our premise that some-

what radical changes have taken place

in the traditional agencj function.

Fair-to-middlin' billings of the middle
and late Forties have grown into multi-

million dollar affairs. New titles have
appeared on agency lineups that are

far removed from the "copywriter-

account executive-artist" days of old.

Marketing has become a word that

has an agenc) ring along Madison
\\cnue rather than something that

the housewife does once a week.

Vgencj business has become big busi-

ness and as such is spilling over into

areas that heretofore have been ex-

clusivel) management's.

What caused the change? Was it

simply a mutation necessary to exist

in a new environment brought on by

an unprecedented era in our national

economy ? Was it simply a normal

growth pattern that happened to fall

in this particular period? Did tele-

vision and its tremendous spending

lone the change to add new services

and justify the high dollar being

charged? Or was it simply a case of

agency face-saving in view of new-

found prosperity?

Mavbe it was one of them, all of

them. If we had to make a choice

wed take the one concerning the na-

tional economy. If the economy was

the reason, then television was per-

haps the catalyst.

Television has somewhat marked
our economic expansion. Inherently

it has the vigor, the newness, the elec-

trify ing quality to sum up change.

When it burst on the horizon as a

new medium there was the knowledge

that it would bring changes. It said.

I am new. You must make changes

to accomodate me.

And so the agencies did just that.

The model was restyled. brought up

to date and the new national economy
became the highway for its debut. It's

still too early to tell whether the

change will be accepted quickh .

With the marketing concept, agen-

cies have found new7 stature, one that

jzives them a greater foothold in the

economy. One that sa\s thev are busi-

nessmen, not just cloud-riding expo-

nents of creativity. This, in our esti-

mation, can't be anything but good.

* * •::

Human without corn

We like the Piel. Bros, radio and

television commercials so much at

our house that they are practically a

part of the day's entertainment.

In case you haven't been near a

radio or tv set in the East Coast area

where Piel's beer is marketed and

haven't heard the Bob and Ray take-

off, here's our thumbnail sketch of

their efforts. The commercials con-

sist of dialogue between Bob and Ray
playing the part of the two Piel Bros.,

Harry and Burt. One of the two, we
can never quite recall which, is an

introvert, always being shushed by

his extrovert brother. What the two

brothers do is fall over each other

explaining just how good their beer is.

This is the kind of thing which if

it's done wrong, oh brother. Bob and

Ray could have corned up the air to

the point of a nothing commercial.

The Piel commercials are equally

effective in radio and television but

we find them most inspirational as

radio commercials. It's unfortunate

that in radio programing today the

dramatic form, whether it be serious

or humorous, has practically van-

ished. But with the Piel Bros, com-

mercials Y&R's copy staff have

brought back to radio a form of one-

minute drama in which the listener

gets a chance to let imagination paint

a picture of the two sponsors and

their cherished product.

Applause
Quiet yet profitable

1 he big new s among cosmetics ad-

vertisers in 1955 was Revlon's phe-

nomenal success with The $64,000

Ouestion. It captured the attention of

viewers and. what's more difficult to

do. it amazed the advertising frater-

nity with its rise out of nowhere.

^ ou'd almost think, reading the thou-

sands of words which have been writ-

ten about Revlon in the consumer and

trade press, that nobody else in the

cosmetics industry was getting anv-

yvhere in television.

\mong the cosmetics companies

which has rated lowest in the pub-

licity sweepstakes this vear is Max

Factor. We cant recall a single con-

versation with anyone in advertising

circles on the job they're doing. Yet

Max Factor in 1955, its first full year

in television, will record at least a

29' < increase in sales—the biggest

increase in the company s history.

The reason Max Factor virtually es-

caped trade notice while doing itself

this much good is just that it used

spot television rather than a well

known network show.

We think yvhat happened to Max
Factor is more representative of the

way advertising works than what hap-

pened to Revlon. Factor's success is

based simply on seeking wide circu-

lation yyith arresting commercials and

pounding away steadily. Factor, like

most advertisers, did not have a pro-

gram which was on the lips of con-

sumers and dealers. All it has was

the poyver to create sales which it and

its agencv . Doyle Dane Bernbach, at-

tained through ingenious commercials.

There will always be advertisers

wise and fortunate enough to buy the

programs which suddenly spring to

the top of the ratings chart. But, what

is more important, there will also

always be adveritsers who make
skilled use of workmanlike techniques

and achieve cash register success with

only an occasional bit of notice such

as this. I See also article this issue on

Max Factor, page 30.

)
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IV BUYERS
OUTLET

in OMAHA IS

WOW-TV
Frank P. Fogarty, Vice President and General Manager

channel / ^\

L=sd Li*

We suggest that you check your availabili-

ties and adjacencies in the Omaha market
TODAY with Blair-TV or Fred Ebener,
WOW-TV. L<c6&ftf

MEREDITH Radio **td 7de«M*« STATIONS
affiliated with Better Homes and Gardens and Successful Farming magazines

SYRACUSEWW

JOHN BLAIR 1 CO. HAIR TV, INC.



V*

we announce our

change in names

from Adam T Young, It., l**r

ADAM YOUNG, INC.

IZio Station
Representation

from Adam ^"""
Television Corp

'

YOUNG TELEVISION, CORP-
Representation

• No change in our personnel, our address, or in our concentrated

representation of no more than 20 top stations.

Chicago • St. Louis • San Francisco • Los Angeles • Boston

477 Madison Avenue, New York
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1049 Ft

that's the maximum tower height

in the rich market off

RICHMOND
Petersburg and Central Virginia

The tower of WXEX-TV is 1049 ft. above sea level—and 943 ft.

above average terrain . . . more than 100 ft. higher than any station

in this market. In addition, WXEX-TV has maximum power—316

KW. It is the basic NBC-TV station; and there are 415,835 TV
families in its coverage area. See your Forjoe man for full details

about this great buy.

WXEX-TV
Tom Tinsley, President Irvin G. Abeloff, Vice President

Represented by Forjoe & Co.
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All ratings confirm that

the one dominant station

in Indianapolis is

WISH-TV



Film distribs

see big 1956

Revlon switch

due to marketing?

NBC woos dept.

store dollars

It looks as if film distri butors will have $100 million year in 1956.
This is SPONSOR'S estimate for its annual film section, appearing
in this issue. Figure represents 25% jump over 1955. Particularly
healthy jump is expected in feature film sales. Last year, early part
of this year saw release to tv of 1,000-plus features, 300-plus
Westerns, about 4,000 shorts. Syndicators with half-hour shows say
they don't expect too much competition from Hollywood product,
explain it's hard to clear time for long features outside periods
already allocated.

-SR-

Confusion reigns and everyone's wondering what's what in switch of

Revlon from Norman, Craig & Kummel to BBDO. Much talk that Revlon
took long l ook at BBDO' s marketing setup, de c ided to make swi t ch.

It's known fact that "$64,000 Question" worked sales miracles for
Revlon. Question is: Was Norman, Craig & Kummel in position to offer

best merchandising support to burgeoning account? BBDO, like other

top agencies, is long on marketing (SPONSOR, 12 December 1955) with
top merchandising specialists available to Revlon. Marketing played
key role, according to BBDO insider. More and more account switch-
ing for this reason believed to be in offing.

-SR-

NBC TV pulled out all stops on department store pitch at 45th annual

convention of National Retail Dry Goods Association this month.

Department store ad dollars are target for new program effort on

net's & O's to make debut on 13 February. Idea of program, "Win-

dow," is to slot department store pitches in 5-minute periods through-

out day. Generally agreed presentation was superior, will do much

good in breaking down barrier. Many felt it still didn't answer pri-

mary question: How to sell buyers who make department stores tick.

Top brass buy tv but merchandising heads have tendency to stick with

print, won't risk going heavily into new medium until absolutely

proven it can do job. NBC TV success might be breaking-point.

-SR-

CBS Television became first network to subscribe to NCS No. 2. Oscar

Katz, CBS TV director of research stated that data has long been

need ed in st at ion coverage and circulation re search, especially be-

cause of tv station and set increases since the "freeze."

-SR-

Slenderella International, world's largest figure proportioning salon

chain, will spend "well over $1 mill ion in spot radio in_1956 .

"

Chain which started with 5 outlets in 1950 (SPONSOR, 21 February

1955) now has more than 100 and is presently adding at a 7 to 8 a week

clip. Firm will purchase 619 announcements weekly on 72 stations in

21 markets and will sponsor 16 local programs. Total radio only

budget for '56 is $1,193,683.92. There also will be sizeable budget

for tv, print. Agency: Management Associates of Connecticut, Inc.

I- I

CBS TV orders

NCS No. 2

Big radio buy
for Slenderella

SPONSOR, Volume in. No 2

York. 17. Printed at 3110 Elm
23 Jl irj 1956 Published blweeklj bs SPONSOR Publications, Inc. Executive. Editorial. Advertising. Circulation Offices, 40 E. 49th St.. New
Ave.. Baltimore. Md $8 a year in V S S9 elsewhere Entered as second class matter 29 .Ian. 1948 at Baltimore nnst.ifnVe under Act of 3 Mar 1R7S



Radio, tv not

Siamese twins

Spot tv dollar

data out soon

REPORT TO SPONSOR for 23 January 1956

Film freeze Another sign this will be big year for sale of feature films to tv
ending contained in Republic's decision to release 76 features, some with

stars like John Wayne, Susan Hayward, Gail Russell. Republic had not
been planning step but decided on immediate release to get in before
market is glutted. Total production cost of 76 films ran to over
$40,000,000. You can look for mora snowballing in release of fea-
tures as studios rush to keep up with RK0 and Columbia.

-SR-

Kevin Sweeney, president of RAB, took a fast cut at broadcasters and
ad agencies for considering radio and tv "Siamese Twins." Sweeney
in a Philadelphia speech said broadcasters and agencymen continue
to confu s e "two diamet rically different advertising media and in
doing so cost radio several hundred million dollars annually. " Swee-
ney further charged that 2 of top 10 agencies "have a basic fixed
position that excludes radio from their thinking." He said some
broadcasters were openly wondering "why should we bother to pay 15%
to these agencies where the very existence of radio as a national
advertising medium is challenged."

-SR-

TvB release of Rorabaugh data on spot tv dollar expenditures will be

out in month or so. Data, covering last quarter 1955, will contain:

(1) total spot tv spending, (2) total spending, brand breakdowns by
leading advertisers, (3) breakdown by product categories. First

report will be only one with quarterly brand figures. Henceforth,
such data will appear only on annual basis. Not available to adver-
tisers in released data are market-by-market info, breakdowns of

client spending by type of purchase, time of day, etc. N. C. Rora-
baugh is banking on agencies to pay for unreleased data since he is

supplying facts to TvB at cost.

-SR-

Commercial multiplex service was inaugurated by WFLY, Troy, N.Y.,

weekend of 15 January. One or more programs of a special type may
b e transmitted simultaneously to restaurants, hotels, and other sub-
scribers, without interfering with regular programs.

-SR-

Michael J. Foster, veteran press relations manager at CBS TV, becomes
v.p. in charge of press information and advertising at ABC 30 Janu-
ary. It's first time ABC has had v.p. in this slot. ABC also elected
3 executives to v.p. rank: Robert F. Lewine, v.p. and director of tv

program dept. ; James A. Stabile, v.p. and director business affairs
dept. ; Mortimer Weinbach, v.p. and director labor relations and
personnel.

-SR-

Unrest's still brewing in the beer industry. Three weeks ago Schlitz
left Lennen & Newell for Biow. Move reawakened talk of rivalry be-
tween cousins Adolph Toigo, president and 100% owner L&N and John
Toigo, executive v.p. of Biow over $10 million beer account. Biow
resigned Ruppert Brewing Co. to accommodate Schlitz. At SPONSOR'S
press time, Biow announced resigning Schlitz. Account is rumored to

be going to McCann-Erickson with John Toigo. Ruppert, a $2 million
account, has not announced its new agency appointment.

(Sponsor Reports continues page 139)

•
I

FM subscriber

service

Mike Foster

to ABC as v.p.

ISchlitz leaves Biow

for McCann?

SPONSOR



sales results in

the Channel 8 Multi-City Market

WGAL-TV
LANCASTER, PENNA. NBC and CBS

Yes, this large multi-city region is espe-

cially noted for the sales results it delivers

—sales results which are the result of

these three outstanding facts. Its 3H
million people own 912,950 TV sets and

have a yearly potential buying capacity

of $5M billion.

STEINMAN STATION

Clair McCollough, Pres.

ftepresenfaf/ves;

MEEKER TV, INC.
New York Let Angel**

Chicago San Francisco
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ARTICLES

Film's $100 million year
Syndicated film gross expected to top 1955 by 25%. Big current question:

How will the present flood of movies affect syndication?

Spot radio gives /Hosier right combination
The Mosler Safe Company found the right combination: Dragnet-type spot

radio effort supplements print advertising, softens markets

Are your products color blind?
WDSU-TV's Color Clinic diagnoses client and agency color ills. Remedies

prescribed perk up color telecasting for clients' products

Nun- to be a success and suffer
Seller's market brings new headaches to tv station manager with client and

agency demands running far in front of time availabilities

Must a retailer stick to saturation radio?
Von's, a Los Angeles supermarket chain, turns the tables on standard satura-

tion campaigns with a daily five-minute consumer news show. Company that

spends only $6,000 per year registers sales gains of 30%

Will these 19 program trends change buying?
Based on a SPONSOR survey of U.S. radio and television stations, this series

of charts indicates key shifts in programing emphasis

The jargon of marketing
To help make it easier for the advertising man to keep updated on current

marketing jargon, SPONSOR has compiled list of latest usages

J956 TV FILM SECTION

Things you must know to buy syndicated film
Here are facts on programs, pricing, clearances, merchandising, ratings, and
the syndicated film buyer who must know all about them

14 questions admen ask before buying
From admen and syndicators come answers to 14 basic and most frequent

questions on film buying. They're designed as a checklist for you

What atlmen tvant front film syndicators
Product's good, plentiful, agencymen say, but availabilities, film pricing, in-

adequate promotion and research make their buying job hard

4 multi-market film case histories
Their station lineups range from six markets to 44, but each advertiser got

low-cost identification, top programing dealer retailer support

Film facts and figures
Want to know how many stations air syndicated film? Where there's room
for more syndicated film on the air? You'll find answers here
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KWKH SHREVEPORT

Even Gets Into FOREST!

CWKH really beats the bushes to bring you this area's

best daytime audience. And does it, too

—

reaching thousands of farms, hundreds of

towns and settlements like Forest (La.) in our

80-county SAMS area.

But all these "trees" don't keep us from seeing the main

stem. Latest Hoopers for Metropolitan Shreve-

port show KWKH preferred over the second

station morning, noon and night—up to

104%!

In listeners-per-dollar , KWKH tops the second-best sta-

tion by 89.4%. Get all the facts from The

Branham Company.

KWKH
A Shreveport Times Station

I TEXAS

SHREVEPORT, LOUISIANA

Noarly 2 million people live within the KWKH day-

time SAMS area. (Area includes additional counties

In Texas. Oklahoma and New Mexico not shown in map).

50,000 Watts • CBS Radio
ARKANSAS

The Branham Co.

Ponr^sentatives

Henry Clay

General Manaqer
Fred Watkins

Commercial Manager



CASE HISTORY — SOFT GOODS

JOHN POOLE BROADCASTING CO.

6540 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 28, California

Telephone: HOIIywood 3-3205

Nat. Rep. Robert Meeker & Assoc Inc.

Retailer 100 Miles Away

Finds KBIG Spots Pay Off

Kelly-Bilt Clothes, a single-store men's clothier

in Oceanside, San Diego County, two years

ago tested high-power regional radio with a

few spots on KEIG Catalina—a station one

hundred miles away!

Enthused by results , Kelly last year used 675

announcements to promote specific sales

events on KBIG. This year he's on a 1000-spot

master contract.

Writes Cal Lawrence, account executive of

The Dan Lawrence Company advertising

agency of San Diego:

"We are most happy to report on the over-

whelming success of the schedule. Response

has been immediate and from all over Cali-

fornia. Within 24 hours after the first spots,

telegrams with orders for merchandise were

received. Foot traffic and mail orders have

eome rushing in, most of the latter accom-

panied by checks and money orders.

"Count us a very happy agency with a very

happy client."

In the Los Angeles metropolitan market and

its environs, KBIG's "music you like and just

enough news" delivers feminine customers,

too, to such soft-goods advertisers as Sally

Shops, House of Nine and Mode O'Day.

Hard, soft or medium, KBIG will be happy to

tailor a k-BIG garment to your measurements.

a Marie Coleman, Donahue & Coe, New York,

stresses that timebuyers are salesmen. Their job

isn't finished when schedules are on the air. "We
feel that every buy must be insured through thorough

merchandising," she explains. "Take advertising

for feature films as an example, though it applies

to any product. We make sure that stations co-

operate with us by mentioning the sponsor's prod-

uct {film titles, in this case) on circulars they send

out. We supply press books to local announcers to

give them more information about the films to in-

sure convincing messages and other possible air

mentions. But in buying time for any product, the

buyer must follow through in asking for and

supervising merchandising."

V'al Hitter, N. W. Ayer, New York, says that a

good buy is almost inevitably judged on ratings, but

good buyers consider a number of less clear-cut

criteria. "A program dictates the atmosphere in

which a commercial is viewed or heard. Therefore

a buyer must consider not only the time period that

will reach a maximum number of potential users for

the client's product, but also the tone and appeal of

the commercial and whether it will get the greatest

carry-over from the program it's in or adjacent to.

These are values that can't be decided mathe-

matically. The good timebuyer, therefore, needs to

be able to judge programing content beyond show
ratings. For example, the same program might

attract different types of audiences in different

types of markets."

Louis J. Kennedy, Kenyon & Eckhardt, New
York, says that knowledge of the client's product

and good briefings from the account executive are

a sound start to good time buying. "But it still

helps the buyer a great deal if he has a chance to

see film commercials or hear e.t.'s before placing

them," he adds. "All too often things come up to

prevent a previous screening: late production dead-

lines or the fact that the buyer's imbroiled in too

much work. There's some tendency, therefore, for

buyers to choose local personalities more care-

fully than adjacencies for film commercials. Yet

more thought should be given to the fact that

a campaign is most efficient when commercials are

in tune with the show they're near or in."

SPONSOR



Here's a champion performance to warm any advertiser's

blood against Winter's onset. The team includes

the Ashland Oil & Refining Company. 69,550 football

contest entries, and a remarkably persuasive medium

called WSAZ-TV. To kick off, let's ask: "What does any

advertiser want most when he advertises?"

action <

You bet ! So listen to this ! Ashland Oil

picked WSAZ-TV (and only WSAZ-TV) last Fall

to promote a contest during the Cleveland *

Browns televised pro games. Prizes:

32 trips by air to see the Browns tangle

with the Pittsburgh Steelers in

Cleveland on November 20.

For entry blanks, viewers were asked

to visit an Ashland Oil outlet. No
strings attached. Fast as you can say

"buck-lateral," Ashland dealers in

four states were hustling like

happy halfbacks to supply blanks.

After seven weeks, when the final

whistle blew, 69,550 entries had been

received — almost enough to pack

Cleveland's Municipal Stadium ! From them

32 winners were drawn before WSAZ-TV
cameras at half-time intermissions of the Browns

games. While thousands-&-thousands watched

!

Another example of how WSAZ-TV gets action

in this five-state industrial market with four

billion buying power, nearly half-a million

TV homes! What's more, WSAZ-TV is the one

medium covering the whole area. Ask your Katz

man to get you into

Huntington-
Charleston,

West Virginia

CHANNEL

S

Maximum Power

NBC BASIC NETWORK
affiliated with ABC

12
^>

the game, too.

^
^

WSAZ
TE LEVISION
also affiliated with Radio Stations WSAZ,

Huntington & WGKV. Charleston

Lawrence H. Rogers. Vice President and
General Manager, WSAZ. Inc.

represented nationally bv The Katz Agency

23 JANUARY 1956



the Gill

the Time
Daytime: the active hours when the world's work is

being done; when things are made and moved and

bought and sold; when factories hum and stores are

jammed; when human needs are filled and the practical

business of life goes on.

And this is who's behind it all, behind the making

moving, and buying and selling; behind the house t

Jack built and the things that fill it. It is she \

decides and provides the food and clothes and furnit

and stoves and refrigerators. She spends over $;

million a day on food and drugs alone. What with co

ing and cleaning and buying and fixing she happen:

be just about the busiest person in the world; alw;

on the move. For advertisers the trick is to keep up w

her, and nothing does this so well as radio. Radk

with her all day long, wherever she goes, from room

room, from house to car, from car to house, in over

million homes throughout the country.



the Place
The one place on radio you'll find her most of the time

is the network with ten out of the ten most popular day-

time programs. It's the same place you'll find the lead-

ing advertisers, too. This month seven new big ones

joined the ranks— Campbell Soup, Chesebrough-Pond's,

Easy Washing Machine, Pharmaco, Philip Morris,

Standard Brands, Sunsweet Prunes; while four old

faithfuls— Bristol-Myers, Campana, Hazel Bishop and

Lever Brothers added to their daytime schedules— all

on the nation's Number 1 Radio Network. .

.

the CBS
Radio
Network



KSTP is there"when it happens...
. . . and within minutes, the entire Northwest
knows the whole story! By their expert use of
five 2-way-radio news cars, a news plane, tape
and telephone recorders and other facilities,

KSTP reporters and news-men consistently lead
all competitors in fast, accurate presentation
of the news.
One of the first full-time radio newsrooms in

the nation, KSTP employs 19 experienced re-

porters, 100 "stringer" reporters in a 5-state
area whose job is to report the news quickly,
completely, impartially and in good taste.

Within the last few months, KSTP again
scooped all competitors— including newspapers
—with an exclusive story on a kidnap-murder
victim which was carried on national news serv-
ice wires. This, incidentally, is the third time
that KSTP has scored a news beat of national

importance. Several national and local awards
for news coverage and presentation also attest
to the excellence of this pioneering news oper-
ation.

In addition to its superior daily news pro-
grams, KSTP offers its listeners varied enter-
tainment 24 hours a day! The Northwest's
favorite personalities offer the "best music in

town," plus sports, weather news and other
popular shows.
Why not put KSTP with its top personalities,

balanced programming and unmatched news
coverage to work for you? To
sell the vital Northwest
market, your best buy is

KSTP . . . priced and
programmed to serve
today's radio needs!

KSTP K*^
MINNEAPOLIS

'PRICED and PROGRAMMED" to serve today's radio needs!
EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC. • NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

10 SPONSOR



by Bob Foreman

High tv ratings van be a worry too

Had the phrase "familiarity breeds contempt" not become

a cliche long before television it might well have been coined

expressly for the medium. Seldom has the familiar been held

in such contempt as takes place all too often in tv. What
has happened to the comics who were No. 1 a year or two

back? What Ex-Number One melodrama is fighting for its

life today? Where are the situation shows that were the talk

of every tv home only yesterday?

This subject—the staying power of a tv show—is of course

of vital interest to just about everyone involved in the busi-

ness, for by anticipating loss of favor it can often be staved

off a season or two or the whole opus can be dropped for a

new property before the roof falls in.

Wearability is a factor as far as commercials go—and

some go farther than others. The advertiser must attempt to

sense when his commercial will have run too often and either

alter it or yank it completely because the commercial that has

overstayed its welcome may do actual harm to a product.

There are reasons why a program falls from grace. So

many in fact. Obviously, there can be no rule of thumb which

will enable advertisers, agencies, networks or packagers to

tell just how long they have before the crowd will turn away.

The time spot, its competition, the caliber of the writing

( Please turn to page 112)

Foreman says Dragnet rating drop made Webb add romance, Marjie Miller, right

AGAIN

No.1

Independent

IN DENVER
AND COLORADO!

According

to an impartial

Pulse survey instituted by

the majority oi Denver radio

stations, KTLN again

delivers more listeners for

your advertising dollar than

any other Denver or

Colorado radio station.

"Call Me in New York"

I'm Peggy Stone

at Radio

Representatives, Inc.,

MUrray Hill 8-4340 —
or call Lee Mehlig in

Denver, AComa 2-4811—
for the complete

KTLN story.

TL
Denver's 24-hour Voice

of Music— Colorado's

Most Powerful, Most

Listened-to Radio Station

23 JANUARY 1956 11
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KABC, KAVL, KBIG, KBIS, KFAC,

KFI, KFWB, KFXM, KGER, KGFJ,
%

KIEV, KMPC, KNX, KOWL, KPOL,

KPOP, KRKD, KWKW, KWSO are proud to announce that Frank Crane

and his all-star cast of voices are visiting San Francisco.

\K
A*S

vS*

FRANK CRANE
president of The Southern

California Broadcasters

Association has a new

approach to an

important story.

On Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday; January 30th

and 31st and February 1st, the S.C.B.A.

is bringing the world's first Ultra-Phonic

Sound Presentation, "Unusual Radio Markets,'

to the Bay area.

RADIO-TV DAILY said, "...". eye and ear compelling. . .
."

SPONSOR said, ".
. . . unusual in conception and presentation . . . one of the most effective in radio history.

The entertaining and interesting new way in which this presentation is made has brought many comments

on its usefulness from those who have seen it.

ADVERTISERS AND AGENCIES ARE INVITED TO ATTEND-—AT STUDIO A,

KCBS, SHERATON-PALACE HOTEL—AT 10:30 AM OR 4:00 PM EACH DAY.

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL JIM ALSPAUGH AT YUKON 2-5701.

-

%
%\

KAVR in Apple Valley; KBIG in Avalon; KAFY, KBIS, KGEE, KPMC in Bakersfield;

KWTC in Barstow; KBLA in Burbank; KBUC in Corona; KXO in El Centro; KIEV in

Glendale; KAVL in Lancaster; KFOX, KGER in Long Beach; KABC, KFAC, KFI, KFWB,

KGFJ, KHJ, KLAC, KMPC, KNX, KPOL. KPOP, KRKD, ABC Network, CBS Network,

NBC Network in Los Angeles; KOCS in Ontario; KOXR in Oxnard; KCMJ in Palm Springs;

KALI, KWKW, KXLA in Pasadena; KCAL in Rsdlands; KCSB, KFXM, KITO, KRNO in

San Bernardino, KGIL in San Fernando; KVEC in San Luis Obispo; KWIZ in Santa

Ana; KDB, KIST in Santa Barbara; KCOY, KSMA in Santa Maria; KOWL in

Santa Monica; KVEN in Ventura, KWSO in Wasco.

PONCHO

4*

/

THE SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA BROADCASTERS ASSOCIATION

rtyAte•%
etiA/i~
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sponsor invites letters to the editor.

Address 40 E. 49 St., New York 17.

BACKSTAGE BOBBLE
Joe Csida's "Sponsor Backstage" in

your December 12. 1955 issue, which

was otherwise excellent, was in error

in using our registered trade mark

"Lp" in the generic form of LP de-

scribing any long playing record.

The letters "LP" should be used only

in connection with Columbia long play-

ing records, and when so used, only

in the following manner:

Columbia "Lp" Long-Playing rec-

ord.

This should either be followed by or

referenced to a footnote: (Lp trade-

mark reg. U.S. Pat. Off. I

We should appreciate your coopera-

tion in the future in protecting our

valuable property right in this trade

mark and in informing your readers

that the article in question improperly

used "LP" as explained in this letter.

Milton R. Neaman
Senior Attorney

Columbia Broadcasting

System, Inc.

New York, N. Y.
• SPONSOR apologizes for ihe error and happy
to oblige.

TOOTHPASTE FAN
"The wife wonders where the tooth-

paste went

Cause I switched my clan to Pepso-

dent."

I trust the authors of this jingle will

forgive my changing their lines a lit-

tle. But I couldn't help dancing a jig

when I read your story on that Pepso-

dent Radio Budget.

I hope all advertisers keep an eye on

this campaign. Maybe radio isn't as

glamorous as our visual buddies, but

we can sell merchandise.

By the way, my station has not been

bought so this is not a personal expres-

sion of gratitude.

Bill Hart
Station Manager

KGHI
Little Rock, Ark.

MARKETING STUDY
I have read with absorbing interest

the installments of vour Marketing and

T Television commercials represent creative

energy expended during countless man-hours
of hard work.

To let the slightest element in their presentation

go wrong is a waste of talent, time and adver-

tising dollars.

That is why WBEN-TV "guides your com-
mercials" from copy checking to control-room

shading . . . from him room to studio floor.

And no television station in Western New York
is better equipped for this important job. Pio-

neer since 1948, WBEN-TV has developed

skills and techniques to the point of perfection

that counts most when "you're on the air."

You buy "QUALITY" when you buy WBEN-
TV — and it costs you no more. In considering

your next TV move in the Buffalo market, con-

sider— first— WBEN-TV.

Your TV dollars count for more on CHANNEL 4.

WBEN ^TV

WBEN-TV DELIVERS

Western New York is the

second richest market in

America's richest State. And
— WBEN-TV delivers this

market as does no other

television station.

CBS NETWORK BUFFALO, N. Y.

WBINTV 1

Representative T

Harrington, (lighter and Parsons. Inc.,

New York, Chicago, San Francisco

23 JANUARY 1956 13



A
-

nd what do YOU want

from a Musical Clock?
The same thing my Central New York

listeners want:

GOOD MUSIC — TIME — WEATHER REPORTS—
NEWS AND LOCAL FLAVOR

But you want more . . . SALES RESULTS!
That's what I offer on WFBL's Musical Clock.

Mon. thru Sat., 7 to 9:30 a.m.

It got RESULTS for 144 advertisers in 1955
FORWARD '56!

Am I better than other morning men? Certainly!

Just place your message on my show and watch the

sales rise. See Free $c Peters.

Best wishes,

Merchandising study from the point of

view of both agency and client, under

Ben Bodec's byline.

These articles are excellent and a

lot of interviewing and leg work must

have been done to obtain the informa-

tion which you so ably prepared.

After you have reprinted the series,

I would like to have 10 or 12 sets, if

possible, to circulate within our or-

ganization.

William L. Young
Vice President

Marketing & Merclwndising

William Esty Company, Inc.

New York, N. Y.

• Reader Young is referring to articles pub-
lished in the 31 Oct. 1955, 12 Dec. 1955, 26
Dec. 1955, and 9 Jan. 1956 issues of SPONSOR.
Reprinting will depend on volume of reader re-

quests.

FARM DATA

An individual employed in a mid-

west advertising agency wrote me re-

cently with respect to some statistics on

farm radio. In search for the answers,

I wrote Frank Atwood who recently re-

tired as president of NATRFD. He
thought the best source of information

would be sponsor.

The questions asked dealt with lis-

tening preferences of farmers. . . .

Since Frank's reference is very gen-

eral. I wonder if there is a specific is-

sue of your magazine which covered

this subject or whether it is contained

in several different issues.

Hollis M. Seavey

Director

Clear Channel

Broadcasting Service

Washington, D. C.

• SPONSOR'S 4th annual Farm Issue was pub-
lished 31 Oet. 1955. Copies are available.

Central New York's FIRST Radio Station

TIMEBUYERS' GUIDE

Thank you for your "Timebuyers of

the U.S." I'm sure this took a lot of

hard work to compile and I know we

can use it to great advantage.

Harold C. Lund
Vice President

KDKA-TV
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Thanks for the two copies of your

fine list of "Timebuyers of the U. S.'

I think this is a great job and one that

will be extremely helpful to all stations.

Could vou send me three additional

copies

:

Ralph W. Nimmons
Manager
WFAA-TV
Dallas, Texas

14 SPONSOR.



IN INLAND CALIFORNIA iand western nevadai

RADIO

These inland radio stations, purchased as a unit, give you
more listeners than any competitive combination of local

stations . . . and at the lowest cost per thousand! (SAMS
and SR&D)

In this inland market — ringed by mountains — the Bee-

line covers an area with over 2 million people, more buy-

ing power than Colorado, more farm income than Kansas.

(Sales Management's 1955 Copyrighted Survey)

tULcCAaJbcJUq &fijoadccisti*Aq C*nf*Jfpoj*A\
SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA • Paul H. Raymer Co., National Representative
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"What's the Kansas City area story?"

"Let's ask Pulse and Nielsen!" ^

of course!

Dominates

Its Area, Too!
•lAYlOt UnCCOlTlOfCMur *»Y™ |

70-County

AREA PULSE
620,400 radio homes
WHB is first in every time period!

Average share of audience 25% ahead

of the second station!

N. S. I. AREA
542.700 radio homes
WHB all-day average: 42.9%

(second station: 16.6%)

WHB first by far in every time period!

'--
1 •—La

Latest Kansas City Hooper gives WHB whopping

first place with 47.7%. So WHB dominates the

metropolitan area as it dominates the whole area.

More reason than ever to talk to the man from

Blair, or WHB General

Armstrong !

lanager George W.

weiii 10,000 watts — 710 kc

m-CONTINENT BROADCASTING COMPANY
President: Todd Storz

KOWH, Omaha
Represented by

H-R Reps., Inc.

WTIX, New Orleans

Represented by

Adam
J.
Young, Jr.

WHB, Kansas City

Represented by

John Blair & Co.
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New and renew
23 JANUARY 1956

1. New on Television Networks
SPONSOR AGENCY STATIONS PROGRAM, time, start, duration

Hazel Bishop, NY _ Raymond Spector

Best Foods, NY ...D-F-S, NY

Colgate-Palmolive, Jersey City Ted Bates, NY
Colgate-Palmolive, Jersey City William Esty, NY
Dixie Cup, Easton, Pa

Clamorene, NY
Lewis Howe, St. Louis, for Turns

Maybelline Co, Chi

W. A. Sheaffer Pen Co, Ft. Madison, Iowa

Swiff & Co, Chi

Time, Inc, NY _

Toni Co, Chi

Ton; Co, Chi

NY CBS 78 Gary Moore; alt Th 10-10:15 am; 5 Jan; 52 wks

_ ABC - -...Afternoon Film Festival; M-F 3-5 pm; 1 Jan;
13 wks

ABC — ...Famous Film Festival; S 7:30-9 pm; 1 Jan; 13 wks

CBS 136 Crusader; alt F 9-9:30 pm; 13 Jan; 52 wks

. NBC _. Queen for a Day; alt Th 4:30-4:45 pm; 16 Feb;
26 wks

ABC -Famous Film Festival; S 7:30-9 pm; 5 Feb; 26 wks

ABC ."amous Film Festival; S 7:£0-9 pm; 15 Jan; 4 wks

CBS 125 Jack Parr; M 1:15-1:30; 26 Dec;
Robert Q. Lewis; M 2-2:15 pm; 26 Dec

Russel M. Seeds, Chi CBS 57 Robert Q. Lewis; M 2-2:15 pm; 9 and 16 Jan

McCann-Erickson, NY _ NBC 70 Tennessee Ernie; M 12:15-12:30; 23 Jan; 26 wks

Y&R, NY ABC --._._ John Daly and news; Th 7:15-7:30; 5 Jan

North Adv, Chi CBS 77 Gary Moore; alt Th 10-10:15 am; 15 Dec; 19

alt wks

North Adv, Chi CBS 121 Person to Person; alt F 10:30-11 pm; 6 Jan; 3

alt wks

Hicks & Creist, NY

Product Services, NY
D-F-S, NY
Cordon Best, Chi

2. Renewed on Television Networks
SPONSOR AGENCY STATIONS PROGRAM, time, start, duration

American Tobacco, NY
Emerson Drug Co, Balti

F 9-9:30 pm; 9 March 26 wks

a Lifetime; alt S 9-9:30 pm; 1 Jan;

General Electric, NY
Kellogg Co, Battle Creek

Lever Bros, NY

SSCB, NY ... NBC 108 Bis Story;

Lennen & Newell, NY ABC Chance of

13 wks

BBDO, NY CBS 150 CE Theatre; S 9-9:30 pm; 25 Dec; 52 wks

Leo Burnett, Ch' CBS 62 Gary Moore; T 10:15-10:30 am; 3 Jan; 52 wks

JWT, NY ..CBS 69 Arthur Godfrey Time; M & W 11-11:15 am; 2
Jan; 52 wks

Mercury Dealers, Chi CBS 167 Ed Sullivan Show; S 8-9 pm; 1 Jan; 52 wks
Olin Mathieson, NY Cant Adv, NY ... ABC Chance of a Lifetime; S 9-9:30 pm;
R. J. Reynolds, Winston-Salem, NC William Es'y, NY CBS 136 Crusader; alt F 9-9:30 pm; 6 Jan; 52 wks
R. J. Reynolds, Winston-Salem, NC William Esty, NY CBS 172 I've Cot a Secret; W 9:30-10 pm; 4 Jan; 52 wks
Simoniz Co, Chi .... ..... SSCB, NY NBC 108 ... Big Story; F 9-9:30 pm; 9 March; 26 wks
Sawyer's, Inc, Portland, Ore ...... Carvell, Nelson & Powell, NBC 105 Home Show; 9 parties; 6 Jan-4 April

Portland
A. E. Staley, Decatur, III Ruthrauff & Ryan, NY.. CBS 64 Gary Moore; alt M 10:15-10:30 am; 16 Jan; 7

alt wks
Yardley of London, NY N. W. Ayer & Sons, NY CBS 57 Gary Moore: F 11-11:15 am; 30 Dec; 13 wks

3. Broadcast Industry Executives
NAME FORMER AFFILIATION NEW AFFILIATION

James F. Anderson WOAI, San Antonio, prom mgr _ KIWW, S3n Antonio, general mgr
Lu Bassett WSAI, Cinn, acct exec .._... Same, natl sales mgr
Wayne Beavers K C EQ-TV, St. Joseih, Mo, regional sales director Same, comm. mgr
Charles C .Bevis, Jr KOA, Denver, general mgr _ WBUF-TV, Buffalo, general mgr
Ronald E. Buchanan _ WIW-C, Columbus, Ohio, sales exec WBZ-WBZA, Arlington, Mass, sales

Edwin Cahn Pulse, LA, mgr *ame, Pacific activities director

Donald F. Campbell Edward Petry, NY, tv acct exec WSPD, Toledo, NY sales evec
Albert F. Capstaff NBC Radio, NY Same, exec producer of Monitor
Harry Dangerfield, Jr. KDKA, Pittsburgh KBTV, Denver, sales

William B. Decker NBC, spot sales, NY, acct director WBUF-TV, Buffalo, sales mgr
Leonard P. Coorian ... WKRC-RC, Cinn, executive producer
Clenn Griswold KFEQ-TV, St. Joseph, Mo, commercial mgr KFEQ-AM, KFEQ-TV, St. Joseph, general mgr
David C. Hill .._CKDA, Victoria, B.C., sales _ _...Same, mgr
Charles V. Hunter WJW, Cleveland, sales Same, sales mgr
Allan Klenman CKNW, Van-:ouve', sales mgr CKDA, Victoria, B.C., sales mgr
Robert E. Lang Radio Free Europe, director CBS, NY, news and public aairs div, sales director

John Pindell KHQ-TV, Spokane, sales mgr KINC-TV, Seattle, local sales mgr
James L. Prendergast W3JS, WinsJon-Salem, tv production mgr Same, tv program director

Jo Ranson WMCM, NY, publicity director ..Same, public service program director

George H. Rogers, Jr. WKRC-TV, Cinn, program dept Same, commercial prod mgr
Robert Tyrol WTIC, Hertford, announcer Same, sales

John
Cantwell (4)

George H.

| Rogers, |r.

(3)

Frank
Kemp (41

Evan W.
g Hayter (4)

Donald P.

Campbell (3)

Jo Ranson

In next issue: New and Renmced on Radio Networks; Broadcast Industry Executives;

Sponsor Personnel Changes; Station Changes
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\iit ami renew

Clenn
Criswold (3)

Charles V.
Hunter (3)

Edwin
Cahn (3)

Norman E.

Mork (4)

Harry W.
Ckesley, Jr.

(4)

4. Advertising Agency Personnel Changes
NAME FORMER AFFILIATION NEW AFFILIATION

Joseph F. Beck Scheidler & Beck, NY, vp Same, exec vp

John 0. Bozell Bozell & Jacobs, Omaha, acct exec Same, vp

John Cantwell Compton Adv, NY, merchandising Same, vp

Harry W. Chesley, Jr. Philip Morris, NY, vp in charge of mkting D'Arcy, NY, exec vp & director

Paul Cooke _ Compton Adv, NY, production Same, vp

Val Corradi D. P. Brother, Detr . Same, vp

Howard Foley DCSS, NY, copy supervisor . Same, vp

West Cillingham W. B. Doner Adv, Detr, acct exec Ralph Sharp Adv, Detr, exec vp

Walker Graham McGinn Erickson, Detr, vp and copy group head D. P. Brother, Detr, vp

William Craves Cannon Mills, NY, asst adv-prom mgr Grey Adv, NY, contact acct exec

Evan W. Hayter McCann Erickson (Canada) Ltd., Toronto, president

Frank Kemp Compton Adv, NY, asst media director Same, vp and media director

Charles W. Kopf _ Kenyon & Eckhardt, NY, acct exec Fred Wittner Agency, NY, vp and plans board mbr

Norman D. Kosran Ehrlich, Neuwirth & Sobo, NY Same, adv mgr

Cecilia E. Long .._ Ronalds Agency, Montreal, acct exec Same, women's promotion director

Wallace R. MacDonald BBDO, NY, asst mgr internatl div ... Same, Atlanta, acct exec

Jack Miller KCOP-TV, LA __Jimmy Fritz & Assoc, Hywood, merchandising-promoti

C. Stuart Mitchell Compton Adv, NY, acct section Same, vp

James Charles Molica Erwin, Wasey & Co, LA, acct exec

Norman E. Mork B-B-T, San Fran, General mgr Same, vp in charge of West Coast accts

Sheldon Moyer ... ...Kenyon & Eckhardt, Detr acct exec D. P. Brother, Detr, vp

Fred J. Roth Kenyon & Ekhardt, NY, acct exec Donahue & Coe, NY acct exec

Gilbert Supple Maxon Agency, NY Harry B. Cohen, NY, cpywritr

S. New Firms, New Offices, Changes of Address
John Blair & Co, Blair-TV and Hoag-Blair have moved to

larger quarters in San Francisco's Russ Bldg.

Dixie Advertisers, Jackson Miss, shortly will become known

as Godwin Advertising Agency, will also have an office

in New Orleans.

Fitzerald Advertising, New Orleans, became a corporation

on 28 December.

KDKA, Pittsburgh, will move to Building 1 at Gateway

Center.

KRKD, LA, has moved to 6906 Santa Monica Blvd. New

phone number is HO 5-2181.

Arthur Lodge Productions and Boyd & Lodge Films, NY,

will occupy expanded quarters at 21 West 46th St.

Solters, O'Rourke and Associates, NY, has moved to 1780

Broadway.

Vic Maitland & Assoc, a new Pittsburgh agency, will locate

in New Gateway Center.

WATV and WAAT sales offices, NP, have both moved to

515 Madison Ave.

Frank Weston Adv-Public Relations, Providence, has moved

to Diamond Hill Road, Cumberland R.F.D., Manville, R.I.

WIBG, Phila, has moved offices to the Suburban Station

Bldg.

6. Station Changes (reps, network affiliation, power increases)

KDUB-KDUB-TV, Lubbock, Texas will be represented by the

Branham Company.

KjR, Seattle, has appointed the Branham Company natl reps.

K!OA, Des Moines, joined the ABC radio network.

KSO, Des Moines, on relinquishing its ABC affiliation, be-

came independent station 24 December.

KWHP, Cushing, Okla has changed its call letters to KUSH.

KWTX-TV and KANG-TV, both Waco stations, announced

that they will merge operations.

KXL, Portland, Oregon, has appointed the Branham Com-

pany natl reps.

WALB-TV, Albany, Ca, has appointed Venard, Rintoul &
McConnell natl reps.

WBBF, Rochester, is now being represented by Vernard,

Rintoul & McConnell.

WBBQ, Augusta, Ga, has appointed Everett-McKinney natl

reps.

WBEX, Chillicothe, Ohio, has become an ABC affiliate.

WFBL, Syracuse, has been sold to Founders Corporation of

NY.

WBUF-TV, Buffalo, has become an afiliate of NBC.

WHBQ, Memphis, has become an affiliate of ABC.

WILD, Birmingham, was purchased by the Cordon Broad-

casting Co.

WSUN-WSUN-TV, St. Petersburg-Tampa, has appointed Ven-

ard, Rintoul & McConnell natl reps.

William B.

Decker (3)
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New surveys again

prove preference for WHO!

Study by Des Moines

Chamber of Commerce Parallels

Findings of Iowa Radio

Audience Survey!

_L l OW another new survey reaffirms what the

Iowa Radio Audience Surveys have shown for

years!

The new 46-county study has just been re-

leased by the Greater Des Moines Chamber of

Commerce. It was made for tbe benefit of Des

Moines merchants—to discover why people shop

in Des Moines—to show what Des Moines mer-

chants can do to improve their own businesses.

Significantly, this Survey shows that WHO
Radio is listened-to-most by 61.4% of the Des

Moines Trading Area's families. (Tbe new 1955

Iowa Radio Audience Survey reports 59.2% for

the State as a whole
! )

.

Copies of the Iowa Radio Audience Survey

are now available. They tell you just about

everything you need to know about radio in

Iowa. Mail the coupon today for your free copy!

il

Affiliate

FREE & PETERS. INC.,

Exclusive National Representatives

BUY ALL of IOWA-
Pins "Iowa Plus"-with

PI
Des Moines . . . 50,000 Watts

Col. B. J. Palmer, President

P. Av Loyet , Resident Manager

195S

R*0»0
AUO«"cf

Swrtr»*

^«~—

-

°S ^ nt come*05

»»« »•
'"•

Radio Station WHO
Des Moines, Iowa

Gentlemen: Please rush me a complimentary copy of

the Iowa Radio Audience Survey.

N<

Fii

Street.

City_ State.
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THAT SELL

ONE OF THE BEST UHF
MARKETS IN THE U.S.

98 % Converted, March 1 955, ARB

WICS staff newsman whose daily "News
Final" carries 24.0 Telepulse (Nov.
1954)—other news programs equally
high rating. News work is straight,
forthright, and factual—punctuated with
film, slides, and interviews.

IW^kV^ JULIE CRAIG
1*<!

WICS Women's Director—does two daily
shows aimed primarily to the 'better

half of the Channel 20 audience. Daily
evening "Shopping with Julie" show
carries 29.0 rating (Pulse, Nov. 1954).

If you want the women of Illinois' State

Capital Market, Julie can and will de-
liver.

!">>.. DICK O'NEILL

WICS News Editor—specializes in local

news coverage. Daily "Local News"
show carries 29.0 rating (Pulse, Nov.
1954). Ample use of film, slides, and
still photos of local news events keeps
the audience that buys your products.

WICS
springfield; Illinois

For availabilities call, write, or wire
WICS direct or Adam Young Television
Corp.

Norman C Owen
V.p. in charge of sales

CBS-Columbia, Long Island City, New York

Norman Owen's one man who's not afraid to buck a trend, when

he's convinced of a theory. As CBS-Columbia's v.p. in charge of

sales, he frequently has to make marketing and advertising strategy

decisions by Madison Avenue's own yardstick: "Enough facts and a

good hunch."

Recently, Owen explained his concept of network radio adver-

tising to SPONSOR: "We've found net radio to be most successful

in the past. It has done much to create strong product identifica-

tion and sales. In 1956 network radio has a most important part

in our over-all marketing program.''

In practice, this means that CBS-Columbia ( through Ted Bates

& Co.) is continuing its participating sponsorship of three CBS
Radio shows: Amos V Andy, Mondays 9:30-9:55 p.m., Bing

Crosby, Wednesdays 7:30-7:45 p.m. and Edgar Bergen, Sundavs

7:05-8:00 p.m.

Some 65% of CBS-Columbia's ad budget goes into radio-tv ad-

vertising of the firm's radio and tv sets.

"We haven't been advertising radio sets recently," Owen added.

"But from now until June we'll be rotating radio set commercials

advertising our new transistor line on all our shows."

As far as tv goes, we're now taking a leaf from the automobile

industry boom and going out aggressively after the replacement mar-

ket where an anticipated 2.2 million tv sets can be sold in 1956."

On tv. CBS-Columbia's mainstay is Arthur Godfrey and His

Friends.

"Godfrey has done a tremendous job for CBS-Columbia," Owen

told sponsor. "He has created a link in the public's mind between

CBS and CBS-Columbia products. His are the kind of commercials

that make people come into dealers' stores asking to 'see the sets

Arthur Godfrey spoke about last night.' He's the greatest sales-

man on tv today."

At a 27 December sales convention at the Waldorf in New York,

Owen had proof that his sales force is behind the advertising effort.

"Arthur Godfrey came in and the men burst into applause," he

recalls.

Now suburbanites, Owen and his wife spend a lot of time writing

to only daughter Karen who's at the University of Colorado. * * *
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RESULTS

COUNT...

1290
on everyone's Radio

A'S

m m
ONLY 24-Hl« UR M USIC, NEWS AND SPORTS STM

and you

get 'em on

RADIO CENTER

AVERY-KNODEL — Exclusive National Rep.



Exclusive National Representatives §\ W t ll I " IX 11 V 1/ h L i Inc.AVERY-KNODEL,

Local billings U

You can bet the local advertisers know . . . better than any survey . . . which

station gets results best! So when dozens of new ones buy and re-buy KOIL,

there must be a reason. Incidentally, the latest pulse shows our ratings are

way up, too!

a 11 sales are LOCAL . . . anl

RESULTS COUNT. ..and
'DECEMBER '55 OVER DECEMBER '54 OMAHA'S ONLY 2 4-HOUR



n [30011£AHA

Itiat includes YOURS!

u get 'em on
JSIC NEWS SPORTS STATION

ftOIL
RADIO CENTER

5000 WATTS — FULL TIME



the proof of the puddin', is in the eating!

1956 OMAHA AAA

BASEBALL
again exclusively on Uv^/ U LJ

The tremendous popularity of Radio KOIL . . .

among listeners and advertisers alike, both

local and national ... is further emphasized

by D'Arcy Advertising of St. Louis, again

selecting Radio KOIL to carry the complete

schedule in spite of strong competitive bids

from 3 other Omaha radio stations.

see Avery-Knodel, Inc. .. . for all the details.

DUGOUT DOPE

1 5-min. of

pre-game color

COREBOARD"

All the latest -scores

local /and national

RESULTS COUNT . . . and you GET 'EM on KOIL

DON HILL will again broad-

cast exclusively for KOIL the

1956 Omaha Cardinals AAA
Baseball games . . .

both home and away.



by Joe Csida

Imagination, ingenuity should top <I.j. hit parade

It is a safe bet, with the vast amount of record program-

ing on local radio stations these days, that the largest amount

of money spent in local radio by advertisers and agencies is

on disk jockey shows. And it is an equally safe guess that

if all such programs are carefully planned, sets-in-use and

rating figures will go up, and these shows will do an even

better job for the advertiser than they've done to date. It

is for this reason that the mail response to the column I

did a couple of issues back, decrying the lack of imagina-

tion and ingenuity in music programing on radio, has been

so gratifying. It is also for this reason that I believe pur-

suing the subject from time to time, may lead to some tangi-

ble good from the advertiser, the station and the record

company standpoints. To get the ball rolling, two of the

letters, one from KFOR in Lincoln, Nebraska; the other

from W-GTO in Haines City, Florida will serve nicely.

Robert Askey, program director of the ABC affiliate in

Lincoln, raises a question which has made it difficult for

broadcasters to do a top job for advertisers, and which has

plagued record makers for some time. I will merely let

Bob state the question here, and will check the record manu-
facturers in the next several weeks to see what can be ac-

complished. But here's Bob's beef:

Dear Mr. Csida:

As one of the few stations who programed "Passions in

Paint" as it was sent to us, I read with interest your article

in the Sponsor Magazine of December 12th.

I would be interested in contacting someone at Coral Records

concerning shipments of samples to our station. Earlier

Coral has proposed a service contract—they give us so many
records and we pay them so much money. My counter-

proposal of charging them our card rate for air time de-

voted to their records has been coolly received to say the

least.

If there is some way that you can help me break this barrier

I would be very appreciative.

Sincerely,

Robert Askey

Program Director

Let me know, if you will, how you handled this situation.

(Please turn to page 116)

theViewer'sChoice

ALL OF THE TOP 15 ONCE-A-WEEK
SHOWS ore on WREX-TV

Rank Show Rating

1 $64,000 Question 57.0

2 I've Got a Secret 48.3

3 Waterfront 48.0

4 Millionaire 46.5

5 Ed Sullivan Show 46.4

6 Meet Millie 46.0

7 What's My Line 43.0

8 Make Room for Daddy 42.0

9 Racket Squad 42.0

10 Whiting Girls 42.0

1 1 Disneyland 41 .4

12 G. E. Theatre 40.8

Honeymooners 40.

Badge 714 40.3

You'll Never Get Rich 39.

ALL OF THE TOP 15 SYNDICATED
FILMS are on WREX-TV

Rank Show Rating

1 Waterfront 48.0

2 Racket Squad 42.0

3 Badge 714 40.3

4 City Detective 32.0

5 Kit Carson 29.5

6 Mayor of the Town 27.5

7 Guy Lombardo 24.5

8 Big Playback 24.0

9 I Led Three Lives 22.8

10 Town and Country Time. . 20.8

11 Frank Leahy Football. .. . 19.5

12 Ames Brothers 17.5

13 Highway Patrol 16.3

14 Million Dollar Movie 16.3

15 Studio 57 15.8

Area Survey by Pulse, Inc., Sept. 1955

Represented by H. R. Television, Inc.

CBS-ABC Affiliations
Now Telecasting in Color

WREX-TV «£*w 13
ROCKFORD, L L I N O I S
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NB(G SPOT SAL1ES
IS FBOIHED TO
WEIIXQMIE

TV
DENVER,

NBC Spot Sales is happy to announce that

effective February 1, KOA-TV, VHF chan-

nel 4 in Denver, Colorado, joins the roster

of great television stations which it repre-

sents nationally.

308,800 families, with an effective buying

income of nearly 1.7 billion dollars, live in

KOA-TV's coverage area. And KOA-TV
leads all other Denver TV stations in over-

all share-of-audience.

A sure way to reach and sell a prosperous

and growing market —

KOA-TV
represented nationally by

SPOT SALES
30 Rockefeller Plaza

New York 20, N. Y.

also representing television stations wrca-tv New York,

WNBQ Chicago, krca Los Angeles, ksd-tv St. Louis, WRC-TV Washington, D. C,
WNBK Cleveland, KOMO-TV Seattle, kptv Portland, Ore., WAVE-TV Louisville,

WRGB Schenectady-Albany-Troy, KONA-tv Honolulu. Hawaii.

26 SPONSOR



NBC SPOT SMJES
IS FMjOTUIED TO
WELCOME

Radio
DENVEIV

NBC Spot Sales is happy to announce the

return of KOA-Radio, effective February 1,

to the roster of great radio stations which

it represents nationally.

KOA-Radio, with 50,000 watts power, serves

Denver ... a top ranking metropolitan area

. . . and 302 counties in 12 states. It has been

delivering coverage, circulation and results

to advertisers for 31 years.

Let dominant KOA-Radio sell for you in

the Western Market.

KOA-RADIO
represented nationally by

NBGl SPOT SALES
30 Rockefeller Plaza

New York 20, N. Y.

also representing radio stations wrca New York,

WMAQ Chicago, knbc San Francisco, ksd St. Louis, wrc Washington, D. C,
WTAM Cleveland, komo Seattle, wave Louisville, KGU Honolulu, Hawaii,

and the nbc western radio network.
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NOT SEVENTEEN?

YES...WBRE-TV
does have

a 17 County Coverage

Everything's BIG about WBRE-TV. BIG in Power ... the

Nation's First Million Watt Station. BIG in viewing area

...17 counties of N.E. Pennsylvania covering a popula-

tion of almost 2,000,000. BIG in buying income . . .

400,000 families with a spending potential close to

$2,000,000,000. These are only a few facts that

make WBRE-TV the BIG advertising buy in this

choice consumer market. Call us or your

Headley-Reed representative for proof of

WBRE-TV's higher program ratings, better

picture performance, higher set count . . .

and answers to any of your questions.

It is a Zoological fact that the height of a
Gixaite from the bottom ot its front teet to the

top of its head has towered 17 feet and more
. . . the better to reach the choice tender leaves.

BASIC BUY : National Representative : The Headley-Reed Co.

Counties Covered: LUZERNE LACKAWANNA LYCOMING
SCHULYKILL NORTHUMBERLAND MONROE PIKE
WYOMING SULLIVAN SUSQUEHANNA BRADFORD

SNYDER MONTOUR CARBON

COLUMBIA
WAYNE
UNION
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FILM'S $100 1MLLI0I 111
• Syndicated, feature film gross expected to top 1955 by 25%

• More national, regional clients are attracted to spot film

• Big question: How will flood of movies affect syndication?

1 he film distribution business—expanding in all directions—may hit the magical

$100 million mark in 1956.

This assumes a healthy 25% jump in business over 1955, which, as sponsor predicted

a year ago, was in the neighborhood of $80 million. Some of the more optimistic quarters

(and the film distribution business is nothing if not optimistic) see a possibility of even $110

million. This includes syndication of film made for tv and feature film product.

Whatever the actual figure, there is no question of this fact: Film syndication is big

and it's getting bigger. And it's getting bigger because it offers the advertiser a way to

sell goods, an alternative method of buying programing and a flexible way of buying a

medium. If it didn't, it wouldn't be there.

The figures above are admittedly general estimates. In this rough-and-tumble industry,

sales figures are either used for promotional reasons or not given out at all—mostly the

latter. Even stockholder's reports mask sales figures.

However, there are good reasons for optimism in a business

bothered by free-wheeling prices, clearances, too much

product, lack of capital. The top firms reported

sales curves slanting in a clearly northeast

direction during 1955 and bigger pro

graming schedules. Ziv's 1955

billings were 42% above 1954;

Screen Gems is lipping pro-

duction plans 50%; TPA
(Continues next page) AND CLEARANCES?

WHAT 14

QUESTIONS DO

ADMEN ASK BEFORE

BUYING A FILM? SEE

ANSWERS ON PAGE 46

ARE YOU UP ON-FACTS

ABOUT FILM PRICES.

FOR A FILL-IN,

SEE PAGE 44



THREE BIG FILM TRENDS

1

More multi-market buys: Shown above discussing Continental
Baking's 70-market spread tor "Annie Oakley'' are (I. to r.)

Wilbur Edwards, CBS Film's sales chief; Lou Hill, acct. exec,
Ted Bates; Lee Marshall, firm ad mgr.; John Howell, CBS Film

2
More mature merchandising: Duncan Renaldo, star of Ziv's
'"Cisco Kid,' shakes hands during personal appearance tour with
Claude Richards, 1., E. J. Walker, of Arden Aleadow Cold Ice
Cream & Dairies, Salt Lake City sponsors a long-running show

More feature film: "Notorious," with Ingrid Bergman, Cary
Grant, one of 11 Selznick features bought for tv by NTA. During
1955 and this month, over 1,000 features, over 300 Westerns,
about 4,000 shorts, cartoons, were released to tv film firms

reports sales 63% over 1954; Guild

reports a hike of over 50% ; CBS
Film Sales registered a 50% jump;

ABC Film Syndication, a comparative

newcomer, doubled its sales; Walter

Schwimmer Co. reports an increase of

40%. And so on down the line.

Film distributors also saw an in-

crease in multi-market spot buys by

national and regional advertisers, a

happy portent against a background

of efforts by syndicators to balance

their sales from all quarters. In most

cases, this is matter of increasing the

percentage of multi-market sales as

against local sales to stations and

local advertisers. Aside from the

concept of being strong in more than

one sales area, an important reason

for pushing multi-market sales were

a few weak spots appearing in syndi-

cation sales, especially in product that

has been around for some time. Syn-

dicators reacted by bringing out fewer

new series for syndication in 1955

(about a dozen compared to 16 the

year before) and this served to hold

the price line somewhat.

The drive to balance sales also had

its effect (in reverse) on a firm like

Screen Gems, which has six network

shows running and is the envy of its

colleagues (whose salesmen have to

pound the street selling many shows

market by market). Screen Gems is

out to up its syndication sales and

hope? to divvy up national and local

sales 50-50 for the fiscal year begin-

ning 1 July. Its current breakdown

is about 65% national (to a syndica-

tor national sales include both net-

work and multi-market) and 35%
local. Screen Gems' actual sales tar-

get for the next fiscal year is $7.5

million in billings for both sides of

the fence, a total of $15 million.

Commenting on the multi-market

picture, Frederic W. Ziv, board

chairman of Ziv Tv Programs, said

recently: "The long-term trend has

been toward major regional and na-

tional advertisers realizing the ad-

vantages and flexibilities of syndica-

tion, although local-level sales remain

the backbone of the business."

Ziv's multi-market sales are now up

to 40% of total billings. The firm's

multi-market sales in 1955 were 56%
above 1954, compared to a 42% in-

crease in all sales.

The increasing interest in spot tv

programing by regional and national

clients is seen by syndicators as the

30 SPONSOR



Old: Success of "Little Rascals," title of New: Hollywood Tv Service, subsidiary of

famous "Our Gang" comedies, distributed by Republic Pictures, will start syndication of

Interstate Tv, shows there's still gold in "Adventures of Dr. Fu Manchu" in Febru-
ancient movies. Stations have been stripping ary. Show is good example of how syndi-

them, have hit ratings in the 20s and 30s cators pick stories of proven appeal for tv

Perennial: Licensed merchandise adds plus
to film show promotion. Milton Gordon,
1., Michael Sillerman, r., TPA president,

exec. v.p. respectively, discuss licensing

with Allen Stone of Stone Associates

fruition of persistent sales promotion

and what they like to call education.

Another factor has been simply that

those agencies and advertisers stand-

ing on the sideline have watched

others plunge into syndication and

do well at it. Syndicators told spon-

sor that, in many cases, clients and

agencies have shied away simply from

fear of trying something new.

National and regional advertisers

do not confine their purchases of syn-

dicated shows to full sponsorship in

a list of markets, of course. Stations

offer and advertisers buy participa-

tions in such shows. During 1955 an

important trend opened more oppor-

tunities for such buys.

The trend : syndicated shows in

strips during weekdays. For the most

part this stripping was done during

the day, mostly between 1:00 and

6:00 p.m. and early and late evening.

One reason for daytime stripping was

the fact that it is easier to find time,

since stripping is a common daytime

format. Another is that stations wel-

comed the chance of offering programs

of "nighttime quality" rather than

locally-produced kitchen and person-

ality strips.

Particularly active in selling strips

are Official and both the CBS and

NBC film sales outfits. The network

subsidiaries have been successful in

pushing the stripping of Westerns,

such as Gene Autry, Range Rider

(both CBS) and Hopalong Cassidy

I NBC I. Official, which claims to

have started the trend, has been sell-

ing reruns of two network shows

(situation comedies) My Little Margie

and Trouble With Father (formerly

the Stu Erwin Show) plus reruns of

the syndicated show Foreign Intrigue

under the titles Dateline Europe, Over-

seas Adventure and Cross Current.

I Three titles are used because each

features a different star.)

Stripping, naturally, requires a big

backlog of film. One season's pro-

duction (39 episodes) would last less

than two months for a single run.

The Foreign Intrigue group, for ex-

emple, totals 156 titles. As shows

now in production pile up episodes,

the pressure for stripping will un-

doubtedly increase.

It appears, however, that stripping

will come up against what is prob-

ably thg most dramatic .development

in the film bu&i-Hess: the heavy-release,

during 1955 and early 1956 of feature

films, Westerns, shorts and cartoons

by major studios in Hollywood and

abroad plus some independents.

The feature film list alone comes to

well over 1,000, the Westerns total

well over 300 and the shorts and car-

loons tote up to about 4,000. Some
are already on the market and sold.

• The bulk of the features, those in-

cluded in the sale of 740 RKO fea-

tures by General Teleradio to C & C
Super Corp. and the 104 to be re-

leased by Columbia Pictures through

Screen Gems, had not. at sponsor's

presstime, found their way to tv

screens.

What will happen to the syndication

business when they do is a mat-

ter of dispute. Publicly, most of the

syndicators are unworried, their stand

being that movies are too long to

squeeze easily into time slots where

feature films are not now running. A
typical comment is that of Harold L.

Hackett, president of Official Films:

"An hour and 20-minute picture,

when filled with spot commercial con-

tent, runs almost an hour and 40 min-

utes, and except for the two times

mentioned (early and late evening),

there is hardly any other period when

a reasonably good-sized audience can

find this amount of free time, away

from daily commitments, to view

another motion picture. As opposed

to this, the half-hour tv program in

daytime hours is always capable of

obtaining a good audience."

Hackett expected the RKO and

{Please turn to page 131)

1956 FILM SECTION

STARTS ON PAGE 43

Admen interested in spot tv

film will find program

information, help on how

to buy syndicated shows, key

research data on audiences
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Spot radio change-of-pace

gives Hosier right combination

Safe manufacturer turns print campaign into spot radio effort,

gains greater "clanger message" impact, softens tough markets

JjfM osier Safe Co. has an odd prob-

lem. It's the Cadillac of its field, and

chances are it's one of the first makes

a businessman thinks of anytime he

gets around to thinking of a safe at all.

Trouble is, as far as Mosler is con-

cerned, not enough businessmen think

of safes often enough—or in time.

To get them to do so, Mosler began,

about a year and a half ago, to use

spot radio the way a general would use

artillery—to soften the market for its

infantry of salesmen. Objective: To
make businessmen safe-conscious by

making them aware of the constant

threat to their vital papers. Technique:

To dramatize what happens to said

papers when fire hits. Last year the

company spent more than a fifth of its

half-million-dollar budget for this kind

of ammunition. Target cities were six

of the eight in which the firm has

branch offices: New York, Chicago,

Philadelphia, Boston, Buffalo and

Washington, key safe sales areas.

Why radio? Langdon Littlehale, ad-

vertising manager of Mosler and en

old campaigner himself, puts it this

way:

"We have four big points to get

across. Print ads just don't give you

the time to get the whole message

across; there's readership fall-off. But

in radio I have more of a captive audi-

ence. I have time to build my sales

story and I can emphasize each point

the way I want.

"Can't do that in newspaper or

magazine ads. Here! I'll show you

what I mean." He took some commer-

cial scripts from a drawer, leafed

through them quickly, pulled one out

and tossed it across the desk. "That's

a take-off on Dragnet," he said. "Now
listen to it come alive." He flipped the

switch on a nearby record player. We
listened through the 48 seconds it took

for the e.t. to play through the script.

WHAT SPOT RADIO DRIVE DOES FOR MOSLER

1. Pounds away at key markets where company's branch

office salesmen, with pre-selling accomplished, follow through

with direct personal contact to emphasize radio points

2. Dramatizes constant danger without reliable safe, subtly

weaves in main sales points, holds audience for full impact

3. Gives change of pace to national promotion when needed,

thereby shifting focus for better over-all balance of media



In the familiar flat, almost toneless

conversational style of Dragnet, it

went like this:

MAN NO. 1: And when did you find

out about it?

MAN NO. 2: When I got to the office

the next morning. Still smokin'.

MAN NO. 1: Boss sent everybody

home?

MAN NO. 2: Sure. Nothin' else to do.

MAN NO. 1: Never could figure it,

though. Always thought the build-

ing was fireproof.

MAN NO. 2: Doesn't mean a thing.

Not if a fire starts inside.

MAN NO. 1 : Company had plenty of

insurance, I guess.

MAN NO 2: Yeah . . . only they

couldn't collect fully on it.

MAN NO. 1: Why not?

MAN NO. 2: Got to have proof of loss!

MAN NO. 1: Well?

MAN NO. 2: No records.

MAN NO. 1 : Weren't they in a safe?

MAN NO 2: Sure ... in the safest

looking safe you ever saw. Been

there since the firm was founded.

MAN NO. 1: Well?

MAN NO. 2: Hear it acted just like an

incinerator. Accounts receivable. In-

ventory records . . . everything . . .

nothing but ashes.

MAN NO. 1: How soon you going

back to work?

MAN NO. 2: Don't know. The firm's

going out of business.

"See what I mean?" said Littlehale.

"You just can't get that kind of impact

with a print ad."

"It's psychological," explained Ar-

nold Belasco, assistant ad manager of

Mosler. "Each one of our selling points

is negative: (1) Protect your records

from fire, (2) Your old safe is prob-

(Please turn to page 127)

CAN YOU TELL THIS STORY BY EAR?

Mosler problem was to transfer print copy into

radio, implying the reliability of safes given

torture tests at laboratories. At left, in simu-

lated performance in fire at lab, safe is heated

for one hour to 2,000 degrees F., it is . . .

THEN HOISTED THREE STORIES, DROPPED

THIS SAFE, NOT A MOSLER, DIDN'T PASS



MOST PRODUCTS SHOW UP WELL

ON COLOR TV . . . BUT THESE WERE PROBLEMS

PRODUCT PROBLEM SOLUTION

preserves

Product turned black

due to opaqueness with

different flavors showing

same coloring

Products thinned with gelatin and lighted ad-

tionally 45 degrees from back. Vertical line

of light was sent through preserve glasses

using "barndoor." Good color achieved

margarine
Product too yellow,

appeared like ice cream

Yellow vegetable coloring added to intensify

the yellow of the product, gaining desired result

rice
Product not white enough OfT-white color of uncooked rice was changed

to give good impression when semi-cooked rice was used. Results good

paint
Colors displayed had ten- Adjusted angle of light to surface for paint

dency to turn gray samples, eliminating reflected light

Reflected light made cop-

per coffee warmer ap-

pear as gleaming silver

Object placed inside of copper coffee warmer's

silver-foil lined barrel so that diffused rather

than direct light could be used. Results good

Model's skin darkened

against brilliance of

satin evening dress with

loss of display force

Gown shown in evening situation with dress

key-lighted against blue background. Face of

model in semi-darkness made darker skin

tone normal in display situation. Results good

Normal light caused

black blurring on

some of lighter areas

Lighting was changed so that overhead light

diffused entirely on displayed product giving

an evenness in color. Results excellent

neckties
Tie colors tended to

darken against shirts

Ties displayed against dark fabric background

rather than against pastel colored shirts

beer
Green label tended

to show up as black

Dark green in label painted lighter to decrease

high contrast with other colors in label

shrimp
Extreme white gave prod-

uct unreal appearance

Product allowed to remain unrefrigerated and
darken down which allowed good results

34 SPONSOR



MODERN COLOR STUDIO FACILITIES OF NEW ORLEANS' WDSU-TV ARE SHOWN IN PHOTO MADE DURING RECENT COLOR CLINIC

Ire four products color blind ?

Tv clinic diagnoses cHeni-agency color iils, prescribes remedies

WW hipped margarine looking like

ice cream, copper turning into silver

and bright red enamel taking on the

dirty gray appearance of a sea-tired

battleship.

These are just a few of the prob-

lems agencies and advertisers encoun-

ter when black-and-white television

takes on color.

But the outlook is not all black. A
little ingenuity and lessons learned

from working with products being

telecast in color will make real sense

out of the topsy-turvy hues. There's

one thing, though. It's not easy.

There has to be a great willingness

to test the trial-and-error method to

make sure that the beautiful red straw-

berry jam doesn't look inky-black and

the ocean-fresh shrimp doesn't become

a ghastly white.

There's been a lot of pioneering

23 JANUARY 1956

done in what's-my-product-going-to-

look-like-on-color-tv, especially by the

networks. But now individual stations

are examining the field of color tele-

vision to make sure that when it's

fully commercial they won't be left

showing a jar of kelly green mustard.

One such station that has been con-

centrating its color activity for the

special benefit and instruction of its

advertisers and their agencies is

WDSU-TV in New Orleans. And there

was one thing apparent from the start:

the fact book hadn't been written on

all the problems a station might en-

counter in the use of color tv.

Take, as an example, a bottle of

beer with red and green lettering on

the label. Sounds simple enough to

show in color. It wasn't. When the

color camera was turned on the dra-

matically lighted bottle, the green had

turned to a glistening black.

WDSU-TV's color experts, calm be-

fore the queasy-looking agencymen

who suddenly thought about a whole

new label, took the thing in stride. A
little lighter green paint touched on

the green lettering solved the problem

quickly.

It's apparent, though, that without

this trial-and-error method in the new

field of color telecasting a lot of clients

might take a dim view of the results

and decide to stay with black-and-

white. This one factor in itself could,

when multiplied by many markets,

retard greatly the progress of color tv.

Color can be an expensive play-

thing. Networks and stations have

found this out as they experimented

with one item after another in the

vast field. WDSU-TV went into color

(Please turn to page 130

1
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How to be a success and suffer

Seller's market brings new headaehes to tv station managers with client-

agency demands running far in front of availabilities and facilities

J%_ few weeks back a tv station man-

ager got an irate note from a national

adviser:

". . . Our dealer in your market in-

formed us that you're now running

commercials for Product X at 8:00

p.m. every night. We've been request-

ing this time period from you for two

years now. Why the H did you sell

it to our competitor? . .
."

The reason in this case was that

Product X had been buying heavy

schedules regularly on the station for

over a year. Its schedules were im-

proved by the station because it felt

the company was most entitled to the

slot because of the amount of time it

was buying.

The angry* reaction is typical of the

headaches tv station managers through-

out the country contend with. For

most of the stations, the seller's mar-

ket is continuing strong. But waiting

lists for nighttime and good daytime

sales don't spell the end of all prob-

lems. Managers of successful tv sta-

tions have to worry about servicing

their many clients, contending with

growing pains as demand runs ahead

of time availability and facilities, pro-

graming budgets and administration.

A sizable minority of tv stations,

however, aren't profiting from the

boom—namely most uhf stations and

those vhf's struggling along in mar-

kets too small to support them. The

headaches of men managing these

stations are not unlike those of radio

station managers today (see previous

issue)

.

However, in its survey of tv station

managers, sponsor concentrated on

the slew of problems that stem from

the fact that business is generally

booming, since this is more typical

of tv stations today. These are the

hurdles that most tv station managers

face weekly

:

''The 48-hour r/«y": For most tv

station managers "a 48-hour day

would solve our biggest headache,

particularly if the extra 24 hours came
between 7:00 p.m. and 11:00 p.m."

The continuous clamor for prime

evening time rings loud in each sta-

tion managers ears, and it's up to

him to hear complaints from clients

who can't get on the air at that time

and to set a priority policy.

"You've also got to decide how and

when to accommodate heavy-spending

seasonal advertisers." said the general

manager of a Northwestern station in

a two-station market. "There's an

obligation to the 52-week advertiser

who's been buying late-afternoon in

the hope of getting into Class "A."
But then an agency comes along with

a big boy who wants to come in with

a saturaion for 13 weeks before

Christmas providing he clears top

time. And it's not unusual for the

same agency to have two or three long-

term advertisers on our station during

the same year, which is a sort of club

over our heads."

Competitive products: It's a bigger

headache than in radio, say most sta-

tion managers who've worked both

sides of the street.

"Advertisers like frequency and
low-cost insertion," the sales manager
of a major network affiliate told spon-

sor. "But in print media they'll al-

low similar type products in reason-

able adjacency, whereas on tv, they'd

like the station virtually on an exclu-

sive basis. I guess it's a compliment
to the impact of tv, but it's a pain in

the neck to us."

Said a West Coast station manager
who'd just completed the rounds of

Madison Avenue agencies: "All right,

one car commercial shouldn't follow

another. But 15-minute separations

should be ample. If a guy's com-
petitor was on the air at 8:00 p.m..



'Ten men's meat, one viewer's

poison," station execs say

about continuous problem of

not offending public's taste

Prime nighttime's sold out,

but advertisers still clamor

for it, pressuring station

men to give them priorities

If talent's good, everyone

bids for it, driving costs

sky-high and depleting supply

of performers for local shows

Network shows in station time

force stations to "bounce'

local clients' shows, then

sell announcements locally

lie feels his 8:30 p.m. pitch is lost. It

isn'true, but that's what I heard most
often on my agency calls."

Recently there have even been com-
plaints over similar types of products

coming too close together. Here's

how a network affiliate in a Southern

market explains it:

"We're real careful to put as much
airtime as possible between Maxwell

House and Borden's Instant Coffee,

for example. But does that solve the

problem? Not at all. All beverages

feel competitive. A ginger ale wants

to be as far from beer or tea as from
another soft drink. It's unreasonable.

In print you can insert some extra

pages. But they all want Class "A"
time, and there are only so many
time slots between 7:00 p.m. and

10:30 p.m."

"Exclusivity, that's the headache,"

said the general manager of a net-

work flagship. "A client buys a net-

work participating show that runs for

90 minutes and he objects if a local

DO YOU

WANT REPRINTS

OF THIS SERIES?

If sufficient requests are

received, SPONSOR will make

reprints of series (listed

on opposite page) available.

Send requests to SPONSOR,
40 E. 49th St., New York 17.

cut-in 30 minutes removed is vaguely

competitive. Of course, where there's

a great deal of personal selling by the

star, exclusivity follows. But when

most commercials are film inserts

why the big hassle?"

Programing: It's a migraine, say

station managers.

"If I decide to develop a low-cost

local show," one station man told

sponsor, "I've got to pick and devel-

op talent from a pretty limited fund

in the first place. Big-name talent's

too expensive and generally crowds to

the top production centers. Then I

have to count on spending a consid-

erable sum promoting the local show

to a point where it develops ratings

and recognition.

ZLOTNICK

DRAWING HERE REPRESENT FOUR TYPICAL HEADACHES
OF TV STATION MANAGERS WITH BOOMING BUSINESS

Programing mainly feature films

and syndicated film series brings on

a batch of worries too. There's al-

ways the chance that the cost of fibn

{Please turn to page 120)



Must a retailer stick

to saturation radio?

Von's, a Los Angeles supermarket firm, says no

Sales gains of 30% registered by ehain which

spends $6,000 a year for daily food show

J^M ost retailers who use spot radio

successfully fit it into their ad cam-

paigns as a sort of electronic pogo
stick.

That is, they schedule saturation

spot drives on peak shopping days and

then jump their commercial emphasis

around between various departments

or types of products in the store, plug-

ging a wide variety of bargains or

price items.

It's a perfectly good system, and
many a radio case history file is full of

the successes of saturation use at the

local level.

But for the past four years, the

Von's Grocery Company of Los An-

geles, an up-to-date chain of 24 super-

markets throughout the metropolitan

area of the huge California city, has

been going in almost the opposite ad-

vertising direction:

• Von's is a major local radio user.

But instead of scheduling announce-

ments to blanket a particular day,

News treatment : Daily five-minute show by Von's supermarkets
on L. A.'s KBIG treats latest in produce as fast-breaking news
story, plugs "daily specials," menus, and recipes. L. to r: KBIG

program director Alan Lisser; program writer Margee Phillips;

N. H. Bolstad, produce supervisor of Von's chain of 24 stores;

Jack Hodges, produce buyer Show features only produce items



Von's uses a daily five-minute show,

Homemakers News, costing some

$6,000 annually, in the same time slot

each weekday on one of the city's top

independents, KBIG.

• Von's doesn't plug a wide variety

of food bargains ranging from meats

to ice cream and back, by way of

frozen soups and brand-name coffees.

Just one department—the produce sec-

tion—is featured, with the theory be-

ing that once the housewife has walked

in the front door of a Von's store she'll

also shop in other food departments.

• Von's doesn't rely on a full knowl-

edge on the part of a housewife con-

cerning the products being featured.

Instead, the basic gimmick of Home-
makers News, as developed by Von's,

KBIG, and the store's advertising agen-

cy, Mogge-Privett, is an educational

job on the use of various produce

items—including off-beat ones, like

egg-plant—in meal planning. Result:

the show resembles a newscast slanted

toward homemakers more than it does

the more obvious forms of razzle-dazzle

selling usually found in saturation ra-

dio drives.

Does the system work?

Von's executives feel that the pro-

gram series has played a definite role

since its start in 1952 in building up

the chain's general growth, and has

done a top-notch job in boosting the

chain's produce departments. Specifi-

cally, featured products have shown
weekly percentage increases from 20 to

over 30% in sales.

Why it works: The produce supervi-

sor of the Von's chain, N. H. "Buzz"

Bolstad, has one theory for the success

of the firm's newsy, factual capsule

show.

"Radio today plays the role formerly

filled by grocery clerks in explaining

the background and the uses of fruits

and vegetables," he says.

"Homemakers who take their job

seriously need continuing education,

even in these days of supermarket pre-

packaged produce. Our daily program
gives the homemaker information and
ideas in much the same way as the

grocer himself did in the days of

smaller and more intimate stores."

KBIG's v.p. Bob McAndrews has an

additional theory:

"At the time when Homemakers
News is aired, in a mid-morning spot

from 10:25 to 10:30 a.m., housewives

have recovered their second breath af-

ter the breakfast rush and are thinking

about the day's shopping and meal

« ~t
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HOW VON'S RADIO BOOSTS PRODUCE SALES

9 Year-round sell: Los Angeles food chain relies on

steady pressure of daily five-minute show rather than

periodic barrage of saturation announcements

• Prestige appeal: Only one department, the produce

section, is featured in firm's airselling. Idea is to build

appeal of this one department so that the good will

generated will apply to other departments

• Education: Show lays heavy stress on use of rela-

tively unknown vegetables, like egg-plant, and gives

housewives tested receipes for preparing such items

• Research: Part of show's annual time-and-talent

budget of $6,000 goes for extensive field research on

vegetable raising, marketing, and tips to consumers

• Tieups: Occasional specials on daily show are tied

to store chain's Thursday-Friday newspaper schedules,

and are plugged in produce section with special signs

MP
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OXOS
preparation. Younger homemakers

especially require expert assistance in

overcoming the proverbial disinterest

of the male animal ( and both male and

female small fry ) in things vegetable."

The program's role in helping house-

wives plan meals around unusual bar-

gain produce specials is also credited

by Margee Phillips, the show's writer,

as being a prime reason for its success.

"On each program, the homemaker

is given one suggestion she can easily

remember and use that day for meals,"

she says. "Occasionally, recipes re-

quiring more detailed instructions than

can be given in five minutes are out-

lined. The listener can request the

written recipe. Besides introducing

new ideas for old stand-bys, the pro-

gram directs the listener's attention to

less popular produce items as well, and

tells her how she can make tasty menus

with them, as well as save money."

Newscast approach: Von's show de-

serves the title Homemakers News, for

it is just that—news.

The store chain's produce buying is

covered by all concerned— Charles

Stephenson, ad manager; produce su-

pervisor Bolstad and produce buyer

Jack Hodges; writer Margee Phillips;

KBIG program director-and-newscast-

er Alan Lisser—as a fast-breaking

daily news story.

Margee Phillips, a graduate of

Whittier College and holder of a Mas-

ter's degree in journalism from UCLA,
functions as "news editor" for the

show. She reported to sponsor:

"Mr. Bolstad calls me after he fin-

ishes his daily buying for the day on

the wholesale market. Sometimes, when

there has been a sudden change, and

there is no time to write it down. Mr.

Bolstad's 'scoop' is broadcast direct.

The material is prepared fresh each

morning, much in the same way a news-

( Please turn to page 126)

Award: Show, a rare blend of public service

and smart selling, has won several awards.

Here, John Kemp of Advertising Association

of the \VtM presents Merit Certificate to staff
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Will these 19 local prop
Charts below are your key to shifts in program emphasis. They're It

"Fl FVI^IftN"
Maj ° ] CHangeS ^^ bee" nUmbei

"'
Stati°nS Pro8raming syndicated film showsLtUWIUIUIl- underway since sponsor's grew, exactly matching the decline in feature film. Like

survey for the 1955 "Buyers' Guide to Station Program- radio, television stations are emphasizing appeal to special-
ing." The percentage of stations airing local homemaker ized audience groups. Note percentage of stations in chart
shows dropped. Feature film, though still programed by below which program for farm or other special audiences,
the vast majority of stations, showed a decline. But the (1956 data based on replies to date from 320 stations.)

THERE'S BIG SHIFT UNDERWAY IN TELEVISION PROGRAMING
% STATIONS PROCRAMINC

'955 1956 -56 VS. '55

Some time daily 95% 87% —8

Morning 16 19 +3

"

Feature films Afternoon 60 63 f 3

Early-evening 33 22 —11

Late-evening 83 81 —2

Syndicated films Some time daily 82 90 +8

% STATIONS PROGRAMING % STAT.QNS PRQGRJ .

1955 1956 56VS ' 55

r?SC2325Hi m5 1956 '

5l

s P° rts 34% 29% 5 mtff^£&* Homemaking .... 96% 76%
(Play-Ly-play)

Children's 92 90

Special audiences . . 9 13 +4
(Some form of specialized programing)

ib i n$ NUtl
Net affiliation 94 97



L| I!\ FEBRUARY

el956 "Buyers' Guide to

a>n Programing," pub-

,hi by Sponsor Services,

c will be out in Feb-

3, It provides breakdown

Imber of hours stations

,e to each program type.

vends change pr buying ?

urvey of all I'. S. stations made for upcoming 1956 "Buyers' Guide

W% f| W\if\m The pattern in radio programing i> be-

linl/IUi gmn ing 1(l stabilize after several years

of adjustment to changing listener habits tv created. The

big change shown in chart below is in farm programing.

Number of stations programing five hours or more for

the farm audience has been dropping. This does not mean

the total number of stations programing for farmers has

fallen sharply. And many stations which make a real spe-

cialty of farm programing have upped their hours. (Fig-

ures below, while in general valid for trend analysis, are

expected to change when all questionnaires are in. 1956

data based on 1.961 replies to date from U. S., Canada.)

RADIO PROGRAMING IS GENERALLY STABLE

% STATIONS PROCRAMINC

1954 1955 1956 '56 VS. '55

Concert music 9% 23% 21 % -2
(Specialists. 10 hrs. or more)

Farm 41 31 18 -13
(5 hrs. or more)

Foreign 19 17 20 +3
(Other than Mftx. -American)

Mex.-American 7 7 7

(U. S. stations only)

9 - J#";

\s^i Neg ro 25 29 28 _1

Popular 8 12 13 +1
(75 hrs. or more)

rln R^ion 6 " 16 -1
L'U.l^Al^a (10 hrs. or more)

NOTE: THESE ARE

BUT A FEW OF THE

PROGRAMING BREAK-

DOWNS COVERED IN

"buyers' GUIDE."

LAST-MINUTE

REMINDER FOR

STATIONS

if you haven't yet

returned your

questionnaire to

sponsor's "buyers'

guide," this is

your last chance to

do so before presstime.

questionnaires still

out should be rushed

to sponsor air mail

AT 40 E. 49TH ST..

NEW YORK 17, N. Y.



Glossary below was gathered when SPONSOR
researched just-concluded series on agency marketing services

'28 Nov.-9 Jan. issues). Write for reprints of series and glossary

The jargon of marketing
You're not hep if you can't drop a few of these phrases

The expansion of marketing services in the agency field has infiltrated the Madison

and Michigan avenue precincts with a new species of vernacular. Some of these trade

terms are technical in nature, while others are strictly replacements for good old

Anglo-Saxon standby's. To help make it easier for the "advertising man" to dig some

of the marketing jargon, SPONSOR has compiled the folloiving list of hep usages.

Attitude, reason the wholesaler, dealer, or consumer,

likes, no-likes, or is plainly untouched.

Auditing of results, check-up on what's happened in

distribution, sales, and other marketing factors.

Backyard marketer, he concentrates his sales effort

in a limited or local area rather than the natron.

Brand distribution checks, like percentages of sales

among chains vs. independent outlets.

Client confidence, "he likes the way we carry

through," is what this one boils down to.

Communication of prestige, phrase for "we're the

tops in our product or service field."

Consumer brand preference studies, how and

why the consumers take to one brand.

Consumer panels, groups of consumers consulted

on various categories of consumer products.

Continuing profile, where sales prospects live geo-

graphically, income, age, sex, education, occupation.

External influences, such as market and competitive

forces reported on a product or brand.

Geographical spread, the combined markets for the

introduction or distribution of a product.

Grocery store audits, check of the stock on hand.

Hamortization, put in its earthy aspect or perspec-

tive vs. treating it from a dry, statistical viewpoint.

In-depth expansion of market, trying to get more

sales volume out of a concentrated, or limited area.

Intelligence, often a substitute word for "report."

Internal influences, used in marketing forecasting

and referring to manufacturer's own distribution

and sales planning, potentials and goals.

Margin-dollar concept, the "narrowest gap between

the actual appropriation for sales effort and the ideal

amount; what might be termed a "tolerance factor."

Market mix, the ideal ingredients for the successful

marketing of a product; term introduced by Albert W.
Frey, a Dartmouth professor.

Mass market, the broad market in contrast to the

class or selective one; also used to distinguish the

"national" from the "regional" market.

Pilot market, where you try the product out on a

more or less cursory basis; whereas in a "test mar-
ket" you're much more thorough in your distribution

and sampling efforts, to the end that the results are

much more projectible.

Plan of action, we're going to do it via these steps

and methods as set forth in this prospectus.

Pre-sell, the mushrooming of the self-service type of

retailing has made this one of the most used terms in

the marketer's lexicon referring to advertising media,

techniques used to sell the consumer in advance.

Problem areas, we've got trouble distributing or sell-

ing our product there.

Product image, the consumer's own ideas and re-

action to the product.

Purchase and use patterns, habits of buying and
product-using by the consumer.

Push markets, the advertiser's list of primary and
selective markets; these now frequently conform to the

station line-up the advertiser is able to obtain from
the tv network plus spot buys in the missing links; in

other words, instead of building his tv campaign
around a pre-selected list of markets, the advertiser

harnesses his list of "push markets" to the tv markets

available to him.

Related-item promotion, tie-in of one product with

another for a single package sale; such as a cheese

brand with a cracker brand.

Stimulation devices and incentive programs, for

the consumer it might be a "this coupon ^and 5<£" gim-

mick and for the salesman a prize trip to Bermuda.



• BIG PICTURE: Film distribution business may bit tbe $100
million mark in 1956. Tbis would be a 25% jump over 1955.
Top trends include: more multi-market buys, flood of new fea-

ture films released by Hollywood PAGE 29

• FILM FACTS: In addition to being showmen, horse traders,

researchers, prophets, film buyers must know a lot about the syn-

dication business. Here are the facts PAGE 44

• BIG QUESTIONS: There are 14 most-frequently-asked ques-
tions by buyers. They are asked and answered on PAGE 46

• HELP WANTED : Admen want certain things from syndicators.

They include logical pricing, more research PAGE 51

• CASE HISTORIES : How four typical multi-market film clients

bought shows and how they fared with them is described in this

story. The clients include two breweries, an oil firm, a baking
company, all with differing objectives PAGE 52

• RESEARCH: This includes a comparison of station use of syn-

dicated feature film this year and last, a tip on where advertiser's

can get clearances and some audience composition data....PAGE 56

SECTION



There's a lot you have to know

to buy syndicated film

Here are facts on programs, pricing, clearances, merchandising, ratings

Ji here are few businesses that re-

quire as much savvy as the syndicated

film business. The buyer of such film

must be a combination showman,

horse trader, research expert, prophet.

Besides that, he should know a helluva

lot about the syndication business.

There's a helluva lot to know. There's

a staggering amount of product avail-

able, for one thing. If the syndication

business offers nothing else, it offers

a variety of programing. It offers, of

course, a great deal else.

Programing: Heart of the syndica-

tion film business is the half-hour

show. The half-hour show is long

enough to provide a substantial show-

case for almost any advertiser and

not so long that it's prohibitively ex-

pensive or hard to find time for.

A survey by ABC Film Syndication

last summer came up with these facts.

There were almost 200 available half-

hour series. The total is even larger

now. Nearly 150 of them were in six

categories—general drama, adventure,

mystery, comedy, musical variety and

children, in descending numerical or-

der. In addition there were Westerns,

sport shows, documentaries, education-

al stanzas, quiz shows and other types.

There are also, of course, shows of

other lengths. While they are less

important from the sales point of view,

their total number is greater than that

of the conventional half-hour films.

At the beginning of 1955, according

to a tabulation of SRDS material,

there were well over 6,000 "features"

in syndication, not counting shorts.

Since that time another 1,000 features

and 4,000 shorts have come into or

will shortly come into distribution.

The total feature list contains films of

all descriptions and, unquestionably,

a large number are pretty poor pro-

gram material. However, as tv has

grown, the quality of feature films re-

leased for video consumption has im-

proved considerably.

Millions are being spent on new

made-for-tv film for 1956. While

there is no outstanding trend, there

Variety of syndicated sh<

Sf£)

Documentary: Guild's punchy "Confidential

File" gets added boost from interest shown

by civic groups in social problem stories

New show: NBC Film's "Crunch

and Des" is one of two recent

shows taken from series run

Saturday Evening Post"

Strip: Term does not refer

to costume of Gale Storm in

"My Little Margie" but fact

stations are stripping Official

show and others

tn



appears to be a continuation of em-

phasis on stories, as opposed to musi-

cals, and there is a noticeable accent

on costume drama.

Here's a sampling of new titles,

with descriptions of some of them.

TPA: Tugboat Annie, a series taken

from the well-known stories run in the

Saturday Evening Post. (This is the

second syndicated show which de-

veloped from a Saturday Evening Post

series in recent months, NBC Film

having released Crunch and Des dur-

ing 1955's last quarter.) TPA's use

of an audience-proven name is no ac-

cident. Proved audience appeal is

considered a sina qua non by most

syndicators in deciding on a show.

They seldom gamble.

Screen Gems: Commitments are in

for four new shows. They are Circus

Boy, Criminal Code, Emergency and

The Web. Emergency is a hospital

story. Also proposed by the firm are

/ Shoot the News, stories about two

competitive newsreel cameramen, Mys-

tery Writers Theatre, Tales of the

Bengal Lancers and Prowl Car.

Official: The Three Musketeers;

Buccaneer, story of a pirate hunter;

Captain Rogers of Her Majesty's Navy
and A Knight of the Round Table, the

latter character based on the Sir Lance-

lot legend with an apprentice knight

written into the story for appeal to

the younger set.

CBS Film: Richard the Lion-Heart-

ed, Border Patrol, Legionnaire, and
Man from the Islands.

Pricing: Syndicated film would be

difficult to price under the best of

conditions. In today's competitive

market, the factors that determine

price are multiplied so that each case

sometimes presents a different prob-

lem. The film buyer, however, should

be familiar with the basic facts be-

hind pricing so that he's well prepared

for arguments and counter-arguments

when the bargaining sessions begin.

Not all pricing is complicated.

When the syndicator sells a show for

network exposure, the problem is fair-

ly simple. He sets a profit above his

production cost that takes into ac-

count competitive prices, potential

rating and, in the event he has some-

thing special in the way of talent or

ideas, how much extra the sponsor

will pay for a personality or a promo-

table program that just fits the spon-

sor's current sales problem.

A first-run multi-market deal with

a large lineup of stations is practical-

ly the same as a network sale so far

as the syndicator is concerned. In

some cases the question of expected

clearances will affect the price. The
syndicator takes less, of course, for

network or large multi-market sales

since his sales costs are lower than

they would be for syndication sales.

While there are no cut-and-dried dis-

count formulas for buying more sta-

tions, in effect the buyer gets a dis-

count for a greater lineup. Here, again,

the film distributor is willing to give

a discount because of his savings in

syndication sales costs.

In syndication pricing, the distribu-

tor thinks something like this: He
takes his show cost, adds to it his

expected sales cost, which may run

from 25 to 40% of production cost.

He may or may not add a profit for

the first run. Then he lists the mar-

kets in which he feels he can sell his

show and prices each market accord-

ing to its percent of the total tv satu-

ration. For example, if market "A"
represents 3% of the total tv circula-

tion, the syndicator will change 3%
of the total first run gross to that mar-

ket. (There are other formulas, how-

ever, or instances where the formula

is varied on the basis of supply and
demand.)

One syndicator, whose shows run

about $30-35,000 per episode, figures

on a return of $45-50,000 for the first

(Please turn to page 62)

ers chance to pinpoint audience

Kids: Shows for tots are

staple of film business.

Above, Screen Gems' "Jet

Jackson, Flying Commando

Movie: "Great Expectations" is

one of ABC Film's movie package.

Feature films loom big in 1956

In person: Star tours

give show extra impact.

Above, Preston Foster

of MCA TV's "Waterfront'



14 questions admen ask before hup
These are basic questions with highlight answers. Use them as a checklist

Q. How can you judge ratings potential of a film

show and the type of audience it will pull?

A. Whether it's an established show or a new one, you

can see a couple or more sample episodes before

you buy. The type of show you buy dictates time

periods you'll consider and the audience you'll get.

If it's a show which has already been on the air, you

can study the ratings and audience composition

figures. You have to carefully assess the kind of

opposition the show has had. Maybe it's poten-

tially a tremendous audience success but has been

in against overpowering competition. If it's a new

show, you have to examine the track records of

similar shows of the type. Plus the general record

of the syndicator. Plus your judgment based on

careful inspection of sample episodes and plot out-

lines. As in any carefully thought out program buy,

a big factor should be the particular audience

appeal of the show balanced against the type of

consumer who buys your products or services.

Q. What kind of clearances can you hope to get?

A. Part of the answer to this one depends on the show

you pick. You're ahead of the game if it's a strong

property. Your timebuyer will have a talking point

with stations. Don't be frightened away from syndi-

cated film because announcement schedules are

tough to get into Class "A." Shows are different.

SPONSOR studied time clearances of dozens of multi-

market film advertisers. Most of these were able to

buy Class "A" time cross the country. It's a process

of negotiation in which the knowhow of your time-

buyer is all-important. Often your show will sell

better for you in a programing block appealing to

a particular rather than a general mixed audience.

Stations are anxious to cooperate with spot film

clients. Reason: They're always on the look-out for

strong programing to build up their own schedules

and ratings against competitors.

Q. What's the right price for each market?

A. This isn't completely standard. Syndicators arrive

at prices by different formulas. You may pay more

for one market than you think its size warrants but

on the over-all price you may find a favorable bal-

ance has been achieved. The only way you can

judge program costs is against prices quoted for

other shows of comparable quality and against the

production values. The wise buyer will shop around

to get price perspective even if he is sold in advance

on a particular property to see how pricing works.

Q. How can you promote a show to the publt

and among dealers and retailers?

Mb If you start by asking this question, you're on th

right track. Too many advertisers put a film she

on the air and do very little more. But most fib

shows provide tremendous opportunities for promc

tion. The film syndicators generally will furnis

merchandising material at cost. This can be a goo.

starting point. But it's up to the agency and adve

"tiser to design a promotion campaign which fit

their own needs. The big advantage of a multi

market film campaign as opposed to an announce

ment campaign is that it gives you something dra

matic to talk to your trade about. Whether it's b>

meetings or mailings the objective should be t<

make sure everyone concerned knows you are nov

identified with an important program of your own,

Q« Will there be more product available it wi
want to renew the program next year?

Aa If it's a show that's selling well from a well-estab-

lished syndicator, the chances are good there'll be a

second year of production. If you're not buying a

big spread of markets, naturally there's a chance the

same show won't be available to you the following

year. A big multi-market buy to someone else may
include your markets and options for renewals

aren't the rule. Of course if you're in many markets

with the show you don't face this danger. But in

any case, once you've got good time there should be

no difficulty finding worthwhile shows the second

year. There's plenty of product of every type to

choose from today if you take the time to look

Q. Are we protected from overlapping coverage?

A. Make sure your contract stipulates exclusivity in

the complete coverage area of stations used if at all

possible. In particular, watch out for competing

products using the same show in markets adjacent

to your own. This is, of course, one situation the

syndicator is anxious to avoid. Why antagonize

two buyers? But you should negotiate as well to see

that your own identification with the show is kept

as exclusive as possible, where markets are close.

Q « Can we get the star to make appearances?

A. This is subject to individual negotiation with the

syndicator. Already-established appearance sched-

ules at the time you buy will be a big factor in

determining what you can hope for. It's best to try



indicated film

m you buy syndicated film

To gather the questions and answers set forth below,

SPONSOR went to agencies and advertisers, asking: What are

the questions you raise before buying a syndicated film
program?" From a list of 30 or more questions, sponsor
culled these 14 as most basic and most frequently asked.

They appear in order of importance. Answers come from
admen as well as advice offered by syndicators themselves.

to seek a clear-cut understanding as to what you're

going to get. But even the best-intentioned syndi-

cator can't control the situation if the star becomes

overloaded with commitments. One tip :If you find

that a market near yours is on the star's schedule,

you may be able to make an arrangement to pay

for a tour of your market, provided the star's will-

ing and doesn't have conflicting prior commitments.

i
Will syndicators make commercials for you
starring talent in the program?

i
Some will, some won't. Those that do set a low

price, provided production is underway. If you

don't need new commercials, you may want to buy
lead-ins done by the star. Naturally you don't want

to have the star doing the commercials if you feel

his personality isn't in keeping with your message.

This can well be the case even though the audience

he delivers is entirely suitable to your product.

Q. How do you know the quality of a show will

stand up after the first few episodes?

As You don't. Most buyers screen only a few episodes.

All may not be in the can at the time of purchase.

But conditions have changed since the early days of

film syndication. If you deal with an established

firm, you have plenty of basis for expecting gener-

ally even quality. Naturally some episodes will be

stronger than others. But it isn't likely that several

shows will be loaded with production values and the

rest skimpy. Look at story outlines and budget.

Q. Are you faced with extra traffic problems in

setting up schedules, shipping film?

A. The most time-consuming problem is that of nego-

tiating X number of separate schedules and con-

tracts with X number of stations. There's the threat

of time preemptions by network shows particularly.

But these disadvantages are balanced by greater

flexibility in choice of markets and stations. Also

the less expensive time period often bought com-

pensate for extra cost of man-hours expended in

getting clearances. Shipping of prints is not a

major cost factor whether the shipping is handled

by the syndicator himself or by an outside service.

Q. What research is available to evaluate the film

once I have it on the air?

A» Syndicators are very research-conscious these days.

They provide potential buyers with various types of

competitive data, such as studies showing how par-

ticular program categories have done in various

markets. The research services themselves have a

great deal of data to guide buyers: e.g. a Nielsen

study of shows in various categories which went

into syndication after network exposure proved

that there's generally a very minor decline in audi-

ence even in major markets. Once the program
is on the air, the client can get an idea of his share

of audience and other factors from various local re-

search services like ARB, Nielsen, Pulse, Videodex.

Q. When are third and fourth reruns a good buy?

A« With the opening up of new tv markets, reruns are

becoming an increasingly good buy for areas that

might not have had tv at the time of the show's

first and second run. And in top metropolitan mar-

kets as well such shows can do a good job. No
show saturates the audience the first time around.

Pricing of reruns can be less complicated than the

pricing of a first-run, since the client has a fair

yardstick for estimating his potential audience on

basis of its past performance in a specific market.

Q. Is it best to buy the same film property for all

the markets in your tv lineup?

A* Philosophies differ on this. Some admen feel that

the best way to take advantage of syndicated film

is to key the program buy to the local taste. In

that way, they claim, the client is getting maximum
benefit from the flexibility syndicated film can pro-

vide. Of course, putting the same series into all

markets has obvious advantages in terms of promo-

tion, possible price discounts for bulk purchases,

unified shipping and traffic. Usually, multi-market

film buyers in 20 or more markets tend to buy one

property to get the discount and promotion advan-

tages. Smaller clients with scattered markets are

often more confined in programs available to them,

hence suit programs to each market individually.

Q. Can I get program rebates if a station pre-

empts my time?

A. Usually not. Stations will offer make-goods and

syndicators are generally willing to extend contracts

to allow for such make-goods. Problems can de-

velop if the syndicator has sold the next cycle of

your show to another sponsor in the market where

you need a make-good. But adjustments can often

be worked out even then. * * *
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Tower
low 316,000 watts
(1685 feet above average terrain)

Check These Fabulous Facts:

Population (39 Texas and 3

Oklahoma Counties) 2,272,600

Urban

Rural

. . . 1,603,900

. . . 668,700

Effective Buyin

Income . . . $3,477,072,000

Retail Sales . . $2,582,192,000

(Source: Sales Management Survey Of

Buying Power, May 10, 1955)

SET COUNT .... 552,740

A Television Service of

The Dallas Morning News
Ralph Nimmons, Station Manager
Edward Petry & Co., National Representatives

mmm
I

51 Ft. Taller

than the

EMPIRE

STATE BLDG.
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EVERY TV Viewer

. . in EVERY x V Home

. . . in Ed X liR I T V Market

can enjoy at least one of our
great film programs EVERY week!

National Network

Ford Theatre presented by Ford Motor Company

Adventures of Rin Tin Tin presented by

National Biscuit Company

Father Knows Best presented by Scott Paper Company

Damon Runyon Theatre presented by Anheuser-Busch

Tales of the Texas Rangers presented by General Mills

Captain Midnight presented by Wander Company

National Syndication

Celehrity Playhouse

Jungle Jim

All Star Theatre

Top Plays of 1956

Jet Jackson

Big Playback

National Snot

Falstaff Celebrity Playhouse presented by Falstaff Brewing

The Patti Page Show presented by Oldsmobile -

5-3r ^ E N Inc.

TELEVISION SUBSIDIARY OF COLUMBIA PICTURES CORP.

233 WEST 49TH STREET NEW YORK 19. N Y

CIRCLE S-5044-
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What admen want

from film syndicate
Product's good, plentiful, agencymen say; time

clearances, film pricing make buying job hard

m he product's fine, admen agree.

Never before have so many film prop-

erties been available to advertisers,

both proved successes with track rec-

ords on the networks, and new shows.

There's a wide range of program types

available from historical romances to

Westerns to drama to situation comedv.

And as budgets have gone up, produc-

tion values and quality have generally

improved as well.

However, after praising svndicators

for the job they've done, admen tend

to get to areas in which they feel syndi-

cators could make it easier for agencies

and clients to buy their properties.

Here are four big points admen made:

Time clearance. The sydicators can

be very helpful in clearing the tough-

est hurdle for film buyers—time. And
agencymen cite numerous examples of

cases where svndicators have done just

that. The feeling is there's need for

more effort on part of film sellers to

come up with availabilities to clients

before selling the show. It's an impor-

tant part of creative selling, admen feel.

A medium-sized agency recently was

impressed by a syndicator's effort in

New York, reportedly among the

toughest markets to clear. The agency

has a home furnisings client who
needed a merchandisable vehicle in

New York where his competitors are

strongest, a prestige film property that

client salesmen could use to give their

product trade stature.

The agency radio-tv man called four

major syndicators for a list of avail-

able properties, while the media de-

partment went to work on checking

clearances. After just a few screen-

ings, agency and client both decided

on a film property that wasn't in New
York at the moment. Time clearance

was another problem.

At this point the syndicator went to

work. His salesman found out one of

the top two stations had an alternate-

week sponsor on the air during an

early-evening period and would listen

to a potential weekly client with a good

property. Within hours the station

gave the alternate-week client an ulti-

matum to go weekly, with the under-

( Please turn to page 70)

FILM SELLERS: IMPROVE IN THESE AREAS, ADMEN ASK

Toughest hurdle for film buyers is time clear-

ance and feeling is that there's big need for more
organized effort to aid clients on availabilities.

Should be closer liaison among syndicator, sta-

tion and agency on problem to aid early solution.

Price structure must be standardized, agency-

men agree. Too much variation between markets

of comparable size. This type pricing tends to

undermine whole film price structure. Should

be less of "what traffic will bear" type thinking.

Specific promotion on station level should be

provided, less of the generalized blanket type.

All agencies need promotion help from syndica-

tors. This is agreed. But greater creativity should

be put into the individual promotion campaign.

Greater research effort would bring greater

sales, agency people agree. Also, there ought

to be more specific research in markets where

client will operate. Research adds credence to

film seller's claims, helps impress agencymen.
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4 multi-market film case histories

The station lineups range from 44 markets to six, hut eaeh client gets

low-cost identification plus top programing, support from dealers

B he very flexibility of film syndica-

tion accounts for the fact that every

advertiser buys it differently. There

are the national advertisers with huge

network station lineups who buy a few

markets via syndicated film for a fill-

in. There are the strictly local clients

who take a film show and build the

weight of an entire campaign around it.

For some advertisers syndicated film

is a completely national venture cover-

ing over 100 markets. But the most

typical syndicated film clients among
national and regional advertisers are

those buying in from four to 40 mar-

kets. The four case histories assembled

here concentrate on advertisers in this

class. It's a class destined to grow. The

trend is to more multi-market film.

Phillips Petroleum: Phillips turned

to syndicated films over four years ago

I through Lambert and Feasley, New
York I because its distribution area,

though geographically huge, comprises

only some 35% of all U.S. tv sets. Be-

fore buying a show, the client and

agency screened over 200 different

properties. Frank Mace, agency ac-

count executive, John Bates, radio-tv

director, and Phillips' Fred Rice, man-

ager of the oil firm's advertising de-

partment, agreed on Ziv's / Led Three

Lives. Today the client has this show

in 44 markets, another Ziv property,

Science Fiction Theater, in one mar-

ket.

"The fact that we've renewed our

contract year after year and expanded

our schedules is one proof that the

show has been successful for us,'"

Frank Mace told sponsor.

Client and agency both applied sev-

eral criteria to their choice before mak-

ing a final decision four years ago.

The best potential Phillips customers

are adults, of course and proportion-

ately more men than women, although

the company wants to reach both. /

I Please turn to page 76 I

PHILLIPS PETROLEUM CO.

Phillips has regional distribution. Firm picked

/ Led Three Lives for its headline value and broad,

national appeal. Schedules were improved while

show was on the air, so that it's now on in prime

evening time. Alternate week operations cut costs

GUNTHER BREWING

Client advertises in five markets only, has small

budget, seasonal campaigns. Agency overcame this

hurdle by picking films to suit local taste: Water-

front along the sea coast. Town and Country for

inland towns. Ratings have been growing nicely

NATIONAL BISCUIT CO.

Nabisco has many products, each needing individ-

ual push in different markets. McCann provides

impact by buying alternate-week sponsorship of films

on air, when show and time available smts client.

Nabisco co-sponsors Three Lives in 8 markets

LIEBMANN BREWERIES

Rheingold bought Fairbanks Presents from the start

for star's prestige value, show quality. Brewer gets

maximum show identification by using star in

commercials. Agency bu) s station option time

following strong network lineups for peak audience
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catalog of hits

Rating histories and market availabilities on request.

Contact your nearest office of

ABC FILM SYNDICATION, Inc.
10 East 44-th Street, New York • OXford T-5880

New York • Chicago • Hollywood • Atlanta • Dallas • San Francisco • New England (Westfield, Mass.)
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for AUDIENCE IMPACT. .. SALESMANSHIP...
and TOP PRODUCT IDENTIFICATION

you can't beat . .

.

starring GERTRUDE BERG
and the famous GOLDBERG FAMILY

39 NEW half-hour shows
NEW STORY LINE . . . warmer and more entertaining

than ever before.

NEW SETTINGS . . . Molly's new home in the

heart of Suburban America.

NEW SITUATIONS . with Molly making friends with

all her new small town neighbors.

EVERYBODY LOVES MOLLY
...and now that same warm affection can be carried

over to your product when you sponsor this great

family show. The simple and endearing personality

that is MOLLY surrounds your sales messages with

the kind of sincere impact that can't be duplicated

by any other program ... of any type. Now, after

GUILD

twenty-five years of national sponsorship, the show

has a brand-new title and a bright new format. It's

ready to go to work for your product immediately

in just the markets you choose . . . but you'll have to act

fast, before the cities you want are gone! Write,

wire or phone today for audition reel and prices.

FILMS
COMPANY, INC.

460 PARK AVENUE • NEW YORK 22, NEW YORK • MUrray Hill 8-5365

IN CANADA: S. W. CALDWELL, LTD.



4 MORE GUILD

CHECK THESE SKYROCKETING
NEW YORK A. R. B. RATINGS:

SEPT. OCT. NOV. DEC.

"QUITE A SALESGIRL, THIS MOLLY..."

. . . Says Peck Advertising Agency, speaking for its client, Old Dutch

Coffee, which reports enthusiastic reaction from all its dealers since it

began sponsoring this program last October. Incidentally, ratings for

MOLLY's time-slot, which were 1.5 before the show's debut, have now

climbed to 11.7 . . . bringing the show's cost-per-thousand down to only

$2.67 per commercial minute.

I SPY
Distinguished actor,
RAYMOND MASSEY, pre-

sents true and exciting

stories behind history's

most famous spies. 39 half-

hour . . . mystery, intrigue,

adventure. Sponsored in

over 60 markets.

CONFIDENTIAL FILE

Paul Coates' behind-the-

scenes report on America
. . . with penetrating close-

ups of its people and prob-

lems. A new and exciting

concept in dramatized
journalism. The H-hour
show all America is talking

about . . . winning fabulous

ratings in over 100 markets.

15 minutes with

FRANKIE LAINE
andC Heonnie names

All the 'star' entertainment

quality of a Mi-hour show
packed into 15 fast-moving

minutes. Ideal choice for

small advertisers who want

the impact of a H-hour
show on a 15-minute
budget. Top-rated show in

its time-slot over WCBS-
TV, New York.

the LIBERACE show

Television's most widely

acclaimed musical series

for the third consecutive

year. Still a few choice

availabilities, and you're

in luck if one of them hap-

pens to be in your market)

GUILD FILMS

460 PARK AVENUE • NEW YORK 22, NY
MURRAY HILL 8-5365

IN CANADA: S. W. CALDWELL, LTD.



FILM FITS MD FIGURES

1. Are stations using more or less syndicated firm today?

Figures at right, taken from sponsor's 1955

and 1956 "Buyers' Guide," show percent of

U.S. tv stations using syndicated film. This

trend indicates, among other things, less reliance

by stations on local programing since network

shows are being used more and more, especially

in small markets. Oddly enough, increase of

web shows in small markets have helped syndi-

cators, since web shows strengthen stations, make

them more desirable for many national clients.

1955

1956

82%

92%

2. What percent of U. S. stations program feature fi'm today?

Trend indicated by figures at right, taken from

sponsor's 1955 and 1956 "Buyers' Guide," may

be temporary. Decrease is probably due to fact

that much feature film has exhausted rerun

potentialities. However, flood of new features,

especially those to be released by C & C Super

and Columbia Pictures, will undoubtedly result

in more feature film time on stations and may

affect market for half-hour syndicated films.

Many new features, however, will replace old.

1955 35%

1956 87%

3. Where is there room for more syndicated fifm on the air?

As interpreted by NBC Film Division, which

prepared ratings at right, there is room for

syndicated film during the 10:00-11:00 p.m.

slots outside Eastern time zone. Because of

time differential, web shows are not commonly

run after 10:00 p.m. outside Eastern zone.

Low ratings in right-hand list of markets, says

NBC, reflect use of many local shows. This

gives opportunity for syndicator and national

spot client to clear time in Midwest, Mountain

and Pacific Coast markets. (There's some re-

broadcasting of web shows in West at late hour.)

AVERAGE 10:00-11:00 p.m. SUN.-SAT. RATINGS

EASTERN TIME

Atlanta

Baltimore

Boston

Cincinnati

Cleveland

Columbus

Dayton

Detroit

New York

Philadelphia

Washington

Source: ARB, Dec.

ZONE

.16.9

.17.8

23.6

18.0

18.9

15.9

.22.3

12.0

...... 7.8*

.17.4
12.5

'55

CENTRAL, MOUNTAIN,
AND PACIFIC TIME ZONES

Chicago 10.1

Los Angeles 6.0*

Minn.-St. Paul 8.6

Mobile 9.9

San Francisco _ 11.7

Seattle-Tacoma 9.1

Springfield, Mo. .13.5

Tucson 15.9

*Average ratings are unusually

low in New York and Los An-

geles becauss the audience is

split between seven stations.
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TOP-RATED FACILITIES. ..TO PRODUCE
YOUR TOP-RATED TELEVISION FILM!

OPTICAL EFFECTS

HAL ROACH Stud**.
CULVER CITY, CALIFORNIA

11All Operations Under One Roof"

HAL ROACH, Jr., President

SIDNEY S. VAN KEUREN, Vice President-General Manager



FILM FACTS AND FIGURES (continued)

4. How does audience composition vary with the film program type?

Is the audience of an adventure show confined to kids?

Do adults watch Westerns? The figures below are your
answer to these and other questions. They show that even

with a program which you'd earmark as primarily aimed
at the younger set, you frequently attain a high percentage

of adult audience. The audience composition figures shown
here are from American Research Bureau's November 1955
reports in six major U. S. markets: New York, Chicago,

Los Angeles, Dallas-Ft. Worth, St. Louis and Atlanta.

Figures shown below are the average for as many markets

as the show listed reaches. While the figures are a good
general indication of the kind of varied audience you can

attain with syndicated film shows, they can't be used as a

buying guide for individual shows. A show with high

adult audience in the chart below may conceivably pull

well with children as well—if you slot it at the right

time. Before buying, check markets where the show is

aired at a time most suitable for your audience. That
will tell you approximately how the show will pull for

you in similar time periods and that's what really counts.

COMPOSITION OF AUDIENCE COMPOSITION OF AUDIENCE

Westerns

RANGE RIDER 19 19 61

ANNIE OAKLEY 20 20 60

WILD BILL HICKOK 20 25 51

KIT CARSON 20 22 57

CISCO KID 22 24 54

Adventure

SUPERMAN 18 22 59

WATERFRONT 31 38 31

RAMAR OF THE JUNGLE 22 30 48

HIGHWAY PATROL 49 40 21

FOREIGN INTRIGUE 41 49 9

Mystery

BADGE 714 35 48 16

I LED THREE LIVES 31 47 21

RACKET SQUAD . 40 44 16

CITY DETECTIVE 36 56 8

MR. DISTRICT ATTORNEY 41 51 8

ELLERY QUEEN 29 43 28

58

Sir nation Comedy

ABBOTT & COSTELLO 20 25 55

AMOS & ANDY 44 37 28

GREAT GILDERSLEEVE 25 44 31

MY LITTLE MARGIE 22 35 42

Drama

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS PRESENTS 51 54 12

STORIES OF THE CENTURY 30 36 34

STUDIO 57 ... 34 57 8

Children's Shows

HANS CHRISTIAN ANDERSON 17 20 63

* LITTLE RASCALS 14 19 66

Music

GUYLOMBARDO 31 39 30

LIBERACE 37 53 10

GRAND OLE OPRY 24 40 26

Sports

CHAMPIONSHIP BOWLING 45 49 6

SPONSOR
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The Billboard Scoreboard
*

• Syndicated Him Adventure Shows • Web Adventure Shows

1. Lassie, Campbell Soup
Kellogg (CBS)

AMONG CHILDREN

1. Fury, Cen. Foods (NBC)

and now, climbing overnight,

t pa 's newest [tjojpj program

MONTE CRISTO
co-starring GEORGE DOLENZ and NICK CRAVAT

The new, exciting "TPA Tops" costume-adventure series, based on the greatest selling novel

of all time. Racking up top ratings wherever it's playing . . .

San Francisco 24.1' outrating "$64,000 Question"

Buffalo 18.5' San Diego 25 3'

Norfolk 41. 8
? Albuquerque 20.3'

•The Billboard, Dec. 17, 1955

1 November Videodex

2 November Pulse

sold in 59 top markets

for such top advertisers as Montgomery Ward, United Gas, Maison Blanche, Pepsi Cola,

New England Bakeries, W. P. Fuller & Co., Petri Wine.

Some choice markets still available. Wire us collect today to have your TPA representative call.

Television Programs of America, Inc.

brings you the Top Programs of America

NEW YORK 477 MADISON AVE. • CHICAGO: 360 N. MICHIGAN AVE . LOS ANGEIES: 5746 SUNSET BIV.
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CRUNCH
This brand-new series of 39 half-hour films is proving as popular

with sponsors as the Philip Wylie CRUNCH and DES stories have
been with readers of the POST for 17 years. And no wonder!
They're wonderful stories of drama, romance, action, comedy,

adventure... all realistically filmed on location in colorful Bermuda.
Everything about this series adds up to a great popular success!



and DES starring

FORREST TUCKER
Your markets may still be available, but don't delay.

Call or wire for an audition print... today.

BC FILM DIVISION
SERVING ALL SPONSORS. ..SERVING ALL STATIONS
30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N. Y
Merchandise Mart, Chicago, 111.

Sunset and Vine Sts., Hollywood, Calif.

In Canada: RCA Victor, 225 Mutual St., Toronto; 1551 Bishop St., Montreal



LOT TO KNOW
(Continued from page 45)

run in the 120 top markets. This

covers all costs and yields a neat profit

beside if sales move briskly and if he

sells the large metropolitan markets.

It is important for the syndicator to

sell the top markets for a number of

reasons. First of all, the top markets

account for the lion's share of the

return and involve less selling cost.

The syndicator does better when he

sells the 15 or 20 top markets than if

he sells 200 small ones which would

not cover his costs. Secondly, selling

the top markets is a matter of prestige

for it is proof his show has appeal in

the most competitive areas.

Ideally, the syndicator prices ac-

cording to the market. The reason is

obvious. If he must cut his take in

one market because his film is placed

on a station with low audiences, it is

not too easy to shift this loss on to

other markets since his prices in those

other markets then might not be com-

petitive.

However, the fact remains that svn-

dicators often find they must take the

station's rating history into account

in selling a show to an advertiser.

One svndicator reports that in pricing

markets for a multi-station deal, he

takes into account the "dollar value of

the market to the advertiser."

Prices are further complicated by

reruns. A rough rule-of-thumb is that

a second run is 759? of the cost of

the first I Liberace is sold this way)

while a third run is 50%. However,

if a show's ratings were better than

expected during the first run, the syn-

dicator will tend to keep the price up

since he then has a good cost-per-

1,000 story to tell.

Cost-per-1,000 figures are an im-

portant factor in all price negotiations,

especially from the point of view of

the advertiser. The large advertiser,

who can avail himself of expert re-

search advice from his agency, often

goes deeply into cost-per- 1.000 calcu-

lations. They are not always the de-

termining factor, since the merchan-

dising value and specific audience

composition appeal of a show have to

be taken into account, but cost-per-

1.000 remains important.

Clearances: Good clearances are

half the battle in syndication. While

there is an element of gamble in any

kind of program buying, there is no

What's so unusual about
6000 Sunset Boulevard?
This: at Song Ad Film-Radio Productions the four prin-

cipals are not "gentlemen farmers"—farming out mu«ic,

lyrics, animation. No, sir! Bob, Dan, Del and Larry are

themselves musicians, ad men, sales experts, and head up

all key departments. All Song Ad creative work is done at

6000 Sunset Boulevard. Your radio or TV commercial

campaign gets the best thought of the top men at Song
Ads. Just incidentally, the're also top men in the film-

radio business!

Production is booming at 6000 Sunset.

Call us about your upcoming campaigns!

SONG AD
FILM-RADIO PRODUCTIONS

6000 Sunset Blvd. Hollywood 5-6181

Hollywood 28, Calif.

question but that when a show is run

during periods of peak listening it will

cash in on it to some extent.

The gleaming target for most syn-

dicators is thus "A" time. In aiming

for this they, of cour-e, come up
against the fact the juiciest periods in

"A" are network option time. Syndi-

cators will be the first to admit that

network option time is one tough bar-

rier. It is no tougher than it was a

year ago but it is not any easier,

either.

Nevertheless, syndicators and their

customers have been able to pull off

excellent clearances as the examples

below will show:

Ballantine cleared a list of 24 mar-

kets for Ziv's Highway Patrol. Of

these, only two were not in "A" time.

A recent presentation by ABC Film

Syndication listed some examples of

clearances in "tight" markets. Pass-

port to Danger cleared KDKA, Pitts-

burgh, at 9:30 p.m. Wednesday while

Douglas Fairbanks Jr. Presents clear-

ed the same station on the same day

an hour earlier. Passport to Danger
also showed clearances on WAVE-TV,
Louisville, at 7:30 p.m. Thursday;

WBTV, Charlotte, N. C, at 8:00 p.m.

Tuesday, and WFBM-TV, Indianapo-

lis, at 9:00 p.m. Thursday. The pre-

sentation also pointed to Racket Squad,

which had 71% of its clearances be-

tween 7:30 and 10:30 p.m.

Lucky Lager cleared a total of 26
\\ estem markets for NBC Film's

Crunch and Des. All fell between

7:00 and 9:30 and in only four mar-

kets did the show run before 8:00

p.m.

ARB and Videodex rating sheets of

Guild's Confidential File show that

of 22 markets only one clearance was

outside "A" time.

While the burden of clearing time

usually falls on the agency, the syn-

dicator stands ready to pitch in and

help. One advantage the syndicator

has is that his salesmen are on the

scene and can help clear time in face-

to-face discussions with station per-

sonnel. The syndicator's salesmen are

also helpful because of their knowl-

edge of the market, its viewing habits

and so forth. This means they can

suggest the best alternative viewing

periods in the event the period wanted

is not available.

Since syndicated sales to advertisers

often depend on specific clearances,

the syndicator sometimes takes on the

major portion of the job. CBS Film
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Sales says it can deliver a 100%
clearance list in three months. Walter

Schwimmer Co. reports it has often

cleared time for multi-market clients.

Besides being on the scene, syndica-

tors can help clear time by making

deals with stations. They can offer

a station a show it has wanted to run

or make some kind of discount deal in

selling a group of shows.

The work of timebuyers is, of course

vital as well. They are in a position,

for example, to throw business from

other clients the station's way.

Probably the best way to clear time

is to bring in a good show.

Despite the excellent clearances snot

tv films can sometimes get, the clear-

ance problem is still the syndicator's

biggest headache. He is anxiously

awaiting some solution to the tv sta-

tion allocations problem by the FCC
for nothing can help him so much as

a truly competitive tv service. The

outlook for 1956 is not promising.

There will probably be some new

CP's in tight markets to relieve the

pressure but the number is not ex-

pected to be great.

Merchandising: One of TPA's cri-

teria in picking a show to sell is

whether it is merchandisable. This will

not surprise anybody since merchan-

dising is one of the strongest selling

points in the syndication business.

(For details on this subject, see "How
film sponsors promote their shows,"

sponsor, 12 December 1955.)

As mentioned in another article in

this issue (see story beginning page

29), the syndicator is maturing in his

approach to merchandising, is no

longer satisfied with talking an adver-

tiser into buying as much merchan-

dising material as he can afford and

letting it go at that. With a lot of

experience packed under their belts,

syndicators can advise the advertiser

on why the Blank Co.'s merchandising

didn't work and why the Doe Co.'s

did.

There are many angles to mer-

chandising syndicated film. Walt Scan-

Ion of CBS Film Sales lists eight basic

ways in which this is done: (1) per-

sonal appearances of stars, (2) point-

of-sale displays, (3) direct mail, (4)

station program promotion, (5) news-

paper publicity and advertising, (6)

magazine stories about program star

and product advertising using the

star, (7) radio advertising, (8) mo-
tion picture theatre advertising.

64

In addition, franchised merchan-

dise has become an important element

in promoting tv shows, though the

idea of such merchandise goes back

to pre-radio days. TPA has a tie-up

with Stone Associates, which special-

izes in franchised merchandise and

promotion. Low-cost franchised mer-

chandise can be used by the sponsor

as self-liquidators while the more ex-

pensive products, sold by franchised

manufacturers, serves as free adver-

tising for the sponsor.

Ziv has been stressing the value of

promoting the show to employees of

the sponsor. Employees are not only

an obvious audience for such shows

but pass along the word to others if

the prompting is done properly. How-

ever, this aspect of show promotion

is frequently overlooked.

Probably the most fruitful side of

syndicated program promotion is that

aimed at tots. One reason syndica-

tors are so active in this area is that

many of their shows run during the

late afternoon and early evening peri-

ods, which are, of course, particular-

ly good for reaching young people.

The young audience offers innumer-

able opportunities via membership in

clubs, comic books, self-liquidating

premiums, attendance at personal ap-

pearances, all of which can't help

but sell the sponsor's product. And
that, after all, is what this whole busi-

ness is all about.

Ratings and audience: The lar<*e

choice of syndicated film available

gives advertisers an excellent oppor-

tunity to pinpoint his audience. Where
a show is already on the air, he can

check the rating services for audience

composition. Where a show is not on

the air, audience composition aver-

ages of similar shows can be consult-

ed. Advertisers would be wise not

to trust their intuition on guessing

what the audience composition of a

show will be. They can sometimes be

mighty surprised.

However, it can generally be as-

sumed that Westerns will have a high

percentage of young viewers. More
men than women usually view West-

erns but not as many more as might be

expected. As a matter of fact, for

most show types, Westerns excepted,

advertisers will find a healthy share

of women audiences. One reason is

that women are more consistent as

viewers. Another reason is that audi-

ence composition figures cover a lot

Because*!

bo much simpler to have your

show on film! No serious upsets

then when stars are ill or need

rest. No cause for worry about i

"slips" or "fluffs"! Besides, it's I

the modern way to rehearse an<

. . . then film and edit for final

perfection. Know in advance-

leave nothing to chance . . .

USE EASTMAN FILM!

For complete information write to

Motion Picture Film Department

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Rochester 4, N. Y.

or W. J. GERMAN, INC.
Agents for the sale and distribution of

Eastman Professional Motion Picture Films

Fort Lee, N. J. ; Chicago, III.; Hollywood, Calif.

East Coast Division

342 Madison Avenue

New York 17, N. Y.

Midwest Division

1 37 North Wabash Avenue

Chicago 2, Illinois

West Coast Division

6706 Santa Monica Bivd

Hollywood 38, Calif.

AND BE SURE to film

IN COLOR . .

.

You 71 be glad you dijs^
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of daytime shows, which, of course,

men can't view.

So far as ratings are concerned,

they can compare favorably with net-

work shows of the same type. ABC
Film Syndication recently compared

local ratings of three pairs of shows,

each pair consisting of a syndicated

show and a network show. Three

categories were covered, drama-mys-

tery, situation comedy and western.

Each pair was compared in a group

of 10 markets. Rating source was

ARB, March 1955.

• A comparison of the syndicated

Racket Squad vs. the network pro-

gram, Public Defender, showed seven

markets in which Racket Squad was

higher and three markets in which

Public Defender was higher. The

former hit a 42.1 in Memphis.

• Corliss Archer (syndicated) was

ahead in five markets and / Married

Joan (network) was higher in five

markets.

• Annie Oakley (syndicated) came

out on top in five markets while Roy
Rogers (network) was ahead in five.

The comparison above is a very

rough one since these programs were

not necessarily programed at the same

time or even on the same day. How-
ever, while this is not a definitive

study of network vs. spot, it shows

that syndicated shows can pull audi-

ences.

While the quality of feature film

varies widely, they can attract good

audiences and capture a major share

of the sets-in-use. This is just as true

during the day as at night, which is

the favorite time for feature films.

Again, ABC Film Syndication sup-

plies some facts on the subject. They

are based on ARB ratings.

• A Cleveland feature film show,

Early Bird Theatre, shown Monday
through Friday from 9:00 to 10:00

a.m. captured 77.3% share of audi-

ence last July and August.

• A Kansas City program, Morn-

ing Movie, shown Monday through

Friday from 10:30 to 11:30 a.m. cap-

tured a 40% share of audience last

July.

• Another Cleveland feature film

show, One O'Clock Playhouse, a strip

shown from 1:00 to 2:30 p.m. copped

an 81.5% share of audience last July

and August.

• An Atlanta Sunday show, Arm-

chair Theatre, on from 12:30 to 2:30

p.m., got a 71.9% share of audience

last January and February and a

71.6% last July and August.

• In Houston, Movie Date, stripped

at 11:45 a.m. to 1:00 p.m., captured

a 61.1% share last July.

Color: No syndicator believes color

is just around the corner and few

are shooting with color stock. Some
syndicators are playing around with

color for experimental purposes, but

no more. One exception is Ziv, which

feels that shows shot in color now
represent a long-range investment. In

other words, it is felt that shows al-

ready shown in black-and-white will

have fresh appeal in color.

Last year Ziv's output came to 3.7

million feet of film and 72% of this

was shot in color. The firm distributes

b-&-w prints to customers and stores

the color prints for future use.

CBS Film Sales has been shooting

Long John Silver in color but, like

Ziv, has been storing the color prints

and distributing b-&-w prints only.

CBS also has 13 Gene Autry episodes

in color.

Fred Mahlstedt, director of opera-

( Please turn to page 70)

FIRST ...IN THIS
2UTHERN MARKET

The Ark-La-Tex is a vital, prosperous market

where 311,235 families own over half as

many TV sets. They have money to spend

too . . . over $1,275,069,000! And, first in

TV in this area is KSLA-TV with . . .

• FULL 316,000 WATTS POWER
• 1,195-FOOT TOWER
• CBS BASIC NETWORK
• PROVEN AUDIENCE LEADERSHIP

PAUL H. RAYMER CO. INC.

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
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How to

give your TV commercials

a "COMPETITIVE EDGE"

elevision audiences today are "conditioned" to many of the brilliant motion

picture techniques now also used in TV productions—and they like it! Take

away smooth switching— fades, lap dissolves, and transitions they are used to

watching—and commercials look flat, dull, and jerky. Add these effects and the

same presentations take on sparkle and dimension. In short, your commercials

have a ''competitive edge"!

Are your presentations

out off date?

Are your commercials limited to "direct

switching
1
' from scene to scene— or simple

fades to black—because an elementary

video switcher is used? If so, the sponsor

is not getting the full benefit of all the pro-

gramming ingenuity that could be at

his disposal.

How to make
commercials "live"

Modern video switching with special effects

is your answer. With it, program directors

can produce a variety of attention-getting

effects in an instant; horizontal and vertical

wipes, horizontal and vertical splits, con-

trollable inserts, wedges, and other optical

effects. You push the button for whatever

you want—and insert the effect wherever

you want it. Up goes audience interest.

And up goes sponsor satisfaction.

Which Switcher

for you?
RCA has a video-switching system to meet

the specific requirement of each and

every station.

For example, RCA's TS-5A is ideal for

small studio operations—provides fades,

lap dissolves, super-positions— handles 5

signal inputs.

Type TS-11A is designed for maximum
utilization of facilities— for any size opera-

tion. It provides all facilities—includes a

TS-5A VIDEO SWITCHER

program transfer switch for previewing

fades, lap dissolves, and special effects.

Studio programs can be rehearsed while

network or film is "on-air."

Type TS-20 is a relay switching system for

the larger installations. It is the ultimate in

flexibility for modern programming. You
can begin with as few as 6 inputs and 2

outputs and build up to a maximum of

12 inputs and 6 outputs.

Special effects equipment

Twelve attention-getting effects at your

finger-tips . . . You push the button for the

effect you want. You swing the "control

stick" and put the selected effect wherever

you want it. Simple, inexpensive— requires

no complicated equipment or extra cameras.

Any one of the above switchers coupled

with this special effects equipment can give

you the extra sales "edge" you want.

For expert help in planning the right video

switching and special effects system, call

your RCA Broadcast Sales Representative.

Ask

theWineer

be kno#s

RADIO CORPORATION
ofAMERICA
ENGINEERING PRODUCTS DIViSMON -CAMDEN, N.J.

In Canada: RCA VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal



LEADING TV STATIONS
BUY "X":

KOA

ZIV's NEW BIG RATING-GETT

KGNC-T

KBOI-T>

KCRI-T>

MERICA'S

LLI6ENCE EXPER1
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Columbus,

Dayton, Toledo, South Bend,

Indianapolis, Bloomington, Grand
Rapids, Champaign, Louisville,

Evansville, Ft. Wayne, Kalamazoo,
Lansing

l-J^-^^B State of Wisconsin

plus Duluth-SuDerior area!

• SAFEWAY S
ahomo City, Kans

Rochester, Watertowr

[Ml] J

Birmingham

• BROWN VELVET DAIRY

* ADVENTURE

* INTRIGUE

* SUSPENSE

Plan your '56 sales strategy to include

TV's most colorful man of mystery. His

dramatic impact on TV is certain to

result in big audiences for your com-

mercials . . . big demand for your prod-

uct. Write, wire or phone for a presen-

tation now.

• PEVELY DAIRY
• TEXAS COFI

• GENESEE BE

PACKI

Louis

Lake Charles

Rochester

Montgomer

Los Angeles

Pittsburah

Dallas

(CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTH)
Bakersfield

Kansas City

• MOHR CHEVRO

HITE CH

• BILLINGS MOTORS LTD.

JEWEL
Savannah

• MARINE TRUST CO. OF
WESTERN N. Y.

PLYIn H w I 3:*:ll^ ^1 I A 1

San Francisco, Seattle

%
Norfolk

iLIVAN
'iue

Analyst,

pecial Consult-

<nt to the Joint

-hiefs of Staff

•fcThe man who
penetrated the

intelligence serv-

icesofthe World's

Great Pc
NEW Y
CINCINNATI

CHICAGO
HOLLYWQO0



tions and production for CBS Film,

sums up the attitude of most syndica-

tors: "Real color production is at least

two years off. maybe three or four.

We'll probably begin to shoot in color

next year but you must remember

that the number of stations with film

facilities is not large. It'll take time

until a substantial number of stations

Itave such facilities. As for storing

color prints—well, who knows? May-

be there'll be new color techniques

when color tv finally arrives."

A number of syndicators, especial-

ly those who don't do their own pro-

duction, take the point of view that

it's not necessary for them to prepare

for color, that, as distributors, they

are always ready to handle it as soon

as there's a market for it.

It may or may not be significant

but two deals for syndicated shows in

color on a regular basis were made
recently. RCA bought two markets

for Judge Roy Bean, a western dis-

tributed in color by Screencraft Pic-

tures. The show will run on KING-
IV, Seattle, and WNBQ, Chicago.

it

all

+ 273*

+ 132*

+ 3*

The latest ARB report (October, 1955)

on the Rochester television audrence

tells a mighty impressive story about

what Rochesterians think of Channel 10!

273

132

3

Of the 461 competitive quarter hours

weekly Channel 10 rates first in 273,

and ties for first 11 times!

Daytime, Mondays through Fridays,

7 AM to 5 PM, Channel 10 rates first

132 times- better than 2 to 1!

Three of the four top-rated programs

are heard on Channel 10!

SECONDS

177

60

1

WRITE US TODAY FOR
CHOICEST AVAILABILITIES
IN ROCHESTER!

CHANNEL 1Q VHF
125,000 WATTS

OPERATED SHARE TIME BY

WHEC-TV AND WVET-TV

CBS BASIC ABC AFFILIATE

ROCHESTER, N.Y.

which is being converted by NBC into

the "world's first all-color tv station."

The other buy involves a sale by Ziv

of Cisco Kid to Foley's department

store in Houston. The show will run

on KPRC-TV.

Despite the greater cost of color

production there was no specific extra

charge to the sponsors, although

Screencraft reported that the fact the

prints were in color had some effect

on the price RCA paid. It is quite

possible this price situation I not

charging extra for color I may be

common in the early days of syndi-

cated film in color since a distributor

may feel the prestige of a color sale

may make it worthwhile to forego a

differential.

These two sales suggest that when
color does come to the syndicated film

business, it will affect the outdoor

type show first. Whether there will

be an early demand for color in drama
or mystery shows is another question.

• • •

EVERETT-McKINNEY, INC. • NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES • THE BOILING CO.. INC.

WHAT ADMEN WANT
[Continued from page 51)

standing that if he didn"t. the time

would go to the home furnishings ad-

vertiser.

Other agencies mentioned a number

of instances when syndicators called

to tip them off on forthcoming expira-

tion dates in markets clients might be

interested in. Syndicators have occa-

sionally been helpful in getting clients

with budget problems potential co-

sponsors or alternate-week sponsors.

In those instances the burden of clear-

ing the time generally still rested en-

tirely with those clients" agencies.

There should be a way to lock a

film show into good time slots before

selling the property, agencymen told

sponsor. Admen feel syndicators can

do this since they are close to the

stations to whom they're trying to

sell programing directly. An even

closer tie and better lines of communi-

cation between syndicators, station

and agency could bring a flood of new

clients into syndication, admen say.

Pinpoint promotion: There's hardlv

a syndicator today who doesn't pro-

vide show promotion kits for the sta-

tions a client buvs. But this general-

ized, blanket coverage for all stations
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THE SENATOR FROM

SACRAMENTO SPEAKS

the Senator is absolutely right!

During its Total Weekly Telecasting Period,

KCRA-TV has more "firsts" in the quarter-

hour viewing periods than any other Sacra-

mento station— 77% more "firsts" than the

next Sacramento station! *

2 During the Nighttime Viewing Period, from
5:00 p.m. to signoff, Monday through Fri-

day, KCRA-TV has more "firsts" in the

quarter-hour viewing periods than any other

Sacramento station—more "firsts" than the

other two Sacramento stations combined !
*

3 During the Daytime Viewing Period, from
9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Monday through
Friday, KCRA-TV has more "firsts" in the

quarter-hour viewing periods than any other

Sacramento station—57% more "firsts" than

the next Sacramento station !
*

4 During the Weekend Viewing Hours (Satur-

day and Sunday when KCRA-TV is on the

air), KCRA-TV has more "firsts" in the

quarter-hour viewing periods than any other

Sacramento station—21% more "firsts" than

the next Sacramento station !

*

*Source: American Research Bureau, Inc.

A special Report on the

Sacramento Television Audience
November 7- 13, 1955

LOOK AT THE RECORD, CALL PETRY AND BUY KCRA-TV!

KCRA UuuuteE Q

SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA • 100,000 Watts Maximum Power • BASIC
[J||

Represented by Edward Pefry & Co.

AFFILIATE
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regardless of the market it's in doesn't

do as effective a job as promotion

keyed to specific local tastes and prob-

lems, especially those of client.

Medium-sized and smaller agencies

would find it particularly helpful to

work out local promotions for stations

and local dealers in conjunction with

the syndicator. But large agencies with

sizable promotion departments of their

own also need all the promotion help

that can be given to build show rat-

ings and aid clients.

There are many efforts syndicators

already include in show kits, and many

are expanding their promotion. For

example, national publicity for a show

pays off in paving the way for local

telecasts. Most syndicators provide

point-of-purchase material to their

clients for product tie-ins in retailer

outlets. Some send out "tune-in" slides

and mats for newspapers. Some syndi-

cators provide recorded announce-

ments of messages by show stars to be

played in client offices over the p. a.

system and at sales conventions.

The promotion possibilities are in-

finite, and there are few major syndi-

cators today who aren't listening to

lStf>*
- S

0^

WW**1

WSJS-TV
316.000 WATTS

AFFILIATE FOR
WINSTON-SALEM
GREENSBORO
HIGH POINT I

CALL
HEADLEY-REED
REPRESENTATIVES

client pressure for more abundant and

more creative promotion jobs.

Logical pricing: Admen en masse

feel there's a need for syndicators to

justify and standardize their price

structure. They're not referring to the

pricing of one property compared with

another, since there's generally infor-

mation about the production budget to

justify such differences. They're talk-

ing about variations between markets

and a need for clarifying the basis for

rating one market above another of

similar set saturation or population.

A major stumbling block to buying

film for a multi-market campaign is

price. There's considerable feeling

among buyers that the prices tend to

be determined too much by "what the

traffic will bear" rather than intrinsic

values of the property such as the

production budget, number of previ-

ous runs and size of the markets con-

sidered. Market potential, of course, is

no set, inflexible yardstick at best.

Some syndicators figure the market's

value in terms of sets within the major
station's coverage area, some figure it

in terms of adjacent markets for which

it may be a shopping center.

Agencymen and clients would like to

see more standardization and justifica-

tion for pricing, so that they won't

stumble upon the same property in a

market of comparable set saturation

selling at 20 c
/c less than they paid for

it. No one appreciates that.

Research depth: There's a strong

trend among syndicators to back up

a sales pitch with audience research

and track records for properties with

previous runs. Admen would like to

see film men key this research more
specifically to the markets a client is

considering and to his product.

The syndicator can insure a long-

term client and a satisfied one if he

backs up the showing of his film prop-

erty with figures on the audience com-

position, for example, during its previ-

ous runs in comparable markets, with

studies on viewing habits and competi-

tive programing within the local mar-

kets the client is considering. Research

of this type lends credence to claims

of film syndicators.

Admen feel that the very type of re-

search syndicators need to sell their

properties creatively to stations within

each market can help advertisers make

a sounder choice in programing. ***
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DOMINANT
In Programs

.... In JPanrer

In Audience

250 Hours of Sponsored

Network Shows in December

. . . Plus Top Local & Film Features

100,000 Watts on Channel 6

Since May, 1954 . . . Penetration

of Area Already Accomplished

65% Total Weekly Share in

26-County Area Telepulse (Sept. '55)

First in Every Program Period.

The Powerhouse of the Southwest

CBS-ABC
INTERCONNECTED

KCMC-TV
TEXARKAI\A

TEXAS - ARKANSAS

Represented bj
Venard, Rintoul and McConnell, Inc.

Walter M. Windsor, (General Manager)

CHANNEL 6
23 JANUARY 1956 73



Fastest-moving film in television!



They don't sit around long on the

shipping-room shelves at CBS Television

Film Sales. For here are the stand-out

shows in the syndicated film field . .

.

the audience-proven programs of the

sparkling variety and dramatic impact

that gave CBS Television Film Sales

the biggest year of its life in 1955.

Whatever your program choice may be—

adventure, comedy, drama, Westerns

or news — here you'll find the big-name,

top-quality productions . . . every one

a time-tested audience-winner.

And there's more to come, because

expansion is the word for '56. Nearly a

dozen major new properties are being

readied. Merchandising and promotion

departments are being enlarged. Sales

service and distribution facilities are

better than ever. There's expansion and

excitement everywhere you turn, from

story conference to shipping room

!

And there's a show for your needs at

fast-moving CBS Television Film Sales.

Take a look at the list below, then call

our nearest office — New York, Chicago,

Los Angeles, Detroit, Boston, St. Louis,

San Francisco, Dallas, Atlanta. In Canada:

S. W. Caldwell, Ltd., Toronto.

CBS Television

Film Sales, Inc.
Distributors of Amos 'n' Andy, The Gene Autry Show,

Buffalo Bill, Jr., Cases of Eddie Drake, Fabian of Scotland

Yard, Holiday in Paris, Files of Jeffrey Jones, Life with

Father, Adventures of Long John Silver, Annie Oakley,

The Range Rider, San Francisco Beat, The Whistler,

Red Ryder and Newsfilm— a product of CBS News.



FILM CASE HISTORIES
( Continued from page 52 I

Led Three Lives had a proved adult

audience in markets where it had

previously run. Furthermore, the agen-

cy considered it a prestige vehicle deal-

ing with contemporary problems of

subversion which, at the time of the

initial buy, were particularly in the

headlines.

"There was an extra immediacy

about this program that other possi-

bly equallv good dramas didn't seem

to have." John Bates explained.

It was a show with strong promo-

tion potentials both to the viewing pub-

lic and to the trade. The kind of bulk

buy (27 markets initially) that Phillips

contracted for made a sizeable promo-

tion investment plausible.

Since buying the program, the agen-

cy and client have been evaluating re-

sults from a number of indications:

(. 1 ) ratings, while satisfactory to the

client from the start, have been im-

proving as loyal audiences have been

built in each market and as time sched-

ules have been improved; (2) the 19

Phillips division managers who con-

WICHITA WINDY SCORES
AGAIN!

NOVEMBER ARB SHOWS
KTVH STILL NO. 1 IN THE

BIG WICHITA AREA
Again, for the sixth straight survey, KTVH

Letterman, Wichita Windy, plops 'em in the

basket, and Channel 12 scores again as the

dominant TV station in the Wichita area.

November, 1955, ARB Scoreboard gives KTVH

eight out of the ten top-rated shows. The

KTVH Team guards your profits, plays "all

over the court," carrying the ball for you into

Wichita and 14 other Kansas communities.

To Sell In Kansas, Buy KTVH

VHF
240,000
WATTS

KTVH
HUTCHINSON

Kansas
CBS BASIC

Represented Nationally by H-R Representatives, Inc.

CHANNEL

12

KTVH, pioneer station in rich Central Kansas, serves more than 14 important communities
besides Wichita. Main office and studios in Hutchinson; office and studio in Wichita
(Hotel Lassen). Howard O. Peterson, General Manager.

tact jobbers and dealers in the show's

coverage area have gotten good re-

actions.

Lambert and Feasley feels that two

factors have been important in making
their client's use of syndicated film

successful: (1) choice of program;

(2) time clearances. The timebuying

was handled by Bill Hinman, who
continued working towards improving

the schedules throughout the run of

the show. Today, the program is in

prime evening time in every single

market.

"While we did all the buying, of

course, we did get tips from Ziv about

expirations in a market that helped us

improve our schedule," Hinman told

SPONSOR.

He adds that his job was made
easier by the fact that he was consulted

about possible clearances be'ore the

show was actually bought. Also, Phil-

lips had previously bought football

games on many of the stations it is still

using, and certain times were therefore

automatically open to him.

"But we're still improving the line-

up," he says. "In Harlingen, Tex., for

example, we had put the show on

KGBT Sundays at 2:00 p.m. Now
we're on Sundays at 8:30 p.m. follow-

ing Toast of the Town, and GE
Theater."

A few months ago, the client and

agency decided that they would have

to make up for the extra cost of mar-

ket expansion in some way beyond the

increases in advertising budget which

Phillips had allocated each year.

"We decided that we could still get

weekly exposure if we could make
good arrangements for alternate-week

sponsorship on a two-to-ons ratio for

the commercials," Mace explained.

"With such a major-minor advertiser

arrangement, we would get two com-

mercials one week, one commercial the

next."

Here's how Phillips went about look-

ing for potential alternate-week spon-

sors:

1. The agency informed Ziv that

they wanted this type of arrangement.

2. Bill Hinman sent out inquiries

to all the Phillips tv stations, since

they might know of local or regional

clients who wouldn't be in touch with

the syndicator or with a New York

agency.

3. Through the radio-tv depart-

ment, Lambert and Feasley contacted

radio-tv directors at other agencies
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and explained the problem.

"Our big advantage was that we had

already secured excellent time clear-

ances and that we had a proven prop-

erty," Mace added.

Today Phillips shares sponsorship

with some Nabisco products (through

McCann-Erickson) on eight stations,

with Thom McCann shoes (through

Ogilvy, Benson & Mather) in Miami.

Gunther Brewing: Bryan Houston

agency began considering syndicated

films for Gunther Brewing as soon as

the agency took over the account more

than a year ago. However, the phi-

losophy underlying their choice of pro-

graming was distinctly different from

Phillips'.

"We feel that the biggest plus in

syndicated film is its flexibility," says

John Marsicano, Gunther account ex-

ecutive. "By flexibility we don't mean
in terms of choosing markets and sta-

tions and time only. We also mean
suiting the show to the taste of the in-

dividual market."

He illustrated this strategy by corn-

Hill Tower, situated on

Dallas County's highest

natural elevation, is 1,521

feet from base to tip . . .

1,685 feet above average

terrain. It is the second

tallest man-made struc-

ture in the world. KRLD-
TV began telecasting

from its new facilities on

December 23, 1955.

Now beams its maximum
power signal from the

top of Texas tallest tower**

TO THE GREAT SOUTHWEST

Top O' Texas
Market !

42 flourishing Texas and Oklahoma
counties including CITY GRADE
COVERAGE TO THE METRO-
POLITAN AREAS OF BOTH
DALLAS AND FORT WORTH,
the greatest concentration of people

and wealth in the South or South-

west.

P7 rn n m s~? \vi
The Tim" Heroid s,a,ion

\ 4\ Q Hi Owners and Operators of KRLD Radio, 50,000

LjtA J J ' ' —-) -J '_/ The Branhom Company, Exclusive Representativ

"he BIGGEST buy in the BIGGEST market in the BIGGEST State

Qmnd 4,VoJHm
MAXIMUM POWER

JOHN W. RUNYON CLYDE W. REMBERT

Chairman of the Board President

paring two markets in which Gunther

sponsors two different shows: MCA-
TV's Waterfront in Baltimore and

RCA Recorded Programs' Town and

Country in Lynchburg, Va.

Since Baltimore is a seaport, the

agency and client both felt that this

market would be receptive to stories

of waterfront problems. Lynchburg, a

smaller inland market with an entirely

different temperament, seemed likely

to seek another form of entertainment.

Town and Country is a musical variety

show with a similar format and ap-

proach to the Tennessee Ernie shows,

appealing to that type of market.

Currently, Gunther sponsors MCA-
TV's Waterfront in Baltimore, Wash-
ington, D. C, Lancaster, Pa., and
Richmond; RCA Recording's Town
and Country in Lynchburg and Rich-

mond; NBC Films Badge 714 in

Harrisburg, Pa.

"When you're planning to go into

a few selected markets only, show
availability presents big problems,"
Marsicano explained.

First-runs of top properties are of-

fered to the large-budget advertiser

with a sizeable market list first. Yet
the client with two markets obviously

also wants a film starring top names.

"We prefer first runs and in the

case of Waterfront, for example, we
got them," says Marsicano. "But we
don't object to reruns on principal, as

long as there's a decent interval be-

tween the original showing and the

rerun. The fact that a film was used
to sell aspirins in a second run, doesn't

mean it can't sell beer in a third or
fourth. The main point is that we
don't want to use a property that has
already saturated the audience."

Broadly, the agency had looked for

predominantly male-appeal properties

for its clients, since Gunther feels that

men are the ones who buy beer in its

distribution area. There is little at-

tempt to woo women in Gunther 's air

media advertising. Town and Coun-
try, of course, tends to get a more
mixed adult audience than Waterfront.

"We also wanted a prestige star like

Preston Foster, who plays the lead in

Waterfront," says Marsicano. "We
were fortunate in that his annual tour

from MCA coincided with our going
on the air in some of our markets.

This gave our show promotion a ter-

rific kick-off."

While the agency felt that Preston
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NO MATTER HOW
YOU IQOk M IT

,

IN PHOENIX...

KOOL-TV |S THE

564,000 ANSWER!

KOOL
T E L E V
PHOENIX,

I S I O N
ARIZONA

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
George P. Hollingbery

©

64.7% of the quarter-hour firsts belong to KOOL-TV

according to the most recent Pulse. KOOL-TV walked-off

with 12 of the top 1 5 programs . . . leaving the other

three Phoenix stations with only one each. If you plan

to attack the rich Phoenix market. KOOL-TV is your

answer. See your Hollingbery representative.

Percentage of

Quarter-Hour

FIRSTS

KOOL-TV

STATION B

STATION C

STATION D

TELEPULSE

Nov. 9- 15, 1955

SIGN ON
to NOON

100.0

NOON to

6:00 p.m.

43.1

17.8

27.6

11.4

6:00 p.m.

to Midnight

65.3

24.4

4.6

4.6

"TOP 1
5"

once a week

12
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independent Life pays approximately $2 million annually to
its 400 Jaxon employees, has $10 million in mortgage loans
in its home county, spends $175,000 annually for printin"and stationery alone in WMBR-TVs home town

9 Home Offices and 33 Regional

Branches Make Jacksonville the

Insurance Center of the Southeast

FLORIDA'S tourist-attracting sunshine also warms the gov-
ernmental atmosphere, adding a friendly climate for business

and industry. The tax barometer reads "No state income tax
"

!,

: a
,
multl - nillli°n dollar industry with annual home office

payroll of $13 million for hustling Jacksonville.

Providing home office employment for more than 3,500 persons
the insurance business is a stabilizing factor in the Jacksonville
economy. Home of more than 600 industries, major seaport site

?^
im
£n

rtant
,

Navy installations, Jacksonville is a market of

• ;?£?r£
a£etp,ace for 700 '000 more. You reach most of them

via WMBR-TV, the oldest, most powerful, most-watched tele-
vision station in the area.

h
n
nr^Vn nnn

U
n
r

nn
C
rF

0mpany °Perates exclusively in Florida,
nas 300,000,000 life insurance m force, 150 000 policv
holders, and employs 240 Florida men and women

The Afro-An,eri«an Life Insurance Company's million-dollar installa-

^fwSwJJSrt* (S
? .

initial assets) start in i9ol Current
assets. 3.7,874,000. Annual Jaxon payrol: $337,144 Insurance in
force: $43.000000. Jacksonville's Negro population en oys Practically full employment.
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Total area covered by WMBR-TV's
maximum powered signal includes

a million people — a billion dollar

market reached exclusively by

Northern Florida's and Southern

Georgia's most powerful station.

WMBR-TV
Channel 4 • Basic CBS

Representee/ by CBS Television Spot Sales

state Farm's Southeastern office employs 363, writes fire and auto

insurance for Florida, Georgia, North and South Carolina. Pay-

roll exceeds $1,250,000 annually.

Electronic computers like this one figure policy dividends, deduct

them from premiums, establish balances - at the rate of 6,000

per hour, which is only a bit faster than folks are moving to

Florida (2,600 people per week).

Peninsular Life, Florida's oldest chartered life insurance company,

was founded in 1901 in Jacksonville, now employs 600, one-third

of whom live here. Construction of new home office on semi-

suburban site set new standard for commercial building, boosted

Jacksonville as insurance center.



CLOWN QUEEN OF TV

"I MARRIED

JOAN"

*
co-starring

JIM
(Mr. Magoo) §4
BACKUS ^>

You can tell a girl

by the company she keeps . .

.

and for the past two years Joan

kept one of the nation's biggest

companies dizzy with sales.

We've just pried her off the

network to make I MARRIED JOAN

available to regional and

local advertisers. No other

syndicated film series goes to

work for you so unquestionably

pre-sold. When you attach your

product message to Joan Davis in

I MARRIED JOAN, you hold

the attention of all age groups,

all economic levels, all the time.

98 HALF HOURS
The happiest, high-rated

network show. ..now tv's

smash hit syndicated series.

Foster would "give authority to our

commercials," it didn't pay to make
film commercials for the four markets

in which the show is running. Gunther

uses its own local announcers in each

instance.

However, the client does try to capi-

talize on the films by using the star

in as many point-of-sale posters and

local promotions as they can.

Time clearances were a problem the

agency solved on its own, although it

frequently worked on tips both from

the local brewery salesmen and from

the syndicator.

"Today syndicators help clients a

lot more with time clearances than a

couple of years ago," adds Marsicano.

"But if you aren't on the air for 52-

week runs, it's still tough getting the

best availabilities both in shows and

in time."

National Biscuit: Nabisco (through

McCann-Erickson) uses syndicated

films to advertise various individual

products in a number of regions and

individual markets throughout the

country in addition to its other net-

work and spot campaigns.

"The number of network cut-ins nec-

essary to plug different products in

each market would drive up the cost

out of proportion so we need supple-

mentary campaigns. With syndicated

film, each product can get top show

identification of its own."

Nabisco has been using syndicated

film since April 1955 with measurable

effects on the sale of its products in

the 14 markets where they're on the

air.

"We try to buy the show and the

time simultaneously if possible," the

agencyman explained. "Of course,

there's a batch of headaches when you

buy market-by-market, but if you don't

tie yourself down to one starting date

for several markets, you can afford to

be a little choosier. There's one thing

we feel strongly: We don't buy a show

unless we're sure of the time."

As a result of this approach, Nabis-

co products sponsor such different

shows as Corliss Archer, Badge 714,

Nabisco Playhouse and, of course, /

Led Three Lives. The last buy, on an

alternate-week basis, appealed to the

client partly because of the show value

and partly because the established

sponsor, Phillips, already provided the

time periods.

"We like that sort of co-sponsor-

TELEVISION CORPORATION
NEW YORK CHICAGO HOLLYWOOD

445 Park Ave. 1250 S.Wabash 4376 Sunset Drive

MUrray Hill 8-2545 WAbash 2-7937 NOrmandy 2-9181

Here's

Your Man!
FOR SELLING THE SMALL-

FRY AUDIENCE IN DENVER
Sheriff Scotty . . . some of

his advertisers have been
with him since KLZ-TV
went on the air . . . because

his is Denver's top-rated

multi weekly program-
consistently . . . And be-

cause he's the salesdarndest

merchandiser with success

stories to prove it.

Ask your Katz man for the first

available time.

CBS Television in Denver

Denver's Highest Powered Television Slotion

SPONSOR



THE UPPER OHIO VALLEY-

THE NATION'S

FASTEST GROWING

East Liverpool

INDUSTRIAL AREA!

Bridgeport

Powhatan Point

Sistersville

In this 70-mile stretch along the Upper Ohio River

Valley (the prime coverage area of WTRF-TV,
Wheeling) industry is experiencing an amazing

growth!

The Ohio Valley Industrial Corporation estimates

conservatively that during the past three years in-

dustries have invested $325,000,000 in new plants

and expansion. Their conservative estimate of al-

ready authorized and proposed expenditures for this

same area for the next three years is $450,000,000

. . . that's a minimum total of $775,000,000; and

there are responsible people who believe that this

figure may reach ONE BILLION DOLLARS before

the end of this six-year period!

With the march of Industry come skilled workers

who reap rich rewards in the form of good pay and

comfortable living. Current figures show 416,210

families, owning 307,400 television sets; 1,409,300

people, with a combined spendable income of

$1,973,985,000—an average of $4,742.

Only WTRF-TV, Wheeling, offers SO MUCH!

*WTRF-TV dominates the Upper Ohio

Valley . . . Current Telepulse Ratings

show that:

13 of the top 15 weekly shows are on

"WTRF-TV!
10 of the top 10 multi-weekly shows

"are on WTRF^TW
"FOUR important FIRST PRIZES in nationwide

promotion competition!

*NBC programming plus excellent local shows!
: Full-Power 316,000 watts!

'Network color!

The best way to reach this rich industrial market is

to use the dominant medium, WTRF-TV, Wheeling.
The eyes of the valley are focused on WTRF-TV . . .

the strongest advertising medium!

WTRF-TV
Wheeling 7, West Virginia

NiC
For availabilities, call Hollingbery, Bob
Ferguson, VP and General Manager, or.

Needham Smith, Sales Manager, Wheeling
• 1177.
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Quick
Watson!

The sure syndication winner, "THE AD-

VENTURES OF SHERLOCK HOLMES," is

currently appearing five times weekly,

Monday through Friday at 11:30 P.M.

on WMAR - TV. For the sponsor with

good horse sense who wants immediate

and continued results from a high-step-

ping mystery series, this is by all odds

the best bet. Put this odds-on favorite

containing all of the story magic of the

original A. Conan Doyle classic series

to work for you,- contact your nearest

Katz agency. You'll be cashing in on the

biggest thing since Nashua.

EVERY NIGHT
(MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY)

11:30-12:00 P.M.

Participations available

SUNPAPERS TELEVISION, BALTIMORE, MD.
TELEVISION AFFILIATE OF THE

COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM

Represented by THE KATZ AGENCY, Inc.

New York. Detroit, Kansas City, San Francisco,

Chicago, Atlanta, Dallas, Los Angeles

ship," said the client. "That way, we

get weekly exposure on a show with

a proved track record and in good time

slots."

Because of the sales increases in

Nabisco's film markets during the past

year, the firm is planning to keep in-

creasing the number of markets and

products which will be using syndi-

cated properties.

?. ; <'l(iii(iiin Braveries: Rheingold

Beer (through Foote, Cone & Belding)

is in its fourth complete show cycle of

Doughs Fairbanks Presents in some
markets. Currently, Rheingold has the

following lineup for Fairbanks:

WRCA-TV, New York, Mondays
10:30-11:00 p.m.; WNBF-TV, Bing-

hamton, New York, Thursdays 11:15-

11:45 p.m.; WNHC-TV, New Haven,

Conn., Saturdays 11:00-11:30 p.m.;

KRCA, Los Angeles, Mondays 10:30-

11:00 p.m.; WKMB-TV, San Diego,

Mondays 10:00-10:30 p.m.

Rheingold picked the film because it

measured up to its criteria of good

entertainment and production, and

also because it felt that its star

(Fairbanks actually appears only in

about one out of four of the stories),

had "pergonal prestige and reputation

equal to the product." Before buy-

ing the show, the agency approached

Fairbanks about commercials, ar-

ranged to star him in them.

Rheingold has sponsored the series

all along: the first 39 films (through

NBC Film Division) ; 78 films through

Interstate Tv which were taken over

by ABC Film Division in spring 1955;

and the new series of 39 which ABC
Film Division handles. The contract

for commercials between Rheingold

and Fairbanks has not been affected

by these changes, since it was nego-

tiated between Fairbanks, the agency

and the brewery.

"We're constantly working at im-

proving our ratings by improving the

schedules," Peter Bardach, FCB time-

buver for Rheingold, told SPONSOR.

"Within the past week we've changed

from Wednesday to Monday night at

the same hour on WRCA-TV, because

we felt that Mondays have a stronger

network lineup for us to follow."

The aim in timebuying is to reach

a maximum adult audience. "Late eve-

ning suits us ideally, because we pre-

fer a predominantly adult audience,"

Bardach adds. * * *

"My Little Margie"
Mondays thru Fridays

4:00-4:30 P.M.

Three I -minute spots

available within the

show at regular rates

"Million Dollar Movie"

Sundays 1:30-3:00 P.M.

—also

—

Sundays 11:00-12:30 Nite

Minutes available

at n d premium . . .

film and slide com-

mercials only.

Write, wire or phone

WEED or the Station

for rates and avail-

abilities.

i

Channel 4

WFBC-TY
Greenville, S. C.

NBC NETWORK
Represented Nationally By

WEED TELEVISION CORP.
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Looking for coverage? ...

look to wfmy-tv!
Make increased sales in the Prosperous Piedmont your New Years'

resolution for 1956. And the best way to keep this resolution is with

WFMY-TV . . . basic CBS for the entire Prosperous Piedmont section of

North Carolina and southwest Virginia.

Telecasting with full 100,000 watts of power to more than 2 million

people in this 46 county industrial gold-mine, WFMY-TV gives you cover-

age no other station dares claim. WFMY-TV is the only station that can

spread your sales message over this entire $2.3 billion market.

To ring out the old, to bring in newer, even greater profits, call your

H-R-P man today for the full story of WFMY-TV's coverage of the

Prosperous Piedmont.

ujfmij-tv

GREENSBORO, N. C.
Represented by

Harrington, Righter & Parsons, Inc.

N»w York — Chicago — San Francisco

Now In Our
Seventh Year
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WHO WAS THAT LADY
-

"-'^

I SEEN

YOU WITH

LAST NIGHT?

from Gulf To Ocean • Gainesville To Okeechobee

Everybody's talking—so you may as well

know, that lady was a lady. And not only a

creature of rare beauly, but brains as well. Besides,

she happens to buy time for an advertiser with a real hunk of budget

It was predestined that we meet. She hears about the

selling job we're doing in our greal market with that tourist

bonus of $650 million. It's love at first sight.

It looks like we'll be going steady for a long, long

while—but do 'phone anyhow.

Now Something New is Added—"RECALLIT and WIN"—

Cash Prizes—Every Weekday—On The Hour—$7000 jackpots!

P.S. Here's a "natural" for national and regional advertisers who want to

get the most out of their spot radio dollars. It's a 27-County W«GTO-Land
Quiz, modeled after the high rated KWK (St. Louis) show that has been

paying off for lisleners—and sponsors—for years.

SEND FOR FULL DETAILS TODAY

W°OT(0>
Eugene D. Hill, Gen. Mgr.
HAINES CITY, FLA.
PHONE 6-2621
owned and operated

by KWK, St. Louis, Missouri

Represented by

WEED & COMPANY

10,000 WATTS 540 KILOCYCLES



!§ee: Union uses network radio newscast
as p.r. aid

Issue: 22 August 1955, page 76

SnlJJCOtt Newscaster helps sell union to public

With the merger of the AFL and CIO. there was a problem as to

whether either one or both of the network radio news programs

the two unions had sponsored would be dropped. The AFL had

sponsored Edward P. Morgan News (Mon.-Fri., 10-10:15 p.m.) and
the CIO had used John W. Vandercook (Mon.-Fri., 7-7:15 p.m.),

both over ABC.

The problem was resolved when the merged union signed a 52-

week contract for both shows, only reversing their times so that

Morgan is in the early slot and Vandercook in the later period.

The general function of the shows will be unchanged, reported the

union's agency, Furman Feiner & Co., of New York.

In the words of AFL-CIO President George Meany, "We are glad

to continue both of these news programs which have built up large

listening audiences throughout the country. Both Mr. Morgan and
Mr. Vandercook have distinguished themselves as liberal commen-
tators. The views they express are entirely their own. The AFL-
CIO will not try to control their opinions."

See: The two Toigos

Issue: 7 March 1955, page 31; 21 March
« ^~~—- 1955, page 34

»HDJ©CIt Two cousins are executives in rival

agencies

What is the latest in the Toigo sweepstakes? With two cousins

holding executive positions in rival ad agencies, sooner or later

their agencies would have to be directly competitive on an account

or campaign. This happened recently when Schlitz Brewing Co.

moved from Lennen & Newell to Biow-Beirn-Toigo.

Adolph Toigo is president of Lennen & Newell, while John Toigo

is executive vice president of Biow-Beirn-Toigo. The former agency

has the Old Gold account as well as Colgate-Palmolive's Pruf and

Lustre-Creme. Competitive accounts at Biow are Philip Morris and

Procter & Gamble's Fluffo, Spic & Span and Shasta.

When Schlitz joined B-B-T, the agency also had the Buppert ac-

count, which immediately left. Schlitz billings are about $9 million,

while Ruppert spent considerably less, below $3 million. The

Schlitz addition made the scene somewhat rosier for the Biow

agency. The recent loss of the $8 million Pepsi-Cola account

brought John Toigo into a controversy when he announced that

he had a personal contract with the soda company that guaranteed

him two years more with the account. The dispute seemed to have

been settled after the new agency, Kenyon & Eckhardt, was chosen.

No indication has been given that Schlitz ad strategy will be

changed. The big brewer is the only one in the field to peg its

main air effort on a network tv dramatic show. Usual procedure

for the beer makers has been emphasis on sports, but Schlitz suc-

cessfully bucks the tide with Schlitz Playhouse of Stars (Friday,

CBS TV, 9-9:30 p.m.), though some sports coverage is obtained.

John may have another headache developing. Whitehall Pharma-

cal Co. moved Anacin, Preparation H and most of the other products

in its $8 million account to Ted Bates, effective 1 April. This will

leave B-B-T about $5 million in the hole, compared to the day before

Pepsi bubbled off. * * *

Stars of

Dinner Theatre

6:00 to 6:30 Monday-Friday

Stars Sell on

Alabama's

greatest TV station

Birmingham

Every night a different star, on his own

program. They average over twice as

many viewers as Birmingham's second

station.

WABT No. 2

Mon. Jungle Jim 30.0 10.3

Tues. Rin Tin Tin 27.8 16.0

Wed. Superman 29.8 12.8

Thurs. Lone Ranger 27.3 15.8

Fri. Wild Bill Hickok 28.8 14.5

(December Telepulse of Birmingham)

You can SELL
Your Products

to Alabama folks

If you TELL

them on programs

they enjoy seeing

Represented by

BLAIR-TV
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ininjj Co. • Loft Cand/ Corp. • Quaker Oats Co. • Gen. Retail Corp . • Mogen David Wine Corp. • Calif. Prune Adv. Board • Calo Dog Food Co. '• Hershel Calif. Fruit Prods. • SI

Is. • Dad's Root Beer « Doehla Greeting Cards • Harnm Brewing Co. • Hunt Foods, Inc. • Jacuzzi Bros., Inc. • Kathryn Kuhlman • Latter & Sons • Lenos, Inc. • Loma Lin

or, Inc. • Standard Oil of Calif. • Star Import Co. • World Church • Amer. Cyanamid Co. • John W. Black • Drug Research Corp. • Eastern Airlines, Inc. • Grolier Society •
:ood Co. • Webster's Unified, Inc. Amer. Scientific, Inc. * Books Abridged, Inc. • Famous Artists Schools • I.B.M. • Rootes Motors. Inc. • Keystone Paint & Varnish • Am
'bide & Carbon Chem. Co. Chap Stick Co. • Empire State Pickling Co. • Musterole Co. • Package Machinery Co. • Stewart-Warner Corp. . Watt Pub. Co. • Amer. Grease St

irowers, Inc. • Amer. Tobacco Co. • Colgate Palmolive Peet Co. • Ex-Lax,.Inc. • Doan's Pills • Harian Pub. Co. • Hudnut Sales Co. - Internat. Nickel Co. • Internat. Salt Co
Corrugated Roofing* F. Ad Richter • Waverly Fabrics • Pertussin • Slenderella Systems, Inc. • Stern's Nurseries • Glasskleer • Wildroot Co. • Crowell Collier Pub. Co. .

hem. Co. • Link Aviation, Inc. • RCA Victor • Sun Oil Co. • Underwood Corp. • Carter's Little Liver Pills • Rex Fruit Syrups • G. Washington Coffee • Acrilan • E. States I

I & Son • Lever Bros. • Scott- MitcheOouse » Kendell Mills « Duff Ba king Mix Corp. »_Studebaker Corp. • Arfr r. Mea t Institute • Dr. Hess & C l ark. Inc. • Facts Forum, I

Carhartt • Criban Wine Co. • rt^ ^s^i SP*^^ fc"^^u[BWfc'^^Cj^fflltatf!!IBW^««p. ^wpWigric. Ass*^' PBITfenMPou
BrarmBic. ^A^^MaiHta^. * An frLJili
jitorproB PiML. m>rug fjj^e^p Corp. •^epsBol

anneffTraomWRaleSTor*• NeSlWssociat
Top Value Enterprises • Wilbert's Wax Co. • Wilkining Co. • Amer. Toy Promotion • Christmas Club Corp.

Green Giant • Dickinson. Popcorn • Wishbone Co. • Calo Dog Food Co. • Sawyers, Inc. • Instant Milk Co

rprises • Woodman of World Life

ulp & Paper Co. • G. Krueger Bre

acuum Oil Co. • Arnold Bakers,

• Charles Gulden, Inc. • Ideal Toys

3o. • Mitchell Mfg. Co. • D-Con Co.

effer Sewing CJ

BttfW&rry Ctffl

Federal Nut • Amer. Dai]
"42" Products Ltd. . wj

ey Mfg. Co. Helene Curtis, Inc. • Morrel-Felin • Standard Knitting Mill • Southern Biscuit Co. • Van Camp Sea Food Co. • Instant Grip Cement • Petrie of Calif. • Lance fj

nes • May po, Inc. • S. A. Schenbrumm & Co. '• Shillcraft Rug Co. • Shwayder Bros., Inc. • Seabrook Farms • Stegmaier Brewing Co. • Amer. Molasses Co. • Burry Biscuit i

;ar Company • Manchester Hosiery Mills • Mary Chess, Inc. • Albert Ehler •
.
Pharmacraft • Hagen, Inc. • Hudson, Paper Company • Ludens, Inc. • OlinMathiesonChem.il

Ritchie •' Kiwi Shoe Polish • All • Neechi Distrs. • Purex Liquid Bleach • Self Skin • Hubinger Starch Co. • Libby Food Co. • C. H. Masland • Morton's • Warfield Theat
r

aint Co. • Bardahal Mfg. Co. • Internat. Shoe Co. • Cracker Jack Co. • Rug Sheen • Hollywood Brands • Household Finance • Radex • Zonite Prod. • Ocoma Foods • MJ
ermador • Birds Eye • Bolens Prods. • Rose's Lime Juice • Vic Tanny Loma Linda Foods • Norbest Canning Co. • Doughboy Plastic Pools • Bisceglia Bros. • WestlakeF|

rite • Union Pharmaceutical • Allen Rug Cleaning Co. • James Austin Co. • Dr. Baum • Braun Baking Co. • Budget Laundry • Central Drug Co. • Dair>""~~'- "- ~> <mes As I

osiery Shops • Fulton Theatre • Gluck, Martin Distributing Co. • Golomb Paint & Glass Co. • Jiffy Steak Co. • Koolvent Metal Awning Co. • Me-
:urniture Co. Peoples First Nat. Bank & Trust • Pgh. Brewing Co. • C. J. Rober Co. • Roberts Jewelry Co. • C. R. Rogers Corp. • Roth Re

tate Oil Co. • Union Dairy Farmers Co-op • Breyer Ice Cream Co. • Goldman Theatres • Phila. Gas Works • Pi o, inc. • Randolph Theat>-

s Prods. • Lassiter Corp. • Mrs. Schlorer's Inc. • Fairless Hills Homes King Steaks • Joy Foot Pads • Phila. Motor Co. • Phila. Seed

etherill & Co. • Denny Building Co. Mastbaum Theatre • Milk Distrib. • Pitman Labs. • Rex Trailer • Willow Grove Park, Inc. •/

mat. Home Show • Mary Ellen- Distributors • Eureka Fed. Savings & Loan Assoc. Farmers Ins. • Don Gilmore • Hollywood Wild

n'ng • Lewis & Lewis'* Lynn & Brooks Inc. • Macy's • Mayflower Warehouse * Maytag West Coast Co. • Pacific Grey Hound •

! Distributing • Denco Sales • Albany Carpet Cleaning Co. • Amer. Radiator & Standard San. • Amer. Theaters Corp. • Boston

gs Co. • John E. Cain Co. • S. C. Clayton Co. • DeMambro Radio Supply Co. • Eastern Co. • Electric Co. Adv. Pgm • Wm. File

• Glenwood Range Co. • Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co. • H. P. Hood & Sons • Howard Johnson Co. • C. M. Kimball Co. • IS

ivan, Inc. • Sweetheart Cosmetic Co. • Table Talk Pastry Co. • Town & Country Homes • D. C. S. A. *• Dr. Enuf Vitamin Bev. •

ids • Second Fed. Savings & Loan • George Heid Productions • Service Publishing Co. • Fernwood Sales Co. • Home Co. • Kep

> Enterprises—Ice Capades.* Beneficial Saving Fund Soc. • Budget Uniform Center • Export-Import Clothing Co. • George Gorson

r and Sons • Shapiro Shoe Stores • Strawbridge and Clothier. • Modern Sewing Machine Co. • Arthur Murray • Rosenthal's East

• Delaware Steeplechase & Race Assn. • Denny Building Corp. • King's Men Ltd. Randolph Theater • Certified Automotive Serv

salty Co. • Allen Floor Coverings • Berne Hi-Way Hatchery • Kenneth L. Bowton • Bueter Chevrolet • Bursley & Co. Childress P.

ft Shop • Gerber Furniture Co. • Harges-Mills Candy Shop • J. C. Hirschman Co. • I MO Distributors • Indiana Farm Bureau Co-Op

Camera Shop • Parrot Packing Co. • Peoples Trust & Savings Co. • Pioneer of Indiana • Pontiac Cities Service • Proctor Dress

ihoe Store • Brink & Erb • Cooper Distributing Co. • General Dredging • Honegger's & Co. • Bueter Distributing Co. • Ellison

ic • Alpenrose Dairy • Amato's Supper Club • Appliance Wholesalers • Arden Farms • Arlen's Electric Shaver Specialists

alker Business College • Bell Potato Chip Co. • Benjamin Franklin Savings & Loan • Berko Electric Mfg. Co. • The Bip
'

Graham Buick Co. • Broadway De Luxe Cab Co. • Byron's Home Furnishings • Cal Spray Dealers Assoc. • Calif. Pla'

Packing Co. • Columbia River Packers Assoc. • Lee Cosart Motors • Davidson's Bakery Del Monte Meat Co. • D<

Vest Coast • Equitable Savings & Loan • Fairview Farms • John Felker Co. • Fields Chevrolet Co. • Fitzgibbon Glas

una • Spear & Co. • Stanley Warner Management Corp. • Williams, J. A. Co. • Amer. Beauty Sleep Prods. • Cox's D

irpet Cleaning Co. • Nu-Life, Inc. • William T. Corbett • Independent Republicans • Harry Alan Sherman • Dairy Que

ler Booster Club. • Repub. Exec. Comm. of Allegh. Co. • Dave Scharf Associates • Beverly Farms • Buhl Optical & Jewelry „„.

lin & Go, Inc. • Friehofer Baking Co. • A. C. Mangels Ind., Inc. • Wilkening Mfg. Co. • Acme Packing Co. • Arden Farm Co.

igandCo. • Craig Movie Supply Co. • Downtown Center Garage • Eggo Products • Flex Straw • Folgers Coffee Co. • Frying Chicken Rest. • r^-
ne Circus • Ladies Choice • Listen &,Learn with Phonics • Leopard Cafe • Leslie Salt Co. • Latham Foundation • Luchetti Meats • Pacific Gas & j
s Manor • Cecil Whitebone • United Vinters • Kahns Dept. Store • Allied Appliance Co. • The Barcolene Co. • Nissen Baking Corp. • Seiler Foods*8

sh Co., Inc. • Boston Consolidated Gas Co. Tupper Home Parties, Inc. • Clinton Clothing Mfg. Co. • Elm Farm Food Co. • Groveton Papers Co. • Whfl

House Planter • Vimco Macaroni Prods. • Buckingham Village • Bucks County Dressed Poultry Co. • Geyelin, Inc. • Home Builders Assoc, of Phila. • HyS
affner Paint Co. • Ellenberger Brothers • Ft. Wayne Jr. Chamber of Comm. • Grand Leader • McKinley Truck & Races • Cletus Miller Seeds • MontpeliM tone Co. • 'Afjg

rewing • Hosier & Pearson Earl Zimmerman • Meyers & McCarthy Baade Floral Shop • Frankenmuth Brewing Co. • Fritz Electric Store • D. 0. McComb Funeral Homi

;ate Fair • J. Homer Studebaker • Rye Agency • Appliance Merchandise, Inc. • Avco Mfg. Co. • Place, Inc. No. Ind. Shorthorn Breeders Assn. • Organic Soil Builders

Lutheran Publicity Committee • Anderson Mattress Ft. Wayne Motors • House of Organs • Maurice Yoder • State Street Hardware • Boston Filter Co. • Boston Five,

Fairbanks Exposition • Continental Upholstering Co. • Corcoran's, Inc. • Deerfield Fair Assoc. • First Nat. Bank of Boston • Franconir ssoc. • Gentles Baking Co.

Sons, Inc. • Fidelity Phila. Trust • Ideal Mfg. Co. • Kasser Distillers • Keystone Auto Club • H. F. Ortlieb Brewing • Penn Jersey A Mes * t>u
'^- Distributors,

nin's Sons • Twentieth Cent. Storm Sash Co. • Beetem & Brorby, Inc. • Downy-Flake Waffle Co. • Borge-Warner Corp. • Silf Skin . M. listen & S «. • Cullig

it Toiletries Metro. Lincoln Mercury • Berlo Vending Co. • Custom Paint & Chem. • Di Paola Men's Clothes • Arcadia Theatre • Maico of Penne. Atmentha,

is •. Calif. State Fair • Calso Co. • H. C. Capwell • Clearo Co. • Jes Cortez • Denalan Packing • Fireside Thrift Co. • W. P. Full r Gateway Chevrolet • Ge

sh • Hillsdale Gardens • Ladies Choice Foods • Langedorf Bakeries • Mins Travel Center • Montgomery Ward • Pauson & Co. • » Producers of Calif,

ler Fr.ey Co. • Stonestown • Thompson-Holmes • Union Furniture Co. • United Vintners • Les Vogel Chevrolet • W. J. Weinert L ^0. • William L. Piatt

Ipapef Co. • Beacon Plastics Corp. • Bigelow-Kennard Co. • Bird & Sons, Inc. • Bonded TV Service • Brigham's, Inc. • Christian Science Church • First NaJ

pitai' Service • MKM Knitting Mills Sands, Taylor & Wood Co. • Shreve, Crump & Lowe • Simmonds Upholstering Co. • Star Market C ||ate Televisiq

laster Alsco James 0. Welch Co. • West Paint & Varnish Co. • Foster Sporting Goods • Francis Ford Motors • Wilson Line • Furniture .trig House

lookie Co. • Granning & Treece • Gresham Auto Dealers • P. G. Gross Furniture Co. • Gunderson Bros. Engineering Corp. • Hamilton Furs • Helen Day Mu^

ales Corp. • Hogg Bros. • Hollywood Ford Motors • Hollywood Furniture • Homemakers Supply Co. • House of Nine • R. Hoyt Co. • Irish Linen Shop

smobile • Mack's Dress Shop • Marks Furniture & Appliance • Met-AII Products • Meier & Frank Co. • Fred Meyer, Inc. • Mike De Cicco & Son • Mode

ry Appliance Co. • Nalleys, Inc. • Frank Nau Pharmacy • Neuman's Radio & Electric • J. J. Newberry Co. • Niagara of Portland • Niklas & Son, Florist

fie Supply • Nudelman Bros. • Copa Club • Pennzoil Co. • W. Homestead Distributing Co. • Atom-Otive Mfg. Corp. • Fairall Wallpaper Co. • Forbes Sert|

ers Assn. of W. Pa. • Savage—Haldeman—Chrysler—Plymouth • F. A. Blum & Sons, Inc. • Motorola • Independent Wallpaper Co. • Lomakin Music • McC

irms, Inc. • Beck's Charter Oaks • Dealers' Radio Svce. • Thompson—Haldeman—Chrysler—Plymouth • Willow Grove • H. W. Given Co. • Landis Motors, I m|
ic. • American Preserve • Newburger & Co. • Phila. National Bank • Phillips Packing Co. • Pitman Labs. • Seaboard Seed Co. • Phila. Arena Corp. • Bee

i & Robbins • Allied] Mills Inc. • Bluffton Grocery Co. • Christian Science Comm. on Publ. for State of Indiana • First Missionary Church • Gospel Temple • HI

j Center • Troy Laundry Co. • Weisser Patk U. Miss. Church • Wolf & Dessauer • Cliff Ayers Enterprises • Mr. Gerald Bowers • City Glass Specialty • Deluxe^

Ammonia Dealers • Cloverleaf Creamery' • Collins Motor Co. • Martins Nursery • Means-Buhl Co. • Rhoads-Morgan Paint Co. • Acme Quality Co. • Bowser Inc*

ales Co. • Quality Furniture & Drapery • Ellenberger Bros. • Marks Camera Shops • One Hour Martinizing • Guy S. Means Co. • Russel Kruse • Pagoda Inn

ons • Mass. Horticultural Society Mutual Savings Bank Assoc. • Nat. Cranberry Assoc. • N. E. Coke Co. • N. H. Recreation • N. H. State Planning & Developing

er Co. • Whipple Co. • Whiting Milk Co. • Apex Tile Co. • Best Feeds & Farm Supplies, Inc. • Brookline Savings & Trust Co. • Capitol Contracting Co. • Crown R'

rewing Co. • Fort Pitt Tomato Co. • Jot • Insured Savings & Loan Council • Keystone Floors, Inc. • Klein, Henry B. • Mabro Co. • May Stern, Inc. • Miller

ber Co. • Re-Ly-On Prods. • Savage-Haldeman Co. • Star Upholstering Co. • Steiner Drapery Shop • Sub-O-Pane Mfg. Co. • Sun Drug Co. • Tom Tucker Be\%
Der Co. • B. Thorpe Realtor • Gaudio Bros., Inc. • Proctor Electric • Becker Mills • Atlantic Refining Co. • Polar Cub Assoc. • Tasty Kake Co. • Dem. Campaignlrumm. of PTf

0. • Ever Kleen Co. • Fashion Sewing Center • Flex Straw Co. • Flotill Prods. • Fosters Lunch Svce. • Golden Gate Kennel Club • Lucky Lager Brewing Co. • Mission CoupoflB

Inc. • SF Auto Show • Thrifty Car Co. • Tuxedo Candy Co. • Weltner Pontiac Co. • Crocker Bank • Dr. Campbell • Calif. Spray Chem. • Foremost Dairies • Nat. Lead Co. •

Baking Co. • Kleber's Luggage • Real Pie Bakers • Sanford Motors • United Baking Co. • Turnway Inn • Potter-McCune Co. • Camelot Farms • Assemblies of God • Allen

erama Corp. • Phila. Transportation Co. • Arthur A. Shaw • Shedaker Kitchens • Temple Time • Tradesmen's Land Title Bank and Trust Co. • Walnut Street Fed. Savings ar

Dairy Prods. • Roselli's Pure Foods • Garden State Racing Assoc. • Girard Trust Corn Exchange Bank • Knit King • Penna. Refining Co. • Phila. Inquirer • Apex Terminal W?
• Howards Camera Shop • Alwin Color & Chemical Co. • Hydroponic Gardens • Pilgrim Theatre • Craine, Inc. • Anthony's Hawthorne • Gaymont's Specialities, Inc. • Mara

Products, Inc. • Pendale Nurseries • Mrs. Roth's Noodles • Stylebrook Clothes • Tem-Te Steak Co. • Amstan Supply Co. • Broadloom Carpet Mart • Brown & Vaughan Deve

its Sales • Wilmerding Bottling Co. • The Clean Sales Co. • Kaufmann's • Robert Morgan Dance Studio • T. K. Roofing Co. • Savage-Haldeman Co. • Best Feeds & Farm SupB
4 Candy Co. • Foss-Hughes Co. . A. C. Kissling Co. Knot Mfg. Co. • Liberty Real Estate & Trust Co. • William S. Scull Co. • H. E. Snyder Cigar Co. • Zippy Prods . Girard M

>ls Thompson Porcelite Paint • Food Fair Stores. Inc. • Mrs. Schlorer's. Inc. • Del. Vallev Corn. • Jackson & Mover • Raymond Rosen DisL • Serodv & Serodv Bldrs. • Com



j. Richards BercutPkg. • Del. State Poultry Com rru • Gorton-Pew Fisheries Co. • Keystone Macaroni Mfg. Co. • McGraw-Hill Book Co. • Science Mechanics • Cudahy Packin
rttjverhail Co. • Italian Swiss Colony • Amer. Tractor Co. • Barbasol Co. • Book-of-the-Month Club • Chemicals, Inc. • Calavo Growers of Calif. • Coca Cola • Goodyfcar Batt

ewigCo. • Minn. Mining & Mfg. Co. • MJ.8. Co. • Nocona Boot Co. • Norwegian Canners Assoc. • Northwest Airlines Pacific Tel&Tel Co. • Parks-Barnes, Inc. •."Union Oi

Re II Drug Stores • C. F. Mueller Co. • Music Treasures of World • Norwich Pharmacal Co. • Paine, Webber, Jackson & Curtis • Phila. & Reading Coal & Iron Co. • Wrieatena I

id. Inc. • John J. Crawley • Mohawk Air Lines, Inc. • N. Y. Central System • Amer. Machine & Foundry • Amer. Airlines.* Jos. Martinson & Com. • T.W.A. • Goebe! Brewm,
Mric. • Myzon, Inc. • The Pinex Co. • Gospel Broadcasting Assoc. • Penrod Drilling Co. Fruit Industries, Inc. • Oregon-Wash.-Calif. Pear Bureau • Gen. Controls • Dolcin I

get& Myers Tobacco Co. • Loew's Theaters, Inc. • Marine Sardine Ind. • Mentholatum Co. • Eveready Battery • N. Amer. Accident Ins. Co. • Golden Med. Disc. • Reader's D

uenc. • Tintex • S. African Rock Lobster Assn., Inc. • Canada Dry Ginger Ale, Inc. • Catholic Digest • Food Specialties Co. • Golden Gift, Inc. • Laco Prods., Inc. • Prentice

Appalachian Apple Service • Black Drought • Curtus Circulation Co. • Feen-A-Mint

Kasco Mi lls, Inc. • Silos • Rox Mason ry Prods. » Yager Drug Co

sdViiigs • G
BVa^rrjMaknyrfCo. -I

mc. • Ml!!! Wad ley

Art Instruction Inc.

Fabulon S. F. Whitman & Son,

Chicks.

Cat

borrremis,

cjio. • Nat. Brush Co. • Reed Candy Co. • Roto-Rooter • Wander Co.

Jfeal Fast" • Gen. Retail Corp. • Honorbilt Prods. • Miller Brewing •

A • Weather Proof • Mexana Heat Powder • Sarasota Terrace Hotel

fcla. Distrib. • Proctor Electric • Endust Co. • V. Arena & Sons, Inc.

i ; Tobacco • Bock Drug Co. • Scott Paper Co. '« Falstaff Brewing Co.

•Avon • Sea pa k Frozen Foods • Turn

ifeCo. • Hollingshead Corp. Richfielc*

/clniks • Fradelis Foods > Lawry's Sala

me Light Co. • Farm Bureau Ins. • Ka

Jijrniture Co. * Reick Dairy Co. • Rhea

jjq. • Thorofare Markets, Inc. • Thri

Bird • Penna. Water Equip. • Pruyn I

Perma-Stone Co. • Bon Bon Corp. •

.

Chetz Famous Food First Savh

ikes Market « Kilpatricks Bakeries •

I
Co. • Adams & Swett Co. • Boston

Cott Bottling Co. • Craftsman Ins

Martin L. Hall • N. E. Gas & Elec

| • Serta White Cross Co. • Whitir

Pgh. Brewing Co. • Shadyside Pres

j)airy Prods. • Pgh. Racing Assn. • Art

^naire Corp. • Ritter Finance Co. • W
cher Longstreth for Mayor • Cherry &
Atlantic City Racing Assoc. • Trans I

Dairy Co. • Fairway • Habegger Fu

Co. • Lipkeys Speedways • Seyfei

.'atter Hardware Co. Three Rivers Be

alue Hat & Shoe Shop • Assoc. Gen. (

Chevrolet Co. • Bedell Store • Blacl

Pies, Inc. • Bun 'N Burger Bres

Cliff Gate Homes • Clow Roofing •

ks Furniture • Electrical Distributors

i ss Wallpaper & Paint Co. • Hagan Ice

1 Farm Products Co. • A & B Smitl

Co. • Edw3rd C. Boyle • Silo Ap

ring Co. • Robert Curly • D

rt « Burgermeister Beer • Davi

'. ds. • Harvey Nash • King Beau

s • Rancho Soup Co. •

i Airlines, Inc. • Bryant ai

rtps « Polack Bros. Sh

er Chevrolet •

Festival Musi

grs • Hay

A- Bed •

ess • El V

Co. • Mc(

Essb Standard Oi

Co: • Taylor-Reed I

king Co. • Drewi

urTfngfon Mills • Pressman
Chun King Sales, Inc. • Wisconsin Agric. Dept. • Perkins Prods. • Kitchen of Sari

Mysrik Adv. • Rath Packing Co. • Rival Packing Co. • Trenton Foods, Inc. • Waxed Paper Inst. • Piel

United Vintners, Inc. • Nat. Aircraft Show • B. C. Remedy Co. • Briggs Cough Drops • Charles E. Hire

i Fred Fear Co. • Snag Pruf. Zipper • C. M. Couglan • Westfield Mfg. Co. • Atlanta Sales • Chock Full 0'

> Thorn McAn Shoes • Oscar Mayer Co. • Parsons Ammonia Co. • O'Henry Artloom Carpet Co. • Kr

Hazel Bishop • Western Airlines • Mobilgas •. Janes Industries • Shulton, Inc. • A.C. Spark Plugs
r. *;__

Brown & Haley Cand
*"

i Seal I

What a year! Over 2500 advertisers bought WBC in 1955.

Big advertisers bought WBC—94 of America's 100 largest

advertisers; 25 of the 28 companies doing a billion dollars

worth of business, or more, a year.

Local advertisers bought WBC—over 2200 of them. And
these advertisers use the toughest of all yardsticks in choosing

a station

—

sales.

You should buy WBC. You'll get the audience coverage,

the power and programs that sell. Check on WBC's 50,000-

watt stations in the big markets where % of America shops.

Call Eldon Campbell, WBC National Sales Manager, MUrray

Hill 7-0808, New York, or your WBC station.

*P. S.—He got a raise

!

No selling campaign is complete

without the WBC Stations

WESTINGHOUSE BROADCASTING
COMPANY, INC.

RADIO
BOSTON—WBZ+WBZA
PHILADELPHIA—KYW
PITTSBURGH—KDKA
FORT WAYNE—WOWO
PORTLAND—KEX

KPIX REPRESENTED BY THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.

ALL OTHER WBC STATIONS REPRESENTED BY FREE ft PETERS.

TELEVISION
BOSTON—WBZ-TV
PHILADELPHIA—WPTZ
PITTSBURGH—KDKA-TV
SAN FRANCISCO—KPIX

INC.

s Assoc. • uanr. wine Assoc. • unoinei oanay uo. • unzens reo. savings s toan • un ax uo. • uuDuque racking uo

Van Camp • Trude of Calif. • Wesley Distrib. Co. • Craig Movie Supply • Gen. Beverages • Golden Grain Macaroni • Nurseryman's Exc

Ciub « Connolly Buick Co. • Corcoran Co. • Pa. Railroad . E. M. Ryan, Inc. . Double H. Breakfast Orange Juice Co. Jamestown Upholste

(Bros Liebman's Dept. Store . Linton's Rest. • Lit Bros. • Meg's Macaroni Co. . Ortlieb Brewing Co. . Phila. Electric Co. • Provident. Tn

motion Olds • Wurts Dulles and Co. . Zippy Prods. . Phila. Nat. League • Repub. State Comm. . Ironees Company . Wm. Montgomery Co. . Everwe

e Fair Assn • chard Ridge Country Club . A. H. Heine Co. . Holiday Lake . Noel's Service Center . Dean Nellans . Bob Berry-Ford . Central Lyons Club • Jerry Swanso

potarr Chip Co. • ftesseH Burnett • Charles Pontiac . Rustcraft Card Co. . West End Chevrolet . Adley Express Co., Inc. • Morrison & Schiff . Brockton Fair . Raytheon M
* Springs . Graham Mfg. Co • Hamburg Bros. . Harmony Dairy . Lawrence Paint Co. . Proie Bros. . Pro- Kleen Industries, Inc. . Edgar Silver Food Broker . Sleepwell Prod:

J'.Sons . Pitt Storm Window . U. S. Steel Workers Union . Business Training College • Nat. Record Mart . Thompson-Haldeman Co. • York Chem. Corp. .

*- c « c« . ^unnlpp Wilk \nnt"i m Rprln Venriino C.n

C. Schmidt & Son
Phila. Inmnrer • Marsh man Pror
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Where two more Agency Test Studies are under way!

HAYDN R. EVANS, Gen. Mgr. Rep. WEED TELEVISION
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Advertising Agencies

Ted Grunewald, Hicks & Greist, profile

Norman Strouse, J. Walter Thompson, profile

Harry Bennett, Bryan Houston, profile

Walter Craig, Norman, Craig & Kummel, profile

Lloyd Whitebrook, Kastor, Chesley & Clifford,

profile

Rosser Reeves, Ted Bates, profile

Terence Clyne, McCann Erickson, profile

Wm. Philip Smith, Charles W. Hoyt, profile

Tv responsible for agency switching: Csida

Myron P. Kirk, Kudner advertising, profile

John Sheehan, Cunningham and Walsh, profile

Ferment underlying shifting of accounts

Norman Mathews, Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, pro-

file

Is "marketing" the newest ad agency tool?

—

The top 20 air agencies _. _ —
Wm. R. Hillenbrand, Bryan Houston, profile-

Arthur Duram, Fuller & Smith & Ross, profile.

Automotive

Radio helps make Boston top Nash territory- _

Radio helps build the biggest Buick agency
Dealers use all-night telecasts to sell cars

11 July

25 July
8 Aug.

22 Aug.

5 Sept.

19 Sept.

3 Oct.

17 Oct.

31 Oct.

31 Oct.

14 Nov.
28 Nov.
28 Nov.

12 Dec.

12 Dec.

12 Dec.

26 Dec.

p. 34

p. 70

p. 68

p. 84

84
62
72

78
26
66
62
28
62

p. 29

p. 36

p. 63

p. 72

25 July p.

19 Sept. p.

31 Oct. p.

Broadcast Advertising Problems and
Developments

Let's bring spot spending out in the open
Has radio done enough in updating its methods?
Should Hollywood get it for free?

Are you up on all ways you can buy net radio?

Fall tv network lineup

How daylight saving snarls clearances

The radio disk jockey today as a salesman

Are sponsors dropping the axe too fast?

Does NARTB television code need more teeth?—.

RCA's color tv drive like push for 45 rpm: Csida
Does Monitor sales strategy help, hurt radio?

Is the iron curtain on spot tv $ lifting?

How to get "tear sheets" in radio

How would publication of spot radio and tv $

figures be useful to sponsors, agencies?
Why spot business is booming-—
Are package goods in back seat in night tv?. ._

The industry's personnel pool .

Spot radio fights back
One down, one to go (spot spending problems)
What would you advise sponsors whose products

you sell in your store?

Getting maximum visual impact from package on
color tv and store shelf

How to keep an eye and ear on the competition
How can sponsors best use closed-circuit tv?

Why today's timebuyers need two heads .._.

The great debate on network show control

Today's account executive: funnel for expand-
ing services _..

Profit is a many-splendored thing: Csida
A broadcaster-turned-sponsor looks at air media....

Biggest ad manager headaches
So you think you've got headaches (re: reps)

Are you neglecting talent research?
Many print ads now come from tv: Foreman
1955's most important tv-radio developments
The psychiatrist and the account executive

What makes the radio-tv director run?
Major tv and radio trends for 1956 —

Clothing and Accessories

Robert Hall continues promotion with radio-tv

"There's no sale like wholesale" (Ripley Stores)

34
44
56

25 July P- 25
25 July P- 64
8 Aug. P- 31
8 Aug. P. 36
8 Aug. P- 40
8 Aug. P. 42
8 Aug. P- 62

22 Aug. p. 44
22 Aug. P- 82
5 Sept. I'- 34
5 Sept. ll- 39
5 Sept. p. 42
5 Sept. P- 52

5 Sept. p. 78
19 Sept. p. 29
19 Sept. P- 34
19 Sept. P- 42
3 Oct. p. 31
3 Oct. P- 38

3 Oct. P- 48

3 Oct. P- 56
17 Oct. P- 46
17 Oct. P- 70
31 Oct. P- 31
31 Oct. P. 38

14 Nov. P- 34
28 Nov. P- 24
28 Nov. P- 32
28 Nov. p. 40
12 Dec. P- 40
12 Dec. I'- 46
26 Dec. ll • 8

26 Dec. p. 25

26 Dec. P- 32

26 Dec. P- 36
26 Dec. P- 70

S

25 July P- 62

8 Aug. P- 44

Commercials ami Sales Aids

Can commercials entertain and sell? _
Are you up on the ways you can buy net radio?
How long before a radio jingle jangles?
How to get "tear sheets" in radio ....

How would publication of spot radio and tv $
figures be useful to sponsors, agencies?

Admen don't know their women
Radio commercials, too, can entertain

How to sell tv when you can't show the package ...

Getting maximum visual impact from package on
color tv and store shelf

Commercials in spectaculars misfire: Foreman
Tv can carry ball for established products, too:

Foreman
Top radio commercials of 1955
Don't let fear of glare dull tv commercials
Pluses if you add radio to a tv campaign
How would you advise handling show-drawn
mail?

Listing of Radio and Television Results:

Radio results

Television results

92 ways to make radio work

25 July P- 30
8 Aug. P- 36

22 Aug. P- 42

5 Sept. P- 52

5 Sept. P- 78

3 Oct. P- 34
3 Oct. P- 44
3 Oct. P- 46

3 Oct. P- 56

17 Oct. P- 11

31 Oct. P- 9

31 Oct. P- 40
14 Nov. P- 41
28 Nov. P- 37

12 Dec. P- 70

25 July P- 63
22 Aug. P- 64
19 Sept. P- 54
17 Oct. p. 53
14 Nov. P- 56
12 Dec. P- 64

8 Aug. P- 64
5 Sept P- 64
3 Oct. P- 52

31 Oct. P- 56
28 Nov. P- 52
26 Dec. P- 78
26 Dec. p. 39

Costs

Is the iron curtain on spot tv $ lifting

Net tv show costs: this fall 13 top $100,000 ......

Are you nonchalant about net tv's lost production

dollars?

Drugs and Cosmetics

Summer selling—drug firm keeps Lucy on

Madame Rubinstein woos mass audience

Edward Gellert, Sofskin Products, profile

5 Sept, p. 42
5 Sept. p. 49

28 Nov. p. 38

25 July p. 62

8 Aug. p. 34
12 Dec. p. 18

Fall Facts: 1955

The top 20 trends this fall

My advice to admen on fall buying..

My advice on fall timebuying..

Are you planning a media test for fall?

Fall trends and predictions:

Network and spot tv —
Tv basics

Film basics

Spot and network radio

Timebuying basics

11 July p. 44
11 July p. 46
11 July p. 52

11 July p. 56

11 July p. 63

11 July p. 113

11 July p. 153

11 July p. 209

Farm Radio and Tv

Farm radio helps up insurance sales 275%

—

Farm radio and tv

Are admen provincial about farm radio-tv?

—

A buyer and seller look at farm air media

Why farm director sells more per ad dollar

—

Farm radio-tv results

Farm radio-tv stations

3 Oct.

31 Oct.

31 Oct.

31 Oct.

31 Oct.

31 Oct.

31 Oct.

23 JANUARY 1956

40
43
44
46
48
50

.103

91



Foods and Beverages

B & M results, 25th week 25 July p. 32

B & M results, final week-— 8 Aug. p. 28

Chunky goes national on 100% tv diet 22 Aug. p. 48

Arthur E. Goldman, Gunther Brewing, profile 5 Sept. p. 24

How B & M views its tv test one month after final

results 5 Sept. p. 46

How to enthuse salesmen over your campaign 19 Sept. p. 32

Malcolm P. Taylor, Reed Co., profile 3 Oct. p. 42

"Man, oh Manischewitz"—what a spot campaign .. 31 Oct. p. 34
Aborn stretches radio coverage at low cost 28 Nov. p. 35

Tea Council's use of spot tv ._ 12 Dec. p. 50

Jerold Hoffberger, National Brewing, profile 26 Dec. p. 18

Three months after tv: B & M sales up 107% 26 Dec. p. 38

Foreign and International

Canadian radio and tv: 1955 — _ 22 Aug. p. 51

Canada: the boom resumes 22 Aug. p. 52
Canadian radio: daytime is hot 22 Aug. p. 54
Canadian tv: 50% saturation by end of '55 22 Aug. p. 56
Canadian radio facts 22 Aug. p. 58
Canadian television facts 22 Aug. p. 60

U. S. advertisers in foreign markets __ 19 Sept. p. 52

Miscellaneous Products & Services

Robert Strumpen-Darrie, Berlitz School, profile.

Lawrence L. Mack, Slenderella, profile

James Hays Cobb, American Airlines, profile...

Union uses net radio newscast as p.r. aid.

Sandran commercials make impact with tiny bud-
gets and giant stunts

Bruce Enderwood, Gruen Watch Co., profile _

Spot used to build ball points

Farm radio helps up insurance sales 275%
Spot radio rescues a bumper prune crop
Schick bids for razor supremacy
Spot radio-tv made Old Spice largest seller

Henry R. Geyelin, Metropolitan Life, profile...

Robert A. Seidel, RCA Consumer Products, pro-

file

Radio-print break sales records for Bon Marche....

Alcoa enters "get-out-and-sell" era

Benjamin Abrams, Emerson, profile

Will Pepsodent be spot radio's biggest client in

1956? _

25 July P- 20
8 Aug. P- 24

22 Aug. P- 24
22 Aug. P- 76

5 Sept. P- 44
19 Sept. P- 22
19 Sept. P- 52
3 Oct. P- 40

17 Oct. P- 41
17 Oct. P- 44
17 Oct. P- 76
31 Oct. P- 24

14 Nov. P- 22
14 Nov. P- 36
14 Nov. P- 38
28 Nov. P- 22

26 Dec. p. 30

Negro Radio Section

Negro Radio Section

Hit-and-miss sales pattern

Birth of a sale

Over 600 stations strong today
Negro radio results

Basic facts about Negro radio's size

.

19 Sept.

19 Sept.

19 Sept.

19 Sept.

19 Sept.

19 Sept.

p. 107

p. 108

p. 110

p. 112

p. 114

p. 117

Programing
Fall programing highlights: Foreman 11 July p. 16

Big shows bigger: Csida 11 July p. 30
Has radio gone far enough in updating methods? 25 July p. 64
Mickey Mouse may up sets-in-use: Foreman 8 Aug. p. 9
It's the golden age in tv programing: Csida 22 Aug. p. 34
Animal soap opera and Puss'n Boots prospects..- 22 Aug. p. 46
Does the Monitor sales strategy help or hurt
radio? 5 Sept. p. 39

Can big money alone build audiences for shows? 19 Sept. p. 58
Five big $64,000,000 tv questions 17 Oct. p. 31

ABC Radio turns to capsule programing 17 Oct. p. 37

Is radio overdoing music-and-news programing?.... 14 Nov. p. 32
It's not what you play, it's how you program:

Csida 12 Dec. p. 26
Radio giveaways: fastest, cheapest sales tool 12 Dec. p. 38

Research

The twenty top trends this fall

Everyone's planning tv set and coverage studies
Industry need for authentic tv set count
One down, one to go (spot spending problem)
Videotown 1955: the longer they own, the more

they watch
Eight big needs in radio-tv research
Top radio commercials of 1955
Will tv's buying-blind era end in 1956?
Tv's effect on a previously unexposed market.

Retail

Radio-tv helped Vim add 41 stores in 7 years
Use of tv by department store..

A symphony sells for a supermarket
Tv usage by department stores.

11 July P- 44
22 Aug. P- 39
5 Sept. P- 81

3 Oct. P- 38

17 Oct. P- 34
17 Oct. P- 42

31 Oct. P- 40

14 Nov. P. 29
12 Dec. P- 50

5 Sept. p. 54
5 Sept. p. 81

12 Dec. p. 44
26 Dec. p. 66

Television

Tv basics

Tv studios need air conditioning: Csida
Is the iron curtain on spot tv $ lifting?

Net tv show costs: this fall 13 top $100,000
Can big money prizes alone build audiences? .

Electronicam: how fast? how much? how good?
Stations equipped to transmit color

What advantages do Hollywood and New York
each offer for television production?

How is the public reacting to color tv at the re-
tail level?

Beauty, brains—what a combination!

11 July p. 113

8 Aug. P- 26

5 Sept. P- 42
5 Sept. p. 49
19 Sept. P. 58
31 Oct. P- 54
14 Nov. P. 48

14 Nov. P- 58

28 Nov. P- 64
12 Dec. P- 35

Television Film

Film basics _
How film sponsors promote their shows

11 July p. 133

12 Dec. P- 42

[25 July P- 50
22 Aug. P- 72
3 Oct. P. 64
17 Oct. P- 54
14 Nov. P- 50

1 12 Dec. P- 52

f 11 July p. 36
8 Aug. P- 58
5 Sept. p. 60
3 Oct. P- 50

31 Oct. P- 58
28 Nov. P« 44

{ 26 Dec. P- 68

Tv film shows recently made available for syndi-
cation

SPONSOR-Tele-Pulse ratings of top spot film shows

Time Buying

My advice on fall timebuying 11 July p. 52
Timebuyers of the U.S., part I . 11 July p. 57
Timebuying basics 11 July p. 209
Timebuyers of the U.S., part II 25 July p. 35
Timebuyers of the U.S., part III 8 Aug. p. 45
Why today's timebuyers need two heads 31 Oct. p. 31

Timebuyers of the U.S. (supplement) 14 Nov. p. 42
Which one is you? baby portraits 28 Nov. p. 30
Timesavers for timebuyers 28 Nov. p. 42

Tobacco

Roger M. Greene, Philip Morris, profile 11 July p. 28
Fastest-growing filter tip (Marlboro) 25 July p. 28
There are savvy agencies everywhere: Csida 19 Sept. p. 26

BINDERS accommodating a six-month supply of issues, $4.00 each; two tor $7.00

BOUND VOLUMES (two volumes) per year, $15.00

92 SPONSOR
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YOMJ MIGHT PIT THE SHOT W2 " *

BIT.
AMERICAN RESEARCH BUREAU

February, 1955 Report

GRAND RAPIDS—KALAMAZOO

Number of Quarter Hours

With Higher Rating

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

7 a.m.— 5 p.m.

5 p.m.— 1 1 p.m.

WKZO-TV
144

83

Station B

56

37

SATURDAY & SUNDAY

10 a.m.— 1 1 p.m. 80 24

NOTE: Survey based on sampling in the following propor-

tions—Grand Rapids (45%), Kalamazoo (19%),
Battle Creek (19%), Muskegon (17%).

^ TV -'*

WKZO-TV — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WKZO RADIO — KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK
WJEF RADIO — GRAND RAPIDS
WJEF-FM — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
KOLN-TV — LINCOLN, NEBRASKA

Associated with

WMBD RADIO — PEORIA, ILLINOIS

YOU NEED WKZO-TV
TO PUT SALES ACROSS
IN WESTERN MICHIGAN!

American Research Bureau figures for Grand Rapids-Kala-

mazoo show that WKZO-TV is almost a 3-to-l favorite over

the next station, morning, afternoon and night!

WKZO-TV is the Official Basic CBS Television Outlet for

Kalamazoo-Grand Rapids. Telecasts on Channel 3 with

100,000 watts from a 1000' tower. Serves one of America's

top-20 TV markets

—

almost 600,000 television homes in

29 Western Michigan and Northern Indiana counties! Ask

Avery-Knodel about availabilities.

100,000 WATTS • CHANNEL 3 • 1000' TOWER

YfKIOTV
Kalamazoo - Grand Rapids

and Greater Western Michigan

Avery-Knodel, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives

*Parry O'Brien set this world's record on June 5, 1953, at Compton, California.



Famous on the local scene .
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national prominence without first achieving greatness at h<

So with the group known collectively as Storer stations.

Look at each one individually. You will fin
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yet known throughout the nation.

Utter 1-8689
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Chart covers half-hour syndicated film J'

Top 10 shows in 10 or more markets

Period 1-7 November 7955
TITLE, SYNDICATOR. PRODUCER, SHOW TYPE

Average
ratings

7-STATION
MARKETS

5-STATION
MARKETS

4-STATION MARKETS J-8T/ J
MAR a

R»nk Past"M rank N.Y L.A. Boston Mnpls. S. Fran.
Seattle.

Atlanta Chicago Detroit Tacoma Wash. 1
Bait. Btl f".

I 2 Mr. District Attorney, Ziv (M) 20.0
9.9

knxt
10:00pm

24.5 7 7.8 76.0

wnac-tv kstp-tv kron-tv
10:30pm 10:30pm 10:30pm

20.5 75.8 78.2

waga-tv wwj-tv klng-tv
10:30pm 8:30pm 9:00pm

76.2 2;
wbal-tv wl s-

10: '30pm 7:{ ,,i

2 1 I Led Three Lives, Ziv (M) 18.8
2.2 72.7

wpix kttv
10:00pm 8:30pm

23.5 78.2 77.2

wnac-tv kstp-tv kron-tv
7:00pm 9:30pm 10:30pm

76.2 7 7.9 78.2 76.7 73.0

wsb-tv wgn-tv wjbk-tv ktnt-tv wrc-tv
7:00pm 9:30pm 10:30pm 10:00pm 10:30pm

. !.

76.4 2l»|

wbal-tv wil
10:30pm 10:1 'T

3 7 Waterfront, MCA Roland Reed (A) 18.1
7.3 74.3

wabd kttv
7:30pm 7:30pm

73.9 7.2 22.5

wnac-tv keyd-tv kron-tv
7:00pm 8:00pm 8:30pm

77.2 8.5 75.4 78.6 22.8
waga-tv wgn-tv wjw-tv komo wtop-tv
7:00pm 9:00pm 10:30pm 8:30pm 10:30pm

73.7 7<i|

wmar-tv wg < «]

10:30pm T:lJ

4 4 Man Behind the Badge, MCA-TV Film (M) 17.8
22.7 3.0 75.0

wnac-tv kstp-tv kron-tv
10:30pm 5:30pm 10:30pm

73.5 70.5

wjbk-tv wmal-tv
10:30pm 10:30pm

we

5 6 Badge 714, NBC Film (D) 17.1
4.7 78.8

wpix kttv
8:30pm 7:30pm

77.7 22.0 24.5

wnac-tv kstp-tv kpix
6:30pm 9:30pm 9:00pm

76.9 7 7.9 78.8 75.4

wgn-tv wwj-tv king-tv wrc-tv
8:00pm 7:00pm 9:30pm 7:00pm

72.2

wbal-tv
10:30pm

5 Highway Patrol, Ziv (A) 17.1
7.9 8.2

wrca-tv kttv
7:00pm 9:00pm

73.0 72.4 8.2

wbz-tv wcco-tv kron-tv
4:15pm 10:00pm 11:00pm

74.5 6.9 76.0 72.5 72.9

waga-tv wbkb wjbk-tv komo wtop-tv
7:30pm 9:00pm 10:30pm 7:00pm 7:30pm 4

7 8 Amos 'n' Andy, CBS Film (C) 16.7
3.4 73.7

wcbs-tv knxt
2:00pm 5:30pm

72.9

wnac-tv
2:30pm

75.9 8.7 12.0 72.2

waga-tv wbkb wwj-tv wtop-tv
7:00pm 9:30pm 7:00pm 7:30pm

72.4 7C |
wbal-tv wbe r

7:00pm 1:3'il_

8 Superman (Flamingo) (K) 15.5
70.4 72.2

wrca-tv kttv
6:00pm 7:00pm

20.5 70.5 72.9

wnac-tv wtcn-tv kgo-tv
6:30pm 6:30pm 6:30pm

27.2 75.5 73.7 74.4 74.5

wsb-tv wbkb wxyz-tv king-tv wrc-tv
7:00pm 5:00pm 6:00pm 6:00pm 7:00pra

72.7 2C[f
wbal-tv wbe 1
7:00pm 7:0i __

9 Cisco Kid, Ziv (W) 15.4
3.9 5.3

wabe-tv kabc-tv
6:00pm 6:00pm

74.8 22.4 74.7

wnac-tv wcco-tv kron-tv
9:00pm 4:30pm 6:30pm

74.9 78.4 76.2 73.0 74.9

waga-tv wbkb wxyz-tv komo wtop-tv
5:30pm 5:00pm 6:30pm 6:00pm 7:00pm

77.2 27 f
wbal-tv wbe' 1
7:00pm 7:01 K

10 Range Rider, CBS Film (W) 14.4
23.4 6.9
ubm-tv kpix
7:00pm 5:00pm

7.9 72.7 73.8

wbbm-tv ktnt-tv wtop-tv
12:00N 7:00pm 6:00pm

Ut!

Rank Past*
nw rank

Top 70 shows in 4 to 9 markets

I Eddie Cantor, Ziv (C) 19.3
7.9

kttv
10:00pm

7.0 75.2

wtcn-tv kron-tv
9:30pra 10:00pm

75.4 9.0 77.7

wnbq wjbk-tv king-tv
9:30pm 10:30pm 10:00pm

9.5

wbal-tv
10:30pm

2 Passport to Danger, ABC Film, Hal Roach (A) 18.8
6.0

kcop
7:30pm

4.7 17.2

kcvd-tv kpix
7:30pm 7:00pm

3 1 Doug. Fairbanks Presents. ABC Films (D) 17.3
8.7

kstp-tv
6:00pm

7.9 7.2

wbkb wxvz-tv
10:00pm 7:00pm

78

wber
10:3

4 I Search for Adventure, Bagnall (A) 13.6
7.8 73.8

wpix kcop
7:30pm 7:30pm

22.4

kovr-tv
7:30pm

7.7 22.7

wxvz-tv king-tv
10:30pm 7:00pm

5 Count of Monte Cristo, TPA, (A) 13.3
9.2

kttv
8:00pm

70.9 75.2

wcco-tv wpix
7:30pm 10:00pm

9.9

waga-tv
7:00pm

78.

when
7:30-

e 7 Mayor of the Town, MCA-TV Film, Gross

Krasne (D)
12.3

5.2

kevd-tv
7:30pm

7.2 76.2 73.5 73.0

wsb-tv wnbq wwj-tv komo
3:30pm 10:00pm 7:00pm 6:00pm

75

wgr- *,

7 :00 '

7 Meet Corliss Archer, Ziv (C) 12.2
.9

wmur
8:00pm

7.5

wjbk-tv
7:00pm

70.9 73.

wbal-tv wben-
6:00pm 7:00p

8 8 Dr. Hudson's Secret Journal, MCA-TV
Film (D)

11.6
70.9

kttv
9:00pm

74.7

wcco-tv
9:30pm

75.0 5.5 8.7

waga-tv wwj-tv king-tv
10:30pm 7:00pm 9:30pm

78.

ngr-
10:30

9 Gene Autry, CBS Film (W) 11.5
4.0 3.7

wabc-tv kcop
6:00pra 9:00pm

70.4

wnac-tv
6:00pm

7 7.2

wlw-a
7:30pm

72.

wben
5:30i

10 Playhouse, The, MCA-TV Film (D) 10.9
3.2

wabd
10:30pm

74.7

wbkb
9:30am

Show typo symbols: (A) adventure; (C) comedy; (D) drama; (Doc) documentary; (K) kids;
(M) mystery; (Mu) musical: (SF) Science Fiction: (W) Western. Films listed are syndicated.
half-hour length, telecast in four or more markets. The average rating is an unweighted average
*< Individual market ratings listed above. Blank space indicates film not broadcast in this

market 1-7 November. While network shows are fairly stable from one month to another tt»

markets in which they are shown, this is true to much lesser extent with syndicated show TO
should be borne In mind when analyzing rating trends from one month to another in thinijt

•Refers to last month's chart. If blank, show was not rated at all in last chart or was t,J><»

December ratings will appear in next issue
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c^TION MARKETS

ius Ml!*. Phila. St. L.

» 14.2 9.7 24.7

Jtv wtmj-tv
lm 11:00pm

wptz
10:30pm

ksd-tv
10:00pm

i<l 16.2 7 7.9 20.9

£ wtmj-tv
;m 10:30pm

wcau-tv
7:00pm

ksd-tv
10:00pm

78.0 74.9 76.5

wtmj-tv
10:00pm

wcau-tv
6:30pm

kwk-tv
10:00pm

26.5

'-tv wtmj-tv
n 7:30pm

75.2

ksd-tv
10:00pm

7 7.4 26.2

wcau-tv
7:00pm

ksd-tv
9:30pra

72.9 8.2 78.9

-tv wtml-tv
pm 10:30pm

wfll-tv
10:30pm

kwk-tv
9:30pm

77.4 77.7 70.0

i-tv wtan-tv wcau-tv ksd-tv
6:30pm 7:00pm 5:30pm

.0 72.9

wlsn-tv
pm 6:00pm

72.4

ksd-tv
3:00pm

70.4

ksd-tv
11:30am

2-STATION MARKETS

Birm. Charlotte Dayton New. Or.

S4.3 76.8 34.0

wbtv wlw-d
8:00pm 10:30pm

wdsu-tv
10:30pm

24.0 59.0 27.3

wabt
9 :30pm

wbtv wlw-d
9:00pm 9:30pm

79.8 57.5 20.8

wabt
9:30pm

wbtv whio-tv
8:30pm 7:00pm

25.0

wbrc-tv
9 :30pm

29.3

whlo-tv
9 :30pm

30.0

wbrc-tv
10 :00pm

25.3

whlo-tv
10:80pm

26.0 35.3 32.3 38.5

wbrc-tv
10:00pm

wbtv whlo-tv
10:30pm 9:00pm

wdsu-tv
10:00pm

22.8 26.3

wbrc-tv
10:00pm

wbtv
1:00pm

57.8

wdsu-tv
9 :30pra

30.8

wbtv
8 :30pm

25.8

wdsu-tv
5:00pm

73.8

wbrc-tv
12:30pm

25.8

wd»u-tv
5:30pm

73.6 30.8

wlw-d
6:00pm

wdsu-tv
5:30pm

0.9 30.2 7 7.0

ns-tv wtra]-tT wcau-tv
30pm 8:00pm 10:30pm

8.2 74.9

ns-tv wxlx
30pm 10:00pm

'7.5

bns-tv

:30pm

24.7 6.5

wtmj-tv wpte
9:30pm 6:00pm

57.3

wbtv
9:30pm

35.3

wdsu-tv
10:00pm

30.0

wbrc-tv
9:30pm

7 7.8 50.8

wlw-d wdsu-tv
7:00pm 9:00pm

75.8

wbrc-tv
6:00pm

27.3

wbtv
12:30pm

f0.7 73.7

ins-tv

:30pm
ksd-tv
9 :30pm

27.3

whio-tv
7:00pm

36.3 6.3

wbtv wlw-d
6:45pm 2:00pm

} 10. Classification as to number of stations in market Is Pulse's

k
e ,^etermlnes number by measuring which stations are actually

by homes In the metropolitan area of a Riven market even though
itself may be outside metropolitan area of the market.

r

. . . FOR GIVING SOUTH BEND-ELKHART

TELEVISION VIEWERS THE TYPE OF

PROGRAMS THEY PREFER. THE TOP 26

NETWORK TV PROGRAMS IN THIS AREA

ARE CBS SHOWS- WSBT-TV CARRIES

THEM ALL, EXCLUSIVELY.

;
The television audience surveys of the South Bend Market
all tell about the same story. WSBT-TV DOMINATES
the market. The latest survey, made by the American
Research Bureau (Nov., 1955) gives further proof. It

reveals that in the South Bend-Elkhart market . . .

• The top 26 network TV programs in this area are CBS shows —
carried by WSBT-TV exclusivel y!

• The 31 most popular TV programs, both local and network— (37
of the top 40, and 42 of the top-rated 50!) are carried by WSBT-TV.

• During the prime evening viewing hours (6:00 to 10:30) almost
3 times as many people watch WSBT-TV as any other single station—
the WSBT-TV audience is greater than the combined total of all other
stations which can be seen in this area!

• When the same program was carried by all three local stations at

the same time (President Eisenhower, Nov. 11), WSBT-TV enjoyed
a viewing audience 14 times greater than the next closest station.

Get all the facts on WSBT-TV and its prosperous 14-

county coverage area. Learn more about this remarkable
market where 95% of the TV homes are UHF equipped
to receive WSBT-TV. Write for free market data book.

FIVE TOP-RATED SHOWS OF EACH OF THE SOUTH BEND-
ELKHART STATIONS—AND THE RATINGS OF EACH SHOW

WSBT-TV
Program Rating

1. $64,000 Question 57.0

1. 1 Love Lucy 56.6

3. Ed Sullivan 51.8

4. I've Got A Secret 48.1

5. Climax 47.9

STATION "A"
Program

Lux Theatre

Hit Parade

Perry Como
Roy Rogers
George Gobel

Rating

24.2

23.5

20.2

18.1

18.0

STATION "B"
Program

Pro Football

Disney land

Lawrence Welk
Rin Tin Tin

Dollar A Second

Rating

21.4

19.6

18.0

13.7

10.9

WSBTTV
CHANNEL

CBS... A CBS BASIC OPTIONAL STATION

ASK PAUL H. RAYMER COMPANY NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES



MAKE-UP KIT APPLIANCES
SPONSOR: Charles Antell AGENCY: Joseph Katz, Baltimore

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Although a price tag of $5

is generally considered high for a mail order item on tv,

the Charles Antell Co. sold a total of 6,317 items at this

price in 10 days. A make-up kit was advertised on a

quarter-hour participation in the Bill Ballance show and

the Dick Garton movie, both daytime programs as well as

in a half hour evening movie. The high ratio of phone

orders (4,834) to mail orders (1,483) indicates that the

viewers were forcefully sold by the tv advertising. Cost of

the campaign: $5,171 or about 82c per order.

KCOP, Los Angeles PROGRAMS: Participations

SPONSOR: National Appliance AGENCY: Ad-Video Productions
and Television

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: The sponsor has two tv

shows on WREX-TV, Talent Parade {Sundays at 4:00
p.m. for $216 per week) and a late night movie strip. The
former program is of the type where viewers vote for the

talent on the show. One Sunday show drew 4,800 votes, a

total which the agency reports "completely astounded the

manufacturer my client represents." The agency asserts

that Whirlpool ivashers are on back order at the factory

"because of the great amount of sales due to National's

program schedule on WREX-TV"

WREX-TV, Rockford. 111. PROGRAM: Talent Parade

MAIL PREMIUM ASSER

I
1

1

1

TV
results

SPONSOR: Ralston Purina AGENCY: Guild, Bascom &
Bonfigli, S.F.

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: A single one-minute an-

nouncement on WFBM-TV's Market Reports program

brought 2,606 requests. Free mail box flags were offered

to the 100 viewers whose letters or post cards had the

earliest postmark. The winning mail was all postmarked

less than two hours after the offer was made, in the

10-rninute noontime show. The response was so great to

the initial offer that Purina scrapped plans to make the

same offer later in the week. Cost of the daily Market

Reports is $94.50 per show.

WFBM-TV, Indianapolis PROGRAM: Market Reports

MACARONI PRODUCTS POUSHHUTS
!

SPONSOR: American Beauty AGENCY: Rogers & Smith,

Macaroni Co. Potts-Turnbull

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Three participations per week

on KAKE-TVs Deputy Dusty kept sales of American

Beauty Chili-Roni from slumping during "an abnormally

hot summer tvhich could seriously affect the sales of a

chili and macroni packaged dinner." These are the words

of the agency tvhich began the tv campaign for the prod-

ucts, and they report that sales were "brisk" despite the

adverse weather. The campaign began in February 1955

and is credited by the agency with "the continued high

sales . . . in the market." Cost per participation: $45.

KAKE-TV, Wichita PROGRAM: Deputy Dusty, Participations

SPONSOR: Krispy Krene Doughnut Co. AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: After three weeks of tv ad-

vertising with one-minute participations the client's two

stores tripled their business. These results were obtained

with tv, though other media had been explored with little

success. A soft copy approach on the Harry Smith Show

made people who had previously seen the shows but never

tried the product aware of the stores. The firm also

reports many repeat orders have been coming in as the

campaign progresses. The total cost of each of the par-

ticipations was $32.

WSUN-TV, St. Petersburg PROGRAM: Harry Smith Show,
Participations

JEWELRY CANDY C©0HTER

SPONSOR: Lippa & Co., Inc. AGENCY: Dire

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: After six months of tv usag

one-minute live announcements at 10:30 p.m. in tl

Thursday Late Show, the sponsor renewed his contrac

He wrote, "Over the past years, we have used every at

vertising medium available to acouaint the public wit

our store and the type of merchandise we handle, Nevt

have we had the direct response and results which we hai

experienced since we became a WIRI sponsor." Cost t

the six-month campaign: $747.50.

WIRI, Plattsburg, N.Y. PROGRAM: Late Show. Announcemen

3t

2)

e

t.

1-

h

'i

e

>/

!-

SPONSOR: F. W. Woolworth Co. AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: The first attempt at tv ad-

vertising worked out quite well for a local Woolworth

store. Manager D. Moore bought a five-minute participa-

tion on Tv Showcase to advertise his candy counter before

Christmas. The segment was televised at 6:25 on 13

December and sold out the candy counter three times

before the holiday. Mcore reported he was "more than

pleased with the proved results of the first tv participa- s

tion." Cost of the five-minute segment: $16.

CKSO-TV, Sudbury. Ont. PROGRAM: TV Showcase.

Participation i
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which tv\radio trade magazine

should top your list in 1956 f

A BRIEF AND USEFUL SPONSOR ANALYSIS

FOR BUSY STATION EXECUTIVES
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At the right are 10 key points

which will help you evaluate SPONSOR

in your 1956 trade paper plans



PONSOR ADVERTISING FACT SHEET

EDITORIALLY, SPONSOR IS TOTALLY BEAMED TOWARD NATIONAL

jvERTISERS AND AGENCIES. OUR MISSION IS TO GIVE "THE MEN

HO FOOT THE BILLS" GUIDANCE IN THE EVALUATION AND PURCHASE

t TV AND RADIO TIME AND PROGRAMS.

SPONSOR'S CIRCULATION IS THE PUREST FOR YOUR PURPOSES IN THE

'/RADIO TRADE PAPER FIELD. OF 10,000 CIRCULATION, ABOUT

000 GO TO NATIONAL AND REGIONAL AGENCIES AND ADVERTISERS;

650 TO ADVERTISERS, 3,300 TO AGENCIES. THAT'S 7 OUT OF 10

-A REMARKABLY PINPOINTED CIRCULATION.

t
SPONSOR IS THE USE MAGAZINE OF THE INDUSTRY. TV BASICS, RADIO

ICS, TV RESULTS, RADIO RESULTS, FILM BASICS, TV DICTIONARY,

MEBUYING BASICS, TV AND RADIO STATION BUYERS' GUIDE, TIME-

JYERS OF THE U. S., AND MANY, MANY MORE PROJECTS ARE EXAMPLES

? SPONSOR USE VALUE. SPONSOR AVERAGES 250 INFORMATION REQUESTS

ONTHLY FROM ADVERTISERS AND AGENCIES.

', ALL IMPARTIAL AGENCY-AND-ADVERTISER-TRADE-PAPER-READERSHIP-STUDIES

ADE DURING THE PAST TWO YEARS PROVE SPONSOR'S DECIDED

EADERSHIP IN ITS FIELD (DETAILS ON REQUEST).

|. SPONSOR AVERAGES NEARLY 20 PAID SUBSCRIPTIONS (AT ITS QUALITY PRICE

F $8 PER YEAR) AT THE 33 TOP TIMEBUYING AGENCIES. AT JWT,

8DO, Y&R, AND M-E SPONSOR HAS FROM 40 TO 60 PAID SUBSCRIPTIONS.

GENCY LIBRARIANS REPORTED, IN A TRADE PAPER STUDY, THAT SPONSOR

! KEPT ONE YEAR OR LONGER AS A REFERENCE SOURCE, THE AVERAGE

UBLICATION SIX MONTHS OR LESS.

about SPONSOR

), RECENTLY, SRDS COMPLETED A STUDY OF ADVERTISING GAINS OR LOSSES

iMONG THE TRADE PUBLICATIONS OF OUR FIELD. OF THOSE LISTED ONLY

TWO SHOWED GAINS—SPONSOR AND SRDS. SPONSOR'S GAIN WAS OVER 250 PAGES.

/. ALTHOUGH TRADE PAPERS ARE FREQUENTLY REGARDED AS INTANGIBLES,

iPONSOR IS ABLE TO SHOW SPECIFIC RESULTS (FOLDER

JF EXAMPLES ON REQUEST).

3, SPONSOR IS A PRESTIGE PUBLICATION. YOUR PRESTIGE MESSAGE GETS

THE ADVANTAGE OF SPONSOR'S EXCELLENT STANDING IN ITS FIELD.

the magazine

tv and radio

advertisers USE

9 SPONSOR FIGHTS FOR WORTHWHILE INDUSTRY IMPROVEMENTS, PROJECTS,

AND REFORMS. IT IS REGARDED AS THE FOREMOST ADVERTISING MAGAZINE

IN THIS RESPECT. THIS HELPS PRODUCE A HEALTHY, ACTIVE

CLIMATE FOR YOUR MESSAGE.

10.t, NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES LIKE SPONSOR. THEY KNOW HOW
THOROUGHLY IT'S READ AND USED. ASK YOURS WHAT HE THINKS OF SPONSOR.

HE'LL BE GLAD TO TELL YOU. HE KNOWS SPONSOR.

THE INFORMATIVE BROCHURE

"HOW MUCH SHOULD A STATION INVEST

IN TRADE PAPER ADVERTISING"

IS YOURS FOR THE ASKING.



IN GEORGIA...
you can have your cake
and eat it, too!

The

GEORGIA BIG

Buy the GEORGIA BIG 5-

get the added sales power of

local merchandising support!

The vile you Mart with \our spot

is ( lint hed by the point of sale

merchandising support supplied

bj each Georgia Big 5 station. In

addition you can count on a full

array of selling aids: trade calls

bj station personnel who are your

dealers' neighbors . . . trade mail-

ings and tune-in announcements.

Your Avery-Knodel man will give

yOU lull details!

CHECK these important

FACTS ABOUT GEORGIA

In the t*o year period ending 1954:

n Ceorgia radio homes UP 22°o

Georgia population UP 17%

Ceorgia automotive sales . UP 43%

D Ceorgia retail sales UP 13%

i ir good reasons \sh\ Georgia
deserves deeper penetration than

ever before . . . deeper penetration

than one-station coverage «..m

all the facts about
the big new growth ol I

the station group that gives you all

the practical advantages of a

network... plus all the local

impact of home-town programming!

You know the intense listener loyalty that stations command locally. You
know the strong dealer influence that stations wield locally. Now you can

have these local advantages of five long-established stations. ..PLUS time-

saving network economies—with the GEORGIA BIG 5! Five leading

stations in one buy . . . involving only one bill.

The

GEORGIA BIG 5
is your big Georgia buy...
more Georgia homes
at less cost per minute!

The Georgia Big 5 delivers 83' ; —
yes 839* —of all Georgia radio

homes! More Georgia homes—at

less cost per minute—make the

Georgia Big 5 your big buy—your
best buy— in the nearly $3 billion

Georgia market.

WGST
Atlanta

5.000VV ABC

WGAC
Augusta

S.OOOW ABC

WTOC
Savannah

S.OOOW CBS

y*JRBL Columbus 5.00OW CBS

AVERY-KNODEL, Inc.

102

National Representatives

SPONSOR
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Here's Hllywd
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. I General Fds
lY&R 10:05-10

-Breakfast Club
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Ball Bros
Cli T
Applegate

Galen Drake
Father John's

Medicine
I. W. Stevens
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Allan Jackson

Sleep-Eze
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Weekday
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No network
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m-f
Murray -aoH

Paul Harvey news
(U-OP

m-f (see uiuii)

Ted Malone
co-op

153N m-f

U (JClViUIR

service

m-f

Road of life

Bishop
Spector

Ma Perkins
P&G: uxydil
m-f (see mon)
D-F-S

Young Dr Malons
Pond's

JWT
Guiding light
P&G: duz. Ivy ti

t (see muui
npton

No network -„.. _„ „
service

2n* Mrs. Burton

m . Lever Bros.
Bishop Spector

Martin Block
Show

m-f 2:30-4
N L&f

Brighter Day
Pond's

JWT
Nora Drake

Toni
North

Brlohter day
Lever

Weekday
';u. L&T

No network
service m-f

C Foster news
co-op

Bust m-f 1

Mutual Music
Box

115-1:30

t—»"

Luncheon with
Lopez
1:30-2

1 m-f L
Kraft
News

2-2:05

Letter to Lee
Graham

N m-f T

America's
Front Door

N 2:30-3 T

It's Time
pT 11:30-11:35 L

All-league
•lubhouse

T

How to Fix It

12:05-10
IV L

Sust

01 Ranch Boys
^master,
l'o L

Good News
10:30-10:45

Sust

Monitor
Var L

am Sat thru
12 midn Sun

See Sun

Conference
N

Call
L

News
11-11:05

The Lucky
Pierre Show

N L

Robt Q Lewis

i Milner Prods
Best 11:55-12
89N L

V. hr

Phonorama
Time

Phllco Corp
11:30-55

685N L
Hutehliw

Musical Wheel
of Chance

11:30-11:55
Sust

Allan Jackson
Chevrolet Dlrs
95N 12-12:05 L
>-E

It's Time
S 12:30-12:35 L

Sust
American farmer «.,__j,.
C.We.h L

JAaSmm
203H T
CAW

li
e

!£l2n

Monitor

Teenagers U.S.A.
12n-l
Sust

National farm 4
home hour

I Allls-Chalmers:
farm equipment
J»eC.Wash L
seg of Monitor

Glttlne

Navy hour
Wash

I
Allan Jackson

Chevrolet
Campbell-Ewald

1-1:05

, City Hospital

Weekday
Var. L&T

Shake the
Maracas

If T
Sust Kathy Godfrey

Show
Sust

News
2-2:05

Var.
Weekday

Festival
(with Milton

Cross)
2-4

L&T

It's Time
N 2:30-2:35 L

Adventures
in Sound
2:05-2:15

String Serenade
2:15-2:30

Dance Orch

Fifth Army
Band

Monitor

Magic of Music
1-1:30
Sust

Symphonies |

Youth
1:30-2:30
Am i

Var

Fifth Army
Band
2:30-3
Sust

Monitor
Var L

Monitor

L&1

House party
Sunsweet Co

Long tu.thl
195 H 3-3:15 T.I
L Burnett tu.thj
m-th 3:15-30 seg{

(see mon)
L Burnett

Mutual Reports
the News
3-3:05

Fred Robblns'

No Network
Programing

id

L&T

imack
Four

-f T
No network

service
m-f

.opez

Ruby Mercer
Show
3:05-4

f m-f T&L Hotel for Pets
N L

nartlr 8">c>

(coot d)

m-r la 1

House party
Lever: surf

m.w.f (see mom
BBUO

Mutual Reports
the News
3-3:05

Weekday
Var. L&T

s-so-

News
3-3:05

Hawaiian
Pineapple

180H dole T
Ayer f oni

Mutual Reports
the News
4-4:05
m-f

Mutual Matinee
nth Bruce & Dan

4:05-4:30

Dick & Diane
4:30-5

Stella Da'ias
Sterling l)rm>
m.w.f (see mon)
D-F-S
WIHnVr Brown

Toni Co.
tu, th
Burnett

S'and By with
Bob & Ray

5-5:45
N^ T&L

I es Paul &
M ary F or*

Warner Lambert
Lambert &

N Feasley 1

Gen Sports Tim
<!en Tire & But
\' m-f 5:50-55 1

D'Arcy Reynold:

Just Plain Bill
Miles Labs

m-f (see mon) ?

Wade^m^
Rt to happiness
P&0:rireft tide
m-f (see moni
D-F-S

N

Fred Robbins'
Disk Derby

20bN m-f L

Pp(in»T Youno
P&O: eamay. rtu^t

m-f (see mon)

Woman In House
Miles Labs

m-f (see mon)
Wade

Lorenzo Jones
Colgate

m-f (see mon)
Esty

eell Br
: Kraft

Lone Ranger
Gen Mills

D-F-S
Amer Bakeries

s newt Tucker Wayne

NL&B Daniel Boon*

Mutual Matinee Rt to happiness
with Bruee & Dan P&G: dreft. tide

Manhattan
Matinee
m-f L

No Network
Programing

Treasury
Bandstand

L&T

Musical Express
N m-f T

Sust

Bobby Hammack
& His What Four
H m-w-th-f T

Gloria Parker
N m-f

Sust
Vincent Lonez

No network
service
m-f

Ruby Mercer
Show
3:05-4
m-f T&L

Richard Hayes
Army Show

Hotel

N
for Pets

L

Just Plain Bill
Allies Labs

m-f (see mon)
Wade «hhs

Festival
(cont'd)

1-4

Treasury Show

County Jamboree
3-3:30
Sust

Sports Parade
3:30-4
Sust

Salute to the
Nation
4:30-5

Stand By with
Bob & Ray

5-5:45

m-f (se<
D-F-S

mon)

Stella Dallas
Sterling Drug

frn.w.f (see mon)
{D-F-S

Wldder
sterling

m.w
D-F-S

Brown
Drug

.f

K

Band Concert
Promenade

It's Time
4:30-4:35

News
4-4:05

Pepper Young
.v<J camay, duzt
ui f (see mon)

Les Paul &
Mary Ford

Warner Lamtjert
Lambert &

N Feasley T

The World
Tourist

Richard Hayes
Army Show

Make Way for
Youth

Woman in House
Miles Labs
-f (see mon)

Wade

Lorenzo Jones
Colgate

m-f (see mon)Gen Sports Time:
Gen Tire & Rub IJW
N m-f 5:50-55 L, Lone Ranger
Reynolds Esty Gen Mills
D'Arcy D-F-S

Dinner at the
Green Room

(Henry Jerome)
N h

News
5-5:05

Dance Orch

Bandstand USA
4-5
Sust

Stand by Sports
5-5:55

Saturday
Amer Bakeries

NL&B Tucker Wayne
B:ia-« Daniel Boone

Cecil Brown news
Kraft:

m-f

Les Paul &
Mary Ford

5:55-6

John Flynn
News

Hanltui

Monitor



WCPO
CINCINNATI

and

WNOX
KNOXVILLE

announce the appointment of

JOHN
BLAIR
£ COMPANY

as national representative

effective January 1, 1956 for WCPO
effective March 1, 1956 for WNOX

WCPO
Mutual Network

250 w. at 1230 Ice.

CINCINNATI 6, OHIO

WNOX
CBS Radio Network

10,000 w. at 990 kc.

KNOXVILLE 17, TENN.

SCRIPPS-HOWARD RADIO, INC.
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a forum on questions of current interest

to air advertisers and their agencies

What would you advise radio and television sponsors

whose products you sell in your store

ASKED

OF RETAIL

(rROCERS

OFFER A FA'R PROFIT MARGIN

• Whether you like or dislike ad-

vertising all depends on the margin

of profit that a national advertiser al-

lows. I was a grocery salesman for

twenty years; so I know the feelings

on both sides of the fence.

You see, we have an overhead we
have to meet. When certain goods

like soap flakes offer a 4 or 5% profit

margin, it's impossible to maintain

that overhead.

But if we're allowed 15% or over

on a nationally advertised product,

it's a good product for us to carry

and we're happy to have the producer

behind us.

A while ago, Borden's ran a two-

for-one instant coffee sale, which al-

lowed us 22% profit. They backed

it with a lot of radio and tv adver-

tising. We would have been glad to

see them keep it up because in two
months we sold 75 cases. Now, with-

out the campaign, we're lucky if we
sell a case a month.

Of course, there are products that

you think will do well when they're

introduced on radio or tv; you stock

up on them. But somehow people just

don't buy them, and you're left with

the stock. I'm thinking now of Fluffo

and Miracle Cloth.

We get enough notice on coming
campaigns; we have plenty of time to

stock up; but I think that both the

independent store-keeper and the su-

permarket are more willing to co-

operate on promoting nationally ad-

vertised products if a fair margin of

profit is offered and continues to be
offered.

Mickey Edelman, owner
Associated Food Store

Jackson Heights, N.Y.

SERVICE PREMIUM OFFERS

• I'd like to give three suggestions

to the industry. Although a mer-

chandising consultant now, I was a

grocery man for nrny years and I

want to give this advice as such.

First, I think the retailer deserves

consideration from the national adver-

tiser on two-for-one or penny sales.

This consideration should be in the

form of sufficient notice for the re-

tailer to clear out his present stock

before the campaign begins. The re-

tailer feels that he merits more profit

because twice the handling and shelf

space are now necessary. This point

should also be considered.

Secondly, there is the matter of of-

fers whereby the retailer must keep

coupons handy for customers entering

national contests and the like. I'd

suggest that the sponsor make ade-

quate service arrangements so that

coupon pads may be replenished.

Should they be depleted, both retailer

and customer become antagonized.

Lastly, a local advertiser will get

more effect from his advertising with

less time and space than a national

advertiser because local people will

come to look and listen for his mes-

sage. This effect added to the nation-

al effort would move sales all the

more. Perhaps this seems like advice

to the grocers; but it may be a pro-

motional idea for sponsors.

Stanford Cohen
The Stanford Co.

Long Meadow, Mass.

LET VS KNOW ABOUT CAMPAIGNS

© Our main concern at the point of

sale is making things easier for the

customer. I feel that those gimmicks

used by national radio and television

advertisers impede a great deal of the

progress we have made in that direc-

tion.

We usually feel the impact of com-

mercials on goods where gimmicks

have been used. For instance, a wo-

man may come into a store to buy

X cereal so that her little Joey can

tear off the box-top and send it back

to the company. The whole family

has to go through a lot of bother for

whatever Joey will get from the com-

pany. Chances are that the woman
won't buy X cereal again until the

company offers another premium.

ADVERTISING CRITICISM FROM THE MEN WHO SELL

• SPONSOR wanted to know how the man behind the counter feels

about campaigns built to move goods off his shelves. So four grocers

were asked for answers to the question above. Their feelings are

not as much in agreement as we would have liked, but in daily contact

with the consumer, they give thought provoking advice to advertisers
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So, X company has made a lot of

noise, has made things difficult for

Joey, and has caused the woman to

question shopping ease and conve-

nience at the store that carries X
cereal.

I can't tell very much how goods

move as a result of commercials be-

cause I'm left in the dark about when
they go on radio or tv. It seems to

me that if they're going to put so

much dough into advertising, they

might let the people who sell their

goods know about their plans. But

our advertising department might

know even if we sales people never

hear from them.

That's my main criticism ... I just

don't think that using those compli-

cated gimmicks is the proper way to

sell. But, as I said, the gimmicks are

about the only way we come in con-

tact with radio and tv advertising.

Sales Manager
Supermarket chain

New York and New Jersey

CARTOONS AND JINGLES SELL

• First and most important, televi-

sion is a forceful medium which has

the potential to sell countless quanti-

ties of goods. But the corny canned

commercial detracts from its possi-

bilities.

Now, I think that if I had the bud-

get, I'd advertise with those cute jin-

gles and cartoons. That's the kind of

thing that makes people want to stay

through a commercial and buy. When
/ see them I'm so convinced that I'd

almost like to buy products I'd never

dreamed of having.

Going along with this, I feel that

advertisers would be better off with

cartoons and jingles than with high-

pressure premium offers—so would

retailers.

From our point of view, premium
offers present a stock problem. When
premiums come out, it's necessary for

us to set aside non-premium items on
hand, letting them bide their time un-

til the offer is over.

In addition, we consider cash most

valuable in exchange; but these offers

reduce actual cash intake.

So I'd say that sponsors would be

doing their retailers and their audi-

ences a favor if they got away from
hard-punching commercials.

Abe Dilbert, v.p.

Dilbert Supermarket

New York City
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if r_^ Ve^ciaHtv
is your TARGET-

aim FOR ^**lL*>/% WITH

rV©

John E. Pearson Co., National Representatives

GREATER CLEVELAND'S NUMBER 1 STATION

MORE THAN EVER

Stocfafott'a 7ft*4t *£i4te*ted to Station

HOOPER RADIO AUDIENCE INDEX
STOCKTON, CALIF. OCTOBER THRU DECEMBER, 1955

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
7:00 A.M. -12:00 NOON

RADIO
SETS
IN USE

C N KSTN A M OTHER
AM & FM

SAMPLE
SIZE

15.7 2^.9 6.V 37.6 1^.9 9.3 7.0 9,933

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
12:00 N00N-6:00 P.M.

RADIO
SETS
IN USE

c . Sv. KSTN A M
OTHER

AM & FM
SAMPLE
SIZE

12.
:y 'l.l 8.2 34.1 lW.l 8.7 7.2 11,892

Fall 1955 Hooperatings show

KSTN increases dominance of

*Stockton Radio Audience.

*America's 92nd Market

7/fccdcc • Ttecte • 'PenAOH€Uitie&
Represented by Hollingbery
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POINTER

FOR 1956

OVER 1,000,000

LISTENERS WILL
LISTEN TO
WLOL

That's a lot of consumers—

but their reason for listening is

just one. They know that

WLOL gives Twin City Listeners

the best in Music, News and

Sports—24 hours a day.

Yes, the "1330 Habit" is really

goin' strong right around the

clock. In Minneapolis & St. Paul

WLOL is the top-rated

independent station, leading all

other independents and three

out of four networks.

THE TOPPER IN

INDEPENDENT RADIO

MINNEAPOLIS -ST. PAUL

5000 watts—1330 on your dial

LARRY BENTSON. Pres.

Wayne "Red" Williams, Mgr.

Joe Floyd, Vice-Pres.

AM RADIO SALES

Continued

front

page 11

(freshness!), size of audience, timeliness (or lack of it) all

affect the wearability of a given property. What holds for one

may have no bearing on another.

Oddly enough the initial success of a program can have a

direct bearing on how long it will last. If it came in like a

lion (as against a slow build) it may well go out like a jet-

propelled lamb. Success tends to sow the seeds of its own
destruction. Every novel twist, every gimmick, every catch

phrase or device that wows 'em today and hence gets repeated

by the teen agers and bandied about, suddenly is turned

against. It becomes corny. Now only creeps and squares

are found using it. Those devices which were spontaneously

acceptable now appear forced and phoney and distasteful.

What causes this turnabout? Well, in the first place, peo-

ple are fickle. They seek out the familiar at first, feel more
comfortable in familiar surroundings. When a person comes

to from a faint his first question is not, "What happened?"
but "Where am I?" However, once the audience gets to

count on its familiar friends, then it starts to take them for

granted and next comes the disenchantment. The big reason

for television's dramatic way of losing appeal is that tv itself

is a sensation. Nothing is done mildly via tv. Stars row with

their cast, cobblers win big money, Como takes Gleason, and

even competitive advertising media see fit to reserve page one

for the story. So naturally when the ruling powers fall,

they plummet.

What to do about it? Well, Jack Webb is adding a love

interest. Burns and Allen have a son in the plot. Phil Silvers,

I hear tell, has also discovered girls. A new note is certainly

smart. A new focal point. A fresh slant can come from new
writers. New characters can be developed or concentrated

upon if they were there (dormant) all along. Anything to

bring back an element of the unexpected. Don't let 'em take

you for granted.

Look closely at your gimmicks. Are they starting to annoy

people? Redo your musical bridges. Pep up that main title.

Lead in to that middle break with something different. Get

a new stooge with a new funny line.

Same things go for your commercials. Revise 'em. Insert

a few feet of animation. Change your announcer. You know
the same gent swallowing the same pill and walking over to

the blackboard where he takes you on a trip through the

esophagus can get kind of boring even if your head does ache.

That boredom causes a prospective customer to question what-

ever the commercial says. Disbelief sets in. Not a good thing

for a sales climate.

And one more thought. Consider those summer reruns

seriously. Maybe the audience would like a little relief dur-

ing the eight hottest weeks. Maybe it would welcome you
back just that much more fondly in the fall. • • •
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I

IN LOUISVILLE, WAVE RADIO IS

ycwtp r%zce4 and ^oma Tfotafi/

DIAL 970
WAVE'S Dynamic New Radio Service

For A Dynamic New Louisville!

WAVE's own exciting version of Monitor and Weekday— a co-

ordinated group of programs that's heard nine sparkling hours

daily. Hours filled with music, news, weather, sports, traffic reports,

interviews and household tips. Hours skillfully blended with

Monitor and Weekday to provide good fun, good company, good

listening— from dawn till midnight!

IVIONI1
The NBC Weekend Radio Service!

NBC Radio's versatile, weekend-long listening post that goes any-

where and everywhere for news, interviews, music, sports and

entertainment.

•r aW III t*m.IJP#%lr
NBC's New Radio Companion!

NBC Radio's new Weekday follow-up to Monitor— a fascinating

flow of entertainment, service and news features ... a personal,

daily companion to the nation's housewives.

^Special Pulse Study in September, 1955 credited MONITOR (and

WAVE) with the largest audience of the entire weekend in Louisville.

WAVE LOUISVILLE

5000 WATTS • NBC AFFILIATE

SPOT SAI,F,S
Exclusive National Representatives



THOMAS
VISCARDI

Time Buyer

Kenyon &
Eckhardt

tij

"Carefully examining the

Southern New England
television market, I came
across an important fact

indicating WNHC-TV's
dominance in the market.

91* daily and weekly
newspapers and magazines

publish the Station's pro-

gram listings in Connecticut,

Long Island, and Massachu-

setts. This represents a

readership of 2,492,000

New Englanders. It's ob-

vious, a newspaper will

only publish a station's

programs when it is satis-

fied there is sufficient

reader interest and station

penetration."

•Names of publications and ABC
figures on request.

COVERS CONNECTICUT COMPLETEIY

316.000 WATTS MAXIMUM POWER

Pop. Served 3,564,150 • TV Homes 948,702

Channel 8 • Television

agency profile Dr. Wallace H. Wulfeck
Chairman of the Executive Committee

Wm. Esty Co., New York

"Motivational research has had few applications in radio and tv

to date," Dr. Wulfeck, Wm. Esty Co.'s chairman of the Executive

Committee, told sponsor.

"However, it's one form of research which could probably shed

light on a number of problems. Last night, for example, a man
complained to me that he's a creature of habit and that the amount
of programing reshuffling on the tv networks upsets him. This is

an area the networks might do well to explore."

In his capacity at the agency, Dr. Wulfeck actually concerns him-

self with agency organization and management problems, but adds

that his interest in research continues. It's an interest, incidentally,

which may well be hereditary in the Wulfeck family: Dr. Wulfeck's

son is a professor of psychology at Tufts College.

"It's obvious that agencies can use motivational research to

evaluate commercial effectiveness," Dr. Wulfeck went on to explain.

"But it would be 'after-the-fact' research, once the commercials

are finished, and could only be a guide for the future."

He feels, too, that while this science has already been applied

successfully to product development, it's grossly overlooked by such

potential beneficiaries as the radio networks.

"Agencies and clients would be interested in knowing such things

as tuning habits while driving, degree of distraction in traffic and

other elements affecting listening factors."

Dr. Wulfeck added, "Research during the past five years about

learning during sleep points to another field radio might exploit."

Trained as a psychopathologist with a Ph.D. from Yale, Dr.

Wulfeck tends to use professional jargon. As he puts the case for

radio advertising:

"As new experience occurs in the brain, nerves are myelenized

(impacted). When experience is repeated, myelenization increases,

and the nerve pathways are reinforced. Radio commercials appeal

to one sense mode (hearing). When you increase the number of

sense modes, you intensify impression, as in the case of hearing and

seeing tv. But radio is non-directional, in that sound pervades every-

thing. This fact seems to be a neglected advantage. After all,"

getting back to Madison Avenue, "the housewife can knit and listen

at the same time." * * *
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UNPADDED SELL

Amarillo is the "capital" of

the Texas Panhandle. 230 miles

from the nearest larger city, it

is the retail center for over 30

Texas, Oklahoma and New
Mexico counties. KGNC-TV's
0.1 mv line includes 19 of them.

As a distribution center, Am-
arillo serves parts of five

states; total sales average
more than $250,000,000 annual-

ly. Marketplace for Panhandle

agriculture, headquarters for

oil, gas and other industry,

Amarillo is an active commer-
cial center. For three consecu-

tive years it has been No. 1 for

the nation in retail sales per

household.

If this suggests that KGNC-
TV is worth an advertising in-

vestment, it's no coincidence.

KGNC-TV Channel 4

Amarillo, Texas 100,000 watts

NBC Affiliate

National Representatives

:

The Katz Agency
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In looking

over the

OBVIOUS

Don t

overlook
the

POSITIVE!

It's this simple!
In only 114 days of commercial opera

tion WNDU-TV has achieved the Number 2

position* oi audience dominance in the

South Bend-Elkhart market. This impressive

showing expresses eloquently the accep-

tance of WNDU-TV by the more than 200,000

families it serves and the confidence

shown this station by its advertisers both

local and national. We are proud and thank

ful for this auspicious beginning. In only

^114 days, we couldn't ask for more.

Wtp. * Total "Firsts" by quarter-hour seg-

jffiT merits according to ARB Nov. 6-72.w Represented Nationally

by MEEKER TV

WNDU-TV
CHANNEL 46

Continued

from

page 25

Eugene D. Hill, General Manager of the Florida 10,000

watter W-GTO has developed at least one sound formula

for interesting pop music programing. And since he was

nice enough to send along an outline of the approach with

his letter, I assume he won't mind my passing it along to

other broadcasters, notwithstanding the last, humorous para-

graph of his letter. Here's Gene's note and format:

Dear Joe:

We here at GTO greatly enjoyed your recent piece about the

importance of music selection.

Following principles laid down by one of the old timers in

the music programing field, KWK, our "daddy," and adapt-

ed to fit the particular needs of Peninsular Florida, we have

set up programing procedures outlined on the enclosed d.j.

policy sheet.

Response to "Formatted" music in the area has been great!

Careful adherence to a three to-one music-to-talk ratio has

also impressed folks favorable hereabouts. Daily skull ses-

sions with each d.j. going over air checks of his previous

day's work round out a controlled d.j. operation which we
think is the ONLY way to program music and news.

Your comments, if heeded, should do a lot to clear up the

aii lanes, but frankly we'd just as soon, from a competitive

standpoint, everybody else ignored them!

Sincerely

RADIO STATION W-GTO
Eugene D. Hill

General Manager
P.S. The Format sheet doesn't mention it, but d.j.'s here

do NOT select or pull their wax. Two librarians have ab-

solute and final say so and list everything 24 hours in ad-

vance save the current top hit tunes which are picked by

telephone calls from seven leading record stores every after-

noon, featured on the FIRST FIVE SHOW, then listed for

the next day's shows and placed in the d.j. shows where

balance and pace best let them fit.

The heart of the W-GTO format, which has worked so

successfully, is that in a one hour show (with same ratios

maintained for shows running longer) jockeys must play

one record in the current top five list; one record in the

current six to ten list; four records from any of the first five

list for the past eight years; six standards and three new
releases. This, as anyone who follows music programing.

will testify cannot fail to produce a well-balanced pop show,

and still is not overloaded with current top ten material.

More about all this anon. * • *
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Advertisement

Marketing Gold Mine!
By John Pepper and Bert Ferguson

There's not a sales manager alive

who wouldn't be glad to give his eye-

teeth for a brand new market. Well,

we've got one. Not simply brand new.

But brand new and heavily populated.

Brand new and free spending. Brand

new and sold 100 percent on one

medium !

Try and find a market like it—we'll

bet you can't! This single market is

bigger than New York City. Bigger

than Los Angeles. Bigger than St.

Louis—Cleveland—Philadelphia.

And it's been right under the nose of

everybody in Memphis for a long time.

But until our radio station WDIA be-

came the first to program exclusively

for Negro listeners here, this great new

market remained undiscovered.

10% of USA: For WDIA commands

the Negro market in this area. And
right here are close to 10 percent of all

the Negroes in the entire United States!

We call it the "Golden Market." It

numbers 1,230,724 Negroes.

Spend 80% : These folks make money.

What is even more important to sales

managers, they spend most of it.

It is a fact that these folks spend, on

the average, 80 percent of the money

they earn. They spend it on consumer

goods and services.

And here's something else. As has

been recently pointed out in SPONSOR,

these folks are not to be classified as

"buyers from a low income group."

Quality Buyers: They buy, if any-

thing, the better quality items for sale.

They buy plenty of matches and baking

soda and soft drinks. But they're also

eager customers for big items. Big cars.

Nice houses. Fancy suites of furniture.

What we're getting at is this. These

folks buy for the same reasons that

other folks buy. But they have addi-

tional reasons, peculiar to their own
group.

The Memphis market is 40 percent

Negro—an important fact to think

about in its own right. But add to it

these facts.

That Negroes buy 64.8 percent of all

flour sold in Memphis.

Negroes buy 56.6 percent of all laun-

dry bleaches sold in Memphis.

Negroes buy 50.3 percent of all may-
onnaise sold in Memphis.

Negroes buy 60 percent of all chest

rubs sold in Memphis.

Negroes buy 60 percent of all deo-

dorants sold in Memphis.

That is not "low income" buying.

That is what we might call "special

group" buying. For special reasons.

And one of those reasons is that Ne-

groes in the South use their homes for

a great part of their social life. They

spend money on things for their homes.

They have larger than average fam-

ilies. They spend money on things for

their children.

The point is that they are willing

—

far more willing than the average man
—to spend their money. They have

been spending it, and are continuing

to spend it.

In our WDIA area, their wages will

amount to $278,152,551.00 this year.

That's over a quarter billion dollars.

And remember that 80 percent of it

is going to be spent on things for home
and family—consumer goods.

Their own Station: Now here is

where we can tell you how you can

reach this market—positively.

You can reach it with WDIA.
For WDIA was the first station to

talk to these folks in accents they know
and understand, in the Southern city

that ranks first in Negro population.

WDIA uses Negro music. Turn the

dial idly—you can't mistake it.

WDIA uses Negro voices. Willa

Monroe, star of "The Tan Town Home-
maker show," was the first Negro wo-

man broadcaster in America. Ford

Nelson, star of "Glory Train," "High-

way to Heaven" and "Tan Town Jubi-

lee," is known to every Negro for miles

and miles around.

Tremendous Response: No wonder

these folks regard WDIA so proudly as

the only station — their station! No
wonder they keep WDIA tuned in

—

morning, noon and night.

No wonder this keen appreciation

—

this fierce devotion—has swept WDIA
from 250 watts to 50,000 watts of pow-

er—in just one big step!

No wonder this feeling has put

WDIA at the top of both Hooper and

Pulse tabulations. And this, in a field

of 8 stations, some of which had been

on the air in Memphis for more than

25 years!

Does this combination of heavy

spending, concentration of customers

and direct contact through a single

medium of unmatched acceptance get

results?

You bet it gets results.

Here are just a few of the nationally

famous advertisers who came to WDIA
and got results—whopping results:

Crisco, Halo, Kool Ciga-
rettes, Super Suds, Drano,
Folger's Coffee, Hunt's To-
mato Sauce, Kellogg's Corn
Flakes, Sivansdousn Cake
Mixes, Pet Milk, Wildroot
Cream Oil, Gold Medal
Flour, Wrigley.

We could add a list of many more.

But we'd like to talk about the kind

of product and sales problem that es-

pecially interest you. No matter what

ihe product, we'll have some pertinent

information. No matter how the prob-

lem of making sales in the South has

looked to you until now, this is a new
slant.

You write us a note, and tell us what

product you're working with. We'll

send you back promptly the hot—not

cold—figures on our "Golden Market."

WDIA is represented nationally by

John E. Pearson Company.

-2&?
JOHN~PEPPER, President

\uMV-
BERT FERGUSON, General Manager

Jt*^^-f
HAROLD WALKER, Commercial Manager
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Viewers petition FCC for revival of deceased I III station

The plight of uhf stations is well

known in the industry, but it is seldom

brought to the attention of the public

as strikingly as was done in the case

of KTVQ, Oklahoma City. The chan-

nel 25 outlet had been in difficulty

competing with two vhf stations in the

market, finally ending in bankruptcy.

After the bankruptcy proceedings, a

federal court ordered the station to

curtail operations unless it could

switch to a vhf channel.

The station applied for the tempo-

rary use of channel 11, an allocated

educational channel for which there is

monetary appropration by Oklahoma.

Because there can be no appropriation

until 1957, Governor Raymond Gary

approved the use of channel 11 until

KTVQ could be granted a vhf. Al-

though the FCC was said to be con-

sidering the allocation of a third vhf

Heavy merchandising plan
tied to Mennen spot film

Mennen's sponsorship of Passport

to Danger in 30 markets is being

backed by promotions that are plan-

ned to reach 50% of the total food

and drug retailers in the country. The

mailing is designed to establish con-

tact between the show's star, Cesar

Romero, and the dealers. Romero is

featured in the tv commercials as well

as in the point-of-sale material, for

the ABC Film Syndication show.

Passport to Danger is Mennen's

first spot tv film show and it was

bought through McCann-Erickson after

dozens of properties were screened.

One of the factors that decided agency

and sponsor on the show was the suit-

ability of the star to the Mennen for

Men line, which is advertised on the

program.

Other major Mennen tv properties

include the Wednesday night fights

on ABC TV and the Saturday after-

noon basketball games on NBC TV.

Passport to Danger reaches a wider

male audience. * * *

channel to the market, it did not allow

the requested channel-borrowing. The

Oklahoma Educational Tv Authority

and its national counterpart both op-

posed the move.

Newspapers, radio stations and the

two competitive vhf stations in the

market carried stories urging viewers

favoring the continuance of the sta-

tion's programing to write or wire the

FCC. The station ceased broadcasting

on 15 December, and went out in a

burst of protest. A five-and-a-half-

hour protest telethon was conducted

with various civic leaders and average

citizens joining in the appeal for view-

er letters to be sent to the FCC. The

station was still off the air when
sponsor went to press, though the

station management hoped the FCC
might \et rule favorably on the temp-

orary use of channel 11. * * *

Tv sells imaginary beer,
hut sponsor is pleased

What started out to be a gag by an

early morning radio announcer turned

into a profitable campaign on tv for

the Pittsburgh Brewing Co. Rege

Cordic, the announcer, joked about a

brew he labeled Olde Frothingslosh

Pale Stale Ale.

The brewing company saw a good

merchandising possibility in the idea

and packaged their regular Tech beer

with Old Frothingslosh labels. Car-

toons explained that the label was in

fun, but that the beer was of the best

quality. Tv was the most adaptable

medium for the humorous qualities

attributed to the beer. For example,

its lightness was demonstrated by hav-

ing it float away into the air, the fact

that the foam was on the bottom was

shown with an inverted camera image.

Buyers evidently liked the light

touch during the holiday season, be-

cause the brewery was sold out of Old

Frothingslosh, without its other sales

suffering. Steady demand may keep

the brand on the market. * * *

Kansas stations bring
'Christmas to the \««-«jo.s*

A combined eight-day radio and tv

drive brought home to Kansans the

unhappy plight of the Navajo Indians

at Fort Defiance, Arizona. With the

holiday season approaching, a sound-

on-film record of the conditions under

which the Indians live was made by

the station and presented to the Kan-

sas audience.

Donations of toys and wearing ap-

parel poured in, merchants loaned

their personnel to sort the garments

according to size and their trucks to

make pick-ups of donations. Canned

foods were given and $2,300 in cash

as well.

Navajos unload Christmas gifts from Kansas

By the end of the collection period,

mounds of gifts were ready for dis-

tribution. Two trailer trucks were

needed to carry the better than 60,000

pounds of Christmas cheer to Fort

Defiance where the recipients awaited

the arrival of the trucks. They ar-

rived in time for the gifts to be dis-

tributed before Christmas. * * *

Miss KCOH contest crowds
Houston City Auditorium

An outstanding array of talent was

present recently to help KCOH, Hous-

ton, pick Ethel Banks as Miss KCOH.
Count Basie made the award and pro-

vided music for the 10,000 listeners

who attended the event. Miss KCOH
received cash prizes, a radio, a tv set

( Please turn to page 134)

Miss KCOH contest draws 10,000 listeners
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HARLLEE BRANCH, JR. Portrait by Fabian Bachrach

*We consider it a privilege to make the

Payroll Savings Plan available to all our people"

As President of Georgia Power Company, Mr. Harllee

Branch, Jr., can be proud of his company's Payroll

Savings Plan—more than 50% of Georgia Power's em-

ployees are Payroll Savers. They are putting more than

$423,000 into U. S. Savings Bonds each year. But, Mr.

Branch's interest goes beyond his own company Plan. A
few months ago, as President of the Edison Electric

Institute, he asked all the 185 member companies in the

electric utility industry to join in an industry-wide effort

to increase employee percentages in their Payroll Sav-

ings Plans.

First results of the industry campaign are now com-

ing in. Gulf Power Company has reached 87.3% em-
ployee participation . . . Utah Power and Light employees

have enrolled 69.6% . . . Wisconsin Electric Power re-

ports 69.8% . . . Wisconsin-Michigan Power Company,

62% . . . Wisconsin Public Service, 57.6% . . . Lake Supe-

rior District Power, 52%.

Has every employee in your company been offered an

opportunity to enroll in the Payroll Savings Plan? If not,

communicate with Savings Bond Division, U. S. Treas-

ury Department, Washington, D. C. Your State Sales

Director will show you how easy it is to conduct a

person-to-person canvass.

The United States Government does not pay for this advertising. The Treasury Department

thanks, for their patriotic donation, the Advertising Council and

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS, INC.
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HEADACHES
{Continued from page 37

1

may skyrocket, and then the station

manager who's heen relying mostly

on film will face the problem of local

programing when talent availability

and his own facilities may be at a

low point.

"Every time I buy a syndicated

show, I feel as if I were in Las Vegas,"

a Midwestern station owner com-

plained. "I've got to worry about

whether advertisers will be willing to

pay the higher rate for a film show.

Then I've got to worry about the price

I'm expected to pay for it. How do

know a station in the same size

market isn't getting the film for

a week less?"

The lack of standardization in cost

of syndicated shows was among the

most frequently mentioned program-

ing headaches. Station managers felt

that they're never sure whether they're

buying at the best price.

"I was offered fourth reruns of a

show for an outrageous price a few

months ago," said the manager of a

station in a three-station market. "A
couple of weeks after I turned the

show down, a competing station in

this market started running the series,

and it's been shellacking our show

opposite with its ratings."

"Buying feature films isn't a cinch

either," most station managers agree.

"There's the problem of how many
times the film can be run without

irritating the viewers. At the same
time, what station can bring in the

cost of a feature on one or two runs

only?"

Station option time: This is an

area that caused some furor during

the season past when major networks

scheduled their feeds in station op-

tion time.

"We can't say too much, because

a good show will enhance the value

of the time slots adjacent to it," one

network affiliate paid. "But don't

forget that we have to make up the

I. Veir stations on air*

CITY & STATE
CALL

LETTERS
CHANNEL

NO.
ON-AIR
DATE

ERP <kw)**
Visual

Antenna
(ft)***

NET
AFFILIATION

STNS.
ON AIR

SETS IN
MARKET'

1000)
PERMITEE. MANAGER, REP

LAREDO, TEX.

RICHMOND, VA.

KHAD-TV

WRVA-TV

8

12

3 Jan.

4 Jan.

297

240

160

485

None NFA

WTVR 494
WXEX-TV

Vidicon Indus*.! its of America
H. C. Avery, Jr. &
David H. Cole, co-owners

Richmond Television Corp.
C. T. Lucy, pres.

William T. Reed, Jr., v.p.

Barron Howard, v.p. & gen. mgr.
Morton G. Thalhimer, v.p.

II. /Veto construction permits*

CITY 4 STATE CALL
LETTERS

CHANNEL
NO.

DATE OF GRANT ERP (kw)«
Visual

Antenna
(ft)***

STATIONS
ON AIR

SETS IN
MARKETt

(000)
PERMITEE. MANAGER. RADIO Rl

EVANSVILLE, IND. 21 Dec. 316 607 V/FIE
WENT

100 Evansville Television Inc.

Rex Schepp, pres.

B. F. Schepp, v.p.

Iff. \eu- applications

CITY t STATE CHANNEL
NO.

DATE
FILED

ERP (kw) #

Visual
Antenna
(ft)"*

ESTIMATED
COS!

ESTIMATED
1ST YEAR

OP. EXPENSE
TV STATIONS
IN MARKET APPLICANT. AM AFFILIATE

BISHOP, CALIF.

ELMIRA, N. Y.

3 1 31 Dee. 100 713 $29,551 $24,000 None

9 7 Jan. 316 1,000 $501,850 $480,000 WTVE?

James R. Oliver & S. A. Clsler
d/b as Inyo Bcstg. Co.

Elmira Star-Gazette, Inc.

Fra-k E. Gannett, pres.

Frank E. Tripp, v.p.

BOX SCORE U. S. stations or air... 4231 Markets covered 260§

'Both new tp.'t and nations going on the air listed here are those whlrh occurred netweer

28 November and 9 December or on which information could be obtained in that period. Stations

re considered to be on the air when commercial operation starts. **ElTective radiated po-wet

oral power usually Is one-half the visual power. ***Antenna height above average terrain Inm

tbore ground), tlnformation on the number of sets in markets where not designated as beinj

from NBC Research, consists of estimates from the stations or reps and must be deemed appro
mate. SData from N"RC Research and Planming. N"FA* No fleures arallahle at presstJ

on sets In market. --Community would support proposed lower-power station at least three yet

or until such time as it becomes self-sustaining. -^Presently off air, but still retains C.P.
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1955 Sylvania Award

takes its place

on the crowded WBZ-TV mantel

The major news awards keep pouring

in at WBZ-TV. In 1954 it was the Radio-

Television News Directors top TV award

. . . early in 1955, the Headliners Medal
for dramatic coverage of a spot news

event.

Now it's the Sylvania Award for "local

news and special events" for WBZ-TV
to take its place on the WBZ-TV mantel

with national awards in virtually all

categories.

Small wonder! WBZ-TV News is pro-

vided by top-flight news editors, ace

reporters and a network of 82 motion

picture correspondents scattered

throughout New England. And how
New Englanders love their news . . .

reported to them a dozen times each

day on WBZ-TV.
Put this interest and prestige behind

your product ... in the nation's sixth

largest market. Showcase your message
with dynamic reporter Jack Chase and
personable meteorologist Don Kent ap-

pearing regularly throughout the morn-
ing hours.

Award yourself greater sales through

WBZ-TV news. Call Herb Masse, WBZ-
TV Sales Manager, ALgonquin 4-5670

(Boston), or Eldon Campbell, WBC
National Sales Manager, MUrray Hill

7-0808.

WESTINGHOUSE BROADCASTING COMPANY, INC.

RADIO

BOSTON—WBZ+WBZA
PHILADELPHIA

—

KYW
PITTSBURGH— KDK A
FORT WAYNE—WOWO
PORTLAND— KEX

TELEVISION

BOSTON —WBZ-TV
PHILADELPHIA—WPTZ
PITTSBURGH—KDK A TV
SAN FRANCISCO— KPIX

KPIX REPRESENTED BY THE KATZ AGENCY. INC.

ALL OTHER WBC STATIONS REPRESENTED BY FREE a PETERS. INC.
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income from a half-hour local sale

with these adjacent time slots plus

the network revenue for the preempted

half-hour. And the network revenue

alone is considerably less than the sale

of that half-hour might provide local-

ly. Suppose the station had sold a

half-hour syndicated film show to a

dairy in Omaha and the network

comes in with its show. It creates a

problem of dislocation and extra

over-head in salesmen's time and cost

because they have to go out and sell

a different lineup and new breaks and

20's near the network show."

Continuity acceptance: "In tv,

everybody wants to talk to the top

guy," one station manager com-

plained. "It's gotten to be a disease.

A woman sees a show where some-

one's having a cocktail, and right

away my phone rings."

Most station managers agree that

the continuity acceptance problem is

on the downgrade. There are fewer

GROSS FARM
INCOME IN THE
KFAB AREA WAS
OVER A BILLION

THREE QUARTER
MILLION DOLLARS
LAST YEAR

/

/

ionth you're invited

ce the Facts with a

who has almost be-

come a legend in the Mid-

West Empire. He's KFAB's Farm Service

Director, Bill Macdonald.

Anyone who has used mid-west radio

knows Bill or knows about him. He's

the dean of midwest farm directors

with over 30 years on the mike and in

the field. He's received practically

every honor that can be bestowed on a

radio farm service man. Plus that, he's

a farmer's farm radio man, operating

his own farm southeast of Lincoln from
where his daily visits with midwest
farmers originate.

If you want to reach farm people with

your message . . . and sell 'em at the

same time, Face the Facts with a Free

& Peters man and find out ALL ABOUT
BILL MACDONALD. Or check with Gen-
eral Manager Harry Burke . . . he's

loaded with facts and figures on his

Farm Service Director.

\\N \ I .'///

N

cfc^

^gS8j****

SS*^- >tf3ssa&

tl^\\\\\\lll/////^%

FAB
omnHn nee huoio

viewer protests, for example, today

than there were five years ago.

"Network tv programing has been

one of the most important factors in

broadening the national horizons," a

Southern station manager told SPON-

SOR. "Any number of shows that

might have caused viewers to swarm
all over me a few years ago, pass by

virtually unprotested today."

In commercial acceptance, on the

other hand, the problem of "good

taste" still persists. Station managers

agree that once every 10 days or two

weeks, an advertiser wants to put a

questionable product on the air.

"With more and more categories of

accounts coming into tv, this is in-

evitable," said the sales manager of

an Ohio station. "For one thing,

agencies try to overcome difficulties

intrinsic in presentation of certain

products with clever copy. But some-

times the commercial still borders on

the objectionable. Tv is viewed by

the entire family, and we've got to be

particularly careful in our censor-

ship."

"Here's the kind of thing that can

burn you up sometimes," said another

station manager. "This station gives

over $3 million in time and facilities

a year to non-commercial public ser-

vice programing. We put out-of-

pocket money into these shows to

produce them in the first place. Then

someone calls up and complains about

the questionable taste of a local show

or commercial and suggests the very

kind of public service programing we

already have on anyhow. Why don't

the viewers inform themselves better

before they gripe?"

Studio space: The growing pains of

a booming industry include problems

of space shortage. There are more

local shows to be produced today,

more equipment to be accommodated.

"Color is a problem that's not yet

facing the majority of stations as it

has faced us," the manager of a large

metropolitan station added. "But it

will within the next year or two. Even

the control rack of color equipment

takes up to three times as much

space as black-and-white. Also, color

cameras and lighting throw off more

heat, and we've had to invest in ex-

tra and costlier air conditioning."

A large Midwestern network affili-

ate carried the color and space prob-

lem a step further: "It's costly to the
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abc-tv's

afternoon

serves up

at daytime

prices

your host, Allyn Edwards

^"•xj

am

Topnotch TV at piggy-bank rates! Night-

time quality at daytime prices! No matter

how it's phrased, ABC-TV's great new After-

noon Film Festival is television's most remark-

able participation buy. Each weekday after-

noon a superb motion picture never before

seen on TV. Films like The Captive Heart,

Genevieve, Desperate Moment, The Cruel Sea.

Famous stars like Jean Simmons, Peggy

Cummins, Stewart Granger, James Mason,

Deborah Kerr. Personable Allyn Edwards is

the host . . . and your salesman. The buying

plan is flexible. The time slot (3 to 5 p. m. EST)

seems sure to produce excellent ratings. Get

all the facts on this exciting new participa-

tion buy today.

abc television network

Jt.

7 W. 66th St., New York 23, N. Y., SUsquehanna 7-5000

20 North Wacker Drive, Chicago, 111., ANdover 3-0800

277 Golden Gate, San Francisco, UNderhill 3-0077



station to train color experts. It means

pulling them off the shows they're

working on, finding room for them

to study and become expert techni-

cians and replacing them on their

shows. But we feel the extra ex-

pense will certainly be worth it.

Talent raiding: Are the station man-

agers talent problems over once he's

got a few local shows on the air with

good ratings and long-term clients?

"That's the time I usually really

start worrying about the talent," a

Midwestern station operator told

sponsor, voicing the opinion of a ma-

jority of station execs. "As soon as

you've got a well-rated live show, you

can be sure that the competitors in

your market will have their eye on

your star."

In the case of local personalities

and announcers, stations expect to be

prey to raiding by other stations.

"But there's another disease that

makes local performers a headache to

WMAZ
announces the

appointment of

AVERY-KNODEL, inc.

as its

National Representative

Your Avery-Knodel man is now prepared to give you the documented

facts you should have before preparing your next spot schedule:

FACTS about the growing importance of the Middle Georgia market.

FACTS which document how WMAZ successfully solves problems

arising from current distribution and sales factors in Metropolitan

Macon itself.

FACTS that show why it takes WMAZ to give you full, intensive

coverage of the vital Middle Georgia area.

FACTS that show how WMAZ dominates the audience in the rich,

growing area it serves.

Ask your Avery-Knodel man for the facts . . . and you'll put WMAZ
to work for you!

WMAZ
Macon
10,000w
940 KC
CBS

member of the
GEORGIA
BIG

work with," added another station

manager. "You might say that it's

in the nature of showbusiness: As soon

as you develop some new young talent

and give them a break, they can see

their names in big lights and off to

New York they go."

Show raiding is almost non-exis-

tent except in rare instances in one of

the major production centers when a

network occasionally picks up a local

show and develops it into a network

package.

Client, agency pressure: In cases

where station managers have personal

contact with national clients and agen-

cies, their headache's one of being too

accessible.

"If a timebuyer doesn't get satisfac-

tion from the salesman, he pulls his

account man in," the general manager

of a New York station told sponsor.

"If the account executive doesn't get

the answer he wants or the rate

change, he has the top agency guy

calling a higher-level man at the

broadcast operation. Finally, you've

got two chairmen of the board talk-

ing about a 13-week schedule of three

weekly announcements, or about one

camera on one show."

Virtually the opposite communica-

tions problem exists for station man-

agers further removed from their na-

tional clients and top agencies.

"By the time the rep passes on

availabilities to a buyer and by the

time client approval is gotten, your

whole schedule may have changed,"

said an Oklahoma station owner. "It's

rougher to sell without personal con-

tact with the client and his strategists.

Our sales manager visits the potential

agencies and advertisers some half

dozen times a year. I make it about

four times a year. But this isn't

enough. And no matter how good

your rep, your market and station

story gets diluted by too many mid-

dle men."

Added a Midwestern station man-

ager: "If our sales manager and I

could huddle with a client, learn his

over-all strategy and product and

sales problems, we could make local

market recommendations that might

change his entire outlook on best ways

to use our station. One local daytime

show might do more for him that a

costly schedule of hard-to-get night-

time announcements. But the agen-

cies are very jealous of their planning
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prerogatives, and we're too far re-

moved from the clients geographically

to be brought into the picture at an

early enough stage."

Cost of selling daytime: It's prover-

bial among tv station managers that

less than 10% of the pitches result

in orders. There's need for costly

research and sales promotion to get

clients to balance schedules through-

out the telecast day rather than

crowding into peak viewing times.

"The popularity of nighttime makes

the cost of selling other time periods

more costly in a way," some station

managers feel. "There's almost an

entrenched prejudice that only adja-

cencies like Sullivan or Lucy can pay

off. This means that we've got to

provide all types of viewing habit re-

search, market information, descrip-

tions of local personalities to sell time

in Class "B" periods with their lower

rates and profit."

Time differential: Always a prob-

lem for stations removed from the

point of network show origination,

this headache became a migraine

during last fall's switchover from Day-
light Saving to Standard Time.

"We had three reshuffles," recalls

the manager of a station in the Rocky
Mountain zone. "And beyond the

obvious and sometimes not measurable

increase in operational costs because

of man-hours involved in such

changes, we had a batch of other head-

aches. For one thing, we had to

decide whether to run a major net-

work half-hour at 4:00 p.m. instead

of 8:00 p.m. or take it on kine and
lose one whole episode, rerun another.

Commercially speaking, this meant a
choice between sacrificing ratings or

sacrificing advertiser revenue. One
way or the other, it cost us money."

Research headaches: In major mar-
kets and secondary markets, research

is a costly prerequisite to selling the

station.

"And market information is vital

no matter where a station's located,"

station managers agree. You can't

rely on rating services for this infor-

mation. For example, one city ranks
95th as a market, but there's a

station in that market that's 18th in

coverage as market information will

show, because factories and small
towns are springing up within its area.

A city can rank higher as a market
but have a smaller potential for ad-

vertisers on its stations because of tv

station radius."

A form of market research that's

being used increasingly and at sub-

stantial cost by stations intent on sell-

ing to specific national clients mea-
sures dollar volume purchases of such
clients' particular products within a

station's viewing area.

"You might be in the 200th market
by broad national standards, but it

could be the 12th-highest market
where tea consumption is concerned,"
one station manager explained. "If

you've got this information tailor-

made to specific advertisers, you'll do
him and the station a service. With
this type of information, you can get

into the earlier planning stages of

an advertiser's program in your mar-
ket and you'll be able to set up sched-

ules balanced by criteria other than

ratings only. But it all costs money
to compile." * * *

Frontiers

of

Science

in Oklahoma!

Now in the national spotlight because of its

scientific leadership . . . the Frontiers of Science
Foundation of Oklahoma is placing special emphasis
on the value of scientific teaching in schools.

So, imagine the important impact on young
Oklahomans when their popular WKY-TV hero
"3-D Danny" visits their schools each week for
assembly programs in which he encourages their

interest in the study of science. Sound-on-film
interviews are included as part of these programs
. . . and telecast later on the "3-D Danny" show,
Monday through Friday — 5 to 6 p.m.

WKY-TV quickly embraces such projects as being
worthy of its policy of programming with a purpose
... to please and serve the greatest number of

viewers each telecast-minute of the day.

the viewing habit in Oklahoma
for over seven years

Owned and operated by THE OKLAHOMA PUBLISH-
ING CO. — The Daily Oklahoman, Oklahoma City

Times, The Farmer-Stockman, WKY radio, WSFA
radio, WSFA-TV — Represented by KATZ AGENCY.

See your Katz man for availabilities
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SATURATION RADIO
{Continued from page 39)

cast is compiled, and listeners are told

the whole story as much as possible.

"I also call Albert Prugh when he

winds up his morning trip to the Los

Angeles Wholesale Markets. Mr. Prugh

is editor of the Federal State Market

News, and I feel his comments are ob-

jective. Sometimes, his comments are

taped the morning of the broadcast by

telephone.

"I use late United Press market re-

ports and farm news, releases from the

University of California and material

from the University's Cooperative Ex-

tension Service. Also contributing to

the five-times-weekly scripts are books

and magazines galore, cook books, en-

cyclopedias, home economics texts and

periodicals, publications and bulletins

of Federal and State government bu-

reaus, releases of such organizations

as the Western Growers Association

and the voluntary cooperatives of Cali-

fornia fruit and berry growers."

—
\

One million big-framed Kansas beef cattle spent the summer

grazing the Bluestem, the nation's richest pasture area. Now

these choice steers are on their way to market, where they'll bring

#200 apiece! That's #200,000,000 into the pockets of Kansas

Farmers . . . cash to be converted into cars, tractors, appliances,

food, drugs

—

and your product!

In Kansas The farmer (with an income of #8,830* after taxes!)

is your best customer. Sell him with the radio station he listens

to most—WIBW!

•Consumer Markets, 1955.
Kansas Radio Audience, 1954.

TOPEKA, KANSAS
Ben Ludy, Gen. Mgr.

WIBW & WIBW-TV in Topeka

KCKN in Kansas City

Rep: Capper Publications, Inc.

SERVING A MARKET 52% ABOVE THE U.S. AVERAGE

The amount of research that goes

into the capsule show pays off by

giving an authoritative ring to what

newsman Alan Lisser tells Angeleno

homemakers via KBIG, Von's feels.

Much emphasis during the show is

put on the "why's" back of prices and

supplies of produce. The effect of

weather conditions—such as the recent

California floods—on crops, the prob-

lems of produce growers, transporta-

tion factors and other agricultural ele-

ments are all pointed up in discussing

what are "best buys" in produce.

But Homemakers News is not oper-

ated from behind a news desk at the

music-and-news station. Margee Phil-

lips often makes field trips to gather

her women's-interest news where it's

happening. The attractive blonde Miss

Phillips, who bears a strong resem-

blance to Doris Day, has become a fa-

miliar sight in the pre-dawn hours at

the huge Los Angeles Produce Market.

Produce raisers have come to know
and like her, and the show, too. B. B.

Blank, vice president of the California

Mushroom Farms in Whittier, Cal., re-

cently stated:

"Since Miss Phillips' detailed inspec-

tion of our mushroom growing and

packing facilities a few weeks ago, we
have been watching with great interest

the results of the subsequent radio ap-

proach to the subject. It was most ob-

vous that she had read into the subject

prior to her visit, which no doubt en-

abled her to gain a fuller understand-

ing of this art.

"We have listened to the copy for

Von's, and were very much impressed

with the smooth handling of the diver-

gent elements of mushroom culture.

Without avoiding or distorting any

scientific details, the entire story was

an interesting, educational and ap-

pealing approach to the prospective

buyer. Since this type of advertising,

our regular sales of mushrooms to

Von's have increased 25%, and on

'special' advertising have gone several

hundred per cent over normal. We feel

that these outstanding achievements

are the result of a manifestation of

Von's very high merchandising stand-

ards."

Short-term results: Although Home-

makers News is geared to the long pull

of building good will for the Von's

stores, the program series is used by

the client to gain sharp sales increases

in particular items.
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According to KBIG's Bob McAn-

drews, tests have shown that when

specific items are plugged on both

KBIG and the Thursday-Friday news-

papers, results are more outstanding

than if either medium is used alone.

"Newspaper ads," he states, "merely

list the bare bones of the item and its

price. Radio, with its more leisurely

five-minute pace daily, allows time to

build on the skeleton. Every time a

definite product is featured on Home-
makers News, sales show a marked in-

crease."

One of the earliest checks made by

Von's on the pulling power of the pro-

gram series occurred two seasons ago

at Hallowe'en.

Checkers at the Von's stores were

given a supply of fancy-colored heavy-

duty bags in which youngsters making
the rounds of their neighbors could de-

posit their collected "trick or treat"

items.

However, checkers were instructed

to hide the bags from sight, and not

to give them out unless specifically

asked to do so by a customer. The
only public media used to push the

give-away item was Homemakers
News.

KGVO-TV
MISSOULA, MONTANA

adds to its

"Captive Coverage"

HELENA*
Montana's Capital City with

NO Increase in regular LOW

KGVO-TV rates

*via Community Cable

MAGNIFY YOUR SALES
IN THIS STABLE

$160,000,000.00

MARKET

University City

•
Rich Lumbering and

Agricultural Area

167 Mountainous Miles from Spokane
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The results were immediate, and

startling. Within 24 hours, Von's em-

ployees gave out 25,000 bags—the en-

tire stock— to customers who had

heard about them on the five-minute

daily show.

One reason for the success of the

show's featured items is the fact that

the program does not have commer-
cials in the usual sense.

Each show, as mentioned earlier,

spotlights a particular produce item,

tells of its background, menus uses,

features, and how to prepare it. Then,

the fact that the item is available in

the Von's supermarkets is quietly wov-

en into the copy. Thus, the selling is

never really obvious—and the home-
maker audience finds itself "sold"

without really realizing exactly why.

Says produce executive "Buzz" Bol-

stad

:

"If we really want to feel the strong,

immediate effect of our radio adver-

tising, all we have to do is make a mis-

take. Recently, we announced a spe-

cial on the air which was available at

only a few of our 24 markets. All day

we had telephoned complaints—espe-

cially from store managers!" * * *

MOSLER SAFE

I Continued from page 33)

ably no good, (3) Even if your build-

ing is supposed to be fireproof or fire-

resistant, that's not complete protec-

tion, (4) You can't collect fully on

your fire insurance unless you have

records to show proof of loss.

"Like I said— it's negative stuff.

People don't like to think negatively."

"More than that; it's dry," added

Littlehale. "We've got to fight for at-

tention. Dramatize it. That calls for

all the props and gimmicks you can

find—and still maintain the dignity

traditionally associated with the idea

of safety and security."

Then why not add the impact of vi-

sion and use tv?

"We tried that. We shot a film that

really dramatized the hell out of the

idea of lost records. Showed a safe

smoldering after a real holocaust . . .

vital papers charred or in ashes . . . the

whole thing looked like it had been cre-

mated. The full scare treatment."

What happened?

"We sent a print to one Southern

station. They returned it. Said it was

too frightening; they didn't need our

money that bad.

KPRC-TV
FIRST IN HOUSTON
with 17 out of 20*

top nighttime shows
OCTOBER AND NOVEMBER

1. George Gobel KPRC-TV

2. Hit Parade KPRCTV

3. Robert Montgom ery KPRC-TV

4. Medic KPRC-TV

5. $64,000 Question Station C

6. Lux Video Theatre KPRC-TV

7. Waterfront KPRC-TV

8. Truth or Constjquences KPRC-TV

*
.

9. Life of Riley KPRC-TV

10. Great Gildersleeve KPRC-TV

11. This Is Your Life KPRC-TV

12. Disneyland Station B

13. Father Knows Best KPRC-TV

14. People Are Funny KPRC-TV

15. Fireside Theatre KPRC-TV

16. Caesar's Hour

17. Ford Theatre

18. Perry Como

KPRCTV

KPRC-TV

KPRC-TV

19. City Detective KPRC-TV

20 WyattEarp Station B

* ARB — October, November, 1955

KPRCTV
HOUSTON • CHANNEL 2

JACK HARRIS Nationally Represented By

Vice President & General Manager EDWARD PETRY & CO.
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GET A STRANGLEHOLD

ON THESE BIG MARKETS!

• Wonderful WYOMING

• Western NEBRASKA

• Northern COLORADO

Tie 'em up with ....

KVWO
Wyoming's top Hooper Station

Represented Nationally by ... .

JOS. HERSHEY McGILLVRA

New York • Chicago • Atlanta

Los Angeles • San Francsico

Write, Wire, Phone William T. Kemp
Box 926 • Ph: 2-6433

Cheyenne, Wyoming

WESTERLY R. I

IWRiffoSjM

PULSE 3-AREA SURVEY
SEPT. 1955 SHOWS

LISTENING HOMES (%)

WICH 29

Network "A" 18

Network "B" 14

Network "C" 9

1000
WATTS

1310 KC

REPRESENTATIVES
GRANT WEBB 270 Park Ave. N. Y. MU 8-7550

R. C. FOSTER Statler OffBldq. Boston HU 2-4845

"So you see, we have to walk a

tightrope; jolt 'em but don't scare 'em.

"Anyway, if we couldn't pull out

all the stops we figured radio at least

got some punch into the story. And
actually, when we played this Dragnet

take-off series people around the office

here told us they could picture the

whole scene in their minds without

video."

With that settled, Littlehale and his

agency, Stockton-West-Burkhart, Inc.,

Cincinnati, set about pinpointing their

target. Obviously businessmen—exec-

utives and owners of small businesses.

Best time to get them: before they

leave the house in the morning or may-
I be while they're driving to the office.

And, since a safe costing anywhere
1 from a hundred to a few thousand

dollars calls for personal follow-up

i
selling by the foot-soldier, client and

j

agency decided to attack in the cities

where the company had ample branch

office salesmen. These, of course, in-

clude several of the top metropolitan

areas in the country.

With the help of agency head Joseph

Nelson, Littlehale zeroed in on the 7-

8:00 a.m. period. Primary objective

was high ratings. In New York they

got these from WNEW and WCBS with

three to five announcements a week,

depending on availabilities. But in

New York they also made the one ex-

ception to the criterion of high ratings

by adding WQXR. The station, known
for its upper-brow appeal, delivered

about one-tenth of the 5.0 Pulse rat-

ings of WNEW announcements, but

more than made up for that by virtue

of its heavy concentration of upper-

echelon execs among its loyal audience.

In Chicago it was WMAQ and

WBBM. In Philadelphia, WCAU; in

Boston, WEEI and WHDH; Buffalo,

WGR; Washington, WTOP.
The agency, of course, furnished a

12-second live lead-out for the e.t. but

occasionally drew a bonus, depending

on whose shows it hit. On WNEW, for

instance. Klaven and Finch bounced it

around during the baseball season with

zany comments to the effect that, for

example, umpires now yell "Mosler!"

when a runner beats the throw to the

bag. Such ad libbing delivered more

than the additional 12-second allot-

ment.

Played straight, tag copy to the

Dragnet-type announcement went like

this:

"And that's what happens with 43

out of 100 firms that lose their records
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in a fire. Better get a copy of Mosler's

new free booket, 'What you should

know about office safes.' And find out

how little it costs to own the world's

best protection—a modern Mosler Rec-

ord Safe.

"In Boston, phone Copley 7-3010

and ask for Mr. Anderson. Or write

The Mosler Safe Co., 375 Boylston St.,

Boston 16, Mass."

Closing lines varied with the city,

naturally, but in at least one they

varied considerably more than expect-

ed. By some weird coincidence, in-

stead of the phone number of the local

Mosler branch, copy once carried on

one of the Chicago stations included

the number of the rep for another

Windy City station! But even there

the company got evidence of pull.

Calls averaged eight to 10 a day for

a week, the amused rep told Mosler

officials. Elsewhere the average was

two to three, and in New York four

or five.

"We didn't get the names of the peo-

ple who called that Chicago rep," said

Littlehale, "but the main thing was

that we knew the name was getting

across—even allowing for a little ex-

aggeration as to the number quoted

by the rep in his eagerness to rub it in.

And one thing we've learned: radio

gets our name across quicker than any

other medium we've tried."

Littlehale himself treks around the

country whenever a new phase of ad-

vertising is wheeled in, pepping up the

boys on the firing line, explaining to

dealers the kind of support they can

expect from headquarters; bombard-
ing them with round-ups of propa-

ganda in the form of publicity via

magazine and newspaper articles, per-

sonal appearances by Mosler execu-

"My husband listens to KRIZ
Phoenix twenty-four hours a day."
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tives at new bank openings, televised

business programs, conventions; tie-

ins with print media advertising.

"Believe me," says Littlehale, "we
advertising boys get plenty of sugges-

tions from the sales boys as to adver-

tising support. One thing they con-

tinue to like is the radio side. They
tell me their customers comment on it.

'That was a smart plug you had on
WXYZ this morning,' they'll say.

Everybody's a critic. But that's all

right; we like it. We don't ever get

such nice remarks about our print

ads."

Besides its own branch offices

( there are two others in Pittsburgh

and Cincinnati) Mosler sells through

about 5,000 dealer salesmen from
coast to coast. A number of retailers

use local radio in their own advertis-

ing and nearly every week Littlehale

gets requests from them for cuttings of

the manufacturer's announcements.

These are sent free, along with other

dealer aids made available by the com-
pany and listed in its trade advertising.

What makes the Mosler campaign

even more noteworthy is the fact that

• •••••••
"We have a great country for optim-
ists but it's rough on pessimists. Our
competitive system offers wide oppor-
tunity—it will handsomely reward the
skillful and efficient who have a genu-
ine and sincere appreciation of the
consumers interests, or it can cruelly

punish the incompetent, inefficient or
insincere. But the consumer has clearly

indicated his desires. He sees nothing
but blue skies ahead. He wants to buy
. . . and he's loaded. Let's not sell him
short."

ROBERT A. SEIDEL
Executive V.P., Consumer Products

R.C.A.*•••••••
it's extraordinary for an office equip-

ment manufacturer to use air media.

The nature of the products, it is be-

lieved, requires specialized selling

backed by rather technical advertising.

Slower-paced print advertising comes

closer to providing the necessary for-

mat. But even here, compared with

other consumer product categories,

there's much less preselling of the con-

sumer. Proportionately, such manu-

facturers put much more of their ad

budget into the trade press.

Mosler itself bypassed radio for

years for the simple reason that, with

existing production capacity, the com-

pany got enough ad support via its

basic 70% -business-magazine, 30%-
newspaper formula. In June 1954 that

laissez-faire attitude was dropped in

FIRST IN HOUSTON
with 17 out of 20*

top nighttime shows
OCTOBER AND NOVEMBER

1. George Gobel

2. Hit Parade KPRC-TV

3. Robert Montgomery KPRC-TV

4. Medic KPRC-TV

5. $64,000 Question Station C

6. Lux Video Theatre KPRC-TV

7. Waterfront KPRC-TV

8. Truth or Consequences KPRC-TV

9. Life of Riley KPRC-TV

10. Great Gildersleeve KPRC-TV

11. This Is Your Life KPRC-TV

12. Disneyland Station B

13. Father Knows Best KPRC-TV

14. People Are Funny KPRC-TV

15. Fireside Theatre KPRCTV

16. Caesar's Hour KPRC-TV

<9«H B^
17. Ford Theatre KPRC-TV

18. Perry Como KPRC-TV

19. City Detective KPRC-TV

20 WyattEarp Station B
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Vice President & General Manager EDWARD PETRY & CO.



order to provide a sales hypo, espe-

cially in branch office cities, and, as

noted, radio was added. Now the bud-

get breaks down like this: 60% busi-

ness magazines, 20^ newspapers,

20% radio. Nations Business, Time,

U. S. News & World Report, and the

New Yorker are used year-round.

Occasional insertions go into National

Geographic, Business Week, Fortune,

Neivsweek, and Duns Review & Mod-

ern Industry. At the moment, empha-

sis is on national support as a change

of pace, so radio has been temporarily

suspended. But, says Littlehale. "We'll

go back to radio."

Other office equipment manufactur-

ers who have heard Mosler's radio an-

nouncements have called to ask how
successful the campaign has been, and

for other pertinent information, pre-

sumably with a view toward consider-

ing trying radio themselves.

Others, however, may not find it as

logical as Mosler does to chalk off a

large portion of its ad expenditure to

promoting the industry as a whole.

Mosler does because it is, to a large

degree, the industry. In the estimated

$100-million office safe field alone.

Mosler accounts for the lion's share,

especially when you add bank vaults,

too. That's probably twice as much
as its nearest competitor. The remain-

ing business is shared by more than

a dozen brands.

Edwin H. Jr. and John, president

and executive vice president respective-

ly, represent the fourth generation of

the family in the business. The com-

pany, founded in Cincinnati in 1848

by Gustav Mosler, a German immi-

grant, now has plants in Hamilton,

Ohio; Covington, Ky.; and New York.

During the war it made gun turrets,

rocket launchers, breech-loading mor-

tars, portable gun mounts for jungle

warfare, armor plate for airplanes. It

also built the cyclatrons at M.I.T. and

the Carnegie Institute of Washington,

showing more Mosler ingenuity.

Since the war the firm has tripled

its annual gross income. * * *

COLOR TV
(Continued from page 35)

with both feet—as beautiful trade ads

will attest—but the station put equal

weight on both of them. On one was

the color programing, both from the

network (NBC) and local sources;

the other was the WDSU-TV spon-

SOUTHWEST VIRGINIA'S PlOHWl RADIO STATION

PACKAGE
BUYER?

Use WDBJ's 6-13-21 Plan!

6 minutes weekly

13 minutes weekly

21 minutes weekly

Class "A" Class "B"

$ 63.00 $ 45.00

117.00

168.00

78.00

115.00

Ask Free & Peters!

Established 1924 CBS Since 1929

AM . 5000 WATTS • 960 KC
FM . 41.000 WATTS • 94.9 MC

ROANOKE, VA.
Owned and Operated by the TIMES-WORLD CORPORATION

FREE & PETERS. INC., National Representatives
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sored Color Clinic to assure the proper

use of color television by advertisers.

Prior to the debut of the clinic,

WDSU-TV had the network people in

to detail what they had learned about

color. They demonstrated proper pro-

duction, special effects, scenery, light-

ing and make-up to the staff. Then
followed an intensive schedule of

weekly color clinics for advertisers.

Each clinic has been conducted for

the exclusive use of one advertiser

and includes demonstrations of color

film, color slides and live commercials

of the clients products. Part of the

show is a routine production with en-

tertainment numbers demonstrating

the general adaptability of color to

fruits, canned products, fabric, pack-

aged goods and, say, jewelry. The

remainder of the session is designed

to show the client's products in vari-

ous settings and use under different

lighting and other controlled condi-

tions. The clinics are usually held in

one afternoon to include a question-

and-answer period.

The clinic may be relatively short.

But not so the planning and work

that goes on behind the scenes. One,

produced for the Fitzgerald Agency

and its client, the Maison Blanche de-

partment store, consumed a total of

1,790 man hours in preparation, re-

hearsal and presentation.

One thing the clinics (so far nearly

20 have been held) nailed down was

that color telecasting is tricky. When
color telecasting puts on its commer-

cial long pants, a client or agency

can't race into the station a few min-

utes before the break and plunk down

a wildly designed package and ex-

pect it to reproduce in all its colored

beauty. It probably won't. And when

the blues become reds and the green

fades into the white, the housewife

searching for the same package on

supermarket shelf will be a dismal

spectre trying to match what she has

seen by what she is seeing. It's not

hard to imagine what effect this might

have on sales.

Out of the welter of information

that came forth in the clinics as one

product after another was diagnosed

for potential color ills, WDSU-TV
came to some important conclusions

concerning the use of color in com-

mercial presentations. If followed

they will keep the colors under con-

trol and make a client's product a

dazzling spectacle, one that doesn't

resemble the efforts of a color blind

SPONSOR



cubist from the Left Bank.

1. All subjects must be completely

checked out before going on the air.

2. Color telecasting requires more

preparation and rehearsal, hence more

time.

3. Better results with backgrounds

of fabric rather than paper since the

fabric is less reflective and colors do

not "bounce" around.

4. Packages on color tv are at their

best when the distinctive colors are

large areas and well defined. Lines,

dots, half-tone effects and even small

polka-dot effects cause difficulty and

cannot be accurately reproduced.

5. It is best to avoid primary addi-

tives adjacent to one another, and par-

ticularly to avoid the use of pure

white, especially when there is an

overprint of black or a darker color.

6. Lighting is critical in color tele-

casting, requiring meticulous placing

and constant checking of the complete

area to be used. A constant intensity

of light is important to hold the color

of set and products.

7. Flat packages are easier to light

than round packages. Packages of

transparent nature and packages con-

taining liquids are most difficult to

light because of their reflectiveness.

8. Backgrounds play an important

role in color tv. Blue is an ideal

background for product display. Black

is also good because of its absence of

color. White is difficult to handle but

if used with light-colored objects, can
be utilized.

WDSU-TV officials said that the

color clinics, in addition to the con-

crete help they have given, and the

great impact they have had on client-

agency-station relationship, have
brought out these important, never-to-

be forgotten points:

For stations: Color isn't easy. Cer-

tain rules have to be set and adhered
to. Personnel must be thoroughly

trained. More thought has to be given

to display activity. More care has to

I . . . BURGERMEISTER BEER USES
|

be exercised than in black-and-white

tv. More time has to be allowed.

More ingenuity needed on part of

personnel.

For clients: Packaging must be ana-

lyzed in light of color tv exposure.

Design must take into consideration

the problems of color tv. Impact of

particular colors, favorites of people,

must be a rule in design. Care exer-

cised in future planning for new prod-

ucts. Color tv will be highly com-

mercial in near future.

For agencies: More time allowed to

stations for preparation of products

to be used on color tv. Closer liaison

with stations concerning their ability

to make best use of color facilities.

Greater thought given to backgrounds

and allied items for product display.

Discrimination in the selection of

items to be shown in color.

The following agencies in the New
Orleans area have participated in the

WDSU-TV Color Clinics: Fitzgerald

Advertising Agency, Inc.; Bauerlein

Inc.; Aubrey Williams Advertising,

Inc.; Tracy-Locke Co., Inc. and the

Walker Saussy Inc.

Clients participating in the clinics

have been: Wesson Oil Co., Blue

Plate Foods, Godchaux Sugar, Jack-

son Brewing Co., Fulton Bag Co.,

Maison Blanche. American Brewing

Co., Louisiana State Rice, Dixie

Brewing Co., Gold Seal Creamery,

King Cotton Products, Brown's Velvet

Dairy, Interstate Electric Co., Hibernia

Homestead Association, New Orleans

Public Service, Inc., Luzianne Coffee

Co., LuAnn Products and the Wembly
Tie Co.

$100 MILLION IN FILM
[Continued from page 31)

Columbia films to replace the "tired"'

films now being replayed but he add-

ed that many stations have long-term

commitments with syndicators for

currently-running feature film, and it

would not be economic for them to

invest in new programing under

those conditions.

Privately, syndicators agree with

this analysis up to a point. But they

feel there will be some squeeze on

half-hour shows and see a need for

strong programing to offset it. Ralph

Cohn. Columbia Picture's vice presi-

dent in charge of Screen Gems, who

is in the middle of this, what with

Screen Gems planning to distribute

KPRC-TV
FIRST IN HOUSTON
with 17 out of 20*

top nighttime shows
OCTOBER AND NOVEMBER

1. George Gobel KPRCTV

2. Hit Parade KPRCTV

•
".

3. Robert Montgorr ery KPRC-TV

4. Medic KPRCTV

5. $64,000 Question Station C

6. Lux Video Theatre KPRC-TV

7. Waterfront KPRC-TV

8. Truth or Consequences KPRC-TV

IINIIIIIMIIilll

9. Life of Riley KPRC

10. Great Gildersleeve KPRC-TV

1C TV

mmmmmMm

11. This Is Your Life KPRC-TV

12. Disneyland Station B

13. Father Knows Best KPRC-TV

14. People Are Funny KPRC-TV

15. Fireside Theatre KPRC

16. Caesar's Hour KPRC-TV

17. Ford Theatre

18. Perry Como

KPRC-TV

KPRC-TV

19. City Detective KPRC-TV

20. Wyatt Earp Station B
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KPRC-TV
HOUSTON • CHANNEL 2

JACK HARRIS Nationally Represented By

Vice President & General Manager EDWARD PETRY & CO.



KCEN-TVO

DOMINATES

WACO -TEMPLE

BILLION DOLLAR MARKET
Audience ^% J^ttl 1*

oO/oPreference

*Telepuhe — June, 1955, rated KCEN-TV
first ;'n 356 of 4? 1 quarter flours on rhe air.

Advertisers nafura//y prefer the big audi-

ences — the big audiences naturally prefer

KCEN-TV — the 100,000 watt, NBC Intercon-

nected station naturally covering its 17,000

square mile service area. . . . (Tallest tower in

Central Texas.)

KCEN-TV
Safes Offices:

Professional Building

Waco, Texas

General Offices:

Postoffice Box 188
Temple, Texas

Studios and Transmitter at

Eddy, Texas

(Between Temple and Waco)

Representatives:

National: Texas:

George P. Hollingbery Clyde Melville Compony

Company Melba Building, Dallas

$24 millions are spent annu-

ally by the Negro population

in the Shreveport Market

Area.*

Are you getting your share?

You Can With KANV
the all Negro air personnel

station.

Last Fall 77 advertisers renewed
and increased program schedules .

They knew they were getting their

share and will continue to get it.

Contact a KANV Rep. soon.

He'll show you how to get

your rightful share of this

better-than-average Negro market.

*U.S. Census Bureau

KANV 1050 Kc.

250 Watts

DAYTIME

SHREVEPORT, LOUISIANA

104 feature films and increase syndi-

cating, too, told SPONSOR that time

for half-hour syndicated film may
shrink. He added, however, he is

hopeful that increasing amounts of

feature film will reduce station de-

pendence on network programing and

thus help the entire syndication busi-

ness.

A glance at what stations have been

doing doesn't shed much light on the

feature film vs. half-hour syndication

argument. There are cases where

stations have moved feature films out

of the way for half-hour syndicated

shows and improved their ratings

thereby. On the other hand feature

films are running successfully on other

times besides early and late evening.

A number of stations run feature films

during the morning and afternoon and

have copped major audience shares.

Probably the safest thing to say is

that it depends on the show.

Regarding the daytime picture in

general, Hal Roach, Jr., whose studios

produced some 310 half-hours for tv

in 1955, sees stations leaning heavily

on fresh film product during the day

and predicts that daytime will "revert

to almost exclusive film use." Despite

predictions of their demise, Roach will

continue producing situation comedies.

Roach, incidentally, has more than $13

million worth of tv film production

contracted.

Another burning question is whether

the RKO and Columbia releases will

force other major studios to release

some or all of their backlog. It is

significant that the Columbia an-

nouncement regarding its 104 features

followed hard on the heels of the

RKO sale. Columbia had previously

had plans to release only 13 of its

films. Trade talk has it that Matthew

Fox, major stockholder in C & C
Super and the central figure in its

purchase of RKO films from General

Teleradio, is offering the films on a

perpetual lease to stations. This

would tend to block sales by other

feature film distributors since a sta-

tion, once it had total rerun rights to

a picture, would make wide use of it.

Whatever Columbia's reaction, how-

ever, indications are that the other

studios will move slowly. In the

first place, there is only so much fea-

ture film the tv industry can absorb

at one time and some Hollywood

executives professed relief that the

pressure was off them to sell film

backlog to tv following the RKO and

Columbia deals. lhen, too, though

movie exhibitors are anti-fee tv to a

man, some studios are still tantalized

by the potential profits they may rake

in by replaying old films to subscrip-

tion tv audiences. Releasing films now
would kill chances of running them

again for a price to the audience.

While feature films may cause the

distributor of made-for-tv film some

worry he can look ahead, on the other

hand, to an increasing foreign market.

As yet it is only a small part of his

billings, but 1955 saw the greatest

activity of any year in both sales

and the setting up of international

sales organizations. The advent of

commercial tv in England was a boon

to the U.S. distributor. Since the

"There will be a growth of television
broadcasting in smaller market areas.
Sixty-five new tv stations are expected to
go on the air in 1956, bringing the total
to 535. More than half of these will be
able to transmit color. The swing to
color will proceed steadily as new ad-
vances are made in color reception. Re-
tail sales of color receivers should total
150,000 in 1956.«

DR. W. R. G. BAKER
V.p., General Electric and

Gen. Mgr., G-E Electronics Div.
Syracuse, N. Y.

middle of 1955 Official alone has made
sales of $500,000. The firm unloaded

500 half-hours in eight series. CBS
Film Sales also sold eight shows. Ziv

is reported getting $10-15,000 a week

from the English market.

While the English-speaking markets

like Canada and England will remain

the biggest chunk of the distributor's

foreign potential, the distributor is

not overlooking the foreign-language

market abroad. Ziv had dubbed near-

ly 750 half-hour episodes in Spanish,

French, German and Italian and is

contemplating doing the Scandanavian

INDUSTRIAL HEART
OF THE TRI-STATE AREA

7V* Tie* 2«ee*t
\\\ i l/y

316,000 watts ot V. H. F. power

WHTN-TV b
a
a
bT

Greater Huntington Theatre Corp.
Huntington, W. Va. Huntington 3-0185
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tongues and Japanese. Official is sell-

ing in Latin America, Japan and the

Near East. Screen Gems has even in-

vestigated the attitude of the U.S.

State Department toward sales to Iron

Curtain countries, has sold a show

in Thailand to Pepsi Cola for viewing

in Bangkok.

Along with this expansion into

world-wide sales is overseas produc-

tion. Guild, which has already sold

Liberace in England and is planning

to push three other shows in that

country (The Frankie Laine Show, 1

Spy and Life with Elizabeth—except

that the latter show won't use the

name "Elizabeth" in the title for ob-

vious reasons) is also going to nego-

tiate a co-production deal there for a

show with an English background.

Similar plans are in the works for

Italy and Germany. Screen Gems
has already worked out an English

co-production deal for an Ivanhoe

series. Official owns 25% of Nettle-

fold Studios in England. This is the

studio which produced Robin Hood
for U.S., English and Canadian tv re-

lease. Now being shot for tv there

are Buccaneer and A Knight of the

Round Table. Official is also involved

in the shooting of Captain Rogers of

Her Majesty's Navy in England.

I hough billings from markets out-

side the U.S. are comparatively small,

in the future they can only go up as

tv expands overseas. George Shupert,

head of ABC Film Syndication, pre-

dicts that by 1957, a distributor will

be able to figure on from 20 to 25%
income for each show from outside-

of-U.S. markets. And that, he said,

is conservative. So far as the U.S.

advertiser is concerned, this means
higher budgets for syndicated shows
—in other words, shows which will

be able to compete better with net-

work programs.

Another side of the picture is the

purchase of tv films overseas by U.S.

PULSE Proves

Wilkes-Barre

Pernio.

the front-running radio station

reaching more than a Quarter Mil-

lion radio homes.

Call Avery-Knodel, Inc.
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advertisers with foreign subsidiaries.

There is already a great deal of this

in Canada but firms such as Procter

& Gamble, Sears, Roebuck, General

Motors, Westinghouse, Standard
Brands, Richard Huclnut, American

1 obacco and National Biscuit are al-

ready using dubbed-in soundtracks

—

or revoking as it is sometimes called

—for syndicated film in Europe and

Latin America.

With his business growing, the syn-

dicator has been becoming bolder in

his programing plans and has been

becoming more active in making
pitches for network business. While

the syndicator is basically on the spot,

as opposed to network side of the

fence, network sales offer him prestige,

a comparatively uncomplicated sales

deal and a quick profit, though it is

not always as big a profit as syndica-

tion might bring over the long haul.

Up to now the syndicator has of-

fered half-hour shows. As a matter

of fact, the terms "half-hour"* and

"syndication" are almost interchange-

able. In 1956, however, some syndi-

cators are making plans for com-

peting with the networks on the lat-

ter's home ground, namely, the long

show, and, especially, the 90-minute

variety. Two distributors have al-

ready made plans for film "spectacu-

lars." Screen Gems and NTA.

Screen Gems expects more time

available for 90-minute shows on the

networks next season. It also feels

it can add something to 90-minute

programing. John Mitchell, sales

chief of Screen Gems, told a recent

press conference that the live 90-min-

ute show needs "sprucing up." He
said the firm has studied 90-minute

show ratings and came to the conclu-

sion that shows built around one or

two stars cannot sustain audience in-

terest in the long run. What the 90-

minute show needs, Mitchell stated,

is a good story. The future of the

spectaculars, he said, lies in the

dramatic form.

The Screen Gems stories for the 90-

niinute shows will come from three

sources: 1. unproduced properties of

Columbia Pictures; 2. original stories;

3. possibly a remake of a Columbia

movie. In the first category are

Tories by George S. Kaufman, Moss

Hart, James Hilton, Maxwell Ander-

son, Edna Ferber, Louis Bromfield.

Lloyd C. Douglas and Kathleeen

Norris. anions some others.

FIRST IN HOUSTON
with 17 out of 20*

top nighttime shows
OCTOBER AND NOVEMBER

1. George Gobel

2. HitParade

KPRCTV

KPRCTV

3. Robert Montgomery KPRCTV

4. Medic KPRCTV

5. $64,000 Question Station C

6. Lux Video Theatre KPRCTV

7. Waterfront KPRCTV

8. Truth or Consequences KPRCTV

9. Life of Riley KPRCTV

10. Great Gildersleeve KPRCTV

11. This Is Your Life KPRCTV

12. Disneyland Station B

13. Father Knows Best KPRCTV

14. People Are Funny KPRCTV

. . SBSSfe^

15. Fireside Theatre KPRCTV

16. Caesar's Hour KPRCTV

17. Ford Theatre KPRCTV

18. Perry Como KPRCTV

19. City Detective KPRCTV

20. Wyatt Earp Station B

* ARB — October, November, 1955

KPRCTV
HOUSTON • CHANNEL 2

JACK HARRIS Nationally Represented By

Vice President & General Manager EDWARD PETRY & CO.



IN EVANSVILLE INDIANA
WISE
BUYERS
CHOOSE

Now Available —
PARTICIPATIONS in the

HOOSIER JAMBOREE
5:00 to 6:00 P.M.

Monday thru Friday

"Live Western Music Show"

with PROVEN SALES RESULTS

ASK
MEEKER TV, INC. —ADAM YOUNG

St. Louis

NOW OPERATING
WFOA—CBS RADIO

ROCHESTER
N.Y.

WHERE THERE
IS A

WILL
THERE 15

A WAY!

J

s4»ut tHe

utita . . .

"WILL'moyle
Leading deejays today across the coun-

try include WILL MOYLE, WVET
Rochester . . . refreshingly different."

BILLBOARD said it and we're glad

—

and your client will be glad, too, with
results the Will Moyle way on WVET,
che "Independent" Network station.

5000 WATTS
280 KC

Honored by

Stan Kenton's

recording—

"ACCORDING

TO MOYLE"

IN ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Represenfed Nationally by
THE BOLLING COMPANY

NTA's pians ior 60-minute and 90-

minute shows comes as a surprise in

view of its recent feature film acqui-

sitions. In quick succession NTA
bought 11 David O. Selznick films fol-

lowed by a group of 30 feature films,

including 10 from Italian Film Export

and others from Universal-Internation-

al and United Artists. It was also an-

nounced that NTA hopes to get

another 40 films from a "major Holly-

wood production company."

The reason apparently is that NTA,
like other distributors, does not want

to remain neck deep in one field. The

firm's current sales are all on the

syndicated level with feature films (it

now owns 285) accounting for 75%
of its income. It is now setting up

plans for what it calls a "fall sample

line" of shows for national sale. The
NTA national sales department ex-

pects to have a half dozen shows for

national advertisers and will invest

about $500,000 in pilots. Among these

will be one 60-minute and one 90-

minute show.

Guild quietly provided another sur-

prise along this line when it an-

nounced this month the first full-hour

children's show in syndication. Pop-

corn Theater. Tailored specifically for

the grocery trade, the initial sale was

Independent Grocer's Association.

The show features a Poppo the Clown
character and there are various mer-

chandising aids built around him.

In describing the show as contain-

ing a built-in mechandising cam-

paign (the Poppo character), Guild

was following a traditional path in

syndication. For merchandising and
syndication have long gone hand in

hand. The year 1955 did not disclose

any startling changes in merchandis-

ing methods but there are evident

trends in the business.

For one thing, syndicators have

become wary of the pitfalls in supply-

ing merchandising aids. In the early

days, such aids were considered

money-makers for the syndicators in

addition to being sales aids to the

sponsors. Because money could only

be made if these aids were made or

printed in quantity, they were. But

sponsors sometimes wouldn't buy and

the syndicator was nicked.

Syndicators have become more hep

and sophisticated about merchandis-

ing and they no longer wrap up their

merchandising advice by telling the

client to buy a lot of merchandising

aids and let it go at that.

"We are not peddlers of point-of-

sale material," Walter Scanlon, mer-

chandising manager at CBS Film

Sales, told SPONSOR. "We counsel, we

do not sell material."

Scanlon said the small advertiser

frequently needs expert advice in mer-

chandising because he usually cannot

afford a merchandising expert of his

own. This is especially true when it

comes to tailoring a merchandising

campaign which will be effective and

which will fit the budget of the adver-

tiser, Scanlon added.

All this does not mean that mer-

chandising is considered less impor-

tant that before. Far from it. Mer-

chandising is probably used more
than ever but, like many aspects of the

film distribution, there is more of an

air of maturity about it. * * *

ROUND-UP
(Continued from page 118)

and wearing apparel in addition to

meeting the other musical stars present

for the evening. These included

George Shearing, T-Bone Walker and

Ruth Brown.

The prize winner was chosen "the

most outstanding Negro girl as to at-

tractiveness and personality ... to

meet the public and represent the

station.

"

* * *

Plan 26-mile marathon
between Maryland stations

The facilities of modern America

will be used to aid the revival of an

ancient Greece sport in March when a

"I'm so glad we ran out of gas,

Charles — now we can listen to

something romantic on KRIZ
Phoenix."

SPONSOR



26-mile marathon will be run in Mary-

land. The distance is the same between

WNAV, Annapolis and WITH. Balti-

more as was the distance between the

old Greek cities of Marathon and Ath-

ens, the site of the original run.

Though the term was made famous

when a Greek runner raced the dis-

tance to inform Athenians of a great

military victory, this current marathon

will be used to raise funds for the

American Team in the Olympic Games
later this year. The honorary chair-

men of the sponsoring committee are

Governor Theodore R. McKeldin.

Baltimore Mayor Thomas D'Alesandro

and WITH President Thomas Tinsley.

Staging the event are: R. C. Embry,

WITH v.p.; Chauncey Ashley; John

Marshall Boone, Maryland State Ath-

letic Commission Chairman. * * *

Briefly . . .

Storyboard, Inc. has signed a $100,-

000 contract with the Calkins & Holden

agency to create a cartoon spot series,

Mr. Stokely Van Camp. The cam-

paign features 18 commercials, nine

20-seconds and nine one-minute films.

Other tv campaigns done by Story-

board include the Bank of America's

"Little Man" and Ford's "Doctor."

* * *

A new late-night radio offering on

WIBC, Philadelphia is McMahon
About Town. Ed McMahon, one of the

better known local tv personalities,

conducts interviews in odd places

around town from midnight to 2:00
a.m. Such off-beat locations as ma-
ternity waiting rooms, police courts,

basketball dressing rooms at half time,

jazz joints, and dime-a-dance halls

have been used.

Some of the sponsors who have al-

ready taken time on the show include

Wynn's Friction Proofing, Mathew
Slap Buick Dealer, Al Berman Cloth-

ing, the Sealy Mattress Co., and Or-

satti's Pump Room. The first show
was broadcast from the latter spon-

sor's restaurant, where a dinner was
held for agency and sponsor repre-

sentatives to toast the new show.

The first communications industry

man to be named "Louisville's Man
of the Year" is WAVE President

George W. Norton, Jr. The award for

the year 1955-56, is given by the Ad-

vertising Club of Louisville "not to

mark some specific deed or one-year

effort, but to call attention to the con-

tinuing community service of an out-

standing citizen."

The recipient has been the owner of

WAVE since 1933, and active in many
industry affairs. He has been a direc-

tor of the NARTB for several terms,

on the policy sub-committee of the

NBC Affiliates Committee and was in-

strumental in the formation of Broad-

cast Music Inc. In addition, he is ac-

tive in local charity drives including

the Community Chest and American

Red Cross.
« * *

James Aubrey Jr., General Manager

of KNXT-TV, Hollywood, Calif, and

creator of Focus on Delinquency has

announced that in the future his sta-

tion will produce kinescopes of other

public service shows to meet antici-

pated requests from civic and govern-

ment groups. The six-part delinquen-

cy series, concluded 30 August, re-

ceived a Sylvania Award as the coun-

try's "best local service series" and a

commendation from the Los Angeles

City Council.

* * #

Congratulations are in order for

Arch McDonald, Washington, D. C.

baseball announcer for WTOP radio

who has just about completed his first

25 years in radio. In addition to his

sportscasting role Arch is Director of

Sports for WTOP. He's racked up

quite a list of sponsors during his years

on radio including Coca-Cola, B. C.

Remedy Co., National Brewing Co.,

Chesterfield Cigarettes, Gunther Brew-

ing Co. and Old Gold Cigarettes.

* * *

A giant step toward bringing wide-

ly disparate markets and merchandis-

ers together simultaneously will be at-

tained by a coast-to-coast closed cir-

cuit television network created by

Sheraton Closed Circuit TV, Inc. Start-

ing 1 February with fifty hotels the

network plans to double the coverage

by June. William P. Rosensohn execu-

tive vice-president of the company has

reported that orders for color projec-

tion equipment have been placed with

RCA whose compatible color system is

being used. * * *

r AT THE CENTER M. OF CONVENIENCE

home

of the

famous

Hawaiian

Room

Lexington Avenue

at 48th Street
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GET BEST
COVERAGE IN

BOTH
COLORADO SPRINGS

AND PUEBLO . . .

mt
CHANNEL 11

Transmitter atop Cheyenne
mountain, ONE MILE above
market area.

126,000 families equals
America's 108th market.
o

\ CBS and ABC

k
f° r

Pueblo, Colorado -Springs

I and Southern Colorado

THE BOILING CO., INC.
Southern: Clarke Brown Co.

Choose

WHBF
as a major aid

to your Quad-City

marketing plans

in 1956

ii alwton

Charles Revson, president of Revlon Inc., gave

Madison Ave. another jolt when he announced the

cosmetic company had moved out of Norman,
Craig & Kummel and into BBDO. The former

agency had selected and developed the hit show,

$64,000 Question, for Revlon. The $7 million ac-

count moved the lipstick, nail polish, eye makeup,

liquid rouge and manicuring products to BBDO,
effective 1 February. Both $64,000 Question and

Appointment with Adventure will be supervised by

BBDO and the C. J. LaRoche agencies.

Robert M. Ganger, chairman of the board of

D'Arcy, announced the acquisition of the nearly

$8 million Packard, Clipper account. The new
billing will arrive 1 April, the day after the $15

million Coca-Cola account moves to McCann-Erickson

and will fill about half the void left by Coke. The

cars drive out of Ruthrauff & Ryan, who garaged

them for 15 months. Tv Reader's Digest (Mon.,

for ABC TV, 8-8:30 p.m.) carries the network tv load

for the autos, which have separate copy themes.

Packard is the luxury line, Clipper the medium
price contender.

Richard E. Forbes has been named to fill the

new post of director of advertising and sales

promotion on the central sales staff of Chrysler

Corp. He will have general supervision of all corpo-

ration advertising and sales promotion as well as

coordinating the advertising and sales promotion

activities of the division staffs. Chrysler programs

on all three tv networks: It's a Great Life (Sun.,

NBC TV, 7-7:30 p.m.) ; Break the Bank (Wed.,

ABC TV 9:30-10 p.m.) ; Climax (Thur., CBS TV,

8:30-9:30 p.m., three weeks in four) ; Shower of

Stars (alternates with Climax).

William A. MaeDonough has been named

vice president of Crosley and Bendix Home
Applicance Divisions of AVCO Manufacturing Corp.

He retains his post of director of advertising and

sales promotion, in which capacity he announced

plans for a $6 million ad plunge. The money

is to be spent between now and 31 May 1956, much

of the money going to the co-sponsorship by the

two divisions of one-third of the NBC Comedy Hour

each week (Sun., NBC TV, 8-9 p.m.). The rest

of the money will be split between other national

and local advertising.
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EDWIN K. WHEELER
(General Manager)

WWJ and WWJ-TV

LIKE MOST

'Newsworthy"

BROADCASTING

EXECUTIVES

Mr. Wheeler's

LATEST

BUSINESS

PORTRAIT

IS BY...

Photographers to the Business Executive

565 Fifth Avenue, New York 17—PL 3-1882

ADVERTISERS' INDEX

ABC Film 53
ABC TV Network 123
Aveiy-Knodel, Inc. .. 102, 124
Air Trails Group - 137
John Blair & Co - 109
Broadcast Music, Inc 137
Channel 10, Rochester 70
CBS Radio Network 8-9

CBS TV Film 71-7T.

Eastman Kodak, Inc. — 64-65
Guild Films 54-55
Interstate TV 82

Hotel Lexington 13a
McClatchy Broadcasting 15
Mid-Ccntinent Group 16

NBC Film ... 60-61
NBC Spot Sales _. 26-27
IK 'A TV Equipment _.. - 67
Raeburn Studios _ 137
Hal Roach Prod. 57
Screen Gems .. 50
Song Ads - 62

So. Cal. Broad. Assoc. 12
Sponsor .... - 99-101
Steinman Stations 3

Storer Stations . _ 94-95
Television Programs of America 59
Timebuving Basics . . 123
U.S. Bonds
Westinghouse Broadcasting
ZIV-TV .

KANV, Shreveport .
132

KBIG, Hollywood _. 6

KCEN-TV, Temple, Tex. 132

KCMC-TV, Texarkana .... 7 3

KCRA-TV, Sacramento 71

KFAB, Omaha . .._ 122
KGNC-TV, Amarillo ...... . 115
KGVO-TV, Missoula, Mont. 127
KKTV, Pueblo, Colo. .. 136
KLZ-TV, Denver — 82
KMBC, Kansas City __ BC
KNUZ, Houston 105
KOIL, Omaha 21-24
KOOL-TV, Phoenix 79
KPHO-TV, Phoenix IBC
KPRC-TV, Houston ...... 127, 129, 131, 133
KRIZ, Phoenix 129, 134
KRLD-TV, Dallas 78

KSLA-TV, Shreveport 66

KSTN, Stockton, Cal. .. Ill

KSTP, Minneapolis 10

KTBS-TV, Shreveport 77

KTLN, Denver 11

KTVH, Hutchinson, Kans. 76
KVWO, Cheyenne 128
KWKH, Shreveport 5

KWKW, Pasadena ........ 131

WABT, Birmingham 87

WAFB-TV, Baton Rouge 138
WAVE, Louisville 113

WBAY-TV, Green Bay 90

WBEN-TV, Buffalo 13

WBNS, Coloumbus, Ohio .... 106

WBRE-TV, Wilkes-Barre ... 2S

WBZ-TV, Boston . 121

WCUE, Akron 128

WDBJ, Roanoke 130
WDIA, Memphis 117
WEHT-TV, Henderson, Ky. 134
WFAA-TV, Dallas 4S-49
WFBC-TV, Greenville, S. C. 84

WFBL, Syracuse 14

WFMY-TV, Greensboro, N. C. 85
WGTO, Haines City, Fla. 86
WHBF, Rock Island, 111. 13 6

WHBQ-TV, Memphis 63
WHO, Des Moines 19
WHTN-TV, Huntington, W. Va. 132
WIBW, Topeka 126
WICH, Norwich, Conn. 128
WICS-TV, Springfield, 111. 20
WIT,K. Wilkes-Barre 133
WISH-TV, Indianapolis IFC
WKY-TV, Oklahoma City 125
WKZO-TV, Kalamazoo 93

WLOL, Minneapolis H2
WMAR-TV, Baltimore 84
WMBR-TV, Jacksonville, Fla. 80-81

WNDU-TV, South Bend 116
WNHC-TV, New Haven 114
WREX-TV, Rockford, 111. 25

WSAZ-TV. Huntington. W. Va. 7

WSBT-TV, South Bend, Ind. 97

WSJS-TV, Winston-Salem 72

WSOK, Nashville 13 5

WSRS, Cleveland HI
WTRF-TV, Wheeling 83

WVET, Rochester —

.

134

WXEX-TV, Richmond FC

BMI
"Milestones" for

February:

BMI's series of program

continuities, entitled "Mile-

stones," focuses the spot-

light on important events

and problems which have

shaped the American scene.

February's release features

four complete half-hour

shows—ready for immedi-

ate use—smooth, well writ-

ten scripts for a variety ot

uses*
"MALICE TOWARD NONE"

Abraham Lincoln

Born: February 12, 1809

"OPERATION: MY BROTHER'S
KEEPER"

Crusade For Freedom—Freedom
Week

February 12-22, 1956

"GREAT MUSIC UNITES US"

National Brotherhood Week
February 19-26, 1956

"WASHINGTON'S HOUR OF
DECISION"

George Washington

Born: February 22, 1732

"Milestones" is available for

commercial sponsorship—see your

local stations for details.

BROADCAST MUSIC, INC.
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • HOLLYWOOD

TORONTO • MONTREAL
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CHAMP

WINS

AGAIN

by 5 to 1 margin

WHEN IT COMES TO SALES PUNCH in

the important Baton Rouge area, WAFB-
TV has proved its supremacy by a country

mile!

In the latest Telepulse (Nov.

1955) , WAFB-TV was first in

347 quarter hours per week,

compared to 78 quarter hours

on station B . . . . giving WAFB-
TV a leadership of nearly five

to one.

MONDAY TO FRIDAY
7am-l2noon 12 noon-6 pm 6 pm- 1 2 pm

SATURDAY
Stations

ALL THIS AND MERCHAN-
DISING TOO! Take over-
whelming viewer preference, as

demonstrated by this survey,

and add a merchandising record

that's second to none; (1) First place win-

ner in recent "Lucy Show" competition

with a double first prize for special mer-

chandising job, (2) First place in Screen

Gems, Inc. contest on program promotion,

(3) Among top four in "Frank Leahy and

His Football Forecasts", and you've got a

sales potential that can't be beat. Wouldn't

you like to put "The Champ" to work for

you?

138

WAFB-TV
Sta. B

Sta. C
* ''Special Alternate-

I pm-6 pm 6 pm- 12 pm

SUNDAY
12 noon-6 pm

32 a 53 61

**6I a 41 35a

7 6 4

Week Seasonal Broadcast

6 pm-12 pm

56
41

3

a Does Not Broadcast Complete Period. Share Unadjusted.

Call, write or wire:

National Representative—Young Television Corp.

South & Southwest—Clarke Brown Co.

WAFB-TV
CHANNEL 28

affiliated with WAFB, AM-FM
CBS — ABC — DUMONT 200.000 WATTS

SPONSOR



Uhf station

has fine year

Quiz shows get

leasenew

Air media in

Detroit strike

Some economists

endanger nation

FCC proposes

"translators"

Radio stations

grow and grow

REPORT TO SPONSOR for 23 January 1956
(Continued from page 2)

1955, a year that saw uhf stations folding the country over, was a

record-breaking one, according to information from WVEC-TV, Norfolk,
Va. In the year end report it was stated WVEC TV had: overcome a

defi cit of $118,000 from 1954, increased its gross revenue by 32%,
operated completely in black, had its contract as a basic NBC affili-
ate renewed and made plans to proceed with a program of expansion
and improvement. Report further stated conversion problem had almost
completely disappeared and a steady rising volume of advertisers were
using WVEC-TV, many diverting funds from other media to use station.

-SR-
Success of "$64,000 Question started new trend in quizzers now ex-

tending into radio, and successfully. Newest sale is Radio Feature's
"Time Test," radio quiz package placed on Don Lee Network and in 42
other markets. High public acceptance of Revlon starrer, it's felt,

will a id new properties in getting established. Concensus, though,

is that quiz popularity is cyclical, like other programing, with
advertisers benefiting if timing and vehicle is right.

-SR-
Detroit businessmen, without newspaper advertising for nearly 2

months, have had good chance to take long look at air media and what

sort of job it did for them. Concensus is that radio and tv did good

job all things considered. Two points on other side, though: (1)

advertisers had lean pickings when it came to availabilities and (2)

stores lacked air media knowhow. All seemed to agree on one impor-

tant item: Advertiser who had been using air media was way ahead
when strike hit in that he (1) got cumulative benefit of his con-

tinued schedule (2) was familiar with use of air media and (3) stood

as an established advertiser in race for better availabilities.

-SR-
Dr. Ernest Dichter, president of the Institute for Motivational Re-

search, warns economist s predict ing a sli p in bus ines s are playing
with fire and doing a disservice to the nation. Dr. Dichter gave

warning before merchandising session of 45th annual convention of

National Retail Dry Goods Association meeting in New York this month.

Instead of taking a down-at-the-mouth attitude, Dr. Dichter said, we

should ask not whether our prosperity will last, but what we can do

to make it last. "Fears inspired by the pessimistic approach of

purely mechanical economists is detrimental to our welfare," he said.

-SR-
A method of bringing tv service to isolated areas via "translator"

stations was proposed at 12 January FCC meeting. Each such station

would be one of upper 14 uhf channels, would have power up to 10

watts, and would rebroadcast regular tv st at ion programs. They

would operate in places where other tv stations cannot be construct-

ed even though channels may be available. Translators might reduce

the need for protective spacing with present low channel uhfs.

-SR-
Radio's prophets of doom had better take a new look. Total number

of am stations as of 1 December 1954 was 2,650. One year later total

was 2,808, growth of 158. Add this to tremendous sale of sets in

•55, nearly 14 million, and radio picture, although not dazzling,

is considerably brighter with prospects looking up.
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When the movie deluge hits

The advertising medium with the

voracious appetite, television, has

taken the starch out of many of its

most carping critics with programing

imaginativeness and excellence.

The 90-minute network spectaculars

have contributed greatly to this, but

so have many more network offerings,

syndicated films, live shows at hun-

dreds of stations, and some movies.

But now comes the report, early in

1956, that the year will be marked by

the release of copious cans of film to

be offered to stations everywhere. A
race is on to see which studios and

mo\ie film distributors will be first.

First with what?

If it's first with the best, we won't

object. But we suspect that in more

cases than one quality will play sec-

ond fiddle to quantity.

Don't get us wrong. Personally, we

love movies. And we don't object see-

ing an unfurrowed Clark Gable or a

stylishly attired (for 1946) Joan Craw-

ford on the living room screen. But

the temptation on the part of many
stations to seize on big packages of

movie film at bargain prices (in com-

parison with the cost of other tv pro-

graming) will be almost more than

many budget-harassed managers can

endure.

Too many movies can be worse than

none at all. Especially if hidden within

the economy packages are some which

can be characterized as "dogs.

We expect many good films which

deserve rerunning and rerunning again

to become available in 1956. We'll be

looking for them. For the fake of

a mountingly professional medium we

urge that film distributors carefulh

cull the bad apples from the basket,

that film buyers at stations check pack-

ages carefully before closing a deal.

In this way everyone (and especially

viewers and advertisers) will be well

served.

* * #

Television in New York

The fabulous Mr. Zeckendorf, who

tosses half billion dollar building plans

around like flapjacks, is presently mull-

ing a center of such proportions on 40

acres of Manhattan real estate.

Since Mr. Zeckendorf has lately be-

come intrigued with television (he re-

cently purchased a substantial interest

in KBTV, Denver and may go for the

FCC limit) there's a good betting

chance that tenancy of tv interests

looms strong in the planning.

The need for production facilities in

New York is especially pressing. As

John Crosby recently pointed out,

"New York rears vertically, Los An-

geles sprawls horizontally." And tv

production facilities demands the hori-

zontal. Consequently, the move to the

west is noticeable.

We won't take sides on New York

vs. Los Angeles as tv headquarters.

There are good arguments for both.

But the need for more space and bet-

ter facilities in New York is so ap-

parent that if Mr. Zeckendorf doesn't

provide the answer somebody else will.

Just as a starter let us throw out the

suggestion that since Grand Central

Station is the hub of the advertising

industry from which all tv blessings

flow, why not build a 40- or 80-acre tv

city 25 miles up the New York Central

Line in Hartsdale or White Plains, or

18 miles up the New Haven in New
Rochelle. Traveling time: 30 to 40

minutes. Big businesses like General

Foods and Nestle's are doing it—why

not television?

The Detroit Strike

A newspaper strike is an unhappy

occurence in any market. The one

just ended in Detroit after seven

weeks (including the Christmas sea-

son ) had at least one bright side—it

allowed many clients and agencies to

reevaluate all major media and use

them. Radio and tv, not noted for

heaw participation in department

store, appliance store, and supermar-

ket ad budgets, came in for increased

use and did fine. Now that the strike

is over the reevaluation process is

going on stronger than ever.

Applause

There's been far too much said in

the past few years on the state of

radio. Too much, that is, on the

negative side. It's time, we think,

that the positive should take over and

let a little sunshine come in.

One rose doesn't the summer make;

we know that, but with the excellent

radio contracts now being let, we're

inclined to be a little heady about the

medium's good fortune. What has

happened in a few short weeks may
be a good portent of the future.

Pepsodent led off a short while ago

with the news that more than a mil-

lion of its advertising dollars would

be used on radio. Now Slenderella

tells us they're going to spend $1,193,-

683.92 in spot radio. And we like the

way Slenderella nails it down to the

penny. No cloud walking here.

And then while it's not in the mil-

lion dollar class of radio spending is

the story in this issue of the Mosler

Safe Co. and its success with radio.

a use that showed ingenuity, quite a

bit of daring and a well-founded belief

in the ability of radio to deliver.

We're not turning our back on tv

to hand a kudo to radio. It's just

that we feel radio's had its share of

poor-mouthing from the prophets of

doom. Pepjodent, Slenderella, Mos-

ler and a host of other advertisers

have shown and we think will con-

tinue to show—and believe in—the

potential of this medium. A potential

that even in its heyday wasn't quite

realized. Simply, we're happy about

the situation, and sponsor applauds

those advertisers who. each in his own

wav. have believed in radio.
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he New Sound of

KMBC-KFRM
in the \Heart) of America 1

.

Phi! Evans
Farm Service Director

Jim Leathers
istont Farm Service Director

^S*s j^ J

Jim Burke
Speciol Events Director

Merle Harmon
Ploy-byPlay Baseball

K. C Athletics

Dave Andrews
"Dinner Bell Roundup"

Play-by Ploy Baseball
K. C Athletics

Bea "Happy Home" Johnson

Torey Souti
"Time for Torey"

"The Torey Southwick Shov

CHIUICOIHE

' ST JOSEPH

KAN S'ZtJ'g

M
.TOPEKA | KANSAS CITY

GARDEN CITY

GREAT BEND-

DODGE CITY

ARKANSAS CITY

Buckey Wall

Half -

daytime

contours

^>l
Direclc

Jorsey
•RC KFRM News Bu

These are the air personalities who put

the KMBC-KFRM Radio Team first in

the Heart of America. Some of the best

known names in the Midwestern

broadcasting world are pictured on this

page—people who are known, respect-

ed and followed throughout the Team's

widespread service area.

When you combine the talents of these

highly successful local personalities

with the appeal of such big ABC net-

work names as Don McNeill, Bishop

Sheen, Bill Stern and other national

radio figures, it's easy to see why
KMBC-KFRM captures such a solid

share of the big, responsive Heart of

America radio audience.

There's a new sound to Kansas City

radio ... a sound that both listeners

and advertisers are finding more and

more irresistable. For all the details on

the powerful, new concept of KMBC-
KFRM radio programming, the man
to see is your Free & Peters Colonel.

He will prove to you that KMBC-
KFRM is the blue ribbon buy in a

blue chip market!

KMBC KFRM Nev

Rev Mullins

KMBC KFRM News Bureot.

I3» **

**»?

The King of Hearts"

3S& 4£ i

Henry Efferti B. B. Dilson iteirn remron
Staff Announcer "The B. B. Dilson Show" Staff Announcer

. George Higgins, Vice Pres. & Solei Mgr.

& Gen. Mgr. Dick Smith, Director of Radio

Frank Wiiiorde
Producer & !

"Cowtown Jubilee"

•..U.ll.UlU-

SfoM Anno-

' WiS r
»
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SPECIAL REPORT

ON PROGRAMING
page 25

CAL BILLING UP..
'USE UP, TOO!
OfMBEP '55 — JANUARY '56, TOOI

E ONLY 24 - HOUR MUSIC, NEWS
& SPORTS STATION IN OMAHA

5000 WATTS — FULL TIME

ELUSIVE NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES AVERY - KNODEL, 'NC.

N|T YORK CHICAGO LOS ANGELES SAN FRANCISCO DALLAS ATLANTA

r.C3®0ll

Hollywood: You can crack

film backlog dam,

have to know how

page 26

New York: Behind-the

scene look at net program

planning and selection

page 28

London: Possibilities for

American rv advertisers

in England

page 31

on't need ratings,

says Armstrong, opposite

'$64,000 Question'

ge 36-

IS REIGN 01

RATINGS OVER?

Robert Hall puts $3

million into radio-tv

page 40



That's maximum power
in the rich market of

RICHMOND
Petersburg and Central Virginia

In addition to top power, WXEX-TV has maximum tower height

— 1049 ft. above sea level; and 943 ft. above average terrain . . .

more than 100 ft. higher than any station in this market. WXEX-
TV is the basic NBC-TV station; and there are 415,835 TV families

in its coverage area. Let your Forjoe man give you all the details

about this great buy.

Tom Tinsley, President Irvin G. Abeloff, Vice-President

Represented by Forjoe & Co.



Biow billings

at $24 million

Lee links fee

tv to uhf plight

Media money to

launch Conqueror

Do they recall

your brand?

Tv audit

one step nearer

Only one thing is certain as Biow Agency struggles through worst
series of crisis ever to confront top-billing shop: Milton Biow him-
self is fighting mad, determined to come back. Agency had $44 mil-
lion billings in 1955 (by SPONSOR'S estimate), 68% in air media.
With loss of $7 million Pepsi-Cola account, $9 million Philip Morris
account, possible departure of $3 million Hudson Paper and other
losses, agency has about $24 million left. One big question: Where's
John Toigo, agency executive v. p., going? Officially word at press-
time was he stays with agency for present, possibly to continue
working on Philip Morris account till May when it moves to N. W. Ayer.

-SR-

Look for renewed campaigning for and against fee tv now that FCC
Commissioner Robert E. Lee has suggested fee tv as way out for uhf
stations. Lee feels it might take FCC 2 years to hash out fee tv

issue for all stations, suggests uhf stations get go-ahead on fee tv

right away to give them "leg up" in competitive scramble. He en-

visions limit of perhaps 10% of time for fee tv with added proviso
fee tv be barred where there is only one tv station. With proposal,
Lee has linked complex fee tv question to bigger and even more com-

plex issue, of allocations. It'll be field day for fee tv combatants.

-SR-

RKO's "The Conqueror," produced before General Teleradio purchased
Hughes' studio, will be launched with $1 million ad budget latter
part of February. Film will hit 40 cities with 60% of budget going
into spot radio and tv. More than 300 radio, 50 tv stations will be

in debut act. Terry Turner, long with RKO and now with GT, is man

behind saturation plan. FC&B is agency.

-SR-

How do you make sure they remember the name of your product? Schwerin

Research gives these tips based on its experience testing tv com-

mercials: (1) Show product long enough and big enough—how long and

how big depends on how well established brand is already; how easy

it is to read name on package; whether product has easy or hard name

to recall. (2) Show package early in commercial, then demonstrate

its features. (3) Make it easy to read name of product ; if package is

weak, try placing name alongside it as a legend. (4) Be careful

about superimposing legends over product. You lose identity this way.

-SR-

Long-awaited audit of tv circulation on continuous basis is step

nearer, NARTB announced, after tv board approved new tests of inter-

view technique during West Coast meeting last week. After tests comes

pilot study on national basis. Field tests by Politz in 2 markets

showed NARTB technique worked well when compared with meters Politz

installed as check. But more tests are needed to nail down technique.

.1
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REPORT TO SPONSORS for 6 February 1956

Survey uncovers There's big move on to stabilize rates in radio. Daytime tv is

radio-tv trends experiencing major upsurge. Innovations in network radio have not had
much adverse effect on spot radio. These are some of highlight
findings in survey made by Davis J. Mahoney Agency among 60 key radio
and tv rep and station execs. Survey formed background for speech by
Roger Bumstead, agency's media director before RTES Timebuying and
Selling Seminar last week. Other findings: Securing "AA" evening tv
adjacencies in spot tv is much tougher than in past, but can be done
if started at right time of the year and with advance notice. There's
small, growing trend for saturation buyers to stay on radio longer.

-SR-

Daytime tv hits Recent analysis by ARB (December 1955) breaks down early-morning tv

male animal audience this way: 7:00-9:00 a.m., 21% men, 44% women, 35% children.
Hours from 9:00-11:00 a.m. show 12% men and from 11:00 a.m. to 5:00
p.m.

,

14% male viewers. Viewers-per-set is higher from 7:00-9:00 a.m.
than at any other period up to 5:00 p.m. Figure is 1.90 viewers in

7:00 to 9:00 period and 1.79 in 3:00 to 5:00 p.m. period.

-SR-

Turnover high Decline of soap operas on daytime tv has led to replacement with
on daytime tv shows of high audience turnover, large cumes . New ABC TV "Afternoon

Film Festival" follows that trend, permits reruns with low chance
of same seeing film twice. (ABC proposes to rerun films 4 times over
7 months.) Researchers calculated that if home viewed one of

"Festival" films, chances were 36 to one it would not see it again.
Probability figures indicated only 2.7% of potential audience (those

viewing regularly between 3:00-5:00 p.m.) would see show second time.

-SR-

Summer reruns Further information on reruns comes from third Nielsen study on

keep audience subject. Study confirms previous findings that reruns compare favor-
ably with non-rerun shows during summer in length of viewing and

share of audience. Nielsen compared 22 shows that reran during
summer with 11-show non-rerun "control group," whose ratings matched
those of first run of rerun group. Rerun group showed 7% decline in

time viewed, while control group showed 9% decline in summer. Rerun
group dropped off 5% in share of audience during summer while con-

trol group dropped off 2%.

-SR-

Adman knifes Account supervisor with top NY agency takes current agency "marketing

marketing tack approach" over coals, tells agencymen to make clients bigger through

better advertising and stop being "frustrate d marketing men."

Criticism of agencies entering marketing field is that it will be

accomplished at expense of creative advertising. For more of attack

on trend, see "I say marketing is malarkey," page 34 of this issue.

-SR-

Film producers Tv film producers and distributors will participate in NARTB Tele-

join tv Code vision Code (on an associate basis) under resolution adopted by
NARTB Code Review Board meeting in Carmel, Cal., Meeting Chairman

G. Richard Shafto, Wis-TV, Columbia, S. C, said: "It becomes apparent

. . . public appreciation for television programs can bes t be en-

larged through a single code applicable to broadcasters of live

programs and producers and distributors of film programs."

(Sponsor Reports continues page 107)
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HAPPY IS THE ADVERTISER WHO IS ON

SPATINI

THE PAT & JACK SHOW OVER WPEN-THE

HIGHEST RATED FOOD MERCHANDISING

COFFEE

PROGRAM IN THE PHILADELPHIA AREA

Represented nationally by Gill-Perna, Inc.

New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco

*Pulse: Sept. -Oct. 1955

The frowns on the advertisers below are because they

couldn't buy participations in the show. It's now SOLD OUT.

We'll be happy to put you on the waiting list, however.

THE
PAT & JACK
SHOW

9:05-10 A. M. Daily

6 FEBRUARY 1956



advertisers use

ARTICLES

THREE CITY PROGRAMMING REPORT

I. Hollytvood: You can cracU the dam
Release of feature film backlog changes movietown thinking, benefits advertisers.

Studios to produce more feature-length television films

2. Sew York: Hon- slums are born
Candid look at network programing gives behind-the-scenes knowledge of hows

and whys of show selection, allows agency-client planning

6 February 1956
Volume 10 Number 3

2fi

28

3. London: U.S. adman reports on Rritish tv

After five months of commercial tv in London, a New York agencyman views

programing and possibilities for American advertisers abroad •**

AGENCY AD LIBS

AGENCY PROFILE, Charles V. Skoog

49TH & MADISON
MR. SPONSOR, Murray Vernon ...

NEW & RENEW ..

NEW TV STATIONS .

NEWSMAKERS
P.S. __

RADIO RESULTS _.

ROUNDUP
SPONSOR ASKS .

SPONSOR BACKSTAGE .

SPONSOR SPEAKS
TV COMPARAGRAPH
TIMEBUYERS
TOP 20 TV SHOWS

f sui/ marketing is malarkey
Last year's fad was motivational research, this year it's marketing, says out-

spoken adman who feels agencies should stick to advertising *»4

You don't need ratings to get results
Armstrong's "Circle Theatre" gets good audience response, dealers are enthusi-

astic over program, sales are up—despite stiff competition •»*»

There's more to radio and tv research
SPONSOR supplies facts behind the figures of one rating organization, tells

how it has fared in shifting from standard rating techniques •>«

Robert Hall puts $3 million into tv-radio pattern
Pipe racks from little antennas grow as clothier channels 60% of 1956 adver-
tising budget to the broadcast media in current drive 40

COMING

Hollywood branch admen really have problems
There's only one hour in the day during which Hollywood ad agency branch
managers can speak with their Madison Avenue counterparts. It's just one pill

the California exec must swallow as a result of national separation 20 Feb.

Say what you want, marketing is here to stay
SPONSOR'S Ben Bodec, author of SPONSOR'S "The Advertising Agency in

Transition" series, hits back at agencyman who claims in current issue that
"Marketing is Malarkey." 20 Feb.
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Pacific Coast advertisers reach more people with the

COLUMBIA PACIFIC RADIO NETWORK than

with any other single medium . . . including all other

regional networks, represented by cbs radio spot sales.
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Los Angeles Radio

Saturation Builds World's

Biggest Buick Agency

In business three years—today the biggest

Buick dealer in the world.

First month in business, 57 new car sales

—

today, monthly average 10 times that.

That's the short but stirring saga of Ed James

and his I l-acre "Jamestown" in downtown

Los Angeles.

There's one constant element in James' suc-

cess story: he saturates Los Angeles area car-

buyers by saturating independent radio.

Ed James' sparkling jingles are on KBIG every

day . . . have been -for the past three years,

telling listeners why volume sales, volume

savings make "Jamestown-Buicktown best

place to buy your Buick."

Huge, sprawling, rich Southern California

can be reached best by radio . . . KBIG plus

other stations if, like Ed James, you want

100% dominance; KBIG alone, if you want

the greatest coverage at lowest cost-per-

thousand listeners.

Any KBIG account executive or representa-

tive will be glad to give you the complete

published story of Ed James' radio success.

JOHN POOLE BROADCASTING CO.

6540 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 28, California

Telephone: HOIIywood 3-3205

Nat. Rep. Robert Meeker & Assoc. Inc.

Marjorie Freeman, N.W. Ayer, New York,

says that evening radio still has an attractive

audience which advertisers tend to ignore. "Not
everyone has access to or interest in a solid block

of tv programing," she adds. "There's no question

but that the audience at night is diminished. Yet

too many stations still maintain Class A rates based

on 1947 audience figures, and thus discourage

advertisers and timebuyers alike. One solution

might be an all-hours card which hits a happy

medium between Class A and Class B. Evening

time d.j.'s particularly in smaller markets get

substantial numbers of loyal listeners. It would

help buyers if there were more precise audience

break-downs to show who these listeners are

rather than show ratings only."

Bernard Singer, Harry B. Cohen, New York,

feels that "golden hours could be saved if only

there were uniformity in station rate cards—
particularly in tv." He points to the greate waste

of time often implicit in interpreting some rate

cards as they now stand. "Often agencymen have to

make frequent calls to reps to clear up certain

ambiguous points, and this process can slow up
the works on a big campaign." He things that the

time saving would extend just as much to reps and
stations. If rate cards were similar in format

and information on rates complete, the time spent

on preparation of estimates and contracts could

be cut down materially. "Timebuyers think of

saving time," says he, "as well as of buying it."

Sylvan Taplinger, radio-tv director, Hirshon-

Garfield, New York, says its up to agencies to over-

come client prejudice in radio buying. "Every-

one's crowding into early morning and 4:30-7:00

p.m. to the point of diminishing returns," he

explains. "Sometimes, one gets the feeling that

many advertisers don't listen to their announce-

ments or they'd find that they may be getting

bigger audiences in those time periods, but they're

losing in impression and identification because of

the double- and triple-spotting. A large-budget

advertiser particularly would be much better off

working on cumulative audiences by spreading his

announcements through the day and evening too,

and making a harder impact upon fewer people

at a time. Too many are buying theory on paper."

SPONSOR
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Now! Live Color Commerci

RCA Pioneered and Developed Compatible Color Television



Jithyour RCA -3V

!

imple lens system added to RCA "3V"

Camera picks up live-action color

:ommercials...and color opaques of all kinds

IOW you can go to "live" color in the least expensive way imaginable.
RCA engineers have worked out an extension lens system which

In be used with any RCA "3V" Camera to pick up all kinds of product
[splays . . . live ... in action ... in highest quality color. And the

Ime system can be used for televising color opaques in the simplest

>ssible manner.

roducts to be colorcast are set upon a small, fixed stage (as shown on
jposite page). Any type of action which can be carried out in a

lited area is practical. You can turn products around, upside down,
. . show liquids foaming . . . real bottle pouring . . . use of tools

. appliances in operation . . . wind-up toys in action ... all kinds
animation.

>lor opaques can be artwork, charts, maps, diagrams, magazine pages,

i>mic strips. They can be mounted on an easel, on a flip-over stand (as

pown at right), or held in the hand. You can use artwork or catalog

lustrations and thus avoid making slides. Color rendition is nearly

erfect; there are no density problems as with color slides.

jth products and opaques are televised in the open ... in fully lighted

j>oms. No need for light covers or strobe lights. Pictures have high
psolution inherent in vidicon type camera. Picture quality and color is

qual in every way to that attained with studio type color cameras.

evelopment of a push-button operated 4-input multiplexer makes it

jssible to use an RCA "3V" camera for televising "live" color com-
mercials, color opaques, color transparencies, color slides and color

Ims. Such an arrangement provides maximum usefulness of equip-

ment—gets you into color in the fastest and least expensive way.

Lnd remember, the RCA "3V" Film Camera System is the system which
post broadcast engineers believe to be the best.

Color opaques in series, at a flip of the wrist.

For complete technical information on the new RCA "3V"
Color Film System, call your RCA Broadcast Sales Represen-

tative. In Canada: write RCA VICTOR Company Ltd., Montreal.

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA
BROADCAST EQUIPMENT, CAMDEN, N. J.

®
Live color commercials with a minimum of props,

showing hands, etc.
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RADIO KPQ GETS

Results . . .

iTO

//%

And We Challenge All

Other North Central

Washington Media

To Disprove Us!

Yes, that's a strong state-

ment, but we are prepared to

back that claim to the hilt

. . . with money on the line

if necessary.

Perhaps it's our captive

market, with our surrounding

curtain of mountains that

eliminates outside radio and
TV penetration; or perhaps
it's simply that we have out-

standing audience appeal.

Regardless of the reason why,

our ARBI rating of 3.6 is

one of the highest in the

nation.

So if you're buying—or

plan to buy—the heart of

Washington State, why waste

money testing? Use the

ONE MEDIUM that pro-

duces 2 to 1! Use KPQ
Wenatchee.

AN ABC-NBC AFFILIATE

5000WATT!

560 K.C.

WENATCHEE i

WASHINGTON
"Apple Capital of the World"

REGIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
Moore and Lund, Seattle, Wash.

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
Forjoe and Co., Incorporated

(One of the Big 6 Forjoe Represented
Stations of Washington State)

by Bob Foreman

Admen icttlk to banh through vale of tears

It can't fail to occur to even the most heart-hardened that

this business of doing television, live and on film, is rough on

the performer, a thought that struck me forcibly the other

evening as I was watching a lovely young lady announcer

standing before the cameras, hour after hour, rehearsing and

re-rehearsing what must have appeared to the home audience

later as the most effortless of commercials. Again and again

she had to deliver the same lines and hold up the same jar

and pat the same lock of hair and each time she played the

part to the hilt; not once did she grumble or kid around or

fly off the handle, reactions to the tedium and drudgery of

what she was doing which might have seemed appropriate.

This stoic lass made me think of what I had heard H. V.

Kaltenborn say only a few days before on Person to Person

about his own personal distaste for the medium—in contrast

to the simple pleasure of doing radio. H. V. doesn't like

doing tv, to put it mildly.

I used to spend many enjoyable business hours in radio

recording studios way back when Fibber's closet was the top

yok in the entertainment world. Two of us and an engineer

(plus performers, of course)—that was all it took as far as

people go. And people went a lot farther then while having

real fun doing it.

Today Mammon alone knows how many people it would

require to produce similar lengths of copy for the home
screen. A film chap I know, conjuring up this same thought

once kept a list of how many folks got their hands into a

filmed cha inbreak he was doing. I think he lost count at

(Please turn to page 51
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. • from before the telecast

• ••until the product is sold
KCMC-TV is constantly working for the advertiser! Building, maintaining an audience

of over half a million . . . pre-selling the product with promotion . . . pushing sales with

aggressive merchandising! _ TH|S [$ JHE FORM(JLA THAT HA$ G|V£N

KCMC-TV UNMATCHED ADVERTISER AND
AUDIENCE ACCEPTANCE IN 161,680 TV

HOMES IN FOUR STATES.

Television Magazine, Jan., 1956-

YOU GET MORE THAN JUST

TIME WHEN YOU BUY THE

others
concer

100,000
WATTS

Richard M. Peters

Director National Sales

and Promotion

Powerhouse of

the Southwest

KCMC-TV
CHANNEL 6

TEXARKANA, TEXAS-ARKANSAS

Represented By

Venard, Rintoul & McConnell, Inc.

CBS • ABC
INTERCONNECTED

Walter M. Windsor

Genera/ Manager



...gathered from everywhere

by wire and special

correspondents . . . edited by

the WEMP news department

of four full-time newsmen under

the direction of Don O'Connor . . .

and presented 38 times daily,

every day, on WEMP.

Yes, regular newscasts on the

half hour, special bulletins

throughout the day, on-the-local-

scene-reports from our two news

trucks keep Milwaukeeans

"in touch" with things, and radio

dials set at WEMP. This happy

habit adds up to the fact that your

clients can more effectively get

"in touch" with Milwaukee through

WEMP. Get the story from our reps

Milwaukee's Best BuyWEMP
5000 Watts at 1250

1935-1955 . . . 20 yearn of service to Milwaukee • Represented nationally by Hcadley-Reed

l\

L
irw MADISON
sponsor invites letters to the editor

Address 40 E. 49 St., New York 17.

MARKETING MEMOS
I was very much interested in the

marketing articles in SPONSOR ... if

reprints are available, I should like

very much to have a set.

Leonard Carlton
Kenyon & Eckhardt, Inc.

New York, N. Y.

In connection with your marketing

series, I hope you will make reprints

available. If you do, we would like 50

copies. This has been one of the most

important series of articles sponsor

has yet run.

Alfred L. Hollender
Vice president

Grey Advertising Agency

New York, N. Y.

We find your articles on Agency in

Transition to be of great interest. I

would like reprints of this series.

Howard S. Shepard
Radio-Tv Dept.

BBDO
New York, N. Y.

• 16-page reprint of first four articles now in
preparation. Single copy 35c ; 10 to 49 copies,
30c each; 50-100 copies 25c each.

CORRECTION
In sponsor's issue of December 26th

under "Broadcast industry executives,"

you carried an item which, to put it

mildly, was a tremendous surprise both

to Fred and to me: "Dorothy Rabell,

former affiliation KSON, San Diego,

new affiliation Sterling Television, New
York, sales manager."

While we did not see this, since we
were out of town, believe me we have

heard a great deal about it. Our many
enemies in the business are calling our

new friends and saying, "I see Fred

and Dottie finally split up," and our

friends are calling Fred and saying,

"What happened?"

Since the people who know us in the

business are well aware that this sta-

tion h^ always been a husband-and-

wife team operation, your item is em-

barrassing. Please take immediate steps

to run a correction.

Dorothy Rabell
Executive Vice President

KSON, San Diego, Cal.

12 SPONSOR



wSEE-PAY" TELEVISION!

2,770,528

People,

495,000

TV Sets
(As of Oct. 1, '55)

in Kentucky

and Indiana.

VIA

WAVE-TV CHANNEL3 LOUISVILLE

Reaching As Many Families in Its Kentucky

and Indiana Area As:

Affiliated with NBC, ABC, DUMONT

SPOT SALES
Exclusive National Representatives

6 FEBRUARY 1956

26 Daily Newspapers Combined!

115 Weekly Newspapers Combined!

12 Leading General Magazines Combined!

16 Leading Farm Magazines Combined!

14 Leading Women's Magazines Combined!

All Home and Fashion Magazines Combined!

13
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More national spot advertisers

choose KiNG-TV than any other

station* . . nationwide.

Rorabaugh, 1955
*Multiple station markets

Channel 5—ABC

100,000 Watts

Ask your BLAIR TV Man

FIRST IN SEATTLE-TACOMA

KING-TV



BRITISH TV
As you know, commercial, or inde-

dependent television was launched

with a great banging of the drum on

23 September.

Now after just a few months. I think

it is fair to say that the new medium

has gained a firm foothold in the Lon-

don and Home Counties area. The au-

dience, however, is small—not more

than 500,000 families at the most; but

the indications are that it will grow

rapidly, and that when the Birming-

ham and Manchester studios open (in

February and about April, respective-

ly), the figure may reach some two

million.

Nevertheless, commercial tv here is

not having an easy passage, largely

because advertisers have no say in

programs at all. Some of them feel

they are getting little return from a

medium which, at the moment is yield-

ing so low an audience. 12 advertisers

have already withdrawn.

All in all, the initial results are

somewhat below expectations, and

there is likely to be increasing pres-

sure by commercial interests for the

relaxation of the stringent rules gov-

erning advertising, which Parliament

insisted upon incorporating in the Tel-

evision Act. We may—who knows

see American-style sponsored tv yet!

Bryan Samain
London, England

THEIR OWN SOLUTION
We are not in accord with the em-

phasis on cost-per-thousand; hence,

we came up with what we think is a

practical date-finder. Example of same

is attached and perhaps you will find

use for it when you are looking for

dates of cycles of time.

Red Quinlan
Vice president

American Broadcasting Co.

Chicago, HI.

• The WBKK "Expiration Date Finder" (heavy
plastie with relophane-type overlay) ean be ob-
tained free by writing to Red Quinlan.

6 FEBRUARY 1956 15



HERO:
one of a series ofpaintings

of Washington by William Walton
commissioned by WTOP Television
at Broadcast House, Washington, D. C.

Represented by CBS Television Spot Sales

16 SPONSOR
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by William Walton.

Third of a series of paintings of Washington

commissioned by WTOP Television
at Broadcast House, Washington, D. C.

Originally published in Broadcasting-Telecasting,

January 9, 1956.

Reprints of this series available on request.



by Joe Csida

Will net program control end show packagers?

Program control has always been a subject that has held

substantial fascination for me. To the advertiser, and cer-

tainly to the agency, who control the program which sells the

merchandise, it is naturally of great consequence. There is

little question that from the peak days of aural broadcasting

to today there have been significant shifts in program con-

trol. When radio was riding high the majority of important

shows were completely under the control of the advertising

agencies. As tv has developed, the networks (and particu-

larly NBC and CBS) have sat themselves firmly in the driv-

er's seat of that giddy, jet-speed vehicle called programing.

I've kicked this subject around with quite a few agency

and network people in recent months. What surprises me
most is their feeling that the independent packager is more
or less doomed to disappear from the programing scene. My
own research into this phase of programing doesn't support

that opinion at all.

The most obvious example, of course, of how potent a

packager can be in the show sweepstakes is the Louis G.

Cowan operation. Too much has already been written on
"64" and The Big Surprise to require further comment
here. It is my guess that the Cowan office as a packaging

operation will be coming up with shows that sell merchandise

for a long time. And certainly there is little likelihood that

any benefits will be held in the near future for the Goodson-

Todman office.

But most important of all is that on a somewhat less spec-

tacular, yet consistently solid level, alert, ingenious and hard-

working packagers are producing shows both in radio and tv,

local and network, daytime and nighttime which are getting

audiences and moving goods for sponsors. The Wilbur Stark-

Jerry Layton office, for example, produces Modern Ro-

mances for Colgate-Palmolive, five days a week, via NBC
TV. In its own quiet way "Romances" draws substan-

tial numbers of exactly the kind of audience CP is seeking

and selling. I had occasion last week to sit in on the show a

couple of days. I've never seen a more tightly organized,

more efficient operation in the dramatic field. Sheldon

"Tom" Reynolds directs the daytime drama with an unex-

cited, yet firm touch which gets maximum values out of the

simple, moralistic weekly tales and convincing, plausible,

occasionally even stirring thesping out of the actors. A gent,

(Please turn to page 58)
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FIRST IN A SERIES

makes a

radio station

Ask the listener. He'll say:

good listening.

Ask the advertiser. He'll say:

results.

The radio station that pro-

vides good listening and result-

ful advertising has achieved the

hallmark of greatness by the

standards of America's system

of radio broadcasting.

On WFAA, the great radio

station of North Texas, results

mean a tremendous volume of

sales, year after year. Adver-
tisers use WFAA to sell suc-

cessfully everything from bacon

to automobiles . . . flour to

shaving cream.

That's because more people

in 1 1 1 counties listen to WFAA
than to any other radio station.*

They like old favorites like the

Early Birds. They like WFAA's
fresh new ideas in program-

ming So they keep listening . . .

and buying.

See your Petry man.

•Source: 1955 Whan Study - A. C.

Nielsen N. S. I.

;{; Now completing its 26th consecu-
tive year. Oldest live talent break-
fast hour show in the U. S.

WFAA
NBC • ABC* TQN

American radio station
Edward Pelry & Co., Inc., Representative

• ••••••••••••••
17



New quarterly Hooper documents

WTIX's increasing leadership in New Orleans
Out of 44 quarters in the average radio day ....

WTIX has 23 firsts 19 seconds 2 thirds

WTIX widens the gap!

Station "A" has
(50,000 watt net)

15 firsts 3 seconds 11 thirds

Station "B" has 6 firsts 3 seconds 7 thirds

In fact WTIX is the only station with nothing but

win, place and show in all quarter hours.

Current first place Hooper share of audience: 21.2%**. Second
Station: 18.0%. Third station, 11.3%. My, how listening habits

of a lifetime have been overturned in New Orleans. And how buy-

ing habits are keeping pace. Talk to Adam Young, or WTIX
General Manager Fred Berthelson.

'Hooper Continuing Measurement ol Broadcast Audience, Oct.-Dec, 1955

"Hooper average share of audience, 7 a.m. -6 p.m. Mon.-Fri. Dec. 1955-Jan. 1956

ilLveMl

qM 3NTINENT BROADCASTING COMPANY
President: Todd Storz

New Orleans 16, La.

18

WHB, Kansas City KOWH, Omaha WDCY, Minneapolis-Sr. Paul WTIX, New Orleans

Represented by Represented by Represented by Represented by

John Blair & Co. H-R Reps., Inc. Avery Knodel Adam J. Young, !r.

SPONSOR



New and renew
6 FEBRUARY 1956

l. New on Radio Networks
SPONSOR AGENCY STATIONS PROGRAM, time, start, duration

-Appelgate Adv, Munsey,
Indiana

ABCill Bros, Munsey, lindiana

;atrice Foods, LaChoy div, Chi Foote, Cone & Belding, Chi . ... ABC

ristol Myers, NY DCSS, NY _ ABC
algon, Pittsburgh Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove, ABC

Pittsburgh

amp?na Sales, Batavia, III Erwin, Wasey, NY CBS
amobell Soup Co, Camden, NJ Ogilvy, Benson & Mather CBS
urtis Circulation Co, NY BBDO, NY ..... _NBC
ixie Cup, Easton, Pa Hicks & Creist, NY .. ABC
romedary Ted Bates, NY ABC

Breakfast Club; M-Th 9:05-9:10 am; 21 Jan

..Breakfast Club; W 9:35-940 am, Th 9:15-9:20, F

9:20-9:25; 7 March
Breakfast Club; M 9:55-10 am; 2 |an; 13 wks

. Breakfast Club; W 9:15-9:20 am; 15 Feb

204
204
195

eneral Foods, White Plains, NY Y&R, NY
eneral Foods, White Plains, NY _ Y&R, NY
eneral Foods, White Plains, NY Y&R, NY

ABC __
ABC
CBS 90

azel Bishop, NY
inlinger Agency, Wash
lymouth Motors, Detr
lymouth Motors, Detr ..._

I-Tips, Inc, L.I. City, NY

Spector, NY CBS
Albert Frank-Cuenther Law ..... CBS
N. W. Ayer, Phila CBS
N. W. Ayer, Phila CBS
L. C. Gumbinner, NY NBC

134
156
204
204
195

leep-eze, Long Beach, Calif M. B. Scott, West Hywood ABC
ta-Nu, Chi Lester L. Jacobs, Chi ABC
rue Magazine, NY direct MBS

House Party; T 3-3:15 pm; 17 Jan; 19 wks
Aunt Jenny, Vi sp'ship T, Th 2:45-3 pm; 5 Jan; 13 wks
Weekdays; 3 parties; 1 '24-1/25
Breakfast Club; Th 9:55-10 am; 5 March
When A Cirl Marries; opening seg W 10:30-10:45 am;

4 Jan; 13 wks
Breakfast Club; T 9.25-9:30 am; 3 Jan; 13 wks
Breakfast Club; M, W, F 9:10-9:15 am; 9 Jan
Wendy Warren and the News; 5 min seg T, W, Th

12-12:15 pm; 3 January; 52 wks
Road of Life; M-F 1-1:15 pm; 2 Jan; 52 wks
Sidney Walten Show; S 9:15-9:30 am; 15 Jan; 52 wks

..Amos and Andy; 5 min seg M, W, F 16, 18, 20 Jan

Jack Carson Show; T, Th 17th, 19th Jan
Mary Margaret McBride; M-T 10-10:05 am; 18 |an; 16

Breakfast Club; T 9:15-9:20 am; 10 Jan
Breakfast Cub; M, T 9:55-10 am; 19 Jan

..Multi-message; T 8-8:30 pm; 17 Jan, 24 Jan; Th 8-8:30
pm 19 Jan, 26 Jan

Robert F.

Lewine <3>

2. Renewed on Radio Networks
SPONSOR AGENCY STATIONS PROGRAM, time, start, duration

larter Products, NY.
ever Bros, NY

-Ted Bates
JWT, NY

NBC
CBS

ongines-Wittnauer, NY Victor A. Bennett, NY CBS
-ongines-Wittnauer, NY Victor A. Bennett, NY CBS
Metropolitan Life Insurance Co, NY Y&R, NY .. CBS
>afeway Stores, table products div, San Hoefer, Dietrich & Brown, ABC

Fran San Fran .

Vm Wrigley, Jr. Co, Chi _.... Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chi CBS

195
196

59
59
32

198

Monitor; 1 Jan; 13 wks
Arthur Godfrey Time; M, W, alt F 11-11:15 am; 2

Jan; 52 wks
News and Analysis; M-F 7-7:05 pm; 3 Jan; 13 wfts

Symphonette; S 2-2:30 pm; 2 Jan; 52 wks
Allan Jackson News; M-F 6-6:15 pm; 2 Jan; 5 wks
No School Today; Sat 10-10:30 am; 52 wks

Gene Autry; S 6-6:30 pm; 25 December 55; 52 wks

I. Broadcast Industry Executives
NAME FORMER AFFILIATION NEW AFFILIATION

Mortimer
Weinbach (3)

3ene Accas
lames E. Bailey

ABC, NY, sales development director _
WBRC, Birmingham, vp and mng director
A. C. Nielsen, NY, local researchGeorge M. Baillie

.ionel Baxter .... WBRC, Birmingham, sales manager
Robert Blake CBS TV, NY, press info, special projects director
Deen H. Brooks WTRF, Wheeling, West Va
: T. Carlsen
Byington F. Colvig ...

Terry Cowling
Steve Crowley
A. W. Dannenbaum,
Edward F. Evans
Michael J. Foster __
Robert E. Gips
Cordon Grannis ...

lames L. Greenwald

TVB, NY, director of operations
WSPD-AM, vp and mng director

Same, acct exec
Same, mng director

Same, Hywood office

WSAZ-TV, Huntington, West Va, color prod coordinator
KGDM, Stockton, Calif, general sales mgrKSFO, San Fran, acct exec

. WXIX, Milwaukee, acct exec ... CBS TV spot sales, sales promotion director
Cambridge School of Radio and TV, Boston, director WCOP, Boston, acct exec
KCO. San Fran KSFO, San Fran, sales staff

WPTZ, Phila, Commercial mgr Same, asst general mgr of rad-tv
A. C. Nielsen, NY, local research
CBS TV, NY, press relations mgr
Mel Gold Productions, NY, production supervisor
KOVR, San Fran, promotion director _
Product Promotions & Merchandising, NY,

sales and adv promotion director
WFLN, Phila, sales

KROD-TV, El Paso
KYA, San Fran, sales mgr

" NY

Herbert Groskin
Dan C. Guthrie
Ken Hildebrandt
Clarence H. Hopper CBS
George Jenkins ... WRBL, Columbus, commercial mgr
lonn Kreiger
Stephen B. Labunski WHB, Kansas City, sales
Robert F. Lewine Hirshon-Garfield, NY, rad-tv director
Donald A. Loughnane WTIX, New Orleans
Albert R. McLaughlin _ KPTV, Portland, continuity director .

lohn McMinn WFAA-TV, Dallas
Vincent Melzae TPA, NY, acct exec _
Joseph D. Payne Ceorge P. Hollingbery, NY, acct exec
S.epnen R. Rintoul, Jr Time Magazine, NY, merchandising
Philip A. Roewe WKDA, Nashville
James Russell ... _ _
John C. Sebastian _ ... CBS, film sales, NY
James A. Stabile .... ABC, NY, business affairs director
Fenton Taylor, Jr. Ruthrauff & Ryan, NY, acct exec _
erry Thompson WJRD, Tuscaloosa
Western A. Todd ...Life Magazine, NY
lack Tompkins KCMC-KCMC-TV, Texarkana, Texas, farm service

. director _
Kay Trent KDUB-TV, Lubbock. Texas, program director
Bon Tykeson KPTV, Portland, sales mgr

u ?* Washburn KONA, Honolulu __
Mortimer Weinbach ABC, NY, director of personnel and labor relations

T y'.w Yf
est KOVR-TV, Stockton, Calif

Ted Wolf KXOB, Stockton, Calif _

Same, acct exec
ABC, NY, vp in charge of press info and adv
Same, vp in charge of production
Same, acct exec

Katz Agency, NY, natl sales rep
WCAU, Phila, acct exec
KPAR-TV, Sweetwater-Abilene, Texas, station mgr
KMYR, Denver, sales mgr

..Same, vp in charge of production services

Same, natl sales mgr
KDUB, Lubbock, Texas, mgr
WDCY, Omaha, general mgr
ABC, NY, vp and program director

..WDCY, Minn., program director

Same, promotion mgr
KBST-TV, Big Spring, Texas, sales mgr

..Same, asst to president
Same, Detr, mgr
Venard, Rintoul & McConnell, NY

. KPDQ, Portland, Ore, sales mgr
WBAL, Baltimore, sales

_Same, publicity director

..Same, vp
Erwin, Wasey, LA, acct exec
WAPI, Birmingham, acct exec
WFBR. Baltimore, local sales

KWTV-KOMA, Okla City, farm director

KOMA, Okla City, asst farm director

Same, asst mgr
Same, natl sales mgr
KONA-TV, Honolulu, program mgr
Same, vp
Same, prom-publicity director

KGDM, Stockton, Calif, sales

Ken Hilde-
brandt (3)

Norrie
West (3)
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Cordon
Crannis (3)

Robert E
Cips (3)

Donald A.
Loughnane (3)

Albert R. Mc-
Laughlin (3)

lames L.

Creenwald (3)

lack
Tompkins (3)

4. Advertising Agency Personnel Changes
NAME FORMER AFFILIATION NEW AFFILIATION

Andrew Armstrong .

Allan Black
Clen Bammann
Frank Brady
Harry Bressler

Sanford D. Buchsbaum
Draper Daniels
James R. DeFoe
Edgar J. Donaldson
Herbert C. Drake
Richard E. Cauen

_ Leo Burnett, NY, plans supervisory committee
-.BBDO, NY, producer-wrtr
McCann-Enckson, Cleve

.Harry B. Cohen, NY, vp in charge of mkting
_McCann-Erickson, NY
_.E. T. Howard, NY .

_ Leo Burnett, NY, vp and cpy supervisor .

_ BBDO, Cleve, cpywritr
-WSYR, Syracuse, production supervisor

_J. Walter Thompson, NY, vp

Joseph Coodyear
Joseph M. Greeley _

Chester Herzog
William R. Hesse

Y&R, Chi, public relations mgr and acct supervisor
Caynor, Coleman, Prentis & Yarley, NY

-Leo Burnett, NY, vp in charge of mkting
B-B-T, NY, acct exec
BBDO NY, vp and acct supervisor

Thomas S. Jennings Roy S. Durstine, NY, media dept
Breckenridge Jones Colgate-Palmolive, Jersey City _
H. Ceorge Kaufman .

Sanford H. Margalith
Frank L. McKibben .

James J. O'Neal
Alberto Ortega
William ). Pringle _
Ceorge L. Randall _
Malcolm Reybold
Armand E. Rivchun .

Arthur Rubloff
Walter W. Stumpe .

William D. Tyler
Karl F. Vollmer
James E. Weber
Harry J. Wendland _
Austin L. W/man
William T. Young

David R. Doniger, NY, special events director
Al Paul Lefton, Phila :

Dan B. Miner, LA, acct exec
_..D'Arcy Adv, St. Louis ..

Foote, Cone & Belding de Mexico, Mexico City, mgr
Foote, Cone & Belding, LA, vp and director
Foote, Cone & Belding, NY, acct exec
Compton, NY
SSCB, NY
Arthur Rubloff, Chi, chairman
Kroger Co, Cinn, buyer
Leo Burnett, NY, vp in charge of cpy dept
Y&R, Chi, copy
Leo Burnett, NY, vp and acct supervisor
Edward S. Kellogg Co, La

-Leo Burnett, NY

— Same, creative services hd— C. J. LaRoche, NY, producer-writr— Marschalk & Pratt, NY, rad-tv business mgr— Same, vp in charge of acct mngment— DCSS, NY, rad-tv cpy chief—Same, tv director
Same, mbr of plans board

-Ceyer Adv, NY, rad-tv dept
— Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove, rad-tv director
__Ted Bates, NY, vp and acct exec
_Same, vp
Ted Bates, NY, press dept

...Same, director

Norman, Craig & Kummel, NY, acct exec
Benton & Bowles, NY, vp and acct supervisor
Same, media director
McCann-Erickson, NY, merchandising
Emil Mogul Co, NY, acct exec
Zimmer, Keller & Calvert, Detr.

— Stromberger, LaVene, Mckenzie, La, sr acct exec
..Same, NY, vp and acct supervisor
Same, vp in charge of all Latin American operations

..Same, plans board chairman
Goodman-Anderson Adv, LA, business development mgr
-McCann-Erickson, NY, merchandising dept
-Product Services, NY, exec staff
..Same, General Outdoor Adv, Chi, chairman
Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chi, mkting dept

..Same, vp of plans supervisory committee
...Same, vp and copy director
...Same, director
...Anderson-McConnell, Hywood, acct exec
Leo Burnett, NY, director

..Same, vp in charge of client services

5. Sponsor Personnel Changes
NAME FORMER AFFILIATION NEW AFFILIATION

Maurice Atkinson _..

A. C. Barioni

Co, L.I. City, NY, beer merchandising

Remington electric shaver div,

Ralph H. Braun
Elaine Brown
Wells R. Chapin
Robert J. Clark
Robert P. Clarke, Jr.

Joseph F. Cullman
Dr. Robert P. Joslin ..

Willis J. Oldfield
Lee R. Pevear
E. P. Reavey, Jr.

Stuart Sherman
Charles J. Simon
Herbert Simpson

Robert M. Smith
Harry B. Wasserman
Albert F. Wild

-Einson-Freeman
director . ...

-Sperry Rand, Bridgeport
natl sales mgr

BBDO, NY, public relations
.Compton Adv, NY, publicity

. GE, Syracuse, broadcast equipment sales mgr Same, product planning mgr
-Colgate-Palmolive, Jersey City, new products mgr Same, soap division, merchandising mgr
-Sperry Rand, Bridgeport, Remington electric shaver div, Same, adv mgr

sales prom mgr
-Philip Morris, NY, exec vp Philip Morris Overseas, chairman and president
-Monsanto Chemical Co, St. Louis, sr research chemist Fairmont Foods Co, Ohama, product research mgr

Pabst B.ewing Co, Chi, sales development director

Same, general sales mgr
Same, general sales mgr
Fedders-Quigam Corp, Maspth, NY, public relations dir

Lever Bros, NY, brand publicity mgr

CM, AC spark plug div, Flint, public relations
-.Lever Bros, NY, adv and sales prom
_W. A. Sheaffer Pen Co, Ft Madison, Iowa

Colgate-Palmolive, Jersey City, adv director —Same, vp in charge of adv
_.GE, Syracuse, product planning mgr

Sperry Rand, Bridgeport, Remington electric shaver div,
adv mgr

Colgate-Palmolive, Jersey City
.. Bymart-Tintair, NY, Eastern district mgr
__CE, Syracuse, sales mgr for broadcast equipment

Same, sales promotion mgr
Same, packaging coordinator
Same, Eastern sales mgr

Same, broadcast field sales mgr
Same, asst general mgr

Same, soap division, new products mgr
Same, vp and general sales mgr
Same, sales mgr

6. New Agency Appointments
SPONSOR PRODUCT (or service) AGENCY

First Natl Bank & Trust, Okla City Bank business
General Electric, Syracuse, electronics division Electronic equipment
Hoffman Electronics, LA Electronic equipment
Philco, LA Radios
Studebaker-Packard, So. Bend, Ind Packard and Clipper autos
Whitehall Pharmacal, NY Anacin and Preparation H ...

Hall & Thompson, Okla City
Y&R, NY
Dan B. Miner, LA
Mays & Co, LA

_ D'Arcy, NY
Ted Bates, NY

1

•

Wft/T-f

Herbert Groskin (3) Deen H. Brooks (3) Stephen B.

Labunski (3)

Don Tykeson (3) Gene Accas (31 James A. Washburn (3)
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Oregon's TV Giant is now the most
powerful station in the entire West!

KPTV Portland—the GIANT television station in the Pacific

Northwest — has increased power to 1,000,000 watts to be-

come the most powerful station in the West. The addition

of a new tower 1,281 feet above average terrain to this giant-

size power increase means MORE SALES in the big-buying

Oregon market. Get the facts from NBC Spot Sales or call

KPTV today.

Portland, Oregon

K PT V
O O
TELEVISION i channel %

STORER NATIONAL
SALES HEADQUARTERS
TOM HARKER, V.P., Nalionol Soles Director

118 E. 57th Street, New York, Eldorado 5-7690

BOB WOOD, National Sales Manager
118 E. 57th Street, New York, Eldorado 5-7690

LEW JOHNSON, Midwest TV Sales Manager
230 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, FRonklin 2-6498

GAYLE V. GRUBB, V.P., West Coast Sales Manage
111 Sutter St., Son Francisco, Slitter 1-3631

INBC
Represented Nationally by

SPOT SALES



IT'S

HOT
IN

BOSTON

Pfr, nON BUILDS REPUTM* ON

Murray Vernon
Chairman of the Board

Jacob Ruppert Breweries, New York

"The trouble with beer is that it's too expensive in competition

with general beverages like ginger ale," Murray Vernon, Ruppert's

Chairman of the Board, told SPONSOR.

"People don't realize that brewers pay 40% excise tax. But costs

will be shifting in brewing in the next few years. Originally premi-

um beers were sold at premium cost because of freight payments for

shipping from Milwaukee and St. Louis. There'll be a day when the

premiums will have to sell at local prices.

"Advertising is an increasingly important factor in beer sales," he

added. According to Vernon's estimate, a brewer has to sell some

750,000 barrels annually as a minimum in order to afford the kind

of advertising effort that'll let him stay in business.

Ruppert will spend close to $3 million for advertising in 1956, a

major chunk of it in air media. About $1.5 million of this money
has gone into tying up the Giants for the year.

"The agency business is callous," says Vernon, who's in a position

to know. Toward the end of December, Ruppert's old agency, Biow

Co., resigned the account to make way for the $9 million Schlitz

business brought in by John Toigo from his cousin Adolph's agency,

Lennen & Newell. Ruppert left Biow. A couple of weeks later, Biow

resigned Schlitz. At this moment, Ruppert's agency appointment is

still pending. Schlitz went over to J. Walter Thompson.

"A team of four or five top company executives are screening half

a dozen agencies," Vernon told sponsor. "There are a lot of factors

to be considered: Merchandising is vital to a brewer. The agency

we pick will have to be capable of handling sports programing. We
want to know the top agency executives before making a final choice.

"And lastly, but among our main considerations is the caliber of

the account executive because he's the key to a successful campaign."

Vernon predicts further consolidation in the brewing industry.

"Like automobile companies," he says. "Shortly, there'll be 10 or

15 top brewers. The little ones are dying out."

He feels that the trend toward supermarket selling and brewers'

emphasis upon tv will continue to revolutionize labeling, packaging.

"Supermarkets do away with the returnable bottle. There'll be new

sizes of cans to compensate."

George Ruppert's son-in-law, Vernon is looking forward to spring

when the older of his two sons will come into the business. * * *
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WJBK-TV LEADS IN 121 OUT OF 180
DAYTIME RATED PERIODS IN DETROIT
Daytime TV viewing and advertiser interest

are on the upswing, and both ARB and Pulse

show WJBK-TV as the completely dominant

daytime buy for the Detroit area's 1,600,000

TV homes. Here are the figures for the 1 80

weekday periods indicated:

M0N.-FRL, 8 A.M. TO 5 P.M., DECEMBER ARB

WJBK-TV, First in 121 Quarter Hour Periods

STATION B, " " 23 " * "

STATION C, " » 21 " " "

STATION D, " " 10 " " "

TIES 5 " " "

Further, 50 of these periods on WJBK-TV have ratings of 8.0 or above, comparable

on a rate card basis to a nighttime rating of 21.0. December Pulse not only

agrees, but shows WJBK-TV's position to be even stronger: 26 firsts out of 36

Monday through Friday quarter-hour strips, 8 A.M. to 5 P.M. Average rating 8.2.

Such pulling power means extra selling power for you on

WJBK-TV in the rich Detroit and Southeastern Michigan

market. Cash in on the greater audience you get with

WJBK-TV's top CBS and local programming, commanding

Channel 2 dial position, 1,057-foot tower and maximum

power of 1 00,000 watts.

CHANNEL

WJBK-TV*DETROIT
\P\ Represented Nationally by THt KATZ AGtNCY

National Sales Director, TOM HARKER, 118 E. 57th, New York 22, MURRAY HILL 8-8630



Pioneer of television in the Carolinas,

Top-Power WBTV has reached new heights

in serving an ever-growing coverage area

of more than 500,000 families.

Jefferson Standard vision recently saw

completion of a SIVi Million facility.

Operating from these kingsize facilities,

WBTV originated a "local live" program

in full color on New Year's Eve, becoming

the first station in the Southeast to be

completely equipped for color telecasting.

Years of leadership has projected this vision

into programming, engineering, promotion,

merchandising, and research. The vast

Carolina television market has been

cultivated by such vision resulting in more

sales for advertisers!

Advertisers with vision rate WBTV the finest

in the Carolinas for "cost per thousand"

and immediate sales results. The whole story

of "Vision in the Carolinas" can be yours by

calling: CBS Television Spot Sales or WBTV.

Clmnxgf j^mTtfn&Mj

Jkfpehson Standard Broadcasting Company
'vision in the carolinas"
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Where's Iv programing headed?
SPONSOR visited Hollywood, New York and London to provide

inside facts on new program developments and trends

*, *>* **°aT

Release of feature film backlog changes movietown

thinking, benefiting advertisers. Deals can be made
now. Studios to produce more feature-length tv

film, will gladly entertain offers for first-run rights

Candid look at network programing operations gives

behind-the-scenes knowledge of hows and whys of

show selection, allows agency-client planning. Q.

and A. technique details network tv program thinking

Here's the way a New York agencyman sees the tv

programing picture in London after five months of

commercial television. Facts and figures on British

tv as a buy today for the American advertiser abroad

THE SPECIAL REPORT FOR EACH CITY IS DETAILED ON FOLLOWING PAGES
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Yon can crack (lie

Hollywood dam but you

have to know how
Mass release of feature films changed thinking

in film capital. Deals can be made but take

hard cash, promotion gimmicks, waivers

n oilywood has been jolted. Per-

haps harder than at any time since tv

first broke on the horizon and indi-

cated it would be a threat to the way
the movies had conducted business for

decades.

The latest jolt that has shaken movie-

dom to its foundations is the release

of a great number of feature films to

television. And the line-up of the

movies makers who have blasted holes

in the film backlog dam to let the flood

of feature films pour through, reads

like the Who's Who of Hollywood.

RKO: Major portion of feature

backlog sold to Matty Fox for tv.

COLUMBIA: 100 major features

have been made available to tv.

PARAMOUNT: Large group of

short subjects recently have been

turned over to tv syndication.

REPUBLIC: Just released 76 new
features, some in the over-$4,000,000

production budget class.

The opening shots in the revolt

against the standard way Hollywood

has operated as the running mate of tv

have been fired. Whether this is a

full-scale revolution that will change

the existing concept of tv programing

the nation over is still to be deter-

mined. Whatever the case, questions

are being raised, questions which will

effect tv programing plans and the ac-

Three important points

in buying Hollywood film

1. Be ready to talk cash, not promises. Film owners will

bargain but will not discuss deals on "if get loan" basis.

2. Studio promotion gimmick must be a feature. Film

purchase must not create serious exhibitor competition.

3. Must permit studio to retain rights and control of the

features other than on program for which pact was made.

26

tivities of admen throughout the na-

tion. They are:

1. Is the motion picture industry

getting ready to take over television

or vice versa?

2. Now that the selling has started,

will the tremendous backlog of feature

pictures glut the tv program market.

If this be the case, how much will their

sale change existing programing struc-

tures ?

3. Are major studios with their per-

sonnel, stars and facilities more avail-

able to tv today than heretofore?

4. Are brand-new motion pictures

available to advertisers for first run

on tv?

Because of the importance of the

radical changes underway in this phase

of tv programing, SPONSOR asked its

West Coast reporter to get answers to

these and other questions to provide

a clearer understanding of the new de-

velopments for agency and client. Top
people within the movie industry were

talked to, queried on their thinking.

Answers, thoughts on trends were pro-

vided by such outstanding industry

figures as Spyros Skouras of 20th

Century-Fox, Arthur Loew of Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer, William Dozier of

RKO, Herbert Yates of Republic and

Samuel Goldwyn of Goldwyn Produc-

tions.

Concisely, the picture, as it emerges,

looks pretty much like this:

1. Motion-picture leaders have ac-

SPONSOR



DYNAMITE IN FORM OF MONEY HAS BEEN EFFECTIVE FORCE IN BREAKING HOLLYWOOD FILM BACKLOG DAM

cepted fully the fact that tv cannot be

ignored as a part of the ever-growing

entertainment industry. Although they

tried for years to fight it and fit it in

where it would hurt the least, they are

now agreed it's part and parcel of their

business and they so proclaim it.

Simply, they've reached the conclusion

that what you can't beat, join. And
their reasoning is not founded on sheer

hopelessness. They feel that their per-

sonnel, talent, facilities and past ex-

perience make them the logical crea-

tors of top-grade tv programs.

2. The three studios (MGM, 20th

Century-Fox, Warner's) actively in-

volved in producing a tv program of

their very own, freely admit that they

got off on the wrong foot. In effect,

they sent a boy out to do a man's job.

They initially underestimated the task

of creating quality entertainment for

tv on a week-to-week schedule basis.

They say this is being rectified and

promise increasingly better quality on

future programs.

3. Feature pictures are available to

tv. This means both those contained

in the vast feature backlog, as well as

some new product.

Since the old feature backlog is the

number one question in the minds of

most tv people today, SPONSOR asked

three basic questions at five of the

major studios which have made no

deals to date. The questions:

• How can feature films be bought

direct?

• When?
• How much?
The simplicity of the questions must

have been shocking for it was quite a

while before top studio brass said they

were ready for the Q. and A. treatment.

The answers, boiled down, are:

An advertiser or network interested

in utilizing a group of these features

on tv, has a good chance of making a

good deal, if the proposition:

• Permits some sort of promotion

gimmick for the studio. Film brass

are still reluctant to part with the film

for just ordinary money—unless in the

{Please turn to page 65)
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Mwork programing: stei

Here is how three networks build ideas into new prograij

WHAT HAPPENS BEFORE A PROGRAM REACHES THIS STAGE AT ALL THREE TV NETWORKS? YOU'LL FIND THE ANSWERS HERE

—



-step from brainwave to airwave
rhey wage a constant thought battle to win the rating race, satisfy sponsors

J he millenium for the networks will

have arrived when all ratings are high,

programs never change and the public

is delighted with what they view night

after night and would revolt if the

status quo were changed.

Unfortunately, the millenium is no-

where in sight. Sponsors cry for some-

thing new, higher ratings for their ad

dollars; viewers become indignant,

cast stones at yesterday's hero. The
networks, in the unenviable role of

trying to please everyone, know only

one thing for certain: change is the

cnly constant factor in the complicated

formula of determining what makes a

program successful.

Networks war on one another, use

every means to try to match suprem-

acy. If one is the acknowledged leader,

the others take better aim and try to

bring him toppling down.

This constant battling keeps the pro-

gram departments of the three net-

works humming in order to try to

court public favor and steal the top

Nielsens.

As part of this special tv programing
report, sponsor talked to producers

and network programing department

heads in order to give agencies and
advertisers a behind-the-scenes picture

of what goes on in the race for ratings,

what new programs are in the offing

and what is necessary in supplying

these new shows.

The heaviest new program buying

time is now—February through April.

Madison Avenue at the moment is on

the qui vive as to what's new on the

programing horizon and stands ready

tc buy if the entry looks as if it has

anything that will in some mysterious

way cause it to emerge a winner.

All three networks are busy, have

much in the works. While cost figures

and some of the show titles are still

tightly-guarded secrets, SPONSOR found

these facts:

ABC, CBS and NBC currently have

41 new program series in preparation.

This total does not include the so-called

spectaculars and one-shot prestige

shows.

At ABC there are 11 new program

series, most of which are being pre-

pared on film. While four of these

are in the hush-hush stage, here are

seven of the upcoming titles: Frontier

Judge, Wire Service, Fast Freight,

Command Performance, Jim Bowie,

It's a Great Country and RFD, USA.
All are half-hour in length except

Command Performance which will go

a 90-minute limit.

In addition to the 11 in production,

there are, of course, ABC's entries into

the line-up of one-time specials in 60-

and 90-minute lengths, some nine of

which have previously been announced.

At CBS the Joe and Mabel one-half

hour film series is currently in pro-

duction and may go into release in the

spring under Carter Products sponsor-

ship. In addition, 10 new ideas of

various types are in different stages

of preparation but titles will not be

released for some time.

NBC, with 20 new shows and some

55 specials and spectaculars on its

new program list, has 12 already com-

pleted pilot films. Of the 20, titles

are known for seven of them. They

are: The Eagle and the Rose, Tom
Sawyer, Johnny Mocassin, Impact,

Have Camera, Will Travel, Assignment

and Circus Boy. All are of the one-

half hour variety save the Assignment

series which will be 60 and 90-minute

shows.

SPONSOR has traced the steps of de-

velopment of a typical new program at

each of the networks. The findings

explain what happens to a program

from the time an idea is brought to

the network until it is ready for pre-

sentation on the air. The development

stages outlined also illustrate why some
programs often prematurely publicized

never see the light of day while others

seem to crop out of nowhere.

While nothing is more publicized

than programs after they're available

for sale, the story of just who makes

the decisions, how, while programs are

being built has rarely been told. Here

it is now, step-by-step .

ABC: This network believes strongly

iii utilizing not only the ideas but also

the production know-how of outside

producers in the motion picture and

the tv film production fields. It oper-

ates (similar to United Artists in the

motion picture field) as advisor, finan-

cier, distributor and partner to film

producers.

Generally, these are the steps in

program development at ABC:
A producer, preferably one with an

established producing organization of

his own, will approach ABC with an

idea. The idea is discussed by a board

consisting of Robert Kintner, presi-

dent; John H. Mitchell, v.p. in charge

ABC TV network; Robert Weitman,

v.p. in charge of tv programing and

Robert Lewine, v.p. and director of

the tv program department. These

four men will discuss the idea from

the following points of view:

A. Potential audience appeal (rat-

ings).

(Please turn to page 94)

Top net officials answer

six basic program questions

For answers, turn page
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NEW YORK REPORT (continued)

1. What type shows are networks interested in developing?

2. Do networks insist on ownership or control of new programs?

3. Where do networks look for new program ideas?

4. Are ad agencies important sources of network program ideas?

5. Will networks develop new programs to fit sponsor needs?

6. Will networks pay to develop a new program idea?

FRANK ANSWERS TO THESE SIX BASIC

QUESTIONS WILL HELP YOU IN NETWORK TV PLANNING

As part of sponsor's special report on New
York tv programing, six specific questions

were directed at top programing officials of

the three networks. Their candid answers

allow new insight into the thinking of per-

sons who are, by and large, responsible for

what the nation sees on its television screens.

* * *

SPONSOR: What type shows are

networks interesting in developing?

ABC: All kinds. We lean heavily toward hour

lengths and film. We want important ideas.

There are still too many "also rans" on tv,

and we feel audiences are no longer inter-

ested. Our preference for film is inherent

in our particular kind of network set-up, but

should not be considered a constricting fac-

tor in any sort of program development.

CBS: Our presentations of the big shows and

specials are getting more frequent, and as

each stands on its own merit, there is always

need for ideas along these lines. But even

for regular programs, we are constantly on

the lookout for any and all kinds. The only

criterion for us is quality and potential audi-

ence appeal. There can be no formula, not

to length, type of show, cost or any other

considerations. The only formula we recog-

nize is quality. This business is growing

and changing much too fast for any other

kind when it comes to evaluating goals.

NBC: We want potential hits. It is impossible to

confine hits to any one category, and so

were always on the lookout for better ideas

of every kind. Type, subject, length and

cost-bracket are only secondary considera-

tion. Suitability for color at the moment is

important, since NBC is going to produce

practically all new programs in color. But

color is never enough. If the idea is no

good, suitability for color will not make it

any better. The movies taught this lesson.

SPONSOR: Do networks insist on

ownership or control of new programs?

ABC: It's more a question of co-operation. We
assume an advisory capacity. Most of our

producers are independent film men who
know their business. But they like to have

us at their elbow when it comes to questions

concerning network policies. For this rea-

son we maintain a kind of ABC embassy in

each of the major Hollywood studios, with

whom we work ( Disney, Warner Bros.,

MGM ) . Our representative there has his

own office right on the lot and is not only

available for assistance on the production

level but is also direct liaison between the

producer and the sponsor or ad agency.

CBS: We feel that editorial control over a pro-

gram is of great importance. It is our job

to maintain a balanced program schedule

and with this kind of control, we can better

protect everybody, and in turn the network

and the sponsor. We naturally like to have

the key producers of our programs on our

own staff or to have a strong financial (and

thereby supervisory) hand in independent

(Please turn to page 99)
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British-style result story:

Ad appearing in British trade

press tells how Revlon is hitting

jackpot on tv in England too. That

Revlon has done well with "non-pro-

gram" tv advertising in Britain is in-

teresting in light of fact its biggest

U. S. success is built around a hit show.

A II adman looks at British tv

Programing hasn't flowered fully but ratings are much higher than in U.S.

Biggest problem: way commercials are dropped willy-nilly into slum*

Andrew IS. Vladimir, radio-tv plans director of Gotham-

Vladimir Advertising, traveled to London to prepare the

report below. He does not pretend to knowledge of all facets

of British television (he spent two weeks in England).

Instead, these are the candid reactions of a U.S. adman
who watched programs intently, spoke to dozens of British

television people and had available a background of factual

material provided by Gotham-Vladimir's London associate.

*

«# ust a few weeks ago when I was in

London the talk of the town was a new
television show that had just premiered

over the BBC called This Is Your Life.

It starred a young Irishman by the

name of Eamonn Andrews and was in

many ways similar to the U. S. pro-

gram. However the similarities be-

tween the programs were, and still are,

mechanical only. The atmosphere of

the British version is restrained—if

you can imagine such a word being

applied to This Is Your Life. The show

in its British translation becomes a

tribute instead of a tear-dripping story.

You can see the contrast best at

the close of the show. Here in America

This Is Your Life ends with the hero

of the evening receiving (1) gifts,

(2 l a kine of the show, (3) a projec-
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tor to show it on and (4) an invitation

to attend a party for him and all his

friends at a Hollywood nightspot. The

BBC version ends with the contestant

receiving a rousing cheer from the

audience.

British television, whether it be on

BBC or the new commercial channel,

struck me as always being on the verge

of blossoming forth into something

new, original, and interesting. But the

blossoming never became a reality.

You get the feeling this is television as

it was a few years ago in this country

—a great medium but yet to begin

unleashing its full creative powers.

Most programing on both the

government-controlled BBC and the

commercial ITA (Independant Tele-

vision Authority) stations is live. One
(Article continues next page)
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LONDON REPORT (Continued)

reason for this is that each station

broadcasts an average of only five

hours a day (except on weekends).

It is rarely true that more than an

hour and a half of these five is on

film.

The kind of programing to be found

on British commercial tv is very

similar to the United States. Indeed

a good many of our programs have

been imported for use on the ITA
station including Liberace, Roy Rog-

ers, My Hero, Dragnet and / Love

Lucy. Liberace gets about 50 ratings,

Rogers 61, My Hero 30, Dragnet 61,

and Lucy, 63. (These ratings are for

the London area only and are based

on the total number of sets converted

to receive ITA programs. They are

Nielsen for week ending 15 January.)

Aside from these U.S. imports some

of the other film shows include pro-

grams that are presently being ex-

ported to the States such as Robin

Hood (which was sold here by Official

Films). This program is more popu-

lar than Dragnet in England. How-
ever, U.S.-produced film shows will

never become a dominant part of ITA
programing as by law 75% of the

material used must be of British origin.

While there are these limits now on

use of U.S. film shows, as the number
of hours stations program grows,

there'll be more room for U.S. film.

The expanding British market may
permit film producers in this country

to raise their production budgets with-

out increasing the cost substantially to

U. S. advertisers. Reason: They can

%«r

hope to recoup through British as well

as American sales.

Another possible effect of British

commercial tv on U.S. television is this.

There may be more British film shows

coming to the U.S., giving the adver-

tiser more programing to pick from

—

and increasing competitive pressure

among U.S. film syndicators.

If England blossoms as a program-

ing source for U. S. television, it may
well turn out that the American adman
will travel to London frequently to

check on properties and look in on pro-

duction. Of course it's doubtful this

international traffic will reach the pro-

portions of current travel to the West

Coast, but it's a factor to keep in mind
as British tv grows.

Another future possibility worth a

line or two of speculation: What will

happen when the video tape recorder

comes into widespread use? Will live

American shows be taped and sent to

England? Will we see certain out-

standing live British tv shows here?

Though their quality in general is not

at present likely to make them ap-

pealing in U.S. markets, live shows in

England correspond in type to the

shows most popular in the U.S.

Live shows consist of drama, re-

views, panel shows and a few edu-

cational type programs. The variety

reviews seem to represnt British tele-

vision at its best. One of the most pop-

ular is called Jack Hyltons Supper Club

and is on Wednesday and Friday eve-

nings. The set is that of a fashionable

supper club and the format of the show

BRITISH TV IS STUDY IN CON-

TRASTS: RESTRAINED YET SEXY

With all the talk of British reserve

you might assume British tv has a

puritanical air. Actually British seem

to go much further in permitting night-

club material with sexy slant or anatomical

references. Yet at same time British

shows are restrained in other ways and
ITA found "People Are Funny,"

went too far in "invading privacy."

appears to be a cross between our

Slork Club and Ed Sullivan.

Interestingly enough, while the Brit-

ish appear to be over-sensitive to cer-

tain types of things, (People Are Fun-

ny was recently censured by ITA offi-

cials because it was felt that the stunts

on the show invaded the privacy of

the home) they are not as sensitive as

their American cousins to jokes deal-

ing with sex and anatomy. In one

evening of watching I found two songs

on Jack Hylton's Supper Club that

would never pass U.S. censors. One
was called "The Lass With The Deli-

cate Chest" and was about just that,

and the other told the story of a pen-

guin sitting on an iceberg and made
clear reference to several parts of his

anatomy that were uncomfortable.

I questioned British programing

officials about this and was told that

the BBC had set the precedent for

material of this type. Someone pointed

out that, since in England there were

no sponsors, producers did not have to

worry about offending anyone and
thereby making them dislike an ad-

vertised product. (That is, no spon-

sors always identified with a single

program, since advertisers are rotated.)

Incidentally, ITA programing con-

tractors have been doing a fine job of

pleasing the public and all of the

surveys show that ITA programs are

generally drawing larger audiences

than those of the BBC. It is well to

remember, however, that commercial

television is still fairly new in Eng-

land, having been on the air only since

22 September. The programs them-

selves are in the hands of two pro-

graming contractors licensed by the

Independent Television Authority. One
of these, Associated-Rediffusion Ltd.,

handles programing in London from

Monday through Friday; the other, As-

sociated TeleVision Ltd., is responsi-

ble for Saturday and Sunday London
programing. In both places the smell

of paint is still fresh and much of the

office area is still unfinished. Every-

one walks around with the air of a

couple moving into their brand new
home in the suburbs and not quite sure

whether all the appliances work.

Status today: Where is British com-

mercial tv today? There are now
1,500,000 tv sets in the London area

of which approximately 634,000 are

capable of receiving ITA programs.

The number of sets being converted

and new all-channel sets being bought

SPONSOR



DRAMA, PANEL SHOW AND
VARIETY ARE DOMINANT

Program types on British com-

mercial tv are akin to U.S. This

suggests possibility of eventual

program interchange. Right now,

says author, British tv does not

seem on par with U.S. But me-

dium just got started commer-
cially this fall. Panel show pic-

tured is "What's It All About?"
Money goes to viewers who
stump panel. Amount : £10 or $28

is about 16,000 a week. An average of

three listeners is credited to each set,

placing the total number of viewers in

the neighborhood of 1,500,000. These

million and a half people have a choice

of two television programs at any

given moment.

One of the first things to note about

British commercial tv is that the in-

come per capita is probably higher

among BBC listeners than ITA listen-

ers. Reason: the kind of programing
done by both stations. Generally speak-

ing, there are more "heavy" type

shows on BBC than ITA which is striv-

ing for broad appeal. BBC, while it

wants to be popular, feels it has to

educate as well as entertain.

A look at rate cards of the two pro-

gram contractors shows that one min-

ute of peak time (8 to 10 p.m.) on

weekdays goes for £975. The same

time on a Sunday night is £1,000. The
most popular show on Sunday eve-

nings pulls a rating of about 70 and

therefore reaches some 443,800 homes.

This brings the cost-per-1,000 homes

to approximately £2.3 or $6.30. But

when all 1,500,000 tv homes in the

London area are converted to receive

ITA programs this same program
ought to reach 1,050,000 of them (if

the rating stays constant) bringing the

cost-per-1,000 homes down to about

$2.66. This is expected to happen by

early 1957.

If you want a quick comparison of

the cost-per-1,000 of the high-rated

show referred to above with a similar

U.S. show, consider this : In New York

City on Sunday night, the show with

the highest rating has a cost-per-1,000

per commercial minute of $1.36. The

highest rated British show on Sunday

night at $6.30 is thus almost five times

as expensive. (It's proper to compare

a cost-per-1,000 per commercial min-

( Please turn to page 88)
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• 'AGENCIES SHOULD CREATE
advertising, not be marketing centers,"

says Mr. X, a hard-driving, outspoken

adman who has fought his way to the

top of the Madison Avenue heap.

Young and aggressive, he's known for

his pungent comments on advertising

practices. For obvious reasons, Mr. X
wishes to remain anonymous. Well

schooled in all media forms, he gained

national prominence as the ad mana-

ger of a large manufacturing concern.

Like most of his contemporaries, he is

an exurbanite and lives with his wife

and family on a farm in Connecticut.

"I say marketing is malarkef
Adman says agencymen should stop being frustrated marketing men,

make clients bigger through better, more creative advertising

J/_ am an authority on advertising.

I am an authority to the extent that I

have earned my living in some form of

media since I was old enough to work.

1 have been everything from a news-

boy to reporter, space salesman to

promotion writer, ad manager of a

multi-million dollar firm to an account

supervisor with one of the top three

agencies in the nation.

I say this in modesty. I say it sim-

ply because I hope you'll feel I have

sufficient background to sound off on

one phase of the advertising world that

bothers me.

That phase is this so-called market-

ing revolution.

Last year everyone on Madison

Avenue talked about motivational re-

search. You simply weren't in the

34

swim unless you could expound on

some form of motivation. The house-

wife just didn't buy Ajax because she

wanted a clean sink. Not at all. She

had to be motivated.

And this motivation was a mys-

terious thing that was only understood

by a select few who used it as a

weapon to embarrass the ordinary ad-

man who felt Mrs. Housewife bought

Ajax because of a cracking good ad

campaign. Last year, as I said, it was

motivational research. That vogue in

its extreme character has passed like

the wide lapels on admen's suits.

This year it's marketing.

Every time more than three admen

gather, one will usually pop up with

the question as to whether agencies

are beginning not to be agencies as

the old-timers knew them, but giant

marketing outfits that do everything

for the client except put the cereal in

the boxes.

I say this: Agencies were created

for a specific purpose. And that pur-

pose was to create advertising.

As such, an advertising agency has

Mr. "X" sought, and was given the opportunity to express his views in SPONSOR
regarding the controversial marketing question. His views are an extreme position.

SPONSOR will be pleased to carry views of those who differ with Mr. "X." What are

your thoughts on the "marketing revolution?" Address comments to Editor, SPONSOR,
40 E. 49 St., New York 17. SPONSOR next issue will print answer to adman's charges.

SPONSOR



two specific basic functions: (1) cre-

ate personality or character for a prod-

uct and (2) tell as many people as

possible at the most economical cost.

Advertising agencies are growing in

importance and worth to American

business just as legal counselors,

comptrollers and bankers, as specific

advisers, have become vital to the suc-

cess of any company today.

But I am sure that the legal counsel

sticks to the law books and doesn't

turn up with a storyboard instead of

a brief, the comptroller doesn't sketch

out a new ad campaign instead of de-

tailing the profit and loss statement

and the banker isn't an authority on

film commercials. They sell a cor-

poration that which they are equipped

to sell, not something they could do

"if they ever put their mind to it."

A friend of mine, a vice president

in charge of merchandising for one

of the top food processors, had this to

say recently on the subject of advertis-

ing agencies:

"I am amazed at what has hap-

pened to the account executive in the

last few months. It used to be that the

a/e would sit down with you, discuss

a campaign and detail what it was to

accomplish, how it would do it. Not so

today. The a/e stops in and launches

into a long presentation on what we're

doing wrong in our merchandising

approach, why we ought to make the

icing stiffer, the cherries sweeter and
the fact that our point-of-sale approach
was outmoded years ago. In all the

discussion, the ad campaign that he

brought along for us to see never quite

gets out of his briefcase.

"If this is the new marketing ap-

proach, I want no part of it. I want
just plain, ordinary, and if you'll par-

don the expression, old-fashioned ad-

vertising."

Actually, the story isn't far-fetched.

Let's take an example.

Leo Burnett is the talk of the adver-

tising world. His agency took Pills-

bury 's cake mixes and practically tor-

pedoed Swansdown. Mr. Burnett has

been acclaimed a genius. He invaded

no marketing field. He just made cre-

ative advertising better so that you
could practically lift that piece of cake,

taste the icing. He made you want to

buy. With deference to Mr. Burnett,

this isn't genius, it's advertising.

Same thing goes for Pepsi-Cola. No
man in his right mind would ever have
thought that you could buck Coke.

Pepsi did. And there's hardly a kid
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or grown-up in America who can't

whistle the Pepsi jingle. That's adver-

tising.

Same for Piel's Beer, Marlboro
Cigarets, Jello, Chrysler, Pepsodent,

Saran Wrap, Ford. You could go on
page after page, listing those products
that have been advertised into leader-

ship. Granted that marketing entered

the picture, but it was from the client,

not the agency side.

Can you imagine an agency todav

sending a man out to Cincinnati to

tell Procter & Gamble what they should

do in the field of marketing? Their

research facilities would make those

of any agency look small in compari-

son. Same with the so-called merchan-
dising facilities of most agencies. I'm
sure that P & G wants the best cam-
paign at the lowest cost. If they get

these two things, they'll bear the brunt

of the marketing tasks.

One large agency vice president I

queried on marketing had this to say:

"It's a fad. It will pass. Agencies

travel in packs if you talk about their

thinking processes. One hired a mer-

chandising man. Another figured he

bad to hire one, too. By the time it got

around, the story had taken on the

normal proportions and when the fifth

agency heard it, five merchandising

men were hired. Research, packaging

experts, point-of-sale geniuses and so

it goes. Once these people are on the

payroll, they have to be merchandised

to the client. He's overjoyed as long

as they stay out of his hair. He figures

some way he's going to get more for

his 15%. He's wrong, though.

"Remember one thing: No ad agen-

cy that stands high in the marketing

field but proves incompetent in its

basic function of creating sound, prod-

( Please turn to page 80)

MR. "X" WROTE IN REPLY TO "ADVERTISING

AGENCY IN TRANSITION" ARTICLES WHICH

APPEARED IN RECENT ISSUES OF SPONSOR

1. Why accounts are shifting today (28 Nov.):

Article detailed reasons for accounts changing agencies,

emphasized change was largely result of "marketing

revolution," new concept in agency-client relationship

2. Marketing: agency tool or cliche? (12 Nov.):

Advertisers' insistence on broader marketing aid from

agencies stirs controversial points of view, poses questions

facing agencies desiring to expand, take marketing tack

3. The psychiatrist and the account executive (26 Dec):

A humorous and wholly fictitious account of an account

executive telling his psychiatrist what is happening to

old-line account man because of the "marketing revolution"

4. Did high tv budgets force agency revolution? (9 Jan.)

Two distinct points of view were taken here to spell out

what is thinking on "marketing revolution" in today's top

agencies. Listed also were marketing changes tv created

REPRINTS OF "ADVERTISING AGENCY IN TRANSITION" WILL

SOON BE AVAILABLE. A 16-PAGE REPRINT OF THE FIRST FOUR

ARTICLES IS NOW IN PREPARATION. SINGLE COPY 35c; 10 TO 49

copies, 30c each; 50 to 100 copies, 25c each



GOOD "COMMERCIAL CLIMATE" DERIVES FROM HIGH QUALITY OF SEMI-DOCUMENTARY "CIRCLE THEATRE" SERIES OF STORIES RANGING FRO?I

Opposite $64,000 question

You don't need ratings

to get results, says Armstrong

Tv show gets good audience response, dealers are enthusiastic over pro-

grain and sales are up since it began—all despite stiff air-time competition

WW ould you take the slot opposite

$64,000 Question?

All right, put it this way

:

What if another "Question" came

along this season and sat down beside

you?

Just thinking about such a possi-

bility has all the charms of Russian

Roulette, some shuddering sponsors

say. But those who think there's a fair

chance of finding themeselves looking

down a gun barrel in 1956 are keenly

watching the two who've actually pulled

the
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Armstrong Cork with

Armstrong Circle Theatre and Pontiac

with Playwrights '56. They alternate

in the 9:30-10:30 period on NBC TV
Tuesdays, facing you-know-who on

CBS TV during their second half hour.

Of the two, Armstrong probably

evoked more head-wagging at the out-

set because of the nature of its pro-

gram series, contemporary semi-docu-

mentaries, in contrast to Pontiac's

fiction dramas. Here was a think

piece with somewhat intellectual aspir-

ations making a bid against the most

spectacularly successful mass-appeal

show in television history. It was

enough to make a sponsor flip his

Nieslen pocket piece in amazement—

-

and some have been flipping since.

Actually, Armstrong had committed

itself — and a budget of well over

$2 million— (via BBDO) to that time

slot last spring, months before Question

debuted in June. (It had had the

9:30-10:00 slot since 1950 before

lengthening the show to an hour last

September.) But by the time the

Lancaster. Pa. advertiser got under

way with its series, Question had been

SPONSOR



\ M«;ilT IN A HOSPITAL

on the air three months and was knock-

ing off Nielsen and Trendex ratings

over 50. Armstrong's challenge was

something like little David striding in-

to the arena to face Goliath, and

observers who recalled what Stop the

Music did to Fred Allen on radio seven

years ago promptly predicted the same

dire results for Armstrong.

Now, four months and eight shows

later, it may be time to take an

accounting.

"I'll tell you this," Max Banzhaf,

Armstrong's advertising director, told

sponsor, "We could have canceled out

last month; we had a 60-day escape

clause. Instead, when NBC asked us,

we told them we planned to complete

our contract. And,'' he added, smiling.

"it wasn't just because the critics like

the show."

It certainly wasn't the ratings. Niel-

sen has been giving it 20 to 28; Tren-

dex, a low of 7.8 to a 16.5 high. These,

according to BBDO's tv supervisor for

the account, Mary Cummings, could

have been doubled against almost any

other competition.

Still, both client and agency feel

the show is producing results in view

of the company's objectives. Specifi-

cally. Banzhaf explains: 1) the show
is drawing the type of audience they

want, 2) audience response has been

highly favorable. 3) the firm's dis-

tributors are enthusiastic over the pro-

gram, and 4) sales are up.

The fact that the quality of the pro-

gram has been acclaimed in the trade

is more than just gravy. Armstrong
has long been associated with a quality

show I Circle Theatre, in half-hour for-

mat, since 1950; Theatre of Today on

radio from 1941 to 1953), wants to

maintain that tradition.

"After all," Banzhaf points out, "we
don't want to be so preoccupied with

ratings that we miss the real objective

- people. Ratings, while excellent

barometers, are really percentages, the

accuracy of which is subject to con-

stant debate. Percentages can't buy
anything. Our audience is composed
of people, averaging almost seven

million families, which is a lot of

"circulation.'

"Show-wise," he adds, "the program
provides a good climate for our com-
mercials. The feeling of fine enter-

tainment coupled with authenticity, be-

lievability, and importance, ties in

directly with the current theme in all

our flooring advertising: that Arm-
strong is the leader in the trend toward
'the modern fashion in floors.'

'

Armstrong will spend well over

$7 million in 1956 largely to promote
that theme, with about $5 million (up
from $4.2 million in 1955) going for

time and space media.

Besides the $2-million-plus for tv,

the firm will put nearly $2.5 million in

slick and shelter magazines (American

Home, Better Homes & Gardens, House
Beautiful, Woman's Home Companion,
Ladies Home Journal, Satevepost) and
trade magazines {Architectural Forum.

House & Home, etc.). Some of this

will also go into other general and

business magazines and a vast assort-

ment of trade papers in the packaging,

industrial, and building fields in sup-

port of the more than 350 other prod-

ucts made by Armstrong divisions.

Sunday supplements will get about

$650,000. Last year supplements were

used along with spot radio to reach

farmers in the Midwest and South in

areas where tv coverage was thin. In

1956 spot radio has been dropped en-

tirely and the budget upped in order

to 1) increase metropolitan area cover-

age and 2 ) demonstrate color in Ann-
strong's floorings. Supplements this

year will probably include American

Weekly, Parade, and Family Weekly.

Copy approach. While print media

with the advantage of color are used

to play up the beauty of the product,

television stresses the utilitarian angles.

For example, a typical full-page,

process-color ad scheduled to appear

in American Home and Better Homes
& Gardens this month and next shows

a striking entrance hall luxuriously

appointed with gleaming light fixture,

side table, full-length mirror—all in

rich hues—and with Armstrong Cus-

tom Corlon Tile (vinyl plastic) on the

floor. The illustration takes up 80%
of the space. Copy is skillfully worded

to convey a helpful decorating sugges-

tion in phrases calculated to emphasize

the full beauty of the colors.

By contrast, a typical commercial

shown during the Christmas season for

Armstrong's Quaker line of low-cost,

printed floor coverings opens on a

young couple trimming their Christmas

tree. Ornament drops, wife smilingly

brushes fragments into dust pan and

empties into basket as announcer Hugh
James says: ".

. . there's nothing in

your home so easy to keep clean as the

smooth enamel surface of Armstrong

Quaker Floor Covering." A few words

about style and color and back to

functional copy : "This distinctive style

is the modern version of those pine

(Please turn to page 82)

Pivots behind company's tv campaign are (1. to r.) : Armstrong Ad and Promotion Manager
Max Banzhaf, BBDO tv supervisor on account Mary Cummings, and Acct. Exec. Roy Dreher
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There's more to radio

and Iv research than ratings

Once research started and stopped with the almighty rating. But there's

more mature recognition now that more detailed data is essential

0k nee upon a time somebody called

up a group of people on the telephone

and asked them what program they

were listening to.

And, lo, the program rating was

born.

A lot has happened since then. From
the simple, single program measure-

ment, which became a national institu-

tion under the name Hooperating.

ways and means of counting heads

anion" radio-tv audiences have multi-

plied. But, more important, the facts

that can be dug up and analyzed from

raw listening and viewing data have

piled up in variety and complexity.

The result: a shift away from reli-

ance on just program ratings.

The trend actually started about a

dozen years ago when the A. C. Nielsen

Co. introduced the fixed sample to ra-

dio audience measurement. Covering

network radio and later network tv, the

fixed sample via electronic measure-

WHAT RESEARCH FIRMS DO BEYOND RATINGS

• ARB: As an example of what rating services offer

besides per-broadcast rating information, ARB, which

gathers tv data via the diary method, provides viewers

per set, audience composition (men, women, children),

cumulative audience ratings for multi-week programs.

Other data can also be gotten from its regular report.

• Nielsen: This firm's local station index, now in 25

markets, will be in about 50 by year's end. Agency

subscribers can get, by quarter hours, total station

listening, four-week cumulative audience, listeners or

viewers per set, number of times each home sees or

hears program over four-week period, auto sets-in-use.

• Pulse: Starting this year Pulse has gotten figures

on cumulative station audiences, both radio and tv.

These are given by six-hour periods, by day and by

week. Out of this data can come overlap of audiences

by stations. Pulse also provides audience composition,

average number of people tuned in per home per hour.

38

ment, enabled Nielsen to come up with

cumulative audience figures and such

allied data as audience turnover, gross

impressions, un duplicated homes

leached, etc.

Late in 1954, the Nielsen Station In-

dex began supplying these figures on a

local basis. Though the first NSI fig-

ures created a small-scale tempest

among radio stations, the service is

being used more and more by agencies

and stations. ( For details on this tem-

pest and how NSI works, see "NSI:

Can it measure today's radio audi-

ence?" sponsor, 18 April 1955.)

Nielsen, of course, is not the only

one providing more than just local

program ratings to advertisers. Early

last year Pulse began supplying week-

ly and daily cumulative data on sta-

tion circulation. And ARB's local tv

diary reports, which cover a week of

viewing, provide the basis for cumula-

tive audience on weekday strips. Both

ARB and Pulse supply audience com-

position facts regularly. And the list

does not end there.

In addition, all these services offer

to break out special information for

advertisers and also make special

studies on request.

From the point of view of the num-

ber of facts available, NSI reports

cover a broad area. For example, let's

take a quarter-hour morning segment

on a western radio station and list the

kinds of NSI data timebuyers are now
working with. The program is John

Harvey on KGO, San Francisco. The

period is the average weekday 7:45-

8:00 a.m. segment. The time is last

season.

First of all, users of NSI have two

sets-in-use figures to work from. One
(Please turn lo page 96)
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HOW ADDING RADIO STATIONS AFFECTS HOMES REACHED

29.5%
of radio homes are
hit with 24 anncts.

on one am station

of radio homes are
hit with 56 anncts.
on two am stations

of radio homes are
hit with 77 anncts.
on three am stations

of radio homes are
hit with 92 anncts.
on four am stations

Chart above shows example of data agencies are now using

from Nielsen Station Index reports. Figures cover weekly

schedule of client in one market, show four-week unduplicated

homes reached in March 1955. Note new homes added by
advertiser level off with fourth station. However, with

leveling off comes added frequency of message in each home

..... .., ,; , ;i;

HOW VARYING TV SCHEDULE AFFECTS TV HOMES REACHED

of tv homes are
hit with 13 anncts
on one tv station

of tv homes are
hit with 1 8 anncts.
on same tv station

of tv homes are
hit with 24 anncts.

on two tv stations

of tv homes are
hit with 32 anncts.

on two tv stations

I
This chart is identical to that above but analyzes tv,

looks at client's weekly tv schedule in different ways.

NSI points up fact that with high initial homes-reached

figure, added homes come slowly. But, as noted above,

this is offset by added frequency of message per home.
Frequency above is, 1. to r.. 8.0. 9.9. 10.5, 11.1

HOW DIFFERENT RADIO-TV BUYS OVERLAP HOMES REACHED

C ES REACHED #O.D /O

> NLY HH 4.1 %

89.5%

14.9%

., TV
VDIO 25.4% 26.3% _

' INLY

Each bar above is combination of two bars directly above it.

All percentage figures are based on all radio homes in

area, show that maximum buy (124 announcements weekly

99.0° HOMES REACHED

10.6% RADIO C

63.3% BOTH TV AND RADIO

25.1 % TV ONL>

on six radio-tv stations) reaches practically every radio

home in market during four-week period. The frequency

per home rises from 11.2 in first bar to 16.3 in last



Robert Hall fils $3 million into ti

Pipe racks from little antennas grow as clothier channels 60% of 1956 aelver4

••^ou don't open 10 to 20 new
stores a year without leaning heavih

on spot radio and television," says

Jerry Bess. "And when you launch

20 in the space of a single week, that's

the only kind of blasting powder with

enough kick in it to do the job."

He should know. As vice-president

of Frank B. Sawdon Inc., New York,

agency for Robert Hall, he directs the

radio-tv strategy of the largest, prob-

ably the fastest-growing chain of fami-

ly clothing stores in the country. The
company already has 202 outlets from

Massachusetts to California, will up
the total to 222 by 1 March (adding

20 in Los Angeles, St. Louis. Fort

Worth and San Antonio), and will

count on air media to carry the pro-

motion ball most of the way.

sponsor estimates Robert Hall's

over-all 1956 ad budget at close to $5
million, including $3 million for air

media and $2 million for newspapers.

To toot the expansion in the four

markets concerned, the clothier will

step up the tv-radio share of its ad
budget to 70 r

v during the next three

or four months.

Robert Halls reliance on radio and
tv to do the big job in promoting this

current expansion reflects the firm's

long-rooted attitude toward ad media
in general. Says Bess:

"Obviously, we need fast name
identification in these new markets.

Radio and especially television, we've

found, are the fastest ways to get it.

"More than that : it holds on to

your customers in your older, estab-

lished markets. Sure, we're opening

with a terrific barrage in these four

markets and well keep it up until the

hot weather sets in, say still June or

July. But when we taper off, we still

won't drop below 75% of this sched-

ule throughout the rest of the vear.

We'll cut down on newspapers much
faster."

In the Los Angeles area, where 12

units (the chain's first in that city)

open 1 March: several hundred radio

announcements (via KLAC, KMPC.
KNX. KGIL. KXLA, KFOX. and

KPOLl and 60 tv (via KRCA, KABC-
TV, and KTTV I . Also, some short

music and news programing and por-

tions of d.j.'s.

In St. Louis, which gets its first

four units 1 March too: over 200 ra-

dio announcements (via KSD. WIL.
WEW. KXOKl and 25 tv (via KSD-
TVl.

In the Fort Worth area (two new-

units replacing an old one) : some 75

radio ( via KFJZ ) and 45 tv I via

KFJZ-TV, WBAP-TV, and KRLD-TV )

.

In San Antonio ( also two new units

to replace an old one I : 60 radio, (via

KENS and KONO I and 28 tv l via

KENS-TV and WOAI-TV I

.

Newspapers will be used in con-

junction with this blast, of course,

but again in proportion to the over-all

budget, which allows 70' '< for air

media and 30 r
r for the dailies in con-

junction with these openings.

Broken down, the $3 million ( spon-

sor's estimate I for air media will in-

clude $2 million for tv and nearly $1

million for radio.

Talk about saturation! Starting 20

February, Robert Hall's spring sched-

ule calls for a build-up to over 8,000

radio and 2.000 tv announcements a

week—mostly minutes—on over 225

stations from coast to coast.

All of which adds up the fact that

Robert Hall. Number 1 in the family

clothing business, is also the largest

user of retail radio and television

1 130 markets on a 52-week basis )

.

If that's a coincidence, it's an awful-

ly stubborn one: it's been around for

\ears. Actually. Robert Hall is an

advertising anomalv in the retail field

with its adherence to air media in

preference to print. But its 15 years

of experience—the first eight with ra-

dio only—have convinced both client

and agency that 1 I the way to sell

clothing is by means of frequency

impact and 2) the strongest impact

comes from a combination of eye and

ear media working together.

Which may explain why the com-

pany has been quick to cover itself

with tv during the past five years

while remaining a dyed-in-the-wool

radio fan. Until 1950 Robert Hall had

had no tv experience, was spending
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£»t to broadcast media

well over $1.5 million on spot radio

and almost the same in newspapers.

That year it tried on 15 markets for

size, liked the fit, and expanded to 30

by 1953. Last year it used close to

60 and will be in some 75 in 1956.

Thus, from a budget that was 55%
radio, 45% newspapers, and 0% tv

five years ago, the firm has gone to

one that is 20' < radio. 40' < news-

papers and 40% tv.

Still, while the total ad budget has

increased with the expansion of the

chain during the past five years, the

radio budget has remained the same.

I How much radio you can buy in

1955 as compared with 1950—and

with 1950 dollars—is hard to say.)

The fact remains that both radio and

newspapers have made considerable

way for the newer medium, fatter

budget notwithstanding.

Why? Says Bess: "First of all, we

look at each market separately. And
we figure the budget for each market

on its own merits: population, number

of stores in area, buying power, past

Current expansion is pinpointed by Vice President Jerome Bess < left J and Timebuyer
James Hackett i>f Robert Hall agency 'Frank B. Spwdon). They're discussing radio-tv buys

in Los Angeles. St. Louis. Fort Worth and San Antonio markets where clothier will open 20

new -lore- between 23 February. 1 March with saturations of 1.000 announcements a week

sales, competition, etc. Once we know
what we're after in each one we can

go ahead and plan. Basically we want

1.) speed, 2.) impact, and 3.) recog-

nition.

You cant get all this by taking a

modest budget and spreading it thin.

Where a market cannot afford all

three media—radio, tv and newspa-

pers—we use two, whichever give us

the best combination for that particu-

lar market. Some markets justify only

one medium. We cut it accordingly.

Usually the one that remains is either

radio or television.

"So if we have any guideposts, or

formula, it is this:

"1. We do very little institutional

selling. Except for our signature use

of jingles, we use our air time to sell

specific items. That means more than

just a bare description and price. We
sell Fashion. Quality, and, most of all,

Value. And, in the retail field you can

tell how good your advertising is

pretty fast. If they don't come in vol-

ume each week and ask for the item,

you struck out. Television is faster

than radio on that score. Of course

we don't overlook the value of the

cumulative results of radio and tv.

""2. Another thing we must get is

impact. Make "em remember the name

and the item. Newspapers have the

advantage of letting the customer keep

the actual listings to refer to

—

if he

remembers to look at the ad. Radio,

on the other hand, reminds him, over

and over again. Tv not only reminds

him but takes it out and shows it to

him, over and over again.

"3. Come the weekend, the news-

papers begin getting much too crowd-

ed with ads. beginning way back on

Wednesday and going on through

Thursday and Friday. There's only

so much air time. If we get the right

(Please turn to page 100)
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KDUB-TV
LUBBOCK, TEXAS
K P A R - T V

SWEETWaTER-ABILENE, TEXAS
K D U B -AM
LUBBOCK, TEXAS

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: THE BRANHAM COMPANY

President and Gen. Mgr., W. D. "DUB" ROGERS
National Sales Mgr. E. A. "Buzz" Hajsett

See: Louisville Savings and Loan Associa-
tion credits radio with growth

Issue: 2 January 1950, page 28

Subject: Bank credits radio for its growth

That savings institutions can realize handsome results from radio

and tv advertising is constantly illustrated by reports that reach

SPONSOR from such institutions. The latest praise for the effectiveness

of the air media comes from the Greater Louisville First Federal

Savings and Loan Assoication of Louisville, Kentucky. Upon being

presented with a gift and scroll for his leadership in the use of

broadcasting as an advertising medium, Gustav Flexner, executive

vice president and secretary of L. S. & L. said, "I have great faith

in radio and television, I know they bring business in, and that is

why I have been so consistent in my broadcasting advertising over

the years."

Mr. Flexner s bank has been a regular user of radio advertising

for 31 years and has used the services of WAVE-TV since 1948.

Since that date the bank's resources have more than doubled to

the presnt figure of $70,000,000. Last year's increase alone was

$16,000,000.

Besides a schedule of announcements on 7 local radio stations.

L. S. & L. regularly sponsors Bill Gladden and The Weather (Monday
through Friday, 6-6:05 p.m.) with a one minute weather summary
on Sundays at 6 p.m. It also sponsors a one minute cut-in on Today

during the first 10 days of each month. During that 10 day period,

depositors can earn interest as if their accounts had been started on

the first of the month.

For special campaigns the bank buys individual programs and

announcements.

A series of radio and tv programs directed toward younger finan-

ciers has attracted $1,000,000 in children's savings accounts. These

are part of a special feature of Louisville Savings and Loan's savings

program known as The Savings Post, now in its fifth year.

Mr. Sponsor

15 November 1954, p. 18

Subject: Singer Sewing Machine ad director
discusses radio-tv campaign

A little over a year ago the Singer Sewing Machine Company was

spending 35% of its advertising budget on CBS television's Four

Star Playhouse. At that time Harold H. Horton, who was then

Singer's Advertising Director, told sponsor that tv's ability to demon-

strate a product like Singer's in actual use made it the ideal medium

for the product. "The demonstration really sells it," he said. Since

then Singer has not increased its ad budget except to meet increased

rates brought about by a growing audience. It still sponsors the

Playhouse, now in its fourth year, and, in the words of Singer's new-

ad director Mr. G. L. Newcomb. the Playhouse is "very, very success-

ful, or we wouldn't be continuing. Our rating through 1955 was very

encouraging."'

Currently the Playhouse is carried on approximately 125 CBS
stations accounting for the largest piece of the Singer ad budget.

On 2 January Singer launched its $125,000 adult sewing contest in

newspaper ads throughout the country and on 19 January gave it

a sendoff via Four Star Playhouse. Although the number of retail

outlets and the number of Singer service trucks has remained

constant, sales have apparently gone well ahead of what they were

over a year ago. Mr. Newcomb says the credit goes to tv. * * *
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MEMPHIS

has been worth waitincpfor!

At last viewers and advertisers alike are receiving the

benefits of the choicest spot on the Memphis TV dial

. . . Channel 3, WREC-TV . . . affording the ultimate

in coverage and reception for the great $2 Billion Mid-
South market.

WREC-TV brings to Channel 3 the standards of excel-

lence and the "know-how" that have consistently kept

WREC-Radio Number 1 on Memphis radio survey after

survey by Hooper, Pulse and S.A.M.S.

!

With WREC-TV and Channel 3 comes a full basic affilia-

tion with the CBS Television Network. No wonder, adver-

tisers and viewers alike find Channel 3, WREC-TV
, first

choice in Memphis. See your Katz man soon!

Operating with full power from the

highest antenna in the Mid-South
. . . 1349 feet above mean sea level.

WREC-TV
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE

Represented Nationally by The Katz Agency
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All recognized market coverage services give WSYR

a wide margin of superiority over competitor sta-

tions. Take Neilsen for example:

The Measure of a Great Radio Station

Daytime, WSYR's weekly circulation of 193,530

homes is from 47% to 212% better than any other

Syracuse station's. Nighttime, WSYR's circulation

of 132,540 homes is from 46% to 257% better.

5KW • 570 KC



docal — in Central New York.

A/SYR market has a population of over 1.5

n — and annual buying power in excess of

Sbillion. And remember: metropolitan Syracuse

: ked by Sales Management as America's finest

t narket.

Effective daytime service

area, as measured by

Nielsen Coverage Service

i i a t e

SYRACUSE, N. Y.

Represented Nationally by

THE HENRY I. CHRISTAL CO., INC.

NEW YORK • BOSTON • CHICAGO

DETROIT • SAN FRANCISCO

'



WI Mil SI ratings i ttf
Chart covers half-hour syndicated film

Past*
rank

Top 10 shows in 10 or more markets

Period 7-7 December 7955
TITLE, SYNDICATOR. PRODUCER. SHOW TYPE

Average
ratings

7-STATION
MARKETS

5-STATION
MARKETS

4-STATION MARKETS J-STfl a
MARI •

Rank

NY L.A. Boston Mnnls. S. Fran. Atlanta
Seattle-

Chicago Detroit Tacoma Wash. Bait. Bui:

I
1

1 1 Mr. District Attorney, Ziv (M) 20.9

18.9

16.2

17.5

17.

S

72.5

knxt
10-OOpm

26.7

wnar-tv
10:30pm

77.4 76.7

kstp-tv kron-tv
10:30pm 10:30pm

waga-tv
10:30pm

78.7 20.7

wwj-tv king-tv
8:30pm 9:00pm

75.2 2;

wbal-tv wipj
10:'30pm 7:'B

2 3 Waterfront, MCA Roland Reed (A)
7.7 73.7

wabd kttv

7:30pm 7:30pm

79.9

wnac-tv
7:00pm

9.9 23.5

kevd-tv krnn-tr
8:00pm 8:30pm

75.5

waga-tv
7:00pm

9.5 73.7 20.2 22.7

wgn-tv wjw-tv komo wtop-tv
9:00pm 10 -30pm R'30pm 10:30pm

72.2 2(1

wmar-tv we 1
10:30pm 7:(l

3 7 linos 'n' Andy, CBS Film (C)
5.4 7 7.4

"rhs-tv kn\t
2:00pm 5 '30pm

72.8

wnac-tv
'i :30pm

9.6

weeo-tv
10:45pm

77.5

waga-tv
7:00pm

26.7 9.7 75.5

whkh wwj-tv wtop-tv

9:30pm 7 00pm 7:30pm

<

1:S

4 5 Badge 714, NBC Film (D)
6.7 76.9

wpix kttv
* :30pm 7 '30pm

20.8

uriae- tv

6:30pm

23.2 27.9

kstp-tv kpix
9:30pra 9:00pm

76.2 9.5 22.2 76.2

wgn-tv wwj-tv king-tv wrp iv

8:00pm 7:00pm 030pm 7 00pm

4 5 flighted!/ Patrol, Ziv (A)
70.7 9.9

wrra-tv kttv

7:00pm 9:00pm

77.2

\vb'/-tv

10 30pm

72.9 70.2

weeo-tv krnn-tv
10:00pm 11:00pm

73.2

waga-tv
7:30pm

8.9 79.7 73.0 72.7

wbkb wjhk-tv komo wtop-tv
9:00pro 10:30pm 7:00pm 7:30pm

9.5 7<

wmar-tv wg
7:30pm 10::

6
\

Doug. Fairbanks Presents, ABC Film (D) 17.3
76.4 77.5

vroa-tv k*-ca

'0:30pni 10:30pro

7.5

kstp-tv
6:00pra

7.7 8.7

wbkb wxyz-tv
10:00pm 10:00pm

7(

ffbl

10:

6 2 f Led Three Lives, Ziv (M) 17.3

17.1

18.0

18.3

3.7 72.3

wpix kttv

'0:00pm 8 30pm

27.9

wnac-tv
7:00pm

27.5 76.7

kstp-tv kren-tv
9:30pm 10:30pm

74.2

wsb-tv
7 00pm

77.4 78.3 77.6 76.7

wgn-tv wjbk-tv ktnt-tv wrc-tv

930pm 10:30pm 10:00pm 10:30pm

77.9 2,

wbal-tv wi
10:30pm 10:

8 4 Ulan Behind the Badge, MCA-TV Film (M)
24.0

wnac-tv
10:30pm

4.0 14.5

kstp-tv kron-tv
5:30pm 10:30pm

76.7 8.4 9.7

wjbk-tv king-tv wmal-tv
10:3Upm 10:!Spm 10:30pm

2

WI
8

9 Amite Oakley, CBS Film (W)
8.8 74.3

•chs-tv kttv

3 :30pm 7:00pm

2.9

wniur
0:00pm

23.0 7.9

weeo-tv kgo-tv
4:00pm 6 :30pm

73.2

wlwa
6:00pm

70.4 9.7 79.6 72.0

wbbm-tv wxyz-tv king-tv wtop-tv
5:00pm 6:00pm C :00pm 7:00pm

23.2 2:

wbal-tv wb
5:30pm 7:C

10 8 Superman (Flamingo) (K)
77.7 77.3

wrca-tv kttv
fl :00pm 7:00pm

22.7

wnac-tv
6:30pm

9.9 77.7

wtcn-tv kgo-tv
6:30pm 6:30pm

23.2

wsb-tv
7:00pm

76.2 75.2 77.7 75.3

wbkb wxyz-tv king-tv wrc-tv
5:00pm 6:00pm 6:00pm 7:00pm

76.7 2-

wbal-tv wb
7:00pm 7:1

Rank Past-
rank Top 70 shows in 4 to 9 markets

'1 Life of Biley. NBC Film, Tom McNight (C) 18.7
75.9

kttv
8:30pm

74.2 22.2

ksto-tv kpix-tv
6:00pm 7:00pm

73.2 28.2

wnha kine-tv
0:00pm 7:30pm

2 Stars of the Grcttid Ole Opry, Flamingo Film 17.9

17.5

17.0

15.3

15.2

3.3

kcop
8:30pm

7.2 78.7

keyd-tv kpix-tv
0:30ph 9:30pra

74.2

waga-tv
7:00pm

7.2

komo
6 :00pm

.1 Celebrity Playhouse, Screen Gems Inc. (D)
77.7

knxt
10:00pm

72.4

10:00pm
krontv

9.2 74.0

7:00pm 8:30*>m
wwj-tv komo

4
1
2 Passport to Danger, ABC Film, Hal Roach (A)

5.2

kenp
7:30pm

5.5 75.9

keyd-tv kpix-tv
7:30pm 7:<i0pm

8.5

king-tv
10:45pm

5 Long John SiIrt?r,CBS Film (A)

5.3

wahd
8:00cm

70.5

wsb-tv
6:00pm

70.9

whkli

2:00pm

6 !riy Hero, Official Films Inc. (C)
2.7

wpix
S :30pm

8.2

wnac-tv
2:00pm

4.8

wtcn-tv
1 :00pm

70.8

0:00pm
komo

7
1
7 meet Corliss Archer, Ziv (C) 14.7

7.2

wjbk-tv
7:00pm

7 7.9

wbal-tv wt-tN
6:00pm 7:M

8 | 1 Eddie Cantor, Ziv (C) 14.2

13.9

6.7

kttv
10:00pm

6.0 76.7

wtcn-tv kron-tv
9:30pm 10:00pm

73.7 77.2 75.3

mihq wjbk-tv king-tv
9:30pm 10:30pm 10:00pm

70.9

wbal-tv
10:30pm

9
1

' f Search for Adventure, Bagnall (A)
2.2 72.2

wpix kcop
7:30pm 7:30pm

27.5

kpix-tv
7:30pm

79.8

king-tv
7:00pm

1

10 Racket Squad, ABC Film (M) 12.1
3.6 7.7

wabc-tv kttv

10:30pm 8:30pn

73.5 5.9
kstp-tv kgo-tv
10:30pm 8:30pm

74.2
wsb-tv
7:00pm

76.5
wgn

8:30pm

1

Show type symbols: (A) adventure: (C) comedy; (D) drama; (Doc) documentary; (K) kids;

(M) mystery; (Mul musical; (SF) Science Fiction; (W) Western. Films listed are syndicated,

half-hour length, telecast In four or more markets. The average rating is an unweighted average
"* individual market ratings listed above. Blank space Indicates film not broadcast in this

market 1-7 December. While network shows are fairly stable from one month to ano T il

markets in which they are shown, this is true to much lesser extent with syndicated
."J*

should be borne in mind when analyzing rating trends from one month to another in M
•Refers to last month's chart. If blank, show was not rated at all in last chart or n IB

<
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stowmi

ait made tor tv

S TION MARKETS 2-STATION MARKETS

s Mil* Phila. St. L Birm. Charlotte Dayton New. Or.

I 75.4 7 7.0 23.7

kv wtmj-tv nptz ksil-tv

8fi 11:00pm iO:3D|im 10:00pm

20.2 77.4 78.7

wtmj-tv wcau-tv kuk-tv
10:00pm 6:30pm 10:00pm

58.8 75.0 32.0

wbtv wlw-d
8:00pm 10:30pm

wdsu-tv
10:30pm

22.0 57.3

70.2 24.4

wonu-tv
7:00pm

k=.l-tv

9 30pm

73.7 70.0 79.4

wtmt-tv
10:30pm

wfll-tv

10:30pm
k«k-tv
9:30pm

75.5

wxlx
10:00pm

76.9

ksd-tv
9:30pm

77.4 7 7.4 20.2

wtmt-tv
10:30pra

irrnu-tv
7 -00pm

ksrt-tv

10:00pm

25.9

wtmj-tv
7:30pm

76.0

ksrt-tv

10:00pn

70.2 9.9

wisn-tv
3:00pm

"•ran-tv

3:00pm

h iv

70.5 76.2 70.3

wtsn-tr
6:30pra

wcau-tv
7:00pm

kort-tv

5 :30pm

uaht
i :30pm

uhtv
8:30pm

23.5 37.0

unrc-tv
10 :00pm

wbtv
1 :00pm

29.0 24.8

ibrc-tv
n :00pm

wnjo-tv
l" 30nm

22.8 37.5 34.3 40.5
« hrc-tv
looopm

wbtv
10:30pm

ivhlo-tv
9 00pm

wdsu-tv
innonm

25.0 29.8

waht
9:30pm

wl"--d
9 :30pm

26.5

wnm-tT
9:30pm

72.5 52.8

whv-d wd«u-tv
7:00pm 9:30pm

5.3

wjmr-tv
8 :30pni

76.0 36.8 78.8 27.0

«b*-c-tv

6:00pm
wbtv wlw-d
5:30pm 6:00pm

ud'u-tv
12:00n

34.3 70.8 26.8

wbtv
5:30ptr

wlw-d
6:00pm

wdsu-tv
", IIIIMIII

20.2

ksd-tv
9:45pm

2 9 26.7 70.7

rt-tv wtmj-tv wcau-tv
l:)m 8:00pm 10:30pm

7

b tv

: irn

22.2 7.2

wtmi-tv
9:30pm

wptz
6:00pm

79.5

wabt
9 :30pm

28.3

vbvc-tv"

9:00pm

28.0

•l»T-l\

9:30pm

75.8

wb^c-tv
3:00pm

42.3

wbtv
6:00pm

37.0

wdsu-tv
5:00pm

35.0

ftrdsil-tv

10:00pm

34.0

wbtv
5 :30pm

49.3

UlltV

10:00pm

24.8

wbtv
1 :30pm

33.5

wdsu-tv
10:00pm

23.0 7.3
whlo u'jmr-tv

7:00pm 9:30pm

?0 Classification as to number of stations In market Is Pulse's

5C ."e,crm ' rie s number by measuring which stations are actually
B
f

homes in the metropolitan area of a given market even though
i elf may be outside metropolitan area of the market.

ONE
willget you...

WTAR-TV

is the only "V" Station

for not one but five

lusty Markets, all

within its Grade "A"

signal . . . reaches an

area with effective

buying income

of over $2,241,000,000*

Effective Buying Income*

NORFOLK
PORTSMOUTH
NEWPORT NEWS
WARWICK
HAMPTON

$675,950,000
$129,976,000
$63,641,000
$81,116,000

$197,962,000

CHANNEL

3
NORFOLK.VA.

Represented by Edward PETRY & Co., Inc.

(Sales Management Sunny of Buying Power, May 10, 1955)

1 ONE OR BOTH
fo open a bigger sales door

in the Detroit Area!

C K L W
radio covers

a 15,000,000
population area

in 5 important
states. The lowest

cost major station

buy in the Detroit

area.

800 kc. Radio
50,000 Watts

J. E. Campeau, Pres.

Guardian Bldg., Detroit

Channel
325,000 Watts

National Rep.

Adam J. Young, Jr., Inc.



a torum on questions of current interest

to air advertisers and their agencies

How can air media and department stores

work more effectively together

ITS A THREE-FOLD JOB

• Five years ago, about a third of

department stores were using radio,

mostly the wrong way. This year, well

over half are using radio consistently

as a strong supplementary medium

—

averaging better than 100 minutes of

announcements and/or program time

per week. These stores today repre-

sent local radios third best customer.

A lot more needs to be done, how-

ever, in bringing together department

stores and radio advertising by a lot

of people.

1. By the radio stations: A reliza-

tion that department stores take more
selling and much more servicing (once

they're sold) than any other type ad-

vertiser. RAB can provide stations

with half a hundred different sales

tools to help them sell radio to depart-

ment stores; but the continually pains-

taking matching of merchandise and

time slot, the careful creation of effec-

tive copy, the constant week-to-week

schedule revision and the meaningful

merchandising cooperation that has to

be done is up to the stations themselves.

2. By the department stores: A
willingness to break out of a 100-year-

old advertising pattern. This inevita-

bly involves shifts in store advertising

personnel duties, from the established,

comfortable set-up.

3. By local advertising agencies: A
number of excellently conceived de-

partment store radio campaigns today

are being sadly mishandled and in

possible danger of cancellation be-

cause agencies involved have no con-

cept of what the store's trying to do.

Many have made no effort to find out.

The stakes are pretty big; it's worth

finding out.

R. David Kimble

Dir. Local Sales & Service

Radio Advertising Bureau. Inc.

New York City
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LEARJS HOW TO USE TELEVISION

• Air media and department stores

have always been together—right from

the start. As a matter of fact, a

substantial number of the original

broadcasting stations were owned by

department stores. Some of these de-

partment stores throughout the United

States have used the broadcasting

media from their earliest days as

vehicles in promoting the sale of

merchandise.

Unfortunately, we older retail sales

promotion managers grew up and were

educated in our advertising knowledge

during a print media period. This is

the knowledge we transmitted when we
taught those who followed us in our

jobs. This means that most store pro-

moters have never really learned how
to use television to best advantage

—

for example, the actual mechanics of

writing, demonstrating and perform-

ing.

An educational-type program is

needed in order to get more department

stores into television. Broadcasters in-

dividually must do their parts in their

own circles.

However, the Television Bureau of

Advertising, through its new Retail

Sales Division, will definitely set the

pace nationally for such a program.

Howard Abrahams
Director of Retail Sales

Television Bureau of Advertising

New York City

WE PERSUADED THE TOP MAN

• Our biggest account is London's,

Attleboro's largest department store.

Perhaps in giving the reasons for our

happ\ situation will I best be able to

answer the question.

First, you must find a department

store head who's willing to be shown.

Secondly, you must persuade him
that certain fixed ideas about using

radio should have been discarded

about 30 years ago. One is the ever-

recurring expression : "Well, radio

may be ok for selling store name, insti-

tutional advertising, or bargain base-

ment sales, but you can't sell regular

merchandise." This simply isn't true.

When our client first went on the

air, he'd take only 10-second station

\ ital question on department stores is answered by a store executive,

station ad manager, two industry spokesmen Views range from pessimism to

what one feels is a definite solution to a problem as old as the broadcast media



breaks. So I made up a simple jingle

to a bouncy tune. Before the year was

out, it was reported to the client that

mothers of newborn babies were croon-

ing the jingles to their babies. Who
ever heard of anyone singing some-

thing they'd read?

Next, we went to work to convince

this valued client that we were not

doing the job for him we could do if

he would spend enough money to allow

us to follow the jingle with a selling

commercial to move specific items.

In selling radio, we believe in it

and are willing to stick our necks out.

If more radio stations would adopt a

similar attitude the problem of get-

ting department stores to use radio

would be greatly lessened.

William A. Dawson, Jr.

Advertising Manager
WARA

Attleboro, Mass.

AIR MEDIA LIMIT OUR MESSAGE

• It is the general feeling of our

store personnel that there has been

progress in bringing air media and
department stores together, but we feel,

too, that this progress has been limited.

We cannot move more than one item

at a time successfully through radio

and/or television, a fact that brings

up our second and main criticism.

We, and many other department

stores, are of the opinion that radio

and tv are too expensive. Since we can

only advertise one item at a time, we
feel that we're not getting the impact.

With newspapers, we may advertise

a great many articles, knowing that the

reader will have time to go through

the ad, read it as much as he likes.

With radio or tv, however, once the

message is given, if the listener hasn't

caught all of it, it's down the drain.

It's been expensive, and we've only

been able to give a one-item pitch.

Unfortunately, since I'm not an offi-

cial spokesman for the company, the

name of the store can't be mentioned.

But if it were printed, your readers

would recognize the fact that we are

one of the biggest New York depart-

ment store advertisers in all media.

Nevertheless, we do have these criti-

cisms of the air media. Perhaps it's

the reason for our keeping so much
of our budget in newspapers.

Asst. Public Relations Director

A large department store

New York City
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GREATER CLEVELAND'S NUMBER 1 STATION
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'

WW Radio. WmiSt

fodMfe CBS Radio/
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LOCAL LIVE

NOON NEWS 13.1

NOON WEATHER 12.7

LADIES' FARE (12:30-1:30 P.M.) 8.3**

6:00 P.M. NEWS 26.2

6:20 P.M. WEATHER 25.8

10:00 P.M. NEWS AND SPORTS 32.5

10:20 P.M. WEATHER 28.2

* NOV. 1955 ARB M-F average

Special ARB Jan. 3-9, 1956

See your Katz man for availabilities

WKY-TV NBC

ABC

OKLAHOMA CITY

The Nation's FIRST COLOR TV Station

Owned and operated by THE OKLAHOMA PUBLISHING COMPANY: The Daily Oklahoman, Oklahoma City Times,

The Farmer-Stockman, WKY, WSFA, & WSFA-TV. Represented by THE KATZ AGENCY
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thirty which was before he'd even got to the lab where another

army of experts and their relatives took over.

As if difficulties such as these aren't enough, we've super-

imposed some other lovelies on the business of doing tele-

vision. All of 'em make sense, mind you. But a shudder

or two is in order as I recount them, I think you'll agree.

I'm referring specifically now to the problems caused by

the fact that most tv shows start around September. New
shows, that is. Or new series of old shows. The buying of

these epics, time as well as talent, is usually consummated
about four months prior to this time, maybe five—more for

film—less for live.

By that time of year, that is April or May, you can usually

tell if you've been living with a turkey during the current

season which may be why T. S. Eliot wrote "April is the

crudest month." You've also a fair idea then of what time

slots are available, if any. You've had a good chance to

screen the new films and kines and to listen to the buoyant

conversation of the pilot pushers. So you make your decisions

during the Springtime, decisions which you quite often have

to live with for fifty weeks from the upcoming fall.

This isn't ever easy. But it's four times as difficult as

normal for those advertisers whose own fiscal years or crop

years or budget or whatever they are called do not dovetail

with the tv-year. In such cases the agency and ad depart-

ments of these concerns are faced with the problem of making

tv plans (which, of course, spring fully-clad from overall

ad budgets) during a time of year when conjecture and

prayer are methods of determining what course to take.

Some of these companies have their fiscal year based on

the harvest of a particular crop, sound reason indeed in terms

of their basic manufacturing. Others are the result of a par-

ticular selling season. Still others of a labor situation. Some
are determined by the temperature. Even the commonplace
calendar year is out-of-whack for tv. Each reason, however,

is in its own way vital to the concern and completely sensible

to the operation but a problem when it comes to making tv

plans. And not much can be done about this for it would be

churlish indeed to suggest that basic policies be altered to

accommodate the vagaries of a single advertising medium.

That wasn't the point of this tract though, if it had a point.

I am merely seeking to demonstrate that Mr. Kaltenborn and

lady announcers are not alone in their television difficulties.

The folks in the agencies, though pictured in novels and on

the screen as leading lives only a smidgeon less rewarding

than that of the Prince of Monaco, do have to walk through

a vale of tears on their way to the bank with the loot. Remem-
ber that and speak softly in their presence.

More

People

start the DAY with

Whether in the home, on the

farm, or on the move, KTSA
programs are specially pre-

pared for special people— our

listeners!

• • •

CHARLES LUTZ
Gen. Mgr. Station KTSA
San Antonio, Texas

CA 7-1251 Collect
'Contact PAUL H.RAYMER CO.
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(DISTRICT

ITORNEY
starring DAVID BRIAN I

Champion of the people! Here's proof!

56.6
CHARLOTTE

beots What's My Line,

Studio One, Ford The-

atre, Godfrey and Friends

and others.

37.6
OKLAHOMA

CITY

25.6
BALTIMORE

31.5
BOSTON

RENEWED BY

CARTER'S IN

37 MARKETS!

ARB—October, November,
December '55

An Award-Winning Performance by

Academy Award Winning Star!

JOHNSTOWN
beats I Love Lucy, Disney-

land, Kraft TV Theatre,

Life of Riley and others.

51.9
BAKERSFIELD

40.2
PEORIA

41.3
SELLING FOR

BALLANTINES

ROANOKE
23 MARKETS!

JiL'Aik.jA'
ARB—November, '55akb—iNovemDer, do . V / j .J «./

M\dkii^dkA^iSjMtHAiAi'MHMMikhs
i

NOTHING TURNS ON THE HEAT LIKE ZIV i



tow 3rd Year in Production!

*>D' 6th Year in Production!

T. WAYNE
I $64,000 Question,
Slivon, Dragnet, Dis-

fl d and others.

„ , ARB—Nov., Dec, '55

CINCINNATI TELEPULSE—Nov., '55

BARRY SULLIVAN



We're

Not Being

KITTENISH

But—

It's Purr-ty Nice

To Be WELCOME •«

90,000 HOMES

This Winter ! ! !

NBC Affiliate

WJHP-TV
ABC

Jacksonville, Fla.

lasn't seen Venice since entering advertising, sits before tv flat of city.

agency profile Charles V. Sfeoog

V.p., Director of merchandising

Hicks & Greist, New Yorlt

"People come into advertising in strange ways," Hicks & Greist's

Charlie Skoog told sponsor. "I used to play clarinet and sax on club

dates. Then after the war, I wrote a clothing-collection drive ad.

Only ad I ever got a byline on. From then on, I was an adman."

Behind this spoof, lies a deep conviction that "the role of the

agency is changing. To service a client well, the agency today must

act as advertising, sales and marketing consultant."

"One of the most client-wise admen I know often says 'The food

business today is advertising, with stress on tv.' But when he says

'advertising' he's got a different concept than Madison Avenue used

to have. He's talking not only about media decisions and producing

selling copy. He also means packaging, labeling, helping determine

who the most likely buyers of his product are and aiming a con-

certed effort at them."

Media concepts, too, have undergone radical changes, he added.

"Too many clients consider network radio old-fashioned. But the

medium isn't old-fashioned. There are just old-fashioned ways of

using it." He illustrated his ideas of getting "coverage and mer-

chandisability" out of network radio with the agency's recent buy of

Don McNeill on ABC for Sandran. "Radio is tops when you get a

personality to sell for you and merchandise the hell out of him."

Skoog remembers that he originally got out of the entertainment

field "because of the lousy hours, and look what 1 picked instead."

A voluble, blonde man in his thirties, he deceptively acts relaxed

about business, lives and breathes advertising.

"You're trapped," he says apologetically. "I'll play golf with a

guy and he's talking to me about innocuous problems like his neigh-

bor's ashcans. (It seems they're pretty desperate, low-down ash-

cans.) So I figure I've got a deal. I'm away from Madison Avenue

and I'm talking like other people do, about ashcans. But who do the

ashcans belong to? You've got it: president of an agency. So by

the time we hit the third hole, we're talking cost-per-1,000."

Skoog's accounts divide into two classes: "In durable goods, the

dealer's vital. Your advertising has to impress him. With package

goods, the consumer's it. If you've got him. he'll put the pressure

on the supermarkets to stock up." • • •
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An instructive treatise on advt. -writing,

wittily annotated.

When you can't think of any-
thing else, fall back on a success

story.

After the stage is set irresist-

ibly, get in some fast body
punches.

Rhetorical questions are nice,

especially if a guy can't fight

back.

Throw in a foreign phrase. This
impresses copy chiefs and takes
only an instant.

Howdy Roberts winds a musical clock on your

favorite radio station in Eastern Iowa. Part

of his morning chore involves a quarter-hour

arabesque for a drug chain. (Ed.: Why not

name it? Ted: Okay. Ford Hopkins.) Dur-

ing seven fateful days recently . . .

. . . Howdy mumbled some off-hand noth-

ings about a coffee special for three days run-

ning (one to a customer to make it harder

—

handicaps like this don't faze our Mister

Roberts). Coffee sales perked, dripped, and

boiled over at 634. (Par was 633.)

Next three days Howdy got around to nap-

kins. Paper napkins. Ford Hopkins sold all

they had—526 packages. Why don't people

learn they gotta back up radio commercials

with mdse. 1 Anyway, radio commercials on

this station have to be backed up with mdse.

period.

But the real coup de maitre (F.) came on the

seventh day. F. H. sold 300 dishclouts by

1 :30 p.m. after Howdy let go with 60 seconds

worth of clean diction in the a.m. Voila

!

Bury the sig. if you must but
don't forget the reps. (Nothing
strains relations with clients

more.)

It seems hardly necessary to state that all this

mdse.-moving took place on WMT, the CBS

station for Eastern Iowa, mail address Cedar

Rapids, 600 kc (good!), national sales rep-

resentatives, The Katz Agency.
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HOMES
H'(iNs(i|{ : ( ,,11,.;,,. Heights AGENCY: Direct

. VPSl IK CASE HISTORY: To test the effect of radio

advertising the sponsor bought a trial package of 20 an-

nouncements for $55. The schedule was aired over a

week-end, ten each on Saturday and Sunday with the

result that 400 people went through the open house. Four

tales neve made that were directly attributable to the

radio campaign. The homes ranged in price from $12.-

500 to $19,000. and the success of the campaign convinced

the sponsor thai it ought to begin regular advertising

on the station.

KBIS, Bakersfield, Cal. PROGR \M: Announcements

•

results

•

LADIES' COATS

SPONSOR: Ridgeway Stores AGENCY: Lewis, Hunter & Hatt

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Though the sponsor is a

regular participant on the Steve Allison Show, it ran a

test of the shoivs pulling power. A three-announcement

schedule was planned to advertise 20 women's Cashmere

coats, reduced to $55. Despite the unseasonably warm
weather at the time and the odd hour for such announce-

ments I'll p.m. to 2 a.m.), the entire stock was sold out

before the third announcement could be aired. Cost of

ilie two announcements'. $36; price of the coats: $1,100.

WPEN, Philadelphia PROGRAM: Steve Allison Show,
Announcement-

ROSE BUSHES

SPONSOR: Gordon's Super-Yalu AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: On Friday the sponsor

placed an order for 20 announcements, some 15-second

flash and the rest 30-seconds. No other advertising was

used, but by 3 p.m. Saturday the sponsor asked to can-

cel the six remaining announcements. Nearly 1,000 of

the advertised 59<* rose bushes were sold for close to $600

and shoppers bought large amounts of otfier items ivhile

they were in the store. Store manager Jack Gordon an-

nounced that he was "Very pleased" with the results of

the $25 ad schedule.

< KOV, Kelowna, B. C. PROGRAM: Announcements

ANTIFREEZE
SPONSOR: Simpson-Sear- AGENCY: Direc

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Taking advantage of th,

immediacy of radio advertising, Simpson-Sears placed i

$10 flash announcement campaign on CHUB on the morn
ing of the seasons first cold snap. The 15-second an
nouncements started in the morning and by the end of tlu

day the sponsor had sold 800 quarts of anti-freeze at 89s

each. The radio announcements brought in a total o

$712 for an advertising outlay of $10. The station i

convinced that this ratio will bring them more seasona

business from the sponsor.

CHUB, Nanaimo, B.C. PROGRAM: Announcement

VACATION BOOKLET
SP( >NSOR: N. J. Dept. of Conservation AGENCY: Robert Conaha;

and Economic Development

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: When the N. J. Departmen

of Conservation and Economic Development offered it

free vacation booklet, "Vacation Variety," it used vari

ous media. The campaign included 25 newspapers, fin

magazines and two radio stations. WNEW pulled 7,29f

requests or 31.6% of the total answers for only 10% o\

the ad cost. A 19-announ-cement per week schedule wot

run for three weeks at a total cost of $37.50. The Neu
York independent was almost four times as effective

all other media used.

WNEW. New York PROGRAM: Announcement

'

LIVESTOCK FEED

SPONSOR: Tennessee Farmer's Co-Op AGENCY: Direc

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Five million pounds of live

stock feed were sold within a two-week period because o I

a promotion on WSM's Farm Market Report. The 15 j

minute show plugged an offer of a pair of nylons for 69'

and the tags from five 100-pound sacks of feed. Horac

Corder, a marketing expert with the Tennessee Depart

ment of Agriculture, conducts the 11:30 to 11:45 a.n,

strip and gives daily information on livestock, fruit an.

vegetable market prices. Cost of the shoiv. $90 daily.

WSM. Whville PROGRAM: Farm Market Repo,

COOKIES

SPONSOR: B & B Biscuit Co. AGENCY: Brad-Wright-Smit

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: The client regularly spot

sors two five-minute Beat The Weatherman shows daib

one at 8:20 a.m. and the other at 3:00 p.m. A disk jocke

telephones listeners at home to have them guess the exai

temperature at the moment of the call. To test the show.

the client offered a premium in cookies for every labi

sent in by a deadline. Though 239 labels arrived in tinu

a flood of later labels followed, all of which received th

premium. This caused the sponsor to recommend an ii

creased ad budget to the manufacturer. Weekly cost: $19;

WDOK, Cleveland PROGRAM: Beat The Weatherma

i



P. A. STAPLES

rc

Hershey Employees

cited for

Payroll Savings Plan..."

wholeheartedly recommend that all business executives

activate this plan in their respective companies."

R A. STAPLES, Chairman of Board and President,

Hershey Chocolate Corporation

"We, the officials and employees of the Hershey Choco-

late Corporation of Hershey, Pennsylvania, are proud

of the citation recently presented to us for outstanding

participation in the United States Treasury's Payroll

Savings Plan for the purchase of Savings Bonds.

"We all realize fully the importance of sound money

to the economy of our country and our community. I

If your company has the Payroll Savings Plan, your

State Sales Director will be glad to help you organize

a Person-to-Person Canvass that should increase em-

ployee participation to 50%, 60% or more. If you do not

have the Plan, he will show you how easy it is to install

one. Write to Savings Bond Division, U. S. Treasury

Department, Washington, D. C.

The United States Government does not pay for this advertising. The Treasury Department

thanks, for their patriotic donation, the Advertising Council and

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS, INC.
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the

big

look

is

to

kbis
bakersfield

California

970
DOMINATING CALIFORNIA'S

SOUTHERN SAN (OAQUIN VALLEY

WITH POPULAR MUSIC AND NEWS

24 HOURS A DAY!

representative

NEW YORK
CHICACO
ST. LOUIS
LOS ANCELES

ADAM YOUNG. |R

Continued

from

page 17

who bills himself simply "Binny," does minor miracles with

library and other recorded music to supply backgrounds,

which antiquate the old organ under soapers. Space doesn't

permit running down through the entire crew, but believe me,

the large degree of competence and efficiency I'm describing

applies to the floor and control room personnel from top to

bottom. And Stark and Layton keep the whole thing pulled

together with an eagle eye and a deft hand.

I didn't pry into the budget on "Romances," but I'd be

willing to make a small wager that it's brought in at a stagger-

ingly low figure, and that Colgate's cost-per-thousand is en-

chantingly low.

On a local level, and in the kid show field, another quiet

little packaging operation does a fine job for sponsors. This

is Jules Power Productions. Jules is a Chicago lad, who with

his right hand man, Danny Wilson, produces the following

moppet stanzas: Time for Fun via WABC-TV, New York,

five a week; Lunch Time Little Theatre via WGN-TV, Chi-

cago, five a week; Time for Fun via WEWS-TV, Cleveland,

five a week; Flippy, the Clown via WGTV-TV, Hartford,

five a week; and Tip Top Circus via WNDU-TV, South

Bend, five a week. This totals up to twenty-five shows a week,

all of top kiddie caliber, and all doing sound sales jobs for

their sponsors. In my opinion Power and his crew will come
up one day with a network show which will make its mark.

And here again, the answer seems to be a matter of carefully

chosen and trained personnel on every level.

Even on the radio side, where show budgets these days can

hardly be seen without the assistance of a high-powered

microscope, some packagers are working (within small bud-

get limitations) and delivering profit-producing shows for

buyers. Gordon Auchincloss is a prime example, here. Gor-

don produces the Martha Wright Show five days a week, and

the new Jim Lowe Show, five weekly, both via WCBS. Gor-

don also packages a number of other shows in both radio and

tv, but these two are enough to illustrate the point. Both

shows are breezy "musicals," utilizing records, yet cannot be

called disk jockey shows, nearly as well as they may be

called "personality shows." The carefully written scripts, the

fast-paced direction make them real standouts on today's ra-

dio scene. And I speak from the position that both the shows

are sold out and their sponsors are happy with the results.

Certainly the major networks are producing, and do con-

trol, the $500,000 budgeted spectaculars, and many another

major show these days. But it's my considered guess that

there will never come a time, in either radio or tv, when there

won't be a place for the alert, hardworking packager, who
skips the nonsense and works efficiently toward putting to-

gether programs at low cost to bring big results.

For more on program control see New York Special Report, page 28
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According to three nationally recognized television audience surveys, KLZ-TV is first in overall

ratings and share of audience: American Research Bureau— November 6-12, 1955; Telepulse—
November 1-7, 1955; American Research Bureau Telephone Coincidental—December 5-9, 1955.

MOST COLORADO VIEWERS WATCH KLZ-TV

AFTERNOONS
N«<5tfT«

ALL WEEK LONG- !!
Equally important—more local and national advertisers spend more advertising dollars—for more

KLZ-TV time—and get more results per dollar— than on any other Denver TV station.

BUY, RESULTS... BUY KLZ-TV IN DENVER!
Your Katz man and I are anxious
to tell you of the many exceptional sales

results enjoyed by national and
local advertisers presently using KLZ-TV...
We believe we can assist you— too.

Call one of us for these success stories

and details of the above surveys.

JACK TIPTON
General Sales Manager

Represented nationally by The Katz Agency

KLZ Channel

CBS-TV IN DENVER
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At the right are 10 key points

which will help you evaluate SPONSOR

in your 1956 trade paper plans

The I



SPONSOR ADVERTISING FACT SHEET

EDITORIALLY, SPONSOR IS TOTALLY BEAMED TOWARD NATIONAL

ERTISERS AND AGENCIES. OUR MISSION IS TO GIVE "THE MEN

FOOT THE BILLS" GUIDANCE IN THE EVALUATION AND PURCHASE

i TV AND RADIO TIME AND PROGRAMS.

SPONSOR'S CIRCULATION IS THE PUREST FOR YOUR PURPOSES IN THE

r RADIO TRADE PAPER FIELD. OF 10,000 CIRCULATION, ABOUT

J 00 GO TO NATIONAL AND REGIONAL AGENCIES AND ADVERTISERS;

}50 TO ADVERTISERS, 3,300 TO AGENCIES. THAT'S 7 OUT OF 10

-. REMARKABLY PINPOINTED CIRCULATION.

SPONSOR IS THE USE MAGAZINE OF THE INDUSTRY. TV BASICS, RADIO

g ICS, TV RESULTS, RADIO RESULTS, FILM BASICS, TV DICTIONARY,

TtEBUYING BASICS, TV AND RADIO STATION BUYERS' GUIDE, TIME-

3 ERS OF THE U. S., AND MANY, MANY MORE PROJECTS ARE EXAMPLES

I SPONSOR USE VALUE. SPONSOR AVERAGES 250 INFORMATION REQUESTS

MNTHLY FROM ADVERTISERS AND AGENCIES.

ALL IMPARTIAL AGENCY-AND-ADVERTISER-TRADE-PAPER-READERSHIP-STUDIES

\ DE DURING THE PAST TWO YEARS PROVE SPONSOR'S DECIDED

. DERSHIP IN ITS FIELD (DETAILS ON REQUEST).

SPONSOR AVERAGES NEARLY 20 PAID SUBSCRIPTIONS (AT ITS QUALITY PRICE

$8 PER YEAR) AT THE 33 TOP TIMEBUYING AGENCIES. AT JWT,

B»0, Y&R, AND M-E SPONSOR HAS FROM 40 TO 60 PAID SUBSCRIPTIONS.

a:NCY LIBRARIANS REPORTED, IN A TRADE PAPER STUDY, THAT SPONSOR

[KEPT ONE YEAR OR LONGER AS A REFERENCE SOURCE, THE AVERAGE

P PLICATION SIX MONTHS OR LESS.

( RECENTLY, SRDS COMPLETED A STUDY OF ADVERTISING GAINS OR LOSSES

A ONG THE TRADE PUBLICATIONS OF OUR FIELD. OF THOSE LISTED ONLY

1 O SHOWED GAINS—SPONSOR AND SRDS. SPONSOR'S GAIN WAS OVER 250 PAGES.

the magazine

tv and radio

advertisers USE

l
ALTHOUGH TRADE PAPERS ARE FREQUENTLY REGARDED AS INTANGIBLES,

S)NSOR IS ABLE TO SHOW SPECIFIC RESULTS I FOLDER

C EXAMPLES ON REQUEST).

(

( SPONSOR IS A PRESTIGE PUBLICATION. YOUR PRESTIGE MESSAGE GETS

1 E ADVANTAGE OF SPONSOR'S EXCELLENT STANDING IN ITS FIELD.

SPONSOR FIGHTS FOR WORTHWHILE INDUSTRY IMPROVEMENTS, PROJECTS,

^D REFORMS. IT IS REGARDED AS THE FOREMOST ADVERTISING MAGAZINE

I THIS RESPECT. THIS HELPS PRODUCE A HEALTHY, ACTIVE

(IMATE FOR YOUR MESSAGE.

J.I, NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES LIKE SPONSOR. THEY KNOW HOW
1 OROUGHLY IT'S READ AND USED. ASK YOURS WHAT HE THINKS OF SPONSOR.

K'LL BE GLAD TO TELL YOU. HE KNOWS SPONSOR.

THE INFORMATIVE BROCHURE

"HOW MUCH SHOULD A STATION INVEST

IN TRADE PAPER ADVERTISING"

IS YOURS FOR THE ASKING.
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Color tv, lire and on film, being given big push in 1056

Other colorcasts currently being offered

by Interstate are 114 quarter hour

shows composed of Adventure Album

and Popular Science Newsreels.

To make color tv programing readily

accessible to stations that have not

vet had color transmitting equipment

installed. RCA is offering a mobile

color studio to stations within a 150

mile radius of Philadelphia. Other

mobile units will be added to the

service in the future.

According to A. R. Hopkins, Man-

ager of the RCA Broadcast Products

Department, stations modified for color

transmission will be able to use the

unit's completely equipped video and

audio facilities as well as two live

studio cameras. In addition, RCA will

provide the services of two engineers

to instruct and supervise station per-

sonnel in the setting up and technical

operation of the equipment.

The Mummer's Parade, broadcast

by WCAU-TV, Philadelphia, was one

of the first color shows transmitted by

the unit. * * *

Safari so good for deejag
Eddie Chase of CKLW

RCA's new mobile unit on location

For those who've seen color tv, it's

arrived. For thousands who haven t,

it's on its way and scheduled for ac-

ceptance in '56. Working on the

theory that once the public has seen

color tv they'll want it, color sets are

being seeded in key locations to create

consumer interest. Wells Television,

Inc. has been a leader in this process

with the installation of color tv in at

least 150 hotel rooms in New York

City. A comparable number of sets

have been installed in approximately

eight cities outside New York. Wells

executives find that once people come

face to face with color tv they re de-

lighted with it and the experience leads

to sales.

Color film will also give color pro-

graming a boost this year as syndi-

cators offer series and individual color

features for the steadily expanding

color market. WNBQ-TV. Chicago,

and KING-TV, Seattle have been the

first to sign contracts for Screencraft

Pictures' new full color Judge Roy
Bean series. Both stations launched

the show early in January. To back

up its own interest in color tv, RCA is

sponsoring the program over WNBQ
with a series of full color commercials.

Quintet Productions is producing the

show in Hollywood.

Interstate Television Corp., a sub-

sidiary of Allied Artists, has 26 high

budget color films ready for distribu-

tion this year. The ITC selection was

originally produced by the parent

company between 1948 and 1952.

Detroit's Eddie Chase tries a jungle beat

If vou're tiring of rockin' and rollin'

and the chatter of local disk jockeys

is forcing you to buy your own
records, off with you to Detroit where

d. j. Eddie Chase has broken the

pattern with a jungle beat. Following

the well worn but still exciting paths

of Hollywood's major studios and per-

sonalities like Ernest Hemingway,
Chase took an 18.000 mile safari of

his own for the purpose of offering his

CKLW listeners something exotic in

the way of disk jockey fare.

Chase was feted by Africans who are

celebrities in their own right by virtue

of filmdom's celluloid recordings. The

king of the Watusi, known to millions

for his appearance with his tribe in

"King Solomon's Mines," and the

Masai warriors were among Chase's

hosts. Also included in the trip was a

stop at Dr. Albert Schweitzer's famous

hospital camp.

Among the interesting customs

Chase discovered was the use of drums

rather than call letters to identify

African stations.

Thomas J. Doyle, Inc., sponsor of

Chase's 6:15 to 7 p.m. Monday through

Friday program, never thought they'd

be sponsoring a show from Africa, but

then, they're never quite sure what

Chase will give them next even while

he's safe at home in the CKLW studios.

• • •

Spanish language telecast
taps fresh KJVT1 marhet

Sailing beer with a Spanish accent on KNTV

Burgermeister Beer and Royal

Crown Cola are selling a hitherto un-

explored audience via a Spanish lan-

guage telecast on KNTV, San Jose,

Cal. Through Mallory Advertising

Agency, the companies have success-

fully sponsored Fiesta since September.
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1955. each spending $135 weekly for

the half-hour musical.

As Jim Bentley. Radio-Tv Director

of Mallory says, "It was decided that

live commercials and a general musical

show would be a most effective

vehicle."

MC Jose Alvarez was selected be-

cause he's a local personality with a

"buying" knowledge of his people. A
Latin quintet, a professional talent list

of Spanish acts gathered for use on a

rotation basis and an "amateur talent"

contest segment were developed for a

generalized approach.

But above all, simplicity of appeal

has been the keynote of program and

delivery of each sponsors two one-

minute commercials.

With point-of-purchase cards, news-

paper ads, spot radio adjacent to

Spanish language radio shows, all

promoting Fiesta, both clients feel

show reaches over 40^ of the buying

potential in the area. * * *

Briefly . . .

"For outstanding achievement in

radio and television merchandising",

during the 12 months between July 1,

1955 and June 30. 1956. a Cadillac

automobile and a placque will be

awarded the Sylvania "Distributor of

the Year." In announcing the award
Bernard 0. Holsinger. Sylvania's Gen-

eral Sales Manager, emphasized the

necessity for "a broad comprehension

of advertising and merchandising

methods." The judges will be Arthur

L. Chapman, Operations v. p.: Thomas
P. Ryan, Sales Manager. Radio & Tv;

John D. Thuet, Radio Sales Manager;

C. R. Lunney, Advertising & Sales

Promotion Manager and Elbert W.
Merriam, Service Manager.

* * *

WIP, Philadelphia, oldest depart-

ment store-owned station in the coun-

try, celebrated 25 years on the air on 1

February and honored the station's

president and general manager, Bene-

dict Gimbel. Jr. at a party for members
of the board of directors and station

personnel. A special plaque was given

to Benedict Gimbel.
* * *-

American film producers working

abroad have recently begun a practice

of shooting special footage on location

for use in tv spot commercials in the

States. They are not "trailers" in the

usual sense since they will also be used

as theatrical short subjects. * * *

PAL/^4
"Timebuyers—check your new
PULSE survey for Charleston,
S. C. It's the same old story!

EMMETT LAMPKIN'S In The
Garden and In The Garden Ves-

pers lead the field again! BOB
NICHOLS' Blues '«' Boogie is

right up there on top, too, as

usual!

This means audience—and audi-

ence means sales! See our rep
.... now!',f"

("I don't know why we keep
spending the money for these

things—we always win
ho-hum. . . .",)

w-PAL
of Charleston

South Carolina

Represented by

Forjoe & Company

FOR 5,000 WATTS
KNAK*, the mighty independent of the Utah trade area

is now a better buy than ever! More power — more

pull — more sales for you in an area that is larger than

Pittsburgh, Milwaukee or Houston and only slightly

smaller than Washington, D. C, Boston or San Francisco.

Remember, in Salt Lake, BETTER BUY KNAK - IT'S A
BETTER BUY THAN EVER!

Represented Nationally by Forjoe & Co., inc.

KNAK
1042 South 6th West, Salt Lake City, Utah

HOOPERATING
KNAK 27.8

Station "A" 27.2

Station "B" 14.6

Station "C" 13.7

Station "D" 7.2

*Hooper Rating— February,

1955 (12:00 noon to 6:00

p.m. average.)

SALT
of LAKE

CITY
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are in

your host, Allyn Edwards

Big advertisers, small advertisers . . . not J

Every weekday ABC-TV's exciting, new

emoon Film Festival" (3-5 EST) giv(
]

more big-name entertainment for your il

than any other show on television. He.

some of the stars you get at the new, lovxl

time rate: James Mason, Steirart Gr>d

Jean Simmons, David Niven, Robert Mm
Deborah Kerr, Mai Zetterling, Alec Guim

Michael Redgrave, Paul Lukas. Here art on

of the modern, top motion pictures : E

Journey, Always a Bride, The Cr<

Hungry Hill, The Adventurers, The 1 ni

tance. When you get all the facts — hw
plan, rating potential, frequency discouiM

you'll agree this is TV's most exciting pi tid

pation buy.

abc television network

7 West 66th St., New York 23, N. Y., SUsquehanna M
20 North Wacker Drive. Chicago, Illinois, AXdoverffl

277 Golden Gate, San Francisco. UNderhill 3-0077



HOLLYWOOD TV
{Continued from page 27)

last extreme. They want a bonus and

their bonus thinking is a promotion

plug, usually one they have had hang-

ing around for some time.

• Does not tend to create serious

competition to current theatrical mo-

tion picture exhibition.

• Is backed by enough money. And
by this they mean just that. They do

not want bargaining on an "Arab

trader" level. If the advertiser and/or

network is talking real, honest-to-good-

ness top money, they're ready to listen.

But they are not ready to give atten-

tion to someone dickering for a sale

price who will then go out to see if

money can be raised.

• Permits the studio to retain rights

and control the features for times and
purposes other than their use on the

program, for which the deal was made.

sponsor asked one executive v. p. of

a top studio for a specific suggestion

on such a deal. He started and stopped

three times before finally coming up
with something that was not prefaced

with "Now don't print this, but . .
."

Resting his arm on a bookshelf con-

taining an "Oscar," he had this to say:

"What I am going to suggest is a

prototype rather than a specific offer

from our studio. However, I think any
studio would do well to entertain such

an offer as the one that I'm going to

outline. Let's say a network or a

group of advertisers underwrite a par-

ticular tv-movie program. You know
the type. So-and-So-Living Room The-

ater. And they'd be willing to use the

name of the studio in the title such as

MGM's, RKO's or Paramount's So-and-

So Living Room Theater. Conceivably,

this program might be presented be-

tween noon and 6 or 7 p.m., possibly

opposite NBC's Matinee when most of

the women in the nation are available,

or exposed to their tv sets, but when

nobody would normally be going to

the movies."

And here is what another executi\c

at a different studio had to say on the

"specific suggestion" level:

"Let a sponsor or a network select

a small group of, say, special features,

all falling into a specific category or

all starring a specific actor or actress

( Humphrey Bogart, Esther Williams,

Gary Cooper, Jimmy Cagney) and use

them, let's say, once a month, as a

series of 'specials' or 'spectaculars' or

whatever you fellows like to call them.

This we'd be interested in. Of course,

there'd be other items to consider like

a promotion gimmick, but we could

clear that hurdle."

The important fact which both men

I. Ycir stutions on air

:iTY & STATE
CALL

LETTERS
CHANNE.

NO
ON-AIR
OATF

ERP <kw)*
Visual

Antenna
(ft)*"

NET
AFFILIATION

cTue SETS I

N

ON AIR MARKET!ON AIK
(000)

PERMITEE. MANAGER. RE-

KSPRING, TEX.

E/ER, COLO.
KBST-TV
KRMA-TV

^ES CENTER, NEB. KHPL-TV
A^NNAH, GA. WSAV-TV

10 Jan.

30 Jan.

22 Jan.

21 Jan.

5.13

28.4

32.4

323

707

370

CBS
None

None

None

None
KOA-TV
KBTV
KFEL-TV
KLZ-TV
None

WTOC-TV

NFA
NFA

NFA

150

Wm. J. Wallace, pres.

Howard Barrett, v. p.

Bi States Co.. F. Wayne Brewster, pres.

C. E. Freas, Jr., v. p.

WSAV Inc.

ff. Mew construction permits*

OITY & STATE CALL
LETTERS

CHANNEL
NO.

DATE OF GRANT ERP <kw)*
Visual

Antenna
(ft)"'

STATIONS
ON AIR

SETS IN
MARKET*

(000)
PERMITEE. MANAGER. RADIO RIP1

RNO, CAL.

(MXVILLE, TENN.

^IMI, FLA.

10 1 Oct. 56 235 1943

10 11 Jan. 316 925

7 18 Jan. 316 966

KJEO
KMJ-TV
WATE
WTSK-TV
WGBS-TV
WTHS-TV
WTVJ
WITV

]_9 Calif. Inland Bidcstng. Co.

200 Radio Sta. WBIR Inc.

293 Biscayne Tel. Inc.

Iff. Mew applications

CITY t STATE CHANNEL
NO.

DATE
FILED

ERP (kw)*
Visual

Antenna
(ft)"*

ESTIMATED
COS!

ESTIMATED
1ST YEAR

OP. EXPENSE
TV STATIONS
IN MARKET APPLICANT. AM AFFILIATE

FLIRA, N. Y.

'SEVILLE, ORE.

11

11

14 Jan.

21 Jan.

220

.467

808

2,520

$247,749

$14,691

$325,000

$2,000

None
None

Veterans Brdcstng Co. Inc.

Gri2zly Tel. Inc.

BOX SCORE U. S. stations or air 42

7

§ Markets covered >(il$

8 new c.p.'i and nations going on the air Hated here are those which occurred between
# member and 9 December or on which information could be obtained in that period. Stations
swonsidered to be on the air when commercial operation starts. **Effect1ve radiate-) power
Aul power usually is one-half the visual power. ***Antenna height above average terrain (uoi
«>' ground) t Inform at Inn on the number nf seta in markets where not deilirnatpd as he!*""

from NBC Research, consists of estimates from the stations or reps and must be ueeuieU auprtn-

mate. SData from V?.r Ttp=,

<*a''*h and Plamiing NFA* Nn figures available at presuMi'-

on sets in market. ^-Community would support proposed lower-power station at least three years,

or until such time as it becomes self-sustaining. 2PresentIy off air, but still retains C.P.

3Xon commercial.
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Wise Owl:

sells drug

products

in L. A. on

KMPC
• Owl Drug Company's recent re-

newal of their 60-programs-weekly

schedule on 50,000-watt KMPC is

based on their 4-year experience on

the station. Tlie agency with drug

product accounts may well follow the

lead of this successful retailer, who

checks sales results at cash registers

every day of the week.

• As with drug store items, so with

other products and services. KMPC,
with its Music-News-Sports program

pattern, has success stories by the

handful in every important category.

Ratings? Consistently good. Your

favorite measurement service will

show KMPC in a favored place in Los

Angeles. That's why we say:

. . . // You Want To SELL

Southern California . . . BUY

KMPC
710 kc LOS ANGELES

50,000 watts days 10,000 watts nights

Gene Autry, President

Robert O. Reynolds, v. p. and gen. mgr.

Represented Nationally by AM Radio Sales

stressed in their suggestions was that

such use would not present a serious

threat to theater exhibition, while at

the same time it would give the orig-

inating studio a chance to be men-
tioned.

"Let me add," said a third, whose
suggestion was along the lines of those

outlined above, "that a free one-min-

ute plug for our current theatrical

product, somewhere during the pro-

gram, would certainlv be an important

added consideration."

In order to help admen in their

plans, related to the motion picture

industry, sponsor presents the an-

swers to another group of questions

asked of responsible men at the vari-

ous studios:

Are you willing to consider an out-

right sale of your feature picture back-

log, if enough money is offered?

SPONSOR got three unoualified

"No's." The only "Yes" came from an

important independent, who quickly

added that he did not believe that

within the foreseeable future anvone

was likely to offer whet he would con-

sider "enough money."

The remainder of those interviewed,

reverted to suggestions along the lines

of those above.

Are you willing to entertain an of-

fer, to present a major motion picture

for its first run on tv?

sponsor gives the answer of a man
whose studio, aside from the multi-

million dollar big pictures, still pro-

duces a limited number of pictures at

a cost of a million or slightly less:

"There is no blanket answer to this

question." he said. "But let us take a

hypothetical case: We're producing a

color feature, that will cost around one

million when completed. A network

approaches us with the proposition to

run this picture on tv prior to its the-

atrical release. We might be willing to

let this picture go to tv, if the tv run

will bring us back our negative cost

(which is likely to be somewhat less

than the $1 million budget), because

with the enormous savings in adver-

tising and release print costs, we stand

a good chance to make a bigger profit

out of the subsequent theatrical runs

in the domestic and foreign markets

than if the picture were to be handled

in the conventional manner. It must

be remembered that an ever-increas-

ing percentage of our profits at the

current box-office set-up stem from

foreign distribution.

"I would be especially tempted to

make such a deal, if it were to concern

the type of picture which stands to

gain by word-of-mouth reputation. In

other words, a picture that has no sen-

sational gimmick on which to hang an

advertising campaign, but that has the

kind of emotional story values that

will make people talk about it. In our

way of thinking, the tv run in such a

case would take the place of a road-

show engagement.

66

What about pictures like "The Ten

Commandments," "Guys and Dolls"

and such?

The head of one of the top studios,

after admitting that the above formula

might work for certain pictures, gave

this answer:

"These are not pictures in the old

sense of the word. These are shows.

Like a Broadway play they need spe-

cial exploitation and special handling

in their presentation. People will al-

ways be willing to leave their homes

and spend money to see such shows.

In the long run it will be the unique

heritage of the motion picture produc-

er, to create a limited number of such

shows each year and tv will never, or

not at least in the foreseeable future,

have the kind of resources, to utilize

such shows profitably."

Are you willing to create pictures

especially for tv?

Five of the studios generally had this

to say: "The answer depends on the

circumstances. Under no condition

will we make such pictures on specula-

tion. Our speculative funds will al-

ways be funneled into our theatrical

product. On the other hand, we are

most certainly willing to entertain of-

fers from either networks or sponsors,

to produce special programs for them

be they 30-, 60-, 90-minute or other

lengths, as long as the offer involves

monies and conditions which give us a

reasonable chance to make a profit.

This profit may be derived from the

actual production or from the subse-

quent theatrical distribution of such

shows in the domestic and/or foreign

theater markets."

With the rapid integration of mo-

tion pictures and tv, are you thinking

about acquiring control of one of the

existing networks, or of creating a

SPONSOR



WHAT'S AN ALLIGATOR

DOING AT

THE 21?

from Gulf To Ocean • Gainesville To Okeechobee

the 'Gator declared, "I'm doing a right good job.

That's the reason I'm here. The listeners like me; the

advertisers think I'm the greatest, so the boss says I've earned

me a trip.

"Besides, turn about is fair play. Every year more than 5

million tourists come to Florida's WGTO Land and spend

close to a billion dollars. The leasl I can do is buy you a drink.

Now Something New is Added—"RECALLIT and WIN"—

Cash Prizes—Every Weekday—On The Hour—$7000 jackpots!

P.S. Here's a "natural" for national and regional advertisers who want to

get the most out of their spot radio dollars. It's a 30-County W«GTO-Land
Quiz, modeled after the high rated KWK (St. Louis) show that has been
paying off for listeners—and sponsors—for years.

SEND FOR FULL DETAILS TODAY

W°OT(Q)

10,000 WATTS

Eugene D. Hill, Gen. Mgr.
HAINES CITY, FLA.
PHONE 6-2621
owned and operated

by KWK, St. Louis, Missouri

Represented by

WEED & COMPANY

540 KILOCYCLES



network of your own?

"No. It would be foolish. First of

all, based on the available resources it

would be easier for NBC or CBS to ac-

quire any one of the major motion

picture studios, than the other way
around. In addition, we were burned

once, when the government forced us

to liquidate our theatre interests and

we certainly are not going to invite a

similar action, by making such a move
as you mentioned."'

What about fee tv?

Most of the major executives get a

nostalgic look in their eyes when this

is mentioned. They admit having had

high hopes for this phase of television

as a new means of creating a tremen-

dous box-office potential for their prod-

uct. Some of them still see it as a pos-

sibility.

"But it's a dying issue," one of them

commented. "The networks, under the

leadership of General Sarnoff. are

proving that there is practically noth-

ing in the fields of entertainment and

sports, than cannot be presented with-

QMt*

i *

t\H*
\0*

SOU-

sut***

WSJS-TV
316.000 WATTS

AFFILIATE FOR
WINSTON-SALEM
GREENSBORO
HIGH POINT I

CALL
HEADLEY-REED
REPRESENTATIVES

in the framework of commercial tv. In

order to get FCC approval for their

plans, the fee tv boys will have to

prove that they can give the public

something, that is unavailable in any

other way, and that's worth paying for.

1 his is getting more and more compli-

cated, as tv comes of age."

Only Paramount is still all-out opti-

mistic about fee tv:

"We have developed the Interna-

tional Telemeter System and we believe

that not only will the public be willing

to pay for the kind of entertainment,

that we can present at a nominal

charge, but we feel confident that it

will become reality. Whether or not

the FCC has actual jurisdiction of this

phase of tv, is not as yet clear. It may
take an act of Congress, but you can't

hold back progress for the benefit of

the advertising business."

Is there a tvay in which to judge the

effect, which first-run tv exposure

might have on the gross of a picture?

"To date we have no way of know-

ing. The presentation of the 'Constant

Husband' as a first run by NBC, will

not be a criterion, since a British

feature of that type at best appeals only

to a limited audience. The average

U.S. gross of such a picture is in the

neighborhood of $500,000, which is

the figure NBC reportedly paid for its

use on tv.

"The only other picture, which was

first exposed via tv was "Davy Croc-

kett." This, too, cannot be considered

a test case. On the one hand it is a

children's picture, and kids are known

to love to see the same show over and

over again. In addition, it rode in on

the wave of a phenomenal publicity

campaign which reached its climax

during the period of tv presentation,

but which petered out before the fea-

ture had a chance to prove itself in the

theatres. The theatrical grosses on

"Davy Crockett'" have been disappoint-

ing, but I do not believe that I would

consider this experience a deterrent in

evaluating the first-run tv exposure of

one of our own pictures."

Another executive picked "Marty"

as an example. "Here is a picture,

the story of which was presented live

on tv, not once but twice. The feature

contains little that wasn't in the origi-

nal tv presentation, which had been

seen by millions. And still it is doing

business. Here is the kind of a case

[Please turn to page 78)
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WSAZ-TV
has the

audience sewed up

in the Huntington-

Charleston

television market

with 25 out of 27
top night-time

shows *

.

I

• i

it

i

1

1

l
i

Perry Como wsaz-tv
Big Story wsaz-tv
Fireside Theatre WSAZ-TV
Life of Reilly wsaz-tv
Lassie Station B
Lux Video Theatre wsaz-tv
Colgate Comedy Hour wsaz-tv
Bob Hope WSAZ-TV
Saturday Night Jamboree wsaz-tv
People Are Funny wsaz-tv
Groucho Marx wsaz-tv
Waterfront WSAZ-TV
Big Town wsaz-tv
Big Surprise WSAZ-TV
Robert Montgomery WSAZ-TV

16., Grand Old Opry WSAZ-TV
17. Ford Theatre wsaz-tv

Father Knows Best WSAZ-TV
Dragnet wsaz-tv
I Love Lucy Station B
George Gobel WSAZ-TV
Producer's Showcase wsaz-tv
Truth or Consequences wsaz-tv
Loretta Young wsaz-tv
Wild Bill Hickok wsaz-tv
People's Choice wsaz-tv
This Is Your Life wsaz-tv

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.
14.

15.

18.

19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

Huntington-
Charleston.

West Virginia
CHANNEL 3

Maximum Power
NBC BASIC

~) NETWORK
- -* affiliated

ABC

•

!!

II

and alt the top
cumulative daytime
ratings, too, according
to ARB, Nov. 1955.

TELEVISION
also affiliated with Radio Stations WSAZ.

Huntington A WGKV, Charleston
Lawrence H. Rogers, Vice President and

General Manager, WSAZ, Inc.
Represented nationally by

The Katz Agency.
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1956 TV COMPARAGRAPH OF NETWORK PR

MONDAY

\

Valiant Lady
lott Paper JWT
NY m.w.f L

$12,000

Lava tf Lit*
inar Hi in,- Pr
7NY m-r L
• B-T J8500

lllsburv Mills:
flour, mixes
IHy m-th L
B Uhr $4000

1 TU ESDAY

Network
programing
ftlsconilmii 1 !]

Ding n "ii

School
10-10:30

Pi (J: BBAT
alt m 10:15-30

66Ch L
% hr $745

Vi hr $1,600

No network
programing

m f

Ernie Kovacs
Show

NY I.

1

Home
ra-f 11-12

91NT LAV
(Women's service
program. For
oartlc sponsors.
tlit-re aro eight
l-mtn comnier-
rluls an hour

arallable
l-mlti partlc:

time & tal $7000
(see tu (or

sponjor Hit)

Garry Moor*
Miles Labs

Wad* Aav
tu 10-10:15

Kellogg' Burnett
tu 10:15-30

56 7ONY L
'/« hr $3,148

Arthur Godfrey
Corn Products

C. U Miller

Minn. Mining
10:45-11
BBDO

Exp 2/14

WEDN ESDAY

Network
programing
discontinued

No network
programing

m-f

florltrsy (cotifdi

Kellogg Burnett
11-11:15

Plltekury Milts
cn-th 11:11 .10

Burnett

Strrke It Rich
Col fata

m-r (n* »™

Tennessee Ernie
Ford Show

Procter &Oamhl*
12-12:15 set

Hy m-r r.

Benton & Bowie*
'/« hr $2,700

Feather Ytur
Nttt

(quia. Bud
Cbllyer)

3olgat*-P*lmollv*
iwrr m-r h
alt d 11:30-45

Eaty <A hr $2,700

Valiant Lady
Wesson Oil

NY L
Fitzgerald

No network
program lot

m-r

Love of Life
Amer Homo Pr
ml (sea moo)
B B-T

Search (or Toaa'w
PAG: loyt

m-r (sea moo)
B-B-T
Guiding Llfot

I'&O: Ivory. dt»t
m-r (sea moo)
Com titan

Nl network
Programing

m-r

No network
programing

m-r

Jack
NY

Paar Show
m-f L

No nrtwo-?.
nrogramlnrr

m-r

Love Story
P&G: prell.

ivory snow
m-r (see moo)
OFS

Nu network
programing

Robert Q Lawla
auat

72NT ti

</, hr $3,150

Art Llnkletter
Kellogg- all P'
52TTT L

tii.th 2:30-45
Burnett

NBC's Matinee
Theatre

partlc sponsors
HT L

COLOR

Afternoon
Film Festival

st 1/16
panic

Date With
Life

Borden Co
NT m.w.f Tj

Y&R, '/i hr $2600

Modern
Romances
Colgate

B. Houston

Queen for A
Day

NY L

Dlilecup
P&G

Miles Labs

Afternoon
Film Festival

panic

>*i||«hnry Mill.
»:45-S

2:45-3 *i hr
Burnett $4000

Big P. 'It

m-r
NT sii« rn.th L

Bob Crosby
C-M alt wka

Carnation
3:30-3:45

Miles Labs
Wade
3:45-4

Brighter Day
P&G

m-r (see mon)
Y&R
The Secret Stores
Amer Home Pra
NT m-f L
B-B-T

On Your Account
(Win Elliott)

P&G: tide, prell

m-f
Benton & Bowie*

Pinky Le* Mickey Mouae
Show club

4SHy m-f L m .f
1 mln partlc my f\me Fooda
time & total- K R

partlc $2,800 Welch Grape Jc

Howdy Doody Dcss''L""630
Standard Brands: T .(^"StSA *...
royal puddings. ^^J.?^**

gelatin r^f?
1^"™

7SNT 481 ErWl,
1:
W
,'

B

*y

Bat** '/. hr$2800 N*T
., ... M JL

COLOR D6r •* hr $Z8O0

No network
programing

m-f

Ding Dong Sehl
10-10:30

Manhattan Soap
SB&W

t.ta 10-10 't5

Colgate: Bates
P&G: BB&T

V* hr $1,600

No network
programing

m-t

Erni'a Kovacs

NY
Show

Home
m-( 11-11

NY L&F
(see mon)

Partlc sponsors:
Wear- Ever Prods
F&S&R

11. J. Heinz
Max oil

Hills Bros
Ted Bate*

Peerless Elec:
broll-qulk

Zlew* Co
1-mln partlc:

time & tal $7000

Tennessee Ernie

I

Ford Show
P&G: 12-12:15

llv m-f L
B&B

Feather Yawr
Nast

Colgate Palmollve
altd 12:30-45
NY m-r L
Eaty

4-
No network
programing

m r

Garry Moore
Lever Broa JWT

Gen Motor*
10-10:15

I -lors

w 10:15-10:30

Arthur Godfrey
w 10:30-45
Easywasher

BBDO
10:30-10:45

BBDO
Brletl :Myre.Y&R
m.w 10:45-11

SI) Var L
aimul '/* hr $3995

Godfrey (cont'd)
Lever: pepsodenl
m.w 11-11:15
JWT
Plllsbury Mills
m-th 11:15-30
Leo Burnett

Network
programing
dlscon 1

Strike It Rich
Colgate
m-r

(see moni

Eaty

Valiant Lady
General Mills

m, w, f

DF8. K-R

No network
programing

m-r

Love »f Lit*
Amer Home F
m-f (see mon)
B-B-T
Search f»r Tom'w

P&G: Joyt
m-f (see mon)
B-B-T
Guiding Light
P&G: Ivory, duit
m-t (see mon)
Comoton

Jack
NT

Paar 8how
m-f V

No network

No network
programing

m-r

Love Story
P&G: prell.

ivory snow
m-t (see mon)

DFS

Robert
84NT

Lewla
Tj

No network
programing

m-r

No network
programing

m-r

aust

Vi hr $3000

ter

45

Art Llnkletter
f.ever- si?

m.w.r 2:30
BB DO
Plllsbury Mills
m-th 2:45-3
(see mon i

Burnett

NBC's Matinee
Theatre

partlc sponsors

HY L

Im Festival

st 1/16
pai I

U

Big Payoff
Colgate
m.w.r

(see mon)
F«ty

NT

Bob Crosby

General Mlll>
m.w.f 3:45-4

44Hv I.

Knox- H hr

XT % hr $3,700

Way of the
World

BorrJten Co
NT m.w.f L
V&B I

Modern
Romances
Colgate

B. Houston

Queen for

Day

Afternoon
Film Festival

st 1/16
partlc

Brlrjhter Day
PAO

m-f (see mnnt
XT Y&B
The Seeret Storm
Am Home Prods:
m-f (see mon)
B-B-T

On Your Account
(Win Elliott)

P&G: tide, prell

m-r
XT
Benton & Bowie*

Pinky Le*
Show

Hy m-f L
Partlc: Gen Fdt:

Inst jell-o
Y&R tu.w.t

Howdy Doody
Kellogg Co:

rice krisples*
51NT 44L
LB (see bell

tu.tta 5:30-45

Mickey Mout*
Club
m-r

BBDO
Vlcks 5-5:15

Gen'l Mill*
m-w-r

5:15-5:30
5:45-6

Knox Reeves.
Esty

Mattel
alt with

Carsosv-Jtoberts
SOS

No network
programing

Colgate: ttbpst
51NT 5:45-6 48L ..

Bataa V* hr $2800 MeC-E 5:30-5:4*

**r '/< hr $2.800

Ding Dont
School

10-10:30
Wander Co:

ovalllne 10:15-30
Tath am -Laird
CD ml I.

V, hr $1,600

Ernie Kovacs
Show

NT I.

No n.-

progrc

Home
m-r 11 12

NY LAP1

I see mon & tu)

1-mln partlc:

lime & tal $7000

No ne
:-rocT.- ;

Tennessee Ernie
Ford Show

Procter & Gamble
12-12:15

B&B
Hy m-t L

Feather Yaw-
Nest

Colgate Pa Imollv*
alt d 12:30-45
NY ml L
Eaty

No ne
progra

No network
programing

m r

No ne
progra

No network
programing

m-f

No ne
progra

NBC's Matinee After
Theatre Film 1

partlc sponsor* st 1

NY t. par

Way of the
World

Borden Co
NY m.w.f L
Y&R

Modern
Romance After

Colgate Film 1

B. Houston st 1

Queen for a
Day

XY I

Pinky Lm
Hy rr r 1 , Mickey

Partlc: Gen Fds
Inst 'ell-o S. C.

Johnsn & Johnsi
Y&R il.w. 1 NL&B

Campbe'
Burnett

Haw
Contir;
wrmn°- - - * -

hostess cik
4TNT

5:30

5:15-5:31
Bristol

Y&R £

XT
.•91 per '/, h
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twork
mlng
r

twork
mlng
f

twork
mlng

twerk
mlng
f

TH U RSDAY FRIDAY

twork
mine

Garry Moore
Hazel Bishop

Spector
alt. uks
North

th 10 10 :15

Chun King: JWT
Tonl: Burnett
alt th 10:15-30
55-75NY L

•A hr $3,140

Arthur Godfrey
Bristol Myers
Y&R

10:30-10:45
Amer Home
10:45-11

BBT
Godfrey (cont'd)

Kellogg
Burnett
Plllsbury Mills
m-th 11:15-30
Leo Burnett
40Var L
slmul '/< hr $3995

Strike It Rich
Colgate

m-f (Bee moo)
Esty

Valiant Lady
Tonl Co

NY «
Weiss & Geller

Love of Lite

Amer Home R
m-f (see mon)
B-B-T
Search for Tom'w

P&G: Joyt
m-f (see mon)
B-B-T
Guiding Light

P&G: Ivory, duzt
m-f (see mon)
Com n ton

Jack Paar Shew
NY m-f L

Love Story
P&G: prell.

Ivory snow
m-f (see mon)

OFS

Robert Q Lewis
Ralston Purina
Co alt wks

GBB
2:15-2:30

sust

V* hr $3,150

Art l.inkletter

Kellogg: all r>r

52Hy L
LB tu.th 2:30-45

Ptllsbury M1I1>
m-th 2:45-3

IB H. hr M.nnn

noon
'estival

/16
tic

Bio PavofT
NT m-f

su» tn.fh

Boh Crosby
Tonl On

Weiss & Gcller
th 8:30-45

noon
:estival

/1

6

Scott Paper
th 3:45-4

70Tfy I
I W Thompson

Brighter Day
P&G

m-f (see mon)
Y&R
The Secret Storm
Amer Home Prs
m-f (see mon)
B-B-T

On Your Account
'Win TTUlott)

P&G: tide, prell
m-f

Benton & Bowlet

Mouse
|0

Johnson
Son

5-5:15
1 Soups

i, 6:45-8
-Myers
• :30-5:45

r
r $2,800

No network
programing

SATURDAY

Network
programing
discontinued

oiny Dong School
Manhattan Soap
SB&W 10-10:15

Gerber Prods
D'Arcy 10:15-30
Ch m-f L

'/„ hr $1,160

Ernie Kovacs
Show

NY L

No network
programing

m-f

Garry Moore
Gen Mills DFS

f 10-10: 15

Lever Bros JWT
f 1 0:15-10 :30

803: McC-E
alt f 10:30-45

CBS-Hytron
B&N 10:30-45
Converted Rice

Burnett
Alt Wks

Prudential C&H
f 10:45-11

55-85NT L
V* hr $3,140

Network
programing
discontinued

Home
m-f 11-12

NY T.&P
(see mon & tu)

1-mln panic:
time & tal $7000

Tennessee Ernie
Ford Show

Procter* Gamble
12-12:15 seg

Hy m-f L
Benton & Bowles

Feather Your
Nest

Colgate-Palmolive
alt d 12:30-45

R . J. Reynolds

:

vrlnston eifs
15 mlti. 3 th in 4

NY m-f Ii

Eaty

No Beiwork
programing

m-f

Garry Moore
(cont'd)

Yardley of Lndn
Ayer f 11- 11:15

Ralston-Purina
GBB alt wks
Masland A&C
11:15-30 L

VL. hr $2038

Strike It Rich
Colgate
m-f

'nee mon)
Esty

ant Lady
General Mills

m. w, f

DFS. K-R

No network
programing

m-f

Love of Life
Amer Home Pr
(m-f (see mon)
B-B-T
Search for Tom'w

P&G: Joyt
m-f (see mon*
B-B-T
Guiding Light
P&G: ivory, duzt
m-f (see mon'
Campion

Jack
NY

Paar Show
m-f L

No network
programing

m-f

No network
programing

m-f

Love Story
P&G: prell,

ivory snow
m-f (see mon)

No network
programing

m-f
No network
programing

m-f

Robert Q Lewis
Brown & Wmsn:
viceroy—alt tvk

Bates 2-2:15

2:15-2:30 sust

49NT L
'A hr $3,150

Art Llnklettei
Lever: smr

BBDO ni.w.f

Hawaiian
Pineapple

Ayer z:45-3
(!4Hy L

»4hr $40«

NBC's Matinee
Theatre Afternoon

partlc sponsors Film Festival
HY L st 1/16

Rt« Payoff
folgnte
m.w.f

(see i

Estv

Way of the
World

NT I,

Modern
Romances
Colgate

B. Houston Afternoon
Film Festival

Queen for

Day
NT

Bob Crosby
SOS: McCann-E
Gerber: D'Arcy

alt f 3:30-45

General Mills
41Hy 3:45-4 T,

Knox- M hr
Reeves $3100

Brighter Day
P&G

m-f (see mon)
Y&R
The Secret Storm
Am Home Prods:
m-f (see mon)
B-B-T

On Your Account
(Win Elliott)

P&G: tide, prell
m-f

Benton & Bowles

Pinky Lee
43Hy m-f X.

Partlc: Intl Shoe
H.H&McD th

Howdy Doody
Kellogg Co

tu.th (see tu>

Leo Burnett

standard Brand*
Batot » 1

'/« hr $2,80O

Mickey Mouse
Club

Lettuce. Ine
J. Cohan

alt wks with
Morton Salt

NL&B
m-f

Gen'l Mills
m-w-f

8:15-5:30. 5:45-6
Knox Reeves
& Esty

Mars Candy
5:30-5:45

Burnett
NT F
or V, hr $2,8*0

The New
Revue

(colorcast)
NY L

Olng Dong School
10-10:30

Colgate: Bate*
alt f 10-10 :15

General Mills:
Tatham -Laird
r 10:15-30 seg

'/„ hr $1,160

Hollywood
Backstage

Chas Antell
m-w-f

tu, th sust
NY

No network
programing

Capt. Kangaroo
10-10:30

Wlnky Dink
And You

sust
10:30-11

Home
m-f 11-12

NY L&F
(see moo & to)

l-mlo partle:
time & tal $7000

Tennessee Ernie
Ford Show

Procter* Gamble
12-12:15 seg

Hv m-f L
Benton & Bowles

Feather Yaur
Neat

^olgatA-PaJjBOllve
alt d 12:30-45
NT m-f L

No network
programing

Mighty Mouse
Playhouse

Tales of
Texas Rangers)
General Mills

Tatham-
Laird SI 6. 000

alt wks
Curtiss Candy

C. L. Miller

No network
programing

The Big Top
National Dairy
Prods: sealtest
ice cream, seal-
test dairy prods
69Ph!le Tj

Eaty

Lone Ranger
General Mills:
wheatles. kli

51NY F

No network
programing

m-f

No network
programing

DFS $18,000

Capt Midnight
Wander

T. Laird

No network
programing

m-f

No network
programing

Pacific Coast
Conference
Basketball
2-3:45
Amana

Maury, Leo
Marshall

NBC's Matinee
Theatre

partlc sponsors
Hy L

No network
programing

Big Ten
Basketball

sust 3-5 pm

Way of the
World

Borden Co
NY m.w.f L
Y&R

Modern
Romances
Colgate

B. Houston

Queen for

Day
NY

No network
programing

Big Ten
Basketball

sust 3-5 pm

Pinky Lea
Hy m-f L
"i-'fr: Gen Fdst
v « R tu.w.f

Howdy Doody
Luden's

Mathes 5 :30-45

Tntl Sh: H.H&Ma
alt f 5:45 -6

Teii* Grp Juice
DCSS alt f 5:45-8
rffNTv 46t

% hr $S.8W

No network
programing

No network
programing

Fury
General

NT
B&B

Paul Win
Shew
cust

Chose Up S

Mr. Wij.
sust

No nelttu

profreml'

No netwo
program!!

NBA Baskt

NBA Baske
(cont'd)

No nettm
program!'



—''

THE J7W* &ME OUT /I DMLlllHT

for "SATURDAY SHOWCASE" with DEL COURTNEY

. . . and Del Courtney's

"MOVIE MATINEE"
offers the top-rated

week-day afternoon

feature film participation

program in San Francisco.

It's only natural that the top names in the entertainment world

play San Francisco. And it's equally natural that they appear on
San Francisco's number one TV variety show. . . Del Courtney's

"Saturday Showcase." It's Northern California's big buy, as

America's greatest entertainers sing, dance and play for an esti-

mated weekly audience of 250,000. The cost? Just $100.00 per

participation. Ask your Katz man for full details.

NO SELLING CAMPAIGN IN SAN FRANCISCO
IS COMPLETE WITHOUT THE WBC STATION

kt>!CHAN
^1^ WESTINGHOUSE BROADCASTING COMPANY, INC.

9 m ®CHANNEL

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

Representee/ by the Katz Agency
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PEGGY STONE

New York

". . . and ALWAYS FIRST in low-

est cost-per-thousand listeners in

every quarter hour segment, any

day, every day, all day—and night!

6 A.M.--6 P.M

6 DAYS A WEEK*
Denver Share of Audience

Network A . . . # . 18.75

14.50

. 13.50

. 12.25

Independent B . . . . 10.75

Independent C . . . 8.25

. 7.50

Independent D

.

. 6.50

Independent E . . 1.75

Independent F . . . 1.25

*Pulse, November 1955

Call Lee Mehlig, KTLN in

Denver, or any KTLN
national representative for

the complete KTLN story"

NEW YORK—Radio Representatives, Inc.

CHICAGO—Radio Representatives, Inc.

LOS ANGELES—Lee O'Connell Co.

SAN FRANCISCO—Bill Ayres Co.

SOUTH—Clarke Brown Co.

SEATTLE—Hugh Feltis & Asstes.

PORTLAND—"a" Cox & Asstes.

KTL
Denver's 24-hour Voice

of Music— Colorado's

Most Powerful, Most

Listened-to Independent

LEONARD COE, Owner and Operator

78

where tv exposure helped tremendously.

"It is doubtful that this picture,

telling a simple story and starring

unknowns, done in black-and-white

without the added glamor of Cinema-

scope, VistaVision or any of the other

box-office incentives, could have done
nearly as well without the tv history.

It's the type of picture that people must

see in order to talk about it. Tv created

the word-of-mouth and the public came
running."

SPONSOR, feeling that the tv activities

of the major studies, may eventually

present a serious threat to the inde-

pendent tv film producers, talked to

Desi Arnaz (Desilu), Hal Roach (Hal

Roach Studios), Jack Gross (Gross-

Krasne), Warren Lewis (Four-Star),

and others. The reports of these men
proved that they are not only not

worried, but that their plans for 1956

include very active inroads into the

fields of feature motion picture pro-

duction.

How do you feel about the major
studios getting into tv film production?

Desi Arnaz (Desilu) : "If you'd asked

me a year ago, I'd have said that I was
worried. I'm not worried any longer.

It's a lot easier to be used to working

under the limitations imposed by tv,

and then to branch out into feature

production, than it is to suddenly try

and channel the thinking, which for

years has been used to roaming in the

limitless expanse of motion pictures,

into the rigid schedule, time and money
requirements of tv. Personally I expect

to do a lot better with the feature

picture, which I have planned for this

coming year, in the theatrical field,

than the majors have done when they

invaded our field."

Wynn Nathan (MCA-Revue Produc-

tions) : "They haven't got a thing that

we haven't got. We can hire the same

people, we can get the same facilities

if we haven't got them already, and

believe it or not, we've got much more
money."

Jack Chertock (Independent):

"There's room for everybody. It's all

one big business, and there are things

which I can do that they can't, and

vice-versa. What makes it tough for

them is that they're not used to the

limitation, under which we have to

work in tv. A picture has to run ex-

actly 261
/2 minutes or 54 minutes and

it must be ready on a certain day, and

it can't cost more than X number of

dollars. These considerations never

existed in feature production in that

same manner. On the other hand, every

once in a while our artistic tempera-

ment rebels against these selfsame

limitations, and that's when we begin

to think in terms of features or plays.

Personally, I'm planning one feature

and one Broadway play for 1956."

In talking to the independent tv film

producers, SPONSOR found that most

except MCA are planning feature pic-

ture production in 1956. Thinking

that this might limit the number of

tv film shows available to advertisers,

SPONSOR tried to dig further into the

reasoning behind these moves.

Are you planning to curtail your tv

production in order to devote more

time to features?

"Tv films are our primary business.

We will produce a many as we need

to satisy our clients and as we feel we

might be able to sell to sponsors or

networks. But there is an artistic chal-

lenge in picture production. There it

is not the judgment of the advertiser,

but that of the paying public, which

determines whether what we have pro-

duced is a success or failure. It is to

meet this challenge that we are plan-

ning to make features."

Do you think the production of

features is more lucrative than tv film?

"Not necessarily. The initial risk

is greater, and if you've made a hit,

the rewards are tremendous. But a

flop, which might slide by in the frame-

work of a tv series, will result in sub-

stantial losses in the case of a feature.

But that's showbusiness."

Aside from the desire to leave the

limitation of tv (and to make mony,

of course), what other specific incident

made you decide to produce a feature?

"The finding of a story. In produc-

ing hundreds of tv films, we read

thousands and thousands of stories.

Every once in a while, there'll be a

story that would suffer from presenta-

tion in half-hour or hour form, but

that would make a magnificent piece of

entertainment in the scope of a feature

picture. The finding of such a story

property is the first step toward the

planning of a feature. In that way we

have a great advantage over the

majors. They have to make so many

features a year, in order to satisfy
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the theatres. We don't. We'll make

one when we're sure that the story

we've found points toward a great

picture." • • •

MARKETING MALARKEY
{Continued from page 35)

uct-moving advertising will ever hold

a client when the going gets rough."

Advertising has been defined as "a

public notice." Today it is much more

intricate than this. How to get the

public to notice your notice would be

more appropriate. Advertising now,

more than at any other time, has to be

new, fresh, smack of ingenuity and

creativeness. Top advertising is not

the advertising that waits until the

other fellow has developed it, and then

you tag on, hopping the caboose as it

pulls out of the yard.

Advertising people can't be afraid

of an unusual idea. And the ones who

are searching for it like the Leo Bur-

netts will spur their creative people to

the last drop of perspiration for that

right idea. Because it is this creative,

unusual, imaginative idea that the cli-

ent seeks, needs.

Look around your office and see if

you have any trouble spotting a con-

tact man who would prefer to take a

campaign out to his client that looks

almost exactly like the leader in the

field.

Any trouble spotting him?
It is easier to be busy getting the

client tickets for a Broadway show,

going to lunch with the network man,

slopping by Saks to exchange the gift

the wife didn't like or getting the latest

cliche from The Avenue than it is to

be busy thinking.

The battle of advertising campaign

lcok-alikes is being fought on all me-

dia fronts. Watch television for a

night, look at the national publica-

tions, your newspaper, listen to the ra-

dio, glance at the outdoor displays.

They have one thing in common

—

sameness.

But then there's always the one ad-

vertising man, the one agency that re-

fuses to follow the others, who resists

the usual, as they say in one of the

agencies here in New York. This is

the advertising man, the agency that

comes up with the new campaign that

the others will follow, the campaign

that's just damned good creative ad-

vertising and not covered with the

schmaltz of marketing.

There are actually whole industries

which are characterized by antiquated

advertising. What is wrong with the

admen who are working on these ac-

counts? And more important, what is

wrong with the agencies who are taking

the 15% from these accounts?

There is no such thing as good ad-

vertising. Only better advertising.

Have you forced the advertising for

which you are responsible to be better?

Or have you let your client tell you

that he didn't want to go into any

major changes in advertising? Or to

increase his budget?

Perhaps to work on his forecast,

plan his cost of goods, doodle with his

inventory sheets, spend hours talking

about the intricacies of manufacturing

or refigure salesmen's commissions

would assure the frustrated agencyman

that he was justifying his relationship

with the client and serving him better.

The adman's job is to keep the client

constantly going forward through ad-

vertising, protecting the product image

through advertising, making its per-

sonality stronger in the eyes of the

public through advertising, expanding

it and doing battle constantly to get a

new idea and story line on the air, into

print and see it do a job.

:SHMMMMHHjg[
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TV in Fresno — the big

inland California marker--

KMJ-TV
• Best local programs

• Basic NBC-TV affiliate

PAUL H. RAYMER, NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
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ARE YOU

HALF-COVERED

IN

NEBRASKA'S OTHER BIG

^
#>

-TV

^

WKZO-TV— GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WKZO RADIO — KALAMAZOOBATTLE CREEK
WJEF RADIO— GRAND RAPIDS
WJEF-FM _ GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
KOLNTV — LINCOLN, NEBRASKA

Associated with

WMBD RADIO— PEORIA. ILLINOIS

THIS

AREA

IS

LINCOLN-

LAND

42-COUNTY
LINCOLN-LAND AREA TELEPULSE

Share of Audience— September, 1955

KOLN-TV "B" "C" "D"

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY:

1 :00 — 6:00 p.m.

6:00 — 11:00 p.m.

SATURDAY:
1:00 — 6:00 p.m.

6:00 — 11:00 p.m.

SUNDAY:
1:00 — 6:00 p.m.

6:00— 11:00 p.m.

50
53

52

50

34*
35

21

18

15

13

36
22

13

14

15

15

13
14

11*
11*

8

17

16*

23

•Does not broadcast (or complete period and the share
of audience is unadjusted for this situation.

KOLN-TV, one of America's great area stations, covers

Lincoln-Land, 95.5% OF WHICH IS OUTSIDE THE
GRADE "B" AREA OF OMAHA. This important market is

as independent of Omaha as South Bend is of Fort Wayne—
Hartford of Providence— or Syracuse of Rochester!

Lincoln-Land consists of 42 counties with 200,000 families

— 125,000 unduplicated by any other TV station!

Telepulse credits KOLN-TV with 138.1% more afternoon

Lincoln-Land viewers than the next station— 194.4% more

rhttiline viewers!

Let Avery-Knodel give you the whole story on KOLN-TV,
the official CBS-ABC outlet for South Central Nebraska

and Northern Kansas.

CHANNEL 10 • 316,000 WATTS • 1000-FT. TOWER

KOLN-TV
COVERS LINCOLN-LAND —NEBRASKA'S OTHER BIG MARKET

Avery-Knodel. Inc., Exclusive National Representatives
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In The West

The

Best

Negro

Market

Buy!

94%

NEGRO

PROGRAMMING

KSAN
SAN FRANCISCO

RICHARD BOTT, Station Manager

Represented Nationally by

Stars National Inc.

The Big Street can get bigger and
more important because it holds the

key to success for any company. But

the men who walk it (in their subdued

suits and narrow-brimmed hats) should

take pride in knowing advertising,

what it will do, how it can do it.

You can be sure that the next gener-

ation of admen will find that their

stature is a lot more enhanced because

some admen today took their business

seriously and made their clients bigger

through better advertising. Not being

frustrated marketing men.

I've dusted off the marketing con-

cept in no uncertain terms. I feel

vehement because I fear an era in

which creative advertising men play

at a role for which they are not

qualified. But I will allow this to the

marketing concept: If properly chan-

neled, it can provide the agency and

client with a certain depth. A sub-

stitute for creative thinking, no. An
adjunct to it, definitely.

The agency can hire a marketing

man, a whole room full of them in fact.

But keep them in that room. Let them

delve into consumer research. Let

them suggest selling strategy. Bring

their sugguestions to the client and

make their findings available to the

creative staff.

Perhaps thereby the agency will be

in a better position to create a cam-

paign based on the solidest facts about

the product.

But frankly, having conceded this

role to the marketing man, I can't

help but feel we've accomplished the

same thing in years past without hiring

platoons of specialists. What agency of

any stature has launched into an

account without getting a thorough

analysis of marketing needs from the

client's own specialists? What great

campaign sprang out of some creative

man's mind without inspiration from

the needs of the market place itself?

You literally can't create a great tele-

vision commercial or any other ad with-

out saturating yourself in knowledge of

who buys, why and when. It's just a

question of who supplies these facts to

the creative men—client specialists or

the agency's own marketing sleuth.

Perhaps I'm narrowing the field of

the marketing man by stressing his

role as a fact-finder. I know it's been

said in sponsor's series, for example,

that the marketing man can be an

active participant in client sales

strategy. Maybe so. But forgive me.

I cannot help but see it as the airiest

relationship yet invented. The agency

is entering a room into which it has

not been invited. And I fear in the

process everyone becomes an Indian

chief in charge of strategy and nobody

sticks to the job of actually selling

through effective advertising. * * *

ARMSTRONG
{Continued from page 37)

plank floors of yesteryear but made in

a seamless material that won't catch

dirt . . . like all Armstrong Quaker

Floor Coverings . . . they're easy on

the pocketbook. Just $12 to $15 is all

you pay to cover an average-size room,

wall-to-wall. . .
."

Copy for the quality line of perma-

nent floorings (inlaid linoleum, plastic,

rubber, asphalt, cork, and other tiles)

follows a similar vein but the video

may show a home instead of an apart-

ment and appeals to the owner rather

than the renter or farmer, again stress-

ing the practical angle, with Ruth

Jackson doing the spiel. Most of the

commercials promote this quality line

as "the modern fashion in floors."

Basically, that has been the approach

since Armtrong went on tv in 1950.

"Consistency, insistency, persistency,"

as Chairman of the Board H. W.
Prentis Jr. used to say when he was ad

manager of the company more than

30 years ago. "You won't accomplish

much by just saying, 'Buy our product/

Advertising must render a service to-

your prospect," he maintained.

It wasn't till last fall, with the longer

format, that time was set aside for an

institutional message to promote the

company as a whole and its full line

of products—building materials and

flooring products, packaging materials,

and industrial specialities.

And, institutionally speaking, says

BBDO Account Executive Roy Dreher,

"The company feels that Circle

Theatre has done more to promote the

over-all company story than anything

done before in advertising because it is

reaching the kind of people it wants

to reach and puts them in a receptive

frame of mind for its message."

Of the five minutes allotted for com-

mercial copy on the program, up to a

minute is devoted to the opening insti-

tutional announcement. Between acts

come the two two-minute commercials

for 1) the permanent floors, and 2)

the low-cost, printed floor coverings.

A tail-end cross-plug goes to Pontiac,

which returns the favor in kind during
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CHAMP
WINS
AGAIN

by 5 to 1 margin
WHEN IT COMES TO SALES PUNCH in

the important Baton Rouge area, WAFB-
TV has proved its supremacy by a country

mile!

In the latest Telepulse (Nov.

1955) , WAFB-TV was first in

347 quarter hours per week,

compared to 78 quarter hours

on station B . . . . giving WAFB-
TV a leadership of nearly five

to one.

ALL THIS AND MERCHAN-
DISING TOO! Take over-
whelming viewer preference, as

demonstrated by this survey,

and add a merchandising record

that's second to none; (1) First place win-

ner in recent "Lucy Show" competition

with a double first prize for special mer-

chandising job, (2) First place in Screen

Gems, Inc. contest on program promotion,

(3) Among top four in "Frank Leahy and

His Football Forecasts", and you've got a

sales potential that can't be beat. Wouldn't
you like to put "The Champ" to work for

you?

6 FEBRUARY 1956

MONDAY TO FRIDAY
Stations

WAFB-TV
Sta. B

Sta. C

7 am- 1 2 noon

62
35

3

12 noon-6 pm

51

6 pm-12 pm

54
41

5

SATURDAY SUNDAY
Stations 1 pm-6 pm 6 pm- 12 pm 12 noon-6 pm 6 pm-12 pm

WAFB-TV 32 a 53 61 56
Sta. B **6la 41 35 a 41

Sta. C 7 6 4 3

** Special Alternate-Week Seasonal Broadcast

a Does Not Broadcast Complete Period. Share Unadjusted.

Call, write or wire:

National Representative—Young Television Corp.

South & Southwest—Clarke Brown Co.

WAFB-TV
affiliated with WAFB, AM-FM

CBS — ABC 200,000 WATTS
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its hour on the stage.

Program approach. Indicative, per-

haps, of the contrasting approaches

taken by both Pontiac and Armstrong

in their mutual efforts to score against

Question is the recent success the

latter has had with "Nightmare in

Red," a filmed documentary about the

birth of Communism in Russia. Origi-

nally, NBC, which produced the show,

offered it as a spectacular in its

Project 20 series, then announced

Pontiac had bought it to kick off its

Playwrights '56 show. The deal fell

through and it's been said the reason

had something to do with GM's reluc-

tance to embarrass its former chief,

Defense Secretary Charles E. Wilson,

in the afterglow of the Geneva Confer-

ence. (Said afterglow, of course,

shortly thereafter began to flicker

rather violently and by 27 December,
when "Nightmare" was shown on

Armstrong's program, served as an

appropriate backdrop.) Although the

standard Circle Theatre format calls

for live productions, Armstrong bought

the film for its impact and public

service value.

NEWS

. . . the TopekAREA audience pre-

fers to view it on WIBW-TV, and

also SPORTS, WEATHER, and

FARM SERVICE, according to Dr.

Forest Whan's TV Study of the

TopekAREA, a free copy of which

is yours for the asking.

TOPEKA, KANSAS
Ben Ludy, Gen. Mgr.

WIBW & WIBW-TV in Topeka

KCKN in Kansas City

Rep: Capper Publications, Inc.

CBS • ABC
The Kansas View Point

NBC and Armstrong together pulled

out all stops in promoting the filmed

report, the former with the full treat-

ment usually accorded a spectacular,

including 40 network announcements

during the week immediately preceding

the presentation. Armstrong, over the

signatures of President C. J. Back-

strand and Ad Director Banzhaf, sent

letters to thousands of business leaders,

corporation heads, educators, cus-

tomers, etc., inviting them to tune in.

Result: Circle Theatre's highest

Trendex rating till then, 16.5 and 15.8,

and, interestingly, a rating for

Question that was one of the few under

40 since the Armstrong series began.

Seven days after "Nightmare" ap-

peared, NBC's director of information,

Michael Horton, memoed Producer

Henry Salomon: "Immediately follow-

ing 'Nightmare in Red' approximately

550 telephone calls were made to NBC
on this program—very few of them

complaints. This would appear, within

the recollection of old-timers here, to

be just about the biggest telephone

reaction to a program in recent years,

excluding special events of controver-

sial nature."

About the same time, mailbags arriv-

ing at the Lancaster post office were

heavy with letters postmarked all over

the country praising the show, compli-

menting the company, and—bless them

—promising to "support your company
from now on whenever I need anything

that is manufactured by Armstrong

Cork Co." Many suggested that the

company publish the commentary in

pamphlet form or requested loan of the

film on kines. Practically all expressed

deep gratitude for the great public

service rendered.

Followed a hurried conference be-

tween client and agency—and a deci-

sion, announced within a few days, to

repeat the showing only four weeks

after the original offering. This, while

not unprecedented, is uncommon.
(Second time around, "Nightmare"

drew 17.1 for the first half-hour and

12.9 for the second.)

Meanwhile, Banzhaf, along with

Dreher and Cummings, was privately

glowing over another bit of intelli-

gence. Ever since the series began,

they'd been doggedly, frustratingly—
and hopelessly—trying to get the rating

for the show's second half-hour up on

a par with the first half-hour.

The way it seemed to figure, they

had two strikes against them before

they even stepped into the box: normal
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IS

PENNSYLVANIA'S

IN VOUB PICTURE

WJAC-TV is the Number One

Station not only in Johnstown,

but in Altoona as well, and this

one-two punch covers an area

that rates 4th in the rich state

of Pennsylvania, and 28th in

the entire country.

Well over half a million (583,-

600 to be exact) television fam-

ilies look to WJAC-TV for the

best in television entertainment.

Add to this the free bonus of

WJAC-TV coverage into Pitts-

burgh, and you have a total

market for your sales message

that just can't be overlooked, if

you really want to tap the po-

tential of Southwestern Penn-

sylvania.

Get full details from your KATZ man!

respective Trendex ratings for the first

and second halves: 14.3 and 7.8; 18.5

and 10.3; 14.1 and 7.0. Each time,

their rating was virtually cut in half

when Question came on. Question

meantime was scoring, those same

nights, with 54.1, 42.6, and 45.2.

On the other hand, Banzhaf felt,

he had one important fact going for

him. Last fall, just about the time

Circle Theatre was beginning its hour-

long format he told SPONSOR it was

his opinion that "when there's a

one-hour show opposite a strong half-

hour, and preceding the half-hour by

30-minutes, it's the half-hour show that

loses audience. ' On 29 November, two

months and four shows later, he and

the agency got their first glimmer of

evidence that he was right.

That was the night they did the

story about Sanford. Me. (pop.:

15,000), "The Town that Refused to

Die." Based on a true story (as are

all plays in the series) that first came

to the attention of the agency through

an editorial in a New York paper, it

told how the citizens saved their small

New England town after the major

supporting industry pulled up stakes

and left many of them unemployed.

It was a warm story. But not par-

ticularly warmer than any of the

stories they had presented up to then.

And it drew a 15.8 Trendex for the

first half-hour—fair, but they'd done

better. You see, that yvas the night

Red Skelton. their first-half-hour com-

petition, chose to turn in a 33.3—his

highest since the beginning of Circle

Theatre's current season. And, a half-

hour later Dr. Joyce Brothers was

climbing through the ropes for her

highly billed tune-up on her way to

the top money: that night she was

scheduled to answer the $32,000

question.

Yet, when the returns were in. Circle

Theatres second half had got a 14.6

and Question had dipped to 37.1, its

lowest against the Armstrong entry.

Requests for kines began pouring in

and haven't stopped yet—many from

chambers of commerce, planning com-

missions, and similar organizations

which of course represent an important

segment of the kind of audience Arm-
strong is anxious to impress favorably.

Most significant was the fact that they

had closed the gap between the first

and second halves of their program

—

for that evening at least. Happily, the

trend has continued since then, with

only a .7 spread, as noted, for "Night-

mare.

"One thing we try for," says Miss

Cummings, "is a strong second act

yvith a gripping climax. The main
thing at that point is to get the audi-

ence to stay with us over the 10:00

break."

Story approach. That, largely is

David Susskind's job, as producer for

Talent Associates, which packages the

job for BBDO. For although the

agency occasionally will come up with

an idea for a script like the Sanford

one, story ideas originate mainly yvith

Talent Associates. Briefly, here's the

way it develops into a drama, as out-

lined by agencygirl Cummings:
Story conference: About every two

weeks there is one between client

( Banzhaf
)

, agency I Dreher, Cum-
mings

) , and packager (Susskind,

Editor Jacqueline Babbin ) . (They

usually meet in a Philadelphia hotel,

somewhat midway between Lancaster

and New York for convenience of all.

)

Story ideas are submitted, discussed

from all points of view.

Writer: Enters picture here. Is

hired by Talent Associates to work

yvith editor and producer, writes first

draft.

Procedure: First draft received by

agency and client. Discussions may
folloyv. depending on condition of

script. If it's a good one (rarely be-

fore the fourth or fifth draft I, plav is

scheduled and ready for casting.

First reading: Cast and personnel

involved (plus Cummings) gather for

first reading, followed by smoothing-

out process.

Rehearsal, and then . . .

Run-through: Shoyv is on its feet.

On Saturday preceding telecast the

group all goes to run-through, yvith

additional changes.

Air date, Tuesday: Show by this

time has been rehearsing with cameras

since Monday. Rehearsals go on all

day; run-through at 3:00, dress at

6:30, and on air at 9:30.

In choosing to do "actuals," that is,

authentic dramas yvith a built-in im-

pact, Armstrong has created two major

obstacles for itself. First, waiters can-

not doctor up the story or alter the

amount of turn-off during any dramatic

show, plus the crushing impact of a

40-50-rated show starting midway dur-

ing their own. If one didn't finish

them, the other usually did.

For its first three efforts, for in-

stance. Circle Theatre shoyved these
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SHARE OF AUDIENCE RATINGS*
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

STATIONS 7 AM.- NOON-
NOON 6 P.M.

6 P.M.-
MIDNIGHT

WTHI
WTTV
Misc.

Average *4

65 46

15 46

20 9

Hour H. U.T. 13.0 22.4

65

27

8

45.1

•Pi Ise, November, 1955

COVERAGE THAT
COUNTS

WTHI-TV delivers 391,760 TV
homes in the Terre Haute area.

108,000 of these are unduplicated

CBS-TV homes.

GOING PLACES

WTHI-TV now carries CBS, NBC
and ABC network shows, and is the

only full-time station in the rich

Terre Haute area.

DOING A
MAN-SIZED JOB
ALL top 15 shows are on Channel 10

according to the latest Pulse*

survey

:

RANK SHOW

1. / Love Lucy

2. $64,000 Question

3. December Bride

4. Groueho Marx
5. Talent Scouts

6. Climax

7. I've Got A Secret

8. Burns and Allen

9. Soldiers of Fortune

10. Meet Millie

11. Favorite Husband

12. Ed Sullivan

13. Eddie Cantor

14. Honeymooners

15. Phil Silvers

•November, 1955

STATION

WTHI
WTHI
WTHI
WTHI
WTHI
WTHI
WTHI
WTHI
WTHI
WTHI
WTHI
WTHI
WTHI
WTHI
WTHI

51.8

50.3

48.0

45.3

43.8

43.1

41.5

41.3

41.3

40.5

40.0

39.4

38.8

38.8

38.8

WTHI-TV

TERRE HAUTE, INDIANA
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY THE BOLLING NEW YORK CHICAGO
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Bill Wright
Star of

Channel 13 Theatre

3:30 to 4:15 Monday-Friday

Stars SeN on

Alabama's

greatest TV station

Birmingham

"Watch the Birdie!" is the new
feature of Channel 13 Theatre,

seen weekday afternoons. In ad-

dition to Little Rascals and

Loony Tunes, "Uncle Bill"

Wright conducts personal inter-

views. Proof of his popularity is

seen in his mail—over 500 let-

ters a day.

You can SELL
Your Products

to Alabama folks

If you TELL

them on programs

they enjoy seeing

Represented by

BLAIR-TV

circumstances to step up this impact.

Second, the show can't lean on name
stars ( much as they would help build

audiences) because too often their

familiarity might detract from the

realness of the story.

Instead, the series must depend on
luilding a reputation for absorbing

ntertainment provided by a mixture

if facts and good acting. But then,

the long haul is precisely the approach

the company has always taken toward

its advertising and promotion ever

since Prentis predicted "linoleum for

every room in the house" some 38

years ago. That he and the company
were both right is indicated in the fact

that Armstrong sales volume has in-

creased six times since the firm first

began using air media. Its well-known

radio series, Theatre of Today, was
a CBS staple from 1941 to 1953. Since

1941 sales volume rose from under

$78 million to nearly $250 million last

• •••••••
^'Canada is . . . second in the world in
the original production of television
programs. Actually Montreal and
Toronto rate third and fourth on this
continent, after New York and Holly-
wood, as program production centres,
and fourth and fifth in the whole
world."

A. D. DUNTON
Chairman, Board of Governors, CRC

• •••••••
stock was splityear. The common

3-for-l last spring.

As for tangible results, Banzhaf

finds encouragement in the expressions

—spoken and written—by an increas-

ing portion of the general public, Arm-
strong's own field organization, and

its customers. There is an increasing

proportion of letters from thoughtful

people— opinion leaders— expressing

appreciation for the type of show the

company is sponsoring.

One curious development in recent

weeks, in view of the intense rivalry

for audience, is the switching of ac-

counts that saw Revlon entrust the care

of $64,000 Question to Armstrong's

own agency. It was widely bruited

about last fall that NBC was offering

substantial enticements to Revlon to

lure its smash program to its side of

the fence. Rumor also had it that

BBDO was an influence behind these

offers. Both network and agency have

denied the story.

Asked to comment on the fact that

both air-time rivals are in the same
shop, a/e Dreher replied: "No com-

ment."

Added Banzhaf: "No comment

—

now." * -k -k

LONDON TV
{Continued from page 33)

ute figure here because what you're

getting in England is one minute.)

For more average British tv shows

your cost-per-1,000 rises to $8 or $9 so

that in general British tv is quite a bit

more expensive than U.S. television.

And again this is for one minute only.

Television today is being used by a

remarkably large number and variety

of sponsors. American firms using tv

in England at the present moment in-

clude, among others: Max Factor,

Kleenex, Remington, Esso, Shell, Lux,

Pepsodent, Kraft, Revlon, Brillo, Frigi-

daire, Odo-Ro-No, Sunkist, Toni, Coca-

Cola, Pepsi-Cola, General Motors,

Sterling Drug.

The main problem with British

commercial tv today seems to be the

total lack of experience on the part of

management with any broadcast ad-

vertising medium. This is reflected

not only in the programs themselves

but in the principles put forth by the

ITA to guide programing contractors

and advertisers. In the case of the

programs, for example, commercials

are supposed to occur at "natural pro-

gram breaks." But they don't. Many
of the commercials I saw seemed to

me out of place, intrusive—and there-

by objectionable. The reason for this

seems to be that the people writing

and directing material used on the ITA
today have had no experience with

inserting commercials in programs.

( This explanation was cited to me by

one of the ITA officials I had occasion

to talk with.)

The ITA, of course, is the Indepen-

dent Television Authority, and is the

government-created commission en-

trusted with putting into effect the

Television Act of 1954 passed by the

British Parliament. It cannot be real-

ly compared with our FCC because it

actually operates the government-

owned transmitter that broadcasts com-

mercial television. Each of the two

program contractors have their own

studios but the minute the signal leaves

the studio, it becomes the responsi-

bility of ITA to transmit it.

The ITA also appoints the program-

ing contractors, and watches over

them. As one important ITA official

put it to me: "Actually we would like

to exercise no control over the con-

tractors, but it would be incorrect to

say that we do not exercise any con-

trol. We are in a sense policemen, and

like policemen, the laws that we en-
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(Left) John Daly
American Broadcasting Company

(Center) Douglas Edwards
Columbia Broadcasting System

(Right) John Cameron Swayze
National Broadcasting Company

99
II v now switch you to...

99

In the split second after one of these famous

commentators completes this sentence, you and

millions of other viewers are whisked to Wash-

ington or Los Angeles or anywhere else news is

popping. The electronic miracle of television has

given you a center aisle seat on the passing scene.

But behind this miracle are the skills of Bell

System and network technicians. These highly

trained craftsmen blend the technical ability of

an engineer with an actor's unerring ear for cues.

Precisely on cue, push buttons are operated to

make the connections that switch the television

scene from one city to another. And Bell System

technicians are receiving cues from several net-

works at once.

To help them, the Bell System receives operat-

ing instructions from the networks which give all

the necessary information on switches. This in-

formation is sped to 130 Bell System television

operating centers throughout the nation by private

line telephone and teletypewriter systems.

This co-operation between network and tele-

phone company . . . and the teamwork along the

Bell System lines . . . assure the American viewing

public the smoothest programming and the best

television transmission it is possible to provide.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM (Tgk\
Providing transmission channels for intercity television today and tomorrow ^^*_^&
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l-TV
BUFFALO

2 heads are

better than one

...IN BUFFALO

WGR-TV
BUFFALO

Nat. Reps. FREE & PETERS

KCEN -TV

^ON THE BEAM
with

CONSISTENTLY TOP PROGRAMMING
CONSISTENTLY TOP RECEPTION

from the

WACO -TEMPLE

"HUB"
TO THE REMOTEST CORNERS OF ITS

17,000 SQUARE MILE COVERAGE
of the

MULTI-MILLION DOLLAR
CENTRAL TEXAS MARKET

KCEN -TV
TEMPLE, TEXAS

General Offices: P. O. Box 188, Temple

Sales Offices: Professional Bldg., Waco.

Studios and Transmitter at Eddy, Texas —
between Waco and Temple.

TWX Eddy, Texas, No. 8486

Representatives:
National: GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY COMPANY

Texas: CLYDE MELVILLE COMPANY,
Melba Building, Dallas

CHANNEL £^VHF MAXIMUM POWER
NBC INTERCONNECTED^^____

force are not our own laws, but rather

the laws of the land." These laws are

really principles. In the case of pro-

graming, it is in the job of the ITA to

see that contractors maintain the fol-

lowing in their program scheduling:

taste, decency, political impartiality,

balance (between cultural and enter-

taining programs) and quality. I

asked if anything had been presented

to date that might be considered ques-

tionable by these standards and was

told that a film Orson Welles did on

bull fighting had caused some un-

favorable comment.

Commercials: Their principles are

even more rigid in the case of commer-

cials themselves. For example, con-

sider some of the particulars set forth

in the ITA's publication. "Principles

For Television Advertising." The fol-

lowing is taken from the section deal-

ing with advertising in children's pro-

grams :

"No advertisement which encour-

ages children to enter strange places

or to converse with strangers in an ef-

fort to collect coupons, wrappers, la-

bels, etc.. is allowed. The program
contractor must investigate the details

of any collection scheme and satisfy

himself that it contains no element of

danger to children."

"No advertisement for a commer-

cial product or service is allowed if it

contains any appeal to children which

suggests in any way that unless the

children themselves buy or encourage

other people to buy the product or

service they will be failing in some

duty or lacking in loyalty towards

some person or organization whether

that person or organization is the one

making the appeal or not."

Another section of the same pam-

phlet has the following to say under

the heading: "False or Misleading

Advertisements"

:

"No advertisement shall contain any

reference which is likely to lead the

public to assume that the product ad-

vertised, or an ingredient, has some

special property or quality which is in

fact unknown, unrecognized, or in-

capable of being established."

"Statistics, scientific terms, quota-

tions from technical literature and the

like must be used with a proper sense

of responsibility to the ordinary view-

er. The irrelevant use of data and jar-

gon must never be resorted to to make

claims appear more scientific than they

really are. Statistics of limited valid-

ity should not be presented in such a

v/ay as to make it appear that they are

universally true."

The ITA is also responsible for see-

ing that the contractors exercise no

discrimination in the placing of spots.

This is a difficult point for American

advertisers to understand. Technical-

ly speaking, one can buy only time seg-

ments, not specific time slots. The rate

card of ARD, one of the two London

contractors, lists three time segments.

These are as follows:

Basic or "A" time ... 3 to 6 p.m.

10 to 11 p.m.

Peak or "AA" time 8 to 10 p.m.

Off or "B" time 10:30 a.m. to

3 p.m.

Aside from specifying in which seg-

ment he wishes his advertisement to

appear and the day of the week, the

advertiser has no say in theory as to

the actual timing of the commercial.

However, the word "discrimination" is

very important to keep in mind here.

If there is a symphony concert broad-

cast weekly and you are selling hi-fi

equipment and no one else wants to be

adjacent to that program, there is no

discrimination being practiced if you

are given that same time week after

week. But if other advertisers also

want this time, then commercials are

rotated to give everyone an equal

chance. Again though, if you are sell-

ing hi-fi equipment, the contractors will

always place you, in so far as possible,

next to a program attracting the kind

of listeners you want to reach. That is

to say, if you request it, there is little

chance that your message would be

placed in between rounds of a boxing

match.

In actual practice pressure can be

applied to secure a favorable time.

The amount of pressure that may be

applied, of course, depends on the time

being requested and the number of

other advertisers asking for it. It is

well to remember here that the ITA

not only monitors all programs, but

were an advertiser to complain that

he had been discriminated against and

this charge were substantiated, the

contractor involved might be likely to

lose his license. Most items advertised,

though, are mass consumer items and

since the competing BBC juggles its

schedule frequently no one is ever

quite able to pin down to the minute

the best time within a given segment.

It's just not like American timebuying

with its close study of probabilities

based on fairly fixed schedules.
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Looking for coverage? ...

look to wfmy-tv!

Keep your prospects well covered in the Prosperous Piedmont

section of North Carolina and Virginia with WFMY-TV.

Since 1949, WFMY-TV has been the key salesman to this top TV
market where some 2 million potential customers live, work and buy!

WFMY-TV's 100,000 watt coverage of this $2.3 billion—46 county-

market means greater sales and profits for you.

Call your H-R-P man today for the full story of WFMY-TV . . .

basic CBS for the entire Prosperous Piedmont.

firiy-

Now In Our
Sixth Year

GREENSBORO, N. C.

Represented by

Harrington, Righter & Parsons, Inc

New Yorlc — Chicago — San Francisco
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Speaking of commercials, it might

be well here to comment on my general

impression of them. When commercial

tv first went on the air, there was a

tendency to "under-sell" everything,

for fear of being objectionable. This

trend seems to be definitely on the de-

cline and more and more sponsors are

moving towards the "direct sell" ap-

proach. Where earlier it was consid-

ered bad taste to mention the prod-

uct's name more than twice in any

commercial, it is now common prac-

tice to put it in enough to make sure

no one forgets it.

Incidentally, ITA contractors prac-

tice double, triple, and even quadruple

spotting between programs as well as

within them so commercials must be

good to get attention. For example,

at 9 p.m. one Sunday evening recently

a 60-second commercial for Cadbury's

Chocolate Biscuits was run immedi-

ately followed by a 10-second West-

clox commercial, a 60-second Aspro

commercial, and a 15-second Church-

man's Cigarette commercial.

Eric Boden, head of Schwerin Re-

search in England, told me of an inter-

esting discovery they had made in their

British impact research. This is in re-

^ IT STRUE IN TULSA ^
It's True that 7 plus

11 plus 43 . . . equals

TWO! Tulsa is 7th in

the nation in per capita

income,* 11th fastest

growing city in Amer-

ica,* and No. 43 in the

nation's TV markets**

.... larger than Miami,

Denver or Oklahoma

City! And this oil-rich,

cattle-rich market is

covered by Channel
2! ! ! !

*Sales Management Survey of Buying Power

**CBS report to FCC, Dec. 1955

There's a SPOT for You
on Channel ....

WSftTWA
BASIC NBC • Represented by BLAIR

gard to the 15-second commercial.

Their tests in England show remark-

able success with these 15-second com-

mercials. Mr. Boden had no explana-

tion of this phenomenon, but my own

feeling is that the British audience,

being unaccustomed to commercial

broadcasts of any kind, are at this

point highly susceptible. For when

U.S. commercial television went on the

air, sponsors were getting fantastic re-

sults during the first couple of months.

The same thing seems to be happen-

ing in England today. The only docu-

mented success story I was able to dig

up concerns Revlon. Three days after

commercial tv first went on the air,

Revlon started a spot campaign, utiliz-

ing both contractors. Two-thirds of

the budget was put in weekend tele-

vision (Associated Television Limited),

the other one-third in weekday spots

(Associated Rediffusion Limited). The

campaign was for their new hair spray

"Satin Set" and commercial tv was the

only medium used. The results? Sales

all over the London ITA area started

to rocket. One store set a target 40%
above their normal sales. They actu-

ally sold 140% over normal. Some

stores doubled their sales; many stores

sold right out.

Hotv to use tv: Having decided to use

English tv, the next question is how.

One of the answers seems to lie in re-

search and testing of the kind done by

Schwerin. In selecting and balancing

their test audiences, Schwerin uses the

following system to describe social

classes in England. Their test audi-

ences are matched to the total popula-

tion social structure which they set up

in this manner:

1. AB Class (12% of total popula-

tion). This class includes broadly all

the professional groups. Managing

directors, managers, owners of fac-

tories, proprietors of large scale enter-

prise and agents brokers and factors

if their income is £1,250 per annum or

over. Teachers are included in this

group if they are teaching in an educa-

tional establishment above primary

school level.

2. C Class (17% of total popula-

tion). This class is that generally de-

scribed loosely as the class of the

"white collar workers." Except where

breeders, farmers and agriculturists on

their own account fall into Class AB,

all other forms of farm managers and

breeders fall into Class C and are in-

cluded with farm bailiffs and foremen.

Railway officials fall into this group,

as do car and coach hire managers,

garage managers, and stevedores.

3. DE Class (71% of total popula-

tion). This class includes all highly

skilled manual workers and shop as-

sistants, bus drivers, taxi drivers, lorry

drivers, unskilled manual workers and

shop assistants.

Remember, that because of the ro-

tation system, one day your commer-
cial may be next to a symphony con-

cert and the next week to a boxing

match. The solution is to have several

different commercials available and

test them all to find out which social

class they appeal to. If you are noti-

fied that your commercial for the week

of 12 February will be placed next to

a symphony program, then you pick

the commercial in which you believe

or tests show appeals most to the AB
class. If, in your series of commer-
cials, you have another one that seems

to appeal to the DE class, you insert

that one in the spot next to the boxing

match program.

Many U.S. advertisers want to know
if it is possible to use their U. S. com-

mercials in England. The answer is

that it is not only possible but, if it is

a good commercial, I would say it is

advisable. The one qualification I

would put on this, however, is that it

would be in good taste to re-record the

sound track to get a voice with a Brit-

ish accent.

The Schwerin people told me that

"everything we have found here con-

firms what we have found in the States

—commercials which we found to have

great impact in the United States test

sessions, have equally great impact

here." They pointed out that, because

they have used the same control pro-

gram in their test sessions in England

and America, they have been able to

test the similarity and likes and dis-

likes between Britain and America.

The results show that there is more

st in Power
and Coverage

1,000,000
WATTS

^Wilkes-Barre
Scranton

Call Avery-Knodel, Inc.

I'll

M

>
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(similarity in these likes and dislikes

(between Britain and the United States

than there is between the United States

land Canada.

This is extremely important because

the implication is clear that successful

commercials in the United States will

be successful commercials in England.

And conversely, what is good there will

also be good here. As long as produc-

tion costs are lower in England than

in the States it is practical for U.S.

sponsors to prepare their material in

England once the English become ful-

ly acquainted with the technique be-

hind successful commercials. Adver-

tisers who are preparing separate ma-

terial for each market should consider

the possibility of consolidating their

production efforts for it would appear

that in the case of tv, and within

imitations, the same basic material

?an be used for both markets. The

Dnly specific examples that occur to

me at the moment of this being done

Is Max Factor who I understand is

ising their U.S. commercials in Britain

ind Sterling Drug which is using com-

nercials here that were prepared in

England.

Ratings research: The American

idvertiser used to having ratings with

which to evaluate programing can find

plenty of guidance in England. Tele-

julse and Nielsen each provide rating

reports similar to their U.S. reports.

\ British service, Tamratings, is ac-

ive as well. (Tamratings uses a meter

system as does Nielsen, of course, and

Pulse uses its personal interview meth-

pd.)

While ratings of individual shows

tend to differ between the three rating

services as will happen when methods

bffer, the rating services all show: (1)

That ITA programs in homes con-

/erted to receive the ITA channel have

nuch higher ratings in general than

BBC shows; (2) That ITA programs

lave much higher rating levels than

U.S. shows attain here.

Expansion: The ITA has mapped out

an impressive expansion program for

tself. This month ITA plans to open
i second transmitter in Birmingham
o reach the Midlands. It is estimated

hat by the time this station opens,

550,000 sets will be capable of receiv-

ng tv in the Midlands area and this

mmber should increase by 20,000 a

nonth for the next six months. The
550,000 sets represent a potential audi-

ence of 1,000,000 viewers. In late

April of this year, another transmitter

is due to go into operation in Man-
chester and this will reach an addi-

tional 800,000 potential listeners in

the Lancashire area, when all the sets

have been converted. The end of this

year should mark the opening of a

Yorkshire station which will bring in

600,000 more sets. Wales and Scotland

are due to open up in the spring of

1957.

As to the program directors who will

be handling these additional stations,

it is set up this way. At the present

moment Associated-Rediffusion Ltd.

handles Monday to Friday programing

in London and Associated Television

Ltd. handles weekend programing. As-

sociated Television Ltd. will be re-

sponsible for Monday to Friday pro-

graming in Manchester and a third

contractor, Associated Broadcasting

Co. will be given the weekend pro-

graming in Yorkshire and Lancashire;

Associated Broadcasting Co. will also

". . . we at NBC consider the grand
design of television, the creation of an
all-people elite. We believe that we are
shaping a society which acknowledges
that no true prosperity, no enduring
culture can stand on a bedrock of hu-
man misery or of race or class or group
subjection. We believe that it is impos-
sible for a society to consider itself ma-
ture and intelligent and humane so long
as any normal person in it has been
denied exposure to the great ideas, the
great achievements, the great history of
man. This is the opportunity and the
destiny of commercial television."

SYLVESTER WEAVER
President of NBC

• •••••••
be given the weekend programing,

and a fourth contractor, Granada Tv,

will be put in charge of week days. No
contractors have yet been named in

Wales and Scotland.

British commercial tv has certainly

come a long way, but they still have a

long way to go. My own opinion is

one of guarded optimism. Potentially,

this can be the most important adver-

tising medium in Britain today, but it

is still too early to judge its present

value. Now would seem to be a good

time for those of us in the U.S. inter-

ested in using British tv to get our

feet wet, but it would be prudent to do

further research into the temperature

of the water. * * *

IN EVANSVILLE INDIANA
WISE
BUYERS
CHOOSE

Now Available —
PARTICIPATIONS in the

HOOSIER JAMBOREE
5:00 to 6:00 P.M.

Monday thru Friday

"Live Western Music Show"

with PROVEN SALES RESULTS

ASK
MEEKER TV, INC. —ADAM YOUNG

St. Louis

NOW OPERATING
WEOA—CBS RADIO

EL PASO
among top 30

in Rate

of growth*

5th City in Size in America's
Biggest State . . . and growing
faster and sounder all the time.

• 16th in Effective Buying Income
Growth in U.S.A.

• 22nd in Total Retail Sales

Growth in U.S.A.

• 19th in Food Sales Growth in

U.S.A.

ONLY KROD-TV effectively covers
all of El Paso's market.

•Sales Management Survey of Buying Power.
Nov. 1(), 1955

KROD-TV
CHANNEL 4

EL PASO texas

CBS - ABC

AFFILIATED with KROD-600 kc I5000w),

Owned 6 Operated by El Paso Times, Inc

Rep. Nationally by the BRANHAM COMPANY
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NEW YORK
(Continued from page 29)

B. Similarity to existing ABC pro-

grams.

C. Similarity to existing programs

en other networks.

D. Frequency of presentation (across

the board, once a week, once a month,

tne-time special).

E. Ideal length (regardless of length

suggested by producer who submitted

idea).

F. Ease of production. (Can one

writer handle the entire series or will

it necessitate a constant search for new

writers?)

Can it be produced through the pro-

ducer's facilities, ABC's facilities, or

will it entail far-flung locations, diffi-

cult technical problems? If the show

is to be daily or weekly, is the pro-

ducer likely to be able to stick to the

production schedule?

G. Cast. (Is the cast, if any. sug-

gested by the producer, right for the

program? Should a name star be

sought? Is it necessary to arrange for

guest stars for each individual pro-

gram?)

H. Cost. (Is the producer's budget,

fuck (Unfene/-

Sw«Mto,Tw.

KRARTVl
SWEETWATER-ABILENE, TEXAS

'tjjJl f4e«JToa(fieo4uAfijA6j*v4

OWNED & OPERATED BY TEXAS TELECASTING, INC.

7400 COLLEGE, LUBBOCK, TFXAS

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE: THE BRANHAM COMPANY

if submitted along with the idea, likely

to be correct. Should more or less

spending be suggested? Is this" a

potential money maker, a prestige pro-

gram? Which should it be?)

I. Exploitation. (What angles can

be worked through publicity and other

means to get the most out of the idea.

Can this be pitched at potential spon-

sors in the idea stage, or should it

wait for the completed pilot film?

Would advance publicity help or hurt

the project?)

J. Sponsorship. (Is this the kind

of program for which it will be easy

to find sponsors. Are there any con-

troversial aspects? Are sponsors who
would be likely to buy this program the

kind who won't consider ABC's na-

tional distribution difficulties in the one-

and two-station markets a hindrance? )

At this point the sales department is

likely to be brought in for consultation.

Having reached a preliminary con-

clusion on these and related issues, the

board either accepts the idea or rejects

it. If accepted it is sent to the busi-

ness affairs and legal departments to

check on rights and possible infringe-

ments and to work out a preliminary

deal with the producer.

This deal will usually stipulate that

the producer develop a show-concept

and first script along the lines recom-

mended by the board. Upon approval

of this concept and script by ABC,
the network will 100% finance the

production of a pilot film (and later

the entire series) and ABC and the

producer will share 50-50 in the profits.

In return for this arrangement, ABC
gets an exclusive 12-month option

( from the date of completion of the

pilot film I after which if ABC decides

to drop the idea, all rights revert to

the producer.

After a deal has been worked out,

the sales and publicity departments

are informed of the impending pro-

gram and start work on pre-release

publicity and sales presentations.

At the same time the producer with

his own writers and staff works out the

first script, which is then returned to

ABC.

Here Weitman and Lewine pass on

it, and either recommend changes or

pass it on to Kintner and Mitchell for

final okay.

Following approval the production

money is allocated and turned over to

the producer who now proceeds to

complete the pilot film.

CBS: While there are many parallel

steps at CBS, the procedure is quite

different. CBS believes that a network

program should be produced and

supervised by CBS personnel, regard-

less of where the original idea came
from. The network, therefore, has set

up a system in which executive pro-

ducers each handle certain program
categories. The producers report

directly to Harry Ommerle, v. p. in

charge of network programing, New
\ork, who is charged with program

cor-ordination. and in turn to Hubbell

Robinson, v.p. in charge of over-all

network programing. A similar set-up

exists on the West Coast where Al

Scalpone is v.p. in charge of network

programing, Hollywood, and also re-

ports to Robinson in New York.

The individual executive producers

and their fields are:

Gil Ralston, drama
Richard Lewine (brother of ABC's,

Robert ) musicals and specials

Mario Lewis, comedy and musical

comedy
Lester Gottlieb, director in charge

of daytime programing

CBS considers program ideas from

all possible sources whether conceived

and presented by an individual or an

established company. In the case of

the latter, it will go to great lengths to

gain some kind of managerial or con-

tractual control of the independent

company along with buying its pro-

gram.

A program idea presented to CBS
by an individual (writer, producer,

talent staff member, others) will first

be classified as to program type and

will then be presented to the right ex-

ecutive producer. The producer will

immediately reject or recommend the

idea to Harry Ommerle ( in New York)

or to Al Scalpone (in Hollywood) with

whose recommendations it then goes

to Hubbell Robinson for a decision.

( Robinson in some cases may at this

point consult the sales department to

determine the potential from a spon-

sorship point of view". I

The various points of consideration

are much in line with those of ABC.

[^

IDEA!
Former police civil service commissioner, writer and
lecturer on police civil service laws has excellent

idea for television series of interest to juveniles.

Sufficient factual source material available for 39,

52 or more episodes. Excellent merchandising possi-

bilities suitable for network, regional or local

sponsorship for any product or service. Available for

technical advice and supervision. Format sent on
request to interested principals.

BERGMANN ENTERPRISES
215 N. Flores San Antonio, Texas
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But in CBS's case, ease of production

will be considered in the light of net-

work production facilities, rather than

the independent's ability to deliver the

finished program.

After a program is recommended

and accepted by Robinson, it goes

back to the executive producer. He
now calls on the services of the legal

department (for clearances and con-

tracts) and the finance department for

allocation of enough funds to see the

project through to the TVR (Tele-

vision Recording, CBS term for kine-

scope or audition film).

If the originator of the idea is a

producer, he will most likely ( but not

necessarily) be hired by the CBS ex-

ecutive producers to produce the TVR.

If he is a writer or director, a deal

will usually be made to use his services

and a producer will be assigned to the

proj ect.

While Robinson keeps an interested

eye on these in-progress productions,

and is actively involved in all major

decisions, such as the hiring of writers,

stars, the responsibility of seeing the

production through to a successful

completion, rests from here on with

the executive producer. He is author-

ized (within the allocated budget) to

hire anyone or anything on the produc-

tion level whether from within or out-

side CBS. He is not asked to account

for the spending of the production

money step by step except for book-

keeping and record purposes.

After some weeks or even months,

he will arrange for a screening of the

new TVR for Robinson who will de-

cide whether the entire project should

be discarded, reworked or improved

(with additional expenditures) or

whether to present it to the program
board which consists of the top net-

work brass, usually including William

Paley.

After this the new program is turned

over to the sales department to find

a sponsor or group of sponsors and
tentative decisions are made as to

where and when to fit the newcomer
into the existing program schedule.

With its system of executive pro-

ducers, each supervising numbers of

producers who are in charge of the

individual programs, CBS operates

much like Universal-International Stu-

dios in Hollywood. The largest possible

amount of authority is delegated to the

men in close contact with the actual

project and executive supervision is

reduced to a minimum.

\BC: Executive supervision enters into

practically every stage of program de-

velopment at NBC (similar to Zanuck's

20th-century Fox). Pat Weaver, as

chairman of the board, freed from the

administrative duties of the presidency,

continues to make his dynamic ap-

proach toward network programing

felt. Tom McAvity, v.p. in charge of

the tv network, as Weavers representa-

tive, is personally concerned with each

project and every phase of program

development.

NBC will consider program ideas

from every possible source, will spend

money for development of promising

ideas, and will consider deals involving

complete network control as well as

those demanding a 100' '< hands-off

policy.

• •••••••
". . . the film producer is a creative

extension of the agency rather than a

separate entity. He considers the agen-
cy's problems as automatically as he
considers his own, and the reverse is

true. Certainly, problems exist, and
they always will, because we are in-

volved in a creative group effort and the
results of that effort must ultimately
be placed on a strip of film—a highly
technical procedure."

ROBERT H. KLAEGER
V.P. in charge of TV film commercials

Transfilm

• •••••••
Here is what happens:

An idea brought to NBC will first

be considered by Dick Pinkham (v.p.

in charge of network programing) or

Sam Fuller director of special pro-

graming and their staffs. If recom-

mended, it will go to Tom McAvity

(and in cases of extreme importance

to Weaver). If accepted, the legal

department checks for rights and pos-

sible infringements and McAvity will

ask for a budget. (If the idea origi-

nates with an independent producer,

he will prepare his own budget to be

couble-checked by NBC's budget de-

partment. If it's to be a program pro-

duced 100% through NBC facilities,

NBC makes up its own budget.)

Now, money is allocated for de-

velopment, and sometimes with and

sometimes without the help of NBC
the producer will hire writers to pre-

pare a first script. This script goes

back to McAvity's office and then back

to the producer (time and again) until

a satisfactory one has been produced.

NBC pays these writing and develop-

ment costs, and many times a pro-

gram may cost thousands before it

lands in the wastepaper basket as a

good idea which for some reason

couldn't be developed.

When a script has finally been ac-

cepted for production, continuity ac-

ceptance gets a copy and the legal

department works out a final deal

with the producer. These deals very

from complete integration of the pro-

ducer into the NBC network, to part-

nership deals (a la ABC) or independ-

ent production for NBC, with the

network having practically no rights

of supervision or interference at all.

The pilot film or kinescope now goes

into production through either NBC
facilities or the producer's own organi-

zation and when completed is screened

for McAvity and/or Weaver for final

okay before going to the sales depart-

ment for presentation to clients.

Network thinking: Experience has

shown that working with the intangi-

bles of show business and the temper-

ament usually inherent in talent

demands flexibility. Therefore the

above practices are adhered to as often

as they are ignored, and there are

varying individual case histories with

each new program. * * *

the
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NIELSEN
(Continued from page 39)

is total listening in the area measured,

including listening to stations coming

in from outside the NSI 21-county

area. The other is listening to local

stations. Total listening came to 321,-

200 homes or a 27% sets-in-use figure.

Local station listening came to 261,700

homes or a sets-in-use figure of 22%.
The above figures cover home listen-

ing. There is, in addition, what is

called an Auto-Plus figure. This is the

per cent of auto listening to in-home

listening. In the segment covered, the

auto sets-in-use figure was 15.2%.

This is not 15.2% of all homes but

15.2% of the total listening figure.

Thus, 45,000 "homes" were listening

to auto radios at that time. They are

not necessarily all additional listening

homes, since a family can, of course,

record listening both at home and in

the auto at the same time. The amount

of overlap is not shown in the NSI
reports, however, nor can Nielsen

break out the overlap in a special tab-

ulation.

Like the sets-in-use figures, per-

broadcast data is shown two ways.

Total audience for the John Harvey

COVER
WONDERFUL WYOMING

Western Nebraska

Northern Colorado

KVWO
Wyoming's Top Hooper

Station

JOS. HERSHEY McGILLVRA

New York • Chicago • Atlanta

Los Angeles • San Francisco

Write, Wire, Phone William T. Kemp
Box 926 • 2-6433

Cheyenne, Wyoming

seqment (20,800 homes in this case)

covers listening to the station outside

the NSI area as well as inside. For the

NSI area itself, the homes-reached fig-

ure was 14,100, indicating that the

station has substantial listening out-

side the 21-county area.

In addition there is a third program
figure that timebuyers can use. This

is listening within the inner metropoli-

tan area, which covers five counties.

Metropolitan listening is not broken

down into 15-minute segments, as in

the regular reports, but by six-hour

periods. That is, for each station there

is a figure showing the proportion of

the NSI area audience within the met-

ropolitan area during the morning, af-

ternoon and evening. A glance at this

shows that the metropolitan area audi-

ence to KGO during the morning is

about three-quarters of the NSI area

audience.

Per-broadcast data also includes a

share-of-audience figure. This share

figure covers listening to local stations

but not outside stations, though the

share of total listening can be calcu-

lated without much trouble. There is no
breakdown of Auto-Plus figures by

stations.

The NSI report also showed that

(1) the total four-week cumulative

audience was 152,900 unduplicated

homes, (2) the four-week cumulative

NSI area audience was 101,700 differ-

ent homes, (3) the average home lis-

tening to the show heard it 2.8 times

during the four weeks, (4) the average

home listening to the show had two

listeners, (5) audience composition

was 20% men, 40% women, 17%
teen-agers, 23% children under 13.

So much for the material shown in

the report. Out of this, however, time-

buyers and researchers can and do get

additional data. For example:

• The number of different listeners

(two per home) to the show in four

weeks was 305,800.

• The number of program impres-

sions in four weeks (the number of

different listeners multiplied by 2.8)

was 856,200.

o The number of commercial impres-

sions (assuming three commercials)

in four weeks was 2,568,000.

• The number of different men
reached in four weeks was 61,200, the

number of different women 122,400.

On top of this the researcher can

calculate a host of cost-per-1,000 fig-

ures. On a four-week basis, this in-

cludes cost-per-1,000 homes, listeners,

commercial impressions, men, women.
etc. And these figures can be com-

pared with other buys or potential

buys. The whole business can be run

off for a tv show, too, of course. Note

that in all this, there was no mention

of a program percentage rating. This

is no accident. Of the 25 markets now
covered by NSI, none of the radio re-

ports show program ratings and only

five tv reports show program ratings.

Ratings can be calculated from mate-

rial shown in the report, however.

(Incidentally, the program rating for

the Paul Harvey show was 1.2.)

There are a couple of reasons for

the Nielsen policy of not printing rat-

ings in the report. In the first place,

say the Nielsen people, the importance

of ratings can be over-estimated.

What the advertiser is interested in is

the number of homes he reaches.

This is especially true for radio,

where advertisers commonly buy an-

nouncements via the saturation meth-

od. A rating for one announcement is

not nearly as useful as the total audi-

ence picture.

In the second place, though it is sel-

dom bruited about publicly, radio sta-

tions do not like to sell with program

percentage figures since they sound

small in relation to tv and radio's for-

mer rating history.

But the shift from ratings is evident

in tv, too, as advertisers and their

agencies delve deeper into audience

facts. Take a recent special tab done

for Chesterfield by ARB. The adver-

tiser uses three network shows

—

Drag-

net, Warner Bros. Presents and Gun-

smoke—and wanted to find out the ex-

tent of audience duplication among the

trio. The facts below come from the
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ARB October 1955 national tv report,

covering the first week of that month.

To start off, ARB showed that total

homes reached by each show was as

follows: Dragnet, on NBC, 9,440,000;

Warner Bros. Presents, on ABC, 4,-

670,000; Gunsmoke, on CBS, 5,840,-

ooo!

However, the number of homes

which watched Dragnet but didn't

watch the other two was 6,800,000.

The comparable figure for Warner

Bros, presents was 2,580,000 and for

Gunsmoke it was 3,360,000.

ARB also supplied similar figures

for all possible combinations of the

three shows. The number of homes

viewing any two of the three but not a

third ranged from 790,000 to 1,340,-

000. And the number of homes view-

ing all three came to 350,000.

Thus the client was successful in

spreading around his sales message

since the figures indicate a relatively

small degree of duplication. If duplica-

tion was complete, the number of dif-

ferent homes reached by the three

shows would have been equal to the

figure for the highest-rated show,

Dragnet, or 9,440,000. Actually the

number of different homes reached for

the three shows came to 16,170,000.

If there were no duplication at all,

the different homes figure would have

been a shade under 20 million.

\SI use: In the shift away from

ratings, the emphasis on other data

differs, naturally. To find out what

information agencies and advertisers

are using most in the relatively new

NSI and what they like and don't like

about it, sponsor spoke to a number

of admen (and women) in research,

media and timebuying.

SPONSOR found NSI users a little

overwhelmed at first by the complexi-

ties and mass of detail in the reports.

It has taken them a few months to

read and use the information com-

fortably.

However, there was one bit of in-

formation that was found particular-

ly convenient to use. That was the to-

tal homes figure. As explained previ-

ously per-broadcast and four-week

audiences include homes listening out-

side the NSI area, which is usually a

pretty large area in the first place.

The reason this information was
liked so well was that it eliminated a

good many calculations. Where ad-

vertisers get audience figures for just

the metropolitan area or a few addi-

tional counties around it, the time-

buyer must calculate what the audi-

ence is beyond the coverage zone of

the rating service. To assume the rat-

ing is the same beyond this zone as in

it is dangerous since the outer area,

often being small-town or rural con-

tains population with different pro-

gram tastes than the urban metropoli-

tan audience. The outer area also has

different station competition. For

years, timebuyers have been forced to

use only the inner area rating. In

some cases, this became more compli-

cated as the rating was assumed to ap-

ply only to those outside areas where

the station in question had a regular

audience of say, 50% or more, accord-

ing to whatever coverage service the

agency used.

• •••••••
*'I would set my sights for color TV
set sales—just as I would direct my
color television advertising — on the
greatly increasing numbers of families
who are earning $7,500 per year after
taxes. . . . And if we—and our individ-

ual stores or companies—are to get our
share of this market, we must provide
the 'extra something' needed to clinch

these sales—whether it be higher qual-

ity or lower prices—or the impact of a
color television commercial."

ROBERT A. SEIDEL
Executive V.P., Consumer Products

R.C.A.
• •••••••

Audiences outside the NSI areas can

\ arv considerably among stations, de-

pending on both station power, the

general popularity of the station and

the specific kind of programing in-

volved. A farm show, obviously, will

have substantial listening outside the

NSI area.

Outside listening can be substantial.

Take Chicago, for example. The NSI
area for radio consists of 47 counties

in four states. The total area includes

roughly twice that area. On WGN, the

Bill Evans Show reached 426,000

homes in four weeks in the NSI area

and 683,000 homes in the total area.

On WIND, Chicago Top Tunes got

625,000 homes in the NSI area in

four weeks and 790,000 homes in the

total area.

Outside listening is not always of in-

terest to the timebuyer. Where the

station has low power or where the

client is not interested in reaching

people beyond the NSI or metro

areas, then total listening figures are

academic.

Cume audience figures were found to

be useful to agency timebuyers, espe-

cially for radio. It is not only the total

four-week figures themselves but the

way they build up that interests users

of NSI.

Since these figures cover undupli-

cated homes, they can show if a pro-

gram is reaching a large number of

homes thinly or hitting the same homes
over and over. In determining this, the

timebuyer or researcher can refer to a

figure in NSI reports showing the

number of times the program is seen

or heard over the four-week period.

A glance at any radio or tv (but espe-

cially radio) report will show that this

figure can range from a little over one

to as high as about 10. The higher

figures are found in strip shows, since

a weekly show obviously cannot pro-

duce a figure greater than four.

Whether the advertiser wants broad
home coverage or continuing impact

depends, naturally, on the product or

the idea behind the campaign. Jerry

Gibson, chief timebuyer at DCSS,
pointed out that Pharmaco at present

is interested in reaching the same
home frequently for Feen-a-mint while

Bristol-Myers wants to reach a lot of

different homes for Vitalis.

Not everyone is interested in cumes.

Per-broadcast figures still hold a strong

attraction for agencies. And in some
cases, agencies find the cume figures

the
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cannot be used even where they want

to use them. This is because of the

way per-broadcast and cume audiences

are calculated. To explain:

Each NSI report covers an enght-

week period. Both per-broadcast and

cume audiences are averages of the

eight weeks for the time period con-

cerned. The show listed for the

time period is that running during the

seventh week of the period covered by

the report. If an advertiser sponsors

an alternate week show or is interested

in a show that was put on a station's

schedule during the middle of the re-

port period, he cannot accurately

determine either the cume or per-

broadcast audience for the show from

the report. In some cases, a special

tabulation can be made if the program

had been on a sufficient number of

times during the eight-week period.

But when a one-shot, like a sports

event, is put on, the Nielsen sample is

too small to measure it accurately.

On the other hand, admen say, the

eight-week average gives a good run-

ning picture of a show undisturbed by

meaningless fluctuations or efforts by

stations or networks to throw in a

hot program during a "rating week."

In using Auto-Plus data agencies

have to live with the fact that it is not

broken down by stations. The adver-

tiser can be told how many autos are

using their radios during a specific

quarter hour when his commercial is

running but he does not know what
per cent share of this auto sets-in-use

figure is listening to his commercial.

Some agencies take the in-home

share of audience for a show and

assume that the share of the auto audi-

ence is the same. They admit they

don't like to do it and that they are

only guessing but they add they have

no other way of telling a client who is

interested in the auto audience how
many auto sets he is reaching. Other

agencies prefer not to use the Auto-

Plus figures rather than guesstimate.

• •••••••
"In our minds to program for the in-

tellectual alone is easy and duplicates
other media. To make us al into intel-

lectuals—there is the challenge for com-
mercial television."

SYLVESTER WEAVER
President of NBC********

In some cases agencies take a rough

guess and assume the share of auto

sets-in-use will be less or more than

the in-home share depending on the

kind of program and time of day.

These guessers assume, for example,

that a soap opera will have a lower

auto share than in-home share while

a music show's auto share will be as

high if not higher than the in-home

share. Where an advertiser buys a

saturation campaign and has commer-
cials on, say, three out of four of

the local stations at the same time he

can assume his auto share of audience

is pretty close to his in-home share.

To show how dangerous it is to

assume that the auto share of audience

is the same as the in-home share take a

look at a recent Pulse report. In the

October 1955 report, a soap opera strip

on one station recorded a 4.4 rating

with an out-of-home rating of .2. A
music strip at the same time showed a

2.9 rating with a .9. Pulse's out-of-

home figure includes other listening

beside auto listening, which averages

about 55% of all out-of-home listening,

according to a Pulse study. However,

it is still apparent that the music show

got a bigger share of the auto audience

than its in-home share, while the

situation was reversed in the case of

the soaper.

The Auto-Plus figures are still im-

portant, nevertheless. They show when

auto listening is highest. They point

up the differences in auto listening

habits between markets.

If an advertiser buys into a sports

news program at a time when auto

listening figures indicate that the males

of the community are driving to or

from work, he can be pretty sure his

share of the auto audience is at least

as high as the in-home share and is

probably higher.

Advertisers have to pay more atten-

tion to auto listening these days for

two reasons. First of all, with more

cars on the road, the total amount of

auto listening is increasing. Secondly,

auto listening as a per cent of in-home

listening has been increasing because

of the long-range decline in in-home

listening.

Here are some examples of how high

auto listening can go as a per cent of

in-home listening. These figures are

taken from NSI reports last spring

and summer:
• In the Seattle-Tacoma market, the

figure for a Sunday evening quarter

hour in June was 74.5%.
• In Chicago, the figure during a

July Saturday evening was 94%.
• In Washington, the figure for a

Sunday evening in July was 82.8%.
• ••

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
{Continued from page 30)

production set-ups producing

shows for us. But we don't like

to think of it as a matter of con-

trol. Partnership would be a

much better word with which to

describe these arrangements. In

a partnership responsibility

rests equally heavily on the

shoulders of both partners and

that's how it is with us. Nat-

urally, we would not pass up a

bet, if the producer should in-

sist on complete autonomy. In

that case, all we do is insist on

exclusivity. The Burns & Allen

show is an example. We have

no control over that program in

any shape or form. All our

100% NEGRO PROGRAMS

WSOK
IN NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE
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contract calls for is exclusivity

with CBS.

NBC: We don't insist. But we prefer

to have the right of control or

at least supervision. It gives us

a chance to protect the show

and to protect ourselves as well

as the sponsor. Ad agencies

like us to have this control. It

puts us in the middle, makes us

the whipping-boy if things go

wrong. And they know that

we'll pour in all kinds of money

to rejuvenate a slipping pro-

gram. But if the idea, producer

or star are strong enough, we

may agree to a 100/^ hands-off

deal. Take the case of a filmed

half-hour situation comedy in-

volving a big star, which was

being produced for us in Holly-

wood some seasons ago. The

star insisted on complete au-

tonomy and we agreed. The

program started out all right,

but it slipped. If we had been

able to hire writers, suggest re-

visions, we might have been

able to save it. As it was, the

star wouldn't let us do a thing

and finally we had to drop it.

Still, I'd make a deal with him

tomorrow if he'd agree to ac-

cept our help. With Jack Webb
(Dragnet), on the other hand,

I don't even know if we've got

the right to interfere. It's never

come up. The program runs

smoothly and nobody from

NBC ever gets near the studio.

SPONSOR: Where do networks
look for new program ideas?

ABC: Were of course interested in

good ideas wherever they come
from. But in view of our spe-

cific method of operation, we
give preference to program
ideas presented by established

independent producers. These

men have the facilities and

know-how to see a program
through to completion. In ad-

dition, their suggestions are

usually more carefully devel-

oped and thoroughly thought

through from all practical an-

gles. But take one of our new
series, Frontier Judge. It was
presented to Mr. Kintner in

Hollywood last year. We con-

sidered it here in New York
and found that we liked it. We
then arranged with Jack Cher-

tock, one of our independent

Hollywood producers, to handle

the filming. So here is a case

where independent production

facilities and know-how were

tacked onto a good idea in or-

der to make production practi-

cal for us.

CBS: Many new ideas originate right

within the creative staff of the

network. Others are brought to

us from the outside. The orig-

ination of an idea is not impor-

tant, but competent profession-

als, whether independent or

CBS personnel, are a more
promising source. It is extreme-

ly rare when an idea presented

by a complete outsider is worth

serious consideration.

NBC: Anywhere. A hit is a hit and

we can't afford to be concerned

with parentage. Sometimes

three words scrawled on the

edge of a newspaper, are worth

more to us than 50 pages of

carefully worked out manu-

script. Even a spoken sugges-

tion can be the germ that re-

sults in a $350,000 spectacular.

SPONSOR: Are ad agencies

important sources of network
program ideas?

ABC: When an ad agency develops

a program, it is usually because

they have a sponsor for it. In

that case they will either pro-

duce it (or have it produced)

themselves and then simply

come to us for time, or they'll

buy the time and the network

producing facilities.

CBS: We certainly welcome anything

that an agency may conceive

and create for its clients. But

ad agencies just don't have the

program development turn-over

to warrant the necessary facili-

ties. It takes a great deal of

manpower, not to speak of

money, to create and produce a

program. If the agency and

client decide to drop such a

show, the agency will have to

let these people go until such

time as another program might

need development. We, on the

other hand, can utilize the tal-

ent left stranded by a dying

show in other program produc-

tion and thus maintain the kind

of program operation that is

necessary.

NBC: With program development

costs what they are today, and
with most important programs

being handled on a split spon-

sorship basis, ad agencies have

neither the financial resources,

the manpower nor the incentive

to actively enter into program
creation. On the other hand
there are cases of active NBC
co-operation in the creation of

an agency package. The former

Colgate Variety Hour was basi-

cally an agency package, but

much NBC effort has gone into

the development of many of its

programs.

SPONSOR: Will networks tailor

new programs to fit sponsor needs?
ABC: Sponsors rarely know what

they want until they see it. Ob-
viously with the success of a

program like Rin Tin Tin,

there are other sponsors who
would be willing to get into the

act. But how many dogs can
you have on one network (not

intended as a pun
! ) ? We nat-

urally consider over-all sponsor

and audience trends, but in our
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case, where most shows are on

film, and are therefore shot

months in advance of release, it

would be impractical to spend

large sums in order to create a

show based on a specific spon-

sor's needs. These may have

changed by the time the pro-

gram is ready.

CBS: On extremely rare occasions we
may create and build a program

to fit the needs of a specific ad-

vertiser. But for the most part

we concentrate on creating the

best entertainment, public af-

fairs, documentary or other

shows, and we do this with the

knowledge based on past ex-

perience that when you have a

good program to offer there

will always be advertisers will-

ing to pick up the tab. The me-

dium of tv has in itself such

tremendous power that with

quality production there can be

no lack of takers.

NBC: It happens, and when it does it

usually is a question of copying

a successful precedent. Take

the Big Surprise. The success

of the $64,000 Question created

a demand among sponsors and

we filled this demand (with a

Louis G. Cowan, Inc. package.)

Whether or not this was a smart

move, is too early to tell. In

the same way some time ago a

few highly successful situation

comedies brought on a flood of

imitations inspired by great

sponsor interest. Now they are

dying like flies. Our own Drag-

net created the same kind of

imitative wave. As a network,

"Someday I'll be a personality on

KRIZ Phoenix—meanwhile I just

work here for prestige."

we prefer to come up with new

shows, tailored to a variety of

potential needs, but we're in

business for profit. If sponsors

cry loud enough for a specific

type of program, we'll try to

find it for them.

SPONSOR: Will networks pay to

develop a new program idea?

ABC: We'll make a deal to finance a

pilot film, based on script ap-

proval. In other words, up to

a completed and acceptable

script, it's the producer's re-

sponsibility. Once we accept

the script, we'll foot all the bills.

CBS: Once a program idea has been

accepted, we pay all the costs

through to the TVR. But we
go much further than that:

We actually pay to create new
ideas or to give opportunities

to new personalities. We pro-

vide the proper working cli-

mate for people, who we feel

have a potential. Take the case

of Nat Hiken. When we hired

him, he had no idea to sell.

But while on our payroll, he

created the format for the Phil

Silvers Show. A similar situa-

tion existed with Jess Oppen-

heimer. He had never thought

of anything resembling / Love

Lucy when we decided that here

was a talent worthy of CBS rec-

ognition. We hired him and

he came up with the Lucy show.

CBS has two separate pro-

gram budgets: One for the pro-

grams which the public is actu-

ally going to see and one for

experimentation and the devel-

opment of programs and ideas

which we hope they will see at

some future date. In keeping

with this CBS concept of devel-

oping new talent for future use,

we are right now considering

hiring three new men for whom
we have no specific place, but

who we think will come through

for us in the future.

NBC: We will make a preliminary

deal on just an idea or concept

or often even only an ingredi-

ent (possibly a star), if it ap-

pears worthwhile. We then al-

locate funds and offer all pos-

sible assistance to develop the

idea into a potentially success-

ful format and the best possible

first script. * * *

ROBERT HALL
[Continued from page 41

1

slots, we're in, good and solid.

"4. To cap it all, our own store

managers, who've always been dedi-

cated to newspaper advertising, now
write us asking for more radio and

television. It's easy to understand

why. Most of our new stores are in

the outlying areas, away from the

center of the retail trading zones. Best

way to reach those areas quickly and

economically is by air."

But again, Bess stresses, each of the

130 Robert Hall markets is ap-

proached individually, its problems

analyzed and, with luck, solved by

finding the right formula for that par-

ticular market.

For example, last year a Robert

Hall store in New York State was be-

hind in its sales for the same period

the year before. In retailing you live

and die by that yardstick. Whether

you use plain pipe racks or red velvet

carpets, survival depends on beating

or at least meeting last year's figures.

At the time, the store was using

some minute announcements on radio

plus weekly insertions in the local

paper. Not heavy in either. And, con-

sequently, neither was delivering much
in the way of results.

"We took all the dollars they were

spending in both media," says Bess,

"and switched them to tv—minutes

and five-minute sportscasts at night.

In three months the store not only-

caught up with last year's figures but

went ahead, and stayed there."

By the same logic, when a station

or a format or any copy approach

proves itself a steady producer, Rob-

ert Hall sticks with it till it stops pay-

ing off. Take WNEW, N. Y. The firm

has been on the station with the same

coverage—24 10- to 15-minute music

programs and 27 minute announce-

ments a week—for the past eight

years. WIND and WCFL, Chicago,

similarly are typical of Hall's bevy of

key, productive stations over the

years.

Cherchez la fcramc. In general, the

clothing manufacturer wants minutes

in good local shows. Power of the

station or its affiliation is unimportant,

since, as a retailer, it is interested only

in the immediate retail trading zone.

And, since the company's primary

target is the woman of the house, it

has a wide-open field, availability-wise:

:
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tv any time of the day it can get good

slots; radio the same, except between

8 and 11 p.m. in certain markets,

which, says Bess, is conceded to tv.

After 11 p.m. it picks up radio again,

keeping mother company as she bustles

around locking up, tucking the family

in bed, washing the last few dishes. By

midnight she's about done and so is

Robert Hall. Total: 10 to 12 announce-

ments a day in radio, three or four

in tv.

Why the woman of the house? Af-

ter all, half of Hall's sales are to men.

Or are they?

"Let's say half our sales consist of

mens clothing," says Bess. "When a

man spends $42.95 for a suit, chances

are it's an important purchase. More

important than a $100 suit is to the

man who can afford it. So he has to

check with mama to be sure the fam-

ily exchequer can bear the bruise.

Still, come the weekend and the

firm ups its schedule in deference to

the man of the house. After all, some

do have some say as to what brand

of pants they wear.

Robert Hall's postwar expansion has

of course had a profound influence on

the company's ad strategy and, with

other retailers, it has tried to keep pace

with, even anticipate, the trend toward

suburban living by moving farther and

farther into the woods. Naturally, in

a chain the size of Robert Hall, con-

stant reshuffling is required.

Like the grocery supermarkets with

whose merchandising techniques Hall

has much in common, the company
seeks spots in heavily residential

sections.

When a location is finally decided

upon, the firm opens up with the big

guns, promotionwise. In true super-

market style, opening day means a

series of extravaganzas—guest appear-

ances by performing stars, lucky num-
ber drawings every hour on the hour,

tape-cutting by the mayor, circus

stunts—whatever seems to fit the time

and the place.

Bess, in his 10 years with the agency,

has personally visited every Robert

Hall market at least once and some
many times. In setting up the Los

Angeles area last December he made a

flying trip to the city, rented a car and
took the big tour, stopping at each unit

to study the growth of the surrounding

suburban area, visiting the local radio

and television stations to discuss their

part in the campaign. The 12 new
Los Angeles area outlets are situated

6 FEBRUARY 1956

along the periphery of Los Angeles

County and Bess estimates he covered

265 miles in making the circuit.

"There's a case where radio and tv

are ideal," says Bess. "A station lo-

cated in the middle of the circle can

give us umbrella coverage, and that's

the way we use it.

"If we depended on newspapers

there, we'd have to cut up our budget

into many small pieces because each

section along the way follows its own
neighborhood newspaper and we'd

have to go into each one to get the

same kind of coverage we get by air.

"But whatever media we decide on,

we still have to get close up before

we can write any copy. That's why I

say we have no slide rule."

In January Bess made similar on-

the-spot surveys in preparation for the

new St. Louis, Fort Worth and San

Antonio stores.

Love that jingle. Try to think of

Robert Hall without subconsciously

humming a Robert Hall jingle. Can't

be done. Probably because there

hasn't been a radio or tv announce-

ment for the chain in 15 years that

hasn't started with some variation on

its basic musical message. Consider-

ing the saturation levels of the com-

pany's campaigns during that time, it

adds up to heaven only knows how
many millions of impressions.

Over 100 different jingles have been

used to date, varying as to lyrics or

tune or orchestration. All, however,

hue close to the "low-overhead, plain-

pipe-rack" theme and seem to retain

some semblance to each other. A few

are staples repeated every year in sup-

port of special seasonal promotions.

At the beginning of the school semes-

ters it's the back-to-school verse:

"School bells ring and children sing,

It's back to Robert Hall again.

Mother knows for better clothes

It's back to Robert Hall again.

You'll save more on clothes for

school.

Shop at Robert Hall."

During the yuletide it's:

"We're doing our Christmas shop-

ping at Robert Hall this year,

We're saving on clothes for Christ-

mas at Robert Hall this year.

Low overhead means low prices on

clothes for one and all,

There's a larger collection, a bigger

selection where America goes for

Christmas clothes.

It's Robert Hall this year."

Those two jingles remain unchanged

from year to year, along with Robert

Hall's most popular theme song, "When
the values go up, up, up. . .

." which

is used from January to December.

A new lyric is written every spring

for the annual Easter expansion sales.

And when, as in the case of Los An-

geles and St. Louis, a store or stores

are opened for the first time in a mar-

ket, there's a jingle to herald their

coming in Robert Hall fashion. This

one is called, "Coming to Town."

Composer of all Robert Hall jingles

is Jack Wilcher, former guitarist with

Red Nichols' orchestra. With Sawdon
since 1944, Wilcher is a kind of Madi-

son Avenue Bob Burns. He confers

with agency head Frank Sawdon and

Jerry Bess on all new campaigns,

writes the lyrics, music, hires talent,

supervises production, and, now with

tv, works with animators (Pelican

Films ) , etc.

Actually, Wilcher uses no musical

instrument when he works—just a

sheet of music paper and a pencil.

Future Robert Hall plans? Says

Bess: "There's a saying, 'Make a fool

smart and you become the fool.' I'm

beginning to feel I've told you

enough." * * *
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REED HADLEY
starring in

PUBLIC

DEFENDER

He'll go all-out

to win a

case! Millions of

Americans know

that and love him for it.

But Public Defender doesn't only

swing juries. Entire segments

of the population are influenced

in their choice of food labels and

merchandise brands by what they

see advertised on these

bristling-with-action Public Defender

shows. In your market too,

whatever you have to

sell, Public

Defender will tip

the balance of

public opinion

in your favor!

69 HALF HOURS
First run in many markets!

Powerful re-run value in

ALL markets!

TELEVISION CORPORATION
NEW YORK CHICAGO HOLLYWOOD

445 Park Ave. 1250 S.Wabash 4376 Sunset Drive

MUrray Hill 8-2545 WAbash 2-7937 NOrmandy 2-9181

Stuart Sherman, though only 49, was called

from retirement to fill his new post as Colgate-

Palmolive's vice president in charge of advertising.

Sherman had been with Colgate from 1948 to 1954

as a director and executive committee member.
He first joined the company in 1930 as an office

boy after graduating from Williams College. In

1934 he became a v.p. of Lord and Thomas and
later founded and became president of Sherman and
Marquette. During '56 Sherman will spend a
large portion of his time introducing 10 new
Colgate products to be marketed nationally.

Michael J. Foster, formerly Manager of Press

Relations for CBS, moved over to ABC as of last

30 January. In his new berth as Vice President

in charge of Press Information and Advertising,

Foster will supervise the activities of ABC's pub-

licity, advertising and promotion departments.

Except for four years with the U. S. Army during

World War II, Foster has been with CBS since 19313.

Before that he was a sports writer and reporter for

the New York Journal-American and the New
York Times. Raised and educated in New York,

Foster is a resident of Manhattan and a member

of the New York bar.

W. Howard Chase, Vice President of McCann-
Erickson, Inc., New York, has been elected presi-

dent of the agency s newly formed public relations

affiliate, Communications Counselors, Inc. He
joined the agency as Head of the Public Relations

Department a year ago, from his former association

as a partner in the pr firm of Selvage, Lee &
Chase. He was previously associated with Generul

Mills as Director of Public Services and with

General Foods as Director of Public Relations.

Last October, Mr. Chase was elected President of

the Public Relations Society of America.

William W. Larzelere joined Fact Finders

Associates as executive vice president on 1 January.

Previously he was associated with Publiker

Industries as Market Research Director and will

continue as consultant there to Jack Leban, vice

president in charge of liquor sales. Prior to that

he was Marketing Manager for Schenley Distillers

and Marketing Research Director for United

Distillers. In his new capacity, Mr. Larzelere will

direct the first semi-annual consumer survey of soft

drink and alcoholic beverage brand preferences.

According to Mr. Larzelere, it will be the first

survey of its kind ever done.

SPONSOR



OVER HALF OF THE FARM INCOME OF INDIANA

comes into

farms served

by WFBM-TV

W

Farm income state-wide: $1,236,903,125

Farm income WFBM-TV-wide

:

$791,618,000
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WFBM-TV INDIANAPOLIS
Represented Nationally by the Katz Agency
Affiliated with WFBM-Radio; WOOD AM & TV,

Grand Rapids; WFDF. Flint; WTCN, WTCN-TV.

Minneapolis, St. Paul
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IN THE LAND OF

MILK AND3*ONEY

THE ONLY CBS PROGRAMMING AVAIL-

ABLE TO A MILLION NICE PEOPLE!

From 7 A.M. to 1 A.M.

Yep! Bigger'n Baltimore!

HAYDN R. EVANS. Gen Mgr WEED TV. Rep.

the

summit

Another

top Radio in-

dependent—KFMJ,
in Tulsa, Oklahoma,

takes top audience in

the market's 7-day aver-

age. See Nov.-Dec. Hooper.

Call John E. Pearson Com-

pany (JEPCO) in New York.

Dial LU 5-5555 in Tulsa.

ADVERTISERS' INDEX
ABC-TV Network 64

Air Trails Group 98

A.T.&T. 89

Bergmann Enterprises 94

Broadcast Music Inc. 104

Col. Pacific Radio Net. 5

Interstate TV 102

Mid-Continent Group 18

Nat'l. Telefilm Assoc. 106

NBC Radio Network _ 8-9

Pulse, Inc. 74

RCA TV Equipment 60-61

Timebuying Basics 105

Sponsor 8-9

U.S. Bonds . 57

Ziv-TV 52-53

Sponsor 60-61

CKI/W, Detroit 47

KBIG, Hollywood 6

KB IS, Bakersfield _ 58

KCEN-TV, Temple, Tex. 90

KCMC-TV, Texarkana 11

KCMO, Kansas City IBC
KDUB-TV, Lubbock, Tex .... 42

KERG, Eugene, Ore. 101

KFMJ, Tulsa, Okla 95, 97, 99, 104

KHOL-TV, Kearney, Nebr 73

KING-TV, Seattle 14

KLZ-TV, Denver 59

KMBC, Kansas City BC
KMJ-TV, Fresno _ 80

KMPC, Los Angeles 66

KNAK, Salt Lake City 63

KOIL, Omaha FC
KOLN-TV, Lincoln, Nebr... 81

KPAR-TV, Sweetwater-Abilene 94

KOOL-TV, Phoenix 69

KPIX, San Francisco 77

KPQ, Wenatchee, Wash. 10

KPTV, Portland, Ore. 21

KRCA, Los Angeles 79

KRIZ, Phoenix _ 96, 100
KROD-TV, El Paso 93

KSAN, San Francisco 82

KTLN, Denver 78

KTSA, San Antonio 51

KVOO-TV, Tulsa 92

KVWO, Cheyenne 96

WABT, Birmingham 88

WAFB-TV, Baton Rouge 83

WAVE-TV, Louisville 13
WBAY-TV, Green Bay ... 104

WBNS, Columbus, Ohio 15

WBTV, Charlotte 24

WCOP, Boston 22

WDEF-TV, Chattanooga 73

WEHT-TV, Henderson, Ky. 93

WEMP, Milwaukee 12

WFAA, Dallas 17
WFBM-TV, Indianapolis 103

WFMY-TV, Greensboro, N. C. 91

WGR-TV, Buffalo 90

WGTO, Haines City, Fla 67

WIBW-TV, Topeka 84

WILK-TV, Wilkes-Barre 92

WJAC-TV, Johnston, Pa 86
WJBK-TV, Detroit 23
WJHP-TV, Jacksonville ...... 54

WJIM-TV, Lansing 7

WKNB-TV, W. Hartford 85

WKY-TV, Oklahoma City 50

WMBR, Jacksonville 49

WMT-TV, Cedar Rapids 55

WPAL, Charleston, S. C.

WPEN, Philadelphia
63

3

WREC-TV, Memphis .. 43

WSAZ-TV, Huntington 70

WSJS-TV, Winston-Salem 6S

WSOK, Nashville 98

WSRS, Cleveland 49

WSYR, Syracuse 44-45

WTAR-TV, Norfolk 47

WTHI-TV, Terre Haute 87
WTOP-TV, Washington .....16, A&B
WXEX-TV, Richmond IF^

%wm,.

BMI
'Milestones'

1

March

for

BMl's series of program
continuities, entitled "Mile-

stones," focuses the spot-

light on important events

and problems which have

shaped the American scene.

March's release features

four complete half-hour

shows—ready for immedi-

ate use — smooth, well

written scripts for a variety

of uses.

"THE FATHER OF MODERN
PLAYCROUNDS"

Joseph Lee
Born: March 8, 1862

"THE YOUNG FARMER"
4-H Week

March 13-19, 1956

"ST. PATRICK'S DAY"
March 17, 1956

"THE FABULOUS OSCAR"
(Story Behind the Academy Awards)

March 14-21, 1956

"Milestones" is available for

commercial sponsorship see your

local stations for details.

m». -'WMm,. ''WW/*,,. • "H

BROADCAST MUSIC, INC.
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • HOLLYWOOD

TORONTO • MONTREAL

20 YEARS OF

EXPERIENCE!

If you need an A-l radio-

television executive, here is

your answer. A twenty year

veteran in broadcasting

who has spent the last fifteen

years in executive station

management. Knows sales,

promotion, programming,
\

production, station operation

inside and out. Prefers \

northeast, but will go where
\

real opportunity knocks.

Write or wire

Box 26

SPONSOR
40 E. 49th, N. Y. 17, N. Y.
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40 East 49th Street, New York 17, New York

In the 144 pages of TIMEBUYING BASICS
readers will find the only book of its
kind—the most expert route to radio and
television timebuying. For the first time
a group of men and women who represent the
most authoritative and advanced thinking
in the field, talk with complete candor
about radio and television and the oppor-
tunities these media offer in terms of

their own intimate experiences.
It came about when the Radio and Tele-
vision Executives Society of New York
sponsored 13 seminars for the benefit of

timebuyers. So impressed was SPONSOR with
the subject matter discussed that it

sought and obtained permission to print a
condensed, carefully edited version of the
seminars in its 1955 Fall Facts issue.
Now we've gone further. . .publishing TIME-
BUYING BASICS as a handy 144 page book
you'll want to refer to time and time
again.

Norm

TIMEBUYING BASICS

o40,000 word digest ot 13 RTES

seminars as published In . . . \^^

ponsor Services Inc., 40 E. 49 St. N. Y. 22, N. Y.

"ease send .. copies of TIMEBUYING BASICS to my attention

i indicated below:

] Bill Company Later Payment Enclosed

y Name

gency

»ty—

Title

Address

Zone State

ill — Special Quantity Rates

'-9 -$2.00 each

3-24—$1.75 each

TIMEBUYING BASICS IS

INVALUABLE TO ALL WHO MAKE

THEIR LIVING BUYING

OR SELLING RADIO /TV TIME

CONTENTS

SEMINAR 1

SEMINAR 2

SEMINAR 3

SEMINAR 4

SEMINAR 5

SEMINAR 6

SEMINAR 7

SEMINAR 8

SEMINAR 9

SEMINAR 10

SEMINAR 11

SEMINAR 12

SEMINAR 13

The basics of audience measurement

Pitfalls-pratfalls in audience research

Giudes to more effective timebuying

How to engineer a good buy

Know your markets

Agency practices—saints and sinners

What buyers, sellers expect of each other

How networks work; how to buy them

Can you do better with spot?

What does coverage cover?

Does merchandising sell merchandise?

Discussion of the ARF Report

There's a rainbow in your future

m Send for your copy TODAY!

25-49—$1.50 each

50-99—$1.25 each

100 or more:

$1.00 each
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A

OF

QUALITY...

j,

Since You Went Away
I'll Be Seeing You

Notorious

The Parodine Case
Bill Of Divorcement

Portrait of Jennie

The Farmer's Daughter

Intermezzo

The Spiral Staircase

Garden Of Allah

n keeping with our policy of offt

the finest in quality feature film e<

tainment for television . ..we are p.

to announce that through arranger

with Mr. David O. Selznick, NTA os

acquired a gallery of masterpiece ay

some of the premier motion picre

producers of our time . .

.

Mr. Alfred Hitchcock

Mr. Dore Schary
and

Mr. David O. Selznick

These incomparable films will be off so

under the title of

"Selznick Presents. .."

truly a milestone in televior

entertainment.

In a tradition of quality ... another

by NTA in bringing the finest in rmor

picture entertainment to the tele*'
''

audiences of America.

N r\ li aiti&na/ 1 e/e£i/m J\tecct€i/€&,

Ely A. Landau. Pres.

National Telefilm Associates, Inc.

INC. 60 West 55th Street, New York, N. Y. • PI fl



REPORT TO SPONSORS for 6 February 1956

(Continued from page 2)

Allocations stew

can't end quickly

Data pinpointed

for timebuyers

Money cracks

Hollywood whip

NBC pushes spot

radio as booster

Tv familiarity

'breeds nothing"

Tv set count

out in April

What can an advertiser or agency make out of the confused picture in

Washington as FCC and Senate Interstate Commerce Committee wrestle
with television allocations. It comes down to this: (1) Present
allocation system which depended on uhf stations to make tv com-
pletely national and competitive service doesn't work. Few uhf sta-

t ions can compete against vhf. (2) Many uhf operators want to get

at heart of matter by deintermixture, making all stations in any one

market all 'u' or all 'v'. Difficulties of striding into allocations
situation with blanket changes deintermixture entailed at this date
are enough to have everyone walking the walls. (3) However situation
is resolved, it won't be soon, not this year anyway. That's sad

concensus.

-SR-
Timebuyers will be first to benefit if experiment underway at Katz
Agency works out. Katz has appointed one of its salesmen, Ralph
Hunter, to new job of "station specialist." His function: to cull

facts provided by Katz sales data department and shape them into

pinpointed presentations for salesmen to use. It's one more step to

free salesmen for selling and give timebuyer data most pertinent t o

his nee ds. Hunter is part of sales department, reports to Scott
Donahue, tv sales manager. He's just first of station specialists
if system proves successful.

-SR-
Flood of features now on market may be only trickle if advertisers
see fit to take case to Hollywood film vaults. Sponsor West Coast

reporter says moviemen ready to talk turkey on additional sale of

feature film backlogs if agencies-advertisers are armed with cash

and know rules of feature buying game. Thinking in film capital has

cha-ged radically. For more on filmland revolt see "You can crack
Hollywood dam but you have to know how," page 26 this issue.

-SR-
Growing use of national spot radio as "booster medium" is promoted
by NBC Spot Sales in new presentation aimed at advertisers presently
using spot radio. Presentation points up flexibility of medium in

conjunction with tv, newspapers, other media as part of basic impact

source. Included in estimate local radio's total 1955 billing tops

$390 million, up $50 million over 1954.

-SR-
Jess Oppenheimer, producer-headwriter of "I Love Lucy," who moves to

NBC in executive creative post this summer, says too many tv com-

mercials lose their value after a few airings. "The old George

Washington Hill approach of 'hit-' em-again-and-again' won't work
today. Familiarity breeds nothing on tv. " Basis of Oppenheimer

findings is long study he made on tv pitches.

-SR-
Latest reports indicates ARF tv set count data won't be out until
April. Further refinements have been worked into complicated
formula ARF is working on to break down May, 1955, Census Bureau
national study into county-by-county figures. Meanwhile, Census will

make another national tv set count this month. Like May, 1955, study,

new survey is financed by 3 tv webs, TvB, NARTB, through ARF. No

decision whether new survey will be broken down into county figures.
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SPONSOR
SPEAKS^

What made newspapers great?

We've always had the greatest re-

spect for newspapers which over the

years have achieved the status of the

greatest medium in size of billings in

the entire history of advertising.

So you can't blame us for being

puzzled when we note stories to the

effect that the Bureau of Advertising

of the ANPA will make an out-and-

out attack on television during 1956.

Is that the way the newspapers

achieved greatness?

We think newspapers achieved their

stature because of the separate and

distinct advertising values of news-

papers as compared with billboards,

direct mail, radio, television.

This kind of thinking by the ANPA
Bureau of Advertising can't help but

weaken the newspapers.

An indication of the way the ANPA
approach is being met by television

broadcasters, is the point of view of

Oliver Treyz, president of the Tele-

vision Bureau of Advertising:

"If the newspaper bureau is con-

verting itself into an Anti-Bureau, TvB
will not become an Anti-newspaper

Bureau.

"Copy research, testing impact of

advertisements, shows a campaign de-

signed to launch a 'frontal assault' on

a specific competitor does not work to

the advantage of the advertiser and,

usually, is a waste of money. If this

be true of advertising—and we believe

it is—it is also true of media promotion

and selling.

"On our part, we would prefer to

emulate that portion of the standards

of practice of the American Association

of Advertising Agencies . . . which says

"unfair competitive practices in the

advertising agency business leads to

financial waste, dilution of service,

diversion of manpower and loss of

prestige. Unfair practices tend to

weaken public confidence in advertise-

Applause
Client-agency longevity

There are always cases where the

only right way to solve an agency-

advertiser problem is by canning the

agency. If the agency can't meet new
challenges, what can an alert client do

but seek new brains?

But at a time when many advertis-

ers who are heavily invested in tele-

vision and radio are changing agen-

cies, our thoughts turn to those clients

who have maintained long-term rela-

tionships with agencies and will con-

tinue their relationships indefinitely.

Ad Drive

Against TV
Stress To Be Put

On Dollar Value
CHICAGO, Jan. 24 «W.—News-

papers are planning a "frontal

assault" on te'-visi' *•» in the fear

ments and in the institution of adver-

tising.'

"Taking our cue from the wisdom

in AAAA's statement, we would like

to suggest that if the newspapers,

through the Bureau of Advertising,

devote their manpower and budgets

It can't always be achieved, but this

is the ideal in advertising. For new,

creative thinking achieved by an agency

switch, you can find countless benefits

attained through a consistent relation-

ship with the right shop.

Think of the hours of briefing of

new people down the line from ac-

count men, to copy writers, to time-

buyers to research department people.

They are non-productive hours length-

ening into weeks, all dedicated to cor-

recting mistakes of the past. How
much better it is to work out means

to building and promoting newspapers,

as opposed to negative and unwar
ranted attacks on competing media, all

advertising would be better served."

We think that the Bureau of Adver-

tising will gain immeasureably if it

heeds the counsel of TvB's Oliver

Treyz. If it does not, we will be treat-

ed to a spectacle during 1956 of

charges and counter-charges in which

the newspapers will find themselves

hopelessly outgunned. Frank E. Pelle

grin, a veteran sales executive and

vice president of H-R Television,

painted this picture for SPONSOR oi

the hopeless tack on which newspapers

have embarked. Again, we hope the

newspapers will heed the warning:

"How wildly inconsistent it seems

to 'sell' a constructive force like ad-

vertising with the basically destructive

'approach' of the ANPA Bureau.

"Can you imagine a newspaper

salesman's approach to 'major spoil

sors' based on showing them how

stupid they were to put their 1955

budgets into tv (and this in the face

of unprecedented sales and profit

peaks by U. S. business in 1955) ; on

proving how the newspapers' 'major

research projects' have shown how

little impact tv has on viewers!

"If this isn't a travesty on sales

manship and a waste of good research

money, heaven help us all!

"We think American businessmen

prefer in 1956, as always, to hear what

is good about a medium; what it can

do for its sponsors' product; how it

can build the world's greatest econo

my even greater.

"Television has done exactly that.

We see no need to change our ap-

proach in 1956."

of keeping the agency-advertiser rela-

tionship on a self-correcting basis.

In our opinion it's as much the re-

sponsibility of client executives to

work at preserving the agency-adver-

tiser relationship as it is the responsi-

bility of agency management. And to

all those in agencies and advertising

firms who have maintained long-term

relationships, despite the tensions

which are part of any fast-moving

business, our applause for a job in

human relations well done.
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KMBC-KFRM "
Service Programming

the [Heart) of America!

K A N S"-:'a'

'""-/ macMINiON*

OOOCt CIT?

AtI

™T,

The KMBC-KFRM half-millivolt con-

tours cover some of the richest, most

productive farm land in the United

States! Much of the total money spent

for goods and services in this area

comes directly from farm families

—

and many millions more are spent by

people whose incomes are derived indi-

rectly from agriculture.

KFI&

PHIL EVANS

JIM LEATHERS

Because farming: is so important
to so many in the Heart of Amer-
ica, farm programming receives
prime attention on KMBC-KFRM.
Two full-time farm experts, Phil
Evans and Jim Leathers, have
built KMBC-KFRM rural listener-

ship into one of the most respon-
sive farm audience groups in the
nation. Their 5:30 to 7:00 a.m.
"RFD" Farm Service Program and
their noontime market, livestock
and farm news reports on "Dinner-
bell Roundup" reach farmers dur-
ing the top rural listening hours.

Evidence of KMBC-KFRM pull-

ing power was dramatically dem-

onstrated last fall when a major
fertilizer manufacturer reported
the following cost - per - inquiry
breakdown on a free booklet of-

fered regionally
Cost

Medium Per Inquiry

KMBC-KFRM S .90

Radio Station A 1.12

Radio Station B 1.46

Radio Station C 3.77

Farm Paper A 4.15

Radio Station D 4.17

Farm Paper B 5.11

Farm Paper C 5.41

Farm Paper D 7.13

Farm Paper E 8.82

Farm Paper F 12.16

SURVEY-PROVED, FIRST IN FARM RADIO PREFERENCE!
Further proof of KMBC-KFRM farm market domination came during the

nationally famous American Royal Livestock & Horse Show in Kansas City

last October. To evaluate farm radio preferences, a special college-trained

marketing unit interviewed more than 800 Royal visitors from farms in

Western Missouri and the State of Kansas. The results, tabulated below, show
KMBC-KFRM leads all competition in preferred farm service programming.

To what stations do you listen for Radio Farm
Editors and Market Reporters?

Z%
1%

3%

On what station do you depend most for Farm
Information Service?

To what station do you listen most

for news— General News?

|
KMBC-KFRM

Station B 77///////\ZO%

Station C gXTfifc *
AH others gXZXXXX3'^

To what station do you listen for Farm
Information other than Market Reports?

KMBC-KFRM

Station A

Station B ZZZZZZZ2'*
Station C GX3 tf*
A" o'"ers [XXXXX//^

PHIL EVANS, KMBC-KFRM Farm Service Direct,

spects his flock of prize White Leghorns at one
KMBC-KFRM Service Farms near Stanley, Kansas
known as the Dean of Midwestern Farm Broadcc

is a practical farmer as well as a shrewd agriaj
analysist—a happy combination which makes f.

|

thoritative reporting to his thousands of rural list <

JIM LEATHERS, Associ-

ate Farm Service Direc-

tor, tapes an on-the-

scene interview for one
of his popular daily

broadcasts from the
Kansas City Stockyards.

Jim eats, sleeps and
breathes farming. His

keen insight into agri-

cultural problems gives

the Midwest farmer fac-

tual information heard
only on KMBC-KFRM.

CONTRACT RENEWALS REFE

SPONSOR SUCCESS
Account longevity is still another examploi

effectiveness of KMBC-KFRM farm pi?i

ming. Staley Milling Company has spis

twice-daily broadcasts for 16 years—8,0) i

secutive shows! Pioneer Hybrid Seed Cn
been on the air with more than 9 years f

tinuous broadcasts. Kansas City Livestock Ir

ests have a five-year record of successfu id

tising on KMBC-KFRM. Other long-tin :

advertisers could be added to this list—eh

a powerful testimonial for the results fill

vertisers get on KMBC-KFRM!

Remember, farm service is just one seg en

the well-balanced, result-getting radio p gn

ming on KMBC-KFRM. For up-to-the-mi t

tails on the "New Sound" of KMBC-KF.Vl

vour Free & Peters Colonel.

I EM

>w Soi

KMBC ^ Kansas City

[FRNlfin the State of Kansas

find in • on, the Swing is to KMBC-TV, Kansas City's Most Powerful TV Station!

M<j

>''t» i

JOHN SCHIUINC.

OEOROE HIGGINS

DICK SMITH.

MORI ORIINER.
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50* per copy« $8 per year

is the word for the COVERAGE WDGY's
1000 watts give you in MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL

WDGY
MINNEAPOLIS - St PAUL

50,000 WATTS I 130 KC.

METROPOLITAN POP. 1,200,000
TOTAL POP (O.IMV/M) 2,653,897

50 10

scale of miles

l(^

• . . . and WDCY has an almost perfect circle signal daytime.

Watch what happens to radio listening when Mid-Continent

programming, ideas, music and news fill the Twin Cities air.

Call WDCY General Manager Stephen Labunski or Avery-Knodel. WDGY
Minneapolis-St. Paul 50,000 watts

CONTINENT BROADCASTING COMPANY
President: Todd Srorz

WDGY, Minneapolis-St. Paul

Represented by

Avery-Knodel

WHB, Kansas City

Represented by

John Blair & Co.

WTIX, New Orleans

Represented by

Adam J. Young, Jr.

KOWH, Omaha
Represented by

H-R Reps, Inc.

15%-IS IT ON

THE WAY OUT?
page 27

Is it all play fo

Hollywood admen

page 30:

w

:

WHY WE BOUGHT

SPOT RADIO

page 32

II

a get

10 for RKO

Air media

$400,000

Conqueror" campaign

page 34
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ebuttal to Mr.

who said, "Marketing

is malarkey"

page 36

I Air media bur

works overtime (or

Western Union

page 38

„

I
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The south's FIRST TV station

WTVR
RICHMOND
Serving Virginia with

MAXIMUM POWER - MAXIMUM HEIGHT

CHANNEL 6
No other station in this market

has any Qreater Antenna Height

1049 FEET
And no other Station in this market

has comparable TV Facilities to 1049 Feet

On Channel 6 A service of Havens & Martin, Inc.

Represented by BLAIR TV INC.



MBS guarantees

exposure

ARB coverage

study is out

More closed

circuit tv

Official Films

acquires 4-Star

RAB surveys

Pepsodent jingle

New Mutual guaranteed cost-per-1,000 plan goes step beyond circulation
guarantees offered by magazines. MBS figure is cost-per-1,000 people
actually exposed to commercial as determined by A. C. Nielsen. Maga-
zines don't guarantee ad readership, only copy circulation. Cost-
per-1,000 guarantee will vary with number of stations ordered, type
of audience sought, expenditure. For example, advertiser who wants
specialized audience will pay higher cost-per M than client seeking
broad audience. Make-goods will be given if guarantee isn't met

"but you can be sure we'll seek to bolster programing to make this
unnecessary," commented MBS' Harry Trenner.

-SR-

Latest ARB coverage study, out today (20 February), gives admen data
on some 235 "problem" markets. These include fringe areas, areas not
covered by rating services, areas where station changes make up-to-
date coverage measurement important. This is ARB's second "Abilene to

Zanesville" survey, includes 60 of the 163 markets covered in first

survey year ago. Data includes (1) tv saturation in market, (2)

stations received in market, (3) percent of homes able to receive sta-

tions, (4) stations viewed most daytime, evening, including 1st,

2nd preferences. Information is given in percentages but admen can
convert to numbers when ARF county-by-county set data is out in April.

-SR-

BBDO joins others who are turning to closed-circuit tv for inter-city
meetings without cost of traveling executives to central point. BBDO
will turn cameras on its own affairs on Friday (24 February) and cover

9 offices via closed circuit to tell "what's new at BBDO."

-SR-

In stock transfer deal involving 192 tv films , Official Films has

acquired all assets of Four Star Productions and Four Star Television.
Included are: 129 "Four Star Playhouse" programs, 39 "The Star and

the Story" ("Henry Fonda Presents"), 24 "Stage 7," 25% profit share

in "Sheena, Queen of the Jungle." Official also gets all national
and syndication sales rights on future Four Star Playhouse films

starring Dick Powell, David Niven, Charles Boyer, others, and syndi-
cation rights on "du Pont ' s Cavalcade Theatre," plus tv rights to

W. Somerset Maugham literary properties.

-SR-

With golden chance to prove radio's effectiveness in getting public
to recall advertised brands, RAB has $8-10,000 study going on Lever
Bros.' $2 million spot campaign for Pepsodent (see SPONSOR, 26

December 1955). Survey, in 4 key markets, via Advertest Research
probes consumer impact first and second months after start of radio
drive. Miniature portable phonograph plays half of jingle ("You'll
wonder where the yellow went") to test sponsor identification. Lever
spokesman says results will influence consideration of media use for
other Pepsodent Division products.

.1
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REPORT TO SPONSORS for 20 February 1956

ARF set count

due in April

RAB starts

sales clinic

Radio drive

in Texas

Tv set

sales drop

'Window' concept

successful

U. S. tv is

inspected

West Coasters

no playboys

Tv set count progress is being made. ARF will release county-by-
county tv set count in April ; NCS No. 2 will be out this fall with
set count data based on 125,000-home sample. (For complete rundown
on status of various set count efforts, see "What's with tv set count
these days?" page 40, this issue.)

-SR-

Radio Advertising Bureau's 1956 sales clinic gets underway today (20
February) in Roanoke, Va. New series of sales training and manage-
ment sessions will be presented in 50 cities over next 12 weeks.
Theme of clinics will be "Sound Selling in a TV Age." All-day
sessions will concentrate on developing radio revenue from 6 sources:
financial firms, men's apparel, drug stores, retail merchant groups,
summer advertisers and competitive visual media.

-SR-

Seventy Texas radio have banded together to put together biggest
radio promotion in state's history. Campaign theme is "Listen while

you ..." drive, work or play. Force behind idea is Texas Associa-
tion of Broadcasters. McCann-Erickson, Dallas, is agency. Prac-
tically every promotional device is used: on-the-air plugs, 24-sheet

boards, newspaper ads, bumper strips, counter cards, envelope en-

closures. Stations using campaign expected to double by April.

-SR-

In a preliminary report issued by Television Digest in semi-annual
Television Factbook it was revealed 2,437,000 tv sets were sold in

last quarter of 1955, 240,000 fewer sales than same period in 1954.

-SR-

NBC TV is planning to expand "Window" programing now that Gimbel's
and Bergdorf-Goodman have contracted for available segments in New

York; both took 5 segments across board. "Window," NBC TV's effort

to crack department store field, was unveiled at NRDGA meeting in

city last month. Hecht Co. in Washington, D. C, picked up 5 "Window'

segments from WRC TV, NBC o&o in capital city. Other o&o's expect

to sign clients in near future.

-SR-

Tv operation, especially in East, is getting good looking over from

foreigners who expect to go into commercial tv in near future. Most

of visitors from Australia and Italy. Italians will have commercial

tv at end of year or early '57. Australians hope to be on air com-

mercially by fall. Visitors hope U. S. inspection will eliminate

early mistakes in their effort, get effective tv results quicker.

-SR-

Who has it toughest among agency executives? West coast branch

managers of New York agencies make out pretty good case for them-

selves. Chi ef complaint is time differential which allows only brief

period to call New York each day without running into lunch hour.

Hollywood admen complain, too, they aren't kept in touch with account

problems, are too often thought of as living the life of Riley.

(See article page 30.)

(Sponsor Reports continues page 111)

SPONSOR



the key to selling

WGAL-TV
LANCASTER, PENNA. NBC and CBS

Here's truly one of America's KEY

markets— prosperous, diversified,

vast. Buying the WGAL-TV Chan-

nel 8 Multi-City Market opens

your way to 3 Vi million prospects

who own 912,950 TV sets, who

have $51/2 billion to spend.
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ARTICLES

20 February 1956
Volume 10 Number

!

DEPARTMENTS

15%—is it on the way out?

The question is again the subject of soul-searching among advertisers, agencies

and media in wake of consent decree entered by 4A's. However, decree will

not effect future of 15% as much as other long-term forces at work in tv,

radio industry is concensus

Madison Ave. should have it so bad
Hollywood branch managers live high in New York admen's impression, but

those on the West Coast say it's no fun. They battle time and information

problems as they seek to coordinate agency activities

Here's why we bought spot radio

Case histories of five national advertisers indicate spot radio has been back-

bone medium to some, booster medium to others, as it returns to popularity

RKO hails "Conqueror"
Air media get 30% of Hughes' epic $1.2 million for saturation campaign de-

veloped to tie in with global publicity drummed up through foreign premieres

You're living in the past, Mr. "X"
In reply to Mr. "X", the unidentified adman who authored "Marketing is

Malarkey" article in last issue of SPONSOR, a defender of the agency market-

ing trend says you can't halt progress. Agencies must grow to air their clients

Tv, radio do good news job for Western Union
Western Union's comparatively small air media budget is spent wisely to gain

proper commercial atmosphere. Company battles wartime hangover by telling

audiences of revamped services, stressing that good news travels fast

II hat's with the tv set count?
There ara many complications involved in trying to figure out the number of
television sets in the U.S., but article tells how progress is being made

27
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Summer Selling, 1956
SPONSOR'S seventh annual Summer Selling Section will cover all aspects of

hot-weather air selling, incuding special summer advertising techniques, both

network and spot, out-of-home audiences, research highlights and success stories ** ™""'

Sealy Mattress gets them just before bedtime
Timing is important, company finds. Half hour film series (across the board)
proves just right for catching adults when they're in the mood to consider

laying out money for sleep equipment «* IfMar.
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KTHS (LITTLE ROCK)

goes G/ttMGUm
for Gunn Distributing Co!

Mr. W. C. Coleman, founder
of the Coleman Co., Wichita,
Kansas, presents gold cup to
Leland Gunn — nation's best
1955 distributor for famous
Coleman Blend-Air Heating.

This letter indicates the kind of response advertisers

can get when they use KTHS Little Rock, for most

of Arkansas! To save your eye-sight, we quote!

"Our sales during October-Novem-

ber . . . average 70% more than

last year.

". . . we received a gold cup . . . the

Nation's Best Coleman Distributor

for 1955! ... in '54, we used KTHS

as well as all types of advertising

media . . . this year we used only

KTHS and can truly say that radio

has played the dominant role . . .

most successful promotion ever

scheduled by Gunn . . .

"We will be happy to certify to the

wide coverage and pulling power

of KTHS. Our dealers all over the

state are convinced ..."

KTHS is the biggest, most effective, most powerfid

radio station in Arkansas. IT GETS RESULTS.

Ask your Branham man for availabilities!

KTHS 50,000 WATTS
CBS RADIO

BROADCASTING FROM

LITTLE ROCK, ARKANSAS
20 FEBRUARY 1956

Represented by The Branham Co.

Under Same Management as KWKH, Shreveport

Henry Clay, Executive Vice President

B. G. Robertson, General Manager



CASE HISTORY-AUTOMOTIVE

Los Angeles Radio

Saturation Builds World's

Biggest Buick Agency

In business three years—today the biggest

Buick dealer in the world.

First month in business, 57 new car sales

—

today, monthly average 10 times that.

That's the short but stirring saga of Ed James

and his I l-acre "Jamestown" in downtown

Los Angeles.

There's one constant element in James' suc-

cess story: he saturates Los Angeles area car-

buyers by saturating independent radio.

Ed James' sparkling jingles are on KBIG every

day . . . have been for the past three years,

telling listeners why volume sales, volume

savings make "Jamestown-Buicktown best

place to buy your Buick."

Huge, sprawling, rich Southern California

can be reached best by radio . . . KBIG plus

other stations if, like Ed James, you want

1 00% dominance; KBIG alone, if you want

the greatest coverage at lowest cost-per-

thousand listeners.

Any KBIG sales representative will be glad to

give you the complete published story of Ed

James' radio success.

JOHN POOLE BROADCASTING CO.
6540 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 28, California

Telephone: Hollywood 3-3205

£3* *fc*.

Alice J. Wolf, /. {Falter Thompson, New York,

says that radio is being rediscovered by many
clients who've ignored it in the recent past. "The
important thing to remember is that radio today

plays a very important role in the life of housewives,

men going to and from work, families who're busy

in parts of the house other than the living room.

With the constant increase in set sales, it's obvious

that listening must be rising too, even if it is not

fully measured. Advertisers are finding it a valu-

able, low-cost medium that offers broad coverage

and has an advertising impact at times and in

places where no other medium can reach the pub-

lic as effectively. Each product and each problem

dictates a different use of radio, but the medium
can't be ignored."

Jack Geller, Weiss & Geller, New York, has

found short flurries of 10-week saturations separated

by 10-week hiatuses a most effective way of using

spot tv. "The impact of the medium is such," says

he, "that we find the impression lingers that we're

on tv continuously with a product even during the

time when we're off. We've been using this approach

for one client for three years now: in from April til

June, out til September, then in again. We find

that it's a far more effective approach than spread-

ing the budget thin throughout the entire period. Our
aim is to achieve 100 rating points a week per

market. This means an average of 200 announce-

ments a week in each market. We get the carry-

over of strong network shows by buying adjacent

to them, and then we sell."

Ralph S. Reubin, Reed Advertising, New York,

says that radio salesmen are missing a good bet.

"With so many small and medium-sized accounts

interested in the possibilities of spot radio today,

stations could develop a great deal of new business

by concentrating their thinking on this size adver-

tiser. Every ad agency has at least one and usually

several accounts on the verge of buying spot radio,

but they need a little push over the brink—and

planned thinking by station sales managers or

station reps could easily bring a lot of new adver-

tisers into the field. It takes more than fust a call

telling of the advantages of one station over another.

It takes specific suggestions for specific accounts.

And most agencymen will be glad to steer such

tailor-made thinking into the proper channels."

SPONSOR



KSTP Radio and
Television offer

FREE supermarket

merchandising to

food advertisers!
• BARGAIN BARS
• SPECIAL DISPLAYS
• STORE CALLS
COMPLETE REPORTS

1

f HEADQUABTtRS (OR "^

KSTP
FEATURE FOODS

•mm

It's NEW and EXCLUSIVE in the Northwest!
KSTP Feature Foods Merchandising is now at
work for food advertisers in the important Northwest
market!

In 200 high-volume supermarkets, the full-time

KSTP Feature Foods staff handles continuing pro-

motions for products which qualify for this service.

During each 13-week period there are 50 days of "Bar-
gain Bar" promotions where samples, coupons and
special literature may be distributed; 75 special one-
week displays in key food outlets; 200 merchandising
calls and store checks, and, twice during each period,
a complete report on all merchandising activities is

issued to each advertiser.

Regular program or announcement schedules on
KSTP Radio and Television qualify an advertiser for
KSTP FEATURE FOODS MERCHANDISING. There
are no premium prices, gimmicks or special pro-
grams to buy.

The cooperating chain and independent supermar-
kets are concentrated in the Twin City metropolitan
area which, in 1955, accounted for more than
$326,000,000 in food sales . . . approximately half of
all food sales in the state.

Your nearest Edward Petry office or a KSTP repre-
sentative can give you complete details on this excep-
tional merchandising service. Why not give them a
call today?

RADIO

f5T
TELEVISION

5
100,000 Watts

LIS • ST. PAUL Bask JVBC AMIiate

*TA&- /l/ov&imffrk- leaden? QfflfotC
EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC. • NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
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5f known throughout the nation.

Although known from coast to coast, the Statue of Liberty's

inspiration is greatest at home.

Storer Stations, too, have achieved national recognition. But it is their

impact upon the local audience that brought truth to the phrase,

"for sales success— sell it on a Storer Station/'

"A Storer Station is a Local Station."

STORER BROADCASTING COMPANY
&v WSPD • WSPD-TV WJBK • WJBK-TV WAGA • WAGA-TV WGBS • WGBS-TV KPTV

» Toledo, Ohio Detroit, Mich. Atlanta, Ga. Miami, Fla. Portland, Ore.

WWVA WBRC • WBRC-TV WJW • WXEL-TV

I
Wheeling, W. Va. Birmingham, Ala. Cleveland, Ohio

NATIONAL SALES HEADQUARTERS:

TOM HARKER, National Sales Director BOB WOOD, National Sales Mgr.

118 E. 57th St., New York 22, MUrray Hill 8-8630

LEWIS JOHNSON, Midwest Nat'l Sales Mgr. GAYLE V. GRUBB, Pac. Coast Nat'l Sales Mgr.

J230 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, FRanklin 2-6498 1 1 1 Sutter St., San Francisco 4, Calif, SUtter 1-8689

I



THE BEELINE NETWORK'S

SACRAMENTO station

KFBK has more top rated daytime shows ... 9 out

of the 10 most popular daytime programs in the

Sacramento area are KFBK shows, reports latest

Pulse.

KFBK has wider coverage than any competitive

station, daytime or nighttime. (SAMS)

KFBK has a wider FCC contour, daytime and night-

time, than any competitive station.

Inland California's Beeline stations,

purchased as a unit, give you more
listeners than any competitive com-
bination of local stations . . . and at

the lowest cost per thousand.

(SAMS & SR&D)

SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA • Paul H. Raymer Co., National Representative

10 SPONSOR



by Bob Foreman

Will lawyers he admen of the future?

Gaylord Snook, Board Chairman of the big Madison Ave-

enue agency of Snook, Crabbie & Bream, Inc., was thinking

out loud the other day over a glass of stout. "If I had it to

do all over again," Gaylord was saying to the bartender and

three junior account men, "I would go to law school."

Since the three account men worked in Gaylord's shop,

they were polite enough to ask him why.

"Well," said Gaylord, "I'm one of those fellows who
majored in English. Didn't know what I wanted to do. Fig-

ured a little Chaucer would round me off, give me a topic of

conversation once in a while and perhaps be as easy a course

as there was in the curriculum."

"But you think differently today, sir?", asked the bright-

est boy.

"I do," said Gaylord. "If I'd only known then what I

know today. Our business is run by lawyers. A good execu-

tive in any side of the business has to be conversant with the

law. Otherwise, he's due for more than his share of trouble.

Shall I elucidate?"

"Please do," said the second brightest boy.

"I learned my lesson early. Twenty-five years ago, to be

exact, I was a struggling young copy writer. A kindly old

lady came into my office one morning. Somehow she'd found
(Please turn to page 56)

W" '

Here's what one lawyer-adman thinhs

• Robert F. Carney Chairman of the Board of

Foote, Cone & Belding says, "Except in their

role as counsel, lawyers are no better equipped

to be in advertising than anyone else. However,

they play an important part in setting up com-

pany policy in one area in which there might be

difficulty, namely outside suggestions. Once a

definite 'release form' or related measure is

established, there is little danger of encounter-

ing the problem ivhich Mr. Foreman describes."

FABIAN OF
SCOTLAND YARD

Mystery

Theatre*
The world's greatest detective,

whose real life exploits rival those

of such fictional greats as Sherlock

Holmes, Philo Vance and Bulldog

Drummond, may now be seen five

nights a week on WMAR-TV.

'Average share ol audience 39%.
Nielsen Report, Dec. J 955

EVERY NIGHT
(MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY)

11:30-12:00 P.M.
Participations available

SUNPAPERS TELEVISION, BALTIMORE, MD.
TELEVISION AFFILIATE OF THE

COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM
Represented bv THE KATZ AGENCY, Inc.
New York. Detroit, Kansas City, San Francisco,

Chicago, Atlanta, Dallas, Los Angeles
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irW MADISON
sponsor invites letters to the editor.

Address 40 E. 49 St., New Yorlc 17.

NEWSPAPER MISTAKE

Congratulations to "Sponsor Speaks"

in your February 6th issue. The very

sensible remarks that you made about

the approach which will be used by the

Bureau of Advertising this year to

combat television echo my sentiments

exactly.

Although we always try to be com-

pletely impartial and objective in dis-

cussing advertising with salesmen from

all media, I just can't resist the urge

to bristle a little when an uninformed

media salesman begins to make unfair

comparisons between media. It's not

that we favor one medium over an-

other, but it is the fact that we do not

favor unwise or biased research . . .

if you can call it that.

For a long time now, I have re-

spectfully suggested to newspaper

salesmen that they take a positive at-

titude toward their product and try to

sell its advantages, its flexibility and

its broad "editorial climate." As an

"old" newspaper space salesman, I

found that this approach paid off

handsomely.

I agree with you wholeheartedly that

the Bureau's new tack will certainly do
nothing to strengthen newspapers in

general and the advertising profession

in particular.

George Anthony
Media Director

Stromberger, La Vene, McKenzie
Los Angeles

BRITISH TV
As a former Englishwoman, now a

U.S. citizen—a "graduate" of the BBC
Television School, now in the Ameri-

can ad business—I am interested in

the future relationship between ITA
and the BBC. Will the two operations

continue as competitors, or are their

respective interests so diversified as to

permit mutually independent growth?

While in England during 1953, my
experience showed an expectancy, both

in the profession and among the gen-

eral public, that the two systems would
develop side-by-side, each specializing

in the type programing it could do
most effectively. Thus, the BBC would

12
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vew7riple~A PLAN
WLW-A now offers you the big, brand new,

smash TRIPLE-A Plan . . . guaranteeing

Audience and Action in Atlanta! Here's a

time-tailored, product-picked television

package cut out for you—kiddies' shows

for kiddies' products, daytime shows for

women's products, nighttime shows for

family products. Only WLW-A gives you

this TV selective-audience package—the

big new TRIPLE-A Plan . . . guaranteeing

Audience and Action in Atlanta!

A MEMBER OF THE
CROSLEY BROADCASTING CORPORATION, A DIVISION OF



GRADE A 71 DBU
GRADE B 56 DBU
RURAL 49 DBU

STEPHENS

Breckenridije
a

EASTLAND

Cisco

IV Durant
KARSHALlJ* p I

DALLAS-FT. WORTH
NORTH TEXAS MARKET

CHANNEL 8
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wafts strong.

1,521 feet above ground

(1685 feet above average terrain)

Check These Fabulous Facts:

Population (39 Texas and 3

Oklahoma Counties) 2,272,600

Urban 1,603,900

Rural 668,700

Effective Buying

Income .

Retail Sales

$3,477,072,000

$2,582,192,000

(Source: Sales Management Survey of Buying
Power, May 10, 1955)

SET COUNT 552,740

A Television Service of

The Dallas Morning News
Ralph Nimmons, Station Manager
Edward Petry & Co., National Representatives

Your NBC-ABC Station

V

#

51 Ft. Taller

than the

EMPIRE STATE BLDG.
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comprehensive radio survey— 149,600 Quarter Hour reports

—

taken by Pulse, Inc. Here are the results— fust released . . .

/

Radio

MORE PEOPLE LISTEN TO KLZ RADIO THAN
TO ANY OTHER DENVER RADIO STATION...

Mornings
Afternoons
Nights.., aiiw,... All Week Long!

KLZ has the largest audience 291 quarter hours per week—63%
more than all other radio stations combined.

15 OF 16 DAILY KLZ NEWSCASTS RANK FIRST IN AUDIENCE

KLZ's "Bill Jones Show" has largest audience during 10 of his

daily quarter hours—two strong seconds.

8 OF THE TOP 10 NIGHTTIME RADIO SHOWS ARE ON KLZ

KLZ's own personality shows rate first 22 quarter hours per day
—tie for first during 2 more.

7 OF THE TOP 10 DAYTIME RADIO SHOWS ARE ON KLZ

KLZ's "Denver at Night" tops all other stations during 7 of its

10 nightly quarter hours—ties for first in another.

KLZ is the most listened-to station in the booming Denver market
—where more people listen to radio today than before TV.

BUY THIS AUDIENCE • SELL THIS AUDIENCE
Your Katz man and I are
especially anxious to give
you details of Denver's
most comprehensive
radio survey. Call one
of us today for
the complete story.

LEE FONDREN
General Sales Manager

CBS FOR THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN AREA

concentrate on its two to three hour!

long dramatic presentations, five-day
j

cricket matches and other lengthy butj

frequently colorful and spectacular!

special events unlikely to prove eco-

nomical to the sponsor. ITA, on the

other hand, would develop the shorter

drama, music, comedy and the so-

called "variety" programs which have

for so long been of poor quality on the

BBC, in part due to lack of funds to

pay name talent.

After four months of dual opera- ;

tions, is there any evidence to show

that such specialized development has

taken place? If so, it is felt that this

will prove an effective method of pro-

ducing balanced entertainment, and

what effects might such a division of

programing have on the sponsor of

British commercial television?

Pamela A. Tabberer

Media Department

LiUer, Neal & Battle

Atlanta, Georgia

I will appreciate your answering or

featuring any of the following ques-

tions about British commercial tv:

(1) What is the basic structure of

the ITA Code and how does it com-

pare and differ with the NARTB Code?

(2) What U.S. rating services are

extending their services into British

tv?

(3) Regarding the importance of

audio over video: (a) Even after tacti-

cal planning and much creative effort,

why is audio the most negelected de-

tail in filmed and local-live commer-

cials? (b) Why are most tv film pro-

ducers inclined to favor the epitomy

of visual response, and seem to dis-

regard the hard-selling aural response?

(4) With the growing interest in

foreign language television, what spe-

cific areas are pinpointing their tv

programing to this very important

market— including Spanish-speaking

areas, Italian-speaking areas, German,

French, etc?

These questions have been a source

of discussion at our agency and I will

appreciate any information in defin-

ing or any specific results from experi-

ments.

Jim Bentley

Director of Radio & Television

Charles F. Mallory

San Jose, California
• Readers Tabberer and Bentley will find an-

swers to most of their questions about British

commercial television in last issue's article "A
U.S. adman looks at British tv" (6 February,

page 31). Pamela Tabberer is correct in her

assumption that ITA will concentrate on popular

programing basically, although BBC as well has

been adding mass-appeal programing.

(Please turn to page 66)

SPONSOR
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FILM SYNDICATION

f.

Western Features Starring

GENE AUTRY
Hottest program category on the air

— lowest cost per thousand homes
in syndication! Top-budget Republic

Pictures Corporation features star-

ring Gene Autry and a cast of top

supporting players.

56 hour-long features

THE

RAY W ILLAND
SHOW

Oscar-winner Ray Milland at his

funniest as a witty, girl-bedevilled

professor of dramatics. Situation

comedy that tickled millions for two
straight years on the CBS network,

with General Electric sponsoring.

76 half hours

PRESTON FOSTER

WATERFRONT
Year's greatest syndicated film hi

#1 rating in myriad markets. Pre:

ton Foster turns in his greatest pe
formance in these dockside dramc
with a family background. Realis

tically filmed in picturesque Loi

Angeles harbor.

78 half hours

ROD CAMERON

CITY DETECTIVE
A spellbinding series of metropoli-

tan mystery and adventure starring

the inimitable Rod Cameron. In its

fourth year of successful selling . . ,

City Detective's popularity continues

unabated in market after market.

65 half hours

CHARLES BICKFORD

MAN BEHIND
THE BADGE

As host and narrator, Charles Bick-

ford takes viewers on true-life cases

with courageous law-enforcement

officers. Taut first-run dramas filmed

expressly for syndication following

a tremendous network stint.

39 half hours

THOMAS MITCHELL

MAYOR - TOWN
Drama full of the warmth and hu-

mor ofAmerica'sgrassroots. "Mayor"
Thomas Mitchell gives a twinkling

performance worthy of his Oscar
award. No. 1 syndicated series in

Chicago month after wonderful
month. Huge ready-made audience.

39 half hours

first TV dran

he inspired *

_ Douglas, bes

*e Robe. John Howard an immedi-

*e hit as the courageous doctor

"dowed with a strange power.

39 half hours

BILL WILLIAMS

VENTURES OF
KIT CARSON

Western of all Westerns I

ponsored nationally by Coca Cola
' four years, it stars Bill Williams

i the famous frontiersman. 52 of

ese •

jn in all but 12 markets.

104 half hours

MARK STEVENS

Mark Sieve i

'or, Steve

clayed the network as "Bi

High-budget, documenta
shows filmed on
Angeles Times.

39 half hours

LOUIS HAYWARD

THE LONE WOLF
Louis Hayward stars as the world's

most famous adventurer, fighting

evil and intrigue. No expense has

been spared in this pulse-quickening

series filmed round-the-world.

39 half hours

Western Features Starring

ROY ROGERS
Hottest program category on the air

— lowest cost per thousand homes
in syndication! Top-budget Repub-

lic Pictures Corporation features star-

ring Roy Rogers and a cost of top

supporting players.

67 hour-long features

FAMOUS
PLAYHOUSE

Syndication's most popular anthol-

ogy of comedy, mystery, drama and
adventure. Studded with famous

Hollywood stars. New films added
continually. "Famous Playhouse" is

highly rated wherever shown!

Over 250 half hours

• •

HEART OF THE CITY
One of the most popular newspaper

series to hit TV! Captures all the ac-

tion and drama behind the head-

lines. Pat McVey, Jane Nigh star.

[Also known as "City Assignment.")

91 half hours

PAUL HARTMAN

PRIDE £ FAMILY
A hilarious comedy series to amuse
the entire family. Stars Paul Hart-

man, the incomparable zany loved

by millions. Try an audition, and

laugh your head off!

40 half hours

CURTAIN CALL
Big stars win big ratings in this pres-

tige anthology of great dramas. Lew

Ayres, Joan Bennett, Miriam Hop-

kins, Thomas Mitchell, Gloria Swan-

son, Ann Sheridan, Claude Dauphin,

Laroine Day, many others.

39 half hours

ALAN HALE, JR. RANDY STUART

BIFF BAKER,
U.S.A.

Suspenseful, intriguing dramas filmed

In the romantic cities of the world-

Alan Hale, Jr. and Randy Stuart play

a typical American couple who run

the gauntlet of thrills and danger.

26 half hours

ROCKY JONES

SPACE RANGER
For the kids I - breathtaking rocket-

ship adventures with Rocky and his

young "Space Ranger" pal, Bobby.

The first and foremost of all space

shows. Ask your MCA TV salesman

to show you its full success story!

39 holf hours

PLAYHOUSE 15
Unique quarter-hour dramas running

the gamut of adventure, mystery,

comedy. Surprise endings with a ter-

rific wallop. Perfect for strip sched-

uling! Filmed by the renowned Ber-

nard Prockter, it spells "hard sell."

78 quarter hours



Stop press!

THREE GREAT NEW FIRST-RUN

SERIES FILMED EXCLUSIVELY

FOR THE SYNDICATION

MARKET...

lake them
STOP,

LISTEN,

LOOK!

MCA LEADS THE WAY TO

A BANNER YEAR FOR THE

LOCAL AND REGIONAL BUYER!

i

First '56 Release + V-± £^

rosemary clooney

show Most expensive, most talented, most IMPORTANT
new TV film series ever offered for syndication!

AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY - your biggest bet for massive audience appeal

Clooney sings, Clooney charms, Clooney woos and wows
viewers (and sells!! like nobody else in show business!

CO-STAR WITH BING CROSBY in Paramount's all-time-

high-gross "White Christmas"

12,000,000 Clooney Columbia records including senso-

tional"Come On-A My House"ond"Tenderi»"

JUKE BOX QUEEN year after year . . TV-RADIO NET-
WORK STAR

NOW - ROSEMARY CLOONEY sings and sells for you !

Nelson Riddle and his orchestra ... the "Hi-los" and out-

standing top-of-the-top guest star talent each week ... 39
stunning half hours featuring current hit songs in every
show!

ALREADY SOLD to FOREMOST DAIRIES, Inc.

IN 57 CITIES PRIOR TO RELEASE
This series will not waif— call MCA today!

Watch tor spectator se.ond and third releases later this year from MCA TV!

FILM SYNDICATION

has this kind

of merchandising,

advertising and

publicity follow-up

for your

TV sales campaign!

MCA TV offers every advertiser
award-winning* promotions to build
bigger audiences for your commer-
cials . .

Action-packed ads in mot
form . . . ready for immediate
release to newspapers and
TV magazines

"Star material" . . .

biographies, glossy photos,

column items, action and
portrait shots

Story synopses, newspaper

and magazine articles,

pre opening, opening and
follow-up releases

Personal appearances by

your star in the markets

of your choice

Prestige-building show

coverage by syndicated

columnists

Powerful on-the-air

promotion . . . announce-

ments, trailers, slides, telops

Crowd-stoppers galore . .

.

posters, window streamers,

counter cards, throwaways,

stickers, envelope stuffers,

etc. ... of less than cost

Personalized commercials

— delivered by the star

of your show

for audience pro-

motion won by MCA TV Film Syndi-

cation Division in The Billboard's

Annual Poll





Mass Production...

t

SOUTHERN STYLE!
Names such as Drexel, Kent Coffey, Heritage-Henredon, Tomlinson,

Globe Parlor and many others make the Prosperous Piedmont section

of North Carolina and southwest Virginia the world's largest producer of

wood furniture. Here in North Carolina alone there are more than 350 plants

producing every conceivable type of furniture for homes and offices around the world.

Furniture production in combination with other booming industries and diversified agricul-

ture make the 46 counties of the Prosperous Piedmont one of the top TV markets in the na-

tion. And the only way to get complete coverage of this $2.3 billion market is with wfmy-tv.

With basic CBS programming and full 100,000 watts power, wfmy-tv completely dominates

the buying habits of the 2 million customers in the area.

To get "mass production" sales here for your product, call your H-R-P man today.

ujfmij-tv

GREENSBORO. N. C
Represented by

Harrington, Righter & Parsons, Inc.

New York — Chicago — San Francisco

20 FEBRUARY 1956

Now In Our
Seventh Year
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36-24-36

WOW!

I

I

KRON-TV has some impressive statistics too. Look at the way the station

stacks up —

• Antenna Height: 1441 feet above sea level, the highest

in San Francisco

• Power: 100 KW, the top power authorized for Channel 4

• Audience: 1,382,000 families in KRON-TV's 23 county

coverage area.

It all means this-. You can count on KRON-TV to give you the best and most

complete coverage over the widest area of the Northern California market.

S<Ut f%OrtCC4C&w
L

AFFILIATED WITH THE S. F. CHRONICLE

AND THE NBC-TV NETWORK ON CHANNEL 4
Represented nationally by Free & Peters, Inc.

18 SPONSOR



New and renew
20 FEBRUARY 1956

1 New on Television Networks
SPONSOR AGENCY STATIONS PROGRAM, time, start, duration

Vnur & Co, Chi N. W. Ayer & Son, NY ... ABC

if Bishop, NY Raymond Spector, NY CBS

irhl-Myers, NY Y&R, NY ..... ..CBS

.0 re-Palmolive, Jersey City Lennen & Newell, NY CBS
Joiue Sales Corp, NY McCann-Erickson, NY NBC
)oiue Sales Corp, NY ...McCann-Erickson, NY NBC
irone Tire & Rubber, Akron Foote, Cone & Belding, NY ABC
fe-al Mills, Minn .D-F-S, NY ABC

ne, NY — Product Services, NY ABC

ilnrene, NY _ Product Services, NY ABC

(eill Co, Boston, Blue Jay division Leo Burnett, NY ABC

<ele Co, Brooklyn Ruthrauff & Ryan, NY... NBC

Ate Co, White Plains McCann-Erickson, NY CBS

^hj Corp, Phi la

>w & Co, Chi

... Hutchins Adv. Phila ABC
McCann-Erickson, NY NBC

Underwear Co, NY Crey Adv, NY ABC

I mghouse Electric, Pittsburgh Ketchum, MacLeod &
Crove, Pittsburgh . CBS

..Famous Film Festival; S 7:30-9 pm; 4 parties, 1

each week; 12 Feb
75 .Bob Crosby; alt F 3:30-3:45 pm; alt T 3:30-3:45

pm; 27 Jan; 52 wks
38 Arthur Godfrey Time; T 10:45-11 am;

39 wks
102 My Friend Flica; F 7:30-8 pm; 10 Feb;
95 ._ Home Show; 11 March-17 October
101 Today; 3 parties; 15 March-2 May

Voice of Firestone; M 8:30-9 pm; 19 March
. Lone Ranger Legend; Sat 7:30-8:30 pm; 18 Feb.

. Afternoon Film Festival; M-F 3-5 pm; 2 parties;

18 Feb
. Famous Film Festival; S 7:30-9 pm; 1

each week; 12 Feb
Afternoon Film Festival;

each week; 23 April

66 _... Matinee; M-F 3-4 pm;
4 April

37 Captain Kangaroo; Th,
20 parties— -Democratic-Republican Convention programing

Uncle Johnny Coons; Sat 11:30-12 pm; 25 Feb;
- -Afternoon Film Festival; M-F 3-5 pm; 14 June

10 parties

Political Coverage; various days; 13 August-6
174 November

24 Jan;

52 wks

partic

M-F 3-5 pm; 2 parties

20 March, 30 March,

F 8:35-8:40; 12 Jan;

Henry P.

Johnston (3)

2 Renewed on Television Networks
SPONSOR AGENCY STATIONS PROGRAM, time, start, duration

Thomas
McCray (3)

An ican Home Products, NY .

j Products Refining Co, NY

ji'.i Products, Fremont, Mich
ii Dairy Products, NY

CBS 62 Arthur Codfrey Time; Th 10:45-11 am; 1 Mar; 26

CBS 57 Arthur Codfrey Time; T 10:30-10:45 am; 21 Feb;

52 wks
D'Arcy, NY CBS 73 Bob Crosby; F 3:30-345: pm; 13 Jan; 52 wks
N. W. Ayer & Son, NY CBS 77 _ .The Big Top; Sat 12-1 pm; 21 Jan; 52 wks

Y&R, NY

..C. L. Miller, NY

3 Broadcast Industry Executives

Hugh M. Be-
ville, Jr. (3)

NAME FORMER AFFILIATION NEW AFFILIATION

-Ji an Alperin _. Charles Basch Radio and TV Productions, NY, exec Cuild Films, NY, sales

Ms li Andrews .._ CBS Radio, NY, program promotion, cpywritr .... Same, network cpy chief

H< y V. Barrett DuMont, NY, spot sales mgr TvB, NY, natl sales director
ArBerla _ _ BBDO, NY, timebyr _ H-R Television, NY, sales

ti M. Beville, Jr. NBC, NY, research and planning director Same, vd
Rort S. Bohrer KO'L, Omaha, sales _ Same, local sales mgr
WE. Danford ... KCMO, Kansas City .._ Same, local sales mgr
Ed n J. Fitzsimmons .Weed Television, NY Same, vp in charge of sales

3t Id C. Hamilton WOR-Mutual, NY, vp in charge of programing CBS TV, NY, business affairs exec
jt;e C. Huntington D-F-S, NY, project director in charge of media research TvB, NY, sales development director

linie Isaacs KDUB-TV, Lubbock, Texas, local sales mgr Same, vp and general sales mgr
Hey P. Johnston WAPI-WAFM-WABT, Birmingham, Ala, general mgr Continuing as general mgr under new Newhouse group

ownership
St.ien B. Labunski W'J 8, Kansas Cit", sales W^CY, Mnpls, general mgr
ie;e Lasker WOR-TV, NY, sales _ ..WBMS, Boston, general mgr
Pii? Marquis MCA-TV, NY, tv network sales presentations supervisor Screen Cems, NY, sales development director
la< Martin CBS Radio, NY, netwo-k sales service mgr Same, network sales service mgr
-e Marts KCMO-TV, Kansas City, sales — Same, local sales mgr

J
Masla Burke-Stuart, NY, vp _ Same, exec vp

Trias C. McCray KRCA, Hywood, general mgr Same, vp
o Mcintosh, Jr WNBK, Cleve, sales _ _ -Same, radio sales mgr
lo McWeeny JWT, Chi _ Venard, Rintoul & McConnell, Chi, sales exec
31 Morby CBS, NY, station relations mgr _ CBS Radio, spot sales, sales development mgr
Al'ryor

. .... Cerber Products, Fremont, Mich, territorial mgr ... KTTV, LA, merchandising mgr
Mill Pietila KEX, Portland, Ore, continuity director Same, acct exec
H<y A. Rahmel

L. "Cene" Richards
M in

J. Robinson

A. C. Nielsen, vy in charge of engineering and field Same, vp in charge of b'cast measurement
operations

KIWW, San Antonio, station mgr . -

MPTV, NY, sales _. __
KEXX, general mgr
Western Television Corp, NY, exec vp in charge of

operations
Same, station relations mgr

mgr Same, vp and administrative asst

__ KEXX, station mgr
WBRC-TV, Birmingham, local sales-mgr
Same, director of talent commitments
Same, merchandising mgr of Storer b'casting

KFWB, Hywood, merchandising director

promotion Same, merchandising mgr

(3)

-r Salhne "B^ Radio, NY, netwoik sales service
wH. Shipley KDUB-TV, Lubbock, Texas, promotion
Lt Spitz KIWW, San Antonio, station mgr
Riard Stephen .._ Cormier Adv, Southeast div mgr
j* T. Stone CBS TV, NY, program dept, business mgr
'as p Storer WCBS. Miami, merchandising mgr
Biy Thomas
L< Varker WMUR-TV, Manchester, New Hampshire,

and adv
* "_*

_
M - Weitman ABC, NY, vp in charge of programing and talent CBS TV, NY, vp in charge of programing development

Lid E. Yoder WRCV-WRCV-TV, Phila, general mgr Same, NBC vp

In the next issue: I\ew and Renewed on Radio (Network) ; Broadcast Industry Executives;

Advertising Agency Personnel Changes; Sponsor Personnel Changes; Agency Appointments
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>#*# and 'fvneu)

Jack C.

Byrum (4)

Whitney
Hartshorne (41

Gerald D.

Roscoe (4)

4. Advertising Agency Personnel Changes
NAME FORMER AFFILIATION NEW AFFILIATION

David C. Allison McGraw-Hill Pub, NY, Business Week, industrial prod
editor _ — Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove, NY, acct exec

Fred Beck Life Magazine, NY, merchandising Foote, Cone & Belding, LA, acct exec

Jack C. Byrum B-B-T, NY, asst acct supervisor in charge of natl adv .... Kenyon & Eckhardt, NY, vp and sr acct exec for fii

operations

Robert S. Congdon Ted Bates, NY, acct exec Same, vp

Ralph R. Decker, Jr New York Life Insurance, NY, adv director Biddle Co, Bloomington, III, acct exec

)ohn Elliott, Jr BBDO, NY, acct exec Same, vp

Elmer D. Free Elmer D. Free Adv & Pub Rel Joseph Katz Adv, Baltimore, in charge of new busine

Reginald E. Cilbert General Bronze Corp, adv mgr McCann-Erickson, NY, sales promotion supervisor

Whitney Hartshorne Erwin, Wasey, NY, office mgr Same, vp

George A. Huhn ..Ted Bates, acct exec Same, vp

Harry K. Hutchins ..Foote, Cone & Belding, NY, acct exec Same, vp

Don Jillson . Richard A. Foley Adv, Phila, acct exec John T. Hall Adv, Phila, acct exec

Glen Jocelyn Erwin, Wasey Co, NY, creative director Buchanan-Thomas Adv, Omaha, creative director

Bernard Kramer Colby Adv, NY, president _. _ Emil Mogul, NY, acct supervisor

Nicholas Lalich B-B-T, NY Kenyon & Eckhardt, NY, acct exec for natl adv

Anson C. Lowitz Ted Bates, NY, vp Same, acct supervisor

John McKee BBDO, Detr, acct exec Same, vp

Rosyln Relin __.B-B-T, NY Kenyon & Eckhardt, NY, acct exec for beast media

James P. Ryan _ Donahue & Coe, NY, acct exec Same, vp

Gerald D. Roscoe John C. Dowd, Boston, acct exec vp and sr acct exec

Robert H. Schollenberger . Ross Roy, Detr, asst supervisor of cooperative tv Grant Adv, Detr, asst supervisor of cooperative adv

Paul Spidell ..IBM, NY, adv and sales promotion Baran-Walters Adv, Tulsa, acct exec

G erald F. Selinger Lee Ramsdell & Co, Phila, acct supervisor _.. Same, vp

Robert C. Shaw __ ...John Plain & Co, Chi Crant Adv, Detr, acct exec

lames T. Vandiveer Erwin, Wasey, LA, acct exec Same, sr acct exec for Carnation evaporated milk, i

Cross evaporated milk and Topic filled milk

Roger Varin B-B-T, NY, acct exec Kenyon & Eckhardt, NY, sr acct exec

5. New Firms, New Offices, Changes of Address

Reginald E.

Cilbert (4)

tack
Masla (3)

Richard K
Manoff (5)

Leo Burnett Adv, Chi, will move its offices to the Pruden-
tial Building.

Chapin-Damm Advertising, Sacramento, has moved to larger

offices at 1412 S Street; their new phone number,
Ci 1-6111.

Communications Counselors, NY, is McCann-Erickson's newly
organized public relations and publicity service.

Melvin A. Hoffman Advertising, NY, has relocated at 660
Madison Ave.

Koukos & Vaughan, NY animated film producers, announce
the opening of their offices at 40 East 49th St.

Jerry Lichtman Advertising and Public Relations, NY, has

moved to the 79th floor of the Empire State Building.

Lynn Advertising, San Fran, has opened another branch office

in Stockton.

Pharma-Craft Corp has moved its executive offices to

Batavia, III.

Paul-Phelan Advertising, with headquarters in Toronto, has

opened a Montreal office, located in University Tower.

Benton Ferguson Associates, Tulsa public relations firm, has

opened an advertising division.

Richard K. Manoff Adv, NY, announces their opening on

1 March. Offices wil be located at 40 East 49th St.

The Daren F. McGavren Co, San Fran sales reps, has re-

organized as the McGavren Quinn Co.

Ryder & Ingram Adv, Ltd, Oakland, Calif, has moved to

3770 Piedmont Ave; tel OLympia 4-8831.

Maxwell Sackheim Adv, NY, has moved to 545 Madison

Ave; PLaza 1-3151.

6. Station Changes (reps, network affiliation, power increases)

KOOL-TV, Phoenix, has increased its power to 316,000 watts.

KTLO, Mountain Home, Ark, has become a Keystone affiliate.

KTSW, Emporia, Kansas, has changed its call letters to

KVOE.

KYW, Phila, has changed its call letters to WRCV, follow-

ing its acquisition by NBC.

WCYB, Bristol, Va, has become an affiliate of ABC.

WDBF, Delray Beach, Fla, has become a Keystone affiliate.

WDZ, Decatur, III, has become a Keystone affiliate.

Westinghouse Broadcasting Co has acquired WTAM and
WNBK, Cleveland.

WJHL, Johnson City, Tenn has become an affiliate of CBS.

WLOW, Norfolk, Va, has announced Venard, Rintoul &
McConnell natl reps.

WPID, Piedmont, Ala, has been added to the Keystone group.

WPTZ, Phila, has changed its call letters to WRCV-TV,
following acquisition by NBC.

WROW-TV, Albany, NY, has become an affiliate of CBS.

WRVA-TV, Richmond, Va, has appointed Harrington, Right-

ers Cr Parsons natl reps.

WSCN. Birmingham, Ala, has announced Venard, Rintoul &
McConnell natl reps.

WTOB and WTOB-TV, Winston-Salem, N. C, has an-

nounced Venard, Rintoul & McConnell natl reps.
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WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV

WHO-TV
WHO-TV

Beautiful

balance! 4

WHO-TV serves 42 central Iowa counties— over

329,000 families — over 85% of them owning TV sets.

Annual Effective Buying Income is $5002 per family

($96.20 per week!)

It's a well-balanced market, too — split almost exactly

50-50 between urban and non-urban. (Incidentally,

new U.S. Census Bureau figures for 16 states rank Iowa

first in farm TV-set ownership!)

WHO-TV dominates this market as no other medium,

or combination of media, possibly could. Loyal Iowans

watch WHO-TV by the hour, and buy the products

that bring them the shows— on Channel 13,

316,000 watts.

Ask Free & Peters for the proof!

WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV

WHO-TV
Channel 13 • Des Moines

Col. B. J. Palmer, President

P. A. Lovet. P.esident Manage!

Free & Peters, Inc.

National Representatives Affiliate
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AGAIN...

WREX-TV
Dominates this

BILLION DOLLAR
market!

Cft***

-A~r

...AGAIN
all of the top 15

once-a-week shows
are on

WREX-TV
\an>k Show Station Rating

1 $64,000 Question WREX 57.0

2 I've Got a Secret WREX 48.3

3 Waterfront WREX 48.0

4 Millionaire WREX 46.5

5 Ed Sullivan Show WREX 46.4

6 Meet Millie WREX 46.0

7 What's My Line WREX 43.0

8 Make Room For
Daddy WREX 42.0

9 Racket Squad WREX 42.0

10 Whiting Girls WREX 42.0

11 Disneyland WREX 41.4

12 G. E. Theatre WREX 40.8

13 Honeymooners WREX 40.8

14 Badge 714 WREX 40.3

15 You'll Never
Get Rich WREX 39.8

AREA SURVEY BY PULSE, 1 NC.

SEPT. 1955

WREX-TV channel 13
ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS
CBS-ABC AFFILIATIONS

represented by

H-R TELEVISION INC.

Olof V. Anderson
President, Treasurer, Dir. of Sales

Anson, Providence, R. I.

"I'm a tool and die maker by trade, and in general a pretty good

mechanic, but I can't draw a straight line where design's concerned,"

Olof Anderson, Anson's president said, as he turned to Bill Coult-

hurst, his youthful assistant, for confirmation.

Whatever Anderson's deficiencies in drawing ability might be, he

managed to turn his knowledge of jewelry into a $21 million ( 1955

retail volume I business specializing in men's jewelry over the past

10 years.

"We advertised from the start." Anderson told SPONSOR. "First

in jewelers' trade papers, then consumer media and into radio and

tv as soon as we could afford it (in 1951). Today about two-thirds

of a $750,000 budget is in air media."

Anderson's a large, hulking man whose athletic gestures betray

an obviously active youth. Unpretentious, he talks at a fair clip,

strong traces of Swedish accent coloring his speech. He's a crafts-

man, merchandiser, salesman, in that order.

"Kate Smith was our first tv personality," he says. "She put oyer

sterling silver and put it back on retailer shelves. Today it's our

biggest line. Back in World War II, sterling had gotten a bad name

because product was inferior. She helped get across to the public

the idea that Anson means 'quality merchandise in any price range,'

and that sterling silver is a fine, wearable, beautiful metal."

(Anderson's own tie clip and cuff links on that particular day

were gold. He pointed out to sponsor the "Oriental influence of the

design.")

Currently, Anson, through Grey Advertising, sponsors Stop the

Music, ABC TV, alternate Thursdays 8:30-9:00 p.m. In spring,

the firm will use short flurries of saturation radio (up to 200

announcements weekly in four major metropolitan markets) to

introduce a new line in these cities.

"The teen-age market is the big jewelry market," says Anderson.

"After all. when my boy (age 16 1 wants something, his mother is

pretty sure to get it for him. Our commercials are designed to gener-

ate desire for ownership and glamor in men and boys. It's some-

thing all girls know : If you've got the boy, you've got the man."

Right now, Anderson is making plans for keeping both boy and

girl l age 13) close to the home bv building a swimming pool at his

Providence home for the kids and their friends. * * *
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in out-of-home audience

Survey after survey has proved that W-I-T-H

leads every station in Baltimore in out-of-home

audience. The latest was a Hooper Radio Audience

Index of business establishments. With a 20.3%

share of this audience, W-I-T-H is the No. 1 station.

We don't have to tell you how important this

big out-of-home audience is. It's a big BONUS—
and from W-I-T-H you get the BIGGEST BONUS
of all!

Let your Forjoe man tell you all about W-I-T-H

—the station that delivers listeners at the lowest

cost-per-thousand in town!

IN BALTIMORE BUY

Tom Tinsley, President R. C. Embry, Vice President
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'And I Say, the Record
Shows That KCRA-TV
Really Rates in theSac-

ramento TV Market!"

7/u> J&nafoi

MORE "FIRSTS" THAN

ANY OTHER SACRAMENTO

TV STATION!

During its Total Weekly
Telecasting Period, KCRA-
TV has more "firsts" in the

quarter-hour viewing periods

than any other Sacramento

television station—77% more

"firsts" than the next Sacra-

mento station!*

*Source:

American Research Bureau, Inc.

A Special Report on the

Sacramento Television Audience

November 7-13, 1955

LOOK AT THE RECORD,

CALL PETRY AND BUY KCRA-TV

KCRA-TV
CHANNEL

SACRAMENTO,
CALIFORNIA

100,00 Watts Maximum Power

Represented by
Edward Petry & Co.

by Joe Csida

Zippers, anti-trust and roam fubber, too

Inasmuch as I am about to speculate this trip on an ex-

tremely complex and ponderous situation—possibly the sin-

gle all-around development of the past several weeks likely

to have the most profound effects on many phases of the radio

and television industries—it might be nice to start with some-

thing somewhat more feathery. Like roam fubber.

Every once in a while this is how things seem to go in

television:

One Friday night, during the Steve Allen show, comes the

National Airlines commercial. And a young man, extolling

the virtues of flight via National, says something like: ".
. .

and talk about comfort, you will never know real comfort

until you sit back and relax in National's wonderfully soft

roam fubber cushioned seats."

And comes Jackie Gleason, pinchhitting for Ed Murrow
on CBS's Person to Person, and interviewing NBC Board

Chairman Sylvester "Pat" Weaver, and the charming and

lovely Mrs. Weaver. "That's very interesting, Pat," says

Jackie, "And now, Mrs. Weaver, would you show us another

room in your lovely home?"
Mrs. Weaver rises, as does Pat. Pat, normally a gent with

savoir faire he hasn't used yet, is fumbling at the back of Mrs.

Weaver's neck.

"I must help her," says Pat, fumbling both vocally and

with his fingers. And as they proceed into the next room, the

P & P camera picks up a rear shot and discloses the zipper on

the back of Mrs. Weaver's dress, undone and seemingly hope-

lessly snarled. A viewer had the feeling that Naughton (Art

Carney) would dash on in a moment to solve the dilemma.

But to the complex and ponderous development I men-

tioned as I walked on. No one thus far, in my circle, seems

to have pointed out that possibly the single organization likely

to have the most far-reaching effects on any number of impor-

tant phases of the industry in the months, and maybe the

years to come, is the Department of Justice. In the past sev-

eral weeks the DJ has achieved Consent Decrees involving the

American Telephone and Telegraph Co., the International

Business Machines Company, and the American Association

of Advertising Agencies. Pending on the DJ dockets are anti-

trust suits against Radio Corporation of America, and several

other large organizations.

It is hardly a secret that AT&T. IBM, RCA. General Elec-

{Please turn to page 63)
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c7"e Most

I m portant

Announcement

Ever Made

Concerning

Motion

Pictures

for

TV

LEADING DISTRIBUTORS OF

HOLLYWOOD
TELEVISION

SERVICE

A Division of

REPUBLIC PICTURES

FILMS FOR TV!



New Feature Productions Co

^ S\h ft /./ y
.

^

THE SILVER GROUP
V, I, "

"FIGHTING
SEABEES"
JOHN WAYNE

SUSAN HAYWARD
Dennis O'Keefe
William Frawley

"Angel and
the Badman"
JOHN WAYNE
GAIL RUSSELL

Irene Rich
Harry Carey
Bruce Cabot

"Flame of

The Barbary
Coast"

JOHN WAYNE
ANN DVORAK

Joseph Schildkraut
William Frawley

"DARK
COMMAND"
JOHN WAYNE

CLAIRE TREVOR

Walter Pidgeon
Roy Rogers

Marjone Main

"War of the
WILDCATS"
JOHN WAYNE
MARTHA SCOTT
Albert Dekker

George "Gabby"
Hayes

vThe INSIDE
STORY"

"t
WILLIAM LUNDIGAN
MARSHA HUNT
Charles Winnmger

Gail Patrick

Gene Lockhart

"WAGON
TRACKS WEST'

BILL ELLIOTT

GABBY HAYES

Anne Jeffreys

Tom Tyler

"ANGEL IN
EXILE"

JOHN CARROLL
ADELE MARA
Tom Gomez

Barton McLane

FLYING
TIGERS"

JOHN WAYNE
ANNA LEE

John Carroll

Paul Kelly

"DAKOTA"
JOHN WAYNE
VERA RALSTON
Walter Brennan
Ward Bond

"Calling Wild
Bill Elliott"

BILL ELLIOTT

GABBY HAYES

Anne Jeffreys
Fred Kohler

"THE
PLUNDERER'
ROD CAMERON
ILONA MASSEY
Adrian Booth
Forrest Tucker

"Man from
Thunder River'

BILL ELLIOTT

GABBY HAYES

Anne Jeffreys

Ian Keith

"PLAINSMAN
AND THE
LADY'

WILLIAM ELLIOTT

GAIL PATRICK

VERA RALSTON

BORDERTOWN
GUNFIGHTER"

BILL ELLIOTT

GABBY HAYES
Anne Jeffreys

Ian Keith

"Overland
Mail

Robbery"
BILL ELLIOTT

ANNE JEFFREYS

Gabby Hayes

"ANGEL on
the AMAZON'
GEORGE BRENT
VERA RALSTON
Brian Aherne

Constance Bennett

"The Fabulous
Texan"

WILLIAM ELLIOTT

JOHN CARROLL
Catherine McLeod |$

Andy Devine
Jim Davis a

"MOJAVE
FIREBRAND
BILL ELLIOTT

GABBY HAYES

Anne Jeffreys

"GRAND OLE
OPRY"

LOIS RANSON
ALLAN'ROCKY'LANE

"Hidden
Valley
Outlaws"
BILL ELLIOTT

GABBY HAYES
Anne Jeffreys

"Death Valley
Manhunt"
BILL ELLIOTT

GABBY HAYES

"Old
Los Angeles"
WILLIAM ELLIOTT

CATHERINE McLEOD
John Carroll

Joseph Schildkraut

xThe Gallant
Legion"

BILL ELLIOTT

GABBY HAYES
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10,000,000 Now Available For
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ALLAH Rocky LANE • MONTE HALE
DON "Red" BARRY • TOM TYLER

BOB LIVINGSTON and BOB STEELE

THE WILD FRONTIER

BANDITS OF DARK CANYON

CARSON CITY RAIDERS

THE BOLD FRONTIERSMAN

OKLAHOMA BADLANDS

Desperadoes of Dodge City

MARSHAL OF AMARILLO

THE DENVER KID

SILVER CITY KID

STAGECOACH JO MONTEREY

SHERIFF OF SUNDOWN

TOPEKA TERROR

CORPUS CHRISTI BANDITS

TRAIL OF KIT CARSON

HOME ON THE RANGE
•

Man From Rainbow Valley

OUT CALIFORNIA WAY

LAST FRONTIER UPRISING

ALONG THE OREGON TRAIL

UNDER COLORADO SKIES

CALIFORNIA FIREBRAND

THE TIMBER TRAIL

SON OF GOD'S COUNTRY

OUTLAWS OF PINE RIDGE

SUNDOWN KID

DEAD MAN'S GULCH

CARSON CITY CYCLONE

DAYS OF OLD CHEYENNE

ARIZONA TERRORS

STAGECOACH EXPRESS

JESSE JAMES, JR.

CYCLONE KID

THE PHANTOM COWBOY

CALIFORNIA JOE

M*
It

Outlaws of Cherokee Trail

GAUCHOS OF ELDORADO

WEST OF CIMARRON

CODE OF THE OUTLAW

RAIDERS OFJHE RANGE

WESTWARD HO

PHANTOM PLAINSMEN

SHADOWS ON THE SAGE

VALLEY OF HUNTED MEN

THUNDERING TRAIL

BLOCKED TRAIL

SANTA FE SCOUTS

RIDERS OF THE RIO GRANDE

PRAIRIE PIONEER

PALS OF THE PECOS

SADDLEMATES

GANGS OF SONORA

###

^̂>
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c
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R.NCH OFFICES IN THE UNITED STATES AND IN TORONTO. CANADA. 277 VICTORIA STREE



HOLLYWOOD
TELEVISION

SERVICE

)«' $

BRAND NEW SERIES
MADE FOR TELEVISION

The Greatest ItME'UP of Intrigue and
Adventure Subjects Ever Produced !

!

Now ready for

National Sponsorship!

SAX ROHMER'S World Renowned

"ADVENTURES OF

DR. FU MANCHU
Mystery! Intrigue! 26 Vi minutes each

I

NOW READY! (13 completed)

"STRYKER OF
SCOTLAND YARD*

Mystery at its best!

ALL STAR CAST • 26'/? minutes each

I

"COMMANDO
CODY"

(Sky Marshal of the Universe)

26Vi minutes each

Now being sponsored by

GENERAL FOODS!
Adventure! Action! Intrigue!

REX ALLEN
one of the world's most popular outdoor personalities

i "FRONTIER
DOCTOR"
Now in Production!

26V2 minutes each

Adventure! Action! Intrigue!

Now Syndicating

"STORIES OF
THE CENTURY"
"EMMY" AWARD WINNER
Outstanding Entertainment!

ALL STAR CAST
39 Subjects * 26'/> minutes each

Coming! The New Sensational Series

"THE STATUE OF
LIBERTY"

made in cooperation with the

United States Dept. of

Immigration and Naturalization

Service

Dynamic. ..Shod

Expose of the

Underworld Cza

Taken from the

Files of America

Leading Newspt



Channel 2 Meam BuAtimA
At

ut

....serving more than 500 healthy cities and

towns in Wisconsin and Upper Michigan.

fop -Bi^et 'n Baltimote I

HAYDN R EVANS. Gen Mgf

Reo WEED TELEVISION
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. . . NOT SEVENTEEN?

YES . . . WBRE-TV does have
a 17 County Coverage

2,000,000 POPULATION ... a Mecca for the TV merchandiser. For example

the Wilkes-Barre - Scranton market alone accounts for $872,000,000 in buying

income out of an estimated $2,000,000,000 for the 17 counties. These two

metropolitan areas are equivalent to the nations 29th market. All this plus a

million watts of power ... finest engineering ... higher program ratings...

more audience . . . more set count . . . more, well, why not call us or the

Headley-Reed representative for all the facts that make Channel 28 in

Wilkes-Barre N. E. Pennsylvania's best TV buy.

ANJ^J BASIC BUY : National Representative : The Headley-Reed Co.

Counties Covered: LUZERNE LACKAWANNA LYCOMING COLUMBIA
SCHULYKILL NORTHUMBERLAND MONROE PIKE WAYNE
WYOMING SULLIVAN SUSQUEHANNA BRADFORD UNION

SNYDER MONTOUR CARBON

TV Channel 28
WILKES-BARRE, PA.

It your dog surprised you with a

family of 17, you might exclaim
'IMPOSSIBLE'. .But we've checked
with good authority and it has
happened.
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HAROLD N. BARNES' DEPT. OF JUSTICE ANTI-TRUST DIVISION BROUGHT ACTION RESULTING IN CONSENT DECREE BY 4AS

15%... Is it on the way out

?

No, say agencies and clients bnt many sponsors feel it may be time

to re-evaluate commissions paid on shows agencies do not produce

Ml or as long as most admen can remember the 4 A's has been the voice for what amounted to

advertising's code of ethics. The 4 A's—with certain legal qualifications—has: (1) sought to

promote sound standards of advertising agency recognition; (2) opposed speculative presenta-

tions in which agencies in effect give advertisers free samples of their work; and (3) opposed

rebating of the 15% commission allowed to agencies by media.

But in the consent decree signed by the 4 A's with the Dept. of Justice early this month the

4 A's agreed to cease taking any stand on these issues. What happens now?

Is a revolution brewing in the commission system? Will advertisers now shop at will for the

agency offering to take the lowest commission? Will the commission system give way to new

forms of advertising agency compensation?

As news of the consent decree broke on Madison Avenue, there were many who assumed the

answer was yes. Headlined one radio-tv tradepaper: "Court decree kills 15% commission setup."

Article continues next page



15% ON WAY OUT? (Continued)

HOW SPONSORS SEE FUTURE OF 15%

• t

66

In my opinion after 25 years in this business,

things won't change very much. However, ad-

vertisers may consider pushing down commis-

sions on network tv shows where agencies put

in relatively little energy. We bought Beat the

Clock over five years ago. Cecil & Presbrey

helped build the show until it justified its initial

investment. Now the show costs $2 million or

more and JWT is benefitting for work another

agency did. As the cost of shows goes up, there

should be a sliding scale of compensation since

the work stays the same."
T. P. Cunningham, ad director, Srlvania

An immediate change isn't likely but the cost of

agency operation today will probably force the

15% up eventually. Of course the whole thing

may blow up as soon as one top account pays

either more or less than 15% at a major agency.

This may prompt the media to reevaluate their

rate structures. Unless important accounts sanc-

tion it, a more widespread fee system isn't too

likely—it's pretty widespread already."
George Abratns, ad director, Rerlon

L L I always thought that 15% is basically a poor

way of compensating agencies. The system

makes them pressure clients into spending more
for advertising, often out of proportion to client

needs. This development might lead to a re-

examination of the system and might even lead

to flat fees and perhaps some additional pro-

rated commissions."
Herbert Shayne, ad director. Hudson Paper

L L A real hot potato is the commission on network
shows where agencies still get 15%. But one
must realize there's supervision involved bevond
commercials. It may look on the surface as if

agencies make more on one client than another,

but I think it evens out."
Donald W. Stewart, ad manager, Texas Co.

But, as 4 A's President Fred Gamble pointed out, noth-

ing has actually happened affecting the day-to-day opera-

tion of agencies. No individual agency is required to

change its mode of operation. The government has simply

taken steps to prevent agencies from acting in concert to

maintain a uniform commission policy.

Does this mean, then, that nothing will happen? That

the status quo will maintain exactly as before? To find

out, SPONSOR questioned dozens of top-level executives in

major advertising agencies and advertising directors in a

wide cross-section of fifcis with a heavy stake in the air

media. This is the consensus:

• Agency executives contend that only a slim minority

of clients will now press for changes in agency com-

pensation and these were usually referred to as "smaller

clients" or "the less mature advertisers." No widespread

feeling of alarm is expressed for the future of the com-

mission system. No agency executive felt there would be

major pressures to reduce commissions below 15%
through rebates.

Probably the most penetrating conclusion offered by

agencymen is to the effect that any changes which emerge

over the next few years will come as a result of the evo-

lutionary nature of the agency-advertiser relationship

rather than through governmental action. (See the Agency

in Transition series in the 28 November through 9 Janu-

ary issues of SPONSOR, dealing with the broadening of

agency services to embrace marketing counsel.)

• Most advertisers agree that rapid overturn of the com-

mission system or reduction from the 15% level is not in

the cards. Some even point out that agencies may be due

for increases. But, after expressing satisfaction with the

commission system in general, a significant proportion of

advertising directors (some 30%) told SPONSOR they ques-

tioned the equity of commissions applied to program costs

where the agency has little to do with packaging the

program.

Though this questioning attitude toward commissions

on tv programs has been prevalent among some clients for

several years, it's apparent the consent decree will stimu-

late further questioning. (The issue came to the atten-

tion of admen most recently when Norman, Craig & Kum-

mel contended Revlon had sought to eliminate commis-

sions on program costs prior to taking its business out of

the N,C&K shop to BBDO.)

Though some advertisers and agencies will now debate

the issue of commissions on program and talent costs at a

stepped up pace, sponsor's survey found a majority of

advertisers side with their agencies on the issue. Over

half of those contacted pointed out that commissions paid

on program costs serve to balance other activity by agen-

cies on which compensation is inadequate—handling spot

campaigns and extra marketing services, for example.
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Client viewpoint: From the many thoughtful comments

voiced to sponsor by advertisers, the following statements

were culled as best reflecting the widest cross-section of

opinion. First, here are statements from the majority of

clients who favor continuation of the commission system

pretty much as it is.

Robert McNeill, advertising director, Sterling Drug:

"The laws of supply and demand seem to have justified the

15% commission and there seems little new incentive de-

spite the Justice Dept. decision to reevaluate the system

on any major scale. Nor is there likely to be any sweeping

change in the near future. There's been talk among some

advertisers about the justifiability of a 15% commission

on talent costs in the air media. However, an agency has

considerable expense in picking and screening and super-

vising network shows which do justify the commission.

They need lots of experts to do a job, for one thing, even

when they're not in the actual business of producing.

Variations by account and product and type of media used

make for cost and profit variations that somehow seem to

average out in the commission. The net line of agencies,

that black figure down at the bottom of the ledger, is

pretty much the same throughout the business—among the

recognized agencies, that is."

Advertising director, major tobacco company: "The

15% system has worked out satisfactorily and we expect

to continue on the same basis with our agencies, unless

they wish to make a change which of course would then

be subject to negotiation unless it's a widespread change

in practice. However, we don't anticipate any pressure for

change from reputable advertisers. The media aren't likely

to want a change since the agencies are rendering an ir-

replaceable service to them. As for the problem of whether

talent and production costs in tv are justifiably commis-

sionable: Agencies have more problems and more over-

head in tv than in any other medium. It seems only fair

that they be compensated for this. Show production isn't

the only criterion of agency service."

David Bond, advertising director, Benrus ; "In face of

rising costs, most advertisers will be quite content to stay

at the 15% basis. After all, there are services like research

and promotional work that agencies can do for network tv

clients without fees to make up for disproportionate com-

missions (that is, commissions derived without extra work
such as when there's an expansion of station lineup by a

network account)
."

Advertising executive, major soap company; "The 15%
tends to average itself out over all media, particularly for

the large client who uses all media. If the system weren't

adequate, it would have adjusted itself long ago by the

laws of supply and demand. Reputable clients won't let

this Justice Dept. decision affect them.

"Take tv which is in a seller's market. If there had

(Please turn to page 101)

HOW AGENCIES SEE FUTURE OF 15%

tfc

• t

The current commission is fair and is unlikely

to be changed. Some clients might be tempted

to pressure now, but not the big reputable ones.

There might be some trend toward more specu-

lative pitches but these are generally uneco-

nomical to begin with."

Jack Cunningham, pres., Cunningham & Walsh

There have been numerous attempts to set up
house agencies before this. But the agency busi-

ness today is professional; advertisers can't do
the same job for themselves. The structure of

marketing is pretty stabilized. Reputable clients

won't try to change it."

Robert Holbrook, chairman of board, Compton

L L Major or experienced advertisers realize the

15% commission averages out for them between
media where the agency may use up somewhat
less manpower and media which needs all sorts

of expensive talent. It isn't likely that clients

will try to get too precise. Fees in addition to

commissions are growing, not in an attempt to

change the commission system but because of

extra services demanded by clients."

Robert F. Carney, chairman of board, FCB

L L Mature advertisers are more concerned with the

85% than with the 15%. They stress what serv-

ices they can get to enhance the effect of the

85%, not how to save the less than 1% profit

agencies make today."
Arthur C. Fatt, president, Grey

L L The 4A's consent degree isn't going to affect the

commission system one iota. Changes the agency

business may see eventually will grow out of the

economics of the business."
Executive v.p., major agency
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HOLLYWOOD BRANCH MANAGERS LIVE HIGH IS NEW YORK AGENCYMEVS IMPRESSION

...lis?

Madison Ave. should

have it so bad
It's no fun being stuck on West Coast

say agency branch managers who battle time

problems, lack of definite information

30

M " its effort to uncover the difficul-

ties caused by the rapid growth of tv,

SPONSOR traveled West, to find Holly,

wood agency men enveloped in a smog

of lack of communication. Although

separated from New York by eight

hours flying time and a three-hour

time difference. Holl\ wood is no island

upon itself, but an integral part of

today's advertising picture.

Ideally, Madison Avenue's Western

outposts are the liaison between the

program creators, stars and film-men

on the one hand and their Eastern

offices and clients on the other. When
fully informed of the client's thinking.

of new trends and merchandising and

marketing developments, they are in

a position to most effectively make

use of their knowledge of Hollywood

production, available shows, ideas,

talents etc. But left in the dark on

everything except facts concerning

their immediate activities, these men

are relegated to a status of overpaid

messenger boys.

While many of the headaches of

the Western agency representative are

inherent in his work and incurable

(except by a large dose of aspirin)

many could be eliminated or at least

minimized, if all concerned knew

more about their causes. For this pur-

pose SPONSOR interviewed the man-

agers of a dozen Western offices of

the leading New York agencies. Here

are some quotes:

Time problem: "By far the worst of

all problems is caused by the three-

hour time difference. When we get to

the office it's 9:00 or 9:30 here but

it's afternoon in New York and even

body is out to lunch. With luck they'll

get back by 2 PM Eastern time, which

is 11 AM here. But by noon our time

I'm supposed to have lunch with the

producer of a tv series we're consider

ing, which leaves me just one hour ir

which to compete for a New Yorl

circuit not only with every othei

agency man in Hollywood, but als(

with thousands of men in other busi

nesses and all those who want to ge

orders into Wall Street before th<

3 o'clock market closing. And tha

one hour is it. By the time I get bad

from my lunch at 2 PM, it's 5 PM ii

New York and everybody is a

Michael's Pub or on the commuter'

train on their way home."

Information needed: "Sure, we ar

told everything in connection with th

SPONSOI



DEALS ARE CLOSED AT POOLS BUT THIS !S MORE TYPICAL, SAY WEST COASTERS

program which we happen to be work-

ing on or the film commercials—like

that the client wasn't too happy with

the girl who played the other woman
in last week's show, or that the second

dissolve in the commercial seemed un-

even. But in order to do a good job,

this isn't enough. Television is a medi-

um in which the client, his wife, daugh-

ter, son, girl friend or bridge-partner

seem to get extremely ego-involved,

and the more information we have,

information which outwardly may
have nothing what-ever to do with tv,

the better chance we stand to do our

job well. Here is a crude example

which will illustrate what I'm talking

about: If I know that the sponsor of

a program is a man, six-foot-two with

red hair and freckles, I'm not going

to permit the producer to cast a red-

haired freckle-faced giant in the role

of a villian. Little thing, you might
say, but it can be a real big deal in

this crazy, mixed up tv business.

And there's another case in point.

The other day I happened to meet a
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package designer at a party. We
started talking shop and he mentioned

having solved a difficult packaging

problem. I happened to know, not

because I received official word from

the New York office, but because I

have, over the years, developed an

efficient spy-system, that one of our

non-tv clients was faced with just

such a problem. I teletyped the East

the next day and was thus able to

save our client in excess of $50,000.

"The sooner the fellows in the East

realize that we are part of their fam-

ily, and that as such we're entitled to

be kept informed of everything going

on in the agency, whether it concerns

film-tv, radio, packaging, a magazine

campaign, merchandising, marketing

or what-have-you, the sooner they'll

find, that in spite of our swimming
pools and suntans, we can be of con-

siderable value to them."

Admen work hard: "I don't know
why it is, but regardless of how many
of the Eastern boys come out here, and

see us in perfectly normal offices, wear-

ing matching jackets and trousers and

sincere ties, they're still under the

impression that, as soon as they turn

their backs, we come to work in pink

slacks and purple shirts and spend

most of our days, lolling around pools

with various varieties of Marilyn

Monroes. Sure, we do business at

pools or on tennis courts, just like

business is done at Twenty-One or the

Marmiton. And if the client wants

one of the Marilyn Monroes to ap-

pear on his show, we're as likely as

not to be found by the edge of a pool

with her. But we're working, and show-

business being what it is, we're most

likely working much longer hours

than we would in New York. When
I was in our New York office, I used

to consider it a major catastrophy, if

I wasn't on that 5:21 to Westchester.

But here I think nothing of being at

the studio at two in the morning, just

because that's the only time the star

had, to make that certain commercial.

"This psychological iron curtain,

caused by a general unwillingness to

try and understand the other fellow's

working circumstances, is one of our

(Please turn to page 98)

HERE ARE GRIPES OF WEST COAST BRANCH ADMEN

Worst problem is caused by time differential between New York and

West Coast. Quick to follow is complaint on lack of information which

adds to difficulty. Admen say they should be informed on happenings

General unwillingness to try and understand working conditions, cir-

cumstances. Admen also say that lack of authority causes loss of time,

money. Too much of Madison Avenue cry "this was needed yesterday"

Too much time wasted on apologies, long explanations. Alternate

sponsorships double workload. Too many clients who have to be kept

happy. West Coast admen need visit New York oftener, get full briefing



Here's why we bought spot radio
Backbone medium to some, booster medium to others, spot radio also com-

petes with i v as it continues return to popularity with national advertisers

WW hy are you buying spot radio?

SPONSOR asked this question of agen-

cies and advertisers to get at the "rea-

sons-why" of radio use today.

The objective was to pin down fac-

tors like these: Are clients buying

merchandising or the medium? Are

clients buying or are they being sold?

Do they look for cut-rate deals? Is it

coverage they're after? Does national

spot radio stand on its own or is it

thought of as a "booster" medium to-

day? What gets the client's John Han-

cock on the contract?

To answer these and other questions,

SPONSOR went to agencies yvith active

spot radio accounts; client ad mana-

gers currently using the medium; me-

dia men; account executives; reps.

Campaigns were tracked from the birth

of an idea, through the station's pitch,

the agency conference table and finally

to the client's desk.

Rather than draw conclusions out of

the welter of information gathered,

sponsor decided to follow through five

spot radio case histories of national

advertisers now on the air. Specifical-

ly, these case histories show how five

major national clients approached the

medium, how the campaigns developed

to their present scope and what re-

sults they're producing.

Nescafe (through Bryan Houston)—
From one speech to a 200-market cam-

paign in a year, that's hoyv Nescafe

agencymen sum it up. Bob Denning,

Nescafe account executive, traces the

coffee's rebirth in radio to a speech

Bryan Houston made at the Green-

brier a couple of years ago. He was

addressing a WLW sales meeting at

the time on modern, aggressive radio

salesmanship.

"Why don't you boys come up with

a package for Nescafe?" he concluded.
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WLW salesmen flew back to Cincin-

nati on Sunday, burned the midnight

oil and turned up in New York on

Monday with a pitch under their arm.

Nescafe bought.

Why?
"They offered us coverage in areas

we weren't reaching adequately," Bob
Denning says. "They showed us proof

that they reached sizable audiences.

They planned to deliver a frequency

impact yve couldn't afford with any

other single medium. And they threw

in some attractive merchandising, pro-

motion and publicity ideas to boot."

Prior to 1954 Nescafe had bought

radio the way it bought tv: five an-

nouncements a week on the average.

The WLW package offered 100 an-

nouncements a week in an area where

Nescafe had a problem. The sales

curve was slumping seriously. Some-

thing new and drastic had to be tried.

Nescafe put $150,000 into this test of

saturation radio, easing off on fre-

quency only during eight summer

weeks.

The cure was as wonderful as the

FIVE NATIONAL ADVERTISERS TELL WHiTi

nescafe

HOUSTON FELT NEED TO

SATURATE INDIVIDUAL

MARKETS AS CURE FOR

SALES PROBLEMS, OR TO

PUSH SPECIAL MERCHAN-

DISE AND PROMOTIONS.

NESCAFE TESTED FLURRIES

OF HIGH-FREQUENCY
SCHEDULES, FOUND SATU-

RATION RADIO EFFECTIVE

FOR HOLDING BRAND'S

SHARE OF THE MARKET

AGAINST BIG COMPETITIVE

ADVERTISING CAMPAIGN.

campbell sup

BBDO RECOMMENDEI iPOl

RADIO AS CHEAP W '

REACH RURAL S(TJ

SOUTHWEST WITH ICH-

FREQUENCY IMPA

COLD SEASON. A'M\

SOUGHT DEALS TO ,*0

SCHEDULES ABOVE 'flS»

MUM 15 WEEKLY
NOUNCEMENTS, WE; I

RUN-OF-STATION IMI

ON 40 RADIO STATI B D

ORDER TO GAIN MAiStt'l

BRAND IDENTIFICAION
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SPOT RADIO'S GROWTH IN TV AGE

NBC research chart shows local and national

spot radio's hilling history for the five years

between 1950 and 1954. A 14% increase

was shown in '54 figures over those of '50

disease was bad: within months, the

downward trend was stopped. Nes-

cafe's share of the market increased

and dollar volume was up over the

year previous.

A Louisville division manager who'd

been luke-warm on sharing costs for

the test told Nestle Co.'s Don Cady

:

"I'm now selling coffee in places I

didn't know were there."

Nescafe's reasons for testing spot

radio and sticking with it boil down to

this: The coffee brand faces different

marketing problems in different areas.

To solve these, it needs the weight of

additional advertising, specifically as

many advertising impressions over

certain periods of time as it could

afford without detracting sums neces-

sary for the over-all national effort.

By April 1954 the agency was ready

to try its saturation theory in another

trouble spot. The Nestle Co. had in-

troduced Nestle Instant Coffee in New
York two months earlier, and the new
brand was cutting into Nestle's own
Nescafe sales.

"We looked for a station that could

deliver frequency for our price.

WNEW seemed liked a good media

buy," Denning says. "We said we'd

give them $6,000 a week; what could

they offer? They came up with a pack-

age of 175 announcements weekly."

Again, Nescafe bought. This time,

all merchandising effort had to come
from the agency and client. The sta-

tion offered audience and frequency

only.

"The buy paid off," says Denning.

"Other coffee brands lost 6% to 8%
during that season. Nescafe slipped

only 2% and got back to its original

share of the market by the end of the

vear.

Results in the original test market

alone as gleaned from Nielsen reports

in the WLW area were strong enough

for Nescafe to plunge 25% of its

1954 budget into spot radio. By the

end of the year, the brand had used

its saturation pattern on some 1 00

stations.

During the next year the agency

tried a change of tactics. "We're sold

on the saturation technique, but we
wanted to use it in more markets with-

out straining the budget," says Den-

ning. "We tried flurries of two- to six-

week saturations. The pattern worked."

In 1955 Nescafe used its new ap-

proach in 200 markets with 20% of its

total advertising budget.

"We're using these flurries to back

up special promotions," explains Den-

ning. "In November we bought two

weeks on seven New York stations to

promote some off-label merchandise.

The deal was for 230 announcements

weekly. Toward the end of the cam-

paign there was a local price break in

coffee, so we stayed on for another

couple of weeks to capitalize on 'cheap

price' «opy."

Currently in 50 markets, Nescafe

{Please turn to page 94)

IT SPOT RADIO
paper-mate

shell oil

JWT BUYS RADIO FOR

SHELL IN 61 MARKETS

BECAUSE IT'S ONLY ME-

DIUM "THAT RIDES WITH

THE BUYER TO THE LO-

CAL POINT OF SALE."

SHELL DOESN'T WANT TO

STRETCH ITS ADVERTISING

BUDGET TOO THIN, PRE-

FERS BLANKET OF HEAVY
TADIO TO LIMITED TELE-

VISION, BUYS SHOWS AND

SOME SHORT-TERM SATU-

RATIONS FOR PRODUCTS.

PEN COMPANY IS IN RA-

DIO TO CLOSE MARGIN
BETWEEN NUMBER OF

PEOPLE IT WANTS TO

REACH IN MAJOR METRO-

POLITAN MARKETS AND

NUMBER TV, PRINT AC-

TUALLY REACH. FC&B

BUYS EARLY MORNING
PERSONALITIES TO HIT

MOST WORKING PEOPLE,

SCHOOL KIDS. WANTS
PEAK CUMULATIVE AUDI-

ENCE AT LOWEST COST.

chap stick

GUMBINNER BUYS' RADIO

BECAUSE "IT'S CHEAPER

THAN TV, AND PULLS BET-

TER THAN NEWSPAPERS."

WITH DISTRIBUTION CON-

CENTRATED IN MAJOR TV

MARKETS, CHAP STICK

LOOKED FOR LOW -COST

MEANS OF HITTING MEN
WITH TOP FREQUENCY

SEASONAL CAMPAIGNS.

RADIO IS MAJOR MEDIUM,

GETS 60% OF TOTAL

ADVERTISING BUDGET.
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TV TRAILERS PACK PUNCH

Dramatic sex -and -action shots

ram hard sell into quickie trail-

ers (10-, 20-seconds, minutes)

calculated to leave the viewers

panting to see more of the same

RKO hails "Conqueror"

with spot (v. radio saturations

Air media get 30% of Hughes9 epic $1.2 million advertising outlay to tie

in with global publicity drummed up by foreign premieres
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JJ[ ow're you gonna keep em down

on the rice paddies after they've seen

"The Conqueror?" And they will, too,

the way RKO and General Teleradio

are going about promoting the Howard

Hughes epic of life along the Yangtze

and points west in the days of Genghis

Khan and son.

Filmed in unexotic Utah, the newly

released, $6 million job must, accord-

ing to the studio, gross $10 million just

to break even, what with advance ad-

vertising costs and distributors' fees

(30% of the take)

.

Faced with that kind of responsi-

bility, RKO has decided on a man-

darin-size ad and promotion budget

keyed to the type of hard-sell tv and

radio campaign being used increasing-

ly by the movie makers in recent years.

That's were tv and radio come in.

In dollars, air media will get but

30% of the more than $1.2 million to

be spent on the ad drive ($300,000 for

tv and $100,000 for radio in short-

burst saturation schedules) ; of the re-

mainder. $500,000 goes to newspapers

and $300,000 to magazines.

The picture is set to open in 25

cities 22 February and 15 more during

the following month. Eight days be-

fore the playdate in each city RKO will

begin a round-the-clock schedule of

tv and radio announcements via 1) the

entire 580-station hookup of RKO and
General Teleradio's Mutual radio net-

work and 2) an assortment of some 50

tv stations in the range of a total of

over 22 million sets. When the pic-

ture hits New York (at the Criterion

31 March) there will be 360 announce-

ments on WOR, the Mutual flagship,

and 71 tv spots on WCBS-TV.
Announcements, to continue for two

days after the local debut date, will

vary from I.D.'s to 15-minute pro-

grams and from three to 30 announce-

ments a day, depending on what's

available.

"This is unorthodox," admits vet-

eran exploitation master Terry Tur-

ner, appointed special consultant to

spearhead the drive. "But it's worked
with similar pictures. Sure, women
listen to radio in the morning, but any-

body with a buck is my target—man,
woman, child."

"We're after frequency and impact,"

says Media Director Arthur Pardoll of

Foote, Cone & Belding, placing the

business, "not circulation or ratings."

Strategy of the over-all promotion
push is based on a two-stage formula

of publicity and advertising worked
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out by Turner. It was Turner who pio-

neered the use of broadcast media for

RKO and other studios during the past

few years for such thrillers as "King
Kong," "War of the Worlds," "The
Beast from 20,000 Fathoms."

"I drew so many of the freak pic-

tures," he recalled, "they used to call

me 'Freaky' Turner."

"King Kong," which grossed only

$750,000 in 1933, drew some $3 mil-

lion when revived three years ago with

an injection of radio and television

saturation plugging along with the

standard newspaper campaign. "Beast"
I Warner Brothers), also with tv and
radio help, did a $100,000 gate at the

New York Paramount in one week, as

compared with $8,000-20,000 for other

attractions at the theater about then.

"This is a lot of money," Turner

points out. "But the formula won't

work for just any picture. You got to

get the right kind: big, moving—

a

spectacle maybe—or at least a gim-

mick. If you got that type picture, ra-

dio and tv are a must. Especially tv.

Next to visiting people in their homes,

it's the best way to reach them, and

the fastest. You really sock 'em."

"Selling a motion picture," explains

RKO Ad Manager Ben Grimm, "is dif-

ferent from selling any other product

you can name. Each title has to stand

on its own feet and we have to start

from scratch every time we bring out a

new one. Furthermore, the subject

matter must lend itself to promotion

(Please turn to page 84)

WORLDWIDE PREMIERES WERE
SPRINGBOARD FOR ADVERTISING TIE-IN

Mexico City 25 January
with former ambassador
William O'Dwyer (below) ; First

Lady Dona Maria de Ruiz
Cortines; actress Dolores
del Rio; star Pedro Armendariz

Manila 17 January
attended by social leaders

government officials

headed by Philippines Pres.

Ramon Magsaysay

Washington, D. C.
24 January
sponsored by com-
mittee headed by
Mrs. Raymond Clapper
and attended by
Capitol Hill figures

including Sen. and Mrs.
Joseph R. McCarthy

Paris 20 January
where famed mannequins and
French screen lovelies decorated

premiere under auspices of

the fashion world led by Jacques
Fath, Christian Dior, others



Marheting is malarkey?

You're living in the past Mr.Y
You can't halt progress. The big agencies will eventually become general

marketing agencies. They must to grow, be of greater aid to clients

1

sponsor's Bodec, a former agencyman,

planned, researched and wrote topi-

cal "Agency in Transition" series. Mr.

Bodec formerly was with the J. Walter

Thompson and Kenyan & Eckhardt

agencies. In preparation of the series,

he talked to an extensive cross-section

of the advertising and marketing in-

dustries to gain a full understanding

of the complex marketing problem
* * *

by Ben Bodec

_/%, s you grow older there is a ten-

dency to fight against the new and be

content with the old, especially in the

way of doing things. I think this is

the case with the unidentified adman,
Mr. "X," the writer who raked mar-

keting over the coals in the previous

issue of sponsor.

Mr. "X" is an adman who refuses

to accept new paths in the area of new
concepts and added responsibilities.

He has simply closed his eyes on a

natural expansion in agency structure

today, and as such is tilting at wind-

mills in his effort to prove that the old

is better and the new unworkable.

Such is not the case. And I take

issue with Mr. "X" and his approach

to the changing agency picture.

No matter how you slice it. market-

ing on a broadened scale is intrench-

ing itself as an agency responsibility.

Like many others, our Mr. "X" will

have to come down from his ivory

tower, demolish that cozy little fence

he's built around the functions of his

job and venture out into the hard,

cold world of today's competition for

the purchasing buck. Particularly in

the field of mass consumer goods.

Mr. "X" apparently has his concep-

tion badly crossed. Marketing guid-

ance and help isn't something that

some Madison Avenue or Radio City

genius dreamt up as a promotion tool

to snag some new business. The bright

guys who have been using this angle

are merely responding to a demand
that's been building for the past two or

three years.

I wonder whether Mr. "X" has at-

tended any of the ANA or 4 A's gath-

erings in recent times. Or any manu-

facturers' conventions like the GMA.
If he had, he would have found that

what the manufacturer of consumer

goods wants is marketing intelligence

and direction. And he doesn't care

where he gets it.

The agencies didn't sell marketing

I SAY BE CREATIVE

Mr. "X", the unidentified

adman who authored "Market-

ing is Malarkey, article in

last issue of sponsor, was

firm in opinion that agencies

should create advertising,

not be marketing centers. He
had this to say: "The stature

of admen today would be great-

er if they made clients big-

ger through creative advertis-

ing, de-emphasized marketing."
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services to the advertiser. It happened

just the other way around. At these

recent ANA and 4A's meetings client

speakers more or less bluntly asked for

marketing help as an agency "must."

And, as our friend Mr. "X" well

knows, when the client says this is what

he wants, you give it to him—or he'll

find some one who will. Don't look

now, Mr. "X," but there's a line of

agencymen right behind you who are

all geared, or getting geared, to give

the client all the marketing he wants.

I'm afraid, Mr. "X," your fears for

the creative function are much exag-

gerated. What makes you so loath

about mixing in the marketplace? Has

this repugnance got anything to do

with that overabused reference to pro-

fessional agencies? You can't blame

any man for taking great pride and

dignity in his calling, but, after all,

advertising is a step in the moving of

goods. And I don't see how you im-

pair the effectiveness, or the dignity of

the creative process within the agency

by getting out into the marketplace and

learning as much as possible about the

client's selling operation and problems.

Simple sense indicates just the op-

posite. Let's say an agency is about to

launch a campaign on a new product.

I We assume it's already done its con-

sumer research.) A couple of market-

ing experts are shot out into the field

for, say, 200 dealer calls. Back come

these two experts with a consensus in-

dicating that competitive situations

make it necessary to change the basic

approach of the campaign. Certainly,

you'll agree, Mr. "X," that it's better

to work in an area of researched field

intelligence than in a vacuum.

With the economic currents as they

are today, I can't see how you as a

seller of goods can isolate yourself

from both your client's immediate and

long-range selling problems. The tech-
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Reprints of sponsor's "Agency in Transition' series

which touched off controversy are now available

niques of marketing have changed

enormously within the past seven or

eight years. The manufacturer's top

concern is coming up with marketing

techniques that will give him an edge

on his competitors.

And how can the agency help him
here? Well, simply by drawing on its

wealth of knowledge and experience

and making suggestions. Or, by pro-

viding the sort of field services that

will give sustenance and vitality to the

agency's advertising campaign.

You know, Mr. "X," your protests.

in a way, are really touching. Yes, it's

tough for a theoretician to be sudden-
ly plunged into the realm of hard prac-

ticality. Why a theoretician? Because
nobody guarantees that an advertising

campaign, or a specific ad. will pro-

duce such-and-such results. But when
you get out into the field and rub el-

bows and thinking with company sales-

men, distributors, retailers and mer-

chandisers you're in the company of

men who have to produce results, or

else. The goods are there, or com-

mitted for. and they've got to be

moved.

And Madison Avenuers can do a lot

of good for themselves and their cli-

ents by rubbing elbows with such gen-

try more frequently. By the way, don't

boast to field merchandising men about

your ulcer, because you'll find many a

three- and four-stripe man among
them.

When I did the researching for

sponsor's recent series on marketing

there was unanimity among all 1 talked

to on this point: The creative function

must never be put in a subordinate

position to marketing services. And I

can't imagine even field marketing spe-

cialists inside agencies advocating such

a juxtaposition. However, one of them

did contend that it would make good

sense for the media department to con-

sult with marketing before advancing

media strategy to a client. Even if this

became accepted practice, it couldn't

be deemed an invasion of the creative

function.

No. Mr. "X," you can't play King

Canute with marketing. The big agen-

cies will eventually become general

marketing agencies. That doesn't mean
they will take over the complete mar-

keting function from the manufactur-

er. They'll merely contribute and com-

pete. Their goal will be to put the

advertising campaign into "field ac-

tion"; to make the company's field

people, the distributor, the dealer an

active part of the client's advertising

and selling effort.

You may, Mr. "X," come to like this

change in client-agency relationship

very much. If only for the sake of

account security.

There must have been times when

you were irked by the fact that you

rarely got beyond the ad manager in

the client organization. You may have

had hot ideas on packaging, or what-

not. But frustratingly you never got

these ideas further than the ad mana-

ger. (He may have even told you to

stick to your knitting, which was copy

and media.

)

(Please turn to page 70)
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CLOSE DEAL BY WIRE

W.U. BATTLES WARTIME HANGOVER BY TELLING VIEWERS OF ITS REVAMPED SERVICES, STRESSING THAT GOOD SOCIAL, BUSINESS NEWS TR

Wires bring good news, too, is W.
Western Union's comparatively small air media budget is spent wisely t p

J_ he war's been over for 10 years,

but Western Union's still righting it.

No one keels over in a faint when

the phone rings, but here's the sort of

thing that used to happen when tele-

grams came:

A ladies' bridge party was inter-

rupted by a Western Union messenger

around the time of the Battle of the

Bulge with a telegram for a soldier's

mother. The woman fainted at the

sight of the yellow envelope. The
message she read when they finally

brought her around?

38

"Happy Mothers Day. Love,

Donald."

It's a tough legacy for a company
that's invested a huge chunk of coin

over the past few years to improve its

equipment and service. The conno-

tation of telegrams bearing only bad

news prompted Western Union to take

to the air.

"There's a real problem when
you've got a batch of electronic brains

standing around which could handle

twice the volume with no chance of

a headache," says Seymour Margules,

W.U.'s director of advertising. He

came over to Western Union from the

hard-selling liquor business back in

1953 to help promote new uses of the

telegram.

At that time Western Union faced

the kind of situation that would throw

an electronic brain for a loop:

• Some $160 million had been

spent over a decade to streamline ser-

vice and make it more competitive.

• While Western Union's the only

telegram company in the country, it's

promoting its service in direct compe-
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ASTERN UNION

9 UPA STORYBOARD EXCERPTS ABOVE SHOW

radio pitch

! le commercial atmosphere

two media new to them: network tv

and network radio.

"On tv we looked for a show that

would reach a maximum number of

men and women at a low cost and at

the same time put them into a pleasant

mood," explains Margules.

Western Union had roughly $400,-

000 a year with which to do this job.

About 35% of the company's spon-

SOR-estimated $1.2 million budget in

1956 is allocated to air media, 65%
to print. In these days of spectacular

shows and spectacular costs, the small

air media budget presented a prob-

lem in itself.

"We picked Down You Go on Du-

Mont in December 1954," says Mar-

gules. "Then we moved over to ABC
TV with it in September 1955 with

an expanded (26-station) lineup."

A panel-quiz show, Down You Go
appealed because it's light entertain-

ment, "creates the kind of atmosphere

in which a Western Union commercial

can sell best." Although the program

bucks rough competition on the other

two networks, Western Union gets

into one million or more homes with

it. The company's contract calls for

20 telecasts between September and

end of spring, allows for a minute

commercial on nights when the show

is sustaining, thereby adding to the

number of advertising impressions

W.U. can make on an alternate-week

basis.

"It's hard to say that one particular

medium produced X% increase in use

of Valentine's Day telegrams, for ex-

ample," Margules says. "But we do

have the feeling that tv has been

doing a good job for us."

This feeling isn't based on hunches.

When Western Union took to the air

it alerted its operators throughout the

country to mark down any unsolicited

comments customers might make about

the show and the commercials. Since

then, W.U.'s advertising staff has kept

a close record of these "field reports,"

with the name and occupation of the

customer, the call letters of the sta-

tion where the show was seen and the

remarks (favorable or critical) that

were voiced.

Here are a couple of examples out

of nearly 200 comments Western

Union recorded between January and

June 1955:

A Chicago housewife mentioned

having seen the show on WGN-TV.
It prompted her to send two "bunny-

grams" which she thought were ideal

for children.

An engineer in Cincinnati, Ohio,

said that the show, which he'd

watched on WCPO-TV, was "highly

informative, educational and entertain-

ing.

The president of a Houston, Tex.,

electric company likes quiz programs,

said he watched this quiz weekly on

KTRK-TV.
Not everything's sweetness and

light, of course. W.U.'s Inglewood,

Cal., office received a paid telegram

saying, "I think your show is the most

terrible program I have ever seen on

television." But a careful reading

of the comments reveals only one nega-

tive one out of 50 remarks, a few sug-

gestions for improvements of the show

or the commercials, and, most im-

portant to Western Union, evidence

that the public is learning a great

deal about uses of telegrams and new

services of W.U. that it didn't know

before.

The commercials are designed to

produce just such results. Since

January 1956 W.U. advertising is

handled entirely through Benton &

Bowles, with John Morris acting as

account supervisor, David Mixter as

(Please turn to page 72)

W.U. PICKS LIGHT, LOW-COST VEHICLES LIKE ABC TV'S QUIZ SHOW, "DOWN YOU GO"

tition with telephone companies (sub-

stantial advertisers) and the U.S. Air

Mail (which it can't beat in rates).

• Its rates are controlled by FCC,

so Western Union can't arbitrarily

raise them to cover huge advertising

budgets. Besides, narrowing the gap

between telegram and telephone rates

might make use of telegrams seem

less attractive.

Against this background, W.U., an

ultra-conservative company and late-

comer into advertising circles (1945),

decided a little over a year ago to try
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What's with the tv

set count these days ?

Finding out how many tv sets there are in the

U.S. is tough and filled with research complica-

tions but progress, though slow, is being made

# f money grew on trees the problem

of counting how many U. S. house-

holds have tv sets would be very simple.

Interviewers would visit every home
in the country, note whether it had one

or more tv sets and find out if they

were working. Then the figures would

be toted up. Nothing to it. No sam-

pling problem, no weighting, no ad-

justing, no juggling. Just plain addi-

tion.

But, as everyone except children

knows, money does not grow on trees.

Hence, an enormous amount of think-

ing is going on to figure out, if not an

easy way, at least an inexpensive way
of getting the answers on a county-by-

county basis.

As an agency man will tell you,

Lord knows there's a need for such fig-

ures. After all. didn't advertisers spend

$1 billion in tv last year? And isn't it

a fact there is no up-to-date, authenti-

cated, validated or what-have-you cir-

culation information on this $1 bil-

lion medium?
Unfortunately for the non-research

Upe adman, the cerebral efforts now
going on are full of complexities:

mathematical projections, regression

equations and the like. But if he

cannot hope to understand the way
statisticians go at their work with ab-

stract symbols, he is certainly inter-

ested in what his chances are of get-

ting a set of firm figures accepted as

gospel by buyers and sellers of time.

He is also interested in why the

devil it's taking so long. The NARTB
has been trying to perfect a method of

counting the sets and measuring station

coverage for about three years. The

Advertising Research Foundation has

been immersed in a statistical bath for

about half a year just to get one set of

figures. ( It began to discuss its pres-

SECOND ARB "A TO Z" STUDY GIVES NEW DATA

• Release today (20 February) of ARB's second tv coverage study

of "problem" markets will provide admen with data on 235-odd areas.

Information will include (1) percent tv (including uhf) saturation, (2)

stations covering area and percent of homes able to receive them, (3)

stations viewed most daytime and evening.

• Data will be in percent form since ARB feels currently available

set count data is not sufficiently authoritative. However, when ARF
figures are released, admen can apply percentages to ARF county data.

• Latest ARB "Abilene to Zanesville" survey, gets out into fringe

areas, measured 60 of the 163 markets included in the first study.

ent county-by-county tv set figures

project about six months ago, has been

at work on the figures themselves for

two months.)

In the meantime the agencies have

been getting along with what's avail-

able. There are the stations' own fig-

ures, engineering surveys, factory sales

data from the Radio-Electronic-Televi-

sion Manufacturers Association, form-

ulas estimating the rate of set obso-

lescence, formulas estimating the rate

of station growth and some generally

accepted check points for updating:

the CBS-Nielsen field study of 1953

and the June 1955 Census study. Con-

tinuing estimates are made by NBC
and Television magazine, both of whom
base their data on some or all of the

sources above. Some agencies use these

estimates, others— usually the larger

agencies—use the same sources and get

set count figures on their own. But

everybody is waiting for a definitive

study.

Here s the present outlook:

• The ARF expects to have released

figures by April. What ARF will come

up with, however, is not a field study

but a set of county-by-county figures

based on combining the national Cen-

sus Bureau figures of June 1955 with

independent estimates on individual

counties to "derive county estimates

that are more reliable than could be

obtained from either source alone,"

as ARF explains it.

• Another national Census Bureau

study is under way now, sponsored as

in the case of the June 1955 study, by

the ARF. It's the ARF's hope to

have the Census gather national tv set

figures every six months. (These are

not special Census studies but involve

the addition of a tv question to the

regular monthly population surveys.)

• Nielsen's second coverage study

will contain set count figures for the

spring of this year. NCS #2 will be

out in the fall.

• The long-drawn out effort of the

NARTB to come up with a method for

providing continuing study of tv cir-

culation (a measure of the number of

sets in a station's area) and coverage

(a measure of the amount of regular

viewing of stations) may be coming

out of the woods. Work-in-progress is

still in the methodology phase, how-

ever, and there is no expectation of

figures being available before next

year.

The current work being done by

(Please turn to page 90)
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HERE IS PROGRESS REPORT ON VARIOUS TV SET COUNT STUDIES

ARF will release county-

by-county tv set count in

April. Figures will come

out of statistical equations

correlating national Census

Bureau count in June 1955

with other available mate-

rial. Data will thus be 10

months old. While admen

respect data stamped with

ARF approval, opinions

differ on usefulness of

this material. Researchers

awaiting explanation of

ARF statistical method.

NIELSEN'S second cover-

age study, out this fall,

will contain set count data

based on sample of 125.000

homes, half gathered via

ballot. Buyers of time

are anxiously awaiting re-

sults while voicing doubts.

Big question is whether

ballot method can provide

authentic set count figures.

Some feel bias in ballot

method can be corrected.

Set count is not primary

aim of NCS #2, however.

CENSUS BUREAU na-

tional count this month

may be basis for second

ARF breakdown of tv sets

by counties. Experience

gained in first breakdown

will not necessarily speed

calculations for the second.

ARF wants to refine statis-

tical method, may start

from scratch again. Possi-

bility Nielsen data will be

added to calculations, re-

quiring more equations.

Data may be ready by fall.

NARTB reports progress

toward goal of continuing

study of tv set count and

station coverage. Tv Board

reported interviewing meth-

od evolved during three-

year hassle with problem is

acceptable but that further

refinements are needed

before pilot study is at-

tempted. Interview method

was checked against me-

chanical recorder by Politz.

Little chance figures will

be available before 1957.

WHAT COUNTIES WILL GET THESE SETS? MEASUREMENT PROBLEM IS ACUTE WITH PRODUCTION AT NEAR 8 MILLION ANNUALLY
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WELCOME PHILADELPHIA! WELCOME BUFFA9!

The family of NBC Owned Stations now includes wrcv-tv, C m

nel 3 (formerly wptz), and wrcv, 1060 kc. (formerly kyw u

Philadelphia and wbuf-tv, Channel 17, in Buffalo.

NBC's parent company, the Radio Corporation of Amerii

been closely associated with the Philadelphia-Camden are;

over a quarter of a century. We are happy to have this new o; jr.

tunity to be of neighborly service to our friends in this ma et

with the finest Radio and Television entertainment on wr*

wrcv-tv. These new call letters stand for RCA Victor.



Welcome
to

Slil'i IJffalo, NBC will place its full resources behind wbuf-tv to

it one of the nation's great stations, wbuf-tv will carry

> lest in local programming and, next August, the full roster

f g'at NBC Television Network shows. Only on Channel 17 will

Slo-Niagara Frontier area families see the trail-blazing NBC

i
ecaculars and the NBC Opera Theatre, the top sports events,

ie ightest drama, the funniest comedy.

U proudly welcomes wrcv, WRCV-TV and wbuf-tv to the family.

B OWNED STATIONS represented by NBC Spot Sales the

family
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the
tar heel
soul

through this keyhole lies a land

of awakening pulse ... an eager

thirst, the Tar Heel Soul—under

the shadow of the tallest man-

made structure in the two Caro-

lines . . . the witn tower, reap the

yield from this rich tobacco land

and its receptive consumers.

witn-.
channel\§
BBS I

serving eastern north Carolina
transmitter at grifton, n. o.

studios & offices at Washington, n. c.

316,000 watts
headley-reed co., rep.

Sees How to launch a coffee that cost 5$
more

Issue: 8 February 1954, page 36

Subject: Introduction of Chock Full O' Nuts
Coffee blend for retail sale

When Chock Full O' Nuts first entered the retail coffee market it

was generally agreed that its biggest obstacle was the price differen-

tial which at the time made it approximately 5^ a pound higher than

other premium brands. A positive approach took the form of a cam-

paign that treated the higher cost as an added dividend bringing the

consumer a better cup of coffee for his money. As a starter approxi-

mately 50% of the company's $500,000 ad budget was devoted to

radio and tv. Fifty one minute announcements and participations

were used weekly on WNBC along with all available 10 and 20 sec-

ond station breaks on WNBT.
Within two months the coffee

attained 95% distribution in the

New York area and was well on

its way to being established in a

market where there frankly wasn't

any need for a new coffee. Much
of the ad copy stressed what was

considered a traditional belief that

restaurant coffee is superior cof-

fee. Other claims like "more cups

per pound" and "the heavenly cof-

fee" were all part of the early

campaign.

Grey Advertising agency which

has handled the Chock Full 0'

Nuts copy since January, 1955 de-

cided on a different approach.

They chose the simply declarative,

"Don't pay the extra money for

this coffee unless you're just plain

crazy about good coffee." Appar-

ently it's paid off. Since 1954

Chock Full O' Nuts has extended

its distribution through New Jer-

sey, into Pennsylvania and Dela-

ware. It has realized a four-fold

increase in business. Now, using Albany-Schenectady-Troy as the

nucleus for its latest sales concentration, Chock Full 0' Nuts will add

13 additional counties in New York State as the company continues

to widen its distribution points.

According to Grey Advertising, the coffee is believed to hold the

number three position in New York's field of 10 coffee brands and

the number two position in Connecticut. They also say that it is

possible that it will take the number two position in Philadelphia

within six months of its introduction to that market.

In new markets, Chock Full 0' Nuts has introduced its coffee

through local newspapers on the theory that the advent of the

brand is news. They then follow up in force with radio and tv pro-

motion. Radio and tv absorb the biggest part of the ad budget. In

1955 air time took 56% of the ad expenditure. Printed media took

the remainder.

The success met by Chock Full O' Nuts is interesting from a stand-

point other than that it was able to overcome a definite price differ-

ence. Originally it was thought the Chock Full 0' Nuts chain would

be one of the strongest advertisements for the brand. While it has

undoubtedly helped in New York, there are no shops in any of the

other markets where the coffee has been marketed so successfully.

• • •

The heavenly 'Miss Heavenly Coffee'
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S HO ILL-WIND IN TEXAS:

Amarillo, it's big and healthy

X^

You may have heard about a Panhandle

wind-gauge—a concrete block at the end of

a ten-foot chain anchored to the top of a

ten-foot pole. If the chain and block are

blown parallel to the ground, it's too windy

to work. No need for paint-removers here-

abouts, either. Folks just put the woodwork

outdoors, fasten it down, and let the wind

blow the paint off.

Like most Texans, citizens of Amarillo have

a fondness for tall tales. Actually, the big-

gest wind on our records was a 75-mile-an-

hour gale. Cotton John, our farm editor,

says it disrobed a young lady crossing Polk

at Sixth. She was spared embarrassment,

though, because the same wind blew sand in

men's eyes, opened a store door, and sailed

TV: Channel 4. AM: 10,000 watts, 710 kc.

20 FEBRUARY 1956

her right up to the dry-goods department,

where it wrapped her in a piece of red and

green calico. Cotton John's got a piece of

sand to prove it. He also has a passel of

surveys which prove he and we have a loyal

following throughout the Amarillo trading

area (an area which has made Amarillo the

nation's leader in retail sales per household

for three years running)

.

KGNC
J

\
Amarillo

AM-TV

NBC AFFILIATE

Represented nationally by the Katz Agency
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Top 10 shows in 10 or more markets
Period 1-7 December 1955

TITLE. SYNDICATOR. PRODUCER, SHOW TYPE

Mr. District Attorney, Ziv ( M
J

Waterfront, MCA Roland Reed (A)

Amos 'n' Andy, CBS Film (C)

Badge 714, NBC Film (D)

Average
ratings

20.9

18.9

16.2

'* Highway Patrol, Ziv (A)

Doug. Fairbanks Presents, ABC Film (D)

I Led Three Lives, Ziv (M)

Man Behind the Badge, MCa-TV Film (M)

17.5

7-STATION
MARKETS

N.Y L.A.

72.5

knxt
10:00pm

17.5

17.3

17.3

17.1

Annie Oakley, CBS Film (W)

Superman (Flamingo) (K)

16.0

16.3

7.1 73.7

wabd
7:30pm

kttv

7:30pm

5.4 7 7.4

webs-tv
2:00pm

knxt
5:30pm

6.7 76.9

wpix
8:30pm

kttv
7:30pm

Boston Mnpls. S. Fran.

26.7 77.4 76.7

wnac-tv
10:30pm

kstp-tv kron-tv
10:30pm 10:30pm

79.9 9.9 23.5

wnac-tv
7:00pm

keyd-tv kron-tv
8:00pm 8:30pm

72.8 9.6

vnac-tv
! :30pm

wcco-tv
10:45pm

20.8 23.2

kstp-tv

27.9

kplx
9-nOnm

Atlanta Chicago
Seattle-

Detroit Taeoma Wash.

10:30pm

78.7 20.7

wwj-tv king-tv
8:30pra 9:00pm

75.5 9.5 73.7 20.2 22.7

waga-tv
7:00pm

wgn-tv
9:00pm

wjw-tv komo
10:30pm 8:30pm

wtop-tv
10:30pm

Bait. B ,|«

1S.2 7fl
Wb«l-tT V tf

10:'30pm 7 )a

77.5 26.7 9.7

.vaga-tv

":00pm
wbkb

9:30pm
wwj-tv
7 00pm

75.5

wtop-tv
7:30pm

76.2 9.5 22.2 76.2

wgn-tv
8:00pra

wwj-tv king-tv
7:00pm 9:30pm

wrc-tv
7:00pm

70.7 9.9

irca-tv

:00pm
kttv

9:00pm

77.2 72.9 70.2

76.4 77.5

urca-tv
10:30pm

krea
10:30pm

3.7 72.3

P1X
10:00pm

kttv

8:30pm

8.8 74.3

ebs-tv
i :30pm

kttv
7:00pm

77.7 77.3

wrca-tv
6:00pm

kttv
7 :00pm

vvbz-tv

10:30pm
wcco-tv
10:0Opm

kron-tv
11:00pm

7.5

kstp-tv
6:00pra

73.2 8.9 79.7 73.0 72.7

waga-tv
7:30pm

wbkb
9:00pro

wjbk-tv komo
10:30pm 7:00pm

wtop-tv
7:30pm

7.7 8.7

27.9 27.5 76.7

wnac-tv
7:00pm

kstp-tv
9:30pm

kron-tv
10:30pm

24.0 4.0 74.5

wnac-tv
10:30pm

kstp-tv
5:30pm

kron-tv
10:30pm

2.9 23.0 7.9

innur
6:00pm

wcco-tv
4:00pm

kgo-tv
6:30pm

22.7 9.9 7 7.7

wnac-tv
6:30pm

wtcn-tv
6:30pm

kgo-tv
6:30pm

wbkb
10:00pm

wxyz-tv
10:00pm

74.2 77.4 78.3 77.6 76.7

wsb-tv
7:00pm

wgn-tv
9:30pm

wjbk-tv
10:30pm

ktnt-tv
10 :00pm

wrc-tv
10:30pm

76.7 8.4 9.7

wjbk-tv
10:30pm

king-tv
10:45pm

wmal-tv
10:30pm

73.2 70.4 9.7 79.6 72.0

v\l\va wbbm-tv
6:00pm 5:00pm

wxyz-tv
6:00pm

king-tv
6:00pm

wtop-tv
7 :00pm

23.2 76.2 75.2 77.7 75.3

wsb-tv wbkb
7:00pm 5:00pm

wxyz-tv
6:00pm

king-tv
6:00pm

wrc-tv
7:00pm

72.2 2 2

wmar-tv k ,
10:30pm 7 ,a

8

«rl u
1 .a

95 ?fc|

wmar-tv « ;»

7:30pm 10 ,m I

ir.'tv

77.9 11
|

wbal-tv v

10:30pm K

23.2 2'

wbal-tv wUt
5:30pm 7: n

76.7 2!

wbal-tv «1 n
7:00pm 7 'Ml

Top 10 shows in 4 to 9 markets

8

9

2

10

Life of Riley, NBC Film, Tom McNight (C)

Stars of the Grand Die Opry, Flamingo Film

Celebrity Playhouse, Screen Gems Inc. (D)

Passport to Danger, ABC Film, Hal Roach (A)

18.7

17.9

17.

a

75.9

kttv
8:30pm

3.3

kcop
1 :30pm

77.7

knxt
10:00pm

J 7.0

Long John Silver.CBS Film (A)

Ifly Hero, Official Films Inc. (C)

Meet Corliss Archer, Ziv (C)

Eddie Cantor, Ziv (C)

I Search for Adventure, Bagnall (A)

Racket Squad, ABC Film (M)

15.3

15.2
2.7

wpix
S :30pm

14.7

14.2

13.9

12.1

5.2

kcop
7:30pm

74.2 22.2

kstp-tv kpix-tv
6:00pm 7:00pm

7.2 78.7

keyd-tv kpix-tv
9:30ph 9:30pm

72.4

10:00pm
krontv

73.2

wnba
6:00pm

28.2

king-tv
7:30pm

74.2

waga-tv
7:00pm

7.2

komo
6:00pm

5.3

wabd
8:00pm

6.7

kttv
10:00pm

2.2 72.2

wpix kcop
7:30pm 7:30pm

3.6 7.7
wabc-tv kttv
10:30pm 8:30pm

5.5 75.9

keyd-tv kpix-tv
7:30pm 7:00pm

8.2 4.8

wnac-tv wtcn-tv
2:00pm 1:00pm

6.0 76.7

vtcn-tv kron-tv
9:30pm 10:00pm

27.5

kpix-tv
7 :30pm

73.5 5.9
kstp-tv kgo-tv
10:30pm 8:30pm

9.2 74.0

7:00pm 8:30pm
wwj-tv komo

8.5

king-tv
10:45pm

70.5 70.9

wsb-tv wbkb
6:00pm 2:00pm

70.8

6:00pm
komo

7.2

wjbk-tv
7:00pm

73.7 7 7.2 75.3

wnbq wjbk-tv king-tv
9:30pm 10:30pm 10:00pm

79.8

king-tv
7:00pm

74.2 76.5
wsb-tv wgn
7:00pm 8:30pm

7 7.9

wbal-tv wt tr

6:00pm 7:t»

70.9

wbal-tv
10:30pm

Show typo symbols: (A) adventure; (C) comedy; (D) drama; (Doc) documentary; (K) kids;
(M) mystery; (Mu) musical; (3F) Science Fiction; (W) Western. Films listed are syndicated,
half-hour length, telecast In four or more markets. The average rating is an unweighted average
«* Individual market ratings listed above. Blank space Indicates film not broadcast In this

market 1-7 December. While network shows are fairly stable from one month to ano ' 1»

markets in which they are shown, this is true to much lesser extent with syndicated i n.

'

should be borne in mind when analyzing rating trends from one month to another in J

•Kefen to last month's chart. If blank, show was not rated at all In last chart or w !«

«

January ratings will appear next issue



(slows
alt made for tv

.JTllON MARKETS

~oluras Mllw. Phila. St. L.

,7.! 15.4 7 7.0 23.7

n- wtmj-tv wptz ksd-tv

(Op 11:00pm i0:30pm 10:00pm

20.2 77.4 78.7

wtmj-tv wcau-tv kwk-tv
10:00pm 6:30pm 10:00pm

70.2 24.4

wcau-tv
7:00pm

ksd-tv
9:30pm

73.7 70.0 79.4

wtmJ-tT
10:30pm

wfll-tv
10:30pm

kwk-tv
9:30pm

75.5

WX1X
10:00pm

76.9

ksd-tv
9:30pm

77.4 7 7.4 20.2

wtmj-tv
10:30pm

wcau-tv
7:00pm

ksd-t
10:00pm

25.9

wtmj-tv
7:30pm

76.0

ksd-tv
10:00pm

70.2 9.9

wlsn-tv
3:00pm

wcau-tv
3:00pm

70.5 76.2 70.3

wlsn-tv
6:30pm

wcau-tv
7 :00pm

ksd-tv
5:30pm

2-STATION MARKETS

Birm. Charlotte Dayton New. Or.

58.8 75.0 32.0

wbtv wlw-d wdau-tv
8:00pm 10:30pm 10:30pm

22.0 57.3

wabt
9:30pm

wbtv
8:30pm

23.5 37.0

wbrc-tv
10:00pra

wbtv
1:00pm

29.0 24.8

wbrc-tv
10:00pm

wnio-tv
10:30pm

22.8 37.5 34.3 40.5

wbrc-tv
10 00pm

wbtv
10:30pm

wblo-tv
9:00pm

wdsu-tv
10:00pm

72.5 52.8

wlw-d
7:00pm

wdsu-tv
9:30pm

25.0 29.8 5.3

wabt
9:30pm

wlw-d
9:30pm

wjmr-tv
8:30pm

26.5

wnio-tv
9 :30pm

76.0 36.8 78.8 27.0

wbrc-tv
6:00pm

wbtv
5:30pm

wlw-d
6:00pm

wdsu-tv
12:00n

34.3 70.8 26.8

wbtv
5:30pm

wlw-d
6:00pm

wdsu-tv
5:00pm

20.2

ksd-tv
9:45pm

19. 26.7 70.7

ban wtmj-tv wcau-tv
30 1 8:00pm 10:30pm

s.

tin*'

. :00i

22.2 7.2

wtmj-tv wptz
9:30pm 6:00pm

79.5 42.3 37.0

wabt
9:30pm

wbtv
6:00pm

wdsu-tv
5:00pm

28.3 35.0

wbrc-tv
9:00pm

wdsu-tv
10:00pm

28.0

wbrc-tv
9:30pm

75.8 34.0

wbrc-tv
6:00pm

wbtv
5:30pm

49.3 g^ _

wbtv
10:00pm

24.8

wbtv
4:30pm

23.0 7.3
whlo wjmr-tv
7:00pm 9:30pm

33.5

wdsu-tv
10:00pm

' 1) Classification as to number of stations In market Is Pulse's
jIi determines number by measuring which stations are actually
b; omes In the metropolitan area of a given market even though

itsi may be outside metropolitan area of the market.
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RADIO 1100

Q?

LOOK WHO HAS A CRUSH ON CLEVELAND!



T'S WBC'S

BIG NEW SIGHT AND

. . . SOUND!

No wonder there's excitement in the air in Cleveland—and half

of Ohio! Now, two members of the bigWBC family have come

to town. Now station KYW at 1100 on the dial replaces Station

WTAM. And KYW-TV, Channel 3, replaces WNBK-TV.

This means great things to Cleveland, and you. It means

that Cleveland becomes one of the major WBC markets,

serving one-sixth of the population of the United States. It

means that now Clevelanders can enjoy the topnotch enter-

tainment, top news coverage and technical perfection typical

of every Westinghouse Broadcasting Company station.

Outstanding local shows! Popular NBC network shows!

Color spectaculars! Drama, sports, comedy— the best of

everything they want to see and hear on KYW-radio,

and KYW-TV. Plus public-spirited programming that

echoes the WBC creed
—

"Broadcasting is most effective

on stations which have earned the respect and confidence

of the communities they serve."

To you, this means audience action in America's

seventh market. Put Cleveland's entertaining new pair on

your sales staff. A call to WBC does the trick. Call MUrray

Hill 7-0808, New York. Ask for Eldon CampbeU, WBC

National Sales Manager.

WESTINGHOUSE BROADCASTING COMPANY, INC.

RADIO

BOSTON—WBZ+WBZA
PITTSBURGH-KDKA
CLEVELAND—KYW
FORT WAYNE—WOWO
PORTLAND—KEX

KPIX represented by The Katz Agency, Inc.

All other WBC stations represented by Free & Peters, Inc.

Support the Advertising Council Campaigns.

TELEVISION

BOSTON—WBZ-TV
PITTSBURGH— KDKA-TV
CLEVELAND-KYW-TV
SAN FRANCISCO—KPIX



LETTUCE
SPONSOR: Knighton Fruit Co. AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: In a situation where a

number of wholesalers distribute identical merchandise

the Knighton Fruit Co. bought a single program to plug

what it termed a "Tv Special." Lettuce was chosen for

the first week's special and a live commercial, featuring a

chef preparing a salad, reminded shoppers to watch for

the "Tv Special" banner at their grocers. Consumer de-

mand was so great that the company's shipments more

than doubled. In addition, the sponsor added six new

retail accounts to his routes. Cost of program: $276.50.

KTBS-TV, Shreeveport, La. PROGRAM: Man Behind the Badge

CHILDREN'S CHAIRS

SPONSOR: Western Supply Co. AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: A stock of children's chairs

that had been bought by the sponsor on a trip to Mexico
in 1954 had been gathering dust for 16 months and had

only been depleted by 10. Last December he purchased

a single two minute live announcement at 6:05 p.m. on a

Tuseday evening. In less than 24 hours over 100 of the

chairs had been sold for $1.95 each. The sponsor now has

half sponsorship of Annie Oakley each week and is so

enthused that he has written for additional television

availabilities.

WKBT-TV, La Crosse, Wisconsin PROGRAM :Xmas Shopping
Guide

POPCORN
SPONSOR: Brook's Potato Chip Co. AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: The lowest volume product

in the Brook's Company line was its packaged pop corn.

In an attempt to test the strength of tv advertising in

selling the product, Mr. Lloyd Brooks, president of the

company, arranged for a series of one minute announce-

ments. The response was immediate and from as far aivay

as Joplin, some 70 miles distant, distributors who never

stocked pop corn began getting calls for it. In 90 days

sales had increased by 300%. Says Mr. Brooks, "KYTV
is noiv definitely a major part of our advertising

program."

KYTV, Springfield, Mo. PROGRAM: Announcements

SOFA BED UNITS
SPONSOR: G & E Furniture Co. AGENCY:

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Every fourth Monday
( .

ning at 7 :00 G & E sponsors a feature film under the
|»

G & E Tv Theatre. An example of the program's siu

was illustrated by the recent sale of a sofa bed

including lamps, table and rug for $199. Within a i

after the telecast 16 of the units were sold. Jim Sorer^

sales manager for the firm added, "The results go fin

than the figures quoted, for we know that the effect oj

advertising message is felt weeks and even months < >.<

the original telecast date."

WICS-TV, Springfield, 111. PROGRAM: G & E TvTh,

NEW AND USED CAR:

SPONSOR: Riverside Motor Sales, Inc. AGENCY: D

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: "Business started boomr

was the sponsor's way of describing the response to

first two presentations of the Riverside Video The;i

As a result, 35 new Rocket 88 Oldsmobiles and 25 il

cars were sold for a gross "in the neighborhood I

$150,000." The combined cost for the first two shit

was $790. The continued success of Video Theatre

also prompted Riverside to sponsor an additional 5

minute live sports program. A half hour syndicated s, i

is also under consideration.

WSJV-TV, Elkhart, Indiana PROGRAM: Riverside i *

Thl

REAL ESTATE

SPONSOR: Lee County Land & Title Co. AGENCY: Aiir

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: 17 announcements were n

over a three and a half month period by the sponsor I

lots of land costing $494. The agency reported thai t

client received more than 1,700 inquiries due to th(d

and was able to turn many of those into actual s, j,

Individual announcements, which brought an averag ij

100 inquiries each, cost the sponsor approximately (I

apiece. The total cost for the series of announcem b

came to $827.07. WSTV is one of two stations in $

benville which overlaps Wheeling, West Virginia.

WSTV, Steubenville, Ohio PROGRAM: AnnouncenU

APPLIANCES
SPONSOR: Carroll's Inc. AGENCY: DM

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Carroll's a new and id

appliances store uses one minute participations o a

Tuesday afternoon program. A particular announcenit

describing a refrigerator selling for $74.75 and an ele< I

range priced at $49.95 moved both items by 9 o'clock I

following morning. The purchaser was a man living 1

miles from St. Petersburg. During the course of the s «

day seven other items were sold because of the partic >

tion. One item was a refrigerator sold to a man li {

30 miles distant. Cost of the one minute participa*

was only $32.

WSUN-TV, St. Petersburg, Fla. PROGRAM: Parti c ip
r-
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CC Nighttime

*J^ Qyarter-Hours

95 Quarter-Hours
ARB December Survey

MAXIMUM / POWER

E. NEWTON WRAY
President and General Manager

NBC-ABC
Represented by

Edward Perry & Co., Inc.

20 FEBRUARY 1956

199,710 TV Sets

A Billion Dollar Market

1^4 Million People +
TOWER HEIGHT: 1143 Ft. Above Average Terrain

1153 Ft. Above Ground • 1403 Ft. Above Sea Level

DOMINANT STATION OF THE ARK-LA-TEX
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n forutn on questions of current interest

to air advertisers and their agencies

What is the status of television in your

Latin American Country

Goar Mestre
President, Circuito CMQ, S.A.

Havana, Cuba

CUBA: PLANS NATIONAL TV

• The mere fact that there are over

200.000 television homes in Cuba,

where we have a population of about

six million and that only three other

countries in the world have a greater

number of homes equipped with tele-

vision receivers is eloquent proof that

television in Cuba has attained a degree

of development which no one could

have imagined five years ago when it

was started here.

I think that Cuba has a good televi-

sion operation—as good as can be

found in the world. Needless to say,

it faces limitations that make it im-

possible for us to ever even come close

to matching the quality and lavishness

of programs being broadcast in the

U.S. and Great Britain. However, the

people are more than happy with it.

We consider our audience today big

enough to make television an econom-
ical and profitable advertising medium.
but of course, we wish it were even

larger.

In television, as in broadcasting, the

small budget advertiser in Cuba has

had ample opportunity to buy spots

during station breaks that are much
longer than in the United States, where

the number of spots available has been

limited.

In addition, this year will mark a

new era in broadcasting in Cuba be-

cause it will see at least two networks

in operation with all their stations

interconnected by one of the most

complete microwave relay systems to

be found anywhere outside the U.S.

Shortly, we at CMQ plan to have our

six stations throughout the Island con-

nected. The republic of Cuba will thus

be one of the first countries in the

world to have complete national tele-

vision coverage.

The advent of truly national televi-

sion should bring about a tremendous

increase in television homes, particu-

larly in the interior of the country.

Angel Ramos
Director Telemundo

WKAQ-TV
San Juan, Puerto Rico

PUERTO RICO: SETS, LIVING RISE

• Television in Puerto Rico has be-

come of age in the very short period

of one year and six months. In this

short time, the estimated number of

sets in the Island has reached close to

100.000 lone set in every five homes I

.

and by the end of this year, there will

probably be 150,000.

The Puerto Rican family is getting

more tv-conscious and this in part is

due to better programing in the me-

dium. The improvement of programs

follows a pattern that revolves around

a policy whereby programs must he

improved or replaced in line with the

discriminating patronage on the part

of viewers.

This discrimination has in more

than one way discouraged programs of

doubtful value in qualitv. Tv is part

and parcel of the Puerto Rican way of

life—no longer a novelty—and as en-

tertainment the family expects better

than mediocre programs.

We at WKAQ-TV keep an eye on

the likes and dislikes of televiewers of

present programs through the use of

independent and our own surveys. In-

novations or ideas put into operation

in continetal U.S.A. are analyzed an 1

studied, then considered toward incor-

porating them in our operations.

As a new industry, television is cre-

ating new jobs in the way of techni-

cians, talent and sundry jobbers non-

existent heretofore, thus helping con-

siderably the economy of the Island.

The advertiser is getting a more

efficient medium to deliver his mes-

sage, creating more consumers and

raising the standard of living in the

Puerto Rican family.

Televiewers are getting well-balanced

entertainment. On this subject pages

could be written. I shall limit myself

to a few observations:

1. Children are getting off the

streets to enjoy wholesome entertain-

ment in the house in the company of

their parents.

2. Public service telecasts have cov-

ered a number of subjects such as re-

ducing automobile accidents, raising

funds to fight cancer, polio, etc.

3. As a member of the NARTB. we

see to it that our entertainment is

within the ethics prescribed by the

Code. We also follow through on

charity campaigns conducted bv the

NARTB.
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Emi/o Ascdrraga
Dir. Cadena Radiodifusora Mexicana

Station XEW-TV
\4exico City, Mexioc

MEXICO: CHANNELS ARE ADDED

Q At the present time there are

eight television channels in operation

throughout the Repuhlic of Mexico,

namely: XEW-TV. XHTV. XHGC,
Mexico City; XETV. Tijuana; XEJ-

TV. Ciudad Juarez; XHNL, Monter-

rey; XHTV and XEQ. The first six

have original programing and studio

facilities, and the other two are micro-

wave repeaters. The border stations

cover about 150 miles of United States

territory to the North, servicing the

large Mexican population in Califor-

nia, Arizona, New Mexico, and Texas.

In addition, plans are underway for

the installation of three new stations

—

one covering the States of Guanajuato.

Querctaro and San Luis Potosi; the

other two will cover the Cities of

Guadalajara and Merida. All will be
ready within six months' time.

However. I feel that the biggest

service that television in Mexico is

performing today is to the advertiser.

We are giving a more potent and pow-
erful advertising medium than he has
ever had available before, and now, at

a price within his means. * • •

"Sponsor Asks''
,

answers

above were obtained by An-

drew N. Vladimir, radio-tv

plans director of Gotham-

Vladimir Advertising, on a

trip to Latin America. He is

also the author of the British

tv report in sponsor. 6 Eeb.

And what do YOU want

from a Musical Clock?
The same thing my Central New York

listeners want:

GOOD MUSIC— TIME— WEATHER REPORTS

-

NEWS AND LOCAL FLAVOR

But you want more . . . SALES RESULTS!
That's what I offer on WFBL's Musical Clock,

Mon. thru Sat., 7 to 9:30 a.m.

It got RESULTS for 144 advertisers in 1955

FORWARD '56!

Am I better than other morning men? Certainly!

Just place your message on my show and watch the

sales rise. See Free & Peters.

Best wishes,

Central New York's FIRST Radio Station

20 FEBRUARY 1956 53



STARRING

BRODERICK
CRAWFORD

NOTHING TURNS ON THE HEAT LK



'
:

31.5 BOSTON

25.6 BALTIMORE

NEW YORK . CHICAGO

CINCINNATI -HOLLYWOOD ZIV PRODUCTIONS!



What Sponsor

Could Ask For More!

WJAR-TV
NBC BASIC

WEED TELEVISION NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE

{'.on lin tied

from

page 11

out I was the writer on a linoleum account. She said she suf-

fered from asthma. I offered her my apologies and was about

to suggest a doctor I know when she stated that she had a

doctor. This medical man had told her to get rid of all the

rugs in her bedroom and put down a smooth surface floor.

"Like linoleum,' she said pointedly. 'At least you'll get a

better night's sleep.' The kindly old lady then came to the

point: 'Why don't you smart people write an anti-asthma

linoleum ad?', she asked.

"It is very difficult to brush off kindly old ladies," Gay-

lord continued, "but I told her in the nicest way that she

ought to peddle her papers elsewhere. The idea was absurd,

impractical, limited in interest, etc. She left."

"Se sure was nuts," said the slowest of the three junior

account men.

"Five years later," said Gaylord, "I had forgotten com-

pletely about the incident. I was working on a non-allergv

room. We featured linoleum throughout. It made a nice ad

—a real stopper. In fact, it stopped the kindlv old ladv who
sent her lawyer calling. We settled because we saw vividly

the spectre of a kindlv old lady appearing before a jury in

opposition to a giant linoleum corporation."

The tongues of all three account men clucked sympa-

thetically.

"That taught me Lesson No. 1," said Gaylord. "Law i-

85':( anticipation and 15% legislation. From it came the re-

lease form I developed. Now when people send or bring ideas

in to us, we are at least partially protected. Other lesson*

followed. Some left me sadder, all wiser. Right of privacy.

Libel. Infringment. Copyright. Collusion. But this was only

my grade schooling."

"Sir?", said the three in ecstatic unison.

"Next the agency business united, in unholy matrimony,

with show business. Television became a household word

—

and an agency curse. Residual values. Escalator clauses.

Grand rights. Public domain. Star billing negotiations.

These and myriad other problems. The lawyers came out in

droves. The smart ones raised the agency's ability to antici-

pate to 90 f

, . The very smart ones stuck."

Gaylord paused for effect. "Now the lawyers run the

whole show. The networks. The packagers. Even the agen-

cies. They're the ones who not only understand the fine print

but the dialogue as well. They know the show as well as the

contract. They're setting the precedents—and they'll be the

next presidents of the networks. The talent agencies. The

ad agencies."

"I wish I had gone to law school," said Bright Bov Num-
ber One.

"Me, too," said The Second.

"I'll have a martini," said The Third. • • •
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WGTO^Lii HUM 550 HUH- 600 I I II li 650

«"£"*»
ASH PRIZES

'eekdaY On

$1000°°JACKPOT

We knew we had

listeners

but we had no idea that PRACTICALLY EVERYONE IN W.GTO-LAND

LISTENS TO . .

.

W.GTO— 10,000 WATTS— 540 KILOCYCLES
Once an hour — on the hour — six days a week —
W.GTO listeners hear a name announced — their

name or perhaps a friend or a neighbor! That
lucky person has 60 minutes to call W.GTO -

RECALL a tune and WIN!

The response stands at a staggering 78% — in-

credible when we realize that only one name out
of the approximately one and a half million names
in the area is called out every hour, and that

person has only 60 minutes to answer the call!

Typical comment made by a recent winner, "I've

had trouble calling you back since you announced
my name because people kept calling me telling

me my name had been called out!" Listener
penetration? YOU BET! And participations on
this wildfire once-an-hour feature are available.

ty2 BILLION $ MARKET
Floridians - PLUS - 5,000,000 winter vacationers
with places to go and money to spend! Do they
spend? A billion and a half dollars a year!

WGTO
10,000 WATTS 540 KILOCYCLES

• TAMPA and Hillsborough Co.
$3',' 1,2 14,000.00 lU-tail Sales

• ST. PETERSBURG & Pinellas Co
$280,731,000.00 Ketall Sales

• OKLANDO and Orange Co.

$213,294,000.00 Ketall Sales

• PLUS Retail Sales In 30 other

W.GTO Land — $773,310,000.00

W.GTO Haines City, Florida Eugene D. Hill, Gen. Mgr. Phone 6-2621

Owned and operated by KWK, St. Louis, Missouri
Represented by Weed & Company



MARTIN KANE
Manager of

Time Buying

Ogilvy, Benson

& Mather, Inc.

For over 18 months time

buyers around the country

have been telling you in

these ads about a fine

station in one of America's

most important markets.

Like them, I, too, call on

my buying experience and

can highly recommend
WNHC-TV. For instance,

check the cost-per-thousand

figures on their morning

Breakfast Playhouse show

or, at the other end of the

program schedule, the Nite-

cap Theater. Either one can

sell for you in the Southern

New England market.

Time buyers who check the facts always

Choose WNHC-TV.

COVERS CONNECTICUT COMPLETELY

316,000 WATTS MAXIMUM POWER

Pop Served 3,564, 1 50 • TV Homes 948,702

represented by the kati agency, inc.

Channel 8 • Television

agency profile Arthur C. Fatt

President

Grey Advertising, New Yorlc

If you're walking on Park Avenue in the Eighties and a golf ball

bounces off your head, don't rush to your nearest psychoanalyst.

The explanation's likely to be very simple: Arthur Fatt, Grey's new

president, has been practicing on his "penthouse golf course" again.

( It consists of gravel path plus net, but he's been known to miss. I

"I hate a waste of time," says Fatt. "That's why I'd rather hit a

few balls right here at home than spend hours traveling to a course.''

Fatt's a seemingly relaxed man in his late fifties, enjoys poking

fun at himself, calls his career "the least spectacular and most

unmeteoric rise in advertising history—34 years from office boy to

president."

The agency he's now heading up, with Larry Valenstein as Chair-

man of the Board, billed over $30 million in 1955. anticipates

doubling billings by 1960.

"Its a sign of the times and of our own policy that radio-tv volume

is now over $8 million, or three times what it was two years ago,"

adds Fatt. "In other words, air media increased 300% during the

same period when total agency billings rose 50%."

A partisan of "good showmanship in all media advertising," Fatt

objects to one development in radio and tv: "The excessive emphasis

on ratings."

"Ratings often cause a disservice to advertisers. So many clients

get unhappy with a show even though sales keep going up, because

they're worried about rating points. In print, we recognize that

Collier s, for example, is a good medium and worry just about get-

ting the message over. That should be the emphasis in tv as well.

A tv show can deliver a smaller audience, but one that reaches a

concentration of potential consumers.

An inability to interpret ratings, he feels, is just one symptom of

admen's most crippling disease: "a closed mind."

"In advertising, you've got to be ready at all times to break with

tradition in order to try out a good idea. NBC TV's vertical satura-

tion concept, for example, is one break with tradition that can make

a new product into a national houshold word overnight."

Fatt. who maintains a house in Maiorca "to get away from Madi-

son Avenue at times," likes to break with tradition in his vacations.

He recently took his wife and two daughters on a European motor

lour. * * *
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T. I spot editor
A column sponsored by one of the leading film producers in television

S ARR A
NEW YORK: 200 EAST 56TH STREET
CHICAGO: 16 EAST ONTARIO STREET

Selling emphasis, in this series by SARRA, is on the genuine Cork Tip and
the pleasure received from the richer tobacco taste of a king-size smoke. A
direct, simple selling approach plus excellent live action photography of the

carton, package and of the cigarette being enjoyed make the message uniquely
attractive and convincing. Produced by SARRA for THE AMERICAN
TOBACCO CO. through THE M. H. HACKETT CO.

SARRA, INC.
New York: 200 East 56th Street

Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street

SARRA sells Brading's Ale and "Cinci" Lager in two unusual series of 20

and 60 second commercials. In one, for Brading's Ale, animation of the

graceful movements of the stag on the label is synchronized with an original

jingle to highlight the smooth, light, mellow qualities of the product. In the

series for Brading's "Cinci" Lager, the letters, C-I-N-C-I, are used in ani-

mated designs that emphasize the lightness of modern "Cinci" Lager. The
result in both series is high memory recall for the Brading name and label.

Produced by SARRA for BRADING BREWERIES, LTD. through THE
F. H. HAYHURST CO., LIMITED.

SARRA, INC.
New York: 200 East 56th Street

Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street

In a series by SARRA, Monsanto helps sell its customers' products to the

public by promoting, via television, the improvements made in those prod-

ucts by Monsanto chemicals. This one minute commercial combines "hard
sell" audio with effective live action photography to show how Monsanto's
modern creative chemistry benefits the consumer by increasing tire safety

and lowering production costs. Produced by SARRA for the MONSANTO
CHEMICAL CO. through GARDNER ADVERTISING CO.

SARRA, INC.
New York: 200 East 56th Street

Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street

VIDE-O-RIGINAL is Sarra's name for a quality-controlled motion picture

print made in SARRA's own photographic laboratory. This print is the

pay-off on your entire investment. Whether you order one—or one hundred
—each VIDE-O-RIGINAL of your Sarra-produced TV commercial is custom-
made to give maximum fidelity whenever, wherever your message appears
on the home TV screen.

SARRA, INC.
New York: 200 East 56th Street

Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street
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At the right are 10 key point

which will help you evaluate SPONSOi

in your 1956 trade paper plan.
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SONSOR ADVERTISING FACT SHEET

EDITORIALLY, SPONSOR IS TOTALLY BEAMED TOWARD NATIONAL

ArERTISERS AND AGENCIES. OUR MISSION IS TO GIVE "THE MEN

WO FOOT THE BILLS" GUIDANCE IN THE EVALUATION AND PURCHASE

01TV AND RADIO TIME AND PROGRAMS.

|

SPONSOR'S CIRCULATION IS THE PUREST FOR YOUR PURPOSES IN THE

HRADIO TRADE PAPER FIELD. OF 10,000 CIRCULATION, ABOUT

7,)0 GO TO NATIONAL AND REGIONAL AGENCIES AND ADVERTISERS;

3,)0 TO ADVERTISERS, 3,300 TO AGENCIES. THAT'S 7 OUT OF 10

- REMARKABLY PINPOINTED CIRCULATION.

j
SPONSOR IS THE USE MAGAZINE OF THE INDUSTRY. TV BASICS, RADIO

3/1CS, TV RESULTS, RADIO RESULTS, FILM BASICS, TV DICTIONARY,

HEBUYING BASICS, TV AND RADIO STATION BUYERS' GUIDE, TIME-

BIERS OF THE U. S., AND MANY, MANY MORE PROJECTS ARE EXAMPLES

01SPONSOR USE VALUE. SPONSOR AVERAGES 250 INFORMATION REQUESTS

| vTHLY FROM ADVERTISERS AND AGENCIES.

|
ALL IMPARTIAL AGENCY-AND-ADVERTISER-TRADE-PAPER-READERSHIP-STUDIES

vl )E DURING THE PAST TWO YEARS PROVE SPONSOR'S DECIDED

DERSHIP IN ITS FIELD (DETAILS ON REQUEST).

I
SPONSOR AVERAGES NEARLY 20 PAID SUBSCRIPTIONS (AT ITS QUALITY PRICE

0!$8 PER YEAR) AT THE 33 TOP TIMEBUYING AGENCIES. AT JWT,

BIO, Y&R, AND M-E SPONSOR HAS FROM 40 TO 60 PAID SUBSCRIPTIONS.

A(NCY LIBRARIANS REPORTED, IN A TRADE PAPER STUDY, THAT SPONSOR

IS:EPT ONE YEAR OR LONGER AS A REFERENCE SOURCE, THE AVERAGE

PI LICATION SIX MONTHS OR LESS.

RECENTLY, SRDS COMPLETED A STUDY OF ADVERTISING GAINS OR LOSSES

A 0NG THE TRADE PUBLICATIONS OF OUR FIELD. OF THOSE LISTED ONLY

T SHOWED GAINS—SPONSOR AND SRDS. SPONSOR'S GAIN WAS OVER 250 PAGES.

> ALTHOUGH TRADE PAPERS ARE FREQUENTLY REGARDED AS INTANGIBLES,

S NSOR IS ABLE TO SHOW SPECIFIC RESULTS (FOLDER

EXAMPLES ON REQUEST).

C SPONSOR IS A PRESTIGE PUBLICATION. YOUR PRESTIGE MESSAGE GETS

TE ADVANTAGE OF SPONSOR'S EXCELLENT STANDING IN ITS FIELD.

the magazine

tv and radio

advertisers USE

s SPONSOR FIGHTS FOR WORTHWHILE INDUSTRY IMPROVEMENTS, PROJECTS,

A) REFORMS. IT IS REGARDED AS THE FOREMOST ADVERTISING MAGAZINE

U THIS RESPECT. THIS HELPS PRODUCE A HEALTHY, ACTIVE

C MATE FOR YOUR MESSAGE.

\

}), NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES LIKE SPONSOR. THEY KNOW HOW
10ROUGHLY IT'S READ AND USED. ASK YOURS WHAT HE THINKS OF SPONSOR.

I'LL BE GLAD TO TELL YOU. HE KNOWS SPONSOR.

| THE INFORMATIVE BROCHURE

|
"HOW MUCH SHOULD A STATION INVEST

I IN TRADE PAPER ADVERTISING"

I IS YOURS FOR THE ASKING.
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RADIO

When Dr. Ernest Dichter, of the Institute for Motivational Research,

asked women on the Pacific Coast what radio station influenced

their shopping, 66% named a Don Lee station.

To open pocketbooks on the Pacific Coast, take full advantage

of the vast 45 station Don Lee Network, reaching from Canada

to Mexico.

DON LEE IS PACIFIC COAST" RADIO

To open pocketbooli 1*

West's two iargestm I
centrated markets, h^

recommends its rr

key stations.



Continued

from

page 24

trie, Westinghouse and several other giant corporations in-

volved in electronics have derived millions of dollars in in-

I come from royalties from the licensing of patents. As is indi-

cated in the AT&T Consent Decree—wherein, according to

my understanding, some 8,600 patents formerly licensed at a

fee must be made available to all comers for free—AT&T's

income from this source will be greatly reduced. So—if

RCA is forced to enter into a similar Consent Decree—will

Radio Corporation's income be reduced. So will any elec-

tronic giant, controlling a large number of formerly revenue-

producing patents, find itself with curtailed income.

Two broad effects could easily, in time, develop from this

i situation. RCA, for example, could find it necessary to do a

I modicum of belt-tightening all along the line, in the event its

1 patent royalty income should be substantially cut off. Con-

. ceivably this could have an effect on the Corporation's current

all-out drive in the color-tv field; conceivably it could proceed

•(with somewhat more caution in the production of multi-

thousand dollar spectaculars. Ditto, of course, for any other

organization so consent-decreed by the DJ boys.

On the manufacturing level, too, astonishing effects could

i
transpire. While an RCA (to stay with this example) finds a

large source of income cut off, some of its manufacturing

'competitors—particularly the smaller ones, an Emerson, say

—finds one of its production cost items, patent royalties re-

moved. Obviously this enables such smaller manufacturers
to compete a mite more aggressively than heretofore and
some of them haven't been unaggressive, even while paying

|

patent royalties.

High up in the executive suites—bet on it—the brass has
been mulling this development and its possible and probable
effects. But those DJ lads haven't neglected, of course, the

'agency side of the picture either.

The Consent Decree signed by the American Association of
i Advertising Agencies pledges the 4A's to desist from fighting

fee splitting, house agencies, rebates and presentations made
|

for purely speculative purposes.

It also calls for the 4A's to forego its members' insistence

on the traditional fifteen percent commission, and indeed it

[shakes a firm finger against the practice of pereuading media
|to deal only with "recognized agencies."

Several months ago, when the first of the Madison-Avenue-
shaking multi-million dollar account switches began to take
ishape, I made some compassionate comments on the upcom-
ing hard times around the time and space shops. It's pretty
apparent that those anti-trust fellas in Washington don't read
Backstage"—or if they do, they just ain't got no heart.

But chins up, gents. None of us ever really liked it dull.

• • •
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Hal Roach notes changes in

Three significant trends in the pro-

duction of filmed tv commercials have

been noted by Hal Roach who pro-

duces both programs and commercials

at his Hollywood studios. Pointing out

that more than 70% of the studio's

new business in tv commercials had

come from eastern or midwestern agen-

cies Mr. Roach explained that an in-

creasing number of advertisers had

become conscious of the advantages

of "under one roof" supervision, spe-

cial lab and optical facilities, ability to

meet rigid air date commitments with

finished programs and commercials

and rapid contact between program

producers and commercial producers

working for the same client.

A second trend is suggested by the

desire of the majority of tv advertis-

ers to have their products sold by live

:;•;-:::•;•::•:;•'.•:;•:•:•::':':'

filmed television commercials
personal selling rather than by means
of stop motion, animation or other

commercial presentation forms.

Thirdly, advertisers have shown a

greater interest in using color for their

commercials rather than for actual

programs. In 1956, Roach feels, many
of these advertisers will air commer-
cials in color even when sponsoring a

black and white show.

However, color commercials for at

least one advertiser, Mutual of Omaha,
were still a luxury to be enjoyed only

when the number of color sets has

greatly increased. Said M. of O's New
York representative Harold Fair,

"'There isn't any question of not doing

commercials in color. We just feel that

the greater production cost would not

be proportionate to the number of

viewers who would be reached." * * *

225,000 mariners see Crunch & Des tied in with boat show
way of NBC television was the route

followed by Crunch and Des. They're

seen here in an advertisement dis-

played before a facsimile of the Mat-

thews Cruiser used on their tv series

based on the Philip Wylie stories.

Crunch and Des will shortly be seen

in 85 tv markets. Meanwhile some
225,000 boat fans saw this poster pre-

view at the Armory. The Crunch and
Des Armory plug was the alert work
of NBC's publicity manager Frederick

"Fritz" Jacobi. The gentleman in the

photo is William T. Higgs, President

of Higgs Marine Service, distributors

of the Matthews Cruiser. * * *

British musician praises the
WBC color 'Festival of Music'

A young man who arrived in New
York from Europe on the same ship as

Prime Minister Eden and is now at

work as Assistant Conductor of the

Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra,
New York boat show plug for Crunch & Des spent his first evening in New York

City getting a taste of American tele-

From the pages of the Saturday Eve- vision. As a musician it was his luck

ning Post to the Motor Boat Show at ot be invited to see NBC's Festival of
New York's Kingsbridge Armory by Music in color. After the show Mr.

Woolridge, who has been studying in

Vienna, was asked his opinion of the

program which brought together stars

of the Metropolitan Opera and the con-

cert stage. He was very enthused and

said, "When you have an exciting

sound it is even more exciting to see

it being produced." He pointed out

that even concert hall audiences are

deprived of the close look at perform-

ers provided by the intimacy of tv

cameras."

He went on to say that, "By guiding

the eye you can guide the ear and peo-

ple very quickly get to connect what

they see with what they hear." Also

"With a camera on the individual play-

ers and on a conductor the viewer-

listener can better appreciate the finer

points of a performance. And it help?

keep the musicians on their toes. Not

that they're not professional—actual-

ly, I think American artists are much
more professional than some I've seen

in England. They're like American

businessmen who won't stand for a bad

job. The professional point of view

in America is the real reason I wanted

to come here." * * *

Paul Bunyan annual plaque
goes to KOMO-TV, Seattle

Home show presentation wins C of C award

W. W. Warren, executive v.p. and

general manager of KOMO-TV, Seat-

tle, Washington, received the Paul

Bunyan award for his station's efforts

in presenting NBC's Home show to

over 5 million viewers last June. The

award is given to the business firm

that contributes most toward turning

national publicity on Seattle by the

Seattle Chamber of Commerce.

KOMO-TV won the award over com-

petition from the Seattle office of Time,

Inc. which had articles about the cit\

in Life, Time, Fortune and Sports Il-

lustrated; Frederick and Nelson; Seat-

tle Rainiers Baseball Club; Northwest

Orient Airlines; and the International

Trade Fair. * * *
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V.p. named boss of the year

WSLS' Jim Moore honored by local jaycees

James H. Moore, executive v.p. of

WSLS radio and tv, Roanoke, Va., re-

ceived the Boss of the Year plaque

from the Roanoke Junior Chamber of

Commerce for his position of leader-

ship in his community. The award was

a fitting recognition for the 53 year

old singer turned radio executive who

at one time in his career sang on 18

programs a week under three different

names. That was in 1930-31 when he

was working for the Dixie Network in

Charlotte, North Carolina. * * *

Briefly . . .

Station salesmen should find a

valuable selling aid in publicity

planned by International Bread Weeks,

Inc. Harold R. Gingrich, manager of

the I.B.W. has announced a schedule

of 5 weeks designated for the promo-

tion of particular types of bread. The

weeks and their dates are: February

19-25, Wheat Bread for Toast; April

22-28, Potato Bread for Flavor; June

24-30, White Bread for Energy; Au-

gust 19-25, Rye Bread for Variety and

October 21-27, Raisin Bread for

Health.

Mr. Gingrich pointed out that inas-

much as baking is largely a localized

business it is especially susceptible to

local radio and tv advertising.
* * *

Woodward & Lothrop, one of

Washington, D. C.'s and the country's

leading department stores, has been

awarded a bronze plaque for its "con-

sistent and effective use of radio ad-

vertising." The award was presented

by Mr. Joseph Baudine, chairman of

(Please turn to page 104)
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another first for K-NUZ

V^7tR£l
The World's ma

Largest Microphone! jF

-e

"BIG MIKE No. 2"—K-NUZ's second and newest radio station on

wheels was born a Chevrolet Nomad Station wagon. The custom

built broadcasting equipment in "Big Milce No. 2" enables K-NUZ
to broadcast disc jockey shows direct from any point in Houston.

The fidelity of musical broadcasts from "Big Mike Studio" is the

talk of the Houston radio world.

"BIG MIKE STUDIO"—The World's Largest Microphone is over

14 feet high, and is an exact scale model of the "newsman's mike".

"Big Mike Studio" is equipped with turntables and a complete con-

sole. The leather upholstered and fully carpeted interior is large

enough so that a disc jockey can interview as many as four people

in air-conditioned comfort. Together with "Big Mike No. 2", it

makes a complete and self-sufficient Radio Station on wheels. Now,
greater than ever ON THE SPOT COVERAGE means MORE
SALES . . . WILL MOVE MORE MERCHANDISE ... AT NO
INCREASED COST!

"BIG MIKE No. 1"

In addition to K-NUZ's five-man news staff, "Big Mike No. 1" is a well-

known "news personality" in Houston. Wherever news is being made,

HOUSTONIANS LOOK TO "BIC MIKE" for complete coverage FIRST . . .

and they get it ... ON THE SPOT.

K-NUZ
'Houston's 24-Hour Music & News"

NAT'L REPS.—FORJOE AND CO.

IN HOUSTON, CALL DAVE MORRIS
JAckson 3-2581

STILL HOUSTON'S TOP RATED INDEPENDENT
BY EVERY SURVEY!

40 EAST 49TH
(Continued from page 16)

PSYCHIC?
Read your tv film section with in-

terest and amazement. You people are

psychic.

We here at E. T. Howard have heen

dickering for half a dozen local time

slots. In almost every instance (as you

pointed out), the packager played an

integral part in nailing down an elu-

sive time segment. Certainly they're

out selling hard! But they're selling

constructively—and even the men with

the most loaded desks on Madison

Avenue will open doors to construc-

tive salesmen. Glad to see you toss

them a bouquet.

Sanford D. Buchsbatjm

Director of Tv
E. T. Howard Company
New York, N. Y.

IT'S NO HEADACHE
Having classes in radio writing and

other radio-tv surveys classes, I would

be interested in the advertising head-

aches articles. Kindly advise as to

your decision of whether or not to re-

print these fine articles.

Raymond T. Bedwell, Jr.

Instructor in Radio-Tv

University of Maryland

I have been following the series of

articles on advertising headaches in

seven issues of your magazine.

Since you say that you will not re-

print the series unless sufficient re-

quests are received, let me add my
voice to the large number of requests

I feel certain you will receive from

other stations all over the country.

This has been one of the most in-

teresting series of articles I have read

in the trade press in a long time.

Alfred N. Greenberg
Promotion & Advertising Mgr.

WBBM; Chicago, III.

• Reprints of this series will be available at tb«

following rates: one to nine copies, 35c each; 10

to 49 copies, 30c each; 50 to 99 copies, 25c
each; 100 or more copies, 20c each.

TIMEBUYERS' AUDIENCE
Please accept this letter as our firm

purchase order for 15 copies of your

recent Timebuyers Guide. We are ex-

tremely anxious to begin distributing

this fine publication to each of our

sales representatives.

Monroe Mendelsohn
Sales Promotion Dir.

Guild Films Co., Inc.

New York, N. Y.
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TODAY
IMPORTANT NEWS to this young man—and
to over 250 communities who depend on WGY
each morning for news of local school closings

—the only area station to provide this service.

SERVICE IS IMPORTANT in this rich 33-

county area—one reason listeners prefer WGY
3-to-l over all competing stations. Service is im-

portant to our customers, too, because ....

EXTRA SERVICE means EXTRA SALES in this EXTRA-SPECIAL MARKET

WGY
a General Electric Station . . . Schenectady, N. Y.

Represented Nationally by Henry I. Christal Co.

New York, Boston, Chicago, Detroit, San Francisco
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WROW-TV

WAAM

WBEN-TV

WJRT

WFMY-TV

WTPA

WDAF-TV

WHAS-TV

WTMJ-TV

WMTW

WRVA-TV

WSYR-TV

Albany

Baltimore

Buffalo

Flint

Greensboro

Harrisburg

Kansas City

Louisville

Milwaukee

Mt. Washington

Richmond

Syracuse

Harrington, Righter and Parsons, Inc.

The only exclusive TV national representative

New York

Chicago

San Francisco

Atlanta

THIS IS IT!
The self-liquidating premium

with

UNIVERSAL
APPEAL

for BOYS
for GIRLS

Yes, adults want them, too!

(Mailing tag

measures 4% x 2% ba « k has
ample room for your ad message)

LUCKY
RABBIT'S FOOT
and KEY CHAIN

(available imprinted with personality or star's name!)

Here's the prize premium kids everywhere want . . . are waiting for. Here's the premium

that's sure to set new records for sales of your product.

INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE—INSTANTANEOUS RESPONSE

Be sure you see this winner,—it's just the item to assure success for your forthcoming

premium promotion plans. Exclusive rights available. (Each unit is a self-mailer complete

with interesting tag. Total consumer cost only 10c)

WRITE TODAY for a complete set of samples and prices.

CHARLES BRAND NOVELTY CORP.
Dept. S-2 154 West 27th Street, New York 1, N. Y. CH. 3-2628

The usefulness of your compilation

of Timebuyers of the United States far

exceeds our present supply.

Please send us ten additional re-

prints.

L. Boyd Mullins
Merchandising & Advertising

Director, KRON-TV
San Francisco, Cal.

Please send us six timebuyers lists.

We thank you for this service in addi-

tion to your very fine magazine which

is read cover to cover each issue.

Fred Rabell

President

KSON
San Diego, Cal.

Thank you for my copy of the com-

pilation of "Timebuyers of the U.S."

I am wondering if an additional

copy could be sent to me.

Perry Nelson

Manager

KMJ-TV
Fresno, Cal.

Many thanks ... for your sponsor

Timebuyer Magazine.

This publication is certainly most in-

formative and provides a vast amount

of information for our files.

C. Edward Little

General Manager

WITV
Hollywood, Fla.

I was delighted to receive a copy of

''Timebuyers of the U. S." I think )ou

have done an outstanding job and it

will be of great use to all.

George L. Griesbauer

Weed and Company
Atlanta, Ga.

Thank you for the additional copies

of the revised listing of Timebuyers of

the U. S. This is a very helpful pub-

lication and most useful at this time of

the year.

Paul A. Loyet
V.p. and Resident Mgr.

Central Broadcasting Co.

Des Moines, Iowa

On checking the timebuying section

of SPONSOR, I find no mention of this

agency, although we completed and re-

turned the questionnaire which your

publication submitted for this purpose.

How come?

John T. Hall
John T. Hall and Co.

Philadelphia, Pa.

• Although that questionnaire must have been
from another organization. SPONSOR is sorry

about the omission. If you will rush the data to

us. we'll handle this in the form of a correction

in an upcoming issue. •£ "^ ~k
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RADIO

C30Q11'
290 ON THE DIAL

OM AHA
clock!

... V - r\
• \\ € \\ i \

LOCAL BILLING UP...
PULSE UP, TOO!
'DECEMBER '55 — JANUARY '56, TOO!

THE ONLY 24 - HOUR MUSIC, NEWS
& SPORTS STATION IN OMAHA . . . C30QH

5000 WATTS — FULL TIME

EXCLUSIVE NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES AVERY - KNODEL, INC.

NEW YORK CHICAGO LOS ANGELES SAN FRANCISCO DALLAS ATLANTA
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MARKETING
(Continued from page 37)

On the other hand, when the agency

comes calling to talk about marketing

problems and techniques, whose ears

does it get? Naturally, top manage-

ment's. You're no longer just some-

body who fixes up the ads but an in-

tegral fixture in the client's distribu-

tion operation. You might say, there's

a much closer team coordination. And
don't you agree that if you have an

opportunity to prove yourself with the

client upper echelon, vou've got that

much more security?

Add another reason why this closer

link to client top management can work
to the agency's advantage: you'll pick

up other pieces of communications
business. Public relations, trade pub-

licity, mail order material, setting up

company sales meetings. All good

added billings, you know.

So you see, the big agencies to either

hold their position or grow have to

take on the marketing problems of the

client. And the way a number of agen-

cies have been expanding their market-

ing divisions suggests that their com-

petitors will have to meet these prob-

lems with more than lip service. You
can't dismiss marketing as just so

much "malarkey" when, for instance,

the agency which has made the fastest

progress during the past two years is

spending $1,500,000 on its marketing

division alone. That's the McCann-
Erickson budgeted figure (salaries,

traveling expenses, etc.) for 1956.

Trite but true is the observation that

many an enterprise lost out because it

didn't believe in trends. As for me,

I'm a strong believer in trends. I've

lived with them, written about them or

worked within them on the business

side for the past 25 years.

The advertising agency business at

the moment is being pushed around bv

not one but two revolutions: the mar-

keting revolution plus the electronic

revolution (namely, television). And
for all we know, a third revolution mav

emerge from the anti-trust consent de-

cree that the 4 A's has signed with the

Government. Mr. "X," you can bet

your last campaign button that when

that decree takes effect clients are

going to ask for something extra for

their 15%, and that something extra

most likely will come under the head-

ing of "marketing service."

Some of the things have a remi-

f. JVetc stations on air*
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ff. Vew* construction permits*

CITY * STATE CALL
LETTERS

CHANNEL
NO.

DATE OF GRANT ERP (kw)'
Visual

Antenna
(ft)*"

STATIONS
ON AIR

8ET8 IN
MARKETt

(000)
PERMITEE, MANAGER. RAolU

YUMA, ARIZ.

ENSIGN, KAN.

SANTA FE, N.M.

13 25 Jan. 34

6 25 Jan. 26.9

2 25 Jan. .49

620

720

20

KIVA-TV 27,103 Wrather-Alvarez Bcstg. Im.

Southwest Kan. Television Co.

Video Ind. Theatres Int.

Iff. \ew applications

CITY 4 STATE CHANNEL
NO.

DATE
FILED

ERP (kw)"
Visual

Antenna
(ft)"*

ESTIMATED
COST

ESTIMATED
1ST YEAR

OP. EXPENSE
TV STATIONS
IN MARKET APPLICANT. AM AFFILIA1

ATHENS, GA.3 28 Jan. 316 1277 $384,751 $129,800 None Regents of the University System »>

—University of Ga.

BOX SCORE U. S. stations or air 462§ Markets covered 2921

•Both new e-P'i and stations going on the air listed here are those which occurred between
S8 November and 9 December or on which Information could be obtained In that period. Stations
an sonaldered to be on the air when commercial operation starts. "Effective radiated power.

Ajtral power usually is one-half the visual power. "'Antenna height above average terrain (not

above ground), tlnformation on the number of Bets In markets where not designated as beln»

from NBC Research, consists of estimates from the stations or reps and must be deemed '

mate. SData from NBC Research and Planning. NFA : No figures available at P

I

on sets In market. 'Community would support proposed lower-power station at least ton '

or until such time as it becomes self-sustaining. zpresently off air, but still retains CI

8Non commercial.
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How to

make your film programs

produce Llwt picture interest

WrHEN your film programs have the "snap" and realism characteristic

f {live" pick-ups, you have a client benefit that sells itself and pays

1 landsomely. If you can achieve picture quality which will make it

lifiVult for a television viewer to know whether the program coming

nt< his home is "live" or "on film," you're in business!

It's possible to do just this with good black and white films—simply

« splacing outmoded equipment.

iidio realism—
nilhest picture quality

) s TK-21 Vidicon Film Camera is the

r. This improved equipment offers

1 ie dimension associated with "live"

jrcrams, provides studio realism and

-t picture quality. It's so life-like,

heiewer gets the impression that the

c is being presented in the studio just

rum! Thus, the spot advertiser is

>lfed the psychological advantage of

programming at the low cost of

Competitively, this is your bread-

' Hitter business and its growth will

e neasured in direct proportion to

Fectiveness.

A check of some of the more technical

advantages shows why the TK-21 Film

Camera is a station's beet investment for

extra profits . . .

"Live" picture

sharpness
The TK-21 is the only film system with

enough signal output to use aperture

correction to bring picture detail up to

maximum sharpness (detail resolution

100% at 350 lines) with a high signal

to noise ratio.

"Live" picture contrast

The Vidicon tube is ideal for film repro-

duction. It has unexcelled contrast range

and assures realistic gray scale rendition

over entire picture. This means you can

get studio realism in your film pictures.

Edge-lighting, shading
eliminated
The RCA Vidicon operates entirely with-

out edge-lighting, electrical shading, or

any other form of supplemental lighting.

This camera virtually runs by itself.

Used for finest quality reproduction of

monochrome motion picture films or

slides in a television system, the TK-21

may be mounted directly to projectors

or multiplexed.

For complete information about the

TK-21 Vidicon Film Camera, call your

RCA Broadcast Sales Representative.

„
/isk

theWin<*
r

^he knovii

RADIO CORPORATION
ofAMERICA
ENGINEERING PRODUCTS DIVISION -CAMDEN, N.J.

In Canada: RCA VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal



niscent flavor for you, Mr. "X." For

me too. They recall the beginning

of the '30's and radio. Many a then-

important agency viewed the new me-

dium with skepticism or scorn, or both.

Said they: Advertisers will soon find

that the "squawk box" is a passing

fad. and so why should we invest in

radio personnel or overhead.

But there were people like Chet La-

Roche. Frank Hummert. Milton Biow

—and many others—who read the

signs as significant and had faith. La-

Roche and Hummert collected a mass

of radio billings on accounts then still

with the scornful agencies. These radio

billings were largely instrumental in

shooting Young & Rubicam and

Blackett-Sample-Hummert (now D-F-

S) to speedy success and prominence.

Yes, Mr. "X," I believe in trends

and I think that the trend of broad-

ened marketing services bodes a right

smart future for some young "La
Roches," "Hummerts" and "Biows."

• • •

FARM LIVESTOCK IN-j

COME IN THE KFABj

J
AREA—OVER A BILLION

AND A QUARTER DOL-

LARS LAST YEAR!

/

Jftfc?

«#

>*

When you want to reach the

farmer, it's time to "Face the

Facts" with Lloyd Oliver . . .

KFAB's Farm Field Director. Lloyd is an
"old hand" in this business of farming

and is qualified to talk about the

farmers' problems. He is a favorite

with advertisers as well as listeners.

He presents farm news as he sees it,

and he's close to the Omaha livestock

market — the world's largest!

Nebraska is the capitol of the livestock

and meatpacking industry. Nebraska

is number one in agriculture and KFAB
is the number one farm station serving

this market.

If you have a message to tell the farm-

ers . . . "face the facts" with a Free &
Peters man and find out what Lloyd

Oliver can do for you. Or check with

General Manager Harry Burke, who
has all the answers on this number one

farm medium and market.

V
\ \ \ //

\.s
./

T$$S

SJSvV

*******

OmRHH nee radio
mm

WESTERN UNION
I Continued from page 39)

account executive. The unifving copy

theme the agency's applying to W.U.
advertising in all media including tv

is "It's wise to wire."

"About 80^? of our revenue comes
from business uses of our services,

20' i from social use of telegrams,"

T. B. Gittings, W.U. v.p. of public

relations and revenue requirements,

told sponsor. "The tv and radio ad-

vertising is intended to increase social

and business use of W.U. facilities."

What W.U.'s constantly stressing

on the air is that "good news travels

faster by wire," that it's easy and

convenient to send telegrams, and last,

but not least, with a wire "you've got

a written record." From this starting

point, W.U. rotates its commercials

among various social uses and advan-

tages of telegrams: wedding greetings,

birth announcements, special seasonal

greetings, money orders, the ease of

charging telegrams.

The commercials are usually a com-

bination of film lead-in and live an-

nouncements, the latter delivered by

Dick Stark. But techniques vary ac-

cording to the subject.

One cartoon commercial that's been

used both in its entirety and as a lead-

in to the live pitch is a dramatization

of W.U.'s jingle, first heard on radio

last summer. Produced by UPA, it's

done in a bouncy, abstracted style,

illustrates several uses of telegrams,

including the following:

"For speed . . . efficiency . . .

economy. . . .

It's wise to wire!

"Western Union!

Happy Birthday . . . Happy Birth-

day, dear son!"

These last two lines of the jingle

are sung over a birthday cake that

flies across cities and arrives drawn

on a telegram blank.

"Western Union

!

I'll arrive tomorrow ... on the

8:01."

Child-like sketch of a locomotive

on a telegram rushes from girl to a

young man.

Another technique W.U. uses is

dramatic skits: W.U. money orders

solve a girls Christmas gift problem;

a man closes a deal quickly and con-

veniently charges a telegram.

While Western Union's advertising

aims are the same in tv as they were in

{Continued on page 821
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Advertisement

But you can buy loyalty!

By John Pepper and Bert Ferguson

Think how many times you've heard

some executive exclaim, "I can't buy

loyalty!"

He often means loyalty of personnel.

He can also mean loyalty of customers.

The principle is identical. Loyalty is

supposed to be an elusive intangible

which nobody has a right to count on,

much less be confident of obtaining

with money. But is this true?

We believe you can buy yourself a

piece of loyalty that is established,

demonstrated and reliable. It is the

most concentrated, intense loyalty that

ever ran up a sales record. And you

can buy it at a reasonable price.

New Social Force: We use the word

"concentrated" deliberately. The

loyalty you can buy permeates a mar-

ket that's all in one place, not scattered

around. This is a market of Negro

consumers—1,230,724 of them right

in our area—who had never been di-

rectly reached until radio station WDIA
became the first in Memphis to pro-

gram exclusively for them with Negro

voices and music. We call it the

"Golden Market."

When you reach these people

—

as

you can, with WDIA—you're getting

your sales story across to a Negro mar-

ket greater than that of New York, De-

troit or Philadelphia. For right here

20 FEBRUARY 1956

are ten percent of all the Negroes in the

whole United States. And that's only

the first advantage your choice of

WDIA gets you.

Strong Group Feeling: We used

the word "intense"' from experience.

The fact that WDIA programs entire-

ly with Negro voices and music has had

an electrifying result on audience rat-

ings in Memphis. Since 1951, WDIA
has held unchallanged the top position

on both Pulse and Hooper surveys for

"total number of" daytime listening.

And that's in a field of eight stations,

some of which have been on the air

over twenty-five years.

WDIA talks in tones and accents its

Negro listeners find familiar and wel-

come. Its continuity is written with

an ear for these accents. WDIA's music

is unmistakably Negro music. So, while

other groups are changing and shifting

around, WDIA's listeners stay tuned in

—for good. This is their station. As

far as they're concerned, it's the only

station.

Amazing Results: It is this combi-

nation of tailored programming, group

pride and complete acceptance which

we imply when we say "loyalty." Yet

there's still more to the WDIA picture,

and that's coverage. Loyalty boosted

WDIA in just one step from a 250-watt

station to a 50,000-watt station—the

only 50,000-watt station in town. Now,

you apply that amount of power, with

a specialized approach, to the market

that concentrates one-tenth of the Ne-

groes in the U.S.A. And—regardless

of what you hope, the response may

still surprise you.

For there is yet another factor in

your favor. And that's the buying

habits peculiar to this group of people.

They make money—a quarter billion

dollars in 1955. But they spend more

than the average. They'll actually

spend eighty percent of it, on consumer

goods. Look at Memphis, for instance:

forty percent of the people in the Mem-

phis trading area are Negro. This fact

in itself is worth remembering. But

—

that forty percent, which WDIA can

command for you—is buying way more

than its share. They buy 56.8 percent

of the salt in Memphis. 53.4 percent of

the women's hosiery. 44.5 percent of

the girls' dresses. 64.8 percent of the

flour. They buy quantity, and quality.

We frankly don't know of a market

anywhere with the same potential as

this "Golden Market" of WDIA. It has

already produced enviable results for

such advertisers as

Swansdoum Cake mixes, Pal
Blades, Colgate Dental Cream,
Super Suds, Kool Cigarettes,
Carnation Milk, Fitch Sham-
poo, Sinclair Gasoline.

We'd really like best to show you

what WDIA has accomplished in the

particular line of product that interests

you. If you'll drop us a note about it,

we'll be glad to send you right back

some documentation on WDIA's per-

formance in your own line. We believe

the facts about WDIA's unusual mar-

ket and appeal have a very important

bearing on the problems which you en-

counter in the South.

WDIA is represented nationally by

the John E. Pearson Company.

JOHnTePPER, President

BERT FERGUSON, General Manager

HAROLD WALKER, Commercial Manager
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No matter how you figure it . .

.

Famous Film Festival is TV's

best participation buy!

Marshal the facts . . . study the figures . . . total the costs.

You'll agree that ABC-TV's Sunday-night Famous Film Fes-

tival is the finest participation buy of all.

What TV show consistently gives you top stars like

Deborah Kerr, James Mason, Jean Simmons, Stewart

Granger? Which show always offers smash films like The

Lavender Hill Mob, Odd Man Out, The Red Shoes?

What participation show outrates* all others? What par-

ticipation show has a cost per thousand viewers per com-

mercial minute of $1.25? What participation show owns

the prime Sunday-night time slot 7:30 to 9 EST?

The answer to all these questions is ABC-TV's Famous Film

Festival. Very likely, it's just the answer you're looking for.

'Nielsen Dec. I & II, Jan. I

ABC Television Network
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MONDAY

Garry Moore
BrlsMl Myers

OCSS 1_0_- 10:15

S»rt i BAJ
Btaley Mfg: RAR
NNT alt in I.

K hr $3.1 10

Arttiu' Godfrey
B 10:30- 45

r YAR
m. 10:45 11

SOVar I,

llaul V* hr $3995

(cont'd!

lever: pepsrKtenl

w 1111:1'
JWT
Plllshlirv Mill,
roth 11-15- SO
BTnstt 51 itm

Strike It Rleh
Colgate tthpet:
rel. miner eudi.
palmollve. fab.

tin
TINT I

m-f
Esty 3.000

Valiant Lady
Scott riper JWT
S5NY m.w.f L

$12.000

Lave of Lite

Auier Home Pr
117NY m-f L
Biow $8500

bea/ch far Totn'w
PAO: Soft

oSNY m-f t,

Biow 110.000

Guldlni Light
P*U. Ivory, duzt
•SNY m-f L
Campt $9,500

Jack Pur 8h»
NY m-f

sust

Love Story
PAG: prell.
Ivory mow

lOICh m-f T.

BAB "
2 hr $3000

Q. Lewd
2-2:13 SUSt

!«NY T.

yA hr $3,150

Art Llnklrfter
Lever: surf

«7Ht m.w.f I>

BBDO (tee bel)

Wllsbury Mllle:
flour, mixes

HBy m-th T

LI »tll !<

Bli Payaff
Oolgste fab.

ealorophyll tth
.pat, cashmr hqt

m-w.f I,

fine tii th)

V* hr $.3000

Bob Crosby
Wt Paper Co
W. Thompson
m .1:30-3:45

PAO
npton

3:45-4

Brlghtor Day
PAO

I15NY m-f T.

ftR $9000

The Secret Storm
Vm Homo Prod*:
1»NY m-f I.

•liow $B.5O0

i» Your Account
(Win Elliott)

'AG: tide, prell
22NY m-f L

k J4B •/, hr $3000

Ha network
brog -amlng

m-f

Network
programing
dlsmntlriiiiMl

Olno Dona
S'hool

10- 10:30
PAO: BBAT
alt m 10:15-30

66CI1 L
% hr $745

'•, hr $1,600

No notwnrk
programing

rat

Ernie Kovacs
Show

NT "

Home
ml 11-12

91NT UtT
I Women's service
program. For
panic sponsors,
there are eight
1-mln commer-
cials an hour

stallable
1 nun partlr:

time A tal $7000
(soo tu for
sponsor list)

Tennessee Ernie
Ford Shew

Procter A Gambia
12-12:15 set

Hy m-f T,

Benton A Bowles

>A hr $2,700

No network
programing

m-f

Fewther Your
Nest

(aula. Bud
Collyer)

Zblgate Palmollve
••NT m-f I,

alt d 11:30-45
Eaty ", hr $2,700

Na network
Programing

m-f

No network
programing

ra-f

No network
programing

m-f

No network
programing

m-f

No network
programing

m-f

TV COMPARAGRAPH OF NETWORK PF

TUESDAY WEDNESDAY
Garry Moore
Ml Irs Labs

Wada Ad«
tu 1 0-18:18

Kellogi Burnett
tu 10:15-30

55-70NY L,

'/„ hr $3,140

Arthur Godfrey
Corn Products
C _L

__
Miller

Minn. Mining
10:15-11
BBDO

Bin '."14

Godfrey (cont'd)

Kell'ik-K Burnett
11-11:15

Plllabury Mills
mill 11:15-30

Burnett

Strike It Rich
Colgoto

m-f (see moo)
Esty

Valiant Latty

Wesson Oil
NY L
Fitzgerald

Love of Life
Aroer Home Pr
m-f | see moc)
Biow

Search for T»«'w
PA 5: oyt

m-f 1 nee mon)
Biow

Guiding Light
PAG: Irory. duzt
m-f (soo mon)
Comptea

Jack
NY

Paar Show
m-f L

Love 8tory
PAG: prell.

Ivory snow
m-f (see man)
DFS

NBC's Matinee
Theatre

partle sponsors
HT I,

OOIX)R

Afternoon
Film Festival

St 1 IB

partle

Robert Lewis
nut

72NY I,

Vi hr $3,150

Art I Inkletter
Sr.l|„, c - ,11 pr
S2Hv L

tu th 2:30-45
Burnett

Plllshnrv Mills
"-45 3

2:45-3 «4 hr
Burnett $4000

Big Payoff
m-f
i'« »".th r.

sust

Bob Crosby
C-M alt wkt

Carnation
3:30-3:45

Miles T-abs
Wade
3:43-4

Date With
Life

Borden Oo
NT m.w f T.

Y4R '/.. hr S260O

Modern
Romances
Colgate

B. Houston

Queen for A
Day

NT 1.

Dlxiecup
PAG

Miles I.abs

^

3:45-4

Ri>|jtht«» n—

mam

Nrtwork
programing
illsc ritlnueil

Brighter Day
PAG

m-f (see mon)
V&R
The Secret Storm

Afternoon Amer ITome Pro
Film Festival nt m-f L

partle Biow

On Your Account
'Win Elliott)

P&G
: tide, prell
m-f

Benton A Bowles

Pinky Loo Mickey Mouse
.,„ "•V , Club
43Hj m-f L ra . f

1 mln panic xy Tlme Food ,
time A total R R

>«*'' tt.800 Welch Grape Jo

"HoWdv Doody 0CSS
A

5:15-5:30

Stande i Brands-
T .

I „,
Arl

5?i
,
J[ «...

royal uddlngs **lr£.J-2L5AS
gc etin _ F' i!

tl0°
T8NT 18X.

Cn"». *«*•»

Bntws V, hrSSSOO £J „ hr „ *
COLGR D8r '* hr "lw

No network
prof -amlng

m-f

Ding Dong Sehl
10 10:30

Manha' tan Soap
SB&W

t,th 10-10'l5

Colgate Bates
PAG: BBAT

•/„ nr $1,600

Ernie Kovacs
Show

NY I.

No network
orok amlng

»il

Gari . Moors
l-ever llros JWT
Gen Motors

10 10:15
'. \lulurs

» 10

ni.. ii__-

Home
m-f 11-12

.NY I.JcK

(see mon)
Panic sponsors

:

Wear -Ever Prods
FiSiH
H. J. Heinz

Max on

Arthur Godfrey
w 10:30 45
Easywasher

BBDO
10:30-10:45

lilillO

llrlatl Myra.YAR
m.w 10:45-11

40Var L
slmul '/„ hr $3995

I

programlni
discontinue'

No network
programing

in i

Godfrey (cont'd)
l.i-M-r pepsodeni
m.w 11-11:15
JWT
I'lllsbury Mills
in 111 11:15 .'in

Leo Burnett

Hills llros

Tod Bates

Peerless Else:
broil-qulk

Zlawo Co
1 mm partle:

time A tal $7000

Tennessee Ernie
Ford Show

PAO: 12-12:15
Hy m-f L
BAB

Feather Your
Nsst

Colgate Palmollve
alt d 12:30-45
NY m-f L
Eaty

No network
programing

Strike It Risk
Colgate
m-f

(see msni

Eaty

Valiant Lady
General Mills

ID. W, f

DFS. K-K

No network
programing

m-f

Love at Lite
Amer Home Pr
m-f (see mon)

Biow

Search lor Tom'w
P&G: Joyt

in r i bee mon)
Biow

Guiding Light
PAG: ivory, duzt
m-f (see mon)
Compton

Jack
NT

Paar Show
m-f I.

No network
programing

Love Story
PAG: prell.

Ivory snow
m-f (see mon)

No network
programing

No network
Programing

m-f

Robert Q Lewis
84NT I.

sust

% hr $3000

Art Link letter

l^vee- stir'

m.w.f 2:30-45
BBDO
Plllsbunr Mills
rath 2-45-3
(see mon)

Burnett

NBC's Matinee
Theatre

panic sponsors
HY L

Afternoon
Film Festival

st 1/lfi

partle

Bli Payoff
Colgate
m.w.f

(see mon)
F,ty

NT

B ob Crosby

General MIMi
m w.f 3:45-4

41Ht J

Knox- H hr
Reeves
WT >1 hr $3,700

Way of the
World

Borden Co
NT m.w.f L
YAR

Modern
Romances
Colgate

B. Houston

Queen for

Day
NY

Pinky Lee
8how

Hy m-f L
Panic: Gen Fdi:

Inst Jell-o
YAR tu.w.f

Howdy Ooody
Kelligg Co:

rice krlspleer
51NT 44L
LB (see boh

tu. tb 5:30- 45

Colgate: ttbpst
51NT 5 45-6 48L
Baits* Vt hr $2«0

Afternoon
Film Festival

st 1/16
panic

Brighter Day
PAO

m-f (see m"*i>

NT^ TAR
The Secret Storm
Am Home Prods:
m-f (see mon)
Biow

On Your Account
'Win Elliott)

PAO: tide, prell
m-f

NT
Benton A Bowles

Mickey Mouse
Club
m-f

BBDO
Ticks 5-5:15

Gen'l Mills
m-w-f

5:15-5:30
5:45-6

Knox Reeves,
Ksty

Mattel
alt with

Carsoni-%Rob oris
SOS
MeC-E 5:30-5:45

No network
prot -amlng

m-f

Ding Done
S'hool

10 10 30
War, er Co:

oraltl!,. 10 15 30
Tatham Laird
Ct a f L

"a Mr $1,600

Frnie Kovacs

NY

No
prot s

f-i
Home

ml 11 I.
NY I.eVF

(see mon A tu)

1 mln partle:
time A lal $7000

Tennessee Ernie
Ford Show

Procter A Gamble
12 12:15

BAB
Hy m-f L

Feather Your
Nost

Colgate Palmollve
alt d 12:3* 46
NY m-f L
Eaty

No no
prosrro

No no
progra

No network
programing

m f

No no-

progra

No network
programing

m f

No ne
progra

NBC's Matinee After
Theatre Film F

panic sponsors s . ]

NT T. pirl

Way of the
World

Borden Oo
NT m.w.f L,

YAR
Modern
Romance
Colgate

B. Houston

Queen for

Day
NT

After
ilm F

st 1

par

Pinky Lot
Hy m-f L
Partle: Gen FAi

Inst tell
-

Johnsn A Johnsn
YAR

Howrjy Doooy
Contlnfntal Bkg.
wonder bread,
losuia cakes

4TNT

Mickey

a. C.
A :

NTA-H
Camphel
Burnett
.-.:15-5:3e

Bristol
YAR 3

NT

5 30 6

•& ^t^mm

29L Per % h

<4n--
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in i ng
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twork
mlng
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'.work

mine
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mlng
f

.work
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/16
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THURSDAY

I

Garry Mmti
Hazel Bishop

Spector
alt uks
North

tb )> 10 :15

Chun King: JWT
Tonl: Burnett
alt th 10:15-30
55-75NY L

A hr $3.140

Arthur Godfrey
Bristol Myers
Y&R

10:30-10:45
Amer Home
10:45-11

Biow

Godfrey (cont'd)

Kellogg
Burnett
Plllsbury Mills
m-th 11:15-30
Leo Burnett
40Var L
simul Va hr $3995

Strike It Rich
Colgate

m-f (see mon)
E.ty

FRIDAY SATURDAY

Network
programing
discontinued

Valiant Lady
Tonl Co

NT h
Weiss & Geller

Love
Amor
m-f (

Biow

of Life
Home P"

see mon)

Search for

P&O:
m-f (see

Biow

Tom'w
loyt
mon)

Guiding Light

P&G: Ivory. du»t
m-f (flee mon)
Compter!

lack Paar Show
XT m-f L

Love Story
P&G prell.

Ivory snow
m-f (cee mon)

OFS

Robert Lewi*
Kalston Purina
Co alt wks

GBB
8:15-2:30

smt
Va hr $3,150

Art Llnkletter
Kellogg: all r>r

52Hy t,

LB tu.th 1:80-48

Plllsbury Mllli
m-th 2:45-3

LB U hr $4,000

Bio Payoff
NT m-f L

sui tu.th

Bob Crosby
Tonl Co

Weiss & Geller
th 3:30-45

Scott Paper
th 8:45-4

70Hy L
i W Thompson

Brighter Day
PAG

m-f (see mon)
Y&R
The Secret Storm
Amer Home Prs
m-f (see mon)
Biow

On Your Aeeount
(Win Elliott)

P&G: tide, prell

m-f
Benton & Bowie*

Mouse

fohnson
son
5-5:15

I Soups

, 5:45-6
Myers
30-5:45

F
• $2,800

No network
programing

Ding Dong School
Manhattan Soap
SB&W 10-10:15

Gerber Prods
D'Arey 10:15-30
Cb m-f L

Va hr $1,160

Ernie Kovacs
Show

NT L

No retwork
progamlng

m-f

Home
m-f 11-12

NT T.&F
(see mon & tu)

1-mln partle:

time & tal $7000

No network
programing

m-f

Tennessee Ernie
Ford Show

Procter & Gamble
12-12:15 seg

Hy m-f L
Benton t Bowles

Feather Your
Nest

Sol gate - Palmotive
alt i 12:30-45

R J. Reynolds

:

wlnston elfs
15 mln. 3 th in 4

NT m-f L
E»ty

No r etwork
programing

n«-f

Garry Moan
Gen Mills DFS

f 10 10:15

Lever Bos JWT
f 10:15-10 :30

SOS: MeC-E
alt f 10:30-45

CBS-Hytron
B&N 10:30-45
Converted Rice

Burnett
Alt Wks

Prudential C&H
f 10:45-11

B5-85NT L
>U hr $3,140

Garry Moore
(cont'd)

Yardley of Lndn
Ayer f 11- 11:15

Ralston-Purlna
GBB alt wks
Masland A&.C
11:15-30 L

K hr $2038

Strike It Rich
Colgate
m-f

(see moo)
Esty

Valiant Lady
General Mills

m. w, f
DFS. K-R

Love of Life
Amer Home Pr
'm-f (pee mon)
Biow

Network
programing
discontinued

Ding Dong School

10- 10 30
Colgate Bate*

alt f 10-10 :15

cieneml Mills:
Tath am Laird

f 10:1 i-3n sea

Va hr $1.160

Hollywood
Backstage

Chaa Antell
m-w-f

tu. th suat

NT

No network
programing

Capt. Kangaroo
10 10:30

Network
programing
discontinued

NT

Child
,

Cori

Wlnky Dink
And You

sust
10:30-11

H Mat
m-f 11-12

NT L&F
(see moo & to)

1-mln partle:

time & tal $7000

No network
programing

Mighty Mouse
Playhouse

Tales of
Texas Rangers)
General Mill*

Tatham -

Lalrd $16,000
alt wks

Curtlss Candy
C. L. Miller

Search for Tom'w
P&G: Joyt

m-f (see mon'
Biow

Guiding Light'
P&O: ivory, direr

m-f (see mon)
Compton

Tennessee Ernie
Ford Shew

Procter & Gamble
12-12:15 seg

Hv m-f L
Benton & Bowles

Feather Y«ur
Neat

Colgate Paimollve
alt d 12:30-45
NT m-f L
Eaty

No network
programing

The Big Top
National Dairy
Prods: sealtest
ice cream, seal-
test dairy prods
69Phlla 1.

Ayer

No network
programing

m-f

No network
programing

m-f

Jack Paar Show
NT m-f J,

Love Story
P&G: prell.
Ivory snow

m-f (see mon)

Lane Ranger
General Mill*:
wheatte*. kli

51NT ¥

No network
programing

m-f

No network
programing

DFS $18,000

No network
programing

ra-f
No network
programing

m-f

NBC's Matinee
Theatre

partle sponsors
HT I,

Robert Q Lewis
Brown & Wmsn:
viceroy—alt wb
Bates 2-2:15

2:15-2:30 sust

49NT L
Va hr $3,150

Art Linkletter
I.ever : surf

BBDO m.w.f

Hawaiian
Pineapple

Ayer 2:45-3
64Hy I

Uhr $4000

Big Payoff
Colgate
m.w.f

(see mon)

Capt Midnight
Wander

T. Laird

No network
programing

m-f

No network
programing

Pacific Coast
Conference
Basketball
2-3:45
Amana

Maury. Lee
Marshall

Afternoon
Film Festival

st 1/16

Esty

Way of the
World

NT L
Modern
Romances
Coleate

B. Houston

Queen for

Day
NT

Pinky L«e
43Hy m-f L
Partle: Intl Shoe
H.H&MeD th

Howdv Doody
Kell gg Co

tu.th (see tu'

Leo B\ rnett

Standi il Brands
Batu t th

Va hr $2,800

Afternoon
Film Festival

Bob Crosby
SOS: McCann-E
Gerber: D'Arey

al t f 3:30-45

General Mills
41Hy 3:45-4 T,

Knox- V< hr
Reeves $3100

Brighter Day
P&G

m-f (se© mon)
Y&R
The Seeret Storm
Am Home Prods:
m-f (see mon)
Biow

On Your Account
(Win Elliott)

P&G: tide, prell

m-f
Benton & Bowles

NBC's Matinee
Theatre

partle sponsors
Hy L

No network
programing

Big Ten
Basketball

sust 3-5 pm

Mickey Mouse
Club

Ijetture, Inc
J. Cohan

alt wks with
Morton Salt

NL&B
m-f

Gon'l Mills
m-w-f

5:15-5:30. 5:45-6
Knox Reeves
& Esty

Mars Candy
5:30-5:45

Burnett
NT F

The New
Revue

(colorcast)

NT L

Way of the
World

Borden Co
NT m.w.f L
Y&R

Modern
Romances
Colgate

B. Houston

Queen for a
Day

NT Tj

Pinky Lm
Hy m-f L
Partle: Gen Fds:
Y&R tu.w.f

Howdv Doody
Luden's

Mathe* 5 :30-45

Intl Sh: H.HlMl
alt f 5:45 -6

Welch Grn Juice
DCS* alt f 5:48-<
»NT 461

No network Big Ten
programing Basketball

sust 3-5 pm

Hy

Pinky
,

8o<

Fi,
Genera

I

NY
B&B

Paul v,
i

Sho

Chose Ui i«

Mr. W

No nel t

progrn :

No network
nrof-amln*

Ho »"
prem *

No network
programing



Powerhouse
of the

Southwest

100,000

WATTS
MAXIMUM POWER

Over 250 Hours Sponsored

Network Programs per Month

Serving Over 161,680 TV

Homes in Texas, Ark., Okla. & La.

(Television Magazine—January 1956)

• 65% Share of Audience—26

County Area Telepulse (Sept. 1955)

• Established Penetration-Over 2
1
2

Years of Service and Experience

PLUS

Substantial

Penetration

of 17 Other

Counties

in 4 States

THE MARKET THAT
TELEVISION BUILT!

INTERCONNECTED
Extensive Promotion and

Merchandising Services

Available

KCMC-TV
Channel 6

TEXARKANA, TEXAS-ARKANSAS
Represented by

Venard, Rintoul & McConnell, Inc.

Walter M. Windsor

General Manager

Richard M. Peters

Director of National Sales & Promtion
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radio last summer, the approach to

network radio buying was very dif-

ferent.

"We wanted continuity in our ad-

vertising through the summer," says

Margules. "But our message has to

he as fresh as the daily headlines.

The logical buy for us was Monitor,

and as close to the hourly newscasts

as possible."

Through Albert Frank-Cunther Law
( this agency handled W.U. advertising

from 1950 until this year), W.U.

signed up for 14 commercials on each

of 13 summer week ends on NBC
Radio's Monitor.

''We feel it gave us as large an

unduplicated cumulative audience with

its 199-station lineup as we wanted,"

Margules adds. "The weekend activi-

ties made people receptive to our com-

mercials. We told them about vaca-

tion messages, making hotel reserva-

tions by wire, getting money quickly

for a weekend emergency."

Commercial- were slotted between

Styled after Monitor and Weekday • • •

**. "DIAL 970"-
Exclusive in Louisville

with WAVE!
NIGHT BEAT
"The Pulse of Louisville After

Dark" (9:15-12 midnight)

ISight Beat is DIAL 970's most un-

usual program—"the pulse of Louis-

ville after dark". It's headed up by

Bob Kay who keeps a running

commentary on events as they hap-

pen—often direct from the scene.

Ed Kallay and a staff of 22

correspondents cover sports, with

half-time and final scores on all high

school and college games in the

Louisville area reported immediately.

In addition, ISight Beat features

local news, human-interest items, fire

and police calls—all framed in popu-

lar music. It's on-the-spot radio at

its best— dynamic, flexible, up-to-

the-minute.

DIAL 970-
WAVE'S DYNAMIC NEW RADIO SERVICE

FOR A DYNAMIC NEW LOUISVILLE!

WAVE
5000 WATTS • NBC AFFILIATE

iI*C|SPOT SALES
J Exclusive Naiional Representatives

Other Coordinated DIAL 970
Programs Complementing
MONITOR and WEEKDAY-
ROAD SHOW Riiling with Louisvillians

—

getting them home relaxed and informed.

Music, news, weather and traffic reports.

WAKE UP WITH WAVE Brings

Louisvillians all they need to know to

start the day. News every half hour.

Time, weather, traffic, farm and

school news.

CAROUSEL Fun and farts for busy-

Louisville homemakers. Club news,

interviews, book reviews and music.

10:00 a.m. and 9:00 p.m., opening

with the musical jingle that gives

some version of "good news travels

faster by Western Union." Here's a

typical announcement geared to sum-

mer moods:

"Say, friends . . . did you ever get

a telegram like this? 'HAVING A
WONDERFUL TIME. FISHING IS

GREAT. PLAN TO STAY THREE
MORE DAYS. PLEASE WIRE FIFTY
DOLLARS FAST.' Well, there's just

one thing to do in a case like that . . .

go to \our nearby Western Union

office and flash the fifty ... by tele-

graphic money order, of course. It's

the only fast and safe way to send

money. Telegraphic Money Orders

can be sent in any amount . . . any-

where . . . any time of the day or

night. What's more . . . you can in-

clude a personal message right along

with the money . . . and we do mean
money because Western Union gives

the person cash, right in the office.

So next time you get an S.O.S. for

cash . . . you remember what I told

you. . . .

Western Union's print advertising

divides sharply into two categories:

business and individual use of tele-

grams. However, the social use ad-

vertising too gets a somewhat more

formalized treatment in print than in

the air media. A recent Christmas

ad in the Reader's Digest is typical of

the company's approach to family

magazine advertising. Headlined "3

happy Christmas Ideas by Western

Union," the ad shows three family

situations: Holiday Greetings messages

received by the tree by an elderly

woman and a young couple; a woman
gets a gift money order from her hus-

band; kids read Santagrams under a

tree.

It's in publications like Nations

Business, for example, that Western

Union appeals to the executives who're

responsible for 80% of the company's

revenue. Here the stress, unlike radio

and tv commercials, is strongly upon

the effectiveness of W.U. services for

business, e.g. private wire service for

"successful office automation," com-

munication between sales offices and

company headquarters, expediting

production orders, and so forth.

"Of course, our radio and tv audi-

ences include a substantial number of

businessmen," adds Margules. "But

with the air media we're reaching

them while they're relaxing: on week-
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All ratings confirm that

the one dominant station

in Indianapolis is

WISH-TV
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ends with radio in the summer, during

the rest of the year, while they're with

their families. Those times are ideal

for educating people to regard tele-

grams as bearers of good social news,

rather than hammering away at busi-

ness efficiency."

It's interesting to note, however,

that the only reference to advertising

in W.U.'s most recent (1954) stock-

holder report are two pictures of the

company's tv effort: The Down You
Go panel and a picture of the quiz

show's moderator, Dr. Bergen Evans.

In previous years advertising in other

media was featured.

"We've been making a vast amount

of technical progress and have been

adding to our services at such a rate

since the war, that it's only logical

for a mass communications service

like Western Union to use mass com-

munications advertising media to tell

he public about the services," says

Margules.

The kind of progress, beyond the

$160 million investment for techno-

logical improvements, that he's re-

ferring to are such added gimmicks

and services as "wake-up telegrams"

delivered to heavy sleepers at ap-

pointed times for the price of a local

telegram, "bunnygrams" for kids dur-

ing the Easter Season, "Santagrams"

datelined North Pole and signed by

Santa Claus for youngsters' Christmas

messages.

"You might say that a form of

'packaging revolution' has taken hold

of the communications industry," says

Margules. "We've found it as im-

portant to key our service to individu-

al needs as a soft drink bottler might

need to suit packaging to distribution

outlets. Since W. P. Marshall took

over as Western Union's president,

there's been an increased emphasis
upon streamlining services to public

taste."

In direct competition with long-

distance telephone rates was the re-

cently established more liberal word
allowance for messages: 15 words
rather than 10 for straight telegrams,

50 words for dayletters, 50 for night-

letters.

"It's the job of advertising to tell

the public about these new advan-

tages," says Margules.

Western Union, incidentally, has a

rather unique if logical organization-

al set-up. As director of advertising,

Margules reports not to a sales v.p.,

84

but to Gittings, v.p. of public rela-

tions. W.U.'s public relations depart-

ment works very closely with adver-

tising, screens specific show buys and
commercials for policy objectives, ad-

vises and helps advertising in strategy

and carry-through.

As a result of the close tie between
advertising and public relations, West-
ern Union can boast of an 87% voting

record at its last proxy meeting for

outstanding shares from its 25,000
or more shareholders. The company
maintains men throughout the field

who call upon stockholders to keep
them informed of the company's prog-

ress and who also merchandise W.U.'s
advertising to the-e company owners.

Marshall, president of Western,
Union, says, "This record vote (87%)
indicates a healthy, growing interest

by the share owners."

Advertising has played a substan-

tial part in keeping both the general

public and the stockholders up to date

on the company's progress, helps

amortize the recent vast capital in-

vestments and thus maintain high

earnings. • • •

CONQUEROR
{Continued from page 35)

with an impact out of the ordinary to

make people leave the dishes in the

sink and go out and see it."

Fortunately for RKO, the John
Wayne-Susan Hayward opus is the

kind of fast-paced, action-filled Cine-

mascoper that Turner knows how to

milk via radio and tv and on which,

with the resources of the 580-station

Mutual radio network, he should be

especially successful. In fact, accord-

ing to RKO, it is "the first time in the

history of the film and radio industries

that the complete facilities of an entire

network have supported the release of

a motion picture."

The swashbuckling story of the

moody Mongol with the large libido

has a built-in impact that figures to

appeal to conquerors and coolies alike

all over the globe. Appropriately, the

promotion tie-in has been designed on
a two-hemisphere scale, with premieres

in a dozen foreign capitals during the

past month.

Stage 1: Publicity. Aside from the

foreign market's own strength as a

money-maker (Turner privately ex-

pects the foreign gross to top the do-

mestic), basic strategy in teeing off

Becaus (

Yes, sir, we all "goof" no
then, feel like utter chumps^;

we do, too. The Important tl,

not to do it before the TV cc)

That's why more and more
tisers use film « . . why they reh

each sequence—then shoot

edit for final, free -and
perfection.

Matter of fact, it's not only

but easy and economical, too,

you USE EASTMAN FILM.

For complete information, ad

Motion Picture film Departn

EASTMAN KODAK COMP/
Rochester 4, N. Y.

..... ....

East Coast Division

342 Madison Avenue

New York 17, N. Y.

Midwest Division

1 37 North Wabash Avenue

Chicago 2, Illinois

West Coast Division

6706 Santa Monica Blvd.

Hollywood 38, Calif.

or W. J. GERMAN, IN

Agents for the sale and distribute

Eastman Professional Motion Picturi

Fort Lee, N. J. ; Chicago, III.; Hollywoa
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abroad is to create a powerful spring-

board for a snowballing publicity ef-

fort to tie in with the over-all adver-

tising push in this country.

The publicity campaign, of course,

centers around the string of premieres

that began 17 January in Manila and

stretched, capital by capital, to coun-

tries around the world: Paris, Sao

Paulo, Caracas. Mexico City, Hong
Kong, Berlin, Tokyo, Rome. and. final-

ly, London, 2 February. All of the

showings were held under the auspices

of local charities or educational insti-

tutions and most were attended by

royalty and top dignitaries. Wayne
appeared at the four European tape-

cuttings. In the U.S. the film pre-

miered at Keith's Theatre. Washing-

ton, D. C, 24 January, sponsored by

CARE and studded with prominent

Capitol Hill personalities. A telethon,

believed to be the first ever held to sell

tickets to a movie premier, was con-

duced over WTOP-TV and featured

Mark Evans, local tv commentator.

On the scene, too, at every one of the

premieres were cameramen, photog-

raphers, and commentators equipped

with tape recorders. Immediately fol-

lowing each event a shipment of still

photos, 16 mm. film, and tape was

flown back to RKO headquarters in

New York. The stills were distributed

to magazines and newspapers on a na-

tionwide scale. Special kits went to

the picture editors of Hearst and

Scripps-Howard dailies to choose as

they saw fit for full-page layouts that

were actually paid ads individually

tailored to blend with the editorial

style of the respective newspapers.

Idea was for the a.m.'s to run their

pages the day of the local playdate. the

p.m.'s the day before.

Special 15-minute broadcasts of the

Paris, Berlin. Rome and London fes-

tivities were aired over the Mutual net-

work, with MBS commentator Ed Pet-

titt, who flew over especially for the

tour, delivering vivid descriptions for

the folks at home.

Back at RKO's studios in New
York. Don Thompson, Turner's writer-

producer already working on the edit-

ing of the movie for various-length tv

and movie house trailers, swung into

the second phase of his job: filming

special backstage material, producing

special radio and tv programs and pre-

paring English narration and super-

vising editing and dubbing of foreign

footage filmed during the premieres

ONE
will get you. <l=IVI

It is as "easy as duck soup"
to dominate five of Virginia's

most dynamic cities. Buy their one

and only "V" Station . . . WTAR-TV.

All well within WTAR-TV's

"Grade A" Signal, they combine

to make America's 26th Market.

n RETAIL SALES, for example ... The

Bureau of the Census (preliminary Report)

shows that WTAR-TV's total coverage area

has Retail sales of over $1,583,874,000.
And here are Retail sales by cities:

NORFOLK $405,230,000
HAMPTON $ 52,075,000
PORTSMOUTH $ 96,980,000
WARWICK $ 24,220,000
NEWPORT NEWS $ 88,264,000

CHANNEL

3
NORFOLK.VA.

Represented by Edward Petry & Co., Inc.

for distribution to cooperating sta-

tions.

Stage 2: Advertising: By mid-Janu-

ary, following two solid months of syn-

thesizing blood, sweat and emulsion,

Thompson's tv trailers and radio an-

nouncements were ready for distribu-

tion.

"Ordinarily," says Thompson, "we
could have finished them in five to six

weeks. Cinemascope makes the job

more complicated. First we had to

convert to 35 mm. before we could

get it into 16 mm. In some cases we
shot special live footage. And then,

of course, we had to build new sound

tracks. I once tried to simplify the

work by combining both radio and tv

sound tracks. It doesn't work.

"Also, this picture has more action

than any I've ever seen. Which makes
it more vital not to lose any of it in

condensing to the short segments for

tv.

In all. there are 16 different trailers

made especially for television, ranging

from 10-second teasers to a three-min-

ute clip, with eight minutes, four 20's.

and a two-minute version for use on

participating programs in between.

Here's an example of the way
Thompson power-packs a 10-second

teaser:

WAYNE LEADS RIDERS AS NAR-
RATOR ANNOUNCES: "The Con-

queror . .
."

WAYNE RIDES INTO CAMERA,
SLASHING WITH SWORD. NARR:

rt

II

. . . is coming:

MAN CUT FROM HORSE.
FIGHT.

BIG

And here s the way he sustains the

high pitch of excitement for a full

minute:

WAYNE RIDING WITH HORDE.
MAN: Out of the blood-stained his-

tory of the barbaric age . . . comes . . .

NARR: "The Conqueror."

BATTLE SCENES: MAN: Ruthless

leader of the Mongol hordes.

NARR: He took what he wanted

when he wanted it!

MAN: Howard Hughes presents . . .

NARR: ""The Conqueror."

CU WAYNE AT COURT. CROWD
SUBSERVIENT. MAN: Starring John

Wayne as Temujin, barbarian. Under

his heel the cowering nations ... in

his arms the unconquered woman.

HAYWARD-WAYNE CLINCH.
CU HAYWARD. SHE'S UNRE-

SPONSIVE. HE SLAPS HER DOWN.
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Another . . /. first run . . . network caliber

/ syndication program ^from

ivi s

DRAMA SERIES AVAILABLE NOW!
STARRING... JOSEPH GOTTEN • LINDA DARNELL • EDWARD G. ROBINSON* MONA FREEMAN

DANE CLARK • ANN SHERIDAN ...AND MANY OTHER TOP STARS!

*wo*
>>a

t^t

fen
:

-J* *>5l ft> ,'-!•> (1*, ,%.

wM,(/u4e
OMCH OALC
4.«0 2.40

MATINBB
ORCH BAL.C

2.4C t.20

Scan a// ratings . . . Screen fftis show!

OKLAHOMA
CITY

BAY CITY,

MICH.

23.9J 131.2

NEW
ORLEANS

33.2
fc*

itf&SZEt*.

DAVENPORT,

IB^N

'Nov.-Dec. 1955 A.R.B.
SCRE EN ^O EMS inc.
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233 West 49 St. New York, New York



"BEST
Morning $fiow\

to DENV£R" L

JOE
"Upsee Daisy'

FLOOD

Sales results put Joe Flood at the

top, in the top 3 all morning and

at the lowest cost-per-thousand

always, according to Pulse.*

KTLN RADIO DENVER

1 No. 1 Denver and Colorado
Independent.*

2 Lowest cost-per-thousand over all

stations.

3 Reaches 4 out of 5 Denverites every
week.*

4 Denver's only downtown weather
facilities.

5 Quality, consistent D.J. program-
ming.

6 Top Denver personalities

—

Joe Flood, Chuck Collins, Rich
Froemke, Bill Foreman, Bill Davis,

Del Wood, Alice and Len,

Con Schader.

7 Excellent ratings day or night.

8 Top production and top promotion.

9 More live remote broadcasting
hours than all other stations com-
bined.

1 More hours per day of popular music
than any other station.

•Pulse, November, 1 955.

NEW YORK—Radio Representatives, Inc.

CHICAGO—Radio Representatives, Inc.

LOS ANGELES—Lee O'Connell Co.

SAN FRANCISCO—Bill Ayres Co.

SOUTH—Clarke Brown Co.

SEATTLE—Hugh Feltis & Asstes.

PORTLAND—"0" Cox & Asstes.

\ TL
Denver's 24-hour Voice

of Music— Colorado's

Most Powerful, Most

Listened-to Independent

LEONARD COE, Owner and Operator
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SHE GLARES. WOMAN : Susan Hay-

ward as Bortai, Tartar Princess, who
meets his fire with ice, matches his

fury with flame.

MCS ARMENDARIZ AND HAY-
WARD. HE HAS ARM AROUND
HER. MAN: Pedro Armendariz as

Jamuga, blood-brother, tempted to

barter an empire for a woman's love.

WAYNE AND BATTLE SCENES.
NARR: "The Conqueror." MAN:
Only on the wide screen of Cinema-

scope could this story be told in all

its magnitude. NARR: Only in blaz-

ing color could it be shown in all its

splendor.

SERIES OF SPECTACULAR
FALLS: MAN: Tense . . . NARR:
Dramatic . . . MAN: Powerful . . .

TITLE SEQUENCE: NARR: See,

in Cinemascope and color . . . MAN:
"The Conqueror."

SILENT FOOTAGE FOR SLIDES
AND LIVE PLAYDATES.

"If you look real close," says

Thompson, "you'll see we stuck to two

themes: sex and action."

Naturally, they're a little harder to

portray with radio alone. Here's how
it came out in one variation:

SOUND: GALLOPING HORSES
AND YELLS. NARR: Howard Hughes
presents . . . ANNCR: "The Conquer-

or!"

SOUND: OUT. NARR: Starring

John Wayne as Temujin, ruler of the

Mongol hordes.

MAN: I feel this Tartar woman is

for me. My blood says take her.

NARR: Susan Hayward as Bortai,

Tartar princess, woman of flame and

ice.

WOMAN : I am consumed with want

of him.

NARR: Pedro Armendariz as Jam-

uga, blood-brother, torn between loy-

alty and desire.

ANNCR: I am tempted, woman.

NARR: In a story of relentless con-

quest and barbaric passion.

ANNCR: "The Conqueror!"

NARR: He took what he wanted

when he wanted it!

ANNCR: Mighty in action.

NARR: Mighty in scope.

ANNCR: Mighty in spectacle.

NARR: "The Conqueror!"

ANNCR: Mightiest of the mighty.

SOUND: GALLOPING HORSES
AND YELLS
NARR: "The Conqueror" sweeps

across the screen in all its magnitude,

surpassing anything ever filmed.

WOMAN: Sceae after scene of un-

believable splendor!

NARR: For sheer might and mag-
netism . . .

ANNCR: For violent action and
dramatic intensity . . .

NARR: See, in Cinemascope and
color . . .

ANNCR: "The Conqueror!"

For radio, Thompson made eight

minutes and four station -breaks.

These, with the tv trailers, were

shipped to stations with highly spe-

cific instructions on how, when and

where to use them. Directions accom-

panying the trailers emphasize that

enough spots were being provided to

permit their rotation in adjacent or

nearby time slots "so that insofar as

possible no spot will be repeated on a

single day."

More to come? Early last month

RKO Radio Pictures, which has

served primarily as a releasing organi-

zation for independent producers dur-

• •••••**
"The viewer sees more name talent

today because of film than he might
see at Craumans Chinese Theatre on
Academy Award Night. It was film that

attracted this talent to television, be-

cause of the potential revenue and tax

advantages to be had from residuals."
ROBERT F. LEWINE

V.p. & Director of the Program
Department ABC tv network********

ing the last few years, announced it

was returning to "full-scale" operation

under its new management. Control

of the unit was bought last July for

$25 million by General Teleradio Inc.,

which in turn is a subsidiary of Gen-

eral Tire & Rubber Co. At that time

Tom O'Neil, president of General

Teleradio, indicated the objective was

to obtain films for tv. In December it

leased 740 films and 1,000 short sub-

jects from among the vast RKO back-

log to C & C Super Corp. for some $15

million and announced its plans to get

back into movie production.

Eleven pictures with a total produc-

tion budget of $22.5 million will be

made during the first six months of

this year, and more later, according to

RKO President Daniel T. O'Shea.

Around the turn of the year, Howard

Hughes ("Mr. Hughes does not ex-

plain his maneuvers to anyone," two

RKO execs volunteered) bought back

two of the films for $12 million. One

'Jet Pilot," the other: "The Con-
• • *

was

queror.
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TV SET COUNT
[Continued from page 40)

ARF is purely statistical and not easy

to explain. Simplified, the problem is

this:

Last year's Census job does not con-

tain any local data. With some 200-

odd sampling areas to work from, the

Census staff came up with a national

figure plus breakdowns by regions, city

size and comparisons of metropolitan

vs. small town and rural areas. The

question was then raised whether these

figures couldn't be used in conjunction

with other data on individual counties

to derive reliable county estimates. In

the end, the total figures would have to

add up to the Census total, which was

considered the most reliable.

The material being used includes

data from NBC, Television maga-

zine and other sources. Both NBC and

Television magazine totals were higher

than the Census, which showed a tv

saturation of 67.27c or 32,106,000 tv

households. The former was about two

million higher, the latter about five

NEATEST TRICK IN ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Tutnini y4 HOURS

*^ _ ,

. . . into

lr OURS!
200

Quarter
Hours

7 A. M. - 5 P. M.

FIRSTS

The latest (October, 1955) ARB report tells the story:

132 firsts for Channel 10 out of the 200 competitive

quarter-hours, 7 AM to 5 PM, Mondays through Fri-

days! —And, incidentally, Channel 10 rates 273 firsts

out of the weekly, day-and-night total of 461 quarter-

hours! Mighty good figures, Mr. Time Buyer!

WRITE US TODAY FOR

CHOICEST AVAILABILITIES

IN ROCHESTER

CHA
12 5,000 WATTS

OPERATED SHARE TIME BY

WHEC-TV AND WVET-TV

EL 10 VHF

CBS BASIC • ABC AFFILIATE

ROCHESTER, N.Y.

EVERETT-McKINNEY, INC. • NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES • THE BOILING CO.. INC.

million. Despite this disparity, it is

felt that it's possible to evolve county

figures by some statisical technique

that would be fairly accurate. The

final figures, of course, will be 10

months old when released. (This is

not old when compared with figures

available in other industries, ARF con-

tends, however.)

It is possible the February Cen-

sus study will be subjected to the same

kind of statistical probing. The thought

has occurred to some agency research-

ers that it might be worthwhile to for-

get about the June 1955 material and

concentrate on the February 1956 fig-

ures, which would be more up-to-date.

The assumption is that with the expe-

rience gained so far, a breakdown of

the up-to-date information would be

quicker.

For agencies fuming with impatience

for tv set count, it is sad to relate the

assumption is too optimistic. The rea-

sons why illustrate some of the time-

consuming factors involved in deliver-

ing industry-approved figures.

In the first place, ARF already has

an investment in time, money and

headaches in the present calculations,

which are not expected to be com-

pleted until March. Up to the end of

January 1,200 man-hours had been ex-

pended, not to mention time involved

by committees discussing and okaying

the decisions necessary. When a trade

group like the ARF—a conglomeration

of many heads and opinions—once

starts machinery rolling and commits

itself to a policy, it is not easy to re-

verse gears.

Secondly, while the ARF has com-

mitted itself to deliver what is con-

siders reliable figures, it does not feel

it has all the answers. Further refine-

ments (and possibly different ap-

proaches) are expected the second time

around. To put the matter roughly, it

is not only a matter of deciding what

mathematical equations to use, it is a

matter of creating the equations in the

first place.

Thirdly, the ARF is in no position

to speed up the Census Bureau.

While the tv networks, TVB and

the NARTB are bearing the cost of

gathering the tv figures and breaking

them down, they are getting a free ride

in so far as the Census interviewing

goes. This material is secondary to the

prime purpose of the Census survey,

which is to gather other data. And,

while the Census Bureau has the bene-
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Another . ./. first run . . . network caliber

\ / syndication program from

COMPETITION IN 57 OUT OF 60 MARKETS!

...BACKED BY 35 UNIQUE PREMIUMS!

TALES « THE TEXAS RANGERS
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r
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fit of a Univac to speed up things, there

are people standing in line to use this

electronic wonder.

Speaking of electronic computers,

ARF is using IBM machines where

possible but the machines, as fast as

they are, are still machines. They can

only rattle off what some human being

tells them to. They cannot think crea-

tively—yet. ARF had an experience

with a problem where it took five days

to "program" a problem that took 10

minutes to solve electronically.

Fourthly, there is a possibility that

the tv set count information that comes

out of Nielsen Coverage Service #2
will be thrown into the statistical pot

for the purpose of getting county fig-

ures from the February Census study.

Field work will be done on NCS #2
this spring. When ARF gets February

figures from the Census, there is

a chance that calculations may be held

up by the fact that Nielsen data will

not be ready. Those familiar with the

situation say, however, it is more likely

that both sets of data will be ready to

be worked on by June.

again
WFBC-TVASwamps Competition

in Carolina 5-County Pulse Survey

AREA PULSE SURVEY OF TELEVISION AUDIENCE (5 Counties)

SHARE OF TELEVISION AUDIENCE DECEMBER 4-10, 1955

Time
TV Sets
In Use WFBC-TV

Station
B

Station
C

Station
D

Other
Stations

SUNDAY
12 Noon-6 :00 P.M.

6:00P.M.-Midnight

35.7%

51.3%

48%
55%

24%
23%

15%
16%

8%
2%

4%
4%

MON. THRU FRI.

7:00 A.M.-12:00 Noon
12:00 Noon-6 :00 P.M.

6:00P.M.-Midnight

13.2%

25.5%

46.0%

64%
61%
56%

36%
21%
18%

0%
15%
17%

0%
3%
3%

0%
0%
6%

SATURDAY
10:00-12:00 Noon
12:00 Noon-6 :00 P.M
6:00 P.M.-Midnight

32.5%

27.3%

54.6%

70%
51%
58%

30%
31%
16%

0%
12%
15%

0%
2%
6%

0%
4%
5%

*The five counties are Greenville, Anderson, Green-
wood, and Spartanburg, S. C, and Buncombe (Asheville),

N. C. . . . counties with Population of 600,700; Incomes
of $783,086,000; and Retail Sales of $519,931,000.

For further information about this PULSE SUR-
VEY and about the total WFBC-TV Market, contact the

Station or WEED, our National Represenative

"The Giant of

Southern Skies"

NBC NETWORK

WFBC-TV
Channel 4 Greenville, S. C.

Represented Nationally by

WE£D TELEVISION CORP.

Assuming the three tv nets, TvB and

the NARTB decide to finance future

work on the February figures (and

this has not been decided yet), it may
take all summer to do the job.

Is all this time really necessary?

Yes, says the ARF—if the industry

wants good, accurate figures. A. W.
Lehman, managing director of ARF,
pointed out to SPONSOR that work on

the June 1955 Census data started in

December of last year and is still going

on. "We are going all out in getting

this material ready. We are using all

the statistical processes we can. Our

statistician has consulted with over

half a dozen experts. Sometimes as

many as four and five people work on

the figures. But it has to take time."

Won't the experience gained in get-

ting county figures from the June 1955

data help speed up calculations of the

February 1956 data,

It will help a little, Lehman said.

But, he added, the calculations on the

February 1956 data will probably not

be an up-dating of the June 1955 fig-

ures.

For one thing, if the Nielsen data is

added to the statistical stew, a new set

of equations will be required. For

another, updating can be a complicated

business by itself, requiring a number

of different growth curves for different

markets.

Meanwhile, the NARTB's long trek

toward its goal of a continuing audit

of tv sets and station coverage may be

nearing its end. An indication of this

was the change in name for the com-

mittee handling this job. The name

change, approved by the NARTB Tv

Board 1 February was from the Tele-

vision Implementation Committee to

the Audit Television Circulation Com-

mittee. The reason for this change,

according to Tv Board Chairman Clair

R. McCollough (WGAL-TV, Lancaster,

Pa. )
, was "because we are much closer

now to the actuality of a continuing

nationwide study and we feel that the

scope of the committee's activity, orig-

inally confined to studying the possi-

bilities, now should be broadened to

... the probability of a pilot study.

'

The ATCC, however, is not yet ready

for a pilot study. The ATCC's research

subcommittee, headed by Hugh M.

Beville, NBC's director of Research

and Planning, reported that field tests,

conducted by Alfred Politz Research,

showed the "acceptability" of inter-

viewing methods providing further

work is done in refining the interview
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technique. The conclusion was based

on a comparison of interview data

with information gotten from mechani-

I cal recorders connected to sets in the

same sample homes. The recorders

:
were used as a check and will not be

used in the final NARTB audit system

because the expense of installing these

meters in every one of the nation's

3,000 counties would be prohibitively

expensive.

The Tv Board has okayed further

tests. In doing so. it also made clear it

was well aware of the demand for

speed. In defense of its present pace,

Robert D. Swezey (WDSU-TV, New
Orleans), chairman of the ATCC, said

the committe realizes "it is dealing

with an association project in which

the sponsor is the industry itself and

in which the results must be unchal-

lengeable. Until the committee and the

board and particularly our profession-

al research advisors, who are among
the best in tv broadcasting, can be

satisfied that we have a validated tech-

nique that will stand up to any reason-

able scientific examination, we cannot

move to the pilot study, which will pre-

cede the actual nationwide measure-

ment."

The latest NARTB work did little to

lift the curtain on its method for count-

ing sets and measuring station circu-

lation. All that is known is (1) that

the NARTB decided three years ago it

should provide such information, (2)

that some time later it hired one Dr.

Franklin Cawl (,) to come up with

some kind of method that would be

both valid and economical, (3) that

there've been lots of problems, (4)

that the method would involve inter-

viewing people, (5) that the informa-

tion will be supplied on a continuous

basis, (6) that first figures are ex-

pected to be released in 1957.

The industry will, of course, know
in time what the method is. Agency-

researchers are not one to buy a pig in

a poke. They fervently hope it will be

something they can approve, for it will

put the set count and circulation prob-

lem on the shelf once and for all. And
that is more than could ever be said

for radio.

The ARF, too, will explain its meth-

od in detail when the job is completed.

A roundup of agencies contacted by

SPONSOR indicated a great curiosity

about what ARF is doing in calculat-

ing a tv set count. Generally speak-

ing, the agencies are sympathetic to-

ward the ARF efforts.

As one agency research chief put it:

"We need the information and we
need it badly."

An important factor in the agencies'

attitude was the feeling that ARF has

no particular ax to grind, representing,

as it does, both buyers and sellers of

time. The ARF seal of approval car-

ries with it great respect among agen-

cy researchers, and the industry gen-

erally. The recent NARTB field tests

were submitted to the ARF for ap-

proval first and the latter stamped the

methodology tests proposed as "rea-

sonable."

However, many agencies are still

from Missouri concerning the ARF cal-

culations.

Some take the attitude that since the

figures are estimates anyway, their

guess is as good as anybody's. One
research vice president, who is himself

at home with research statistics, told

SPONSOR:

"I think it'll be a miracle if the ARF
can come up wit valid figures. This is

just my opinion. I don't know what

they're doing. Maybe they're smarter

than I am."

FIRST .IN THIS
THERN MARKET

The Ark-La-Tex is a vital, prosperous market

where 311,235 families own over half as

many TV sets. They have money to spend

too . . . over $1,275,069,000! And, first in

TV in this area is KSLA-TV with . . .

• FULL 316,000 WATTS POWER
• 1,195-FOOT TOWER
• CBS BASIC NETWORK
• PROVEN AUDIENCE LEADERSHIP

PAUL H. RAYMER CO. INC.

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
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There is some wondering about what

ARF will do after its breakdown of the

June 1955 figures. Said a research ex-

ecutive concerning the situation:

"I assume that after the June 1955

figures come out both NBC and Tele-

vision magazine will take over the;e

figures. What will that mean if the

ARF starts to work on the Fe! ruary

1956 material? Will it relate these

two sets of figures to the Census data

again? I don't see how it can. The

ARF will be just digging in its own
back-yard. What if the ARF and Niel-

sen don't get together?"

And so forth.

There is still the possibility that the

NCS #2 set count will be released

separately. Both agencies and net-

works have mixed feelings about the

Nielsen data. Some researchers ques-

tion whether accurate set count in-

formation can be gotten out of a sam-

ple, half of which is a ballot. Others

say that the bias in a ballot sample
can be measured and corrected.

On one point everybody is agreed.

They sure will be happy when this set

count business is resolved, once and
for all. • • •

SPOT RADIO
I Continued from page 33 I

expects to hit another 150 or more with

its Blitzkrieg radio campaigns before

the year's out.

Campbell Soup I through BBDO)—
Campbell Soup hadnt used radio in

\ears. But last fall it faced a problem.

1 he peak soup season was coming up

and a whole region needed a shot in the

arm.

"Sure, we're heavy in tv and in

national print media," a BBDO radio-

tv executive explained. "But the areas

that worried us were the Southeast.

Southwest and Westcentral regions, all

predominantly rural. With cold weather

coming on, we felt we wanted to hit

these areas extra hard. The idea was

to find the medium that reached the

areas and delivered maximum fre-

quency cheaply."

He thought for a moment, lit a pipe,

shrugged. "Ill be hanged if I can pin

the original idea for spot radio on any

one guy," he finally admitted. "I do

know it came out of the agency. You're

in a batch of meetings noodling a

particular problem and some guy says

'radio,' so you're off.
'
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GREATER CLEVELAND'S NUMBER 1 STATION

The aim then was to get the highest

possible frequency in over 60 markets

for the 26-week campaign.

Low-cost coverage of the tough-to-

reach area was spot radio's major ap-

peal. The agency's idea was to get

maximum frequency out of their buy.

In most markets, they felt, the top two

stations would do a good coverage job.

It became a question of which hit lis-

teners most often for a set dollar figure.

"We approached stations with this

suggestion." an agency executive

explained. "We offered them a budget

based on 15 one-minute announcements

weekly at a one-time rate. Then we

asked for their saturation package.

They'd come up with some 30 a week

for the same money. So, we'd say,

'we'll come in on a run-of-station

schedule Mondays through Fridays be-

tween 7:00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m. In

return, let us know of last-minute avail-

abilities over and above the 15 we're

buying at the proposed rate.'"

This approach has netted Campbell

Soup an average of 35 to 40 announce-

ments weekly on some stations.

"At any rate, our station choice was

based strictly on criteria of media

efficiency." the radio-tv executive ex-

plained. "We looked for broad geo-

graphic coverage of scattered rural

markets. Of course, merchandising

support loomed large in our choice.

Their help has ranged from window

displays, mailings to the trade, meet-

ings with Campbell salesmen, jumbo

postcards to retailers about the cam-

paign."

Before the campaign, Campbell

started a stock and order check in the

radio markets as well as in markets

of comparable size where radio isn't

ELECTRIC
APPLIANCE DEP'1

"Like we say over KRIZ Phoenix

—even a man can operate it."
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Lsed. The agency expects to have a

eport by late spring.

"If this effort is as successful as

nitial trade reports indicate, we may

jse the medium for special promotions

is these ideas require more advertis-

n<* weight in particular markets," an

igencyman added.

ihell Oil (through J. Walter Thomp-

on)—Shell's reasons for using spot

adio are essentially the same today as

hey were 10 years or more ago.

"Our business is local," says Tom
vlement, Shell's advertising represent-

itive of radio-tv. "Spot radio gives us

ligh frequency at a cost that permits

;s to cover all our markets without

preading ourselves too thin. We also

eel that heavy radio is more effective

han limited tv, particularly in multi-

tation tv markets."

Currently, Shell sponsors five- and

0-minute shows, often supplemented

nth announcement schedules in 50

narkets east of the Rockies, 11 on the

Vest Coast. About 40% of the air

mdget, or 13% of the total budget

,oes into this spot radio effort.

Shell's approach to spot radio can

»e summed up this way

:

KGVO-TV
MISSOULA, MONTANA

adds HELENA*
Montana's Capital City

to its Western Montana

9 county

"Captive" Coverage

MO Increase in regular LOW

<GVO-TV rates

via Community Cable

MAGNIFY YOUR SALES
IN THIS STABLE

$160,000,000.00

MARKET

University City

•
Rich Lumbering and

Agricultural Area

167 Mountainous Miles from Spokane
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• The oil company wants a local

medium to tie in a product sold locally

with local events, e.g. in St. Louis

Shell bought 50 announcements over

the Christmas and New Year weekends

tying in with the city's safe driving

campaigns.

• Because of a somewhat spotty dis-

tribution pattern, national air media

would imply a waste coverage.

• While the firm buys on a 52-week

basis ("That way we can clear most

favorable times"), it can change the

copy story continuously to fill local

needs.

• Spot radio supplies the desirable

coverage. It also makes it possible for

Shell to get high frequency without

budget strain.

"We made a basic switch in strategy

last year," Klement told sponsor.

"Previously all plans originated out of

the home office of Shell or J. Walter

Thompson. Since last year, we're

allocating budgets and agency field

men to 18 division managers (12 on

the East Coast, six on the West Coast)

,

who guide and recommend changes in

the local markets they're most familiar

with."

These division managers not only

write memos to the home office on basic

choice of programing, station, copy,

but also monitor the existing effort.

Shell always reviews its radio buvs

quarterly according to cost-per-1.000

breakdown and through field trips of

its home office staff. But if a complain!

or sugestion comes in from a division

manager, it is taken up separately.

"You might say that calls from our

local men help put our shows or com-

mercials back on the beam when thev

get off it," Klement said. "Since local

announcer? work from general copy

kits rather than on verbatim readings

of commercials, local monitoring can

be the difference between an effective

sales pitch and a watered down one."

He added that the decentralized ap-

proach Shell now uses has helped en-

courage more station merchandising.

Miami's WGBS. for example, runs con-

tests for local dealers with a weekend

in Havana offered for the winner and

his wife. Other stations put Shell on

their program log mailings. Several

stations give free plugs to Shell news.

weather or sportscasts.

"We tend to say that we buv radio

on a cost-per-1,000 yardstick," Klem-

ent said. "But actuallv. that's a flexible

measure that might range from 50c to

$2. We're interested in selling. And

KPRC-TV
FIRST IN HOUSTON
with 17 out of 20*

top nighttime shows
OCTOBER AND NOVEMBER

1. George Gobel KPRC-TV

2. HitParade KPRCTV

3. Robert Montgomery KPRC-TV

4. Medic KPRC-TV

5. $64,000 Question Station C

6. Lux Video Theatre KPRC-TV

7. Waterfront KPRC-TV

8- Truth or Consequences KPRC-TV

t^H|

9. Life of Riley KPRC-TV

10. Great Gildersleeve KPRC-TV

11. This Is Your Life KPRC-TV

12. Disneyland Station B

13. Father Knows Best KPRC-TV

14. People Are Funny KPRC-TV

15. Fireside Theatre KPRC-TV

16. Caesar's Hour KPRC-TV

17. Ford Theatre KPRC-TV

18. Perry Como KPRCTV

19. City Detective KPRC-TV

20. WyattEarp Station B

ARB — October, November, 1955

KPRCTV
HOUSTON CHANNEL 2

JACK HARRIS Nationally Represented By

Vice President & General Manager EDWARD PETRY & CO.



it's possible for a station to do an

effective job through persuasive pre-

sentation, good programing and mer-

chandising that can't be evaluated in

cost-per-1,000 terms alone."

Because of the new decentralized set-

up, Shell considers itself more open to

a good reason why it should buy radio

in a new market, or add stations for

a special promotion in the existing

markets. The agency's own field men
work with Shell's district managers.

"In that way, our recommendations
from the field have a thorough screen-

ing as they're being developed. Bv the

time they hit us, we look into them very

carefully."'

Shell's trends for 1956: continued

emphasis on five- and 10-minute news
the weather shows, less emphasis on
the 15-minute format that offers the

same length commercial time as a

10-minute show: more flurries of

short-term saturation announcement

campaigns to t!e in with local civic

events or marketing problems.

Paper-Mate (through FC&B)—Origi-

nally a West Coast operation, Paper-

Mate used radio from the start: first,

as the backbone of its introductory

campaign, now as an essential booster

medium to supplement its network tv

and print effort.

"Our method hasn't changed except

in scope," says a Paper-Mate account

executive. "It's just that our budget
has continued growing. Also our
reasons for using the medium are

different today from five vears ago
when we got into it."

He went into the reasoning behind
the pen company's strategy: "(1) Spot

radio is a good slide rule buy in terms

of coverage, frequency and cost-per-

1,000; (2) early-morning listeners,

whom we aim at, are working people.

Hence they're a concentration of our

best prospects — bookkeepers, school

kids, salesmen and other groups; (3)

spot radio offers personality selling at

a low cost."

Generally, Paper-Mate concentrates

its radio effort in a dozen or more
major metropolitan tv centers from
New York to Los Angeles, goes into

as many as 40 for seasonal promotions.

"Say our network tv show, People

Are Funny, has a 30 national rating.

Well, in a multi-station tv market

competition may water this rating

down to a 10. That's why we start

MORE THAN EVER

Stac6to*t'4 Tftott >dutcHed fo Station

HOOPER RADIO AUDIENCE INDEX
STOCKTON, CALIF. OCTOBER THRU DECEMBER, 1955

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
7:00 A.M. -12:00 NOON

RADIO
SETS
IN USE

c N KSTN A M
OTHER

AM & FM
SAMPLE
SIZE

15.7 2^.9 6.U- 37.6 1^.9 9.3 7.0 9,933

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
12:00 N00N-6:00 P.M.

RADIO
SETS
IN USE

C . Sp. KSTN A M OTHER
AM & FM

SAMPLE
SIZE

\2.1J ^7.7 8.2 34.1 1W.1 8.7 7.2 11,892

Fall 1955 Hooperatings show

KSTN increases dominance of

*Stockton Radio Audience.

*America's 92nd Market

Represented by Hollingbery

hitting such markets with spot radio

saturations."

The agency picks personalities on

radio stations, like Klaven and Finch,

gets them together for lunches with

client and agency executives and pro-

vides them with fact sheets rather than

verbatim commercials.

"Radio talent has a tremendous lot

of scope which the stations are not

exploiting to the fullest even now."'

an FC&B executive said. "The public

would like to see what these people

they're listening to look like, what the\

are like. That kind of personalized

publicity attracts more listeners for

the station. It also makes radio talent

more effective salesmen for clients."

He added that Paper-Mate want?

to reach so many people in a market

• •**•••*
"Success in radio today depend?

upon a station's ability to make itself a

vibrant part of the community. I be-

lieve that our sations were successful
during 1955 for that reason. It is no
coincidence that during the past year
WBC stations succeeded not only in

gaining sales ground over the previou-
year, but also in winning more public
service awards than in any year in the
company's history. The year 1955 was
our greatest year in terms of public
service and educational programming."

DONALD H. MC GANNON
President, Westinghouse
Broadcasting Company**•••••*

and will buy as much radio as neces 1

sary to fill the gap between the aim and

the result of other advertising. During
|

special seasons, spot radio becomes a

!

primary advertising tool.

"This client realizes that radio costs

so little and does so much," the exec-

utive continued. "But more personalis

selling on the part of stations would

help us overcome hesitancy on the part

of other clients who've heard that radio

is off in tv markets. Actually, the

medium has a very definite place in the

biggest tv markets, if you buy the

1,000,000
WATTS

st in Power
and Coverage

\>>^Wilkes-Barre

Scranton

Call Avery-Knodel, Int.

96 SPONSOR



right kind of radio."

Since the turn-of-the-year sale of

the company to Gillette, Paper-Mate's

advertising has been in a period of

transition. The firm spent some $250,-

000 in spot radio during 1955. Agency

executives feel that the radio budget

is likely to see an increase this year,

a continuation of the same approach.

Chap Stick (through Lawrence Gum-

binner)
—"We've been in radio for six

years partly because we can't afford

tv, mainly because radio gives us better

coverage per dollar than newspapers,"

says Paul Gumbinner, agency radio-tv

head.

From a modest start on one New
York radio show in 1949, Chap Stick

has expanded to a 40-market campaign

over the past three or four years.

Chap Stick tested the pull of radio

versus newspapers in 15 markets back

in 1950, by making a sample offer of

Chap-Ans, the then new hand lotion

for men. On a cost-per-inquiry basis,

radio outstripped newspapers in every

case.

"Spot radio is a logical buy for us,"

says Gumbinner. "For one thing, the

among top 30

in Rate

of growth

in America's

and growing
5th City In Size

Biggest State . .

faster and sounder all the time
• 16th In Effective Buying Income
Growth in U.S.A.

• 22nd In Total Retail Sales

Growth in U.S.A.

• 19th in Food Sales Growth in

U.S.A.

ONLY KROD-TV effectively covers
all of El Paso's market.

*8»1m Management Surrey of Buying Power,
Not. 10, 1955

KROD-TV
CHANNEL 4

EL PASO texas

CBS - ABC

^FILIATED with KROD-600 kc <5000w

Iwned 6 Operated by El Paso Times, Inc

Rep. Nationally by the BRANHAM COMPANY
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product's seasonal. It's used primarily

by men and children, always during

the cold season. Our distribution and

sales are heaviest in metropolitan

areas."

Merchandising is important to Chap

Stick's choice of station. "We've used

50-kw. and 250-watter," says Time-

buyer Anita Wasserman. "In some

markets we need broad geographic

coverage, in others intensive coverage

of a small city area. But in all cases,

merchandising packages are an im-

portant factor."

The agency keeps monthly checks on

stations' merchandising support, their

mailings to the trade, window displays,

other point-of-sale material on air pro-

motions. Since schedules are reviewed

continuously, a slack in merchandising

help can mean a switch to a station

which duplicates the original one's

coverage.

"In the beginning, we aimed at men
only," says Gumbinner. "That meant

early morning radio only, preferably

before 8:00 a.m. Be we find that we
now prefer a family audience, since

• •••••••
"The retailer desiring prestige in his
own community must identify himself
with . . . national brands if he is to ob-
tain the reputation he wants. This is

one thing which probably wont change
much over the years."

DR. W. R. G. BAKER
General Electric V.P. & General Mgr.

G.E. Electronics Division

• •••••••
women buy the product for kids. Back

in 1952 WFAA, Dallas, couldn't give

us morning availabilities. The station

sold us on its evening newscasts with

some well-documented audience re-

search. Since then we've gone into

evening radio in some 15 markets with

good results."

Agency and client both look for

station presentations that dispel radio

buying cliches. "WJR, Detroit, showed
us that the 4:00 p.m. factory shift

made early evening news a good

buy for reaching families at home,"

Gumbinner says. "We've got no rule

that says we've got to stick to one

pattern on all stations. All we want

is a family audience at a good cost."

Today, Chap Stick puts some 60%
of its total budget into spot radio, the

remainder into magazines. The com-

pany expects to increase the number of

markets it's using as sales and budget

permit. * * *

FIRST IN HOUSTON
with 17 out of 20*

top nighttime shows
OCTOBER AND NOVEMBER

1. George Gobel KPRC-TV

v;

2. HitParade KPRCTV

3. Robert Montgomery KPRCTV

4. Medic KPRCTV

5. $64,000 Question Station C

6. Lux Video Theatre KPRCTV

7. Waterfront KPRCTV

8. Truth or Consequences KPRCTV

•'";.'

' :1

9. Life of Riley KPRCTV

10. Great Gildersleeve KPRCTV

11. This Is Your Life KPRCTV

12. Disneyland Station B

13. Father Knows Best KPRCTV

14. People Are Funny KPRCTV

15. Fireside Theatre KPRCTV

3
16 Caesar's Hour KPRCTV

17. Ford Theatre KPRCTV

18. Perry Como KPRCTV

*&?.': "

19. City Detective KPRCTV

.

20. Wyatt Earp Station

* ARB — October, November, 1955

KPRC-TV
HOUSTON • CHANNEL 2

JACK HARRIS Nationally Represented By

Vice President & General Manager EDWARD PETRY & CO.



HOLLYWOOD ADMEN
(Continued from page 31)

most serious headaches. If the agency

could afford it, I'd suggest an ex-

change program, by which everybody

in the agency would spend six months

at least on either coast. But that's

shooting toward Utopia.

"Another Utopian solution would

be a weekly get-together somewhere

half-way, like St. Louis or Tulsa, be-

tween the Eastern and Western key-

men, where the week's happenings

could be chewed over. But which one

of us would be willing to give up 52

Saturdays or Sundays a year?"

JVo iiiu/ioiiii/: "They give us a job to

do, but they won't let us have the au-

thority to do it. Take that weekly an-

thology series we're doing. When the

script has been okayed by the client,

I've got to clear practically every actor

with New York. And not only that.

There are last minute changes. A scene

suddenly doesn't seem to play the way
it's written. Something's got to be

done. So I'm supposed to get on the

phone to New York and discuss the

change. Well, maybe it's the time of

day when that's possible. Meanwhile an

entire studio full of highly paid per-

sonnel stands around, costing thou-

sands every minute. This nobody wor-

ries about, because the producer has

guaranteed to deliver the show for x

number of dollars. But if he loses

money on this show, he's certain to try

and make it up in the next, and then

the quality suffers.

"On the other hand, situations like

this usually arise, when you can't get

through to New York anyway. So,

authority or not, I just go ahead and

make the decision right then, and

prepare myself to have to fight for it

later.

"We're here on the spot and if we
were informed of the clients' needs

and thinking, we would be in the ideal

position to take full responsibility

based on full authority. This is some-

thing that will have to come inevita-

bly, but in the meantime much time

and money is being wasted without

valid reason."

Script approvals: "When I buy a

car, am I entitled to know what steel

was used to make it? No. As long as

it's a good car, that's all I have to

know.

SOUTHWEST VIRGINIA'S ftjXUteeA. RADIO STATION

PACKAGE
BUYER?

Use WDBJ's 6-13-21 Plan!

6 minutes weekly . .

13 minutes weekly . .

21 minutes weekly . .

Ask Free & Peters!

Class "A" Class "B"

$ 63.00 $ 45.00

117.00 78.00

168.00 115.00
INDUSTRIAL HEART

OF THE TRI-STATE AREA

316,000 watts of V. H. F. power

WHTN-TVX
Greater Huntington Theatre Corp.
Huntington, W. Vo. Huntington 3-0185

"When I buy a piece of soap, do I

ask about the ingredients? (99

44/100% pure! Pure what?) No.

As long as I get clean, when I wash
with it, I'm satisfied.

"So why should a sponsor be en-

titled to read a script? For good

taste and policy? Well, if I don't

know what's good taste, and if I'm

not familiar with the client's policy,

I shouldn't have this job.

"A client knows no more what

script will make a good show than

the man in the moon, and a great deal

less than the producer, who makes his

show, the writer, director or I for that

matter. Any man, who can read a

script and know if it's going to be a

good show, could earn a million dol-

lars a week, and he would be wasting

his time making automobiles.

"A script is a combination of a

writer's idea, a producer's faith, a di-

rector's visualization and the talent of

actors, camera-men and sound-men.

The written word serves as a guide,

not an ironclad rule. I absolutely re-

fuse to admit that a client, his wife.

his ad manager or hired reader (who

can't be as good as the producer, or

he would be a producer) knows more,

as much or even nearly as much as

the men he has hired to produce his

television show.

"So give us out here the job, and

then leave us alone. If what we do

doesn't satisfy, we can always be

fired!"

Too little time: "To paraphrase

Clare Boothe in The Women: The first

man who can explain why it takes

seven weeks to make a minute com-

mercial is going to get that prize

they're always giving away in Sweden.

"The point is, it can't be explained,

but that makes it no less fact.

"Things can be done fast, and they

can be done slow, and after they are

98 SPONSOR



lone, they can be changed and

phanged and even done over again.

3ut they can also be done good and

)ad, too cheap and too expensive, or

hey can be done right.

"I'm talking about doing things

ight. About doing a top quality job,

exactly the way the client wants and

leeds it done, done with the right in-

gredients and for the right price.

"In making films, time is money in

nore ways than one: Time spent in

reparation is money saved. Excess

ime spent in production is money

vasted. Time spent on changes is

noney thrown out the window, (and

isually very much money thrown out

i very large window).

"The sooner they stop asking, why
ve need all that time, but just take our

vord for it, the sooner we'll be in a

>osition to deliver the very best for

ust the right price."

roo many apologies: "Sometimes I

eem to spend half my time apologiz-

ng and explaining.

"The account executive in New
fork wants to know why the leading

nan in his show is eating an apple,

vhen the script called for a pear.

// you have

Pride in

your product

You
will have pride in your

Advertising

#

Surely, then you must

have Pride

in the Radio Station

you use.

*

In Oklahoma's /Vo. 1 Market

your

Pride and Your Purse
Will Be Best Served

When You Use

KVOO
Oklahoma's Greatest

Station Since 1925

50,000 watts—NBC Affiliate— 1170 kc

Edward Petty & Company
National Representatives

(The star's little girl was on the set

that day and ate the pear, but the

prop-man happened to have an apple

in his lunch. Nobody told me that

the client hates apples.)

"The producer wants to know, why
with only three days to go before

shooting, we still haven't gotten an

okay on the blue pages (script cor-

rections) from the East. (I haven't

got the faintest idea, but I make up

a story about the client being sick,

and then I sneak off to the phone and

put in a call to New York.)

"The star wants to know why there's

no decision on the option for the next

thirteen pictures. He's got an offer

for a feature picture, and he doesn't

want to lose out. (I can't tell him

that the network is unhappy with him

in that particular time-slot and that

the client refuses to have the show

moved, because he'll know then, that

there might not be a decision for a

week or more. So I make up some

sort of story and get to work on the

network from this end to try and

help solve the problem.)

"New York wants to know what's

holding up the contract for the star,

whom they want for that spectacular.

(They don't know that there's been a

rumor locally that the other girl on

that same program has been seen in

some of the more out-of-the-way night

spots with the star's husband, and

I've been for a week up to my ears,

trying to prove that this rumor, started

by a blind item in somebody's column,

is completely fake.)

Double sponsorship: "As if it wasn't

enough, that our own New York office

neglects to give us enough informa-

tion, we now also have to worry about

the clients and policies of other agen-

cies, with whom we share sponsorship.

"Thank heaven, all of us work in

much closer co-operation here, than

do the boys on Madison Avenue, and

so it's comparatively easy to keep track

of the other fellows' problems and to

help each other.

"But it's only natural, that if you've

got two sponsors to worry about in-

stead of only one, the considerations

which govern production problems,

are automatically doubled."

Clients worry: Here's a case in

point. We've got a cigarette account,

a candy account, an automobile ac-

count among dozens of others. Last

month one of our programs for the

KDDP.TU
FIRST IN HOUSTON
with 17 out of 20*

top nighttime shows
OCTOBER AND NOVEMBER

1. George Gobel

2. HitParade

KPRCTV

KPRCTV

3. Robert Montgomery KPRCTV

4. Medic KPRCTV

5. $64,000 Question Station C

7. Waterfront KPRCTV

8. Truth or Consequences KPRCTV

9. Life of Riley KPRCTV

10. Great Gildersleeve KPRCTV

11. This Is Your Life KPRCTV

12. Disneyland Station B

13. Father Knows Best KPRCTV

14. People Are Funny KPRCTV

15. Fireside Theatre KPRCTV

16. Caesar's Hour

17. Ford Theatre

18. Perry Como

KPRCTV

KPRCTV

KPRCTV

19. City Detective KPRCTV

20. Wyatt Earp Station B
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CHANNEL 11

Transmitter atop Cheyenne
mountain, ONE MILE above
market area.

126,000 families equals
America's 108th market.
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and Southern Colorado

Why Overlook

A Good

Thing?

A good thing is hard to find

!

WNDU-TV is not hard to

find, and it is a good thing.

Over 176,000 UHF families in

South Bend - Elkhart have

found the programs they want

on WNDU-TV. Your sales

message will find the families

you want on WNDU-TV
... a good thing!

WnfcW Represented Nationally

by MEEKER TV

WNDU-TV
CHANNEL 46

cigarette account contained a scene in

which a child got a stomach ache from

eating too much candy, and later her

father got into an accident because

something went wrong with the car.

"The cigarette account, who paid

for the show, liked it fine. But both

the candy and the automobile account

came down on my neck like a ton of

bricks.

"Their argument was, that after all,

they're clients of ours, and scenes like

that are detrimental to their public

relations (though neither the candy

nor the car had been identifiable in

the program)

.

"Taken to an extreme in a shop

like ours, where we have hundreds of

clients in as many different businesses,

this creates an untenable problem for

the writer. One might begin to worry

whether a character can safely leave

a cup of coffee half-finished ("Good to

the last drop"), smoke a cigarette be-

fore committing a crime, or for that

matter, wash his hands with soap,

or whether we can use the sound effect

of a car screeching to a sudden stop

(tires, brake-lining) and so on ad

infinitum."

Wrong travel: "Everytime something

needs personal discussion, one of the

Eastern boys gets on a plane and

comes out here. In a way that's fine,

because frankly I like it here, and I'd

just as soon stay put.

"But actually it would be much bet-

ter, if I'd fly East. It would not only

give the one man, concerned with his

account and his one problem, a chance

to discuss it with me, but I could also

get a feel of all other new develop-

ments, possibly meet some of the

clients and sit in on meetings.

"It would result in my returning

to the Coast with a new and more

complete understanding of Eastern

thinking, problems and developments.

I would return to the Coast with my
authority unimpaired, able to shoulder

the responsibility effectively and in

line with the best interests of the

agency and all of its clients."

Actor duplication: "With the in-

creasing number of film programs be-

ing made, many of which find their

way into syndication, where advance

scheduling is an impossibility, the du-

plication of actors in conflicting parts

becomes a major problem.

"This is what happened two weeks

ago: We sponsor a program in which

we dramatize heroic acts of living

people. Well, the actress, who played

the heroine in that show, also ap-

peared in the adjacent program as

the villainess. Thus after appearing

as a despicable character, who went

around shooting children and kicking

dogs, she followed herself immediate-

ly as the courageous and angelic wo-

man devoted to the well-being of

others.

"All we could have needed was to

have her appear in between in the

network station-break, advertising

another sponsor's product, and I'd

really have been ready to crawl into

a hole.

"As a result of this, wherever it is

humanly possible, we now try to get

complete cast lists well in advance,

and to do everything in our power to

avoid this kind of duplication. But

in only too many instances, it is com-

pletely impossible, and has to be con-

sidered as one of the hazards of this

business."

Film producers: "For some reason

most Eastern admen seem to think of

the Hollywood film producers as a

Welcome Guests

in 490,000 Homes in

Western New York*

Plus a bonus of 485,000

Canadian Homes

WGR-TV
BUFFALO

Nat. Reps. FREE & PETERS

100 SPONSOR



necessary evil of doubtful morals.

"Nothing could be further from the

truth. These men have proven them-

selves to be clever, resourceful, de-

voted to the business, willing and

eager to do the very best, often to

their own financial detriment far in

excess of what is expected of them.

((We feel that television has become
an all-day medium and that an adver-

tiser should earn discounts on his night-

time schedules through his day-time
schedules and vice versa."

FRED L. VANCE
Sales Manager, KWTV, Oklahoma City

Oklahoma

They know their business, have de-

servedly garnered the love and de-

votion of the top industry technicians.

"The sooner clients and admen alike

:ome to the realization, that these men
constitute a pool of creative talent,

second to none anywhere on earth,

and that their suggestions, though

)ften shrouded in hard to understand

notion picture terminology, are fre-

pjently far superior to the ideas creat-

ed by the not film-wise advertising ex-

Derts, the better it will be." • • •

IN EVANSVILLE INDIANA
WISE
BUYERS
CHOOSE

ONLY WEHT
Offers:
GUARANTEED ON-THE-A1R Promotion
NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING
NEWSPAPER PUBLICITY
Letter, to RETAIL TRADE
Daily NEWS Letters to HOTELS and
HOSPITALS

Lobby DISPLAYS
Monthly HOUSE ORCAN
Window BANNERS, POSTERS
BILLBOARDS

Represented by
MEEKER TV, INC. — ADAM YOUNC

St. Louis

Now Operating WEOA CBS Radio

NOW OPERATING
WEOA—CBS RADIO
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15% COMMISSION
{Continued from page 29)

been a problem, the networks could

have kicked about the 15% already

—

hell, they're paying it, not the adver-

tiser. The fact that 15% is the rule is

the result of the economics of the busi-

ness not of monopoly. Some 90-95%

of advertisers have always complied

with the 15%. It's ironic that smaller

accounts, which are costlier for agen-

cies to handle, are likely to be the ones

to try bursting through the dam and

start griping about the commissions."

Here, by way of contrast, is the

point of view of the vocal minority of

client executives who feel some adjust-

ment is needed in commissions paid on

program costs.

Advertising manager, dairy products

firm; "I don't believe we can tell yet

how tv will shake down following the

decree. Say we do a live show from

the Coast or N. Y. The agency and

client tend to get more involved in its

production than in film. There the

agency earns its commission. In film,

if you buy a competent producer to

start with, then there's less supervision

needed. Then the 15% can be con-

sidered pretty arbitrary. I've been

through this often: Should we produce

our own show and cut out the agency?

It may be tradition, but the commis-

sion for such talent costs isn't legally

enforceable.

"Now, if a client is to supervise the

show production himself, why should

he pay the agency?

"There are certainly rumblings

about these problems. It's not like the

radio days where agencies were able

to afford to produce shows and could

justify talent commissions. Then there

was no quarrel with the 15%. Often,

client and agency today have no word
in production of film or live shows,

and then where does the 15% come
in:

Advertising manager, East Coast

brewer; "The 15% tends to average

out for advertisers who use various

media, say spot and network both. But

I wouldn't be surprised if there's an

eventual realignment of commissions

according to media. Also, one aspect

of tv billing has become a sore point:

Commissionable talent costs. We're in

a position of buying film packages,

maybe even reruns, where there's no

question of controlling or supervising

show contents. We don't feel the agen-

cy's entitled to a commission on that

KPRC-TV
FIRST IN HOUSTON
with 17 out of 20*

top nighttime shows
OCTOBER AND NOVEMBER

1. George Gobel KPRCTV

mum

2. HitParade KPRC-TV

3. Robert Montgomery KPRC-TV

4. Medic KPRC-TV

5. $64,000 Question Station C

6. Lux Video Theatre KPRC-TV

7. Waterfront KPRC-TV

8. Truth or Consequences KPRC-TV

9. Life of Riley KPRC-TV

10. Great Gildersleeve KPRC-TV

11. This Is Your Life KPRC-TV

12. Disneyland Station B

13. Father Knows Best KPRC-TV

14. People Are Funny KPRC-TV

15. Fireside Theatre KPRC-TV

16. Caesar's Hour KPRC-TV

17. Ford Theatre KPRC-TV

18. Perry Como KPRC-TV

19. City Detective KPRC-TV

20. Wyatt Earp Station B
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the station

that made
ROANOKE

VIRGINIA'S

NO. 1

TV MARKET

70.2%
station share
of sets . . . (ARB)

WSLS-TV

Represented Nationally—Avery-Knodel, Inc.

ROCHESTER
N.Y.

WHERE THERE
IS A

WILL
THERE IS

A WAY!

s4nct z#e

evtttt . . .

WILL MOYLE
Leading deejays today across the coun-

try include WILL MOYLE. WVET
Rochester . . . refreshingly different."

BILLBOARD said it and we're glad—
and your client will be glad, too. with

results the Will Moyle way on WVET,
the "Independent'' Network station.

5000 WATTS
280 KC

Honored by

Stan Kenton's

recording—

"ACCORDING

TO MOYLE"

IN ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Represented Nationally by
THE BOLLING COMPANY

kind of a buy. A service charge or fee

would be more in line with their ef-

forts."

Agency consensus: Agency execu-

tives were unanimous in agreeing that

no change is to be expected in the

commission system. A brief but rep-

resentative sampling of agency opin-

ions appears on page 29 and covers

the gamut. The only additional view-

point given to SPONSOR, and this one

was on a no-name, no-identification

basis, was to this effect:

"The only thing we have to fear is

that certain agencies will attempt to

snipe at accounts with the lure of re-

duced commissions or other deviations

from normal practice. Some few cli-

ents may be temporarily intrigued by

the possibilities for cost reduction.

But there has always been a certain

amount of this kind of competition to

contend with and the traditional com-
mission system has prevailed."

Except for sporadic raiding then,

agencies agree that the 15% commis-

sion and the system itself is likely to

continue unchanged. Even where the

15% on program costs is concerned,

agencymen contend there is no ground

for change since most agencies earn

a 1% or less profit when all forms of

activity are balanced out.

Thus it's apparent that on this one

issue of commissions in tv program-

ing a difference of opinion between

some clients and their agencies exists

and is accelerating. This is an ironic

outgrowth of the Dept. of Justice's ac-

tion. For the D. of J. brought no ac-

tion against any entity in the tv-radio

field and yet it is the air media baili-

wick that any change in current prac-

tice is most likely to emerge. Because

of the importance of the issue, SPONSOR

delved into the question of the com-

mission system in the air media to try-

to pinpoint ways in which it differs

from practices in the print media.

The facts are outlined here for the

benefit of admen now making careful

analysis of the question.

Air media commissions: SPONSOR

didn't have to dig very hard to find

differences between the commission

system in print and air media. One

reason for the differences may be that

air media are newer, more dynamic.

They've never stopped changing long

enough to solidify their client-agency-

media relationships. (This may or may
not explain why no broadcast trade as-

sociation has been tagged with allega

tions of anti-trust violations.) The

NARTB and the 4 A's did collaborate

on a standard contract form for spot

broadcasting some years ago but then

was no requirement that it be followed

It included a ban on secret rates anc

rebates and specified that the agenc\

will not rebate to its client any part o

the commission allowed by the station

True, the 15% commission for tim<

was taken over from the print medi;

and is in general use now. But whei

it comes to the commission on talen

and production, the situation is no

clear-cut.

One reason it is not is made eviden

by the comments above. Advertiser

don't always feel it is justified. Whil

they generally pay the 15% on talen

and production, in cases where the

question the justice of it they will e^

pect the agency to give them some ad

ditional services so that the agenc

'"earns" the commission. Thus, th

program commission is not considere*

merely a payment for servicing an

buying programing but is used to sul

sidize other services.

Another reason it is not clear cut i

that the air media did not have prir

traditions to fall back on. In prir

media, the plate for an ad( which i

comparable to program productio

costs) is paid for by the agency, n<

the medium. Moreover, the agenc

usually adds a fee to the plate cost, n<

a commission.

Another factor, which may turn o>

to be important in the long run, is th:

in air media, as distinct from prii

media, it is not always clear who se

the program commission. In son

cases, it is not even clear who sets tl

time commission. Traditionally,

print it is the media who have set tl

commissions. So, this question com

up: If the air media do not, as inr

viduals, set and stand by a standa

commission, will the commission b

come negotiable in the future?

Take the current practices at t!

FEB. 19-25
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etworks. Participation prices usual-

lump time and talent together in a

jmmissionable price. This is true in

oth radio and tv. But where a full

xow is bought the picture is not so

mple.

At CBS, for example, the network

1 more than half the cases offers the

low at a commissionable price. In

>me cases, however, the price is net.

ometimes it's a matter of how the

a;ency or advertiser wants the price

aoted.

. No CBS contract, spot or network,

is a clause which bans rebates or fee-

ilitting. Both time and talent are

ferred to here. So far as CBS is con-

rned, it has never been faced with a

bate problem and points out it is in

i position to know if rebating is

ling on or not. Since the agency pays

e network the net price for the show,

e web cannot tell if the agency was

st paid the gross price by the adver-

ser or less. Moreover, CBS takes the

isition that it is not concerned with

lat happens to the spread between

e net and gross price.

NBC prefers to quote a net price,

lere is no policy of allowing a com-

ission. If the agency prefers, NBC
ill quote a commissionable price by

Iding 17.65% on top of the net

vhich is equal to 15% of gross). In

l time facilities contracts there is a

ause providing that commissions

tall not be rebated. This means
nong other things, that where NBC
:als directly with advertisers (and

BC has no policy against it ) they pay

e card rate, including the commis-
on.

In spot, the practices are just as

iried. Reps report that in some cases

lent prices are quoted commission-

>le and sometimes not. Morris Kell-

:r, radio sales manager for the Katz

gency, pointed out to sponsor that

here an advertiser buys, say, an

mouncement in a d.j. show, the price

considered a time, not a time and
lent, price. This is so advertisers

ould not pay more for buying into

show than next to it.

To advertisers and agencies famili-

with buying radio and tv, these facts

e not new, of course. But, in the

light of the anti-trust proceedings and

the arguments justifying the 15% com-

mission, they are quite significant.

This is why:

Historically, the commission was

paid to advertising "agents" by media

for selling space. As agents became

agencies and gradually got into writ-

ing copy and providing other services

for the advertiser, the commission was

continued. The theory behind con-

tinuing the commission was that the

agency was a professionally competent

organization that helped media by

turning out successful advertising.

Hence, it was entitled to be paid by

media for this job.

This theory is more widely-held

among 4A agencies than is supposed.

sponsor understands that the 4A's it-

self goes along with this concept to

some extent. The theory has been

modified somewhat in recent years in

that the agency is pictured as an inde-

pendent contractor which serves me-

dia by serving the advertiser.

A more modern view was taken by

the Agricultural Publishers Associa-

tion, one of the five publishing groups

the government charges with anti-trust

violations. In a strong answer to the

Justice Department, APA denied what

it felt was a government implication

that agencies are agents of media, not

advertisers.

APA said flatly that agencies are

agents of advertisers, not media. APA
also said that publishers do not "as

such" allow any commission to agen-

cies but gives advertisers a discount

"for the employment by the advertiser

of a specialist to perform (advertising)

functions and activities, it being then

and now recognized that the employ-

ment of such specialist by the adver-

tiser results in savings to the media

equal to or in excess of the discount

or commisison allowed."

Note, however, that APA still takes

the view that the medium sets the com-

mission. The APA does not say such

commission should be subject to ne-

gotiation bteween agency and client.

In light of this, practices in the air

media begin to take on a radical look.

In a sense, this should not be surpris-

ing, since a cloak cut to fit print me-

dia should not be expected to fit other

media with different measurements.

What is significant in all this, how-

ever, is that the air media (and by

media is meant stations and networks

as individual entities) are either re-

luctant or unable to determine com-

the "Cheer" Leader of all

wonderful Wyoming Radio . . .

KVWO
Wyoming's top Hooper Station!

JOS. HERSHEY McCILLVRA
New York • Chicago • Atlanta

Los Angeles • San Francisco

Write, Wire, Phone William T. Kemp

Box 926 • Ph: 2-6433

Cheyenne, Wyoming
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missions in various instances. Even

where CBS gives commissionable

prices on both time and talent, the lack

of anti-rebate clause means the net-

work washes its hands of what the

actual commission is. In the case of

NBC, the common use of net program

prices means the same thing.

It is interesting to note that one

adman, speaking of NBC's barring re-

bates on time commissions, said the

reason was probably to make sure that

all advertisers pay the same for time

on NBC. If one advertiser gets a re-

bate from his agency, he, in effect, is

buying time cheaper than the client

who pays the full commission. This

argument, of course, is a basic one in

defending the fixed commission sys-

tem.

There is no implication here that the

battering received by the commission

system as it was adapted to air media

is either good or bad. The prime point

is that the forces at work in radio and

tv advertising are having more impact

than the government's anti-trust suit.

This is even more apparent when

the focus is shifted to radio-tv pro-

graming sources outside of air media.

This has no parallel at all in print me-

dia. The advertiser does not buy out-

side editorial content to be placed in

newspapers and magazines. And, pos-

sibly, just as important is the fact

(also true of network- or station-pro-

duced shows) that the percent of space

costs going into art production is usu-

ally much less than the percent of time

costs going to talent and program pro-

duction.

While independent program sources

are not "media," they often quote

commissionable prices. This is true

of Ziv, for example. It is also true of

Goodson-Todman for both live and

film programs. (An exception in the

case of Goodson-Todman is prize

money on quiz shows, which is not

commissionable.) But it is not true in

I
... Dr. Kim's Tonic Uses I

PRE
PASADENA* LOS ANGELES
V Spanish Lan^uc^e

\v Statior. y

representative:

BROADCAST TIME SALES
New York — Chicago — San Francisco

all cases. Where an advertiser buys a

participation in a syndicated show, he

usually pays a commissionable time-

and-talent charge.

In the case of commercials, again

there is variety. One firm will give a

commissionable price, another a net

price. One of the firms which quotes

net prices on commercials told spon-

sor "It's cleaner that way."

The theory of who should set the

commission is one thing. The practi-

cal question of how much should be

paid is another. For if the agency usu-

ally gets its 15% through negotiation

or an understanding with the client

(rather than through air media "allow-

ing" such a commission), the net re-

sult is the same.

However, the practice of media set-

ting a commission did provide a cer-

tain stability to the system. What with

current advertiser complaints of talent

commissions on the one hand and the

complicating factor of additional agen-

cy fees on the other, the possibility

exists that negotiations may become

more common in air advertising com-
• * •missions.

COMPARACRAPH NOTES
{Continued from page 80)

Speidel, SSCB: NBC. Sat 7:30-8 p.m.
Staley Mfg.. R&R: CBS. alt M 10:15-30 am
Standard Brands. Bates: NBC, M 5:30-6 pm
State Farm Inc.. NL&B: NBC . F 10:30-11 pm
Sterling Drug. D-F-S: ABC. F 9:30 10 pm
J. P. Stevens, B. Houston: CBS. S 6-6:30 pm
Studebaker- Packard, R&R: ABC, M 8-8:30 pm
Sunbeam, Peirin-Paus, NBC, T 8-9 pm
Sweets, Moselle & Elsen: NBF. Sat. 10:30-11 am
Swift, JWT: McC-E: DTN, Th 1:45-2 pm
Sylvania, JWT: CBS, Sat. 7:30-8 pm
Texas Co., Kudner: NBC. Sat 9:30-10 pm
Toni Co., North, CBS, M 8:45-9 pm; W 8-8:30

pm; M, W 11-11:15 am; alt Th 10-10:15
am; Burnett: NBC. Sud 7-7:30 pm; CBS,
Th 3:30-45 pm; Sat 9-9:15 pm; Tatham-
Laird: ABC partlc 8 8:30-9 pm

TV Time Foods, direct: CBS, Tu 5-5:15 pm
U.S. Steel, BBDO: CBS. alt W 10-11 pm
Time, Inc., Y&R: ABC. Th 7:15-7:30
Vicks, BBDO: W 515:15 pm
Wander Co., Tatham-Laird: NBC, W 10:15-30 am
Warier-Hudnut. K&E: NBC. alt Sat 10:30-11 pm
Webster-Chicago, JW Shaw: NBC. M 7:30-45 pm
Welch Grape Juice, DCSS: NBC, alt F 5:45.-6

pm; ABC. T 5:15-5:30 pm
Wesson Oil, Fitzgerald: CBS. Tu 12-12:15 pm
Western Union, Albert Frank-Guenther-Law: Th
Westinghouse, McCann-Erickson: CBS. M 10-11 pm
Whelan Drugs. Product, Du Mont, T 9-10 pm
Whirlpool. K&E, NBC. T 8-9 pm
Whitehall Pha.ni., Biow: CBS. Sat 9:30-10 pm;

CBS. M 7:30-7:45 pm; T 7:30-8 pm; W 6:30-
7, 7:30-7:45; F 6:30-7, 7:30-7:45: NBC, W
10:30-11 pm. 9:30-10 pm

Wildroot, BBDO: CBS. M 8:30-9 pm

ROUND-UP
(Continued from page 65)

the board of RAB, on behalf of RAB's
Washington and nation-wide member-

ship. James Hardey, advertising direc-

tor for W. & L. accepted the plaque for

the store.
* * *

Subscription tv and radio re-

ceived a favorable vote from the listen-

ing audience of KEAR radio, San

Francisco, California. Of 636 persons

queried 45.3% favored subscription

tv; 35.8% opposed it and 18.97c

"could not be classified." The same

questions concerning radio showed

58.5% in favor of a subscription plan.

Data for the survey was compiled

and evaluated by students studying un-

der Dr. F. W. Terrien at San Fran-

cisco State College.

WCFL, Chicago has closed a

000 plus deal whereby the General

Cigar Co., Coca Cola, Oklahoma Oil

and the General Finance Loan Co. will

share sponsorship of Notre Dame Foot-

ball, Chicago Cardinals, Pro Football,

the Chicago White Sox regular season

and exhibition games, and Notre Dame
basketball games. Also included in the

deal are a variety of pre-game and

post-game shows and Bob Elson's dailv

two hour show from Chicago's Pump
Room.

$1,000,000 plus will be divided

among radio, tv and printed media this

year by Slenderella Internation's re-

ducing salon chain. With home offices

in Darien, Connecticut, Slenderella

now has over 110 salons throughout

the country.

Milwaukee people are looking for-

ward to the selection of "Miss 19" who

will receive $5,000 worth of prizes

from firms working in cooperation

with WXIX-TV the sponsor of the con-

test. "Miss 19," who gets her title from

the WXIX-TV channel number, will

be selected as part of the station's

First Anniversary celebration. Plans

are being made to use the winner

throughout the year as official hostess

for WXIX-TV.
* * *

Renzo Cesana, who's probably

known better as The Continental, re-

turned on 29 Jan. to WRCA-TV, Chan-

nel 4, under the sponsorship of Encore

cigarettes. Presently Cesana will be

on Sundays at 11:15 p.m., E.S.T.

3M<i*
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Confidentia
TELLS

' AND NAME5

useXPURGAJID I IXCLUSiVl !

FROM THE INSIDt PAGtS

or

KSUM
COMES THIS STARTLING STORY

MOW IT CAN BE TOUCH

THt FACTS ABOUT

our SPONSOR'S mm
.SUM radio takes the sensational approach

A snappy promotion pamphlet

ame into sponsor's offices the other

lay from KSUM, Fairmount, Minne-

ota. It takes a "sensational" approach

a selling the station's story. "The facts

bout our sponsor's wives" reveals

heir KSUM listening habits on page

wo and page three goes on to reveal

:ow "local names mean local listeners

j KSUM." The back page of the

reezy four pager winds up with sum-

laries of exceptional selling jobs ac-

omplished by advertisers who used

1SUM exclusively. The brevity and
irectness of KSUM's message is ex-

mplary.

* * *

A new book, called Advertising

opy and Communication, has been

ublished by McGraw Hill as part of

leir series on advertising and selling,

he latest volume is by S. Watson
>unn, associate professor of journal-

>m and commerce at the University

f Wisconsin.

* # *

Over 10 agency people from 38
ountries will convene in New York
ity on April 23 for the International

leeting of Advertising Agency Lead-

iJXti

I wsisik
FEB. 19-25

* «
* ISJft/t'tj'ftJetta *

ers being sponsored by the American
Association of Advertising Agencies.

* * *

The '55-'56 Liberty Award for

the best Canadian tv showmanship was
presented to Herbert Stewart manager
of CHCT-TV in Calgary, Alberta. Mr.

Stewart is a native of Columbus, Ohio.
* * *

The convention of the Association

of Advertising Men and Women will

convene April 1-6. On their program
will be the presentation of the "Out-

standing Advertising Student of Amer-
ica" award.

* * *

John E. Fitzgerald has taken over

the "Looking and Listening" post for

Our Sunday Visitor, the well known
Catholic weekly.

* * *

RCA has unveiled what it terms

"Industry's first plant completely con-

verted for, and geared to, the mass

production of color television receiv-

ers." Each assembly line of the Bloom-

ington, Illinois plant is capable of pro-

ducing a set a minute. The new plant

will play a key role in RCA's 1956 pro-

duction goal of 200,000 color televi-

sion receivers.

Another firm that will add appre-

ciably to the number of color sets

manufactured and sold during '56 is

the Emerson Radio and Phonograph
Corp. which will produce between 20
and 25,000 sets this year.

Hoffman Electronics Corp. plans to

make 1,000 color sets during the first

quarter of the year. Other manufac-

turers who have plans under way to

join the color push in '56 are Magna-
vox Co., Motorola, General Electric,

Admiral Corp., and Philco. C.B.S.-

Columbia and Zenith have no plans

for color set production.

Stations contemplating color tele-

casts will have some hefty bills to foot

before they can treat their viewers who
own color receivers to color shows.

Equipment that will permit a station

to pick up color programs originating

elsewhere costs from 12- to $15,000.

The cost of transmitting equipment for

color slides or film would add 65- to

$70,000, whereas the station that wants

to produce original live all color shows

might have to spend up to $250,000.
* * *

Don S. Mitchell, radio-tv director

of Watts-Payne Advertising Inc. lo-

cated in Tulsa, Oklahoma, was named
"Tulsa's Most Outstanding Young
Man of 1955." With the honor went

the "Distinguished Service Award"
presented by the local Junior Chamber
of Commerce. Mitchell, who has been

with Watts-Payne since 1938, organ-

ized the firm's radio-tv department and

is secretary of the company. Among
the civic tasks which earned him his

award was the planning and execution

of a publicity and money raising cam-

paign for Tulsa's first Christmas Shop-

ping Tour for Underprivileged Chil-

dren and the direction of the adminis-

trative phases of Tulsa's annual out-

door Easter pageant.

# * *

The Little Rascal's Ollie Henry,

M.C. for KAKE-TV Wichita, Kansas,

started a mailslide recently when he

posted a young viewer's snapshot on

the club house bulletin board. He
casually suggested other children send

in their pictures and he was subse-

quently inundated with photos each

of which he's added to the growing

collection. 74 pictures came in the

first day and within a week the total

was around 1,700.

* * *

The tallest tv tower in the south-

west and its coverage is the subject of

an elaborate presentation distributed

by WAGA-TV, Atlanta, Georgia. The

36 page display gives "WAGAland" a

population of 1,932,232; retail sales of

over $1,576,396,000 and a spendable

income of $2,401,564,000.

Capsules of native gold, mined with-

in the station's A contour were at-

tached to the booklet replica of the pre-

sentation. A kit accompanied the dis-

play bearing the words "Do it your-

self . . . mine Georgia's biggest mar-

ket." It contained a miniature pick,

shovel, and magnifying glass. * * *

"Here— KRIZ Phoenix says car-

rots improve the eyesight."
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STERLING BREWER

Star of

STAR STUDIO

WABT 12:30 to 2, Mon.-Fri.

On this popular early afternoon section,

Sterling is the genial host, introducing

the Top Quality films, dropping in com-

mercials in his agreeable manner.

Star of

Matinee in Birmingham

WAPI 5:05 to 6:30, Mon.-Fri.

As a musical personality, Sterling has

built up this program to have the most

listeners at this time. (Latest Pulse).

Stars Sell on

Alabama's

greatest RADIO station

Birmingham

Represented by John Blair & Co.

Southeast, Harry Cumminqs

greatest TV station

Birmingham

Represented by BLAIR-TV

Vormaii H. Strouse, J. Walter Thompson
president, brought a little "stability" to the Chicago

offices of the Schlitz Brewing Company when he

and George Reeves, Thompson v.p. and Chicago

office manager, dropped in on Erwin JJihlein presi-

dent of Schlitz a few weeks ago. The account had

gone to Biow-Beirn-Toigo toward the close of '55

but had been resigned by Milton H. Blow shortly

afterward. The informal closing of the Schlitz-

J.W.T. deal took place without the usual spread

of prepared material. Actually a formal pitch had
been made when the $9,000,000 Schlitz account

went looking for an agency last November.

Edtvurd A. Cashin has been elected v.p. in

charge of client relations at B.B.D.&O. and a

member of the Executive Committee according to

an announcement made by Ben Duffy, president of

the firm. Because of his wide experience in the

grocery field Cashin will devote the major part

of his time to clients ivho have packaged products.

Cashin joined B.B.D.&O. in 1939 by way of the

organization s Minneapolis office of which he

became head in 1946. In 1954 he moved to the

New York office where he was elected a member of

the Board of Directors just a year ago this month.

George Comtols has been with ABC Radio

Network since September 1951 when he joined as an

account executive after leaving the Mutual Broad-

casting System where he had held the same title.

Before his stint with MBS Comtois was with the

Crosley Broadcasting Corporation. Late last month

Don Durgin, vice president in charge of the ABC
Network, anonunced Comtois' promotion from
Acting National Sales Manager, a post he's held

since 1 January, to National Sales Manager.

Comotis has also served as radio director for

Federal Advertising Agency and as Sales Promo-

tion Manager for Transradio Press.

Edwin J. Fitzsimmons has been elected vice

president in charge of sales of the Weed Television

Corporation. The announcement came from the

office of Weed's president Mr. Joseph J. Weed.

Fitzsimmons, who works out of Weed's New York

City offices, formerly was the general sales manager

for the station representative firm. Fitzsimmons, a

native New Yorker, joined the Weed organization

in 1944 after long experience in advertising in-

cluding sales posts with the New York Times,

the New York Daily Mirror, his own magazine

representative firm and the agency field.
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wosome .

"Top Twosome!" ... an accurately descriptive identification for

TOP radio and TOP television in Oklahoma's TOP market!

KVOO RADIO, 50,000 watt pioneer leader whose TOP local and
NBC programs since 1925 continue to deliver, day in and day out,

the largest radio audience at the lowest per listener cost!

KVOO TELEVISION, Tulsa's dominant Channel 2 station, featur-

ing TOP local and TOP NBC programs to guarantee delivery of

a great buying-minded audience at advantageous cost per viewer
figures!

LOOK AT THE MARKET!

FIRST in automobile ownership! One car for every 2.6 persons!

(AMA official figures)

THIRD in gain in construction in the 37 states east of the Rockies,

1955 over 1954! (F. W. Dodge Corporation)

12.8% gain in Tulsa city bank debits, 1955 over 1954.
$10,556,355,162.00 in transactions. (Tulsa Clearing House).

SO ... if it's ACTION you want, in Oklahoma's ACTION market,

it's the TOP TWOSOME you want!—KVOO-TV and KVOO radio!

RADIO
Represented by

EDWARD PETRY CO. MS) TELEVISION
Represented by

BLAIR TV

1 170 KC • 50,000 Watts TULSA, O KLAHO MA Channel 2 •Maximum Power
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Choose

WHBF
as a major aid

to your Quad-City

marketing plans

in 1956

CBS FOR THE

1AM 1

;
1

ROCK ISLAND, ILL.

j

REPRESENTED BY AVERY-KNODEt
*'

BIG VOICE
>/

HIGH POINT

GREENSBORO

IN NORTH CAROLINA'S

GOLDEN
TRIANGLE

WINSTON-SALEM
GREENSBORO
HIGH POINT

5000 W • 600 KC • AM-FM

WINSTON-SALEM
NORTH CAROLINA

HEADLEY-REED. Representatives

ADVERTISER'S INDEX

ABC TV Network
Air Trails Group
Broadcast Music, Inc.
Channel 10, Rochester
Charles Brand

74
__ 103

108
90
68

.-12-13
62

Crosley Broadcasting
Don Lee Network
Eastman Kodak 84-85
Harrington, Righter & Parsons 68
Hollywood TV Service 24 insert
McClatchy Broadcasting 10
MCA-TV 16 insert
Mid-Continent Group FC
National Advertising "Week..
NBC Spot Sales
RCA TV Equipment
Sarra, Inc.
Screen Gems
Sponsor

.102, 104, 105
42-43

71
59

Steinman Broadcasting _
Storer Broadcasting
U. S. Bonds
"Westinghouse Broadcasting
ZIV-TV

.87, 89,91
. 60-61

3

8-9

109
48-49
54-55

KBTG, Hollywood .

KCMC-TV, Texarkana .

KCRA-TV. Sacramento
KFAB, Omaha
KGNC, Amarillo
KGVO-TV, Missoula
KKTV, Pueblo
KLAC, Los Angeles
KLZ, Denver
KMBC, Kansas City _
KNUZ, Houston
KOIL, Omaha _
KPRC-TV, Houston _
KRIZ, Phoenix
KROD-TV, El Paso
KRON-TV, San Francisco _
KSLA-TV, Shreveport .

KSTN, Stockton
KSTP, Minneapolis

.

KTBS-TV, Shreveport
KTHS, Little Rock
KTLN, Denver
KTRK-TV, Houston
KVOO, Tulsa .

KVWO, Cheyenne
KWKW, Pasadena

81

_ 24

72
45

95
100
BC
16

108
66
69

—.95, 97, 99, 101
94, 105

97

.99,

WAPI-WABT, Birmingham 106
WAVE, Louisville 82
WBAY, Green Bay . _.__ 25
"WBEN-TV, Buffalo 77
WBNS, Columbus, Ohio 65
WBRE-TV, Wilkes Barre 26
WDBJ, Roanoke 98
WDIA, Memphis 73
WEHT-TV, Henderson, Ky. 101
WFAA-TV, Dallas 14-15
WFBC-TV, Greenville, S. C. 92
WFBL, Syracuse 53
WFMY-TV, Greensboro
WGR-TV, Buffalo
WGTO, Haines City, Fla. 57
WGY, Schenectady . 67
WHBF, Rock Island, 111. ._ 108
WHO-TV, Des Moines 21
WHTN-TV, Huntington, W. Va 98
WILK-TV, Wilkes-Barre . 96
WISH-TV, Indianapolis 83
WITH, Baltimore 23
WITN-TV, Washington, N. C 44
WJAR-TV, Providence 56
WKZO, Kalamazoo 110
WMAR-TV, Baltimore . . 11
WNDU-TV, South Bend 100
WNHC-TV, New Haven 58
WOW, Omaha . IBC
WREX-TV, Rockford, 111. 22
WSBT-TV, South Bend 78
WSJS, Winston-Salem 108
WSLS-TV, Roanoke . 102
WSOK, Nashville 103
WSRS, Cleveland 94
WTAR-TV, Norfolk 86
WTVR, Richmond IFC
WVET, Rochester . 102
WWLP-TV, Springfield, Mass-

the New Sound of

KMBC -KFR
The big news in Kansas City radio is the
New Sound on KMBC-KFRM ! By com-
pletely overhauling old programming con-

cepts, KMBC-KFRM have introduced
a new type of radio service that's tailored

to today 'saudience demands. New variety,

tiew personalities, new formats, new im-
pact—they're all woven into every hour of

every broadcast day. This inspired local

programming, combined with the best

from the ABC Network, produces radio

that sells as it serves ! Your Free & Peters
Colonel can tune you in on the New Selling

Sound of KMBC-KFRM.

KMBC <U Kansas City

KFRM far the State of Kansas

in the Heart of America

BMI
BOOK PARADE
America's Most Widely

Listened-ro Book Program

THESE BOOKS:
"Atoms In The Family"—Laura

Fermi

"Dead Souls"—Nikolai Gogol

"Laughing Time"—William Jay

Smith

"The Wilderness World of John

Muir"—Edwin Way Teale, editor

"Far Away and Long Ago"—W. H.

Hudson

"Buffalo Bill and The Wild West"

—Henry Blackman Sell and Vic-

tor Weybright

"Travels in Arabia Deserts" Charles

M. Doughty

"The Cherry Orchard"—Anton

Chekhov

"Books for the Desert Isle"—Spe-

cial Feature

THESE REVIEWERS:
Lucille Cohen; Evan King; E"<jora

Welty; Louis Meeker; Conrad Ricn-

ter- Lynn Montross; Robert Payne;

David Margarshack; Paul Jordan-

Smith.

BROADCAST MUSIC, INC.
NEW YORK •CHICAGO • HOLLYWOOD

TORONTO • MONTREAL
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D. ZELLERBACH

"Good business

is for everybody. .

.

At Crown Zellerbach we have 24,000 employees who,
ike the company, have bills to pay, plans to finance,

|nd emergencies to anticipate. This requires saving.

"Crown Zellerbach saves a portion of its annual in-

ome in U. S. Government securities. This saving is safe,

^stematic and, with interest, profitable. Our employees
dIIow the same 'Good business' practice through the

'ayroll Savings Plan.

At our Camas, Washington, paper mill, for instance,

,654 employees out of a total of 2,640 set aside a por-

ion of their income last year and bought over $450,000

'orth of U. S. Savings Bonds on the Payroll Savings

Portrait by Fabian Bachrach

Plan. To them this means money for the goods of today,

the ambitions of tomorrow, and the security of the fu-

ture. And this way of saving has the same advantages

for an individual as for a company— a safe investment,

a convenient method, and a profitable return.
" 'Good business', then, is not just for business. 'Good

business' which includes systematic saving in Govern-
ment bonds is for everybody."

J. D. ZELLERBACH, President
Crown Zellerbach Corporation

Chairman, Committee for Economic Development
Chairman, National Manpower Council

If you do not have the Payroll Savings Plan ... or if you
have the Plan and employee participation is less than
50% . . . write to Savings Bond Division, U. S. Treasury
Department, Washington, D. C. Your State Sales Di-

rector will be glad to help you express your agreement
with Mr. Zellerbach. . ."Good business is for everybody."

The United States Government does not pay for this advertising. The Treasury Department

thanks, for their patriotic donation, the Advertising Council and

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS, INC.
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YOUMIGHT GO 239.5 Ml' 31 INA SPEEDBOAT

BUT
6-COUNTY PULSE REPORT

KAI.AMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK AREA—MARCH, 1955

SHARE OF AUDIENCE MONDAY-FRIDAY
6 a.m.

12 noon
12 noon
6 p.m.

6 p.m.

midnight

WKZO 41% 37% 35%
g uoi+eis 18 17 16

Station C 10 12 II

Station D 10 9 7

Station E 8 7 8

Others 14 18 24

Sets-ln-Use 20. 1 % 20.2% 17.5%

NOTE: Battle Creek's home county {Calhoun) was included

in this Pulse sampling, and provided 30% of all interviews. The
other five counties: Allegan, Barry, Kalamazoo, St. Joseph and
Van Buren.

^' ,v -'«

Me @efcet Motioni
WKZO-TV — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WKZO RADIO— KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK
WJEF RADIO— GRAND RAPIDS
WJEF-FM — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
KOLN-TV — LINCOLN, NEBRASKA

Associated with

WMBD RADIO — PEORIA, ILLINOIS

YOU NEED WKZO RADIO
TO SET RECORDS IN

KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK AND
GREATER WESTERN MICHIGAN!

WKZO—CBS Radio for Kalamazoo-Battle Creek and Greater West

Michigan—is one of those very few radio stations that have overwhelm

audience preference in its area.

Its use is really essential, as shown by the Pulse figures, left. They cr<

:

WKZO with more than TWICE as many listeners as the next stati,

morning, afternoon and night! WKZO actually leads in all 72 qua '

hours measured.

Avery-Knodel has the whole story.

CBS RADIO FOR KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREI

AND GREATER WESTERN MICHIGAN

Avery-Knodel, Inc., Exclusive National Representath

I

"Donald Malcolm Campbell set this world's record at Boulder City, Nevada, in November, 1955.
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REPORT TO SPONSORS for 20 February 1956
(Continued from page 2)

Tv Budget

near $7,000,000

NBC, WBC
change calls

Big push on

in color tv

Marketing

question rolls on

Tv gets

new wrap

Form N.Y. tv rep

for ad agencies

NBC TV shuffle

planned?

ABC has joined Television Bureau of Advertising, bringing number of

members to 184: the 3 tv networks; 171 stations; 10 rep firms. Bud-
get for 1956 is now nearing $7,00 ,000.

-SR-

NBC and Westinghouse last week hit Philadelphia and Cleveland with
call letter change campaigns which pulled out all stops. NBC hung
exploitation hat on visit of "Today" to Philadelphia. Westinghouse
tour de force was midwinter fireworks display. Cleveland stations
became KYW-TV and KYW. Philly outlets now known as WRCV-TV and WRCV.

-SR-

Color tv is picking up steam. RCA has set '56 goal of 200,000 re-
ceivers and more and more individual stations are getting color
conscious. KRON-TV, San Francisco, for example, will play host to a

special color clinic Thursday for delegates to the ninth annual
Western Radio and Television meeting in Bay City.

-SR-

Marketing as an agency function is gaining new momentum. In wake of

Dept. of Justice consent decree signed by 4A's, there's more talk
than ever on how marketing pattern will fit in future agency picture.
Few top level meetings held today without marketing discussion as

at recent conference of American Management Association. (For more
on marketing see, "You're living in the past, Mr. "X", page 36, this

issue and lead story page 27.)

-SR-

Aluminum Company of America plans major campaign for introduction of

its new aluminum household foil to battle for good share of estab-
lished wrap market (Reynolds-wrap, Saran Wrap). One third of all

commercial time on bi-weekly NBC "Alcoa Hour" will be devoted to new

product with Maria Riva doing the "wrap, cook, cover and cap" pitches.

Tv effort will be supplemented with local tv, radio, print and

outdoor efforts.

-SR-

To handle problems of airing tv commercials for out-of-town ad agen-
cies, 2 ex-networkers and one packager have formed Agency Representa-
tives Inc. in New York. Services will include supervising, checking
broadcasting of filmed commercials, on the spot representation for
live ones. Execs are Lee Davis ex-ABC ; Jack Miller, Keeshan-Miller
Enterprises ("Captain Kangaroo"); Marvin Josephson, Broadcast Man-
agement Inc. and ex-CBS.

-SR-

NBC TV pondering program changes for fall in view of Berle's loss to

Silvers and CBS TV and ABC TV early evening slotting nailing Camel

news, Dinah Shore and Eddie Fisher in rating race. It's fair to

assume 8 to 9 period in fall w ill se e radical change with either

Berle out of the picture entirely or hour completely revamped. Same's

probably true for 7:30 to 8 p.m. slot. CBS TV and ABC TV programed

along "adventure" line, took measure of established personalities.

Question is whether NBC TV will follow pattern of other nets and join

them at own game, free stars for other efforts, or will see if rating

losses can't be brought up with slight revamping.

20 FEBRUARY 1956 111



SPONSOR
SPEAKS

Should commissions be cut?

There's remarkably little panic

abroad in advertising agency circles

despite the fact that the 4 A's has just

signed a consent decree with the Dept.

of Justice. Indeed none of the agency

heads surveyed by sponsor fear that

radical changes are ahead for the

commission system (see article page

27 for quotes and details )

.

But there are always those in any

business who seek to seize advantage

out of any turn of fortune and the

consent decree may encourage a num-
ber of attempts to lure advertisers

away from their present agencies by
promising lower commissions.

To the advertiser we say this: An
advertising agency is in business to

make money just as you are. If an

agency comes to you with promises of

reduced commissions, something has

to be cut in order to compensate for

the reduction. You'll either suffer in

the quality of the manpower handling

the account or you'll pay more else-

where, perhaps in the form of fees.

To the agencies we add this com-
ment: The great majority of adver-

tisers do not feel there is any reason

to cut commissions. While there are

some clients who feel that commis-
sions on tv programs are excessive, the

15% commission for time and space

expenditures has virtually unanimous
advertiser support. In the face of all

this, the agency which offers to reduce

its commissions we think will be greet-

ed with suspicion rather than en-

thusiasm.

The question of commissions on

time and space SPONSOR feels is clean-

cut. There is no reason for reduc-

tion. But when it comes to tv pro-

grams on which the agency does little

or nothing in the way of supervision,

the issue is more complex. Some ad-

vertisers feel straight 15% commis-
sions should be replaced by fees which

are more in proportion to the agency's

actual role in handling such programs.

But an even larger group of adver-

tisers disagrees, siding with agencies

in their contention that the various

forms of high and low-profit agency

activity tend to balance one another

out.

We believe that the most equitable

resolution of this problem can only

come on an individual basis. There's

no ground for blanket change. There

may be cases where individual clients

in discussion with their agencies ar-

rive at adjustments. But for each

client it's a matter of weighing whether

the extra services furnished by the

agency or its work in low-profit media

such as spct tv and radio balance the

relatively high-profit activities like

network television.

Tv set count

Report No. 12: Some time in March

advertisers will get a county-by-coun-

ty breakdown on the number of tv

sets in the United States. The Adver-

tising Research Foundation, in a

project financed by the NARTB and

the three tv networks, is now com-

pleting work on a method of deriving

county-by-county figures from the

June 1955 national-regional set count

done by the Census.

With the ARF's reputation for high

standards in research procedure, the

figures will be received eagerly be-

cause there is simply no other source

which bears any form of over-all in-

dustry blessing. But sponsor's en-

thusiasm for the work ARF is doing

is balanced by the realization that the

figures should be regarded as a stop-

gap only.

The industry's real need is for tv

set count and a coverage study done

continuously so as to provide fresh

figures based on accurate research.

This the NARTB hopes to provide

through its Audited Television Circu-

lation project. We are pleased that

NARTB is making progress toward its

goal of a national set and circulation

study. And we admire NARTB for

seeking to work its system out so care-

fully that no question will be possible

as to the calibre of its research tech

nique.

But we urge, as we have in this

space repeatedly, that NARTB pusl

its research with all possible speed

These are the years in which tv's neec

for research facts is at its height anc

the industry will be served best if th<

ATC organization is established whei

tv is relatively young.

Applause
The Texas spirit

If you want to see what the spirit

of radio broadcasters is like today,

take a trip down to Texas this month
where the Texas Association of Broad-

casters has mounted the biggest radio

promotion in area history. TAB and

its agency, McCann-Erickson, Dallas,

are selling radio listening with all the

drive of a manufacturer launching a

new product.

Theme of the campaign is "Listen

while you . .
." drive, work or play.

It makes use of 24-sheet billboards in

three colors; newspaper ads; bumper
strips; counter cards; envelope enclo-

sures; and recorded jingles. Thus

far at least 70 stations have joined

the campaign and the number is ex-

pected to double by April.

We know back at the time when we
were running a campaign called "Ra-

dio is getting bigger" that many a

radio station was discouraged in the

face of television competition. It was

gratifying at that time and in the

years since to see station men begin-

ning to reappraise their opportunities

until the point today where the Texa

campaign is but one of dozens of sign

of the revitalization in radio ranks.

So sure are we that radio men tc

day are alert to every opportunity fo

progress and promotion that we cor

fidently predict the Texas campaig

will spark other group efforts els<

where. (And to help make our pr<

diction come true, we suggest thi

interested broadcasters write to tr

president of TAB, Richman Lewin <

KTRE, Lufkin, Tex., for details o

the way they do it in Texas.)

112 SPONS0
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I REGIONAL RADIOWOW
Every Minute

of the BroadeastrDayl

~isiou
"<«~-L-^ I CITY

• LINCOLN

NEBRASKA '

V

KANSAS T
V M

*
514,600 Radio Families!

SOURCE:
Nov., 1955 Pulse Area Report

WOW has MORE listeners in ALL 502 quarter-hours of the broadcast
week than any of the other 63 stations in the 91 -county area!

WOW has 100% MORE Listeners in 207 of these quarter hours!

WOW " 200% "
" " 118.

"

WOW " 300% "
" " 16 " "

. . . and WOW beats the 2nd station by at least 50% in 150 of the remaining 161 quarter-hours!

Monday thru Friday (6 AM to 6 PM), WOW beats the 2nd station 2Vi to 1

FRANK P. FOGARTY
Vice President & Gen'l Mgr.

BILL WISEMAN
Sales Manager

JOHN BLAIR & CO.
Representatives

SYRACUSEWW
RADIO
620 kc.

ABC
—^—^———

—

—^— Itpreitiltd by KA1

MEREDITH JSW&
TZ AGENCY INC. JOHN BIAIR & CO. BIAIR TV. INC.W letevttio* STATIONS

affiliated with IIHflT HllllKW M& liiirillMIS and Successful Farming magazines



national advertisers

rely on klac
local advertisers

insist on klac
results

prove klac
leadership

during week
January thirtieth

510 announcements
for national sponsors

108 newscasts

for national sponsors

12 sport broadcasts
for national sponsors

gene norman

111. W. hall, president-general manager

felix adams, general sales manager

represented nationally by adam j. young, jr., rnc



lagazine radio advertisers use
5 MARCH 1956

50< per copy« $8 per year

MUSIC

Buckey Walters

"Tune Time"
"The Buckey Walters

Show"

SPORTS

irsey

*J< s Bureau

Sam Molen

Sports Director

BASEBALL

*ay

t t

Merle Harmon
preseason and all regular games
Kansas City Athletics, at home and

F RM SERVICE

>IEN
J nson

pHome" .

c Women's
s nd win- , ^
T coveted **~~TT~

Vgo2i nem Award. *a£k

and in Television . . .

\h90 ,sio"

J KMBC-TV

"tee,

' APR 6 1D

%<fc
9SS

. . .to the New Sound of^u^

KMBC-KFRM
Personalized Radio
that SELLS as it SERVES!

The folks you see pictured on this page are nine of

the 22 air personalities who are bringing a New Sound
to KMBC-KFRM. Representing some of the best-known

names in the Midwestern broadcasting world, these 22

people—plus top ABC Network personalities—produce

a new brand of radio that's tailored to the tastes of

today's radio listeners.

By skillfully integrating personalized air salesman-

ship with the radio services modern-day audiences de-

mand, KMBC-KFRM has created a climate for selling

that's unduplicated in the Heart of America.

New formats, new variety, new impact—they're all

giving the New Sound of KMBC-KFRM a more than

ever dominant voice in Midwest regional radio. To find

out more about the new sound of KMBC-KFRM—

a

sound that both listeners and advertisers are finding

more and more irresistible—call the man who calls on

you—your Free & Peters Colonel.

DON DAVIS,

First Vice Pres. & Commercial Mgr.

!/rJ PACKAGE SHOWS:

WORTH 15

page 21

JOHN SCHILLING,
Vice Pres. & Gen. Mgr.

GEORGE HIGGINS,
Vice Pres. & Sales Mgr.

DICK SMITH,
Director of Radio

MORI GREINER,
Director of Television

in the (Heart) of America

KMBCV Kansas City

KFRM fa the State of Kansas ___

How to sell an "eye'

product by ear

page 34

ime stories

film pinpoint

mattress market

ge30

SUMMER SELLINI

SECTION: 1956

starts page 39

Answers to summer

radio, rv questions

with chart analyses

starts page 45

WANTED: SPOT

RADIO $ DATA

page 32



CHANNEL 6
THE ONLY STATION IN THE RICHMOND AREA IN THE PREFERRED LOW END OF THE VHF RAND

MAXIMUM POWER AT MAXIMUM HEIGHT
|

RICHMOND, VA.
WTVR OFFERS THE FINEST FACILITIES IN THE RICHMOND AREA.

NO OTHER STATION HAS HIGHER ANTENNA FACILITIES AND CHANNEL 6, TE

PREFERRED FREQDENCY IS THE ONLY CHANNEL IN THIS AREA IN THE LOW EN

OF THE VHF HAND. THDS WTVR ASSURES NO RECEPTION PROELEMS, AS OTHEIi

ARE EXPERIENCING. YES, OTHERS FROM WITHOUT ATTEMPTING TO COVER

RICHMOND HAVE THEIR PROELEMS. BUT BIG WTVRHAS NO PROBLEMS. WTVB

ALWAYS GIVES A CLEAR SHARP PICTURE WITH OR WITHOUT AN ANTENNA. SC

BUY QUALITY BY BUYING THE FINEST WTVR "The South's 1st TV Station

WMBC AM WCOD FM WTVR TV
First Stations of Virginia

A Service of HAVENS & MARTIN, INC.

WMBG AM REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY THE BOLLING CO.

WTVR REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY BLAIR TV, INC.



Commission spurs

agency switch

Pepsodent radio

campaign clicks

WBC sales

head named

Summer sets-in-

use will jump

P&C trend to

daytime tv drama

Merger action in

battle of brands

Well known national advertiser flatly told new agency recently it
wouldn't pay commissions on its tv package and 48 hours later had
another agency. Present agency made deal to forego commissions on
client's tv show to nail down account. Does this portend similar
moves in future? For more on problem, see "Should agencies earn 15%
on package shows?" page 27, this issue.

-SR-

More dollars may be in the offing for radio if current Pepsodent sales
activity continues. Radio campaign ("You'll wonder where the yellow
went...") has been outstanding with more Pepsodent moved in January
than in any month during past year. Lever brass say all figures
aren't in but on present basis of sales, they'd "be foolish" not to
think of bigger radio budget in next few months.

-SR-

Alexander W. "Bink" Dannenbaum Jr., former sales manager of Westing-
house's Philadelphia outlet, WPTZ and later assistant general manager
of radio and tv outlets when RCA took over, has been named national
sales manager of WBC. Dannenbaum replaces longtime WBCer Eldon
Campbell who resigned last Monday, 27 February.

-SR-

Look for goodly increase in tv sets-in-use this summer due to politi-
cal conventions. How much increase will take place probably depends
on political fireworks popping by time Democrats and Republicans hold
their shows. Nielsen survey made during '52 conventions showed
that for average day during the convention weeks, there were sets-
in-use increases nearly every hour. During 2 conventions there were
2 or more hours daily which showed increases of more than 40% in

viewing. (For breakdown of Nielsen survey, see chart page 40).

-SR-

Daytime tv serials are high in P&G favor again. On 1 April P&G is

dropping 2 CBS TV interview-quiz shows, "Love Story," 1:30-2:00 p.m.

and "On Your Account," 4:30-5:00 p.m. in favor of 2 B&B-produced
half-hour drama serials: a family story for early afternoon, a detec-
tive series for later. Move back to drama is P&G's attempt to fight
strong afternoon programing block created by NBC TV's "Matinee."
It's interesting to note that P&G continues to encourage its agencies
to package P&G daytime shows themselves.

-SR-

Grey Advertising's "Grey Matter" says current wave of mergers is

exerting an increasing influence on manufacturer's advertising and

promotion plans. Aspiration to bigness is propelling number of ad-

vertisers to group promotions. Also, giant retailers, seeing adver-
tising strength which big advertisers and merger strengthened brands
are able to exert, are preparing to back their brands with national
advertising such as Sears-Roebuck, J. C. Penney.

-I

SPON80E. Volume 10. No. 5. 5 March 1956. Published biweekly by SPONSOR Publication*, Inc. Executlre. Editorial. AdTertlilnc. Olroolatton Office*. 40 E. 49th BC, New
«<** 17. Printed at 3110 Elm Ato.. Baltimore. Md. $8 a year In U.S. $9 elsewhere, aktered as second elaae matter 29 Jan. 1948 at Baltimore postoffice under Act of 3 Mar. 18T9
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REPORT TO SPONSORS for 5 March 1956

Special Ike

Sponsorship

NBC stumps for

convention sale

Winter selling

next problem?

From radio to

ag secretary

Cleason says

'Away we go"

It's radar for

tv weather

BMI clinics

underway

Unusual "contingency" order was placed with ABC Radio by Harris,

Upham & Co. brokerage house (through Lewin, Williams & Saylor) on

eve of Eisenhower candidacy announcement. The program: 29 February
7:30-7:55 p.m. world roundup of reaction to Ike announcement.

-SR-

Possibility that NBC TV may offer telecast of conventions in partici-
pat ion package looms with efforts to move it on full sponsorship basis
unsuccessful up to presstime. CBS TV and ABC TV have sold their

coverage. NBC TV is making an "all out effort" to sell as deadline
approaches for station clearance. There was talk that half sponsor-
ship had been obtained. NBC TV brass denies this, adding that entire
package is being pushed on an "every man out selling" basis.

-SR-

Current SPONSOR summer selling issue, points up interesting fact that

next area where major sales push may be targeted is post -Christmas
peri od months of January, February. Some advertisers, stations feel
old-time thinking about summer has been overcome, guns now should

be swung around, blast at sales slump at first of year. Thinking is

crystallized in letter to SPONSOR from WOLF, Syracuse, which shows

January and February sales as lowest in year, 5.8% of total sales
volume as against 9.0% each month for June, July, August.

-SR-

Recognition of radio and tv contribution to agricultural growth of

nation was focused with appointment of Phil Alampi, WRCA's Farm and

Garden Director, as New Jersey State Secretary of Agriculture.

Alampi, Phi Beta poultry farmer, has been in broadcasting since 1946.

First with WJZ, he came to WRCA in 1954.

-SR-

Jackie Gleason has pulled ahead of Perry Como in rating battle of

the season. First time out against NBC TV's Como at 8 p.m. Gleason

nosed Perry 25.9 to 25.5 (Trendex). Second week Jackie came up with

a 29.5 to Com o 's 24.1. CBS TV's Stage Show didn't fare so well

against one-time barber. First week (under new arrangement) Perry
snowed Stage Show 36.4 to a 16.3. Second week was worse with Como

showing a 37.9 to SS's 13.8. Battle still bears watching.

-SR-

Importance of weather to tv viewers takes on new dimension with
announcement that Crosley Broadcasting, Cincinnati, will add radar
set-up to their weather bureau. New building under construction will
house news and weather operations, also will include radar tower to

bring viewers actual radar picture of changing weather picture.

-SR-

Heightened activity in radio was further emphasized last week with
opening of BMI clinics. Kick-off came on 26 February. Swing of

nation to include 42 cities will be made by group for mass exchange
of radio program ideas. Co-incidental with BMI deal is RAB spring
sales junket now underway. Twin activities do much to tell adver-
tisers radio is forging ahead, searching new sales-programing paths.

(Sponsor Reports continues page 115)
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WHO'S ON FIBS**

in Philadelphia it's .

WPEN

@ FIRST in
LocaUdvertisers

@ FIRST in National
Mvertisers

# FlRST in Out of Home Listening

# FIRST m Rating Increases

# FiRST in Food Merchandising
Programs

Wb
New

Represented
Nationally by

Gill-Perna, Inc.

.„«. can Francisco
^^.Cicago-LosAngeies-San
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advertisers use

ARTICLES

Should agencies earn 15% on package shows?
What are the feelings of admen about agencies' earning 15% for package

shows? Part one of a two-part series brings to the fore answers from those

who are in favor of the present commission situation «S7

Bedtime stories pinpoint mattress marUet
Sealy, a New York-New Jersey mattress company, triples sales in metropolitan

area with $300,000 film nightcap and good change-of-pace commercial effort «*©

Why can't we get spot radio dollar figures?

It's not because the industry hasn't tried. Three new efforts are underway.

But there's been a lack of workable machinery for reporting dollar figures **£

Row to sell an "eye" product by ear
Kiplinger gives radio listeners preview of upcoming issues via 15-minute di-

gest of key articles in Changing Times. Straight talk sparks hard-sell drive **4

A good tv play must pass this test

Will your next tv show be a hit? Here are seven basics for anyone who must
pick or approve dramatic scripts. Hit plays meet each of these requirements «»

SUMMER SELLING SECTION; 1956 39

Tv finally did it: no more hiatus
Summer reruns, 52-week discounts bring down cost of summer tv. Few clients

took summer off; so webs made it official—the summer hiatus on tv is dead 40

Are you up-to-date on summer radio?
Do you still think of summer radio the way it used to be? Don't. Impact of
tv, out-of-home listening have done much to make radio a year-round medium 4£

Remember the 13-week snooze?
TvB bids tongue-in-cheek farewell to the era when the business world slept
through summertime. Latest media reports kill former summer superstitions 44

Answers to six basic summer questions
Facts and figures on summer sales and hot weather tv, radio audiences are
presented in six charts: retail sales, in and out of home listening, radio and
tv winter-summer comparisons, a study of replacement program impact 45

COM I N C

Should agencies earn 15% on package shows?
Why are some admen so opposed to a 15% agency commission on package
shows? SPONSOR will give the reasoning of those who answered "no" to
this controversial question in the next issue 29 Mar.

An adman's look at film laboratories
Behind the technical terms and chemical formulas of this sister industry is
a vital pool of information for agency men and advertisers. A roundup of
data on sound studios, optical effects firms will be enlightening 19 Mar.
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AGENCY AD LIBS

AGENCY PROFILE, Barrett Brady

49TH & MADISON
MR. SPONSOR, Charles Derrick

NEW & RENEW
NEW TV STATIONS
NEWSMAKERS
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RADIO RESULTS
ROUND-UP
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SPONSOR BACKSTAGE
SPONSOR SPEAKS
TV COMPARAGRAPH
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TOP 20 TV SHOWS
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MORE AUDIENCE* THAN

ANY STATION IN CINCINNATI

THAT'S WHAT

WNBF-TV, BINGHAMTON, N.Y

DELIVERS DAY AND NIGHT

SEVEN DAYS A WEEK-AT

LOWER COST PER 1000.

J YOUR BLAIR-TV MAN HAS

'Also more audience than

any station in Washington, D. C,
Houston, Minneapolis-St. Paul

and other major markets.

Telepulse, December, 1 955.

WNBF-TV
BINGHAMTON. NEW YORK

Channel 12
NBC-TV • ABC-TV
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WEED
and Company

as national sales

representative

For facts on how you can cover Los Angeles,

San Diego and ALL Southern California at

the lowest cost per thousand radio listeners

call the Weed office nearest you:

NEW YORK
579 Fifth Ave. • PLaza 9-4700

CHICAGO
203 N. Wabash Ave. • RAndolph 6-7730

SAN FRANCISCO
625 Market St. • EXbrook 7-0535

DETROIT
1610 Book Building • WOodward 1-2685

BOSTON
Statler Building • HUbbard 2-5677

ATLANTA
Glenn Building • CYpress 4081

DES MOINES
505 Fifth Ave. • Oes Moines 3-3930

fiirtijCT
6h

1
J.

V

Raymond A. McArdle, Morse International,

New York, says that the trend toward all-media

buyers continues with good reason. "I like it not

only because I've had experience with both (Here
we do buy all media.), but because I find the

all-media approach more efficient," says McArdle.
"Such a buyer can plot the whole campaign much
more sensibly and can take better advantage of

the flexibility of spot radio and tv since he knows
what specific job the air media are expected to

do in individual markets. Of course, a buyer

needs to know much more about marketing to do

this job effectively. Since there is a trend toward

more marketing service from agencies, the pattern

toward all-media buyers is likely to grow. Still

it has some drawbacks, e.g., media prejudices."

Hope Martinez, BBDO, New York, has

noticed an upsurge in daytime tv ratings since last

fall particularly. "Usually" says she, "it's the

strength of new network programing like NBC TVs
Matinee that has uplifted whole time segments.

But, daytime tv can be a valuable buy even when
audiences are substantially lower than nighttime

audiences. Daytime offers a chance for 'endorse-

ment advertising' when you buy into local programs,

plus longer copy. Such programs may not rack

up top ratings, but they often give the advertiser

a concentration of potential customers and a strong,

personalized pitch by a well-established local

personality. Ratings and cost-per-1,000 are less

of a criterion in buying daytime minutes."

Anita Wasserntan, Lawrence C. Gumbinner,

New York, says that the "fun" often just starts

when a timebuyer has set up alternate-week spon-

sorship for a client in a number of local markets.

"A change of announcement schedules is a lot of

work, granted," she told sponsor. "But, when

you're trying to change shows that you've bought

on an alternate-week basis, brother! Take Market

A, where we'd bought a two-show package, both

on an alternate week basis with two different co-

sponsors. Well, one show didn't give us quite

the audience composition we wanted, so when a

real hot package was offered to us on alternate

week basis on another station, we were ready to

hop to. But not so fast: You've got to juggle

expiration dates, check rates and ratings."

SPONSOR

L



The new TV series

for EVERYONE!

In exclusive, never-before-

photographed scenes THE WORLD
AROUND US unfolds nature's most
startling and fascinating mysteries
and spectacles. In breathtaking color,

it dramatizes the how and why
behind nature's complex plan of

survival. That's because John H.
Storer, America's foremost naturalist

photographer, travelled over 150,000

miles to film this natural, all-star cast

in its natural habitat.

Top TV showmen spent 2 years
editing THE WORLD AROUND US
into the only show of its kind on TV.
Each program opens and closes with
pertinent and amusing "chalk-talks"

by Tex Antoine, popular network
personality.

THE WORLD AROUND US not
only appeals to everybody's interest*

in nature, animals and weather, it also

provides incomparable merchandising
opportunities. All sorts of civic,

community, fraternal and social groups
are ready for exploitation and tie-in

by alert sponsors.

For complete information and
audition prints, write, wire or call

your nearest RCA recorded program
services office.

UND US"
JOHN H. STORER pioneered in

the slow-motion photography of birds.

Some of his extraordinary shots of

bird life were used in Walt Disney's
Academy Award winning movie,
"Water Birds," and in other

True Life Adventure films.

'Today nature movies pack multi-
million dollar box office appeal.
As Charles M. Sievert of the
N, Y. World-Telegram and Sun has
said, after viewing several programs
from THE WORLD AROUND US,
"Disney apparently has started
something."

Produced by Thomas Craven

Story and Photography by John H. Storer

Released by Pictura Films Corporation

Distributed by RCA Recorded Program Services

recorded

program

services

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA

RCA VICTOR RECORD DIVISION

155 East 24th St., New York 10, N. »., MUrrar Hill 97200

445 N. lake Shore Dr., Chicago 11, III., WHilehall 4-3530

522 Forsyth Bldg., Atlanta 3, Georgia, LAmar 7703

1907 McKinney Ave., Dallas 1, Texas, Riverside 1371

1016 N. Sycamore Ave., Hollywood 38, Cat., Oldfield 4-1660

TMKS.®
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r
RADIO KPQ GETS

Results . . .

2 1
And We Challenge All

Other North Central

Washington Media

To Disprove Us!

Yes, that's a strong state-

ment, but we are prepared to

back that claim to the hilt

. . . with money on the line.

So if you're buying

—or plan to buy—the

heart of Washington

State, why waste money
testing? Use the ONE
MEDIUM that pro-

duces 2 to 1 ! Use KPQ
Wenatchee.

AN ABC-NBC AFFILIATE

5000 WATT!

560 K.C.

WENATCHEE

WASHINGTON
"Apple Capital of the World"
REGIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

Moore and Lund, Seattle, Wash.

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
Forjoe and Co., Incorporated

(One of the Big 6 Forjoe Represented
Stations of Washington State)

mu
11

by Bob Foreman

Ideal adman is In aqency, not bestseller

It's no secret, except to the outside world, that those who
practice advertising for a living and who do fairly well at

it, resent to a man the descriptions of themselves perpetrated

by novelists, playwrights, and motion picture scenarists. The
Real Adman believes that he and his co-workers have little

in common with the lead character in The Hucksters, The
Man in the Gray Flannel Suit, or The Golden Kazoo, to name
a few of the higher-priced reprobates.

However, he is well aware that the real picture of The
Real Adman would be so much less exotic, less erotic and

less quixotic, as to constitute extremely dull reading to the

general public.

On the other hand, those who read trade publications will

subject themselves to almost anything. If they have a feeling

that there is perhaps a nugget of truth, something which may
make them a smidgeon wiser in their chosen field, they feel

it is worth plowing through pages of small, badly chosen

words, columns of numbers and even verbal impedimenta

(Please turn to page 96)

RECENT SPONSOR MARKETING SERIES LISTED

THESE MUSTS FOR TOP ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE:

1. He must have obtained wide marketing knowledge.

2. He must be well-versed on his client's product.

3. He must have a capacity for research, analysis.

4. He must be a good administrator, a businessman.

5. He must be a mature and well-integrated person.

6. He must have good deal of drive, determination.
' ^E> - ^r~~ _ _

7. He must have a diversity of cultural interests.

8. He must know when to do, when to delegate work.

9. He must be likeable, healthy, seek advancement.

SPONSOP



gets results...

even among the

real gone cats!

*
r»»

*
*

V -9

Our morning boy, Al Ross, is beaming

like a Cheshire these days, and with

good reason.

Recently a time salesman for a com-

peting station (our top competitor) lost

his cat. Children were distressed, natu-

rally. So he called his station's morning

man, to ask him to mention kitty on his

show. At the same time, for reasons well

known to time salesmen, he called Al

Ross for similar help.

Help he got. All the telephone calls

about kitty came to our boy, Al Ross

. . . none at all to kitty's owner's station's

morning man.

Kitty came home.

You got any problems in sales? Al Ross

is your boy. Even the cats listen to Ross's

"Your Timekeeper" show on WRC
(Mondays -Fridays, 6:15 to 9:30 a.m.;

Saturdays, 6:15 to 8:00 a.m. Ross gets

results, even among the real gone cats.

»«*

For Sales in the morning, ask

QP
WRC RADIO

in Washington

a service of (rgi) represented by NBC SPOT SALES
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YOU'VE BEEN ASKING...YOU

ORSON WHtil

81NG CROSBY

LORtm you
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sosak mywm

104 FEATURES Fl

THE MOST FLEXIBLE SAL
Big orSmall.J Plan ForAll!

*

i

TELEVISIO
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w got it
straight

the Jockey's
mouth

from tne *«
,

That's something that could be said for a lot /

of products and services Milwaukee buys, because

in this case, the tipster we're referring to

is a WEMP Disc Jockey! These boys are strong

personalities around here with a loyal gang

of fans. The audience they've built over

the years is your market, and whether they

lend their own inimitable styles to a "live"

announcement you send them or play your

transcribed message, you will sell on WEMP.

We suggest that you slap a harness on

Milwaukee's vast buying market and do it

at a right handsome cost per thousand.

Give our reps a call and let them

give you the complete picture.

Milwaukee's Best BuyWEMP
5000 Watts at 1250

/

/I

1935-1955 . . . 20 years of service to ^^ilu^aukee • Represented nationally by Headley-Reed

i
MADISON

sponsor invites letters to the editor.

Address 40 E. 49 St., New York 17.

GRAND OLE OPRY
For the second month in a row you

have credited the Grand Ole Opry in

your digest of tv programs for Feb-

ruary to Guild, Bascom and Bonfigli

for Ralston Purina Company.
You have the right sponsor, but the

wrong agency.

Guild, Bascom and Bonfigli handle

Ralston cereals and Ry-Krisp for the

Grocery Products Division of Ralston

Purina {Ethel and Albert).

We are the agency for Purina Chows
for livestock and poultry, sanitation

products and farm supplies (Grand

Ole Opry) — also for Purina Dog
Chow on behalf of the Grocery Prod-

ucts Division.

J. H. Leach
Vice President

Gardner Advertising Co.

St. Louis, Missouri

OUR ERROR

A plague on your fine publication.

The February 6 issue reprint of my
letter listed my business abode as New
York.

Although having previously been

employed by our New York office, it

has been my pleasure in the last year

to be a member of our fast growing,

leading office in the West.

Harold S. Shepard

Radio-Tv Department

BBDO
San Francisco, Cal.

WOOLLOONCABBA
May we express our thanks and ap-

preciation to SPONSOR for including an

article on the "Woolloongabba 4-sta-

tion radio promotion" handled by

this agency, appearing on page 50 of

vour edition dated 28th November,

1955.

We have received favorable com-

ments from our clients and business

associates who read sponsor regular-

ly. Congratulations on a very fine

publication.

G. C. Turner
Radio Division Manager

Cossy-Waite Advertising

Brisbane, Australia

12 SPONSOR



KWFT-TV
IS NOW

KSYD-TV
CHANNEL 6

100,000 WATTS
MAXIMUM POWER -WITH COLOR

In Wichita Falls, Texas Your Best TV Advertising

Buy Is KSYD-TV

HERE IS

PROOF

POSITIVE

Figures Just Released

Pulse Dated Dec. 1-7, 1955

Proves Audience Preferences in the

Metropolitan Wichita Falls Area to be,

ONCE A WEEK SHOWS MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS

1. $64,000 Question (CBS) KSYD-TV 1. Patti Page KSYD-TV

2. Ed Sullivan (CBS) KSYD-TV 2. Looney Tunes KSYD-TV

3. / Love Lucy (CBS) KSYD-TV 3. 10 p. m. News & Weather KSYD-TV

4. December Bride (CBS) KSYD-TV 4. 5:45 f. m. News & Weather KSYD-TV

5. Jack Benny (CBS) KSYD-TV 5. Station B

Big 5 of the Top 5 All on KSYD-TV 4 of the Top 5 on KSYD-TV

HOAG-BLAIR Company Nat'I Sales Representatives SYD GRAYSON, General Manager

KSYD-TV
Wichita Falls, Texas Channel 6 CBS— 100,000 Watts

)# 5 MARCH 1956 13
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1175-ft. AkUkM
(1800 FEET ABOVE AVERAGE TERRAIN)

ings television to most of Arkansas through

i

J

1 j IB I II I

OMNNfl II

LITTLE ROCK
KTHV, Little Rock, is now telecasting from its new 1175' antenna (1800' above

average terrain) on Channel 11, with full 316,000 watts. We now obviously

cover most of Arkansas. Next big milestone comes April 1 when we join

Basic CBS Television Network!

That's a lot of progress in eleven short weeks! Our schedule is filling up

VERY fast. If you are interested in the big Arkansas market—and want a

really top time period—we cannot urge you too strongly to see your Branham

man NOW.

OMNIBUS I'VE GOT A SECRET
BISHOP SHEEN U. S. STEEL HOUR
G. E. THEATRE FOUR STAR PLAYHOUSE
ALFRED HITCHCOCK PRESENTS MAMA
APPOINTMENT WITH ADVENTURE OUR MISS BROOKS
FAMOUS FILM FESTIVAL CRUSADER
ROBIN HOOD WANTED
BURNS & ALLEN PERSON TO PERSON
GODFREY TALENT SCOUTS BEAT THE CLOCK
DECEMBER BRIDE STAGE SHOW
STUDIO ONE HONEYMOONERS
NAVY LOG TWO FOR THE MONEY
THE PHIL SILVERS SHOW IT'S ALWAYS JAN
MEET MILLIE DOUGLAS EDWARDS NEWS
GODFREY AND HIS FRIENDS ESSO NEWS
THE MILLIONAIRE PLUS LOCAL NEWS, WEATHER, SPORTS

316,000 Watts

Channel
Henry Clay, Executive Vice PreM

B. G. Robertson, General Mc <?>'

*H

1 A

NOW AFFILIATED WITH CBS AND ABC
Affiliated with KTHS, Littl h

Full vwy Affiliation on April 1

and KWKH, Shrift

—£ Ttfw'-J



ENTERTAINMENT SELL

I feel very indebted to your maga-

zine. Due to an article of ours that

you printed in your October 3rd issue,

entitled "Radio commercials, too, can

entertain," I received an invitation to

speak before the Canadian Association

of Radio and Television Broadcasters

in Toronto on Monday, March 26,

1956. This invitation was extended

to me on behalf of the Association by

Mr. T. J. Allard, executive vice presi-

dent of the Association.

I understand that they are going to

devote all day Monday to a series of

panel discussions on radio, and then

spend the following day discussing

television. I feel this is going to be

a very interesting session and I know
that I shall take away from the meet-

ing much more than I will be able to

give.

W. C. Standart

Standart & O'Brien Advertising

Kansas City, Mo.

DICTIONARY
It seems to me that a few months

back sponsor published a tv diction-

ary. I would appreciate receiving five

copies of this dictionary.

Warren Abrams
N. W. Ayer & Son
Detroit, Michigan

• Tv Dictionary, containing 2,200 terms is

now sold at $1.50 per copy. Former price was
$2.00.

BASICS TALK
Yesterday, we sent you a letter re-

questing six copies of the reprint of

Television Basics; today, we wish to

add to this order. We would like two
copies of Film Basics and five of Time-
buying Basics.

Sydney M. Cohn
Arthur Meyerhoff & Co.

Chicago, III.

» Reprints of SPONSOR'S Timebuying Basics
nay be obtained at the following rates: one to
our copies, $2; five to nine, $1.75; 10 to 24,
51.50; 24 to 49, $1.25; 50 or more, $1.00.

HURRAY FOR MR. X
Hurray for Mr. X and all he has to

»y in your February 6 issue. Tell Mr.
K a reasonable slogan for an agency of

he future might be, "We're not just

narketing men . . . we're miracle
nen!" I'd like to know and work
*ith him. What a job we could do
ogether.

Mr. Y (not 62 as the

bright boys might imagine,

but 34 years of age)

Vice President

Major Agency * * *

BOB WOOD
National Sales Manager

118 E. 57th Street

New York

ELdorado 5-7690

LEW JOHNSON

Midwest TV Sales Manager

230 N. Michigan Avenue

Chicago

FRanklin 2-6498

GAYLE V. GRUBB, V. P.

West Coast Sales Manager

111 Sutter Street

San Francisco

SUtter 1-3631

Represented
Nationally

by NBC
SPOT
SALES
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SOLD
ON
SPOT

Grove Laboratories and its agency,Harry B. Cohen Advt «

insCompany,are SoldonSpot as a basic advertising med »

As the weather turns cold in various sections of the <
u

try, Grove Laboratories puts a large part of its advert in

budget for 4 Way Cold Tablets into Spot TV and Spot R

This use of Spot in seasonal campaigns provideB]

company with powerful impact and complete flexibilf

low cost in selected key markets, and has helped make 4

the largest selling cold tablet in the United States.



pot can do the same for you on the stations represented

BC Spot Sales in fourteen major markets, accounting

8% of the nation's retail sales.

SPOT SALES
30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N. Y.,

Chicago, Detroit, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Charlotte*,

Atlanta*, Dallas* *Bomar Lowrance Associates

Left to right: GENE K. FOSS, V.P. in charge of Advertising, Grove

Laboratories, Inc.; JAMES H. GROVE, Pres., Grove Laboratories, Inc.;

HARRISON MULFORD JR., Radio Representative, NBC Spot Sales;

HARRY B. COHEN, Pres., Harry B. Cohen Advertising Co., Inc.

NBC Spot Sales Represents
TELEVISION STATIONS:

WRCA-TV, New York

WNBQ, Chicago

KRCA, Los Angeles

WRCV-TV, Philadelphia

KSD-TV, St. Louis

WRC-TV, Washington, D. C.

WBUF-TV, Buffalo

KOMO-TV, Seattle

KPTV, Portland, Ore.

KOA-TV, Denver

WAVE-TV, Louisville

WRGB, Schenectady-Albany-Troy

KONA-TV, Honolulu, Hawaii

NBC Spot Sales Represents
RADIO STATIONS:
WRCA, New York

WMAQ, Chicago

WRCV, Philadelphia

KNBC, San Francisco

KSD, St. Louis

WRC, Washington, D. C.

KOMO, Seattle

KOA, Denver

WAVE, Louisville

KGU, Honolulu, Hawaii

and the NBC
WESTERN RADIO NETWORK



Sure, WHB dominates Kansas City. But how about area?^BJlt^ tool

The Proof's in PULSE and NIELSEN

70-County

620,400 Radio homes
WHB is first in every time period!
Average share of audience 25% ahead of second
station!

542,700 radio homes
WHB all-day average: 42.9% (second station:

16.6%)
WHB first by far in every time period

!

Latest Kansas City Hooper (January-February, 1956) gives

WHB whooping first place with 49.1%. WHB leads in every
Hooper ^4 hour, 6 a.m.-6 p.m.. Mon.-Sat. So WHB dominates

the metropolitan area as it dominates the whole area.

More reason than ever to talk to the man from Blair,

or WHB General Manager George W. Armstrong!

WHB
10,000 watts— 710 kc

KANSAS CITY

WDGY, Minneapolis-St. Paul

Represented by

Avery-Knodel

CONTINENT BROADCASTING COMPANY

President: Todd Storz

KOWH, Omaha
Represented by

H-R Reps., Inc.

WHB, Kansas City

Represented by

John Blair & Co.

WTIX, New Orleans

Represented by

Adam J.
Young, Jr.
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1 New on Radio Networks
SPONSOR AGENCY STATIONS PROGRAM, time, start, duration

Cai;o Curtains, NY _Friend-Reiss, NY ABC

;hr„ Chi

I
|elst„ Chi __

Mc II Corp, NY

|ois Rug Co, Chi

ir& Tilford, NY for Tintex Emil Mogul, NY ..ABC

__L. W. Ramsey, Chi ABC
_L. W. Ramsey, Chi CBS
Donahue & Coe, NY NBC

-Presba, Fellers & Presba NBC

,, Phila Hutchins Agency, Phila ABC

:r State Oil Refinery, Oil City, Pa Kenyon & Eckhardt, NY.. __NBC

:it Home Products, Phila... Arndt, Preston, Chapin, ABC
Lamb & Keen

i Craft Publishers, Boston Chambers & Wiswell, Boston ABC

_.._ .Breakfast Club; M 9:25-9:30 am; W 9:25-9:30 am;
F 9-9:05 am; 26 March

...Breakfast Club; F 9:05-9:10 am; 25 May
203 Edgar Bergen Show; S 7:05-8 pm; 20 May-4 August

197 Monitor; 23 Feb, 24 Feb

...Mary Margaret McBride; M-F 10:05-10:10; 20 Feb,
27 Feb

...Breakfast Club; M 9:15-9:20 am, 5 March; W 9:20-
9:25 am, 28 March;

Whispering Streets; T 10:50-10:55 am; 3 April

My True Story; Th 10:15-10:20 am, 8 March

When A Cirl Marries; F 10:40-10:45 am, 23 March

Democratic-Republican convention programing

197 .Monitor; 17 March; 35 wks

Breakfast Club; T 9:50-9:55; F 9;15-9:20 am; 14 Feb

Breakfast Club; Th 9:05-9:10 am, 15 March; Th 9:10-
9:15 am, 24 May

2 Renewed on Radio Networks
SPONSOR AGENCY STATIONS PROGRAM, time, start, duration

Products Refining Co, NY.

ett Co, Cinn

_.C. L. Miller, NY ......CBS 202 . _Arthur Codfrey Time; T, every 4th F 10:30-10:45 am;

Ralph H. Jones, Cinn ABC
21 Feb; 52 wks

.. Breakfast Club; Th 9:35-9:40 am; 16 Feb

1 Broadcast Industry Executives
NAME FORMER AFFILIATION NEW AFFILIATION

t Anderson

e R. Anderson .

Barrett

v K. Brandborg

J. Brown

K. Byers

as C. Chace ._
: Cheverton

NBC spot sales, Chi, sales .

.KCO-TV, San Fran, acct exec

-KEY-T, Santa Barbara _

crd W. Colon ...

bert Covington..

A L. Danson

:. Danford .

DePinto

Fondy _

I Foster

. Fuller

-WTAO, Cambridge, Mass, sales

—WINS, NY, sales promotion mgr.

...KEY-T, Santa Barbara, acct exec

__WMT & WMT-TV, Cedar Rapids

KZTV, Reno, development director

Jefferson Standard Broadcasting, vp in charge of sales

and promotion

Natl Screen Service. NY, tv adv and pub director

_KCMO-KCMO-TV, Kansas City, sales

_.KPHO Radio, Phoenix, promotion mgr

..Chicago Cubs

..NBC, NY, radio network sales, acct exec

n A. Coldberg

Crayson MCA-TV, NY
E. Harris US Treasury, Wash, DC, savings bond division, adv,

sales prom and pub rel hd
' E. Jensen ABC TV, NY, administrative asst

:th Johnson KNBC, San Fran, local sales _
es E. Kennedy -WANE, Ft. Wayne, vp & mgr
t D. Levitt American Weekly, NY
I E. Martin __WBBM, Chi, merchandising mgr
Mergener Official Films, Chi, mgr
Messersmith KOLN-TV, Lincoln, Neb, asst farm director

:e Nickson .— „KAVR, Apple Valley, Calif, mgr
Porter

rd Reed .—WLW-C, Columbus, Ohio, commercial operations director

I Ries . WTVN, Columbus, prom dir

itTer — Compton Adv, NY, timebyr ._

C. Runyan

ir Sawyer CBS Radio, NY sales

)m H. Spencer WCOL, Columbus, mgr
Stable — KFRC, San Fran .

d Starr WPAT, Paterson, NJ, merchandising director

am D. Stiles KOLO, Reno, vp and general mgr
3m K. Treynor NARTB, Washington, DC, station relations mgr
m C. Walters WABD, NY, sales

Weisman WABD, NY, associate director

Same, San Fran, tv salesman

KNBC, San Fran, acct exec

Same, sales prom and adv mgr

KVOO, Tulsa, general mgr and sales director

Same, sales mgr

KYW, Cleveland, adv sales promotion director

Same, regional sales mgr

WOOD, Grand Rapids, news director

KOLO, Reno, vp and general mgr

-Same, WBT, Charlotte, NC, vp and mgn director

Ziv TV, NY, acct exec

Same, sales mgr

KPHO-KPHO-TV, Phoenix, promotion-publicity mgr

-KFXM, San Bernardino, acct exec

Screen Gems, NY, natl sales mgr

CBS, NY, radio network sales, acct exec

Westinghouse B'casting Corp, NY, research director

-Same, film syndication div, sales promotion supervisor

.TPA, NY, adv director

WABC TV, NY, business mgr

NBC spot sales, LA, tv salesman

WCOL, Columbus, mgr

Screen Cem, NY, natl sales director

WNDU, So Bend, Indiana, sales mgr

Ziv TV, NY, acct exec

WNAX, Yankton, So Dakota, farm director

KFXM, San Bernardino, commercial mgr

Screen Cems, NY, natl sales mgr

Same, acct exec

(WKRC) Radio Cincinnati, Cinn, acct exec

H-R Reps, NY, sales

WBRC-TV, Birmingham, Ala, sales prom mgr

KFSD Radio, San Diego, local sales mgr

WKLO, Louisville, mgr

KCO & KCO-TV, San Fran, sales

WOR-TV, NY, acct exec

KZTV, Reno, commercial and operational mgr

TelePromTer Corp, NY, stations sales mgr

Free & Peters, NY, tv acct exec

Same, film productions mgr

Janet K.

Byers (3)

Odei»

lb!

In next issue: New and Renewed on Television (Network) ; Broadcast Industry Executives, Adver-

tising Agency Personnel Changes; New Firms, Neiv Offices, Changes of Address, Station Changes

Ralph C.

Runyan (3)

Daniel
Ries (3)
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ynr and renew

Richard W.
Colon (3)

Charles E.

Kennedy (?)

Custav K.

Brandborg (3)

Wallace H.
Husted (4)

Edward W.
Quinn (4)

<£»» <*£*

Wirt M.
Mitchell (4)
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4. Advertising Agency Personnel Changes
NAME FORMER AFFILIATION NEW AFFILIATION

Sam Alter .._ ..Blow, NY _ Kenyon & Eckhardt, NY, acct exec

Lawrence D. Benedict D-F-S, NY, acct exec Same, vp

Mary Cardon _— McHugh-Cather Adv Agency, LA, vp and co-owner Crant Adv, Detr, vp and acct exec

Myers "Bud" Cather — ). Walter Thompson, Montreal, media director Kenyon & Eckhardt, Montreal, media mgr
Edgar R. Emery John C. Dowd, Boston, cpy chief Same, vp

John M. Forney, Jr. BBDO, NY, rad-tv... Robert Luckie & Co, Birmingham, Ala, vp and rad-

Norton T. Cretzler NBC, NY, acct exec Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove, NY, rad-tv producer

Wallace H. Husted __ -Crant, Adv, Chi _ . Ceoffrey Wade Adv, Chi, creative director

Sinclair Jacobs BBDO, NY, acct exec Ted Bates, NY, acct exec

Bob Kochenthal .H-R Television, NY, acct exec Edward Petry, NY, tv sales

George F. Leithner Y&R, Chi, media relations director Same, NY, associate media director

Jesse L. Livermore __. American Home Products, NY, cosmetic division,

general mgr

William J. Lyons Bozell & Jacobs, Omaha
Bernard D. Kahn Biow, NY, group creative director

Edward Mahoney

Louis Meisel

Wirt M. Mitchell .

Dan O'Leary

Bob Pasch

Pat Petrino .

Benton & Bowles, NY, sr producer in tv cpy dept

-Hilton & Riggio, NY, acct exec _

Lennen & Newell, NY, cpy hd

.American Magazine, NY

Edward W. Quinn

Jack W. Runyon .

Royall Smith

Alden Sulger

Gordon Webber .

Otis W. Winegar .

.Ruthrauff & Ryan, NY, creative supervisor

.Burke, Kuipers & Mahoney.—

.Martin Cerel, Realtor, adv mgr

.Biow, LA, hd of LA office

Y&R, NY, sr cpywritr

Biow, NY, acct exec

..Benton & Bowles, NY, tv cpy supervisor.

-Foote, Cone & Belding, NY, vp in charge of cpy..

.... Biow Co, NY, acct exec for Lanolin Plus

...Dowd, Redfield & Johnstone, NY, rad-tv products

Lennen & Newell, NY, cpy supervisor

...Same, vp

Willstcd & Shacter, NY, acct supervisor and plans w
mbr

Ceyer Adv, NY, vp in charge of all creative depts

Kenyon & Eckhardt, NY, acct exec

Same, vp and associate cpy director

Robert Otto & Co, NY, media mgr

Hoag & Provandle, Boston, acct exec

Kenyon & Eckhardt, LA, vp in charge of LA region

Lennen & Newell, NY, cpy supervisor

Grey Adv, NY, acct exec

Same, vp

Knox Reeves Adv, Mnpls, creative director

5. Sponsor Personnel Changes
NAME FORMER AFFILIATION NEW AFFILIATION

Same, Cherry Hill, administrator
Same, executive committee mbr
Same, rad-tv division, sales management developmen 19

mgr

P. E. Cunningham RCA Victor, Cleve, field sales rep

Walter G. Dunnington Colgate-Palmolive, Jersey City, board mbr
Peter J. Crant Sylvania Electric Products, Buffalo

C. F. Greenwood Pabst Brewing Co, Chi, Eastern regional sales mgr Same general sales mgr
Edmund A. Hinderscheid Firestone Tire & Rubber, Akron, operating asst Same, trade sales operating dept
Gilbert C. Larson Westinghouse Electric Corp, Metuchen, NJ, engineering

mgr Same, rad-tv div, asst general mgr
George Lohman RCA Victor, NY, field sales rep Same, tv div, Eastern district mgr
Arthur P. Loomis Pillsbury Mills, Mnpls, refrigerated foods div, adminis-

trative mgr _ Same, mkting mgr
James H. Owens Pillsbury Mills, Mnpls, refrigerated foods div, asst sales

director _ Same, field sales, mgr
Frank W. Reif.. _ Colgate-Palmolive. Jersey City, soap sales, mgr Same, general mgr
Carlton E. Spitzer Bendix Aviation Corp, Utica div, publications supervisor Same, advertising mgr

6. New Agency Appointments
SPONSOR PRODUCT (or service) AGENCY

Blatz Brewing Co, Milwaukee ..

Philip Morris
Revlon Products, NY-

beer
..cigarettes

Tetley Tea Co, Greenwich, NY
Zotox Pharmacal, Stamford, Conn

Aquamarine line

tea -
Triocin and Triocin blue foam.

Kenyon & Eckhardt, NY
N. W. Ayer & Son, Phila— Emil Mogul, NY

.... Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, NY
Dowd, Redfield & Johnstone, NY

Louis Meisel (4) C. F. Greenwood (5) Edgar R. Emery (4)

W. G. Dunnington (5) Lawrence D. Benedict (4) C. E. Spitzer (5)
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RADIO
1290 ON THE DIAL

OMAHA
clock!

Ml \- » i p » <w_ t • ill .

' \M —

-

LOCAL BILLING UP
PULSE UP, TOO!
'DECEMBER '55 — JANUARY '56, TOO.'

f.

THE ONLY 24 - HOUR MUSIC, NEWS
& SPORTS STATION IN OMAHA . • .

5000 WATTS — FULL TIME

1

EXCLUSIVE NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES AVERY - KNODEL, INC.

NEW YORK CHICAGO LOS ANGELES SAN FRANCISCO DALLAS ATLANTA
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IS

PENNSYLVANIA'S

IN YOUB PICTURE

WJAC-TV is the Number One

Station not only in Johnstown,

but in Altoona as well, and this

one-two punch covers an area

that rates 4th in the rich state

of Pennsylvania, and 28th in

the entire country.

Well over half a million (583,-

600 to be exact) television fam-

ilies look to WJAC-TV for the

best in television entertainment.

Add to this the free bonus of

WJAC-TV coverage into Pitts-

burgh, and you have a total

market for your sales message

that just can't be overlooked, if

you really want to tap the po-

tential of Southwestern Penn-

sylvania.

SEfPrtNG MflOONS FROM
! AILEGHEN1ES

:

JOHNSTOWN • CHANNEL 6

Get full details from your KATZ man!

Charles Derrick
Advertising Director

Pepsi-Cola Co., New York

When Charles Derrick, Pepsi's ad director, got back into adver-

tising after the war, he told himself he'd quit the business the

second he got ulcers. A young-looking, black-haired Canadian,

Derrick has managed to date to avoid this occupational hazard by

preserving an unusual calmness.

"During the last few weeks we've been working with K&E on

making our tv commercials better interpret our print campaign,"

he told SPONSOR as one example of the problems that clients face.

Pepsi's radio and tv commercials star Polly Bergen. "We're now
trying to key the commercials more to her personality, to capture

her spirit. It's a tough job to groom a personality to your product

as we're doing it with her. That's where K&E's skill comes in. To

get the copy just right for her, some of the agency boys are study-

ing her right now.

"In fact," he continued, "she even knows how Pepsi Cola is made.

We took her on a tour of a plant and she is so familiar with our

product that she should do a top selling job. But until now the

commercials have had too much mood-setting and not enough Pepsi.

"K&E's philosophy about grooming a personality is the same as

ours. In fact, that was one of the big appeals of the agency."

It's interesting that K&E didn't make a formal presentation to

Pepsi-Cola until January, about three weeks after the client had

announced the agency appointment.

"Before that Al Steele (chairman of the board), Barnett (execu-

tive v.p) and I quietly observed agencies. We picked K&E for its

past performance and its many services." Derrick added that mar-

keting help from the agency is very important in the food business

particularly.

"When we began putting all our air media money into spot radio

and tv a year ago, we really changed some basic marketing con-

cepts," says Derrick. "This budget (20% of an estimated $7 million

annual total ad budget) is allocated to division managers who con-

trol the spending with the help of agency field men. They decide

what the area of a particular bottler needs, be it radio or tv."

A commuter, Derrick lives in Rowayton, Conn., with his wife

and three youngsters. He attributes his calm manner partly to a

habit of leaving advertising beyond the border of Connecticut on

his way home. ***
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in the Motor City. • • and

jail Southeastern Michiga

C H AN N E L D ETROIT

"Hi Nationally by THE KATZ AGINCY

>»'al Sales Director, TOM HARKER

118 E. 57th, New York 22

MURRAY HILL 8-8630

Drawing sales for advertisers from 1,600,000 TV homes with all the power

of 100,000 watts, 1,057-foot tower, commanding Channel 2 dial position . . .

Pulling greater sales volume with the greater audiences, night and day,

attracted by top CBS and local programming . . . No. 1 in both Pulse and ARB.

Attracting the nation's leading advertisers who buy on the basis of proved

results ... in the nation's fifth market.

In Detroit, CHANNEL 2 IS THE SPOT FOR YOU!



MIGHTY
In the Salt

Lake-Utah

area you're

talking to a

market larger

than Pittsburgh,

Milwaukee or

Houston, with a

spendable income of

a billion dollars . .

.

KNAK's highest" rated

disc jockeys tell your

story to a mighty big

audience*.

MIGHTY LOW

You reach 7 out of 10 families

at lowest cost per listener. On
KNAK, you can buy three

spots for the price of one on
the next highest station*.

MIGHTY

INDEPENDENT
KNAK beams popular music

and news 24 hours a day . . .

round the clock sell that you
can roar about!

HOOPERATING
KNAK 27.8
Station "A" 27.2
Station "B" 14.6

Station "C" 13.7

Station "D" 7.2

'Hooper Rating — February, 19S5
(12:00 noon to 6:00 p.m. average.)

SALT LAKE CITY

5000 WATTS

KNAK
1042 South 6th West

Represented nationally by
FORJOE & CO.

by Joe Csida

Should radio stations pay as they play?

Any columnist who doesn't print a letter containing a first

paragraph like the one I'm running this trip has rocks in his

head. Seriously, however, the mail continues to come in on

the pieces I've done on radio music programing, and I'm

increasingly convinced that carrying on this one-man "cam-

paign" from time to time, may result in more of the kind of

programing which will get more listeners for more stations

and more customers for spot buyers of radio time.

I didn't really choose Jack Ellsworth's letter because of

his extravagant opening remarks. Jack is. program director

for the Suffolk Broadcasting Corporation, which operates

Stations WALK and WRIV on Long Island's (N.Y.) North

Shore. Unlike some other radio men from whom I've heard,

Jack believes stations should pay for record company pack-

age services. He has a number of pertinent, possibly even

some impertinent, statements to make, so let me turn the

column over to him right now:

Dear Joe:

For many years, I have enjoyed your always above-aver-

age, intelligently conceived and well-written columns. Your

present analysis of record programing interests me greatly

and since numerous broadcasters have written you with their

opinions, I thought it might be a good idea for me to do

likewise.

No doubt you will recall an article in the June 27, 1955

is ?ue of SPONSOR entitled, "Is radio programing the wrong

music?" I was pleased when the author quoted me. Now
I have another chance to sound off in SPONSOR.

Joe, not only is there "a lack of imagination and ingenui-

ty in music programing on radio"—even worse, there is a

lack of interest, or perhaps a lack of time for sufficient in-

terest on the part of many program directors and/or

managers.

Management often becomes so involved in sales meetings,

agency contacts, personnel problems, over-long Rotary club

luncheons, or numerous social and public service obligations,

that they either don't stop to ponder about the music on

their stations or merely assume that "records are records

and the music will take care of itself."

I heard one classic remark from a manager that went

something like this: "It doesn't matter what records my disk

(Please turn to page 100)
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IN WICHITA

CHANNEL

EFFECTIVE MAY 1

ON

Now... with an affiliation with the NBC Television Net-

work, beginning May 1, KARD-TV Channel 3 is your

best buy in the rich Kansas market. Operating on

100,000 KW, KARD-TV is Wichita's maximum power

station, and with a tower height of 1,070 feet, reaches

over 40% of the population of Kansas, plus eight counties

in the rich oil field country of Oklahoma. Total population

of KARD'S coverage area is 1,033,000 people who

spend $1,198,145,000 each year in retail sales. Start

getting your share of the Kansas market...

call your Petry man today.
KARD-TV

WM. J. MOYER, General Manager
DON SBARRA, Sales Director

Edward Petry & Co., Inci
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • ATIANTA • DETROIT

• IOS ANCEIES • SAN FRANCISCO • ST. IOUIS

&a#*ce£

KARD-TV
WICHITA • KANSAS
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For your grocery product, you con plus the power of WBT Radio

with guaranteed displays in all supermarkets of three leading

food chains throughout the WBT 57-county basic service area.

WBT's 50,000 Watts and 47% Share-of-Audience (Pulse, 1955),

tied in with store-by-store display in 172 supermarkets, add up to a

selling potential to be found "Only On WBT Radio."

The plan is simple—the tab is reasonable; get details of what

WBT Supermarketing offers your grocery product by

contacting WBT or CBS Radio Spot Sales.

Jefferson Standard Broadcasting Company
charlotte, n. c.

fife
Till ILL

& J

ST*****^!
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Should agencies earn

15% on package shows?
Over this issue accounts are shifting today. To air

both sides, SPONSOR presents a debate-in-print

_#n recent weeks commissions for agencies on shows which they do not produce have

been important factors in several major account shifts. One client ruptured a 48-hour

relationship with a top agency in favor of another that was willing to forego talent

commissions on the client's package show.

These cases are evidence of a questioning attitude on the part of some adver-

tisers toward such commissions. It's an attitude which has been prevalent in some
quarters for several years and which received a fillip following the 4 A's consent

decree (see sponsor 20 February). To air the issues, sponsor explored pros and

cons of talent commissions with agency aid client executives. Assembled on the fol-

lowing pages is the case for commissions on show costs. The case again will be pre-

sented in Part Two, next issue, (sponsor invites rebuttal comments from readers.)

A major justification for commissions on tv package Rolland Taylor, executive v.p.; Elwood Whitney,

shows is work agency invests in program selection. v. p., creative director; Roger Pryor, v.p. of radio

Viewing film properties below (1. to r.) are FCB's and tv; Frank Delano, v.p. and account supervisor

PART ONE
OF A TWO-PART SERIES



15% ON PACKAGE SHOWS? (Continued)

Agencies should earn show cost

commissions. Here are three big reasons:

services, low profit, risks of tv

Tv 'package show' needs services

• "Package show" is a misleading

term. It implies you drop three com-

mercials into the show and go home.

Actually, package shows require

agency servicing in these areas: (1)

talent negotiation; (2) script super-

vision; (3) production supervision;

(4) cost and ratings research; (5)

union negotiations (details in text)

Agencies now work on low-profit

• Average profit on gross billings

is less than 1%, yet cost of operating

and rendering full services keeps in-

creasing. A large chunk of the 80%
of agency expense destined for per-

sonnel payments goes to high-priced

tv talent and staffs (merchandising,

research, etc.) who render services

which are particularly vital to tv

Net tv spells big risks for agencies

• The reasons for account switches

in the past year or two often boil

down to client discontent with tv han-

dling. Tv's a costly medium. If an

agency picks a show that flops, it risks

losing an entire account Each major

tv recommendation is a gamble and

agencies do costly screening of tv

plans. Profit cut would kill incentive

JZ ere culled from intensive interviews with top-level

agency and advertiser executives is the combined thinking

of admen (both clients and agencymen) who defend the

15% commission on tv package shows:

J. What's a package? The term "package show" is

misleading. In a broad sense, every tv show is a "package"

whether it's produced by the networks, by agencies or by

independent sources. In each instance, the client pays for

all the components of production plus 17.6% commission

to the agency on top of the net production costs (or 15%
of the gross)

.

Admittedly few tv shows are now being produced within

agencies. The fallacy is to assume that "package show"

today means a tidy bundle into which the agencymen drop

three commercials and then go home. The average "pack-

age" (produced outside the agency) can't proceed trouble-

free and without supervision from the time the client signs.

In a classic analysis of the agency's role in buying pack-

age shows, Y&R's Rod Erickson several years ago outlined

48 major jobs the agency must do (see SPONSOR 18 Octo-

ber 1954 for complete listing)

.

These are 10 of the major agency functions delineated

by Erickson: (1) talent agency discussions on production

details; (2 I talent agency discussions on characterizations;

(3) agencymen and account viewing actual production;

(4) production supervision of show; (5) supervision of

film prints of kine; (6) researching show ratings; (7)

special research such as flow charts, audience jury tests,

etc.; (8) evaluating show's cost-per-1,000; (9) checking

costs of show and of competitive shows; (10) representa-

tion in multiple union negotiations.

These and other services can mean out-of-pocket expense

for the agency. Said one agency president: "No client

today will consider buying a show without a kine to screen.

But only in rare instances does the packager provide a kine

of a proposed live show without getting some financial

backing from the agency. An agency may have to absorb

from one-third to one-half of the production cost."

"There's no less agency responsibility in a so-called

'network package'," said the radio-tv head of another ma-

jor agency. "If a client buys into a series of spectaculars,

the agency still has some word in the selection of talent,

does time-consuming liaison work with talent, reviews

scripts to delete references potentially harmful to the client,

negotiates with other agencies participating in the show,

and so forth. We're part of each show we buy."

2. Low profit margin: The average agency's profit to-

day is less than 1% on gross billings or under 8% on

gross income, as Fred Gamble, 4A's president, told SPON-

SOR (see right). There are a number of reasons for this

low profit picture, admen say: (1) the operating costs of

agencies have been increasing like the costs in any busi-

ness today; (2) agencies have to provide more services to

clients in this competitive era; (3) tv is an expensive

medium for agencies to handle.

Heads of agencies told sponsor their cost of operating

breaks down this way: 60% for payroll; 20% for rent,

light, heat, depreciation: 20% for profit-sharing and bo-

nuses. In other words, 80% of agency expense goes for

some form of payment to personnel. The cost of main-

taining a fully staffed tv department and offering the

collateral merchandising, publicity, marketing and research

services now required is generally disproportionately high

compared with gross income from tv and services, the

agencies state.

sponsor examined the cost sheets of several major agen-
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cies in order to analyze the cost factors for various multi-

million tv sponsors. As an example here's one agency's

breakdown for a $1 million advertiser with 70% of his

1955 budget in a network tv package show:

Gross income to the agency

(100% from commissions) $152,000

Cost of servicing the account

(payroll) $ 98,000

{operating expenses) $ 43,000

$141,000

$152,000
— 141,000

Gross profit

{before 52% tax bite). $ 11,000 or 1.1% of

gross billings

Top management at several agencies told SPONSOR that

tv has frequently influenced total agency profits downward
and only when a program has been on the air for two

years or more, does the medium become profitable.

Said Bryan Houston, chairman of the board of the agen-

cy bearing his name: "So far as this agency is concerned,

the expense to the agency of doing a good television job is

greater than the expense of a print job. Our margins in

this shop are so close that I doubt that there could be a

drastic change in any part of our commission arrange-

ments that would not necessarily bring about some equiva-

lent change in the work we do."

3. Risk incentive: Many justifications for commissions

on talent costs have been cited over the years. But one of

the most penetrating observations uncovered in sponsor's

round of talks with top executives came from a man who's

been running an agency for many years. He raised a point

which others subsequently underscored: Profit's got to be

proportionate to risk.

"If advertisers take the possibility of eventual big re-

wards out of network television," said this veteran agency

administrator, "they will place a dead hand on the incen-

tive of their agencies. Showmanship needs broad scope in

which to work at optimum.

"Consider the risks in television. A wrong show choice

and you may lose an entire account. If the compensation

is limited to some fee on top of expenses, agencies will be

encouraged to follow a play-it-safe philosophy. Why stand

behind the great but daring idea when the reward is lim-

ited to thousands, the risk involves millions? Big business

was not built in this country on the prospect of narrow re-

wards. Lower the ceiling on rewards for showmanship and
you'll stifle ideas and finally end up on an idea plateau."

4. "Gasoline war danger'": The commission system, as

agencymen are the first to point out, evolved by various

(Please turn to page 110)

15% is too high

SPONSOR will state case of

admen opposed to package show

commissions in next issue
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Fred Gamble on agencies today

In his answers to a series of sponsor questions, 4A's
president Fred Gamble discusses merits of existing
commission system, outlines growth of new agency
services and justifies tv package show commissions.

Q.
What new agency services represent a prob-

lem in maintaining an adequate profit?

fl The range of agency services depends on" the client's needs, the agency's ability to

staff up to supply them, and whether the

agency can perform the new services at a rea-

sonable profit. Probably the greatest demands
today are in the marketing area of merchan-
dising, sales promotion (as you at SPONSOR
have pointed out in recent articles). There is

also demand for agency counsel on public

relations. Any additional services involving

additional costs must either be paid out of

present income or additional income. If cli-

ents want them enough, they'll pay for them.
The important thing as far as the agency is

concerned is not to be drawn off by additional

services from the main job of making the ad-

vertising pay the advertiser. There is growing
recognition of this among clients and agencies.

QWhy does 4A's prefer percent of billings as

commission to fees or percent of sales?

A The commission method is a great incen-" tive and has worked successfully over the

years. Under it, the agency is rewarded in

proportion to the use made of its creative

work. This attracts to agencies a high type of

aggressive, creative person, encourages agen-

cies to develop the best creative organization.

QWhat is the justification for commissions on

tv package shows agencies buy for clients?

II The commission method provides for com-" pensation in the form of a percentage of

income in relation to the advertiser's total ex-

penditure. Under that income, the agency does

everything it can to make the advertising suc-

ceed. If you take out some of that appropria-

tion and don't make the percentage apply to

it, the agency income is reduced and its use-

fulness lessened in making advertising succeed.

QWhat is the average rate of profits among
4A's member agencies today?

fl Less than 1% of total billing, or slightly" less than 8% of the agency's gross in-

come, i.e., its commissions and charges of all

kinds, including fees. On the average, the

trend in rate of profit has been level for years.
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Bedtime stories on film

pinpoint the mattress market
New York-]\ew Jersey mattress company triples sales in metropolitan area

with $300,000 film nightcap and good change-of-pace commercial effort

Ww e're medicine men, pure and

simple. Only we sell health-through-

sleep instead of elixir. And of course,

we reach a lot more people than the

snake oil boys of the Old West."

That's how Paul Tuttle, ad and sales

director of Sealy Mattress Co. of New
York Inc., views his firm's use of tv.

Basic strategy is not unlike that of the

prairie pitchmen in that he also be-

lieves in dramatizing the salutary ef-

fects of his wares with a down-to-

earth visual demonstration.
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"Friendly hard sell, you might call

it," adds Budd Getschal, head of Sea-

ly's agency, The Getschal Co. Inc.

Explains Tuttle: "Good, sound sleep

is vital to good health. That's a big

point in our message. How do you get

that across? By showing what it's like

to wake up refreshed. The pleasure,

the comfort, all the delights and bene-

fits of a restful night—these have to

be seen.

"But they must also be sold. And
there's nothing as convincing as the

sound of the human voice.

"Put them together and they spell

out television."

Proof?

Before 1952 the company used no

television at all. Since then both ad

budget and sales have nearly tripled,

with tv getting 75% of the advertising

outlay (close to $400,000 in 1955).

What's more, the firm has topped its

sales figures every year since then and

chalked up some of the biggest sales

gains among all units in the Sealy or-
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ganization, say company officials.

So far it's the only manufacturer in

the mattress, spring, and dual-purpose

sleep equipment industry to use video

extensively. As Getschal puts it, "The

mattress business has been a sleeping

giant; this is the first effort by a manu-

facturer in the field to advertise in a

dramatic way."

Actually, the effort is a joint venture

by Sealy of New York and the Sealy

Mattress Co. of New Jersey. Both are

independent producers banded togeth-

er along with 30 others in a 75-year-

old national organization called Sealy,

Inc., with headquarters in Chicago.

Aside from the obvious advantages

of centralized buying, the members en-

joy the reputation of a standardized

product, constructionwise.

The important thing in telling their

quality construction story, both Tuttle

and Getschal emphasize, is to catch

their prospects in the right frame of

mind. When you're dealing with

householders, that depends largely on

the time of day.

"Morning is out," says Getschal.

"What with all the frantic efforts in-

volved in getting everyone off to work
or school, the average family is in no

mood to discuss buying a long-time

item like a mattress. Not in New York,

anyway. And if Pop's had a rough

night, he's just as apt to rap some-

body in the teeth. He doesn't want to

talk about spending money. He just

wants to get out of the house.

"The only other time Mom and Dad
are together is after he comes home
from work. Now, if you were selling

the pleasure of a good night's sleep,

what time would you pick?"

Sealy picked 11:15-11:45 p.m.

"By then," explains Getschal, "the

kids are off, the older folks are be-

ginning to get drowsy themselves, and,

maybe for the first time all day, have

a few minutes to call their own. It's

one of the rare times they have to talk

over the more serious things. Maybe
that's when she'll bring up the fact

that the old gray mattress ain't what
it used to be. He may start remember-
ing the way his sacroiliac has been
acting up lately.

"That's when they're ready to be
sold. It's the last impression that's

the most lasting impression.

"But remember, a mattress—or any-
thing costing $50460 or more—is a

major purchase to most people. Some-
thing they have to consider, not on the

run like an impulse item. So you've

got to create an atmosphere customers

will identify with the product and al-

low you the opportunity for a domi-

nant message. That means a program."

Major use of films: What Sealy

chose was a half-hour format in which

it could program a series of short film

dramas five evenings a week, Monday
through Friday ("across the board,"

as almost any other type of sponsor

wouldn't mind calling it), 52 weeks a

year. All under the identification of

The Sealy Television Playhouse and

following the 11 o'clock news on

WABD.
As they now shape up, the offerings

consist of five series of mystery, ad-

venture, comedy, everyday dramas,

mostly stories already run on network

or in syndication.

On Mondays: Janet Dean, R.N.

(UM&M) starring Ella Raines, second

run; Tuesdays: Tv Theatre (Ziv),

third run; Wednesdays: Story Theatre

(Ziv), fourth run; Thursdays: Play of

the Week (NTA), first run after net-

work showing (formerly Schlitz Play-

house of Stars) ; Fridays: New Or-

leans Police Department (UM&M),
first run.

That's 260 films a year, with no re-

peats. It adds up to one of the largest

regional film buys in the country.

Sealy prefers not to reveal what it

paid for the films, but Tuttle says he

feels it is getting its money's worth.

In this connection, it's interesting to

note that Sealy's only first-run series is

scheduled for Friday nights.

Starting so late at night, there's the

continuous risk that viewers tuned into

the immediately preceding WABD
newscasts will flip off before the show

can get off the ground. To minimize

this danger Sealy has shrewdly chosen

a live host to move in fast with an

attention-getting introduction aimed at

holding the audience and enticing the

folks to stay up another half hour.

Ken Roberts was selected as Sealy's

sleepytime guy and he's the first image

flashed on the screen following the

station break announcements.

"Right now!" he declares, "30 min-

utes of . . . Ella Raines . . . star-

studded cast . .
." or whatever the

particular film may be.

Then the show, with two commer-

cials interspersed, always including at

least one live pitch delivered by the

pleasant-voiced Roberts.

(Please turn to page 104)

Five shows a week X 52 weeks

a year = 260 films a year

Mondays: Janet Dean, R.N. (UM&M),
is one of two regular series used each week

Tuesdays: Your Tv Theatre (Ziv) is the
first of three midweek anthology series

Wednesdays: Story Theatre (Ziv) antholo-

gy features dramatizations of the classics

3

Thursdays: Play of the Week (NTA) in-

cludes films with popular, humorous twist

Fridays : New Orleans Police Dept. (UM&M)
is first run series starring Stacy Harris
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Why can't we get spot radio

dollar figures ? :

9s not because industry hasn't tried.

And three new efforts are under way

W hat stands in the \\a\ of a report

on dollar expenditures in spot radio?

Now that release of spot tv figures is

imminent (see box), the question is

all the more pertinent for both admen
and sellers of time who for years have

agreed dollar figures would be of prime

value. But the answer isn't simple.

sponsor's editors, who have been

studying and writing about the spot

figures problem over a period of years,

conclude this is not merely a case of

industry apathy. Good men have

worked hard to lick the problem. The

real difficulty springs from the fact

that nothing workable was done to

provide machinery for reporting dol-

lar figures when radio stations were

few enough in number to simplify the

over-all, detailed gathering process.

Now, with 2,800 radio stations, de-

veloping a reporting service becomes

a massive selling job, even though all

2,800 aren't needed for an accurate

barometer of the business.

This, of course, has suggested that

those who seek to set up dollar reports

turn to other logical sources: the agen-

cy, the advertiser or the station repre-

sentative. And on all of these fronts

there's activity which sponsor reports

below as part of its frankly stated ob-

jective to help lick the spot radio fig-

ures problem.

This, in summary, is the status to-

day:

• The Radio Advertising Bureau

hopes to launch an effort in the im-

HOW TV IS LICKING SPOT FIGURES PROBLEM

• Up till recently the picture was almost as black in

spot tv as it appears now in spot radio. But today the

problem is all but solved with TvB on the verge of com-

pleting a brand-by-brand breakdown on spot television

expenditures. It's a development which sponsor had long

sought to further through many articles and editorials.

• Said Oliver Treyz, president of TvB, to sponsor at the

time he announced plans for spot tv dollar figures: "Your

long crusade to make these dollar data available is thus

rewarded." First quarterly report of spot television

spending will probably be issued sometime next month.

• Data will come from Rorabaugh Report of Spot Tele-

vision Advertising, give total figures for the medium,

including expenditures by leading advertisers, break-

downs by product classifications, time period bought.
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mediate future to get figures on spot

radio revenue for the whole industry

via an intensive survey of a cross-

section of radio stations.

• Station Representatives Association

has begun to explore the possibilities

of reviving a project of some years

ago in which its member firms reported

spot-spending data.

• Executives Radio-Tv Service, which

publishes Spot Radio Report, is going

after advertisers themselves for the

first time to try to clear the way to get

spot radio information from more

agencies.

The RAB drive, originally scheduled

to start last fall, will seek to get an

industry total based on a projection

of figures from an undisclosed number
of stations. Primarily, the association

hungers for such data as a promotional

tool for the medium to show advertisers

just how big it really is. While it would

be nice to get breakdowns by company
and even brand, RAB President Kevin

Sweeney told sponsor he is passing up

the details to insure a big response

from stations.

An SRA committee met two weeks

ago to discuss how to get started. Ob-

jective were somewhat more ambi-

tious than RAB's. As outlined to

sponsor by SRA President Adam
Young, they were: to issue monthly

index figures of the approximate gross

total spent in spot radio and to report

them in comparison with (1) the

month previous and (2) the same

month of the previous year.

The committee is still in the early

discussion stage. Headed by Bill

Crumley, also of Adam Young Inc.,

the group consists of Dan Denenholz

(Katz) ; Avery Gibson (H-R) ; John

Hurlbut (Free & Peters) ; John Owen
(Avery-Knodel) ; and Winnie Schaef-

fer (Weed).

The committee has a tough job on

SPONSOR



its hands. Comments from two mem-
bers illustrate part of the difficulties

they're up against:

"Just gross total figures wouldn't be

helpful," says Dan Denenholz. "What

advertisers want is information on

what their competitors are doing.

That means figures by brand or at

least by product. Such figures would

provide their own case histories. But

even when we tried to get just the

gross figures on an experimental basis

back in 1948 or so, we just couldn't

get enough to make the effort worth-

while."

Says Hurlbut: "The statistics woulrl

be valuable not only to advertisers but

to agencv timebuvers and station own-

ers. The stations would love to have

national figures to compare with their

own to see how much is being spent

and where, who's spending and how
other media are doing. The timebuyer

would be able to see how his account

ranks with others for perspective and

to see generally what other categories

are doing.

"But this information must come

from both stations and reps; the reps

can't do it alone. Some stations don't

have reps and those that do don't like

THIS WE
FIGHT

FOR

From SPONSOR'S
1955 editorial platform

(25 July 1955 Issue)

"We fight for regular publica-

tion of spot tv and radio

expenditures of companies

comparable to figures

available for all other media"

the figures given out without their

O.K."

Nevertheless, Young told sponsor

he is determined to get this project

rolling. His original date for publica-

tion of the first set of figures was April.

That probably has been scrapped pend-

ing a meeting between Young and the

SRA board of directors to readjust

their sights as a result of the research

committee's preliminary analysis.

SRA has 20 member firms and be-

tween them they do more than 50/t of

the business, Young estimates. If they

can demonstrate how to do the job,

conceivably other reps will go along.

Jim Boerst, who publishes the

monthly Spot Radio Report lists spot

radio activity as reported by agencies.

Currently he's conducting a campaign

aimed at both agencies and adver-

tisers. So far he's brought in 14 more

agencies, bringing the total reporting

to him to 60 agencies from coast to

coast. In his report Boerst gives data

on (1) the number of stations bought

by national and regional advertisers;

(2) whether day or night was bought;

(3) type of purchase (participation,

announcement, or station-break). As
far as it goes, it is the radio counter-

part of Rorabaugh's Report of Spot

Television Advertising, though Rora-

baugh gets his information from the

stations. (He can do so because there

are only some 450 stations to get the

data from. Actually, it's Rorabaugh's

data that has enabled TvB to start pub-

lication of spot tv spending.)

Biggest stumbling block for Boerst's

report is the continued refusal of some

major advertisers— notably soap and

(Please turn to page 111)

SRA research committee met recently to set groundwork for

campaign to get figures through rep firms. Shown here at first

confab are, clockwise from front: John Hurlbut (Free & Peters),

Dan Denenholz (Katz), Chairman Bill Crumley (Adam J. Young
Inc.), Avery Gibson (H-R), and John Owen (Avery-Knodel).

Winnie Schaeffer (Weed) was absent. Group will meet regularly
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SAMPLING BY EAR: KIPLINGER GIVES RADIO LISTENERS PREVIEW OF UPCOMING ISSUES VIA 15-MINUTE DIGEST OF KEY ARTICLES

How to sell an

"eye" product by ear
Straight talk sparks Kiplinger's switch to hard-

sell drive for Changing Times via net, spot radio

J[ imes certainly have changed for

"the magazine that radio and television

built." For years Changing Times re-

lied primarily—and successfully—on

the easy, relaxed, let's-get-together ap-

proach in its air media efforts to fatten

its subscription list.

Last year it decided on an abrupt

34

switch to hard sell. It continued this

pitch on a modest basis throughout the

year and made it work. Made it work

so well that, beginning last January,

the magazine stepped up its radio

schedule drastically via two national

networks, six regional ones, and se-

lected stations in some 40 markets for

a campaign calling for more than dou-

ble the $100,000 it has annually put

into radio and/or tv since 1951.

For 15 minutes at a clip, several

times every weekend now, the publica-

tion loads what sounds like a virtual

preview of upcoming issues into a

breathless, word-packed commentary

by Sidney Walton. A mail-order pitch-

man from way back, Walton talks like

a rapid-fire burp gun, has a many-level

voice that practically reaches right into

the pockets of his listeners, plucking

out $2 bills and postcards giving the

publisher the O.K. to send the maga-

zine for a six-month look-see.

For a conservative magazine that

carries no advertising of its own

(unique among popular magazines

since Readers' Digest began taking ads

last year), this was quite a change.

And why? Why the switch from soft-

pedal to hard sell?

According to Account Executive Bob

Day of Albert Frank-Guenther Law,

there were two main reasons: 1) the

high cost of nailing down a subscrip-
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iton and 2) the growing pains of the

young magazine (it was founded in

1947 by Kiplinger Washington Agency

Inc., which also publishes a weekly

newsletter for businessmen ) . Many
other intangibles entered into the deci-

sion, Day explains, and basically the

change in thinking is part of the con-

tinuing trial-and-error methods inher-

ent in the mail-order business.

It was through these trial-and-error

methods that regular circulation was

built to its current 400.000 and it was

Day who told sponsor that air media

•deserve most of the credit.

Says he: "In mail-order selling there

are only two ways to use radio and

television: 1) with punchy, hard-hit-

ting copy to close the sale immediately

and 2) with easy-going, soft-spoken

copy to build a loyal following.

"But when you're selling magazine

subscriptions, once you've taken the

cream you come up against the law of

diminishing returns. You have to wait

awhile before resuming."

Meanwhile, the magazine doesn't ex-

actly mark time. To give the circula-

Mail pull delights Account Executive Bob
Day of Albert Frank-Guenther Law. OSer
was for six-month trial subscription at $2

tion boys a new batch of names to

work on, CT swings back to Dave Gar-

roway (it was his first sponsor when
Today debuted in January 1952) for

an occasional announcement in his in-

formal, free-swinging manner. And for

the job, says Day, he's hard to beat.

Last January, for instance, a single

participation on Today netted some
52,000 inquiries, according to NBC,
presumably from people who had never

seen a copy of the magazine before.

Actually, CT Managing Director James
Bray says he has some doubts about

that figure, estimates it will come to

more like 40,000 when the final tallies

are in.

So what's bad about 40,000 in-

quiries?

"Ah!" says Day. "That is quite a

story. A subscription is one thing.

But an inquiry is only an inquiry.

First of all it costs 14-15^ just to get

the inquiry (actually a request for a

free sample copy). And do you know
how many inquiries are converted into

subs? One out of seven. And it costs

well over $1 to do so, what with the

free sample copy that's sent, the follow-

up letters, the bookkeeping, the bonus

booklets that are often part of the

deal."

Because of this high cost, a major

aim of the campaign is to weed out

those who would be unlikely to renew.

Renewals, as every publisher knows,

are the most profitable kind of sub-

scriptions. And, unlike magazines that

carry advertising and are sold on news-

stands, Changing Times has no com-

pulsion to build huge circulation fig-

ures by means of costly trial subs.

What's more, another big source

of revenue is rental fees for its highly

rated and widely used mailing lists.

Since these are used largely by finan-

cial publications, and other conserva-

tive business firms with somewhat of

a specialized nature, Kiplinger natural-

ly wants to keep them "clean."

It's the other way around for maga-

zines with advertising depending on

multi-million circulations. They fight

tooth and nail for every name they can

get their hands on. Direct mail follow-

ups are expensive for them too, but it's

more vital for such publications to

maintain their circulation guarantees,

since that's what they peg their ad

rates on.

Thus vou'll find publishers using

radio and television to promote every-

thing from a newsstand sales and sub-

scription drive to a contest to stir up

Voices are those of Sidney Walton, left, Jan
Miner. Latter is new starter being tested in

new format in angle toward women audience

interest in the magazine's editorial con-

tent. Here are some examples:

• Readers' Digest: Ran a month-long

national spot radio announcement cam-

paign last summer to get people to send

in their nominations for the most pop-

ular articles in current issues. Is now
planning a spot tv test to push news-

stand sales.

• Saturday Evening Post: Uses a lot

of spot radio announcements and par-

ticipations on network tv shows such

as Home and Tonight to plug specific

issues the year-round. If issue contains

story of special local interest, extra

drive is put on (e.g., story on auto in-

dustry got added hypo via air media in

Detroit; another on Yale brought extra

business to the New Haven outlets;

current eight-part serial on Gary Coop-

er got national support for kick-off is-

sue, 18 February) plus an added fillip

for the actor's home town.

• Collier's: At the moment emphasis

is still on newsstand sales via network

radio (participations on Weekday,

Fibber McGee, others) and tv {Today,

Home, Tonight) and spot radio an-

nouncements (minutes and chain-

breaks) in big markets featuring

stories in current issues.

• Life: Sponsoring 15-minute net-

work news program (John Daly on

ABC TV) once a week, plus spot tv

announcements and participations on

Weekday.

• Esquire: Recently completed a

three-month test over net tv with par-

ticipations on Tonight, plus some spot

tv in Los Angeles—all pitched to news-

stand sales.

Ad format: As with any mail order

item, immediate success of Kiplinger's

campaign is measured quickly in terms

of mail pull. To be more precise: sub-

scriptions. But since, as pointed out,

ultimate success depends on the pro-

portion of $2 six-month trials eventu-

ally converted into the more profitable

renewals at the regular rate of $6 a

(Please turn to page 84)
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Are you making this mistake?

Do your scripts allow too much talk, not

enough dramatic action? Ancient Greeks
learned actors should portray roles rather

than have one read as cut shows Homer
doine. Yet narration is still overused.

1 good tv play must pass this test

Here are seven basics for anyone who must pick or approve drama

scripts. Hit plays meet each of these requirements

Author White is present-

ly a member of the radio-

tv Creative Dept. at Mc-
Cann-Erickson where he

is associated with the "Stu-

dio One" presentations.

Earlier, he had experience

with little theater groups.

by S. Brooke White

%J n your desk is the script for one

of your future television shows—will

it be one of your best?

That's the $64,000 question facing

everyone connected with a tv dramatic

series—from the advertising manager

"PATTERNS,"

of the sponsoring company to the pro-

ducer of the show. Everybody con-

nected with the show agrees: They

want the best possible script. The

big area of disagreement is: How do

}ou go about getting it? What do you

look for? What standards can you

use in evaluating a script?

Do you look for gimmicks, twists,

intrigue openings? Do you look for

off-beat stories or, maybe, stories with

shock value? Do you look for strange,

unusual characters in the script? Or
normal everyday characters? Or char-

acters that are somewhere in between?

From many of the scripts produced

on television, it would seem that these

are some of the more frequently ap-

plied standards in selecting scripts.

But none of the above standards

are basic standards. They don't take

into account the seven basic evalua-

tions that should be made on every

dramatic script. These evaluations

will tell you if the script is on the

right track. If it isn't, you're in

for some real trouble!

The script is the most important

single ingredient to each week's show.

All other elements of your show are a



product of the script—-the kind of star,

the kind of director, the kind of pro-

duction. In the long run, it's the

script that will attract the biggest pos-

sible audience, get you the highest

possible ratings, hold this audience

from the start of the show to the finish

giving you the fullest return on your

advertising message and dollars.

You may use the magnetic power

of names to attract an audience for a

short time—but if those names appear

each week in a poor or fair script, the

audience will soon grow tired and even

the names will lose their power of at-

traction.

With the pressure of time and other

factors that enter into today's tele-

vision programs, you may not achieve

52 outstanding scripts in 52 weeks of

shows—it's scarcely a mathematical

probability—but you must constantly

aim for the best.

How, then, do you go about finding

the best possible script? What are

the seven basic evaluations to look

for as you read the script on your

desk? Let's look at the seven one by

one to get a checklist for selection.

1. Drama is emotion: To start,

let's agree on the net aim of drama.

What one major thing should the

script accomplish? It should give

the audience an emotional experience

—not an intellectual experience. This

is basic to the evaluation of any script.

When the audience wants an intel-

lectual experience, they'll pick another

form of writing. They'll read a

treatise or an essay—not a play. Tele-

vision, like a Broadway play or a

movie, must entertain them instead of

preaching to them or simply inform-

ing them and this is a real basic.

CHECK THESE POINTS WHEN YOU READ DRAMA SCRIPTS

Do you get an emotional rather than intellectual

experience from script? Does script channel your

emotions? Does script sustain your interest? Is

there real desire to "read it through" to finish?

Are characters people you can identify yourself with

•) quickly? Do you sincerely care what happens to the
m0

characters in script? Are their emotional responses

those that you, others have gone through, understand.

Characters must be real, believable. They must be

o honest to types they are portraying. They can't

be overused, stereotyped examples such as Brooklyn

soldier, dumb cop, Texas millionaire, giddy blonde.

Script must dramatize story and characters, allow

m audience to see what's going on. Dramatization

must contain conflict—pressures, responses of the

characters. Essential that conflict is apparent.

Script must show progression—continual marching
!~ forward to final climax. Progression can be effect-

ed through characters, scenes, dialogue. Script ac-

tion should reveal new information, advance plot.

Mood of script should be consistent to get maximum
d* audience response. Scenes should end on note that's

in keeping with mood of play. Style of play should

not change abruptly, say, from realism to fantasy.

There must be quality in writing of script. Action

m should be expressed in fresh, unhackneyed style.

Writing should not only create believable char-

acters but should also invest them with stature.

I YOUR SCRIPTS MEASURE UP TO THESE SHOWS?

After watching a good comedy, a

person leaves the television set with

the corners of his mouth turned up

—

he is happy, jubilant, has forgotten

some of his personal problems. He
has had an emotional experience.

After a serious play or a tragedy,

perhaps it has moved him or her to

the point of tears. And this, too, is a

valuable emotional reaction. How
many times have you heard someone

say, "It was a wonderful show—

I

cried." You might laugh at such a

statement but it does prove that people

like to have their emotions stirred in

this way, too.

Let's look at a tv script such as

Patterns, for instance. You cared tre-

mendously how these particular char-

acters made out in big business. You
were moved by it; you came away

thinking about people and business in

a way you probably never had before

. . . and you cared deeply.

A statistical report on job dismis-

sals prepared by the Dept. of Labor

would have given you an intellectual

insight into this question. But not

many people would go to the trouble

to read it—facts are cold and dry, not

exciting to read. However, the tv

plav that covered this same situation

gripped millions of people to the point

that it was repeated a second time.

What is the difference between the

(Article continues next page)
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DRAMATIC SCRIPTS (Continued)

two? The factual report is an intel-

lectual presentation and Patterns is an

emotional experience.

Is the script in your hand aimed

to channel your emotions and does it

accomplish that? Now, let's begin to

break it down to the elements inherent

in a script that can create this effect.

First of all, there is subject matter (or

story or action) of the script. Second,

honest, believable characters. Third,

sound dramatic structure.

Let's deal with the first and second

points because they are virtually in-

separable. There has never been a

situation without characters—people,

animals, something living. And peo-

ple never exist in limbo—without a

situation. But for the purpose of clari-

fication let's temporarily separate them

to see what each must bring to a script.

2. Do you identity? Many factors

enter into picking good subject mat-

ter (or story or action) for your pro-

gram. Such things as variety in story,

adherence to format, compliance with

company policy, are very important

but they do not affect the script's dra-

matic values.

There is one evaluation of subject

matter that does have a direct bearing

on whether a script is dramatically

good or bad. It's simply: Do you

care—and care deeply—for the sub-

ject matter? Do you identify with it?

Is it the kind of story you can say,

"Oh, yes, this is something I saw
happen." Or "I've never seen this

before but isn't it interesting." Or
"I wonder what I would do in that

situation." Or "I hope this never

happens to me."

If you say yes to any one of these

statements, you are responding to the

story. Of course, at the same time

you are checking the script, you must
check yourself. When you don't re-

spond to a story, it may be because

it reminds you of some bitter experi-

ence in your own life. There may
still be millions of people whose in-

terest would be caught and held by
just such an experience. But be sure

your own personal tastes—your likes

and dislikes—don't lead you astray.

Let's examine a story that quite a

few people have responded to—both

on television and in the movies

—

Marty. The basic story is about

Marty finding a girl. You probably

respond to this story on one of two
levels: You've experienced this type

{Please turn to page 107)
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Now it's full-page radio

Dob Rich, general manager of WEBC, Duluth,
Minn., is a man who believes in "fighting print"

for a goodly share of the available ad dollar.

And when he's talking radio over newspapers
to newspaper advertisers, he talks a language
that strikes home. For instance, his "full-page

advertising" campaign is not, as you might think.

in the local newspapers, but a saturation cam-
paign over WEBC.

Rich puts it this way: "A full-page of adver-

tising in a newspaper is meant to do one thing:

gain dominance. Now, all we do is transfer an
expression to WEBC radio and we're talking on
better than even terms to print advertisers.

"Over WEBC, 'full-page advertising' means
that we deliver 48 commercial announcements in

a consecutive 12-hour period of broadcasting.

It's a saturation plan that advertisers can un-

derstand."

How did Bob Rich arrive at his maximum-
audience-newspaper-ad-dollar-fighting plan? He
derived it from a yardstick Colgate applies to its

radio time buying (see sponsor 2 May 1955).

Rich wanted to develop a saturation package

that would deliver a certain percentage of the

total radio audience in his market. Tests and
audience studies in the Duluth-Superior market
indicated that 100 announcements weekly would
deliver 75% of the potential audience in the

WEBC coverage area. Further studies showed
that 48 announcements daily placed every 15

minutes between 6:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m. would
have the greatest sales punch, "full page adver-

tising" in black-and-white talk.

To accommodate "full-page advertising," Rich

divided availabilities into two sets: one reserved

for the saturation package every 15 minutes, the

remainder to be sold for regular spot advertising.

Audience studies further revealed that the

saturation effort of one day would have a two-

day carry-over. Therefore, Rich recommends
that the most efficient use of "full page adver-

tising" is to run schedules of 48 announcements

three days apart, that is, Monday and Thursday

or Tuesday and Saturday.

How well has the fight-print-sell-radio cam-

paign worked? Amazingly well, say a number
of WEBC advertisers.

An appliance dealer had this to say: "The
campaign we just used was so successful that

we're buying a series of nine more 'full page

ads.' " A General Electric distributor had tried

newspaper advertising unsuccessfully to move a

truckload of tv sets. He then tried "full page

ads" on Saturday and Monday." Result was by

Wednesday the entire truckload was sold. * * *
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SummerSelliiig Section: 1956

TELEVISION: Reasons for the ending of hiatus protection on last hiatus stronghold-

nighttime network tv—are detailed. Also discussed are savings to advertisers who stay

on year 'round, expected political convention audiences, daylight saving problem. Page 40

RADIO: The trend to radio as 52-week medium is explained, and summer listening trends

are analyzed. Also presented is a roundup of station activity during summer, expected

business trends, how the new network rate cards affect hot weather advertisers. Page 42

RESEARCH : Facts on summer are contained in six pages of charted reports for adver-

tisers. Included are figures on retail sales, availability of summer audiences, radio listen-

ing, out-of-home audiences, tv viewing, audience loss of replacement shows. Starts page 45

Produced by Alfred J. JaUe



Tv finally

did it: no

more hiatus

Few clients took summer off

so webs made it official

Summer reruns, 52-week discounts bring down cost of summer tv. At

1955 summer reruns were ABC's "Disneyland."' above, CBS' "Burns & A

J_ he summer hiatus cm tv is now
orhcially dead.

Network tv has finally accomplished

what network radio never could

:

abolish hiatus protection for night-

time clients. For now on. tv web ad-

vertisers who take the summer off do

so at their peril. They get no promise

their nighttime slots will be held for

them. With the demand for time being

what it is, the hiatus-minded client

can just forget about getting his slot

TV SETS-IN-USE \HLL JIMP THIS SUMMER IF PATTERN DURING
1952 POLITICAL CONVENTIONS HOLDS TRUE. HERE'S 1952 PICTURE

Time period

Sets- in -use

during Repub.
convention

Sets-in-use

week before

convention

Change in

percentage

points

Sets-in-use

during Dem.
convention

Sets-in-use

week before

convention

Change in

percentage

points

8-9 AM 2.9 2.3 + -6 3.4 2.5 + 0.9

9-10 4.4 4.1 + -3 4.6 4.2 + 0.2

10-11 7.2 7.0 + -2 7.9 6.5 + 1.4

11-12 .NOON 10.7 10.6 + 1 12.3 10.2 + 2.1

12-1 PM 14.7 13.5 +1.2 15.5 11.5 + 4.0

1-2 18.1 12.2 +5.9 17.5 12.6 + 4.9

2-3 19.7 13.7 +6.0 20.4 13.3 + 7.1

3-4 17.7 14.4 +3.3 20.7 13.9 + 6.8

4-5 17.2 15.6 + 1.6 19.8 14.9 + 4.9

5-6 19.2 20.3 —1.1 23.6 19.2 + 4,4

6-7 21.6 21.7 -0.1 24.9 21.5 + 3.4

7-8 25.8 20.2 +5.6 23.5 20.2 + 3.2

8-9 35.1 30.2 +4.9 32.6 29.5 + 3.1

9-10 39.4 39.5 -0.1 39.9 42.6 - 2.7

10-11 42.1 43.7 -1.6 44.4 46.3 - 1.9

11-12 MID. 37.8 31.9 +5.9 38.6 34.0 + 4.6

12-1 AM 22.7 19.7 +3.0 28.6 19.6 + 9.0
1-2 11.6

levision Index.

8.0

1952

+3.6 19.0 8.9 + 10.1

SOURCE: Nielsen Te

back in the fall. While exceptions

will be made for clients in "distress,"

I and those with contractual protec-

tion) as a policy hiatus protection is a

thing of the past.

Who killed the nighttime tv hiatus?

It wasn't the networks, though they

are undoubtedly in the driver 's seat. It

was the advertiser himself. Even

when hiatus protection was offered

few7 took advantage of it. The new
policy has merely made official the

existing realities of network tv ad-

vertising, the heavy demand for time,

the awareness that selling is a full-time

job, the savings available in 52-week

discounts, reruns and summer replace-

ments.

There was never a hiatus protection

policy on daytime network tv. This

carried on in the tradition of network

radio, where daytime clients and their

soap operas kept plugging away all

vear round. While advertising on

da\time network tv is more of an in-

and-out affair than network radio was

in its halcyon da;, s. the hiatus-taker

is a rare bird.

As for spot tv. few stations offer

hiatus protection, though, under cer-

tain conditions, an advertiser can get

it.

The new hiatus policy (or lack of

it) is a standout fact about tv's sum-
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mer of 1956, which, from all indica-

tions, looks like the best one ever.

There'll be the Republican and Demo-

cratic conventions to enliven hot wea-

ther viewing and there'll be an esti-

mated 35 million tv homes available

to watch the goings on, about twice as

many as were available in 1952.

To what extent the conventions will

raise sets-in-use over the summer norm

only the future will tell. A lot depends

on the kind of political fireworks set

off. However, here's what Nielsen

figures disclosed about the 1952 con-

ventions :

They provided a definite fillip to tv

viewing. This is indicated by a Niel-

sen comparison of hourly viewing

during the week before each conven-

tion with the conventions themselves.

For the average day during the two

convention weeks, there were increases

for almost every hour. Notable excep-

tions were the hours between 9:00

and 11:00 p.m. during convention

weeks when there were slight declines.

During the Republican Convention

week, two hours during the average

day showed increases of more than

40% in viewing. During the Demo-

cratic week four hours showed in-

creases of more than 40%. The big-

gest increases were during the middle

of the afternoon and after midnight

If the 1956 conventions follow this

pattern, spot advertisers buying dur-

ing these times will get a fine audi-

ence bonus. Network advertisers (ex-

cept for the convention sponsors)

will not, of course, benefit, if they are

preempted. If they are not preempted,

it is difficult to say whether they will

benefit or not. It is likely that the

hike in convention viewing will spill

over into their shows. On the other

hand, it is conceivable that homes

watching the convention may feel

that's enough viewing for one day.

fretwork tv: About a dozen evening

advertisers took a summer hiatus in

1955. There were three on ABC, four

on CBS and six on NBC. On the latter

network (where the ending of hiatus

protection is expected but not offi-

cial), however, there was a batch of

sales to summer-only advertisers so

that the web had only one nighttime

half-hour open, compared to eight dur-

ing the summer of 1954.

On the other hand, by far the larg-

est majority of advertisers stayed on.

They did so with the knowledge there

would be a drop in sets-in-use ranging

5 MARCH 1956

EDITORIAL

When sponsor began its series of annual Summer Selling sections

eight years ago, the tendency to slacken off on radio advertising during

the hot months was widespread. In the years that have elapsed we
have seen sweeping changes take place in summer use of the air media.

We are happy that we have contributed to some degree to the thinking

that has largely eliminated the "summer hiatus" concept which former-

ly held back so many radio and tv advertisers—June through August.

The job is not yet completed.

Some clients still have the "you-can't-sell-in-the-summer" philosophy.

To them and others who want documentation of the values of summer
air advertising we commend this section which has been researched

in every corner of the air media spectrum: among networks, stations,

individual advertisers, research firms. We recommend you read it

carefully, consider the many points it makes. We feel you will benefit.

from moderate to considerable. Why
did such a situation occur?

Aside from the obvious fact that

people continue buying goods during

the summer, the most potent argu-

ment for staying on the networks dur-

ing the summer is the 52-week dis-

count. For the every-week client, this

amounts to 10% of gross time costs

on CBS and NBC, 12V2% on ABC.

Clients who order 52 weeks a year in

advance get a total of 15% at ABC.

There are smaller discounts for alter-

nate-week clients, except at NBC,

which does not provide any incentive

for year-round advertising by every-

other-week advertisers.

There is more than one way of fig-

uring out what this saving means.

Most advertisers tend to look at it

from the point of view of their an-

nual budget. That is, they spread the

discount over 52 weeks, thus showing

a saving of 10 to 12^% on their

winter costs as well as their summer

costs.

Another way was suggested by a

network executive. He said:

"Look at it this way. Let's say the

show suffers a 25% loss in audience

during the summer. That means over

eight weeks (the old hiatus period)

the advertiser lost the audience equiva-

lent to two shows during the winter.

But with the 10% discount he gets

5.2 telecasts free. So, over the year,

he gets 3.2 telecasts for nothing. Is

that bad? Even if the audience

dropped 50%, he's still ahead of the

game with 1.2 telecasts for nothing.

"Now, I'm just talking about time

costs here. But if an advertiser uses

replacements or reruns, he can get his

summer show costs down to about

one-third his winter costs. Over the

year, that's equal to about a 10%
annual discount on show costs."

There's still another way of calcu-

lating the saving. This is to apply

the discount savings to the eight-week

(ex-) hiatus period rathar than spread-

ing it over 52 weeks. The theory here

is that the steady advertiser on net-

work tv has to be on during a full

season anyway; so whatever he saves

by summer advertising should be sub-

tracted from his summer costs.

sponsor made some calculations on

this basis, found that savings can be

( Please turn to page 60)

NBC "specs" were among 1955 summer shows
high in quality, keeping viewing levels up.



Radio's summer picture album is loaded with pror
*

Pennsylvania Turnpike
signs are used by
WCAU, Philadelphia

KPQ bathing beauty
promotes produce grov

around Wenatchee, Was

WWDC, Washington,
sponsor sells fur
in summertime

Do yon still think of summer

radio the way it used to be ?

Don't. Impact of tv. ont-of-home listening have gone a long way toward

shrinking winter-summer tune-in spread. Radio is now 52-week medium

&o far as radio is concerned, sum-

mer is just another season of the year.

Radio no longer sells against the

hiatus during the summer. Radio

sells radio, as it does during the rest

of the year. There are special sum-

mer promotions, sure enough, hut thev

are hasically pegs to point up radio's

42

advertising values or point to certain

extras like tourist traffic.

Radio is well on its way to stabilized

listening, with differences between

winter and summer shrinking. This

has established business, too. RAB
President Kevin Sweeney reports a

leveling of sales over the year and

this is echoed by station people.

One of them. Robert J. Mcintosh,

sales manager of WW J. Detroit, told

sponsor "the da\s of 'summer radio"

are gone. Radio today is 52 weeks a

\ ear. Of course, you will always have

seasonal advertisers but they today are

diminishing. Industry today is get-

SPONSOR



us and contests, examples of service to motorists

'MT, Cedar Rapids,
jiponsors gadget show
||t Iowa State Fair
i o show ingenuity
[If farmers in area

KYW (now WRCV)

,

Philadelphia, gives
tickets to winners
of word contest

ft

III' 1
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W '
<

wn
11 £*S _

r%. '
. T

Chattanooga station
holds summer picnic
promotion which
includes listeners'
choice of "Miss WMFS"

ting out of the season pattern. If their

base products are seasonal, they are

now looking for new products to take

up the seasonal slack."

As for listening, the opinion from

WHAS. Louisville, is that "except for

the shifting of audiences from home
radios to portable and car radios, the

'summer change' is highly exagger-

ated."

What's happened to radio? Tv, for

one thing. It has supplanted radio

as the glamor medium, converted ra-

dio listening into a music-and-news

medium, a service medium, a back-

ground medium—call it what you will.

This function of radio is just as valid

during the hot months as the cold.

The auto radio, the portable have

turned radio into a great outdoor

medium. While they do not offset

completely the still significant dip

registered by summer in-home listen-

ing, they strengthen radio during the

summer. They are certainly a more
important part of the total listening

picture during the summer than dur-

ing the winter.

The pattern of the future is indi-

cated in what's happening to radio

listening in tv homes winter and sum-

mer. As in last year's Summer Sell-

ing issue, sponsor again found Niel-

sen data showing some periods of the

day during which summer listening

was higher than winter. A Nielsen

comparison of tv homes using radio

in January and July 1955 disclosed

that after the 7:00-8:00 p.m. hour

( during which January and July lis-

tening were identical ) summer listen-

ing topped winter. This does not in-

clude auto listening.

In a study of 10 big markets, Pulse

presents a picture of remarkable sta-

bility of listening between winter and

summer, both in-home and out-of-home

in 1955 (see chart on page 521. The

study also showed little difference in

out-of-home listening between the sum-

mers of 1954 and 1955. (Pulse's out-

of-home figures include auto listening,

listening in public places and listening

in other families' homes. Auto listen-

ing represents about 55% of this.)

Nielsen's national Auto-Plus, a U.S.

measurement of radio homes using

auto radios, confirms this picture of

fairly stable auto listening summer

and winter. However, there are peri-

ods when summer auto listening is

substantially above the winter figure

(for examples, see chart on page 52).

Judging by what happened in 1952.

summer listening this year should be

bolstered by the political conventions.

In that year, when peak radio shows

were reaching 4 to 5 million homes,

peak convention listening reached 7

to 8 million homes. Tv homes did a

substantial amount of radio listening.

During both conventions, about half

of all tv homes were reached by radio

at one time or another. (For a de-

tailed analysis of convention listening

and viewing see "What political

sponsorship did for appliances," spon-

sor, 12 January 1953.)

Spot radio: Spot radio expects a

good summer this year.

This is the consensus of reps and

it is based on the upturn in business

which started during the fall of 1955

following an earlier slump. Last sum-

mer was the butt end of that decline.

Radio, as well as tv, is looking for-

ward to heavy auto advertising in

August because of reports that some

I Please turn to page 67)
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Remember the 13-week snooze?
TvB bids a tongue-in-cheek farewell to the era when the business world

slept through summer. Or weren't you around back then?

By George C. Huntington

Ti-B Director Sales Development

MM emember once upon a time I back before the coming

of television) when something wonderful happened every

year. Remember the season we called '"summer" — the

season when the world stopped its spinning and everything

stood still? Remember when streets became empty, stores

closed, clerks and customers went on 13-week vacations,

when even the daily buying of food and cigarettes, auto-

mobiles and furniture, beer and home permanent wave kits

stopped?

It's been so long since this last happened that some of

us even doubt that it did. But we have seen the proof:

advertisers showed us (confidentially I copies of magazines

with their thin summer issues and newspapers with few

June-through-August advertisements. The advertisers even

had charts showing radio billings low in the summer dur-

ing what they called a "hiatus" (remember that old

word?). Advertisers said that no manufacturer would

stop advertising unless he (1) stopped manufacturing and

he (2) wouldn't stop manufacturing unless people stopped

buying and— with a good product — I 3 I the only reason

summer advertising stopped must be because people

stopped.

You and I may not even remember this thing they called

"summer"— we were very young then. Our textbooks

exploded the myth that the world could stand still 13 weeks

a year.

Remember all those scientific books we had to read back

then?

• sponsor's annual Summer Selling sections.

• The Curtis Publishing Company's "Vacation Travel

Market" study that showed people taking vacations at all

times of the year.

• The Electrical-Merchandising sales cvcle charts show-

ing June-through-August was the peak buying season for

many types of appliances.

• 1 he MAB "Changing Seasons" report showing summer
was selling season for all sorts of things.

• The U. S. Dept. of Commerce' annual study showing

no summer slump for product after product.

Remember having to memorize all these figures?

I'll bet you don't even remember when Advertest re-

ported for the first time that only 3 r
r of the people even in

New York were away on any given summer day. Remem-
ber when someone found that Nielsen showed some time

periods reached more homes during the summer than dur-

ing the winter? And when ARB showed seasonal patterns

didn't mean much when you looked from city to city?

Remember all these studies?

It seems so easy today to take all these studies for

granted and to know that the world doesn't stop — that

there's no such thing as summer— and that with the com-

ing of television, advertising and selling and buying be-

came a year-round activity.

Latest television reports kill the summer superstition

once and for all: PIB gross network billings for July and

August of 1955 exceeded all but three different months of

1954— exceeded by some $5,000,000 any month of the

year before. Nielsen still shows advertisers using summer

as the time to incubate their new television programs—
build their strength before the fall competition. NBC TV
Simmons research study still shows that advertisers who

stay on television during the summer enter fall with a far

better competitive position than those who still take a

hiatus. Your wife knows that buying keeps right on going

all summer and your bank book proves it.

None of this is new — we just thought you'd like to

reminisce about the good old days— the davs of the

dream — when everyone went on 13-week vacations and

stores and factories closed — the season called "summer"

when the whole world stood still. Remember? * * *
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WING-CALLOWAY

mswer to 6 basic SIMil questions
(harts detailing summer activity in viewing, listening and sales can guide selling

Retail sales don't take a dive in hot

weather as many believe. For what happens

to summertime retail sales, see page 46

* There are plenty of people home during

f the summer months. For a rundown on who
is there to watch and listen, see page 47

4
Importance of out-of-home radio lis-

tening during summer is reaching new
heights. Chart gives '55 data, page 52

5
Winter-summer comparison shows sta-

tus for tv. For wfiat happens to tv

viewing during summer, see page 55

I

.'-_

50«
;

What's the difference in radio listening

between January and July? Not what you
might think. Facts on this on page 50 6

Does the rating picture change radi-

cally when a replacement show is

programed during summer? page 59
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What happens to sales for key products in the summertime?

INCOME: PERSONAL INCOME RISES, FARM INCOME DROPS. COVERNMENT SURVEYS SHOW

Dec. '54 Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct.

1. (Billions adjusted
)

$293.4 $292.2 $293.2 $296.7 $298.9 $301.4 $301.6 $305.3 $305.3 $307.9 $309.2 S3

2.
Farm income
(millions) $2,812 $2,571 $1,948 $1,921 $1,998 $1,919 $1,959 $2,071 $2,436 $3,067 $3,644 $3

rates PPreliminara

analysis: Although the personal income figures of

December, 1954, and the first two months of 1955
were comparatively low, each period of two months

thereafter saw personal income rise significantly

through the summer months. Conversely, summer-

time was comparatively low in farm income, proba-

bly because peak production outstripped demand
during that season and general farmer-government

unrest. This is expected to continue. Figures above

are reported by the U.S. Department of Commerce.

RETAIL: SUMMER SALES LEVEL, FOOD AND DRUG CATEGORIES SHOW SUMMER GAIN

Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov.

1 Retail trade

J., (millions) $13,279 $12,762 $14,704 $15,622 $15,468 $15,734 $15,398 $15,622 $15,905 $15,824 $15,894 $18

Q Food stores
$3,398 $3,253 $3,527 $3,689 $3,514 $3,591 $3,761 $3,617 $3,766 $3,705 $3,648 $4

3 Drug stores

(millions) $420 $394 $409 $416 $419 $425 $434 $432 $425 $437 $432
;, A.lvajict' estimate

analysis: Food and drug store volume last year was
indicative of the over-all retail trade picture. The
-ummer months caused no decline in any of these

categories, but proved that retailers' income was
steady throughout the year. Food stores enjoyed

their second best month in September, with July

close behind. Similarly, drug stores found July

third best financial month, with a 6.6% rise over

July trade in 1954. Heavy-air-using food and drug

categories are expected to hold steady during 1956.

GASOLINE: SALES REACH SUMMER PEAK. FURNITURE. APPLIANCE VOLUME BEGINS TO RISE

Jar Feb Mar. Apr. May June Jul Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov.

1.
Gasoline Stations

(millions

)

$949 $873 $944 $988 $1,046 $1,066 $1,117 $1,108 $1,049 $1,083 $1,085
$'

2. srj;TmiZ's)
nce

$698 $682 $761 $757 $809 $847 $825 $854 $822 $909 $927 $

' \'K ance estimate

analysis: It is understandable that gasoline sales

should increase during the summer, with the rise in

automobile use. Nevertheless, the figures seem more
meaningful when it is considered that the June-July-

August average figures of 1955 were 7.3' r higher

46

than those of the same quarter of 1954. It is note-

worthy, too, that furniture and appliances continued

in sales gains throughout the summer with but one

mild recess. Experts feel that although 1956 auto

production will be down, gas use will continue high.
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Are people at home to listen and watch in the summer months?

analysis: Advertisers don't have to delve into much
research to come to the conclusion that there are a

lot of people home during the summer (day or

night) to see their show, hear their radio program.

Research made over the past few years coupled with

the most recent test (August 1955) made by Ad-

vertest Research in New York City shows there are

nearly as many people available to listen to the

radio, watch tv in the summer as in winter. The

most recent Advertest study covered 759 tv homes

in the New York City area, shows that there is at

least one person present in 57.7% of the homes.

SUMMER AVAILABILITY OF AUDIENCE IN TELEVISION HOMES
PER CENT TV HOMES—N. Y. METROPOLITAN AREA
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Availability of summertime tv audiences was larger morning with 79.1% of the homes reporting some-

ill 1955 than in any previous year, generally speak- one there between 7:00-9:00 a.m.; while (57.7%)
ing. Largest at-home periods are those in early from 3:00-5:00 p.m. represents day's low point.

HOW MANY HOURS PER AVERAGE SUMMER DAY ARE PEOPLE AT HOME?
PER CENT AT HOME

40%

30%

20%

10%
3-5 5-7 7-9 9-11 11-13 13-15 15-17 17-PLUS 3 OR LESS

HOURS HOURS HOURS HOURS HOURS HOURS HOURS HOURS HOURS

The 97.1'/f who are at home on the average sum-

mer day, are there an average of 11.53 hours be-

tween 7 a.m. and midnight, according to Advertest

survey. The average number of hours at home for

756 respondents is 11.9. It is interesting to compare

these averages with thinking of yourself, friends.
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During the summer season, NBC's three great network television participation

grams-TODAY, HOME, TONIGHT-ofTer extra savings for advertisers through he

T-H-T SUMMER INCENTIVE PLAN
This plan, in effect from May 30th through September 2nd, offers bonus T-.-'

participations in addition to regular discounts . . . means that you can earn u I

50% in dividends on your summer advertising . . . and guarantees you T-H-T's jar

round, high-quality programming at summer prices.



w

a; year 28 national advertisers used this money-saving plan. This year 31 (with

iay repeaters) have already signed up, and the summer buying season has hardly

'jjn. Your NBC Sales Representative can tell you about the Summer Incentive

in and how you can cash in on the tremendous personal selling power of the

ite great T-H-T stars, Dave Garroway, Arlene Francis and Steve Allen.

' ig things are happening on

^BC TELEVISION 3»f

HiM&t
i\
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Do radio listening habits in January differ much from those in July?

ANALYSIS: Each year the question is asked anew:

What is the radio listening picture during the sum-

mer? In the chart below, prepared from data from

the A. C. Nielsen Co., the average percent of radio

homes timed in is recorded hour-by-hour with the

differences in summer-winter level noted below at

each hourly time segment.

In studying and interpreting the graph, two points

should be kept in mind: (1) The curves reflect only

homes tuned in, not listeners per set. (2) The chart

does not take into account the auto radio audience,

which during the summer, would obviously affect

summer listening figures because of the increased

driving activity. Generally, the summer curve fol-

lows that of winter during the morning hours with

a general widening taking place as noontime is

approached. Listening shows a rapid continual rise

to the peak between 1:00 and 2:00 p.m. Thereafter

the decline is sharp, especially during the summer
until a slight leveling takes place around 8:00 to

9:00 p.m. The winter curve drops along with the

summer but levels faster and then climbs between

the hours 6:00 to 8:00 p.m. Midnight sees both

curves nearly together with only 0.4 percentage

points separating the two curves. Notice how curves

generally parallel each other in different periods.

PER CENT OF TOTAL U.S. RADIO HOMES USING RADIO. HOUR BY HOUR

Homes

6-7AM 7-8 8-9 9-10 10-11 11-12N 12-1PM 1-2 2-3

SOURCE: A. C. Nielsen. 1953

6-7 7-8 8-9 9-10 10-11"
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ELEVISION HELPS

TATION SET RECORD
"We could never have done it

without a transmitter," says

station executive.

S' A REFRESHING burst of candor,

todesty and good spirits, the general man-

lier of a television station gave credit to

is equipment while acknowledging that

iere doesn't seem anyplace else to go, now

,iat the ratings are here.

"How do you expect me to feel after such

clean sweep?" he asked a Sponsor reporter.

When all of the top 15 once-a-week shows

ire on your station, and all the top 10 multi-

•eekly shows are on your station, and you

ttract more viewers in a 25-county area

ian all other stations combined, what do

ou want me to do? Go out and shoot my-

elf an Alexander because there aren't any

Mire worlds to conquer?"

"Shut," the Sponsor reporter interrupted,

up a moment, 1 want to catch this show

n WMT-TV."

I ll I l I 'I I.HI llll II I

donkey's Uncle

"Impossible," said a certain skeptic, when

)ld that one station could monopolize a

larket to the ex-

nt that it could

insistently attract

lore viewers than

11 other stations

i its area com-

ined." I'll be a

lonkey's uncle if

ou can show me a

mvey proving it."

'hen he was shown
VMT-TV's latest

VlePulse. The rest

- history.

LATEST RATINGS-

PULSE

Top 15 Once a Week Tv Shows

Rating

.64,000 Question (CBSl WMT 49.0

Love Lucy (CBS) WMT 43.9

id Sullivan ICBS) WMT 43.0

ve Cot a Secret <CBS> WMT 39.9

'erson To Person (CBS) WMT 39.0

uodfrey and His Friends (CBS) WMT 38.3

Vhat's My Line (CBS) WMT 37.9

ineup WMT 37.7

Millionaire ICBS) WMT 36.7

ord Theatre WMT 36.5

fcu'll Never Cet Rich WMT 36.5

'rivate Secretary, Jack Benny (CBSl WMT 35.9

loneymooners (CBS) WMT 35.5

Meet Millie (CBSl

'layhouse of Stars (CBS)

WMT 35.5

WMT 35.5

Top 10 Mult

:BS News

i-Weekly Tv Shows

WMT 25.1

Jateline Iowa, Misc. WMT 23.9

jTen P.M. News WMT 20.4

-ove of Life WMT 13.2

/aliant Lady WMT 13.1

-.uiding Light

iearch For Tomorrow

WMT 13.0

WMT 12.7

Tower Theatre, Misc. WMT 12.3

Strike It Rich WMT 12.2

Little Rascals, Misc. WMT 11.7

News, Weather, Markets (Noon) WMT 11.7

Channel Selector Knobs Redundant in Eastern Iowa

"All you need is Channel 2," says one of the area's most experienced servicemen.

IX AN EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW with

a reporter from WMT-TV, Mr. Ray
("Cathode") Probe declared, "I been chas-

ing rasters, man and boy, for fifty years in

Eastern Iowa, and I swear 1 don't know
why set makers put variable tuners on sets

(Ed. Note: Mr. Probe is indeed an old

timer, and he should know whereof he

speaks; his brother-in-law is a WMT-TV
engineer. The reference, however, to fifty

vears of raster-chasing is believed to be an

they ship here. All they need is Channel 2." exaggeration.

WMT-TV's primary service area includes three of the

six largest cities in the state—Cedar Rapids, Waterloo

and Dubuque.

The new TelePulse (like the one last year) gives WMT-TV
all of the top fifteen onee-a-week shows, and all of the top

len multi-weekly shows.

Any questions? Ask the Katz Agency man.

WMT-TV
Mail Address: Cedar Rapids

CBS
National Representatives: The Katz Agency
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How big is out-of-home radio audience during the summer months?

walysis: The importance of out-of-home radio

li-tening grows each year as the mobility of the

American public increases. The Pulse charts (be-

low) show that the out-of-home listening in '55,

though not considerably greater than '54 is factor

WINTER 1955*

MARKET
Homos using

radio
Winter '55

% homes reporting
o-o-h listening
Winter '55

% added by
'55 winter

o-o-h

BIRMINGHAM . 19.4 3.7 19.1

BUFFALO 17.1 3.5 20.5

CHICAGO 18.8 4.0 21.3

< IXCINNATI 17.1 3.3 19.3

MINN.-ST. PAUL . 21.1 3.7 17.5

NEW YORK CITY 18.7 4.4 23.5

NEW ORLEANS 20.6 4.1 19.9

PHILADELPHIA 15.9 3.7 23.3

SEATTLE 19.4 4.4 22.7

WASHINGTON D.C. 18.8 3.8 20.2

to weigh when buying medium. While auto listen-

ing is biggest part of out-of-home (see Nielsen

chart bottom of page), other kinds are important,

too, such as at work, visiting, other public places.

The listing below reports o-o-h figures in 10 cities.

SUMMER 7955f

MARKET
Homes using % homes reporting
radio July- I o-o-h listening
Aug. '55 Summer '55

% added to
'55 summer

o-o-h

BIRMINGHAM 18.7 3.6 19.2

BUFFALO 17.0 3.4 20.0

CHICAGO 18.9 4.2 22.2

CINCINNATI .. .. 16.8 3.9 23.2

MINN.-ST. PAUL 17.7 3.9 22.0

NEW YORK CITY .. 17.8 4.4 24.8

NEW ORLEANS 19.8 3.4 17.2

PHILADELPHIA . 15.0 4.0 26.7

SEATTLE 19.7 4.2 21.3

WASHINGTON D.C. 19.0 3.9 20.5

•Figures cover November- December '55 except N.Y. only December 1955. tJuly-August 1955 except New York in August only. NOTE: Figures in chart above show percentage
of homes listening during average quarter hours from 6:00 AM to Midnight, seven days a week. SOURCE: Pulse, Inc.

TOTAL U. S. NATIONAL AUTO-PLUS FIGURES, WINTER VERSUS SUMMER 1955

MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY February June-July % Increase

10:00-10:15 a.m. auto listening as % of in home listening ... 10.4 17.9 41.9%
Number of car radios in use throughout U.S. ....... 889,000 1,217,000 27%

SATURDAY

5:00-5:15 p.m. auto listening as % of in home listening 27.1 37.4 27.5%
Number of car radios in use throughout U.S. 1,685,000 1,685,000

SUNDAY

4:00-4:15 p.m. auto listening as % of in home listening 25.3 39.3 3.6%
Number of car radios in use throughout U.S. 1,451,000 2,200,000 34%

Figures above are from Nielsen's year-old national sample lated to in-home listening, are not sets-in-use. Sum-
of auto listening. Note that percent figures are re- mer percent is almost invariably higher than winter.
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TERM HAUTE

IS NOT

COVERED BY
OUTSIDE TV!

FOR YOUR INDIANAPOLIS SALES AREA

108,000 unduplicated CBS-TV homes

TERRE HAUTE, INDIANA
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY THE BOLLING, CO., NEW YORK — CHICAGO
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WHO IS IOWA'S

FAVORITE RADIO STATION

FOR NEWS!

WHO
32.9%

WMT
14.8%

KRNT

5.3%

WOW
3.7%

KGLO

3.3%

KMA

3.0%

KSCJ WOC KDTH KROS

2.8% 2.5% 2.2% 1.8%

THE chart above is lifted intact from the authoritative

1955 Iowa Radio-Television Audience Survey— the

18th consecutive study by Dr. Forest L. Whan of Iowa audiences.

The 1955 Survey proves that except for working, listening

to the radio is still the principal activity in the

average Iowa home— and that WHO still gets the biggest

hunk of radio-listening in the State.

Write us or ask Free & Peters for your complimentary

copy. Except for rates and availabilities, it tells

you ALL you need to know about radio and television

in Iowa!

1
Affiliate

FREE & PETERS, INC., National Representatives

BUY ALL of IOWA-
Pius "Iowa Plus"—with

WHO
Des Moines . . . 50,000 Watts

Col. B. J. Palmer, President

P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
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What does happen to tv viewing during the summer months?

analysis: A. C. Nielsen data used in chart below

compares tv viewing in January 1955 with July

1955. The increase in the number of tv homes in

the comparison period should be kept in mind when
going over the figures in the chart below. Because

of the increase in tv homes between January and

July, the percentages for July represent a larger

number of homes than are shown for January.

During the viewing hours before 10:00 a.m., the

summer-winter viewing differential, although greater

than in 1954, is still comparatively small, running

at its height to a total of 5.7 percentage points.

After 10:00 a.m. and until 4:00 p.m. the summer
line runs pretty even with the winter curve. How-
ever, at 5:00 p.m. the winter curve takes a sharp

turn upward running from a differential of 8.
1

' <

(4:00-5:00 p.m.) to 34.9% between 8:00 and 9:00
p.m. The five hour period from 5:00 to 10:00 p.m.

shows an average differential of 26.1—more than

four times greater than average daytime differential.

After 10:00 p.m. when the late-night viewing be-

gins, the wide differential gap begins to close and

at midnight the summer-winter difference is only 2.4

percentage points, not shown on chart below.

PER CENT OE TOTAL U. S. TELEVISION HOMES USING TELEVISION BY HOURS OE DAY

• • • •

July 1955 Vs Jan. 1955

S- DEFERENCE ^
»• • •„•••«'••"

DIFFERENCE

^ a ffi ffi ^ ^ ffi ^ ^ Qfy ffi ^ ($
i I I I

1
I _L I I I J^ i i—

BS-8AM 8-9 9-10 10-11 11-12N 12-1PM 1-2 2-3 3-4 4-5 5-6 6-7 7-8 8-9 9-10 10-11

IURCE: A C. Nielsen. 1955
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Champion of the people! Here's proof!

31.5 BOSTON

DAVID
Starring

MD BRIAN

28.1
ST. LOUIS

beats Robert Montgomery,

Arthur Godfrey, Milton Berle,

This Is Your Life and others.

ARB—Dec. '55-Jan. '56

SEATTLE-
2J.V TACOMA

RENEWED BY
CARTER'S IN

37 MARKETS!

PKTROL
-.—S3"""-

An Award-Winning Performance

by Academy Award Winning Star!

29.7 HOUSTON

38.7
DAYTON

beats Dragnet, Jackie Glea-

son, Groucho Marx, $64,000
Question.

ARB—Jan. '56

Q TACOMA
O-i.y SEATTLE-

SELLING FOR
BALLANTINE'S
IN 23 markets;



i Yir in Production!

26.8 HOUSTON

1.2
O.WIUKEE
US II n. What's My

!l

ovUucy, Milton

1

39.3 OMAHA

RENEWED BY
PHILLIPS IN
44 MARKETS!

"-**

Dec. '55 ARB—Jan. '56

"« an . PHiuSu
N™rom cuy . SA„•™«Eo. s,,„r

A

c;Es?^

Ifr7 ZIV'S
XT BIG
M-GETTER!

• GRAND R^P/DS . S«;JNDMN4P°l"
• PROVIDENCE

CR£ENSfi0R0 . ROCHESTER

^^ CO.
. 8R0M0-SEUZER

N
Z?' ' MfSA

SPRINGFIELD, mo . L™6S
r

' «nS-TV In
• ««J-TV in BAffmncn

F4A*TV '" DALLAS

• WAL-7V in EUGENE ok t- ™ '" MfWPH 'S

„K
THE^WsHOWS
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6
Do summer replacement programs result in a loss of tv audiences?

analysis: In order to gain some insight into what

happens when a program continues on through the

summer, or when it is replaced by another program

for the summer period, a study was made of 15

programs that continued through the summer and

13 programs that discontinued and used summer

replacements.

The survey, made by Advertest Research, showed

that more than twice as many viewers will watch a

show that continues through the summer as will

watch a winter-season show and its summer replace-

ment. The study, the sixth examination of summer-

time viewing habits by Advertest, showed an aver-

age of 31.7% of homes watching 15 programs that

carried right through the hot weather months, but

only 12.2% of the viewers in the panels watched 13

shows that featured summer replacements.

Among the shows that continued through the sum-

mer: What's My Line?, Kraft TV Theater, Toast

of the Town, Talent Scouts, Tonight, Rin Tin Tin

and Disneyland. Shows that used summer replace-

ments include: / Love Lucy (replaced by Whiting

Girls); See It Now (replaced by The Search);

Mama (replaced by Pantomime Quiz).

PROGRAMS CONTINUING THROUGHOUT THE SUMMER

Favorite shows get loyalty and viewers will follow

them on a year-round basis. Survey figures show

that less than three per cent of the summer audience

is new, whereas 31.7% watched the same program

both winter and summer to underwrite continuing

programing. Less than one % watched summer only.

AVERACE FOR 15 CONTINUING PROCRAMS: PER CENT

WATCHED WINTER AND SUMMER 31.7%

WATCHED WINTER ONLY 14.4%

WATCHED SUMMER ONLY .9%

DID NOT WATCH 53.0%

Winter total 46.1%

Summer total 32.6%

Advertest's deductions based on the findings

of 15 -program study of "straight-through" shows:

1. The summer audience is 29% smaller than the winter.

2. 31 '/'( of the winter audience does not view- during

the summer.

3. 97% of the summer audience is composed of persons

who also watched in the winter.

4. 3% of the summer audience is composed of newly

acquired viewers.

PROGRAMS WITH SUMMER -SEASON REPLACEMENTS

Replacement programs show a loss in viewer loyalty

as indicated by percentages: 39.4% watch winter

show while only 19.2% watch the replacement pro-

gram. Some advertisers may find summer only

viewers (7.0%) an advantage. Most, though, want
program continuation, not the fill-in programing.

AVERAGE FOR 13 REPLACEMENT PROCRAMS: PER CENT

WATCH BOTH PROGRAMS 12.2%

WATCH WINTER PROGRAMS ONLY 27.2%

WATCH REPLACEMENT ONLY 7.0%

DO NOT WATCH EITHER 53.6%

Watch winter show 39.4%

Watch replacement 19.2%

Advertest's deductions based on the

findings of 13 program group of replacements:

The replacement program has an audience 51%
smaller than the program it replaced.

69% of the winter audience does not watch the sum-

mer replacement program.

64% of the replacement audience is composed of per-

sons who also watched the winter programs.

1.

2.

3.

4. 36% of the replacement audience is composed of

newly acquired viewers.
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SUMMER TV
(Continued from page 41)

considerable; so much so that a mod-

erate drop in a summer show's audi-

ence would actually give the adver-

tiser a lower cost-per-1,000 during t lie

summer than during the winter.

Two hypothetical examples were

used, one of an advertiser who kept

his summer show budget up to the

winter level and one of an advertiser

whose summer show cost was about

one-third of the winter cost. This re-

duction in show costs is easy to get

in network tv these days with all the

rerun possibilities lying around. While

the examples are hypothetical, the

percent of saving would be about the

same for any 52-week advertiser.

It was assumed that the client

bought the full CBS TV interconnect-

ed network (roughly $60,000 gross

for a half-hour) and paid $40,000 for

the show. If he was on less that 52

weeks, his total cost after discounts

would be $91,000 per week. With a

52-week discount, his total weekly cost

would be $85,000.

This means it cost the 52-week ad-

vertiser another $416,000 annually to

XV" «'

,<#>

^

\

WSJS-TV
316.000 WATTS

stay on the air during the summer
compared with a 44-week hiatus ad-

vertiser (hiatus protection formerly

covered a maximum of eight weeks).

So for each summer week the 52-week

advertiser paid $52,000 for his show,

a saving of $39,000 compared with

the cost of a 44-week client. This sav-

ing amounts to 42.8%.

Now, if the 52-week advertiser buys

a cheap summer show, the saving is

much greater. Let's say the summer
replacement is tagged at $14,000. Over
the year, the 52-week advertiser's

average weekly cost now comes down
to $81,000 a week (with the cheaper

show, his average program cost over

the year is reduced to $36,000). In

this case the extra cost of summer
advertising comes to $208,000 or

$26,000 a week for time and talent.

The saving compared to the 44-week

client comes to $65,000 per week or

71.49? •

What does all this mean? It means

that the summer homes-reached for a

replacement can actually come down
71.4 r/ before the advertiser's sum-

mer cost-per-1,000 will be higher than

his winter cost-per-1,000. In the case

of the advertiser who keeps his budget

up during the summer, his homes-

reached can come down 42.8% before

his cost-per-1,000 goes up.

It's more likely, of course, that the

replacement's audience will fall more

than that of a show which runs the

year round. That this is more than an

assumption can be proved by a look

at some rating figures.

Let's examine the top-ranking 25

shows for December, 1954, according

to ARB, and see what happened to

these shows or their replacements dur-

ing July, 1955. There were 27 shows,

including ties, in this group.

Of the 27, nine had replacements.

The others either continued through

the summer or were reruns. The per-

centage decline in homes-reached (un-

weighted) for the shows which con-

tinued through the summer averaged

27.2. But the decline in the replace-

ments was exactly twice as much, or

54.4%.

Now, if these figures are compared

with the savings shown above, it's

easy to see that when the advertiser

applies his savings to the summer

weeks, his chance of reducing his sum-

mer cost-per-1,000 are good.

Note also that the decline of 27.2%

for shows which ran through the sum-

mer includes reruns. For example,
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For over two decades, Mutual has built a tradition of fine entertainment for its

audiences— delivered with utmost efficiency for its advertisers.

A mature and experienced advertising medium, Mutual has reached a time-

tested conclusion of fundamental importance. Namely, the speculation taken for

granted in some media placement is avoidable in network radio.

With full confidence in the strength of its facilities, and faith in the future

of network radio, Mutual welcomes the opportunity to underwrite your adver-

tising investment. Replacing supposition with certainty, you need no longer

depend on estimated ratings or anticipated readership of your product advertising.

Now, for the first time in the history of major media, you can advertise

your products to an audience whose size is predetermined— and whose cost-per-

thousand commercial impressions is guaranteed.

For the advertiser, this plan delivers network radio's low cost mass appeal

and high-frequency impact, supported by a specific minimum guarantee. For the

agency, it furnishes a more businesslike basis for recommendations.

The specifics are even more attractive. In all fairness to your product, or

your client's product, call, write or wire the Mutual Sales Department at once.

MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYST
WORLD'S LARGEST NETWORK

-^O
1440 Broadway

New York 18, N. Y.

LOngacre 4-8000

21 Brookline A venue

Boston 15, Mass.

Commonwealth 6-0800

Tribune Tower

Chicago 11, 111.

WHitehall 4-5060

1313 North Vine Street

Hollywood 28, Calif.

HOllywood 2-2133
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Disneyland reruns showed a 20.7'

!

drop in homes-reached. Ford Theatre

reruns showed a 6.4% drop in homes-

reached.

Further evidence of the way reruns

hold up in the summer comes from

Nielsen's third study on the subject.

This study confirmed findings of the

previous two which brought out that

audience share and time spent view-

ing reruns don't change much com-

pared with first runs.

For its latest study Nielsen com-

pared 22 shows using reruns (one of

which was an hour show) with a

matched group of 11 shows (seven of

which were an hour long) which did

not use reruns during the summer.

This is what the comparison showed:

• Share of audience for the rerun

shows declined 5% during the sum-

mer compared with a decline of 2%
for the shows which did not use

reruns.

• Time spent viewing the rerun

shows during the summer declined

7% while the matched group went

down 9%.

There is another plus to summer
advertising on tv. This is the fact that

tv set growth continues. The summer
advertiser, therefore, has a bigger au-

dience to draw from than during the

preceding winter. In other words a

POSITION
WANTED

Top flight salesman specializing in articles

and services used by farm and small town

families. For thirty years has consistently

turned in the highest sales records in Kansas

and adjoining states. Knows this territory and

its people intimately. Can furnish glowing

recommendations from hundreds of Ameri-

ca's leading businesses.

Working hours and reimbursement can be

arranged to suit your individual requirements.

For complete details, call your Capper Man

or write direct to WIBW

—

The Voice of

Kansas— Topeka, Kansas.

25 rating during the summer means
more homes than during the preced-

ing winter.

This is made clear from the ARB
comparisons cited above. For exam-

ple, Dragnet's summer rating (for the

rerun) dropped 50.5$ but its homes-

reached dropped 42.9%. You Bet

Your Life dropped 42.3% in rating

but 35.2% in homes-reached.

However, this factor will not be as

important this summer as in previous

summers as set growth is slowing

clown. This is inevitable with set

saturation reaching 80 and 90% in

the important markets and about 70%
in the country as a whole.

Starting from the Census Bureau

count of June 1955, here's the growth

as estimated by NBC: The June 1955

figure was about 32 million. For 1

January 1956 it is about 34.4 million.

In July it is expected to be 35.2 mil-

lion and by the beginning of next year

it should be about 36.5 million. Thus,

the rate of growth is about half of

what it was during the early 50's.

True, set sales are healthy but al-

most half the sets now being bought

are replacing old ones. Last year, it

was estimated, about three million

sets represented replacement sales.

As for the political conventions, the

effect on the network advertiser will

be as follows:

In the first place, most of the night-

time advertisers will not have to worry

about their audiences during two sum-

mer weeks because their shows will be

preempted. This, in effect, reduces

the what-used-to-be-the-hiatus-period to

six weeks.

To what extent daytime advertisers

will be affected is not clear. There

will be an effort at both conventions

to streamline proceedings for the sake

of tv. G.O.P. plans look to sessions

running from 2:00 to 7:00 p.m. Since

the G.O.P. convention will be in San

Francisco, this means the network

schedule from 5:00 to 10:00 p.m. will

be affected.

However, all networks will offer

special daytime coverage of outside-

convention activities—interviews with

important political figures, analysis of

developments, perhaps a look-see into

smoke-filled rooms. But it is not cer-

tain that 1956 coverage will equal the

70-75 hours a week that were telecast

in 1952.

Spot tv: The ending of nighttime

hiatus protection on the networks
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finds them catching up to stations in

this matter. Stations have seldom

given such protection. The general

attitude now is that it can be arranged

in certain instances, such as the case

of an advertiser whose product is only

sold in the winter.

In the case of announcements a lot

also depends on the adjacency. If

the announcement is next to a top

show, the chance that the advertiser

who drops it will get it back in the

fall is that of a snowball in an oven.

Unlike the networks, however, most

stations do not give 52-week dis-

counts. This is not an arbitrary poli-

cy. It is due to the fact that spot buy-

ing, especially in the case of announce-

ments, is more seasonal. Discounts,

therefore, are based on total volume

rather than continuity. Stations do

not feel it is fair to give a client who
buys one announcement a week for

52 weeks a bigger discount than one

who buys, say, 520 during a period

of 26 weeks.

Nevertheless, there appears to be a

trend toward the 52-week discount.

Summer packages are beginning to

make an appearance. WIRI, Pitts-

burg, which did not offer a summer

package last year intends to do so in

1956, for example.

An example of what (as yet) the

minority of stations are doing is of-

fered by WRCA-TV, New York. The
station has a Double Dividend plan

which provides that an advertiser

"who purchases 14 spots a week for

52 weeks is to receive an amount equal

to his original expenditure during the

period June through September."

Among those participating in the plan

are the N. Y. Telephone Co., Gimbel's

Reupholstery Department (also active

in the summer on WCAU-TV, Phila-

delphia), General Foods, and Dannon
Dairy Products.

There is a great deal of 52-week

advertising, anyway, with or without

the lure of continuity incentives. As

one example, KTTV, Los Angeles,

lists 29 52-week national and regional

clients, including Brown & William-

son, Colgate, Nestle, Continental Bak-

ing, P. Lorillard, Kellogg, Sterling

Drug and other blue chippers.

The big advertising names were

prominent among summer advertisers

in 1955. Rorabaugh Report for the

third quarter shows that the top tv

clients during the rest of the year con-

tinue plugging away in the hot

months. There is sometimes a reduc-

tion in schedules, but not always. The

top 10 in the number of tv stations

used for the third quarter of 1955

were P&G, B&W, Colgate, General

Foods, Toni, National Biscuit, Bulova,

Sterling Drug, Ratner Promotions,

Standard Brands. A bright spot for

1956 is the expectation that auto mak-

ers will introduce some 1957 models

in August.

This coming summer presents some

special problems because of the cam-

paign and political conventions. While

the conventions are expected to attract

some additional business, they will

not be a total blessing. Some profit-

able early evening syndicated time

will be preempted by the conven-

tions in addition to the network shows

later in the evening. (Campaign pre-

emptions are not a summer problem

since the conventions take place in

August.)

On top of this is the everlasting

daylight saving time problem. The

situation appears to be getting worse

with indications of more extensions

of daylight saving time. Since these

extensions take place in some areas

Use This One-Two Punch To Ring Up

Extra Sales in Baton Rouge

IUq % WAFB-TV has overwhelming viewer

preference in Louisiana s State Capital.

According to latest Telepulse, WAFB-TV

has a leadership of nearly 5-to-l, is first

in 347 quarter hours to 78 for station B.

|^q b 2 Within last jew months. WAFB-TV has

won, (a) first place in nation-wide

"Lucy Show" contest with a double

award for a special merchandising job,

(b) first place in national Screen Gems,

Inc. contest on program promotion,

(c) one of first four in "Frank Leahy

Football Forecasts'''' promotion.

WAFB-TV
200,000 watts CBS-ABC

affiliated with WAFB-AM

Call . . . Write . . . or . . . Wire

National Representative—Young Television Corp.

South Southwest—Clarke Brown Co.

First in TV in Baton Rouge
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"OlATION.

This area contains OVER
HALF the population of

Washington State and it

accounts for OVER HALF the

retail sales of the state.

CBS Television for Seattle,

Tacoma, and the Puget Sound Area

316,000 WATTS
Antenna height, 1000 ft. above sea level

. . . and more than 2 million

people live in the ENTIRE
area covered by KTNT-TV

. . . and what's more —

Only KTNT-TV has all five

Of all the television stations in the

rich Puget Sound area of Washington
State, ONLY KTNT-TV covers all five

of the following major cities in its "A"

contour:

• Seattle • Tacoma • Everett

• Bremerton • Olympia

kqzd%
PUAMMFI F 1 FVFM W..CHANNEL ELEVEN BASIC

Represented nationally by

WEED TELEVISION

and not others, the problem realh gel*

tough.

J. William Quinn, managing direc-

tor, WBTW, Florence. S. C, which

remains on standard time, told spon-

sor: "As to what we do about (day-

light saving)—we die a little. With

the exception of live network, day-

light saving involves great reshuffling

of evening programs. Film and kine-

scope have to be moved to other days

and times while our biggest headache

is local, live programing in the 7:00

to 8:00 p.m. slot which gets covered

up each year when the 8:00 p.m. net-

work shows move back to 7:00 p.m.'"

Here's how another station, WAVE.
Louisville, handles the problem. Com-
mercial Manager Ralph Jackson re-

ported to sponsor: "Louisville gen-

erally goes on daylight saving time,

thus not creating a large problem.

However, with the network staying

on daylight saving time an extra five-

week period, it is an extreme handicap

locally. In a brief answer, we moved
our normal 6:00-6:30 p.m. programs

back to 9:30-10:00 p.m. local time,

moving all programing normally car-

ried between 6:30 and 10:30 forward

one hour and moving our normal

10:30 program forward to a 10:00

p.m. start."

While there is a widespread feeling

of helplessness about the whole situa-

tion, the networks have begun making

some plans to ease it. There have

been reports that CBS (which isn't

talking) will make some effort to

maintain clock time in certain areas.

And one of the more fascinating un-

answered questions of the year is

what's up ABC's sleeve.

ABC has announced development

of a "new method of delayed program

feeds for use during daylight sav-

ing time." This will be made possible,

said the network, by new equipment

being installed in Chicago. This

equipment "enables tv programs to be

stored for an hour and replayed with

no loss in quality."

The nature of the new equipment

was not revealed at sponsor's press-

time. But its effect will be as follows:

EST stations will carry the network

schedule one hour earlier (at its live

time) "during the first year of opera-

tion." Most CST stations will receive

programs at their regular local time

via the delayed feed. CDT stations

will present the programs at live

time. MST stations will carry most
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programing at their regular local

time. PDT stations will also carry

most programing at their regular local

time. PST stations will carry the net-

work schedule one hour earlier ( in

terms of local time I than during the

winter months. * * *

SUMMER RADIO
{Continued from page 43 I

new models will be introduced that

early this year. There is also an ex-

pectation among some reps of some

extra business during the conventions.

Some of this, it is said, will come from

clients who wont get all the spot tv

they want and will turn to radio for

added impact. The possibility of a

fillip in radio listening during the

conventions may also attract business.

One important rep told sponsor:

"A lot depends on the political situa-

tion. If Eisenhower says 'yes,' busi-

ness ought to go sky high."

Aside from the conventions, how-

ever, there won't be much change in

radio programing. For stations have

<ome to the conclusion that a 52-week

medium should present 52-week pro-

graming. This is how Ben Strouse,

general manager of WWDC. Washing-

ton, puts it:

"No radio station can afford to

break the continuity of programing

during the summer months. In local

radio, the approach to the listener is

local affinity or friendship. People

have a habit of forgetting about a

program or radio personality who
leaves the air for any length of time."

Not that radio doesn't go in for

some change of pace or change of

mood in the summer. For example,

KPQ, Wenatchee I Wash. I . reports

that while few basic changes are made
in programing, "during the winter we
program 'warm' music, and during

the summer we switch to 'cool' music.

The 'cool' music is aimed at the tour-

ist."

From Richard L. Crago, general

manager of WTSP, St. Petersburg,

comes this explanation:

"We feel by and large that conti-

nuity of programing is preferable to

a change for the summer. We are

forced to make some changes, how-

ever, because of the addition to major

league baseball broadcasts to our

schedule during six months of the

year. It will also be inaccurate to

say that our disk jockeys do not

change their style in the types of

music they play during the summer
when the teenagers are available to us

all day long, instead of just after

school."

Programing is also affected by sum-

mer promotions or summer remotes.

WWDC has been running a "Miss

Washington Contest" for the past 13

years and has gotten all kinds of pro-

motional extras and tie-ins out of it.

WCCO. Minneapolis-St. Paul, moved
out to a nearby resort last year and

broadcast programs from there.

This spring and summer WCAU.
Philadelphia, plans to take some of

its shows out of the studio. They

include Cinderella Weekend (Monday
through Friday, 9:30-9:55 a.m.}.

Challenge the Champs (Saturday, 7:30-

8:00 p.m.) and Hi Neighbor (Mon-

day through Friday (4:00-4:30 p.m. I

.

The station will do remotes on these

shows in different areas in an effort

to attract people who don't regularly

watch shows at the studio.

In addition, the station plans to con-

tinue some regular summer features,

such as All Night Watch, a d.j. show

broadcast midnight to 6:00 a.m. dur-

ing the summer from Atlantic City's

Steel Pier ( Atlantic City is 60 miles

from Philadelphia) and appearances

of WCAU and WCAU-TV personali-

ties at the Reading, Allentown and

New Jersey State Fairs.

Broadcasting from fairs is done l>\

a number of stations, large and small,

every summer. WMRN, Marion

(Ohio), carries programing from

four county fairs and the Delaware

Grand Circuit Races. General Man-

ager Robert T. Mason reports:

"This involves establishment of our

own tent studios on the fair grounds

in three cases, with programing up to

six hours a day from the tent, all in-

volving special fair programing. I

would not recommend this to most

stations because of the terrific strain

that it would have on the staff that

hadn't been organized for that pur-

pose."

WMT, Cedar Rapids, had a tent

theatre at the All-Iowa Fair last year.

It was visited by 10.000 persons, who
were entertained by four radio broad-

casts daily plus continuous afternoon

shows put on by WMT personalities

and musicians. WMT also sponsored

and promoted a farm gadget show at

the Iowa State Fair. About 70 sad-

ONE
will get you..

RIVI

There is nothing "chicken" about the way

WTAR-TV dominates its market. Buy

the one and only "V" Station for five

of Virginia's busiest cities, all well within

WTAR-TV's "Grade A" Signal. Com-

bined, they make America's 26th Market.

IN FOOD SALES, for example, The Bureau

of the Census (Preliminary Report) shows

that WTAR-TV's total coverage area had

total Food Sales of over $161,628,000. And
here are food sales by cities:

NORFOLK $96,031,000

HAMPTON $16,419,000

PORTSMOUTH $23,344,000

WARWICK $ 9,717,000

NEWPORT NEWS $16,117,000

Til CHANNEL

-TV 3
V NORFOLK.VA.

Represented by Edward Petry & Co., Inc.
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gets were exhibited and WMT esti-

mates that more than 100,000 saw

them. Prizes totaling $500 were

awarded to winning entries by the

Iowa State Fair Board.

WMT also repeated last year its

contest designed to promote the sale

of portable radios and increase out-

of-home listening. In the past the

station gave away portable radios as

prizes for the best slogans on summer-

time listening. Last year the listeners

were also asked to identify five WMT
personalities who read one or more

of the words from the following slo-

gan: "Portable listening's now in

style; WMT's the place to dial." WMT
reported more than 2.000 answers from

39 eastern Iowa counties and four ad-

joining states with better than 75%
of the entries correctly identifying all

five voices.

Besides fairs, summertime also

means vacationtime. This provides a

bonus audience for some stations. Va-

cationers seldom read local newspapers

and usually don't have much oppor-

tunity I even if they have the inclina-

tion) to watch tv. But thev do listen

to the radio, especially while travel-

ing about in their autos, and stations

take this opportunity to come up with

all kinds of statistic on the number of

vacationers, the amount of additional

auto traffic and figures on how vaca-

tioners spend their money.

While it is true that one station's

gain in vacation audience can be

another station's loss, the powerhouse
stations can still cover the large ma-
jority of vacationers, since most vaca-

tioners don't travel too far away from

home.

WRCV (formerly KYW), Philadel-

phia, estimates that at any one time

less than 5% of the people ever leave

its principal coverage areas for vaca-

tion. In addition, WRCV gets its

share of the 10 million motorists who
visit Pennsylvania during June, Julv

and August. WCAU estimates that

90% of its audience remains within

its coverage area during vacation.

WBZ-A reports that 80% of all New
Englanders who take a vacation travel

within the six-state New England area

which the station says falls under its

two-station (WBZ plus WBZ-A) um-
brella. Total vacationers in New
England, WBZ-A predicted in its 1955
summer promotion, will come to 4 to

5 million people, 67% of whom are

New Englanders.

Even winter resort areas find sum-

no time lost
Sell-mates, WLW Radio offers the

only Certified Audience Plan in any

broadcast media . . . certifying a

pre-determined audience at a low

one dollar (or even less)

per thousand home broadcasts

—backed by the official

NIELSEN REPORTS.

#"3

SALES OFFICES: NEW YORK, CINCINNATI, DAYTON, COLUMBUS, ATLANTA, CHICAGO, l*i
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Here's WWTV's

MAGIC

FORMULA!

V+M+P=SALES
iewersV=v

|V|= Merchandising

P= Promotion

It's the

SURE-FIRE

FORMULA
for

SURE-FIRE

SALES
ON

Michigan's

BIG SELL
Station

WWTV
VHF Channel 13

Serving Michigan from
Cadillac

CBS-ABC

Represented Nationally by WEED

mer a good time of the year. W-GTO.
Haines City (in central Florida),

points out that Florida highway travel

during July is only r>' < below the

winter peak in February. The sta-

tion anticipates that 120.000 tourist

autos will travel daily in its coverage

area during June, July and August.

Touring is big business. WBZ-A
reports that New England vacationers

( not including week-end travelers I

spend about SI billion extra in the

New- England economy during the

summer. WRCV quotes figures show-

ing out-of-state motorists spend $1

million a day in Pennsylvania during

the summer. According to WKBZ.
Muskegon (Mich. I. tourists spend $5

million annually in Muskegon County

alone. KPQ reports that Washington

State gets $123,000,000 annualh from

out-of-state tourists while Wenatchee

alone gets $40,000,000 from in-state

and out-of-state tourists. KOA. Den-

ver, says 12.5 million tourists in eight

mountain states spend $600 million

during the summer.

How is this money spent? Most
breakdowns come pretty close to agree-

ing. For example WBZ-A breaks it

down this way: 23' i to retail pur-

chases (except food): 22' e for food:

18' ( for lodging; 12 r
V for transporta-

tion, gas, oil and auto service: 9%
for personal; 8'r for entertainment;

4'
i for souvenirs and 4 ri for mis-

cellaneous. WKBZ figures show 25' [

for retail; 22' ', for food; 17'; for

lodging; 12% for gas, oil and auto

service; 9 c
/< for amusements; 7%

for transportation; 5% for confec-

tioners and road-side stands. WRCV
figures motorists spend 29

'

< for food;

20' < for lodging; 239? for auto ex-

penses, 28% for miscellaneous.

Another factor bolstering summer
radio is baseball. WRR, Dallas, which,

while city-owned, is commercially oper-

ated, told sponsor: "We carry minor

and major league baseball throughout

the spring and summer months, be-

ginning in March with exhibition

games and through September. So

this actually makes our summertime

the best 'selling' time of the year. We
carry both afternoon and evening

games. The adjacent programs are

easy sellers and we are able to get

premium rates for these time seg-

ments."

WROK, Rockford l 111. I. carried all

Chicago White Sox night games last

year, had Falstaff Beer as a partici-

pating sponsor. The local distributor

of Falstaff wrote the station: '"As we
near the close of the baseball season.

I thought I would drop you a line

complimenting you on the splendid

job that WROK has done with the

\^ bite Sox games in assisting us to

break all previous sales records for

the months of May. June, July and

August." Falstaff has signed up for

the 1956 season.

Local sponsors also cash in on base-

ball sponsorship. Felix Chevrolet Co.

sponsored one-quarter of the Los An-

geles Angels games over KMPC last

summer and broke all summer sales

records. \^ hile last summer was a

good season for auto sales, the sponsor

said much of the sales increase was

due to baseball broadcasts.

WROK is one of the few stations

reporting that it offered summer an-

nouncement packages. KXEL, Water-

loo I Iowa l. said it might start doing

so. But a more typical reaction to-

ward summer packages or discounts

comes from KFRO. Longview (Tex.K

which said: "We try to guard against

any kind of special rates because we

think radio has for too long under-

sold itself."

Some of the stations are beginning

to suggest it would be a good idea to

raise rates during the summer. KCBQ.
San Diego, wrote to SPONSOR: "While

we have not yet done so, we believe

that it would be more logical to charge

advertisers more for their time in the

summer as opposed to offering any

deductions during this period."

In one of its 1955 summer radio

promotion pieces I a reprint of spon-

sor's 1955 Summer Selling issue i

.

Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. had

this headline: "If we had good sense,

we'd raise our rates in the summer."

Network radio: Summer network

radio these days is offered and bought

the way it is the rest of the year—a-

a low-cost circulation medium avail-

able for short-term or long-term ad-

\ertising.

The in-and-out nature of network

radio naturally attracts summer-only

buys. Among those on CBS last sum-

mer were Amoco's Rhythm on the

Road. General Food's special satura-

tion purchase of about a dozen-and-a-

half 7 1
L>-minute soap opera segments

to bolster sales in 50 markets and

Bauer & Black's participation purchase

for Curads on Arthur Godfrey Time.

All of these were daytime purchases.

On NBC summer-only buys includ-
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ed those by Carter. Western Union,

Nash. Reader's Digest, Miller Brew-

ing, Socony, Charles Antell, Crowell-

Collier. Chevrolet. Morton Salt, Good-

rich, Mutual of Omaha, J. B. Wil-

liams. Scripto and Bristol-Myers.

Some of these advertisers also buy

network radio year round. As a mat-

tem of fact, a change this year in the

CBS rate card may herald a reverse

of the current trend and see efforts to

attract more year-round advertising.

The change, effective at the begin-

ning of this year, provides that if the

advertiser buys on CBS Radio for 52

weeks, he gets the S 1//^ 52-week dis-

count on all his CBS buys, whether

they run 52 weeks or not. Previously,

the rate card provided that only the

particular buy that ran 52 weeks re-

ceived the continuity discount, which

is the usual practice.

The purpose of the CBS change is

to induce the in-and-out buyer to run

year round advertising, the incentive

being that his seasonal or short-term

buys will also be reduced by 8V>''.

The other networks also offer 52-

week discounts (ranging from 7%
to nV//,) but differ from CBS in

that this discount can also be earned

in less than 52 weeks if the advertiser

buys more than a certain amount of

time. On ABC this sum is $1.5 mil-

lion during the day and $1 million at

night; on Mutual the figure is $1.2

million; on NBC it is $1 million at

night only except for participation

programs.

A radical departure at Mutual will

be of interest to summer advertisers,

especially those worried about a dip

in listening to programs or participa-

tions. Its purpose is to take all the

gamble out of network radio.

The new MBS plan is a guaranteed

cost-per-1,000 per commercial minute
for practically all buys. Calculations

will be based on Nielsen data. There
is no standard eost-per-1.000 figure

for everybody nor is the rate card

thrown away. Actually, the new-

plan is tied to the rate card.

The way it works is this: The ad-

vertiser's expected or current cost-per-

1,000 per commercial minute is calcu-

lated, based on the rate card, program
costs and Nielsen average minute data.

He is promised that if it goes above
this figure the network will provide

extra time to bring it down to the

promised level. All discounts are

taken into consideration. A 52-week

advertiser still earns his 52-week dis-

count, in effect.

Does this mean that if a client's

show dips in the summer, he will get

make-good time from the network?

Not necessarily. The entire rating

picture is taken into account in figur-

ing cost-per-l.()()() and if the show
was expected to dip in the summer
by a certain amount this would be

figured into the calculations. Actually,

there will be a certain amount of ne-

gotiation in setting up an advertiser's

cost-per-1,000.

Will out-of-home listening be taken

into account? No. Nielsen's network

ratings onl) cover in-home listening.

The Nielsen Auto-Plus is a measure

of total auto sets-in-use and is not

broken down by network.

Suppose a show's rating declines

over a period of months. Does this

mean that after the current purchase

expires the network will guarantee the

same cost-per-1,000—in other words,

charge less money? Not necessarily.

The time cost for a show is the rate

card cost. The network could reduce

the price by cutting the program cost

but that is a matter of negotiation, as

in anv buv. * * *

Cash Registers are Singing
in the WBRZ Area because:
POPULATION IS UP 84%
EFFECTIVE BUYING INCOME IS UP 100%
FOOD STORE SALES ARE UP 209%

— Sales Management's area growth ratings, 1945-1955

$899,481,000.00 spendable dollars

from OIL, GAS, CHEMICALS

SULPHUR, INDUSTRY, AGRICULTURE
— and only one TV station completely covers

this rich heart of Louisiana

NBC-ABC
Represented by Hollingbery

Power:
lOO.OOO watts

Tower:
IOOI ft. 6 in.

WBRZ 2
BATON ROUGE, LOUISIANA
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JIM DELINE

The Jim Deline Gang

DEACON DOUBLEDAY

Farm Director

FRED HILLEGAS

News Editor

JOEL MAREINISS
News Commentator

BILL O'DONNELL

Sports Editor

htw : "a

"** S 3 ,1«P*

The Measure of a Great Radio Station

71 fc

The finest local talent staff employed !

any radio station in Central New Yc

works for WSYR. They are all professic

als . . . people who have made a success^

career of serving the listening interests ai

tastes of 428,000 homes in WSYR's 2

county service area. They know wh

they're doing and they like doing it. Th>

have earned public acceptance by cons

tently superior performance over a peril

of years. They are relied upon confidenl

for good entertainment, dependable ne\

reporting, vital public service. Natural!

they exert a powerful selling influen

for the products they advertise.

NE

5KW • 570KC
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I

SR's leadership in local programming

er\:e is clear beyond dispute. And when

cies to coverage, WSYR's wide margin

i speriority, daytime and night-time, is

ttered by every recognized coverage

?rv:e. It is this kind of leadership which

laks WSYR the clear first choice of radio

/rtisers in one of America's truly im-

orlnt markets. The WSYR service area

as i population of more than 1.5 million

nnual buying power in excess of

1 billion. And metropolitan Syracuse

nnked by Sales Management as the

jstrest market in the nation.

ct e

P
ELLIOTT GOVE
Timekeeper Show

CARL ZIMMERMAN

News Commentator

ED MURPHY
The Ed Murphy Shows

ROBERT NELSON
News Commentator

JENNIE-BELLE

ARMSTRONG
Women's Director

Represented Nationally by

THE HENRY I. CHRISTAL CO., INC.

NEW YORK • BOSTON • CHICAGO

DETROIT • SAN FRANCISCO

* SYRACUSE, N. Y.



DAYTIME TV

DIGEST What's Your Answer

IS BIG TIME

SPORTS DIGEST CONN. REPORT NEWS at SIX

ON WKNB-TV

BAR 30 The WEATHERVANE BIRTHDAY PARTY

HARTFORD County

The "customer is always
right"—that's uppermost in all

of WKNB-TV's program plan-

ning. We think the viewers of

Channel 30 are the world's
nicest people and we cater

to them.

Yes, viewers like us too.

You should see the thousands
of letters we get from men,
women and children. You
should see the fascinating pro-

grams built around more than
200 women's and men's service

clubs. You should see the thou-

sands of children who partici-

pate in the several types of

programs designed for children

of all ages—from pre-kinder-

garten to teenagers. You should

see the thousands of people

who visit our studios (more
than 90,000 last year). You
should hear what they say

about WKNB-TV, Connecti-

cut's leadership station.

Our own programs, plus

all the NBC shows make a

powerful and convincing
sales vehicle. If you want pro-
ductive advertising coverage
at low cost—WKNB-TV is one
of America's great TV buys.

n:s=ssu=ss:sssr HWKNB
IHlUUUllfljgiL,

STUDIOS AND OFFICES • WEST HARTFORD, CONN.
Represented by The BOLLING Company, Inc.

74

1 J i\il*
NBICIBask

channel

SPONSOR



h 1956

MONDAY

Garry Moore
Brlstol-Myera

DCSS 10-10:15

Sert» B&J
gtsley Mfg: R&R
t(NT tit m L

«4 hr $3.140

Network
programing
discontinued

Dim Dam
School

10-10:30
P&G: BB&T
alt m 10:15-30

66Ch L
"4 hr $745

/, hr $1,600

Arthur Godfrey

IB 10:30- 45

Brstl-Myr Y&R
m,t,w

i(0Var L
ilmul Va hr $3905

Gedrrey (cont'd)

Lever: pepsodeni

, m.w 11-11:1"

JWT
Plllsbury Mills

m-th ll-HI-sn

Burnett 51 atm

j strike It Rlen

i
Colgate: tthpst

:

»el. iuper eudt.

oslroollve. fab.

sjax
f«NT I

n-f
City 8.000

Valiant Larlv

geott Paper IWT
S»NT in "• ' T,

$12.MO
L*ve of Lit-

Arnef Home P r

<1TNT m-f L
plow ««*f

Search for Tom •

P*0- Irrvt

!SNT m ' T

glow $lfl.0'»*l

6uldlno lion*
°aVn- Irorr r1n»*

>*VT m-» ».

;ompton $9,500

irk Paar Shj
>TT m-f

enst

Love Story
P*f3: prell

Ivory snow
frJCh m-f T.

BAB Vi hr $3100

lohert 0. Le»H
2-2'15 sust

TNT T.

I/a hr «H ISO

Lanolin ri"«
liow

Art Llnklett-

Lever: mirf

TTfv m.w.f I.

IBDO (tee hel)

•lllshury MIH»
flour ml*e«

iHy m-th L
B <4hr $«nnn

Big Payoff
Coleste: fan
thlorophvll tth

>st. rashmr hn-

2NT m-w.f 1.

feni tu th)

sty Va hr $.30<w

Ben Crosby
cott PapeT Co
W. Thompson
m 8:30-3:45
P&O

ompton
3:45-4

Brighter 0»
P*0

I5NT m-f li

&B $9000

he Secret Storm
m Home Prode:
«NT m-f L
low $8.500

1 Your Account
(Win Elliott)
*0: tide, prell
2NT m-f L
SB •/> hr $3000

No oerwo-s
program'"!

m-f

Ernie Kovaes
Show

NT L

Heme
m-f 11-12

91NT UJ
i Women's eerfice

program. For
partlc sponsors.

there are eight

1-mln commer-
dala an hour

available
1-mln partlc:

time & tal $700T
(aee tu for

ipenior lilt)

Tennessee Ernie
Ford Show

Procter * Gamble
11-12:15 leg

Hy m-f L
Benton & Bowles

IV*
hr $2,700

Feather Yawr"
Natt

(quia. Bad
Collyer)

Colgate- Palmoltre
80NY m-f Ij

alt d 11:30-45
Eity V* hr W.700

Ne network
programing

m-f

No network
programing

m-f

NBC's Matinee
Theatre

partlc sponsors

HT &

COI/OR

Date With
Life

BoTden Co
NT m.w.f Tj

y&R Va hr $2600

Modern
Romances
Colgate

B. Houston _
Queen for A

Day
NT L

Dlxiocup
P&G

Miles Labs

Pinky La*
8baw

43Hy m-f L
1 mln partlc

time * total

partlc

No network
programing

m-f

No network
programing

m-f

No network
programing

m-f

No network
programing

m-f

TV COMPARAGRAPH OF NETWORK PI

TUESDAY

Garry Moon
Miles Labi

Wade Adv
tu 10-10: 15

Kellogg' Burnett
tu 10:15-30

55-70NT L
'/, hr $3.140

Arthur Godfrey
Corn Products
C. _L^ Miller

Bristol-Myers

I

Y&R
m.t.w

10:45-11

Godfrey (cont'd)

Kellogg Burnett
11-11:15

Plllsbury Mills
m-th 11:15-30

Burnett

Strike It Rich
Colgate

m-f (see moo)
Eaty

Valiant Lady
Wesson (Ml

NT L
Fitzgerald

Love of Life
Amer Home Pt
m-f dee mon)
Blow

Seareh for Tosa'w
PAG: Joyt

m-f (see mon)
Blow

Guiding Light
P&G : Ivory, dnat
m-f dee moo)
Comptee

No network
programing

m-f

lack
NT

A fteriroon

Film Festival

part'r

See Mon

Leva 8tary
P&G: prell.

Ivory enow
m-f (see moo)

D Fa-

Robert Q Lewis
suat

72NT 1a

Va hr $3,150

Art Llnkletter
Kellogg: all pr
52Hv !
tu.th 2:30-45

Burnett

Plllshurv Mlll«
2:45 3

2:45-3 K M
Burnett $4000

Big Payoff
m-f

NT sm tu.th L
sust

Boh Crosby
alt vks

3:30-3:4S
Tla'el Bishop

Spector
CM alt wks

Carnation
3:30-3:45

Miles Labs
Wade
3:45-4

Afternoon
Film Festival

p>irtlc

3-5 pm

Brighter Day
P&G

m-f (see mon)
Y&R
The Secret Storm
Amer Home Prs
NT m-f L
Blow

On Your Account
(Win Elliott)

P&G: tide, prell

m-f
Benton & Bawlee

Network
programing
discontinued

Mickey Mouse
Club
m-f

TV Time Foods
torn -p t»

»2 '8W> Welch_ Grape Jc

Howdy Doody DCSS 6:15-6:80
Standard Brands' Armour
royal puddings, Laird 6:30-5:48

gelatin Carnation
T3NT 481 Ervla Wiser

»:4l-«
Bates Va hrMSOO NT T

COLOR per Va hr $2,800

No network
programing

m-f

WEDNESDAY

Ding Dong 8*hl
10-10:30

Manhattan Soap
SB&W

t.th 10-10 ',i6

Bate*Colgate:
P&G: BB&T

Va hr $1.600

Ernie Kovaes
Show

NT L

Home
m-f 11-12

NT L&K
(see mon)

Partlc sponsora

:

Wear -Ever Prods
F&S&R
H. J. Heinz

Ma* on

Hills Bros
Ted Bate*

Peerless Elee:
broil -qui*

Zlawa Ca
1-mln partlc:

time & tal $7000

Tennessee Ernie
Ford Show

P&G: 12-12:15

Hy m-f L
B&B

Feather Yew
Nest

Colgate- Palmoilve
altd 12:30-45
NT m-f L
Eaty

No network
programing

No network
programing

m-f

No network
programing

m f

No network
programing

m-f

Garry Moore
Lever Bros JWT

10-10:15
Gen Motors
w 10:15-10:30

Arthur Godfrey
w 10:30-45
Easywasher

BBDO
10:30-10:45

BBD(J
Bristl-Myra.Y&R
m.t.w 10:45-11
40Var L
slmul Va hr $3995

Godfrey (cont'd)

Lever: pepsodent
m.w 11-11:15
IWT
Plllsbury Mills

m-th 11:15-30

Leo Burnett

Strike It Risk
Colgate
m-f

(see moo)

Eaty

Valiant Lady
General Mllli

m, w. f

DFS. K-R
Love of Lite

Amer Home Pr

m -f (see mon)
Blow

.

Search tar Tom'w
P&G: Joyt

m-f (see mon)
Biow

Guiding Light

P&G: ivory, duzt

m-f (see mon)
Compton

Jack
NT

No network
progrsmlng

Paar Show
m-f I.

sust

Love Story
P&G: prell.

ivory snow
m-f (see mon)

DFS

Robert O Lewis
84NT L

No network
programing

No network
programing

m-f

sust

14 hr $S0M

Art t lnvl»«t»r

m-f
m<* f 2:30 45

BBDO_
Plllahnrr MWi
m-th J-4RS
i»p» moo 1

Burnett

Big Payow
Colgate
m.w.f

(see moot
F.tv

Afternoon NT I«

NBC's Matinee Film Festival Beh Crosby
Theatre r-^vher

partlc sponsors partic D'Arrv
HT L See Mon 3:^0-4"

r.fwil ^Ttll"

m w.f 3:45-4
HFr 1

Knox- Vi hr

Reeves
NT % hr $3,700

Way of the
World

Borden Oo Brlahter Day
NT m.w.f L P&O
Y&R m-f (see m™'

Modern Afternoon NT T&R
Romancet The Secret Storm
Colgate \m Home Prods:

B. Houston
partic m-f (see mon)

Biow

Queen for a On Your Account
Day (Win Elliott)

NT L P&G: tide, prell

m-f
NT

Mickey Mouse
Benton & BowIm

Pinky Lea Club
8how m-f

Hv m-f L BBDO
Partlc: Gen Fdi: Vlcks 5-5 :H

Inst Jell-o Gen'l Mills

Y&R tu.w.f m-w-f

Howdy Doody
5:15-5:30

Kellogg Co:
rice kTlsples*

Knox Reeves.
Esty

Mattel
alt with

No networs
progTamlos

51NT 44L
LB (see beli

m-

'

tu.th 5:30-45 CarsonhRobotta
Colgate: ttbpst SOS
lINT 5:45-« 48L MeC-E 5:30-6:41
Beta. Va hr $2800 NT I

tar Va hr $2,801

•

1

Network
programing
discontinued

Ding Daag
School

10-10:30
Wander Co:

oraltlne 10:15-30
Tatham- Laird
Cb m-f L

Va hr $1,600

Ernie Kovacs
Show

NT L

Home
m-f IM-

NT L&*
(see mon & tu)

1-mln partlc:

time & tal $7000

Tennessee Ernie
Ford Show

Procter & Gamble
12-12:15

B&B
Hy m-f L

Feather Yaw
Nest

Colgate Palmollve
alt d 12:30-45
NT m-f L
Eaty

No network
programing

m r

No ne
progra

No net
prograi

m-i

No net
prograt

m-l

No net
prograr

m-l

No network
programing

m-f

No net
prograt

m-f

NBC's Maflnee Aftern

Theatre Film Fe

partic sponsors parti

NT L See M

Way of the
World

Borden Co
NT m.w.f Ij

Y&R
Modern
Romance Aftern

Colgate Film Ff

B. Houston 3-5 1

parti

Queen for a

Day
NT L

Pinky Laa

Hy m-f L
Partlc: Gen Fd! Mickey

inst Jel'-o

Johnsn * Jo!tn»n

Y&R :u".

S. C. J'

& S
VT X-R

1 a,„|.hell

Howov Onor- r urnett

Contin ntai BKi 5:15-5:30.

wonaer breat. Brtstol-1

hostess cakef Y&R 5

4TNT 291 ' m .. ^
5:80 8 par Va hr

'•4hr

Bates $2,801 1



iOGRAMS

THURSDAY

Garry Mm
Hazel Bishop

Spector
alt. ivks

Toni: North
to 10 10 :10

Chun King: JWT
Tonl: North

work
mlng
f

work
nlng
r

work
alng

work
ling

'fork

ilng

oon
stlval

oon
stival

alt th 10:15-311

55-75NT L
>/4 hr $3.140

Arthur Godfrey
Bristol Myers
Y&R

10:30-10:45
Amer Home
10:45-11

Biow

Godfrey (cont'd)

Kellogg
Burnetl
Pillsbury Mills
m-th 11:15-30
Lu Burnett
40Var L
timul >U hr $3995

Strike It Rich
Colgate

m-f (see mon)
Esty

Valiant Lady
Tonl Co

NT *-

North

Love of Life

Amer Home P
m-f (see mon)

Blow

Search for Tom'w
P&G. oyt

m-f (see mon)
Blew

Guiding Light

P&G: Ivory, dust

m-f (see mon)
Comaten

Jack Paar She
NT m-f

Love Stery
P&G: prell.

Ivory bnow
m-f (see mon)

OFS

Robert O Lewis
Ralston Piirlna

Co alt wks
GBB

8:15-2:30
lust

i/» hr $3,150

Art Llnkletter
Kellogg: all pr

52Hy L
LB tn.th 2:80-45

Pillsbury Mills
m-th 2:45-3

LB ^ hr $4,000

Big Payet?
VT m-f L

mis tu.th

Boh Crosby
Tonl Co
North

th 3:311 45

Scott Paper
th S45-4

70Hv L
JWT

Brighter Day
P&G

m-f {see mon)
Y&R
The Secret Storm
Amer Hnme Prs
m-f (see mon)
Blow

On Your Account
(Win Elliott 1

P&G: tide, prell

m-f
Benton & Bowie*

5-5:15
Soups

No network
programing

Network
programing
discontinued

Olng Dong School
Manhattan Soap
SB&W 10-10:15

Gerber Prods
D'Arey 10:15-30
Cn m-f L

<U hr $1,160

Ernie Kovacs
Show

NT L

Home
m-f 11-12

NY I.&P
(see mon * tu)

1-mlc panic,
time & tal S70OC

Tennessee Ernie
Ford Shew

Procter & Gamble
12-12:15 seg

ity m-f L
Benton & Bowie*

Feather Yew
Nett

Oolgate-J/almollTe
alt d 12 :3V- 15

B. J. Reynolds:
wlniton clgt

15 mln, 3 til ID 4

NT m-f L
E*ty

No network
programing

m-f

No network
programing

m-f

No network
programing

m-f

No network
programing

m-f

No network
programing

m-f
No network
programing

ro-f

NBC's Matinee
Theatre

partic sponsors
HT L

Way of the
World

NT L
Modern
Romances
Colgate

B. Houston

Afternoon
Film Festival

See Mon

Afternoon
Film Festival

3-5 pm

Queen for

Day
NT

Pinky Let
43Hy m-f L
Partic: Intl 8hoe
H.H&McD to

Howdy Doody
Kellogg Co

tu.th (see tu)

Leo Burnett

standard Brandt
Batet m th

'/. hr $2,800

Mlekey Mouse
Club

Letture, Inc
J. Cohan

alt wks with
Morton Salt

NL&B
m-f

Gem'l Mills
m-w-f

5:15-5:30. 5:45-6
Knox Reeves
& Esty

Mars Candy
5:30-5:45

Burnett
NT F

Daytime 5 March 1956

FRIDAY
i

No network
programing

m-f

Garry Moore
Gen Mills DFS

f 10-10:13

Lever Bros JWT
f 10:15-10 :30

10:30-45
CBS-Hytron

B&N alt wks
Hazel Bishop

Spector

S.O.S. : McC-E
Alt Wks

Prudential C&H
f 10:45-11

55-85NT L
'/* hr $3,140

Garry Moore
(cont'd)

Tardley of Lndn
Ayer f 11-11:15

Converted Rice
Bennett alt wks
Masland A&C
11:15-30 L

hi. hr $2038

Strike It Rleh
Colgate
m-f

(see mon)
Esty

Valiant Lady
General Mills

m, w, f
DFS, K-R

Love of Life
Amer Home Pr
'm-f (see mon)
Blow

Search for Tom'w
PAG: loyt

m-f (see moo'
Biow

Guiding Light
P&G: ivory, duz*
m-f (see mon)
Comptoa

Jack
NT

Paar Show
m-f t

Love Story
P&G: prell.
Ivory snow

m-f (see mon)

Robert Lewis
Brown & Wmsn:
vioeroy—alt wfc
Bates 2-2:15

2:15-2:30 sust

49NT L
<A hr $3,151

Art Linkletter
Lever: surf

BBDO m.w.f

Hawaiian
Pineapple

Ayer 2:43-3
«4Hy L

Vhr $4000

Big Payolt
Colgate
m.w.f

(see mon)

Esty

Bob Crosby
8ns- M«Cann-e
Ha?»l Bishop

Spector
al t f 3:30-45

General Mill*
41Hy 3:45-4 1

Knox- V4 h-
Reeve* $3100

Brighter Day
P&G '

m-f (see moni
Y&R
The Seeret Storm
Am Home Prods:
m-f (see mon)
Blow

On Your Account
(Win Elliott)

P&G: tide, prell
m-f

Benton & Bowie*

The New
Revue

(colorcast,

NT I.

Network
programing
discontinued

Ding Dong School
10-10:30

Colgate: Bate*
alt f 10-10:15

General Mills:
Tath am -Laird
f lu 1.) 3ii seg

'/« hr $1,160

Hollywood

I

Backstage
Chas An tell

m-w-f
tu, tb sust

NT !

Home
m-f 11-12

NT L&F
(see mon & to)

SATURDAY

No network
programing

Capt. Kangaro*
10-10:30

Wlnky Dink
And You

SHSt
10:30-11

Network
programing
discontinued

NT

Chilli -.

Cor

No network
programing

1-rnln partle:
time & tal $7000

Mlahty Mouse
Plavhouj*

Pust

Tales of
Texas Ranger*)
General Mills

Tatham-
Lalrd $16,000

alt wks
Curtiss Candy

C. L. Miller

Tennessee Ernie
Ford 8how

Procter* Gamble
12-12:15 seg

Hv m-f L
Benton & Bowie*

Feather Yaw
Neat

Colgate- Palmollve
alt d 12:30-45
NT m-f L
Eaty

No network
programing

The Big Tea
National Hairy
Prods: sealtest
Ire cream, seal
'e«t dairy prod«
"OPhlla L

• v., 114.000

Leu* Ranger
General Mills:
wheatles. ktx

51NT r

No network
programing

m-f

No network
programing OFS $18,000

Capt Midnight
Wander

T. Laird

No network
programing

m-f

No network
programing

Pacific Coast
Conference
Basketball
2-3:45 PST

A man*
Maury. Lee
Marshall

NBC* Matinee
Theatre

partie sponsors
Hy L

No network
programing

Big Ten
Basketball

sust 3-5 pm

Way of the
World

Borden Co
NT m.w.f L
Y&R

Modern
Romances
Colgate

B. Houston

Queen for
Day

NT

Pinky La*
Hy m-f L
Partic: Gen Fds:
Y&R tu.w.f

Howdy Doedy
Luden's

Matties 5 :30-48

Intl 3b: H.H&M*
alt f 5:45 -6

*>leh Grp Juice
OCSS alt f 6:45-0
»0T--T «!

vi be $2,800

No network
programing Big Ten

Basketball
sust 3-5 pm

No network
programing

No network
programing

Hy

Pinky,
8k,

iSHSt10:30-11

Fa,
Genera

j,NT

Uncle III
Coons ! i .

Sus
Chi

Paul Win l|
Jerry Mai

Show
Sus'

Choose Up M
Sust

No ner»

Drogrin:

No neta
progress

NBA Basket

(cont'd)

No net«o
program!)



i

rhe best things come in BIG packages!

. . and ABC-TV's film festival package

is the biggest in television!

NOW . . . participations on AFTERNOON FILM FESTIVAL— Mondays through Fridays— buy

you an amazing price reduction on an equal number of participations on Sunday's FAMOUS
FILM FESTIVAL.

FAMOUS FILM FESTIVAL is TV's top-rated* participation show. AFTERNOON FILM FESTIVAL

has the best cost efficiency of all TV participation shows. FAMOUS FILM owns the prime

7:30-9 Sunday-night slot. Has a cost efficiency of $1.25 per 1,000 viewers per commercial

minute. AFTERNOON FILM offers a new, low daytime price in the 3 to 5 P.M. periods.

Both present top films, top stars. For details call your ABC-TV sales representative.

Nielsen Dec. 1 & 1 1, Jan. 1

ABC Television Network
7 W. 66th St., New York 23, N. Y., SUsquehanna 7-5000

20 North Wacker Drive, Chicago, III., ANdover 30800
277 Golden Gate, San Francisco, Cal., UNderhill 3-0077





This monument, these cherry blossoms, are

an integral part of the personality

of one place— our nation's capital.

They are local.

There are local reasons for the consumer

to buy one product rather than another—

for buying in one place rather than another—

for listening to one station rather than another.

In Storer markets successful advertisers

tell their stories on Storer Stations.

"A Storer Station Is A Local Station/
7

*£*#»

%
ji **»?*;

WAGA • WAGA-TV
Atlanta, Ga.

WGBS • WGBS-TV

Miami, Fla.

KPTV

Portland, Ore.

WJW • WXEL-TV

Cleveland, Ohio

-TV WJBK • WJBK-TV

Toledo, Ohio Detroit, Mich.

WWVA WBRC • WBRC-TV

Wheeling, W. Va. Birmingham, Ala.

NATIONAL SALES HEADQUARTERS:
TOM HARKER, National Sales Director BOB WOOD, National Sales Mgr.

118 E. 57th St., New York 22, MUrray Hill 8-8630

LEWIS JOHNSON, Midwest Nat'l Sales Mgr. GAYLE V. GRUBB, Pac. Coast Nat'l Sales

230 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, FRanklin 2-6498 111 Sutter St. , San Francisco 4, Calif ., SUtter 1

Mgr.

-8689

/



TALENT SCOUTING?

Look no further. The
talent's on WMBR-TV,
reaching 358,939 homes
with the highest rated

shows, national and
local.

WMBR-TV
Jacksonville, Fla.

Basic CBS

Channel 4

CBS Television Spot Sales

Operated by The Washington Post

Broadcast Division

KIPLINGER
{Continued from page 35)

year, objective is to attract the most

likely readers.

From the standpoint of programing,

client and agency agreed the most logi-

cal approach would be to try to pro-

ject as much of the character and con-

tent of the magazine as possible by

means of oral sampling.

The second task, a time buying re-

sponsibility, was to see that the best

prospects heard the sampling.

Of course, responsibility at this

point becomes hazy and ultimate suc-

cess depends on the combined best ef-

forts of advertising (to get the maga-

zine's foot in the door), the circula-

tion department (to close the sale),

and the editors (to hold readers and

get them to renew).

The networks currently being used

include the CBS and NBC hook-ups,

four Columbia Pacific nets, and two of

Don Lee. This in addition to the 40

markets mentioned. But one week-

end it may be the full CBS web plus

only a regional hook-up of NBC in

combination with any or all of the

West Coast networks; the following

weekend it may be the two national

webs, complete, or just spots, or any

other combination.

Although Bray and Day are reluc-

tant to reveal the renewal rate or the

percentage of trials that are converted

to regular subscriptions, both figures

are high, they maintain.

Since so much of the credit is at-

tributed to the style and content of the

Walton deliveries, it's an education to

analyze his pacing, the timing of the

commercials, the manner in which they

are woven into the copy, and the con-

tent itself—all aimed at giving listen-

ers a true picture of the inside of a

typical issue.

For its part, Changing Times offers

generous helpings of factual informa-

tion "To help you master everyday

problems and see your way to a better

future," as its masthead proclaims (a

variation on its former "Straight talk

to help you see ahead to better work

and living"). Its 48 pages (all pure

editorial matter completely staff writ-

ten) contain articles dealing with eco-

nomic and social problems
—

"subjects

with a universal appeal." A rundown

of the contents page of a typical issue

shows these titles: "How much life in-

surance do you need?", "Sure, you're

a good driver—but . . .", "Be a better

salesman," "Tips on house plants,"

"The good and the bad about Florida,"

"Child's first visit to the dentist,"

"Boom in station wagons," "You don't

have to have dishpan hands," "What's

new in do-it-yourself," "Can you get a

college loan?" "Doesn't your town

have a Better Business Bureau?"
"How long since you've been sled-

ding?"

Sampling: With no product to dem-

onstrate, Walton draws a word picture

that sounds like a digest of a whole is-

sue but with all the impact of a news

commentator reporting hot flashes just

ripped from the teletype. Each E.T.,

in fact, begins with the sound of the

ticker. Walton jumps in with seven or

eight headline-type questions such as:

"What's new in home freezers? How
can you get your tax refund quickly?

Buying a car? Watch out for price

tag. Do you know how to shop for

bargains? What gives with home mort-

gages? Should you buy on time? . .
."

He then proceeds to answer each

one, in more or less degree, changing

his pace—and his tone—now with an

exaggeratedly slow turn of a phrase

sotto voce or a staccato series of flat

statements about what Congress will

do, the trouble with our schools, la-

bor's next big objective, the state of

your health. Social Security, taxes (a

lot on taxes). Suddenly you can al-

most see him curl his lip as he tells

how some shoppers (not you!) fool

themselves. "Want to know 13 ways

to stop yourself from buying things

you don't want?" He gives them to

you, too (together with an explanation

of how manufacturers are now calling

in the psychologists—the motivational

researchers—to help package and ad-

vertise their wares to get you to make

those impulse purchases). But you

have to listen fast. ("Walton," says

Day, "can pack more words into 15

minutes than anyone we know.")

Exactly midway through, Walton

swings into the first commercial and

does it so quickly and so smoothly that

at first it sounds like just another item.

Gist of the message is that Changing

Times brims over every month with

the kind of "plain and authoritative

answers to everyday questions" like

those you've been listening to. Before

mentioning anything about subscrib

ing to the magazine, he tells you aboul

a book containing dozens of the most

helpful articles ever to appear ir

"money-saving, money-making Chang
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REED HADLEY
starring in

PUBLIC

DEFENDER

He'll go all-out

to win a

case! Millions of

Americans know

that and love him for it.

But Public Defender doesn't only

swing juries. Entire segments

of the population are influenced

in their choice of food labels and

merchandise brands by what they

see advertised on these

bristling-with-action Public Defender

shows. In your market too,

whatever you have to

sell, Public

Defender will tip

the balance of

public opinion

in your favor!

69 HALF HOURS
First run in many markets!

Powerful re-run value in

ALL markets!

J^tirstate
TELEVISION CORPORATION

ing Times" articles with lasting use-

fulness which you can't buy anywhere

but which will be sent to you free if

you'll try Changing Times for six

months. All you do is send a postcard

saying O.K. to send the magazine and

they'll bill you later. "If you don't

save many times the $2 cost, just don't

pay the bill."

For adults only: Since its editorial

content is strictly adult fare, the maga-

zine seeks mature audiences, figures it

can get them in husband and wife

pairs together either early morning or

late night. During its year-long test

run on WOR, New York, it took the

9:15-9:30 a.m. slots on Saturdays and

Sundays, 10:15-10:30 a.m. Sundays,

and. hoping to catch couples either

driving home early Sunday evening or

already at the hearthside, 6:15-6:30

p.m. Sundays. When it enlarged its

schedule, the magazine added the 9:15-

9:30 a.m. period on the NBC network

Saturday morning, CBS 11:15-11:30

p.m. and reversed the two on Sunday.

But. as Kiplinger buys its time from

week to week, this is no fixed pattern.

Right now the publisher is looking

for a mid-day hook-up during the week

for a somewhat similar format angled

toward the woman of the house. The

wraps are still on this one but Day has

told sponsor that it's a kind of female

"Answer Man" featuring actress Jan

Miner in the title role. * * *

COMPARACRAPH NOTES
{Continued from page 80)

12-12:15 pm; 3:30-3:45 pm; Th 3:41-4 pm;
CBS. Sun 5-6:30 pm

Serta. Bozelle & Jacobs: CBS, M 10:15-10:30
am: panic

Sheaffer Pen, Seeds: CBS. alt T 8-8:30 pm; Sat
9-9:30 pm

Slraenu Co.. SSCB: NBC. alt F 9-9:30 pm; CBS.
W 10:15-30 am

Sino.r s»*inq. Y*R: CBS. Th 9:30-10 pn
Speldel, SSCB: NBO. Sat 7:30-8 p.m.
Staley Mfg.. R&R: CBS. alt M 10:15-30 am
Standard Brands, Bates: NBC. M 5:30-6 pm
State Farm Inc., NL&B: NBO , F 10:30-11 pm
Sterling Drug, D-P-S: ABC, partic M-F 3-5 pm;

F 9:30-10 pm
J. P. Stevens, B. Houston: CBS. S 6-6:30 pm
Studebakcr- Packard. R&R: ABC, M 8-8:30 pm
Sunbeam, Perrin-Paus, NBC, T 8-9 pm
Sweets, Moselle & Elsen: NBF, Sat. 10:30-11 am
Swift, JWT: McC-B: DTN, Th 1:45-2 pm
Sylvanla, JWT: CBS, Sat. 7:30-8 pm
Texaa Co., Kudner: NBC, Sat 9:30-10 pm
Toni Co., North, CBS, M 8:45-9 pm; W 8-8:30

pm; M, W 11-11:15 am; alt Th 10-10:15
am; Burnett: NBC, Sud 7-7:30 pm; CBS,
Th 3:30-45 pm; Sat 9-9:15 pm; Tatham-
Laird: ABC partic S 8:30-9 pm

TV Time Foods, direct: CBS. Tu 5-5:15 pm
U.S. Steel. BBDO: CBS, alt W 10-11 pm
Time, Inc., Y&R: ABC, Th 7:15-7:30
Union Underwear, Burnett: ABC, partic M-F

3-5 pm
Vlcks, BBDO: W 515:15 pm
Wander Co., Tatham-Laird: NBC, W 10:15-30 am
Warier-Hudnut, K&E: NBO, alt Sat 10:30-11 pm
Webster-Chicago, JW Shaw: NBC. M 7:30-45 pm
Welch Grape Julee. DCSS: NBO. alt F 5:45,-6

pm; ABC, T 5:15-5:30 pm
Wesson Oil, Fitzgerald: CBS, Tu 12-12:15 pm
Western Union, Albert Frank-Guenther-Law: Th
Westinohouse, McCann-Erickson : CBS. M 10-11 pm
Whelan Drugs, Product, Du Mont, T 9-10 pm
Whirlpool, K&E, NBC. T 8-9 pm
Whitehall Pharm., Blow, Geyer: CBS, Sat9:30-10

pm; CBS, M 6:30-7 pm, 7:30-7:45 am; T
7:30-8 pm; W 6:30-7. 7:30-7:45; F 6:30-7,
7:30-7:45; NBC. W 10:30-11 pm. 9:30-10 pm

Wlldroot. BBDO: CBS, M 8:30-9 pm

Iii The West

The

Best

Negro

Market

Buy!

94%

NEGRO

PROGRAMMING

KSAN
SAN FRANCISCO

RICHARD BOTT, Station Manager

Represented Nationally by

Stars National Inc.

NEW YORK
445 Park Ave.

MUrray Hill 82545

CHICAGO
1250 S. Wabash

WAbash 2-7937

HOLLYWOOD
4376 Sunset Drive

NOrmandy 2-9181
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Get the Sensational

New Facts About . .

.

The ONLY

All-NEGRO

Station in

the Big

Chicago

Area

WBEE
Harvey, III.

MORE broadcasts to

MORE Negroes who

actually Buy More

ROLLINS BROADCASTINC, INC.

National Sales Mgr.: Graeme Zimmer

New York Office: 550 Fifth Ave., CI 7-6634

Chicago: 6201 S. Cottage Crove Ave., NO 7-4124
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New developments on SPONSOR stories

How CIO uses radio to prove "unions
don't have horns"

11 January 1954, page 34

Subject* Labor unions use radio to push
public relations program

The success of two newscasts independently sponsored by the CIO
and AFL prior to their amalgamation dictated a continuation of

their sponsorship when they combined last fall. In '54 the CIO
was sponsoring John W. Vandercook and the News five times a

week for a yearly tab of $600,000 or 3/5 of their national public

relations budget. The AFL, at the same time, was spending about

$700,000 a year to sponsor newscaster Frank Edwards over Mutual.

As of 1 February of this year the CIO-AFL is sponsoring two

newscasters. Edward P. Morgan and the News is aired on ABC
(7-7:15 pm Eastern Standard Time) over 246 stations; and John

W . Vandercook and the News (10-10:05 pm Eastern Standard Time)

over 124 stations. The estimated 1956 bill for the two programs

should come to about $1,000,000. M. S. Novik, radio consultant for

the AFL-CIO informed sponsor that approximately 10 new stations

will be added this year. The 10 were selected from some 50 possible

requests for local sponsorship that came from as many labor groups

across the country. Budget limitations prevented the addition of

any more.

The average rating for the two shows in all the markets in which

they were broadcast was 2.0 according to Pulse figures which in-

clude out of home listening.

Currently the AFL-CIO is considering a short tv series along the

lines of a show called Both Sides which was moderated by news

analyst Quincy Howe and ran for 13 weeks in the spring of '54.

• • •

How tv made Jim Moran top Hudson
dealer in the U.S.

22 March 1954, page 44

Subject* Record breaking number of can
sold through tv

Jim Moran's Courtesy Motors' phenomenal nine year rise to what

was reputed to be the largest automobile dealership in the country-

was the subject of a March '54 sponsor Case History. From the

very first, Moran plugged his Hudson line through tv almost exclu-

sively. Two years ago Moran was spending $625,000 on three pro-

grams in the Chicago market. He had first entered tv as a gamble

when, in February 1949, he began sponsoring wrestling matches

over WENR-TV (now WBKB-TV). There were only 50,000 tv

sets in Chicago then and 4,000 of them were in taverns. The matches

cost $1,500 a week with Moran doing his own commercials, a prac-

tice he continues to this day.

Last week the big news from Chicago was "The Courtesy Man's"

switch from Hudson, for whom he'd sold an average of 4,000 new

cars a year, to Ford. His new franchise became effective as of 1

March. Although Moran declined to say why he was making the

switch it can be assumed that Hudson's dipping sales position, from

ninth place after the war to 15th place in August 1955, was an im-

portant factor.

Moran's ad budget was estimated at between $750,000 and

$1,000,000 most of which was spent on two tv shows. One was a

Sunday night show featuring movies on WGN-TV and the other

was a Friday night variety show on WBKB-TV.

SPONSOR



A SIN6LE
OUTLOOK

IS

BETTER

Janus was the fellow who could look in two directions at once.

His feat may have had certain ocular advantages, but he

unquestionably suffered from divided attention.

Not so with Harrington, Righter and Parsons where policy is

to concentrate in only one direction, giving exclusive

attention to television station representation. These 12

stations insist on complete, intelligent service.

Our singleness of purpose gets it for them.

Harrington, Righter and Parsons, Inc.

television — the only medium we serve

New York

Chicago

San Francisco

Atlanta

WROW-TV Albany WAAM Baltimore WBEN-TV Buffalo WJRT Flint

WFMY-TV Greensboro WTPA Harrisburg WDAF-TV Kansas City WHAS-TV Louisville

WTMJTV Milwaukee WMTW Mt. Washington WRVA-TV Richmond WSYR-TV Syracuse
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NINE

CONSECUTIVE
YEARS
OF SALES
GAINS
Through its first nine years SPONSOR (which celebrates its tenth

birthday in November 1956) has 1, stuck everlastingly to the job of

providing a use service for national advertisers and agencies; 2, crusaded

for worthwhile industry improvements; 3, established new sales records

each year. It has frequently been called the most

successful new trade magazine of this decade.

10th Year of Usefulness to TV and Radio Advertisers
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Chart covers half-hour syndicated ti n*
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Top 10 shows in 10 or more markets

Period 3-9 January 7956
TITLE. SYNDICATOR. PRODUCER. SHOW TYPE

Average
ratings

7-STATION
MARKETS

5-STATION
MARKETS

4-STATION MARKETS *T«Tln

Whet

Rank Past*m rank N.Y L.A. Boston Mnpls. S. Fran.
Seattle-

Atlanta Chimes Detroit Tacoma Wash. Bait Bur,

1 1 Mr. District Attorney, Ziv (M) 20.7
74.4

knxt
10:00pm

24.7 72.2 76.2

wnac-tv kstp-tv knxt
10:30pm 10:30pm 10:00pm

20.9 77.7 23.6

waga-tv wwj-tv king-tv
10:30pm 10:00pm 9:00pm

13.'. 2

wb»l- *-•

10:'30i|I^,

2 2 Waterfront. MCA Roland Reed (A) 19.3
6.8 7 7.2

wabd kttv

6:30pm 9:00pm

79.2

wnac-tv
7:00pm

79.2 9.0 74.5 78.9 23.5

waga-tv wgn-tv wjw-tv komo-tv wtop-tv
7:00pm 9:00pm 10:30pm 10:30pm 10:30pm

70.< I

wmar- wr
10:30b »:< -

3 4 Badge 714, NBC Film (D) 18.9
6.2 75.4

wpix kttv
8:30pm 7:30pm

22.4 24.5 24.5

wnac-tv kstp-tv kplx
6:30pm 9:30pm 9:00pm

74.2 74.0 25.3 77.9

wgn-tv wwj-tv king-tv wrc-tv
8:00pm 7:00pm 9:30pm 7:00pm

4 4 Highway Patrol, Ziv (A) 18.7
5.9 72.8

wpix kttv

9:30pm 9:00pm

78.0 74.0 7 7.9

wbz-tv wcco-tv krr>n-tv

10:30pm 10:00pm 6:30pm

76.2 9.2 20.7 78.2 72.9

waga-tv wbkb wjbk-tv komo-tv wtop-tv
7:30pm 9:00pm 10:30pm 7:00pm 7:30pm

7.: 150

wmar-! wr-ff

":30pn l-JM

5 3 Amos 'n' liidy. CBS Film (C) 18.2
70.8 76.5

wcbs-tv knxt
2:UUpra 5:3Upm

76.7 70.2

wnac-tv wcco-tv
4:30pm 10:45pm

27.7 70.2 74.7 74.7

waga-tv wbkb wwj-tv wtop-tv
6:00pm 9:30pm 7:00pm 7:15pm

9.i m

6 9 Annie Oakley, CBS Film (W) 17.9
8.8 75.4

wcbs-tv kttv
5:30pm 7:00pm

75.7 22.7 8.0

wbz-tv wcco-tv kgo-tv
6:30pm 4:00pm 6:00pm

75.0 9.9 75.5 23.6 7 7.5

wlwa wbbm-tv wxyz-tv king-tv wtop-tv
6:00pm 5:00pm 6:00pm 6:00pm 7:00pm

27.; 3! i

wbal-t wt--

5:30pn 'tta

7 6 f Led Three Lives, Ziv (M) 17.8
3.2 73.2

wpix kttv
10:uupm 8:30pm

27.5 78.7 77.7

wnac-tv kstp-tv kron-tv
7:00pm 9:30pm 10:30pra

76.2 77.7 73.7 20.6 78.7

wsb-tv wgn-tv w]bk-tv ktnt-tv wrc-tv
7:00pm 9:30pm 10:30pm 10:00pm 10:30pm

74.} 19.9

wbsl- wrti
10:30p lO.ti

a 8 Man Behind the Badge, MCA-TV Film (M) 16.9
9.2

kttv
8:00pm

22.9 74.4 73.7

wnac-tv kstp-tv kron-tv
10:30pm 7:30pm 10:30pm

7 7.7 77.7 70.6

wbbm-tv wjbk-tv klng-tv
10:00pm 10:00pm 10:45pm

227

w;

:

9 Cisco Kid, Ziv (W) 17.3
6.0 6.3

tvabc-tv kabc-tv
7:00pm 6:30pm

72.2 24.4 75.6

wnac-tv wcco-tv kron-tv
9:00am 4:30pm 6:30pm

77.2 22.4 76.9 72.7 77.7

waga-tv wbkb wxyz-tv komo-tv wtop-tv
5:30pm 5:00pm 6:30pm 6:00pm 7:00pm

22.; 29j

wbal-t attwi

7:00pi 7:'. ;•;

10 10 Superman, Flamingo (K) 16.9
77.0 73.9

wrca-tv kttv
ti:uupm 7:00pm

,

27.9 6.4 74.5

wnac-tv wtcn-tv kgo-tv
6:30pm 6:30pm 6:30pm

25.2 75.4 78.2 20.6 75.2

wsb-tv wbkb wxyz-tv king-tv wbns
7:00pm 5:00pm 6:00pm 6:00pm 6:00pm

74.< 27.5

whal- : wtKi-n

7:00pi fj

Rank Past*
»ow rank Top 70 snows in 4 to 9 markets

I 2 Stars of the Grand Ole Opry, Flamingo Film

(M)
19.9

2.9

kcop
9:00pm

77.7

kplx-tv
9:30pm

78.2 8.7

waga-tv komo-tv
7:00pm 6:00pm

2 1 Life of Riley. NBC Film, Tom McNight (C) 19.1
77.7

kttv
8:30pm

70.2 23.7

kstp-tv kplx-tv
6:00pm 7:00pm

75.4 28.6

wnba king-tv
6 :00pm 7 :30pm

3 7 Meet Corliss Archer, Ziv (C) 16.2
7.2

wjbk-tv
7:00pm

7.

wbal-
11:30:

4 4 Passport to Danger, ABC Film, Hal Roach (A) 15.8
5.9

kcop
7:30pm

5.0

kevd-tv
7 :30pm

9.6

king-tv
10:45pm

5 3 Celebrity Playhouse, Screen Gems Inc. (D) 15.2
9.9

knxt
10:00pm

7 7.9

kron-tv
10:00pm

6.9 6.9 27.8 2.9

wwj-tv wwj-tv komo-tv wmal-tv
3:00pm 7:00pm 9:00pm 2:00pm

e Range Riders, CBS Film (W) 14.9
3.2 4.7

kpix knxt
7:30pm 5:00pm

25.0

wbz-tv
7:00pm

70.0 74.5

wbbm-tv ktnt-tv
12:00n 7:00pm

7 8 Eddie Cantor, Ziv fC) 14.8
7.4

kttv
10:00pm

6.0 20.4

wtcn-tv krnn-tv
9:30pm 7:00pm

76.0 70.0 74.3

wnbq wjbk-tv king-tv
9:30pm 10:30pm 10 :0flpm

72.'

wbal-
1(1 .311!

8 9 I Search for Adventure, Bagnall (A) 14.3
7.7 77.2

wpix kcop
7:30pm 7:30pm

20.9

kpix-tv
7:30pm

23.2

klng-tv
7:00pm

9 5 Long John Si!t*er,CBS Film (A) 14.3
5.7

wabd
8:00pm

9.5 72.7 77.0

wsb-tv wbkb king-tv
6:00pm 2:00pm 7:00pm

10 Count of Monte Cristo, TPA (A) 12.9
70.8

kttv
8:00pm

9.4 73.7

kstp-tv kplx
5:30pm 10:00pm

9.9 70.5

waga-tv ktnt-tv
7 :00pm 7 :30pm

"jTm

10
|
Jungle Jim, Screen Gems (A) 12.9

8.7 6.2

wrca-tv kttv
6:00pm 6:00pm

7.0

kgo-tv
6:30pm

27.2 25.5 73.3 8.2

wlw-a wxyz-tv komo-tv wmal-tv
6:30pm 6:30pm 7:00pm 6:00pm

— typs symbols: (A) adventure: (C) comedy;
(M) mnxmj; iMu> musical : (SK> Science Fiction
half-hour length, telecajt In four or more markets.
<* Individual market ration listed above. Blank

(D) drama; (Doc) documentary; (K) kids;
(W) Western. Films listed are syndicated,

Tne average ratine is an unweighted average
space indicates dim not broadcast In this

market 3-9 January. While network shows are fairly stable from one month U
matkets In wblch they are shown, this is true to much lesser extent with synchY1"

should be borne in mind when analyzing ratine trends from one month to anotl

•Helen to last month's chart. If blank, show was not rated at all In last char



8

made for tv

, >N MARKETS

bu Mil*. PhHk. St. L.

J77J 7 7.7 22.5

tTftmJ-'.T

a 1:00pm
wpts

]0:30pm
ksd-tT
10:00pm

21.2 19.6

WCfU-tT
6:3>pm

kwk-tT
10:00pm

I 11.9 27.7

wcau-tT
7:00pm

ksd-tT
9:30pm

S17.7 7 J.2 20.9

t tmJ-tT
) :30pm

wfll-tT
16 :30pm

kwk-tT
9:30pm

72.2

wptz
2:00pm

16.0 77.7 75.7

tr imj-tv

is :00pm

wcau-tv
5:30pm

kwk-tT
4 :00pm

wcau-tT
7:00pm

ksd-tv
10:00pm

I !0.5 74.7 78.9

im]-tT

u i :00pm

T\4.9

v tml-tT

a :30pm

75.0

ksd-tT
10:00pm

S 2.5

isn-tT

o :00pra

2 2.2 75.7 7 7.3

t lsn-tr

m :30pm
wcau-tT
7:00pm

ksd-tT
5:30pm

2-STATION MARKET8

Birm. Charlotte Dayton New. Or.

60.3 75.5 27.5

wbtT wlw-d
8:00pm 10:30pm

wdsu-tT
10:30pm

79.0 60.0

wabt
9 :30pm

wbtv
8:30pm

37.3

wbrc-tf

10:00pm

27.0

wnio-tT
11:00pm

26.8 39.3 38.5 34.5

wbrc-tT
IO:Oflpm

WbtT WhlO-tT
10 30pm 1 :00pm

wdsu-tT
10:00pm

25.8 34.3

whre-tT
10:00pm

wbtT
4 :00pm

52.8

wdsu-tT
9:30pm

26.8

wbrc-tT
6:00pm

74.3 30.0

wlw-d
6 :00pm

wdsu-tT
12:00n

22.3

wabt
9:30pm

28.0

wlw-d
9:30pm

26.8

whlo-tT
10:30pm

79.8

wbrc-tv
1:00pm

27.3

wdsu-tT
5:30pm

35.0 76.8 25.3

wbtT wlw-d
5:30pm 6:00pm

wdsu-tT
5:00pm

—
78.0 39.3 35.0

wabt wbtT wdsu-tT
9:30pm 6:00pm 5:00pm

!2.9

tmJ-tT
:30pm

27.3

WbtT
12:30pm

5.5

:ml-tT

:30pm

29.3

ivbrc-tT

9:30pm

J 74.9

ksd-tT
10:00pm

29.8 37.3

wbrc-tT wdsu-tT
9:00pm 10:00pm

3.2 72.0

Wfll-tT ksd-tT
10:00am 11:30pm

34.3

wdsu-tT
5:30pm

30.0

WdSU-tT
10:00pm

i] 74.0 35.5

wbrc-tT WbtT
6:00pm 5:30pm

-J

7 7.3

wbrc-tv
6:00pm

•tlflcitlon u to number of stations In market Is Pulse's
mines number by measuring which stations are actually
In the metropolitan area of a flTen market eTen though
be outside metropolitan area of the market.

Give You Bonus Coverage
In Nebraska's 2nd Big Market

161 ,715 Unduplicated Families at

TV'S Lowest Cost-Per-Thousand

KHOL-TV and Satellite

Station cover rich Central

Nebraska — the State's 2nd
Big Market

KHOL-TV picks up where
Omaha leaves off—you buy
no duplicated coverage

One buy on KHOL-TV
gives you bonus Satellite

coverage at no extra cost

Investigate Nebraska's 2nd Big Market today—
contact KHOL-TV or your Meeker representative

KHOL-TV
Owned and Operated by

BI-STATES CO
CBS ABC

CHANNEL 13 Kearney, Nebraska

Channel 6 Satellite Station,

Hayes Center, Nebr.

Represented nationally by MEEKER TV, Inc.

How Safe Are Your Clients?
What protection do you and your client get when you order

TV/radio commercials produced? What happens if:

. . . You have to present your client with a bill for thousands

of dollars in union residuals you "didn't know about . . . ?"

. . . Your client and you are sued for plagiarism for using

music "nobody remembered to clear . . .
?"

Song Ad Film-Radio Productions automatically protects your

clients and you on these and scores of other points on every pro-

duction. Don't jeopardize your accounts. Call in Song Ads!

Ask for FREE 14 -point 'Production Chart'

SONG AD
FILM-RADIO PRODUCTIONS

6000 Sunset Blvd. Hollywood 5-6181

Hollywood 28, Calif.



NEW AND USED CARS

SPONSOR: Piatt Lincoln-Mercury Co. AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: As many as 30 or 40 an-

nouncements a day were used by the sponsor for one

week prior to a special used car sale and also during the

week of the sale on a run of the schedule basis. At least

15 automobiles were sold above the quota set as a target

by the dealer. Salesmen were kept busy on the lot until

11 p.m. and many sales were made during the evening

hours. WCBl was the main advertising outlet for the

dealer and received total credit for the success of the

sale. The air time cost $300.

WCBI, Columbus, Miss. PROGRAM: Announcements

results

FURNITURE
SPONSOR: Whitmire Furniture Co. AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: One segment of a regularly

scheduled daily quarter hour broadcast was purchased by

the sponsor for the specific purpose of advertising a

group of living room suites. As a result of the program,

titled Whitmire Harmony Time, the store sold five suites

of furniture at an average cost of $159.95 each. The
gross revenue attributed to the sales message broadcast

over WRFC came to over $800. The cost to the adver-

tiser was $7.15. The results are especially notable in that

sales were made during a slow furniture buying season.

WRFC, Athens, Georgia PROGRAM : Whitmire Harmony Time

ENTERTAINMENT

SPONSOR: William H. S. "Pee Wee" King AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: When entertainer "Pee

Wee" King arranged for a personal appearance in Michi-

gan City, Indiana he also made plans for advertising his

coming in the local press and over the local radio station,

WIMS. Announcements were made over a two week

period costing a total of $196. The gross receipts for

King's one shot performance came to $3,450, while the

advance ticket sale racked up $700. The general mana-
ger of the station, William N. Udell, quoted King as say-

ing he was "highly pleased" with the campaign.

WIMS, Michigan City, Ind. PROGRAM: Announcements

.

HOMES
mSPONSOR: Whitey Wrecking Co. AGENCY

CAPSULE 'CASE HISTORY: 750 government
j
Vj I

homes were sold during a spring and summer comiV

in spite of the fact that each home had to be movei ror

the project where it was built to the buyer s ou
sit,

One minute announcements were broadcast over r
Q

inviting the public to inspect the homes and from J
to 2,000 people responded on an average Sunday

{a
,

ning 10 announcements a day the campaign cc \\

Whitey Wrecking Co. approximately $450 per tue, or

was characterized by the station as its "finest succ ."

WTOL, Toledo, Ohio PROGRAM: Announ le[

KITCHEN CABINETS
SPONSOR: Long Bell Lumber Co. AGENCY •

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: For a period of one I

the sponsor bought one noon-hour announceme j;

days a week in order to move a stock of fir and in

kitchen cabinets which it was offering at a 25% di w

The offer was made during a usually slow remtla

period but was nevertheless extremely successful I

cording to the sponsor over $2,400 worth of busin r-

suited. The owner told the station manager, "U \t

this is a highly satisfactory return. Thank you ven w I

for delivering the customers." The cost was $54.

KMMO, Marshall, Missouri PROGRAM: Announ, tw

MEAT
SPONSOR: The Food Fair AGENCY Lt:

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Mr. Bob Vaughn,

and manager of the Food Fair called WHPE rece

say he'd purchased 2,000 pounds of beef he war

sell over a particular weekend. He purchased 5 on

ute announcements a day for a Thursday, Fridc

Saturday. The copy read "One ton of beef to I

this week-end." By Saturday night over 4,500 pov

meat had been disposed of at a gross take of $2,02

other advertising medium was used for the thrt

campaign. The cost of the announcements was \

WHPE, High Point, N. C. PROGRAM: Announ

CAMERAS
SPONSOR: Drug Store AGENCY <m

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: A single one minu

nouncement over the Kitchen Club, a Monday U\

Friday morning show, sold seven dozen cameras

two hours and was repeated on a subsequent p/i

ivith the sale of six dozen more. The sale was oU

series the client used to test the pulling power of hi

a month investment in the quarter hour show. Tl\

gram which has been running well over a year wo"

cially planned for the client who now spends 75%

ad budget on this and other WKEY programs.

WKEY, Covington, Va. PROGRAM: The Kitch,:



50 ILOWATTS

EANS

OWERFUL

OVERAGE
AND KMPC's signal booms into homes and autos over an area of 46,000

square miles in Southern California, where 7% million people spend more than

#9 billion yearly at retail. KMPC's power, its Music—News—Sports programming, its mike-side

personalities, make it an essential ingredient in any Southern California radio-sales

campaign. KMPC pushes even the network stations in audience shares, beats them easily

in cost-per-thousand. Ask your AM Radio Sales man!

KMPC 710 kc LOS ANGELES

50,000 watts days 10,000 watts nights

Gene Autry, President

Robert 0. Reynolds, Vice-President & General Manager

Represented Nationally by AM RADIO SALES CO.
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SMISH Aiki...
to air advertisers and their agencies

a forum on questions of current interest

What does an advertiser do ashen he can9t clear

the top tv station in a market

Sanford D. Buchsbaum
Director of Tv

E. T. Howard Company
New York, N. Y.

IT HINGES ON MERCHAND1SAB1L1TY

• If he cant clear a prime station at

a prime time, the advertiser has a num-

ber of alternatives. I will mention only

four.

(1) He can run a spot announce-

ment campaign on one or more sta-

tions in the area. However, in doing

so, he would have to forego the mer-

chandising possibilities that might

have been achieved through a big pro-

gram or "name" personality.

(2) He can choose a secondary sta-

tion on which to present his program
—and here, dollar for dollar, he may
be better off than on a prime station.

Although the audience may not be so

large, neither will the expense. In ad-

dition, an advertiser often obtains

gratis promotion, both on the air and
in other media, through such a station.

(3) He can examine the market he
wants to reach, and perhaps will find

that his intended audience may be

reached during the day. Hence, he

will get qualitative coverage on the

prime station at a lower rate.

(4) The advertiser may consider

becoming a participating sponsor, in

which case he will get big names, big

94

show and big audience. The main

difficulty in this case is that although

the station may promote the show, the

advertiser himself will generally find

merchandising almost impossible.

But I present the above alternatives

with one major consideration: mer-

chandisability.

To summarize, the advertiser may
be able to do as well without getting

a prime station at a prime time because

there is the possibility of his building

the audience with a good show on a

secondary station. At any rate, not

clearing the station he originally had

in mind should in no way deter him
from selecting one of the above alter-

natives for his campaign.

Arthur 5. faraoll

Director of Broadcast Media
Foote, Cone & Belding

New York, N. Y.

DETERMINE ADVERTISING NEEDS

• Notwithstanding the mounting

gross cost of television, the tremendous

force of this relatively new medium
has compelled advertisers to continue

to provide a place for its employment
in their media strategy. As a conse-

quence, a virtually "sold out" situation

of prime evening time on the major
stations still exists. To the advertiser

who wants to be represented in tele-

vision in an important way, this pre-

sents a serious problem. It is also a

problem for advertisers who are de-

sirous of expanding current television

activity.

With demand far outstripping sup-

ply, it has become necessary for many

advertisers to seek diverse avenues of

approach in order to overcome the ob-

stacle of unavailabilities. Usually it

takes several months and sometimes

years of negotiation to secure a good

evening franchise. This applies to

good daytime periods as well.

Before a prime television period is

secured there is a challenge to fill the

interim period with adequate advertis-

ing representation either with televi-

sion or some other media. In the ex-

treme case, an advertiser may bide his

time in another medium until the op-

portunity in television arrives.

However, cognizant of the power of

television, some advertisers will elect

to use it as effectively as possible un-

der existing conditions. A most com-

mon way is the employment of spot

announcements.

Still another way of attempting to

solve this problem is placement on a

station of other than first choice. Here

the sponsor has two things in mind,

the most optimistic being to build an

audience with a strong show. Another

purpose is to build the audience on one

station and then use the strength of the

program as a wedge in negotiations

for time on a leading station.

The pattern of some advertisers ha9

been to delay the purchase of pro-

gram time by participating in multiple

sponsored shows.

Some success has been evident dur-

ing summer seasons.

Even daytime television has been

used on a temporary basis as well as

participations in inexpensive daytime

programs. The course to be taken is

determined by the objectives and needs

of the campaign.

SPONSOR



Thomas Viscardi

Timebuyer
Kenyon & Eckhardt, Inc.

New York, N. Y.

RESEARCH THE POSSIBILITIES

• My answer is predicated on ob-

taining clearance for an adult audi-

ence; therefore, my availabilities

would have to be within the specified

hours in which a greater adult audi-

ence could be reached. These hours

would be determined by the research

department who would have such in-

formation on hand. With the research

department, we would then discuss the

time periods selected and come to a

definite decision as to what time peri-

ods would suit our product best.

If the top television station in a

particular market could not clear the

time segments required, I would
evaluate the remaining television sta-

tions in the market—giving close con-

sideration to the station, program
schedule, or any pertinent data that

would lead to a good spot buy, such

as adjacencies to the spot offered, the

rating of the preceding and following

shows, the competition at the time, etc.

In many instances, the less impor-

tant station may be bought on a two-

for-one basis thus providing the equiv-

alent in value and audience to the

number one station. In the event that

the analysis indicates that the less im-
portant station, together with the top

station, still does not meet with our
standards as to good available spots,

we would then revert our attention to

spot radio. This would only be done
when all data on the availabilities in-

dicate that we should do so.

I would concentrate on early morn-
ing and late afternoon spot radio, em-
ploying the research department to

determine the time segments in which
the greater adult audience would be
reached. * • •
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TO CLEVELAN DERS . . .

ALL Business is LOCAL • . .

BRIGHT
CLIENTS
Advertise
and Sell

with

WSRS

SMART
PEOPLE

Enjoy Listening

and Buying

with

WSRS

GREATER CLEVELAND'S NUMBER 1 STATION

MORE MUSIC. . . MORE NEWS . . . MORE OFTEN

John E. Pearson Co., National Representatives

The Community Information Station with the AL
.
L'A^EMC-.. Family Appeal

<4> and only one
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In the Baltimore market /'

St
one station

*'*

delivers the most listeners

at the lowest cost per thousand

\A#CDD Baltimore's Best Bviy
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GET THE
LION'S
SHARE

PULSE (Dec. 1955) PROVES WICS
CHANNEL 20 HAS THE AUDIENCE
THAT MAKES SALES

TOP 15 ONCE A-WEEK
SHOWS:

WICS has 10
STA. B 5
STA. C

TOP 10 MULTI-WEEKLY
SHOWS:

WICS has 8
STA. B 1

STA. C 1

CHECK THESE RATINGS OF TOP
NETWORK, FILM, & LOCAL SHOWS
Gillette Fights 50.5
Groucho Marx . . 42.0
Lux Video Theater
Ford Theater

39.4
38.0

Dragnet 37.5
George Gnbel
Red Barber's Corner
Big Story

35.5
_ _. 36.0

34.8
Perry Como Show 30.5
Pontiac Pow Wow (Feature) _
It's a Great Life
Chewy Show

. .. 30.0
29.5
29.0

Caesar's Hour
Waterfront

28.5
27.5

Soldiers of Fortune .. _. .

1 Am The Law
27.0

... .. .26.0
Million $$ Movie
Howdy Doody ... .

- 25.5
... .. 25.3

Roy Rogers Show _
US Steel Hour .. .

TV News Final . ..

. 24.5
.. 24.4

...24.0
Tennessee Ernie .... 13.2
NBC Matinee Theater
Ding Dong School

12.8
11,7

Home .. - ... 9.7
Today .... . . 7.9

P| II O Penetration:
1 L U Conversion:

66.8%
99.8%

GET ALL THE FACTS ABOUT ONE OF THE
BEST SMALLER TV MARKETS IN THE U S

AND
THE LION'S SHARE OF AUDIENCE IN
ILLINOIS' STATE CAPITAL MARKET

BUY:

•PRIMARy

ILLINOIS^STATE CAPITAL MARKET

SPRINGFIELD, ILLINOIS
For Availabilities call, write, or wire WICS direct

or Young Television Corp.
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such as this.

For this reason, I intend to devote today's message to a

Portrait of The Real Adman—not just any old one—but

A Good Real Adman.
This train of thought began the other day when some of

us were talking about a friend who had just been given a

raft of new responsibilities. In our own clumsy way we were

trying to analyze why we, in a service department of an ad-

vertising agency, were so much in accord with the manage-

ment's move. (A rarity!)

"He's sort of what's meant by the Ideal Account Man,"
one of the boys said half apologetically. And then we
started to ponder. Why was this man the ideal? What did

he do—and what did he not do?

The "he" referred to is named Ed. He's big and good

looking and begets confidence. He oozes it. More impor-

tant it becomes infectious in the right places. For example,

clients catch it quick—and that's especially important to the

drones in the service departments.

When Ed opens a meeting he may say something as novel

as "We appreciate your giving us the time" or "Rather than

waste any of your day myself, I'd like to turn the meeting

over to Mr. Crorny." But no matter what he says, his pres-

ence makes everything that follows seem right. The adver-

tiser is more at ease. The folks doing the presenting feel

more welcome and better believed; hence they perform better.

Ed has a way of working with the various service depart-

ments in the agency that closes the gap between account man
and creative personnel. So many of his contemporaries

widen it. Writers, artists, production folks get the feeling

with Ed that their jobs and their talents are of value to the

account. Quite a contrast to the usual relationship which is

one of lord-of-the-manor and serf. No wonder Ed gets more

time from these people—and far better work.

Ed has a faculty for understanding the overall pitch with-

out having to live through every step. He gets the idea

quickly and soundly and as he is acclimating himself to it,

he isn't on the lookout for ways to change things.

He understands all about markups and profits-per-case

and P and L statements and Rack Jobbers and pack-ins and

banding—those frightening areas which send the creative

folks to the nearest tavern. You can hear him discussing

these items with the client but he never inflicts them on the

agency's service personnel.

He is a no-martini man at lunch.

He is a hard worker spending long hours on the job.

He likes hunting, fishing, antiques and his family.

For the above reasons, he will never be able to sell the

story of his life to Hollywood. Not even for a low-budgeted

"art" release. * * *

SPONSOR

J



THE MUSKETEERS

Brand new— a tremendous sales opportunity

Contact your nearest office of

ABC FILM SYNDICATION, Inc.
10 EAST 44TH STREET, NEW YORK 17«OXford 7-5880

CHICAGO • HOLLYWOOD • DALLAS • ATLANTA • SAN FRANCISCO • NEW ENGLAND (Westfield, Mass.)
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Mr\ Timebuyer:

Here's a station

geared to produce

low - cost sales

results because it's

programmed to

reach the adult

audience— the

people who buy

most of the goods

advertised on radio.

For the best buy

in radio in

Jacksonville

Florida,

there's nothing like

the incomparable

Ted Chapeau . .

.

Top man for

16 years.

Andhe'sonWJHP

radio with rates

and ratings worthy

of comparison.

WJHP radio

Jacksonville

Florida

Brady looks at work with John Crawford, copy supervisor of K&E, Chicago

agency profile Barrett Brady
V.p., Copy chief

K&E, New York

Barrett Brady, K&E v.p. and copy chief, has just initiated a new

system of "copy-soul-searching" for the agency. It started on 16

February with a seminar ("cocktails and dinner to help the mood")

between copy supervisors and agency research men.

"It's a pretty common problem in agencies to have to encourage

everyone to use all they know to best advantage," Brady told spon-

sor. "We decided on these seminars to do just that."

After an address by Bill Lewis, K&E president, on "New attitudes

towards old clients," the session got down to brass tacks of the

mechanics of good selling copy.

"In fact, Bill Lewis didn't even stay for dinner," Brady added

with a grin. It's his proof that he's keeping top management from

cramping the style of these copy discussions.

"After dinner we showed a reel of what we consider 10 K&E tv

commercials at their best and five at their worst, followed by an

hour-and-a-half group discussion," Brady said.

Brady is a grey-haired, crew-cut man with a tendency to shy away

from strong verbal commitments. He referred frequently to the

"tv portions of the K&E bible," particularly the thumbs chart

(thumbs up, thumbs down) to explain his criteria of effective tv

commercials.

"Of course, we use Schwerin and our own research surveys to

check up on our creative standards," said he, leafing through the

thin, but apparently influential "bible" pamphlet.

"Take the demonstration principle," he continued. "We did one

commercial for the new RCA portable phonographs that was highly

successful. A gal stood on a ladder with one of the new phonograph

models. Our camera was under a plate of glass looking up at her.

She dropped the RCA model and another one. The RCA one was

completely unharmed. That's demonstration!

"It's a dramatic presentation of a major copy theme. Why, we're

planning to drop the phonograph out of a helicopter next."

A long-time copywriter himself, Brady once thought of writing

"loftier things." But he liked advertising well enough to spend close

to three decades in it. One of his four children has already fol-

lowed in his footsteps. * * *
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D. ZELIERBACH Portrait by Fabian Bachrach

"Good business

is for everybody. .

.

t Crown Zellerbach we have 24,000 employees who,
ke the company, have bills to pay, plans to finance,

nd emergencies to anticipate. This requires saving.

"Crown Zellerbach saves a portion of its annual in-

ome in U. S. Government securities. This saving is safe,

v'stematic and, with interest, profitable. Our employees
)llow the same 'Good business' practice through the

ayroll Savings Plan.

"At our Camas, Washington, paper mill, for instance,

,654 employees out of a total of 2,640 set aside a por-

on of their income last year and bought over $450,000
/orth of U. S. Savings Bonds on the Payroll Savings

r

Plan. To them this means money for the goods of today,

the ambitions of tomorrow, and the security of the fu-

ture. And this way of saving has the same advantages
for an individual as for a company— a safe investment,

a convenient method, and a profitable return.
" 'Good business', then, is not just for business. 'Good

business' which includes systematic saving in Govern-
ment bonds is for everybody."

J. D. ZELLERBACH, President
Crown Zellerbach Corporation

Chairman, Committee for Economic Development
Chairman, IXational Manpower Council

If you do not have the Payroll Savings Plan ... or if you
have the Plan and employee participation is less than
50% . . . write to Savings Bond Division, U. S. Treasury
Department, Washington, D. C. Your State Sales Di-
rector will be glad to help you express your agreement
with Mr. Zellerbach. . ."Good business is for everybody."

The United States Government does not pay for this advertising. The Treasury Department

thanks, for their patriotic donation, the Advertising Council and

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS, INC.
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Betty Lee

Star of

WOMAN'S PAGE
WAP I 1:05 to 1:15 Monday- Friday

NOON EDITION
WABT 12 to 12:30 Monday- Friday

What interests women in and around

Birmingham? Features, people, news

... as presented by Betty Lee! A typi-

cal young mother and housewife with

more than typical experience, Betty

Lee knows how to reach and hold

women. A leading figure in music and

dramatic circles of the city, her public

appearances help her to present an

arresting account of happenings in the

woman's world.

Stars Sell on

Alabama's

greatest RADIO station

Birmingham

Represented by John Blair & Co.

Southeast, Harry Cummings

greatest TV station

Birmingham

Represented by BLAIR-TV

100

Continued

from

page 24

jockeys play, as long as they stick to the tops and don't re-

peat too often. After all, variety is what we're after."

Variety, yes, but not hash! Haphazard, indifferent or just

plain sloppy programing of radio music has always appalled

me. With such a wide variety of material available on so

many different labels and particularly now on long playing

records, there seems no excuse for not utilizing this material.

Nearly all the record companies will provide stations with

services on both classical and popular single records and

albums. These services make it possible for stations to re-

ceive the recordings at far below even the wholesale price.

For example, long playing records which retail at $3.98 or

even more, cost radio stations only about 50^ apiece.

The managers who object to paying for records are to my
mind being quite ridiculous. Most music and news stations

I

would be lost without records. I feel that most of the squawks !

from stations about a service charge being unfair are com-

pletely unreasonable. After all, under these plans the rec-

ord companies make little or no money. The charge is

merely to cover costs. In addition to the disks, many record

companies provide free programing aids including scripts,

biographical material on artists and even sales suggestions.

But getting back to the main point about music program-

ing: With just a little effort and imagination some really

listenable shows can be planned. A manager should first

of all be sure that a qualified person is programing his

shows, not some announcer-disk jockey-music authority, or

perhaps the title is "librarian." Often this title is bestowed

upon a girl recently out of high school after a brief indoc-

trination by the program director. And then there are the

middle-aged "career girls" who "always liked music." These

are authorities on music programing? Certainly not, and

yet you would be staggered if you knew how many similar

types are now acting as librarians with full say on music

played at radio stations all over the country.

Stations should build outstanding libraries of the finest

recorded music available by taking advantage of at least two

of the major companies' package plans. Be sure each and

every record received is carefully auditioned before it goes

on the air. Then make certain a qualified person programs

the right music at the right time.

Jack Ellsworth

I am surveying a substantial number of stations on the

question of whether or not they do subscribe to the disk

company services Jack discusses, and in an early issue I

hope to present the results of this survey. What are your

feelings about this whole matter? • ••

SPONSOR



portrait of a station ..

.

D

IMPORTANT NEWS to this young man—and
to over 250 communities who depend on WGY
each morning for news of local school closings

—the only area station to provide this service.

SERVICE IS IMPORTANT in this rich 33-

county area—one reason listeners prefer WGY
3-to-l over all competing stations. Service is im-

portant to our customers, too, because ....

EXTRA SERVICE means EXTRA SALES in this EXTRA-SPECIAL MARKET

WGY
a General Electric Station . . . Schenectady, N. Y.

Represented Nationally by Henry I. Christal Co.

New York, Boston, Chicago, Detroit, San Francisco
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Aggressive use of KFSD-TV gives San Diego store a new life

New vitality has been injected into

an established business through the

lavish use of imaginative salesman-

ship and tv advertising.

Alvin Strep, owner of Teller's Fur-

niture, appliance, jewelry and car-

peting store in San Diego, found that

his facilities had become outmoded in

their downtown location. By moving

into an old vacant bakery warehouse

opposite Sear's no. 1 U.S. retail outlet.

Strep improved on his location. He
provided customers with parking space

sponsors two first-run movies a week

as well as all the home games of the

San Diego Padres. The ball games

alone cost $60,000.

In referring to Teller's commercials,

which are handled by Strep personally,

Bob Lee says, "Alvin Strep's low-pres-

sure, humble and sincere approach to

selling his merchandise is the best we

have seen since watching Jim Moran,

the Courtesy Man, talking about his

Hudson automobiles back in Chi-

cago." -k -k -k

Tv's Dude Bob interviews Al Strep; mc Rod Sherry with model at Strep's grand re-opening

through an agreement with Sear's

managers who appreciated the in-

creased flow of business created by

Teller's.

In preparation for the store's grand

opening, Strep bought the Late Movie

for one year on KFSD-TV and pur-

chased over 1,000 radio announcements

that specifically promoted the opening

day hoopla. Also for the opening,

Strep bought a four hour remote tele-

cast over KFSD-TV, which originated

from the sidewalk in front of the store

as well as from the store itself.

To keep things moving during that

remarkable 240 minutes, the town's top

entertainers combined talents with the

station's top announcers and artists

who were all MC'd by tv cowboy Dude
Bob. (Bob is Strep's ad agent Robert

E. Lee. They met in 1944 when Strep

was flying the Hump from India to

China and Bob was in the Special

Services.)

Since the opening six months ago,

Teller's has become the biggest outlet

of its kind in the city and Strep now

Big Hike rolls on sponsor's
doorstep in Houston, Texas

K-NUZ, Houston, Tex. gets an "A"
for showmanship with its latest bid

for public attention and sponsor ap-

proval. The gimmick is an eye-catch-

ing mobile studio called "Big Mike,"

designed by Station Manager David

H. Morris and custom-built under the

supervision of K-NUZ engineer Ed
Martin. It has been teamed up with a

station wagon known as "Big Mike
No. 2" which handles the towing chore.

The studio derives its name from its

unusual construction which is along

the lines of a giant microphone. It

will be used primarily for disk jockey

shows originating from sponsors' busi-

ness locations, as well as for special

events coverage.

The interior of the "Big Mike" is

air conditioned, fitted with leather up-

holstery and thick carpeting. Two rec-

ord turntables, a switching console,

a tape recorder and public address sys-

tem make up the studio's array of

electronic equipment. * * *

Musical bus plugs KEX dj's
and entertains passengers

A "musical bus" is used by KEX,
Portland, Oregon to promote a quintet

of disk jockeys known as the station's

"Big 5." Each week the unique bus is

assigned to a different part of town.

It will be kept in circulation until all

the city's bus routes have been covered.

The brightly painted mobile ad has
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"Big Mike" studio wins "A" for showmanship

KEX bus creates a holiday air in Portland

music piped in, minus commercials,

and passenger reaction has been most

favorable. Promotion Manager Chris

Christensen says drivers on the line re-

port a holiday atmosphere even on

Monday mornings. A rooftop slogan,

for those who might see the bus from

their windows, reads: "Don't jump

. . . stay alive with the big 5." * * *

\ ou it a & Rubicatn exhibits
Maine paintings bg Etnier

Mr. Stephen Etnier, one of America's

major contemporary artists, recent-

ly concluded an exhibit planned espe-

cially for the staff of Young & Rubicam

at the advertising agency's New York

offices. The show, which ran two

weeks, included a brilliant selection of

paintings done by the artist in his

adopted state of Maine.

According to Mr. Francis Smith,

business manager of Y&R's art depart-
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merit and supervisor of art buying,

this was the first "easel painting" show

that Y&R has put on. "The purpose

of the shows," he said, "is to raise the

caliber of stuff in the art department

Work by Stephen Etnier at Young & Rubicam

generally." Mr. Smith also pointed out

that he would be very pleased if any

Y&R clients became interested in using

Etnier's work commercially. * * *

Briefly . . .

Free & Peters officials Russ Wood-

ward, executive v.p. and director of

radio; and Lloyd Griffin, v.p. and di-

rector of tv, named Robert Somerville

and Otis Williams "Colonels-of-the-

Year" for outstanding personal devel-

opment and sales performance during

1955 in behalf of the radio and tv sta-

tions represented by the firm.

Griffin, Williams, Somerville, and Woodward

Commercial tv film production

during 1955 grossed $25,000,000 ac-

cording to estimates announced by
"Ross Reports on Television," a New
York tv information service. The
report also stated that Transfilm, Inc.

was the largest producer accounting

for 8 to 10% of the total dollar volume
for the industry. Sarra, Inc. of Chi-

cago and Kling Film productions of

Chicago & Hollywood follow Trans-

film volumewise. United World Films

and Hal Roach Studios, both of Holly-

wood, are believed to be the largest

West Coast commercial film pro-

ducers. All standings are based on
estimates of dollar volume grossed as

result of commercials produced. * * *

it's a matter of record!

WCUE spins more pop platters, more

often; plays the sweetest music, all day

long. WCUE gives the home folks more

news, more often; reports on their neigh-

bors, brings the whole world into their

homes. You're right on CUE . . . it's

a matter of record.

more MUSIC
more NEWS
more OFTEN

WCJM?
Akron'j only independent .we're home folks

Tim Elliot, President

John E. Pearson Co., Na*ional Representatives

PAL/^</
"Just had my PULSE taken . . . and the

Doc tells me I'm the healthiest pup he's
seen.

"According to the November 1955
PULSE, we're in 1st or 2nd place in 25
quarler-hour periods; with an 8.2 average
between 7:45 and 9:45 AM, and an 8.5
average from 4:00 PM to sign-off.

"We're the only station on the eastern
coast of the Carolinas serving the Negro
market exclusively. Here are just a few
of the folks in the kennel: BC, Carnation
Milk, Carter's Pills, Dolcin, Ex-Lax, Feen-
amint, Johnson & Johnson, Kraft Mayon-
naise, Kool-Aid, Monticello Drug, St.

Joseph Aspirin, Schmidt's Beer, Sinclair,
Stanback, Vaseline, Wildroot.

"They rely on us— because they've
learned from experience w-PAL delivers
. . . and at a lower cost-per-thousand than
any other Charleston station.

"Speaking for myself, I'm a dog who
has his day—seven days a week!"

w-PAL
of Charleston

South Carolina

Represented by

Forjoe & Company
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SEALY MATTRESS
{Continued from page 31)

Currently, for the annual four- to

eight-week anniversary promotion that

began 15 January, copy features the

"75th, Diamond Anniversary" sale,

during which the company's $59.50

"Natural Rest" mattress is reduced to

$39.95 and similar price cuts are of-

fered. Another price promotion,

"Golden Sleep," is pulled off during

late spring. At the end of the year,

extra weight is put on the "Posture-

pedic."

Gimmichs give Roberts a running

start. He may open by fondling a

handful of clay and talk about how, if

you were made of clay, you wouldn't

mind being lumped up when you sleep

on just any old sagging mattress. Or
he may turn off a lamp and sympathize

with you suffering insomniacs who
commence your writhing after the

lights go out.

Here's one in which he shows a

horse-shoe, four-leaf clover, and rab-

bit's foot. He says:

"Right here I have some well-known

good luck tokens ... a horseshoe, and

a rabbit's foot . . . and this is a four-

leaf clover. They may work in some
cases, but when it comes to a good
night's sleep—that's not a matter of

luck. However, we can guarantee that

restful, refreshed sleep that means so

much to your health and disposition.

Yes, that's the kind of sleep you'll get

from a Sealy Posturepedic mattress

with exclusive comfort-gard.

"You see, that important comfort-

gard feature eliminates the 'slumber

sag' that strains your muscles all night

long, and keeps you waking and ach-

ing. And the Sealy Posturepedic with

exclusive comfort-gard puts an end t(

the 'slumber slab' mattress—the kinc

that's not really firm, just plain hard

rigid and unyielding. Result—you'n

not supported, you're distorted.

"But Sealy's Posturepedic with ex

elusive comfort-gard automatically ad-

justs your body to comfortably cor-

rect sleeping posture to posture per-

fect sleep. It's the world's largest

selling mattress designed in coopera-

tion with leading orthopedic sur-

geons!"

Then a wind-up that incorporates the

Sealy guarantee and tells viewers

where the product can be bought:

"The Sealy Posturepedic with exclu

sive comfort-gard is guaranteed for

20 years when used in conjunction

with a Sealy Posturepedic matching

foundation. You owe it to yourself

Remember, sleeping on a Sealy is

like sleeping on a cloud!"

I. New stations on air*

CITY & STATE
CALL

LETTERS
CHANNEL

NO.
ON-AIR
DATE

ERP (kw)"
Visual

Antenna
(ft)*"

NET
AFFILIATION

STNS.
ON AIR

SETS IN
MARKETt

(000)
PERMITEE, MANAGER,

I

ROSEBURG, ORE. KPIC 10 Feb. 5.42 1,000 South West Ore. Tv Bcstg. Co

II. New construction permits*

any * STATE CALL
LETTERS

CHANNEL
NO.

DATE OF GRANT ERP (kw)"
Visual

Antenna
(ft)"*

STATIONS
ON AIR

SETS IN
MARKETt

(000)
PERMITEE, MANAGER. RAC

HOT SPRINGS, ARK.

NEW ORLEANS, LA.3

HAGAMAN, N. Y.

CHATTANOOGA, TENN.

9

8

29

3

16 Feb.

16 Feb.

8 Feb.

8 Feb.

151

25.7

251

100

660

380

700

1130

WDSU-TV 139,000
WJMR-TV
WCKG-TV

WDEF-TV 166,123

Video Independent Theatre*, Iik

Greater New Orleans Education,

Foundation, Inc.

Hudson Valley Bcstg. Co. Inc.

Mountain City TV, Inc.

fIf . New applications

CITY 4 STATE CHANNEL
NO.

DATE
FILED

ERP (kw)"
Visual

Antenna
(ft)*"

ESTIMATED
COST

ESTIMATED
1ST YEAR

OP. EXPENSE
TV STATIONS
IN MARKET APPLICANT, AM AFFIL!

ST. PAUL, MINN.3

VICTORIA, TEXAS 19

11 Feb.

11 Feb.

52.2

0.5

616 $394,049 $175,000

305 $67,535 $84,000

KEYD-TV
KSTP-TV
WCCO-TV
WTCN-TV

Twin City Area Educational Tv I

0. L. Nelms d/b as Victoria Ti

BOX SCORE U. S. stations on air.. 444 Markets covered 294

•Both new c.p's and stations going on the air listed here are those which occurred between
28 November and 9 December or on which information could be obtained in that period. Stations
are considered to be on the air when commercial operation starts. "Effective radiated power.

104

Aural power usually is one-half the visual power. "'Antenna height above a""8' ie '

above ground), tlnformition on the number of sets in markets not from NBC Kese

sists of estimates from the stations or reps and must be deemed approximate, Bjnwi-c
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On Channel 8, San Diego gets all

the news all the time.

With ratings as high as 33.8° on
locally produced news programs.

San Diego has more people

making more news
and watching more news on Channel 8

than ever before.

'San Diego Nielson TV report, January, 1956

KFMB
WRATHER-ALVAREZ BROADCASTING. INC SAN DIF.CO. CALIF.

Id I'KFM NlhU L1Y PETRV

America's more market
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YOU CAN COVER
87 COUNTIES IN
KANSAS, OKLA-
HOMA, MISSOURI
AND ARKANSAS BY
USING THE "MOST
LISTENED TO"
STATION IN
SOUTHEAST
KANSAS-

NORTHEAST
OKLAHOMA.

John E. Pearson Co. Nat'! Rep.

. . In The 11-County Core
of Our Coverage Area—

Pulse* Proves

Audiences Prefer

WRBL-TV

4CHANNEL
•Area Telepulse, Nov. 1955

Share of Audience

CBS

ABC

DAYTIME

WRBL-TV 64

Station B 27

Misc. 9

NIGHTTIME

WRBL-TV 62

Station B 27

Misc. 1

1

The top 48 weekly and multi-

weekly shows are on WRBL-TV

CALL HOLLINGBERY CO.

(Slide showing girl doing just that,

followed by pictures of the storefronts

of six local dealers, and their ad-

dresses.)

The filmed commercial goes more
penetratingly into the quality con-

struction story—the button-free sur-

face "no buttons, no bumps, no lumps,"

the tru-balance innerspring unit, sturdy

cord handles and eight ventilators, etc.

After the play, the sign-off, incor-

porating the Sealy lullabye:

"Sleep on a Sealy,

Your spine on a line.

Wake up each morning

Feeling just fine.

No tossing, no turning,

No backaches for you.

When you sleep on a Sealy

You sleep the night through!"

That's the format used since the

Playhouse got under way July 1954 on

WABC-TV where it ran for 15 consec-

utive months using Ford Theatre re-

runs. Sealy dropped off last October,

resumed on the DuMont outlet 16

January, inheriting the time slot form-

erly occupied by Featurama, a 45-

minute collection of short filmed sub-

jects likewise livehosted which moved

back to the spot immediately follow-

ing.

During the three special yearly pro-

motions mentioned above, Sealy sup-

plements its tv effort with radio

participations and spot announcements

on d.j. and local personality programs

(Dorothy & Dick, Bob & Ray, Ted

Brown, Jack Lacey, others). But this

is only sporadic; of the total air media

budget, tv gets about 93%, radio 7%.
In addition there are full pages in

the New York Daily News, a few times

during each promotion, listing the

names and addresses of local dealers

handling the Sealy line; billboards

direct mail, an occasional spread in

Life.

It was Getschal who switched the

account to air media; before he

stepped in, the mainstays were cooper-

ative newspaper and outdoor media.

In 1950 he put them on radio with late

p.m. and early a.m. announcements,

then moved to tv in 1952 and Barry

Gray, Sealy 's primary voice from then

till 1954.

"What we like about the current

format," says Tuttle, "is that we can

really merchandise it—not only to our

customers but to the dealers and our

own sales force. This month, for

example, we're going to begin showing

pictures of our 20 salesmen on the

program. We figure this should estab

lish confidence in them on the part o

their dealer prospects.

"And, of course, with a five-day-a

week, round-the-year program, we hav<

an excellent opportunity to build uj

familiarity among consumers."

Continual mailings keep retailers

posted on the firm's promotion activi

ties and remind them how the tv pro

gram particularly presells the market

and promotes the Sealy dealer. Point

of-sale material also tells about the

program, and reminds the consumei

to tune in.

Last month salesmen from Seal)

plants all over the country convened

for their annual two-day seminar in

Chicago. Nearly 500 men were there

to learn what's new about the products

and how they were being promoted.

Many evinced interested in the New
York-New Jersey effort and indicates

they were considering various ways to

use tv and/or radio in their own

market areas.

Back East, meanwhile, the sponsors

of the Playhouse confidently expect

their sales curve to gain another 20$
over last year's figures. The New York

plant, headed by Pres. Max Kligman

and Exec v.p. and General Manager

Eugene Kligman, along with Tuttle.

now does 60-65% of the total business

in the area. Max Lewis and Samuel

Hertz are partners in the New Jersey

firm, which accounts for the remaining

35-40%.

How successful the tv format?

In recent years the company has

never been lower than second and is

often first in every market in terms of

sales volume. * * *

"But, papa—KRIZ Phoenix say no

smoke-um pipe—smoke-um R. C.

Dun cigars!"
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DRAMATIC SCRIPTS
(Continued from page 38)

of loneliness yourself, or you've known

someone very much like Marty.

Either way you can identify very

closely with the experiences Marty

has. In a sense, you are "re-living"

Marty's story. You wish people

wouldn't pester him about getting mar-

ried. You hope he'll overcome his

shyness and invite out the girl at

the dance. You are happy with

Marty when you realize that this girl

would be a wonderful wife for him.

Therefore, the next evaluation must

be: Is the subject matter interesting

to you? Do you respond to the ac-

ion of the story? It follows that the

lext consideration is the characters

A the story. In the same way that

,ou must believe in the story, you

nust also believe in the characters.

{. Honest characters: If the script

ou're checking doesn't have honest,

lelievable characters, that script is in

lot water. You must be able to say

ibout the characters— the leading

haracter in particular—that you care

or him. You must identify with him.

Cither root for him or for his down-

all. Even if he's a villian you must

are what happens to him. You must

espond to the characters as you re-

pond to the story.

Take Mr. Roberts, for instance,

vhich wasn't a television play but is

play you've probably seen on Broad-

vay or in the movies. From the mo-

nent the play starts, you care what

lappens to Mr. Roberts because he is

vritten honestly and believably. He
las a will of his own. He has both

ood and bad qualities. He is not

ne-sided. He can hate another man,

s he does the captain. He can also

e completely devoted to many men,

s he is to his crew.

His relationship with the other char-

cters in the script is clear and well

eveloped. (This is another aspect of

haracterization that you must check

or: A developed, believable interre-

itionship of the characters in the

cript.) Mr. Roberts has specific feel-

rigs about every other person on the

hip, just as a real person has specific

Selings about every person he knows.

There is only one type of character

ou will never care for—a stereotype.

ou don't care because in real life

here are no stereotypes. Every sin-

le human being is different.

What is a stereotype? A stereotype

has no will of his own. He's nothing

more than a puppet talking and mov-
ing about to suit the author's purpose.

Usually you can predict when he ap-

pears on screen what the entire course

of his action will be.

Let's look for an example at one

much over-used stereotype, the New
York City cop. How is he portrayed?

He's glib, fast-talking (perhaps with

a Brooklyn accent) and two-fisted. He
doesn't even have to be wearing a uni-

form to identify him as a New York
City stereotype cop—you know it al-

ready.

Well, no matter how many of the

20,000 N.Y.C. cops you talked to,

you'd never find one like this stereo-

type. You'd never find any two cops

who were exactly alike. No two would

respond identically to a given situa-

tion, would have identical patterns of

speech, physical mannerisms, habits

or a thousand and one other char-

acter traits. Each is different.

And why does a stereotype ever

come into being in a script? Simply

because the author hasn't taken the

time to create a real, living-and-

breathing human being.

The moment a character in a script

ceases to be believable, or if a char-

acter is never believable, that's the

time to put a big question mark on the

front page of the script. This is a

script to think more about before

giving a yes or a no.

4. Dramatic contMict: With a good

story and good characters, the author

has the two fundamental materials for

building a good script. However, the

materials alone are not enough. Just

as an architect must use his materials

to construct a strong building, so must

the writer.

Once the script starts, you don't

want the viewers to lose interest—you

want it to keep mounting higher and

higher. Therefore, the story and the

characters must be given the strongest

possible support and guidance.

How can you spot poor construc-

tion? What are the key points to

check for? First of all, the script must

dramatize the story and the characters

—the audience must see what's going

on before their own eyes.

The early Greeks started drama by

someone telling a story about a hero,

his battles, his victories, his defeats,

and a chorus sang along with the

storyteller. But the audiences soon

WLOL'S
BIG 5 DISC JOCKEYS

They keep Larry Bentson,

top man at WLOL, grinnin

24 hours a day! He knows

they call the tune for a

million -and -a -half -plus

radio listeners.

Surveys confirm WLOL's

vast popularity—its

smart programming of music,

news and sports.

Start your Northwest sales

records smiling with a

success campaign on WLOL!

THE
STATION
WITH

TOPS IN

INDEPENDENT
RADIO

MINNEAPOLIS -ST. PAUL

1330 on your dial — 5000 WATTS
LARRY BENTSON, Pres.

Wayne "Red" Williams. Mgr.

Joe Floyd, vice-pres.

Represented by AM RADIO SALES
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CREATIVE
TELEVISION
COPYWRITER

J_jong established AAAA
agency has outstanding
opportunity for a top-notch
woman to join the largest

Radio-TV department in

our area. The woman we
are seeking can create far-

hetter-than-average visual
ideas for commercials, both
live and film, plus hard-sell-

ing copy. We are a progres-
sive, friendly organization
offering unusually fine
working conditions and em-
ployee benefits. Salary open.
Please send, in confidence,
resume and samples of
work to:

E. L. THOMPSON

BALDWIN, BOWERS & STRACHAN, INC.

374 DELAWARE AVENUE

BUFFALO 2, N. Y. • MADISON 6020

grasped the idea they'd like to see

somebody impersonate the hero and

act out the story instead of just hear-

ing about it. They wanted to see their

hero on stage.

Now, this principle, may seem ob-

vious— yet many television scripts

don't give you this vital element. How
many times have you seen it violated

with important action happening off

screen? With important action nar-

rated? With hearing about important

action that happened to a character

before the script started? With a

script that confuses documentary prin-

ciples with dramatic ones? All of

these techniques fail to dramatize the

story and the characters. The more
the audience can see for themselves

—

the less they have to be told—the more
thoroughly dramatized is the script.

Drama has been defined as the rec-

ord of a pressure and a response—in

other words, a conflict. When you see

people in conflict, they grab your in-

terest faster than when you see them

in a static state. Your emotions are

more quickly stirred. The characters

themselves more quickly reveal their

own emotions when in conflict than

when they are calmly, peacefully tell-

ing how they feel.

Conflict can take many and varied

forms. Man can be in conflict with

himself, with environment, with so-

ciety, with another person or persons.

Let's examine a few conflicts. In Mr.

Roberts, Mr. Roberts is in conflict

with the captain who also personifies

Navy red tape. In A Streetcar Named
Desire, Blanche Dubois is not only in

conflict with Stanley Kowalski but also

in the way of life he represents. Joe

Boneparte in Golden Boy is in con-

flict with society. He wants to be a

musician but society doesn't pav musi-

cians as much as they pay prizefight-

ers. In Death of a Salesman Willie

Loman's major conflict is with him-

self but it is also externalized with his

son, Biff.

Thus, in the script before you, you

must find the conflict. You must

search it out, define it, be sure you

know where it is. Sometimes the con-

flict is not immediately obvious. But

you must know it is there and pin-

point it for yourself.

5. Build to climax: The next ele-

ment to check for is progression.

From the moment the play begins it

must constantly build higher and high-

er. It must constantly march forward,

faster, harder, inexorably, to tht

final climax. It must never slip back

never sag. If this happens, the audi

ence loses interest and is apt to gc

channel-hopping on their tv set.

You can check for progression ir

several ways. Once you've found the

conflict of the play, you can check tc

see if your characters take definite

action to accomplish their goals. Whal

steps do your characters take tc

achieve their aim despite opposition?

Do these steps, in turn, lead to coun-

tersteps from the opposition? Does

this make for further complications?

This will check whether there is prog-

ress in the action of the script or

merely one beginning point of crisis

that never develops further. The ac-

tion must march ahead!

Your characters should progress as

well. Do they constantly grow in sta

ture and complication throughout the

play? Do they go through am
change? And, at the end, has the

leading character gone through an

emotional change? This is very im

portant. For how can the audience

have an emotional experience if the

leading character hasn't had one?

Repetition is another trap to watch

for. Nothing slows down the forward

advance of a script so fast. It is the

rare piece of information that the au-

dience must see or hear twice. They

usually get it the first time and if it

comes a second time, they say to

themselves, "We already know that.

Let's get on with the show!"

Another check is with the scenes of

the play. Is each scene essential to

the play? Does it advance the play?

Does each scene end at a high point?

Even the dialogue can reveal the

lack of progression. The moment dia-

logue becomes simply conversation

without giving new information, new

character insight, new action, script

progression goes out the window. Con-

versation in life is usually rambling,

repetitious and dull. A play must

catch conversation at its highest mo-

ments. And because a play must com-

press a great expanse of time, action

and conversation into a tight compact

unit, every line of dialogue must be

used to the fullest. Every line must

do one or more of the following: (1)

advance the plot; (2) reveal new in-

formation about the characters; (3)

add to the mood of the play; or (4)

plant a joke, be a phase of a joke, or

the payoff of a joke. Dialogue can

never be just conversation!
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When you've got a script with all

the preceding elements, you're prac-

tically in. The only thing left is to

see that the most is made of them

—

to determine if these positives are

accentuated to the fullest.

6. Focus and mood: Exactly what

is meant by focus? In what way does

it contribute to the effectiveness of a

script? Essentially, focus keeps the

entire show in perspective. The sharp-

er the focus, the more your reactions

are controlled, guided, molded, direc-

ted, toward a dramatic experience.

Certainly, story, characters, dramati-

zation, conflict and progression enter

into focus. Because when any of these

elements becomes blurred, the focus

of the play becomes blurred, too. The
audience isn't quite sure how thev

are supposed to respond to the goings

on. They are confused.

One item that will add to the focus

of the play is unity of mood. Your
senses respond to moods very quickly.

A dark, dimly lighted hallway savs

"danger." A bright, gayly lighted

hallway says
;

'fun." Thus, if the net

effect of the script is to be serious or

tragic, the mood should not be light

or frivolous. Likewise, a comedy can-

not be somber and serious in mood.
This does not mean that either type

of play cannot have shadings of the

other mood; they should simply be in

keeping with the primary mood.
A convenient checkpoint to see if

the author maintains a unity of mood
is the end of each act. This is the

point the viewer leaves the play for a

few minutes. You want him to go
away knowing the mood of the play.

'This reminds me—Six Points Hard-

ware on KRIZ Phoenix is advertis-

ing new screens."

For this reason each act should end in

the mood of the play. A comedy, for

example, in a laugh. A serious play

on a serious note.

Some scripts carry unity of mood
too far. That's all they have. There's

no conflict, no progression—just mood.
This isn't good either. As one plav-

write so clearly put it, "Mood spelled

backwards is doom."
Another aspect of focus is unitv of

style. If the style of a play is realistic,

it should remain realistic from begin-

ning to end. You don't want to be

suddenly jarred by a flight into fan-

tasy, for example. It would only

baffle you.

Thus, the script you are examining

will be considerably enhanced by a

unity of mood and of style. Thev will

help maintain the focus of the play.

7. Writing quality: Finally, look

for quality in the ivriting. In every-

one— every single person — there is

quality in speech and thought. They

don't have it all the time: they might

have it only rarely. But every so

often it comes out. A feeling or a

desire or a hope is beautifully ex-

pressed. Since dialogue in a script

catches conversation at its highest

spots, it should capture this beaut\.

too.

Is the author's choice of story and

of characters imaginative and excit-

ing? Does he avoid the hackneyed?

It boils down to this: Can the author

not only give a script real, honest,

believable characters and story—but

also add a feeling of quality, of worth-

whileness, of beauty to them?

Obviously, one can't put down in

seven basic steps what will make a

hit show or one that is not a hit. If it

were that simple, all that a person

would have to do is to have the check-

list before him, see that the script con-

tained all seven and say that he had

a hit on his hands. This is not the

case. There are other factors that

enter in. The main one is a sort of

intuitiveness about a script, a feeling

that it will be a great production, that

people will fall in love with it/ This

is the sixth sen«e great producers have.

But with a checklist such as the one

here, you can narrow down the field,

weed out the stuff that hasn't a possi-

bility of making the grade. What's

left will be good. The only question

remaining is the degree of goodness.

That's the difference between a great

hit and a good play. * * *
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AGENCIES' 15%
{Continued from page 29)

historical accidents. There is a mea-

sure of agreement among agency ex-

ecutives that a more scientific system

of compensation may be created one

day. But the great virtue of status

quo. SPONSOR was told repeatedly, is

that it provides the best possible uni-

formity and stability.

The thinking goes this way : The eco-

nomics of the agency business dictate

the amount of compensation necessary

to cover servicing an account. If you

drop commissions on talent and pro-

duction costs and set up some new
form of compensation, advertisers will

be forced to take either less servicing

or pay fees equalling the commissions

today.

Mainly, you'd be opening the way
for constant price negotiations. Clients

may become prey to presentations

based not on maximum ability to

serve but rather on minimum price of

service.

This could be the start of a com-

petitive "gasoline war" which in the

end would hurt everyone. And it could

end up making the already complex

KIFN
Tested and Approved by

NATIONAL ADVERTISERS!
Fulltime Spanish-
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ONLY Business!

We're Known

by the

Companies We
KEEP!
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agency-advertiser relationship a fiscal

j ungle.

"If one agency offers to work for

10% of the net work cost, while an-

other works for 12%, the possibilities

for irritation would be endless," said

an agency treasurer. "Agency-client

relationships would become a perpetual

questioning and counter-questioning.

And furthermore, clients would face an

additional fee system that would neces-

sarily grow up to fill in the gap be-

tween agency income and the normal

cost of over-all cost operations."

5. Cost of commercials: How do

you price an idea? The idea for an

egg dropping into boiling water and

being lifted out by a Band Aid? The
idea for a portable phonograph falling

from a ladder onto a glass plate above

the camera without shattering?

Maybe it sounds corny to the busi-

nessman to hear "What price genius?"

Yet reducing the cost of a commercial

to mechanics plus man-hours can be as

unrealistic as evaluating a painting in

terms of the cost of the paints, canvas

and man-hours of the artist. On his

three commercial minutes weekly, a

sponsor is gambling a multi-million

annual investment. He is relying on

the commercials to move tens of mil-

lions of dollars in merchandise.

The president of one radio-tv agency

pointed to three shelves in his book-

case lined with some 80 thick volumes.

"Each of those cost us $7,500 out of

pocket," he told sponsor. "They're

Gallup studies of tv copy we and our

client's competitors have used. They're

the first step we take toward successful

selling copy."

Yet tv copy research is just one and

a relatively small cost factor in putting

together a commercial. In volumes on

a shelf, research becomes tangible,

proof of agency expenditure. But what

about the writers, producers who use

all this research?

In making a commercial, the agency

tv department virtually picks up where

the print department leaves off in mak-

ing a comparable magazine ad. Even

the initial storyboard stages aren't

comparable to print layouts. The num-

ber of people involved in the thinking

and planning stages of a storyboard

bring the cost of a single storyboard to

the cost of making layouts for 16 pages

of print advertising, according to top

radio-tv executives.

When a print layout is approved,

the rest of the job can often be han-

dled by one or two good mechanic;

men. In tv, the creative talent of a

agency begins its work at this point.

"The idea for a tv commercial i

only as good as its execution," a

Roger Pryor, Foote, Cone & Beldinj

radio-tv v.p., points out.

When the storyboard is approved

agencymen go to work on casting

They may screen dozens of models, an

nouncers, actors before choosing tb

one or two or three who'll interpret th<

commercial best.

Other agencymen will screen com
mercials producers to see which on<

can do the most creative interpretatioi

of the storyboard, which one is mosi

experienced in the particular tech

niques the commercial requires. They'l

review bids from producers, evaluate

them in terms of anticipated produc

tion values and past performance.

Once the commercial has beet!

farmed out to an outside producer,

agency producers and often the tv

copywriter as well ride herd on the

production. They may go on location

with the cameraman and crew or work

in the studio, discussing the angle?

that will be most effective for the com-

mercial as a whole and the product in

particular. They'll coach the talent in

correct use of the product or how to

show it off to best advantage.

In short, 20 people may have to be

on the agency's payroll to make one tv

series, the equivalent of which two or

three men could handle in print media.

Where does the money come from to

pay for all this talent? Not from com-

missions on the cost of commercials

alone surely, agencymen state. And

they feel that the scope of efforts on tv

commercials would probably have to

be curtailed if there were reductions

iii commissions on talent expenditures.

ft. Production offices: Tv has

meant a substantial increase in agency

overhead. With the increase in film

production on the West Coast and the

PULSE Proves

Wilkes-Barre

Penna.

the front-running radio station

reaching more than a Quarter Mil-

lion radio homes.

Call Avery-Knodel, Inc.

no SPONSOR



number of live network shows origi-

nating from Hollywood, few agencies

servicing a large tv account can afford

to be without a West Coast production

office in this day and age.

"At the moment, not one of our cli-

ents has a show originating out of

Hollywood, and none of them has a

film in production there," one radio-tv

v.p. said. "But we still maintain a full-

time staff of people on the Coast be-

cause there's a lot going on in develop-

ment of new packages and new tech-

niques that we can't afford to miss out

on. Right now, our men on the Coast

aie handling some of the commercial

work, scouting out new properties, new
talent. Next week we may have to

double the Hollywood staff because a

show one of our clients buys may move
out there."

Beside the staffing and maintenance

of West Coast offices, agencies are cur-

rently absorbing the cost of sending

top agency executives like radio-tv di-

rectors, creative directors on trips to

Hollywood to unsnarl production slack-

off, revamp show formats, negotiate

with high-priced talent. The Wick
Criders, Rod Ericksons, Nick Keeselys,

Mike Kirks virtually rate Coast-to-

Coast commuting tickets.

7. High cost of other services:

An agency today is expected to render

a number of services not directly re-

lated to the creating of advertising:

marketing counsel, merchandising help,

research. Many of these services are,

of course, a natural outgrowth of the

increase in advertising budgets as a

whole and the increasing importance

of advertising in marketing. But the

growing costs of tv are also a factor

in the broadening of agency services.

An advertiser spending millions in the

medium needs these allied aids to

insure the investment.

"The trouble is that you can't iso-

late these services in terms of a specific

account," one top agency president

told sponsor. "You can point to X
number of sales promotion pieces you
did for an account, but how do you
evaluate the benefit to each client from
a high-priced market research man and
four merchandising men who are con-

stantly in the field? Cost accounting

is an approximation at best. It does

not poinpoint the increased agency

overhead resulting from larger staffs

of specialists."

A number of major agency treasur-

ers told SPONSOR that fees which agen-

cies charge for such special research

projects or merchandising don't cover

the overhead expense of staffing year-

round for the sake of being able to

provide these services. Most frequently

agencies absorb the high cost of much
collateral servicing, covering it with

commissions from media billing.

"Network tv subsidizes these serv-

ices," said one agency treasurer. "It

also tends to offset the client's costly

spot operation. Generally an agency

finds that magazine advertising is most

profitable, spot tv least.

8. Clearances, cut-ins: Just because

a time contract has been signed with

the network, doesn't mean smooth sail-

ing from there on. The client may need

to reach a particular market with his

show that's tough to clear. It may in-

volve negotiations with the affiliate in

the market and with the agencies of

the other sponsors participating in the

show. As new tv stations keep being

added, the agency needs to review the

network lineup continuously, study the

new stations and markets to evaluate

whether the existing lineup is the best.

Because of the high cost of network

tv and the increased number of sta-

tions in a basic lineup, many adver-

tisers amortize the investment by plug-

ging a number of different products on

the air. Frequently these products re-

quire more advertising weight in some

regions than in others, or else the net-

work show becomes a vehicle for in-

troducing new brands in some markets.

Network commercial cut-ins require a

great deal of additional agency polic-

ing and traffic control with the sta-

tions. * * *

SPOT RADIO
{Continued from page 33)

cigarette companies to allow publica-

tion of their activities.

Says Boerst: "These advertisers per-

sist in their refusal to participate in

the report mainly because enough sta-

tions are willing to answer their indi-

vidual questionnaires. These ques-

tionnaires overlap and duplicate each

other and are a continual source of

annoyance to stations, but it is my be-

lief that the stations continue to an-

swer the questionnaires because they

fear reprisals if they refuse to answer

them. This practice results in partial

and frequently inaccurate compilations

of activity for use by a favored few

and it seriously blocks our efforts to

establish complete coverage."

The stations last year snubbed a

proposal that would establish them as

the reporting source for a new report

to have been published jointly by

Boerst and Rorabaugh.

What makes it all so frustrating is

the general agreement by most adver-

tisers that they'd go along "if they

were sure that 'Joe' would." The adver-

tising manager of one of the big ciga-

rettes who refused to cooperate with

Boerst told SPONSOR: "If we had as-

surance that the other tobacco firms

would give their figures, we'd recon-

sider our position."

If Mark Twain were a researcher

in the broadcasting field today, chances

are he'd immortalize the situation with

a crack like that one about the weath-

er. Right now, though, there's at least

evidence that plenty of sweat is being

spent on a solution. * * *

7Mce 1/Ui<M
IN THE LAND OF
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THE ONLY CBS PROGRAMMING AVAIL-
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XT More People Who ;

y/ Can Buyli Jy

KTVX is the ONLY Oklahoma

television station with studios

in TWO major markets. This

gives your sales message a "local

flavor" throughout Eastern Okla.
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Avery-Ktiodel Representative

L. A. (Bud) BLUST
V. P. and Gen. Mgr.

BEN HOLMES, Natl. Sales Mgr.

TULSA BROADCASTING CO.
Box 9697, Tulsa, Okla.

F. Kenneth Beirn recently left the Biow-Beirn-

Toigo agency because of basic differences of opin-

ion with Mr. Blow relative to the agency's ap-

proaches to advertising plans for clients. He had
been in the top operating and planning role at

Biow (first as executive vice-president, then as

president) for seven and a half years, during which

time the agency's billings more than doubled.

Prior to Biow, Beirn headed the New York office

of Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample and was actively

involved in advertising planning for a number

of major package goods clients.

Robert D. Levitt has been named director of

national sales for Columbia Pictures' tv subsidiary

Screen Gems, Inc. V.p. John H. Mitchell said it

was another step in the continuing executive

staff expansion at the company. He added that

Levitt will concentrate on sales of the Screen Gems'

program schedule of 13 new series for the '56-57

season. Under Levitt's guidance, first as associate

publisher and then as publisher, The American

Weekly and Puck, The Comic Weekly went out of

the red into the black. The former reached an all-

time high in ad revenue after he reorganized it in '52.

Eliliu E. Harris is the new advertising director

of Television Programs of America, Inc. In making
the appointment, Milton A. Gordon, TPA presi-

dent, said that TPA will continue with the Peter

Zanphir agency which has served TPA since its for-

mation. For seven years, Harris was head of adver-

tising, sales promotion and public relations for the

Savings Bond Division of the United States Trea-

sury. Previously, he had served as advertising man-

ager for several business publications, a clothing

manufacturer and a shoe chain. In 1954-'55 he was

director of advertising and promotion for

Screen Gems, Inc.

iVot Wolff will join the National Broadcasting

Company on 1 April as Director of Program

Planning for the NBC Television Network, a

newly established position. Wolff resigned from

Young & Rubicam as v.p. in charge of creative

programing in the Radio and Television Department.

He will report directly to Thomas A. McAvity,

v.p. in charge of the NBC Television Network.

At NBC, Mr. Wolff will have creative responsi-

bilities in the field of future program planning, in-

cluding both regular and special programs. He
brings to NBC 30 years of creative experience.

112 SPONSOR



BMI
Stories
from the

Sports Record
Continuities for March

Music and sports team

up in this series devoted

to eye-witness accounts o£

dramatic action on the

winter sports scene.

March's continuity pack-

age contains 12 fifteen-

minute programs featuring

the sports of the month

. . . Basketball, baseball,

track, boxing, along

with some of the great

anecdotes of the world of

sports.

Your Station Program Department

should be receiving this script

package regularly. If not, please

write to BMI's Station Service De-

partment for "Stories from the

Sports Record."

ik "mm*. mm,, wl
BROADCAST MUSIC, INC.
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TORONTO • MONTREAL
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that can use his merchan-
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Network, Station and
Syndicated Films along with
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serving National & Local

Clients, and as a Client.

New York area.

Has always more than

earned his keep.

Please write or wire

SPONSOR
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40 E. 49th St.,

N.Y. 17, N.Y.
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in Rate
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As commercial telecasting enters its tenth

year, KSD-TV . . . America's FIRST com-

pletely postwar-equipped TV station . . .

notes here some of its pioneering achieve-

ments in serving the TV audience of the na-

tion's 9th largest market, and on several oc-

casions the national TV audience as well.

KSD-TV • • •

TV station to originate a closed circuit program

in St. Louis (Veiled Prophet Parade, October 8,

1946.)

TV station in St. Louis to transmit a special "dealer

meeting" telecast. (RCA dealers, Hotel Statler, St.

Louis, February 3, 1947.)

TV station in St. Louis to telecast on-the-air program-
ming. (Commercial operations began on February 8,

1947.)

TV station in the middle-west to originate programs for

the NBC network. (Kiel Auditorium, September 20,

1948.)

TV station in St. Louis to originate a closed circuit

telecast of a surgical operation. (Firmin Desloge, St.

Mary's and Barnes Hospitals, November 30-December
3, 1948.)

TV station to telecast the wedding reception of a Vice

President of the United States. (Vice President and
Mrs. Alben W. Barkley, November 18, 1949. Program
carried by NBC network.)

TV station to telecast a funeral service. (City Comp-
troller Louis Nolte, January 4, 1950.)

TV station in St. Louis to originate a program for the

CBS-TV network. (Address by President Truman, June
10, 1950.)

TV station in St. Louis to originate a program for four

networks at one time. (Address by President Truman
on November 4, 1950.)

.

TV station in America to participate in the simul-

cast of a regularly scheduled series of religious

programs. (The Protestant Hour, KSD and KSD-
TV, since December 10, 1950.)

TV station to originate a network telecast of a U.S.

Senate Committee Hearing in St. Louis. (Kefauver

Crime Investigation, February 23 & 24, 1951.)

TV station to telecast a Police Board hearing direct

from the Board of Police Commissioners offices. (Feb-

ruary 15, 1952.)

TV station in St. Louis to originate live network tele-

casts from another city for exclusive coverage on its

own station. (Interviews at Democratic and Republican

National Conventions in Chicago, July, 1952.)

TV station in St. Louis to operate on the maximum
power authorized by the FCC. (100,000 watts on VHF
Channel 5 since May 20, 1953.)

TV station in St. Louis to telecast a network program

in full color. (Address by Gen. Sarnoff, December 17,

1953.)

TV station in St. Louis to telecast a commercial net-

work program in full color. ("Dragnet," December 24,

1953.)

TV station in St. Louis to participate in origination of

a live network program in full color. (Grant's Farm,

St. Louis County, June 9 & 10, 1954.)

TV station in St. Louis to originate a local film program

in full color. (December 11, 1954.)

KSD-TV
THE ST. LOUIS P O S T - D I S P AT C H TELEVISION STATION

100,000 WATTS ON VHF CHANNEL 5

National Advertising Representative: NBC SPOT SALES
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Mobile radio

emphasis

Agencies get

global status

N.Y. audiences

late viewers

Hardesty urges

radio editorials

Pizza goes

institutional

Tv-radio's year

round trend

Magazines take

to the air

REPORT TO SPONSORS for 5 March 1956

(Continued front page 2)

There's big increase in local station news, special events coverage
a la Monitor. More stations are using mobile units for on-the-spot
tape recordings, stepping up "beeper" phone technique, programing to

tie in community. KLZ, WRCA, WLW are but 3 of stations which have
gone into this type program heavily, have seen results in ratings,
growth in role as community spokesmen, taking play from newspapers.

-SR-

World-wide status of top ad firms crowds more and more into the
picture. Y&R, as example, did approximately $16,000,000 in inter-
national billings in '55. Grant Advertising currently using double
truck trade ads to tell how they are "most complete network of wholly
owned, integrated advertising agency offices in the world." Top

billing agencies are looking more and more to foreign dollars as
clients seek greater international distribution.

-SR-

Pulse reports that almost half of New York's tv families watch tele-
vision after midnight. During average week, 48.3% of all tv families
do post-midnight viewing with an average of 1.6 viewers per family.
Of total, 45.1% are women, 52.4% men with remainder in teen-age
group. Bulk of viewers in 26-35 and 36-50 age brackets and most of

the tv viewing families are not "once a week" lookers. Nearly half

(46.8%) watch after midnight on 3 or more nights a week.

-SR-

Will radio editorials become widespread? John Hardesty, RAB v. p.,
made strong plea for stations to become "an editorial force" in self-
defense. He made talk last week in Springfield, Mass., district of

congressman who introduced bill to limit commercial t ime on radio.

-SR-

An institutional campaign for pizza? WHDH, Boston, has one for Bella
Pizza Inc. which is attempting to counter food ads promoting make-it-
yourself "American " pizza. Bella pitch says there's no such thing.

-SR-

Difference between summer, winter tv-radio ad budgets is dwindling.
Hiatus is now officially dead on tv, while radio has gone a long
way toward becoming 52-week medium. Reasons for this are detailed in

SPONSOR'S 8th Summer Selling issue, starting on page 39. Most sig-
nificant development is decision of video webs dropping policy of

8-week hiatus protection for nighttime clients. This means those who
take hiatus will get no promise network will hold slot for them in

fall. Few clients are expected to take hiatus because of demand for
nighttime slots and fact that 52-week discounts offer good savings.

-SR-

Magazines getting more into air media to bolster circulation.
Kiplinger is outstanding example with its "Changing Times," use of

radio tv to build subscriptions. Kiplinger calls CT the magazine
that "radio and television" built, has doubled radio budget.

I.
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Let's get started

Now that spot tv dollar figures and

an industry tv set count are in the

making (both of the projects are being

pushed actively with the tv spot figures

to be released in April) it's high time

that we pause and reflect on the seri-

ous lack of spot radio statistics.

We've written articles and editorials

on this subject before and undoubted-

ly we will again (see page 32) . We in-

tend to keep reminding the field that

national spot radio is the forgotten

medium. If agencies and advertisers

don't know who uses it, how much they

spend in it, how these expenditures

compare with other media, who is to

blame? sponsor is of the opinion it's

the seller's job to inform the buyer.

We'd like to see the national repre-

sentatives take the lead in filling the

spot radio statistics gap. But the prob-

lem isn't a simple one since few na-

tional representatives are geared to

give spot purchase breakdowns and the

machinery involved is intricate. Spot

tv has the advantage of a periodic

Rorabaugh service which is able to

provide virtually full information on

spot tv placements. There is nothing

comparable for radio.

Both RAB and SRA have plans in

the works to compile figures for total

dollar expenditures in spot radio. This

falls far short of the eventual goal

—

dollar figures by individual brands.

But it is a start. And what is needed

now is a tangible step forward. A
gross total business barometer in spot

radio will whet appetites for more.

We urge RAB and SRA to push their

projects with maximum enthusiasm.

Sizable investments in time and ex-

pense may be required. But in the end

the outlay will be more than returned

through increased recognition for spot

radio and more business.

And we repeat, this is a job the sell-

er must shoulder. Though the buyer

will benefit immeasurably, only the

seller has a real sales incentive for

pursuing this project.

* » *

Times have changed

The swift ebbs and flows of adver-

tising media are well illustrated by the

present status of radio stations in

every part of the U.S.

Only last year we were telling radio

station owners that things couldn't be

as black as they seemed ; that the great

radio medium was bouncing back.

Not only has radio bounced back,

but at this writing it appears to be

heading for the stratosphere. For ex-

ample, have you tried to buy a radio

station lately? The prices that radio

station owners are asking (and get-

ting) for their properties are at ar

all-time high. Stations everywhere are

reporting record - breaking business

month after month. One top station

rep reports January 1956 radio busi-

ness 35% heavier than January 1955.

Everybody is getting on the radio

bandwagon. The black clouds of 1955

are drifting away—far far away.
* *

Find the new ones

20th Century-Fox's recent sponsor-

ship of 30 segments in eight CBS Ra-

dio programs bodes well for network

radio. For here is an account which

had never used network radio before it

launched its campaign on CBS Radio

early in February. Indeed few if any

motion picture companies have ever

used network radio.

Network radio aptly fits the needs

of a company like 20th Century. There

are motion picture houses in even

corner of the nation and radio, like the!

movies, is everywhere. 20th Century

needs bursts of promotion simultane-

ous with the release of new promot-

able pictures and network radio today

allows a when-you-need-it pattern. We
won't go into the story of the personal

salesmanship by Bill Shaw, Sherril

Taylor and others at CBS Radio who

sold this concept to a roomful of top

executives at 20th Century-Fox. But it

was highly creative and effective.

There are dozens of advertisers

whose marketing needs match the char-

acteristics of net radio, dozens of ad-

vertisers who have never used network

radio, or spot radio for that matter

The medium will be strengthened for

all if radio's hard-hitting sales forces

continue to find the new ones.

Applause
Agency get-together: 1956 style

BBDO's convention late last month

provided remarkable insight into what

makes a great agency tick. The con-

vention technique itself was new. For

the first time an agency linked its

branch offices through closed-circuit

television. There was an opportunity

to combine local meetings held at each

of the branches with a national telecast

reaching 1,900 agency employees in

nine of BBDO's 15 offices.

We watched the telecast and were

impressed with its workmanlike show-

manship. But there were more basic

barometers of BBDO's strength in what

was said rather than how.

Executive v.p. Fred B. Manchee an-

nounced that BBDO's $162,475,000

billings in 1955 were nearly 10%
above those of the previous year. And
Ben Duffy seemed proudest of the fact

that the agency's growth over recent

years has been due more to increased

billings of existing clients than to ac-

quisition of new accounts. As J. Davis

Danforth, executive v.p. in charge of

account service said, the average length

of time BBDO's 125 clients have been

with the agency is 13.9 years.

What hit home most to us, of course,

was discussion of television which

makes up the largest portion of the

agency's billings (tv and radio to-

gether account for 38.11% of the to-

tal) . We felt these words of Bob Fore-

man, v.p. in charge of radio and tv,

seemed to sum up the searching atti-

tude of the entire organization:

"We must be more and more alert to

the uses of tv as a sales medium. We
must be more critical of it. We must

be more and more creative and care-

ful and questioning in our approach

to the medium's costs, to its commer-

cial impact, to its program-company

associations, to its traceable benefits."
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You MEASURE IT..

W hatever your standard of measurement, KPHO-TV

delivers the most for your advertising dollar. Arizona advertisers know

this . . . consistently spend the larger share of their TV money on Channel 5.

National advertisers find it pays to follow suit

!

When you buy KPHO-TV you buy the Phoenix retail trade area. 450,000 folks

offer receptive eyes and ears to your sales story.

And KPHO-TV's Multi-Spot Discount Plan offers you the finest

cost-per-thousand buy

!

».pr.i.nt.d by KATZ AGENCY INC.

RADIO
590 kc. \ Channel 6
CBS \ CBS

JOHN BLAIR & CO. MAIR TV, INC.

MEREDITH "Rode* W lelevUio* STATIONS
affiliated with lll'lll'l' llllllll'fi Mill liilllll'llfi and Successful Farming magazines



BASIC NETWORK
in the rich market of

RICHMOND
Petersburg and Central Virginia

WXEX-TV also has maximum tower height—1049 ft. above

sea level and 943 ft. above average terrain . . . more than

100 ft. higher than any station in this market. WXEX-TV
has maximum power— 316 KW. There are 415,835 TV
families in the WXEX-TV coverage area. See your Forjoe

man for full details about this great buy.

i:

Tom Tinsley, President Irvin G. Abeloff, Vice-President

Represented by Forjoe & Co.

il



ne of two parts

'^happening fa si... its Miam>upolis-Si.Paul!

(VDGY leaps
2nd place in

ludience after
ust 5 weeks
Mid-Continent Programming II

- I'W fast listening habits are changing in

i ilis-St. Paul as a result of just 5 weeks of

1 ment ideas, music and news. Add to

-iioientum WDGY's big, 50,000 watt cover-

pis an almost perfect-circle daytime signal

nwou can see why in Minneapolis-St. Paul

citing buy is WDGY! Talk to Avery-

eljor WDGY General Manager Stephen

4

WDGY 2nd among principal

stations, says Hooper:

Station "A" _ ...26.0%

WDGY 16.3%
Station "B" .. ...15.7%

Station "C" . ...13.1';

Station "D ,T

.. . 9.0%

Hooper, March, 1956

7 a.m. -6 p.m., Mon.-Sat.

WDGY
50,000 watts • Minneapolis-St. Paul

'-CONTINENT BROADCASTING COMPANY
President: Todd Storz

WDGY, Minneapolis-St. Paul

Represented by
Avery-Knodel, Inc.

KOWH, Omaha
Represented by
H-R Reps, Inc.

WHB, Kansas City

Represented by
John Blair & Co.

WTIX, New Orleans

Represented by

Adam J. Young, Jr.

COMMERCIALS:

BUDGET ORPHAN?

page 29

What buyers want to

know about new

MBS "guarantee" plan

page 38

Agencies are riding

a gravy train

page 36

15%: EARNED 01

PACKAGE SHOWS'

page 34

How to give 'em

itchy fingers tor a

telephone directory

page 40

Can you afford net tv

on a $450,000 budget?

page 42



WTVR OFFERS THE FINEST FACILITIES

IN THE RICHMOND AREA. NO OTHER STATION HAS

HIGHER ANTENNA FACILITIES AND CHANNEL 6, THE PREFERRED

FREQUENCY IS THE ONLY CHANNEL IN THIS AREA IN THE

LOW' END OF THE VHF BAND, THUS WTVR ASSURES NO RECEPTION

PROBLEMS AS OTHERS ARE EXPERIENCING. YES,

OTHERS FROM WITHOUT ATTEMPTING TO COVER RICHMOND

HAVE THEIR PROBLEMS, BUT BIG WTVR HAS NO PROBLEMS.

WTVR ALWAYS GIVES A CLEAR SHARP PICTURE

WITH OR WITHOUT AN ANTENNA. SO BUY QUALITY BY BUYING THE FINEST . . .

WTVR "THE SOUTHS 1ST TV STATION"

THE ONLY STATION IN THE RICHMOND AREA IN THE PREFERRED LOW END OF THE VHF BAM

CHANNEL 6

RICHMOND, VA.

MAXIMUM POWER AT

MAXIMUM HEIGHT

WMBC AM WCOD FM WTVR TV
First Stations of Virginia

A Service of HAVENS & MARTIN, INC.

WMBG AM REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY THE BOLLING CO.

WTVR REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY BLAIR TV, INC.



Marketing agency
1 analyzed at ANA

1

Richard III

breaks record

I

Sales up

or radio network

NCS No. 2
enlarges its

coverage

Croaner not

so groany

II

RAB plans

expansion

Trend for advertising agencies to become "marketing agencies" was
analyzed by Edwin W. Ebel, General Foods advertising v. p. and chair-
man ANA board of directors, at 47t'a ANA spring meeting last week in

Hot Springs, Va. Crux of Ebel's viewpoint: Broadening of agency serv-

ices should not "lessen our awareness of the opportunity to increase
the effectiveness of advertising by better advertising." Ebel warned
creative advertising is particularly essential today "when it takes
something really great to register amidst the dulcet tones of sirens
singing commercials or pitchmen barking them." (See SPONSOR series
on "Advertising Agency in Transition," 28 November 1955 through
9 January 1956 issues.)

-S3-
NBC TV's "Richard III, "eclipsed records as it turned up with audi-
ence of between 40 and 50 million Sunday, 11 March. Not only did

Shakespeare classic gather reams of press, top Trendex (average 19.0

for 3 hours) but established itself as program witnessed by largest

audience in history of daytime television, excluding special events
such as World Series. NBC TV, which took long chance on bringing cul-

ture to living room, stands to do well financially if show is hit at

B.O. under terms of distribution dsal. Rights cost web $500,000.
GM paid $425,000 for sponsorship, $200,000 of which is time.

-S3-
It won't go on record because PIB longer compiles network radio
figures, but one of radio nets is showing sales gains. Last quar-
ter '55, first quarter '56 well ahaad same period previous years.

-SR-
Switch in NBC attitude toward Nielsen Coverage Service No. 2, which
resulted in web signing up after s aying it wouldn't, is explained by
Nielsen agreement to enlarge sampls in fringe areas. About 50 ad-
ditional NCS emphasis on getting data from fringe areas is feeling
that value of small stations is presently obscured. Web spokesmen
point out that although powerhouse video outlets may cover fringe
areas, smaller outlets may actually attract more loyal viewing, hence,
cover more homes in that area than big outlet.

-SR-
Bing Crosby may have laid an egg as critics were concerned with "High
Tor" on CBS TV ("He was embarrassingly awkward and inept, a dismay-
ing quickie unworthy of his time and talent." Gould, N. Y. Times).

But show did a good job in ratings department. Trendex gave him
an average 27.2 for th e hour and a half , one point above average for
previous 6 "Ford Star Jubilee" shows, overshadowing offerings of

NBC TV, ABC TV who came close only with Gobel and Lawrence Welk.

-SR-
With its operating budget at an all-time high ($780,000 as of 1 Janu-
ary, an increase of $100,000 over previ ous year), RAB executive com-
mittee met last week to chart expansion plans. Topics discussed
included budget allocations, realignment of executive personnel.

PONSOB, Volume 10, Xo. 6, 19 March 1956. Published biweekly bv SPONSOR Publications, Inc. Executive, Editorial, Advertising. Circulation Offices. JO E. 10th St., New
'"* " Printed at 3110 Elm Ave., Baltimore, Mil (8 a year in U.S. $9 elsewhere. Entered as second class matter 29 Jan. 1918 at Baltimore postofflce under Acl of 3 Mar. 1S79



Single client

show in minority

REPORT TO SPONSORS for 19 March 1956

Agency barter Will 4A's consent decree open way to barter between clients and agen-
not in ANA air cies on 15% commissions? Prevailing mood among advertisers at ANA

meeting last week provided another indication answer is no. Consen-
sus of panel discussion on consent decree was to effect that adver-
tisers in general want to talk positively to agencies about services

|

they wish from agency, not how to shave agency compensation. Closed-
door session touched on question of commissions on network tv pack-
age shows with panel member answering that high and low-profit media
tend to balance one another out.

-SR-
Accelerating trend toward multiple sponsorship of net tv shows was
illustrated in talk before ANA members by T. R. Shearer, A. C. Niel-
sen v.p. He pointed out percent of programs sponsored exclusively by

one client dropped from 72% in spring 1955 to 38% in 1955. In stress-'

ing need to make careful programing decisions, he pointed out mor-
tality rate of net programs during 1954-55 season was 53%. Not stip-

ulated: how many of shows were dropped because of network rating com-

petition, how many actually represented client dissatisfaction. (In

time referred to few sponsors dropped out though shows were changing. )i

~ -SR-
Novel twist being given to annual concvention of Canadian Associa-
tion of Radio and Television Broadcasters to be held in Toronto
beginning 26 March. Sessions are being arranged to permit advertis-
ing agencies and their client s to take active part in discussions.

-SR-
I

Growing minority of major tv advertisers are questioning agency com- i

missions on tv package shows. Suggested revisions range from pro-

rated commissions to fees for handling such shows to free servicing
by agencies on basis of high time commissions. Most outspoken
criticism is by Sylvania's ad director, Terry Cunningham. Cunning-

ham makes charges, offers suggestions for eliminating package show

commissions, trimming those of media as well. (For more on commis-

sions, see story page 36 this issue.)

-SR-
Results of initial study of NBC BBDO-sponsored "Colortown" project

may be released "in a few weeks," according to Dr. Thomas Coffin of

NBC research. Project closely parallels Cunningham & Walsh's
"Videotown" survey and will measure impact of color tv on Eastern

community. Sample size is 4,000 households. Coffin said first re-

sults "may be made public if we feel they are particularly useful

and valuable" to color set manufacturers and or broadcasters. Proj-

ect is continuing one to chart growth of color tv.

-SR-
Here are 5 mistakes air advertisers make in their approach to quali-

tative research, according to Schwerin: (1) Avoiding research they

fear may give them answers they don't want to hear. (2) Using wrong

measurements for answering key questions they face. (3) Discounting >

role of emotion and mood in affecting viewers. (4) Underrating sensi-

tivity and perceptivity of public by unnecessary c opy "hammering"

_ practic es. (5) Insufficient experimentation reflected by placing ex-
|

pensive campaigns on the air without pretesting theh with same

thorougness that is commonplace inprint advertising.

Admen to attend

CARTB meeting

Are agencies on

tv gravy train?

Color study

results soon

Mistakes in

ad research

(Sponsor Reports continues page 107)
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pioneering

for an even

better

tomorrow

316,OOO WATTS

WGAL-TV
Lancaster, Penna.

NBC and CBS

On March 18, 1949,

pioneering WGAL-TV telecast

its first programs . . . thereby mak-
ing it possible for those in its viewing

area to enjoy television for the first

time. During the seven eventful years

which have followed, WGAL-TV has con-

tinued its pioneering . . . constantly improving
its service and its programming . . . conscien-

tiously filling the role of public servant for the

many communities in the Channel 8 Multi-

City Market. WGAL-TV enters its eighth

year with a determination to continue

pioneering . . . firmly resolved to give

the best television service possible to

its viewers and the many com-
munities in which they live.

STEINMAN STATION
Clair McCollough, Pres.

Representatives MEEKER TV, Inc. • New York • Chicago • Los Angeles • San Francisco
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the magazine radio and tv advertisers use 19 March 1956
Volume 10 Numl 6

ARTICLES

Shout tl show costs outweigh commercials 20 to 1?

Article, based on a SPONSOR survey, poses question: Can most beneficial re-

sults be obtained when vehicle rather than message dominates spending policy?

Admen provide strong reasons for their pro and con answers

Spot radio is "yum, yum, yummy" for Contadina

Contadina Tomato Paste had a No. I brand shelf position, an almost non-

competitive advertising situation and large-scale distribution was more than

six months away. Why did it embark on a $400,000 radio campaign?

Should agencies earn 15% on package shows?

Why are some admen against 15% agency commission on package shows?

Second and final article on question gives views of those who say "no"

Agencies are riding a gravy train

Here are some hard-hitting comments on show commissions from one adman
who feels that time commissions, too, should be scaled down to service

What buyers want to hnow about neic )HiS plan

Timebuyers were perking up questions about MBS' guaranteed cos^ per- 1,000
plan; so SPONSOR got Mutual to serve up answers on subject

How to give 'em itchy fingers for a phone booh
New York Telephone Company puts half its advertising budget into air media
in a drive to show new ways to use the classified directory

Can you afford net tv on a 8450,000 budget?
Yes, says Anson Jewelry, alternate-week sponsors of Stop the Music. Anson
shares the show, merchandises it to the hilt and has doubled sales

2.9

32

34

36

38

40

42

COMING

Hill there be an allocation revolution?

SPONSOR will travel to Washington to find out how this complex matter will

take shape in the near future. In detailing the situation, material will be simpli- _ _

fied from the technical-political jargon to industry straight-talk • /Ipt*.

In adman's look at film laboratories
Behind the technical terms and chemical formulas of this sister industry is a
vital pool of information for agency men and advertisers 2 Apr.
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KTHS (LITTLE ROCK)

Does Big Job In Little (Ark.)

!

KTHS, 50,000 watts, is Basic CBS Radio in Little Rock.

It does a tremendous job there — and

throughout most of the rest of the State, too.

KTHS delivers a big clear signal to Little (Ark.), for

example. This tiny Desha County com-

munity wouldn't even rate an asterisk in most

market books. But as one of Arkansas' many

small cities and towns, it helps make up

KTHS's interference-free daytime coverage

of 3.3 million people!

Ask your Branham man for full details on KTHS

—

Arkansas' big radio value!

KTHS 50,000 Watts

CBS Radio

BOADCASTING FROM

LTTLE ROCK, ARKANSAS
Represented by The Branham Co.

Her Same Management as KWKH, Shreveport
Henry Clay, Executive Vice President
B. G. Robertson, General Manager

The Station KTHS daytime primary (0.5MV/M) area

has a population of 1.002.758 people, of whom over

100.000 do not receive primary daytime service from

any other radio station . . . Our interference-fret

daytime coverage area has a population of 3.372,433.



CASE HISTORY-FURNITURE

Furniture Chain Sells

Southern California

With Saturation Radio

McMahan's Furniture Company, pio-

neer Southern California chain,

plunged into saturation radio with

both feet in 1955. . . . and saw sales

soar steadily as a reward.

Writes ad manager John Embry:

"Let me express a word of apprecia-

tion to KBIG for one of the biggest

years in McMahan's history. The
addition of saturation radio spots is

about the only major thing we did

in '55 differently from '54 . . . and
you will notice by out current sched-

ule that we will be on KBIG even

more in 1956. We find the KBIG
audience responsive and of a stable

income bracket for the purchase of

home furnishings."

For 1956 McMahan's agency, Hunter,
Willhite & De Santis of Long Beach,

has scheduled 1800 KBIG spots—

a

third more than 1955. Personal ap-

pearances in a variety of McMahan
stores again will be made by KBIG
disc jockey and special events director

Stu Wilson. The combination, savs

Embry, "really pays off in additional

volume of business."

Huge, sprawling, rich Southern Cali-

fornia can be reached best by radio

. . . KBIG plus other stations if, like

McMahan's, you want 100% domi-
nance; KBIG alone, if you want great-

est coverage at lowest cost. Ask any
KBIG or Weed account executive.

The (otalino Station

10,000 Walls

740 OM
o«

"R

JOHN POOLE BROADCASTING CO.
6540 Sunset Blvd.. Los Angeles 28, California

Telephone: Hollywood 3-3205

Nat. Rep. WEED and Company

Robert Palmer, Mann, Conklin & Son, New
York, advises small-budget radio advertisers

against shotgun approaches to saturations. "I've

recommended that a client stress the cumulative

audience only on an over-all annual basis, but

concentrate on a particular audience segment

in his weekly scheduling,'
1

says Bob. "In other

words, suppose you're buying participations.

Pick a show that reaches say 3% of your audience

and hit them over and over again. When sales

reach a plateau and level off, you 11 know that

this audience segment is saturated; and that's

the time to shift your schedule, to go after another

small segment of the total audience. If you

try to reach everyone with a small budget, you'll

dilute your effort too much and accomplish less.

George Huelsen, Maxon, New York, says that

the work for a timebuyer on a network tv show

is often as extensive as in policing spot pro-

gram schedules. "The account I'm working on

has two network shows at the moment," he told

SPONSOR. "The clearances are, of course,

basically the network's job. But the agency

continuously runs monthly track records (ARB)
on every market, analyzes the ratings and if

they're either below the national average or un-

satisfactory because of the market's importance

to us, we go back to the network and then the

station to renegotiate. We'll probe into the com-

petitive picture in that market, see whether a

different time slot might not be more advantageous.

The network and agency will also ask the station

to do more local promotion."

Joan Ruttnan, Grey Advertising, New York,

feels that good quality first-run feature films

have become a top buy in daytime tv. "They're

economical and reliable where ratings are con-

cerned," says Joan. "The better features that

have been running lately have built up an entire

afternoon programing block to the point where

a client can assume that housewives arrange their

work around these features. In other words,

they seem (judging from ratings) to clear a couple

of hours of the afternoon for this type of high-

grade programing. Such films have also spoiled

them somewhat for the 1936-reruns that clut-

tered up the airwaves a year or more ago. Today,

women viewers like quality in their daytime

feature films, and such quality is available at costs

sufficiently low to be competitive."

SPONSOR



I Love Lucy, CBS ... Ed Sullivan Show, CBS . . . Mickey Mouse Club, ABC . . . Studio One,

CBS . . . Super Circus, ABC . . . Lassie, CBS . . . Lone Ranger, ABC . . . G. E. Theatre, CBS . . .

Our Miss Brooks, CBS . . . Rin-Tin-Tin, ABC . . . Person to Person, CBS . . . Make Room For

Daddy, ABC ... Do You Trust Your Wife, CBS . . . Ozzie and Harriet, ABC . . . The Line Up,

CBS . . . Life of Riley, NBC . . . Your Hit Parade, NBC . . . Warner Brothers Presents, ABC

...Jack Benny, CBS ... Eddie Fisher, NBC . . . Gun Smoke, CBS . . . Ted Mack Amateur

Hour, ABC . . . Climax,

ABC . . . Strike It Rich,

Kovacs' Show, NBC

Appointment with Ad

Your Hit Parade, NBC

Account, CBS . . . Secret

...I Love Lucy, CBS...

CBS . . . Super Circus,

Our Miss Brooks, CBS

Eddie Fisher, NBC . .

.

. CBS . . . Life of Riley,

. . . Jack Benny, CBS

Hour, ABC . • . Climax,

ABC . . . Strike It Rich,

Kovacs' Show, NBC .

Appointment with Ad

Person to Person, CBS

BURG SEES THE VERY

BEST Oil WFBG-TV.

CBS . . . John Daly,

CBS . . . Rin-Tin-Tin,

Wild Bill Hickok..

Mickey Mouse Club,

Ozzie and Harriet,

Rogers, Jr., CBS . .

.

. . . ABC Studio One,

G. E. Theatre, CBS

.

Ozzie and Harriet,

ABC... The Line Up,

Eddie Fisher, NBC

Ted Mack Amateur

CBS . . . John Daly,

CBS . . . Rin-Tin-Tin

Wild Bill Hickok...

Mickey Mouse Club,

ABC ... On Your

Account, CBS . . . Secret Storm, CBS . . . The Morning Show with Will Rogers, Jr., CBS . •

«

I Love Lucy, CBS ... Ed Sullivan Show, CBS . . . Mickey Mouse Club, ABC . . . Studio One,

CBS . . . Super Circus, ABC . . . Lassie, CBS . . . Lone Ranger, ABC . . . G. E. Theatre, CBS . . •

Our Miss Brooks, CBS . . . Rin-Tin-Tin, ABC . . . Person to Person, CBS . . . Make Room For

Daddy, ABC ... Do You Trust Your Wife, CBS . . . Ozzie and Harriet, ABC . . . The Line Up,

CBS . . . Life of Riley, NBC . . . Your Hit Parade, NBC . . . Warner Brothers Presents, ABC

• ••Jack Benny, CBS ... Eddie Fisher, NBC . • . Gun Smoke, CBS Jk. Mack Amateur

WFBG-TV
S V L V A N I ft

ABC-TV • NBC-TV

Represented by H-R Television, Inc.
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the

big

listen

is

to

kbis
bakersfield

California

970
DOMINATING CALIFORNIA'S

SOUTHERN SAN JOAQUIN VALLEY

WITH POPULAR MUSIC AND NEWS

24 HOURS A DAY!

representatii e

:

NEW YORK
CHICAGO
ST. LOUIS

LOS ANCELES

ADAM YOUNC |R.

by Bob Foreman

Ratings have limitations, but . . .

My immediate superior, when introducing a discussion re-

garding tv ratings, began his philippic with the statement

that
—"we all recognize this to be a flat tire; however, there's

no spare in the car." While his comment was, of course,

intended to be more capricious than critical, there is never-

theless some evidence that our rating techniques are less than

perfect.

Recently, there were called to my attention some facts that

are amusing as well as amazing. These pertain to a special

rating service purchased by a local tv station, the results of

which the station personnel hoped would help them in spot

sales. The first technique employed to determine the numbers

of viewers of the station's efforts was via the diary method.

Then the same survey folks went at the same time spot via

telephone coincidental.

When the results were finally in, the telephone survey gave

this local station an 8.9 higher rating than the diary report

obtained. Since these were daytime hours studied, the dif-

ference between the two figures was greater than the total

audience attributed to the station by the diary technique.

It has long been realized that there are weaknesses in our

nose-counting efforts. For example, nobody's wife is going to

be foolish enough to give a full report (via diary) regarding

the number of daytime hours she spends in front of the infer-

nal machine. I know that the home-maker with whom I dwell

(Please turn to page 52)

ARB says ratings aren't final. Sample is big fact

American Research Bureau

says, "Any published rating

based on a sample merely

establshes a confidence

range within which the true

rating lies." New device

indicates plus and minus

deviations for rating the

samples of 100-500.

HOW TO USE ARB'S °-

STAN0ARD DEVIATION CHART

$

SPONSOR



Tfeettlejlecl^Ptper ofiheVie^mojft
Here's the Pied Piper of the Piedmont . . . the newest, most magnetic member of

the WFMY-TV sales family.

This cherubic little character is tripping the light fantastic throughout station-

breaks, program promotion, and point of purchase merchandising material. He even

goes so far as to pop-up in audience participation shows in the form of a marionette.

The "T-Viewers" of the 46-county Prosperous Piedmont love this little character in

print or on the screen. He is being taken into the hearts and homes of WFMY-TV's
2 million viewers in the Prosperous Piedmont section of North Carolina and Virginia.

Combined with full power of 100,000 watts, plus basic CBS programming, the Pied

Piper of the Piedmont is another reason why you should contact your H-R-P man today

and get in on the exclusive sales features offered by WFMY-TV in this $2.3 billion market.

uifmy-tv
GREENSBORO, N. C.

Represented by

Harrington, Righter & Parsons, Inc.

New York Chicago San Francisco Atlanta
Now In Our
Seventh Year

19 MARCH 1956



adventui

. . from Biblical times to the Korean 1

• Admiral Castris . . . and the plot to kill Hitler. • Otto Keller . . . and the tragedy of Pearl Har

• Nathan Hale . . . first American spy. • Benedict Arnold . . . and the betrayal of West

* Mata Hari . . . most publicized spy in history. • Wilhelm Steiber . . . and Bismarck's invasion <

* Kin Saint . . . most beautiful spy of the Korean War. • Loren Travert ... the man who shot Stor

GUILD FILMS COMM

460 PARK AVENUE, NEW YORK 22, NEW YORK • MUrray Hill 8-5365

IN CANADA: 8. W. CALDWELL, LTD., TORONTO



MARKETS SOLD!
hurry . , , write, wire or phone

ne markets

4 MORE GUILD

MOLLY
starring GERTRUDE BERG

and the famous GOLDBERG FAMILY

The Goldbergs have
moved to Haverville,

U.S.A. and Molly's hav-

ing the time of her life

making new friends.

Everybody loves MOLLY,
and now, with a brand-

new format, they'll love

her more than ever!

CONFIDENTIAL FILE

Paul Coates' behind-the-

scenes report on America

. . . with penetrating close-

ups of its people and prob-

lems. A new and exciting

concept in dramatized
journalism. The H-hour
show all America is talking

about . . . winning fabulous

ratings in over 100 markets.

15 minutes with

FRANKIE LAINE
and Connie Haines

All the 'star' entertainment

quality of a H-hour show
packed into 15 fast-moving

minutes. Ideal choice for

small advertisers who want
the impact of a H-hour
show on a 15-minute
budget. Top-rated show in

its time-slot over WCBS-
TV, New York.

the LIBERACE show

Television's most widely

acclaimed musical series

for the third consecutive

year. Still a few choice

availabilities, and you're

in luck if one of them hap-

pens to be in your market!

bUILD FILMS
COUPAN* INC

460 PARK AVENUE • NEW YORK 22, N Y

MURRAY HILL 8-5365

IN CANADA: S. W. CALDWELL, LTD.
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MADISON

sponsor invites letters to the editor.

Address 40 E. 49 St., New York 17.

MARKET RESEARCH VS. RATINGS

Apropos your recent article on rat-

ings ("There's more to research than

ratings," sponsor. 6 Fehruary 1956).

1 would append these comments:

Tv and radio ratings are fine . . .

hut! It is not a secret anymore anion"D
the trade, even among the clients, what

a rating means as far as viewing

audience is concerned. At one time.

not so very long ago, a rating was

added, multiplied and slide-ruled

within the confines of the agency's

media office. Times have changed,

and now many clients even receive

rating guides from the networks to

aid them in breaking down a share

of audience from a FIGURE decimal

point FIGURE. Does this simplifica-

tion of reading and translating figures

on ratings lessen the effectiveness of an

advertising agency?

Does reading a physics book pro-

duce the atom bomb? Does reading

the McCalVs Pattern Book create a

Ceil Chapman?
Of course not. If anything, thev

serve as a yardstick of appreciation

for work well done in the past, and

offer a decided help for the future as

far as their particular phase of work

is concerned. At best, offering the

client a rating on various shows ua>

and is a mechanical service. I have

always maintained that media should

be basically creative in nature, offer-

ing an available service which coordi-

nates the merchandising and research

departments within the agency itself.

Recently, one of our regional food

accounts asked us to prepare an ad-

vertising budget for one year. We
were to recommend it be spent in any

media we saw fit.

One of the men in our organization

suggested it might lie a good idea to

tie doyvn a one minute participation

spot on a Sunday afternoon movie.

The shoyv looked good on paper hold-

ing a 15.3 rating through most of

the feature. But a high rating does

not necessarily move merchandise if

it misses its particular target.

With retail selling practices becom-

ing more specialized every day, an

advertising agency must stay several

SPONSOR



Some successes go to everyone's head!

ABC -TV's Mickey Mouse Club is the biggest success in daytime TV

Day after day — Monday thru Friday — more than 16,000,000 people watch Mickey

Mouse Club during the average quarter hour. Day after day — Monday thru Friday —

more adults watch Mickey Mouse Club than watch 2 out of 3 daytime adult programs.

The Mickey Mouse Club is more than a success . . . it's a phenomenon. No other daytime

show delivers such ratings. And, as a matter of fact, it outdraws better than half of the

evening programs, too. Mickey delivers this huge audience with tremendous

efficiency. The cost per thousand homes for a one-minute commercial is the lowest

in all television — sixty-eight cents — 1 5 homes for a penny . . . almost nine hundred

viewers for a quarter. The Mickey Mouse Club has won more hearts . . . visited more

homes . . . gone to more heads than any other daytime show in TV history.

Source. ARB & NIELSEN, Feb. 1, 1956

ABC TELEVISION NETWORK
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...AND THAT IS WHY
SELLING CAMPAIGN IN SAN FRANCISCO IS

COMPLETE WITHOUT THE WBC STATION...

kDlx
I C H A N N E L

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

Represented by the Katz Agency

WESTINGHOUSE BROADCASTING COMPANY, INC.

s m q©
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New and renew SF

L New on Television Networks
19 MARCH 1956

SPONSOR AGENCY STATIONS PROGRAM, time, start, duration

^ztBishop, NY
ahn . Breck, Springfield, Mass.

foHair Set Mist

Raymond Spector, NY CBS
Humphrey, Alley & Richards,

Boston ABC

!3 n Chicle, L. I. City, NY Ted Bates, NY ABCmei

imeian Home Products, NY _ Crey, NY CBS
e 3n Safety Razor Corp, NY McCann-Erickson, NY CBS

: Clark Sales Corp, NY _ Kenyon & Eckhardt, NY ABC

n oducts Refining Co, NY „ C. L. Miller, NY NBC

Curtis Inaustries, Chi Weiss & Celler, Chi ABC
Curtis Industries, Chi Cordon Best, Chi .. NBC

MacManus, John & Adams,
low temical, Midland, Mich Bloomfield Hills, Mich. ABC

Co, Milwaukee _ Cramer-Krasselt, Milwaukee ABC

V,'/2 sp'ship; 10

26

,ei Foods, White Plains ...Benton & Bowles, NY

• ist Brewing Corp, St. Louis, Mo D-S-F, NY ......

everros, NY BBDO. NY _ ..

CBS

CBS
NBC

di Co, Phila Hicks & Creist, NY... NBC
I Drug Co, NY, for Bayer Aspirin D-F-S, NY _ ..ABC

Drug Co, NY, for Phillips Milk of D-F-S, NY .ABC
.la ;sia _

| ( ip Sea Food, Terminal Island, Calif Erwin, Wasey, NY NBC

76 Carry Moore; alt F 10:30-11 am; 9 March; 52 wks
Afternoon Film Festival; M-F 3-5 pm; parties; 13

.._ wks. Famous Film Festival; S 7:30-9 pm; 1

partic each wk; 13 wks
Ozark Jubilee; alt sat 7:30-9 pm

March
77 Captain Kangaroo; 7 Feb; 26 wks
171 ... Came of the Week; Sat 2-4:30 pm; 7 April

wks
Afternoon Film Festival; M-F 3-5 pm; 28 parties;

20 Feb; 8 wks
129 Queen for a Day; W & F 4:30-4:45 pm; 21 March;

52 wks
Dollar A Second; F 9-9:30 pm; alt wks; 17 Feb

129 Queen for a Day; alt W & F 4:30-4:45 pm; 21

March; 52 wks
Famous Film Festival

each wk; 4 March
— Famous Film Festival

each wk; 8 April

83 - Mighty Mouse Playhouse
7 April; 52 wks

106 _ Came of the Week; Sat 2-4:30; 7 April; 26 wks
75 — Cordon MacRae; M 7:30-7:45 pm; 3 March-25

Feb '57

129 Queen for a Day; alt T 4:30-4:45; 27 March
_ Afternoon Film Festival; M-F 3-5 pm; 32 parties;

28 Feb; 13 wks
Afternoon Film Festival

27 March; 9 wks
129 _..Queen for a Day; alt F 4:30-4:45 pm; 17 April;

52 wks

S 7:30-9 pm;

S 7:30-9

6 parlies

pm; 7 parties

alt Sat 10:30-11 am;

M-F 3-5 pm; 20 parties;

L Renewed on Television Networks
SPONSOR AGENCY STATIONS PROGRAM, time, start, duration

turn euticals, Inc, Newark
evloi Inc, NY

Ed Kletter, NY
BBDO, NY

irdleof London, NY N. W. Ayer, NY

CBS 99
CBS 170

CBS 58

Meet Millie; T 9-9:30 pm; 13 March; 52 wks
$64,000 Question; T 10-10:30 pm; 6 March; 52

wks
.Carry Moore; F 11-11:15 am; 30 March; 13 wks

n, Broadcast Industry Executives
UME FORMER AFFILIATION NEW AFFILIATION

:rbe L. Bachman KPIX, San Fran, adv-sales prom mgr KEX, Portland, Ore, gen mgr
wa Barthelmess ABC Radio, NY, network sales administrative mgr ..

vartil. Blain KYW, San Fran, sales mgr _
larleH. Cash, |r WTIK, Durham, NC
chat H. Close NBC, NY, spot sales, represented stations mgr
in. B. Coleman, |r SSC&B, NY, acct exec

! "Steve" Conley KEX, Portland, Ore, general mgr

Same, Eastern sales mgr
WBC, midwest sales mgr
WTVD, Durham, NC, promotion director
Same, director of represented stations

Free & Peters, NY, business and sales dept hd
Westinghouse B'casting, NY, asst to the president

Ilia E. Coyle ..Washington Evening Star, Wash, DC, promotion and WRC-WRC-TV, Wash, DC, promotion, adv, pub rel

research director director
Ties (Steve) Crane WLW-T, Cinn, sales Same, sales mgr
W lannenbaum, Jr WRCV WRCV-TV, Phila, asst general mgr WBC, NY, natl sales mgr
hahoe McElroy & Prewitt, Sioux City, sales _ KBTV, Denver, merchandising mgr
1 Elliott KT5A, San Antonio, program dept Same, promotion and merchandising mgr
E lg Capital Records, NY, acct'ing system & prod analyst KLAC, LA, acct exec

ie illagher Dugout, Inc., (restaurant) Columbus, owner and mgr WLW-C, Columbus, local acct exec
nffith WAFB, Baton Rouge, La, mgr ...SESAC, Inc, NY, station relations for Calif territory

1 riffin ...Free & Peters, NY, vp & tv director (new name) Peters,
Criffin, Woodward, Inc. . „ _ Same

gen.d. Halliday KSL Radio, SLC, Utah, general mgr ... _. KSL & KSL-TV, SLC, service dept, vp and director
III Hetherington John Blair & Co. St. Louis office, mgr ABC Film Syndication, St Louis, midwest sales

!

a
*P-

Kelly _Paul H. Raymer Co, NY Same, vp and asst natl tv mgr
i ggins Storer B'casting, Miami Beach, Fla, admin asst Same, vp

Ml. Kjar KSL Radio, SLC, Utah Same, sales & promotion director
Da- Kimble R^B, NY, local sales and service director Crey Adv, NY, associate acct exec
kenthal H-R Television, NY, acct exec Edward Petry, NY, tv sales

!| d >ckritz Storer B'casting, Miami Beach, Fla, programing director... Same, vp and natl program director
nalrj;. Leif MCA-TV, Beverly Hills, research Same, research supervisor
:« IMadsen RAB, NY, membership activities hd Same, station relations director
ne cDonnell Natl Wildlife Federation, Wash, DC, rad-tv prom hd WCOP, Boston, publicity and sales promotion director
fron Peters .Free & Peters, NY, pres (new name) Peters, Criffin,

Woodward, Inc Same
icen Ramos Caribbean Network, sales MCA TV, NY, internatl sales, acct exec
I'^ii - - CKDA, Vancouver, BC, mgr _ .. KVOS-TV, Bellingham, Wash, general mgr
c

' "van KPIX, San Fran, program-coordinator .. KSFO, San Fran, merchandising-promotion director
K "

, . KVOD, Denver _ _ KVWO Radio, Cheyenne, Wyo, asst mgr
Soell H-R Television, NY _ _ WISN-TV, Milwaukee, tv director

>««(. Spector Cates Engineering, Wilmington, Del, merchandising
and adv director WIP, Phila, promotion and publicity director

..Sports Illustrated, NY, salesman ... CBS TV, NY, spot sales, acct exec
s

.
?' ss Forjoe & Co, NY, acct exec

rr/u
n
T
ann KTVW, Seattle, acct exec

h -.
Wa,ton Farm Publications, Midwest sales mgr

berO Weiss ......NY Daily News, NY, adv dept
W-aker ...

Wd

ssen y odward

WWVA, Wheeling, West Va, acct exec
KSTP-TV, St. Paul-Minn
Free & Peters, NY, exec vp (new name) Peters, Crif

fin, Woodward, Inc Same

Hoag-Blair, NY, sales

KYA, Ssn Fran, sales

Blair & Co, Chi, farm director
Katz Agency, NY, tv sales

WQOK, Creenville, S. C, station mgr
ABC film syndication. Mnpls, sales

Stewart
Barthelmess (3)

Bob
Kocenthal (3)

R. David
Kimble (4)

In the next issue: New and Renetced on Radio (Network); Broadcast Industry Executives;

Advertising Agency Personnel Changes; Sponsor Personnel Changes; Agency Appointments

I Ewald
Kockntz i J)

9 MARCH 1956 15
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\i-ii- ami rvnew

4. Advertising Agency Personnel Changes

Keith
Kiggins <3>

tugene M.
Halliday (3)

NAME

William M. Amundson^
Robert H. Boulware
Ernest L. Byfield, Jr.

Roland H. Cramer
Richard L. Demmerle _...

Daniel C. Evans
Robert C. Carland
Howard Cossage
Channing M. Hadlock _.

Henry A. Haines
Jean Heinzerling
Cordon R. Hindi
W. M. Holder
Arthur C. Kammerman .

R. David Kimble
Donald M. Laiffer

Albert V. Lowe .

Russell M. MacDonell _
Irving MacPherson
Alex C. Pappas
Barry McCarthy
James S. Morgenthal

J. C. Motheral
Carroll P. Newton
Suzanne M. Pogany
Tom Swan
George R. Tonjes
Robert J. Wallace
Philip R. Warner
Edgar I. Weibrecht

FORMER AFFILIATION NEW AFFILIATION

Ruthrauff & Ryan, St. Paul office, mgr
WLW-T, Cinn, mgr _ B.yan Houston, NY
KFC&C, NY, acct exec Ellington Co, NY, acct exec
McCann-Erickson, NY, vp and acct supervisor Ruthrauff & Ryan, NY, vp and acct supervisor

Booz, Allen & Hamilton, consultant BBDO, NY, acct exec
WDSU-TV, New Orleans .... Whitlock-Swigert, New Orleans, vp and acct exec

KOOL-AM-TV, Phoenix, natl sales mgr Charles H. Carland & Assoc, Phoenix, vp and acct

8iisacher, Wheeler & Staff, San Fran, acct exec Same, director of tv production
Quality Bakers of America, NY, rad-tv acct exec Rose-Martin Agency, NY, rad-tv director

Compton Adv, NY, vp and hd fiscal officer 5ame, mbr of board
Cuenther, Brown and Berne, Cinn Same, research and media director

Russell T .Kelley, Hamilton, Ontario, media mgr _ Kenyon & Eckhardt, Toronto, media mgr
Simon & Cwynn, Memphis, acct exec Noble-Drury & Assoc, Nashville, acct exec
BBDO, NY, cpy group hd Same, vp
"?AB, NY, local sales and service director Grey Adv, NY, associate acct exec
Warwick Or Legler, LA _ Same, research director

CE, Schenectady, small appliances division, adv-sales
promotion mgr Ruthrauff & Ryan, NY, acct exec

Grove Labs, St. Louis, vp in charge of sales and adv Warwick & Legler, NY, vp
Best Foods. Rit Products division, general mgr Warwick & Legler, NY, vp
Ruthrauff & Ryan, St. Louis, acct exec Same, Dallas office, mgr
BBDO, NY, acct supervisor Same, vp
Cordon Best, Chi .._ Bresnick Co, Boston, vp and acct supervisor

BBCO. San Fran office, mgr Same, director

BBDO, NY, acct exec Same, director

Previews, Inc, asst adv mgr Pearson Adv, NY, vp
BBDO, Pittsburgh, acct exec . William Esty, NY, acct exec
Young & Rubicam, NY, merchandising field office dir Ketchum, MacLeod & Crove, Pittsburgh, merchandi
Benton & Bowles, NY, acct supervisor Same, vp
Benton & Bowles, NY, acct supervisor Same, vp
BBDO, Cleve, acct exec „_Same. vp

6. Station Changes (reps, network affiliation, power increases)

Tom
Donahoe 13)

Herbert 0. ""**

Weiss (3)

KBIF, Fresno, announces the appointment of Boston Times
Sales Natl reps.

KBIG, Catalina, announces the appointment of Weed & Co
natl reps.

KCRS, Midland, Texas, has appointed the William G. Ram-
beau Co natl reps.

KFRE-TV, Fresno, will become an affiliate of CBS effective

5 June.

WFBL, Syracuse, will become an ABC affiliate 1 April.

WITI-TV, Milwaukee, announces the appointment of the

Branham Co Natl reps.

WLBG, Laurens, S. C, announces the appointment of Indie

Sales natl reps.

WNEM-TV, Bay City, Mich, has become an affiliate of ABC.
WQOK, Greenville, S. C, has been sold to the Speidel-Fisher

interests through Blackburn-Hamilton Co.
XETV, Tijuana, Mexico, will become an ABC affiliate 5 April.

WRDW and WRDW-TV, Augusta, Ca, announce the appoint-
ment of the Branham Co natl reps.

5. New Firms, New Offices, Changes of Address
A. M. S. Advertising, NY, announces the opening of its new

offices at 40 East 19th St.

Free & Peters, NY broadcasting reps, becomes Peters, Criffin,

Woodward, Inc. effective 15 March.
Robert S. Keller, NY rad-tv reps, have opened a Chicago of-

fice at 228 N. LaSalle St.

Kenyon & Eckardt, NY, has formed a new department re-

sponsible for the production of rad-tv commercials and

related activity.

Ted Outlaw Adv, a new Greenville, S.C. Agency, occupies
offices in the Insurance Bldg., 4th floor.

Stone Associates, NY tv production firm, has moved to 595
Madison Ave.

WBUF-TV, Buffalo, now has offices at 2077 Elmwood Ave.
Colgate-Palmolive, NY, will occupy new offices in the Col-

gate-Palmolive Bldg., 300 Park Ave.

H. Preston Peters (3) Russel Woodward (3) Joseph A. Kjar (3)

Lloyd Griffin (3) Arch L. Madsen (3)

16 SPONSOR
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The Fourth Estate Looks to Five

Seattle daily newspapers "covered" KING Radio

and Television recently to get two of their biggest

stories on the recent football controversy at the

University of Washington.

The furor which followed an unprecedented player

"revolt" at the school commanded national sports

headlines. But everyone— including the reporting

press—relied exclusively on KING when two of the

principals involved elected to take their case to

the people via Seattle's leading radio and

television station.

Such exclusive news coverage is one more reason

for KING's consistent superiority in this booming

Pacific Northwest market.

FIRST IN SEATTLE / TACOMA

ABC Television, Channel 5, 100,000 waits

ABC Radio, 1090 kc, 50,000 watts / KING



DO YOU REMEMBER THESE TV "FIRSTS'

1 December, 1945— First Intercity

Telecast: Army-Navy Game. Bell

Telephone lines link Municipal Sta-

dium, Philadelphia, to New York City.

From there it was broadcast by TV

stations throughout the area.

October, 1947 — First Telecast of

World Series. Baseball fans in Phila-

delphia and Washington, D. C, are

brought within television range of the

baseball classic in New York by Bell

System coaxial cable facilities.

May, 1948— First Commercial Serv-

ice Starts: New York City, Balti-

more and Washington, D. C. Bell

System opens commercial use of TV

coaxial cable between New York City

and Washington, D. C.

June, 1951 —First Theater TV. Prize

fight in Madison Square Garden car-

ried to nine theaters in six eastern

and midwestern cities. Telecasts in

New York travel from ringside over

Bell System video channels.

O September, 1951— First Coast-to-

Coast TV. Japanese Peace Treaty

Conference, San Francisco. To cover

ceremonies Bell System advances pre-

vious plans, by about a month, for

opening cross-country TV service.

Q November, 1952— First Presidential

Election on TV. Bell System uses

almost 30,000 miles of intercity tele-

vision channels to carry events to the

nation! Programs are transmitted to

110 television stations in 67 cities.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM rS\
Providing transmission channels for intercity television today and tomorrow w



DURING THE PAST DECADE ?

A June, 1948 — First TV Political Con-

vention Coverage. Bell System's

eastern television network connects

Boston, New York, Newark, Phila-

delphia, Baltimore, Washington and

Richmond covering important sessions.

January, 1949— First East-Midwest

TV Link. Bell System's eastern and

midwestern television networks join

30 TV stations in 14 cities from the

Atlantic to the Mississippi — another

television milestone.

^L January, 1949 — First Presidential

Inaugural on TV. Millions of Ameri-

cans in the East and Midwest watch

the inauguration ceremonies. On-the-

spot TV coverage is transmitted over

Bell System's Television Network.

^ January, 1953 — First International

Television. Toronto's first television

station links Canada to the U. S. by

TV network facilities of the Bell Sys-

tem. This historic event marks the first

regular video link between nations.

11 January, 1954 — First Public Color-

cast. Tournament of Roses. Bell Sys-

tem converts transcontinental chan-

nels so that for the first time viewers

from coast to coast can see the

Pasadena classic in color.

1Q September, 1955 — First Colorcast

of Football Game. Georgia Tech-

Miami U. game in Atlanta. For the

first time a national audience sees

football on color television. Game is

colorcast to 100 stations in 100 cities.

Today, 10 years after the first intercity transmission of television, Bell System

continues to make advances in equipment and technique. It assures the television

industry the benefit of the best possible service, at low cost, now and in the future.
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Mort Neft" -JC Ross Mulholland ^f Paul Williams ^f. Jean McBride

Faye Elizabeth Ardis Kenealy ±* John Connolly
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Bill Flemming

STARS TO
STEER BY
Adrift in the Sea of Manhattan?

Buffeted by the winds off Wacker Drive?

Wondering which course will see you safely

through the competitive shoals of Detroit? Set your

sights on this galaxy of stars and your ship will come in.

The WWJ-TV personalities pictured here are tre-

mendous local favorites, and cover the entire field of

television programming from news to nonsense. Com-

plete sponsorship of their programs—or spot adja-

cencies—assures dynamic exposure and impact for

every commercial message. Full speed ahead to

WWJ-TV, Michigan's First Television Station and

finest harbor in the nation's booming fifth market*

channel

/

WWJTV
NBC Television Network

DETROIT
Atiociola AM-FM Station WWJ

FIRST IN MICHIGAN • Owned and Operated by THE DETROIT NEWS
National Representatives: FREE & PETERS, INC.

jumps ahead, carefully examininjj

then planning a campaign at the shoj

per's level designed to really move h[

client's merchandise. This, to my wa

of thinking, is not done with a ratin

card, but rather with hard-hitting 01

the-spot merchandise promotion an

plenty of market research.

Robert W. Jensen

Radio and Tv Director

Bearden-Thompson-Frankel I

Advertising

Atlanta, Georgia

CONQUEROR
... we here at RKO think you

article on "The Conqueror" was th

best written, most accurate and bet

told story on our promotion of an

periodical that has covered it so fai

Al Stern
Publicity Manager
RKO Radio Picturt

New York, N. Y.

. . . thank you for the fine, intell

gent story in sponsor on "The Coi

queror" promotion. It was very ii

teresting and accurate, and I am sui

will be enlightening to tv station owr

ers. . . . You will be interested to kno

that "The Conqueror" is really breal

ing records, both here and abroad.

Terry Turner
General Teleradu

New York, N. Y,

"TEN MUSTS" PUT TO USE

The article on page 32 of the Dt

cember 26th issue of sponsor wa

most interesting to me. I am usin

the "Ten musts" in a course in Mai

keting Management 1 am teachin

this semester.

I saw the present emphasis on ma:

keting coming some years ago and

began preparing a checklist to be use

as a tool for any men in marketing

but particularly to set up the positio

of marketing director to replace th

title "vice president of sales." Thei

is a definite need for men in advei

tising, personal selling and sales prc|

motion to coordinate their efforts an

to learn more marketing.

C. J. Courtney, Ph.D.

Director, Marketing Dept

The Creighton University

Omaha, Nebraska
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A LOOK TO THE FUTURE?

Was intrigued by what I suspe(

may have been a Freudian typo on tbl

(Please turn to page 62)
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«mw
A" TIME
MINUTES

at lowest cost

per 1,000 homes

You don't have to scrimp your

sales story in the great Minne-
apolis-St. Paul market. Get
choice evening full-minute (or

20 sec.) participations in high-

audience feature, syndicate and
sports films, or news and
weather at less than ten second

cost on other stations.

"My Little Margie"
Rating 13—a full

minute (or 20 sec.)

participation at a

cost-per-thousand

homes of only $1.11*

"Waterfront"
Rating 10—a full

minute (or 20 sec.)

participation at a

cost-per-thousand
homes ofonly$1.33*

"Texas Rasslin"
Rating 11.7—a full

minute (or 20 sec.)

participation at a

cost-per-thousand

homes of only$1.14*

Ratings shown are from

December 1955, Telepulse

"Tower Theatre"
Rating 11.3—a full

minute (or 20 sec.)

participation at a

cost-per-thousand
homes of only$1.18*

"Studio 9"

Rating 9.3—a full

minute (or 20 sec.)

participation at a

cost-per-thousand
homes ofonly$1.43*

Full Minute (or 20

tec.) at 52 Time Rate

—CPM for ID'S would

be approximately

one-half this figure

Represented by AVIRY-KNODIL, Inc.

KEYD-TV
MINNEAPOLIS • ST. PAUL

Iripusiir
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Phillip Cortney
President

Coty, New York

A dynamic steel-grey-haired man with piercing black-button eyes

holds Coty's advertising tight in his hands. He's Phillip Cortney,

the Rumanian-born, multi-lingual president of the cosmetics firm.

"I won't delegate control of advertising," says he bluntly. "We
have an advertising director and staff and an agency (Franklin

Bruck Advertising), but I can't divorce advertising from my other

management functions. It's too important to us. You can say

that advertising is our number one headache."

Yet, Cortney's first to point out that he's no "expert," in some of

the intricacies of advertising. But then, he says, who is?

"I've told General Sarnoff that I would love to buy a tv program,

but I can't afford to be wrong," he explains. "A company that

spends $15 million to $30 million in advertising can absorb a $1

million loss. We can't. If the network took the risk out of tv pro-

graming, we'd double or triple our spending. What I mean is this:

There are two ways of determining an advertising budget-— (1) as

a percent of the past year's sales, or (2) as a means of creating

sales. In the latter case, there's no limit on the budget; and that's

the way I'd view advertising if there were a finite way to say X
dollars in advertising produce Y dollar sales."

However, the risk has not deterred Cortney from allotting some

$4 million for advertising, $1.5 million in spot tv, for annual sales.

Not infrequently, he'll take a product home "to test on my wife,

but she's a very bad guinea pig because she forgets why I asked

her to try a product." Then he'll come up with a new copy theme

himself, often defying "the rules of the specialists."

"So far we've used spot tv," says Cortney. "We're going back

with announcements in some 30 markets this month. I would

like to buy a network show. But how do I know it will sell? Some

programs horrify me, but they seem to get high ratings. Others

I like, but would they sell Coty? The trouble is that with tv a com-

pany president is forced to enter show business, or else he must take

someone else's word for a multi-million dollar suggestion."

A man with wide cultural interests, he likes to research decisions

himself. "After all, I went to Columbia University for a PhD in

my old age." He was referring to his studies 11 years ago in inter-

national law which drew praise from such experts as Phillip Jessup.

See detailed Coty story in future sponsor issue. * * *

SPONSOR



OVER HALF OF THE TV HO INDIANA

are

m £&e

area served by

WFBM-TV

TV Homes state-wide: 1,165,801

TV Homes WFBM-TV-wide : 664,507

WFBM-TV INDIANAPOLIS
Represented Nationally by the Katz Agency
Affiliated with WFBM-Radio; WOOD AM & TV,

Grand Rapidi; WFDF, Flint; WTCN, WTCN-TV,
Minneapolis, St. Paul
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something new

Nothing in the syndicated film field approaches the stature and scoe

Under the Sun, new series of half-hour programs produced by th 1

Radio Workshop of the Ford Foundation, narrated by Pulitzer-M

William Saroyan and consisting of the best of Omnibus plus new sutec

The measure of this distinguished new series may be taken from the I

record set by Omnibus. Twenty-nine major awards including a PesM

More favorable critical comment than any other regularly-scheduled M



JNDERTHE SU ij

oisors such as J. P. Stevens & Co. Inc., Nash-Kelvinator, Aluminium

:ited, Scott Paper Co., Greyhound, Remington Rand. And a roster of

dors and stars unparalleled in broadcasting history, thanks to the

o^ram resources available to the Ford Foundation Workshop,

neiting all these built-up, built-in values from the parent series, Under

I fan presents a truly rare opportunity for the sponsor who wants to

1 roods ... and goodwill CBS TELEVISION FILM SALES, INC.
Offices in New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, Detroit, San Francisco, Boston, St. Louis, Dallas and Atlanta. In Canada: S. W. Caldwell Ltd.



ITS

HOT
IN

BOSTON
NOT THE

TEMPERATURE

WCOP

1150 on

Your Radio

26

by Joe Csida

Are class "B" films, d.j. antics degrading media?
Got quite a glow this past week from running into a

couple of readers, one a new-found friend in Washington,

D. C; the other an old friend from right here in New York.

And both of them unwittingly cued me on to items I think

worth mentioning here in the column. The Washington

gent was a sales exec named Harry Hites, with Kiplinger's

Changing Times. He told me that he reads sponsor regular-

ly, and his two favorite features are columns by Bob Fore-

man and another fellow, whom I'd just as soon not mention.

Harry and I talked, among other things, about the trade

press pickup on Bob's talk to the Batten, Barton, Durstine &

Osborn employees at that agency's recent closed-circuit meet-

ing. I'd like to quote the portion of his address that hit

home hardest with me. Said Bob:

"We must be more and more alert to the uses of tv as a

sales medium. We must be more and more critical of it.

We must be more creative and careful and questioning in

our approach to the medium's costs, to its commercial impact,

to its program-company associations and to its traceable

benefits. On the other side of the same coin, we must be

constantly dissatisfied with its rising costs, its dissipation

of sponsor identity, its growing lack of program-product re-

lationships, its careless moral attitudes. Actually the moral

and ethical standards of tv affect each of us as citizens in

one of the few free countries left in the world. We can never

agree to prostitute this medium for the fast buck, to degrade

it for the high Nielsen, to prevent its hard-made steps for-

ward for the easy status quo."

The other, older New York friend I had lunch with was

Carl Ward, manager of WCBS here. Last time I'd seen

Carl (time sure zooms by) we were having lunch and dis-

cussing the then-raging efforts on the part of agencies, ad-

vertisers and many network and station people to clamp

the coffin lid down on radio. Every tv station in the country

should only be doing as well as radio station WCBS, New
York. WCBS's situation, of course, isn't rare. Many a

radio station in any part of the country you care to name is

doing better business than at any time in radio's history.

Another recent development reminded me of a piece I did

over six months ago on NBC Board Chairman Sylvester

"Pat" Weaver, in which I made passing reference to the

Sarnoff-Folsom Radio Corporation of America management
(Pleas turn to page 59)
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AMARILLO HISTORY
. . . with a mild commercial in the last paragraph

AMARILLO has a short past. It was born

with a cocklebur under its civic tail back in

1837, during the days when a branding iron

was a sacred instrument and the first rail-

road was coming through. The way one

story goes, man name of Sanborn offered

the cowboys of the LX Ranch a town lot

apiece if they'd vote for his town (then

known as Oneida) in a contest which de-

veloped over the location of the county

seat. Since the LX hands constituted a legal,

or shooting, majority, justice triumphed.

"Amarillo" derived from the yellow flowers

that, along with cattle, decorated the sur-

rounding prairie.

Highly productive Texas soil caused agri-

culture to flourish. Early farmers raised

giant-size vegetables. Wheat liked the Pan-

handle. Cotton was planted after the acci-

dental discovery that cottonseeds, in which

an early shipment of eggs was packed, would

grow. Highways and railroads crossed at

Amarillo. Oil, natural gas and helium were

discovered. Airlines came zooming in.

Amarillo, first in the nation in retail sales

per household, is close to the stuff an adver-

tiser looks for when he wants business.

KGNC gives its advertisers a clean shot at

Panhandle hospitality and loyalty.

KGNC
J

iAmarillo

AM-TV

NBC AFFILIATE

AM: 10,000 watts, 710 Ice. TV: Channel 4. Represented nationally by the Katz Agency
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..NOT SEVENTEEN?

YES... WBRE-TV does have
a 17 County Coverage

With the SPEED of a Jack Rabbit WBRE-TV's expert NEWS staff of reporters

and cameramen scoop every TV station in this 2,000,000 populated area of

N. E. Pennsylvania. WBRE-TV is the only station staffed and equipped to

render a personal news service to the hundreds of communities that comprise

this great industrial and agricultural market. News gathering and reporting is

backed with high speed equipment. Teleprompter service is used for maximum

quality and efficiency of presentation, and UP Facsimile photo service for up-

to-the-minute National news. Call WBRE-TV or your Headley-Reed repre-

sentative. Get in on WBRE-TV NEWS !

ANJ BASIC BUY : National Representative : The Headley-Reed Co.

Counties Covered: LUZERNE LACKAWANNA LYCOMING COLUMBIA
SCHULYKILL NORTHUMBERLAND MONROE PIKE WAYNE
WYOMING SULLIVAN SUSQUEHANNA BRADFORD UNION

SNYDER MONTOUR CARBON

TV Channel 28
WILKES-BARRE, PA.

The Jack Rabbit or Antilope Hare is one oi the

worlds speediest mammals . . . it can leap 17 feet

without eiiort.
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'SPONSOR' SURVEY SHOWS 13 CLIENTS SPEND 4.2% OF TOTAL TV DOLLARS ON COMMERCIALS

Should show costs outweigh

commercials 20 to 1?

Admen differ but effort is afoot to up spending on commercials

mli verybody talks about the millions being plunked down for television time and talent.

But few talk about how much money is spent for tv commercials, which are, after all, the

pay-off factor in video selling. To the advertiser, this is what television is all about.

Is the advertiser as lavish with commercial spending as he is with programing money?

And if he isn't, should he be?

sponsor went behind the gray flannel curtain to get the answers to these twin questions.

Here's what it found:

• A representative group of advertisers spent an average of 4.2% of their total tv expenditures

for commercials last year. This is the weighted average of the group as a whole.

• There's a wide difference of opinion as to whether enough money is being spent on commer-

cials. Practically no admen, however, suggest that less money can be spent on video plugs.

• While most admen point out you can't decide ahead of time what percent of total tv expen-
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SHOULD SHOW COSTS OUTWEIGH COMMERCIALS 20 TO 1? (continued)

ditures should go for commercials, important agen-

cies are beginning to feel that too many clients are

penny-wise and pound-foolish about commercials.

Those who feel that way see 10% of tv spending as

a rough target to aim at. Among this group is

McCann-Erickson, which made a study of commer-

cial spending both among its own clients and its

clients' competitors. McCann-Erickson is actively

selling the concept of increased commercial spend-

ing to its clients.

• The discussion of commercial spending uncov-

ered a feeling at some agencies that tv commercials

were not using the best people available.

The sample of advertisers (a baker's dozen of

them) used in sponsor's analysis of tv commercial

spending embrace 11 product groups covering every

major tv category. These 13 ad-

vertisers account for about 15%
of all the tv spending in the U.S.

— including network, spot and

local—or $146 million.

While sponsor considers the

sample representative of tv spend-

ing as a whole, the 13 spenders

analyzed (see chart at right) are

not necessarily representative of

commercial spending in their par-

ticular industries. Furthermore, it

should be pointed out that the per-

cent figure alone does not give the

full picture of commercial spend-

ing by video advertisers.

For example, while the auto

client would appear to spend an average percent for

commercials, actually the firm is lavish with its com-

mercial dollars. The reason this is not apparent in

the chart is that the firm is also exceedingly generous

with its time and talent money.

As the chart shows, there is no correlation be-

tween the size of the advertising expenditure and the

percent spent for actual selling. That is, there is no

obvious evidence that the big advertiser has such

advantages of economy that he can invariably pull

off more economical commercial costs. While he

does, in a general sense, have the advantages of size

and economy, there are so many other factors deter-

mining commercial cost that these advantages are

smothered.

The accuracy of sponsor's 4.2% figure (a

List at right accounts for

15% of all U.S. tv spending

£ Chart Includes 13 sponsors, covers

I I different product categories. Total

tv spending by the group adds up to

$146 million of which $6 million is

spent on commercials in both network

and spot. This is equal to weighted

average of 4.2%. The unweighted

average is 4.8%. Figures, based on

survey by SPONSOR, are bolstered by

McCann-Erickson survey of its own and

competing clients. Survey found three

clients spending 10% of tv budget on

commercials but most fell in range

between 4 and 5%, the survey found.

weighted average with the unweighted average being

4.0%) is bolstered by the results of the McCann-
Erickson study. The agency found two food and one

beer account spending nearly 10% of their tv budgets

each for tv commercials. But most of the others fell

within the 4-5% range. In sponsor's sample, the

range varied considerably, going in one case under

]% and in another up to nearly 10%. Except for

the latter, however, none were above 5.66%. (Time

and talent figures here include both spot and net-

work expenditures by these advertisers.)

More money: In essence, the argument of the more-

money-for-commercials school is that when enough

money is available, the chances are the advertiser

will get a better job done. While this school agrees

that inexpensive commercials can be effective, there

is a sneaking suspicion that this is

often more a matter of luck than

anything else.

The basic argument for more

commercial money—as voiced bv

Ted Bergmann, ex-Du Mont Net-

work chief and now vice president

and associate director of television

and radio for McCann-Erickson

—

runs in this vein:

"It seems to me that when a

sponsor spends a lot of money to

get people into his tent to hear his

sales message he should be willing

to go to extra expense to have his

sales message adequately dressed.

'"The agency goes through hell

to get good time slots and talent compatible with the

product but the time an agency can spend on the

commercial must, by necessity, be related to the

money spent on it.

"Time and again we see relatively low-rated

shows do a great sales job because of fine commer-

cial treatment while a high-rated show with poor

commercials will have the opposite effect.

"The commercial is the client's insurance and he's

going to have to pay a premium or the insurance

will lapse."

One of the most commonly-heard specific argu-

ments for generous commercial spending is the

point that a film commercial, even if expensive ini-

tially can come out economical because it can be

rerun. Listen to an agency radio-tv director, who

(Please turn to page 88)
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WHAT 13 CLIENTS SPEND ON TV COMMERCIALS

PRODUCT TOTAL TV EXPENDITURE TALENT COSTS TIME COSTS COMMERCIAL COSTS °/o FOR COMMERCI/

Gum

t»< and Is also heavy

it;raracrelals are film

$2,883,115 $1,467,700 $1,377,415 $38,000 1.32%

Tobacco

'A network shews,

e spot advertising

16,975,410 5,915,000 10,667,910 .392,500 2.31

Cosmetics

lib day and night;

- are live and film

2,538,640 731,640 1,794,000 13,000 0.51

Drugs

v network client,

tt spot advertiser

U
8,374,600 3,271,600 4,788,000 315,000 3.76

Food

r in its field, firm

illy network plugs •ft!

5,769,200 1,721,200 3,848,000 200,000 3.47

loto Supply

iitirae network but
mntercials on film

5,340,216 2,080,000 2,975,216 285,000 5.33

Auto

.pal and network;
c art, live and film

14,690,216 7,410,000 6,680,216 600,000 4.08

Tobacco

'« Dot and network:
ci are live and film

mi
12,199,266 11 4,786,600 7,102,866 310,000 2.54

Drugs

k sponsor and
-.Dot advertising li

3,071,415 1,404,000 1,377,415 290,000 9.44

Soap

* pet and network;
i s are mostly film

53,258,030 10,917,670 39,540,360 2,800,000 5.25

s told Goods

te week sponsor;
i are live and film

5,407,115 2,195,700 2,911,415 300,000 5.54

Paper

i day and night;
spot advertising # 9,460,216 3,458,000 5,752,216 250,000 2.64

Appliances

>er»« and some spot;
"nrcials mostly live

6,186,000 1,976,000 3,860,000 350,000

WEIGHTED AVERAGE |i



Why spot radio's "pi-viim-yiiiiii
Averaging 90 announcements a week in key markets, tomato paste manufati

Taking stock of radio campaign's effect (1. to r.) : Contadina Sales Mgr. Larry Ferro, Ad
& Sales Prom. Mgr. Martin Scarpace, A/E Bob Brisacher, Asst. Sales Mgr. James Matalone

32

1WM ost newcomers to radio prefer

to edge in warily, testing the medium
before they wade in. But when the

Contadina Tomato Paste people of

San Jose, Calif., took the plunge last

year they dove off the high board. In

two saturation spot schedules last year

the company averaged up to 90 an-

nouncements a week for a total of over

11,000 throughout the combined 15-

week period.

When they came up for air at the

end of the campaign in November, sales

totals for the year were up 15-25%.

The campaign—actually a two-part

drive, six weeks in the spring and

nine weeks last fall—cost a total of

some $400,000. Results, according to

Walton Purdom, executive vice presi-

dent of Contadina's agency, Brisacher,

Wheeler & Staff, San Francisco, "were

even better than we had hoped for."

Today the name Contadina is almost

as familiar to housewives nationally

as it is to dealers who stock it and

know it to be the biggest-selling toma-

to paste in the field.

Idea was to dominate the medium
and emblazon the brand name on the

minds of customers in the company's

key markets. Needed was a kind of

aural trademark. What they came up

with was a jingle so catchy that super-

market operators later reported over-

hearing a number of women humming
it under their breath as they wheeled

their baskets down the aisles!

Actually, the campaign nearly missed

getting started at all last spring. The

tomato paste pack was short then.

Consequently, there was some doubt

that Contadina would be wise in com-

plicating the situation by advertising

aggressively. Dealers don't take it

lightly when a manufacturer creates

heavy consumer demand for his prod-

uct and then fails to back it up with

adequate distribution, leaving them to

explain to their customers why they

don't have the item in stock. The

usual technique when a manufacturer

in short supply wants to keep his brand

SPONSOR



s4es for year by 15-20%

remembered is to use institutional ad-

vertising.

Against this argument, however,

were these three considerations:

• Contadina had a No. 1 brand

shelf position in the stores to hold.

• It had a near-universal distribu-

tion picture to protect.

• And there was the coming fall

selling season to prepare for.

Following a few huddles between

Contadina Sales Manager Larry Ferro,

Ad Manager Martin Scarpace and Ac-

count Executive Bob Brisacher, it was

decided that by moving boldly in the

spring they could build toward even

greater sales increases in the fall when

the new pack would be ready.

But what media to use? And how
long a campaign should be conducted?

The reasoning went something like

this: Since, basically, the need was to

keep the name of the product in the

minds of as many customers as possi-

ble during the current selling season

while preparing for a heavier one some

months in the future, it seemed logical

to aim for the largest unduplicated,

cumulative audience available. But

at a cost in line with the expected

volume of immediate sales. "Our
thinking." says Purdom, "was to take

one medium and dominate it as far as

tomato paste brands was concerned."

And, since the message the sponsor

wanted to get across was not primarily

a visual one, all reasoning pointed to

the use of radio. Newspaper ads, used

in a small way, would serve to main-

tain the identity of the package.

The decision reached was to concen-

trate their efforts in a six-week cam-

paign via spot radio announcements in

the key tomato paste markets. Day-

time, of course, to reach the family

purchasing agent. But, again break-

ing with tradition, not all in the "hot"

morning hours. Instead, they bought

almost around the clock—from 6 a.m.

to 6:30 p.m.

"We looked for adjacencies to top-

rated programs and participations on

programs of leading personalities,"

Purdom explains. "This, we believe,

resulted in an unusually fine schedule,

one that gave us real value both in

circulation and in use of the populari-

ty of local personalities."

The campaign was launched 21

April. A combination of radio and

newspapers was used in nine markets:

St. Louis, Rochester, New Orleans,

Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, New York,

Detroit, Chicago, and Cleveland. In

four other markets newspapers alone

were used: Wilkes-Barre; Jackson,

Miss.; Baltimore, and Milwaukee.

Like all food manufacturers fight-

ing the fierce battle of the shelves,

Contadina sought all the solid, on-the-

spot merchandising assistance it could

get. Its leading competitors, Hunt's

and Del Monte, have both been active

in spot television and radio, but only

sporadically and not to the extent that

Contadina has. In this effort, Conta-

dina enlisted the help of its local

RADIO !

* Saturation Schedules!

# Proved Formula for Better Sales!

* Hundreds of Hard-Hitting Spot Commercials
K
\

to Blanket Your Market Area!

* More and More of Your Customers Will

Be Presold on Contadina!,

ntfMosr.

Dealer promotion tells grocers how to tie

in with radio campaign, also offers ad mats

brokers and radio stations. None of

the point-of-sale material tied in di-

rectly with radio, but it was all de-

signed so that the merchandising

pieces provided by the stations (bin

riders and stickers, for example)

could be adapted to the company's

units.

More than this, brokers and station

men got out and sold. They did "a

remarkable job of working together

and making contacts with buyers of

leading chains and independents for

special mass displays of the products,"

says Purdom.

"That these buyers were alert to the

power of spot radio campaigns was

immediately evident and it was obvi-

ous that the top radio stations had

been doing a splendid job of selling

the merits of their medium to the

trade."

(Please turn to page 66)
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HOW CONTADINA MERCHANDISED ITS SPOT RADIO CAMPAIGN

Contadina

VIA LOCAL GROCERS

PROVIDED DEALERS IN RA-

DIO MARKETS WITH SPE-

CIALLY PREPARED TIE-IN

MATS IDENTIFYING THE

ADVERTISING GROCER AND

CARRYING OUT SLOGAN OF

SPOT RADIO CAMPAIGN.

VIA REGION BROKERS

ALLOTTED COMMERCIAL

TIME FOR EACH BROKER

TO MENTION LOCAL STORE

NAMES IN RETURN FOR DIS-

PLAYS BY BUYERS OF LEAD-

ING CHAINS AND INDEPEN-

DENTS. WORKED WONDERS.

VIA RADIO STATIONS

GOT HELP FROM STATION

SALESMEN IN SELLING

MERITS OF SPOT RADIO TO

THE TRADE. MADE FOL-

LOW-UP SURVEYS FOR

INFORMATION NEEDED TO

PLAN NEXT CAMPAIGN.
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PART TWO
OF A TWO-PART SERIES Should agencies earn

15% on package shows?

Agency service doesn't warrant it, say some clients. Instead,

they recommend system of prorated commissions or fees

40ne of the issues which most needs airing today is the

question of whether commissions for agencies on tv talent

costs are justified. It's an issue which has already caused

clients and their agencies to sever relationships and the

questioning has intensified since the 4 A's consent decree.

To put both sides of the story on the record, SPONSOR

spoke at length to agency and client executives. In several

instances books were opened up and figures made available

for publication.

The previous SPONSOR issue carried the point of view of

those who say agencies are fully entitled to 15% com-

missions on show costs. Now here's the thinking of those

advertisers who feel 15% talent commissions are a virtual

gift to the agency and should be adjusted downward.

The arguments cited to SPONSOR are arranged under

eight headings. Most of the client sources asked anonym-
ity, as you might expect. But one ad manager who was

willing to speak out on the record is Sylvania's Terry

Cunningham. His remarkably hard-hitting condemnation

of television talent commissions appears on an immedi-

ately succeeding page (page 36).

I. Network production: The picture right sums up

the passing of an era in the agency world. It shows Pat

Weaver when Y&R and other agencies played a major role

in show production. But Pat Weaver himself, as much as

any other man, helped swing control of programing over

to the networks where he feels it belongs. The agency in

Last issue
Agencymen, many clients

favor package commissions
for these reasons (full

details in 5 March issue)

There are no "packages." Every tv show, be it

produced by network or packager, requires costly

agency servicing that agencies can't absorb

Diminishing agency profit, down to 1% of gross

billing because of high cost of operating doesn't

permit cut in revenue without cut in service

Network tv is very risky. Because of client's high

initial investment, agency chances losing entire

account if its tv recommendation flops

Bargaining about prices rather than accepting

traditional uniform 15% would undermine

stability of agencies, detract from top servicing
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This issue
Article starting above
details reasons some clients

fight package commis-
sions, including these

Agencies have lost show control. After the one-

time effort of selecting a show, agencymen just

review scripts, but don't influence show format

Increasing time costs bolster agency revenue as

it is and should cover relatively small expense

of supervising client's network tv package shows

Most services cost extra fees despite agencies'

high income from network tv clients. But even if

they didn't, services don't balance 15% on shows

Steep show commissions may eventually deter clients

from net tv. Even today 15% on a Si million show

would buy 26 weekly half-hours on 20 stations

SPONSOR



a 15% commissions to agencies when

i longer produce shows, some admen ask.

J ver, who helped bring about change from

lo days, is shown in 15-year-old picture

n for Y&R on Fred Allen radio show

Is at Weaver when agencies controlled shows
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most instances no longer produces or actively works on

the entertainment content of most shows. The network is

king in production, through its own facilities or often in

partnership with an outside packager.

Advertisers ask, therefore, why they should continue to

pay a full 15% commission on the cost of network tv

shows when the agency's role has been reduced. That's

the basic issue, advertisers told sponsor. And they point

out that the economy of tv accelerates the growth of net-

work show control. The costs of production and ensuing

trend to shared sponsorship makes it harder for any one

advertiser to control or even influence live programing.

At the same time film programing has mushroomed.
More and more film productions today are getting network

or major Hollywood studio backing. The independent film

packagers have gained considerable stature.

Today, film is in the hands of professionals. Most of

these film men have years more specialized experience

than their agency counterparts. Their productions are well

financed, well planned and often well under way by the

time a particular sponsor and agency enter the picture.

There's little chance at this point to influence any of the

production values, clients contended to SPONSOR.

Moreover show control doesn't mean the same thing to

advertisers today as it did five years ago. They don't feel

as concerned with having the agency preserve the quality

of a show. The programing professionals at the networks
or the independent film producers have larger stakes in

good productions than the agency. The principal type of

control they do expect from the agency still is screening of

scripts to make sure nothing contrary to client policy

creeps in.

"We've got a sizeable ad department ourselves," the

radio-tv head of a major package food company told

sponsor. "Two of our own men review show scripts as it

is. That's hardly a reason for paying the agency 15%
on show costs. If they influenced production that would be

different. But is Pat Weaver going to let an agency tell

him what to do with his spectaculars?"

Most admen agree that the agency generally goes to

considerable expense when selecting a package for a client.

But they feel this expense is usually amortized from time

commissions alone after the show has been on the air for

a single season or even before that point is reached.

2. That "low" profit: The oft-mentioned 1% agency

profit on gross billings is suspect among some client admen
—including a number who do not criticize the 15% com-

missions on package shows.

"The 1% of billings figure equals some 8% of gross

income," one electrical appliance advertiser pointed out.

"And that's a pretty solid return in any business. Besides,

I'd like to find an agency that's ever made that little on

my account—and I'm judging from their cost accounting."

An advertiser spending $2.9 million in air media showed

(Please turn to page 71)
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Sylvania's Terry Cunningham speaks out

Here are the remarkably frank views of a veteran

adman. A former agency principal, Cunningham is ad

director for Sylvania Electric Co. which sponsors

Beat the Clock on CBS TV. This Goodson-Todman

package was bought five years ago for Sylvania by

Cecil & Presbrey. JWT is firm's current agency.

"Agencies are riding a gravy train"

Here are hard-hitting comments on show commissions from ad manager

who feels that time commissions, too, should be scaled down

QDo you like the commission system in its present form as a
method of compensating agencies for tv handling?

A No, because the agencies benefit from a general growth" in the industry, without adding to their own perform-

ance for the client. If you start with a four-station lineup,

then add 60 stations, the agency doesn't have one penny
extra cost of handling your show. Actually, in fairness to

advertisers, the network time commissions should be re-

vised first of all, and made payable on a sliding scale to

conform with the networks' own discounts. For example,

an advertiser might pay 15% commission on any time

costs up to $50,000 weekly, 13% for the next $25,000
weekly and 10% for anything over and above that. It's

the initial time clearing on the network that may be difficult

for the agency, but the increase in rates or addition of

stations shouldn't line the agencies' pockets.

QDo you think agencies could still make a fair and reason-
m able profit it their tv show commissions were cut?

A Our agency account executive told me recently, "We
don't make money on this account even though it's

been in the shop for a year and despite $2 million in tv

billings, because the tradepaper handling is so costly."

Well, I had an agency of my own at one time and I know
that tradepaper handling is expensive for an agency. I

prefer to see national media billings' commissions balance

out the various small media that any typical company
needs, rather than see the growth of a complicated fee

system. But I don't think tradepaper handling can account
for the $300,000 gross income the agency is collecting

from our net tv effort alone. A client can't evaluate agency
service and income on his account from cost accounting
because service rendered is an intangible. An agency could
conceivably lose money despite $2 million net tv billings,

but only by its own inefficiency: over-staffing, duplication
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of manpower. Sometimes the smaller shop which needs to

watch nickels and dimes is more efficient. Personally, I

don't see that an agency would be losing money (it might
make smaller profits) if it passed along to the advertiser

some of the benefits of growing tv investments.

Q.
What are the justifications tor a talent commission on tv

package shows agencies don't produce?

A None at all. In my opinion, discovering a new show
"'

is part of the selling expense of an agency which it

should absorb, not the client. Even if you ask your agency
to find you a new show, there's no excuse for a talent

commission as a form of "discovery fee." All it takes is

WHO EARNS 15% ON SYLVANIA'S "BEAT THE CLOCK?" ONE ACE>

|



one agencyman's time for one day to check into network

availabilities and look through the files for the availabilities

from independent packagers that the latter are always

trying to sell him anyhow. On the other hand, if a client

wants to produce his own show and asks an agency to help

"prepare and develop" the show, then the agency and client

should make an independent deal to cover this assignment

(and it should be on a fee, not a percentage basis). Nor
is there any excuse for commissions on syndicators' or

independents' packages as compared with network pack-

ages, because in those instances too agency handling is at

a minimum and should be amply covered by the time

commission.

Q
Don't agency services like marketing counsel, for example,
compensate advertisers for show commissions?

A Those services aren't so costly that they could be put* in the balance against hundreds of thousands of dollars

in talent commissions. But over and beyond that, every

agency I've worked with charged extra for all services.

Even now we're paying our agency some $30,000 a year

in extra fees, despite the fact that Beat the Clock is pack-

aged outside the agency.

Q
Could time and commercials commissions alone comport-
sate agencies for expense of making commercials without
agency getting package show commissions as well?

A Certainly. There's little excuse for time commissions™ not covering commercials production as it is. True,
there's much work involved in getting a storyboard
approved by a client, but there's no set correlation between
cost to the agency of producing a storyboard and cost of

the commercial to the client. Therefore 15% on cost of

filming a commercial is unfair. If time commissions didn't

cover the agency's work on commercials, negotiated fees

should.

Q
Isn't agency commission on package shows justified because

m of their talent negotiations alone?

A What talent negotiations? Just a couple of weeks ago
" the agent for one of our performers asked the agency

for a $50 weekly increase for his client. The agency simplv
passed the request on to me, and I'm the one who said,

"No." The agency didn't do any negotiating. * • •

i) IOW 5 YEARS AGO, NOW ANOTHER AGENCY SUPERVISES. BILLS IT

Science is in, gimmicks are out

for television weather shows
© There was a time in television when
weather shows consisted of mostly gimmicks
with the forecast and local conditions shirt-

tailed on the program. Not so the case today.

More and more stations throughout the na-

tion are taking a scientific tack to bring
viewers a scholarly, sober approach to what
will be in store as far as weather goes. Such
stations have their own weather instruments

and carefully selected weathermen, and in

many instances trained meterologists to

make sure that weather is regarded as "offi-

cial" rather than have a circus approach.
Two such stations to take this approach are

WLW-T, Cincinnati and KWTV, Oklahoma
City. WLW-T has its own weather bureau
and staff meterologist, Jim Fidler, formerly

of the Today show. Out at KWTV Weather-
man Harry Volkman explains the isobars

and details the forecasts. Sales success with
the new approach and rating increases seem
to say that the age of "gimmicky" weather is

on the way out. Top photo shows Fidler,

right, and assistant, T. Sands. Lower photo:

KWTV's Volkman and Newscaster Clyde
Davis. * * *
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What buyers want to know aboutt

' guaranteed cost-per-1,000

They ask why protection is needed, whether plan implies basic change

in radio's pricing policies. Here are frank answers from MBS

wv hat would you as a buyer want

to know about the new MBS cost-per-

1,000 guarantee To find out SPONSOR

went to a group of media directors

who submitted questions. These SPON-

SOR put to MBS executives in a tape-

recorded session. Covered were MBS'
views on conventional programming

vs. new departures in net radio as well

as MBS' thinking on guaranteed cost-

per-1,000. Participating in the sessions

were: John B. Poor, MBS executive

v.p.; Harry Trenner. v.p. charge of

sales: Richard Puff, research director.

Q. Why are you introducing guaran-

teed cost-per-1,000 after 30 years of

network radio without guarantees?

A. (harry trenner) To cut a long

story short, we feel that network radio

today has taken its place alongside the

other statistical media like print. And
if that's the way you the buyer wants

it, that's the way it ought to be sold.

Q. Just how does the plan work, step

by step?

A. (trenner) First we go to a pros-

pect and talk to him about our guar-

anteed plan, giving him to understand

that we're planning to put some sta-

bility into broadcast purchasing. Then

he gives us an idea of approximately

what he wants to spend, the type of

spread that he wants, the type of audi-

ence he would like to reach. At that

point we come back and sit down with

the slide rules and the charts and the

history of what we have done in the

past and we go back and make a rec-

ommendation that carries with it a

guaranteed cost-per-1,000. That guar-

Here's how MBS arrives at cost-per-1,000 guarantee

1 . Nielsen pocket-piece is the source of rating material.

2. Average audience ratings will be used.

3. Total Tj. S. radio homes data will be taken from Niel-

sen ratings reports and will be changed as frequently as

Nielsen adjusts his U. S. radio homes figures.

4. Guarantee will be based on commercial minute home
impressions (audience to the commercial).

5. Guarantee will be computed on gross audience data.

6. Guarantee will be computed on the net weekly cost, be-

fore agency commission.

7. Guarantee will be on the basis of total length of con-

tract (minimum is 13 weeks, see text for why).

8. First review of guarantee will be on the basis of the

first four reports available after start of new contract.

From that point on. all addition rating information will

be accumulated for the purpose of determining commercial

minute home impressions.
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9. Commercial minute home impressions will be computed

on the basis of total number of commercial minutes used.

For example—a five-minute period will be computed on

the basis of l 1/^ minutes of commercial time.

1 0. Data will be based on ratings published for the

specific programs as reported in the regular Nielsen pocket-

piece. However, if any program should not be rated be-

cause of Nielsen's non-subscriber program policy—then an

average of the programs on either side will be used for all

computations.

11. In the event that MBS does not deliver the minimum

guarantee, then the additional commercial time will be

alloted to bring the audience to the specific guarantee.

12. Should make-good time be required. Mutual will use

its best efforts to reach a type of audience similar to that

indicated in the original purchase. This would obviously

involve control factors such as program type and day parts.

SPONSOR



antee is based on a guide worked out

by our research director, Dick Puff

(see box left). It is based on cost-

per-1,000 homes actually exposed to

the commercial.

Q. Isnt network radio today a highly

stable medium with jew sharp dips

i
and peaks in ratings, ivhereas televi-

sion has its $64,000 Questions that

shoot way ahead of the pack?

A. (trenner) I don't know that the

stability of radio is quite as firm as

\ou allege it to be. It is stable within

a small fraction of a rating. But a

small fraction of a percentage point

could represent a considerable num-
ber of people, perhaps 300,000. Con-

sider that in juxtaposition, for exam-
ple, to the circulation of certain maga-
zines.

And as far as stability is concerned
and as far as the knowledge in ad-

vance, I point out to you that if you
buy the best that is available, meaning
a Cadillac, you still want a guarantee

with a Cadillac the same as you do
with a used car even though the sta-

bility and the quality in the perform-

>
ance is more or less a foregone con-

,
elusion.

Q. How many people does a rating

point represent in net radio?

A. (dick puff) Well, there's a rough

rule of thumb on that but one rating

point would be about half a million

homes. Actually I might add that

while it's true we don't have the big

peaks and the big dips that we used to

have because we don't have the high

ratings that we used to have, it be-

comes even more important today to

have a guarantee than before because

a small drop in a rating today affects

a larger proportion of the total audi-

ence. Therefore while the percentage

changes are considerably lower than

they were in the past, they become

far more important.

Q. Can you give a numerical exam-

ple offhand of how that works. What

is a typical rating today on a Mutual

shoiv? And what ivould it mean if

row were off by one point?

A. (puff) Well take the nighttime

Multi-Message Plan, for example. The

last rating averages somewhere around

2.2, 2.3. If that was off a half a rat-

ing point, that's 20% of your audi-

ence.

Q. That would be off about a quarter

of a million homes?

A. (puff) That is right. So that a

very small percent change has a very

large effect on the total audience.

That's true not only of Mutual, but

of all the radio networks.

Q. How does the MBS guarantee com-

pare with a magazine's circulation

guarantee?

A. (trenner) This is not a circula-

tion guarantee. We in network radio

specifically do not like to refer to

ratings as circulation because we don't

think they're comparable. This is

actual audience. If you translated

this in terms of circulation this would

be magazine circulation divided by

the Starch figures on the ad. It's com-

parable to ad readership actually.

Q. Assuming that an advertiser buys

a certain guaranteed cost-per-\ .000

figure today and the ratings drop next

year, will Mutual lower rates to main-

tain the original guarantee?

A. (trenner) I think we'll get back

to the first question there, in which

we said that radio today is a statistical

buy. It's bought on the basis of cost-

per-1,000. If we continue to believe

that cost-per-1,000 is the basis on

which network radio must be sold,

then we anticipate that if we deliver

much better than our guarantee, we
would raise rates. If we deliver lower

than our guarantee, which we do not

( Please turn to page 74)
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How to give

New York Telephone Co. puts UK

"Mr. Classified," personifies the yellow-page
directories in air advertising of the phone
company, delivers "easy-way-to-find-it-fast" message

Mm ow do you dramatize a dry, dead-

serious thing like a telephone direc-

tory? Unless you're Sears, Roebuck,

it's hard to get people to use your book

as often as you'd like.

Spot radio and especially television

are providing the answer for the New
York Telephone Co. Its "Red Book"

will never make the best seller list, but

air media are doing a persuasive job

of showing more than half the fami-

lies in New York new ways to use it,

according to Account Executive John

Leonard of BBDO.
The over-all "Yellow-Pages" cam-

paign, sponsor estimates, will cost the

company over half a million dollars

this year, of which about 40% will go

for tv and radio. And if you deduct

the $50,000 which the New York com-

pany pitches into the national kitty for

yellow page promotion, air media ac-

count for about half the budget.

"Actually," says Leonard, "the cam-

paign is probably unique. Primarily,

our audience is not the businessmen

who buy space in the directory, but

rather the people who use what's ad-

vertised there. And, they get the book

free.

"Of course, we also reach prospec-

tive advertisers. But our main interest

is to demonstrate how helpful the di-

rectory can be to anyone ... to get

them to keep it out, near the phone in-

stead of stashed away in a closet."

Just how well has the campaign

done? Since air media were added

six years ago, sales have gone up by

about one-third and an advertising

awareness study made recently showed

that:

• The percent of customers having tv

sets who recall having seen telephone

subjects "a number of times" is up

sharply to a new high of 35%, com-

pared with 27% in the study six

months previous.

• An additional 25% say they have

seen such subjects "once or twice,"

making a total of over 60% seeing

telephone subjects on tv.

• Recall of classified directory adver-

tising is above average, 71% vs. 67%
for all other companies in the Bell

Telephone System.

• And the increase over the previous

year is 3% vs. an average of 2%.
These are the facts that the sales

boys are after; proof of usage is what

space sales are made of. Last year

sales were up 9% over 1954, and 1954

had been up 6.6% over 1953.

In New York: Typical one-minute animation shows caricature of wolf looking up "Home Wreckers" in yellow pages to evict three little pigs



John Leonard, BBDO account executive,

supervises the campaign. A former magazine

promotion man, he has $500,000 to work with

I

if fingers for a phone directory

lev pages" ad budget into air media in drive to show new ways to use them

The New York company is only one

of 23 associated companies in the

sprawling system that makes up

American Telephone & Telegraph. It

comprises most of the state, divided

into two general areas: (1) Downstate

(Manhattan, Bronx and Westchester

in one area, and Long Island in the

other), and (2) Upstate (everywhere

else).

Of the $500,000 ad budget for 1956,

SPONSOR estimates the company will

spend over $160,000 for tv and $40,-

000 for radio. Downstate about 55%
will go for air media (with a 4-to-l

ratio in favor of tv), 20% for news-

paper, 15% for carcards, and 10% for

outdoor. Upstate, where no radio is

used, tv will get about 70% of the out-

lay, newspaper 20%, and bus cards

10%.
"The best way to show how to use

the directory," says Leonard, "is to

dramatize how others have done so

successfully. Testimonials. We use

this technique in all our media, but tv

does it with the most impact. It lends

itself more to entertainment and is

painlessly educational at the same

time."

This approach is two-fold, including

( 1 ) straight films of ordinary citizens

telling how they used the yellow pages

to answer a personal need, and (2)

zany animations of legendary charac-

ters shown actually working out their

problems with the help of the classi-

fied.

Since the directory lists everything

from dance instructors to wheel chairs,

the whole family provides the target.

And since the basic theme, "The easy

way to find it fast," remains constant,

the company wants the largest undu-

Elsewhere: 20-second tv animations lead out of rearrangement of letters in yellow pages
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plicated audience it can get. Programs,

for a number of reasons to be men-

tioned later, are out at least for the

present.

In the downstate area the firm

latched onto participations on Million

Dollar Movie (WOR-TV) in Septem-

ber 1954 and has been on it since, 39

weeks a year. Surveys show that, over

the week, M$M reaches 50% of all tv

homes in New York, with little dupli-

cation, since the same picture is re-

peated all week long. Along with the

8 other participating sponsors, New
York Telephone gets 16 one-minute

announcements and 16 billboards a

week. In 1955 the company also took

20-second spots before the Yankee and

Giant baseball games, probably won't

repeat that this year, because, as Leon-

ard explains, "We prefer a full minute

to tell our story."

Tv upstate consists of nine an-

nouncements (four minutes and five

20s) a week, 52 weeks a year, in six

markets: Binghamton, Buffalo, Sche-

nectady, Syracuse, Utica, and Water-

town.

Radio downstate is concentrated en-

tirely in sponsorship of 22 weather re-

ports over WNEW, which delivers

close to five million listener-impres-

sions a week. Announcements (20-

second breaks) are written with time

of day, day of week, and week of year

in mind and BBDO delivers 22 new
scripts each week. On a given Satur-

( Please turn to page 85)
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Hi Mr. Jeweler

How Anson gets impact among jewe !f-
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Anson has done it again
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A"son uses show to build store traffic,

good will among retail jewelers. Firm .-

out colorful point-of-sale mailings tying in shoi

plus entry blanks for show contestants.

18 months, Anson has received 10 million entri'

Can you afford network

television on a $4.1000
Anson Jewelry finds you can; firm doubled ad sales with alternate-week

sponsorship of "Stop the Music" top merchandising, dealer tie-ins

*«L an a relative newcomer to tv with

less than $500,000 to spend afford a

half-hour network tv show of his own?
Sounds like a pretty tall order in

these days of $500,000 one-shots, but

Anson Jewelry managed to do exactly

that and double its sales volume within

one-and-a-half years of buying its

show.

The program is Stop the Music, ABC
TV, Thursdays 8:30-9:00 p.m. Anson
actually contracted for 20 out of 39
telecasts between September 1955 and
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June 1956. The firm shares its 20 with

two other advertisers in an unusual

arrangement. Despite the split in com-

mercial time, however, this men's

jewelry manufacturer averaged nearly

34% sales increases in 1955 over 1954,

actually doubled its sales since begin-

ning sponsorship of the show in Sep-

tember 1954.

"Our entire consumer budget is in

this show," Olof Anderson, Anson's

president, told sponsor. "So there's

no doubt in our mind as to where the

sales results come from."

Stop the Music is Anson's first long-

term network tv effort. It grew out of

a network time availability Anson's ad

manager, Bill Coulthurst, uncovered.

Back in fall 1954 he learned that his

agency, Grey Advertising, had a

"franchise" on a half-hour on ABC-TV,

Tuesdays 10:30-11:00 p.m. Anson was

shopping for reasonable network tv

exposure that would identify its mass-

appeal jewelry line with a light enter-

tainment vehicle.

SPONSOR



The right kind of audience was a

major consideration for Anson. Unlike

its chief competitor, Swank Jewelry,

Anson derives 90% of its sales out of

retail jewelry stores, 10% from other

outlets. It's known in the jewelry trade

that 85% of low- and medium-priced

men's jewelry is bought by women.

Anson's consumer advertising, there-

fore, had a dual aim: (1) building

store traffic; (2) making men suffi-

ciently "glamor-conscious" to moti-

vate their women to buy.

"We heard that CBS had a Lou

Cowan package on its hands for which

it couldn't clear time," Coulthurst told

SPONSOR. "Stop the Music appealed to

us. It had a solid track record from

radio days and the kind of audience

composition we wanted. A 1954 study

pointed out that the show was the 19th

most popular tv show with women. We
bought i tand put it on ABC TV."

CBS, co-owners of Stop the Music,

released the tv show for exposure on

ABC TV, but kept the radio portion of

the program on CBS Radio Tuesdays

8:30-9:00 p.m. Exquisite Form Bra

(also through Grey Advertising) who
wanted a network tv show as much as

Anson did, agreed to take the show

on alternate weeks on ABC TV during

die first year, and picked up alternate-

week sponsorship of the program on

CBS Radio from 24 August 1954

through 8 February 1955.

Anson and two other Grey Advertis-

ing clients formed Quality Goods

( name for buying group of three ad-

vertisers), and together picked up one

segment of tbe network radio show,

Tuesdays 8:45-9:00 p.m., alternating

with Exquisite Form during a 24-week

period. The first quarter-hour on An-

son's night on CBS Radio was sustain-

ing. From February on, Anson and the

other Grey agency accounts who'd been

been co-sponsored kept only the ABC
TV show.

"On network tv, Stop the Music's

been averaging about a 13 Nielsen,"

says Coulthurst. "And our commercials

have been getting into about 5.5

million homes."

From the start, the sponsor became

an intrinsic part of the show format.

In order to be a potential telephone

contestant whom m.c. Bert Parks might

call, viewers have to send in entry

blanks. Anson sent 100 entry blanks

to each of 26.000 retailer jewelers with

a card for reorders before it began

sponsorship.

"Almost immediately, the trade had

proof that our show was building store

traffic for them," says Coulthurst.

"Since we've been on Stop the Music,

10 million Anson entry blanks have

been sent in to the show. We've aver-

aged 18,000 entries a week."

Both Anderson and Coulthurst feel

that this 10 million is an extraordi-

narily high figure and one that in

itself would justify their sponsorship

of the show.

"Retail jewelers realize that half

the fight's in getting people into the

store," says Anderson. "And there's

a psychological block to be overcome.

Women will wander through depart-

Olof Anderson, president, started Anson in

1945, built $22.5 million sales with net tv

ment stores, but they're not as likely

to walk into a specialty shop without

having definite intention to buy."

By the end of Anson's first tv season,

solid sales gains had become apparent.

Sales in the first five months of 1955

were 50% above the comparable

period in 1954. During the remainder

of the year there wa sa 28% sales in-

crease. Average for the year came to

some 349c over 1954, bringing Anson's

total 1955 sales volume up to $22.5

million in retail value.

Anson's commercials are straight

forward and contain a lot of hard

sell. Generally cartoon and live-film

combinations, they expose viewers to

as many medium-priced (under $35)

tie-clip, cuff-link combinations as pos-

sible in one minute. Copy is written

to emphasize Anson's major advertis-

ing aims: (1) popularize the name and

trademark; 12) identify Anson with

"quality merchandise."

(Please turn to page 93)

Anson ad manager Bill Coulthurst (r.) liked "Stop the Music," but couldn't afford it alone.

So he interested 2 cosponsors in show. Below he's with m.c. Bert Parks, Miss France of 1955.
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Hit 'em where they live

NO SELLING CAMPAIGN

IS COMPLETE WITHOUT THE WBC STA"3I

Support the Ad Council Campaigns



Your market is moving ! census figures show
that suburbs have grown seven times as fast as

cities during the past five years. Unless you go

out there after them you're likely to miss up to

half of your market—and the big-spending half,

at that.

That's why you need the big 50,000 watt WBC
radio stations. WBC stations go far beyond the

city limits. WBC stations have the power, the

programs, the coverage, the audience. They save

you the trouble and expense of buying three or

four other stations to do the job one of them will

do for you. Talk it over, soon, with Alexander W.
"Bink" Dannenbaum, Jr., WBC National Sales

Manager, MUrray Hill 7-0808, New York. Or call

your nearest WBC station.

WESTINGHOUSE BROADCASTING COMPANY, INC.

RADIO
BOSTON —WBZ + WBZA
PITTSBURGH — KDKA
CLEVELAND— KYW
FORT WAYNE—WOWO
PORTLAND — KEX

TELEVISION
BOSTON —WBZ-TV
PITTSBURGH — KDKA-TV
CLEVELAND— KYW-TV
SAN FRANCISCO — KPIX

KPIX REPRESENTED BY THE KATZ AGENCY. INC.

All other WBC stations represented by Peters. Griffin. Woodward. Inc.



NOW FEB.

ARB's SHOW

WE'VE CUT THE

CAKE IN TWO!
KTBS-TV, in just five months of tele-

casting, has cut the audience cake

in two in the great Shreveport

Market!

In those prime nighttime hours be-

tween 7:00 and 10:30 KTBS-TV

LEADS in 49 out of 98 quarter

hours . . . and from 6 p.m. to sign

off, KTBS-TV LEADS in 72 quarter

hour:.*

A few choice availabilities left! So

. . . check with your Petry Man im-

mediately!

And if you are interested in get-

ting the housewife, KTBS-TV LEADS
in 82% of the afternoon quarter

hours devoted to the lady shopper.*

The KTBS-TV Package Plan makes

these high-rated spots available for

as little as $1 1.00.

'February 1956 ARB Shreveport Area

Survey.

• NOW 200,000 TV
SETS IN THIS

GREAT MARKET
• 1153-FT. TOWER
• MAXIMUM POWER

KTBS-TV

New developments on SPONSOR stories

CHANNEL3
SHREVEPORT, LA

NBC and ABC
E. NEWTON WRAY, President and

Ceneral Mgr.

Represented Nationally by

EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC.

See:

Issue:

Part II Can
media test?

8 March 1954

you set up the ideal

Subject: ^ ne possibility of accurately evalua-

ting the pull of a medium

Between April of 1953 and June 1954, SPONSOR ran an exhaustive

(the word is not used loosely) series of 26 articles under the gen-

eral title All Media Evaluation Study. Measurement of the effec-

tiveness of the various media, as well as the reliability of the means

of testing effectiveness, were questions asked repeatedly throughout

the study. Installment 18 of the series, which was part II of Can

you set up an ideal media test?, drew the conclusion that doing so

was just a matter of time. Elsewhere in the same article a break-

down of the kinds of testing that 148 agencies and advertisers used

put "sales results" at the top of the list. "Test markets, coupons,

rating services, use of different media in different cities, surveys,

keyed response and public response" followed in that order.

This chart showed that most agencies and advertisers were con-

cerned with media effectiveness but that the testing methods varied

almost with each agency. Chief method used, although not shown,

was "experience" or rule of thumb. Just about everyone agreed

that some means of reliable testing was definitely needed though

none was yet available.

A. C. Nielsen has come up with at least a partial answer to the

media questions placed by sponsor. In its January '56 issue of

The Researcher, it published an article titled Share Trends—a

Progress Report. It shows how Nielsen has used share-of-market

analyses to determine the success of a client's product, as indicated

by his share of the market compared with that of his competitors.

Using an anonymous client as an example of how tv's advertising

effectiveness can be tested, Nielsen split the client's sales areas into

tv and non-tv, then it proceeded to analyze sales volume and

shares for an 18 month period prior to the start of the client's ad-

vertising program. In evaluating the sales trends after the start

of tv advertising, "allowance had to be made for differences in dis-

tribution, in the volume of special consumer deals (both by the

client and his competitor) and in the amount of the competitor's

advertising." The results of the survey showed that the client's

share trend was stronger in the tv areas than in the non-tv areas

in all but one case. In that region, the telecast was at a different

and less satisfactory hour than in the rest of the country.

A graph by Nielsen showed that in tv areas the share-of-market

increased by an average of 6% for the U.S. while the average in-

crease for non-tv markets was 0%. In tv markets, share increases

ranged as high as 21 r
/c while in one non-tv area the figure dropped

as much as 4% in share of market.

The client's ad program, according to Nielsen, cost approximate-

ly $2,000,000 per year and it was helping to support a $20,000,000

a year business. The net cost of the survey was about $4,000 or

1/5 of 1% of the client's stake in the program under consideration.

In summing up such tests Nielsen points out that "there can be

tests in terms of area; that is, doing something in one area which

is different from the program in another area—or tests in terms of

time; that is, making some change in strategy for a brief period

of time. In either event it is important that the effect be mea-

sured if the management is to learn from the experience."

"Research can aid in the skillful use of advertising media," says

Nielsen, "by: 1. coordinating media coverage and consumer sales

records for individual commodity lines and brand shares; 2. making

optimum use of the media, such as proper location of commercials

on radio and tv programs; and 3. evaluating the effectiveness of the

advertising by comparisons with market trends." * * *

46 SPONSOR



A TV Station Is Measured By . .

.

• • • Its AUD IENCE!
Of the top 10 shows in this three-station market,

# are On WSAA-TV .-Survey by A. R.8., November, 1955

That's the latest in a long parade of ratings— all

of which showed WSM-TV far out in front. By

every audience yardstick, WSM-TV is clearly

Nashville's # 1 TV station— and always has been.

A rating of this market by The Pulse, Inc., was

taken also in November, 1955, immediately pre-

ceding the A.R.B. rating cited above. Using a much

larger sample of homes, it reflected even more

favorably on WSM-TV, reporting that 9 of the

top 10 multi -weekly shows and 10 of the top 15

once-a-week shows are on WSM-TV.
And when it comes to comparing TV stations,

there's no substitute for audience.

There are other important yardsticks, of course—
coverage, sales results, experience, initiative,

public service, and programming (to name just a

few). In these respects, too, WSM-TV still leads.

For proof of this, watch for our sequel ads in this

"Measuring A TV Station" series.

WSM-TV {;

Channel 4 Nashville, Tennessee

NBC-TV Affiliate

Clearly Nashville's * 7 TV Station
IRVING WAUGH, Commercial Manager
EDWARD PETRY & CO., National Advertising Represenlafives
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Top 10 shows in 10 or more markets

Average
ratings

7-STATION
MARKETS

5-STATION
MARKETS

4-STAT10N MARKETS 1-

M

Kaafc pact* rtsrioa j-y January irjo
Mff rank TITLE. SYNDICATOR. PRODUCER. SHOW TYPE NY L.A. Boston Mnpls. S. Fran.

Seattle-
Atlanta Chicago Detroit Tacoma Wash. Bait

I I Mr. District Attorney, Ziv ( M

)

20.7
74.4

knxt
10:00pm

24.7 72.2 76.2

wnac-tv kstp-tv knxt
10:30pm 10:30pm 10:00pm

20.9 77.7 23.6

waga-tv wwj-tv king-tv
10:30pm 10:00pm 9:00pm

73.9

wbtl-tv
10:'30nm

2 2 Waterfront, MCA Roland Reed (A) 19.3
6.8 7 7.2

wabd kttv
6:30pm 9:00pm

79.2

wnac-tv
7:00pm

79.2 9.0 74.5 78.9 23.5 70.9

waga-tv wgn-tv wjw-tv komo-tv wtop-tv wmar-tt
7:00pm 9:00pm 10:30pm 10:30pm 10:30pm 10:30pm

3 4 Badge 714, NBC Film (D) 18.9
6.2 75.4

wpix kttv

8:30pm 7:30pm

22.4 24.5 24.5

wnac-tv kstp-tv kpix
6:30pm 9:30pm 9:00pm

74.2 74.0 25.3 77.9

wgn-tv wwj-tv king-tv wrc-tv
8:00pm 7:00pm 9:30pm 7:00pm

T-fr |

•M 1

1.4 1

n-ti i

In

4 4 Highway Patrol, Ziv (A) 18.7
5.9 72.8

wpix kttv
9:30pm 9:00pm

78.0 74.0 7 7.9

wbz-tv wcco-tv kron-tv
10:30pm 10:00pm 6:30pm

76.2 9.2 20.7 78.2 72.9

waga-tv wbkb wjbk-tv komo-tv wtop-tv
7:30pm 9:00pm 10:30pm 7:00pm 7:30pm

7.2

wmar-tT
7:30pm

5 3 Amos 'n' Andy, CBS Film (C) 18.2
70.8 76.5

wcbs-tv knit
2:00pm 5:30pm

76.7 70.2

wnac-tv wcco-tv
4:30pm 10:45pm

27.7 70.2 74.7 74.7

waga-tv wbkb wwj-tv wtop-tv
6:00pm 9:30pm 7:00pm 7:15pm

9.5

wbal-ty
7:0Opm

6 9 Annie Oakley, CBS Film (W) 17.9
8.8 75.4

wcbs-tv kttv
5:30pm 7:00pm

75.7 22.7 8.0

wbz-tv wcco-tv kgo-tv
6:30pm 4:00pm 6:00pm

75.0 9.9 75.5 23.6 7 7.5

wlwa wbbm-tv wxyz-tv king-tv wtop-tv
6:00pm 5:00pm 6:00pm 6:00pm 7:00pm

27.2

wbal-tv

5:30pm

71
Mr i

* 1

7 6 I Led Three Lives, Ziv (M) 17.8
3.2 73.2

wplx kttv
10:00pm 8:30pm

27.5 78.7 77.7

wnac-tv kstp-tv kron-tv
7:00pm 9:30pm 10:30pm

76.2 77.7 73.7 20.6 78.7

wsb-tv wgn-tv wjbk-tv ktnt-tv wTc-tv
7:00pm 9:30pm 10:30pm 10:00pm 10:30pm

74.7

wbsl-tv

10:30pm
T-P 1

l»)!l

8 8 Man Behind the Badge, MCA-TV Film (M) 16.9
9.2

kttv
8:00pm

22.9 74.4 73.7
wnac-tv kstp-tv kron-tv
10:30pm 7:30pm 10:30pm

7 7.7 77.7 70.6

wbbm-tv wjbk-tv king-tv
10:00pm 10:00pm 10:45pm

:.7 1

Ml >

9 Cisco Kid, Ziv (W) 17.3
6.0 6.3

ivabc-tv kabc-tv
7:00pm 6:30pm

72.2 24.4 75.6

wnac-tv wcco-tv kron-tv
9:00am 4:30pm 6:30pm

77.2 22.4 76.9 72.7 7 7.7

waga-tv wbkb wxyz-tv komo-tv wtop-tv
5:30pm 5:00pm 6:30pm 6:00pm 7:00pm

22.2 J ]

wbal-tv i-n i

7:00pm » i

10 10 Superman, Flamingo (K) 16.9
7 7.0 73.9

wrca-tv kttv

6:00pm 7:00pm

2 7.9 6.4 74.5

wnac-tv wtcn-tv kgo-tv
6:30pm 6:30pm 6:30pm

25.2 75.4 78.2 20.6 75.2 74.9

wsb-tv wbkb wxyz-tv king-tv wbns 1 wbal-tv m i

7:00pm 5:00pm 6:00pm 6:00pm 6 :00pm 1 7:00pm In (

Rank P»st»
sow rank Top 70 shows in 4 to 9 markets

1 * Stars of the Grand Ole Opry, Flamingo Film

(M)
19.9

2.9

kcop
9:00pm

77.7

kpix-tv
9:30pm

78.2 8.7

waga-tv komo-tv
7:00pm 6:00pm

2 1 life of Riley, NBC Film, Tom McNight (C) 19.1
77.7

kttv
8:30pm

70.2 23.7

kstp-tv kpix-tv
6:00pm 7:00pm

75.4 28.6

vmba king-tv
6:00pm 7:30pm

— —j

3 7 Meet Corliss Archer, Ziv (C) 16.2 7.2

wjbk-tv
7:00pm

7.5

wbal-tv
11:30am

4 4 Passport to Banger, ABC Film, Hal Roach (A) 15.8
5.9

kcop
7:30pm

5.0

keyd-tv
7:30pm

9.6

king-tv
10:45pm

S 3 Celebrity Playhouse, Screen Gems Inc. (D) 15.2
9.9

knit
10:00pm

7 7.9

kron-tv
10:00pm

6.9 6.9 2 7.8 2.9

ww5-tv wwj-tv komo-tv wmal-tv
3:00pm 7:00pm 9:00pm 2:00pm

«

6 Range Riders, CBS Film (W) 14.9
3.2 4.7

kpix knxt
7:30pm 5:00pm

25.0

wbz-tv
7:00pm

70.0 74.5

wbbm-tv ktnt-tv
12:00n 7:00pm

9

i -tt

7 8 Eddie Cantor, Ziv (C) 14.6
7.4

kttv
10:00pm

6.0 20.4

wtcn-tv kron-tv
9:30pm 7:00pm

76.0 70.0 74.3

wnbq wjbk-tv king-tv
9:30pm 10:30pm 10:00pm

72.9

wbal-tv
10:30pm

8 9 f Search for Adventure, Bagnall (A) 14.3
7.7 77.2

wplx kcop
7:30pm 7:30pm

20.9

kpix-tv
7:30pm

23.2

klng-tv
7:00pm

9 5 Long John Silver,CBS Film (A) 14.3
5.7

wabd
8:00pm

9.5 72.7 77.0

wsb-tv wbkb king-tv
6:00pm 2:00pm 7:00pm

1© Count of Monte Cristo, TPA (A) 12.9
70.8

kttv
8:00pm

9.4 73.7

kstp-tv kpix
5:30pm 10:00pm

9.9 70.5

waea-tv ktnt-tv
7:00pm 7:30pm

B •B

ID

10 Jungle Jim, Screen Gems (A) 12.9
8.7 6.2

wrca-tv kttv
6:00pm 6:00pm

7.0

kgo-tv
6:30pm

27.2 25.5 73.3 8.2

wlw-a wxyz-tv komo-tv wmal-tv
6:30pm 6:30pm 7:00pm 6:00pm u
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1I1IW
,11) made tor tv

urnb Mllw. Phil*. St. L.

C 77.5 7 7.7 22.5

I wtmj-tf wptz ksd-tv

11:00pm i0:30pm 10:00pn

27.2 79.6

w?au-tT
6:30pm

kwk-tv
10:00pm

8.2 7 7.9 27.7 37.3 27.0

lw-t wcau-tT

30pi 7:00pm
ksd-tv
B :30pm

vbrc-tT
10 :00pm

wnio-tT

11:00pm

2 S 77.7 7 7.2 20.9 26.8 39.3 38.5 34.5

nmj-tv wfll-tv

T , 10:30pm 10:30pm
kwk-tv
9:30pm

wbrc-tT
10:00pm

WbtT wblo-tT
10:30pm B :0Opm

wdsu-tv
10:00pm

«.* 72.2

m-t wpta
2 :00pm

U 76.0 77.7 75.7

>.-t sttmj-tr

8:00pm
wcau-tT
5:30pm

kwk-tv
4:00pm

7 1 20.5 74.7 78.9

j- t wtmJ-tT
:00pm

wcau-tT
7:00pm

ksd-tv
10:00pm

24.9

wtmj-tv
pi 7:30pm

75.0

ksd-tv
10:00pm

4.5 72.5

• e wtsn-tv
on 6:00pm

5.2 72.2 75.7 7 7.3

Mil-t Wlin-tT
': 80pm

WCSU-tT
7:00pm

ksd-tT
5:30pm

2-STATION MARKETS

Birm. Charlotte Dayton New. Or.

60.3 75.5 27.5

wbtT wlw-d
8:00pm 10:30pm

wdsu-tv
10 :30pm

79.0 60.0

wabt
9 :30pm

wbtv
8:30pm

25.8 34.3 52.8

wbrc-tT
10:00pm

WbtT
4:00pm

wdsu-tv
9:30pm

26.8 74.3 30.0

wbrc-tT
6:00pm

wlw-d
8:00pm

wdsu-tv
12:0On

22.3 28.0

wabt
9:30pm

wlw-d
9 :30pm

26.8

whlo-tT
10:30pm

79.8

wbrc-tT
1:00pm

27.3

WdBU-tT
5:30pm

35.0 76.8 25.3

wbtT wlw-d
5:30pm 6:00pm

wdsu-tT
5:00pm

78.0

wabt
9 :30pm

39.3

WbtT
8 :00pm

35.0

wdsu-tr
5:00pm

22.9

rtmJ-tT
» :30pm

27.3

WbtT
12:30pm

25.5

irtmJ-tT

9:30pm

29.3

wbrc-tT
9 :30pm

74.9

ksd-tT
10:00pm

29.8

wbrc-tT
9:00pm

37.3

wdsu-tv
10 :00pm

3.2

Wfil-tT

10:00am

72.0

ksd-tT
11 :30pm

34.3

wdsu-tv
5:30pm

30.0

wdsu-tv
10:00pm

6.0

lw-e

00pm

74.0

wbrc-tT
6:00pm

35.5

WbtT
5:30pm

77.3

wbrc-tv
6:00pm

• aetn 22 lb„t0
.

num"« of station. In market li Pulse'a
bom i, Tb. me.™„M.

.
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COLD RELIEVER

SPONSOR: Anahist Co. AGENCY: Ted Bates

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: A sales increase of 81%
in KRON-TV's area is reported by Anahist Co., an or-

ganization that spends most of its advertising, allowance

in the broadcast media. The company had consistently

used late evening participations in a five-a-week mystery

strip. Recently, it was reported that August through

December, 1955 volume topped sales for the same months

of the previous year by 81%. Says the company, "Ana-

hist is having a terrific season in the KRON-TV market."

KRON-TV, San Francisco, Cal. PROGRAM: Participations

JEWELRY STORE

SPONSOR: The Time Shop AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: The Time Shop, principal

jewelry store in Chico, was among the first of the local

businesses to advertise on tv. Previous advertising con-

sisted mainly of radio and some newspaper space. For

112 consecutive weeks the store sponsored a 15 minute

dramatic show. In its first year the shop doubled its

gross sales, with 98% of the ad budget going to the

$105-a-week show. The television commercials increased

Wyler watch sales over 500% and sales of Flexlet Watch
Bands over 450%.

KHSL-TV. Chico, Cal. PROGRAM: Public Prosecutor

SPRAY GUN KIT

SPONSOR: Labor Savers AGENCY: Television Advertising

Associates

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: KGMB-TV was one of 200
stations regularly scheduling a 15 minute film twice

weekly. Within the first five and a half weeks, 644 spray

gun kits were ordered through the program at $19.95

each. In pointing out that a great volume of sales is

rare for that particular item, the agency said KGMB-TV's
record was "tops." The cost of the first ten telecasts

to the advertiser was $810 or $81 per telecast.

KGMB-TV, Honolulu, Hawaii PROGRAM: Films

SOFT DRINK
J

SPONSOR: Squirt-Detroit Bottling AGENCY: Boylhart Vf
,

8 ear.

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: The company used a na(l
range of media throughout 1955, including telev0n
and newspaper advertising. Twice weekly it spon

erf

a five minute weather forecast titled Miss Fairweier

from 11:15 to 11:20, following the 11 o'clock ,2
From October to December, all advertising exce |
was dropped. Nevertheless, sales increased by |4

during a normally quiet period in the beverage indi r\

WJBK-TV. Detroit, Mich. PROGRAM: Miss Faim he

USED CARS

SPONSOR: Town & Country Motors AGENCY:

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Selling cars these da h

as tough a job as any retailer could want and alht

resources available to the dealer must be used, k-

vision proved its worth recently to the manager of Lit

ton, Idaho's Town and Country Motors when the 1
pany started sponsorship of a local Friday evening ('.ft

9:05) newscast. The very next day two cars were M
as a direct result of the newscast and twice as ; iy

people as usual were on the lot. Cost per broadcast: $

KLEW-TV, Lewiston, Idaho PROGRAM: Neiasi

SALAD MIXER

SPONSOR: Grant Co. AGENCY: Arthur Meyi

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Sometimes the pull out

announcement does more than sell. In this instan it

showed the strength of a time of day previously tho hi

to be weak. Grant Co. bought a participation ir, 1

Sunday Theatre which runs from noon until one pm B

offered a $4.00 salad mixer by mail. In 15 weehu
company received 1,168 orders for the item, gro^s.

$4,672 for an outlay of $506.25 Bruce McGorrihj

WCSH-TV points out that the afternoon spot has prri

excellent family time.

WCSH-TV, Portland, Maine PROGRAM: Particip>n

NEW CARS

SPONSOR: Pollard Motors AGENCY: I

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: The debut of the '56 F<%

was the occasion for Pollard Motors to purchase a s '•

ration spot campaign over WSEE-TV. It was the hep {

James D. Pollard tliat he would move 21 cars wit a

three day campaign, using tv exclusively. The nun I

of cars sold, however, topped the target figure by /'

Total success of the sales was attributed to WSEE-

Cost of the drive to Pollard Motors was $400.

sponsor plans additional use of television.

WSEE-TV, Erie, Pa. PROGRAM: Announced
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Huntington-
Charleston,

West Virginia

CHANNEL 3

Maximum Power
NBC BASIC
NETWORK

affiliated ABC

11

<̂Z±

^ llI

WSAZ
TE LEVISION
also affiliated with Radio Stations WSAZ,

Huntington & WGKV, Charleston
Lawrence H. Rogers, Vice President and

General Manager. WSAZ, Inc.
represented nationally by

The Katz Agency

That's what your product message can

now be in this great Industrial Heart of

America when you enlist the help

of WSAZ-TV's new, fully-equipped

facilities for color telecasting. As the

nation's 12th non-network-owned station to

install complete color equipment, WSAZ-
TV now offers viewers in five states the

standout programming of network

color shows, plus films, slides

and live local color production.

Take full advantage of WSAZ-TV's
exciting, new colorcasting. The
nearest Katz office can paint you the

whole bright picture.
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ONE OF SERIES

What Makes a Radio Station Great?

to Rural Listeners!

Venezuela Got Its Hogs

The Breeders Got a Premium

Murray Cox Got

Kudos

When representatives of the
Venezuelan government recently
came to Texas to buy 1080 pure-
bred hogs they were faced with
a problem. Within three weeks
they had to locate an exact num-
ber of certain breeds in certain
weights.

Head of the Texas Swine
Breeders' Association thought im-
mediately of Murray Cox,
WFAA's well-known farm editor.

Tracked down at Texas A & M
College, Cox put out a hurry call

on his farm program broadcasts.
Result: Venezuela got its hogs

on time, the swine breeders got
a premium on the sale, and
Murray Cox added another "mis-
sion accomplished" to his long
list.

Cox's excellent farm news and
market reports are responsible
for the fact that 42.1% of North
Texans having a station prefer-
ence say that the best farm news
is on WFAA.* This is a mighty
prosperous audience and a mighty
productive market—we might add.

If you want to sell them — or
any other North Texas market
. . . ask your Petry man about
WFAA.
*Whan Study — A. C. Nielsen, N.S.I.

WFAA
NBC • ABC • T Q N

WFAA
is a great radio stater.
Edward S. Petry & Co., Representative

Continued

from

page 8

is constantly regaling me with what Arthur did today or

Garry or Ernie but when I get a glint in my eye, she quickly

changes the subject to how bad the kids were or the amount of

increase in the price of lamb chops.

The children, riveting themselves to the screen as they do

so they cannot be pried loose even to say hello to Daddy when
he comes home, are probably not very faithful at filling out

diaries either—which, of course, must tend to cheat the kid

shows.

Despite the vagaries of our techniques and the discrepan-

cies therein, I must say we should all be thankful that we
have them. At least, there are indications of popularity made
apparent to us. For all the fallacies these may provoke, it is

quite apparent that there is basic agreement as to which shows

are really up there and which should be sent back to the

Three-Eye League for more work.

I cannot subscribe to the carpings of those critics (usually

paid by the newspapers) who take the business apart for pay-

ing such heed to ratings since the substitute they seem to sug-

gest would be their judgment, a set of criteria which I dare-

say would be the biggest help to newspaper circulation since

the invention of the axe-murder.

True, a slavish following of ratings which sets off panic

and convenes script meetings when the reports show a frac-

tion-of-a-point decline is absurd. Also the size of the poten-

tial tv market makes it possible these days to be somewhat

selective in audience and on occasions to trade numbers of

people for kind of people. This type of scrutiny often shows

an astute advertiser that his 20 rating is a lot more valuable

to him than the 30 his competition has. On the other side of

that coin, he probably realizes that what he would have to do,

show-wise, to build his rating another 10 points would cause

him to lose the basic appeal his show now has and make it

that much less valuable a property by so doing.

No practitioner of the business (in contrast to the Monday
morning quarterbacks) can help but feel grateful that he does

have at his fingertips such speedy tabulations as the tele-

graphic Trendex, the clear and concise and complete data as

presented in the Nielsen and ARB pocket pieces, and such

other basic information as Viewers Per Set, Audience Com-

position, Flow Charts, regardless of the method by which

these are obtained.

We all recognize that our answers are not perfect. They

are, however, indicative and when trying to join Biz and

Show Biz in unholy wedlock, as we spend our lives trying to

do, it's nice to have a few inklings as to how we are doing.

Nobody need get panicky or be blinded by them.

I must conclude this now, since I see that the new Nielsen

was just placed in my incoming box and the cold sweat in my
palm makes it impossible to continue to hold a pencil. * * *
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Channel Z
runs rings around...

Ai

the Uhd of Al&k, cundfttmujl

... and nearly a million people

live within that "B" ring!

Vep'Biiietn Baltimote!
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^ETER RIFFIN
WOODWARD INC

Today* all we Colonels and Colonelettes bow our congratulations

to Lloyd Griffin and Russel Woodward as their names go on the door.

Woody and Griff have been active management partners

in this company for many years. Their contributions to whatever success

we have achieved— have earned them this important recognition.

We look forward to the future determined to even

better serve our stations— and advertisers and their

agencies from coast to coast.

We are grateful, too, to James L. Free whose vision and foresight

founded this company and enable us to say:

"Pioneer Station Representatives Since 1932".

President

IFFIN ,WOODWA1D
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • ATLANTA • DETROIT

FT. WORTH • HOLLYWOOD • SAN FRANCISCO

IMC

niarch 15, 1956



TO

CONSCIENTIOUS

STEWARDS

OF A CLIENTS

BUDGET

A reminder of something you already

know. The mounting costs of tele-

vision time place upon you an increas-

ingly greater responsibility. Not only

does your program have to be good,

and your selection of time for the

program be carefully made—but, in

any given market, you have got to

have it on the right station. If maxi-

mum return from a client's TV invest-

ment is to be obtained, coverage is

the absolute requisite. In television

today, the "bargain basement" is the

most expensive place to trade.

The great AREA station

of the Southeast / WSD-fV
Atlanta, Georgia

Affiliated ivith The Atlanta Journal and Constitution.

NBC affiliate. Represented by Petry.
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"WNHC-TVs listings

in nearly one hundred
newspapers in Conn.,

Mass., and New York
is my cue that this sta-

tion rates with almost

a million TV families.

Canny newsmen hitch

their circulation to

WNHC — television's

brightest star in the

rich Southern New
England market. Their

readers demand it. With
that kind of coverage

and viewer loyalty

WNHC-TV is really

a buy!"

WNHC
channel ^ &

>»

Represented by Katz Agency, Inc.

COVERS CONNECTICUT COMPLETELY
316.000 WATTS MAXIMUM POWER

Pop. Ser. 3,564, 150-TV Homes 948,702

agency profile Anthony DePierro
V.p., media director

Lennen & Newell, New York

During the past few years, Tony DePierro, L&N's media director,

has reorganized the agency's media department with a view toward

streamlining it.

"Spot buying is expensive to handle correctly in an agency, and
expensive to the client unless it is done as efficiently as possible,"

says he. "Good channels of communication and top buyers in the

agency can mean the difference between a successful campaign and

a lukewarm effort to a client. Our integrated organization makes
it possible for us to send our buyers on enough field trips to con-

solidate friendships with stationmen and thereby improve our client's

schedules."

Here's how DePierro's media department operates: Under him
are four media supervisors, each with a print and broadcast buyer.

The supervisors are all-media men; their buyers, specialists.

"Actually, three media groups would be ample for an agency

this size." he told SPONSOR. "But our set-up gives us more margin

for growth. I estimate that each of our current media groups could

efficiently handle some $16 million in billings."

Lennen & Newell billings were around $40 million for 1955.

"We hit on this system after pretty thorough researching of the

methods of operation in other major agencies," DePierro says.

"Originally, radio-tv buying and print buying were totally separated

and the account executives had to coordinate the planning. They

felt that this extra work took too much of their time. They prefer

our current method."

At the same time, DePierro does not feel that integration can

successfully be carried to the buyer level. "Broadcast media are

too complicated and are bought on different principles from print

media. We like buyers of each medium to have some familiarity

with the others, but we don't want to burden them with all media

responsibilities. Still, we do think in terms of grooming super-

visors from among our buyers."

In his Westport home, DePierro is grooming at least one other

adman. The eldest of his five children is currently studying journal-

ism at Syracuse with an eye on Madison Avenue upon graduation.

"I just hope he has no illusions about the tough beginnings. Last

summer, he made $70 a week as a gardner. In our agency, he'd

be more likely to start at $40 a week." * * *
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fMHlUWIS
SOttW f«»*

In Five Years South Florida's Popula-

tion Has Increased over 400,000 — to

1,210,000. The increase alone equals

the entire population of such cities as

Richmond (Va.), Flint (Mich.), Sacra-

mento (Calif.), and Syracuse (N.Y.)

<v
?v&

Represented Nationally by
Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.

WTVJ - Florida's FIRST Television Station; FIRST

with Full 100,000 Watts Power; FIRST with a
1,000 ft. Tower; FIRST with the World's Largest

Remote Unit; Now Becomes FIRST with Local

Color TV in Fabulous South Florida.

WTVJ^4
C AFFILIATE Ml AMI M
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Continued

from

page 26

team. RCA, of course, has issued its annual statement for

1955, and did (as I said they would a half year ago) easily

pass the billion mark for the first time. The key to RCA's
success, I think, was revealed in one sentence: "A total of

SOa of the Corporation's sales in 1955 were in products and

services which did not exist, or were not commercially de-

veloped 10 years ago. .
." This is the most graphic kind of

tribute to General David Sarnoff's vision and courage as re-

flected in the tremendous research and engineering program

he fathered at RCA; and to Frank Folsom's fabulous ability

to merchandise these new products.

And speaking of the General, I hope telecasters will give

heed to his remarks that there is some danger of the medium's
becoming the present day neighborhood movie house, spe-

cializing in "B" and lesser quickies. With the Elliot Hyman
group (Associated Artists Production) right on the verge of

paying Warner Bros, some $20,000,000 for close to 1,000

feature length films and cartoons (all pre-1949) coming on

top of the recent Tom O'Neill purchase of some $15,000,000
worth of old RKO product, the industry faces the situation

of having about $37,000,000 worth of old movies available.

And we're ignoring the mere $100,000 and $200,000 deals

perking on all sides. Certainly some of these older films are

fine entertainment and have their place on tv. But I'm with

the General. If this is to be tv, I'll take the Bijou.

And if these multi-million dollar purchases of major film

products continue, will they affect toll-tv's chances.

Talking of toll-tv, were you as flabbergasted as I to hear

about FCC Commissioner Robert E. Lee's piece in Look,

urging that the public have a chance to test toll-tv for itself?

Every man's entitled to his own opinion, of course, and even

to express it in a national magazine, but with an FCC official

decision still pending, isn't it a little odd for a Commissioner
to make a pro-toll pitch in a major national magazine? I'm

only asking.

And I'm not asking, I'm suggesting on another much more
important subject, that possibly the segregation issue is much
too touchy, much too complex for disk jockeys to become
involved. I understand that Al Benson, a jockey on WGES,
Chicago, hired a plane a while back to drop copies of the

Constitution over Jackson, Mississippi and that Al English

of WSUH, Oxford, Miss., is retaliating by dropping copies

of the Confederate flag over Chicago. I submit that this issue

isn't one to play games with, and if I were running a radio

station I'd ask my jockeys to play records and read com-
mercials, and restrict their participation in the segregation

situation to a few quiet prayers that it'll all work out gradu-

ally without violence and bloodshed.

BIG AGGIE LAND

202,960

love letters
from the land where TV
means 'Taint Visible"*

• • •

Well, not exactly love letters,

but the next best thing. You
see, during 1955 WNAX-570
received a whopping total of

202,960 pieces of mail— 155,117

of which were specifically addressed to

local commercial programs. This mail came
from all over Big Aggie Land and beyond

—a total of 428 counties, 11 states and

Canada.

Such an overwhelming testimonial of

affection makes the WNAX-570 talent team

and program director blush with joy. They
know the 654,800 rural and medium-to-

small town families in Big Aggie Land
have definite ideas about radio entertain-

ment.

Translated into advertising importance,

that means WNAX-570 gives national adver-

tisers what they want, too. Programs people

like and listen to—popular shows that sell.

Your Katz representative is the man to see.

*TV Penetration
National—69%
Big Aggie Land—37%

Radio Penetration in

Big Aggie Land

—

98%

WNAX-570
Yankton, So. Dakota

A Cowles Station, Don
D. Sullivan, Advertising

Director. Under the

same management as

KVTV Channel 9, Sioux

City—Iowa's 2nd largest

market.
CBS Radio
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SHOPPING UST
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WHO REMINDS

THEM TO

REMEMBER?
13,714 women in an Advertest survey*

told us . .

.

On the day they go to supermarkets: Before

entering the store, for every 18 shoppers

who read magazines, every 55 who watched

television, every 81 who read newspapers . .

.

100 shoppers heard radio.

*

Hi In time spent with all four media on the
a .

dp shopping day: Before entering the store, for

every 5 minutes spent with magazines,

every 32 minutes with television, every 16

minutes with newspapers . . . shoppers spent

one hour and 10 minutes with radio.

During the hour before they shop: For every

7 shoppers who read magazines, every 50

who watched television, every 21 who read

newspapers . . . 100 heard radio.

Day. Time. Hour. Radio is their favorite

pre-shopping companion. Now...where do

they listen most?

In the 10 biggest markets, the most popular

daytime radio programs' are network

programs (71 out of 100 ). And of these 71

shows, 68 are on the CBS Radio Network

!

Who reminds them to remember? Radio does.

CBS Radio.

•.1 1035 sun eij in xirpt i warki I in '. metropolitan area: red by all media.

\PhIxc, Vol -Dei tflJiS. 1" , Hies with luryt i I numlx r oj metropolitan area families,

Sales Management, IffSS

THE CBS RADIO NETWORK



another first for K-NUZ

The World's

Largest

Microphone!

BIG MIKE No. 2

"BIG MIKE STUDIO"

BIG MIKE No. 2"— K-NUZ's second and newest radio station on wheels

was born a Chevrolet Nomad Station wagon. The custom built broadcasting

equipment in "Big Mike No. 2" enables K-NUZ to broadcast disc jockey shows

direct from any point in Houston. The fidelity of musical broadcasts from

"Big Mike Studio" is the talk of the Houston radio world.

"BIG MIKE STUDIO"— The World's Largest Microphone is over 14 feet

high, and is an exact scale model of the "newsman's mike". "Big Mike

Studio" is equipped with turntables and a complete console. The leather

upholstered and fully carpeted interior is large enough so that a disc jockey

can interview as many as four people in air conditioned comfort. Together

with "Big Mike No. 2", it makes a complete and self-sufficient Radio Station

on wheels. Now, greater than ever ON THE SPOT COVERAGE means MORE
SALES . . . WILL MOVE MORE MERCHANDISE ... AT NO INCREASED
COST!

BIG MIKE No. 1

In addition to K-NUZ's five-man news staff, "Big Mike No. 1" is a well-known

"news personality" in Houston. Wherever news is being mode,
HOUSTONIANS LOOK TO "BIG MIKE" for complete coverage

FIRST ... and they get it ... ON THE SPOT.

K-NUZ
"Houston's 24-Hour Music & News"

NAT'L REPS.—FORJOE AND CO.
IN HOUSTON, CALL DAVE MORRIS

JAckson 3-2581

STILL HOUSTON'S TOP RATED INDEPENDENT
BY EVERY SURVEY!

49TH b MADISON
{Continued from page 20)

third line of page 111, the 20 February

issue of sponsor, crediting TvB with

a budget near $7 million.

As you know, our revenue is l/10th

this amount. However, we hope that

a few months from now our annual

revenues will run into seven figures,

when you will be able to substitute a

1 for the 7.

Oliver Treyz
President

TvB; New York, N. Y.

BUDGET SLIDE RULE
We were much interested in the

"Radio results" case history from

WKZO, Kalamazoo, describing use of

a budget slide rule on the Coffee Club

show. This happens to be an item we

syndicate by arrangements with the

North Pacific Bank Note Company,

the manufacturers. May we have

your permission to reprint this article

and include it in our direct-mail pro-

motional material? Naturally, we'll

credit sponsor; and we are, of course,

subscribers to your fine magazine.

Enisse Chimes
Karl G. Behr Advertising

Detroit, Michigan

• The "Radio Results" to which Reader Chimes
refers appears on page 41 of the 26 December
1955 issue.

EDITORIAL MATTER
As president of the Texas Associa-

tion of Broadcasters, I want to thank

you for the applause you have given to

our Association in your editorial page

of sponsor's 20 February issue. We
deeply appreciate your comments. We
are proud to take the lead in this cam-

paign on behalf of radio listening, and

most happy to share it with other state

associations.

RlCHMAN LEWIN
President

Texas Assoc, of Broadcasters

Lufkin, Texas

ALPHABETICALLY SPEAKING
The abbreviation ARB in the article

"What's with the tv set count these

days?" in the 20 February issue of

sponsor (page 40) has me stymied. I

am not, unfortunately, one of the initi-

ated. Can you help me?
Marguerite A. Zulick

Commercial Research

Farm Journal

Philadelphia, Pa.

• Sorry! ARB stands for American Research

Bureau which headquarters in Washington, D. C.

They specialize in tv research. "k ^ "K

SPONSOR



IN INLAND CALIFORNIA (and western nevadai

RADIO

T.r t

These inland radio stations, purchased as a unit, give you
more listeners than any competitive combination of local

stations . . . and at the lowest cost per thousand! (SAMS
and SR&D)

In this inland market — ringed by mountains — the Bee-

line covers an area with over 2 million people, more buy-

ing power than Colorado, more farm income than Kansas.

(Sales Management's 1955 Copyrighted Survey)

flAeCAodbckAj fS/totaXeoaiiftu} Cototjba*«f
SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA • Paul H. Raymer Co., National Representative
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to air advertisers and their agencies

a forum on questions of current interest

What is the potential of closed circuit tv

for advertising meetings

Arthur E. Durham
Vice President

Fuller & Smith & Ross

New York, N. Y.

TO DATE, IT'S ALL POTENTIAL

• To date, closed circuit television

seems to be all potential and only

slight actuality. Relatively few manu-

facturers have taken advantage of the

singular values provided by this new-

est form of communication, and this

is surprising since the values are

clearly measurable and should dictate

an extensive use of closed circuit meet-

ings for various reasons.

In considering its potential for in-

ter-agency use by major advertising

agencies, however, I am not sure the

same benefits prevail.

Let's took at all the plus values

which can be recommended to clients

and determine the extent of their ap-

plication to agencies.

First, closed circuit meetings, pre-

sentations or promotions as used by

American industry have these inher-

ent advantages:

A. Ability to generate an instan-

taneous nation-wide enthusiasm for a

given activity, campaign or idea. Old

techniques of holding local meetings

in cities across the nation must, by
necessity, take up many weeks and
lose all sense of spontaneity.

B. Ability to reach all sales groups

or customer groups of a company
simultaneously and with greater econo-

my than any other method.

C. Ability to make use of top man-

agement personnel in one single clos-

ed circuit presentation as compared

with impracticality of having such

executives cover many local individ-

ual meetings in many different cities.

Since closed circuit facilities and

rental of cable from AT&T are not

inexpensive and since none of the

above advantages apply to any degree

to agency operations it is doubtful

that this method of communication

really holds forth any great advan-

tages for the future.

If, however, facilities could be in-

stalled and operated on a regular and

continuous basis within agencies at

considerably smaller costs than now
pertain there is little doubt that agen-

cies could gain much more effective

preparation of campaigns and pro-

motions than is now possible.

Richard S. Reibold
Supervisor of Closed Circuit

Operation, BBDO
New York, N. Y.

WE'VE USED IT AND ARE SOLD

• In answer to your question re-

lative to the future of closed circuit

television, from an agency point of

view, let me relate the following:

First of all, it is a service to the

client encompassing many uses, in-

cluding stockholder meetings, con-

ventions, sales meetings and intro-

duction of new lines to dealers and
distributors.

It is a comparatively new medium,
but a rapidly growing one. In the

first few months of this year we have

had inquiries from various clients as

to how closed circuit can benefit them.

Several of these have resulted in com-
mitments to prepare a program.

Regarding the potential of closed

circuit tv for sponsors, I'd like to men-

tion color television.

Right now, there are only two

cities in which color is available on

monitors—New York and Chicago—
although it can be made available

in any location. The advent of closed

circuit color will increase the desir-

ability of this medium.

In many cases, closed circuit is

more economical and effects greater

savings as compared to the cost of

bringing people from scattered lo-

cations throughout the country to one

point.

In short, from the advertiser's

point of veiw, anything can be done

on closed circuit that's done on com-

mercial tv.

We at BBDO feel very strongly

about closed circuit. So strongly, in

fact, that we used it at our annual

convention to enable ten of our branch

offices to attend the proceedings by

means of large screen receivers. It

was the first time that the officers

of our agency could talk to all of

our people at the same time.

1956 will surely find a great in-

crease in users over that of the past

year, but since it is new and educa-

tion of its benefits is necessary, it

will probably not be until early 1957
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that it will be fully recognized for

the advantages that it can offer.

George C. Neumann
Vice President

David J. Mahoney
New York, N. Y.

COST AND CONTACT PROBLEMS

• It seems obvious to me that the

potential for closed circuit television

is enormous. The very size of our

marketing and sales operations de-

mands it.

There are, however, two basic

problems which must be overcome.

First is the ever-present problem

of the cost involved. Yet, technologi-

cal improvements are reducing equip-

ment charges on one side, while lack

of time as well as transportation costs

are squeezing operating overheads,

on the other. Perhaps within three

to five years, closed circuit tv will

be considered among the normal fa-

cilities for most companies.

However, the second problem is

more critical. Can a video screen

adequately replace personal contact

when group decisions are to be made,

or a new program planned?

Tv has come a long way, but what

kind of an impression would the av-

erage sales director, office manager

or account executive make on a screen?

When enthusiam and initiative are as

vital as they are in advertising and

selling, no glass-faced tube can come
close to the warmth of personal con-

tact.

We are being driven to closed cir-

cuit tv today by distance and costs.

And its use will increase. The suc-

cess with routine procedure such as

instruction to company salesmen, or

outlining programs to branch office

personnel testifies to this. But let's

remember that the real essence of our

creative business is personal relation-

ships. * * *

what do YOU want

from a Musical Clock?
The same thing my Central New York

listeners want:

GOOD MUSIC— TIME— WEATHER REPORTS—
NEWS AND LOCAL FLAVOR

But you want more . . . SALES RESULTS!
That's what I offer on WFBL's Musical Clock,

Mon. thru Sat., 7 to 9:30 a.m.

It got RESULTS for 144 advertisers in 1955
FORWARD #

56!

Am I better than other morning men? Certainly!

Just place your message on my show and watch the

sales rise. See Free & Peters.

Best wishes,

'J^l^coxc^cy

Central New York's FIRST Radio Station
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CONTADINA
(Continued from page 33)

For example, one station, an 0-&-0

network outlet in New York, working

with the Contadina broker, was able

to get A & P to run a special, full-week

promotion in 1,500 of its stores.

Another station got the buyer of

another chain to order several extra

thousand cases of Contadina for mass

displays in each store. And the buyer

told the broker he was certainly im-

pressed when the entire special order

sold out in just one week.

Originally the announcements were

planned as 20-second and one-minute

bits. But in developing the campaign
it was decided to shorten the minute

versions to allow time for the brokers'

use—to plug another Contadina prod-

uct or provide a special mention of

any store that favored the company

with a featured product display.

Some brokers were satisfied with the

shortened version of the commercial

without any tag of their own. To pro-

vide for such cases the firm supplied

the stations with fact sheets about the

product so announcers could talk per-

sonally about the tomato paste. There

were suggestions for ad libs by whimsi-

cal d.j.s. The main idea they were

asked to stress was that Contadina

was '"the secret ingredient of America's

best cooks."

The jingle itself (composed by

Frank Deval, Colgate's musical direc-

tor, and Jeff Alexander, choral director

for MGM, and cut by the Sound

Recorders Inc.) is a childishly gay

piece with words and music both

charmingly unsophisticated. An orig-

inal tune that mostly just slides up

and down the scale, it carries the fol-

lowing message.

Children: "It's yum yum yummy,
Contadina Tomato Paste,

In your tummy
Why don't you give it a

whirl?

Contadina Tomato Paste

Pure tomato, there is no

waste,

Wonderfully indispensable,

And it's price is so sensible.

It's so yum yum yummy,
Contadina Tomato Paste,

Tell your mummy to go out

and get it today

Man: And daddy will shout hip-

hoo-ray

Children: So go out and get it today!"

By the end of the spring campaign

in early June, Contadina was almost

l Please turn to page 71)

Man:

Children

:

Man:

Children:

:.'

f. l\ew stations on air*

CITY & STATE
CALL

LETTERS
CHANNEL

NO.
ON-AIR
DATE

ERP <kw)"
Visual

Antenna
(ft)"'

NET
AFFILIATION

STNS.
ON AIR

SETS IN
MARKET)

(000)
PERMITEE, MANAGER, REI

JUNEAU, ALASKA KINY-TV 8 14 Feb. .261 354 Alaska Broadcasting System, Inc.

If. ftlew construction permits*

CITY & STATE CALL
LETTERS

CHANNEL
NO.

DATE OF GRANT ERP (kw>*
Visual

Antenna
(ft)"*

STATIONS
ON AIR

SETS IN
MARKETt

(000)
PERMITEE. MANAGER. RADIO 1

1

MONTROSE, COLO.

CLOVIS, N. M. KICA

10 23 Feb. .204 70

12 23 Feb. 29.74 220

Western Slope Broadcasting Co.

KICA, INC.

III. JVew applications

CITY & STATE CHANNEL
NO.

DATE
FILED

ERP (kw)"
Visual

Antenna
(ft)"*

ESTIMATED
COST

ESTIMATED
1ST YEAR

OP. EXPENSE
TV STATIONS
IN MARKET APPLICANT. AM AFFILIATI

BIRMINGHAM, ALA.
U I 1 1 1 Ml I

BROWNWOOD, TEX.

DICKINSON, N. D.

POCATELLO, IDAHO

42

19

2

6

3 Mar.

3 Mar.

25 Feb.

25 Feb.

16.52

$67,635

$266,225

$243,473

789 $134,000 $300,000

$84,000 .5

$144,000 25.88

$157,000 69

WABT
WBIQ3
WBRC-TV
WJLN-V

307

838

1460

Birmingham Television Corp.

Brownwood Television Co.

Dickinson Radio Association

Radio Service Corp.

BOX SCORE U. S. stations on air 464 Markets covered 297

_

•Both new c.p's and stations going on the air listed here are those which occurred betww
25 February and 3 March on which information could be obtained in that period. Station
are considered to be on the air when commercial operation starts. "Effective radiated power.
Aural power usually is one-half the visual power. *"Antenna height above average terrain (not

above ground), tlnformition on the number of sets in markets not from NBC Research, o

sists of estimate? from the stations or reps and must be deemed approximate. SKon-commeic

'Above ground (temporary).
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It's Spring •••and another big year for KSTP-TV
Since April 27. 1948, when it became the

first television station in the Northwest,

KSTP-TV has remained the leader in this

vital, four billion dollar market.

Last year, KSTP-TV broke all sales rec-

ords and is well on the way to doing the

same thing this year. The reasons are simple.

Through superior entertainment, talent,

service and showmanship, KSTP-TV has

earned a listener loyalty that means sales

to advertisers. That's why it is the first

buy—the best buy in this market of more

than 600,000 television homes.

For more details on the most efficient,

most economical way to sell your product

in the active-buying Northwest, contact

your nearest Edward Petry office or a

KSTP-TV representative today.

WATTS5
MINNEAPOLIS • ST. PAUL Basic NBC Affiliate

Represented by Edward Petry & Co., Inc.
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Moore & KFMB's Pecht try a practice spin—Ray Duke interviews basketball's Tom Gola

Expert at spinning pugs is

now spinning disks on KFNtB

Archie Moore, World Light Heavy-

weight Boxing Champion, is another

personality who will turn to broad-

casting to cash in on his popularity

as a sports figure. KFMB, San Diego,

Cal. will be Moore's radio outlet.

Five days a week (Mon.-Fri. 6:30-

6:45 p.m.). Moore will broadcast

sports news for Westerlund and Lange,

one of San Diego's largest automobile

parts supply houses. Saturday's, from

11 a.m. to 1 p.m., he will do a remote

from the auto showrooms of the Pear-

son Ford Company. On both shows

Moore will have Sam Grossman,

KFMB's Sports Director, in his corner

as chief second.

In noting that he planned to bring

nationally known sports figures to his

show Moore added, "I've met a long

list of wonderful people in sports in

my years of boxing and I certainly

plan to use my contacts to build a

good show."

The Champ, who calls San Diego

his home, said his new assignment

satisfied a long-felt desire to get into

broadcasting. "After all, I can't fight

for another 20 years, so I'd better

learn another profession."

KFMB is the CBS station for San
Diego. -k-k-k

Yank's Rizzuto unips Junior
Sport League show for RCA

"If you want to reach kids don't

forget that they're people."

No, please don't start groaning be-

cause two men who have taken this

approach have done so with under-

standing and taste. There's good show-

manship, too, in the way Paul White
and Joe Wills have produced the

Junior Sports League show now being

distributed by the RCA Recorded Pro-

gram Services.

In the half hour film previewed by

SPONSOR, Phil Rizzuto presided as

National Sportsmaster with as much
ease as any professional tv performer.

Other sports personalities, including

tennis star Vic Seixas, will alternate

with Phil from time to time.

By way of giving the kids, for whom
the program is designed, a chance to

do more than sit on the sidelines and

cheer on cue, the JSL will play host

to a different club each week. The
club members will also participate on

portions of the show. The first week

the Madison Square Boys Club took

part and club member Ray Duke in-

terviewed basketball star Tom Gola.

Kids watching the show at home can

become members of the JSL by joining

a recognized youth club in their com-

munity, -k k -k

DuMont labs make color tv
magic with low $ \ itascan

Whether or not you're making more
money than ever before, you're still

interested in cutting costs wherever you
can—especially when you can improve
your services. In tv this means offer-

ing sponsors better means of selling

their products. If you're ready to grant

that color is one better means, DuMont
Laboratories have a new device that

you can use.

It's called the Vitascan and was de-

signed to provide a reliable, economi-

cal method for live color telecasting.

It transmits brilliant color pictures

without a camera and avoids the prob-

lem of color registration. It can be

used without large studio crews of

trained engineers.

Vitascan uses a cathode-ray tube to

scan persons and objects with a beam
of light that is in turn picked up by

multiplier phototubes. The phototubes

convert the light into an electrical sig-

nal which is passed on to a transmitter

for the telecast.

Because the reflected light is picked

up by the Vitascan the studio must be

in complete darkness. By synchroniz-

ing the studio lights with the Vitascan,

one is turned off and the other on in

such rapid succession that the studio

is seemingly always in full light.

The cost of a complete Vitascan in-

stallation is about Vs that of conven-

tional color tv equipment. * * *

KSHO's stay-up-late town
spawns tv programing idea

Maximum saturation television is

being made possible by KSHO, a new

independent station going on the air

this month in Las Vegas, Nevada.

Since Las Vegas is a 24 hour city with

men and women getting off their jobs

at all hours of the day and night,

KSHO plans to program a six hour

block of films which will be repeated

four times each day. This will keep

costs down by minimizing the amount

of film to be bought and will permit

audience promotion by word of mouth.

Except for news programs, time will

be sold only in packages on a satura-

tion basis of 24, 12, eight, etc. an-

nouncements a day. A package of 24

announcements for one day costs $200.

On a yearly basis it would be $140 a

day. The success of saturation on

radio inspired the film block idea

which lowers KSHO's rates.

KSHO is owned and managed by

Morry Zenoff. * * *
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Maryland's 11 II II and II \ 1

»

sponsor 26 mile relay run
Radio station WITH, Baltimore and

WNAV, Annapolis, are sponsoring the

Maryland Day Marathon Relay Satur-

day 24 March. It is being held under

the sanction of the South Atlantic As-

sociation of the Amateur Athletic

Union of the U. S. The 26 mile race

will be run between the State House in

Annapolis and the Baltimore City Hall.

Besides creating interest in their re-

spective stations, WITH and WNAV
hope the event will serve to spotlight

the Olympic Fund Drive.

The committee for the relay is made
up of the following Honorary Chair-

men: Hon. Theodore R. McKeldin,

Governor of Maryland; Hon. Thomas
D'Alesandro, Jr., Mayor of Baltimore;

Thomas G. Tinsley, Jr., president,

radio station WITH; Robert Campbell

Embry, v.p., WITH.
Two-man teams will compete in the

race with each contestant to run half

the distance. * * *

Itrieily . . .

Spring fashions 1956, in full col-

or, were introduced in Indianapolis

over WFBM-TV by Davidson's of In-

diana, one of the leading furriers and

fashion centers in the midwest. David-

son's Spring Fashion Colorama was
the title of the half hour show. It was
part of 10!/2 hours of color program-

ing carried by the station in a recent

week.
* * *

Authenticity of color tv is empha-
sized by the news that Smith, Kline &
French of Philadelphia, Pa., a pharma-
ceutical firm, have purchased an RCA-
designed compatible color studio-on-

wheels for closed circuit presentations

of surgical and clinical demonstrations.

G. F. Roll, director of pr for S.K.&F.

said, "Form and contrast alone are not

sufficient to provide a true picture of

human tissue. The addition of color,

however, provides the realism."

* * *

To celebrate its anniversary, radio

station WITH, Baltimore, Md., sent

out birthday cakes to top personnel in

all local agencies and to time buyers

and account executives in New York,

Chicago, Philadelphia and Washing-
Ion, D. C. With each cake went a card

thanking the recipient for the part he
played in the continuing success of

WITH over the past 15 years.

{Please turn to page 96)

J

ONE WILL DO/
One station — WBNS Radio — drops sweet-

spending Columbus and Central Ohio right

in your lap. WBNS delivers the most listeners

. . . twice as many as the next biggest station.

The most and also the best. With 20 top Pulse-

rated shows, WBNS puts push behind your

sales program. To sell Central Ohio . . . buy
WBNS Radio.

CBS FOR CENTRAL OHIO

Ask John Blair

The number one Pulse station

covering 1,573,820 people with

2 Billion Dollars to spend.

WBNS
radio
COLUMBUS, OHIO
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Just 72 minutes...from there to here.!
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1

/

is while it's news means spBt-

^d schedules, schedules you

meet. A dignitary arrives at

rport far from the heart of

. . . with minutes to go until

ne. You're always in a hurry.

iyway—ii's easy . . . inexpert-

too . . . provided you work out

, schedules and ,. . . USE
TMAN TRI-X FILM.

complete information—what

o use, latest processing tech-

write to:

ion Picture Film Department

MAN KODAK COMPANY
Rochester 4, N. Y.

Bast Coast Division

'Aadison Ave., New York 1 7, N. Y.

Midwest Division

viorth Wabash Ave., Chicago 2, HI.

West Coast Division

6706 Santa Monica Blvd.,

Hollywood 38, Calif.

r W. I. GERMAN, Inc.

its for the sale and distribution of

in Professional Motion Picture Film,

s, N.J.; Chicago, III;; Hollywood, Calif.

en done with EASTMAN
]-Xf Shot at 5:20 PM, La Guardia

Airport., .rushed to New York

... processed (twice as fast

as Super XX Reversal

. film).

.

. on the air by

6:32 PM.

CONTADINA
(Continued from page 66)

out of product. At this point the re-

search department took over and,

through follow-up surveys with the

radio stations, added up the results.

What had they learned? When all

the data were pieced together, agency

and client were convinced they had

the right recipe. The appetizer was

just right; now for the main dish: the

fall campaign.

This drive got under way 19 Sep-

tember and ran nine weeks, through

to 19 November. Basically it was the

same formula used in the spring test,

only more so. Whereas the first cam-

paign cost about $125,000 for the

radio end, the fall push called for

more than double that.

Again the campaign began with a

barrage of announcements and main-

tained the heavy drumfire throughout

the ensuing weeks. In New York,

for example, there were 123 during

the first week, followed by no less than

90 every week thereafter.

Again prime adjacencies were sought

and the agency had little difficulty

getting them, except for some of the

higher-rated disk jockeys.

Again Contadina brokers teamed

up with the radio stations to conduct

a preselling campaign. And this time

they got nearly more in-store promo-

tions than they could use (if such a

thing be possible).

Again listeners wrote in to stations

for copies of the ditty; Garry Moore

plugged it twice on his network show;

and the tune became something of a

hit—among harried mothers anyway.

Full-color ads in Sunday supple-

ments supported the radio schedules

this time around, along with black-

and-white ads in the dailies. And in

all media the message repeated the

tlieme: "Add the secret ingredient of

America's best cooks"— the recipe

catalyst. Dealers were provided with

mats, shelf strips, throw-aways, and

other sales aids.

Satisfied with last year's showings,

Contadina has things stirring on radio

again. Its current spring drive began

5 March and will continue through till

14 April. And this time it's all radio,

with about the same number of spots.

Schedule calls for saturation of all

markets for the first week. Number
of announcements per market is re-

duced for the second and subsequent

weeks in the campaign with concentra-

tion on daytime hours, especially dur-

ing the best shopping days: Wednes-

days, Thursdays, Fridays, and Satur-

day mornings.

The Morici brothers (Anthony, who

is president, Alfred, and Martin), who

own and operate the company, fly

their own planes to keep themselves

informed first-hand on developments in

important markets. While they're best

known for their tomato paste, they

also pack other fruits and vegetables

and the 40-year-old firm name is ac-

tually the Hershel California Fruit

Products Co.

Four years ago, in 1952, the com-

psny planned a program of tv par-

ticipations. The campaign had bare-

ly got off the ground when a price

war canceled its advertising efforts.

Plans simmered for awhile. Now
things are cooking again, and radio

is the basic stock.

As for the jingle, one mother wrote

in to say it was "the best baby sitter"

she ever had. Her 13-month-old daugh-

ter just loved it. "I would say," she

wrote, " 'Listen. Yummy, yummy is

coming on' and she would stay like

an angel. Occasionally she would

even stop crying. . .
."

When they begin crying for your

commercials . . .! * + *

AGENCIES 15%
(Continued from page 35)

SPONSOR his agency's balance sheets for

1955:

Internal servicing costs $239,800

Net art studio costs ... 12,900

Non-billed expenses _ 6,100

Other expenses, services,

sundried 3,040

Total costs . .. $261,840

Add 60% to $261,840 for agency's

operating overhead, which brings total

cost of servicing the account to

$396,904.

Income from radio-tv $431,800

Income from service fees 10,300

Total income from the ac-

count $442,100

Agency's gross profit was $45,196,

or more than 10% on gross income,

nearly 2% on gross billings.

"I worked in two top agencies be-

fore this job," said the product mana-

ger of a soap company. "In those

agencies, most of us would wait to fill

out our time sheets till the end of the
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week. Of course, by that time we'd be

guessing about how much time we
spent on each client. Still, how else

can an agency keep track of its costs?

After all, 80% of an agency's expense

are personnel payments."

A majority of clients expressed mis-

trust of cost accounting as a measure

of agency service.

"Any client who judges his agency's

services on the basis of the cost-

accounting sheets it feeds him should

go to a psychiatrist," one out-spoken

drug company ad director told spon-

sor. "I guess every ad manager goes

through that routine onece before he

realizes what nonsense it is. You see

on the sheet that one $15.000-a-year

man spent two-thirds of his time on

your products. How're you going to

measure whether that's true or not?

For all you know, he may have been

split up among five different accounts."

3. How big is 15%?: It's a sizeable

chunk, admen point out, especially

when you're buying tv programing for

network exposure. And furthermore,

it's a chunk that's likely to keep grow-

ing as tv grows and expands.

Those opposed to package show

commissions aren't quibbling over

pennies. Just take these examples of

typical network tv costs: A 26-week

sponsor of a $38,000 weekly half-hour

show spends $1 million annually in

talent costs alone; $150,000 goes to his

agency in show commissions. For this

$150,000, he could add some 20 sta-

tions to his lineup for 26 weeks (Net-

work statisticians quote $300 as the

average price for a nighttime half-

hour on optional stations.) Or for

$150,000 he could buy a 52-week sat-

uration campaign of more than 85

Class "A" announcements weekly on a

major New York flagship.

If an advertiser buys a $58,000

weekly hour show for 52 weeks, he's

spending $3 million a year on talent

costs alone. His agency commission

on such a show package is $450,000,

which would buy him 52-week expos-

ure on 17 additional optional stations

(using network statisticians figure of

$500 as the average cost of a nighttime

hour on optional stations).

A jewelry advertiser summed it up

this way: "I could be sponsoring my
show in 15 additional markets for the

money the agency collects in show

commissions and I can't really afford

to bypass those markets any more. I

may have to quit network and go to

spot announcement schedules for cov-

erage."

4. Fees for services: "I have yet to

see a Gallup or Starch report I didn't

pay a fee for," says the advertising di-

rector of a drug firm with a $3 million

stake in network tv.

Most statistical services like Nielsen,

Gallup, Pulse or other reports are

charged to clients separately and above

the media commissions, advertisers

state. Of course, as a client's billings

increase, his services from the agency

increase, too.

For example, a major package food

advertiser moved a small-budget prod-

uct into one of the top five air media

agencies. During the first year he was

asked to pay a 20% commission on

one part of the account's budget be-

cause the agency showed him from cost

accounting sheets that it couldn't break

even on the account. This year the ad-

vertiser appointed the same agencv for

one of his top-billing products. Now
the entire account is handled for a

15% commission and the services have

increased as well.

*&» Use This One-Two Punch To Ring Up
Extra Sales in Baton Rouge

No. 1 WAFb-TV has overwhelming viewer

preference in Louisiana's State Capital.

According to latest Telepulse, WAFB-TV
has a leadership of nearly 5-to-l, is first

in 347 quarter hours to 78 for station B.

NO* 2 Within last few months, WAFB-TV has

won, (a) first place in nation-wide

"Lucy Show" contest with a double

award for a special merchandising job,

(b) first place in national Screen Gems,

Inc. contest on program promotion,

(c) one of first four in "Frank Leahy

Football Forecasts" promotion.

WAFB-TV
200,000 watts CBS-ABC
affiliated with WAFB-AM

Call . . . Write . . . or . . . Wire

National Representative

—

Young Television Corp.

South Southwest—Clarke Brown Co.

First in TV in Baton Rouge
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paraphrasing advertising great PHILIP W. LENNEN

's only one solution to a selling problem:

FIND THE



INTRODUCING: THE RIGHT TECHNIQUE!

SPONSOR PRESENTATIONS'

FOR TV and RADIO STATIONS

SOLVES YOUR SELLING PROBLEMS
by using Successfully Tested Technique'.';

that sell your station's story with

MAXIMUM IMPACT, SPE«



The complete Presentation:

We plan, create, the 8-page Sponsor
Presentation from A to Z. The
material is researched and gathered
on the scene (station and market) in

the most expert fashion. You have
no worries except suggestions and
approval of the Presentation.
Included in the package are the
writing, editing of the Presentation;
the artwork, the engravings (which
become your property); all the
researcher's traveling expenses;
the printing of 16,500 copies of your
Presentation. You get 5,000
personal-use copies for your sales

staff, national sales rep and
distribution among present and
prospective customers.

Automatic wide- spread
distribution:

Your Sponsor Presentation is

inserted, as part of the package
price, in a regular issue of SPON-
SOR, the prestige magazine tv and
radio advertisers use, with a mini-

mum circulation of 11,000 copies.

DELIVERED AT ONE PACKAGE PRICE

Exclusive added
pin-point distribution:

We will mail at our expense copies of

your Presentation— with an
appropriate note from your sales

manager— copies of your Pre-

sentation to a confidential and
selected list of 1,000 time buyers.

Maximum coordination
with your rep:

After the Presentation is com-
pleted, we will set up meetings with
your national rep's sales staffs in

New York and Chicago to give them
a complete rundown of your
station's up-to-the-minute story, as
based on what the researcher of your
Presentation found and observed.
The end result: the men who
ore out selling your station

become more firmly sold than
ever on vour sales storv.



OF SUCCESSFUL TECHNIQUES
TO MAKE $$$ .

fift WSAZ-TV
. n[!MC>UU',i;» » u :m«* 3

$$$ GIANT PAYROLLS
ttem from large numbei of giant irdui

contained within WSAZ-TV* primary

1'cji economy arable and dtrenitied

Q. Bh»l'» the umplesi urd-lic., (01

mfuutin" fairs potential?

A. 1 1 > the stcadi buiinf power o(

ih-r ..mmunitv or of the area.

Q. Bui fuii t>pe of buying power

d dependable loundal

A. Ii, .he ml]]

in economy thai h not onl-. wHl t,*l-

weed but U expanding.

The are. .c

idr) I hat'* »rtj balanced

beCaUM of ill UghJ] I

tu«trie*—and is at the Mmr tune d\

uunic—became it is one nf ihc faslesl

:ro»m- renler* of American industry.

Spread throughout the breadth and

length ol this area are roan, huge di

vision* of America's leading industrial

gianls.

A stable, well-* versified and dy-

namic economy plus giant industries

add up to steady cunt payroll*. And
that* what the WSAZ-TV area ha*

plenty of.

Area'a Overall Market reel.

Here are tome general economic
facts characterising the market which

lis mlfain WM/.TV. coverage urn-

brella:

• It is not only The Industrial

HEART of Amenta bul contains more

diversified big industries than an> nth

rr industrial area o( America
> li<-( \ irgima is the semnd laig

est coal pi -lu'ing slate bul the No. 1

teal state of the country in relation

t<> the number of coal reduction in-

dustries and plant*.

• EMJ acres* to river transport*

lion has made, and continue? lo make
hi* area singularit attractive U bn
induMri

- In additio

, the i has all the ba-i.

rhaxle-atott-Crral hLaunawfta Area

• Fortw sVagtLU.tr dubbed the

Creat Kanawha Valley as the "Ruhr
VaJhr* of Amenta." It deaenbed the

Volley « one of America a pirates)

treasure chesis of coal, oi). gas. salt,

• The Kanawha Valley, with- Char

le«ton in its renter, a the greatest

chemtral producing area in Amenta.

• City oi Cbarlealoti ha* an excrp-

tionalk large perrentagc of white eoL

lar workers, doc to fact il is city of

•late capitol. There are 4,000 people

emplnseii in this tingle "iridusfrr
."

a The pav rolls in Kanawha Coaniv
of which Qterleaton is the county teat

were $i<X).000,000 for the first nine

m.mt>,« of 1951. wtuch t* practKalfy

equal In what il was for the like pe-

nod of 17S2. Indaratfons are that the

parrr.ll total for 19SJ in Kanawha
Counlr will be ore* t260,OOaOOCL

• Charleston diatnbale* to 6S0.000

people in eight counties surrounding

Kanawha. It did a wholesale business

of over $300,000,000 in 1952 The
wholesale payroll in Metropolitan

Charleston for 19SS is eatimated at

around 8160.000,00(1 (IncoVntallv

.

distributor* in Charteaton—as also ap-

plies to Huntington—enter such a

wide area that the entire market can

onhr be enenrnpoawed with a •uiarle-

atatioo bur through WSA2-TV. The
iraaon: WSA2-TV's 100,000 watts on
low channel 31.

• There are over 200 manufaclur

ing plants in the Charleston-Great Ka-
nawah Area, including *ucb giant-, as:

1 nion Carbide 4 Carbon
Libby-OwenvFord Class Co.

f 1. DuPoot

Monsanto ChemKal Corp.

American Viscose Corp.

D. S. Rubber Co.

I n.ied Carbon Co.

B. F Coodncb Cherrucal Corp.

Weatvaco Chemical Corp

'Wrium Reduction Corp.

• The Charleston^reat Kanawha
area account, lor 339.100 people,

i'»> 000.000 tn retail sale* and r«v5

000.000 in conatune: spendable in-

• Factory shift* are ttaggeird in ihe

Charleston area lo avoid caceaaive traf-

fic congestion. Moat of the plant* op-

erate around the dork, making late

Portamosnh Aaw*

Aa pointed out in the March U
1-rA issue of lata Wetk Afautauue

l~Aiom*t Bomb on the Otuo"', Porbv
mouth is an "integral part of a last

grown**, indurfnai area.

Here are the economic highlights of

lb* Portsmouth Area

• Cifr of Portsmouth is the trading;

area for 200,000 people within a ra-

dius of 50 miles. Its estimated whole-

mIc turnover lor 19S3 is $3a,000,000

and retail volume I3a.000.000.

• In Sooto County, of whach Ports-

mouth is the seat, auto registration

glMrilaj industrial area."

ilaaj m the coumv
a Value of Scioto County agjn-wl

lural product* in I9".l .« |S.139.00ii
1 Mies Management '. "Surrey oi Buy-
.ng Power"!. There are 2J73 (arm*
in the County.

• An atomic rnerg> plant now un

der consinxljon in the Portsmouth
Am involves an eapendilure ol II.

219.000,000 and emplovmenl of II-
500 people-

• The Atomic Encrg-y Commmaiun
ha* ronurussioned the Ohio Eaectnr

Valley Corp.. a combination of 15 pn-
• ate utilities, lo build two steam gen
crating plants to serve the Portsmouth
Area's AEC uranium plant. These
stesun plant" will DfM $-121 1 million

and hare a two-million kilowatt ca-

• Datnii ^leef Corp.'* Portsmouth
Division has about completed a 160
million expansion program, and Dow
Chemical Co. is talking about a hoge
sile in nearhi Haverhill.

a Leading industrial plants in the

Portsmouth Area:

DntnatJ Med (orp

W.liiam* Ml* Co shoesl

NHb^ Shoe Co.

NoHolk a Western R. R. Shop* 1

Yards (third largest in the world'

riames-lonea Co.

Vulcan Corp. ishoe lastsl

Portsmouth Caating & Mfg. Co
Dayton-Portsmouth Foundry
Aknnrtr Co (plastic*)

• In term* of market data banc*
the Portamouth area accounts I or 132,

iXX) people. $1 JaooO.OOQ in retail sales

and tamflOHjOOO m consumer spend,

able income.

Combined ATN coverage area

CMI > r ,,.c-eni- aearf) V> billion
i

retail ~i\r- per familt •<il~i

1955 facts on individual markets and ATN combined market

MARKETS WKlfo WIWT WC0L QWIZE IwcMlH

POPULIIIO* METROPOLITAN
MARKET

Cirv
METROPOLITAN
MARKET

y,,';??>r?

v. m^- u~- i- c^w i

170,600
511.100mi oo

137.100
1M.770
307.140

NET EFFECTIVE

BUiINC INCOME

RETAIL SALES

CENFJAl

MfllCHANOISE

HOME

IURNISHIN6S

HTHIlTIK
SALES

CITY
MCTROPOI i tan
MARKET

Cirv
METROPOLITAN
MARKET

CITY
METROPOLITAN
MARKET

1715,424.000
S1.063.J75 000
S1793 251 000

I54» 371.000
S67IH32.0OO

H 164 710000

5110 603.000
5164 443.000
$272.156 000

CITY
METROPOLITAN
MARKET

CITY
METROPOLITAN
MARKET

City
METROPOLITAN
MARKET

566,714.000
573949.000

5124.121.000

S JO 166 000
535.390.000
557.777.000

S108.7J9.O00
Si'2.210.000
S2J63JOOO0

S24.624.00O
528.222 000
542 1 J6.000

S565.6550OO
5999.947 000

SI. 726.778,000

5449.141 0O0
5596,922.000

51.084.670.000

5101.245,000
5145.446.000
S263 384.000

574.163.000
179.024,000

5111.684.000

522457 000
S28.058OOO
550.905.000

$41427.000
$107,267,000
$209,030,000

$16,761,000
$21 183 000
$34,097,000

169.740
171.980
260960

5809 635 000
$1. 094,718.000
51 580 086 000

5597408 000
566J 309.000

$1,137 691 000

$126,993,000
$146,360,000
$229,967,000

$96 475.000
S97.940.000

5119.482.000

532615.000
$34 187,000
$46,083000

$118,012,000
$122,657,000
$177 595.000

518 682 000
121 118.000
S2J.127.000

83.000
120 200
263.900

26.910
16.950
79.290

SISI.692,000
S20I.325 000
$428,900,000

$112,005,000
I1U.1IS.000
$276463.000

126.447.000
12993*000
$61,573,000

511.914,000
$12058,000
$20,369,000

54559 000
$6,779,000

$13,164,000

$20 861 000
522 90S 000
552599 000

S3 487 000
S3 645 000

111 363 000

140 800
255.000
339.600

$321.640 000
$332 941.000
$400,860,000

$117,670,000
$217,624,000
S2S3.249.000

541 542000
$53,642,000
$64 646 000

$22.664 000
$25 666.000
526779 000

511.463 000
S12.S32.000
$14 241 000

$40,799 000
545.012 000
$$2,161,000

$5.514 000
56 345.000
57 207 000

J72J.417.OO0
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Excerpts from sales- producing Sponsor Presentations

>
These Presentations
have been uniquely
effective in selling local

personalities and local

live programming to na-

tional advertisers

- I-1
i

^
N A-

: EXECS, CLIENTS ENDORSE KOLN-TV'S EFFECTIVENESS

tner ml radio-lv director, \l

t wrnimcr KOL.YTV rrnud ikr r,ji

rearhinjt ihuu-.nd. .>{ home, ihry

rt hart on KOLN-TV Ftirmonl I ,.

W-TVi Hrvicr Iramendouiiy rffniiv.-

chid .hot., ihjl re*<h .t,w-r-.

I Mnrr Hcrr
John FrUer'i

B X lirvm.ltl.. On.aha li mOl
.,/ ih* uwthuh.l, \.h, ,„>.., mariut
id never reached before. Ihr mail

Svpi Bake I Etai Pen
he ItetiOfl, u p.art ol ,i- solid la

«*< groups, which rneki i U very ee

srculivr, Bou-ll A Jaroli*. Ilmihi; "Slltce

i. iributot .'i I incoln wttaoul .... id i

*porlKa»Icr, Hill Kmti Hif rc-|»'i.*r K> M,. r ,. .1. al. r. (r.,i, il..-

dlate LantaMrr county, area*, waj a big tnrpritt la u IV) bad obvi
a iliiiot, m Iwttn Hon Slon .- ,

promote h» dally -h,>- with «.. aggreaeive, -"II integrated campaign
"

i. Uvea, ^-in«m A AhmUim. Lincoln : IV.- Lincoln-Land market
in th' ibt -lair region hc erviet (or many ol »ur clii |. .,,1 wt hate been
th th* over-ell job lhal KOI S l\ I,,. been doinp under ih» John Fe»n
i pMle .h » conlinuma mierrat in the -.11 ...

upturn ... Km N |\ . ,,..,, L,|„,„, »„|, | „„ |„ .„..,.,

rfwta. lb- F.r.l N.I »l [} a „t ,nd F.r.l l.„-t l„ -I,., „h,rn»r,K ,

I -.il. th. hu ,-,,, ..i,, - r,

cam. at" th* DaTcati I hc*r..lrt I.... Lincoln i I ., I,,,.

Vvt been emaied »t the iirmcn.lnii. area ..( mil i *!»• h M H \ I \

J Furnharr <«., Lincoln: rSponiora Ijiw

P| ,i. potrei hoi \ i

U hwn .i raiuidetal'li eipanded li

V.

. niv'litlt i 'II

M .J,.,. .....

in. People .

Our technique for con-

veying coverage impact

and economy gave this

new station a fast sell-

ing start — equipped
with a complete sales kit
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ON PULL, COST RESULTS

. Hi ..
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FROM STATIONS THAT USED

BUD ROGERS, WSAZ-TV:
".

. . it's terrific! Easily the most valuable piece of research

ammunition we've ever had for future sales building . . .

we are being congratulated for the wonderful public relations

job we have done through our Sponsor Presentation for

the whole WSAZ-TV area while at the same time

aggressively selling WSAZ-TV."

PAT WILLIAMS, Air Trails Network:

"For the money spent this is the best sales

promotion we've ever gotten out and the best

national advertising we can buy. We have proof

of the results, because we've got business—
contracts— repeatedly on the basis of our

Presentations. Our salesmen consider a Sponsor

Presentation an annual "must." We are looking

forward to our fourth Sponsor Presentation."

HAYDN R. EVANS, WBAY-TV:
"We take great pride in having been the first station

to buy a Sponsor Presentation. It gave us an ideal

sales tool to mail to agencies and clients and to

show at in-person solicitations, for well over a year.

We got back our investment several times over."

V. E. CARMICHAEL, KWK, Inc.:

"You did a mature, down-to-earth job on the Presentation for

our new station, W*GTO. . . the information and sound selling

techniques gave us right at the send-off a strong, fact-packed

sales tool . . . the immediate results were very gratifying."

•JOHN FETZER, Fetzer stations:

".
. . expertly researched and documented ... a resourceful,

practically-devised sales story that should help us

enormously at KOLN-TV."

GENERAL MANAGER, WJAR-TV:
"Our Sponsor Presentation's acceptance and impact at agencies has

pleased us tremendously ... it gave them, the agencies said, the

information they're always looking for and the way they want it.



PRESENTATIONS' NEW

ALES FLU
*

mures you not only a mature, sound basic

fides tool but a complete, fully-rounded

tAVERTISING -SALES PROMOTION STRATEGY

[Wr sales story comes to the buyer

dipped in one complete package

Up THE BUYER BUYS YOUR SALES STORY

[EASILY, SPEEDILY, FACTUALLY

YOU BUY SEASONED KNOW-HOW

SPONSOR PRESENTATIONS, in 8 or more pages,
are planned, created, totally prepared by Ben Bodec and

his experienced staff, whose formula and formats can
be copied but not equalled.

A cross-section of Ben Bodec's background:

Executive with J. Walter Thompson and Kenyan & Eckhardt in

programming and planning capacities; associating him with
such accounts as RCA, Lorillard, Owens-Illinois Glass,

General Cigar, Ford, Lincoln-Mercury, Kellogg.
Program development and program sales executive

with the American Broadcasting Company.
Fourteen years with "Variety" as reporter, radio editor,

associate editor. Executive editor of SPONSOR. V.p. and general
manager of SPONSOR PRESENTATION, INC.,

since its inception February, 1953.
Over 25 years in the business of advertising and selling.



TWO
PROVED,
DYNAMIC
FORMULAS!

1 emc t

SPONSOR
PRESENTATIONS

MORE $$5
FOR YOUI
BUSINESS

YOUR SPONSOR PRESENTATION GUARANTEES '0

COUPON
FOR EASY
BUYING

PRESTIGE AND LEADERSHIP

PENETRATION AT THE KEY
CENTERS OF INFLUENCE

Sponsor Presentations Inc.

40 East 49th Street, New York 17, New York

/ am interested in a Sponsor Presentation. Please let me have further details

regarding such project.

Please advise whether I could insert my presentation in a SPONSOR issue

during the month of

Name

Station, or firm

Street address

City

Title

State



"Last year I had to pay for every

single merchandising piece the agency

made up for us," the ad manager told

sponsor. "Now I've got an $18,000-

a-year merchandising man assigned ex-

clusively to us. There's a timebuyer

who works almost entirely for us, both

in clearing for our network show and

buying our spot campaigns. And we're

no longer asked to pay a separate fee

for every study made for us."

But there's no set pattern for the

services a client is to get fee-free and

those he'll have to pay for.

"It's a matter of negotiation between

me and the agency," another ad mana-

ger said. "There's no guarantee that

an agency collecting $200,000 in com-

missions from a package tv show on

which it does little is going to turn

around and give the advertiser any-

where near $200,000 worth of extra

services. The services are not in pro-

portion to the kind of free ride an

agency gets from having a client on
net tv with the same package show
year after year."

S. Increased time costs: Gross

agency income from tv time buying
has been growing steadily. Initial net-

work buys today dictate somewhat
larger lineups than three years ago.

Once or twice a year many stations

boost their rates. As time passes cli-

ents expand their network tv lineups

for established shows. Thus agency
revenue grows automatically without
need for more work on the part of

the agency.

"In fall of 1954 we had our show on
a 70-station lineup," one package food
advertiser told sponsor. "Now we've
got the same show on more than 100
stations. But the agency still needs
only one man to supervise the show.
It doesn't cost the agency one penny
more to service our show, but its gross
income from the media buy alone is

about 40% higher than a year earlier."

Here's another point, and this one
came up recently when a drug com-
pany changed agencies: When a client

moves an existing package show out of

the agency that bought and possibly

helped develop it, should the new agen-
cy reap the 15%? Chances are, runs
this point of view, the second agency
will get a larger gross income than the

first one as a result of increased time
costs and expanded lineups. The sec-

ond agency did nothing towards clear-

ing the network time slot in the first

place, yet collects a full time plus tal-

ent commission on the full package.

6. Why 15%?: Granted that agen-

cies need to maintain more high-priced

talent in their tv departments than in

any other agency department, isn't

this overhead covered by the network

tv time commission? After all, nego-

tiating for network time isn't like buy-

ing spot tv. Once the time slot is ar-

ranged for, there's little further need

for reshuffling and reviewing schedules

as media people do in spot. True,

there's some work involved in clearing

the show on various stations, but does

that cost the full $150,000 which an

agency takes in from a $1 million net-

work tv time buy?
Agencies state that the first year a

client goes on network tv costs them

far more than any of the subsequent

years. If a show's a success, there's

less work involved in supervising it

during the second year. By then the

independent packager or network pro-

ducer has become familiar with audi-

ences, client taboos. The expense of

screening shows is behind the agency.

In print media, the media commis-

(Please turn to page 100)

KFAB is "Color Radio" at its

best . . . and this month we
"Face the Facts" with Don
Norman, originator, chief pro-

ponent and exponent of "Color Radio"
Broadcasting (on the world's smallest

network ) as "Norman, going no place

. . . doing nothing", Don conveys a mul-

titude of funny pictures and situations

on his "wide- speaker
"

Listeners to "Norman" do more than

just listen to KFAB's new radio service— they become a part of it. They all

agree, Don Norman is the funniest
thing to come their way for a long, long

time. Variety magazine speaks of

Norman as having the style that made
the Godfreys and Morgans what they
are today.

Don Norman . . . and other colorful

KFAB personalities give dimension to

your message. Listener loyalty rings

the bell for KFAB advertisers. Peters,

Griffin, Woodward, Inc., can tell you
more . . . likewise, General Manager
Harry Burke.

V.
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MBS QUESTIONS
(Continued from page 39)

anticipate in a lot of cases, it would

be necessary to lower rates.

In other words it operates just like

a magazine. If a magazine gives you

a guarantee of 700,000 and delivers a

million copies for a full year, come

around next year and the rates are

going to be higher. If it's a half a

million as opposed to 700,000, next

year the rates will be lower.

Q. Is that a departure from previous

air media pricing policies where your

price would not necessarily go down

if your audience went down?

A. (trenner) Well, when you talk

about previous pricing policies, I think

what you really mean is previous pric-

ing habits. If you've been around this

radio business as long as I have been,

you will find that most rates are habit.

In the first place they came out of

somebody's Stetson. Nobody knew
where they came from or why they

came. Somebody said that nighttime

should be double daytime and this re-

mained for a long time until somebody

got sensible enough to understand that

daytime was getting to be better than

nighttime. There has been no real

policy, no real basis for radio rates.

It's been determined by how much
does it cost me to run my station and

how much money do I want to make
in the course of a year. And this we
believe is the answer to that rather

inadequate basis on which prices have

been reached in the past.

Q. In other words you think this is

a more scientific approach to prices in

radio?

A. (trenner) I think

businesslike approach.

it s a more

Q. Network radio today is frequently

bought in short bursts of announce-

ments. Can the short term advertisers

get a guarantee?

A. (trenner) Well, no. Frankly, if

you want to be scientific about some-

thing you've got to give the science of

the method enough time to operate.

When a guy throws buckshot into the

air he is not buying on a scientific

basis. And he is not looking for this

kind of thing, in the first place. And
in the second place while we sell short-

term bursts just as everybody does,

we believe the best way to buy radio

is for its cumulative effect and as a

74
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Three times trie impact

Just a little momentum—the famous

Crosley Television Stations offer the

triple advantages of top shows . . .

top audience . . . top promotion through

the exclusive Crosley client service

department. So rock and roll!

Crosley Broadcasting Corporation, a division of

ifLVw " I Cincinnati WLW"D Dayton WLW"C Columbus



consequence we'd like to make longer

purchases more attractive.

Q. Is this plan designed to discourage

short-term buying?

A. (trenner) No, no. On the con-

trary. But we cannot give a guy a

guarantee on a short burst promotion-

al campaign. It might come between

two rating periods and we'd never

know how much audience it got.

Q. What's the minimum length of

lime that an advertiser can buy on

Mutual and be eligible for the guar-

antee?

A. (puff) Thirteen weeks at the

present time.

Q. Now how about a seasonal adver-

tiser who comes in for one 13-week

cycle preceding Christmas. If that

man does not get the circulation that

has been guaranteed, perhaps it's of

no value to him after Christmas. If

a make-good were necessary, would

you give him time next Christmas? . . .

That's a rather small point.

A. (trenner) No, it's an important

point. It's important because it brings

out an important point. The way you

NEATEST TRICK IN ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Tutnioi y4 HOURS

w- _ . .,

. . . info

£ OURS!
200

Quarter
Hours

7 A. M. - 5 P. M
MON. - FRI.

The latest (October, 1955) ARB report tells the story:

132 firsts for Channel 10 out of the 200 competitive

quarter-hours, 7 AM to 5 PM, Mondays through Fri-

days! —And, incidentally, Channel 10 rates 273 firsts

out of the weekly, day-and-night total of 461 quarter-

hours! Mighty good figures, Mr. Time Buyer!

WRITE US TODAY FOR

CHOICEST AVAILABILITIES

IN ROCHESTER

CHA
12 5,000 WATTS

OPERATED SHARE TIME BY

WHEC-TV AND WVET-TV

VHF

CBS BASIC • ABC AFFILIATE

ROCHESTER, N.Y.

EVERETT-McKINNEY. INC. • NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES • THE BOILING CO., INC.

ask this question, you presuppose thai

at all times we are going to wait until

the conclusion of the campaign tc

make good. This is not entirely so.

Because we have such a vast store ol

information about our network, we

will have our weather forecasters watch

everything as we go along. And if in

our judgment something is going to

fall short, we will make it up within

the framework of the campaign.

I refer you again back to maga-

zines. If a magazine believes it may
fall short, it does not wait to fall short

and then rebate the advertiser. The

circulation manager will warn about

what is happening. The magazine

makes the choice: Are we going to

pay rebates to some of these adver-

tisers or are we going out and spend

money on circulation promotion to

avoid it?

So it is not necessary, in fact it will

rarely be necessary for us to wait un-

til the end of a campaign because we

know a lot about our network. Mr.

Puff has accumulated enough charts

and figures and computations and

commutations so that this is not just a

hit and miss situation. And just as

an aside, I don't quite understand why

all the questions manifest themselves

about rebates.

Q. Don't you raise the question your-

self by having a guarantee in the first

place?

A. (trenner) Not necessarily. To

go back to my other example. When
Cadillac gives you a new car guar-

antee, they don't presuppose that the

car is going to fall apart or that you

think it will—because if you did you

wouldn't buy it even with the guaran-

tee.

Q. Can a current Mutual advertiser

take advantage of the quarantee?

A. (trenner) They are doing it.

Q. Since the plan was announced

have you had any orders placed be-

cause of it? Or any renewals?

A. (trenner) We've had two renew-

als. One of them was Kraft. The

other one was Warner-Lambert. We
have one new order so far and that's

Brown & Williamson for Viceroy

cigarettes.

Q. Was the guaranteed circulation a

big factor in the renewal?

A. (trenner) Paramount. Or is that

a bad word? It was very important.

In the case of Kraft it was not only
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Advertisement

The South Is Different!

By John Pepper and Bert Ferguson

Have you heard that selling the

South takes a different formula—

a

special effort? Wondered about stories

of "a changing South?" All right,

here's a way to sell the South, in terms

of it's own individual structure.

Let us get over one point at the out-

set. You can make sales in the South.

It is being done right now. There is

one formula that's different. And suc-

cess is not so much a matter of special

effort, as special choice. To get the

best and quickest results you never

peck away with a hairpin, you go get

a tool designed for the job. You never

wade through the final details, but find

a specialized assistant, agent or sales-

man whom you can rely on to under-

stand your problems and interpret

them. In radio station WDIA, Mem-
phis, you have at hand a medium
shaped by the South's own character,

ready to be fitted to your organiza-

tion's needs.

They listen to it: Ten percent of the

Negro population in the United States

live inside the WDIA coverage area.

This in itself is a heavy-spending mar-
ket bigger than the Negro populations

of Chicago plus Philadelphia plus Los
Angeles: the biggest market of its kind

there is.

In the Memphis area alone, the bus-

tling and prosperous center of this mar-
ket, 40 percent of the population is

Negro. And these people had never

really been approached until WDIA

started programming for them. There

is still no medium, even those designed

for the Negro readers in metropolitan

sections of the North, which attains a

fraction of WDIA's coverage and ac-

ceptance here.

For WDIA uses Negro voices and

Negro music. You hear it as you drive

past a barbershop or lunch stand, or

when you turn the dial on your own
set—and you can't mistake its rich

flavor. This was a wondrous and joy-

ful thing to these folks from the start.

Their pride and happy sense of owner-

ship—their habit of keeping WDIA
tuned in day and night—their whole-

hearted welcome to the way WDIA
came to them with their rhythms and

accents—have had pretty fabulous re-

sults and still do.

Just one result is the fact that with

WDIA you get the top audience rat-

ings, on all surveys, day and night, in

a city that has seven other stations

—

some of them on the air twenty-five

years. The WDIA listeners don't shift

around. They're listeners for good.
Good results, too.

It was this feeling about WDIA, too,

that pushed WDIA from 250 watts up

to 50,000 watts in one great move.

WDIA is still the only 50,000-watt sta-

tion in Memphis.

Willing to spend: Yet there's still

another aspect of this "Golden Mar-

ket," in addition to its proven devo-

tion to WDIA; and that's the fact that

it consists of a group of people who
actually buy more things than the av-

erage, and often better. They are eager

customers. They know quality and na-

tional brands.

The Negro 40 percent of Memphis

buys 56.6 percent of all the laundry

bleach. They buy 60 percent of all

deodorants. 44.5 percent of the girls'

dresses, 64.8 percent of the flour. That

will give you some idea of the favor-

able situation already there when you

start advertising over WDIA. These

people are earning over a quarter bil-

lion dollars this year. They are spend-

ing 80 percent of what they make, on

consumer goods and services. They

spend what they make. Their families,

homes and friends are the most im-

portant elements in their life. And
they are 100 percent sold on WDIA.

Only One in America: In short,

WDIA's Memphis and Mid-South op-

portunities are these. A market of

1,230,724 Negroes, more than in any

other one place in America. A market

of 80 percent spenders who buy quan-

tity and quality. A market in which

nothing else comes near the coverage,

much less the special appeal of WDIA,
which hits them where they live. A
market whose loyalty has lifted WDIA
to the top—and kept it at the top—of

power and audience measurements. A
market where—to borrow the legend-

ary remark Gen. Forrest may never

have uttered—you get the mostest with

the fustest.

Just how much weight is carried by
a solid 40 percent can be seen in suc-

cess stories of such accounts as

Wrigleu'* Gum, Breast ©»
Chicken Tuna, Pan-Am Gas
and Oil, Calumet Baking Pow-
der, Miller's High Life Beer.

And there's a good record made by
WDIA in the line that interests you
most. Would you write and let us

know the kind of product on which
you'd like to see some eloquent fig-

ures? We believe they'll add up to the

one formula for selling "a changing
South" which would be of real advan-

tage to you.

WDIA is represented nationally by
the John E. Pearson Company.

rJOHfTpEPPER, President

BERT FERGUSON, General Manager

HAROLD WALKER, Commercial Manager
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a renewal of the five days but there

was actually a sixth day added. They

had had five five-minute periods a

day for five days a week. And they

expanded it to six days, including

Saturday, adding a total of five five-

minute periods.

Q. What did the Brown & Williamson

people buy?

A. (trenner) Our Multi-Message Plan

five announcements a week.

Q. Had they been in the Multi Mes-

sage Plan before?

A. (trenner) They'd never been on

the network before to my knowledge.

Q. Do you have any other deals that

are hanging fire?

A. (trenner) Many. A great many.

Q. In other words there's definitely

been a stimulus to selling coming out

of your new approach?

A. (trenner) The answer to that is

positively yes.

Q. Well now can you give some ex-

amples of typical cost-per-1,000 guar-

antees?

FIRST IN TV AUDIENCE

IN METROPOLITAN SHREVEPORT

KSLA is first in TV
in this prosperous market where

311,235 families with 170,000 TV sets

have over $1,275,069,000 to spend!

*
1 9 the 20 SHOWS

TOP

* 68% of the nighttime audience

fr 61% of the daytime audience

* Leads in 150 out of 168 nighttime quarter-

hours.

PAUL H. RAYMER CO., INC.

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

• Full 316,000 Watts Power

• CBS Basic Network

• 27 Months on Air

*Based on ARB Survey of television

viewing—week of October 9-15.

KSLA^^|2
FIRST IN SHREVEPORT, LOUISIANA

A. (trenner) No, we do not do that.

That is a confidential thing between

us and the client. The only thing we
can say unequivocally is that guys

that buy the same thing get the same

guarantee. Anybody else that bought

five days a week on the Multi-Message

plan at night would get the same guar-

antee as Brown & Williamson, but you

can't give people the same guarantee

who make different types of purchases.

Q. Why do you make it a policy not

to reveal the specific figures?

A. (TRENNER) Why do we make it a

policy? Because we think it's the

business of us and the client and no-

body else.

Q. Well, in a sense your guarantee is

like a rate and yet a rate is an openly

announced thing. Is there a specific

reason or special reason in this case

for not publishing the cost-per-1,000?

A. (trenner) Well because it might

be misleading to people. It might

mislead the guy who came in and

wanted to buy two spot announce-

ments to think that he's entitled to

the same guarantee as Kraft is with its

30 five minute shows.

Q. Well, suppose you were to make

an announcement of cost-per-1,000 in

which you specified figures for differ-

ent types of buys?

A. (puff) We couldn't do that. There

are so many factors that are involved.

Actually, 30 periods comparable to

Kraft could turn out to be at different

times of the day, perhaps more of them

at night, more of them on weekends.

All of which would have a large bear-

ing on the actual cost-per-1,000 and

resultantly the guarantee that we

would place on it.

Not only that but you then get into

the area of specialized buying where

people want to reach just men or just

children or just women or just hunters

and fishermen or just bowlers. When

you get into the area of what might

be similar to specialized magazines

your cost-per-1,000 goes up.

Q. Tell me, is there also a competitive

reason for keeping this on a confiden-

tial basis? Do you feel that perhaps

to publish these figures would lead to
\

some form of network competition in

which other networks try to match

them or some factor of that kind?

A. (trenner) I would say that as a

broad answer to this whole question
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I off Might Cycle Coast to Coast in 14 lA Days* — —

BUT . . . YOU NEED WKZO-TV
TO PEDDLE GOODS
IN WESTERN MICHIGAN!

The American Research Bureau Report, left, proves that

WKZO-TV is the overwhelming favorite

—

morning, after-

noon and night—not only in Kalamazoo and Grand Rapids,

but in Muskegon and Battle Creek, as well!

WKZO-TV is the Official Basic CBS Television Outlet for

Kalamazoo-Grand Rapids. Telecasting with 100,000 watts

from a 1000' tower, WKZO-TV delivers its excellent picture

to over 590,000 television homes in 29 Western Michigan

and Northern Indiana counties—one of America's top-20

TV markets!

100,000 WATTS • CHANNEL 3 • 1000' TOWER

AMERICAN RESEARCH BUREAU
February, 1955 Report

GRAND RAPIDS—KALAMAZOO

Number of Quarter Hours
With Higher Rating

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

7 a.m.— 5 p.m.

5 p.m.— 1 1 p.m.

WKZO-TV
144

83

Station B

56

37

JATURDAY & SUNDAY

10 a.m.— 1 1 p.m. 80 24

0TE: Survey based on sampling in the following propor-

tions—Grand Rapids (45%), Kalamazoo (19%),
Battle Creek (19%), Muskegon (17%).

WKZO-TV — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WKZO RADIO — KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK
WJEF RADIO — GRAND RAPIDS
WJEF-FM — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
KOLN-TV — LINCOLN, NEBRASKA

Associated with
WMBD RADIO — PEORIA, ILLINOIS

Kalamazoo - Crand Rapids and Greater Western Michigan

19 MARCH 1956

Avery- Knodel, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives

*Donald Mainland did it (Santa Monica to JSetv York) in May, 1953.
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that we feel that the business of the

guarantee is ours and the client's and

whatever connotation you want to

take out of that is up to you.

Q. Is there any possiblity of argu-

ment with the client growing out of

this situation. Do you anticipate any

difficulty or confusion?

A. (trenner) We do not. We make

the whole plan and the whole deal

very specific and we write it out in

very careful terms and there's no more

there is on the average deal. And
there have been a few arguments be-

tween networks and clients in the past

before there was a guarantee so to say

that there will be no arguments would

be stupid. But as far as this is con-

cerned it would not contribute to the

arguments if that's what you mean.

Q. How does the cost that Mutual

is delivering compare with the cost-

per-1,000 of magazines and news-

papers?

possibility for here than A. (puff) Considerably lower. They

From the Top

of Chicago!

MAXIMUM
1 POWER

!f
"" JF£^f*^l from the
^SBSm^" *"*'

;i
, HIGHEST

TOWER

WGN-TV now offers the

finest service to advertisers

of any Chicago station.

:::::;
:

.

WGN-TV's antenna towers

914 feet above ground—169

feet higher than any other

Chicago station.

tllillilMiiHHiiiKinniH!
HIIMlltlMUIMMHUt
IHIfllUI iiitiitm«m«

9IHr

This means better reception,

greater coverage for your

advertising than ever before.

T 1 W 1

t % > » »» j'i « 5 1 < iMHI

WGN-TV—YOUR BEST

i BUY IN CHICAGO

441 N. Michigan Avenue WGN-TV
Chicago 11, Illinois Chicago Q

vary all over the lot but I would sa>

without the actual figures that then

are cases in general magazines nov
I'm speaking of where our cost is

probably not more than 15% of theii

cost-per-1,000, circulation. In ever)

case it's considerably lower.

There is no cheaper way of reaching

people than network radio. That's

the answer to that.

Q. When you go out to sell this, what
do clients ask about this plan? Are
there any particular things that they

find hard to grasp?

A. (trenner) Our observation has

been that the fairly sophisticated buyer

doesn't find any problems with the

plan as it's presented at all. There

are certain things that they do ask

and we do satisfy them. For example,

in the event that a make-good is neces-

sary, where do I get it? And the

answer to that obviously is you get it

at a time when we can best reach the

audience that you tried to reach with

your original purchase. The obvious

example being that if somebody's try-

ing to sell nickel candy bars to chil-

dren and advertises between 5 and 6

in the afternoon he doesn't want a

make-good at 11:30 at night when all

his customers are in bed.

Other than that the plan seems to

be fairly simple in the minds of most

of the people we've talked to.

Q. Who has this been pitched to?

A. (trenner) It's been pitched at

every level. This has been pitched at

executives of advertisers themselves,

at group heads, at account executives,

at meetings in agencies with groups

of executives.

Q. Turning to a more general ques-

tion noiv, what do you think about the

possibility of a guaranteed technique

being used by the other radio net-

works?

A. (trenner) We would be very

happy if everybody did it. I think it

would put a stability under our medi-

um and under our industry so that

when meetings went on in agencies

and clients where media were being

considered, network radio would get

more consideration than it has been

getting in the past year or so.

Q. Some network purchases are made

very quickly, particularly when there s

some extra budget money or there's

some reason for going into a special

campaign quickly. How long does it
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lake to get a figure on what the guar-

antee will be?

4. (trenner) Dick has this thing set

up now so that two or three days we

;an let anybody know even on a com-

olicated buy.

Q. Can a single client conceivably get

more than one cost-per-1,000 guararv-

>ee. In other words, if a man is buy-

ing both daytime and nighttime, is it

possible that youd give him a cost-

9er-l,000 guarantee for his daytime

nurchase and a separate one for his

nighttime purchase?

4. (puff) I think there is a possi-

bility he'd get two guarantees. Let's

ake the case, for example, of a cigar-

ette. This client may say, "I want

Dne general advertisement to reach

verybody, to sell cartons in the su-

Dermarkets, and then I want another

ine that's tied to sports in some way."

Well, when you start narrowing

lown the audience by being very spe-

•ific, then it would not be sensible to

say to him, well your guarantee will

iverage with the other. You would then

say to him, well your sports one will

ost you about this and your general

)ne will cost you about this.

Furthermore it's very conceivable

n a case such as you are speaking

ibout that they will not be running

or the same length of time. One

night be a 52-week contract and the

)ther one a 26-week contract and in

hat case you would necessarily want

o have them separated.

J. Does a client get a lower cost-per-

.000 guarantee if he runs for a long-

t term?

K. (trenner) Well, as far as that's

loncerned it all stems from our rate

ard. If the type of purchase makes

lis rate lower, and he gets the same

and of audiences, he is obviously

joing to have a lower cost-per-1.000.

»Ve haven't abandoned our rate card.

This is all based on our rate card and

s a justification of that rate card.

f you run for 52 weeks you get more

liscount than for 13 weeks. If you
jot the same kind of audience for the

entire year you'd wind up with a

ower cost-per-1,000.

^. Tied in with the guaranteed circu-

ation plan do you have any plans for

pedal audience promotion, for addi-

ion of new programs or for other

•teps that would tend to raise the

'ating level or improve your position

n general?

A. (trenner) We have rather definite

plans. Mr. Monroe our program di-

rector isn't at this meeting but we have

plans to improve our network and

we're doing it all the time; the plan-

ning is pretty near off the drawing

board now. But as a practical matter,

whether we have the guarantee or not,

it still applies that we have to do as

we can all the time.

Q. Well would you say that there is

a big shakeup or a big rejiggering

operation in programing coming?

A. (trenner) I wouldn't say a big

shakeup or a rejiggering, I'd just say

it was a general bolstering.

Q. Let's take a look ahead. There's

been discussion about the possibility

of network radio some day becoming

a program service, a la A.P. where

the network merely supplies tlie pro-

graming and the stations sell it them-

selves. What do you think?

A. (jack poor) I've heard it talked

a lot about. It's a possibility. We
don't anticipate it happening on our

again
WFBC-l\Swamps Competition

in Carolina 5-County Pulse Survey

AREA PULSE SURVEY OF TELEVISION AUDIENCE (5 Counties)

SHARE OF TELEVISION AUDIENCE DECEMBER 4-10, 1955

Time
TV Sets
In Use WFBC-TV

Station
B

Station
C

Station
D

Other
Stations

SUNDAY
12Noon-6:00P.M.

6:00P.M.-Midnight
35.7%

51.3%

48%
55%

24%
23%

15%
16%

8%
2%

4%
4%

MON. THEU FBI.

7:00 A.M.-12:00 Noon
12:00 Noon-6 :00 P.M.

6:00P.M.-Midnight

13.2%

25.5%

46.0%

64%
61%
56%

36%
21%
18%

0%
15%
17%

0%
3%
3%

0%
0%
6%

SATURDAY
10:00-12:00 Noon
12:00 Noon-6: 00 P.M
6:00P.M.-Midnight

32.5%

27.3%

54.6%

70%
51%
58%

30%
31%
16%

0%
12%
15%

0%
2%
6%

0%
4%
5%

*The five counties are Greenville, Anderson, Green-

wood, and Spartanburg, S. C, and Buncombe (Asheville),

N. C. . . . counties with Population of 600,700; Incomes

of $783,086,000; and Retail Sales of $519,931,000.

For farther information about this PULSE SUR-
VEY and about the total WFBC-TV Market, contact the

Station or WEED, our National Represenative.

"The Giant of

Southern Skies"

NBC NETWORK

WFBC-TV
Channel 4 Greenville, S. C.

Represented Nationally by

WEED TELEVISION CORP.
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Market

!

Retail sales in two adjacent counties make Dallas-

Fort Worth the nation's 12th ranking metropolitan

area. The 40 additional counties in the North Texas

market represent the metropolis' rich surrounding

trade territory.

Check These Fabulous Facts:

Population (39 Texas and 3

Oklahoma Counties) . . 2,272,600

Urban 1,603,900

Rural 668,700

Effective Buying Income $3,477,072,000

Retail Sales .... $2,582,192,000

(Source: Sales Management Survey of Buying Power, May
10, 1955)

SET COUNT 564,080

From atop Texas' tallest structure (1,521' above ground
— 1,685' above average terrain) WFAA-TV's 316,000
watt signal has put added masses with added millions

to spend within easy reach of all advertisers! Television

Magazine has pinpointed 42 counties under the influence

of the Dallas-Fort Worth television market.

A Television Service of

The Dallas Morning News
Ralph Nimmons, Station Manager
Edward Petry & Co., National Representatives
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network for quite a while, if ever. 1

understand that some of the networks

are considering that possibility.

Q. Have you ever actually considered

it as a possibility, taken it up and

studied it?

A. (poor) We studied it extensively,

yes. Not only recently either.

Q. Over a period of several years.

Well what are the drawbacks as far as

you re concerned?

A. (poor) Well, we think that we can

do a better job with the network as

it's now constituted than we could

just supplying program service. We
do, you know, supply a program ser-

vice in effect on our co-op shows,

some of which have been very suc-

cessful. But we still think that net-

work is a national advertising medium
too.

Q. Tell me this, does Mutual show a

profit?

A. (poor) Yes

Q. And would you say as long as this

network continues to show a profit

SOME "FAN FARE"!

"MUSICAL
CLOCK"
37.6

Shore of Audience

8 A.M.
NEWS
39.0

Shore of Audience

\mm

IN

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

EACH OF THESE

4 PROGRAMS

RANKS FIRST

IN COMPETITION

WITH FIVE

OTHER RADIO

STATIONS!

Yes, according to the latest PULSE Report (October-

November, 19551 Rochesterians prefer these across-

the-board radio shows: Ed Meath and the "Musical

Clock", 6:15-9:30 A.M.; Warren Doremus and the

"8 A.M. News"; Dorothy Cotton and "To The

Ladies", 9:30-10.00 A.M.; and Ed Meath and
"Open House", 5:00-6:00 P.M. If Rocheslerians

prefer to watch 'em, you should prefer to buy spots

in 'em! Contact us for availabilities!

BUY WHERE THEY'RE LISTENING: -

"TO THE
LADIES"
31.5

Share of Audience

_^2

"OPEN
HOUSE"
23.2

Share of Audience

PJVINVIPMIIM

WHECjltUietfyi

NEW YORK
5,000 WATTS

that you would not contemplate gov

into that program service?

A. (poor) I don't know whether tl

profit is the final determination as 1

whether we go into the program se

vice or not. We figure we can supp]

a better service to our affiliates coi

stituted as we are, and also for tli

stations we own, than we could b

just supplying programs. We knc

we can. But a lot of the zing goe

out of it if you just supply program;

If it's a commercial advertising opera

tion, why I think you've got a lot mor

incentive to do a better job.

Q. You had a run-of-network an

nouncements set-up that was an

nounced, oh, perhaps a year ago. I,

that continuing in effect today?

A. (trenner) It's still in effect bul

very frankly there are not too man\

people that are buying it and we're

not pushing it too hard. It was in

stituted as an experiment and a com-

petitive move because we were more

or less forced into it; if it was avail

able elsewhere we had to have such

a service. But we still believe that

you lose a lot of the benefit of network

radio with that type of purchase.

Q. What do you think of the non-

fixed position type of programing that

is coming into use at some of the other

networks where programing is not in

the conventional quarter hour or half-

hour lengths but in short segments.

Do you people at Mutual contemplate

going into similar short segment pro-

graming or do you think network

radio ought to stay pretty much as it

has been?

A. (poor) We do have short seg-

ments, of course, in the five-minute

newscasts, which is the best type of

program to have in short segments.

We don't believe that people just turn

on the radio and don't know what

they're getting. We think, and I

think the results show, that people

would rather turn on the radio to

listen to a specific thing than to just

turn it on and not know what they're

going to be listening to . . . whether

you turn it on to listen to music or

drama or news. * * *
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PHONE DIRECTORY
(Continued from page 41)

day, for example, the pitch will be

about directory listings of products or

services needed around the house;

later in the day, suggestions of where

to head for entertainment; in the eve-

ning, places to go for a light snack.

In the summer: where to get beach

umbrellas or portable radios; after a

storm: whom to call to fix the roof.

A survey taken among salesmen of

Reuben H. Donnelley, sales agent for

the directories, showed that 80%
ranked tv as the most effective medium
for Yellow Pages. Not only does tv

achieve a broad exposure among users

of the books, says Leonard, but it also

reaches advertisers among this audi-

ence and tells them that the phone

company is promoting the medium.

Proof of the size of its audience is

the terrific mail response the company
gets, though sometimes the company
doesn't quite know what to do with

some of the letters it receives. Some-

one in Berkeley, Cal., once wrote re-

questing the listings of "Big shots who
live on Wall Street." This person was
trying to sell land out there at $15 an

acre.

The company misses few opportuni-

ties to promote the directories. Re-

minder inserts are enclosed periodi-

cally with monthly phone bills; exhibit

booths are taken at do-it-yourself and

sportsmen's trade shows; and, not for-

getting the audience consisting of its

own 80,000 employees, the company
reminds them via bulletin board

memos, table tent cards in company
cafeterias, matchbooks, pencils.

Result of this unceasing advertising

and promotion drive is the largest

Manhattan classified ever, with 89,817

advertisers. With some 2,000 pages, it's

beginning to get unwieldy and may be

difficult to bind if business continues

to thrive.

Such problems, the company feels,

should happen to all the classified di-

rectories it publishes. At the moment
it puts out five big enough to require

separate binding: Queens, Brooklyn,

Bronx, and Nassau in addition to the

Manhattan book. All the rest, includ-

ing Staten Island, Westchester, Suffolk,

Rockland and upstate areas, are still

small enough to bind with the alpha-

betical directories.

Accuracy is vital, of course, since

the Yellow Pages are published only

from "ROLL FILM
to "SWITCH TO NETWORK

WBEN-TV FILLS SECONDS
with YEARS and YEARS of EXPERIENCE

Into each precious second of your WBEN-TV spots

goes the accumulation of years of technical television skill.

Projectionists, control engineers, cameramen and
directors represent the ultimate in combined experience

in handling your television commercials.

And to this background of mature skills and television

know-how WBEN-TV adds its station philosophy of an
uncompromising and scrupulous regard for QUALITY
inherited from a quarter century of successful radio

service and continued in 1948 when WBEN-TV pioneered
television in Western New York.

To get the best from your commercials use the station

that gives you the best in quality production . . .

best in coverage. Use WBEN-TV

!

YOUR TV DOLLARS COUNT FOR MORE ON CHANNEL 4 . . . BUFFALO

WBEN
CBS NETWORK

TV
BUFFALO, N. Y.

WBtN-TV Representative

Harrington, Righter and Parsons, Inc., New York, Chicago, San Francisco
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Here's Something

to Remember About

Sacramento!", ^

When you buy time on

KCRA-TV
in Sacramento,
California, you get

UNDUPLICATED
NBC NETWORK
COVERAGE IN 10

COUNTIES AND
176,260 TV HOMES
in the Sacramento television

market.

This means no other NBC net-

work programming reaches the

tremendous buying power of

these 10 California counties

except KCRA-TV, Channel 31

Caff Petry and buy KCRA-TV!

KCRA-TV
Channel 3
SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA

100,000 Watts Maximum Power

represented by Edward Petry & Co.

once a year. In this respect, says

Leonard, they're purer than Ivory

soap, are right 99.933% of the time.

(The alphabetical do even better:

99.976%.)

"Most advertisers," Leonard ex-

plains, "are small businessmen with

few facilities for publicity. The Don-
nelly salesmen write the copy, lay out

the ads and do everything else. For
many businessmen this is their only

advertising and they get most of their

business from it. So great care must
be taken not to get the address wrong
or leave out an ad entirely."

Recently a consent decree involving

over-all activities of the entire AT&T
itself stipulated that the company was
to be allowed to continue in the phone-

book ad business as one of the excep-

tions in an order curtailing its scope

of operations. In other respects the

**Top management . . . must devote
more of its resources toward ... a close
study of all those things that make up
the marketing picture—the distribu-
tors' operations, pricing of merchandise,
the public's wants, the overall advertis-
ing program . . ."

PAUL S. WILLIS
President, Grocery Manu-

facturers of America

• •••••••
decree required AT&T to issue licenses

under its patents at reasonable fees to

all applicants and forbade Western Elec-

tric and AT&T from engaging in any
business other than furnishing com-
munications services subject to govern-

ment regulation. Western Electric is

AT&T's manufacturing unit.

Besides sparing the multi-million-

dollar business of the New York phone

company, the decree was met with a

sigh of relief by the other 22 associated

companies in the AT&T family which

run individual directory ad businesses.

Each is autonomous with its own ad-

vertising manager. And, like the New
York unit, several use tv animations

in their promotion. These are resold

lo them by AT&T, which buys them

from Cunningham & Walsh in New
York. Right now they're 20-second

bits, but C&W Account Supervisor

Jerry Cowan says there's a good chance

the agency will have to begin turning

out minutes for those companies that

feel, like New York Telephone, they

need the longer period to tell their

story.

In this activity C&W serves purely as

a producer, gets a flat fee for the com-

mercials ("which barely covers our

WREX-TV reaches the finest

test market in the midwest—

a

perfect cross section of industrial

and agricultural market poten-

tial!

1,000,000 pairs of eyes in a

Billion Dollar Area! Top CBS

and ABC New York shows cap-

ture the attention of this vast

market and DELIVER your sales

message.

For positive coverage in this

area, contact H-R for availa-

bilities!

WREX-TV channel 13

ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS
CBS-ABC AFFILIATIONS

represented by

H-R TELEVISION INC.
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production costs," Cowan says), does

not place the business and, consequent-

ly, does not share in commissions.

C&W got into the act, according to

Cowan, when one of these companies

asked AT&T to help it get some tv

spots made. The parent company called

n some of the other subsidiaries, asked

hem if they'd like to use tv too. They

;aid they would. Several, in fact, had

ried to have their respective ad agen-

cies produce them but none did so

satisfactorily. Thereupon AT&T turned

o C&W, which has been furnishing

hem since. (The agency also handles

;ome magazine and newspaper ads for

he company.)

BBDO, meanwhile, had been creat-

ng live one-minute spots for Pacific

Telephone Co. (including Washington,

)regon, California, Nevada.)

Jther campaigns: Besides its direc-

ory ad drive the New York Telephone

'o. also has ad campaigns going for

1) long distance calls and (2) color

ind extension sales. Together they'll

iccount for over $500,000 in 1956,

.PONSOR estimates, with air media get-

ing 60-70% of the expenditure.

The long distance drive will get the

ion's share all along the line, probably

ncluding around $350,000 for tv and
adio, of which $300,000 will go for tv.

n this push the company concentrates

>n announcements after 6 p.m. daily

ind all day Sunday, when lower phone
ates go into effect, emphasizing the

conomy of these hours to impel cus-

omers to make their calls "now."

Downstate tv and radio average

bout 35 announcements every week.

Tv is spread over several stations right

long. The radio pitches are rotated

mong four stations, one station get-

ing the whole boodle each week to

apture as much as possible of its loyal

ludience.

Upstate, where tv formerly consisted

>f only one announcement or so a

veek, the company employs different

actics: it bunches its attack into four-

veek thrusts four times a year in

diich it uses five announcements each

<eek during March, April, October
nd November, a total of 80 a year.

Jpstate radio is a different story,

here it's on year-round with five spots

week on every one of the some
stations.

Results? So far sales are up 10%
or the whole state since the campaign
•egan in July 1954.

The color and extension campaign is

estimated at about $100,000 for air

media, with some $80,000 of that for

tv. The schedule calls for 10 tv an-

nouncements (20s and IDs) a week in

both upstate and downstate areas.

Radio commercials are a minute long,

15 a week in the downstate area, again

lumped together and rotating on each

of four stations; and, as in the long

distance campaign, five a week in some

90 stations in the rest of the state.

Results? Before the campaign started

in the spring of 1955, delivery of

extensions, in black or color, was im-

mediate. Production has tripled, but

there is now a wait of several weeks on

some colors.

Besides these three merchandising

campaigns the New York company,

like the entire Bell System, conducts a

continuous institutional effort year-in,

year-out, to stress courtesy and effi-

ciency of employees, suggest the tele-

phone company as a place to work,

urge cooperation between party line

users, explain new developments such

as changes in the dial system, etc. This

non-selling effort alone probably costs

an additional several hundred thou-

sand dollars sponsor figures.

At one time the New York company

was looking for a program as a vehicle

for its various messages. Like most

utilities, it wanted one with dignity,

prestige. No sports, variety, or quiz

shows. News and dramatic shows, it

felt, were too risky, too prone to con-

troversy. As a publicly regulated com-

pany, it wanted to avoid any trace of

suspicion of bias in its handling of

current affairs. All of which left only

a program of good music. But this was

loo expensive. Anyway, AT&T already

has the Telephone Hour and has just

bought a half-hour series of docu-

mentaries to start soon, and to which

all associated companies must con-

tribute. It can't afford both, so will

stick with announcements on spot tv

and radio for the present. (AT&T's new
series, incidentally, will be produced by

John "Passing Parade" Nesbitt.)

Net income of the New York com-

pany last year was nearly $70 million

good for $7.73 a share, compared with

over $62 million and $7.55 a share in

1954. Nevertheless the company calls

it a poor earning, hopes to improve its

poistion in 1956 and make its regular

dividend of $8.00 a share. * * *

DOUBLE
EXPOSURE!
Millions watch RED FOLEY and TENNESSEE
ERNIE FORD on television each week !

You can

CASH IN
on their

TREMENDOUS
POPULARITY

in your own market with

TWO GREAT

RADIO PROGRAMS

For FREE Audition Disc,

Complete Information and
SURPRISINGLY LOW COSTS
PHONE • WIRE • WRITE

RADI0ZARK
ENTERPRISES, INC.

SPRINGFIELD, MISSOURI

PHONE 2-4422
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vrand only one

In the Baltimore market

one stations-

delivers the most listeners

at the lowest cost per thousand

;/'S~*

: \ h

WFBR BALTIMORE'S BEST BUY
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR AND COMPANY

ONE
will get you... Fl \i

There is nothing remotely "fishy"

about claiming that WTAR-TV
dominates five of Virginia's

most dynamic markets. Buy their

one and only "V" Station. All well

within WTAR-TV's "Grade A" Signal

and comprising America's 26th Market.

Here's how TELEPULSE for Nov. 1955 rates WTAR-TV's share of audi-

ence in Norfolk, Portsmouth, Hampton, Warwick and Newport News.

MORNING
WTAR-TV. . .81%

All others... 19%

AFTERNOON
WTAR-TV...84%
All others... 16%

NIGHT
WTAR-TV. . .77%

All others... 23%

CHANNEL

NORFOLK.VA.

Represented by Edward Petry & Co., Inc.

COMMERCIAL COSTS
(Continued from page 30)

sounded pleased at the results of spon •;

SOr's analysis of commercial spending:

"This only proves what I've been

preaching all along: Clients who are

reluctant to spend freely on commer-
cials are figuring all wrong. The idea

of putting out $10, $15 or even $20,-

000 for one minute of film seems to'

give them sleepless nights. On the

other hand at the cost of a program
today, a $20,000 commercial repeated

10 or 20 times can be regarded as

dirt-cheap."

An interesting point of view favor-

ing higher commercial spending comes
from a former print media art direc-

tor now in charge of tv commercials

at one of the important agencies:

"If advertisers would only remem-
ber what their tv dollars buy in com-

parison to print for instance. Take a

center-spread in Life for $70,000. How
many people will look at it for one full

minute? The same money spent wisely

on tv can buy 30,000,000 viewers

glued to their sets, listening to every

word you have to say. Tv commercial

costs may be high, but they would be

cheap at twice the price."

A number of agency people felt it

was particularly important to have

extra commercial money around for

experimentation. Said the radio-tv di-

rector at one agency heavy in the soap

and detergent field:

"Not only do we want our clients to

spend more money for commercials,

we're trying to persuade them to allo-

cate a rotating fund. Such a fund will

enable us to continuously work on new

ideas, to try out new processes and

techniques. This would give us a

chance to have a backlog of tried ideas,

ready for use when needed. Working I

like that, without the greedy eyes of a

deadline looking over our shoulder,

we could do a much better job."

In many cases, of course, heavy

spending is dictated by the kind of

product involved. There is no better

example than the auto firms, who dole

out money for commercials from a

seemingly never-emptied till. This is

true whether the commercials are live

or film. An adman working on an

account spending heavily on live com-

mercials said:

"We're supposed to sell cars. Nearly

everybody will agree that cars today

are mechanically excellent. So what

we have to sell is beauty, line, style,

SPONSOR



ESPECIALLY
when they're

listening to your

commercials

and in the

Portland, Oregon Market

KOIN-Radio
delivers

7
MORE
audience

than any other station

k All 10 top daytime shows

k All 10 top evening shows

•Nov.-Dec. 1955 Pulse Inc., Portland Metropolitan Area

LEADERSHIP—Morning, Afternoon, Night

TOP RATINGS - TOP VALUE

KOIN
Radio
Portland, Oregon

Represented Nationally by

CBS Radio Spot Sales

gaiety. It's a happy mood we want the

public to associate with our cars. So

we get the best dancers, singers, chore-

ographers, build beautiful sets and the

car's gleaming beauty is part of this

happy scene and becomes associated

with it in the viewer's mind. It's an

expensive way of doing it, but for us it

works."

Another auto adman, whose com-

mercials were on film, backed up the

need for expensive auto commercials,

but for another reason. He explained:

"A car is not just something to look

at, like a picture on the wall. It's a

necessary tool in the lives of most

families and what they are interested

in is usefulness, economy, dependabil-

ity. Sure, style is important, but style

alone does not sell the mass automo-

bile. So we go into the field and show

our product at work. In the small

towns, cities, on farms, on rough coun-

try roads and super highways. This

means location crews, tens of thou-

S'Under present marketing conditions,

the maker must fight a two-fold cam-
paign: he must battle for space for his

product at the store level and he must
fight for his share of the consumer's
mind."

W. HOWARD CHASE
V.p. and General Executive

McCann-Erickson, Inc.

sands of feet of film, travel-expenses

and long-range planning, all of which

is expensive. But thank heaven our

client agrees with us that money spent

on commercials is money earned."

In discussions about spending high-

er sums for commercials the question

that often comes up is: More money
for what? SPONSOR asked a number
of tv-radio executives this question.

The tv-radio chief of one agency an-

swered :

"Hire better talent. Creative talent,

that is. Copywriters who have an en-

tertainment or film background and

who can be counted on to come up

with new and exciting ideas. Guys

who haven't become jaded by years of

writing advertising copy for print or

radio before graduating to tv. There

isn't enough originality in this busi-

ness, but originality doesn't come

cheap.

"Creative talent? There's plenty of

it around, and there's certainly enough

money in this business to pay for it.

The problem actually lies with the

sponsor in many cases. Sponsors are

2 heads are

better thanJ

ESPECIALLY
when they're

watching your

commercials

and in the

Portland, Oregon Market

KOIN-TV
delivers

times the audience of the

other 2 stations combined

k All top 15 weekly shows
* 9 of the top 10 multi-weekly shows

•Nov. 1955 ARB. 19-County Portland Market

Top Ratings • Top Coverage • Top Value

Highest Tower • Maximum Power

KOIN-TV
CHANNEL 6
Portland,

Oregon

Represented Nationally by

CBS Television Spot Sales
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24 OF THE TOP

30 PROGRAMS

REACHING 300,000

OR MORE

DIFFERENT HOMES

ARE ON WMAR-TV

C"l NSI*AREA Includts Metro A,

I METRO AREA lno.r port,™

472,600 420,900

416,300 375,900

•NiElSON STATION INDEX (A. C. NIEISON CO. JULY )°55i

Four week cumulative audience figures

based on the number of different homes

viewing one or more quarter-hour tele-

casts during an interval of eight weeks

show that WMAR-TV leads the field. The

total number of different homes includes

cumulative audience beyond, as well as

within, the NSI area. (See map.)

SUNPAPERS TELEVISION, BALTIMORE, MD.
TELEVISION AFFILIATE OF THE

COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM

Represented by THE KATZ AGENCY, Inc.

New York, Detroit, Kansas City, San Francisco,

Chicago, Atlanta, Dallas, Los Angeles

not and should not be endowed with

the ability to either create or visualize

commercial ideas. But they feel that

paying the bills gives them the right

to voice opinions on the subject with

finality. More good ideas have gone

into the wastebasket at client meetings

than have ever been translated into

actual film or live commercials."

Another adman agreed with the

above premise that the best people are

not producing commercials today. But

he didn t blame the sponsor for this

situation. His finger pointed at his

own colleagues. Here's how he put it:

"Sponsors are paying too much for

commercials as it is. In actual fact

advertisers have been and still are

charged with and are paying for the

apprenticeship of most agency-men and

commercial producers. For some rea-

son or other this business seems to be

infested with people who don't know
their business. Granted film is hard to

know, but instead of going out and

hiring producers with years of Holly-

wood experience, some of the biggest

agencies are ordering important com-

mercial campaigns from guys who are

actually salesmen, former still photog-

laphers or what-have-you.

"What do they really know about

film? The fact is, we agency-men feel

uncomfortable in the presence of really

experienced film producers, because

they can sense how much we don't

know. We are more comfortable with

lellow-newcomers to the film field.

But lack of experience results in mis-

takes and mistakes on film are the

most expensive mistakes one can

make."

Mot money alone: J U st where the

idea that advertisers should spend 10%
of their tv budget on commercials

originated is not clear. One tv-radio

agency chief said he thought it came

from thinking in terms of print where

10% for production costs is a common
figure. For that reason alone, he said.

i' should be looked on with suspicion.

"Tv," he said, "is similar to nothing.

Each medium must stand on its own

requirements."

Another theory is that 10% repre-

sents the amount of commercial time

en a show so that when an advertiser

has a 30-minute show with three min-

utes of commercial he should, there-

fore, spend commercial money equiva-

lent to one-tenth the show cost.

One veteran adman snorted at this

theory. In radio, he said, commercia

were likely to be a hundredth of th

show cost even though the commerciE'

time was the same proportion of sho\

costs as in tv. "Nobody ever talkei

about 10% in those days," he said.

Whatever the reason, admen whi

fight the we-must-spend-more-money

on-commercials thinking take the stan<

that you can't generalize about such ;

complicated question as this and that

furthermore, fancy commercials don'

necessarily do a better selling job.

An agency man, peering somewha
tiredly across an intricate story boarc

for a beer commercial, told sponsor:

"Everybody is looking for genera:

rules. There aren't any. In the past

we've spent upwards of $12,000 for an

intricate one-minute commercial, only

to find that a simple $2,000 job was

selling the goods. All you can do is

research and experiment, and realize

that what turns out to be right for us.

will be wrong for the next fellow."

sponsor was told by the assistant to

the president of an agency with large

tobacco billings:

"It's not a question of more monev.

r.

IN WESTERN

MONTAN
( O^t)

THAN ANY OTHI

SINGLE MEDIUM

MAGNIFY YOUR SALES
IN THIS STABLE $170,491,000

MARKET

KGVO-tv
MISSOULA
MONTANA

University City

J
Rich Lumbering and

Agricultural Area

167 Mountainous Miles from Spokane |
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] he money at hand should be put to

more efficient use. Production costs

will not improve a poor idea and a

uood idea can often be put on film for

next to nothing. The important thing

is simplicity. And simplicity seems to

become rarer from day to day. Both

agencies and sponsors are at fault

here. Trick photography and all kinds

of effects are the order of the day.

Everv product must jump at the view-

ei. Everv copy must zoom from the

screen into huge dimensions until the

viewer feels like a target in a shooting

iallery. All this is costly and it's my
opinion that a simple and honest

straight-forward pitch does a much

1 etter selling job."

A similar comment came from the

account supervisor whose accounts in-

cluded an appliance firm:

"Much of the cost of commercials is

caused by an unexplainable (to me)

rlesire of admen to present their sales

[jitch in the guise of capsule entertain-

»•. . . it is necessary to teach the con-
sumer that in order to satisfy his

motives, he should purchase the adver-
tiser's hrand. It is in this, the teaching
process, where advertising media have
their prime function."

LESTER R. FRANKEL
V.p. and Technical Director
Alfred Politz Research, Inc.********

ment. A man interested in buying a t\

el doesn t want to hear a sexy voice

•ngage in lengthy but somewhat inane

banter with a male singer-turned-com-

mercial-announcer while a grey suede

;love performs odd contortions on the

screen. He wants to see the set, know
he price and special features with the

east amount of embroidery."

An executive of one of tv's top

-penders said the whole question of

now much money should be spent on

commercials was complicated bv such

factors as the mood of the show. Here
are his words:

"Our company spends way in excess

of a million dollars a year on commer-
ials and we are quite willing to spend

more. The fact is that the commercial
^eems to be the greatest mystery in tv

oday. Time and again we think we
have a great idea. We spend large

-urns to have it translated into film-

Jerms, only to find that it won't sell.

Sometimes it's the fault of the com-
mercial. That means we've been wrong
in the beginning. At other times a

weak commercial suddenly becomes

SOUTHWEST VIRGINIA'S ftiG*ie&l RADIO STATION

PACKAGE
BUYER?

Use WDBJ's 6-13-21 Plan!

Class "A" Class "B"

6 minutes weekly . . $ 63.00 $ 45.00

13 minutes weekly . 117.00 78.00

21 minutes weekly . . 168.00 115.00

Ask Free & Peters!

Established 1924 CBS Since 1929

AM • 5000 WATTS . 960 KC
FM . 41.000 WATTS . 94.9 MC

ROANOKE, VA.
Owned and Operated by the TIMES-WORLD CORPORATION

FREE & PETERS, INC., National Representatives

MORE THAN EVER

Stodbtoa't
<

7Hc4t &4te*tect fo Station

HOOPER RADIO AUDIENCE INDEX
STOCKTON, CALIF. OCTOBER THRU DECEMBER, 1955

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
7:00 A.M. -12:00 NOON

RADIO
SETS
IN USE

c N KSTN A M
OTHER

AM & FM
SAKPLZ
SIZE

15.7 2^.9 6.if 37.6 1^.9 9.3 7.0 9,933

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
12:00 N00N-6:00 P.M.

RADIO
SETS
IN USE

c >^! KSTN A M OTHER
AM & FM

SAMPLE
SIZE

12.IA ^7.7 8.2 34.1 1^.1 8.7 7.2 11,892

Fall 1955 Hooperatings show

KSTN increases dominance of

'Stockton Radio Audience.

*America's 92nd Market

Represented by Hollingbery
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WGH serves 710,000 peoD^-in- §j*reat

Metropolitan areas.

710,000 people in 5 ^
tan areas. WGH ser • 1 •

pie in 5 great Me ^»

WGH serves 710,000

Metropolitan areas. WGi»

000 people j«

areas.

in 5 gn JMetropolita

serves 1,000 people in 5,

ropolits yeas. WGH serv

people \\Vk great Metropo'

WGH seWs 710,000 pee'

Metropolitan areas. W/

000 people in 5 gn J

areas. WGH serves «^^*)

5 great MetroiV Mrea

serves 710,0r ^J^T'in 5 g

politan ? V^^ WGH serve

people lm^^reat Metropolitan

WGH serves7l0,000 people in 5 « ,%t

Metropolitan areas. WGH serve"-

000 people in 5 great Metropolitan

areas. WGH serves 710,000 people in

Tidewater TEENAGERS are
real gone on the popular
disk jockey shows, morning,
noon and night over WGH
Radio.

Want to

r^VA captivate
,E^£\ \ a 5-city

>\\V-U\U^\ \ teenage
*

#.-^wSL£\V group?
• * •

You can expect top sales

from a top Tidewater, Va.
market with WGH Radio.

See Your FORJOE Man

TJeStettosSW"

>
- ..• •- •; .: .-.: ... . ...

43rd TV MARKET • TULSA

TULSA • 43rd TV MARKET

43r«2 TV MARKET • TULSA

43i

E r

Edward Petry & Co.. Inc.

of heavily populated rich

farmlands and industrial

communities in Illinois

and Iowa are covered by

strong when it is switched to anothe

show or used in spot or station-breaks

It's not money alone which is the bi,

determinant. The effectiveness of ,

commercial is determined not only b
the type of product you're selling an<

the people you're trying to sell it to

but also largely by the mood in whicl

it catches them.

"We experimented with the recen

trend of having commercials match tht

programs: A musical commercial witl

a musical show, a dramatization witl

a drama, a demonstration with a docu

mentary. For us it didn't work. It

appeared that the commercial was con-

stantly fighting the show and vice

versa. On the other hand, the demon-

stration put into a musical, the musi-

cal into a drama or documentary sud-

denly brought results."

From one Madison Ave. shop came

the tale of a commercial that did poor-

ly when costs were increased by going

from live to film:

"We had an interesting experience

recently where an increase in produc-

tion costs meant lessened commercial

effectiveness. For a long time we have

concentrated on very low-cost live

commercials, hiring models to demon-

strate the product, while an off-scene 1

announcer read the copy. But time

and again something would go wrong.

Something wouldn't work the way it

should. The model would have a hang-

over and be kind of shaky. The an-

nouncer would fail to watch the action

while reading his copy and suddenly

he'd be way ahead or way behind the

action. To minimize these hazards we

went to film only to find that sales fell

off. A quick survey showed that view-

ers, though possibly not aware of the

actual switch to film, sensed the lack

of immediacy and felt that we were

trying to put one over on them. So we

went back to live, occasional mishaps

not withstanding."

Live vs. film: The old live-vs.-film

argument raised its head as admen

voiced their opinions about how much

should be spent on commercials. The

live-is-cheaper group was represented

by this comment from a cosmetic firm

executive

:

"Our account spends several million

in tv, but our commercial budget is

nil. First of all we don't believe in

film. It's expensive, inflexible and

lacking the 'personal touch.' For our

live commercials we pay actors scale
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and block out and rehearse the entire

commercial before going near the

studio. As a result, the rehearsal time

supplied free by the network is more

than ample and our overall costs are

near to nothing. Still our sales are

way up and according to Schwerin our

commercials are rated as among the

most effective on the air."

But an account man who works with

only live commercials said:

"We know it would be a lot cheaper

to put our commercials on film. Each

week we have tremendous charges for

camera rehearsals, new sets, special

directors, crews, etc. Our announcer

is a personality, whom we have

groomed into national prominence and

who today gets a bigger salary than

the president of the company. But we
advertise a large variety of high priced

prestige products and for our type of

customer this treatment has proved

successful."

The assumption that reruns of film

commercials will invariably make them

a cheap proposition was considered

THERE 1$
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"WILL'moyle
Leading deejays today across the coun-
try include WILL MOYLE, WVET
Rochester . . . refreshingly different."

BILLBOARD said it and we're glad

—

and your client will be glad, too, with
results the Will Moyle way on WVET,
the "INDEPENDENT" Network station.

5000 WATTS
1280 KC

Honored by

Stan Kenton's

recording

—

"ACCORDING

TO MOYLE"

IN ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Represented Nationally by
THE BOLLING COMPANY

unwarranted by an agency production

executive:

"In trying to figure which is cheap-

er, don't underestimate the SAG talent

lepayment requirements for film, espe-

cially if the commercial requires sev-

eral performers (which has not only

raised the living standards of the ac-

tors, but is also a king-sized headache

to agency accounting departments).

As an example, a commercial using

four on-screen performers and one off-

screen announcer in conjunction with

an A-time network program will carry

a talent bill of $3,085 for unlimited

use during 13 weeks or $5,465 for un-

limited use during 26 weeks. That's

quite a chunk of money to shell out on

top of the already high production

costs."

Another agency man, however, said

that clients should never look at live-

vs.-film from the point of view of cost

:

"Switching from live to film should

never be prompted by budget consid-

erations. Both can be cheap or expen-

sive. I know of a sewing machine ac-

count (not our client) who made two

film commercials at a total cost of

around $6,000 and ran them all year

on spot programs with the result that

the company's entire production was

sold out and they were flooded with

back-orders. In a similar way, a live

announcer, giving a straight-forward

pitch week after week with just enough

copy changes to relieve the monotony,

might do equally well on a network

show, at a very small cost to the

client." -k -k *

ANSON JEWELRY
(Continued from page 43)

Usually Bert Parks does a 10-second

live lead-in to the commercial. And
for special promotions during gift

seasons, for example, delivers the entire

pitch. Occasionally, Anson hires a girl

to make the pitch and show the jewelry

live. In each instance, the firm's aim

is to show as much of its diversified

line as it can.

"We're selling Anson jewelry, not

one style," says Coulthurst. "Howard
Doyle, Grey's copywriter on our

account, always stresses variety of

styles. Our current theme, for example

is 'Port-of-Call,' tied in with TWA.
One commercial shows a miniature

Constellation in stop-motion visiting

far-flung points on a world map which

influenced our 30 new styles."

In The West

The

Best

Negro

Market

Buy!

94%

NEGRO

PROGRAMMING

KSAN
SAN FRANCISCO

RICHARD BOTT, Station Manager

Represented Nationally by

Stars National Inc.
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Tidewater TEENAGERS are
real gone on the popular
disk jockey shows, morning,
noon and night over WGH
Radio.

Want to

captivate

a 5-city

teenage
group?

You can expect top sales

from a top Tidewater, Va.
market with WGH Radio.

See Your FORJOE Man
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farmlands and industrial

communities in Illinois

and Iowa are covered by

strong when it is switched to anothe

show or used in spot or station-break;

It's not money alone which is the bi

determinant. The effectiveness of

commercial is determined not only b

the type of product you're selling ant

the people you're trying to sell it to

but also largely by the mood in whicl

it catches them.

"We experimented with the recen

trend of having commercials match thi

programs: A musical commercial wit!

a musical show, a dramatization wit!

a drama, a demonstration with a docu

mentary. For us it didn't work. Ii

appeared that the commercial was con

stantly fighting the show and vice

versa. On the other hand, the demon
stration put into a musical, the musi-

cal into a drama or documentary sud-

denly brought results."

From one Madison Ave. shop camt

the tale of a commercial that did poor-

ly when costs were increased by going

from live to film:

"We had an interesting experience

recently where an increase in produc-

tion costs meant lessened commercial

effectiveness. For a long time we have

concentrated on very low-cost live

commercials, hiring models to demon-

strate the product, while an off-scene

announcer read the copy. But time

and again something would go wrong.

Something wouldn't work the way it

should. The model would have a hang-

over and be kind of shaky. The an-

nouncer would fail to watch the action

while reading his copy and suddenly

he'd be way ahead or way behind the

action. To minimize these hazards we

went to film only to find that sales fell

off. A quick survey showed that view-

ers, though possibly not aware of the

actual switch to film, sensed the lack

of immediacy and felt that we were

trying to put one over on them. So we

went back to live, occasional mishaps

not withstanding."

Live vs. film: The old live-vs.-film

argument raised its head as admen

voiced their opinions about how much

should be spent on commercials. The

live-is-cheaper group was represented

by this comment from a cosmetic firm

executive

:

"Our account spends several million

in tv, but our commercial budget is

nil. First of all we don't believe in

film. It's expensive, inflexible and

lacking the 'personal touch.' For our

live commercials we pay actors scale
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and block out and rehearse the entire

commercial before going near the

studio. As a result, the rehearsal time

supplied free by the network is more

than ample and our overall costs are

near to nothing. Still our sales are

way up and according to Schwerin our

commercials are rated as among the

most effective on the air."

But an account man who works with

only live commercials said:

"We know it would he a lot cheaper

to put our commercials on film. Each

week we have tremendous charges for

camera rehearsals, new sets, special

directors, crews, etc. Our announcer

is a personality, whom we have

groomed into national prominence and

who today gets a bigger salary than

the president of the company. But we
advertise a large variety of high priced

prestige products and for our type of

customer this treatment has proved

successful."

The assumption that reruns of film

commercials will invariably make them

a cheap proposition was considered
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results the Will Moyle way on WVET,
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unwarranted by an agency production

executive:

"In trying to figure which is cheap-

er, don't underestimate the SAG talent

repayment requirements for film, espe-

cially if the commercial requires sev-

eral performers (which has not only

raised the living standards of the ac-

tors, but is also a king-sized headache

to agency accounting departments).

As an example, a commercial using

four on-screen performers and one off-

screen announcer in conjunction with

an A-time network program will carry

a talent bill of $3,085 for unlimited

use during 13 weeks or $5,465 for un-

limited use during 26 weeks. That's

quite a chunk of money to shell out on

top of the already high production

costs."

Another agency man, however, said

that clients should never look at live-

vs.-film from the point of view of cost:

"Switching from live to film should

never be prompted by budget consid-

erations. Both can be cheap or expen-

sive. I know of a sewing machine ac-

count (not our client) who made two

film commercials at a total cost of

around $6,000 and ran them all year

on spot programs with the result that

the company's entire production was

sold out and they were flooded with

back-orders. In a similar way, a live

announcer, giving a straight-forward

pitch week after week with just enough

copy changes to relieve the monotony,

might do equally well on a network

show, at a very small cost to the

client." * * *

ANSON JEWELRY
(Continued from page 43)

Usually Bert Parks does a 10-second

live lead-in to the commercial. And
for special promotions during gift

seasons, for example, delivers the entire

pitch. Occasionally, Anson hires a girl

to make the pitch and show the jewelry

live. In each instance, the firm's aim

is to show as much of its diversified

line as it can.

"We're selling Anson jewelry, not

one style," says Coulthurst. "Howard
Doyle, Grey's copywriter on our

account, always stresses variety of

styles. Our current theme, for example

is 'Port-of-Call,' tied in with TWA.
One commercial shows a miniature

Constellation in stop-motion visiting

far-flung points on a world map which

influenced our 30 new styles."

In The West

The

Best

Negro

Market

Buy!

94%

NEGRO

PROGRAMMING

KSAN
SAN FRANCISCO

RICHARD BOTT, Station Manager

Represented Nationally by

Stars National Inc.
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Anson prices range from $1.50 cuff

links and tie clips and $2.50 sets of

both to $10 sets and upwards in custom

jobs. The tv effort is principally de-

voted to the low and medium-priced

line, but Anson is beginning to push

$7.50 to $35 sets.

"When we began making jewelry, we

felt that men's jewelry particularly

needed new methods of merchandising

and a new medium to promote it,"

Anderson told sponsor. "We wanted

tv. But we had to wait eight years

before we could afford it."

Anderson is a large, powerfully built

man with traces of Swedish accent who
literally tooled his $22 million enter-

prise in a small machine shop. "I'm a

tool and die maker by trade," he says.

After World War II he put his knowl-

edge of jewelry-making tools and

machinery into creating a new con-

sumer jewelry line.

Anson Jewelry was born in 1945.

with limited capital. There were giant

competitors in the men's jewelry field

at the time, each with an advertising

budget which alone would have sufficed

to buy out the new firm. There are no

official figures for over-all sales of

men's jewelry. But industry sources

claim that today only Swank still out-

ranks Anson in volume, by some $2

million in annual turnover at retail

prices.

"We advertised from the first day

on," says Anderson. "But because of

our limited funds we had to concen-

trate directly on our customers, the

retail jewelers. So we confined our-

selves to trade advertising for the first

few years."

Even today a large chunk of Anson's

total $750,000 budget goes into adver-

tising for the trade: $50,000 into

tradepapers, $75,000 for mailings to

retailers. $175,000 for point of sale

material that's usually tied in with

tv. The remaining $450,000 pays for

Stop the Music.

Currently, Anson sponsors the show

on a 68-station lineup plus 18 stations

in Canada, alternating its U.S. show

with Necchi Sewing Machines I also

through Grey Advertising).

How can Anson afford $29,000 in

time costs plus $40,000 for talent costs

of each show?
"That's eas\." Coulthurst told spon-

sor. "We actually have only 10 minutes

of each of our 20 shows. The remain-

ing 20 minutes are sponsored by

matter off record!

WCUE spins more pop platters, more

often; plays the sweetest music, all day

long. WCUE gives the home folks more

news, more often; reports on their neigh-

bors, brings the whole world into their

homes. You're right on CUE . . . it's

a matter of record.

more MUSIC
more NEWS
more OFTEN

Wcue
Akron's only independent —we're home folks

Tim Elliot, President

John E. Pearson Co., Na'ional Representatives

Jacoby-Bender Watchbands and Yai

Heusen Shirts, who're members o

Quality Goods, a Grey Advertising

group of clients that buys the show a:

a package."

The Quality Goods arrangement is

fairly recent. Originally, Anson co

sponsored its half-hour with Var

Heusen Shirts only. But the cost burder

was too much for the firm. In fall

Coulthurst approached Jacoby-Bendei

Watchbands and interested them in

the show. When J-B decided to sign

on in January 1956, the watchband

manufacturer appointed Grey as its

agency.

"There are drawbacks to the ar-

rangement," Coulthurst admits. "Natu-

rally, some commercial impact is lost

"The real question for us is, first, how
to secure dignified proceedings in court-

rooms and, second, how to insure thi

dignified portrayal thereof by the media
of information. And in this connection,
it is well to consider the potentialities

of television . . ."
JUDGE JUSTIN MILLER

Consultant for NARTK

when you split up a half-hour. But

our results still make the show a good

buy for us."

One factor that tends to dilute com-

mercial effectiveness even further, how

ever, is beyond the three sponsors'

control, and hinges upon Lou Cowan,

who packages the show. As in most

giveaway shows, the prizes are donated

by various manufacturers in return

for free plugs. It's a practice that tends

to worry the cash client.

"For the $35,- to $40,000 weekly

how cost that Lou Cowan

the client," Coulthurst told

SPONSOR, "He pays the agency com-

mission, hires the orchestra and Bert

Parks and takes care of the jackpot.

We don't actually have any word about

the prizes."

gross i

charges

INDUSTRIAL HEART
OF THE TRI-STATE AREA

7V* %** 2«ee*t

316,000 watts of V. H. F. power

WHTN-TVT
Greater Huntington Theatre Corp.

Huntington, W. Va. Huntington 3-0185
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The client does, however, indirectly

jfluence the show format. Certain

<anges are now being considered to

reamline the show and bring it in

Me with competitive practices. It's

i likely that the jackpot will be

;ected. but the show may capitalize

i the return of name bands.

Starting last fall. Anson began ex-

irimenting with spot tv and radio in

£ few limited test markets. Last Sep-

tjiber the firm placed an average of

de minute film commercial weekly in

fiture film packages that retail

jvelers bought in six cities. When
ssible, Anson's spot tv and radio

mercials end with dealer tags.

'We've seen results even in the brief

limited pre-Christmas campaign."

( ulthurst adds. "While our national

a rage increase for fall 1955 over fall

1,54 was 33%, the six spot tv cities

owed a 40% increase."

in February 1956 Anson tested spot

r'io in Providence, R. I. (head-

I irters for Anson ) , Boston and

jany. During the three-week test,

/son ran a total of 1,500 announce-

mts pushing the current "Port-of-

(II" promotion. This radio test has

t Anson under $15,000.

MAKE YOUR SALES

G-R-O-W and CROW

KVWO
WYOMING'S TOP HOOPER

STATION

JOS. HERSHEY McCILLVRA

New York • Chicago • Atlanta

Los Angeles • San Francisco

Write, Wire, Phone William T. Kemp

Box 926 • Ph: 2-6433

Cheyenne, Wyoming

"We bought early-morning and late-

afternoon d.j. shows on independent

stations, because we found that this is

the type of radio which follows women
around the house," says Coulthurst.

"Often the ratings of our commercials

far outpulled competing network rat-

ings and at a lower cost. By next fall,

well probably be adding both spot tv

and spot radio to our regular advertis-

ing schedule."

Anson's air media copy, be it on net-

work or on a spot basis, actually fights

a paradox in men's jewelry buying

habits.

"We know that women buy it for

their men," says Anderson. "But

you've got to create the desire for

owning jewelry in the man. That's

why we don't want to overlook the

biggest potential market for our line

—

the teen-agers. Our motto is the same

as women's: Win the boy and you've

got the man."

Anson's radio commercials are

typical of the firm's attempt at this

dual appeal:

"From all the romantic corners of

the world comes the inspiration for the

". • . 'Quiet Evangelists' are providing
essential dynamics or motivating force

which is gradually producing a revolu-

tion in our industry. This group is the

unheralded volunteer researchers who
. . . are giving prodigally of their time,

talents and energies for the benefit of

our industry."

G. MAXWELL ULE
Chairman, Audience Concept

Committee, ARF

very newest fashion in men's jewelry

—the 'Port-of-Call' collection by

Anson

!

"This collection of highly original

cuff links and tie clip sets captures all

the color and atmosphere of six foreign

lands. There's Scandinavia, France,

the Far East, Italy, South of the Border,

and Britannia— steeped in historic

pageantry. All the romance of medieval

England is reflected in 'The Crusader'

—just one of five matching sets in

Anson's British series. 'Crusader' cuff

links are a handsome replica of an

ancient warrior's battle shield—the tie

clip a striking reproduction of his

sward, all finished in gleaming lifetime

Bhodium.

"Choose from six different Anson

'Port-ofCall.' 30 individually designed

sets. Priced from $3.50 to $8.50. The

Anson 'Port-of-Call' Collection, featured

Maury Farrell

Sterling Brewer Dan Daniel

Boyd Evans Betty Lee

Stars of

NOON EDITION
12 to 12:30 Monday-Friday

Stars Sell on

Alabama's

greatest TV station

Birmingham

Editor-in-chief Maury Farrell does

the introducing. Dan Daniel brings

the news, particularly local news,

and reports on sports. Sterling tells

what's brewing with the weather.

Farm market analyst Boyd Evans

gives latest price quotations. Betty

Lee brings the women many items

they find interesting. All these, plus

up-to-the-minute film clips, pictures

from AP Photofax, and newsworthy
guests, make NOON EDITION
Alabama's most complete TV news-

cast.

You can SELL
Your Products

to Alabama folks

If you TELL
them on programs

they enjoy seeing

Represented by

BLAIR-TV
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QUEEN ISABELLA
hocked her jewels for a fella

to prove the world was round.

The chance she was taking

was rather world shaking,

suppose he had run aground '!

But Christopher knew
what his three ships could do

and his discovery of America
was in.

To parallel his feal

we repeat and repeat,

you can discover success

on WPIN.
When you discover WPIN, you
have unearthed the daytime sta-

tion preferred by more local ad-

vertisers.

WPIN's clear channel signal serves

a market of 790,300 people with a

buying income of $9S9,640,000.00.

This dominant news station is the

West Coast of Florida's best day-

time radio buy!

WPIN
680 Clear Channel

Offices and studios in the

Royal Palm Hotel
St. Petersburg, Florida

Arthur Mundorff, Owner-Manager

Represented Nationally by
Walker Co., Inc.

4&

^A Why Overlook

^ ' A Good

Thing?

A good thing is hard to find

!

WNDU-TV is not hard to

find, and it is a good thing.

Over 176,000 UHF families in

South Bend - Elkhart have

found the programs they want

on WNDU-TV. Your sales

message will find the families

you want on WNDU-TV
... a good thing!

Represented Nationally

by MEEKER TV

WNDU-TV
CHANNEL 46

at better jewelry stores throughout the

Boston area. See it this week at (Name
of store I

."

Anson's current radio and tv copy

represents a departure from the firm's

earlier advertising concepts. Like its

competitors in men's jewelry, Anson
began advertising to consumers orig-

inally via national magazines. Back in

1946 the firm bought limited space

in Saturday Evening Post, Life and
other mass-circulation family maga-

zines. However, the entire advertising

effort was directed at seasonal promo-
tions: Father's Day, Christmas. Valen-

tine's Day and other special gift

occasions.

In 1952 Anderson went to see Arthur

Fatt, president (then executive v.p.) of

Grey Advertising and told him he

wanted to put Anson on tv.

"'It'll be very expensive," Fatt

warned him doubtfully.

*»»This season's campaign is for thi>

season, not for the future. Enchantment
for enchantment's sake has been re-

placed hv reason-whv sales."
PAUL GUMBINNER, V.P.
Lawrence C. Gumbinner

Advertising Agency

Anderson thought it over for a split

second. "That's all right," said he,

convinced that tv would catapult Anson

sales into men's jewelry major league.

In April 1952 Anson began spon-

soring The Kate Smith Show, NBC TV,

Wednesdays 8:00-9:00 p.m., for half

an hour on alternate weeks.

"We stayed on through June," says

Anderson, adding candidly. "Mainly

because we couldn't afford more. But

in that short time. Kate Smith, through

cur advertising, put sterling silver back

on jewelers' shelves."

During World War II this metal had

fallen into disrepute. Inferior product

had had to be used of shortages, and

many things stamped "Stering Silver"

tarnished. Anson's executives credit

Kate Smith completely with giving the

public confidence in sterling silver

again.

"And our sterling silver line's been

the biggest since then." says Anderson.

During the next year, Anson bought

60 five-minute participations on NBC
TV's Today show7

, went off the air for

a summer hiatus in spring 1954 and

returned a few months later with Stop

the Music. * * *

ROUND-UP
(Continued from page 69)

Alice Jackson, of WJAR-TV, Pro

idence, R.I., helped celebrate the ope

ing of a Barton's Bonbonnaire conce

sion at the Outlet. Providence's large

department store, with a special pr

gram called The Siveetest Story Evi

Told. Present for the 30 minute li\

show, which featured a film on tl

making of Bartons candies, was Ba

ton's Chairman of the Board Herbe

Tenzer. Also on hand was Outlet pres

dent Alfred E. Darby.

Outlet President Darby (I.) and Barton's Tenz«

* * *

E. F. Hutton & Co. and statin

KMPC celebrated the 5.000th progran

of Business Aeivs which has been spon

sored by the investment brokerage firn

every weekday for the past 19 yea^

In a ceremony at the company's office

on Spring Street, in Los Angeles' finan

cial center, an anniversary cake \va

presented to Gordon B. Crary, Sr.

senior partner in the investment com

pany, by Robert O. Reynolds, v.p. am

general manager of KMPC.
* * *

Window, which was previewed h

"It's those Super-Six personalities

on KRIZ Phoenix that really slay

me.
' i
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arly January by members of the Na-

ional Retail Dry Goods Association,

iremiered in New York on WRCA-
V recently. The five-minute color

how, telecast twice daily at 8:55 and

>:55 a.m., features Pegeen Fitzgerald,

,ho showcases all kinds of depart-

nent store merchandise.

* * *

Disk jockeys and hi-fi fans take

iote. Janet Segal, a programing di-

rector at New York's well known clas-

ical music station. WQXR, has

rought to sponsor's attention a new

ecord cleaning device called Static

Iaster. Simply by brushing the rec-

rd about to be played once or twice

.ith SM every trace of dust, including

;inute particles the eye might miss, is

emoved. For perfect listening, Mrs.

egal uses the brush before testing new

ecords at the WQXR studios. Accord-

lg to the manufacturer a radioactive

olonium strip built into the brush

oes the trick. The product is avail-

ble for $17.85 p.p. from Nuclear

Products Co., 10173 East Rush St.,

!1 Monte, California.

* * *

Ben Ludy, general manager of

VlBW, Topeka, Kansas, recently wrote

PONSOR an interesting letter concern-

ig a public service campaign being

arried on by his station that is aimed

t increasing meat sales in the middle-

.est and southwest. To introduce the

ampaign. Ludy sent 963 broadcasters

;tters explaining how radio can do a

leat selling job for the livestock in-

ustry which has refused all govern-

lent subsidies. The letter pointed out

lat if the united efforts of the broad-

asters can create a 10" v increase in

leat consumption the prices to the

irmers will adjust themselves. Along
ith Ludys letter went a mimeo-
raphed list of 34 ID's which he sug-

ested the broadcasters use. "Our
rive, he wrote, "is to have a mini-

lum of 40 to 50 of these ID"s each

BROADCAST TIME SALES
representative:

New York — Chicago — San Francisco

day, 7 days a week for at least

13 weeks. We'll then have a story on

the power of radio beyond any stretch

of the imagination." Sample ID's are,

"For flavor that's tops— try roasts,

steaks and chops'' and "For family

appeal— eat beef, pork and veal."

Sounds like radio with plenty of spon-

sor appeal.
* * »

Science Fiction Theatre com-

menced its second year of production

in February with Ziv telefilm noting

that renewals are coming in at a "brisk

clip." One advertiser, Olympia Brew-

ing, will air the show in 21 markets

including San Francisco, Los Angeles.

Seattle, San Diego and Spokane.
* * *

UPA Pictures, Inc. has moved to

new and larger quarters at 60 East

56th Street, in New York City where

50 to 60' r of the outfits tv commer-

cial announcements will be produced.

The Burbank studio will handle the

remainder.
* * *

Pepsi Cola recently purchased 15.-

000 gallons of International Harvester

anti-freeze. Have no fear, however: it's

not for a new winterized soft drink

but rather for the Pepsi Cola spectacu-

lar on Times Square which features a

giant man-made waterfall. The idea is

to mix the anti-freeze with the water

in the sign to keep it from freezing

when city temperatures dip.

* * *

A moving mechanical brain is

one way of describing Tobor, tv's new-

est personality, whose debut will be

made sometime in April. Here Comes
Tobor is the name of the series in

which he will star. Tobor, whose name
spelled backwards is robot, will play

the part of a little bo\ "s companion in

adventure. According to Guild Films

which is producing the series, Tobor's

electronic innards will respond to all

t\pes of stimuli, physical as well as

psychological. Sounds like one of those

things that has to be seen to be be-

lieved.

* -::- *

Win a million and pay Uncle Sam
about $360. Sounds pretty good, but

there's a catch. The million refers to

Italian lire, worth about $1,800. That's

the top prize on the latest giveaway

show titled Million Lire Quiz, which

is being sponsored by Gallo Wines on

WATV. Newark, N. J. Contestants on

the Carlo Venti production are actual-

ly paid off in Italian bills, which they

00
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lowest
cost-per-thousand

in

Columbus, Ohio

IrVVKO

cost-per-1000

is 49% lower

than closest rival

l/VVKO

delivers 5.4

average between

8 am and 5 pm

Pulse: Dec. -Jan. '56

IrVVKO
Columbus, Ohio

Use the slide-rule

and call Forjoe

KTVH FIRST AGAIN
IN THE RICH

Wichita-Central Kansas Area

(Pulse, January, 1956)

^
15 OUT OF 15

TOP

0NCE-A-WEEK

SHOWS

9 OUT OF 10
TOP

MULTI-WEEKLY

SHOWS

KTVH
HUTCHINSON
Kansas CHANNEL

12

VHF
140.000

WATTS

CBS BASIC
Represented Nofionolly by H-R liprii«ntctiT«i, Inc.

Main office «nd studios in Hutchinson . office end studio in
I Wichita (Hotel Lassen). Howard O. Peterson. Cen Mgr
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TOP AMERICAN
ADVERTISERS

USING PROGRAMS
IN THE EL PASO
MARKET ARE ON
KROD-TV

KROD-TV
CHANNEL 4

EL PASO texas,

CBS • ABC

AFFILIATED with KROD-600 kc (5000w.

Owned & Operated by El Paso Times, Inc^

Rep. Nationally by the BRANHAM COMPANY

who's first ?

IN CANADA'S

THIRD MARKET
ITS

RADIO VANCOUVER

reps : Weed & Company
All-Canada Radio Facilities

can either cash at a U. S. bank or

send to relatives in Italy.

* » *.i

Speaking of millions in cash

giveaways, KPTV, Portland, Oregon,

is sending out bank notes worth ten

million each to promote their higher

tower and million watt power which

they say permits a 10-fold better sell-

ing job. The bank note, dated August,

1923, is an inflated million mark bill

issued by the German Reichsbank.
* » -:;•

Miss Lola Montez has been ap-

pointed Community Projects Direc-

tor for WBRC radio and tv. the Bir-

mingham. Alabama outlets for the

Storer Broadcasting Corporation. Miss

Montez will work on numerous civic

projects in cooperation with local busi-

ness groups, civic organizations and

the Birmingham Chamber of Com-
merce.

* * •

For $200, professional newcomers

to tv and radio, as well as students of

the media, can attend a six week train-

ing program offered by Barnard Col-

lege at the NBC studios in New York
City. The courses, to be taught bv pro-

fessionals, will begin 25 June. Appli-

cations for admission should be made
before 1 June. Forms may be ob-

tained from Miss Susanne S. Davis,

112 Milbank Hall, Barnard College,

New York 27, N. Y.

* * ->:-

Over 12,000 persons are expected

to attend the 10th Annual Exhibit and

Symposium of the Point-Of-Purchase

Advertising Institute, Inc.. to be held

on April 10, 11, 12 at the Hotel Shera-

ton Astor in New York City. There

will be exhibits set up by national ad-

vertisers to demonstrate how point-of-

purchase advertising it tied in with

other media such as tv and radio.

SESAC marked its 25th anniversary

with a handsome silver-covered port-

folio full of congratulatory notes from

subscribers. Also included was the

fact that over 98% of the entire radio

industry has signed SESAC Perform-

ance Licencses. Congratulations from

SPONSOR to SESAC and its president

Paul Heinecke.
* * *•

Radio Philatelia, is a new and in-

teresting book of stamps connected

with the field of radio and tv. It was

written by a man whose first contact

with radio was in 1924 when he created

a stamp program for one of the earl

stations. Herbert Rosen, who authore

the book, now is the head of his ow

company Tv-Unlimited, Inc. His boo

is published bv the Audio-Maste

Corp., 17 E. 45th Street.

Tv gets nosier every day in it

search for new subjects with which t<

entertain and inform. Report fron

Parliament Hill, originating in Ottawa

Canada, has turned its tv eye on thi

Canadian Parliament whose member

record a weekly report to their con

stituents. Presently over 80 govern men

radio stations carry the messages fre<

of charge. They are attempting t<

arouse a greater interest in. and give

more information about, public affair?

They also are seeking to bring the

members of Parliament closer to theii

constituents.

ABC intends to make sure thai

when politicos get in front of t\

cameras later this year, they'll be a-

comfortable and photogenic as possible

With this in mind, ABC is setting u\<

tuition-free tv Coaching Schools acros-

the country, at which the faculty will

be news veterans from the nets own

tv station staffs.

National Radio Week has been

designated as May 13th through 19th

in a joint announcement made bv th

NARTB, the National Appliance and

Radio-Tv Dealers Association, the RAB
and the Radio Electronics Television

Manufacturers Association.

* • •

60 miles of tape were used t.

gather interviews for a Westinghouse

Broadcasting Company public service

series that went on the air yesterday.

Moderated by Miss Helen Parkhurst.

Growing Pains puts the spotlight on

teenagers. Each program features ai

interview with adolescents representing

st in Power
and Coverage

1,000,000
WATTS

^-"Wilkes-Barre

Scranton
Coll Avery-Knodel, Inc.
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minority group in their particular

•ity. The shows, taped in various cities

hroughout the U.S., are completely

jnrehearsed.
* -"-

•::•

WRC and WRC-TV, Washington,

fl.

C, have won a Leadership Contest

mong NBC-owned stations. The

nvard for merit in "interpreting and

urthering the American way of life"

vent to the capitol stations for pro-

grams presented during the last six

nonths of '55. Among the subjects

ired were a tv series on the problems

>f the aged; a half hour film on social

liseases; 40 recorded messages made

iy congressmen on a variety of matters

fleeting the nation; and 10.000 free

iub!ic service announcements. The

ward was accepted for the stations by

heir General Manager, Carleton D.

mith.

Leonard Hole's Can You Make
eople Laugh? appears in this month's

;sue of the Ameriacn Magazine. The

nswer to his question must be affirma-

ve (at least for Hole) because as

irector of program development at

iBC, he's in charge of comedy de-

elopment worth millions of dollars.

# * a

Broadcasting the News is the title

f a new handbook on radio news-

asting written by Tom Franklin, news-

aster for KING, Seattle. Although

ranklin's book is unlike most text-

ooks, in that it makes entertaining

ading, it has been selected for class

se by the University of Washington
i Seattle. Copies are available through

Daddy, couldn't we buy one of

those nice homes advertised on

KRIZ Phoenix? John wants to marry

me, but he doesn't like this

ocation."

MARCH 1956

Pageant Press, Box S, 130 West 42nd

St., New York.

* -::- -::

St. Patty's Day is past but the spirit

jingles on in the pockets of at least

2.000 advertising agency personnel who
received imported Irish coppers from

WBZ radio, the Westinghouse Broad-

casting Co. affiliate in Boston. WBZ
also named Miss Marie Kelly its Irish

Queen for the Gaelic holiday.

* -X- *

Promotion comes in many forms.

KITE, San Antonio, Texas sends out

some of the most unusual. A One Shot

Shaver was the most recent to reach

SPONSOR. Complete with foamy soap

in a plastic envelope and a minature

razor, the "Gadget of the Month" was

smaller than a matchbook. All this

and FM too?

Captain kidd. a new half hour tv

series went into production for Tele-

vision Programs of America last week.

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., is producing

the series in England for TPA which

has put four other new shows into pro-

duction within the last two months.

The others are: Hawkeye, Last of the

Mohicans, Tugboat Annie, New York

Confidential, and One False Step.

* -::- *

Radio received a pat on the back

from author Aldous Huxley, when CBS
produced his "Brave New World" on

its Radio Workshop. Said Huxley,

in part, "After the invention of print-

ing, the minstrel and the story teller

became extinct; and the philosopher

retired to his study. They were

brought back in modern dress by the

radio. There is still ... a very im-

portant place for spoken literature, for

words set free from the limitations of

the stage . . . appealing directly to the

"We Feed Lyons to the People"

is "A tale for cagey time buyers" told

in a promotion piece mailed out by

WLW-TV. "Let Lyons feed your story

to the spectators in our colosseum" the

piece goes on to say. Lyons is Ruth

Lyons the station's mistress of cere-

monies on the "50-50 Club" and her

popularity is such that the Columbus

Citizen published a souvenir edition

for fans who attended a special per-

formance of the club at Franklin

County Veterans Memorial Hall in

Columbus. The special edition made up

GET BEST
COVERAGE IN

BOTH
COLORADO SPRINGS

AND PUEBLO . . .

vm
CHANNEL 11

Transmitter atop Cheyenne
mountain, ONE MILE above
market area.

126,000 families equals
America's 108th market.

CBS and ABC

Pueblo, Colorado -Springs

and Southern Colorado

THE BOUING CO., INC.
Southern: Clarke Brown Co.

WGR-TV
CHANNEL

Daily Visitors

in 490,000 Homes

in Western

New York State*

*Plus a bonus of 485,000 Canadian Homes

WGR-TV
BUFFALO

National Representatives

PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, INC.
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of three pajjes of the station's promo-

lion piece.

•* # »

A conservative estimate of 40.000,-

000 viewers saw Richard over NBC-TV
stations. Among them were many
youngsters who watched it as part of

ther week-end homework assignment.

In New York City, James McAndrew.

director of broadcasting for the Board

of Education, informed SPONSOR that

40 curriculum assistants alerted teach-

ing staffs to include the show in assign-

ments wherever possible.

* * *

A tv newsreel camera was given a

day in court as part of a panel dis-

cussion on the topic Should Judicial

Proceedings Be Televised? The occa-

sion was the Junior Town Meeting of

the Air telecast over WRCV, Phila-

delphia. Done as a demonstration of

how silent a tv newsreel camera can be,

the demonstration was termed "highly

effective." Judge Carroll, in whose

court the demonstration took place, has

alowed occasional use of newspaper

candid cameras but has never allowed

tv or newsreel cameras while court

was in session.

AGENCIES' 15%
[Continued from page 73 I

sion plus mechanical costs of produc-

ing an ad and commission on those

costs take care of agency remunera-

tion. Yet in tv there's a blanket 15 c/c

commission on talent costs whether the

agency has any word on content of the

show or not. A number of admen feel

that a distinction should be made in

agency remuneration between shows

agencies do service and shows they

can hardly influence at all.

"There should be a compensatory

cut in the cost to the client of having

the show serviced when the time rates

increase without a proportionate in-

crease in the agency's work," an auto-

motive adman said. "In other words,

when an agency's gross income from

the media buy increases, be it through

a rate increase or extended lineup,

without the agency rendering any more

service, the client should get some sort

of discount for show servicing."

Those who support the idea of re-

vising package show commissions point

out that the 15% on shows is merely

a carryover from printed media. And
it was not meant to apply to editorial

matter. A realignment of payment: q

agencies for handling tv shows, t »
reason, doesn't constitute an attack n

the commission system as a whole.

A number of admen who are ife.

satisfied with package show conn ;.

sions would prefer a system of fee ;d

retainer to the agency beyond the )l

dia commission rather than a prora i

commission on talent. "After all a

prorated commission still hinges i

cost of the show rather than on agei*

service," one adman added.

"The argument for uniformit) f

commission among media is a prt ,

weak one." a drug company prod t

manager says. "In the first place, th ;

are exceptions already. Outdoor, r

one. pays 16.67% to agencies. SL

ondly, agencies are first to admit tit

they earn different rates of profit fr >

the various media. So there's no u-

formity now either. It seems mi i

more unjust to have one medium
p

for others than to have different ra •

of payment for each."

"There's need now for a fact-findi

:

group of agencymen and advertisi;

both," one major tv sponsor suggesti

"They could look into various aspe

;

of the commission svstem and wei

ask any top TV
advertising agency

TV'S OPERATIONAL WHO'S WH0S
ARE PUBLISHED BY B. I. B.

ask any top TV
station film user

this is the agency guide

FILM is the key to top commercials

this is the station's guide

FILM

WHO'S WHO

WHAT'S WHERE

TV STATIONS

BROADCAST

INFORMATION

BUREAU

FILM is the key to profitable stations

...and the information that opens the locks

is found in BIB's film directories

DIRECTORY OF FREE FILM - for top public

service operation at zero cost.

DIRECTORY OF FEATURE FILM - the answer to

scheduling of theatrical film.

DIRECTORY OF SERIES, SERIALS & PACKAGES,

the answer for all film scheduling.

BIB MEMBERS GET EVERYTHING, INCLUDING THE

NEWSLETTER, WHO'S WH0S AND ALL DIRECTORIES

BROADCAST INFORMATION BUREAU

535 FIFTH AVE. • NEW YORK 36 • N.Y.

WHO'S WHO
o

WHAT'S WHER

FILM

PRODUCERS &

DISTRIBUTORS

BROADCAST

INFORMATION

BUREAU

P.S. To be Film Informed read BIB'S great newsletter FACTS, FIGURES and FILM
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ecommendations for revisions."'

•. Rising talent costs: Competition

or ratings between the major net-

works is an important factor in the

alent cost spiral. But the agencies

lave done little to hold the cost line.

]ven when an agency discovers and

e\elops new talent, such as a new
omedian. its a cinch that his price

,ill be in line with competing perform-

rs by the second season he's on the

ir. clients pointed out.

"I'd feel a lot easier if I were pay-

the agent-) a fee for selecting and
rvicing a show we're to put on net-

>rk. the advertising director of a

irge paper company told SPONSOR.

With a commission on the show cost,

le agenc) will not drive as hard a bar-

ain to hold the talent cost lines as it

ould if its remuneration were fixed

nd secure and independent of the cost

f the package. At any rate, an agency

^commendation is constantly suspect

n the part of m\ management, be-

ause agency income hinges on our

pending."

. Precedents: Though clients are

eluctant about disclosing such ar-

angements. it's no secret on Madison
- .venue that a number of advertisers

ave made deals in the past by-passing

genc\ commission on tv packages. It's

ell known that an automotive com-
. any and a major drug firm both did

ol pay commissions on their half-hour

rama shows. In fact, the automotive

ompany. no longer on network tv, is

apposed to have been the original net-

ork sponsor to break with tradition.

More recently, package commissions
'ere mentioned as a major factor in

ie rupture between Revlon and Nor-
lan, Craig & Kummel. A pharma-
eutical company went so far as to hire

producer and put him on staff to

upervise their show, thereby cutting

ut a major air media agency, which
ot the account onl\ recently. A rapid
witchover from one agency to another

y a be\erage account in the past
lonth was due to the fact that the new
gency agreed to forego show com-
lissions. • * •

IN NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE
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Actually the

story of a City

within a City

A CITY with

90,000 people
•

A CITY whose
annual payroll is

5255,765,962.00
•

A CITY primarily

reached by
specialized

programming

For your copy of

THE TALE OF
TWO CITIES

write

or

call

SAN ANTONIO -TEX.

CA 7-1251 Collect
or contact

PAUL H. RAYMER CO., Reps.
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Frank Marx, v.p. in charge of engineering for

ABC, is one of those behind-the-scenes newsmakers

who are continually bringing people closer together

with improved communications methods. Marx
told SPONSOR that one of the newest developments

at ABC is a way of storing video programs that will

overcome the problem of summer time zone differ-

ences. The apparatus, an unspecified film system,

will be located in Chicago, it will be the focal

point for delayed feeds to standard time zones

between April and October. The set-up, still in

construction, will be shown to the NARTB in April.

Grahame Enthoven, BBDO's supervisor of

marketing staff presentations, moved into a freshly

created position last November. Previously, the mar-

keting research of which he is now in charge, was

done by diverse departments at BBDO without a

central coordinator. The trend toward supplying

marketing services to advertisers, however, de-

manded that the work be consolidated. Enthovens

latest Food Staff Presentation, No. 19, revealed perti-

nent facts and reasons about why most women shop

in any one particular grocery store. It's another

report that will help make tomorrow's sales news.

Lester 1%. Blumenthal has been named execu-

tive v.p. and general manager of Product Services,

inc., New York ad agency. His rise in the ad

agency field has been rapid since he was made
account executive in the television network sales

department at CBS. After his stint with CBS he

/dined Norman, Craig & Kummel as assistant to the

business manager, and became v.p. and general

manager of radio and tv before making his current

move. Product Services bill 5 million dollars

annually and includes among its clients Roto Broil

Corporation of America and Glamorene, Inc.

Russell Xagle. has been elected a vice-president

of Foote, Cone & Belding. Nagle has been with the

agency's Los Angeles office for three years. Dur-

ing this time, in addition to his duties as account

executive for Purex Corporation, he served as mer-

chandising consultant on many Los Angeles accounts.

His background in the field of merchandising in-

(hides the positions of merchandising director and

vice president of Erwin, Wasey & Co., in its Chi-

cago and Los Angeles offices. He was also central

division manager of Life Magazine's merchandis-

ing department.

SPONSOR



KSD
KSDTV

FOR SPOT ADVERTISERS

NBC AND NBC-TV
NETWORKS

National Advertising Representative;

NBC SPOT SALES

THI ST, IOU1S FOST*W$l»ATCH
BROADCASTING STATIONS

ADVERTISERS
7

INDEX

NORTH CAROLINA'S

GOLDEN TRIANGLE
LISTENS

Z^h"W HIGH pOINT

GREENSBORO \

TO THE BIG VOICE

RADIO
WINSTON-SALEM

NORTH CAROLINA

WINSTON-SAIEM
GREENSBORO
HIGH POINT

5000 W • 600 KC • AM-FM

HEADLEY-REED. Representatives

ABC TV Network 13
Air Trails Group .. 101
A. T. & T. _; ""~18-19

Broadcast Info. Bureau 100
Broadcast Music Inc. . _ 103
CBS TV Film 24-25
CBS Radio Network .. ... fiO-fil

Channel 10, Rochester ?(i

Crosley Broadcasting 74-7n
Eastman Kodak 70-71
Guild Films ..10-11
McClatchy Broadcasting 63
Mid-Continent Group FC
Peters. Griffin & Woodward... ...54-55
Radiozark Enterprises 87
Steinman Stations 3
Sponsor 104-105
Westinghouse Broadcasting 44-45
Adam Young, Inc. BC

CKLW, Detroit 101
CKWX, Vancouver 98

KBIG, Hollywood 6

KBIS, Bakersfleld 8

KCRA-TV, Sacramento 86
KEYD-TV, Minneapolis 22
KFAB, Omaha 73
KGNC, Amarillo 27
KGVO-TV, Missoula 90
KING, Seattle 17
KKTV, Colorado Springs 99
KMBC, Kansas City 103
KNUZ, Houston 62
KOIN, Portland, Oregon 89
KOIN-TV, Portland, Oregon 89
KOTV, Tulsa ___92, 101
KPIX, San Francisco 14
KPTV, Portland, Oregon 49
KRIZ, Phoenix ....96, 99
KROD-TV, El Paso 98
KSAN, San Francisco 93
KSD, St. Louis 103
KSLA-TV, Shreveport 78
KSTN, Stockton 91
KSTP-TV, Minneapolis 67
KSYD-TV, Wichita Falls, Texas ..... 106
KTBS-TV, Shreveport 4 6

KTHS, Little Rock _... 5

KTRK-TV, Houston 12
KTSA, San Antonio 102
KTVH, Hutchinson, Kansas 97
KVWO, Cheyenne 95
KWKW, Pasadena 97

WABT, Birmingham 95
WAFB-TV, Baton Rouge 72
WBAY-TV, Green Bay 53
WBEN-TV, Buffalo 85
WBNS, Columbus, Ohio 69
WBRE-TV, Wilkes-Barre 28
WCOP, Boston 26
WCUE, Akron 94
WDBJ, Roanoke 91
WDIA, Memphis 77
WFAA, Dallas 52
WFAA-TV, Dallas 82, 83
WFBC-TV, Greenville, S. C. 81
WFBG-TV, Altoona 7

WFBL, Syracuse 65
WFBM, Indianapolis 23
WFBR, Baltimore — 88

WFMY-TV, Greensboro 9

WGH, Norfolk 92
WGN-TV, Chicago _ 80
WGR-TV, Buffalo 99

WHBF, Rock Island 92
WHEC, Rochester 84
WHEN, Syracuse IBC
WHTN-TV, Huntington, W. Va 94
WILK-TV, Wilkes-Barre 98
WJIM-TV, Lansing 21
WKZO-TV, Kalamazoo 79

WMAR-TV, Baltimore 90
WNAX, Yankton, S. D. .— 59
WNDU-TV, South Bend 96

WNHC-TV, New Haven 57
WPIN, St. Petersburg 9 6

WREX-TV, Rockford _ 8 6

WSAZ-TV, Huntington, W. Va 51
WSB-TV, Atlanta 56
WSJS, Winston-Salem 103
WSM-TV, Nashville _ 47
WSOK, Nashville 101
WTAR-TV, Norfolk 88

WTVJ, Miami 58

WTVR, Richmond IFC
WVET, Rochester __ 93
WVKO. Columbus, Ohio 97
WWJ-TV, Detroit 20

BMI
"Milestones" for

April

BMI's series of program

continuities, entitled "Mile-

stones," focuses the spot-

light on important events

and problems which have

shaped the American scene.

April's release features

four complete half-hour

gj,ows—ready for immedi-

ate use — smooth, well

written scripts for a variet>

of uses.

"EASTER'S FOR ALL OF US"

Easter Sunday
April 1

"I WAS BORN A SLAVE .

Booker T. Washington

(100th Anniversary)

Born: April 5, 1856

"MIDNIGHT RIDE OF PAUL
REVERE"

April 18, 1775

•ALL THE WORLD'S A STAGE"
William Shakespeare

Born: April 23, 1564

"Milestones" is available for

commercial sponsorship see your

local stations for details.

BROADCAST MUSIC, INC.
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • HOLLYWOOD

TORONTO • MONTREAL

Merle Harmon - Larry Ray team up to
bring play-by-play accounts of the K. C.
Athletics baseball games to the Heart of
America. Another exclusive New Sound
ofKMBC-KFRM.

KMBC 9/ Kansas City

KFRM far the State of Kansas

in the Heart of America0?
The big news in Kansas City radio is the
New Sound on KMBC-KFRM! By complete-
ly overhauling old programming concepts,
KMBC-KFRM have introduced a new type
of radio service that's tailored to today's audi-
ence demands. New variety, new personali-
ties, new formats, new impact—they're all

woven into every hour of every broadcast day.
This inspired local programming, combined
with the best from the ABC Network, pro-
duces radio that sells as it serves 1 Your
Colonel from Peters, Griffin, Woodward. Inc.
can tune you in on the New Selling Sound of
KMBC-KFRM.

<J$^ the New Sound of

KMBC -KFRM
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if NINE

CONSECUTIVE
YEARS
OF SALES

GAINS
Through its first nine years SPONSOR (which celebrates its tenth

birthday in November 1956) has 1, stuck everlastingly to the job of

providing a use service for national advertisers and agencies; 2, crusaded

for worthwhile industry improvements; 3, established new sales records

each year. It has frequently been called the most

successful new trade magazine of this decade.

10th Year of Usefulness to TV and Radio Advertisers



1 II ,000 watts
MAXIMUM POWER -WITH COLOR

in Wichita Falls, Texas — your best TV advertising buy is KSYD-TV*

here is proof positive!
based on figures just released

Pulse dated Dec. 1-— Dec. 7, 1955 proves audience preferences

in the metropolitian Wichita Falls area to be:

ONCE A WEEK SHOWS

1. $64,000 Question (CBS) KSYD-TV

2. Ed Sullivan (CBS) KSYD-TV

3. I Love Lucy (CBS) KSYD-TV

4. December Bride (CBS) KSYD-TV

5. Jack Benny (CBS) KSYD-TV

big 5 of the top 5 all on KSYD-TV

MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS

1. Patti Page KSYD-TV

2. Looney Tunes KSYD-TV

3. 10 p.m. News & Weather KYSD-TV

4. 5:45 p.m. News & Weather KSYD-TV

5. Station B

4 of the top 5 on KSYD-TV

*The leading carrier of National Spot business in the Wichita Falls market according to Rorabaugh Reports

channelQST KSYD-TV Syd Graysor

General Manage

Exclusive CBS for North Texas

and Southern Oklahoma

106

Wichita Falls
~r Hoag-Blair Compan

. I (3XaS Nat' I Sales Representative

SP0NS0



NBC TV says

no to Medic

Are there

ideal surveys?

Nat'l spot answer

to no net time?

Tv commercials

lose sales?

Pan Am issues

;lobal fact sheet

Film aiding

tv stations

1,000,000

listen daily

New word for

adman's lexicon

REPORT TO SPONSORS for 19 March 1956

(Continued front page 2)

NBC TV brass held up stop sign to "Medic's" offering last week show-
ing birth of baby by Caesar ian section. Net wanted to delete 90-

seconds of program on claim it was not for "family consumption."
"Medic" said no soap. After long hassle, program was substituted.

-SR-
In recent brochure Trendex says there are no "ideal" surveys.
Trendex claims there are only reasonable ones, pretentious and un-
pretentious ones, practical ones and impractical ones. Brochure
also makes pitch for reliability of overnight ratings, saying they
are not as accurate as monthly ones. "Truth is truth whether you
examine it early or late," says Trendex.

-SR-
MCA TV's research department says that based on survey of 2 national
spot shows as against average half -hour network show, national spot
shows come out with approximately same rating as network program.
Two spot shows measured are "Soldiers of Fortune" and "Studio 57."

"Soldiers" averaged 22.6, "Studio," 22.3. Average web show came up
with 22.5 (Nielsen, 1 January). Question of programing on spot basis
as against lack of prime network time was raised once again by survey.

-SR-
Walter Guild, Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli, San Francisco, turned his
critical guns on tv commercials recently to target their inadequa-
cies. He claimed s ome tv commercials actually de st roy sale s rather
than build them, citing case of Philip Morris and "I love Lucy."
Guild advocated using shows that may be less popular—"those that do

not have the viewer hanging by the eyelashes"—to provide a better
"framework" for commercials. (For more thinking on commercials see

"Should show costs outweigh commercials 20 to 1?" page 29 this issue.]

-SR-
Pan American Broadcasting Co., international tv-radio reps, has
issued first in series of international fact reports containing in-

formation on world markets. First market picture for Puerto Rico.

-SR-
Southeastern station manager with basic ABC TV affiliation told

SPONSOR this when questioned as to how he was doing against other

nets, "I think it's wonderful. They battle over times and talent and

I sit back and program syndicated f ilms and good movies. And I read

with delight that RKO, Warners and Columbia are opening film vaults.

I got time, money. They have film. I should have had it so good a

couple of years ago."
-SR-

One of most unusual media surveys conducted in Canada involving

personal interv i ews with mo re than 82,000 person s from coast-to-coast

showed station CKAC, Montreal, had more than 1,000,000 listeners

daily. Market research firm of Elliot-Haynes Ltd. conducted survey.

-SR-
Grey Advertising's "Grey Matter" comes up with this addition to ad

world's vocabulary. It's "thematic," word for joint promotions, or

as Grey puts it, to "unite in advertising wedlock seemingly unre-

lated products." Example is recent anti-freeze campaign advertised

jointly by McGregor for winter sportswear and Dupont for nylon and

Zerone. "Grey Matter" predicts "thematic" merging will increase.

L,
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SPOJVSOR
SPEAKS

Radio isn't "tonnage"

Can a great strength of an advertis-

ing medium become a great weakness?

We think the answer is yes in the

rase of radio and it's radio's own sales-

men who are to blame.

Radio in recent x ears has been sell-

ing hard on the concept that vou can

do other things while vou listen to

radio. This is true. It is al«o a great

strength of the medium because it

means people do not have to find time

to listen to radio. It can be an accom-
paniment to driving, eating, chores.

Rut out of this virtue many radio

salesmen have created a monster which
in the end may devour them. Thev
have begun to sell radio not as a

medium which is listened to but as a

backdrop, a "third ear" medium.

This tends to reduce all radio to the

same level and opens the wax to the

purchase of the medium on a "ton-

nage" basis with little thought given

to the selection of programing or ad-

jacencies. It makes buying radio not

a matter of judgment but a mere
process of cost-per- 1,000 calculation

with all purchases measured on the

same numerical scale.

This is not only bad buying it is also

false thinking.

Actually most forms of radio de-

mand attention but because of the

ease with which that attention can be

given people have fallen into the trap

of assuming the attention is virtually

subconscious. News surely demands,

and gets, keen attention.

The woman's commentator cannot

transmit the intricacies of a new fash-

ion to the "third ear."

Drama absorbs vou or you twist the

dial.

And even the disk jockey must get

much closer attention than is com-

moril) supposed. What other reason

could there be for the great popularity

of one d.j. as opposed to another?

We say that radio's power to move
goods must not be judged on a "ton-

nage' basis in which the advertiser

merely casts his net as wide and as far

as cheap circulation will carry him.

The advertiser must plan for the type

of audience he wants and plan the type

of message for that audience carefully.

He must realize that there is a dif-

ference in advertising values between

the various types of radio and he must

be prepared to pay accordingly.

This point of view radio's salesmen

have not sold. They have made the

low cost of the medium their crutch.

They just sell tonnage. Can you blame

the advertiser if he follows suit?
# * #

Lee's fee tv plan

On the surface the proposal made

Applause

Richard III

It's funny how some thoughts will

strike you.

When we turned off the tv set after

watching NRC TV's "Richard III," we

paused just a moment to concern our-

selves with the magnitude of the pres-

entation. It wasn't that more people

had seen "Richard III" on tv than had

witnessed all the stage productions

since Shakespeare's time: that between

40 and 50 million people had been ex-

posed to a superbly done classic: that

this was a test of a sort as to whether

a premiere showing on tv would kill

the attraction at the theater box-office.

Our thoughts took a different path.

We thought of the courage of NRC
TV (and General Motors I for present-

ing something of such monumental

scope, thought of the chance-taking,

thought of the question mark of pub-

lic acceptance.

We thought about all the people in

recently by FCC Commissioner Rober

E. Lee in favor of fee tv may sounc

attractive.

If we understand Commissione

Lee's article in a recent issue of Look

he suggests that fee tv be given a tria

on a basis restricting it to the uh

station. Lee points to the plight of thi

uhf broadcaster and suggests that fei

tv "could be a boon to the independen

station" I his italics).

We sympathize deeply with the uh

station. And we do not know what car

be done to solve the problems of uhf

Rut we doubt that using the uhf prob

lcm as the entering wedge for fee t\

is going to in the long run serve th«

best interests of the American public

If fee tv were introduced on any

basis, what would happen is simph

this. Recause of the vast amount ol

money which could be collected evei

on a fee tv show with a small audience

fee tv would quickly outbid free tv foi

the best programing.

Programs will flock to where the

money is with the net result that the

public will end up paying for what if

now gets at no cost. If just a few mil-

lion homes in the U.S. paid SI each to

see a top sporting event, this would be

sufficient to deny the privilege of view-

ing the event to the rest of the nation's

35-million-plus tv homes.

We believe that the present system of

free television is far more democratic

and a far greater public service. We
further warn that the danger of fee tv

to free tv is not really fully understood.

It could literally cripple free tv as an

effective advertising force by outbid-

ding it for the best in programing.

television who are trying each day to

make it a better medium, make it take

in more of life, make it an integral

part of our culture.

It sounds just a little weak to say

that sponsor applauds them. Retter to

say we thank them for that rainy Sun-

day when they brought "Richard II

in all its shining glory to Mamaroneck.

to Chicago, to Oklahoma City, to Den-

\er. to San Francisco and made life

a richer thing.

108 SPONSOR



driving WHEN radio . April 1

ii. d by KATZ AGENCY INC.

RADIO
590 kc. \ Channel €
CBS \ CBS

JOHN BLAIR & CO. BLAIR TV. INC.

MEREDITH TZocU* W 7deooii<m STATIONS
affiliated with lll'lll'l' IlllfllCS anil (iill'flYlIN and Successful Farming magazines
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Eleven top T.V. salesmen selling

eleven top T.V. stations . .

.

This is the kind of personal service

that gets top results

for the stations represented

by Young Television Corp.

f

New York Chicago St. Louis San Francisco Los Angeles Bost

home office: 477 Madison Avenue, New York 22, New York



Section Two of 19 March 1956 Second-class mail privileges authorized at Baltimore, Md.

uyers 1

I to radio and tv station programing

UBL1SHE SPONSOR SERVICES INC

III

Take your choice

HOOPER
We don't care which rating service you prefer.

Because W-I-T-H's big audience always puts us

up with the leaders— night and day!

At W-I-T-H's low, low rates, this big audience

means listeners for you at the lowest cost-per-

thousand in town! Get your Forjoe man to tell

you the whole W-I-T-H story!

n Baltimore buy

Tom Tinsley, President R. C. Embry, Vice President

INDEX

RADIO
SECTION

It 1

MASTER DIRECTORY
State-by-State listing of

stations showing time

each station devotes to

the 12 principal types

of programing

15STARTS PAGE

CATEGORY DIRECTORY

Stations specializing in

Farm, Negro, Concert,

other categories of pro-

graming. Complete 8

category index-page

93STARTS PAGE

TELEVISION

MASTER DIRECTORY
Complete state-by-state

listing showing total

number of hours sta-

tions devote to ten

program categories

145STARTS PAGE

CATEGORY DIRECTORY

Seven separate listings

of program data on farm

Tv, homemaking, feature

film, syndicated film,

spots, etc.

163STARTS PAGE



One name:

iilL*
is all the Buyers Guide you need

to buy best in these 4 major markets

*¥£;

:

Buyers' Guide" to

Kansas City
Mid-Continent's

10,000 watts, 710 Kcs.

It's Mid-Continent program-
ming that docs it! WHB tops

metro Kansas City with 49.1%
of the daytime audience, per
Hooper. But it's WEB's re-

gion, too! 70-county area Pulse

says WHB is first every time

period! All-day average area

Nielsen : 42.9%. Dominate the

Kansas City area with the sta-

tion that dominates ! Call the

man from Blair— or WHB
General Manager George W.
Armstrong.

"Buyers' Guide" to

New Orleans
Mid-Continent's

llth to 1st in 8!

Mid -Continent programming
had the power to lift WTIX
from llth among all stations to

the top—in just 8 short months
—and the top's where WTIX
has been ever since. A whole
New Orleans listening habit has
been overturned— and so has

the time-buying habit. Your
New Orleans data need up-
dating? Call Adam J. Young,
or General Manager Fred
Berthelson.

Buyers' Guide'' to

Omaha
Mid-Continent's

WHB KOWH
Broad 660 kc. coverage

Hooper, Pulse, Trendex all see

eye-to-eye-to-eye on Omaha ra-

dio—with KOWH controlling

44.7' ( of the daytime Hooper,

and every time period of every

major survey in the Omaha
Council Bluffs area. It's the

Mid- Continent programming
that does it. Want to know-

more? A call to the H-R man,

or KOWH General Manager!

Virgil Sharpe does it!

NOW ''Buyers' Guide' 'to

Minneapolis-St. Paul
Mid-Continent's

WTIX WDGY

m

Big 50,000 watt coverage

And now—watch what Mid-

Continent ideas, music, news,

excitement, do to radio listen-

ing in the Twin Cities, with big,

big 50,000 watt coverage, and

a nearly perfect-circle daytime

signal. Watch what WDGY
starts doing for advertisers,

too ! Call Avery-Knodel, or get

acquainted with WDGY Gen-

eral Manager Stephen Labun-
ski.

MID-CONTINENT BROADCASTING CO.

President: Todd Storz

\



A combination key that opens

doors to pin-pointed markets and stations

That's one way you might describe the BUYERS' GUIDE which

in its brief history (this is only the third annual edition) has become a

mainstay for buyers of television and radio advertising. In the words of one

timebuyer, "It helps me find the market I need and the stations in that market

that supply the right mood for the product we are advertising." The 1956 Buyers' Guide

catalogues the local programing of 2515 radio stations and 495 television stations. It

enables the reader to tell at a glance the programing character, audience interests and the facil-

ities and services of the individual stations. In addition, it provides him with complete lists

of stations appealing to specific groups, needs and tastes. On page 13 you will

find just a few typical ways timebuyers use Buyers' Guide to take full advantage of the

wealth of practical information it furnishes. There are many others. Television's

fast tempo and radio's new values make the station's programing pattern as

revealed in the Buyers' Guide immensely important to the advertising man.

Complete index to Buyers' Guide contents on page 5

PUBLISHED ANNUALLY BY

SPONSOR SERVICES INC.

president. BERNARD PLATT

project coordinator, CATHERINE SCOTT ROSE

project editor. AUDREY C. COHN

art director. DONALD H. DUFFY

ADVERTISING PRODUCTION. JOHN A. KOVCHOK

THE 1S56 BUYERS- GUIDE TO STATION PROGRAMING IS

DISTRIBUTED TO ALL SUBSCRIBERS OF SPONSOR—

THE MAGAZINE RADIO AND TELEVISION ADVERTISERS

USE. PRICE TO NON-SUBSCRIBERS: S2. JO E. 49 ST..

N. Y. 17. COPYRIGHT 1952. BY SPONSOR SERVICES INC.
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RADIO
STATE-BY-STATE LISTING PAGE NQ3.

| OF STATIONS, THEIR FACILITIES,

SERVICES AND PINCIPAL PROGRAM TYPES ... 15

U. S. Possessions 87

Canadian Stations 8 7

CATEGORY DIRECTORIES 7b '/J^M INTRODUCTION *JJ

I*-

Concert Music 95

Farm Radio 101

Folk Music 105

Foreign Language 109

Mexican-American 1 1

5

Negro Radio 123

Religious & Gospel 133

Popular Music 137

Radio Station Representatives 198

T^^DEX to 1956 Buyers' Guide

TELEVISION
STATE-BY-STATE LISTING PAGE NQ3.

MASTER DIRECTORY I
OF STATIONS, THEIR FACILITIES

fi JW'VB AND PRINCIPAL PROGRAMING TYPES 1HD

U. S. Possessions 161

Canadian Stations 1 62

CATEGORY DIRECTORIES I Rl INTRODUCTION 163

Farm tv 1 64
Feature Films 169

Film & Slides 1 76

Homemaking 1 84
Special Appeals 187

Sports 1 88

Studio Facilities 193

Television Station Representatives 201

For Radio & Television Trends turn to pages 6-12

For How To Use The 1956 Buyer's Guide turn to page 13



radio

trends

1954: 1568 Radio Station Respondents
The statistics under this heading are based on 1568 question-

naires returned for processing in the 1954 Buyers' Guide.

1955: 2172 Radio Station Respondents
The statistics under this heading are based on 2172 question-

naires returned for processing in the 1955 Buyers' Guide.

1956: 2515 Radio Station Respondents
The statistics under this heading are based on 2515 question-

naires returned for processing in the 1956 Buyers' Guide.

1954
IS68 Respondents

% Respondents

1955
2172 Respondents

°» Respondents

1956
2515 Respondents

1568 Respondents

33%

33%

I
Daytime stations—sunrise to sunset

1954 1955 1956
1568 Respondents 2172 Respondents 2515 Respondents

% Respondents % Respondents % Respondents

45%

50%

I

54%

I
Independent Stations

1954
1568 Respondents

% Respondents

1955
2172 Respondents

% Respondents

1956
2515 Respondents

% Respondents

14% 16%
24%

Folk Music Specialists (20 wkly hours or more)

51%

I

67%

I

88%

I

92%

I

95%

64%

I

70%

76%

-Stations on air to midnight Stations programing popular music Stations scheduling local farm programs

18% 12%

'Stations programing past midnight

61%

I

7£%

78%

I I I
Stations programing concert music

31% 28%

I
Farm specialists (5 wkly hrs or more)

55%

I

46%

I
Stations affiliated with national networks

9%
23%

31% 46%

I I
Concert Music specialists (10 wkly hrs or more)

67%

I

67%

Stations scheduling homemaking programs

'Exclusive of Canadian respondents

1956 BUYERS' GUIDE



radio

trends

1954 Base: 1568 Stations

1955 Base: 2172 Stations

1956 Base: 2515 Stations

1955 1956
1568 Respondents 2172 Respondents 2515 Respondents

Pop Music Specialists (75 wkly hrs or more)

Stations programing folk music

Stations scheduling religious programs

Stations programing to a Mexican-American
audience

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 10)

1956 BUYERS' GUIDE

biggest

sport

Yes . . . we're the BIG SHOT when it

t

comes to play-by-play sports in Milwaukee.

Our Earl Gillespie does the Braves Broadcasts,

Marquette University and Green Bay Packers

football. And, for good measure, we round out the

year with University of Wisconsin basketball.

To over a million "sports" in Milwaukee,

radio means WEMP. So a pretty healthy hunk

of the population is ready and waiting to receive

your message . . . over WEMP. . . at the

lowest cost per thousand. Local buyers know it .

and take advantage of it. Why don't you?

Milwaukee's Best BuyW E IVI r
5000 Watts at 1250

1935-1955 . . . 20 years of service to Milwaukee Represented nationally by Headley-Reed



Famous on the local scene . .

.

yet known throughout the nation
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Niagara's mighty <

However, it is more important locally, for it

supplies power to nearby communities.

So with the Storer Stations. The power they project into a

campaign makes real the slogan "for sales success—

sell it on a Storer Station/'

"A Storer Station is a Local Station."

M i

STORER BROADCASTING COMPAN
\ WSPD • WSPD-TV WJBK'WJBK-TV WAGA • WAGA-TV WGBS • WGBS-TV KPTV

s]
~ Toledo, Ohio Detroit, Mich. Atlanta, Ga. Miami, Fla. Portland, Ore.

7. _» j-**^

r^^^ WWVA WBRC • WBRC-TV WJW • WXEL-TV

1»4* B Wheeling, W. Va. Birmingham, Ala. Cleveland, Ohio "*~*v

S:*1^ NATIONAL SALES HEADQUARTERS:
TOM HARKER, National Sales Director BOS WOOD, National Sales Mgr.

1 1 8 E. 57th St., New York 22, MUrray Hill 8-8630

LEWIS JOHNSON, Midwest Nat'l Sales Mgr. GAYLE V. GRUBB, Pac. Coast Nat'l Sales Mgr.

230 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, FRanklin 2-6498 111 Sutter St., San Francisco 4, Calif., SUtter 1-8689



radio

trends

(CONTINUED FROM PACE 7)

1954 Base: 1568 Stations

1955 Base: 2172 Stations

1956 Base: 2515 Stations

1954 1955
1 568 Respondents

% Respondents

2172 Respondents

% Respondents

1956
2515 Respondents

% Respondents

19% 17% 16%

Stations programing to other foreign language
audiences

'Stations programing to a Negro audience

Stations offering play-by-play sports

Stations subscribing to a national news service

•Exclusive of Canadian respondents

10

bob maxwell
j;m deland faye elizabeth charles lewis carl cederberg budd lynch

ross mulholland

bill flemming

fran harris

Listeners and
advertisers alike

STAY ALL
DAY with

Hour after hour, Detroit

home and auto radio dials

stay put on 950. All day long,

this popular kilocycle highway

carries the messages of leading

national and local advertisers. The

reason is simple.

Only WWJ in Detroit features such

an imposing array of microphone personalities,

such outstanding newscasters, disk jockeys,

sportscasters and woman commentators.

Only WWJ in Detroit presents NBC's
"Weekday" and "Monitor," bringing

listeners the wealth of entertainment and

information for which these network

innovations are so justly famous.

"Stay all day with WWJ." That's

good advice for listeners, sound

business for advertisers.

WWJ

AM-950 KILOCYCLES— 5000 WATTS

FM-CHANNEL 246-97.1 MEGACYCLES

WORLD'S FIRST RADIO STATION • Owned and Operated by THE DETROIT NEWS

National Representatives: FREE & PETERS, INC.

1956 BUYERS' GUIDE



television

trends

1955 questionnaires totaled 381

Statistics below based on return of 38 1 questionnaires or data

submitted on other forms by stations. Summary of compari-

sons also appears in special directories starting on page 163.

1956 questionnaires totaled 495

Statistics below based on return of 495 questionnaires or data

submitted on other forms by stations. Summary of compari-

sons also appears in special directories starting on page 163.

1955 1956
Total Respond.—381 Total Respond.—495

No. St'ns.

Respond.

\ /

% St'ns. No. St'ns.

Respond. Respond.
% St'ns.

Respond.

364 I I 96%
413 84%

Stations offering daily local newscasts

1955 1956
Total Respond.—381 Total Respond.—495

No. St'ns.

Respond.

i i

% St'ns. No. St'ns.

Respond. Respond.
% St'ns.

Respond.

319 I 96%
348 70%

Stations offering local homemaking programs

1955 1956
Total Respond.—495 Total Respond.—495

No. St'ns. % St'ns. No. St'ns. % St'ns.

Respond. Respond. Respond. Respond.

361 I 95%
405 82%

Stations offering daily feature films

191 50%

I

263 53%

I
Stations offering local newsreel coverage

351 | 92%
390 79%

Stations offering local children's programs

61 I 16% 75 I 19%

Stations scheduling morning films

319 WM 85%
350 H71%185%

\
Stations offering daily sportscasts

207 I 56%

I

245 50%

I
Stations offering farm service programing

228 I 60%

I

273 I 67%

Stations scheduling afternoon films

130 34% 151

Stations offering play-by-play sports coverage Stations offering syndicated films Stations scheduling early evening films

(CONTINVED)

1956 BUYERS' GUIDE 11



WSAU-Tv
WAUSAU, WISCONSIN

ABC • DuMont

CHANNEL 7

100,000 watts

1,921ft. above sea level

540,000 population

$662,899,000
spendable income

152,000 homes

Represented by
MEEKER, TV.

New York. Chi., Los Angeles. San Fran.

Stockholders Include

RADIO STATIONS:
WSAU - WFHR - WATK

NEWSPAPERS:
Wausau Daily Record-Herald
Marshfield News Herald
Wis. Rapids Daily Tribune
Merrill Daily Herald
Rhinelander Daily News
Antigo Daily Journal

OWNED AND OPERATED BY

WISCONSIN VALLEY TELEVISION CORP.

(CONTINVED)

1955
Total Respond.—381

1956
Total Respond.—495

No. St'ns.

Respond.
% St'ns. No. St'ns.

Respond. Respond.
% St'ns.

Respond.

318

I

83%

350 86%

Stations scheduling late evening films

35 9% 54 I 11%

Stations programing (partly) for a specialized

audience

424' 94%

461 mm 93%

Stations affiliated with national networks

446* H 99%

489 ff§i 99°/c

1
Stations affiliated with national sales

representatives

125* 28%
100 IB 20%

Stations with uhf channel allocations

"Based on total of 451 stations on air as of April I,

1955

ROCKFORD

Scene o^
market power!
NOW No. 2 Market in Illinois ond

GROWING — has currently under

construction $25 million in expanded

manufacturing and retailing facilities.

Are your sales messages reaching this

market untouched by either Chicago or

Milwaukee, 90 miles away? Only one

VHF station covers this area —

WREX-TV

Scene o^
sales power!
DELIVERS YOUR MESSAGE to over

1,000,000 viewers in a billion dollar

market — all of the top 15 once-

a-week shows — all of the top 15

syndicated films* — are part of the

Power Packed Performance that makes

WREX-TV The Viewers' Choice.

* PULSE. INC. SURVEY. SEPTEMBER, I95S

WREX-TV
channel 13

CBS - ABC AFFILIATIONS

telecasting in color
represented by
H-R TELEVISION INC.
ROCKFORD. ILLINOIS

12 1956 BUYERS' GUIDE



IOW

"IMEBUYERS

KATHRYN SHANAHAN JftSsJtt.
"""""

"The BUYERS' GUIDE is most valuable recommending a cam-

paign for a product to reach women, for instance. Almost at a glance

you can ascertain the stations with Homemaking programs. It's a

great timesaver in many ways."

JOSEPH BUDACK Timebuyer, Warwich & Legler, New York

"I like the whole idea of the BUYERS' GUIDE. The most recent

example I can give of the innumerable hours that it has saved me is

in the Negro and Spanish station sections."

GEORGE POLK TV-Radio Super., BBDO, New York

"When a client wants a particular audience in a hurry, I use the

BUYERS' GUIDE to establish 1 ) which stations were catering to

the audience (in one instance Negro, in another, foreign. ) Then
2) to determine which stations specialized most in a particular area

and would be most effective."

USE THE BUYERS GUIDE

JOHN MOlvENA Timebuyer, Cunningham & Walsh, New York

"One day recently an account executive called me and said, 'I have
a client in my office who is interested in Negro and Spanish televi-

sion. What stations program for these groups?' I was able to answer
this question immediately through BUYERS' GUIDE."

JAYNE SHANNON Timebuyer, J. Walter Thompson, N. Y.

"I use it as a 'tool' in pre-selling. It's used in determining whether
it's possible to deliver to clients a spot campaign to a specific seg-

ment of the market."

Ci.Llr r b(J 1 WAY Timebuyer, Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, N. Y.

"BUYERS' GUIDE, by giving program information, audience
interest and appeal, provides the key to station 'personality' in one
handy unit—information that previously had to be gathered from
long experience and contact."
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RADIO MASTER DIRECTORY

1
ALABAMA

DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

,

Oity Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

network National rep

Post-

Network mid
Pop

music Concert Folk Rehg News Sports

Home-
making Farm Foreign Negro Services

LBETVILLE WAVU* 630 500w-D 21 7 13 10 9 5* 1 18 AP;W
LEVNDER CITY WRFS* 1050 lkw-D KBS Sears & Ayer 56 20 10 x* 10 UP; T

-P .USIA WCTA* 920 5-D.500-N MBS 47 18 10 3 AP;T
.NTON

rfV^GHAM

WHMA* 1450 250w ABC Sears & Ayer 20 23 UP;W
1 WSPC 1390 5-D.l-N MBS Walker 9 30 10 25 8 21 3' 3 5 5 AP;St

i is WJMW* 730 lkw-D 15 2 31 5 X 2* 3 3 3 AP;Se
ji:N WAUD 1230 250w ABC Interstate 6 54 5 18 5 18 10* 6 20 AP
MER WBCO 1450 250w Forjoe 91 42 X 123 UP

WBRC 960 5kw CBS Katz 8 30 2 13 3 21 1* 3 2 AP;St

WCRT 1260 lkw-D 80 3 1 UP;St

WEDR 1220 lkw-D McGillvra 24 8 1 3 84 UP
WKZB 1320 lkw-D 84 1 7 10 Se

WILD 850 lOkw MBS 3 90 4 24 7 24 X* 3 2 UP; LW

WJLD* 1400 250w Rambeau 60 X _ 126 AP;A

WLBS 900 lkw-D 6 24 21 3 1" UP

WSGN 610 5-D.l-N ABC Avery-Knodel X 63 6 5 15 15 1* 7 1 AP;W

WVQK 690 50kw-D Radio-Tv Reps 10 60 UP
1 VON WEBJ 1240 250w M,K 8 . 5 12 24 3 -- .... AP

>£CA,JR WAJF 1490 250w Sears & Ayer _ 67 12 2 14 6* 4 % 5 UP;LW

WHOS* 800 lkw McGillvra 43 6 20 7 9 14* 4 3 AP;T,W
/ WMSL 1400 250w K,M Walker 4 24 5 36 12 13 10* 1 3 5 AP

3Tr N WAGF 1320 lkw NBC McGillvra 9 52 3 14 8 13 2 3 3 AP

WDIG 1450 250w ABC Paschall 18 9 UP;T

WOOF 560 5kw-D Thos. Clark 12 10 20 5 1- 3 13 UP

,A WULA 1240 250w Indie Sales 44 8 26 12 X 2* 4 7 UP

"VYEfE WWWF 990 lkw-D KBS — 29 20 6 10 8* 5 3 3 UP

RJCE WJOI 1340 250w MBS 9 50 14 6 15 5* 2 7 AP

WOWL 1240 250w ABC Rambeau 6 33 2 10 11 20 16* 3 4 10 AP

)Lr WHEP 1310 lkw-D Indie Sales — 20 5 26 1 20 2* 1 2 1 AP;T

)RTAYNE WFPA 1400 250w Best _ .... 112 21 2

WZOB 1250 lkw-D KBS — _ 23 45 18 10 5* 3 2 UP;T

*DS£N WETO 930 lkw-D KBS McGillvra 10 40 21 8 5* X 10 10 UP

WGAD 1350 5kw ABC Rambeau 4 51 8 7 5 12 6' 3 3 5 AP

*ene'\ WGEA 1150 lkw-D Continental 42 1 29 18 10 1* 3 y2 AP;W

lEEl/ILLE WGYV* 1400 250w . Best 25 10 30 7 5 2* X 2 12 UP

JN1RSVILLE WGSV 1270 lkw-D KBS 39 7 28 7 16 4» 4 12 UP

U.E1/ILLE WJBB 1230 250w MBS Indie Sales 7 50 23 9 20 T 3 UP

^MirON WERH 970 5kw-D KBS Best X 11 % 34 10 20 2 2 5 4 UP;Se

radio

vmbols I

* am station with fm affiliate

t fm station

D-Daytime power

N-Night power
• local sports covered

t Mexican-American programing

included in foreign language

total

X-category claimed, but hours

unspecified

.— category unclaimed

SERVICES: AP—United Press,

INS—International News Serv-

ice, BUP—British United Press,

BN—Broadcast News, A—Asso-

ciated Program Service, C—Cap-
itol, Co— Cole, LW— Lang-
Worth, Se—Sesac, St—Standard,
T—RCA Thesaurus, W—World.

THE SHORTEST DISTANCE
BETWEEN TWO POINTS

IS A STRAIGHT

KFWB LINE

LARRY FINLEY

—Celebrities & Music

3:30 to 6:30 PM
and 10:00 PM to 6 AM

The Station with Sales Penetration!
Music, News, Sports, Special

Features—24 hours a Day.

Entertainment—Sales

—

Merchandising KFWB—Los Angeles

1956 BUYERS' GUIDE 15



the truth about.!

BTA-50G-SO KW AMPLIPHASE Je„
"Ampliphase" design greatly r ices

number of rubes and power costs,
lowest operating cost of any 50 k AM
transmitter . . . half the tube cost o
50 kw AM transmitters. Complet
cooled. Takes less than 80 square t

floor space. Requires no unde oor
trenches, reduces installation costs

BTA-5H/10H— 5 and > KW
BI-LEVEL—Features "I erel

modulation, accompli d bj

adding a controlled ai in: of

audio to the r-fdriver, i; ease:

efficiency, reduces pov con-

sumption and distortii Sub-

stantial savings in oj atint

and tube costs comb with

space-conserving desi

T

BTA-1M/500M (shown with left-wing phasing cabinet)—
Features low power consumption. Uses only 15 tubes in

the BTA-lM, 14 in the BTA-500M, and only four types.

Single-control tuning assures ease of operation. Modu-
lated by RCA's famous "Bi-level" technique. Complete
transmitters housed in an attractive and practical light-

weight aluminum cabinet.

BTA-230M—2 50-WATT BI-LEVEL— Pro-
vides the quiet operation desirable for
control room installation. Simple one-
control tuning. Distortion-free "Bi-level"
modulation, excellent frequency response.
Uses only 1 tubes of three rube types. An
ideal "economy package."

BTA-1MX/500MX— Designed for high-fidelity

operation, transmitters BTA-1MX (IKW) and
BTA-500MX (500 watts) offer single-control
tuning, desirable Bi-level modulation, low power
consumption, fewer tubes.and fewer tube types.
Minimum floor space required . . . approximately
6 square feet.

REMOTE CONTROL EQUIPMENT—RCA Remote Con
trol Equipment provides facilities to switch prograo
lines, adjust plate or filament voltage, operate a lin<

variac control on emergency transmitter, contro

Conelrad switching, operate power contactors am
reset manual overload breakers, from any desired con

trol point, regardless of transmitter design or powet.



ICA AM transm
A=J

FOR 25 YEARS RCA broadcast transmitters have been widely

acknowledged as the best. During this period they have been

the transmitters most often chosen by those stations which

wanted, and could afford, the very best. Thus they early

became, and have remained, the standard to which all others

are compared.

Unfortunately, some stations have believed that they could

not afford such quality—no matter how much they wanted it.

Today any station can "afford" one of these top-quality trans-

mitters. In fact, it is hard for us to see how a station can

afford not to buy one.

Why is this so? Simply because today RCA transmitters cost

only a very little more than the lowest-priced (sometimes no

more). And the small extra original cost (if any) is more than

made up for by these two facts:

1. RCA transmitters are generally less expen-
sive to operate. This is so because in almost every

power class RCA transmitters either use less power,

or have lower tube cost (in some cases both).

2. RCA transmitters almost always have higher

resale value. This becomes very important when
you go to higher power, or if you should decide to

sell your station.

What is the moral? Simply this: don't jump to the conclusion

you can't afford RCA. We believe you can, and we would like

an opportunity to prove it. Call our nearest AM Specialist

(see list). He will be glad to go over your situation with you,

give you the benefit of his (and RCA's) broadcast equipment

knowledge, and leave with you a complete and fair proposi-

tion. With such facts at hand you can make a correct decision.

There's absolutely no obligation. You owe it to your station

to find out. Act now!

5:7
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See Your Nearest

Radio Broadcast Sales

Representative

TLANTA 3, GA.

522 Forsyth Bldg., Lamar 7703

BOSTON 16, MASS.

200 Berkeley Street, Hubbard 2-1700

CAMDEN 2, N.J.

Front & Cooper Streets,

Woodlawn 3-8000

CHICAGO 54, III.

Delaware 7-0700 Merchandise

Mart Plaza, Room 1186

CLEVELAND 15, OHIO
1600 Keith Bldg., Cherry 1-3450

DALLAS 1, TEXAS
1907-11 McKinney Avenue,

Riverside 1371

DAYTON 2, OHIO

(20 West Second Street,

Hemlock 5585

HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIF.

1560 N. Vine Street,

Hollywood 9-2154

KANSAS CITY 6, MO.
1006 Grand Avenue, Harrison 6480

\

NEW YORK 20, N.Y.

36 W. 49th Street, Judson 6-3800

SAN FRANCISCO 2, CALIF.

420 Taylor Street, Ordway 3-8027

SEATTLE 4, WASHINGTON
2250 First Avenue, South, Main 8350

WASHINGTON 6, D.C.

1625 K Street, N.W., District 7-1260

Typical AM Tower

wm RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA
BROADCAST AND TELEVISION EQUIPMENT

CAMDEN, N. J.



RADIO MASTER DIRECTORY

ALABAMA
DAILY HOURS

r
K — -\ r

{continued)

WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

network National rep Network
Post-

mid
Pop
music Concert Folk Rolig Nc.vs Sports

Home-
making Farm Foreign Negro ' i«i

HUNTSVILLE WBHP 1230 250w M,K 9 10 8 6 3 2* 2 4 0]

WFUN 1450 250w Sears & Aver 76 7 20 5 7 X* 1 2 6 Ul

A)

'

WHBS 1550 5-D.500-N ABC Gill-Perna 7 28 26 7 4' 3 5
'

MARION WJAM 1310 lkw-D 41 2 23 6 13 3* 1 2 16 Al

MOBILE WABB* 1480 5kw ABC Branham 5 58 15 2 18 2* 2 IIIT~
WKAB 840 lkw-D MBS Forjoe 3 24 24 6 7 10* 3 18 Al

WKRG* 710 lkw CBS Avery-Knodel 8 24 4 8 4 23 2* 3 2 Al

WMOZ 960 lkw-D Pearson 14 6 6 X 2 3 98
,

MONROEVILLE WMFC 1220 250w-D KBS Continental 41 10 3 y2 !• 2 6 Al*

MONTGOMERY WAPX 1600 lkw Walker 12 Aln
WBAM 740 50kw-D . Radio-Tv Reps 6 38 9 3 1 5 11 1 U!

WCOV 1170 lOkw CBS Raymer 11 18 3 10 4 13 4* 4 6 5 Ul

WMGY 800 lkw-D Forjoe 37 11 6 8 2 1 8 UI

WRMA 950 lkw-D McGillvra 49 2 35 3 !• 4 X 94 Al

WSFA 1440 5-D,l-N NBC Headley-Reed 9 16 3 17 8 14 3 4 3 Al

MUSCLE SHOALS 1450 250w 62 9 7 17 8« 6 4 3 !

OPELIKA WJHO 1400 250w M,K Indie Sales 6 y4 45 5 20 7 13 8 2 5 U1JT"

OPP WAMI 860 lkw-D _._. — 25 20 15 7 1 % 6 2 UI

PHENIX CITY WPNX (See COLUMBUS, GA.)

PRICHARD WAIP 1270 lkw-D Walker 24 3 31 5 3 2 3 a;

RUSSELLVILLE WWWR 920 lkw-D KBS 28 10 X 9 2 2 1 UI

SCOTTSBORO WCRI* 1050 250w-D 2 38 7 12 9 10 1* 4 12 1 AI"

SELMA WGWC 1340 250w CBS Holman 10 30 2 10 2 14 2* 2 3 8 UI

WHBB 1490 250w NBC Avery-Knodel X 25 8 10 5 15 4* 2 5 T
SYLACAUGA WFEB 1340 250w MBS 6 53 13 10 5 3* 3 4 3 Ul

WMLS 1290 lkw-D — 23 .... 11 16 5 3* 1 6

TALLADEGA WHTB* 1230 250w MBS Continental 4 .... 37 9 37 10 10 4* 2 2 60 AIv

TALLASSEE WTLS 1300 lkw-D .... 24 6 24 7 7 2* 2 2 6 AI

TUSCALOOSA WJRD 1150 5kw NBC Rambeau 8 40 4 40 6 14 5* 2 UI

WNPT 1280 1-D,500-N Indie Sales 27 15 30 5 10 X* X 2 X AI

TUSCUMBIA WVNA 1590 5kw-D Devney 66 4 10 6 3 4* 3 3 6 Ulf|

TUSKEGEE WTUS 580 5kw-D KBS 47 2 5 3 2 2* 1 36 Till

NO INFORMATION.
WXAL ; Enterprise
Scottsboro, WROS;

Anniston, WANA; Atrnore, WATM; Birmingham, WAFM, WAPI, WJLN
WIRB: Gadsden, WGWD; Jackson. WPBB ; Jasper, WWWB ; Mobile,
Troy, WTBF; Tuscaloosa, WTBC; Wetumpka, WETU.

; Carrollton, WRAG; Cla
WALA; Oneonta, WCRL

nton.
Ozark

WKLF;
, WOZK

Cullman, WFMH,
; Piedmont, WPID

WKUL; aofoli

; Roanoke iVTSU

\

"Pi 3$& #8? Ov^ 2?»°)

SO^ooo IVrxtf ^Y$iO yrfrrfANf

\\K Alabama *^ftiy

tiki WOK^'^hwm
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RADIO MASTER DIRECTORY
1

ARIZONA
DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City

GSAFF

Call letters Freq.

Natl Post- Pop Home-
network National rep Network mid music Concert Folk Relig News Sports making Farm Foreign Negro Services

KSUN 1230 250w MBS Blair 24 10 11 26 12* %t UP;Se,T

KAWT 1450 250w MBS Best 60 15 18 12* UP;LW,W

BE

J
>ErX

KCLS 600 5kw MBS 31 16 19 15 lOt

KGPH 690 lkw ABC McGillvra 59 20 101 AP;LW
KWJB 124U 250w NBC Raymer 4t

KDJI 1270 lkw-D KBS Best 32 12t UP;LW
KTYL* 1310 1-D,500-N 84 10 6 UP;St

KNOG 1340 250w CBS Best 10 58 11 lOt

KIFN 860 lkw-D NatlTm; Oakes 84t UP
KONI 1400 250w Walker 110 20 X INS

KOOL 960 5kw CBS AM Radio Salr- 9 2 60 5 % 35 1 1 3 UP; St

KOY 550 5kw MBS Blair 3 6 73 5 16 4 27 2* X 2 UP;W
KPHO 910 5kw ABC Kaiz 5 6 55 2 1 6 22 3* 3 3 UP;A,Se

KRIZ 1230 250w Burn-Smith 6 122 3 22 3 12 X 2t UP
KRUX 1340 250w Indie Sales 6 31 44 9 1 1» 6 1 lOt 11 UP;LW,Se
KTAR 620 5kw NBC Raymer 8 60 2 5 21 2* 10 3 AP;C,St,T

KCNA 580 5-D,500-N ABC Gill-Perna 5 35 1 60 1 8 1 1 AP;LW
KEVT 690 250w-D NatlTm; Oakes 72t 3t 2t 5t %t 3f 84f .... UP
KOPO 1450 250w CBS AM Radio Sales X 4 3 2 4 1 8 2

KTKT 1490 250w Forjoe 112 12 2 3 X ... UP
KTUC 1400 250w MBS Blair 5 6 12 18 12 6 22 6' 6 1 y2 UP;A,Se,W

KVOA 1290 lkw NBC Raymer 9 62 16 6 16 X* 5 % 24t AP;C,T

\A KOLD 1240 250w KBS Bdcst Time Sis 2 140 35 20 3 15 14* 3 14t INS

KYMA 1400 250w MBS Paschall X 90 6 20 X* 6t W,Se

NFC NATION: Clifton, KCLF; Coolidge, KCKY ; Kingman, KGAN; Prescott, KYCA; Safford, KGLTJ; Winslow, KVNC; Yuma, KYUM.

ARKANSAS

i!N

EN/

F NGS

BRO

0CK

DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

Jlty Call letter] Freq. Power
Natl

network National rep Network
Post-

mld
Pop
music Concert Folk Relig News Sports

Home-
making Farm Foreign Negro Services

C.PHIA KVRC 1240 250w MBS Best 9 44 6 15 8 24 7* 3 7 12 AP
ESULE KBTA 1340 250w MBS Best 9 30 .... 20 7 13 2* 3 AP;W

ILLE KLCN* 910 5kw-D Pearson 40 3 21 X 7 5 12 AP
\DE KAMD 1450 250w MBS Gill-Perna 8 10 2 2 X 1« 2 1 AP
SSEr KAGH 1340 250w MBS . 10 14 4 25 3 X 3 7 4 AP
0RDO KDMS 1290 lkw-D Best 25 3 19 5 2 2« 2 3 UP; T
ET-VILLE KGRH 1450 250w MBS Walker 7 40 3 .... 9 2» 3 2 3 AP

KFPW* 1230 250w CBS Avery-Knodel 25 40

KWHN 1320 5kw Rambeau 41 19 12 17

KHOZ 1240 250w 40 17 10 17

KFFA 1360 lkw MBS Best 20

KBHS 590 lkw-D Sears & Ayer 55

KBTO 1470 lkw-D Indie Sales 44 33 10

KWFC 1340 250w A,M Gill-Perna 1 30 15

KBTM* 1230 250w MBS Burn-Smith 41 10 18

KNEA 970 lkw-D Gill-Perna 40 20 12 30

KARK 920 5kw NBC Petry 16 13 14

KGHI 1250 lkw Hollingbery 50 10 10 15 12*

KLRA 1010 10-D,5-N ABC Raymer 39 17 17

3 AP.UP
AP
UP;T

35 AP;W
UP;W

2 AP;Se
AP

% AP
UP;T
AP.UP

24 UP
AP,UP;Se,
St

THE SHORTEST DISTANCE

BETWEEN TWO POINTS

IS A STRAIGHT

KFWB LINE

BILL BALLANCE
—Platter Punster.

Ballance 'N Records

6:00 to 9:30 AM

The Station with Sales Penetration!

Music, News, Sports, Special

Features—24 hours a Day.

Entertainment—Sales

—

Merchandising KFWB—Los Angeles

1956 BUYERS' GUIDE 19



1
RADIO MASTER DIRECTORY

ARKANSAS (continued)

DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

Home-
Sports making F

~~3
2

% -- -

6* .._

5»

!• 2

x* 1

3* 1

2* 2

x*

3» 1

2 %
4* 5

6' 2

x*

15

8* 6

1* 1

3* 1

8* 5 ]

x*

10* 1

2* 3

2

x* 1

NO INFORMATION: Benton. KBBA; Camden, KPLN; Conway, KCON; El Dorado, KELD; Forrest City, KXJK; Forth Smith, KFSA; Hope, KXAR

;

Russellville, KXRJ; Texarkana, KOSY.

City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

network National rep

Post-

Network mid
Pop

music Concert Folk Relig News Sports
Home-
making Farm Foreign Negro rvir-

K
if

LITTLE ROCK KTHS 1090 50kw CBS Branham 10 16 8 15 7 14 3 2 5 5 i

(cont.) KVLC 1050 lkw-D Radio-Tv Reps 63 9 12 11 % i

IKXLR 1150 5-D.l-N MBS Pearson 8 30 5 18 10 11 6» 2 25

MAGNOLIA KVMA 630 lkw-D MBS Pearson 3 42 4 17 9 18 5» 5 9 i

MALVERN KDAS 1420 lkw-D KBS Devney 27 5 17 8 7 1" 2 1 3 I

McGEHEE KVSA 1220 lkw-D Best 36 4 18 5 10 x» 1 3 6

MENA KENA 1450 250w-D KBS Best 70 20 1 12 3* 1 2

MONTICELLO KHBM 1430 lkw-D KBS Best 23 6 23 15 11 2» 2 3 1 3

MORRILTON KV OM 800 250w .... 32 29 7 5 X* 2 / ;S

MOUNTAIN HOME KTLO 1490 250w Best 8 8 18 4 12 3* 1 6 I ;Y

NEWPORT KNBY 1280 lkw-D — — 20 16 10 15 2 % 1 5 . _

OSCEOLA KOSE 860 lkw-D KBS Best 30 4 16 9 8 4» 5 2 5 n*
PARAGOULD KDRS 1490 250w 50 3 19 11 9 6* 2 3 i

PINE BLUFF KCLA 1400 250w Best .... 70 2 22 7 10 X* 10 I

» JKOTN 1490 250w MBS 7 .... 50 12 18 8 22 15 4 16 '

POCAHONTAS KPOC* 1420 lkw-D KBS .... 23 2 23 7 4 8* 6 10 i\t

ROGERS KAMO 1390 SOOw-D Best 14 7 14 6 3 1« 1 9 l

i

;J

SEARCY KWCB 1300 lkw-D KBS Best 26 28 7 y2 .

SILOAM SPRINGS KUOA* 1290 5kw-D MBS 2 15 9 4 23 10 3* 1 4

SPRINGDALE KBRS 1340 250w ABC 6 35 6 10 15 13 8' 5 10

STUTTGART KWAK 1240 250w MBS Best 8 X X X X 15 X* 9 . I

TEXARKANA KCMC* 1230 250w ABC V,R&McC 8 42 1 8 3 29 10' 1 6 i

KTFS 1400 250w KBS Indie Sales 76 2 9 7 11 2* 3 3 3 I

WALNUT RIDGE KRLW 1320 lkw-D 56 2 15 7 3 2 2 - IT
WARREN KWRF 860 250w-D 22 6 13 7 12 X' 1 1 3 .!;¥

Mammoth Sp

CALIFORNIA
DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq.

Natl

network National rep

Post-

Network mid
Pop

music Concert Folk Relig News
Home-

Sports making Farm Foreign Negro

ALTURAS KCNO 570 lkw-D Best 25 19 2

AVALON KBIG 740 lOkw-D Weed 75 y2 :(

BAKERSFIELD KAFY 550 lkw MBS Paschall 62 27 10 10' 12

KBIS 970 lkw Young 6 168 14 2t

KERN* 1410 lkw CBS Raymer 10 22 17

SYMBOLS: S
* am-fm station
fm station

D—daytime power

f Mex. Amer. included

local sports covered
N—night power

figure ur eatie.

category claim

KPMC in BAKERSFIELD, CALIFORNIA
NOW ON THE AIR

WITH 10,000 WATTS
DAY AND NIGHT
CLEAR CHANNEL
POWER

KPMC is the most powerful station in the prosperous Southern San Joaquin Valley. With a directional pattern tailor-made

to serve and sell the densely populated areas of the Valley, KPMC includes more than 1,150,000 people in its daytime .5

millivolt protected contour, more than 2,250,000 people at night. Featuring the positive programing of ABC Radio Net-

work and 1800 half hours of ZIV transcribed shows, KPMC provides a type of radio entertainment not duplicated in its area.

Represented by Burns-Smith in New York 8C Chicago; Harlan Oakes in Los Angeles 8C San Francisco

ABC - KPMC - 1560 kc

20 1956 BUYERS' GUIDE
k



RADIO MASTER DIRECTORY

CALIFORNIA {continued)

DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS
I * \ i

A

Natl pMt- Pop Home-
Call letters Freq. Power network National rep Network mid music Concert Folk Rolig News Sports making Farm Foreign Negro Services

KGEE 1230 250w NBC Hollingbery 8 1 18
~1~ ~~6~

2 TT~ 4* 10 2 12t UP;W
KMAP 1490 250w ABC 53 2 36 6 7 20' __ 2 25f 14 UP
KPMC 1560 lOkw ABC Oakes; Burn-S. 9 1 53 2 13 5 24 2 5 7f UP;T
KWSO (See WASCO)
KWTC 1230 250w~~ Cooke _ .... 38 3 10 4 17 2«

3~~
.... 6t -- UP;W

KRE* 1400 250w 24 38 .... 32 11 x 25t 20 AP;St
K1BS 1230 250w KBS Bdcst Time Sis 60 5 6 10 10 3 3 1 TJP;C,Se

KYOR 1450 250w ABC Pearson 21 13 8 7 18 3 6f 4 UP
KROP 1300 lkw ABC Pearson 11_ 30

~~9 Z 24~ 2' .... 3

KBLA 1490 250w Webb ___ 6 150 _.. ....
25~ 1 4* 1 .... lit 5 UP;C

KICO 1490 250w Cooke 70 20 .... 14 3* — _AP
KHSL 1290 5kw CBS Avery-Knodel 8 45 16 7* 3 _UP__
KXOC 1060 lOkw MBS Young x 2 .... V2 17 9 37 9* 6 4 _UP;St
KBMX 1470 500w-D KBS Webb 56 5 5 5 7 2 3 3f UP
KBUC 1370 lkw ........ 80 .... 8 10 12 1 x 6 14t _ UP;LW
KCRE 1400 250w 31 35 17 x 7 1* x ._ Se,St,W

KXO 1230 250w MBS Raymer 7_ 46 30 -. 7 25 4* 3 4 _.. .... UP
KHUM 1240 250w CBS Pearson 8__ 36 4 7 3 11 6* x 3 AP;C
KIEM* 1480 5kw MBS Blair 6 54 .... 9 7 20 6* 3 3 UP;W,McG
KDAC 1230 250w KBS . % .... 42 10 6 4 11 2* 1 2 1 AP
KBIF 900 lkw-D Meeker

.
73 2 x x x _UP_

KFRE* 940 50kw CBS Blair x_ 15 18 3 19 3* 1 10 .... .... UP
KGST 1600 lkw-D Forjoe .... .... 12 2 31 3 3 2 y2 44t 7 UP
KMAK 1340 250w ....... 127 .... .... 4 .... .... .... ... AP
KMJ* 580 5kw NBC Raymer 9 6 60 3 5 3 25 3* 2 5 .... % AP,UP;W
KRFMt 93.7 70kw Blair .__. .... ... 49 .... .... .... _.

KYNO 1300 lkw MBS Hollingbery 5 1 50 19 20 15 24 30' 5 1 12t 1 UP;T
KUTEt 101.9 12kw -.. 6 14 10 .... ... x .„ UP
KNGS 620 lkw 6 21 .... 14 7 14 2 .... 5 15f _UPJNS_
KAVL 1340 250w Bdcst Time Sis .... .... 63 17 3 6 18 6» 3 3 UP;LW
KFOX* 1280 lkw Rambeau 1 102 4 15 6 3 5' 3 2 .... 18 UP
KGER 1390 5kw KBS .- 1 10 8 .... 70 4 x 1 .... 9 AP
KNOBt 103.1 320w ~~ -- 22 19 .... %
KABC* 790 5kw ABC Petry 7 2 64 6 4 9 21 4 x V2 AP,INS;C

KALI (See PASADENA)
KBIG (See AVALON)
KBLA (See BURBANK)
KFAC* 1330 5kw Boiling; GMB .... 6 .... 168 .... 2 10 1 .... .... AP
KFI 640 50kw NBC Christal 76 42 8 23 21 5 4 5 .... .... AP,UP
KFOX (See LONG BEACH)
KFWB* 980 5kw Branham -. 6 150 3 .... 5 14 8' .... ... UP.INS

KGER (See LONG BEACH) _
KGFJ 1230 250w 6 109 4 % 9 9 4 7 18 UP
KGIL (See SAN FERNANDO)
KHJ* 930 5kw MBS H-R x . 41 4 .... 10 31 3* 3 % ... .... UP.INS

KLAC 570 5-D.l-N Young 6 129 .... 2 13 4 .... .... .... .... UP;INS
KMPC 710 50-D.10-N AM Radio Sales .... 6 145 .... .... 3 13 2* ... V2 If .... APJNS
KNOB (See LONG BEACH)
KNX* 1070 50kw CBS CBS Radio Spot 9 6 41 33 % 2 17 3* V2 2 All

KOWL (See SANTA MONICA)
KPOL 1540 lOkw . Keller 99 .... 15 6 _.. .... .... 14 AP;A,LW,

.
St

KPOP 1020 5kw-D Bdcst Time Sis 48 12 6 .... 3 .... 21f 18 AP,UP;LW

City

KlSFiELD

!i0W

RJCLEY.

YTE

A\.EY

:INK

.ElCO

ne

aHGA
CA

'S INT CITY

:itro

E\

T1RAGG

It

SUE
RD

JCSTER

CSEACH

S yiGELES

t

THE SHORTEST DISTANCE
BETWEEN TWO POINTS

IS A STRAIGHT

KFWB LINE

ERIC PAICE

Where there's Sports, there's Paige

8:00 AM
5:15 PM

The Station with Sales Penetration

!

Music, News, Sports, Special

Features—24 hours a Day.

Entertainment—Sales

—

Merchandising KFWB—Los Angeles
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1
RADIO MASTER DIRECTORY

CALIFORNIA (continued)

DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq.

Natl

network National rep

Post- Pop
Network mid music Concert Folk Retig

Home-
News Sports making Farm Foreign Negro 8er i

LOS ANGELES
(con't.)

KRKD* 1150 5-D.l-N 64 10 21t

KUTE (See GLENDALE)

KWKW (See PASADENA)
KWOW (See POMONA)
KXLA (See PASADENA >

MARYSVILLE KUBA (See YUBA CITY)

MERCED KYOS 1480 5kw M,K W. S. Grant 6 39 18 12 5 23 11* 1 4 13t UP;

MODESTO KBOX 970 lkw Rambeau 71 19 11 17 X* X 15t AP

KMOD 1360 lkw ABC Meeker 5 28 2 10 6 27 2' 3 3 9t AP

KTRB* 860 10-D,1-N W. S. Grant 62 5 22 9 16 5* X 4 .... UP

MONTEREY KXXL 630 lkw Burn-Smith 53 52 7 7 12 3* — — AP;

NAPA KVON 1440 500w . y2 105 20 11 6 2 1 AP

NEEDLES KSFE 1340 250w KBS Continental — 40 12 10 3 12 2 It .... INS

OAKLAND KLX 910 5kw Webb 95 16 2 20 15* 1 1 10 AP:

KROW 960 lkw Raymer 110 11 6 1 3 UP;

KWBR 1310 lkw Forjoe 6 8 .... y2 21 1 17t 106 UP
ONTARIO KOCS* 1510 250w-D 35 5 6 5 9 2 6 — 2t — UP:

OROVILLE KMOR 1340 250w KBS .... 75 26 ..__ 18 3* 3 3 UP

OXNARD KOXR 910 lkw-D — — 65 1 5 1 1 1 X 13t .... AP

PASADENA KALI 1430 5kw-D ... ... .. — — — — — % — 49t 20 UP
KWKW* 1300 lkw R. O'Conl; BTS 6t xt xt X 5f 2t 2t 5t —. 148t AP
KXLA 1110 lOkw — 6 — 140 8 14 .... 2 .... _

PETALUMA KAFP 1490 250w Bdcst Time Sis — 70 14 4 8 X 9* 3 6 3 _.. UP.

PITTSBURG KECC 990 lkw W. S. Grant 63 3 18 21 12 X* 18 2 5t 3 UP

POMONA KWOW 1600 1-D,500-N 117 4 3 %• .... 6t UP

PORTERVILLE KTIP 1450 250w ABC X — — __.. — X X* .... 6 It — UP

RED BLUFF KBLF 1490 250w ABC 10 1 26 4 1 2 27 6» 3 2 .... —
REDDING KSDA 1400 250w W. S. Grant — 107 .... 12 3 2 2* 3 y2 AP

KVCV 600 lkw CBS Avery-Knodel 10 .... 15 5 11 6 11 6« 3 8 UP;

REDLANDS KCAL 1410 lkw-D — — 82 2 — 3 8 4* 3 7t .

—

RIVERSIDE KPRO 1440 lkw Pearson 2 2 144 _ — 12 10 .... 3t .... —
SACRAMENTO KCRA* 1320 5kw NBC Petry 42 25 30

KFBK* 1530 50kw ABC Raymer 6 60 17 32

KGMS 1380 lkw-D Bdcst Time Sis 60 14 5t

KROY 1240 250w CBS Hollingbery 41 17

KXOA 1470 llkw MBS Branham 8 % 69 16

UP
AP.l

AP

1 UP: T

SALINAS KSBW 1380 lkw MBS Forjoe 8 47 23 6t AP:

SAN BERNARDINO KCSB 1350 500w W. S. Grant 91 10 15t 7 UP

KFXM 590 lkw MBS Blair 50 10 30 11' 14t

KITO 1290 5kw ABC Hollingbery 46 1 12 22 8t

KRNO 1240 250w Bdcst Time Sis 75 17 15 10

UP:

UP

12t 15 UP

SAN DIEGO

(Licensed in

Tijuana, Mex.)

KCBQ 1170 5-D.l-N Young 6 154 14

KFMB 540 5kw CBS Petry 17 16

KFSD" 600 5kw NBC Katz 1 23 19 15

KGB 1360 lkw MBS H-R 10 44 31

KSDO 1130 5-D,l-N Pearson 1 133

KSON* 1240 250w Forjoe 6 125 29 14t

XEAC 690 5kw so y2 14 50t

XERB 1090 50kw 100 23 11 21t

SAN FERNANDO KGIL 1260 lkw 6 163

THE SHORTEST DISTANCE
BETWEEN TWO POINTS

IS A STRAIGHT

KFWB LINE

ZEKE MANNERS The Station with Sales Penetration!

Housewives Delight Music, News, Sports, Special

12:30 to 3:30 PM Features—24 hours a Day.

Rhythm & Happies Entertainment—Sales—
8 to 10 PM Merchandising KFWB—Los Angeles

UP
AP:

AP
IN?

UP:

AP

AP:
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NOW AVAILABLE FROM

SPONSOR SERVICES fac
14 SERVICES TO HELP YOU MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR RADIO AND TELEVISION OPPORTUNI ES

BOOKS
1 ALL-MEDIA EVALUATION STUDY $4

155 Pages

This book gives you the main advantages and drawbacks of

all major media . . . tips on when to use each medium . . . yardsticks

for choosing the best possible medium for each product . . .

how top advertisers and agencies use and test media . . . plus hundreds

of other media plans, suggestions, formulas you can put to profitable use.

2 TV DICTIONARY/HANDBOOK $2
48 Pages

The new edition contains 2200 definitions of television terms . . .

1000 more than previous edition. Compiled by Herbert True of

Notre Dame in conjunction with 37 other tv experts, TV DICTIONARY/

HANDBOOK also contains a separate section dealing with painting

techniques, artwork, tv moving displays, slides, etc.

3 BUYERS' GUIDE TO STATION PROGRAMING $2

The 1956 GUIDE gives you, in one handy source, the programming

profiles of radio and tv stations. In addition, you'll find separate

directories of stations specializing in classical music . . . after-midnight . . .

folk music . . . music and news . . . sports . . . religious . . farm

. . . foreign language . . . Mexican . . . American . . . Negro . . . film, etc.

4 TIMEBUYING BASICS
In these pages readers will find the only book of its kind

—

144 Pages

REPRINTS

5 WHAT ADVERTISERS SHOULD KNOW
ABOUT NEGRO RADIO

$2

50c

16 Pages

REPRINTS

6 92 WAYS TV MOVES MERCHANDISE
16 Pages

7 TIMEBUYERS OF THE U. S.

28 Page Listing

5;

50<

8 THE ADVERTISING AGENCY IN TRANSITION 5

16 Pases

9 TIPS ON HOW TO MAKE GOOD TV
COMMERCIALS
6 Pages

10 RADIO-PRINT TEAMWORK BREAKS SALES
j

RECORDS FOR BON MARCHE
4 Pages

20<

20c

11 WHY WOOLWORTH BOUGHT SPOT RADIO 20c

4 Pages

12 ALL-NIGHT AUTORAMA SELLS 300 CARS
4 Pages

BOUND VOLUMES
13 VOLUME FOR YEAR 1955

Every information-packed issue of sponsor for 1955, bound in sturi

leatherette. Indexed for quick reference, bound volumes provide

you with a permanent and useful guide.

S15

14 BINDERS 1—$4 -»
Handy binders provide the best way to keep your file of

sponsor intact and ready to use at all times. Made of hard-wearin

leatherette, imprinted in gold, they'll make a handsome

addition to your personal reference "library."

SPONSOR SERVICES

40 East 49th St.

New York 17, N. Y.

Please send me the

SPONSOR SERVICES

encircled by number below:

12 3 4

9 10 11

5 6 7 8

12 13 14

Name-

Firm-

Address.

City- Zone

-

. State

-

ENCLOSED IS MY PAYMENT OF $_

QUANTITY PRICES UPON REQUEST



RADIO MASTER DIRECTORY
1

CALIFORNIA {continued)

DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq.

Natl

network National rep

Post-

Network mid
Pop
music

Horns-
Concert Folk Relig News Sports making Farm Foreign Negro Services

TlANClSCO KCBS* 740 50kw CBS CBS Radio Spot 8 40 1 19

KEAR* 1550 10kw Burn-Smith 140

_A11_

AP
KFRC 610 5kw MBS H-R 30 40 AP,INS

KGO* 810 50kw ABC Pelry 72 14 18 AP,INS

KJBS 1100 5kw Young 3 154 APJNS
KLOK (See SAN JOSE)

KLX (See OAKLAND)
KNBC* 680 50kw NBC NBC Spot 36 10 24 A11;T

KROW (See OAKLAND)
KSAN 1450 250w Stars National 10 30 10 146

KSFO 560 5kw Headley-Reed 120 x* _. UP;LW,St,
W

KSJO (See SAN JOSE)
KWBR (See OAKLAND)
KXKXt 97.3 lOkw Burn-Smith 140

KYA 1260 5-D,l-N AM Radio Sales 96 15 y2 13 x* UP
.SE KEEN 1370 lkw W. S. Grant 35 14 56 14 8t UP

KLOK 1170 5kw R. O'Connell 1 31 14 70t UP
KSJO* 1590 1-D.500-N Bdcst Time Sis 91 23 15 21t UP; St

KXRX 1500 lkw 6 165 14 UP
LIS OBISPO KATY 1340 250w Meeker % 103 2 6 2 5 9* 2 5 UP;W

KVEC 920 lkw MBS Bdcst Time Sis 10 37 5 13 21 3* 2 2 AP;St

Iteo KYSM 1050 lkw-D Rambeau ; Oakes 12 72 3 X INS
FAEL KT1M 1510 lkw-D La Fontessee 36 4 10 8 10 10' 3 X 4 8 UP

TANA KWIZ* 1480 lkw 91 1 14 10* 1 lot UP
T BARBARA KDB 1490 250w MBS Giil-Perna 4 1 80 20 6 17 6* 2 AP;St

KIST 1340 250w NBC Hollinffbery 9 37 12 2 15 3* 18 1 13f UP:T
KTMS 1250 lkw ABC Ravmer 33 20 1 6 3 2" 3 8t AP

CRUZ KSCO 1080 1-D.500-N Bdcst Time Sis 66 28 1 3 3 3» AP;T,St

TiWARIA KCOY 1400 250w Paschall 8 % 2 3 17 8* X 2 4t AP;W
KSMA 1240 250w 80 l'ii 1 2 11 4* 6 y2 1 UP

1 MONICA KOWL 1580 lOkw-D Forioe 26 2 4 3 39t 30 ....

TiROSA KSRO 1350 lkw W. S. Grant 70 21 5 2 15 2' 5 3 1 UP
OK KROG 1450 250w KBS 60 18 16 6 6 4* 3 1 UP;Se,St

>0N KGDM 1140 5kw CBS Blair X 1 55 14 43 1 23 1 10 18 4 UP
KSTN 1420 lkw Hnllingbery 6 140 2 18 4 24 x» 5 y2 7t i UP
KWG 1230 L'oOvs ABC RavitiT 6 59 2 5 8 16 4* % y2 AP
KXOB 1280 lkw MBS 5 80 29 X* X 7t 10 UP

AMLLE KSUE 1240 250w 60 8 7 2 X x» 2 2 UP
T KTKR 1310 500w-D KBS 48 8 1 3 X UP
Ar KCOK 1270 lkw MBS Forjoe 7 18 33 9 19 6* 3 3 9t UP
LCK KTUR 1390 lkw 31 15 4 12 12 5* 9 4 14t UP;Se
Ah KUKI 1400 250w W. S. Grant 1 80 4 15 2 14 10* 3 2 AP;St
LE) KGYW

KVON
1190 250w-D

(See NAPA)
Bdcst Time Sis 62 3 1 10 % 3 2 1 UP

(1—1

TIA KUDU 1590 lkw Walker 70 6 19 8 11 2« 1 1 8t _ AP:LW
KVEN 1450 250w MBS Bdcst Time Sis 6 76 4 12 5 23 8* 5 2 15t UP;C

XL, KONG 1400 250w Hollingbery 70 12 6 6 14 5 2 4t UP
50 KWSO 1050 lkw-D Bdcst Time Sis 10 64 20 1 1 10 3 % AP
TSMVILLE KHUB 1340 250w KBS 79 5 7 7 4* 5 1 9t UP
A ITY KUBA 1600 lkw Continental 1 42 13 22 5 7 3» 6 2 10f AP;T

aba City. KARG.

THE SHORTEST DISTANCE
BETWEEN TWO POINTS

IS A STRAIGHT

KFWB LINE

AL JARVIS—

America's Original Deejay.

"Make Believe Ballroom"

—3 hours every day

The Station with Sales Penetration!
Music, News, Sports, Special

Features—24 hours a Day.

Entertainment—Sales

—

Merchandising KFWB—Los Angeles
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1
RADIO MASTER DIRECTORY

COLORADO
DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

network National rep

Pest-

Network mid
Pop

music Concert Folk Rslig News
Home-

Sports making Farm Foreign Negro

ALAMOSA KGIW 1450 250w MBS Avery-Knodel 8 31 2 8 3 12 2' 4 7t - U
AURORA KOSI 1430 5kw-D Forjoe 84 1 7 % — .... u

*

BOULDER KBOL 1490 250w Holman 69 47 6 3 19 20* 2 y2 _ -- Al 5tf

CANON CITY KRLN 1400 250w-D 18 9 12 2 11 4* 3 3 ....

COLORADO SP'NGS KRDO 1240 250w Avery-Knodel 1 101 2 5 2 14 x» 2 _.. A IP:

K\OR 1300 lkw CBS Hollingbery 9 15 3 6 3 22 9« 2 3 u:

KWBY 740 250w-D Radio-TV Reps 81 4 10 4* 2 _ u
CORTEZ KVFC 740 lkw-D Best 14 4 14 3 14 3* 4 2 2 u
DENVER KFSC 1220 lkw-D Oakes 24 3 2 43t 12 tt

KGMC (See ENGLEWOOD)
KIMN 950 5kw MBS \\i-i y-Knode] 5 6 126 __.. 5 16 6* 6 I

KLIR 990 lkw-D KBS Continental 34 20 y2
KLZ 560 5kw CBS Kalz 26 10

KMYR 1340 250w Sears & Ayer 1 98 21

KOA* 850 50kw NBC NBC Spot 48 11 22 10

KOSI (See AURORA)
KTLN 1280 5kw Radio-Tv Reps 6 163 13

NO INFORMATION: Cn KRAI: Delta. KDTA; Grand Jun Hon, KEXO; Leadville, KLVC; Pueblo. KDZA.

V

K\OD 630 5kw ABC Free & Peters 9 40 6 .... 6 13 3* 5 2 .... i r

DURANGO KIUP
KGMC

930

1150

5kw
lkw-D

MBS Holman X 50 14 40 6 30 3* 4 2 3t . - u r,w

ENGLEWOOD 21 6 45 3 4 X* 3 USt

FORT COLLINS KCOL 1410 lkw 50 20 10 4 20 3» 2 4 a r

FORT MORGAN KFTM 1260 500w-D KBS 38 3 9 4 2 2« 6 3

GLENWOOD SP'NGS KGLN 980 lkw-D MBS Holman 4 28 8 6 17 4» 1 2 L

GRAND JUNCTION KFXJ 920 lkw MBS Holman 7 15 11 4 8 18 3» 6 2 .. 1

GREELEY KFKA 1310 lkw Holman 1 6 105 13 5 5 15 6* 5 18 2t I T

KYOU 1450 250w KBS McGillvra 40 5 25 3 20 10' 3 5t .. A
LA JUNTA KBNZ 1400 250w M,K Indie Sales 8 54 14 7 9 26 2* 3 7 %t . A St

LAKEWOOD KLAK 1580 250w-D 36 4 8 1 3 I

LAMAR KLMR 920 1-D.500-N M,K Continental 10 15 15 7 6 8* 5 15 I

LONGMONT KLMO 1050 250w-D 35 8 33 3 8 1» 2 3 u
LOVELAND KLOV 1570 250w-D 45 3 7 3 7 4 4 2 .... .. A
MANITOU SP'NGS KCMSt 104.9 890w 2 28 58 2 2 2 U
MONTE VISTA KSLV 1240 250w KBS 20 3 5 4 12 2- 2 7 . UT
MONTROSE KUBC 1260 lkw KBS 49 5 3 4 18 6* 1 8 I T

TPUEBLO KCSJ 590 lkw MBS Pearson 4 9 4 8 5 16 %• 1 4 It (J

KGHF 1350 5-D,l-N ABC <-ill-Perna 9 32 7 4 7 18 X 7 2t I 3e]

SALIDA KVRH 1340 250w M,K . U
STERLING KGEK 1230 250w 54 16 20 3 12 4* 3 8 6t I LW

rKLOR 1490 250w MBS Avery-Knodel 10 33 6 15 11 12 T 7 6 2t - A

TRINIDAD KCRT 1240 250w M BS Indie Sales 7 26 2 8 10 17 2* X 2 14t . Si

CONNECTICUT

HARTFORD

DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

network National rep Network
Post-

mid
Pop

music Concert Folk Relig News Sports
Home-
making Farm Foreign Negro <

BRIDGEPORT WICC 600 1-D,500-N MBS Young 4 6 129 9 3 28 4 4 7 ... A

'

WNAB 1450 250w ABC Burke-Stuart 5 80 5 3 2 11 3* 1 — 8 .... U

DANBURY WLAD* 800 250w-D Indie Sales 42 1 1 1 14 2« 5 1 2 A

WTIC 1080 50kw

weec 1290 500w-D Walker 55 32 2 7 .... U

WDRC* 1360 5kw CBS Raymer 10 6 3 21 6 1 ... U

WFMQJ 93.7 20kw GMB 3 52 i 5 _.. N ':S

WGTH 1410 5kw A,M H-R 5 30 11 2 5 2 6 1 U

WHAY 910 5kw R. O'Connell y2 65 20 4 4 14 2* — 38 ... u

WKNB 840 lkw-D Boiling 34 y2 7 1 6 X» 5 % 8 ... A ]
NBC Christal 33 20
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City

RADIO MASTER DIRECTORY
1

CONNECTICUT {continued)

DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

Call letters Freq.

Natl post- Pop Home-
network National rep Network mid music Concert Folk Rolig News Sports making Farm Foreign Negro Services

ERIEN WMMW 1470 lkw-D Rambeau 43 3 7 1 1 2 8 i UP
WRITAIN WHAY (See HARTFORD)

WKNB (See HARTFORD)
WiAVEN WAVZ 1260 lkw-D ... Forjoe 67 17 12 X ..- AP

WELI 960 lkw ABC H-R 4 82 8 5 14 4* 3 4 UP
WNHC* 1340 250w NBC Katz X 55 8 % 3 15 5« .... AP.INS

IWONDON WNLC 1490 250w MBS 4 59 9 8 2 38 4 5 % 3 UP
)HLK WNLK 1350 500w McGillvra 90 10 4 7 x» 12 1

nCH WICH 1310 lkw Webb % 64 12 7 6 16 8' 5 1 5 INS,UP;W

r^M WPCT 1350 lkw-D X 70 7 6 4 11 2* 3 2 5 UP;W
VORD WSTC* 1400 250w ABC Everett-McK 7 56 4 2 5 23 6* 3 4 UP;LW
INGTON WLCR 990 lkw-D Bogner & Martin 10 7 4 2 7 3* 10 4 7 UP;Se

WTOR 1490 250w ABC Rambeau .... AP
BURY WATR 1320 lkw ABC Burke-Stuart 7 39 5 7 6 18 5' 6 6 12 UP

WBRY 1590 5kw CBS Avery-Knodel 10 45 6 4 15 2 5 % AP;W
WWCO 1240 250w MBS McGillvra 6 60 4 6 2' 3 3 AP

NRMATION: Bristol, WBIS; Middletown, WCNX.

DELAWARE

MIGTON

DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

network National rep

Post-

Network mid
Pop
music Concert Folk Relig News Sports

Home-
making Farm Foreign Negro Services

WDOV 1410 lkw-D . Rambeau 24 8 9 4 12 3* 3 14 AP;W
3RCTOWN WJWL 900 lkw-D Zimmer 35 3 15 8 23 10* y2 22 AP
LFCD WKSB 930 500w-D .... 25 17 13 6 10 3 6 3 UP;LW

WAMS 1380 lkw Zimmer % 105 3 2 9 4' 3 y2 21 AP;A.T
WDEL* 1150 5kw NBC Meeker 9 v-2 9 2 2 3 13 2* 2 2 UP;T
WILM 1450 250w ABC Boiling 3 2 49 6 7 14 4* 3 14 UP;W
WTUX 1290 500w-D Best 66 AP;T

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq.

Natl

network National rep

Post- Pop Home-
Network mid music Concert Folk Relig News Sports making Farm Foreign Negro

H GTON WARL* 780 lkw-D 77 1 9 2t UP

WASH! 97.1 15kw MBS 2 50 10 3 3 5 1 1 5

WEAM 1390 5kw McGillvra 100 6 10 7 2 AP

WFANt 100.3 20kw United ....

WGAY 1050 lkw-D Indie Sales 52 3 6 1 6 2 2 2 y2 AP

WGMS* 570 5-D.l-N T. Clark ;GMB 4 85 2 2 9 4 — A

WINX 1600 lkw United y2 35 9 89 10 x» 2 — UP

WMAL* 630 5kw ABC Katz 4 1 63 7 10 13 3 1 AP

WOL* 1450 250w Gill-Perna 98 3 3 10 2 2 6 UP

WOOK* 1340 250w United i 3 X 20 14 5 154 INS

WPIK 730 lkw-D Webb 50 10 14 8 !• 2 1 AP

WRC* 980 5kw NBC NBC Spot X 1 25 9 2 13 2* 4 y2 All; T

WTOP* 1500 50kw CBS CBS Radio Spot 10 6 25 31 2 3 17 2« 2 % All

WUST* 1120 250w-D — Forjoe 60 22 9 3 18 84 UP

WWDC* 1260 5kw MBS Blair 6 122 22 12 AP,UP;
LW,T,W

*BCS:
* om-fm station

t fm station

D—daytime power
N—night power

* local sports covered
t Mex. Amer. included

x figure unspecified
— category unclaimed
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SOLD ON WARL: (left to right) Jim Ma-

thews, owner of Tops Restaurant, and

George Henning, WARL Director of

Sales, look over Tops' newly signed con-

tract for 1956.

SOLD ON WARL: (left to right) Stan Bark-

ley, Epstein Advertising Agency Account

Executive; Buddy Cohen, Used Car Sales

Manager, watch E. M. Kupersmidt,

President of Coast-in Pontiac sign

WARL 1956 contract.

SOLD ON WARL: (left to right) Luther S.

Briggs, Secretary-Treasurer of Briggs

Meats and Ice Cream Companies, and

Account Executive Bill Mullett of Kal,

Ehrlich & Merrick, discuss ad plans.

SOLD ON WARL: (left to right) Bill War-
ing, WARL Accouni Executive; M. H.

Burchell, President of Alexandria Dairy

(Virginia's largest); and Uncle Bud
Ward of Bud Ward Advertising, hold

campaign meeting.

SOLD ON WARL: (left to right) Erie Kirby,

president of Kirby Dodge-Plymouth
dealership, discusses advertising plans

for the coming year with WARL's
George Henning.

SOLD ON WARL: (left to right) Arthur

Clarendon Smith, President of Smith's

Transfer & Storage Company, looks over

1956 advertising plans for WARL as

Courtland D. Ferguson, ad agency head,

looks on.

SOLD ON WARL: (left to right) Kal, Ehr-

lich & Merrick Account Executive Bill

Mullett. and C. T. Lindsay, Capitol

Cadillac and Oldsmobile executive, plot

WARL advertising plans.

SOLD ON WARL: (left to right) Mr. and

Mrs. Jos. J. Fuschini, co-owners of

Progressive Cleaners, and Bill Waring.

WARL Account Executive, plan adver-

tising on WARL for the coming year.

SOLD ON WARL: (left to right) Tom Blow

Sales Manager; Louis Graves, Presider

John Harper, Assistant Manager, woi

up Charles Schnieder Baking Company
WARL promotion plans.

SOLD ON WARL: (left to right) Alvin I

Ehrlich of Kal, Ehrlich & Merrick a

vertising agency, and Leon Cherner,

Cherner Motor Co., complete plans f

4th straight year on WARL.

WARL- the favorite for ml

music and local ne*

5232 Lee Highway, Arlington, '

Kenmore 6-9000



these local advertisers

buy radio by results

not by ratings alone!

The men who know this market

like the palm of their hand just don't

hand out orders without getting tangible

results. Local advertiser and agency

experience means more than all the ratings

ever published.

. . that's why

Hi r independent radio station in

iC market for 4 straight years!

AND REMEMBER-yoi/ get the same

impact in Norfolk on WCMS
Plume A Granby Sts., Norfolk, Va—Madison 5-0525

SOLD ON WARL: (left to right) J. Bach,

manager of Sterling Optical Co., and

Stan Barkley, Epstein ad agency account

executive huddle over new WARL con-

tracts.

SOID ON WARL: (left to right) Mr. and

Mrs. Diamond, co-owners of Eagle Wine

& Liquor Store; Paul Lynn Heller, ad

agency head; and A. F. Weinstein, store

manager, look over their renewed con-

tract.

SOLD ON WARL: (left to right) George
Crump, WARL commercial manager,

shakes hands with Paul Ryles, Pepsi-

Cola manager, on signing a new contract

with WARL.

SOLD ON WARL: (left to right) Andrew
Auth, sales manager and Tony Auth,

President of Auth's Inc., talk over their

well-known meat products with George
Henning, WARL Director of Sales.



1
RADIO MASTER DIRECTORY

FLORIDA
DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq.

Natl

network National rep
Post- Pop

Network mid music Concert Folk Rolig
Home-

BELLE GLADE WSWN 900 lkw-D Stars National 20 14

BRADENTON WTRL 1490 250w Best

CHIPLEY WBGC 1240 250w
71

20

x*

40 20 14

CLEARWATER WTAN 1340 250w McGillvra 100 16 14 15*

COCOA WKKO 860 lkw-D Best 42 14 24 14
CORAL GABLES WVCG 1070 lkw-D T.Clark; GMB 57
CRESTVIEW WCNU 1010 lkw-D KBS

%
20 30 10

DADE CITY WDCF 1350 lkw-D 15 15

DAYTONA BEACH WNDB* 1150 lkw MBS Perry 72 19 11

DE LAND WJBS 1490 250w NBC Cooke 15 15

DELRAY BEACH WDBF 1420 500w-D 44

FERNAN DINA BCH. WFBF 1570 250w-D KBS 55 36
FT. LAUDERDALE WFTL 1400 250w Sears & Ayer 70 12

WWIL 1580 lkw Webb
FT. MYERS WINK 1240 250w C,K Cooke 42 24

% I

5 m

. 1 4 21 2* 3

! 3 4 1 6* X 1 6

6 t

20

FORT PIERCE WARN 1330 lkw-D

WIRA 1400 250w

Continental 50 10

NBC 43
FT. WALTON BCH. WFTW 1260 lkw-D 72

15 x*

GAINESVILLE WDVH 980 5kw-D Thos. Clark 31 18

WGGG_
WRUF

1230 250w A,K Best 36 12 15

850 5kw MBS Burn-Smith 58 12 16

HAINES CITY
HOLLYWOOD

WGTO 540 lOkw-D Weed 130

WGMA 1320 500w-D KBS Best 42 19

JACKSONVILLE WJHP* 1320 5kw MBS Perry 61 34 11

WMBR* 1460 5kw CBS CBS Radio Spot 10 72 13

WOBS 1360 lkw-D Stars National 26 17

WPDQ 600 5kw ABC V.R&McC 42 15

11

6 I

5 A

_l
7 M

44 I

WRHC 1400 250w 1 27 4 33 19 36

:-•JACK'VILLE BCH. WJVB 1010 lkw-D Best 65 6 1 14 3 3

KISSIMMEE WRWB 1220 250w-D KBS 29 1 17 5 7 1 I —
LAKE CITY WDSR 1340 250w 58 13 7 7 X 3 6 1 I

LAKELAND WLAK
WONN

1430

1230

5-D,l-N NBC Pearson 6 56 22 14 5 7 % 2 y2 l:A.

250w MBS Cooke 3 80 8 4 15 2- 5 X 3 .AC

LAKE WALES WIPC 1280 lkw-D KBS 30 6 8 4 14 2* 5

I

Se

LEESBURG WLBE 790 lkw MBS Best 3 9 3 7 8 1* 1 %
LIVE OAK WNER 1250 lkw-D KBS Best 14 2 22 14 9 Vl 2 3 4

-

MARIANNA WTYS 1340 250w MBS 4 14 1 7 2 7 2 ;

MIAMI WFFC 1220 250w-D Rambeau 39 3 2 71 i

WGBS* 710 50-D.10-N CBS Katz 7 1 38 2 5 9 1 2 Vi y

WINZ 940 50kw . Raymer 2 140 3 ....

WIOD* 610 5kw NBC Hollingbery X 2 38 4 3 3 21 4 2 %
WMIE 1140 lOkw __... Stars National 18 5 24 47 5 1 X 1 13 19 1

WQAM* 560 5-D,l-N ABC Blair 7 2 60 9 1 4 19 5' 2 % i \^

WVCG (See CORAL GABLES)
WWPB* 1450 250w Walker 6 54 5 54 7 2 15 18 /

MIAMI BEACH WAHR* 1490 250w Indie Sales 6 154 11 X 1

WLRDt 93.9 13kw Indie Sales 2 119 ....

WMRM 800 lkw-D Gill-Perna; D-C 6 50 32 2 2' 85 I

MILTON WEBY 1330 lkw-D MBS 36 10 15 11 6 % 1 2 1

NAPLES WNOG 1270 500w-D Best 21 14 10 6 8 2 2 1
1

NEWSMYRNABCH . WSBB 1230 250w KBS 35 6 20 1 12 3 7

OCALA WMOP 900 lkw-D Dora-Clayton 56 6 24 10 2 4 2 2 7 !
*s

WTMC 1290 5-D.l-N NBC Perry 8 36 12 7 5 16 2* 1 7 3 1

1

-

claift

ORLANDO WABR 1440 lkw-D Rambeau 42 5 30 5 7 X 3 16 I

WDBO* 580 5kw CBS Blair X % 28 10 5 5 15 5 3 1 — J

~1

I

I

1

UK

ry

>E

WHOO* 990 lOkw ABC Forjoe 4 52 16 13 6 13 6" 2 2 15

WLOF 950 5kw Gill-Perna 1 112 2 3 16 4»

WORZ 740 5kw M,N Pearson X .... 30 15 10 6 1 1 3 1

PALATKA WWPF 1260 500w KBS 8 40 12 16 10 14 X % 2 6

SYMBOLS:
j

*

30

am-fm station

fm station

D-
N-

-daytime power
-night power

* local sports <

t Mex. Amer.
covered
ncluded

19

X
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RADIO MASTER DIRECTORY
1

FLORIDA (continued

City Call letters

| EACH WWPG
UACITY WDLP*

WPCF
AOLA WBSR

i:

WCOA

DAILY HOURS

Natl Post- Pop
Freq. Power network National rep Network mid music Concert Folk RHig

1340 250w ABC Stars National 6 2 65 9 12 10

590 lkw NBC Perry 9 ... 10 2 8 8
1400 250w A,M Devney 7 45 5 10 12~

1450 250w CBS V,R&McC 8~ ~~44 18 12
3~~

1370 5kw NBC Perry 5 33 13 4

1570 lkw-D Best 31 8 27
~~9~

1230 250w MBS 6 50 2 9 5

1240 250w CBS W. S. Grant 8 30 8
~~2 5~

1420 lkw-D Indie Sales 33 4 25 3

680 lkw-D Walker 70 TT~
~2~~

WEEKLY HOURS

Home-
News Sports making Farm Foreign Negro Services

12 1 UP;A,T

15 UP
14 5 AP;T
10 AP
13 3 UP;LW

ITY WPLA 1 St

WCNH 17 14* 8 UP;T
MiUSTINE WFOY UP;W

WSTN 10 AP;T
RSBURC, WPIN AP

WSUN 620 5kw ABC V,R&McC 6 53 2 8 9 13 1 UP;A,W
WTSP* 1380 5kw MBS Forjoe 4 6 82 7 12 12 11 22* 6 6 10 INS.UP;

LW,St
3 WTRR 1400 250v. KBS 60 12 16 4 10 3* 1 7 UP

5 "A WKXY 1540 lkw-D Thos. Clark 65 5 3 2 X* AP;LW,W
WSPB 1450 250w CBS Pearson 8 y2 29 16 % 4 16 3* 3 UP;T
WSTU 1450 lOOw K,M X 63 2 4 17 2* % 2

\ \SSEE WMEN 1330 lkw-D Dora-Clayton 51 29 5 10 X* 2 2 12 UP
WTAL* 1270 5kw CBS Meeker 9 50 4 4 11 2 5 2 AP
WTNT 1450 250w A,M McGillvra 7 1 46 10 15 39 6* 4 1 UP;T
WALT 1110 lkw-D Stars National 35 28 5 1 2 % 18 AP
WDAK* 1250 5kw CBS Katz 6 47 7 2 6 12 10* 3 2 y2 AP;A
WEBK 1300 lkw-D 24 4 24 1 12 7

WFLA* 970 5kw NBC Blair 9 21 7 5 18 3 3 3 AP;T
WHBO 1050 250w-D 67 7 7 1 AP
WIOK 1150 lkw-D McGillvra 7 8 4 4 90 AP
WPIN (See ST. PETERSBURG)
WSUN (See ST. PETERSBURG)
WTSP (See ST. PETERSBURG)

POt SPRINGS WDCL 1470 5kw-D 12 24 2 15 14 2 6 2 y2 % AP;Se.W
!*CH WNTM* 1370 lkw-D MBS Pearson 6 36 1 12 7 10 3- 1 1 i INS;A
L BEACH WEAT 850 lkw NBC H-R 6 65 11 3 26 2 3 % UP

WIRK 1290 5-D,l-N MBS Cooke 1 39 4 15 v2 10 4 12 AP;A
W.INO 1230 250w CBS Meeker 9 1 X 4 4 23 5 4 AP;LW,W
WWPG (See PALM BEACH)

TEI HAVEN WSIR 1490 250w MBS Devney 5 47 4 17 7 18 4* 2 2 5 AP
TEIPARK WABR (See ORLANDO)

ATION: Bartow. WBAR; Crestview, WJSB; Davtona Beach, WMFJ, WBOD; De Funiak Springs, WFNM; Eustis. WLCO ; Fort Mvers, WMYR; Jacksonville,
AX, WQIK; Key West, WKVYF; Melbourne, WMMB ; Miami Beach. WKAT; Pensacola, WEAR, WPFA ; Perry, WPRY ; Seebring, WJCM; Tampa, WPKM-FM

;

WTTB.

GEORGIA
QAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

Call letters Freq.

Natl

network National rep

Post- Pop Home-
Network mid music Concert Folk Rolig News Sports making Farm Foreign Negro Services

m WGPC 1450 250w CBS 11 35 11 16 UP;T
WJAZ 1050 lkw-D Forjoe 21 32 13 21 UP

ICS_

ii

WDEC 1230 250w M,K Indie; D-C 91 20 15 AP
WGAU* 1340 250w CBS 10 29 20 AP
WRFC 960 lkw Forjoe % 53 20 17 10 11 12* 4 UP;W
WAGA* 590 5kw CBS Katz 10 1 31 23 AP;ST
WAKE* 1340 250w McGillvra 90 12 1 36 LW
WAOK 1380 5kw Forjoe 2 122 49 149 UP
WEAS 1010 50kw-D Stars National 30 16 10 UP
WERD 860 lkw-D Interstate 47 86

WGKA* 1600 lkw-D 14 104 UP;Se
WGLS 970 lkw-D H-R 45 19 12 8 UP;St
WGST 920 5kw ABC Averv-Knodel 1 14 AP
WQXI 790 5kw MBS Gill-Perna 89 14 16* UP;St
WSB* 750 50kw NBC Petry 12 65 10 AP,UP
WTJH 1260 5kw-D 90 UP
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RADIO MASTER DIRECTORY

GEORGIA {continued)

DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq.

Natl

network
Post- Pop

National rep Network mid music Concert Folk Rolig

Home-
News Sports making Farm Foreign Negro

AUGUSTA

CAIRO
COLUMBUS

GAINESVILLE

GRIFFIN

SAVANNAH

THOMSON

WAUG* 1050 lkw-D Interstate .... 29 24 4 3 1 1 45 A
WBBQ 1340 250w MBS Everett-McK 3 1 105 12 8 4 5 9 A
WBIA 1230 250w NBC Pearson 9 1 31 12 3 10 3 1 6 U
WGAC 580 5-D,l-N ABC Avery-Knodel 7 50 7 17 8 21 4 5 4 1 1 U

WDUN* 1240 250w ABC Indie Sales 48 11 21 10

W GGA
WHIE

_550_
1320

5kw MBS 34 32 17 10*

lkw-D Dora-Clayton 32 31 15

WCCP 1450 250w MBS Walker 45 10 12

WFRP mo 250w A,K Everett-McK 53 12 14 12

WJIV 900 lkw-D Stars National 16 10

WTWA 1240 250w M.K 36 18

12

41

WRDW 1480 5kw CBS Headley-Reed X 20 15 3 18 T 6 2 2 A

BAINBRIDGE WMGR 930 5kw-D Webb 32 2 25 15 13 X* 8 8 7 A

BAXLEY WHAB 1260 5kw-D 27 5 20 2 31 2* 2 4 7 U
BRUNSWICK WMOG 1490 250w M,K Indie Sales 3 % 50 8 25 9 19 20 1 y-2 6 L

WGRA 790 lkw-D A,K Indie Sales 2 45 35 15 6 X* 1 1 7 ' •

WCLS 1580 lkw-D Thos. Clark 1 25 30 X X 25 U
WDAK 1340 250w NBC Headley-Reed 5 1 25 3 26 10 13 6* % 20 AJl

WGBA 1270 5kw-D Forjoe 46 12 18 9 !• 1 20

WPNX
WRBL*

1460

1420

lkw

5kw
A,M X 7 40 20 4 1 4 21 _
CBS Hollingbery X 1 50 2 1 3 13 1* 3 % A ':

CORNELIA WCON 1450 250w Indie Ssles 3 31 7 40 14 4 1* 1 3 4 I Si

COVINGTON WGFS
WBLJ

1430

1230

lkw-D

250w

KBS Sears & Ayer 32 13 7 2* 3 8 u T

TDALTON MJC 7 31 2 16 15 17 7* 5 A

WRCD 1430 lkw-D Dora-Clayton 10 38 10 2 2 5 - L

DECATUR WEAS (See ATLANTA)
WGLS (See ATLANTA)

DOUGLAS WDMG 860 lkw-D Dora-Clayton 22 3 8 5 1 \* 6 9 3 L

DUBLIN WLMT 1330 lkw-D M,K 3 35 20 10 12 X* 1 2 7 l
! W

EAST POINT WTJH (See ATLANTA)
j

FITZGERALD WBHB 1240 250w MBS 5 43 3 21 6 10 3» 3 6 2 .A:'f

FORT VALLEY WFPM 1150 lkw-D KBS Indie Sales 4 1 4 9 2 4* 2 9 I

3 M
% I

WKEU* 1450 250w K,M . .. __

JESUP WBGR 1370 lkw-D KBS 35 7 15 8 4 T 2 4 3 C ;.T

LAFAYETTE WLFA
WLAG*

1590

1240

5kw-D

250w

KBS Best 29 7 13 10 7 4* 1 y2 1

LA GRANGE M,K Indie Sales 6 44 5 22 3 12 14* 3 i 6 I

WTRP 620 lkw-D McGillvra 28 6 14 14 10 4 3 3 8 /:T

MACON WBML 1210 250w Forjoe 1 88 30 4 10 X* 5 31 .i;W

WIBB 1280 lkw-D Walker X X 14 2 26 .

;TWNEX 1400 250w A,M Branham 6 1 100 2 10 20 3* 1 % '

MADISON WMGE
WMVG

1250 lkw-D 22 4 28 X X 6 X 6 i

MILLEDGEVILLE 1450 250w M,K 7 30 7 7 8 11 1 1

MONROE WMRE 1490 250w KBS 42 12 44 8 7 4* 6 4 6 /

MOULTRIE WMGA 1400 250w A,M Everett-McK 5 55 6 9 20 14 X 1 4 I

NEWNAN WCOH* 1400 250w MBS 5 30 6 11 11 20 12' 1 2 2 ;T

ROME WLAQ 1410 lkw ABC 7 52 6 5 10 14 3- 14 ;Se

WRGA 1470 5kw MBS Walker 4 44 4 5 6 18 8* 6 6 I ;St

WROM 710 lkw-D McGillvra 20 24 25 5 8 X* 2 !

WSAV* 630 5kw NBC Blair 7 36 12 13 5 15 %• 1 5 7 l ;T

WTOC 1290 5kw CBS Averv-Knodel 9 % 20 14 9 7 15 1 1 1 i

STATESBORO WWNS 1240 250w M,K 4 i
i

SUMMERVILLE WGTA 950 lkw-D Stars National 29 4 25 22 12 5* 2 i

SWAINSBORO WJAT* 800 lkw 39 7 38 8 1 X* 5 2 3 1

•

\

THOMASVILLE WKTG 730 lkw-D Thos. Clark 32 2 3 10 6* 2 __ > :'l

WPAX 1240 250w 51 4 17 12 9 2' y2 7 1
;'|

TIFTON WWGS 13^0 250w MBS Thos. Clark 30 10 12

TOCCOA WLET* 1420 5kw-D M.K Thos. Clark 15 11 18 17 15

VALDOSTA WGAF 910 5k

w

ABC Pearson 33 13

WGOV 950 5kw MBS Stars National 37 23 14 12

WARNER ROBINS WRPB 1350 lkw-D Thos. Clark 50 10 10

WAYCROSS WACL 570 lkw Thos. Clark 44 42 21 13

WAYX 1230 250w M,K Holman 43 29 10 17 'J

SYMBOLS: f
* am-fm station

} t fm station

D—daytime power
N—night power

* local sports covered

f Mex. Amer. included
figure ur'«if«

category «!«'*
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RADIO MASTER DIRECTORY
1

GEORGIA {continued)

DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Free;. Power
Natl

network National rep
Post-

Network raid

Pop
music Concert Folk Relig News Sports

Homo-
making Farm Foreign Negro Services

ESBORO WBRO 1310 lkw-D KBS 36 4 22 8 2 3» l 1 9 UP
>OINT WRLD* 1490 250w Thos. Clark 30 15 11 12 1« % AP;T
R WIMO 1300 lkw-D Best 26 3 36 12 12 2* l 2 3 UP

INRMATION: idel, WAAG ; Albany, WALB ; Brunswick, WGIG; Calhoun, WCGA Camilla, WCLB; Carrollton, WLBB; Cartersville; WBHF; Cedartown, WGAA ; Cordele,

[,n Dawson, WDWD ;
Elberton, WSGC; Hartwell, WKLY; Hawkinville, WCEH; Macon, WMAZ ; Marietta, WFOM; Moultrie, WMTM ; Savannah, WDAR; Sylvania,

I. rhomaston, WSFT; Valdosta, WJEM; Vidalia, WVOP; Washington, WKLE.

IDAHO
DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

network National rep
Pott-

Network mid
Pop

muslo Concert Folk Relig News Sports

Homo-
making Farm Foreign Negro Services

4CIOOT KBLI 114(1 250w 70 11 12 2 16 4* 3 3 AP
* KBOI 950 5kw CBS Free & Peters 10 40 8 6 4 16 4* 2 3 % UP;W

KGEM 1140 lOkw ABC Avery-Knodel 5 6 98 3 43 2 10 6* 2 UP
KIDO 630 5kw NBC Blair 6 70 10 2 4 17 X* 3 UP

DELL KCID 1490 250w Oakes 61 2 46 2 11 4* 1 15 AP;C
ANIVILLE KORT 1230 250w 62 7 18 3 10 3« 6 6 AP;LW

II FALLS KID 590 5-D.l-N CBS Gill-Perna X 27 2 1 3 15 6* 2 UP;W
KIFI 1400 250w A,M Avery-Knodel 10 21 7 3 4 9 T 1 3 AP;St

MS3N KLER 1300 5-D,l-N McGillvra 50 14 .... 7 X 2 AP
KRLC 1350 5kw MBS Forjoe 5 30 7 2 10 45 4* 1 10 UP;T

'SCV KRPL 1400 250w KBS 1 54 9 8 5 13 9' 5 7 AP
F KFXD 580 5kw MBS Avery-Knodel 3 27 4 27 13 20 T 2 5 It UP;LW

;a-llo KSEI« 930 5kw NBC Weed 8 X 6 27 3 % 8 UP;T
KWIK 1240 250w C,M,K Avery-Knodel X 48 9 12 20 x' C,W

:s"m KPST
KRXK

1340

1230

250w KBS Continental 52 15 9 5 1 1« 1 2 UP;A
IG 250w 54 9 13 4 15 5' 5 8 AP

KAYT 970 lkw-D 50 8 4 2 9 3* 3 UP;C
-IDIINT KSPT 1400 250w KBS Continental 35 9 6 2 14 2* 2 3 AP;St,LW
1 ALLS KEEP 1450 250w Gill-Perna 1 38 21 5 X 5* 4 UP

KLIX 1310 lkw A,M Avery-Knodel 3 1 62 8 13 % 18 8* 3 X AP;A,C,
McG

KTFI 1270 5-D.l-N NBC Weed 8 50 4 4 5 23 1 1 2 LW.W
KWEI 1240 250w 79 9 3 4 13 3 y* 2 UP;C

-iNF-MATION: Burley, KBAR; Coeur D'Alene. KVNI; Wallace, KWAL.

I LLINOIS
DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

t~ * t

City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

network National rep

Post- Pop
Network mid music Concert Folk Relig News Sports

Home-
making Farm Foreign Negro Services

TO* WOKZ 1570 lkw-D Sears & Ayer 65 6 4 11 3* 2 2 UP
E'LLE WIBV 1260 lkw-D Indie Sales 20 20 10 2 2* X 3 2 AP

'OANGTON WJBC 1230 250w ABC Sears & Ayer 22 15 12 9 X 12* 6 4 UP;T,W
RO WKRO 1490 250w Pearson 34 1 5 6 19 7* 2 2 1 UP
m WBYS* 1560 250w 30 6 3 3 8 2 3 4 AP;Se,T
CDALE WCIL 1020 lkw-D 30 4 19 3 3 5* 4 6 .... AP
M WROY* 1460 lkw-D KBS Sears & Ayer 24 2 9 4 15 3* y2 4 UP;T
ITRLIA WCNT* 1210 lkw-D 47 17 20 6 13 4« 2 2 UP;LW
MUIGN WDWS* 1400 250w CBS Meeker 8 28 3 3 6 14 X* 2 4 UP;W
VR15TON WEIC 1270 lkw-D KBS 51 3 8 3 5 !• 2 6 INS;LW
CAO WAAF 950 lkw-D Young 63 3 5 3 y2 14 UP

WBBM* 780 50kw CBS 8 6 29 37 1 20 8» 3 3 All:A
WBEE (See HARVEY)
WCFL 1000 50kw Burke-Stuart 6 .... AP,UP;St

WEAW (SeeEVANSTON)
WEDC 1240 250w 6 36 24 % 5 16 — UP
WFMFt 100.3 33kw 2 2 144 21 2 1 .... UP;T,St,C,

LW
WFMTt 98.7 28kw 1 70 2 .... .... ....

WGES 1390 5kw 1 52 5 64 12 18 49t 67 UP
WGN 720 50kw MBS Hollingbery 3 1 73 4 4 20 2* 2 5 7 All

WIND 560 5kw AM Radio Sales 6 140 1 12 13* AP,UP;St

WJOB (See HAMMOND, IND.)

WLS 890 50kw ABC Blair 6 25 3 35 14 18 3 4 20 AP.UP

WMAQ* 670 50kw NBC NBC Spot 9 1 30 12 2 5 2 7 1 A11;T

WOPA (See OAK PARK)

1BCS:
j

* am tm station

I fm station

D—daytime power
N—night power

* local sports covered

f Mex. Amer. included
figure unspecified
category unclaimed
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RADIO MASTER DIRECTORY

L L I N O I S (continued)

DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl Post-

network National rep Network mid
Pop
music Concert Folk Relit) News Sports

Home-
making Farm Foreign Negro Serv

CHICAGO (cont.) WSBC 1240 250w Stars National 8 6 3 36 20 Se~
WTAQ (See LA GRANGE)
WWCA (See GARY, IND.)

CLINTON WHOW 1520 lkw-D Holman v-2 9 70 18 5 11* .... 3 AP;S

DANVILLE WDAN 1490 250w CBS Everett-McK 7 18 .... .... 9 2* 2 1 AP;1

WITY 980 lkw KBS Burn-Smith 90 6 3 11 2* 5 X UP;^

DECATUR WDZ 1050 lkw-D Free & Peters 102 3 30 6 3 6* 6 6 UP;]

WSOY* 1340 250w CBS Weed 6 6 9 4 15 x» 2 X AP
DE KALB WLBK 1360 500w-D Sears & Ayer .... 37 2 5 4 10 1- 2 9 .... C,Co

DU QUOIN WDQN 1580 250w-D McGillvra 42 3 3 6 2* .... .... .... UP
EAST ST. LOUIS WTMV 1490 250w Bogner & Martin 48 29 15 10 6 3 3 15 24 UP; 5

EFFINGHAM WCRA 1090 250w-D KBS 16 28 12 4* 10 UP
ELGIN WRMN 1410 500w-D McGillvra 24 UP

EVANSTON WEAW* 1330 500-w GrviB 80 10

WNMP 1590 lkw-D 26 80

2 UP:\

% INS;l|

FAIRFIELD WFIW 1390 500w-D KBS Webb 28 AP:S

GALESBURG WGIL 1400 250w Rambeau 41 12 11' AP;S

HARRISBURG WEBQ* 1240 250w KBS 51 11 12 UP

HARVEY WBEE 1570 250w-D Zimmer 50 75

HERRIN
JACKSONVILLE

WJPF 1340 250w MBS Pearson 40 16 13

WLDS* 1180 lkw-D Holr 55 10'

_UP;\

AP;Y
JOLIET WJOL 1340 250w Rambeau 1 X 3 6 6 14 2* 1 2 3 .... UP;1

KANKAKEE WKAN 1320 lkw-D Sears & Ayer 53 8 y2 14 4' 4 3 _ AP;S

KEWANEE WKEI 1450 lOOw Best 71 11 6 3 14 6* 3 3 .... 1 AP;L

LA GRANGE WTAQ 1300 500w Gill-Perna 68 12 28 30 LW
LA SALLE WLPO 1220 250w 10 18 10 AP

LINCOLN WPRC 1370 500w-D 37 12 10 AP;L

LITCHFIELD WSMI 1540 lkw-D Best AP:T

MACOMB WKAI 1510 250w-D 25 12 10 UP; 1

1

MARION WGGH 1150 500w-D Sears & Ayer 75 AP:

MATTOON WLBH* 1170 250w-D Holman 24 14 12 18 12* St

METROPOLIS
MOLINE

PEORIA

ROCK ISLAND

WMOK 920 lkw-D Holman 40 10 21 11 13 11-

WEEK 1350 lkw NBC Headley-Reed 52 10

WIRL 1290 5kw A,M H-R 65 14 15'

WMBD* 1470 5kw CBS Free & Peters 8 Yz 41 25 11

KSTT (See DAVENPORT, IOWA)
WHBF* 1270 5kw CBS Avery-Knodel 10 19 10 22

w < ><

:

(See DAVENPORT, IOWA)

4 UP..A

KSTT (See DAVENPORT, IOWA)
WQUA 1230 250w ABC Hollingbery 3 1 80 8 9 4 17 10' 2 y2 AP

WHBF (See ROCK ISLAND)
woe (See DAVENPORT, IOWA)

MT. CARMEL WVMC 1360 500w-D Best __ 35 3 8 7 11 4* 2 6 .... ... UP

MT. VERNON WMIX* 940 lkw-D Pearson 54 7 3 7 12 15* 7 15 .... .... A?;\

OAK PARK WOPA* 1490 250w Interstate; D-C 6 .... 50 40 50 St

OLNEY WVLN* 740 250w-D Holman 20 3 9 9 14 7* 1 2 .... UP;S

OTTAWA WCMY 1430 500w-D ... ... Sears & Ayer 21 20 2 3 4 12' 2 .... Se

PARIS WPRS* 1440 500w-D 51 7 8 3 7 X* 1 12 .._ AP;C

AP

ap.it

WPEO 1020 lkw-D Burke-Stuart .. 37 19 11 12 X 18 .... AP

QUINCY KHMO (See HANNIBAL, MO.)

WGEM* 1440 lkw ABC Avery-Knodel X 70 4 1 4 11 3* 1 .... UP^

WTAD* 930 5-D,l-N CBS Weed X 32 5 3 9 12 X* 4 4 ... API'

ROCKFORD WBEL (See BELOIT, WISC.)

WROK* 1440 1-D,500-N ABC H-R 7 44 1 7 10 4* 2 1 .... AP:T

l'P:V

T.I

WQUA (See MOLINE)
SPARTA WHCO 1230 250w 65 1 20 6 4 T 1 3 3 UP

SPRINGFIELD wevs 1450 250w ABC Bogner & Martin .... AP

WMAY 970 1-D,500-N NBC Pearson 6 34 3 17 4 19 8* 2 9 .... IP

WTAX* 1240 250w CBS Weed 7 % 32 12 1 1 18 X* 4 ... AP

STERLING WSDR 1240 250w 42 42 14 10 10 10* 3 14 _ AP

STREATOR WIZZ 1250 500w-D . Best 54 3 3 3 2* % 5 _ UP

TAYLORVILLE WTIM 1410 lkw-D , Continental 25 12 3 16 6* 5 2 .... UP

URBANA WKID
WFRX

1580

1300

250w-D

lkw-D

KBS Pearson 58 12 6 7 2* 3 4 UP

WEST FRANKFORT Indie Sales 30 4 14 9 2 1 1 1 .... UP
FNO INFORMATION: Aurora, WMRO ; Carthage, WCAZ ; Chicago, WAIT, WCRW, WJJD, WNIB, WSEL; Cicero, WHFC; Effingham, WSEI; Elmwood Park, YVLEY

WFRL; Harvard, WMCW; Murphysboro, WINI; Pekin, WSIV; Pittsfield, WBBA; Rockford, WRRR; Waukegan, WKRS; Zion, WCBD.
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EVANSVILLE

INDIANA
DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

networl [ National rep Network
Post-

mid
Pop

music Concert Folk Relig News Sports
Home-
making Farm Foreign Negro Si

|

ANDERSON WCBC 1470 lkw-D Best 25 9 15 21 % 4* 1 __ UP /

WHBU 1240 250w A,C Boiling 12 14 7 2« — _ AP
;

BEDFORD WBIW 1340 250w MBS 6 60 6 24 3 22 15* 3 1 ... AP
,

BLOOM INGTON WTTS 1370 5-D,500-N ABC Meeker 5 1 26 4 12 1 14 2* 4 2 _ AP
COLUMBUS WCSI 1010 500w-D Rambeau 32 1 6 2 2" 6 1 _ AP ;

CONNERSVILLE WCNB* 1580 250w-D Gill-Perna 42 5 1 5 3 6* 6 3 . UP
ELKHART WTRC* 1340 250w NBC H-R 6 35 1 5 8 3« 4 6 - UP

WEOA 1400 250w CBS Meeker 44 10 15

WGBF* 1280 5-D,l-N NBC Weed 50 14

W IKY * 820 250w-D Pearson 84

WJPS 1330 5-D.l-N ABC Hollingbery 26 10 16 21

UP

UP:

AP

FT. WAYNE

INDIANAPOLIS

WANE 1450 250w CBS Boiling 46 17 3 AP
WGL 1250 lkw ABC Headley-Reed 16 25 22

WKJG* 1380 5kw MBS Ravmer 62 28 13 10*

WOWO 1190 50kw NBC Free & Peters 7 1 37 3 7 6 12 4* 6 26 .... UP
FRANKFORT WILO 1570 250w-D KBS Best 30 6 14 8 10 6* 3 6 UP
GARY WGRY 1370 500w-D Indie Sales 13 13 10 6 lot 22 UPe,¥

WWCA 1270 lkw Pearson 1 28 20 2 14 12* 5 3 22 AP
GOSHEN WKAM 1460 500w-D KBS Holman 27 7 13 10 2* 1 6 AP
HAMMOND WJOB* 1230 250w Rambeau 2 92 18 32 8 15 12* 2 15t 20 UP

WFBM 1260 5kw A,M Katz 48 17 T
WIBC 1070 50-D,10-N Bla 67 15 16 14

WIRE 1430 5kw NBC Free & Peters 75 12

WISH 1310 5-D.l-N CBS Boiling 8 1 38 3 5 5 15 18* 2 ... AF P;T

1~

WXLW 950 5kw-D . .. Pearson 64 2 10 2 .... 2 . UI

JASPER WITZ* 990 lkw 39 16 14 6 13 14* 2 11 .... UI

KOKOMO WIOU 1350 lkw CBS Weed 9 24 2 4 12 6* 3 8 .... AF

LAFAYETTE WASK 1450 250w MBS Rambeau 6 % 34 3 5 6 8 10 1 2 .... UP
LA PORTE WIMS (See MICHIGAN CITY)

WLOI 1540 250w-D __ McGilhra 48 11 4 4 6 x» 1 4 x .... AF

r~LOGANSPORT WSAL 1230 250w M,K 7 60 10 16 4 12 __ AI

MADISON WORX* 1270 lkw-D KBS Best 39 4 8 5 2 1« 1 2 UF

MARION WBAT 1400 250w CBS Best 6 37 7 10 X 3* 1 1 AFkg

WMRI* 860 250w ,
43 6 4 7 12 8' 3 6 .._ UI ,T

MICHIGAN CITY WIMS* 1420 1-D.500-N Rambeau X 1 3 X 12* X 6 2 UI

MUNCIE WLBC 1340 250w CBS Walker; Holman 7 12 %• X .... AF

NEW ALBANY WLRP 1570 lkw-D Best 54 6 5 7 4 3 2 ... UF

NEW CASTLE WCTW$ 102.5 4kw 25 7 13 10 7 3* 3 7 .... AF

rNORTH VERNON WOCH 1460 500w-D 20 6 14 12 4 3' 3 3 .... AF

PERU WARU 1600 500kw-D KBS 20 X X 20 8 X* 4 6 .... AF t.T

PRINCETON WRAY 1250 lkw-D McGillvra 59 .... 12 4 X X .... AF

RICHMOND WKBV 1490 250w ABC Meeker 7 51 5 2 7 23 10« 5 1 UF',*

SALEM WSLM 1220 250w-D KBS Best 21 11 62 9 9 4' 4 11 AF •J

SEYMOUR WJCD 1390 lkw-D Continental 13 7 16 4 21 10* 2 2 .... AF

SOUTHBEND

TERRE HAUTE

WJVA 1580 250w KBS 40

WNDU 1490 250w ABC Boiling 43 13 20

WSBT 960 5kw CBS Ravmer 26 15 y2
WBOW* 1230 250w NBC Weed 30 10

WTHI* 1480 lkw CBS Boiling 10 12

NO INFORMATION: Boonville. WBNL; Muncie. WMUN; Portland, WP6W; Tell City, WTCJ.

1 UF

% UI ._

.. UK
VINCENNES WAOV 1450 250w MBS Free & Peters 8 36 6 3 8 3* 12 W
WARSAW WRSW* 1480 500w 73 — 1 2 15 2» 3 5 -- V

l

WASHINGTON WAMW* 1580 250w-D Best 44 5 6 5 2 2* 1 6 _ AF .1

City

AMES
ATLANTIC

SYMBOLS:

Call letters Freq. Power

KASI 1430 lkw-D

IOWA
DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

Natl
network National rep

Post- Pop
Network mid music Concert Folk Relig News

Home-
Sports making

KBS Best 26 8 16 18*

KJAN 1220 250w-D KBS 40 14

Farm Foreign Negro S <"

"i 6~ ~~uir

x .... Z AFX

I

* om-fm station

I : tm station

D—daytime power
N—night power

* local sports covered

f Mex. Amer. included
x figure unspi'i"

— . category u>"'M
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PULSE9
Real strong in WOWO's 4,000,000 Market Between!

In the latest Pulse, covering 26 of WOWO's 82

county area, WOWO has 472 firsts out of 472

quarter hours surveyed—proof that in homes, fac-

tories and on the farms, WOWO commands a

constant loyal audience not covered by any other

single medium.

In 109 quarter hours WOWO not only held its

audience, but gained from one to three points over

a year ago. That's listener loyalty.

Radio listening itself is up in this typical midwest

area—up from 6 a.m. to 11 p.m. Monday thru

Friday (actually up 2.6 at night)—up all thru the

week end from Saturday noon 'til Sunday night.

Mind you, WOWO's area is far bigger than the

Pulse area surveyed. WOWO blankets a region of

4 million people and $6 billion spendable income. It

is the Market Between—half again richer than

Detroit, yet with no city bigger than Fort Wayne.

Get facts, call Tom Longsworth, WOWO Sales

Manager, Anthony 2136 in FortWayne, or Alexander

W. "Bink" Dannenbaum, Jr., WBC National Sales

Manager, MUrray Hill 7-0808, New York.

In the Market Between-No sellingcampaign is complete without theWBC stationWOWO -50,000 watts

WESTINGHOUSE BROADCASTING COMPANY, INC.

pT*
-weiriAro

INDIANA

1956 BUYERS' GUIDE

RADIO
BOSTON—WBZ+WBZA
PITTSBURGH—KDKA
CLEVELAND—KYW
FORT WAYNE—WOWO
PORTLAND—KEX

KPIX REPRESENTED BY THE KATZ AGENCY. INC.
ALL OTHER WBC STATIONS REPRESENTED BY FREE ft PETERS. INC

TELEVISION
BOSTON—WBZ-TV
PITTSBURGH—K DKA-TV
CLEVELAND—KYW-TV
SAN FRANCISCO— KPIX
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1
RADIO MASTER DIRECTORY

| O ^V A [continued)

DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq.
Natl

network National rep

Post- Pop
Network mid music Concert Folk Relig

Home-
Sports making Farm Foreign Negro

BURLINGTON KBUR 1490 250w ABC V,R&McC 35 20

CARROLL KCIM 1380 lkw 63 13

CEDAR RAPIDS KCRG 1600 5kw MBS Everett-McK 70 10 16

KPIG 1450 250w Pearsr 1 130

KXEL (See WATERLOO)
\\ MT 600 5kw CBS Katz 1 35 15 15

CENTERVILLE KCOG 1400 lOOw MBS McGillvra 58 16 18

CHARLES CITY KCHA 1580 250w-D KBS 59 12

CLINTON KROS* 1340 250w MBS Pearson 42 20

COUNCIL BLUFFS KSWI 1560 500w-D II;

CRESTON
DAVENPORT

DECORAH

70 10

KHB 152(1 lkw-D Pearson 75 12

KFMA 158(1 250w-D McGillvra 68 13 x» 12

WQUA (See MOLINE. ILL.)

KDKC 12 Up 250w M,K Pearson 15 15 x*

I I

All

AF

M
Tf~

KSTT 1170 lkw MBS Walker 2 6 50 3 7 4 13 8* 7 _ UF
WHBF (See HULK ISLAND. ILL.)

woe* 1 '12(1 5kw NBC Free & Peters 9 40 4 3 21 2' 3 2 .... Iff

AF
DES MOINES Kf'RC H90 lkw 6 168

KTO\ 940 10-D,5-N ABC H-R 41 23 10 12* 10 22

KR \ T * T.^n 5kw CBS Katz 76 11 15 12

KSO 1460 5kw Averv-Knndel 84 10 x*

KWDM 1150 lkw MBS 20 20 20* lot

WHO* 1040 50kw NBC Free & Peters 46 14 10

in:

DUBUQUE KDTH 1370 lkw NBC Pearson 6 40 3 2 2 13 T 2 6 .... AF

WDBO* 1490 250w A,M Mepker 8 30 4 16 4* % Vi UI

FAIRFIELD KFAD 1570 250w-D KBS MrGillvra 50 6 10 7 9 2* 3 7 .... ap.w
FORT DODGE KVFD 1400 250w MBS Pearson 4 35 2 6 3 18 4* 3 4 .... UTpIS;T

FORT MADISON KXGI 1360 500w-D Pearson 30 7 3 4 7 4* 3 2 %t UM
IOWA CITY KXIC 800 lkw-D Pearson 24 16 4 7 13 5* 1 8 .... Ai r

LE MARS KLEM 1410 lkw-D 41 6 4 11 2 2 2 AF
MARSHALLTOWN KF.IB 1230 250w Pearson 40 6 10 5 X 2* 5 6 AK
MASON CITY KGLO* 1300 5kw CBS Weed 25 4 3 5 20 3* 1 3 .... AI P

KRIB 1490 250w MBS Pearson 5 48 4 20 6 21 13* 3 3 ... AI'

KSMN 1010 lkw-D Devney; Holman 62 2 2 6 9 1 1 .... UI i.St

MUSCATINE KWPC* 860 . 250w-D Pearson 2 L"J 4 2 5 10 2* 3 3 ur
NEWTON KCOB 1280 500w-D 43 2 17 3 8 X 2 3 .... AI v

OELWEIN KOEL 950 500w Pearson 37 8 22 5 16 7* 3 5 .... LIN'S-

OSKALOOSA KBOE 740 250w-D Pearson 34 3 9 8 11 2 1 3 .... AM
OTTUMWA KBIZ 1240 250w ABC 8 27 5 3 6 20 T 3 1 .... AIP

KLEE 1480 500w-D KBS Devney 80 6 4 9 1 6 UF
SHENANDOAH KMA 960 5kw ABC Petry 3 41 5 8 10 14 5' 7 22 AIJP;*

SIOUX CITY KMNS 620 lkw Pearson 98 6 7 21* 6 .... Ui

KSCJ 1360 5kw ABC Hollingbery X _ 28 23 4 5 18 2 1 4 _.. AI fc
7

KTRI 1470 5kw V,R&McC __ 103 % 8 1 1 .... UI

SPENCER KICD 1240 250w MBS Pearson 75 13 6 2 18 X* 11 .... AI ISt.T

STORM LAKE KAYL* 990 250w-D 42 16 8 4 X 10* 10 1 .... AIM

WATERLOO KXEL 1540 50kw ABC Boiling X 6 74 X 7 1 _|

WEBSTER CITY KJFJ 1570 250w-D KBS 40 4 6 2 .... Ai

NO INFORMATION: Boone, KWBG ; Cherokee, KCHE; Estherville, KLIL; Keokuk, KOKX: Shenandoah, KFNF; Waterloo, KWWL.

KANSAS
DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

network National rep

Post-

Network mid
Pop
music Concert Folk Relig News

Home-
Sports making Farm Foreign Negro «' e

ARKANSAS CITY KSOK 1280 1-D.100-N KBS 25 7 3 3 10 1- 1 5 .... A LV

ATCHISON KARE 1470 lkw Sears & Ayer .... 85 3 3 3 21 6» 3 A St
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RADIO MASTER DIRECTORY
1

KANSAS (continued)

DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS
A

1

City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

network National rep Network
Post-

mid
Pop

music Concert Folk Relig News Sports

Home-
making Farm Foreign Negro Services

3FI

L

M

YVILLE KGGF 690 10-D,5-N ABC Pearson 4 42 2 12 8 17 12* y2 3 .... AP;W
KXXX 790 5kw-D H-R 33 2 10 8 4 2 4 20 UP

:rdia KFRM 550 5kw-D ABC Free & Peters 5 66 3 9 3 12 3* 3 4 2 AP,UP;W
KNCK 1390 500w-D KBS 60 13 % 3 10 1 3 UP

D • CITY KGNO 1370 5-D.l-N MBS Hi-- 7 49 3 6 12 10* 6 10 AP.UP

DRADO KBTO 1360 500w-D 16 7 4 1 1* 2 2 AP
P tIA KTSW 1400 250w MBS Gill-Perna X _

i OTT KMDO 1600 500w-D KBS 45 3 9 2 2 2* 1 2 AP;LW
\RIN CITY KIUL 1240 250w NBC Ho] man 8 10 9 8 4 16 8' 2 AP;W,T

KNCO 1050 lkw-D Continental 33 2 8 8 22 3 6 3 UP;Se

IE/ BEND KVGB 1590 5kw NBC Pearson X 15 9 2 4 19 3* 5 AP;T,W
KAYS ] 100 250w KBS Hi Iman 72 8 6 6 18 20* 4 AP;St,W

INSON KWBW 1450 250w NBC \. K & McC 36 17 AP;W
KWHK 1260 1-D.500-N V.R&McC 50 10 25* AP;T

(EINDENCE KIND* 1010 250w-D MBS
HCION CITY KJCK 1420 lkw-D Indie Sales 40 15 AP;T
an: S CITY KCKN 1340 250w Capper 109 11 AP,UP;

LW,St

v/NCE KLWN 1320 500w-D Indie Sales 37 14 4 4 10 2* 1 5 2 UP;T,W
JV>IWORTH KCLO 1410 500w-D Best 6 61 8 2 2 6 UP
BEFL KSCB 1270 lkw-D Best 40 10 3 4 9 2» 2 5 UP;LW
ANVTTAN KMAN 1350 500w-D KBS 59 % 1 4 10 4* 3 AP;W
rT//A KOFO 1220 250w-D 33 2 9 5 9 2* 2 2 UP
«RSVS KLKC 1540 250w-D KBS 44 5 3 9 4 3 AP
TT!UR6 KOAM 860 10-D,5-N NBC Pearson 9 11 2 14 5 ](> 4 2 AP

KSEK 1340 250w Cooke 2 89 2 2 26 15* 2 AP
KSAL 1150 5kw MBS Pearson 33 14 15 22 AP;LW,

St,T

>PE\

:ka

KJAY 1440 5-D.l-N McGillvra 18 UP
KTOP 1490 250w MBS 6 100 16 20 It

WREN 1250 5kw ABC Pearson 38 12 22 10* 2t W
KAKE 1240 250w MBS McGillvra 75 13 AP;W

KANS 1480 5-DJ-N NBC Pearson 10 15 14 18 17 2 AP,UP;A

KFBI 1070 lOkw ABC Avery-Knodel 43 13 22 25 AP,UP;LW

KFH* 1330 5kw CBS Blair 49 10 21 AP

KWBB 1410 lkw Hollingbery 1 76 27 23 AP;T

iNUMATION: Chanute, KCRB; Goodland, KWGB ; McPherson, KNEX; Newton, KJRG: Pratt, KWSK; Topeka, WIBW.

The Midwest's Hi-Fi Station

TOPEKA

Where Listening is the "MOST"

o m>
'C4STINO

H

around the clock— 24 hours a day

KANSAS
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RADIO MASTER DIRECTORY

KENTUCKY
DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq.

Natl

network National rep

Post-

Network mid
Pop
musle Concert

Homo-
Folk Relig News Sports making Farm Foreign Negro

ASHLAND WCMI* 1340 250V CBS H-R 66 13 x* 1

WTCR 1420 5kw-D Thos. Clark 47 24 10 a:

BARDSTOWN WBRT 1320 lkw-D 46 36 14 14

BOWLING GREEN WKCT 930 1-D.500-N ABC Pearson 38 21 25 15 x*

WLBJ 1410 5-D.l-N MBS Bum-Smith 24 24 14 10
-ILL

CAMPBELLSVILLE WTCO 1150 lkw-D 13 30

CENTRAL CITY WMTA 1380 500w-D Best 18 20

WNES* 1600 500w-D 48 20 10 x*

5 U

COLUMBIA WAIN 1270 lkw-D KBS Best 29 41 15 x
/2 u:mcg

CORBIN WCTT 680 lkw MBS 20 22 12 14 10*

COVINGTON WZ1P 1050 250w-D KBS 25 12 12 U
CUMBERLAND WCPM 1490 250w M,K Burn-Smith 6 36 2 34 4 11 4* 1 2 2 U f
DANVILLE WHIR 1230 250w MBS Holman 4 35 19 23 12 21 4* 4 11 . _ t;

ELIZABETHTOWN WIEL 1400 250w KBS Best 50 7 16 10 16 x» % 2 _ U T

FRANKFORT WFKY 1490 250w MJC Burn-Smith 3 21 17 21 7 14 12* 2 3 UT
FULTON WFUL* 1270 lkw-D Best 10 22 11 5 10' 3 X 5 T
GLASGOW WKAY 1490 250w KBS 54 1 27 9 10 2* 3 3 _ U: 30

HARLAN WHLN 1280 lkw-D M,K Burn-Smith .... — — — _ __ U K

HAZARD WKIC 1430 lkw-D MBS Best X 22 1 20 6 12 X* 1 U

HENDERSON WSON* 860 500w-D MBS 2 32 5 5 11 8* % 6 Uf
HOPKINSVILLE WHOP* 1230 250w CBS 8 13 5 1 5 7 x« 3 6 u

WKOA 1480 lkw-D 50 7 6 10 7 3» 3 6 6 AJA

LEBANON WLBN 1590 lkw-D KBS Best X X 19 2 1 3 _ A V
LEXINGTON WLAP* 630 5-D.l-N ABC Pearson 6 14 2 5 8 21 12 5 12 UW

WLEX 1300 lkw Forjoe 60 30 4 6 5 A LW.S

WVLK 590 lkw MBS Burn-Smith 9 % 50 4 14 1 18 10* 6 AT
LOUISVILLE WAVE 970 5kw NBC NBC Spot 13 13

WINN 1240 250w Forjc 6 168

WKLO 1080 5-D,l-N ABC Blair 1 45 41 10

WKYW 900 lkw-D Burn-Smith 65 15 %
WLOU 1350 lkw-D Gill-Perna 49 22 3 x 3 72 U

MADISONVILLE WFMW* 730 250w-D KBS Continental 30 4 16 5 14 3« 2 5 5 U C,St

MAYFIELD WNGO* 1320 lkw-D Paschall 66 % 19 19 14 X* 1 2 At
MAYSVILLE WFTM 1240 250w M,K 6 46 2 16 8 12 12' 10 UW
MIDDLESBORO WMIK 560 500w-D KBS Holman 16 6 16 12 2 6» 3 6 LMf

NEWPORT WNOP 740 lkw-D 14 16 24 11 7 2 3 . uj

OWENSBORO WOMI* 1490 250w M,K Burn-Smith X 25 3 7 9 13 6' 1 3 AiT

WVJS* 1420 lkw ABC Rambeau 4 36 8 23 10 4 7* 6 . uf
PADUCAH WKYB* 570 1-D.500-N NBC Pearson 8 62 6 4 2 14 8' 6 3 _ A W

LW,1WPAD* 1450 250w CBS Sears & Ayer 9 15 9 7 4 14 14' 1 1 % U

PIKEVILLE WLSI 900 lkw-D 22 1 27 4 11 3 4 2 — UT
PRESTONSBURG WPRT 960 lkw-D 40 10 15 6 5 3 2 1 U

PRINCETON WPKY 1580 250w-D KSB Continental 30 12 5 5 2 2 6 A

T

W
Se

T

RADCLIFF WSAC 1470 lkw-D 51 7 6 6 4 14 I

RICHMOND WEKY 1340 250w MBS 5 56 6 12 5 21 8» 3 6 1 I

RUSSELLVILLE WRUS 800 lkw-D Best 20 30 8 9 2* % 2 I

SOMERSET WSFC 1240 250w MBS Best 60 11 68 14 24 6* 3 . I

VANCLEVE WMTC 730 lkw-D Continental 9 18 9 2 2 A

WHITESBURG WTCW 920 lkw-D 6 50 6 7 4* % ..

WINCHESTER WWKY 1380 lkw-D MBS Best 1 20 3 20 12 11 4* 10 A

NO INFORMATION: Benton. WCBL; Cambellsville, WLCK; Franklin, WPKN; Harrodsburg, WHBN; London, WFTG ; Louisville, WGRC, WHA8; Mayfield, KWTM;
WFLW; Morehead, WMOR ; Murray, WNBS; Paintsville, WSIP; Paris, WKLK; Pikeville, WPKE.

LOUISIANA
DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

network National rep Network
Post-

mid
Pop

music Concert Folk Relig News Sports
Home-
making Farm Foreign Negro

ABBEVILLE KROF 960 lkw-D 19 4 16 6 6 X X 9 _ A

ALEXANDRIA KALB* 580 5-D,l-N ABC Weed 5 48 6 8 10 15 4* 2 5 _ A

KDBS 1410 lkw-D 23 X 43 23 X X 2 25 U

KSYL 970 lkw NBC Everett-McK 8 40 4 15 5 i:> 2 .._ .... 8 A
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RADIO MASTER DIRECTORY
1

LOUISIANA (continued)

DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

city Call letters Freq. Power
Natl p«t. Pop Home-

network National rep Network mid music Concert Folk Relig News Sports making Farm Foreign Negro Services

ATN ROUGE WIBR 1300 lkw Walke 87 18 11 10 AP;LW,St

WJBO* 1150 5kw NBC Hollingbery 10 21 14 16 APTNS
WLCS* 910 lkw ABC Rambeau 90 20 18 AP;A,W
WXOK 1260 lkw-D Forjoe 27 21 84 UP;Se

GLUSA WHXY 920 lkw-D Thos. Clark 40 13 AP
WIKC 1490 250w 53 26 10 AP
KSIG 1450 250woley

E PDER

5i-M MEADOW KLFT 1600 500w-D

Thos. Clark 12 10 8 AP;W
KDLA 1010 lkw-D KBS 27 27 15 5 UP;McG

Best 14 20 11 UP;St

MOND
HlA

WFPR 1400 250w 63 28 UP
KCIL 1490 250w N,K Indie Sales 17 31 10 7 10 AP;W

F'ETTE KLFY 1420 l-D,500JSf ABC Rambeau 60 10 15 UP;W
KVOL* 1330 lkw NBC Meeker 8 13 4 7 y3 12 2* 2 6 3 2 AP
KAOK 1400 250w MBS Forjoe 3 42 18 3 6 5* 18 UP
KLOU 1580 lkw . Pearson 123 8 4 11 8* 1 .... 3 AP;St

>K CHARLES

KPLC 1470 5-D.l-N NBC Weed 30 x AP,UP;W
PIELD KDBC 1360 lkw-D Paschall 42 60 10 8 AP;St

ISVILLE KAPB 1370 lkw-D MBS 14 34 18 10 AP
:.N KAPK 1240 lOOw 65 _ 16 12 UP

*OE KLIC 1230 250w MBS Dora-Clayton 45 16 15 10 UP
KMLB* 1440 5-D.l-N A,N Pearson 10 UP
KNOE 1390 5kw H-R 120 AP;W

)fAN CITY KMRC 1430 500w-D KBS Paschall 81 14 UP
BERIA KANE 1240 250w ABC 52 22 AP;W

KVIM 1360 lkw-D 36 30 5 UP;C
A ORLEANS WBOK 800 lkw-D Forjoe 44 84 UP

WDSU* 1280 5kw NBC Blair 37 15 14 y2 AP,UP

WJBW 1230 250w 100 AP
WMRY 600 500w-D Gill-Perna x* 84

WNOE 1060 50-D.5-N H-R 6 160 14 AP.INS

WSMB 1350 5kw ABC Avery-Knodel 1 71 15 11 AP
WTIX 1450 250w Young 6 168 14 UP
WTPS 940 1-D,500-N MBS Branham 69 AP
WWEZ 690 5kw Radio-TV Reps 126 UP
WWL 870 50kw CBS Katz 10 77 14 AP,UP;St,

T

<vLE KREH 900 250w-D KBS 28 35 6 UP
- JSAS KSLO 1230 250w A,K Sears & Ayer 37 26 13 10 UP
IN KRUS 1490 250w Best 35 10 14 UP
"xEEPORT KANV 1050 250w-D UBC;D-C;

Oakes
33 44 84

KENT 1550 1-D,500-N MBS Pearson

KJOE 1480 lkw Forjoe

49 14 15 x* 10 AP;St
77 AP

KTBS" 710 10-D.5-N NBC Petry 50 16 15 AP,UP;A

KWKH* 1130 50kw CBS Branham 15 29 17 7 AP,UP;St

PJR KSUL 1310 500w-D KBS Best 36

L.AH KTLD 1360 500w-D KBS Best 30 15 16 UP;T
B)AUX KTIB 630 500w-D Paschall 41 AP
IIIELD KVCL 1270 lkw-D Best 38 24 10 UP

INRMATION: Bastrop KTRY- Baton Rouge, WAFB ; Covington, "WARB; Eunice, KEUN; Jennings, KJEF; Natchitoches, KWCJ; New Orleans, WJMR, WRCM; Shreve-

X 1IJ, KRMD; Springhill, KBSF; Ville Platte, KVPI.

MAINE
DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

Olty Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

network National rep Network
Post-
mid

Pop
muslo Concert Folk Relig News Sports making Farm Foreign Negro Services

GUA WFAU
WRDO

1340

1400

250w

250w

MBS R. O'Connell 8 15 15 8 1 19 5« X 3 1 . . UP;St,W

NBC Weed 7 26 2 2 6 18 1 4 3 UP
NCR WABI 910 5kw ABC Hollingbery 6 80 9 7 18 27 9* 10 6 .... AP;W

WGUY
WLBZ

1230

620

250w

5kw

CBS Everett-McK 5 2 85 6 14 % 8 21* 1 1 UP
,» NBC Weed 9 _-. 5 18 x» 2 6 .... UP

)DIORD WIDE 1400 250w MBS Raymer 6 — 22 8 5 9 21 2« 4 y2 8 .

—

AP;W
ULDN— WABM 1340 250w Webb 6 — — 7 14 3* 20 — AP;T

*BLS:
{ J

am-fm station

fm station

D—daytime power
N—night power

* local sports covered

t Mex. Amer. included
figure unspecified
category unclaimed
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RADIO MASTER DIRECTORY

IVI A I N E {continued)

DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq.

Natl

network National rep

Post-

Network raid

Pop
music Concert Folk Relig News

Home-
Sports making Farm Foreign Negro Ser %

LP;WLEWISTON WCOU* 1240 250w MBS R. O'Connell 33 20 18 16

WLAM 1470 5kw ABC Everett-McK 38 18 AP;
PORTLAND WCSH 970 5kw NBC Weed UP

WPOR 1490 250w ABC Hollingbery X 1 48 8 5 13 18* 1 _ AP
PRESQUE ISLE WAGM 1450 250w MBS Webb 4 43 13 4 11 22 15* 3 4 % ~ UP;
ROCKLAND WRKD 1450 250w ABC R. O'Connell 9 30 3 6 7 17 T 3 3 1 UP:

RUMFORD WRUM 790 lkw-D R. O'Connell 40 10 8 3 6 3* 3 2 __ AP;

SOUTH PARIS WKTQ 1450 250w 48 13 x*

WATERVILLE WGHM 1150 lkw-D
AP;

R. O'Connell 34 AP;

WTvL 1490 250w ABC R. O'Connell 36 21 y2 UP:

NO INFORMATION: Portland, WGAN.

MARYLAND
DAILY HOURS

,

'
> ,

WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

network National rep Network
Post-

mid
Pop
music Concert Folk Relig News Sports

Home-
making Farm Foreign Negr( Ser i

ANNAPOLIS WANN 1190 lkw-D Pearson; D-C 45 13 6 1 84 UP
WASL 810 250w-D 14 17 36 9 2 2* v> % 1 AP
WNAV* 1430 lkw Forjoe 90 16 5 7 13 4* 4 8 AP:

BALTIMORE WAYE 860 500w-D KBS Best 65 3 2 11 18* 6 UP;
~

WBAL 1090 50kw NBC Christal 8 6 47 5 2 9 2* 2 7 12 All; |
WBMD 750 lkw-D 38 16 6 3 7 UP
WCAO* 600 5kw CBS Raynier 10 y2 29 3 3 12 2' 5 AP
WEBB 1360 lkw-D Gill-Perna 39 12 1 % 1 84 AP
WFBR 1300 5kw ABC Blair 4 52 7 5 12 2 3 AP,!

WITH* 1230 250w 6 150 X 14 X 20 AP
WITHJ 104.3 20kw GMB 91 11 AP:

WSID 1010 lkw-D United X 6 3 54 UP
WWIN 1400 250w 89 6 2 16 24 6 UP

BETHESDA WUST (See DISTRICT OF COUUMBIA)
CAMBRIDGE WCEM 1240 250w K,M 5 90 8 7 4 13 4» 5 AP:

CUMBERLAND WCUM* 1490 250w CBS Forjoe 6 25 13 3» 2 AP;

WDYK 1230 250w M.A Thos. Clark 8 53 6 4 5 24 4* 3 UF
WTBO 1450 250w NBC Branham 8 1 51 10 19 2 X 2* 1 AP

FREDERICK WFMD 930 lkw CBS Gill-Perna 7 54 10 19 6 9 5* 22 AP
HAGERSTOWN WARK 1490 250w CBS United : Oakes 9 1 8 X 20 15 2 3 12 UP

WJEJ* 1240 250w A,M Walker 7 24 10 1 6 25 11* 4 7 AP,

HAVRE DE GRACE WASA 1330 lkw-D 40 5 14 6 X 5* 2 4 AP;

LEONARDTOWN WKIK 1370 lkw-D 24 24 3 10 2 3 UP
LEXINGTON PARK WPTX 920 500w-D KBS 68 4 3 9 1 5 2 AP:

r

ROCKVILLE WINX (See DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA)
SALISBURY WBOC 960 lkw MBS Burn-Smith 8 y2 27 8 4 5 11 2« 2 8 AP

SILVER SPRING WGAY (See DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA)
WESTMINSTER WTTR 1470 lkw-D 76 2 6 3 6 3' 3 6 UP:

NO INFORMATION: Baltimore. WCBM; Morningside. \VPGC; Pocomoke City,

MASS
WriVM; Towson, WTOW; Wheaton,

.ACHUSETTS
DAILY HOURS

WDON

WEEKLY HOURS
i

A
\ i

City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

network National rep

Post- Pop
Network mid musie Concert Folk Relig News Sports

Home-
making Farm Foreign Negro Ser S

ATTLEBORO WARA 1320 lkw Walker 75 16 3 22 1* 4 % UP

BOSTON WBMS 1090 lkw-D Indie Sales 14 7 7 X 5 1 17 15 UP

WBZ 1030 5lkw NBC Free & Peters 7 6 63 2 6 16 6 6 6 AP.I

WCOP* 1150 5kw Weed 6 142 4 7 3* 1 2 AP

WCRB* 1330 lkw GMB y2 - 120 1 1 6 1 % 1 _ UP

WEEI* 590 5kw CBS CBS Radio Spot 15 6 48 39 2 23 2 10 3 AP.I

WHDH* 850 50kw Blair 6 100 27 14 15*

WMEX 1510 5kw 79 10 10 14

\\ \ \( 680 50kw MBS H-R 1 45 12 29

WORL 950 5kw-D Headlev-Reed 90

INS t
Se_

jjpjL
AP

WVDA 1260 5kw ABC Rammer 5 1 52 2 26 3 4 2 _ UP;

WVOM 1600 5kw Rambeau 24 5 20 5 26 X 68 UP

BROCKTON WBET* 1460 lkw Walker 41 10 1 5 35 X* 6 i y2 _.. UP

42 1956 BUYERS' GUIDE



-

Reaches MORE Homes IN BOSTON Than
\ x ^

AnyxOther Station

rt

Represented by CBS Radio Spot Sales

WEEI LEADS ail of its competitors,

both network and independent, in

depth of audience and advertising)

penetration of the Boston Market.

On a TOTAL WEEK basis, the stations

line up like this:

NETWORK % DIFFERENT

STATIONS HOMES REACHED*

WEEI 85.7
B . . . . 80.2

C . . . . 70.6

D . . . . 40.5

INDEPENDENT STATIONS

UJ
. 79.6

F . . . . 58.8

G . . . . 38.6

H . . . . 13.2

*5-County Boston Pulse Area,
Pulse CPA Report. November. i<)tf.
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1
RADIO MASTER DIRECTORY

MASSACHUSETTS (continued)

DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

cert Folk Relig News

2 11

2 2

6 8 28

6 1 4 14

5 -. 3 3

7 5 2 10

7 1 5 8

1

_
6 23

8 4 19

7 .... 3 14

3 1 4 4_
2 2

4 8 15

3 2 3 9

3 6 2 6

5 5 2 18

2 20

8 8 6 6

_
19 6

2 3 5 15

2 9 19

R_ 10 20

B 3 2 11

B -.. 2 4

2 6 16

6 12 5 x

3 7 19

5 5 11

3 ____ 4 x

4 3 3 20

8 5 1 10

IN BOSTON ... I/, RADIO> TvT /

and MAINE ViC PROFIT Uiehlfl

When Bostonians want the most in news,

the best in music and the quality shows

their dials are set at 1260 that's . . .

City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

network National rep

Post-

Network mid
Pop
music Concert Folk Relig News Sports

Homo-
making Farm Foreign Negro Sery

CAMBRIDGE WTAO* 740 250w-D Keller 86 .... 2 11 1 _ UP :

CHICOPEE WACE 730 lkw-D Boiling 60 2 2 2 3 10 _ INS
~

FALL RIVER WALE 1400 250w MBS Walker 4 93 10 6 8 28 12* 4

3 2

10

6

.... UP
UP 'WSAR 1 180 5kw ABC Headley-Reed X 56 16 1 4 14 2*

FITCHBURG WFGM 1580 lkw-D Walker 66 5 3 3 2 3 2 1 UP
,

FRAMINGHAM WKOX 1190 lkw-D — . Webb 82 7 5 2 10 1* 1 2 .... UP;
-~

GARDNER WGAW 1340 250w Webb 70 27 1 5 8 4* % - UP
GREENFIELD WHAI* 1240 250w MBS Walker 6 25 11 6 23 T 4 7 2 _. AP;i~
HAVERHILL WHAV 1490 250w Stars National 6 113 18 4 19 5' % 2 ... UP
HOLYOKE WREB 930 500w-D 63 7 3 14 .... 11 .... AP;!

LAWRENCE WCCM 800 lkw-D Walker 55 3 1 4 4 1 2 1 ... UP;!
7-

LOWELL WCAP 980 lkw-D 84 2 2 1* % 3 .... up
; e

WLLH* 1400 250w MBS X 36 14 8 15 X* % _ UP
LYNN WLYN 1360 lkw-D Walker 58 3 2 3 9 4 ... UP
MEDFORD WHIL 1430 lkw-D KBS Bdcst Time Sis 65 3 6 2 6 1« 2 3 .... UP;'

NEW BEDFORD WBSM* 1230 lOOw Boiling 85 5 5 2 18 2« 3 % 4 _ UP
WNBH* 1340 250w MBS Walker 7 36 2 20 4* 3 2 4 y* ap

NORTH ADAMS WMNB 1230 250w McGillvra 80 18 8 6 6 6* 5 1 4 _. AP;i

WNAW 860 250w-D 21 19 6 6 .... UP;;

NORTHAMPTON WHMP 1400 250w KBS Webb 94 12 3 5 15 6* 1 3 UP

PITTSFIELD WBEC* 1490 250w ABC Everett-McK 6 32 12 9 19 5* 1 1 .... AP:

WBRK 1340 250w MBS Walker 4 44 18 10 20 5* 5 2 1 UP

QUINCY WJDA 1300 lkw-D Webb 14 8 3 2 11 X* 5 1 .... .._ UP;i

SALEM WESX 1230 250w Webb 72 8 2 4 3« 3 2 2 ._. UP
;

^

SPRINGFIELD WBZA 1030 lkw NBC Free & Peters 7 1 63 2 6 16 6 6 6 _.. AP.l

WJKO 1600 5kw-D Gill-Perna 27 6 12 5 X 3 3 3 14 12 UP

WMAS* 1450 250w MBS H-R 5 _ 53 30 3 7 19 7* 5 % ._. UP

WSPR
WTXL

1270 lkw ABC Hollingbery 2 72 5 5 11 X — .... AP

1490 250w Walker 23 4 X .. . UP;^

TAUNTON WPEP 1570 lkw-D Walker 47 4 3 3 20 3* 3 i 1 .... UP

WARE WARE 1250 lkw-D MBS Webb 2 .... 60 8 5 1 10 !• .... 14 12 _ AP

BOSTON. MASS. ABC

The one choice to cover this great

recreational and industrial market in Maine.

"It's the Gateway to Good Listening" . . .

BIDDtfORDSACO, M£. MBSYANKEE

WAZL WHOL WHLM
Haileton, Pa. NBC-MBS Allentown, Pa. CBS Bloomsburg, Pa. Biddeford-Saco, Me. MBS-Yankee

(All Stations Represented by Paul H. Raymer Company)

Boston, Mass. A



YEAR AFTER YEAR,

YOUR BEST

COST PER THOUSAND

BUY!

No. 1
IN

WORCESTER
New England's

Third Largest

Market

-

Once again, proof of independent WNEB's con-

sistent leadership in listening audiencel Thru

WNEB's volume discounts, you can saturate this

tremendous market at surprisingly little cost. Get

the full details!

>PULSE WORCESTER AREA REPORT—OCT., NOV., 1955

WORCESTER

MASSACHUSETTS

t

Represented by: THE BOLLING COMPANY, INC

1956 BUYERS' GUIDE 45



RADIO

MASSACHUSETTS {continued)

DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

network National rep Network
Post-

mid
Pop
music Concert Folk Relig News Sports

Homo-
making Farm Foreign Negro Se

W. YARMOUTH WOCB* 1240 250w MBS Walker 5 25 28 2 10 17 X* 6 UP
WORCESTER WAAB 1440 5kw A,M Webb 5 % 71 21 6 7 15 7 3 2 AP

WNEB 1230 250w Boiling 53 12 9 3 8 2 2 UP
WTAG* f,8() 5kw CBS Christal X 25 8 1 3 19 6* 8 2 AP

NO INFORMATION: Pi Ichburg, WEIM : Sp ingfield, WHYN; Worcester, WORC.

M 1 CH IG AN
DAILY HOURS

A,

WEFKLY HOURS

«City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

network National rep Network
Post-

mid
Pop
music Concert Folk Relig News Sports

Home-
making Farm Foreign Negro Se<

ADRIAN WABJ 1490 250w-D ABC Best 8 50 3 2 5 16 6* 2 5 2t UP;

ALMA WFYC 1280 lkw-D KBS 36 1 3 3 10 2» 3 2 UP
ALPENA WATZ 1450 250w MBS Holman X

ANN ARBOR WHRV 1600 lkw ABC Walker 8 30 8 2 3 17 8» 4 3 AP
WPAG 1050 lkw-D Everett-McK 27 6 2 5 8 2* 12 5 3 AP

.

—

BATTLE CREEK WBCK 930 lkw MBS Burn-Smith 7 40 7 5 14 9* UP
WELL 1400 250w ABC Meeker 3 60 13 3 1 13 3* y2 AP J

BAY CITY WBCM* 1440 250w ABC Hollingbery 8 40 5 10 23 4* 5 17 AP;\S

BENTON HARBOR WHFB* 106(1 lkw-D Holman 36 9 % 7 9 3» 3 5 y2 AP \\

BIG RAPIDS WBRN 1460 lkw-D i:<-i 26 12 7 8 2 X* 1 4 AP

CADILLAC WATT 1240 250w MBS Holman X X X X y4 Se

CHEBOYGAN WCBY 1240 250w Best 50 7 10 4 8 14* 3 2 AP

COLDWATER WTBV* 1590 5kw Best 1 55 14 9 14 14 T 9 AP

s ;

s

DEARBORN WKMH (See DETROIT)
DETROIT CKLW* 800 50kw MBS Young 5 6 86 4 6 15 19 5 6 6 2 IT

WJBK* 1500 10-D.l-N Katz 6 129 2 9 3 12 15* % 3 30 AP

WJLB* 1400 250w Forjoe 6 56 1 4 10 11 2 % 50 44 AP

irv;
SYMBOLS: j I

«-«-fm station

/ J fm station

D—daytime powe
N—night power

r * local sports covered

f Mex. Amer. included
x fie

.... ca
ure unspi

tegory un

ESTERN MICHIGAN'S MOST POWERFUL
INDEPENDENT

ALAMAZ00 AND BATTLE CREEK

ICHIGANS BEST REGIONAL BUY

NFLUENCES OVER TEN COUNTIES OF THE

RICHEST FARMERS IN THE LAND (SEE MAP)

• NOW 5000 WATTS
• Covering 1,719,000 Population

in primary markets

• 270,000 in Metropolitan

Kalamazoo • Battle Creek

• 84,000 Prosperous commercial

farms

WKMI • STEERE BROADCASTING CORPORATION •
k
^c

a
hTo

z
a°n°
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RADIO MASTER DIRECTORY

MICHIGAN {continued)

DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS
i

*
1 i
— *-

Natl Post- Pop Home-
Call letters Freq. Power network National rep Network mid music Concert Folk Rolig News Sports making Farm Foreign Negro

WKMH* 1310 5kw Headley-Reed " 2 6 109 12 4 28 21* ~~x~ -.

WLDMt 95.5 20kw GMB 2 97 39 .... 2 2

37 47 4 17

65 9 5 12

5 5 10 5 22

23 8 7 6 7

24 10 16 9 15

46 2 10 5 18

.47 6 .... 2 9

6 8 12 9 7

53 15 16 4 13

21 9 11 11 6

6 17 ... 27 6

28 .... 20 2 3

58 9 3 5 20

35 6 6 10 13

st .- -- 64 11 3 8

9 1

y2 .-

X

WIKB 1230^ 250w MBS Walker~ 9 ....
' 18 11 6 5 16 12' V2 %

WJMS 630 lkw Best -. -- 48 12 9 5 11 10' 4 2

WJPD 1240 250w KBS .. - 11 4 14 5 10 6* 7 1 1

WIBM 1450 250w ABC Weed 7 6 107 5 3 8 29 12* 5 3 3

WKHM 970 lkw MBS Headley-Reed 3 1 80 .- .- 3 14 3» .... 3

WKMI 1360 5kw Forjoe 3 112 10 6 13 6* .... 6

WKZO 590 5kw CBS Avery-Knodel 7 V* 35 7 5 7 16 4* 3 9

WILS 1320 5kw V,R&McC .- % 90 .... 12 7 7 2* .... % .... ~
WKLA 1450 250w ABC Best 7 .. 40 ... 11 11 10' 3 3 3t ....

WMTE 1340 250w MBS Best 4 ... 18 9 10 7 16 x* 3 3

WDOG 1590 lkw-D - ~- 60 1 4 3 5 2 3 1

WDMJ 1320 lkw MBS 6 35 8 7 10 19 11' 1 3 ... ....

WMDN 1490 250w Best - 50 28 14 9 8 4 3 2 7

WMIC 560 500w-D -- - - 22 4 9 10 6 * 6 .... .... _
WCEN 1150 1-D.500-N Best _ 94 11 1 7 28 4' 3 9 _ _

WKBZ* 850 lkw ABC Meeker x .... 16 8 2 9 18 3* 3 3

WMUS 1090 lkw-D KBS McGillvra - 18 9 6 30 7 4' 3 3 .... f

YOUR SALESMEN

1

City

ETDIT (cont.) AP,UP
A,LW,St,T,
W

WWJ* 950 5kw NBC Free & Peters 8 6 37 47 4 17 1' 1 y2 AP,UP;T
WXYZ* 1270 5kw ABC Blair X 1 65 9 5 12 T 2 18 AP,INS;St

JC/IABA WDBC 680 lkw MBS Walker 5 5 5 10 5 22 X* 3 5 AP
WESK 1490 250w NBC 10 __ 23 8 7 6 7 3' 3 % .... 1 P:T

.IN WBBC 1330 lkw MBS Weed 4 24 10 16 9 15 X y2 i 23 AP
WFDF 910 lkw NBC Katz 6 y2 46 2 10 5 18 8* 13 2 AP;St,T

WKMF 1470 lkw Headley-Reed 6 6 147 6 2 9 T 4 UP
WMRP 1570 500w-D KBS Best 6 8 12 9 7 2 16 UP;St
WTAC 600 1-D,500N ABC Hollingbery 4 53 15 16 4 13 2* 5 UP;W

^YI»RD WATC 900 lkw-D MBS Holman 21 9 11 11 6 2* 2 2 AP
RAD RAPIDS WFUR 1570 lkw-D McGillvra 6 17 27 6 2 3 2 1 UP;A

WGRD 1410 lkw-D Gill-Pema 28 20 2 3 X 1 2 AP;St

WJEF* 1230 250w CBS Avery-Knodel 8 1 58 9 3 5 20 6* 3 3 AP;T
WLAV* 1340 250w ABC Pearson 8 35 6 6 10 13 2* 3 3 UP;St

UP
WOOD 1300 5kw NBC Katz 9 1 26 4 6 8 27 10* 4 3 AP

L'ALE WBSE* 1340 lOOw Best y2 25 35 2 3 1 3* % AP;T
OLLND WHTC 1450 250w Best 38 23 11 3 8* 3 — AP;W

(TON LAKE WHGR 1290 lkw-D Best X X X X 7 7 3» 2 8 AP
WION 1430 500w-D Best 29 4 10 7 3 4* % 4 AP;T

^:IVER AP;T
s OOD
>UNG

UP;T,W
AP;W

K)N AP
UP

/AZOO UP
AP;T

IG

I 5TON

AP;LW
AP

TEE AP;T

E CITY

IETTE

UP
UP;T

1-iD AP,LW,T

J )E

DOT PLEASANT AP;LW,
Se,T

r30N AP:LW
AP

MUSIC

SELLS

JACK SLATTERY

"FIRST
CALL"

6:30-10:00 AM

DICK FRENCH

"STRICTLY
FROM RICHARD'

10:15-1:15 PM

DAVE FROH

"CLUB
1320"

2:05-5:30 PM

YOUR MARKET
PRIMARY COVERAGE INCLUDES:

• 276,000 RADIO HOMES • $860,160,000 R. SALES

EFFECTIVE BUYING INCOME SECOND ONLY TO DETROIT MARKET

WILS • 1320 KC • MUSIC • NEWS • SPORTS
CALL VENARD-RINTOUL-McCONNELL, INC.
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1
RADIO MASTER DIRECTORY

MICHIGAN (continued)

DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

network National rep Network
Post-
mid

Pop
music Concert Folk Relig News Sports

Home-
making Farm Foreign Negro Ser

owosso WOAP 1080 250w-D KBS McGillvra 45 6 10 X %' 2 - AP
PETOSKEY WMBN 1340 250w MBS Holman — —
PONTIAC WCAR 1130 lkw-D Pearson 45 _ 6 7 X 3 _ - All

WPON 1460 500w —__ Best 81 12 6 7 17 3* 2 1 4t y2 AP;

PORT HURON WHLS 1450 250w Gill-Perna 1 24 2 1 1 15 3» X -- 2 AP;
W

WTTH 1380 lkw ABC 8 42 8 5 5 17 T 4 2 3 AP:

ROGERS CITY WHAK 960 5kw-D 36 10 16 11 14 3 % 2 -- UP;

SAGINAW WKNX 1210 lkw-D Gill-Perna 31 3 12 5 9 4* 3 2 %t 3 UP;

WSAM* 1400 250w NBC Headley-Reed 6 6 97 6 3 3 20 6* 3 2 .... AP:

WSGW 790 lkw MBS Pearson X 53 6 10 4 11 12' 1 5 3t 5 AP;'

SAULT STE. MARIE WSOO 1230 250w ABC X 30 12 4 7 17 14* 2 2 _ AP
STURGIS WSTR* 1230 250w Best % 15 23 9 8 4 3» 1 7 -- AP;'

TRAVERSE CITY WTCM 1400 250w MBS Holman X _ _ — —

-

NO INFORMATION: Albion, WALM;
WMAW; Muskegon, WKNK; Royal

Bad-Axe, WLEW;
Oak, WEXL.

Detroit, WJR; Flint, WAMM; Fremont, WBFC; Houghton, WHDF; Iron Mountain, WMIQ; Lansing, WJIM; Met i

MINNESOTA
DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters

ALBERT LEA KATE
Freq.

~450~

Natl

network National rep

Post-

Network mid
Pop
music Concert Folk Relig

Home-
News Sports making Farm Foreign Negro Sen

250w ABC Meeker 30 16 UP;

ALEXANDRIA KXRA 1490 250w A,K 27 12 18 14 UP
AUSTIN KAUS 1480 lkw MBS Avery-Knodel 52 17 12 30 x* 10 12 AP:

BEMIDJI KBUN 1450 250w M,K 15 24 11* UP;

BRAINERD KLIZ 1380 lkw-D Walker 22 12 10 AP;

CLOQUET WKLK 1230 250w 48 30 25 _ UP;
'

CROOKSTON KROX 1260 1-D.500-N Cooke 50 1 70 12 13 UP:' 1

DETROIT LAKES KDLM 1360 lkw-D 32 17 15 UP:

DULUTH-
SUPERIOR, WISC.

KDAL 610 5kw CBS Avery-Knodel 8 6 85 4 5 5 20 1 5 % ... AP;

WDSM 710 5kw A,M Free & Peters 11 .... 13 .... 2 6 4« — 1 _ UP;

WEBC 560 5kw NBC Hollingbery 45 15 10 10 15 10 UP
ELY WELY 1450 250w KBS 81 11 UP
FAIRMONT KSUM 1370 lkw MBS Rambeau 31 14 AP;'

FARIBAULT KDHL 920 lkw 82 35 14

FERGUS FALLS KGDE 1250 1-D.500-N MBS 31 15 12 32* y2 AP:

HIBBING WMFG 1240 250w NBC Hollingbery 45 16 UP;

HUTCHINSON KDUZ 1260 lkw-D KBS Best 70 UP;

MANKATO KTOE 1420 5kw ABC Pearson 3 70 6 __ 2 10 9' 3 18 1 .... Co

KYSM* 1230 250w NBC Meeker 9 y2 50 8 6 5 24 6* 3 6 _. AP;

MINNEAPOLIS- KEYD 1440 5kw-D H-R 43 11 9 12 7 2 2 .... AP.l S

ST. PAUL KSTP 1500 50kw NBC Petry 8 i 48 8 3 3 12 2 2 2 ... AP,l S.

T

wcco 830 50kw CBS CBS Radio Spot 9 1 40 26 All;,'

WCOW 1590 5kw-D Rambeau 14 75 4 UP

WDGY 1130 50kw Avery-Knodel 1 126 _ 6 12 UP

WLOL 1330 5kw AM Radio Sales 6 118 28 17' AP.l

IT'S THAT B-5 THAT KEEPS HIM SMILING!
*WLOL'S BIG 5 DISC JOCKEYS!

They keep Larry Bentson, top-man at WLOL, grinnin' 24 hours

a day! He knows they call the tune for the million-and-a-half-plus

radio listeners in the Twin Cities area.

Surveys confirm WLOL's vast popularity—its smart program-

ming of music, news and sports.

Start your Northwest sales records smiling today with a suc-

cess campaign on WLOL!

TOPS IN INDEPENDENT
RADIO

LARRY BENTSON, Pres.

Wayne "Red" Williams, Mgr.
Joe Floyd, Vice-Pres.

\EDGG.
Represented by A M RADIO SALES

MINNEAPOLIS -ST. PAUL
5000 WATTS— 1330 on your dial



is the word for the COVERAGE WDGY'S

50,000 watts give you in MINNEAPOLIS -ST. PAUL

OOKINGS

INEHAHA I ROCK

x Falls*
o

LINCOLN^ LYON

WDGY
MINNEAPOLIS - ST PAUL

50,000 WATTS 1 1.30 KC.

METROPOLITAN POP. 1,200,000

TOTAL POP (O.IMV/M) 2,653,897

scale of miles

:bsur

o
:ort

lodge

I Q W
[hamiltonr [GRUNDY 1

"*m \

1 ° Waterloo
; ' Inriu-^u I I IN llONES IJACKSON

. . . and WDGY has an almost perfect-circle signal daytime.

Watch what happens to radio listening when Mid-Continent

programming, ideas, music and news fill the Twin Cities air.

Call WDGY General Manager Stephen Labunski or Avery-

Knodel.

WDGY
Minneapolis-St. Paul 50,000 watts

^W CONTINENT BROADCASTING COMPANY
President: Todd Storz

WDGY, Minneapolis-St. Paul

Represented by
Avery-Knodel, Inc.

KOWH, Omaha
Represented by

H-R Reps, Inc.

WH B.Kansas City

Represented by

John Blair & Co.

WTIX, New Orleans

Represented by

Adam J. Young, Jr.
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1
RADIO MASTER DIRECTORY

MINNESOTA {continued)

DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq.

Natl

network National rep

Post- Pop Home-
Network mid mus.c Concert Folk llelig News Sports making Farm Foreign Negro

MINNEAPOLIS-
ST. PAUL
(Cont.)

WMIN* 1400 250w Headley-Reed 130 _ AP
WPBC 980 lkw-D .__ Indie Sales 13

WTCN 1280 5-D,l-N ABC Katz 6 119 up!
MOORHEAD KVOX (See FARGO, N. D.)

NEW ULM KNUJ 860 lkw-D KBS 70 AP row
OWATONNA KOBK 1390 500w-D KBS 50 27 UP
RED WING KAAA 1250 lkw-D 42 21 16 12 AP
ROCHESTER KROC 1340 250w NBC Meeker 15 21 11 _UPj

APST. CLOUD KFAM* 1450 250w NBC Pearson 32 14

WJON 1240 250w ABC Rambeau 96 JJP
UP""

UP ."

STILLWATER WSHB 1220 250w-D KBS 70 10 14

THIEF RIVER FALLS KTRF 1230 250w 48 4 21 13 11 14

VIRGINIA WHLB 1400 250w NBC Hollingbery 20 18 Se.1

WADENA KWAD 920 lkw MBS 20 30 12 20 10* UP
WILLMAR KWLM 1340 250w ABC Pearson 43 14 12 11 23 AP
WINONA KWNO* 1230 250w ABC Pearson 32 17 IP

UPWORTHINGTON KWOA 730 lkw 38 13 18 14

NO INFORMATION: Albany, KASM; Breckenridge, KBMW; Eveleth, WEVE ; Grand Rapids, KOZY; Little Palls, KLTF; Marshall, KMHL; Montevideo KDMA-
KLOH; Redwood Falls, KLGR,

MISSISSIPPI

JACKSON

DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS
/

City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

network National rep Network
Post- Pop
mid music Concert Folk Relig News Sports

Home-
making Farm Foreign Negro Se,n

ABERDEEN WMPA 121(1 250w Best 56 1 12 7 6 6 UP
BATESVILLE WBLE 1290 lkw-D Best .... 30 3 15 10 9 X* 3 4 4 AP.j_

BILOXI WLOX 1490 250w MBS Holman X 6 100 1 10 21 X* 3 X % up w

WVMI 570 lkw-D McGillvra 28 15 5 7 2 3 UP

BOONEVILLE WBIP 1400 250w KBS Best .... 67 6 32 8 7 2* 3 2 6 UP

BROOKHAVEN WCHJ
WDOB

1470 lkw-D 36 35 7 7 3» 2 4 AP

CANTON 1370 lkw-D KBS Indie Sales 24 .... 30 2 2 1 2 10 UP

CENTREVILLE WGLC 1580 250w-D KBS Continental X 13 2 14 4 11 2 2 10 UP

CLARKSDALE WKDL 1600 lkw-D
—

40 21 8 12 2 5 4 28 UP

WROX 1450 250w MBS McGillvra 4 65 4 5 5 20 10* 2 3 25 AP

CLEVELAND WCLD 1490 250w Best 27 2' 10 18 AP

COLUMBIA WCJU 1450 250w M,K 6 15 8 6 11 5* 1 1 AP

COLUMBUS WACR 1050 lkw-D KBS Best 17 3 8 14 6 2* 3 3 6 UP
WCBI 550 lkw M,K McGillvra 4 54 4 8 6 19 X* 1 2 AP

CORINTH WCMA 1230 250w MBS Burn-Smith; D-C 4 24 1 10 3 14 1- 1 X % UP

GREENVILLE WGVM 1260 lkw-D Devney 75 7 UP

GRENADA WNAG 1400 250w MBS McGillvra 5 62 7 24 20 12" 6 -
GULFPORT WGCM* 1240 250w ABC Bogner & Martin 9 24 7 3 6 14 4* % 4 AP

WVMI (See BILOXI)

HATTIESBURG WBKH 950 5kw-D Indie Sales 45 2 35 11 8 4 3 i 11 UP. S;T

WFOR* 1400 250w N,K McGillvra 6 40 12 25 4 27 8"' 2 2 UP

WHSY 1230 250w A,M Thos. Clark 10 23 4 16 5 14 15* 3 5 AP

HAZLEHURST WMDC 1220 250w-D KBS McGillvra 63 4 19 7 10 2 3 3 7 UP

HOUSTON WCPC 1320 lkw-D 26 1 46 8 2 2 1 2 8 UP

INDIANOLA WNLA 1380 500w-D KBS Thos. Clark 20 3 10 6 2 3* % 1 8 APS?

WJDX* 620 5-DJ-N NBC Hollingbery 9 5 2 4 3 11 1 2 5 UP

WJXN 1450 250w __ Indie Sales 6 160 7 2 X X 7 .. INS

WOKJ 1590 lkw-D McGillvra 60 25 X 2* 2 y2 84 UP

WRBC 1300 5-DJ-N MBS Branham 48 x*

WSLI 930 5kw ABC Weed 10 12

26 AP:,

AP
LAUREL

LOUISVILLE

WAML 1340 250w N,K Hollingbery 43 19 15

WLAU 1490 250w A,M McGillvra 40 13 11 18*

WLSM 1270 lkw-D Best 20 30

3 AP:

UP

10 AP
MERIDIAN WMOX 1240 250w MBS McGillvra 84 14 15 20* 10

WTOK 1450 250w ABC Walker 37

15 AP
INSe

NEW ALBANY WNAU 1470 500w-D KBS 24 18 10 AP
NEWTON WEGA 1410 lkw-D Best 60 12 10

SYMBOLS: S
* am-fm station

| t fm station
D—daytime power
N—night power

* local sports covered

f Mex. Amer. included
x figure unsp« fjed

(

. category un "i"«
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RADIO MASTER DIRECTORY
1

MISSISSIPPI (continued)

DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

network National rep Network
Post-

mld
Pop
music Concert Folk Relig News Sports

Home-
making Farm Foreign Negro Services

..:CD WSUH 1420 lkw-D Best 53 6 2 5 X 5* 3 3 5 UP;W
f\l.)ELPHIA WHOC 1490 250w KBS Best 56 % 21 7 10 2 2 2 4 UP;C
:.A'JNE WRJW 1320 5kw-D McGillvra 12 i 24 9 5 y2 2 Vi y2 AP

E

K

) WELO 1490 250« M,K McGillvra 4 85 5 12 11 8* 2 AP;T
URG WQBC 1420 1-D,500-N M,K Bogner & Martin x 42 14 2 7 12 2 AP;C,Se

WV1M 1490 250w Indie Sales; DC 70 24 12 1* 6 6 UP
:sboro WABO 990 250w-D Best 36 6 10 3 7 3* 1 2 3 AP

T'OINT WROB 1450 250w MBS McGillvra 6 62 5 11 10 14 5* 4 2 7

NRMATION: Amory, WAMY ; Biloxi, WDEB; Brookhaven, WJMB ; Forrest, WMAG ; Greenville. WJPR; Greenwood, WABG, \V(;KM; Jackson, WJQS; Kosciusko, WKOZ;
iMBC; McComb, WAPF, WHNY; Meridian, WCOC; Natchez, WMIS, WNAT; Pascagoula, WPMP; Starkville, WSSO; Tupelo, WTUP ; Yazoo City, WAZP.

MISSOURI
DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq.

Natl

network National rep

Post-

Network mid
Pop
music Concert Folk Pelfg News

Home-
Sports making Farm Foreign Negro Services

NlLLE KWRT 1370 lkw-D Indie Sales 42 8 45 12 AP;St

00 -I ELD KGHM 1470 500w-D Indie Sales AP
,PE IRARDEAU KFVS 960 1-D,500-N MBS Pearson UP
T*GE KDMO 1490 250w KBS Continental 14 45 12 AP;LW
VRISTON KCHR 1350 lkw-D KBS Continental 30 21 4 AP;T

:OTHE KCHI 1010 250w-D Best 40 AP

"N

JBIA

vWGTON

STU

VER

MAL
DEP^DENCE

PUI

KDKD 1280 lkw-D Devney 40 15 10

KBIA 1580 250w-D _ Best 60 21

KFRU 1400 250w ABC Webb 40 10 21

KREI 800 lkw-D Best 60

KJCF 1010 250w-D

KFMO 1240 250w MBS 25 10 10 20

KFAL 900 lkw-D Paschall 30 1 26 10

KHMO 1070 5kw MBS Pearson 80 11 16

KIMO 1510 lkw-D Best 20 50

"EION CITY KLIK 950 5kw-D Walker 53 17 16

KWOS 1240 250w M,K Bogner & Martin x 16 10 15 11' 10

KFSB 1310 5-D,l-N -- Meeker

KOAM (See PITTSBURG, KANS.)~
WMBH* 1450 250w

21 BO-

MBS Sears & Ayer 56 30 14 26 21«

UP;W
AP
AP,INS;
LW,T,W

AP
UP
UP
UP; St

AP
AP;T
UP;St.LW
AP;T
UP;W

AP;T

PULSE SURVEY SHOWS
JU
WKLO
LOUISVIllE %~

1
st

. . MORNING, NOON, & EVENING

JOHN BLAIR & CO.REPRESENTED BY
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The Voice of St. Louis

CBS Owned— 50,000 watts

Represented by

CBS Radio Spot Sales



1
RADIO MASTER DIRECTORY

MISSOURI {continued)

DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

network National rep Network
Post-

mld
Pop
music Concert Folk Relig News Sports

Home-
making Farm Foreign Negro s< m

KCKN (See KANSAS CITY, KAN.)

KCMO* 810 50-D.10-N CBS Katz 5 6 25 6 8 9 18 2* 1 8 AP:

L .t

KMBC-
KFRM 980 5kw ABC Free & Peters 5 66 3 9 3 12 3* 3 4 2 AP ';

KPRS 1590 lkw-D McGillvra 7 16 5 1 1 84 AP

KANSAS CITY

KLDL 1380 lkw-D Forjc 84 12

WDAF 610 5kw NBC Christal 17

JJP

"A I'

WHB 710 lOkw Blair 6 166 3 12 1 1 - All

KENNETT KBOA* 830 lkw-D 37 3 30 6 8 3* 4 APW
KIRKSVILLE KIRX 1450 250w A,K 5 40 5 5 11 19 9' 6 AP
MALDEN KTCB 1470 lkw-D KBS 40 23 6 3 1 2 1 UP
MARSHALL KMMO 1300 lkw-D Pearson 12 1 7 6 7 2" 1 5

MARYVILLE KMM 1580 250w-D KBS % 45 2 22 5 14 2* 10 4 AP
MOBERLY KNCM 1230 250w 65 2 2 5 7 2* 7 3 10 \I

MOUNTAIN GROVE KLRS 1360 lkw-D —

.

35 17 4 16 3' 3 7

NEOSHO KBTN 1420 500w-D KBS 32 1 16 6 3 2* 1 4 ... AP
NEVADA KNEM 1240 250w KBS Best 70 8 6 8 18 10* 5 . UP
OSAGE BEACH KRMS 1150 lkw-D . 43 y2 18 6 8 2* 2 2 .... AP
POPLAR BLUFF KWOC* 930 1-D,500-N Pearson 50 3 9 10 2 2* 1 X .... UP -.V,

ROLLA KTTR 1490 250w — ._.. 25 14 21 6 14 6* 4 3 .... AP

ST. JOSEPH KFEQ 680 5kw MBS Headley-Reed 4 31 2 24 7 12 X* 6 12 .... AP
KRES 1550 5kw KBS Thos. Clark 60 25 5 X 4» 6 2 .... AP

ST. LOUIS KATZ 1600 lkw Forjoe 42 126 AP
KM OX 1120 50kw CBS CBS Spot Radio 63 18

KSD 550 5kw NBC NBC Spot 10 46 18 25
A?JiL
AP V

KSTL 690 lkw-D Everett-McK 13 17 18

KWK 1380 5kw MBS Katz 85 AP
KXLW 1320 lkw-D Pears 82 88 LP
KXOK 630 5kw ABC Blair 92 11 18 11* UP
WEW 770 lkw-D Bolli 60 UP
WIBV (See BELLEVILLE, ILL.)

WIL 1430 5kw Webb 2 124 8 15 4 15 1 X 2 6 AP,

SALEM KSMO 1340 250w 41 9 8 22 13* 2 3 AP

SEDALIA KDRO 1490 250w M,K Pearson 1 24 4 29 3 10 T 2 2 .... AP
KSIS 1050 lkw-D Best 41 11 3 13 2 2 3 .... AP J,T

SIKESTON KSIM 1400 250w —. 56 8 2 9 5 X* 3 3 AP

SPRINGFIELD KGBX 1260 5kw NBC V,R,&McC 10 23 15 AP
KICK 1340 250w MBS McGillvra 99 20 12" UP

KTTS* 1400 250w CBS Sears & Ayer 11 44 18 20 .... AP

KWTO 560 5kw ABC Pearson 4 15 7 33 11 21 2* 3 7 - UP

THAYER KALM* 1290 lkw-D KBS 1 31 4 27 8 8 4» 2 4 _. AP

TRENTON KTTN 1600 500w-D KBS 35 2 6 4 15 3 2 4 .... AP

UNION KLPW 1220 250w-D Indie Sales 51 7 42 10 8 3* 5 4 .... AP

WARRENSBURG KOKO 1450 250w Forjoe 65 3 9 3 6 5" 6 6 .... AP

WARRENTON KWRE 730 500w-D KBS Continental 13 14 22 18 12 6* 2 12 UP

WEST PLAINS KWPM 1450 250w KBS _.. 20 3 20 10 15 14* 7 .... AP

NO INFORMATION: Cape Giradeau, KGMO ; Caruthersville. KCRV; Joplin, KSWM; Lebanon, KLWT; Mexico, KXEO; Monett, KRMO; St. Genevieve, KSGM: St. Joseph 01

MONTANA
DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

* '

«City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

network National rep Network
Post-

mid
Pop

music Concert Folk Rolig News Sports

Homi-
making Farm Foreign Negro Se

ANACONDA KANA 1230 250w . Gill-Perna 50 10 15 3 8 6* 3 l 1 .... UP
fBILLINGS KRMY 1240 250w MBS Avery-Knodel 7 1 11 13 3 1 19 5* 4 2 .... AP:

KGHL 790 5kw NBC Katz 6 13 2 4 8 19 6' % 6 .... ... UP

KOOK 970 5kw CBS Headley-Reed 7 y2 40 5 5 2 10 6» 3 3 .... UP

BOZEMAN KBMN 1230 250w Gill-Perna .... 21 24 14 10 18 3* 2 3 UP

BUTTE KOPR 550 lkw ABC Avery-Knodel 9 51 5 1 6 18 6* UP

KXLF 1370 5kw NBC Walker 6 40 7 17 2 22 2 2 2 1 LP —
GLASGOW KLTZ 121H 250w 64 18 25 15 19 4* 4 4 .... AP

SYMBOLS:
',
* am-fm station

| J fm station

D—daytime power
N—night power

* local sports covered

t Mex. Amer. included
x figure unspt'i;

category un im*
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Sure, WHB dominates Kansas City. But how about area?

The Proof's in PULSE and NIELSEN

7o-co»n,r AREA PULSE
620,400 Radio homes
WHB is first in every time period!
Average share of audience 25% ahead of second
station!

542,700 radio homes
WHB all-day average: 42.9% (second station:
16.6% )

W7HB first by far in every time period

!

Latest Kansas City Hooper (January-February, 1956) gives

WHB whooping first place with 49.1%. WHB leads in every
Hooper 14 hour, 6 a.m.-6 p.m., Mon.-Sat. So WHB dominates

the metropolitan area as it dominates the whole area.

More reason than ever to talk to the man from Blair,

or WHB General Manager George W. Armstrong!

WHB
10,000 watts

KANSAS
-710 ke

CITY

mt•CONTINENT BROADCASTING COMPANY

WDCY, Minneapolis-St. Paul

Represented by

Avery- Knodel

1956 BUYERS' GUIDE

President: Todd Storz

KOWH, Omaha
Represented by

H-R Reps., Inc.

WHB, Kansas City

Represented by

John Blair & Co.

WTIX, New Orleans

Represented by

Adam
J. Young, jr.

55



1
RADIO MASTER DIRECTORY

MONTANA (continued)

DAILY HOURS WEtKLY HOURS

City

GLENDIVE

Call letters Freq.

Natl

network National rep

Port-

Network mid
Pop
music Concert

Home-
Folk RHig News Sports making Farm Foreign Negri

KXGN 1400 250w 66

ViMI

JrSLK

_U

al\t

GREAT FALLS KBGF 1450 250w KBS Webb 76 45 10

KFBB 1310 5kw CBS Boiling 93

KMON 560 5kw A,M Avery-Knodel 20 13 14 14 14' 13

KXLK 1400 250w NBC Walker 15 25 22

HAVRE KOJM 610 lkw M.K Avery-K; Cooke 8 28 21 12 27 34*

- '

-- I

- U McG

KALISPELL KGEZ 600 lkw M,K Cooke 47 15 y2
LEWISTOWN KXLO 1230 250w MBS 35 15 16

LIBBY KLCB 1230 250w KBS Paschall 30 15 10

MILES CITY KATL 1340 250w M,K Avery-Knodel 12 10 18 JJT__
MISSOULA KGVO 1290 5kw CBS Gill-Perna 24 10 10 18

KXLL 1450 250w NBC Walker 18 20

SIDNEY KGCX 1480 5kw MBS Gill-Perna 30 10 16 x* 10

NO INFORMATION: Bozeman, KXLQ ; Butte, KBOW; Helena, KCAP, KXLJ; Livingston, KPRK; Shelby, KIYI.

NEBRASKA
DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

network National rep

Post-

Network mid
Pop
music Concert Folk Relig News Sports

Home-
making Farm Foreign Negre :

|M
ALLIANCE KCOW 1400 250w McGillvra 59 6 4 3 15 4" 3 4 - uw
BEATRICE KWBE 1450 250w M,K 2 .... 41 15 7 10 13 6» 3 6 -- A i,T

BROKEN BOW KCNI 1280 lkw-D .. X 4 X 4 6 3 3 4

CHADRON KCSR 1450 250w 20 10 — 8 11 4' 10 5 _ a r

COLUMBUS KJSK 900 lkw-D KBS Continental 14 3 14 21 8 1 1 3 10 _ a r

FREMONT KFGT 1340 lOOw 80 3 3 13 x» y2 .... a :

GRAND ISLAND KMMJ 750 lkw-D ABC H-R 3 21 1 9 5 10 3- 4 18 _ i

KRGI 1430 lkw Bogner & Mart n 54 9 11 3 2 4* 2 4 %t __ ai;i

KEARNEY KGFW 1340 250w MBS Holman 4 45 9 3 5 15 3» 4 5 _ Dl

LEXINGTON KRVN 1010 25kw-D Raymer 31 5 10 10 9 3* 5 24 __ A
1 it

LINCOLN KFOR 1240 250w ABC Raymer X 90 13 10 15 4* 3 y2 _.. AHlT

KLIN 1400 250w MBS Rambeau 2 68 17 — 3 17 6* 4 .... A jtj

KLMS 1480 lkw KBS McGillvra 2 94 9 9 2 15 1 3 10 _ I ft

McCOOK KBRL 1300 lkw-D MBS McGillvra 3 44 4 3 6 9 4 _ A 3t

NORFOLK WJAG 780 lkw Walker _ 21 2 5 7 17 2- 6 12 A : 5t,W

NORTH PLATTE KODY 1240 250w NBC Meeker 6 29 2 2 5 22 2» 2 5 Ai r,w

OGALLALA KOGA 930 500w-D KBS Indie Sales 8 1 3 2 28 2» 2 2 _ i r

OMAHA KBON 1490 250w M,A Pearson 5 40 6 6 8 22 3« 2 _ Al

KFAB 1110 50kw NBC Free & Peters 7 5 47 3 5 13 31 6« 7 13 _ A.

KOIL 1290 5kw Averv-Knodel — 6 80 10 — 3 21 4' — -- .... Al

KOWH 660 500w-D H-R 160 y2 %
wow 590 5kw CBS Blair 72 25 L'i V

C

SCOTTSBLUFF KNEB 960 lkw MBS Holman 5 45 8 6 8 25 15* 2 10 3t A I

KOLT 1320 5-D.l-N CBS Gill-Perna 8 __ 10 2 14 2 41 2* 9 3 .... _ 01 f

SIDNEY KSID 1340 250w ABC McGfllvra 9 47 4 2 6 16 3' — 2 _ _ Ull

NO INFORMATION: Hastings, KHAS; North Platte, KNBR ; York, KAWL.

NEVADA
DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

network National rep

Post- Pop Home-
Network mid music Concert Folk Relig News Sports making Farm Foreign Negr* I

'*>

5 z r
-
r~CARSON CITY KPTL 1400 250w 51 25 18 7'

ELKO KELK 1240 250w MBS 18 11

HENDERSON
LAS VEGAS

KBMI 1400 250w Bdcst Time Sis 6 162

KLAS 1230 250w CBS Weed 37 15

NBC PearsonKORK 1340 250w

KRAM 920 1-D,500-N MBS Avery-Knodel

67 15

1 60 13 x»

SYMBOLS: (
* am-fm station

| $ fm station

D—daytime power
N—night power

* local sports covered

f Mex. Amer. included

x figure uns jSj

category u la"
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all threeh
\L/ ear -to-EAR-p:

TRENDEX

IYo matter who asks the questions in OlTIClllCI/

the answer is KOWH
44.7%! That's the average share of audience the latest available Hooper

gives KOWH. Latest Pulse for Omaha-Council Bluffs gives KOWH top spot

in every time period. Ditto Trendex. KOWH has placed first in audience

year after year . . . gradually increasing its first-place dominance, until now

KOWH is first in every time period of every survey in the Omaha market.

Mid-Continent ideas, programming and excitement plus good coverage

(660 KC) are working hard and getting good results for national and local

advertisers. No matter which rating habit you have—you can feel secure

with KOWH because all 3 hear Omaha radio ear-to-ear-to-ear. Chat with

the H-R man, or KOWH General Manager Virgil Sharpe.

mz•^-CONTINENT BROADCASTING COMPANY
President: Todd Storz

WDGY, Minn.-St. Paul
Represented by
Avery Knodel

KOWH, Omaha
Represented by
H-R Reps., Inc.

WHB, Kansas City

Represented by
John Blair & Co.

WTIX, New Orleans
Represented by

Adam J. Young, Jr.
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RADIO MASTER DIRECTORY

NEVADA (continued)

DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq.

Natl

network National rep

Post- Pop
Network mid music Concert Folk Relig

Home-
News Sports making Farm Foreign Negro S

I.

AF
1 AF

RENO k\KU 95.5 10.5kw 15 61 6 2

KOLO 920 lkw CBS Pearson 8 6 108 11 1 2 36 10* X 1

KONE 1450 250w 6 160 1 6

KWRN 1230 250w ABC W. S. Grant 79 10 37 x*

NO INFORMATION: Ely, KELY; Las Vegas, KENO; Reno, KATO, KOH ; Wtnnemucca, KWNA.

NEW HAMPSHIRE
DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

network National rep

Post- Pop
Network mid music Concert Folk Relig

Home-
News Sports making Farm Foreign Negro S tet— 12_

1 1 :CONCORD WKXL 1450 250w CBS Walker 42

KEENE WKNE 1290 5kw CBS Meeker 40 10 JJP_
AF\*LACONIA WLNH 1350 5kw-D W. S. Grant 45 10

MANCHESTER WFEA 1370 5kw CBS Everett-MeK 5 90 2 4 19 3* 5 2 2 ... AP
WKBR* 1240 250w Young 1 75 2 2 2 16 2* 4 3 11 UF
WMUR 610 5kw ABC Weed 65 25 I I

UF7~NASHUA WOTW* 900 lkw-D Walke 50 12

ROCHESTER WWNH 930 5kw-D Webb 38 26 11 I I

NO INFORMATION: Berlin, WMOTJ; Claremont, WTSV; Lebanon, WTSL; Portsmouth, WHEB.

NEW JERSEY
DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

network National rep Network
Post-

mid
Pop
music Concert Folk Relig News Sports

Horoe-
making Farm Foreign Negro s'e«

ASBURY PARK WJLK* 1310 250w 20 23 7 8 6» 3 % 2 A P T.St

ATLANTIC CITY WFPG 1450 250w CBS Pearson 10 2 40 9 1 4 14 4 3 2 2 5 UF

WLDB 1490 250w MBS 8 85 25 11 20 50 20 10 II W>
WMID 1340 350w ABC Stars National 4 6 105 11 6 11 14 !• 3 6 1 9 AF?

BRIDGETON WSNJ* 1240 250w T. Clark; GMB 70 19 9 10 2* 2 10 2 1 UP

CAMDEN WCAM 1310 250w 6 168 14 2 3 84 UP It

WKDN 800 lkw-D Rambeau 36 12 12 AF

WHEN YOU THINK RADIO

EXCELLENT:
Saturation Packages

Network Adjacencies

Local Programming

LESS THAN 5C PER
IMPRESSION per THOUSAND

CBS

NEVADA'S MOST LISTENED TO STATION— Dial 920
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RADIO MASTER DIRECTORY
1

NEW JERSEY (continued)

DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

network National rep

Post-

Network mid
Pop
music Concert Folk Relig News

Home-
Sports making Farm Foreign Negro Services

ILLILLE WMLV 1440 lkw-D 35 15 6 7 8 X* 2 3 3 UP;LW
ORSTOWN WMTR 1250 lkw-D 14 10 y2 3 7 3» 1 AP:LW
EW*K WAAT* 970 5kw Forjoe 1 80 4 30 12 2 10 AP;Se

WHBI 1280 3-DJ-N 2 20 19

WNJR 1430 5kw 1 116 16 35 1 132 UP
WVNJ 620 5kw 3 106 11 UP:St

fW RUNSWICK WCTC 1450 250w

HN
70 10 18 AP:LW

WNNJ 1360 500w-D 60 17 15 AP
EiON WPAT 930 5kw 2 137

EAI NTVILLE

^N3N

WOND 1400 250w Cooke 2 100 40 10 AP:St,T

T
WBUD 1260 5-DJ-N United 89 13 16 AP:W
WTNJ 1300 250w-D Webb UP
WTTM 920 lkw NBC For joe 68 6 3 17 2 1 % 2 3 AP

ELND WWBZ 1360 lkw Gill-Perna 60 5 20 6 6 2 UP;W
ASMGTON WCRV 1580 250w-D — 26 17 3 X y2 1 AP;Se

DOOO WCMC 1230 lOOw KBS 80 6 3 7 i 5 3 1 AP

NEW MEXICO
DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

f >

City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

networl

Post- Pop
National rep Network mid music Concert Folk Rclig News Sports

Home-
making Farm Foreign Negro Services

AMSORDO KALG 1230 250w M,K 6 73 5 30 5 24 7* 3 4 % UP;T
J IERQUE KABQ 1340 250w R. O'Connell 49 52t AP:T

KDEF 1280 lkw-D McGillvra 54 AP;St

KGGM 610 5kw CBS Weed 30 15 AP;W
KHFMt 96.3 1400w I. Ml! 29 90

KOB 770 50-D.25-N NBC Branham 39 1 53 8 12 11 UP:LW
KQUE 1240 250w A,M Pearson X 28 8 64 6 16 3* 2 4t UP;A

,te;a KSVP 990 1-D.250-N M,K 8 X 30 14 22 X* 6 9 9t UP;C,St

AD KAVE 1240 250w CBS 8 54 3 5 ..._ 17 4* 3 % AP
KPBM 740 lkw McGillvra 23 10 10 5 2 5* 3 3t AP;T

AY])N KLMX 1450 250w KBS Best 22 6 18 9 2 4* 2 4 UP;T
ovt KCLV 1240 250w Pearson 83 10 10 5 7 5* 3t 3 UP;LW
Mlrl KOTS 1230 250w-D KBS 42 4 6 4 11 1* 2 2 6t - UP;W
RM IGTON KVBC 1240 250w MBS 5 28 9 24 2 11 2* 2 6 UP:W
ILl) KGAK 1330 5-DJ-N McGillvra 50 10 20 6 3 2* 1 26f AP;LW,W
(BBS KHOB 1280 lkw-D 45 3 20 8 X 4* 4 AP

KWEW 1480 lkw MBS Branham 8 37 2 25 9 14 12* 1 2t 10 UP:W
CJCES KOBE 1450 250w M,K 5 10 3 2 8 3 2 2 9t UP;LW

1 V3AS KFUN 1230 250w ABC Best X X X X 14 UP;LW,St
S AXMOS
VINTON

KRSN*
KLEA

1490

630

250w

500w-D

ABC Pearson 6 39 32 3 4 19 2* 1 %t AP;A
43 40 12 12 12 It UP;St

RT/ES KENM 1450 250w KBS — - X 36 19 8 X 6* 1 15 UP;LW,
McG

TO* KRTN 1490 250w \H<: Best 5 67 3 2 10 4' % LW
SWL KBIM 910 5kw-D KBS Tbos. Clark 30 4 22 3 9 3 1 3 \P

KGFL 1400 250w MBS Branham 6 42 12 12 8 14 14* 3 fit UP:LW
KSWS 1230 250 NBC Meeker 9 27 9 4 2 19 9* 8 .... AP;T

NT/FE KTRC 1 100 250w \B<: McGillvra 5 20 20 2 9 12 5» 3 17t UP;A
VEICITY KSIL 1340 250w CBS Branham 8 18 3 6 14 3* 2 2 7t AP
UTIOR CONSQ. KCHS 1400 250w KBS Continental v-2 55 6 12 5 11 3» 2 2 AP:C,T
CUrlARI KTNM 1400 250w MBS 5 30 1 7 5 15 4» 1 5t UP:W

F MATION: Clovis, KICA: Santa Fe, KVSF.

NEW YORK
DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq.

Natl

network National rep

Post-

Network mid
Pop

music Concert Folk Relig News
Home-

Sports making Farm Foreign Negro Services

BAr' WABY 1400 250w Rambeau 1 105

WOKO 1460 5kw MBS McGillvra 70 18 AP

^jTIDAM

J 1

1

WPTR 1540 50kw ABC Weed 18 50 18 20* AP.UP:W
WROW 590 5-D.l-N CBS Avery-Knodel 25 15 UP;T
WCSS 1490 250w McGillvra 92 12 12 24 UP
WMBO* 1340 250w MBS Clark 46 24 21 AP

MBCS:
* am-fm station

% fm station

D—daytime power
N—night power

* local sports covered

f Mex. Amer. included
x figure unspecified
—. category unclaimed
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RADIO MASTER DIRECTORY

NEW YO R
DAILY HOURS

K (continued)

WEEKLY HOURS

1

City Call letters Frea. Power
Natl

network National rep Network
Post-

mid
Pop

music Concert Folk Relig News Sports
Home-
making Farm Foreign Negro , llM

BATAVIA WBTA 1490 250w MBS . 3 71 4 3 8 23 1* 5 2 4 Al—

1

BINGHAMTO N WENE (See ENDICOTT)
WINR 680 1-D.500-N NBC Hollingbery 8 48 1 1 5 15 2 Ul

WKOP 1360 5kw MBS Boiling 1 93 3 4 5 21 35 X 1 7 A1;K

WNBF 1290 5kw CBS Blair 5 1 7 X 2 1 1

BOONVILLE WBRV 900 500w-D KBS ... 18 8 12 4 12 2 1 8 AJ >e

BUFFALO WBEN* 930 5kw CBS Christal 10 1 40 2 2 15 3 3 3 Al

WBNY* 1400 250w Burke-Stuart .... 92 18 8 5 28 2 .... 1 Al

\

WEBR 970 5kw MBS Katz 4 2 87 5 2 4 15 T 2 .... AljPisi

WGR 550 5kw NBC Free & Peters X 1 50 4 2 12 18 T 1 2 III

WKBW 1520 50kw ABC Avery-Knodel 77 16 14 11 Ul

WWOL* 1120 lkw-D Forjoe 40 2 3 1 26 Ul

CORNING WCLI* 1450 250w ABC Cooke 8 50 16 6 6 15 15* 2 2 y2 AI

CORTLAND WKRT* 920 lkw Gill-Perna 75 6 19 6 14 3* X 3 uili

DUNKIRK WFCB 1410 500w Walke 60 11 A

I

ELMIRA WELM 1400 250w C,A Burn-Smith 84 39

WENY 1230 250w NBC Everett-McK 1 36 18 14*

1 AF

AI«

ENDICOTT WENE 1430 5kw ABC Radio-Tv Reps 55 19 Ul,

FREEPORT WGBB 1240 lOOw 70 15 16

FULTON WOSC 1300 lkw-D Best 50 Ul

GENEVA WGVA 1240 250w ABC Cooke 51 13 18

GLENS FALLS WWSC 1450 250w ABC Devney 40 12 18 AFf

GLOVERSVILLE WENT 1340 250w CBS Gill-Perna 22 15 60 Ul

HEMPSTEAD WHLI* 1100 250w Gill-Perna 57 28 13

HORNELL WLEA 1480 lkw-D MBS Gill-Perna 45 15

WWHG* 1320 lkw McGillvra 30 11 11 13

!

Li

HUDSON WHUC 1230 250w McGillvra 51 11 UP
HUNTINGTON WGSM 740 lkw-D Rambe 60 15 UK
ITHACA WHCU* 870 lkw-D CBS 29 16

JAMESTOWN WJOC 1340 250w MBS Rambeau 47 26

WJTN* 1240 250w ABC V.R&McC 41 20 26 12 10

KENMORE WXRA* 1080 lkw-D 49 28 JU1 i
UlKINGSTON WKNY 1490 250w MBS Meeker 42 15 %

LITTLE FALLS WLFH 1230 250w MBS McGillvra 85 11

LOCKPORT WUSJ 1340 250w Gill-Perna 40 14 16 A' L
UF|MASSENA WMSA 1340 250w ABC Weed 36 44 10

MIDDLETOWN
NEWBURGH

WALL 1340 250w 72 14 14

WGNY 1220 lkw-D 45 22 17

NEW ROCHELLE WNRC* 1460 500w-D 70 10 X'

NEW YORK WAAT (See NEWARK, N. J.)

WABC* 770 50kw ABC Petty 1 51 21

WBAIf 99.5 18kw 30 55

WBNX 1380 5kw 20 17 42

WCBS" 880 50kw CBS CBS Radio Spot 48 16

WEVD* 1330 5kw 12

WGHFt 101.9 20kw 70

WHOM* 1480 5kw

WINS 1010 50kw Burke-Stuart 6 108 10 15*

WLIB 1190 lkw Forjoe 17

WMCA 570 5kw AM Radio Sales 6 127 11

WMGM 1050 50kw Hollingbery 98 24 21*

WNEW 1130 50kw Simmons 6 144 14

50

57

33

AP

AI

7 AP

AF

AF

AP,e

All

UPe

130

___ UP_

_46 AF_

.... AP-
7

WNJR (See NEWARK, N. J.)

WOR«
WOV

710 50kw MBS
1280 5kw Radio-Tv Reps

WPAT (See PATERSON, N. J)

WQXR* 1560 50kw Raymer

WRCA" 660 5kw NBC NBC Spot

6 55 17 25

3 89

WVNJ (See NEWARK, N. J.)

WWRL* 1600 5kw

1 8 95

6 15 30 18 11

28 21 y*

63 51 APicG

All

127 46 AP
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RADIO MASTER DIRECTORY
1

NEW YORK (continued)

DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq.

Natl

network National rep

Post- Pop
Network mid music Concert Folk Rolig

Home-
News Sports making

Xg*A FALLS WHLD* 1270 5kw-D Headley-Reed 18 13

Farm Foreign~
~ 2(j

Negro Services

1 UP;T
WJJL 1440 Ikw-D Pearson 50 18 7 6 2 2 1 1 1 UP

3RVCH WCHN 970 500w-D — McGillvra 33 11 12 4 11 2* 3 4 — .... UP;T

.DESBURG WSLB 1400 250w MBS 4 36 3 5 12 24 8 3 2 UP

EA WHDL* 1450 250w ABC Everett-McK 7 36 2 1 5 15 10* 1 AP

OTA WDOS 1400 250w Radio-TV Reps 52 15 5 3 16 3* 5 8 UP;A

CDGUE WALK* 1370 500w-D Webb 80 25 3 14 3* % 2 2 2 AP;A,C

WPAC 1580 lkw-D Keller 62 12 6 3 5 2* 2 y2 UP

KSILL WLNA 1420 lkw-D Rambeau 30 7 2 11 3 2 UP;W

ATBURG WEAV 960 lkw ABC Gill-Perna 10 13 7 6 5 22 T % % UP;W
WIRY 1340 250w MBS W. S. Grant X 3 30 14 8 6 21 3* 2 3 1 _ AP;A,LW,

T

EEPSIE WEOK 1390 lkw-D Everett-McK X 5 1 2 5 1 6 1 UP;LW
WKIP 1450 250w ABC 4 36 5 12 2» 1 AP;A

READ WRIV 1390 500w-D Webb 1 21 20 4 2 11 2* 1 4 AP;C
T HTER WBBF 950 lkv MBS V,R&McC 60 12 15 AP;T

WHAM 1180 50kw NBC Hollingbery 1 22 10 AP
WHEC 1460 5kw CBS Everett-McK 36 18 AP
WHFMt 98.9 20kw Hollingbery 12 12 UP;W
WRNY* 680 250w-D Rambeau 30 75 T,Se,A,St,C "

WSAY 1370 5kv Webb; Walker 83 11 15 INS

WYET 1280 5kw ABC Boiling 66 19 UP;A
RAI C LAKE WNBZ

GA SP'NGS WSPN
1450

900

250w ABC Rambeau 13 19 AP;W
250w-D 49 11

rCTADY WGY* 810 50kw NBC Christal 78

AP;W
26 14 10 AP,UP;T

_

WSNY 1240 250w 104 12 10 AP;LW
(SE WFBL 1390 5kw CBS Free & Peters 29 12 20 UP

WHEN 620 5-DJ-N A,C Katz 50 17 20 AP;St

WNDR 1260 5kw MBS Rambeau 6 112 10 12 15' % ap
WOLF 1490 250w Walker 2 115 17 AP;St

WSYR* 570 5kw NBC Christal 6 29 1 2 3 14 2* 3 15 UP;LW
OY WTRY 980 5kw Blair 30 6 6 12 X* 6 6 7 UP;C
ICA WGAT 1310 1-D,500-N Stars National 99 10 14 2 3 1 9 % AP

WIBX 950 5kw CBS Walker X % 41 9 17 2 _'() 3* 1 17 6 UP;W
WRUN* 1150 5-D,l-N ABC Avery-Knodel 5 37 4 46 2 18 2 1 AP;C

htm WDLA 1270 lkw-D Rambeau 28 6 2 6 2 14 UP
JEIOWN WATN 1240 250w MBS Devney X 10 11 5 8 X T X 7 AP;St,Se

WWNY* 790 lkw CBS Weed 9 45 7 4 4 16 3 3 2 UP;T,W
LLS LLE WLSV 790 500w-D 50 4 9 3 7 2' 2 1 AP
IITEPLAINS WFAS* 1230 250w Headley-Reed 17 49 14 2 LW,Se
LADIO NET (17 am Si 13 fm stations) Avery-Knodel 17 10 50 3 2 6 1 18 UP;A

fr tations program 11 hours from M'QXR and 6 hours of RRN dailv: WHLD-FM Niagara Falls. WRRI, Buffalo. WRRE Bristol Center. WHDI--FM Olean, WRRA Ithaca,
I ?Ruyter, WRUN-FM Utica-Rome, WWNY-FM Watertown, WMSA-FM Massena, WRRC Cherry Valley, WFLY Troy, WRRH Poughkeepsie, WEJL Scranton, Pa.
a affiliates program partly from the network: WHLD Niagara Falls, WKBW Buffalo, WHAM Rochester, WJTN Jamestown, WHCU Ithaca, WAGE Syracuse, WRUN
"?<3, WWNY Watertown, WMSA Massena, WELM Elmira, WGY Schenectady, WKIP Poughkeepsie, WGNY Newburgh, WDLA Walton, WNBF Binghamton, WQAN

NATION: Bristol Center, WRRE; Cherry Valley, WRRC; Corning, WCBA; De Ruyter, WRRD ; Ithaca, WRRA; Liberty, WVOS;
fa, WDLC; Potsdam, WPDM; Rome, WKAL; Ticonderoga, WIPS; Troy, WFLY; Wethersfield, WRRL.

Malone, WICY; Mineola, WKBS;

/LE

NORTH CAROLINA
DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

,- *
\

*

Slty Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

network National rep

Post-

Network mid
Pop
music Concert Folk Relig News

Home-
Sports making Farm Foreign Negro Services

*RLE WABZ 1010 lkw-D 50 5 20 10 7 % 5 12 AP;W
BIO WGWR* 1260 lkw-D KBS 40 5 20 9 25 7 5 2 UP;T

WISE 1310 5kw NBC Boiling 9 42 9 5 _ AP
WLOS* 1380 5-DJ-N A,M V,R&McC 10 30 6 6 4 15 4* 4 6 UP;W
WSKY 1230 250w .... .. Pearson 1 25 2 72 23 11 !• 12 AP;LW
WWNC 570 5kw CBS H-R 9 45 3 10 4 13 X 1 4 UP;T

OJF^T WBMA 1400 250w 76 16 20 21 2 10» 6 3 6 AP;W
MOr WCGC 1270 500w-D Best „ 25 25 5 3 1 3 % 2 UP
V> WPNF 1240 250w 38 13 15 18 10 2' 2 2 2 AP

A BO '•

:

f
* om-fm station

I fm station

D—daytime power
N—night power

* local sports covered

f Mex. Amer. included
x figure unspecified
.... category unclaimed
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RADIO MASTER DIRECTORY

NORTH CAROLINA {continued)

DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

network National rep Network
Post-

mid
Pop
music Concert Folk Relig News Sports

Home-
making Farm Foreign Negro VK

BURLINGTON WBBB* 920 5kw MBS Interstate x 23 2 6 8 6 8* 2 6 5 A I
WFNS 1150 lkw Bogner & Martin 50 2 23 11 11 5' % 6 4 U w

CANTON WWIT 970 lkw-D 30 4 19 9 14 5* 3 3 6 U \]

CHAPEL HILL WCHL 1360 lkw-D Indie Sales 40 21 20 2 7 4* -. A 1

CHARLOTTE WAYS 610 5-D,l-N ABC Boiling 24 10

WBT 1110 50kw CBS CBS Radio Spot 7 31 14 13

WGIV 1600 lkw-D Forjoe 70 5 10 5 2 5 5 60 A
WIST 930 5-D.l-N MBS Free & Peters 3 67 13 1 5 10 16« 3 3 A
WMITJ 106.9 325kw Webb 53 64 6 3 ...

wsoc* 1240 250w NBC H-R 9 30 4 7 1 .... 3 A!

WWOK 1480 lkw-D Gill-Perna 79 5 9 4 3 % 23 U
DUNN WCKB 780 lkw-D KBS 16 2 13 7 3 % 1 2 2 A
DURHAM WDNC* 620 5kw CBS Raymer 8 29 2 5 13 15 8* 3 5 8 Uil

WSRC 1410 lkw-D Rambeau; D-C X X X X X 91

WSSB 1490 250w MBS McGillvra 2 27 33 5 15 X* 2 24

WTIK 1310 1-D.500-N ABC Boiling 6 70 9 11 15 8* 2 8 7 A St

EDENTON WCDJ I2h(l lkw-D Best 25 7 14 3 7 2* 2 4 2

ELIZABETH CITY WCNC 1240 250w MBS Continental 5 35 4 20 12 17 3* 3 3 3 I

WGAI 560 lkw 60 6 5 10 25 6* 5 6 6

ELKIN WIFM* 1540 250w-D 28 4 26 5 7 X* 4 7 1

FAIRMONT WFMO 860 lkw-D % 42 y2 21 12 10 8 1 3 13 i r

FAYETTEVILLE WFAI 1230 250w CBS Thos. Clark 9 8 6 20 10* 3 3 16 AT
WFLB 1490 250w ABC Burn-Smith 10 40 2 8 10 23 X 2 15 A SF

WFNC* 1390 5-D.l-N MBS Walker 6 19 3 12 18 17 15* 1 6 14 111

GASTONIA WGNC*
WFMC

1 (50

730

250w ABC Continental I LW

GOLDSBORO lkw-D 25 5 31 10 6 1 1 1 10 I
\i

lWGBR* 1150 5-D.l-N ABC 4 50 1 13 3 17 8* — 3 1

GREENSBORO WBIG 1470 5kw CBS Hollingbery X 49 5 11 4 13 9" 2 3 Ul

WCOG 1320 lkw ABC Boiling 7 64 10 10 10 24 1 2 2 Ul

WGBG 1400 250w MBS Burn-Smith 4 % 55 8 30 6 11 3* 3 15 17 \

GREENVILLE WGTC 1590 5-D,l-N MBS Pearson 4 60 2 22 6 14 3 1 5 5 1

HENDERSON WHNC 890 lkw-D M,K 1 40 2 44 6 8 4* 6 11 1

IWHVH 1450 250w Be^l 64 6 29 5 4 6* 3 4 20

HENDERSONVILLE WHKP 1450 250w ABC Cooke 9 35 9 12 12 12 6* X 9 5 (_

HICKORY WHKY 1290 5-D,l-N A,M X 41 7 14 12 12 3* 1 12 8 11

WIRC 630 lkw-D Pearson 36 8 18 3 4 X 2 3

SELL The tremendous NEGRO Market of* DURHAM " RALtluH

and Eastern North Carolina with WW O KV DURHAM, N. C.

"Only station in Eastern North Carolina Programming to this tremendous Market"

TOP PULSE RATED IN BOTH DURHAM AND RALEIGH
Serving over 250,000 Negroes with extremely high incomes. 1950 Census.

42% of DURHAM is NEGRO
38% of all Eastern North Carolina is NECRO
1950 Census & local govt. info.

The only possible way to reach this great Market is through WSRC
Facts and figures prove

Call RAMBEAU or Southeastern—DORA-CLAYTON
111 O D #*

for a look at our amazing PULSE ratings among this great NEGRO market, lflf ^ WW I

the South's greatest
advertising buy.

also the overall market.
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RADIO MASTER DIRECTORY

1
NORTH CAROLINA (continued)

DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq.

Natl

network National rep

Post- Pop
Network mid music Concert Folk Relig News

Home-
Sports making Farm Foreign Negro Services

GHPOINT WHPE* 1070 Ikw-D KBS 40 7 16 6 11 2' 5 3 7 AP;W
WMFR* 1230 250w ABC Burn-Smith X X id 19 3 2 3 3 UP;LW
WNOS* 1590 lkw-D Continental 50 ____ 16 6 7 4 24 AP;A

CK)NVILLE WJNC 1240 250w M,K 4 46 5 6 3 18 6* 4 y2 AP;C
POLIS WGTL 870 lkw-D .... X X X _... X _ UP;LW,W

^MOUNTAIN WKMT 1220 lkw-D 34 2 27 6 1 3* 2 3 6 UP;C,T

S)N WELS 1010 lkw-D KBS Devney 40 6 DO 4 6 2 3 3 12 UP;Se,T

WFTC 960 5-DJ-N ABC Best 6 60 6 15 7 15 6* X 10 AP
WISP 1230 250w 66 1 18 5 2 T 2 4 13 AP;W

-BURG WEWO* 1080 lkw-D KBS 43 11 17 6 7 X 6 3 7 UP,AP
K'lLLE WLOE* 1490 250w MBS 8 31 2 13 10 16 5* X 6 3 AP;T
TON WBUY* 1440 5kw-D KBS Continental 45 12 18 3 2 2* 2 3 2 LW.T

JCCNTON WLON 1050 500w-D .. 25 5 14 10 8 x* 3 X AP
mBITON WAGR 1480 lkw ABC Walker 9 20 4 18 9 16 T 1 2 3 UP;LW,Se

>RCNTON WMNC 1430 5kw-D 38 6 12 5 2 3 2 1 y4 AP;St

)uT AIRY WPAQ 740 lOkw-D KBS Thos. Clark 13 2 23 22 9 1 3 AP;St
WSYD 1240 250w MBS 9 42 2 9 5 3 2* % 2 4

i :rn WHIT 1450 250w MBS Pearson X 21 3 6 6 16 1* 2 4

35

UP
WOOW 1490 250w KBS Interstate 35 35 X 3 3 3 X AP;T

KESBORO WKBC 810 lkw-D .... 34 6 37 3 10 X* 2 4 3 AP;T
•H WMSN 570 500w-D 40 47 25 14

WNAO* 850 lOkw A,M Avery-Knodel 50 11 10

WPTP : 680 50k\ NBC Free & Peters 17 12 12

NS7N-SALEM

WSJS* 600 5kw NBC Headley-Reed 29 10 14

WTOB 1380 5-D.l-N M,C H-R % 33 10 12 2* 1

AP;Se

1 AP
AP.UP;T

WRAL* 1240 250w Forjoe 64 30 % 4 21 6* 1 2 10 AP
DSLLE WFRC 1600 lkw A,K Bogner & Martin 10 X 12 8 6 AP;T

WRE\* 1220 250w-D Webb 38 14 25 14 8 T 3 3 12 UP; St

M<E RAPIDS WCBT 1230 250w M,K Continental 8 40 6 X 3 AP;W
CKIGHAM WAYN 900 lkw-D 23 2 5 5 9 5* 12 2 6 UP;W
< MOUNT WCEC 810 lkw-D KBS Pearson 1 21 2 18 12 7 10* 4 6 8 AP

WEED* 1390 5-D.l-N ABC Burn-Smith 7 35 14 4 12 T
XBCO WRXO 1430 lkw-D 23 21 6 1 6 4 UP:W
.;siry WSAT 1280 lkw ABC McGillvra 4 60 1 15 8 8 6' 1 2 10 UP
MFCD WWGP* 1050 lkw-D y2 43 4 17 3 7 2* 2 6 8 UP;W
ER ITY WNCA 1570 lkw-D Best % 26 7 3 8 2 3 4 5 UP;LW,Se
ITHIELD WMPM 1270 lkw-D 35 2 42 7 9 Vi 1 8 4 UP;C
rRN PINES WEEB 99') lkw-D Holman 12 7 4 8 4 2* 3 2 17 AP;A

(UC PINE WTOE 1470 lkw-D 35 8 31 10 1 2* 2 X UP
VTE'ILLE WSIC* 1400 250w MBS 5 20 3 20 3 5 3 5 AP;W
IFCITY WTAB 1370 lkw-D 31 1 24 21 7 y2 2 AP;W

RBCO

0M5VILLE

WCPS*
WTNC*

760 lkw-D 31 4 11 5 10 6* X 4 12 UP:T
790 lkw-D 24 12 24 10 10 6 UP:Se

)r WTYN 1580 250w-D 28 4 28 2 7 1* y2 2 7 UP
EORO WADE 1210 lkw-D 28 1 14 2 6 1* 4 9 UP;T
. :e WLSE 1400 250w 43 20 20 10 3* 6 13 7 AP;LW
H GTON WHED 1340 250w KBS Continental 70 20 24 6 1 8* 2 UP

WRRF 930 5-D.l-N ABC Walker 8 37 5 9 7 22 2 2 6 AP:T
^YNiVILLE WHCC 1400 250w KBS 60 20 24 10 X 3* 10 4 UP:Se.T

tITriLLE WENC 1240 250w MBS Thos. Clark 5 37 4 22 17 15 8' 2 4 4 AP;Co,LW,
T

"-LLASTON WIAM 900 lkw-D KBS 41 6 16 11 8 14* 2 2 11 UP
LMIGTON WGNI 1340 250w MBS Walker 4 60 5 6 6 9 2' 15 UP;T

WMFD 630 lkw A,C Burn-Smith 12 56 3 14 9 21 9» 6 9 UP;W
LSO WGTM

WVOT
590

1420

5kw CBS Walker 5 37 6 21 10 12 X 1 7 8 UP;T

1-D.500-N MBS Pearson 4 21 7 6 5* 24 14 AP

-

WAAA 980 lkw-D Forjoe 49 5 1 1 3 1 82 AP

WAIR* 1340 250w ABC Burn-Smith 4 49 26 7 5 13 3* 3 y> 6 AP;W

UP;LW

AP

'NFCvlATION: Ahoskie WRf'S- Boone WATA • Clinton, WRRZ; Concord, WEGO ;Forest City, WBBO; Fuquay Springs, WFVG; Gastonia, WLTC ; Goldsboro, WEQR;
ensbip, WPET; Jacksonville WLAS" Lenoir WJRI- Lumberton, WTSB; Marion, WBRM; Monroe, WMAP ; Mooresville, WHIP; Morehead City, WMBL; Newton, WNNC;
'" 1

. OXF; Rocky Mount, WFMA; Salisbury, WSTP; Sanford, WEYE ; Shelby, WOHS.

vtBCS; ^
* am -Tm station

1 t fm station

D—daytime power
N—night power

* local sports covered

t Mex. Amer. included
figure unspecified
category unclaimed
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FARGO

NORTH DAKOTA
DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

KFGO 790 5kw ABC Gill-Perna 56 12 12 14 16 10

City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

network National rep

Post-

Network mid
Pop
music Concert Folk Relig News Sports

Home-
making Farm Foreign Negro

BISMARCK KFYR 550 5kw NBC Blair 11 9 6 20 7 14 3» 10 _ u
DEVILS LAKE KDLR 1240 250w MBS . X 27 14 9 8 17 2* 5 __ u
DICKINSON KDIX 1230 250w KBS Holman — — 37 4 24 11 20 5' 5 6 1 _ A

KVOX 1280 lkw MBS Walker 1 72 19 10*

WDAY 970 5kv NBC Free & Peters 8 23 5 15 1 24 2 2 16 _ A
GRAND FORKS KILO 1440 1-D,500-N CBS Everett-McK 7 .. 30 8 4 4 18 3 1 2 _ A

KNOX 1310 5kw MBS Rambeau 5 52 6 7 5 16 13* 1 4 It -- u
HETTINGER KNDC 1490 250w 70 4 22 10 20 3 3 6 - IT
JAMESTOWN KEYJ 1400 250w MBS 8 40 6 2 5 18 10' % 3 y2 LSt

KSJB 600 5kw CBS Weed 9 x 21 10 16 5 14 4* 1 4 A 1

MANDAN KGCU 1270 1-D,250-N M,A Gill-Perna 10 22 3 8 7 6 la- 2 _ a lv
MINOT KCJB 910 lkw CBS Weed 5 28 11 44 6 14 s' 1 3 A JP;$

KLPM 1390 5-D,l-N MBS Walker X 22 6 15 8 25 9* 1 2 y2 - - AW
VALLEY CITY KOVC 1490 250w MBS 8 7 12 12 17 10* 2 7 _ - 1

WILLISTON KEYZ 1450 250w — - . 50 7 10 5 2 4* 2 6 — - UlSt

OHIO
DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq.
Natl

network National rep

Post- Pop Home-
Network mid musle Concert Folk Relig News Sports making Farm Foreign Negro trim

AKRON WADC 1350 5kw CBS Hollingbery 11 6 83 9 3 12 23 6 3 1 2 I St!

WAKR* 1590 5kw ABC Weed 2 1 10 2 10 20 T 3 LAP
WCUE 1150 lkw-D Pearson 100 9 5 15 2' X 1 LA
WHKK 640 lkw-D MBS Boiling 4 45 2 16 10 12 4 X 2 8 I Se

ALLIANCE WFAH* 1310 lkw-D . Rambeau 30 17 6 14 3« 3 2 A LW,\

ASHLAND WATG* 1340 250w McGillvra y4 62 13 7 X 13* 5 1 y2 AIT

ASHTABULA WICA* 970 5-D,l-N Everett-McK 50 8 13 5 16 19' 3 4 4 IT
ATHENS WATH 970 lkw-D Continental 55 1 16 8 18 2* 2 1 _ L'l

BELLAIRE WTRX 1290 lkw-D MBS Pearson i
., 60 9 5 15 X* 1 1 5 _ L

BELLEFONTAINE WOHP 1390 500w-D KBS 55 7 4 2 2 _ I T

BOWLING GREEN WWBG 730 250w-D 40 52 4 X X 1 1 2 A 5e

CAMBRIDGE WILE 1270 lkw-D 41 1 4 11 10 5 1 2

CANTON WAND 900 500w-D Best 40 10 6 2 A St

WCMW 1060 lkw-D Burke Stuart 45 2 14 8 9 2* 1 1 1 LiW

WHBC* 1480 5kw ABC V.R&McC 4 1 58 13 3 5 17 15* 4 4 _ A

CHILLICOTHE WBEX 1490 250w ABC W. S. Grant X _ 58 21 3 4 6 19* 5 2 10 l:CoS

CINCINNATI WCIN 1480 lkw-D Gill-Perna 6 24 4 2 1 84 I

WCPO 1230 250w MBS Blair X 2 133 ' 9 4 X X 5 X I

WKRC* 550 5-D,l-N CBS Katz X 1 45 12 17 2 2 11 _ .... A

WLW 700 50kw NBC Crosley X 5 8 35 10 11 18 X 5 X
!

WSAI* 1360 5kw ABC Weed 2 1 85 2 5 17 X* 1 . . L

WZIP (See COVINGTON KY.)

KYW 1100 50kw NBC Free & Peters 8 y2 46 6 2 3 13 3* 5 3 ... A

I

WDOK* 1260 5kw H-R 2 50 22 12 7 6 11* 3 9 LI

WERE* 1300 5kw V.R&McC 6 161 4 4 3 12 11" 3 3 A<

WGAR 1220 50kw CBS Christal 8 1 75 14 1 14 2* 3 y2 .... II

CLEVELAND

WHK* 1420 5kw MBS Headley-Reed 1 75 y2
WJMO 1540 lkw-D Lnited 60 14

WJW" 850 5kw ABC Katz 45 18

WSRS* 1490 250w

COLUMBUS WBNS 1460 5-D,l-N CBS Blair 1 53 13

WCOL* 1230 250w ABC H-R 1 60 15 13 14 19

WRFD (See WORTHINGTON)
WTVN 610 5kw MBS Katz 1 62

WVKO* 1580 lkw-D Forjoe ... 70 2 2 5 X 9 1

COSHOCTON WTNS 1560 lkw-D 38 3 12 5 2 2' 3 3 _
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RADIO MASTER DIRECTORY

1
OHIO ' continued)

DAILY HOURS
/

*
WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

network National rep

Post-

Network mid
Pop

music Concert Folk Relig News
Home-

Sports making Farm Foreign Negro Servleet

vr»N WA v I 1210 250w-D Gill-Perna 53 1 24 AP
wi\(; Hlo 5kw ABC H-R 6 100 12 15 14 13 10 AP
\vuiNE 98U 5kw Headlev-Reed 1 101

TUCE WONW 1280 500w Devney 50

24 18 AP
13 18 x* AP;A

n WJER 1450 250w 41 23 10 14 14* 10 UP;T,W
JT.VERPOOL WOHI 1490 250w ABC X X X X 20 21 14* 6 6 AP;W
YRi WEOL* 930 lkw Walker 118 28 10 10 2* UP;T
^D\Y WFIN* 1330 lkw-D McGillvra 80 7 3 10 2* 2 y2 AP
STtIA WFOB* 1430 lkw Rambeau 89 3 30 3 9 5* 2 1 2 AP;W,C,Se
:MNT WFRO* 900 500w-D . Best 31 3 6 3 6 2* 2 2 UP;St
LOUS WJEH 990 250w-D .. W. S. Grant 22 2 9 6 5 1* 3 X 3 UP;W
UON WMOH* 1450 250w W. S. Grant 70 9 5 8 17 2* 2 5 % UP;LW

.N)N WIRO 1230 2S0w MBS McGillvra 7 49 3 8 20 21 6' 1 1 UP
:kin WLMJ 1280 lkw-D KBS W. S. Grant 20 6 8 10 4 X* 2 2 UP
CSTER WHOK 1320 500w-D 51 1 17 6 4 y2 * 5 3 UP

WIMA* 1150 lkw ABC H-R 4 60 3 1 4 12 10' 5 5 AP
RITA WMOA 1490 250w MBS McGillvra 47 2 3 12 IS 6 2 5 AP;Se
\RN WMRN* 1490 250w ABC 5 24 16 2 4 15 4* 3 9 UP;T
JDTOWN WPFB 910 1-D,100-N \\rl,l, 1 30 8 25 11 7* 1 AP;T
W/K WCLT* 1430 500w Meeker 20 40 2 6 6* 5 4 .___> AP

WPTW 1570 250w-D KBS Best 21 9 2 4 10 9* y2 2 AP;W
RT:OUTH WNXT 1260 5-D.l-N ABC Everett-McK X Vo 55 7 4 20 15* 3 2 UP

WPAY* 1400 250w CBS V,R&McC 10 30 3 1 :; 29 4* 4 1 AP
vd;ky WLEC 1450 250w MBS Holman 2 59 4 Vi 6 25 10* 1 1 1 UP;T
ENFIELD WBLY 1600 lkw-D McGillvra 73 2 4 A

WIZE 1310 250w ABC H-R 4 50 1 4 3 9 3* 2 3 AP;W
:UE>IVILLE WSTV* 1340 2.SOw MBS Avery-Knodel 5 1 63 3 7 25 16* 2 2 y2 UP

WOHO 1470 lkw Pearson % 101 6 24 2 X 5* 9 5 AP:T,W
WSPD* 1370 5kw NBC Katz 6 % 47 1 6 14 3 5 3 i UP.INS;

LW
WTOD* 1560 lkw-D Forjoe 61 6 5 3 3 2 3 2 3f 4 AP;LW

-3R«| WHHH 1440 5kw MBS Rambeau 4 2 35 9 2 8 10 3' 6 1 2 AP:A
iSHIGTON C.H. WCIIO 1250 500w-D KBS Best 15 4 25 10 5 4* 5 10 UP:Se
VE .Y WPKO 1380 lkw-D Continental 51 7 16 5 8 3 3 3 AP:W
>RTINGTON WRFD 880 5kw-D Meeker 36 3 4 6 10 1» 5 22 APT
UN ITOWN WBBW 1240 250w ABC Weed 3 1 75 6 6 6 19 X 2 2 AP;LW

1

WFMJ 1390 5kw NBC Headley-Reed 7 1 50 6 4 2 14 4* 2 3 4 — AP,UP;T,
St

WHHH (See WARREN)
WHOT 1570 250w-D Forjoe 70 4 6 % 1 UP
WKBN* 570 5kw CBS Raymer X 24 4 % 6 16 13* 1 5 y4 AP,UP;

LW.W
Uplle WHIZ 1240 250w NBC Pearson X 14 3 3 6 19 3« 1 2 . UP; St

INFLATION: Cincinnati, WCKY : Dayton. WHIO: Mansfield, WMAN ; Mount Vernon, WMVO; Toledo, WTOL: Wellston, WKOV; Wooster. WWST.

IBO

OKLAHOMA
DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

Ity Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

network National rep

Post-

Nerwork mid
Pop

music Concert Folk Relig News Sports

Home-
making Farm Foreign Negro Services

s

(

<

KADA 1230 250w V.R&Mc X X AP:St

KWHW 1450 250w MBS Pearson 3 51 5 20 10 X* 1 2 UP
KLVA 1430 500w 67 24 26 6 12 3" 2 12 AP:A

E KVSO 1240 250w ABC V,R&McC 8 36 8 4 8 16 4» 3 8 1 AP:Se.W
ELL KBWL 1580 250w-D Best 24 6 14 5 2 T,W
HA KWCO 1560 lkw KBS Best 50 7 40 6 13 4* y2 3 AP

T(

W

D

JER
7
-<R

KWOE 1320 lkw-D Best ... . UP
KUSH 1600 lkw-D KBS Best 36 4 34 5 15 3 2 2 AP:T
KRHD 1350 250w MBS V,R&McC 4 72 6 7 10 9* 5 1 V4 UP;W
KCRC 1390 lkw ABC Pearson 5 50 7 7 3 10 9* 2 2 AP;W
KGWA 960 lkw V.R&McC 70 17 6 21 X* UP;St

:k KTAT 1570 250w-D KBS Best 24 2 8 3 7 1* 1 1 % UP
KWRW 1490 lOOw — 50 15 3 3 X 12 AP

* am-fm station

t fm station

D—daytime power
N—night power

* local sports covered

t Mex. Amer. included
x figure unspecified
. category unclaimed.
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RADIO MASTER DIRECTORY

OKLAHOMA (continued)

DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq.

Natl

network National rep

Post- Pep
Network mid muslo Concert Folk Rolig

Hose-
News Sports making Farm Foreign Negro -It*

GUYMON KGYN 1220 lkw-D KBS Best 41 10 13 _u st.iv

HUGO KIHN 1340 250w 39 1 10 5 3 % 1 2 % A r

LAWTON KSWO 1380 lkw A,M Pearson 5 18 6 6 6 20 5* 1 1 U L\

McALESTER KNED 1150 1-D,500-N Pearson 64 14 6 13 8» .... 3 Li 1
KTMC 1400 250w A,K V.R&McC X — — — Al

MIAMI KGLC 910 lkw KBS Young 71 28 15 15 15* A

MUSKOGEE KBIX 1490 250w ABC V,R&McC 45 12 8 U
KMUS 1380 lkw Pearson 71 27 20 10 15* 15 10 U

OKLAHOMA CITY KBYE 890 lkw-D KBS Radio-TV Reps 10 48 2 L

KLPR 1140 lkw-D 18 6 Al

KOCY 1340 250w MBS Pearson 1 94 % 12

KOMA 1520 50kw CBS Avery-Knodel 49 14

KTOK 1000 5kw ABC Raymer 18 Al

KTOW 800 250w-D Rambeau 10 A!

WKY 930 5kw NBC Katz X 36 4 4 2 14 3* 1 5 Ai[P_

OKMULGEE KHBG 1240 250w 48 13 8 7 2* y2 2 % Al

PAULS VALLEY KVLH 1470 250w-D KBS Best 30 7 13 8 14 6 i 2 % Uf
PONCA CITY WBBZ 1230 250w MBS Pearson X 60 5 4 6 24 18* 3 6 aw
PRYOR KOLS 1570 lkw-D KBS Besl .. 25 4 24 14 10 5' .... 4 Mpe

SHAWNEE KGFF 1450 250w MBS Best 3 .. 50 9 10 5 15 X* 2 5 A'Vff

STILLWATER KSPI* 780 250w-D MBS Thos. Clark 1 50 9 3 7 17 3* 3 9 l'!W

TRI-CITY KWSH 1260 lkw A,M V.R&McC 8 23 2 16 1 15 T 1 2 A'j

TULSA KFMJ 1050 lkw-D Pearson ... 60 12 7 _. uir

KOME 1300 5kw MBS Gill-Perna 3 60 18 22 10* 7 2 .... Ul 1

KRMG 740 50-D.25-N ABC Blair 2 67 5 11 9 15 2' 1 1 .... A

KTUL 1430 5kw CBS Avery-Knodel 8 25 13 3 16 4 X .... 1

KVOO 1170 50kw NBC Petry 8 2 26 4 9 17 15 3' X 7 .._ i

WEWOKA KWSH (See TRI-CITY)

WOODWARD KSIW 1450 250w Pearson 49 14 21 5 12 8« 6 _. A1CJJ

NO INFORMATION: Bartlesville, KWON; D urant, KSEO; Elk City, KASA; Hobart, KTJS Idabel, KBEL; Norman , KNOR; Po< eau, KLCO; Tulsa. KAKC; Vinita, MN.

REGON
DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

network National rep Network
Post-

mld
Pep
music Concert Folk Relig News Sports

Home-
maklng Farm Foreign Negro flNt

ALBANY KWIL* 790 lkw MBS Best X 21 4 18 9 19 8' V2 2 A 1
ASHLAND KWIN 1400 250w MBS W. S. Grant 10 14 3 10 10 16 2* 1 3 A _
ASTORIA KVAS 1230 250w Holman 91 13 2 3 4 2* X 11

BEND KBND 1110 lkw MBS W. S. Grant 7 14 3 3 4 16 3* 2 4 I fl

COOS BAY KOOS 1230 250w MBS I

CORVALLIS KCOV 1240 250w Everett-McK 65 8 5 2 X X* 2 V

KRUL 1340 250w McGillvra 94 3 6 2 12 3- 2 2 .... c.

COTTAGE GROVE KOMB 1400 250w 76 10 7 4 6 4* 7 u

DALLAS KPLK 1460 500w-D 51 3 5 10 1* 5 5 A

EUGENE KASH 1600 lkw ABC Cooke 8 2 41 11 17 6 12 4 1 2 .... i c

KERG 1280 5-D.l-N CBS Weed 12 25 16 % 6 16 5» 2 2 A

KORE 1450 250w MBS Everett-McK X 1 43 3 3 14 24 20* 10 1 U L

KUGN* 590 5-D,l-N NBC Meeker 7 40 9 8 4 19 10' 2 1 __ A

FOREST GROVE KRWC 1570 lkw-D 60 20 % 3 1 1 .... S
r

e

GRANTS PASS kl IN 1340 250w MBS W. S. Grant 10 16 15 17

HILLSBORO KRTV 1360 lkw-D KBS 40 20

HOOD RIVER KIHR 1340 250w 62 15 12 12

KLAMATH FALLS KF.TI 1150 5-D,l-N MBS W. S. Grant 60 20

KFLW 1450 250w C,A Everett-McK 11 18 17

KLAD 900 lkw-D KBS 64

LEBANON KGAL 920 lkw KBS Holman 105 14

McMINNVILLE KMCM 1260 lkw KBS Continental 68 10 14'

MEDFORD KBOY 730 lkw-D KBS
KMED 1440 5-D.l-N NBC Meeker

63

28 21 14

KYJC 1230 250w C,A W. S. Grant 32 16 29 14*

NEWPORT KNPT 1310 lkw 43 28 11

NORTH BEND KFIR 1340 250w CBS W. S. Grant 12 39 8 21

OCEANLAKE KBCH 1400 250w 67 10 33 12 48

ONTARIO KSRV 1380 lkw KBS W. S. Grant 66 22 21
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(continued)

RADIO MASTER

WEEKLY HOURS

DIRECTORY

t

City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

network National rep Network
Post-

mid
Pop

music Concert Folk In hq Nows Sports

Home
making Farm Forei gn Negro Services

vl CITY KGON 1520 10kw Meeker 6 98 14 1 12 8 12* 10 UP;A,St,W

TON KWRC 1240 250w ABC 9 8 3 8 24 6* 3 UP;T
vND KEX* 1190 50kw ABC Free & Peters 5 6 105 7 6 7 16 5 1 4 UP,INS

KGON (See OREGON CITY)
KGW
KOIN*

620 5kw NBC Blair 7 6 30 8 3 3 14 3 3 2 . AP,UP;LW
970 5kw CBS CBS Radio Spot x 13 17 1 2 24 2 2 2 — UP,AP;St,

W
KPAM* 1410 lkw 50 66 % 8 AP
KPDQ 800 lkw-D Webb 64 2 11 4 AP
KPOJ* 1330 5k w MBS Avery-Knodel 7 6 50 12 24 6 25 8* 4 1 UP
KVAN i See \ANLOUVER, WASH.)
KWJJ 1080 lOkw Burn-Smith 80 29 9 20 1 INS

KXL 750 lOkw-D Branham __ 73 1 2 9 5 UP
NELLE KRCO 690 lkw-D Best 40 1 3 6 13 T y2 2 UP;T

ID KJUN 1240 250w ABC McGillvra 10 20 — 14 5 2 AP;LW
\G KRNR 1490 250w CBS W. S. Grant 9 25 5 6 2 13 5* 2 M AP;St

KYES 950 lkw-D .... X .... X

LEM KGAE 1430 lkw-D Holman 48 6 9 2 7 % UP
KOCO 1490 250w Rambeau 76 21 1 3 4 3 V* UP: A.St

KSLM 1390 lkw MBS Everett-McK 7 1 20 43 6 20 22 6* 7 6 UP:LW,W
E D.LES KRMW 1300 lkw-D I'm -1 40 3 5 2 7 12 3 UP;LW

)0K KTIL 1590 250w Continental 61 6 20 9 3 12* 6 12 UP

NATION: Astoria, KAST Baker , KBKR; Coqi ille, KWRO; La Grande, KLBJI; Pendleton, KUMA; Roseburg,

PENNSYLVANIA
DAILY HOURS

KRXL
; Springfield. KEED ; The

WEEKLY HOURS

Dalles, KODL.

;itv Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

network National rep Network
Post-

mid
Pop

music Concert Folk Relig News Sports

Home-
making Farm Foreign Negro Services

>I)WN WAEB 790 500-D.l-N Radio-TV Reps 90 6 18 4 12 12' 1 4 UP
WFMZ* 100.7 48kw GMB 6 y2 63 1 6 A,Se

WHOL 1230 250w CBS Raymer 7 2 59 8 3 15 7 3 % % UP;T
WKAP 1320 lkw ...... Weed 80 4 11 13 2 1* 3 1 y-i AP

ABOI:
1

* am-fm station

\ X fm station

D—daytime power
N—night power

• local sports covered
f Mex. Amer. included

x figure unspecified
. category unclaimed

-

-

MMAILS II etworr promotes sales in aW billion $ market with6

H-R Representatives for wing • wcol • \\\t\ • wcmi

John Blair & Co. for hklo
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I RADIO MASTER DIRECTORY

JL

PENNS YLVAN 1 A (continued)

DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS
.

City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

network National rep

Post- Pop
Network mid music Concert Folk Rclig News

Home-
Sport! making Farm Foreign Negro Sei i%

ALTOONA WFBG 1340 250w NBC H-R 7 1 30 5 4 3 7 2 3 2 AP
WvAM* 1430 lkw CBS Weed 6 2 39 1 2 10 10 2' 3 10 % % UP

~

BEAVER FALLS WBVP 1230 250w 9 8 26 6 19 10* 2 y2 4 2 AP.

T
BETHLEHEM WGPA* 1100 250w-D 16 UP

i
BLOOMSBURG WHLM 550 500w Raymer 12 10 14 10 AP,

L

BRADDOCK WLOA 1550 lkw-D KBS UP
BRADFORD WESB

WBUT*
1490 250w MBS Burn-Smith 8 36 10 7 15 24* 3 % AP

BUTLER 1050 250w-D Gill-Perna 50 7 3 20 6 X 3 AP
WISR 680 250w-D X 6 9 31 2* % 3 UP

CARBONDALE WCDL 1230 5kw KBS Cooke 85 3 18 4 X 2* y2 7 8 UP:

CARLISLE WHYL 960 lkw-D 60 12 10 UP
CHARLEROI WESA 940 250w-D KBS Thos. Clark 40

CHESTER WDRF 1590 lkw 42 1 18 UP:

WVCH 740 lkw-D Webb 28 20 22 UP
CLEARFIELD WCPA 900 lkw-D 40 10 UP;?

COATESVILLE WCOJ 1420 5kw 82 10 20 1 UP:

CONNELLSVILLE WCVI 1340 250w KBS 86 8 10 UP

CORRY WOTR 1370 500w-D KBS 45 20 10 11 AP

COUDERSPORT WFRM* 600 500w-D 42 14 20 AP:.V

DOYLESTOWN WBUX 1570 250w-D KBS Indie Sales 23 AP:

DU BOIS WCED* 1230 250w CBS McGillvra 9 28 4 4 12 16 12* 2 2 1 UP:

EPHRATA WGSA 1310 500w-D KBS 60 1 8 5 7 3 X 7 % _ UP;

IN PENNSYLVANIA Yfc PROFIT Viehm
To get 70% of the audience in lower Luzerne

and adjacent counties of Carbon, Schuylkill and

Columbia you need . . .

murm pa. nbc-mbs

With full time power, covering a retail buying area

better than $175,000,000 and farm dollars that

exceed . . . $25,000,000 you can't afford to

pass up . . .

BLOOMSBURG, PA.

For radio coverage in the prosperous industrial

market of Allentown-Bethlehem you need . . .

AUINTOWN. PA. CBS

*>- \

WAZL WHOL WHLM
Haileton, Pa. NBC-MBS Allentown, Pa. CBS Bloomsburg, Pa. Biddeford-Saco, Me. MBS-Yankee

(All Stations Represented by Paul H. Raymer Company)

Boston, Mass. K
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RADIO MASTER DIRECTORY
1

PENNSYLVANIA (continued)

DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Frig.
Natl

network National rep
Post- Pop

Network mid music Concert Folk Relig

Home-
News Sports making Farm Foreign Negro Services

«MSBURG

;eton

•UDELPHIA

WERC* 1260 5kw ABC Weed 6 1 42 16 3 9 17 4* 3 2 % UP;C,W
WIKK 1330 5kw NBC Petry X 26 3 11 10 X 1 AP
WJET 1400 250w Forjoe 2 127 6 5 16 1 1 2 AP
WLEU 1450 250w MBS Rambeau 6 100

RELL WFAR 1470 lkw-D KBS .... _. 62 1 6 4 6 3 1 1 AP

?ETr*SBURG WGET 1450 250w KBS 60 19 5 6 15 X* 2 6 .._ __ AP;W
UMVER WHVR 1280 1-D,500-N _____ .... .... 49 5 12 13 21 8« 3 UP;St

WCMB 1460 5kw MBS Gill-Perna 6 % 75 15 AP;T
WHGB 1400 250w ABC Pearson 72 15 AP
WHP» 580 5kw CBS Boiling 11 1 13 16

WAZL* 1490 250w N,M Raymer 49 14

AP,UP;A
AP;W

iA.STEAD WHOD 860 250w-D Forjoe X X 21 12 X 3 31 54 UP
ND>NA WDAD 1450 250w CBS 9 38 2 14 5* 2 UP;W
iOHSTOWN WARD* 1490 250w CBS Weed 9 1 50 12 5 8 22 10* 2 1 1 2 UP;W

WCRO 1230 250w MBS Radio-TV Reps 4 6 106 5 8 9 20 6- 5 1 INS

WJAC* 1400 250w NBC Young 7 1 34 16 4 4 15 X* 10 AP
r WADP 960 500w-D 32 21 1 4 9 7* AP;T

MANNING WACB 1380 lkw-D Rambeau 32 5 2 6 12 3* 2 2 AP;T
ASTER WLAN* 1390 lkw A,M Headley-Reed 7 y2 43 8 3 11 17 5 2 3 AP;C,LW
-ORD WLSH 1410 lkw Everett-McK 84 7 5 X 3* 18 3 __ UP;A,T

L 73BE WAKU 1570 lkw-D 29 2 2 3 7 9* AP;T,W
ION WLBR* 1270 lkw Burn-Smith X 1 8 25 15 4 14* 3 2 UP;W

viTOWN WKVA 920 lkw-D Gill-Perna 65 5 12 6 3 X* 9 UP
WMRF 1490 250w NBC Burn-Smith 7 i 44 3 4 3 15 20* 2 X AP

LOC HAVEN WBPZ 1230 250w MBS McGillvra 8 40 15 11 24 12* 3 .... — AP,UP;W,
LW

Mc.ESPORT WEDO 810 lkw-D Rambeau 50 3 3 3 7 5' 2 2 3 AP;T

MELVILLE WMGW* 1490 250w ABC 6 70 4 2 2 1 1
2' 2 2 AP;W

):o WJUN 1220 250w-D Burn-Smith I'd 20 8 10 6* 8 20 __ AP
NAUICOKE WHWL 730 lkw-D Forjoe — 40 3 4 7 7 1 3 1 4 — UP;Se

CASTLE WKST 1280 lkw MBS Everett-McK 9 46 2 4 6 16 3* 2 3 .... UP
NOKISTOWN WNAR 1110 500w-D 41 2 3 6 2* X 2 — y_ AP

WCAU* 1210 50kw CBS CBS Radio Spot 8 6 72 8 1 19 3" 3 5 — AP,UP;A,
C,LW

WDAS 1480 lkw Forjoe 3 X 25 6 3 12 19 103 AP;LW
WFIL* 560 5kw ABC Blair 3 1 80 5 6 22 2 3 V. % UP;A,T

WFLNt 95.7 20k\v GMB 1 104 10 UP
WHAT* 134(1 250w Stars National 3 42 1 11 19 !• 3 1 101 AP
WIBG" 990 lOkw Radio-TV Reps 85 23 15 UP

S K OLS:
\
* am-fm station

\ t fm station

D—daytime power
N—night power

* local sports covered

t Mex. Amer. included
figure unspecified

category unclaimed

i

I

AT NAAm A rails 11 etworr promotes sales in a\m billion $ market with..6

H-R Representatives for wing • wcol • wize • wt mi

John Blair & Co. for wklo
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RADIO MASTER DIRECTORY

PENNSYLVANIA (continued)

DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Frea.

Natl

network National rep

Post-

Nctwork mid
Pop
music Concert Folk Relig News

Home-
Sports making Farm Foreign Negri Serv

'HILADELPHIA

£ (cont.)

WIP* 610 5kw MBS Petry 6 110 8 x*

WJMJ 1540 lkw-D 10 18 42 AP;

WKDM (See CAMDEN, N. J.)

WNAP (See NORRISTOWN)
WPEN* 950 5kw Cill-Perna 6 120 22 x»

WRCV 1060 50kw NBC NBC Spot 2 79 11 10 L P.I

WTEL 860 250w-D 18 29

^PITTSBURGH
B

C

C
c
c

c
c

c
c

KDKA* 1020 50kw NBC Free & Peters 76 16 AP.l

KQV 1410 5kw CBS Ravmer '2 42 10 I P.I

WCAE 1250 5kv Katz 1 83 21 13 INS

WEDO (See McKEESPORT)
WHOD (See HOMESTEAD)
WILY 1080 lkw-D A.M Stars Nati 18 75 AP
W.IAS* 1320 5kw ABC H-R 84 21 LP
WKJFt 93.7 40kw 1 120 10 UP
WLOA 1550 lkw-D 68 LP
WPiT 730 lkw-D LP
WWSW* 970 5kw Bla 44 14 14 LP

CPITTSTON WPTS 1540 lkw-D Indie Sales

DPOTTSVILLE

D
WPAM 1450 250w MBS Everett-McK

62 31 8 3 4 1- 2 15 LP;fj

72 14 10 10 13 21- 3 2 LP: J

EPUNXSUTAWNEY
_WPPA_*_

WPME
_1360_

1540

lkw 60 14 AP

lkw-D Rambeau 50 12 AP:

DREADING WEEU 850 lkw ABC Headley-Reed 71 13 % LP:

WHUM 1240 250w CBS H-R 10 22 AP

WRAW 1340 250w NBC Meeker 25 14

I
ED LION WGCB 1440 lkw-D 20 30

T. MARYS WKBI 1400 250w MBS 26 12

SAYRE WATS 960 lkw-D KBS Indie Sales 32 13 12

SCRANTON WARM 590 5kw ABC Hollingbery 7 6 100 10 7 4 16 5* 2 1 1-2 LP

WEJL 630 500w-D Meeker 1 32 42 3 14 2 1 2 AP.

LW
WGBP 910 1-D.500-N CBS Blair 32 44 AP

AP;

UP

5HAMOKIN WISL 1480 lkw MBS Forjoe 23 12

SOMERSET WVSC 990 250w-D Indie Sales 30 14

STROUDSBURG WVPO
FUNBURY WKOK'

84

1240"

250w-D Radio-TV Reps 61 UP

250w CBS 20 11 15

ITUSVILLE WTIV 1290 500w-D 70

AP
AP

'RONE WTRN 1290 500w-D 26 12 15 LP
UNIONTOWN WMBS 590 lkw CBS Meeker 9 30 3 10 i 18 4* 1 2 _ UP
WARREN WNAE* 1310 lkw-D 43 12 7 13 8* 2 AP

WASHINGTON WJPA* 1450 250w MBS McGillvra 4 70 10 3 20 10* 5 1 LP

-WILKES-BARRE WAZL (SeeHAZELTON)
WBAX 1240 250w MBS Burn-Smith 7 25 3 3 10 15 2 5 2 LP

WBRE 1340 250w NBC Headley-Reed 9 1 34 3 7 1 13 2 7 AP

WILK 980 5kw ABC Avery-Knodel 7 1 54 12 % 11 16 5* 1 3 1 AP
IWILLIAMSPORT WLYC* 1050 lkw KBS 34 24 8 17 18 X* 2 J

2 >2 AP

! WRAK* 1400 250w NBC Everett-McK 8 39 6 2 4 15 2* 3 2 AP

WWPA 1340 250w ( BS Burn-Smith 6 42 10 3 2 15 6* 3 2 UP
YORK WGCB (See RED LION)

WNOW 1250 lkw-D Keller 36 9 10 6 9 2 1 5 AP 5

WSBA 910 lkw Young 3 y2 75 5 y2 5 23 15* 5 3 AP, .1

INO INFORMATION: Allentown. WSAN; Altoona. WBTA; Apollo. AVAVL : Barnesboro. WNCC; Bedford. WBFD: Bloomsburg. WCNR; Chambersburg. WCHA; Eastor
lEmporiura, WEMR; Greensburg. WH.IB: Harrisburg. WKBO: Huntington. WHUN; Lancaster. WGAL; McKeespo i. WMCK: New Kensington. WKPA; Oil Cirv,
iPottstown. WPAZ: Roaring Spring. WK1IC: Scranton. WICK, WSCR ; Sharon, AVPIC: State College. ilA.T : Warren, WKRN: Wavnesboro, WATZ; Wellsboro,
lYork. WORK.

RHODE ISLAND
DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

network National rep

Post-

Network mid
Pop
music Concert Folk Rclig News Sports

Horae-
making Farm Foreign Negro S

NEWPORT WADK 1540 lkw-D Walker 46 6 2 5 25 1* 3 2 3 AF
PAWTUCKET WPAW 550 lkw-D 36 14 5 7 3 16 IF
PROVIDENCE WEAN* 790 5kw A.M \ .R&McC X 20 8* 2 AF

IFWTCE 1290 500w-D 65 2 3 > 2 !• 10 3

70
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RADIO MASTER DIRECTORY

RHODE ISLAND (continued)

DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq.

Natl
network National rep

Post-

Network mid
Pop
music Concert Folk Relig News

Home-
Sports making

40VIDENCE
(cont.)

WJAR 920 jkw NBC Weed 38 17

Farm Foreign Negro Servii~~
~ ~ OPJM

St".

\\I'\W (See PAWTLCKET)
WPRO* 630 5kw CBS Blair 11 24 15

WRIB 1220 lkw-D Indie Sales

AP,U1:

21 26 UP;A
1 WWON (See WOONSOCKET)
JESTERLY WERI 1230 250w Walker 73 1 1 3 12 5 #

1 1 UP
iEST WARWICK WWRI 1450 250w 1 28 22 12 6 18 T 3 7 9 AP;T
^OONSOCKET WNRI 1380 lkw-D 52 6 5 Ms 11 2 X 1

I WWON 1240 250w-D Webb 60 20 4 8 25 X* 6 1 6 AP;^

_) INFORMATION: Providence,

(

<

c

(

WHIM.

SOUTH CAROLINA
DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

network National rep Network
Post-

mid
Pop

music Concert Folk Relig News Snorts
Home-
making Farm Foreign Negro Scrvl

C IKEN WAKN 990 lkw-D KBS 20 7 6 6 10 4* 5 3 1 AP:C

Anderson WAIM* 1230 250w CBS Headley-Reed 8 X X X 3 3 LW
c WANS 1280 Ikw MBS Devnev 7 32 12 15 5 18 3* 2 3 UP;S

JARNWELL WBAW 740 250w-D KBS Best 42 6 12 5 7 3 2 2 8 UP;1

Saufort WBEU 960 lkw-D KBS 63 9 3 X 2' 2 7 IT:'

^:NNETTSVILLE WBSC 1550 lOkw MBS Indie Sales 6 15 — 18 3 15 1" 3 3 12 AP

i:JSHOPVILLE WAGS 1380 lkw-D KBS Interstate 23 1 26 2 3 3 5 6 AP
;
^

bAMDEN WACA IV HI lkw-D 14 4 18 7 7 1- 3 1 5 LP:Y

KARLESTON WCSC* 1390 5kw CBS Free & Peters X Va 32 8 8 5 9 2* 1 1 1 l?:\

WHAN 1340 250w ABC Walker 58 14 14 20 LP
WPAL 730 lkw-D Forjoe 30 10 70

WQSN 1450 250w MBS Pearson 39 30 28 13
I

45 LP:'

WTMA* 1250 5kw NBC Hollinabery 84 8 21

HERAW WCRE
OLUMBIA WCOS"

1420

1400

lkw-D Best 18 22 10 4 UP:

250w ABC Headbv-Reed 40 13 AP:

WIS* 560 5kw NBC Free & Peters 62 10 AP:

WMSC 1320 lkw CBS H R 1 64 18 Ms LP: 3l

WOIC 1470 5kw-D Forjoe 31 14 38

YMBOLS: f * om-fm station

1 t fm station

D—daytime power
N—night power

• local sports covered

t Mex. Amer. included
x figure unspe ed

— category unc med

PAL^p

w-PAL

"Just had my PULSE taken . . . and the Doc tells me I'm
the healthiest pup he's seen.

"According to the November 1955 PULSE, we're in 1st or
2nd place in 25 quarter-hour periods; with an 8.2 average be-

tween 7:45 and 9:45 AM, and an 8.5 average from 4:00 PM
to sign-off.

"We're the only station on the eastern coast of the Caro-

linas serving the Negro market exclusively. Here are just a few
of the folks in the kennel: EC, Carnation Milk, Carter's Pills,

Dolcin, Ex-Lax, Feenamint, Johnson & Johnson, Kraft May-
onnaise, Kool-Aid, Monticello Drug, St. Joseph Aspirin,

Schmidt's Beer, Sinclair, Stanback, Vaseline, Wildroot.

"They rely on us—because they've learned from experi-

ence w-PAL delivers . . . and at a lower cost-per-thousand than

any other Charleston station.

"Speaking for myself, I'm a dog who has his day—seven

days a week!"

of Charleston

South Carolina

730

Clear Channel
Forjoe & Co.
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RADIO MASTER DIRECTORY

SOUTH CAROLINA
DAILY HOURS

{continued)

WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq.
Natl

Power network Nationa
Post- Pop

rep Network mid music Concert Folk Relig Nows
Home-

Sports making Farm Foreign Negro Services

DpLINGTON WPFD 1350 500w-D Best 39 8 15 6 10 X 1 4 4 UP;LW
DIION WDSC 800 lkw-D ABC Gill-Perna 5 6 6

EA.EY WELP 1360 lkw-D KBS Indie Sales 25 2 4 25 7 3« % 1 7 UP; St

_:ENCE WJMX 970 5-D.l-N ABC Walker; D-C 4 y2 25 10 12 17 17 4» y2 6 6 UP;T
WOLS 1230 250w i 69 4 10 10 6 2* % 9 UP;Se

a :NEY WFGN 1570 250w-D 22 2 13 5 6 4' 2 2 __ UP;LW
..RiNVILLE

RNWOOD

660 5kw-DWESC
WFBC* 1330 5kw

Rambeau 14 16 12 AP
NBC Avery-Knodel 10 V2 22 UP;T

WMRB 1490 250w A,M Cooke 84 13 AP
WlVlUU 1260 lkw-D Continental 36 34 19 AP;LW
WCRS* 1450 250w NBC lhos. Clark 30 18 11 x* 3 A,T,W
WGSW 1350 lkw-D MBS Indie Sales 18 30 6 7 1 10 UP

R R WEAB 800 250w-D KBS 18 4 13 12 6 3* 3 y2 3 UP;W
iENS WLBG 860 250w-D 32 7 21 5 11 3* 3 3 8 UP;W
lINS WJAY 1230 lkw-D KBS 44 1 20 3 5 4» 2 3 X AP;Se,L\»

MULE BEACH WMYB 1450 250w NBC ( .lidkr 7 35 16 8 5 22 8* 3 3 UP;T
EBERRY WKDK 1240 250w MBS Interstate 8 33 7 20 7 10 3* 3 2 12 AP;W,T
>IGEBURG WDIX 1150 5-D..5-N A,M Devney; Holman 8 46 1 7 1 65 6" 2 6 AP

WIND* 920 lkw-D Thos. Clark o4 8 14 4 2 5* 6 10 UP;W
K HILL WRHI* 1340 250w M,K McGillvra X 48 2 23 6 10 15* 1 7 2 AP;W

WTYC 1150 lkw-D Indie Sales 43 12 8 9 2 2 2 9 UP
AYZA WSNW 1150 lkw-D Best 28 7 21 7 10 4 4 7 UP;LW/K

TANBURG WJAN 1400 250w A,M 7 59 16 16 17 14* 8 32 7 AP;W
WORD 910 lkw NBC Raymer 7 1 32 6 19 5 11 5* 3 2 10 AP;T

iJ/fER WSSC 1340 250w ABC Best 7 . 30 12 18 12 3* 3 30 UP;T
JN»N WBCU 1460 lkw MBS Interstate 5 26 18 7 11 15' 3 2 4 AP;C,T,W
rWERBORO WALD* 1220 lkw-D MBS 5 32 1 18 2 12 12' _.. 3 6 AP;W

<IO FORMATION: Chester, WGCD; Columbia, WNOK; Conway, WLAT; Georgetown, WGTN; Greenville, WQOK; Greer, WCKI : Hartsville, WHSC; Kingstree, WDKD; Lalt
.
WJOT; Lancaster, WLCM ; Spartanburg. WDXY, WSPA; Sumter, WFIG.

SOUTH DAKOTA
DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

network National rep Network
Post-

mid
Pop

music Concert Folk Relig News Sports
Home-

making Farm Foreign Negro Services

DEEN KSDN 930 lkw ABC Weed 9 51 23 3 6 30 10' 4 15 _._ AP
(KINGS KBRK 1430 500w-D KBS 34 3 5 3 9 2» 4 3 AP;Se
>N KIJV 1340 250w NBC 7 — 16 8 6 5 13 X* 6 6 1 UP;T

1HELL KORN 1490 250w MBS 8 30 6 17 2' 8 UP;LW
IEIIE KGFX 630 200w-D 10 UP
AF) CITY KOTA 1380 5kw CBS Headley-Reed 8 18 3 8 4 13 T 8 5 AP,UP;C
10 < FALLS KELO 1320 5kw NBC H-R 6 1 41 5 5 5 24 4* 1 5 _ AP,UP;C,

St

KISD 1230 250w KBS Cooke — 68 23 12 3 2 4* % AP
KSOO 1140 10-D,5-N Avery-Knodel y2 27 8 11 12 20 2* 3 23 __ AP;T

'AiRTOWN KWAT 950 lkw MBS Gill-Perna 6 32 9 15 10 23 12* 2 18 AP;St
AKTON KYNT 1450 250w .... 84 9 3 5 3» 3 UP;T

WNAX 570 5kw CBS Katz 9 15 2 14 10 15 8* 4 70 % AP,UP;C,
LW

I ORMATION: Aberdeen, KABR; Dearwood, KDSJ; Rapid City, KRSD; Sioux Falls, KIHO.

TENNESSEE
DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

network National rep Network
Post-

mid
Pop
music Concert Folk Rolig News Sports

Home-
making Farm Foreign Negro Services

*UOL WOPI* 1490 250w NBC Burn-Smith 8 32 2 3 12 15 4* y* 2 AP;LW
ENERVILLE WHLP 1570 lkw-D 33 9 16 4 3 2» _.. 3 UP
"MTANOOGA WAGC 1450 250w MBS Walker 5 55 4 7 6 12 35* 2 2 .._ _.. AP;LW

WAPO 1150 5-DJ-N ABC Avery-Knodel X 35 5 17 10 12 3 3 2 9 UP;T
WDEF 1370 5kw NBC Branham 7 66 7 8 7 15 4 6 4 UP;C

—

}

___ WDOD 1310 5kw CBS Raymer X 46 2 5 5 11 8* 3 1 AP
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RADIO MASTER DIRECTORY

TENNESSEE (continued)

DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq.

Natl

network National rep

Post- Pop Home-
Network mid music Concert Folk Relig News Sports making Farm Foreign Negro Servi

CHATTANOOGA
(cont.)

'larksville

WDXB 1490 250w Forjoe 40 50 25

WMFS 1260 lkw-D KBS Pearson
12 AP,U
91

WJZM 1400 250w MBS Rambeau 61 20 16 T
LEVELAND WBAC 1340 250w MBS Forjoe

AP
45 30 14 12

OLUMBIA WKRM 1340 250w MBS Walker
UP

50 23 19 x*

OOKEVILLE WHUB 1400 250w CBS Continental 44 20 17 22

AP;\

UP ;

^OVINGTON WKBL 1250 lkw-D 26 25 13

ROSSVILLE WAEW 1330 lkw-D KBS
AP;S

14 26 UP

(

ICKSON WDKN 1260 lkw-D KBS 30 20

LIZABETHTON WBEJ 1240 250w MBS Gill-Perna 60 30 20 10

AP;S

UP
jAYETTEVILLE WEKR 1240 250w M,K 16 11 15

RANKLtN WAGG 950 lkw-D 36 72 10

AP;1

AP
^iALLATIN WHIN 1010 lkw-D 19 54 UP
HUMBOLDT WIRJ 740 250w-D KBS 55 48 x* AP;
ACKSON WDXI 1310 5-D.l-N MBS Burn-Smith M> 30 24 UP;

WJAK 1460 lkw-D Best 66 23 x*

WTJS* 1390 lkw ABC Branham 45 20 21 18 10*

JOHNSON CITY WETB 790 lkw-D McGillvra 21

WJHL* 910 5-D.l-N CBS Pearson 51 8 10 14 10*

98 UP
AP:'

1 AP; 1

API
IINGSPORT WKIN 1320 5kw-D 35 25 12

WKPT* 1400 250w NBC Burn-Smith 35 20

AP;

AP;

LP:'"f
tNOXVILLE

I

WBIR* 1240 250w ABC Gill-Perna 67 18 18*

WIVK 860 lkw-D Forjoe 60 14

WKGN 1340 250w MBS Rambeau 86 13 15"

WNOX 990 lOkw CBS Blair 1 49 17 13

MEMPHIS KWEM 990 lkw-D Stars National 40 28

WCBR 1480 lkw-D KBS 50

WDIA 1070 50kw Pear 80 54 12

WHBQ 560 5-D,l-N M,A Blair 100

WHER 1430 lkw-D 80 25

WHHM 1340 250w Young 63 30 14

WMC* 790 5kw NBC Branham 10 26 10 8 15

WMPS 680 10-D,5-N Radio-TV Reps 6 146 13

WREC 600 5kw CBS Katz

NASHVILLE WKDA 1240 250w Pearson 1 50 46 12«

WLAC 1510 50kw CBS Katz 29 22 16

WMAK 1300 5kw Weed 113 11

WNAH 1360 lkw-D KBS Continental 50 25

WSIX 980 5kw ABC Hollingbery 62 16 14

WSM 650 50kw NBC Blair 1 13 41 10 17

WSOK* 1470 lkw-D McGillvra; D-C

10 AP; _
UP ~

WROL 620 5kw NBC Avery-Knodel 8 1 21 5 31 6 14 x» 3 2 UP;

.A FOLLETTE WLAF 1450 lOOw m,k: 5 . _ 22 9 30 4 16 12* 6 10 AP:
/.AWRENCEBURG WDXE 1370 lkw-D KBS Burn-Smith 40 2 13 4 2 6* 4 UP:
Lebanon WCOR 900 250w-D — _ 32 5 24 6 7 2» 5 2 AP •

LENOIR CITY WLIL* 730 lkw-D KBS .. 29 42 7 4 4 UP
.EWISBURG WJJM 1490 250w M,K Best 7 25 2 15 4 16 2 1 4 3 AP:

.EXINGTON WDXL 1490 250w MBS Burn-Smith 4 56 9 14 7 21 14* 1 14 7 UP
vtARYVILLE WGAP 1400 250w KBS 30 10 11 8 20 T 5 4 \P
Mckenzie WHDM 1440 500w-D Thos. Clark 20 7 14 3 6 3 X 2 _ AP: T

rtcMINNVILLE WBMC 960 500w-D 22 6 26 12 4 1« 6 3 \P

WMMT 1230 250w M,K 40 13 26 .... 14 4' 4 4 2 UP: J
26 INS

84

140 UP
UP
UP

22 UP
UP
UP $
UP f.l

MILAN WKBJ 1600 lkw-D 29 16 12 12» _
MORRISTOWN WCRK 1450 250w M,K Holman 7 18 2 21 3 15 1 5 AP

MURFREESBORO WGNS 1450 250w Holman 84 26 48 10 20 5' 2 6 7 AP T

WMTS 860 250w-D 31 20 14 9 X* 3 5 1 UP
AP Si

33 UP'

UP
UP
AP

AP?

NEWPORT WLIK 1270 5kw-D KBS . . — 28 37 17 i/
2 1 3 2 UP

OAK RIDGE WATO 1490 250w MBS X 50 15 6 20 X* 1

AP
UP 7

AP,

UPe

WOKE 1290 1-D,500-N KBS 45 7 17 1 10 5' 1 1

PARIS WTPR* 710 250w-D MBS Burn- Smith _ 37 6 28 3 6 5' 2 6 3

PULASKI WKSR 1420 lkw ABC Thos. Clark 6 15 2 12 1 8 2 1 3

RIPLEY WTRB 1570 250w-D 45 1 30 10 2 4» 1 6 10

ROGERSVILLE WRGS 1370 lkw-D Best 27 4 23 14 7 3' X 4 3 UP'

SEVIERVILLE WSEV 930 lkw-D KBS _ 53 9 20 13 4 2 UP
SPARTA WSMT 1050 lkw-D 22 2 15 6 6 2« 4 6 UP'
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RADIO MASTER DIRECTORY

TENNESSEE (continued)

DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

network National rep

Post-

Network mid
Pop
music Concert Folk Relig News Sports

Home-
making Farm Foreign Negro Services •

3PNGFIELD WDBL I 130 lkw-D KBS 36 25 3 l 2» 3 8 AP;W
SVVETWATER WDEH 800 500w-D KBS 24 24 18 6 3 y2 3 UP;T

UN)N CITY WENK 1240 250w MBS Burn-Smith 4 28 5 3 16 2 % 1 __ UP;W

NOJFORMATION: Athens, WLAE; Church Hill, WMCH; Clarksville, WDXN; Dyersburg, W
VlL; South Pittsburg, WEPG; Tullahoma. WJIG; Winchester, WCDT.L

DSG; Greenville, WGRV; Harriman, WHBT; Knoxville, WKXV; Shelbyvil

TEXAS
DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

network National rep Network
Post-

mid
Pop
music Concert Folk Relig News Sports

Home-
making Farm Foreign Negro Services

aBENE KRBC 1470 5-D,l-N ABC Pearson 3 40 11 8 13 2* 1 2 3t AP
KWKC 1340 250w MBS V,R&McC 8 35 10 2 6 17 5' 6 2 %t i AP:W

LE KBKI 1070 lkw MBS Pearson 4 1 52 3 6 6 13 3* 3 3 21t AP;W
ALNE K\LF 1240 250w M,K Best 8 20 6 6 10 21 T 6 2 6t UP;T
ArvRILLO KFDA 1440 5-DJ-N ABC H-R 91 14 AP.UP

KGNC 710 lOkw NBC Katz 21 20 12 AlhW
KLYN 940 lkw CBS Blair 7 68 2 8 12 4' 1 Va LP
KKAY 1360 500w-D 75 10 1 X 2 X AP

ANREWS KACT 1360 500w-D 75 10 2 9 ; • 5 ] 8 AP:W
'JENS KBUD 1410 250w-D KBS 36 19 6 8 •

] 1 HP:LW
NTA KALT 900 ] kw-D Best 54 12 6 6 2 !• 3 2 2 AP:W

U IN KTBC 590 5kw CBS Raymer 40 19 UP:Sf

KTXN 1370 lkw-D Nat'lTm; Oakes 59 60f Hi

BA INGER KRUN 1400 250w KBS Best 42 15 21 AP
M CITY KIOX 1270 lkw MBS Best 35 17 14 3t TIP

a TOWN KRCT 650 250w-D KBS Best 54 21 35 AP
KREL* 1360 lkw Interstate 3 70 10 21 11 X* 5 24t 63 UP

BE/IMONT KFDM 56D 5kw ABC Free & Peters 9 27 1 4 18 3 lA 2 UPrLYC'

KJET 1380 ]kw-D Forjoe 2 40 63 7 y„ 105 UP
KRIC* 1450 250w Branham 93 12 A P : W
KTRM 990 lkw Young 62 52

'LLE K1BL 1490 250w 41 11 17 25t AP:W
C SPRING KBST 1190 250w ABC Pearson 19 19 AP

KTXC 1400 lOOw MBS Best VP.-W

")HAM KFYN 1120 250w-D 41 28 UP
iER

<>Y

KHUZ 1490 250w MBS 15 15 11 Yz'

KNEL 1490 250w KBS Best 52 12 10 AP
KENRIDGE KSTB 1430 lkw-D Best 21 39 AP.W

vllHAM KWHI 1280 lkw-D 35 30 nP:W
WVNFIELD KTFY 1300 lkw-D KBS 70 20 V>« 21t AP:St.T

3RWNSVILLE
i-ic i Matamoros. Mex.)

KBOR 1600 lkw ABC Best 35 17 24t P-T.W

XEO 970 lkw Natl Tin; Oakes 124t

)R(/NWOOD KBWD 1380 1-D,500-N MBS Pearson 50 10 12 24 10 AP
!R\N KORA 1240 250w MBS Best / 48 5 9 8 12 15* 1 %t 1 INS;W
A! HAGE KGAS 1590 lkw-D 42 16 5 4 3 2 3 X AP
:eier KDET 930 lkw-D Gill-Perna 2 30 15 4 15 3* 1 7 5 UP,W
IURNE KCLE* 1120 250w-D Best 50 3 16 2 10 X» 2 2 AP
I ELAND K\ LB 1410 500w 51 23 12 AP;C
)IMAN KSTA 1000 250w-D KBS 28 20 10 2t UP;W
OIEGE STATION WTAW 1150 lkw-D KBS 37 22 8f AP
:OHPADO CITY KVMC 1320 500w-D Best 50 8 10 2t AP:T.W
)l!0E

-01 US CHRISTI

KMCO 900 500w-D ._ II 7 16 3 1 2* 1 6 AP:St.T

KANN (See SINTON)
KCCT* 1150 lkw-D R. O'Connell 50 3 10 6 X y2 3 91t AP
KEYS 1440 lkw CM Raymer 7 56 8 3 20 i 3 UP;W
KRIS 1360 lkw NBC Free & Peters 9 32 1 2 4 16 4 4 5 AP;St

KSIX 1230 250w ABC Forjoe 7 1 30 12 11 4 23 3* 2 _ AP
KUNO 1400 250w Everett-McK X X 3t 35t lot 123t 11 AP

-- KWBU 1030 50kw-D Branham 32 1 7 10 9 3» 3 15 28t 6 \P
OIICANA KAND 1340 250w MBS Branham 4 58 10 3 24 2* 3 UP
RCKETT KIVY

KXIT
1290 500w-D KBS 18 2 21 7 8 4 7 w

AlART 1410 500w-D KBS Best 42 12 8 11 1 6 3 UP

,„YVOLS: \
* am-fm station

' I fm station

D—daytime power
N—night power

local sports covered
Mex. Amer. included

x figure unspecified
.— category unclaimed
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RADIO MASTER DIRECTORY

TEXAS (continued)

DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letter* Freq.

Natl

network National rep

Post- Pop
Network mid music Concert Folk Relig News Sports making Farm Foreign Negro Services

ALLAS
i

KGKO 1480 lkw _ Forjoe 6 163 14 x* 16 UP

KIXL* 1040 lkw,D Pearson; Webb 10 55 12 AP;A,C,

T,Mci

KLIF 1190 S-D,l-N H-R 6 148 13 18 UPJNS

KNOX
KRLD*

(See FORT WORTH)
1080 50kw CBS Branham 8 6 27 20 8 6 19 3* X 4 LP;Se/

KSKY 660 lkw-D Radio-Tv Reps 35 14 24 8 2 4 1 15 UP
'

WBAP
WFAA 8

WRR

(See FORT WORTH)
20-570 50 & 5kw N,A Petry x 24 12 — 9 18 2* 6 4 AP,ljp

1310 5kw MBS Blair 4 60 40 9 8 16 10* 3 - .... AP;Se

'ENISON KDSX 950 500w — — 109 — — 11 10 6' 2 7 AP

'UMAS KDDD 800 250w-D KBS Br-t 33 10 28 2 7 5» 2 2 _._ AP;St

AGLE PASS (Mex.) XEMU 580 5kw Natl. Tm: Oakes ... X 2 X — X X ... 98t AP

ASTLAND KERC 1590 500V-D Best —

-

52 20 22 4 12 5* 4 5 .... AP;T,("

DINBURG KURV 710 250w -.. . . — 35 6 30 8 9 2» y2 2 25t — UP,Mci"

L CAMPO KULP 1390 500w-D — — 14 5 29 10 10 8' 3 4 16t 3 UP;L\I

L PASO KELP 920 1-D,500-N H-R 1 141 — .— 5 12 X X .... UP
KEPO 690 lOkw ABC Pearson 3 — 84 7 y2 8 23 4* 10 lot ™ UP; St

1 KROD 600 5kw CBS Branham x — 55 7 5 2 15 2» 3 2 AP;Se

KSET 1340 250w . McGillvra 6 101 2 30 2 14 2» — — — AP;C,\

KTSM 1380 1-D,500-N NBC Hollingbery 12 15

Licensed in

: Juarez, Mex.)

XEJ 970 lOkw Natl Tm; Oakes 3 76 10 36 128t

XELO 800 150kw R. O'Connell 14 105 14 84t

up
; t;

INS

St

ALFURRIAS KBLP 1260 500w-D 44 11 18t AP;T

LOYDADA KFLD 900 250w-D _ 30 23 8t UP;St

ORT STOCKTON KFST
ORT WORTH KCNC

860 250w-D KBS 55 20 % 7t

870 250w-D 42 42

KF.IZ 1270 5kw MBS H-R 1 50 12

KNOK 970 lkw-D Gill-Perna 70 14

KRLD (See DALLAS)
KXOL 1360 5-DJ-N Forjoe 6 150 15

WBAP* 820-

570

50&5kw N,A Free & Peters 29 11 20

WFAA (See DALLAS)

AP;T
11 UP

AP
63 UP

AP
AP;A,

REEPORT KBRZ 1460 500w-D Best _ 43 24 Vi AP;T
iAINESVILLE KGAF 1580 250w-D KBS 39 12 AP;C,

iALVESTON KGBC 1540 1-D.250-N Pearson 67 11 3t 23 AP;St

KLUF 1400 250w ... Rambeau 79 3t UP
LADEWATER KSIJ 1430 lkw-D Best _ 36 38 11 AP;C

iONZALES
iREENVILLE

KCTI 1450 250w KBS Cooke 49 33 6t 1 AP;S<

KGVL 1400 250w MBS Pearson 56 12 10 20 10*

JARLINGEN KGBT 1530 50-D.10-N CBS H-R 34 15 42t

First choice of

2,000,000 NORTH TEXANS
who won't be satisfied

with anything less than

RECIPE FOR FAITHFUL LISTENING
Ingredients:

Result:

Broadway Show Tunes • Smooth Pops

Old Standards • Pop Concert

• Selected Classics •
• Dashes of the Unusual •

A unique musical service . . . only one of

its kind for Dallas, Ft. Worth and North Texas

jMp%U8tC

DALLAS

76

AP
UP;A
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RADIO MASTER DIRECTORY
1

EX A S {continued)

DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

network National rep

Pws*- P »P Home-
Network mid music Concert Folk Relig News Sports making Farm Foreign Negr* Service.

HERFORD^ KPAN 860 250w-D Best 53 20 14

HIL>BORO KHBR 1560 250w-D KBS Best
6t UP

35 24

01 TON KCOH 1430 lkw-D Gill-Perna
UP

52 36

KLBS 610 5kw KBS Walker
90 UP

1 112 27 12

KNUZ 1230 250w Forjoe '_• 40
UP

52

KPRC 950 5kw NBC Petry 31 15

12 UP;Se
12

KREL (See BAYTOWN)
KTRH* 740 50kw CBS Blair 37 18

KXYZ 1320 5kw ABC Avery-Knodel 75 13 18 11*

AP,INS;Se

UP;C,W
KYOK 1590 5kw Pearson; D-C 84 — 49 4 6 132 UP

J TSVILLE KSAM 1490 250w M,K 7 31 2 6 10 17 6* 2 3 AP;C
JACSONVIL LE KEBE 1400 250w KBS y2 _ 60 3 23 7 23 2* % 6 9 UP;W
KEFVILLE KER\ 1230 250w-D . Best 40 13 30 6 12 X* 1 AP
l:en KLEN 1050 250w-D Best 21 1 22 3 10 3" 2 1 6 AP;T
U DO

Mex.)

KVOZ 1490 250w MBS Pearson 6 33 4 9 7 15 4* 3 1 7t AP
sed in XEAS 1410 lkw-D NatlTm; Oakes 60 6 18 _.„ 2 AP,UP

r Laredo, XEDF 960 5-D.l-N R. O'Connell 62 7 37 2 X INS,UP;C,
T

JVIEW KFRO 1370 lkw ABC Cooke 26 53 AP
KLTI 1280 lkw-D MBS Pearson 69 5 _ 17 6 AP;St,T

OCK KDAV 580 500w-D Pearson 10 54 10 12 _ UP
KDUB 1340 250w-D Branham 6 167 X X* - AP;St

KFYO 790 5-D.l-N CBS Katz 12 22 7 2 5 24 1* 2 7 .. AP,UP;St,
T

KLLL 1460 lkw-D Indie Sales 75 9 7 1* lOt .

KSEL 950 lkw ABC Rambeau 4 58 4 18 10 17 3* 4 4 3t AP;W
;in KTRE 1420 lkw MBS V,R&McC 10 51 . 4 7 12 2» 3 4 AP;W

/LIN KMLW 1010 250w-D 44 14 3 AP
SHALL KMHT 1450 250w 83 16 AP
-LEN

i nsed in

ynosa, Mex.)

.AND

KRIO 910 lkw M,A Everett-McK 4 70 4 21 2* _.. 1 — AP

XEOR 1390 lkw . Natl Tm; Oakes 5 124f -

KCRS 550 5-D,l-N ABC Pearson X 48 7 6 16 9* 1 UP

KJBC 1150 lkw-D KBS Best 21 49 7 UP:W,St

AIERAL WELLS KORC 1140 250w-D KBS 20 20 AP:W
vUlAHANS KVKM 1340 250w-D KBS Best 41 10 11

PLEASANT KIMP 960 lkw-D KBS 15 %
. 0GDOCHES KSFA 860 lkw-D 58 18 % AP:T

-W BRAUNFELS KGNB 1420 lkw-D KBS 23 18 201 AP:T

NUMBER 1 IN ALL SURVEYS

including Dec. 1955 Con Ian

Sales Management's City Retail Sales forecast for January

. . . . $13,020,000.

Lubbock Bank Deposits, Dec. 31, 1955 $216,900,798.75

National Representative

WM. G. RAMBEAU CO.

New York, Chicago, Minneapolis,

Los Angeles and San Francisco.

Southwestern Representative

CLYDE MELVILLE CO.

Dallas, Texas

"MOST USTENED-TO STATION

ON THE SOUTH PLAINS" OF TEXAS
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RADIO MASTER DIRECTORY

City

SAN ANTONIO

f |? X A S {continued)

DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

network National rep

Post-

Nctwork mid
Pop
music Concert Folk Relig News

Home-
Sports making Farm Foeign Negr* Services.

DDESSA KECK 920 1-D,500-N I'll jcii- 45 5 7 13 4 2 2t - AP;St

KRIG 1410 lkw MBS Best 7 18 3 18 3 10 3' 3t - UP;W'
DRANGE KOGT 1600 lkw KBS Best 91 .... 11 X X* 9 — — UP;W
PALESTINE KNET 1450 250w MBS 7 36 9 7 14 19 3* 6 2 1 UP
PAMPA KPAT 1230 250w .... 74 6 11 3 14 3» 3 7 UP; St

KPDN 1340 250w MBS Best 4 40 1 21 8 25 8* 2 10 UP;W

PARIS KPLT 1490 250w ABC Pearson 11 49 % X 26 X 3 3 AP

jPASADENA KLVL 1480 1-D,500-N NatlTm; Oakes 100 2 .... 4 2 X 105t 21

PECOS KIUN 1400 250w MBS Best 4 35 6 28 3 23 9* 3 6 7t .... LP;T

PLAINVIEW KVOP 1400 250w MBS X 70 6 15 3 21 3' % 6 6t .... AP

;jPOST KRWS 1370 500w-D KBS .... 32 31 5 7 5* % 3t .

,ROSENBERG KFRD 980 lkw-D _ 20 1 5 10 16 4* % 3 22t 3 UP
jiSAN ANGELO KGKL 960 5-DJ-N ABC Pearson .... ... AP

i]
KPEP 1420 lkw-D Best 14 60 11 8 1

KTXL 1340 250w MBS V.R&McC 6 37 10 11 9 17 14* 3 8 7t UP;W

i;
KWFR 1260 lkw-D 60 4 20 8 7 5 3 7t .... AP

KCOR 1350 5-D,l-N R. O'Connell 85t 6f 3t 2t 123t 9 UP
KK.NS 680 50-D,10-N CBS Free & Peters 50 21 12

KEXX 1250 500w-D McGillvra 84t

KISSI 610 5kw Walker 80 32 15

KITE* 930 lkw-D Pearson 91 22 14

KIWW 1540 250w-D NatlTm; Oakes 62t lit 3t 4t 84f

KMAC* 630 5kw Walker 80 32 15

KONO* 860 5kw H-R 91 18 35 12

KTSA* 550 5kw MBS Raymer 1 58 19

AP

12 UP
All

UP
12 UP

AP
AP.UP

lw,:g

, WOAI 1200 50kw NBC Petrv 10 25 3 4 8 17 1 9 .... AU;W
SAN MARCOS KCNY 1470 250w-D KBS Best 24 14 4 7 2* 1 1 25t AP
'SEGUIN KWED 1580 lkw-D Best 24 14 8 4 X 2* 3 2 18t UP
SHAMROCK KEVA 1580 250w-D KBS Best X 35 1 14 4 24 2 UP
SHERMAN KDSX (See DENISON)

KRRV 910 lkw MBS Pearson 7 41 15 14 5 16 X* 3 3 % UP;W
KTAN 1500 250w-D KBS Best 40 20 18 7 3 2* V-2 y* AP

SINTON KANN 1590 lkw-D .... 69 12 3 3 12t i AP;W
^'STAMFORD KDWT 1400 250w MBS 6 .. 40 1 8 21 T 2 UP;Se

STEPHENVILLE KSTV 1510 250w-D 28 7 21 10 10 3* 7 UP
'SULPHUR SPRINGS KSST 1230 250w M,K 5 38 3 13 4 14 3* 1 5 AP

SYMBOLS: \
* am-fm station

.' frrt station

D—daytime power
N—night power

* local sports covered

t Mex. Amer. included
figure unspeciH
category uncloed

ails mM\etworr promotes sales in a %J billion $ market with6

H-R Representatives for \\i\c. • hcol • hi/i • won
John Blair & Co. for wklo
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TEXAS {continued)

DAILY HOURS

RADIO MASTER DIRECTORY

WEEKLY HOURS

1

City

SWJ TWATER
TATOR

Call letters Freq.

KXOX 1240

Power

250w

Natl Post. Pop Home-
network National rep Network mid music Concert Folk Relig News Sports making Farm Foreign Negro Service*

50 18

KTAE 1260 lkw-D KBS
18t AP

42 48

ERELL

3t 1 UP
KTEM 1400 250w 16 %t I P
KTER 1570 250w-D 22 35

E)RKANA KCMC* 1230 250w ABC V,R&McC 42
3 AP;T

29 10* AP
RTFS 1400 250w KBS Indie Sales 76 11

TE) .S CITY KTLW 920 lkw-D KBS Best 56 12

3 LJP;W

30 UP
KTUE 1260 lkw-D 45 7t % UP

'1R KGKB 1490 250w MBS Pearson 49 15 10 18 % AP;W
KTBB 600 1-N.500-D ABC V,R&McC 6 56 3 14 20 27 X* 2 6 1 UP

V,.DE KVOU 1400 250w —

_

60 4 56 3 2 3* 2 20f 2 UP
C0RIA KNAL 1410 500w Best % 59 16 31 3 18 4* 2 3 lit AP

KVIC 1340 250w MBS 9 % 73 8 10 4 20 9* 3 3 7t 6 UP
A0 WACO 1460 lkw ABC Weed 2 14 y2 3 4 X 14* 8 2 1 AP

rvE.ACO KRGV 1290 5kw NBC Pearson 9 34 4 5 20 T 3 7 AP,UP;W,
Se

<iTA FALLS KSYD 990 10-D.l-N ABC V,R&McC 10 18 i 14 7 14 3 4 7 UP;Se,W
KTRN 1290 5kw MBS Pearson 4 76 8 30 3 25 10* 3 10 AP
KWFT 620 5kw CBS Blair 9 70 5 17 8 11 2* 4 .... — AP,UP;LW

1 FORMATION: Amarillo, KAMQ, KZIP; Austin, KNOW, KVET; Brownwood, KEAN; Carrizo Springs, KBEN; Childress, KCTX; Clarkesville, KCAR; Cuero, KCFH; Del
CDLK XERF; Denton, KDNT; Fredericksburg, KNAF; Fort Worth, KCUL; Graham, KSWA; Hamilton, KCLW; Henderson, KGRI; Houston, KTHT; Jasper, KTXJ;

non KMBL; Kenedy, KENN; Kermit, KERB; Kilgore, KOCA ; Kingsville. KINE ; Lamesa, KPET; Lampasas, KCYL; Levelland, KLVT; Littlefield, KVOW ; Lubbock,
-'!' Lufkin KRBA; McCamev, KCMR; McKinney, KMAE ; Monahans, KVKM ; Nacogdoches, KOSF; Odessa, KOSA; Paris, KfTV; Perryton, KEYE; Pleasanton, KBOP;
1 Arthur KOLE, KPAC

;
Quanah, KOLJ: Seminole, KSML; Seymour, KSEY; Snyder, KSNY; Texarkana, KOSY; Vernon, KVWC; Waco, KWTX; Weslaco, XEFD.

UTAH
DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

network National rep Network
Post-

mid
Pop
music Concert Folk Relig News Sports

Home-
making Farm Foreign Negro Services

CEUR CITY KSUB 590 lkw CBS CBS Radio Spo 9 25 10 3 2 15 T 1 5 UP
LOnN KLGN 1390 lkw-D 43 21 6 1 7 3* 1 AP

T

06

KVNU 610 lkw MBS Avery-Knodel 5 41 18 1 5 12 31* 1 3 UP;W
RAY KMUR 1230 250w 89 45 6 X* 3 UP;LW
EN KLO 1430 5kw MBS Avery-Knodel 10 1 47 19 3» UP;W

KOPP 730 lkw-D KBS 49 8 4 3 X 1 It .... UP;LW
KVOG 1490 250w Webb % 99 15 5 2 10 1- % It AP;T

°KfO KEYY 1450 250w 1 70 55 2 12 2* 5 2 % AP
KIXX 1400 250w ABC Webb 10 82 11 2 3 18 3 # 2 1 UP;C,St

K

KOVO 960 5kw MBS Avery-Knodel 5 32 15 6 17 8» 1 3 UP;W
FIELD KSVC 980 lkw Avery-Knodel 70 11 17 5 18 X 3 3 UP;W

X LAKE CITY KALL 910 lkw MBS Avery-Knodel X 1 80 3 22 6* 6 i AP
KDYL 1320 5kw NBC Katz 8 1 38 2 2 8 .... _ — _ UP;T

AT NJfaAlR A RAILS illetworr promotes sales in a \0 BILLION $ MARKET with6

H-R Representatives for win*. • wcol • hize • wcmi

John Blair & Co. for wklo
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RADIO MASTER DIRECTORY

U X A H (continued)

DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Frefl. Power
Natl

network National rep

Post-

Nitwork mid
Pop
music Concert Folk Relig News Sports

Home-
making Farm Foreign Negro Service

-ALT LAKE CITY KLUB
KNAK

570

1280

5kw ABC Hollingbery 6 126 42 X 1 — UP
i

1

(eont.) 5kw Forjoe 6 156 12 14 % 12 UP
KSL* 1160 50kw CBS CBS Radio Spot 10 6 14 48 3 3 20 6» 1 3 — AP.UP

W
1

KSOP 1370 lkw-D Gill-Perna 13 3 _.. — _ If _.

klO INFORMATION: Uiigham City, KBUH; Price, KOAL; Vernal, KVEL.

(

i

;i

VERMONT
DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

network National rep

Post- Pop Home-
Network mid music Concert Folk Relig News Sports making Farm Foreign Negro Service

•BENNINGTON WBTN 1370 500w-D McGillvra 23 14 10 UP
BRATTLEBORO WTSA 1450 250w ABC Walker 44 11 UP
BURLINGTON WCAX 620 5kw CBS Weed 9 31 2 7 3 18 2* 3 6 UP;Se

WDOT 1400 250w McGillvra 82 28 7 5 2* 5 % __ UP;Se

WJOY 1230 250w ABC Everett-McK 40 28 25 AP;T:

'MONTPELIER WSKI 1240 250w ABC W. S. Grant 20 AP

'NEWPORT WIKE 1490 250w McGillvra 28 11 22 x* 12 UP;^
JUTLAND WHWB 1000 lkw-D Gill-Perna 24 11

UP;WiST. ALBANS WWSR 1120 lkw-D Walker 21 13

|ST. JOHNSBURY WTWN 1310 250w McGillvra 51 15 6 4 15 9« 5 2 .. - UP;W
'SPRINGFIELD WNIX 1480 lkw-D McGillvra 30 20 3 4 10 2* 3 % up

;
t;

WATERBURY WDEV 550 lkw MBS Everett-McK 4 36 15 3 5 21 11" 9 6 UP;W

NO INFORMATION: Rutland, WSYB.

SYMBOLS:
t.

( * om-fm station

) I fm station

D—daytime power
N—night power

local sports covered
Mex. Amer. included

x figure unspecifl

—. category uncla i

SALT LAKE CITY rr, Rad.o

...and KNAK

80

YOUR

TICKET

SIR . . .

1280

KNAK

YOU REACH 7 OUT OF 10 FAMILIES AT LOWEST COST PER LISTENER

This ticket entitles you to a profitable ride

through the Utah market— a market only q
slightly smaller than Washington D. C, Boston ~~

or San Francisco and larger than Pittsburgh, —
: Milwaukee or Houston.

: YOU REACH 7 OUT OF 10 FAMILIES AT LOWEST COST PER LISTENER
|

"Hooper Rating
(7 day week average—7 A.M. t<>11 P.M.)

Station KNAK . 26.0
Station "A" . . , 23.9
Station "B" . . . 15.7

Station "C" . , . 9.6
Station "D" . . • 8.6

MUSIC
1 NEWS

5000
WATTS

When you ride with KNAK you're on the number one station in the

Salt Lake market* ... 24 hours a day for music, news and sports.

You are right at the distribution center of a booming billion dollar market.

Buy three spots on KNAK
For the price of one on station "A"
Represented nationally by Forjoe & Co., Inc.

1042 So. 6th West, Salt Lake City, Utah
•Hooper, February, 1955—12 Noon-6 P.M.
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RADIO MASTER DIRECTORY

VIRGINIA
l

DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

ALE

AR1

1c
BIG

BlA

City Call letters Freq.

Natl

Power network National rep

Post- Pop
Network mid music Concert Folk Relig News Sports

Home-
making Farm Foreign Near* Swvlcn

ANDRIA WPIK (See DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA)
>IGTON WARL (See DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA)

WEAM (See DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA)
3RD WBLT 1350 lVw-D 18 5 19 8 5 2 3 5 3 AP;T
TONE GAP WLSD 1220 lkw-D 27 8 24 18 17 6« 2 AP-W
KSTONE WKLV 1490 250w MBS Interstate 5 32 4 4 12 2* 2 9 AP;T
iOL WCYB 690 lOkw-D Gill-Perna 40 30 22 16 10 12 AP,UP;A,

Co.W

H/.LOTTESVILLE

WFHG 980 5-D.l-N MBS Walker 5 1 27 5 47 15 7 x» UP
WOPI (See BRISTOL, TENN.)

WCHV 1260 lkw ABC Thos. Clark 4 2 80 17 2 5 13 4* 4 3 AP
WINA* 1450 250w MBS Walker 4 5 5 2 8 20 3* 1 1 5 LP;LW,St

CHISTIANSBURG WBCR 1260 lkw-D Indie Sales 35 6 18 3 10 3 3 2 3 AP;LW
LI ON FORGE WCFV 1230 250w 50 10 10 3 13 5' 2 2 2 AP;Se,St

Utl WSVS* 800 lkw-D 37 12 28 8 4 4 8 12 AP;W
:uieper WCVA 1490 250w M,K Indie Sales 5 21 10 4 8 2* 1 3 % UP;LW,St

Ui/ILLE WBTM 1330 5-D.l-N ABC Gill-Perna 3 65 2 25 8 14 2 3 9 6 AP
WDVA 1250 5kw MBS Keller; Burn-S 3 57 3 16 9 40 3* 3 16 4 UP;T

FAHVILLE WFLO 870 lkw-D Thos. Clark 36 5 16 1 10 4* 1 6 6 UP
ERICKSBURG WFVA 1230 250w ABC 7 1 61 9 10 4 17 X* 2 1 UP

FRCIT ROYAL WFTR 1450 250w M,K X 72 5 10 4 23 3* 3 2 2 AP;W
HA PTON WVEC 1490 250w NBC Avery-Knodel 4 60 16 5 15 2' AP;St,W

-iAUSONBURG WSV'A* 550 5-D,l-N NBC Pearson 6 X 14 X 3 12 UP;W
WELL WHAP 1340 250w KBS Indie Sales 70 28 5 12 3* 3 1 7 UP;T
:hburg WLVA* 590 lkw ABC Hollingbery 9 45 6 10 10 2 6 .. AP;LW
Ion WMEV 1010 lkw-D ABC Indie Sales 4 25 2 6 5 11 2 2 2 AP;W
riNSVILLE WHEE 1370 500w-D Stars National 43 2 18 2 10 %• 2 % 6 UP;LW

WMVA* 1450 250w NBC W. S. Grant 6 28 12 22 14 11 5* 3 3 10 AP
•rAT JACKSON WSIG 790 lkw-D 60 2 25 5 4 17* 3 UP

One buy sells the Mountain West

. . . and powerful KSL Radio is

the one medium capable of

delivering a selling message to

the VA million people in the

Salt Lake market.

Each week, KSL Radio talks to

89.2% of the families in the

area with programs designed

to satisfy the thousands who

demand the variety found only

on CBS and KSL.

The Mountain West is sold on Powerful KSL radio

50,000 Watts . . . CBS in the Mountain West
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1 RADIO MASTER DIRECTORY

VIRGINIA ( continued \

DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq.

Natl

network National rep

Post- Pop Home-
Netwotk mid music Concert Folk Relig News Sports making Farm Fo-eign Negro Sep ,

M

I

NORTON
I

ORANGE

NARROWS WNRV 990 lkw-D 27 13 25 6 12 5 2 2 AP-

.;
NEWPORT NEWS WACH 1270 lkw-D Walker _... 80 6 15 2* 2 V" 5 UP '

' WGH* 1310 5kw ABC Pearson 2 6 139 9 6 13 5 AP
i WTAR (See NORFOLK)
1 NORFOLK WAVY

WCMS
WGH

(See PORTSMOUTH)
1050 lkw-D 12 55 10 7 X UP

1 (See NEWPORT NEWS)

t

1 WLOW 1400 250w MBS V,R&McC 2 6 27 56 7 6 2 y2 37 UP
'1 WNOR

WRAP
1230 250w Weed .... 6 168 10 2" 2 ap ; :

1 850 lkw Pearson X . X X 126

WRVCt 102.5 9kw

WTAR 790 5kw

25 62

CBS Petry 42 13

WVEC (See HAMPTON)
WNVA* 1050 lkw-D M,K Burn-Smith 15 21 16 x*

AP
AP;!W

UP

PORTSMOUTH
PULASKI

WJMA 1340 250w MBS 30 14 15

WAVY 1350 5kw NBC Burn-Smith 59 % 4 14

UP
UP

RADFORD
RICHLANDS
RICHMOND

WPUV 1580 5kw-D KBS Dora-Clayton 12 35 13

WRAD 1460 5kw-D 45 13 % 10

AP
AP

WRIC 540 lkw-D 33 37 12

WANT 990 lkw-D United

WLEE* 1480 5kw MBS Forjoe 1 67 15 10

WLLY 1320 lkw-D Stars National 84

WMBG* 1380 5kw

WRNL* 910 5kw

Boiling 19

ABC Petry 1 41 21 23

WRVA* 1140 50kw CBS CBS Radio Spot 8 30 11 41 13 19

WXGI 950 lkw-D Burn-Smith 79 13

Se,T

84 UP
10 AP;I

AP
UP

1 AP;'5t

UP; V$

AP

ROANOKE WDBJ* 960 5kw CBS Free & Peters 10 31 16

WRIS 1410 5kw-D 36 12

WROV* 1240 250w ABC Burn-Smith 90 21

WSLS* 610 lkw N,M Avery-Knodel 11 16 13 13 16

SOUTH BOSTON WHLF 1400 250w ABC 36 10 10 x*

SOUTH HILL WJWS 1370 lkw-D 20 24

STAUNTON WAFC 900 lkw-D Thos. Clark 23 11

WTON 1400 250w ABC 55 15

WYTHEVILLE WY\ E 1280 lkw-D 26 14

AP;

AP;

UP
% AP: P.T

AP;

5 AP: i

__ UP
1 AP

VIRGINIA BEACH WBOF 1600 lkw-D — .. 72 12 2 8 2 8 1 AP

WAYNESBORO WAYB 1490 250w M,K Cooke 9 27 13 2 23 4' .... AP: ?,W

WINCHESTER WINC 1400 250w A.K 5 .. 60 __ 14 UP
1 UP; V

NO INFORMATION: Covington, WKEY; Emporia. WEVA; Falls Church, WPAX; Galax,

Suffolk. WLPM; Warsaw, WNNT; Winchester, WRFL.
WBOB; Lexington, WREL; Lynchburg, WWOD ; Petersburg, WCLA, SSV

WASHINGTON
DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

network National rep

Post-

Network mid
Pop
music Concert Folk Relig News Sports

Hone-
making Farm Foreign Negro Sen I

ABERDEEN KBKW 1450 250w ABC Paschall 4 100 2 8 3* % AP
KXRO 1320 lkw M.K Walker 7 40 2 18 2 25 6* 2 1 UP

BELLINGHAM KPUG 1170 lkw MBS Headley-Reed 8 28 6 7 16 19 6* 9 UP
KVOS 790 lkw ABC Forjoe 5 80 6 5 18 5* 2 3 .... UP;

BREMERTON KBRO 1490 250w 112 3 6 2 14 8» UP;:

CENTRALIA- KELA 1470 lkw MBS Walker 6 60 2 5 12 31 T 3 _ UP
CHEHALIS KITI 1420 lkw-D Best 67 3 13 3 3 X 5 UP;

COLFAX KCLX 1450 250w KBS Best 90 8 24 4 7 X* 2 3 .... AP:'

COLVILLE KCVL 1480 lkw KBS Best 43 2 12 3 2 2 2 3 UP
EVERETT KRKO 1380 lkw MBS McGillvra 8 45 6 24 3* 1 .... AP
GRAND COULEE KFDR 1400 250w KBS Best 65 7 18 2 3 3* 2 1 UP
KELSO KLOG 1490 250w _— Best 92 5 4 1 7 2* 1 UP
KENNEWICK KWIE 610 5kw CBS Meeker 8 60 4 4 3 9 5» 1 2 .... AP
KIRKLAND KNBX 1050 lkw-D KBS Best -- — 40 30 30 2 2 y2 .... 6 UP;'
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THE TOP TEN RADIO PROGRAMS ARE ALL ON

WM -RADIO
In the Richmond Metropolitan Area

RICHMOND METROPOLITAN AREA THE PULSE, INC. SEPTEMBER 6-12, OCTOBER 5-11, 1955

TOP TEN EVENING & DAYTIME SHOWS

Evening Daytime - 5 a week

Program Average Program Average
Rating Rating
Sept. Jul. Sept. Jul.
Oct. AUg. Oct. Aug.

E.R.Murrov (Mon-Fri, Guiding Light WRVA 8.1 7.9
7:15 PM) WRVA 8.4 8.2 Young Dr.Malone WRVA 8.0 8.0

Johnny Dollar,Misc.

,

Ma Perkins WRVA 7.8 7.6
(Mon-Fri,8:15 PM) WRVA 8.0 Wendy Warren WRVA 7.8 7.5

Our Miss Brooks WRVA 7-9 7.7 Road of Life WRVA 7.7 7.4
My Son Jeep, Misc.

,

Our Gal Sunday \/RVA 7-5 6.8
(Mon-Fri, 8 PM) WRVA 7.8 Perry Mason WRVA 7.4 7-3

Suspense,Misc. WRVA 7-7 7.2 Helen Trent WRVA 7.2 6.5
Two For The Honey WRVA 7-7 Brighter Day WRVA 6.8 6.5

Tenn .Ernie ,Hisc .

,

News-G. Passage (8 AM)WRVA 6.8

(Mon-Fri, 7-7:45 PM) WRVA 7.6 7.0 Nora Drake WRVA 6.8 6.9
Godfrey's Talent ScoutsWRVA 7.8
Lowell Thomas (Mon-Fri,

6:45 PM) WRVA 7-3 7.7
News (Mon-Fri, 6 PM) WRVA 7.3

S A T U R DAY & S U NDAY DAYTIME
Program Average

Rating
Sept. Jul.
Oct.

World News Roundup(Sun,9 AM)

Renfro Valley
News-G. Pas sage (Sat, 8 AM)

Sunshine, Changing Times
E. P.Biggs,Misc.
Robert Q.Lewis
Galen Drake,Misc.
H.Clark,City Hospital

News,Va.Weekly(Sat,ll AM)

Cullen Johnson
Johnny Singer,Misc.

Story Book Lady

WRVA
WRVA
WRVA
WRVA
WRVA
WRVA
WRVA
WRVA
WRVA
WRVA
WRVA
WRVA

5.8

5.7
S.O
5.0
4.4

4.1
4.0
4.0
4.0

3-9
3-9
3.9

Aug.

5-3
4.4
4.8

4.1

3-7

AVERAGE QUARTER HOUR RADIO SETS-IN-USE FOR THE WEEKS STUDIED

Entire Week, 6 AM - 12 Midnight

September-October, 1955
July-August, 1955
September-October, 1954

September-October, 1953

17.4
17.0
17.5
17-9
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WASHINGTON (continued)

DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

Natl Post- Pop Home-
City Call letters Freq. Power network National rep Network mid music Concert Folk Relig News Sports making Farm Foreign Negro Servl

LONGVIEW KBAM 1221) lkw-D Holman 25 2 50 I 7 7 Z Z iNSJjl

MOSES LAKE KSEM 1450 250w ._ 91 4 8 3 12 4* 1 2 _ UP
;tZ

KWIQ 1260 lkw-D 56 14 2 7 x ... 4 __ AP
MOUNT VERNON KBRC 1430 lkw McGillvra 60 6 9 3 16 3* 3 7 .... UP
OLYMPIA KGY 1240 250w MBS Walker 6 55 6 7 28 8* V2 AP;\i~

PASCO KPKW 1340 250w ABC 12 30 8 13 ... 16 10* .... 3 .... UP;C ;~

PULLMAN KOFE 1150 lkw-D Best .... .... 72 1 7 1 2 .._ UP
PUYALLUP KAYE 1450 250w KBS _. 60 12 25 _
RAYMOND KAPA 1340 2S0w Walker 46 2 7 4 3 10* 3 1 .... .... AP
RENTON KLAN 1230 250w ........ 1 90 6 8 6 2 x* 3 _ UP;S

|
SEATTLE " KAYO 1150 5-D.l-N Headley-Reed 2 120 x x 5 x x ... 1 .... UP

KING* 1090 50kw ABC Blair 4 6 112 6 .... 3 20 2' 1 2 INS.l
"

KIRO* 710 50kw CBS Free & Peters 10 % 22 8 _ 4 21 2 3 % 1 UP
KISWI 99.9 2kw ._ 1 55 1 __ x . .

KJR 950 5kw Branham 6 141 20 .._ UP
KOL 1300 5kw Boiling 1 110 2 14 10* x 1 ... INS.t f

KOMO 1000 50kw NBC NBC Spot 12 30 9 3 19 x 1 1 UP;A ,

KNBX (See KIRKLAND)~
KTW 1250 lkw~ ~Z. 6 25 ~16 Z Z Z Z % 2 ZZ
KM 570 5kw MBS H-R x 23 12 16 17 27

~~2» 2 I Z Z~ AP;T,"

KXA 770 lkw-D .... . 80 .... 2 7 ... .... V± AP~
SPOKANE KGA 1510 50kw ABC Everett-MrK 8 30 3 12 14 14 x 1 .. AP:Vi

""

KHQ 590 5kw NBC Katz 9 5__ 1 5 4 23 1 16 4 _.. AP
KNEW 790 5kw MBS Weed _11 25 2 15 1* 2 4 3 AP;C

"

KREM* 970 5kw Forjoe 1 133 12 x x x .... % AP
KSPO 1340 250w PaschaU 6 102 16 32 4 x x ... .... UP
KXLY 920 5kw CBS Avery-Knodel x 80 5 1 2 18 2 % AP.Ul P

SUNNYSIDE KREW 1230 250w McGillvra 100 16 4 4 10' .... 3 UP
TACOMA KMO 1360 5kw Branham~ ~Z9 M~ 6 15 2 1 .... UP;T

"

KTAC 850 lkw Gill-Perna .... 87 6 9 8 14 8» 5 3 UP;^
'

KTNT* 1400 250w Weed 112 .... 8 3 11 8* 5 3 .... __ APT

VANCOUVER KHFS 1150 lkw-D KBS 62 .... 12 10 x . . .- .

KVAN 910 lkw Boiling 1 85 ... 38 II 1 x* 5 . .... ... UP '

WALLA WALLA KTEL 1490 250w ABC W. S. Grant 8 .... 35 20 7 7 14 8* 2 2 AP;V

__ KUJ 1420 5kw MBS Forjoe x . 51 4 8 6 22 8' 1 10 .._ .... UP;T

WENATCHEE KPQ 560 5kw A,N Forjoe 3 V2 60 3 2 3 19 8* 2 6 . UP;TK

KWNW 1340 250w MBS McGillvra 7 35 .... 8 25 8* 3 3 ... _ AP;Si

YAKIMA KIMA 1460 5kw CBS Weed x .... 13 3 .... 2 24 2* 2 2 .... AP;L .

KIT 1280 5-D.l-N N,A Branham 10 21 .... 6 5 12 3* 3 3 V2 t UP;C
,

KUTI 900 lkw-D Forjoe 77 .... x x .... 2 UP

KYAK 1390 1-D,500-N MBS Headley-Reed 4 50 6 5 18 27 3' x 18 3t — UP;^ 1

NO INFORMATION: Edmonds, KGDN; EUensburg, KXLE ; Ephrata, KULE ; Longview, KWLK; Omak, KOMW; Port Angeles, KONP; Richland, KALE; Toppenish, if

WEST VIRGINIA
DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

CHARLESTON

City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

network National rep

Post-

Network mid
Pop
music Concert Folk Rclig News Sports

Home-
making Farm Foreign Negro Servii

BECKLEY WJLS* 560 5-D,500-N CBS Weed X 32 10 6 9 13 8* 3 7 .... 2 UP
WWNR 620 1-D,500-N Everett-McK 71 14 18 8 13 9* 2 3 1 AP

BLUEFIELD WHIS 1440 5kw NBC Katz X 37 4 25 12 5* 2 % % AP;T*

WCAW 1400 250w Thos. Clark 15* 9 AP;L
St/I

WCHS 580 5kw CBS Branham 8 1 52 6 6 4 15 12* 2 2 2 AP.U1

WGKV 1490 250w NBC Katz 9 8 5 7 6 3* 2 y2 3 AP
WKNA* 950 5kw ABC Weed 6 2 42 6 10 17 17 T 10 2 7 UP
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1
WEST VIRGINIA {continued)

DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

city Call letters Freq.

Natl

network National rep
Post-

Network mid
Pop
music

UIESTON

|O[0

ARSBURG

WOAY (See OAK HILL)
Concert Folk Relig News Sports

Home-
making Farm Foreign Negro Service*

WTIP 1240 250w MBS Forjoe 3 % 27 46 13

WBLK 1400 250w
17 14'

NBC Branham 54 60
UP;W

WHAR 1340 250w M,A
UP

WPDX 750 lkw-D 37
UP

I

20

WDNE 1240 250w MBS
AP

50 16

RONT WMMN 920 5kw
1 _

CBS H-R 41

UP;W
16

WTCS 1490 250w ABC 40

AP;St
48 12

JNNGTON WCMI (See ASHLAND. KY.)
AP

WHTN* 800 lkw-D MBS Indie Sales 22 12

WPLH 1470 5kw-D Walke
y2

34 25 17 10

WSAZ 930 5-D,l-N A,N Katz 1 42

AP;C
16 x* AP

IG/I

WKYR 1270 5kw-D 42 27

WVOW 1290 5-D,l-N
UP;W

41 17 15 x*

RNSBURG WEPM* 1340 250w MBS McGillvra
5 UP;LW

38 15 17

TVAN WHJC 1360 lkw-D Thos. Clark

AP;T
10 10 17 12

30MERY WMON 1340 250w MBS 37
% UP;Se

13 15

ORANTOWN WAJR* 1230 250w MBS 45

AP;W
15 14

UDSVILLE WMOD 1370 lkw-D KBS Thos. Clark 38
UP;W

16 14

ArRTiNSVILLE WETZ 1330 lkw-D KBS Gill-Perna

UP;W
18 18 12* 12 AP

MLL WOAY* 860 lOkw-D Pearson 35 20

RIRSBURG WCEF 1050 lkw-D Thos. Clark 35
2 AP;C,T

WCOM 1230 250w ABC McGillvra
AP;St

30 17

WPAR* 1450 250w CBS Branham
AP;W

45 15

ETON WLOH 1490 250w ABC 106

3 UP;T
10 10 10

BANS WKLC 1300 lkw-D 24
3 AP;LW

31

I ON
Li

WEIR 1430 lkw Rambeau
AP;T

119 8 12* AP;T
WELC 1150 lkw-D McGillvra 30 23 12 15 3 UP;W

ES)N

HILING

WHAW 1450 250w M,K 28 30 20* UP;A
WHLL 1600 5kw-D Gill-Perna 70 —

.

3 10 2» 1 UP; St

WKWK* 1400 250w ABC Weed 5 1 56 17 9 16 8* 3 2 1 UP
WTRX (See BELLAIRE, OHIO)

WWVA* 1170 30kw CBS Blair 28 19 10 14 AP;LW

I ORMATION: Bluefield, WKOY; Logan, WLOG; Morgantown, WCLG ; Pineville, WWYO ; Eonceverte, WRON; WELC; Williamson, WBTH.

WISCONSIN
DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

050LS:

City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

network National rep

Post-

Network mid
Pop

music Concert Folk Relig News Sports
Home-
making Farm Foreign Negro Servlee*

F

L

R

a

ETON WAPL 1570 lkw-D Gill-Perna 76 7 1 _ _ UP
WHBY 1230 250w M,K Meeker 4 49 17 16 8 20 12* 4 9 AP

T WBEL 1380 5kw-D Gill-Perna 40 21 9 3 X T 3 6 8 UP
WGEZ 1490 250w MBS Everett-McK 3 90 18 3 50 8* 7 2 AP

>EWA FALLS WCHF 1150 lkw-D KBS Thos. Clark 60 2 8 2 7 4 3 1 UP;W
I LAI RE WBIZ 1400 250w MBS Pearson 4 81 3 4 17 X* 2 2 ._ UP

WEAU* 790 5kw NBC Hollingbery 7 .... 12 1 7 1 4 UP;A,Se

\\

WRFW 1050 lkw-D Sears & Ayer 26 4 28 6 7 4 6 4 _ _ AP;C,St

^ BAY WBAY 1360 5kw CBS Weed 10 15 3 14 4 16 2 3 14 UP
WDUZ 1400 250w A,K Forjoe ..:. .... .... ....

WJPG 1440 5-D,l-N MBS Burn-Smith 5 35 20 T 2 14 _.. AP;T,St

w 5VILLE WCLO* 1230 250w MBS Everett-McK 3 58 3 2 24 8' 12 AP
a SHA WLIP 1050 250w-D Everett-McK 41 7 7 3 10 6» 3 2 AP;T
V tOSSE WKBH 1410 5kw NBC H-R .... AP

WKTY 580 lkw ABC Everett-McK 8 40 14 18 X* 20 UP;T

WLCX 1490 250w M,K 3 2 129 1 3 x» 1 UP,INS

\l SMITH WLDY 1340 250w Thos. Clark 7 80 14 5 34 15* — 4 _ UP
AjSON WIBA 1310 5kw NBC Avery-Knodel 8 .... 30 7 2 3 15 T 6 6 _ AP
_. wise* 1480 lkw A,M Hollingbery 7 .... 80 14 .... 5 16 10' 6 UP

\l
am-fm station

fm station
D—daytime power
N—night power

* local sports covered

f Mex. Amer. included
x figure unspecified

category unclaimed
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1
RADIO MASTER DIRECTORY

WISCONSIN (continued)

DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

network National rep Network
Post- Pop
mid music Concert Folk Relig News Sports

Home-
making Farm Foreign Negro Ser\

MADISON (cont.) WKOW 1070 10-D.5-N CBS Headley-Reed 4 54 6 1 4 21 3* 3 17 UP:

WMFMt 104.1 8k u 60 29 10 4 2 10*

MANITOWOC WOMT 1240 250w MBS Holman 6 27 12 9 6 20 5* 3 5 UP
WWOC 980 lkw-D McGilivra 35 2 4 2 3 2 1 7 AP;

MARINETTE WMAM 570 250-D,
100-N

NBC V,R&McC 6 82 12 10 5 28 7' 4 11 UP;'

MARSHFIELD WDLB* 1450 250w KBS 30 10 6 5 19 6" 3 6 LP:

MENOMONIE WMNE 1360 lkw-D 20 3 20 2 15 3 2 3 1 t
1'

MILWAUKEE WEMP 1250 5kw Headley-Reed 6 138 .... 2 28 4* UP;

WFOX 860 250w-D 9 1 2 4 X 3 y2 X AP

WiSN 1150 5kw ABC Petry _ 41 21 12 3 21 X* 3 12 AP.l

WMIL 1290 lkw-D Everett-McK 19 44 6 3 1 X 15 UP
WOKY 920 lkw Boiling 6 156 1 14 X 2 UP
WRIT 1340 250w H-R 6 144 3 14 y2 .... Ar.l

WTMJ 620 5kw NBC Christal 8 % X __.. X 3 6 AP:

MONROE WEKZ 1260 lkw-D 4 4 14 7 4 8* 5 12 3 AP

NEENAH WNAM 1280 lkw 100 17 3 15 15» 1 1 UP;'

OSHKOSH WOSH 1490 250w A,K Pearson 3 85 .... 2 12 5* K UP

PARK FALLS WPFP 1450 250w Thos. Clark 12 6 27 4 10 10' 9 5 UP;

PLYMOUTH WPLY 1420 500w-D KBS 22 8 6 4 9 4* 2 6 AP:'

PORTAGE WPDR 1350 lkw-D 35 8 2 3 10 3 5 4 UP:'

PRAIRIE DU CHIEN WPRE 1280 500w-D Holman 30 2 13 5 X !• 1 6 UP;I

-

RACINE WRAC 1460 500w-D Sears & Ayer 41 13

WRJN* 1400 250w ABC Walker 30 23

UP;)

AP

RHINELANDER WOBT 1240 250w MBS McGilivra 60 23 UP;'

RICE LAKE WJMC 1240 250w MBS Hollingbery 61 12 20 26 14 I I'

; i

\J?: _
AP;'

RICHLAND CENTER WRCO 1450 250w 16 14

SHAWANO WTCH 960 lkw Best 46 14 10 15*

SHEBOYGAN WHBL* 1330 1-D.250-N ABC V,R&McC 55 14 17

SPARTA WKLJ 1290 lkw-D Best 28 10

STEVENS POINT WSPT 1010 250w-D Holman 60 11

UP
LP:

STURGEON BAY WDOR 910 500w-D McGilivra

WATERTOWN WTTN
SUPERIOR-
DULUTH, MINN.

KDAL
WDSM

1580

_6iq_

710

250w-D KBS 60

5kw

5kw

WEBC
WAUKESHA WAUX

560

1510

5kw

_C_BS_

^A,M_

NBC

Avery-Knodel 85 20

Free & Peters 11 13

Hollingbery 45 15 10 10 15 10

250w-D KBS Holman 20 12 12

WAUPACA
WAUSAU

WDUX
WOSA*

800 lkw-D Forjoe

550 5kw M,K Rambeau 1 35 28 21 28 14* 14

WSAU 1400 250w NBC Meeker 38 11

WISC. RAPIDS WFHR* 1340 250w MBS Devney 48 12 12 20 10* 10

AP;'

_AP;F

I P

UP

AP;!

NO INFORMATION- Antigo WATK ; Ashland, WATW; Beaver Dam, WBEV; Fond-Du-Lac, KFIZ; Hartford, WTKM; Medford, WIGM; PlatteviUe, WSWW; Poynette, 1

Reedsburg, WRDP; Sheboygan, WSHE; Sturgeon Bay, WOKW; Two Rivers, WTRW ; Wausau, WHVF; West Bend, WBKV.

WYOMING

City

CASPER

CHEYENNE

DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

Call letters Freq.

Natl

network National rep

Post-

Network mid
Pop
music Concert Folk Relig News

Home-
Sports making Farm Foreign Negro

KSPR 1470 5-D,l-N CBS Walker

KVOC 1230 250w M,A McGilivra 18 17

KFBC 1240 250w ABC McGilivra 30 16

KVWO 1370 lkw-D MBS McGilivra 42 30 7t

:;=.

UP;/_

'

UP:'

CODY KODI 1400 250w McGilivra 54 12 15

AP __

JJPj]_

AP

LANDER KOVE 1330 lkw MBS Continental 50 11 18

LARAMIE KOWB 1340 250w KBS Avery-Knodel 70 20

NEWCASTLE KASL 1240 250w ABC 11 14

RAWLINS KRAL 1240 250w M,A McGilivra 63 13 It

RIVERTON KWRL 1450 250w MBS 22 10 10 10*

NO INFORMATION: Evanston, KLUK; Powell, KPOW; Rock Springs, KVRS; Sheridan, KWYO; Thermopolis, KRTR, KTHE ; Torrington, KGOS; Worland, KWOR.
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RADIO MASTER DIRECTORY

1
ALASKA

DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

network National rep
Post-

Network mid
Pop

music Concert

-TCh'RAGE KFQD 730 lOkw CBS Alaska Sales

Folk Relig News
Home-

Sports making

17 15

)jj>VA
IM.NKS

KLAM 1450 250w
13

Farm Foreign Negro Services

Fletcher
14

16
AP;LW,T

KFRB 900 lOkw CBS Alaska Sales 17
AP

15 13

INE.J KINY 800 5kw CBS Alaska Sales

14

17 15 13

KJNO 630 1-D.500-N N,A,M Fletcher
14

10 18

TCIKAN KABI 580 1-D,500-N N,A,M Fletcher
10

AP;LW,T
AP;LW,T

:;i)

AP
10

KTKN 930 lkw CBS Alaska Sales 17 15
AP;A

/)D

13 I I

KIBH 1340 250w CBS Alaska Sales 17 15 13 14

AP;LW,T

W KIFW 1230 250w CBS Alaska Sales 17 15 13

NRMATION: Anchorage, KBYR, KENI; Fairbanks, KFAR ; Sitka, KSEW.
14

j\P|LW,T_
AP;LW,T

GUAM, M. I

DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq.

Natl

network National rep

Post-

Netwo k mid
Pop

music Concert Folk Relig News

3AK KUAM 610 lkw All

Home-
Sports making Farm Foreign Negro Services

: niin< 80 14 1

HAWAII
DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq.

Natl

network National rep
Post- Pop

Network mid music Concert Folk Relig
Home-

Sports making

KHBC 970 lkw CBS Free & Peters

Farm Foreign Negro Services

11 40 25
KILA 850 lkw MBS Hollingbery 1 45

UP;A,C
79

.ULU KAHU 920 lkw Devney
UP;W

48 12 12 52 AP
KAIM* 870 lkw 20 64 27 UP
KGMB 590 5kw CBS Free & Peters 11 40 25

KGU 760 lOkw NBC NBC Spot
UP;A,C

10 1 33 16 15* 15 12

KIKI 830 250w W. S. Grant
UP;St,T

80 27 20 45

KPOA 630 5kw MBS Hollingbery 1 70 12* 37 UP
KULA 690 lOkw ABC Young 43 4 6 X 25 _ UP
KTOH 1490 250w NBC NBC Spot 7 28 4 5 2 11 8 1 % 12 UP

AIJKU KMVI 550 lkw NBC NBC Spot 6 20 7 X* 1 ! UP;T
Al\HU KAHU (See HONOLULU)

I ORMATION: Hilo, KIPA; Honolulu, KHON ; Kaneohe, KANI.

PUERTO RICO
DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

networl National rep Network
Post-

mid
Pop

music Concert Folk Relig News Sports
Home-
making Farm Foreign Negro Services

oLDILLA WABA 850 500w _.._ 28 16 5 15 1 X 1 3

.CAS WNEL 1450 250w 57 11 6 5 X 2 2

WVJP 1110 250w .
62 8 7 6 3 2* 3 3

GUEZ WAEL 600 lkw 94 7 12 8 18 4'
.

WORA 1150 lkw Young 3 72 9 .... 1 ._.

WTIL 1300 lkw 40 4 4 11 V
OhE WISO 1260 lkw 1 X X X

AMUAN WAPA 680 lOkw A,M Caribbean X 80 4 2 5* 1 5

WKAQ 580 5kw CBS Inter-American X 3 3 16 3 UP;A
>

:ORMATION: Arecibo, WCMN ; Bayamon, WENA;
i

; San Juan, WHOA, WIAC, WITA, WKVM.
Fajardo, WMDD ; Guaxama, WXRF; Mayaguez, WKJB, WPRA; Ponce, WPAB, WPRP; Rio Piedras. WRIO,

VIRGIN ISLANDS
DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl Post- Pop

network Nntional rep Network mid music Concert Folk Relig

Home-
News Sports making Farm Foreign Negro Services

T HOMAS
FORMATION:

WSTA 1340 250w
Christiansted-Frederisksted, WIVI.

Young 62 11 4 17 10 2* 2 % 1 AP
O

CANADA
ALBERTA
DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

r
*

\ '

Natl Post- Pop Home.
City Call letters Freq. network National rep Network mid music Concert Folk Relig News Sports making Farm Foreign Negro Services

AiARY CFAC 960 5kw T-C Weed; All-Can ' 10 15 13 1 _ BUP,BN;A,
T,W

CFCN 1060 lOkw Dom CSR 1 40 10 22 14 BN,BUP;
LW,Se

CKXL 1140 lkw Forjoe;Stovin 73 11 19 10* BN,BUP;

r.BOLS:
* am-fm station

% fm station

D—daytime power
N—niflht Dowet

* local sports covered

t Mex. Amer. included

x figure unspecified

_ category unclaimed



1
RADIO MASTER DIRECTORY

CANADA
DAILY HOURS

(continued)

t

WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

network National rep Network
Post-

mid
Pop
music Concert Folk Relig News Sports

Home-
making Farm Foreign Negro Ser

EDMONTON CBX 1010 50kw T-C CBC 16 9 36 5 4 10 4 8 3

y2 -- BN,

L

CFRN* 1260 5kw Dom CSR; Reps Ltd. 2 6 86 3 14 8 21 9* 2 3

CHED 1080 lkw Forjoe; Stovin 6 147 55 21 6 17 6* ~~ BY
St
w

CHFA 680 5kw Fr McGillv; Renaud 5 39 67 11 7 14 3 3 5 3 BUI*
CJCA* 930 5kw T-C Weed; All-Can 2 1 XXX X X X 9 _ BNJ

St

_ BNGRANDE PRAIRIE CFGP 1050 5kw T-C Weed; All-Can 4 1 41 19 8 9 10 5* 13 2

LETHBRIDGE CJOC 1220 10-D.5-N T-C Weed; All-Can 4 33 3 3 4 15 7* 7 3 BN;

MEDICINE HAT CHAT 1270 lkw Dom Weed; All-Can 1 40 8 39 7 13 8* 3 2 — _ BNJ
Se/R

PEACE RIVER CKYL 630 lkw Alexander 1 65 16 11 6 9 x» 3 2 % . BN;

RED DEER CKRD 850 lkw Dom CSR: Reps Ltd. — 53 9 15 5 3 6» 1 % _ BN

NO INFORMATION: Oamrose, CFCW; Edmonton. CKUA.

BRITISH COLUMBIA
DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

network National rep Network
Post-

mid
Pop
music Concert Folk Relig News Sports

Home-
making Farm Foreign Negro Ser

CHILLIWACK CHWK 1270 lkw Dom Weed; All-Can 4 45 23 10 9 15 6 2 3 % BUI
DAWSON CREEK CJDC 1350 lkw T-C Cooke; Reps Ltd. 60 12 45 10 25 X' 12 6 BN:

KAMLOOPS CFJC 910 lkw T-C Weed; All-Can 6 31 17 10 6 8 4» 2 3 BN: wb-
KELOWNA CKOV 630 lkw T-C Weed; All-Can X 24 8 3 6 15 5* 3 3 1 _ BN;

NANAIMO CHUB
CKLN

1570 lkw . Cooke; S&T 1 83 10 1 5 16 2* 10 BUI
L^LrNELSON 1240 250w T-C CSR; Stovin 9 36 30 7 5 10 6» 5 4 BN

N. WESTMINSTER CKNW 1320 5kw Reps Ltd. 6 140 4 9 2 24 6 % _ bn.: P:

A.

PENTICTON CKOK
CJAv

800

1?.40

lkw

250w

Dom Cooke; Hunt; Mi 12 1 64 8 2 1 13 3* __ 1 45 BN:

PORT ALBERNI Hunt; S&T 11 6 3 4 10 5« 10 2 _ BN:
St

PRINCE GEORGE CKPG 550 250w T-C Weed; Ail-Can X 1 48 5 14 10 14 2* 6 7 BN

_
_

PRINCE RUPERT CFPR 1240 250w T-C Stovin 16 9 36 5 4 10 4 8 3 __ BN,I

TRAIL CJAT 610 lkw T-C Weed; All-Can X 76 30 20 3 17 4* 3 BN;

VANCOUVER CBU* 690 lOkw T-C CBC 16 36 10

CFUN 1410 lkw NBS 1 120

CI OK 600 5kw Dom CSR; Stovin 81 10 11

CKLG 1070 lkw Cooke 83 21 14 18

JJNjlf

BUI _
BN,I P:T

BN; ie

CKWX 980 5kw MBS Weed; All-Can 1 60 46 12 8 20 3* 3 6 BN.IP; ,

VERNON CJIB 940 lkw Dom Cooke; Reps Ltd. X 7 X 13 3* 2 X 2 BN;i
"

VICTORIA CJVI 900 5kw Dom Weed 1 6 75 16 6 3 15 5« 1 BN;-^
CKDA* 1280 5kw Forjoe; NBS 1 70 12 10 1 17 3* X % BN.IP;

Se.'

MANITOBA

WINNIPEG

DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

network National rep Metwork
Post-

mid
Pop

music Concert Folk Relig News Sports
Home-
making Farm Foreign Negro Serv

BRANDON CKX 1150 lkw Dom CSR: Reps Ltd. 1
,

DAUPHIN CKDM 1230 250w CSR; Reps Ltd. 101 8 15 5 14 4* 10 2 1 BN;!

FLIN FLON CFAR 590 lkw T-C CSR: Stovin 4 % 36 16 10 4 9 5* 3 BN;.'

ST. BONIFACE CKSB 1250 lkw Fr McGillvra 5 28 26 10 6 10 2 10 4 5 Bl P

CBW 990 50kw T-C CBC 16 9 36 5 4 10 4 8 3 BN,BS

CJOB* 1340 250w CSR; Reps Ltd 6 150 3 12 3 15 1 1 .... BN.Ef;
AJ .

st: if

CKRC 630 5kw Weed; All-Can 3 V-2 79 9 2 2 16 2 4 3 .... BN,BP;
L\h

CKY 580 5kw Dom Forjoe; Stovin 1 115 42 28 5» BUP.S
A.(

SYMBOLS: \
* am-fm station

| % fm station

88

D—daytime power
N—night power

* local sports covered
t Mex. Amer. included

x figure unspec

... category unci
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RADIO MASTER DIRECTORY

1
CANADA (continued)

NEW BRUNSWICK

TH

DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

network National rep
Post-

Network mid
Pop

music Concert Folk Relig News Sports
Home-
making

ST CKBC 1400 250w Alexander
Farm Foreign Negro Services

73 13

viFELLTON CKNB 950 lkw Dom Weed; Hardy
BN;LW,Se

10 14 12

MUDSTON C.IEM 570 lkw Fr CSR: Stovin 63 30 10

DIICTON CFNB 550 5kw T-C Weed: All-C?n 13 27

BN;Se
BUP:T

JCON CBAF 1300 5kw Fr CBC BN.BUP
CKCW 1220 lOkw Dom CSR; Stovin 61 20 10

'CSTLE CKMR 790 lkw T-C Renaud 35 31 14

BN RUP;
LW

BUP,BN
:klle CBA 1070 50kw T-C CBC 16 36 10

JHN CFBC 930 5kw Dom CSR; NBS 12 BN,BUP;
T

MfRMATION: Saint John, CHSJ.

NEWFOUNDLAND
DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq.

Natl

network National rep Network
Post-

mid
Pop

music Concert Folk Relig News
Home-

Sports making Farm Foreign Negro Services

NR BROOK
[R

CBY 790 lkw T-C CRC 16 36 10

CRC 590 lkw T-C CRC 16 36 10

.1* FALLS CRT 1350 lkw T-C CRC 16 36 10

WS CRN 640 lOkw T-C CRC 16 36 10 BN.BUP
CJON 930 5kw Weed 1 100 16 18 16 BN:LW.Se

NRMATION: St. John's. VOAR. VOCM. VOWR.

NOVA SCOTIA

DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City

1TI0NISH

Call letters Freq

CJFX

Natl

network National rep

Post- Pop
Network mid music Concert Folk Relig

580 5kw Dom CSR
|D [WATER ckrw iono ikw T-C Cooke: Rers Ltd. 5

CRTT 1330 lOOw T-C 16

33_

A6

9

20_

36

Folk Relig News Sports

Home-
making Farm Foreign Negro Services

21 6 13 5* 2 RUP:LW
19 5 14 2* 5 3 RN

10 RN.RUP
CHNS* 960 5kw Dom Weed; All-Can 3 % 42 10 11 BN.RTTP;

T.LW
CTCH 920 5kw CSR 1 58 3 11 16 16 X' 1 _ BN:Se,W

N"ILLE CKEN 1490 250w Alexander 25 15 8 7 9 x # 3 2 BN;W
DrY CBI* 1140 5kw T-C 16 9 36 5 4 10 4 8 3

C.TCB* 1270 5kw Dom Weed : All-Can 4 80 14 40 6 16 5 10 BN
Oil CKCL 600 lkw RTS 43 7 12 6 7 2* 1 4 y2 BUP:W
m;or CFAB 1450 250w Alexander 25 15 8 7 9 X* 3 2 BN;W

IORMATION- New Olnssow. CKEC: Yarmouth. CJLS.

ONTARIO

DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

Wty Call letters Freq.

Natl

network National rep

Post-

Network mid
Pop
music Concert Folk Relig

Home-
Sports making Farm Foreign Neflro Services

£ CKBB 1230 250w CSR: Mulvihill 60 10 11 % BN:Se

LIVILLE

APTON

UTFORD
0KVILLE

ci no
CFJB

J230
1090

250w

250w-D

Dom CSR: Stovin 30 14

RTS 51 14 14

CKPC* 1380 lkw Dom Alexander 67 10 18

CF.TR 1150 250w Dom CSR: Stovin 31 20 13

RN:T.W
RN.RUP;
LW.Se.W

BUP;W,C
BUP

AHAM CFCO 630 lkw I). 28 13 J 3 11 RUP: Co,

LW
>R FRANCES CFOR 800 lkw Dom Cooke; Reps Ltd. 8 58 28 11 BN

>Jt WILLIAM
I

CKPR* 580 lkw

CKGR 1110 250w-D

T-C CSR; Reps Ltd. 8

RTS
27

23 12

12

?• y2
BN;T
BN:LW

'^OLS: (
* am-fm station

) { fm station

D—daytime power
N—night power

local sports covered

Mex. Amer, included

figure unspecified

category unclaimed
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1
RADIO MASTER DIRECTORY

CANADA (continued

)

DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl Post- Pop Home-

network National rep Network mid music Concert Folk Rellg News Sports making Farm Foreign Negro 8er
,

:GUELPH CJOY 1450 250w __ Cooke ; Reps Ltd. 70 10* BN
HAMILTON CHML 900 5kw Dom CSR 3 108 11

CKOC 1150 5kw T-C Weed; All-Can 1 66 14 10 18

BN

BN.iFj

KENORA CJRL 1220 lkw Dom Cooke; Stovin 6 70 3 3 2 10 5' .- BN,

A
... BN,KINGSTON CKLC* 1380 lkw Dom Forjoe; Stovin 3 2 81 9 10 5 14 7* 5 1

CKWS* 960 5kw T-C Weed 5 1 45 24 12 5 17 6' 4 1 .... BN
KITCHENER CKCR 1490 250w Dom McGillv; Renaud y2 86 10 14 10 13 10* 3 2 4 BN;

.... BN;LEAMINGTON CJSP 710 250w-D Best ; R&T Sis 60 14 16 2 15 4* 5 3 2

LONDON CFPL* 980 5kw Dom Weed; All-Can i 2 80 5 2 6 13 3' 8 4 BN:

NIAGARA FALLS CHVC 1600 5kw Cooke X X X 11 8 4' 2 % 11 BUF

ORILLIA CFOR 1570 lkw Dom S&T 4 .... 40 4 20 12 10 4' 5 2 BN;

OSHAWA CKLB 1350 5kw Alexander 1 119 4 9 9 X 4* 5 1 3 W
OTTAWA CBO* 910 5kw T-C 16 9 36 5 4 10 4 8 3

CFRA* 560 5kw Weed; S&T 6 85 5 20 3 19 6* 3 6 .... BNJ

CKOY 1310 5-D,l-N Dom Cooke; NBS 6 100 16 BN!
V

!',

OWEN SOUND CFOS 1470 lkw Dom CSR ; Reps Ltd. 1 42 10 % BN:

PETERBOROUGH CHEX 1430 lkw Dom Weed; NBS 54 10 14 15

BN:PORT ARTHUR CFPA 1230 250w Dom Weed; Alex'r 10

ST. CATHARINES CKTB* 620 lkw Dom McGillvra 50 11 15 B.N

BU
Jffl;

_BN

BN
BUI

BN:

BN

ST. THOMAS CHLO 680 lkw T-C CSR; S&T 54 15 15

SARNIA CHOK 1070 5kw T-C Cooke; P.M. 55 10 10 12

SAULT STE. MARIE CJIC 1490 250w T-C McGillvra; Alex'r 7 1 41 12

SMITH FALLS CJET 1070 250w-D Alexander 38

STRATFORD CJCS 1240 250w Weed; All-Can 72 15 15 12

SUDBURY CHNO 900 lkw D-F CSR; Renaud 1 68 12*

CKSO 790 5kw T-C Weed; All-Can 8 1 19 12

TILLSONBURG
TIMMINS

_C_KOT_

CFCL
1510 250w-D Reps Ltd. 12 18 14

580 lkw McGillv; Renaud 3 1 45 13 11 10*

BN
BUI

BN,

BN,;

BN

TORONTO CBL* 740 50kw T-C 16 36 10

CFRB* 1010 50kw CBS CSR; All-Can

CHUM 1050 lkw-D McGillv; R&T Sis

CJBC 860 50kw Dom Stovin

CKEY 580 5-D.l-N Cooke; NBS 6 99 20 %

CKFH 1400 250w Weed; S&T 15 13 12

P_

P;

BN.

BN.

_T

BN;

WINDSOR CBE 1550 lOkw T-C 16 9 36 5 4 10 4 8 3

CKLW* 800 50kw MBS CSR; All-Can 5 6 86 4 6 15 19 5 6 6 2 UP,
T

WINGHAM CKNX 920 lkw CSR; Alexander .. 35 15 19 8 8 4* 4 6 BUI

WOODSTOCK CKOX 1340 250w Renaud — 8 6 7 5 3* 10 3 % .... BUI
Se

NO INFORMATION: Cornwall, CKSF; Kirkland Lake, CJKL; Lindsay, CKLY; North Bay, CPCH; Pembroke, CHOV; Sault Ste. Marie, CKCY; Timmins, CKGB.

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND
DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

r - 1 r

City Call letters Freq Power
Natl Post- Pop

network National rep Network mid musio Concert Folk Rolig
Home-

News Sports making Farm Foreign Negro Sent

SUMMERSIDE CJRW 1240 250w Reps Ltd. 64 10 18 9 10 4* 3 1 _.. BUI

NO INFORMATION: Charlottetown. CFCT.

QUEBEC
DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl Post- Pop

network National rep Network mid music Concert Folk Rellg

Home-
News Sports making Farm Foreign Negro 8tr •

ALMA CFGT 1270 lkw Renaud x ... 56 34 6 4 13 6» 3 1 2 BN

SYMBOLS: I * «""-fm station

( 1 tm station
D—daytime power
N—night power

* local sports
t Mex. Amer.

covered x figure unspe ied

included category un< it
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RADIO MASTER DIRECTORY

1

CANADA {continued)

DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

Call letters Freq.

Natl

network National rep
Post- Pop

Network mid music Concert Folk Rellg

Home-
News Sports making Farm Foreign Negro Services

CHAD 1340 250w Fr Weed; Renaud 5 15 18 BUP
CBJ 1580 lOkw Fr

CJMT 1450 250w McGillv; Renaud 74 23 BN
CHEF 1450 250w Renaud 54 28 BUP

l:re

vi:E

CKCH y?0 5kv Fr McGillv; Renaud 5 22 28 11

CKRS
CKLS

_590_

1240

lkw CSR: Hardy M 63 11 10 14

BN
BN

250w Fr Weed: Renaud 15 18 111 I'

TAGNY CKBM 1490 250w R&T Sales 140 14 23 BN
CBF* 690 50kw Fr

CBM* 940 50kw T-C 16 36 10

BN,BUP
BN,BUP

CFCF* 600 5kw ABC:DomWeed; All-Can 73 14 BN.BUP;
St

CHLP 1410 lkw Renaud 57 18 13 37 BN.BUP;
A

CKAC 730 10-D.5-N CBS CSR: Renaud ' 43 20

CKVL* 850 lOkw R&T Sales

BN,BUP
1 110 13 16 BN.BUP;

LW
CBV 980 5kw Fr

CHRC S 800 5kw CSR 14 23 12

CJQC 1340 250w T-C R&T Sales 28 11 12

BN,BUP
BN;W,LW

CKCV 1280 lkw Weed; Renaud 21 26 29 4 12 2 6 % y2 BN
lOIKI CJBR* 900 lOkw Fr CSR; Stovin X y2 11 10 6 6 9 2" 2 3 BN;Se

CKRN 1400 250w Fr Weed; Renaud 5 15 18 8 8 6 T 2 3 3 BUP
iRGOOKE CHLT 900 lkw Fr CSR; Hardy 6 40 6 4 9 10 3* 5 3 BN;LW,T

CRTS 1240 250w Dom CSR; Hardy 12 30 40 23 4 22 6« 1 _ BN;LW,T
CJSO 1320 lkw — 1 lardy 1 51 17 14 4 1 2* 4 V* BN

RD MINES CKLD 1230 250w Fr CSR; Hardy 6 60 30 11 3 8 2 5 4 I 'A

IVIERES CHLN 550 5kw CSR: Renaud 1 27 18 25 5 14 7 3 3 BUP
L )R CKVD 1230 250w Fr Weed: Renaud 5 15 18 8 8 6 7* 2 3 3 BUP
TCIAVILLE CFDA 1380 lkw R&T Sales 3 28 5 11 7 8 3« 2 3 BN

ARIE CKVM 710 lkw Fr CSR; Hardy 6 4 7 3 8 X 4* 3 7 Se

FtMATION: Drummondville, CHRD; Matane, CKBL; Montreal. CJAD, CJMS; New Carlisle, CHXC ; Riviere-Du-Loup, CJFP , Roberval. CHRL; Ste. Anne De La
I CHBG; St. Georges De Beauce, KRB; Shawingan Falls, CKSM; Trois Rivieres, CKTR.

SASKATCHEWAN
DAILY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

t

City Call letters Freq. Power
Natl

network National rep Network
Post-

mid
Pop
music Concert Folk Relig News Sports

Home-
making Farm Foreign Negro Services

AV.BOURG CFRG 1230 250w Fr Renaud 7 2 6 1 3 1 % 1 1 BUP
'OS JAW CHAB 800 5kw Dom Weed; Stovin 1 55 6 17 10 16 3* 3 10 BUP
B/TLEFORD CJNB 1460 lkw Sto\ III 1 48 5 16 8 14 11* 3 3 BUP; St

1 ALBERT CKBI 900 5kw Dom Weed; All-Can 1 60 2 25 10 16 4* 4 2 2 BN;T
3IKv CBK 540 50kw T-C CBC 16 9 36 5 4 10 4 8 3 __.

CKCK 620 5kw T-C Weed: All-Can 1 30 12

CKRM 980 5kw Dom CSR 1 70 12 22 11

'MRMATION: Saskatoon, CFQC.

BN.BUP;
W

BN.BUP:
LW.Se

OON CFNS 1170 lkw Fr Renaud X 15 12 17 4 7 2* 2 2 2 BUP
CKOM 1420 5kw Weed: Stovin 1 70 8 20 3 11 3' 3 1 1 BN;C.St,T

WON CJGX 940 lkw Dom CSR; Stovin 2 1 60 24 40 10 13 11* 12 3 BN;LW

4HLS: \
* am-fm station

) + fm station
D—daytime power
N

—

night power
local sports covered
Mex. Amer. included

x figure unspecified

category unclaimed

THE SHORTEST DISTANCE
BETWEEN TWO POINTS

IS A STRAIGHT

KFWB LINE

FRANK BULL

—Dixieland Man.

6:30 to 7:30 PM

The Station with Sales Penetration!

Musics News, Sports, Special

Features—24 hours a Day.
Entertainment—Sales

—

Merchandising KFWB—Los Angeles
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GOOD

NEIGHBORS

TO THE

PUBLIC

. . . good

salesmen

for your

product

"To sell ... a station must also serve.'' This

is the principle which guides each of the four

stations operated by Peoples Broadcasting Cor-

poration. Each recognizes that leadership carries

with it the responsibility to keep programs on a

high plane. Each takes an active and neighborly

interest in the community it serves. Each, throu<

service, has won the good will of its listeners .

How people's

money serves

people's needs

public

. good

will that is shared by the products of its

advertisers.

Peoples Broadcasting Corporation is owned by

the more than two million policyholder-members

of the Nationwide Mutual Insurance Company

. . . the company which believes in investing

its policyholders' money in activities which serve the

policyholders' interest.

WMMN ;.»".> FAIRMONT
Wesr Virginia

First since 1928 in North Central West Virginia. WMMN is

first in coverage, power, penetration and first in audience.

WMMN is the only station that delivers this vital market.

Represented by H-R Representatives

WRFD sooo^o, WORTHINGTON
Ohio

WRFD's strong signal dominates 72 of Ohio's 88 counties.

Its auto signal is the best in the state. WRFD is programmed
for rural and small town listeners. It is the established voice

of leading farm organizations in Ohio.

Represented by Gill-Perna Inc.

WTTM ,».£„ TRENTON
New Jersey

Covering Central New Jersey and the Delaware Valley, this

station plays an important part in all activities of the sur-

rounding community. Trenton is the hub of this vast industrial

area.

Represented by Forjoe & Co., Inc.

WGAR «« !:„ CLEVELAND
Ohio

A major influence in Northern Ohio, serving 4 '/2 -million

people. WGAR is programmed for the adult quality audi-

ence who do the major purchasing; winner of many awards
for outstanding public service.

Represented by Henry 1. Christal Co., Inc.

PEOPLES

BROADCASTING

CORPORATION
Columbus, Ohio

Owned by the Policyholders

of the Nationwide

Mutual Insurance Company
(Formerly Farm [iureau Mutual Automobile Insurance Company

)
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concert music PAGE95

607 stations with 10 weekly hours
or more of orchestral music.

farm radio PAGE lOI

523 stations reporting special pro-

graming beamed to rural America.

PAGE 105folk music

463 stations programing 20 hours
or more per week in this category.

foreign language PAG e , 09

410 stations programing in 48 lan-

guages with table of hours per week

RADIO

CATEGORY
DIRECTORY

mexican-american PAGE 1 15

1 8 1 stations with Spanish language

programing for this audience.

negro radio page i 23

710 stations regularly scheduling pro-

grams appealing to Negro audiences.

religious & gospel page . 33

477 stations scheduling 10 or more

hours per week in this category.

popular music PAG e > 37

372 stations with a total of 75 hours

or more per week in this category.



I

GOOD music is ringing up sales
in Los Angeles...

Fact: Of nine leading L.A.

radio stations measured by
PULSE, only one programs
classical and semi-classical

music exclusively—KFAC. Good
music, properly programmed,
attracts a very large audience.

Fact : KFAC is listened to by
22% of the radio homes daily,

over 50% weekly. You can
reach this audience at the

lowest-cost-per-listener of any
major radio station in Los
Angeles. See your PULSE.

Fact: Twenty-seven of our

clients have been selling on
KFAC for two consecutive
years or longer. Successfully.

Why not you? Next time our

Boiling Company representa-

tive calls-talk KFAC with him.

The Music Station for Southern California...

1330 on your radio... 92.3 on your FM set

flAL SQUARE • LOS ANGELES



CONCERT MUSIC RADIO 2

concert

music

symbol

f station features classical music

Figures represent hours per week

• 1959 stations regularly schedule light or-

chestral or classical music. This represents 78%
of all 1956 questionnaire respondents, or the

same percentage as the 1955 Buyers' Guide
showed in this category. Continued growth in

good music is indicated in the fact that 3 1 % of

the 1956 respondents scheduled 10 or more
hours per week in the category compared with

23% in 1955 and only 9% in 1954.

Light concert music, of course, dominates the

programing hours these stations devote to the

concert category with the greatest number, as is

to be expected, programing popular music along

with other forms of entertainment. Most of the

stations devoting a substantial portion of their

programing to classical or light orchestral music

are located in the larger metropolitan areas.

106 of them, or 21% appear also in the Farm
Radio category ( see page 101). 3 % of the for-

eign language stations also feature this type of

programing and are represented in the list

below.

ALABAMA
CALL LETTERS HOURS

ANNISTON __.

GREENVILLE
HUNTSVILLE
MOBILE __.

TUSCALOOSA

WSPC 10

WGYV ... ...10

WBHP _ 10

WABB 15

WNPT 15

ARIZONA
BISBEE _ KSUN 10

FLAGSTAFF _ KCLS 16
HOLBROOK KDJI 22
PHOENIX . KONI 20t
TUCSON KTUC . ...18

KVOA 16
YUMA .._ KOLD 35

ARKANSAS
LITTLE ROCK KGHI 10
PINE BLUFF „..KOTN 12

CALIFORNIA
BERKELEY _
BLYTHE _
CRESCENT CITY
EL CENTRO _
FORT BRAGG
FRESNO ...

GLENDALE .....

LANCASTER ...

LONG BEACH
LOS ANGELES

KRE 38
—-KYOR .13

KCRE 35
KXO 30
KDAC . ...10

KFRE 18

KRFM (fm) 49t
KYNO 19

KUTE (fm). 10

KAVL .._. 17

KNOB (fm)....19

KFAC ._ 168*

KNX 33
KPOL 99

MERCED .....

MONTEREY
NEEDLES
OAKLAND _..

PETALUMA .....

SACRAMENTO

SAN BERNARDINO
SAN DIEGO
SAN FRANCISCO

SAN JOSE
SANTA BARBARA . .. KDB

KIST

SANTA CRUZ
SANTA MARIA
SANTA ROSA
SONORA .

STOCKTON .....

TURLOCK
VISALIA
WASCO
YUBA CITY

KYOS 18

KXXL 52

KSFE - 12

KLX 16

KAFP 14

KCRA -25

KGMS 14

_... KRNO -17

KSON 29

KCBS 40t

KEAR 140

KNBC -10
KXKX (fm)... 140

KEEN 14t
20t

..... 12

KTMS 20

.. KSCO 28

KSMA 20

KSRO 21

...KROG -18
KGDM 14

...KTUR 15

...KONG 12

...KWSO 64

KUBA 13

COLORADO

BOULDER KBOL 47

DENVER - KLIR 34

KOA 11

DURANGO ... --- KIUP 14

FORT COLLINS KCOL 20

GRAND JUNCTION ,-KFXJ 11

GREELEY ...KFKA 13

LA JUNTA KBNZ __ 14

LAMAR KLMR 15

MANITOU SP'NGS __. KCMS (fm) 58

STERLING _._ -KGEK 16

CONNECTICUT
HARTFORD

NEW HAVEN
NORWALK ....

NORWICH ....

WCCC 32t
WFMQ (fm)... 52*

WGTH ..__ 11

WHAY _ 20

WAVZ 17

WNLK 107

WICH .... 12

DELAWARE
MILFORD .. ...WKSB 17

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
WASHINGTON WASH (fm) 10

WGMS _ 85*

WPIK 10

WTOP 31

FLORIDA
CLEARWATER _ WTAN . .... 16

COCOA WKKO ... 14

CORAL GABLES ... WVCG .. ...
57*

DAYTONA BEACH WNDB 19

DE LAND _^WJBS 15

GAINESVILLE WGGG 12

WRUF 12

IACKSONVILLE WJHP 34

LAKE CITY WDSR .... 13

LAKELAND WEAK .22
MIAMI BEACH WLRD (fm) 119

MILTON WEBY 10

NAPLES _ WNOG 14t

OCALA ... WTMC 12

ORLANDO .WDBO _ 10

WHOO 16

PALATKA WWPF 12

PENSACOLA — WBSR 18

WCOA — 13

(CONTINUED)
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2 CONCERT MUSIC RADIO

FLORIDA (cont.)

CITY CALL LETTERS HOURS

ST. PETERSBURG WPIN 11

SANFORD WTRR ... 12

SARASOTA WSPB 16

TALLAHASSEE WTNT _. 10

TARPON SPRINGS WDCL 24

W. PALM BEACH IFEAT 11

GEORGIA
ALBANY WGPC 11

AMER1CUS WDEC .-20

ATHENS WRFC 20

ATLANTA WGKA .104
AUGUSTA WBBQ 12t

GAINESVILLE WDUN 11

MONROE . WMRE . 12

ROME WROM _ 24

SAVANNAH WFRP 12

WSAV 12

WTOC 14

TIFTON WWGS --10
TOCCOA WLET .11

IDAHO
BLACKFOOT KBLI ...11

BOISE KIDO 10

PRESTON KPST 15

TWIN FALLS KEEP 21

ILLINOIS

BLOOMINGTON WJBC 15

CENTRALIA WCNT 17
CHICAGO WBBM .. ._. 37t

WEDC 24
WFMF (fm)..21

WFMT (fm). ..70t
WMAQ .12

E. ST. LOUIS WTMV 29
EVANSTON WEAW 80*

WNMP 80
KEWANEE WKEI ... 11

LA GRANGE WTAQ 12

LA SALLE WLPO 18

MACOMB WKAI 12

MATTOON WLBH 24
METROPOLIS WMOK .... 10
OTTAWA WCMY 20
ROCK ISLAND WHBF 10
SPRINGFIELD WTAX 12

STERLING WSDR .42

INDIANA
EVANSVILLE

FORT WAYNE
GARY
HAMMOND
JASPER _.

LA PORTE __
SALEM _
SOUTH BEND

.WEOA 10

WJPS 10

WKJG ....28

.WWCA _20
WJOB — 18

WITZ 16

.WLOI ...11

.WSLM 11

.WNDU 13

DAVENPORT
IOWA CITY ....

SIOUX CITY ..

SPENCER
STORM LAKE

IOWA
KFMA __13
KXIC 16

KSCJ 23

K1CD 13

KAYL 16

KANSAS
CONCORDIA
JUNCTION CITY
LAWRENCE
LIBERAL
SALINA
TOPEKA
WICHITA

KNCK 13

KJCK 15

KLWN 14

KSCB 10

KSAL 14

KTOP 16

KANS 14

KFBI 13

KENTUCKY
BOWLING GREEN ....^..WKCT 21

DANVILLE WHIR 19

FRANKFORT WFKY . 17

NEWPORT WNOP 16

PRESTONSBURG WPRT . 10

SOMERSET WSFC . 11

LOUISIANA
BATON ROUGE WJBO II

LAFAYETTE KLFY 10

NEW ORLEANS WDSU ... I5t

SHREVEPORT KENT 14

MAINE
AUGUSTA WFAU 15

LEWISTON WCOU .20
PRESQUE ISLE WAGM 13

RUMFORD ^WRUM 10

SOUTH PARIS WKTQ 13

MARYLAND
ANNAPOLIS WASL 17

WNAV 16

BALTIMORE ..WITH (M)_.91t»
CUMBERLAND WTBO 10

FREDERICK WFMD 10

HAGERSTOWN .. _ WJEJ 10

MASSACHUSETTS
ATTLEBORO
BOSTON WCRB

WEEI
WHDH
WNAC

BROCKTON WBET

-WARA _. 16

. 120»

-39
_27
... 12

CAMBRIDGE ..

FALL RIVER ..

GARDNER
GREENFIELD
HAVERHILL ...........

LOWELL
NORTH ADAMS _.
NORTHAMPTON _
PITTSFIELD _..

WXHR (fm).

WALE

10

..53t

10

WSAR 16

...WGAW 27

WHAI 11

WHAV 18

„_WLLH 14

__WMNB 18

__WHMP 12

WBEC
WBRK

SPRINGFIELD WMAS
WTXL

W. YARMOUTH WOCB
WORCESTER WAAB

12

18

30

23

28

.—. 24t

WNEB 12

MICHIGAN
BATTLE CREEK WELL 13

BIG RAPIDS WBRN 12

COLDWATER __ WTBV 14

DETROIT ..... WKMH 12

WLDM (fm). 39*

WWJ 47

FLINT _ WBBC 10

WTAC 15

WFUR 17

WBSE 35

WHTC 23

... 11

IRONWOOD .WJMS 12

KALAMAZOO WKMI _.. 10

MIDLAND WMDN 28

MT. PLEASANT WCEN 11

PONTIAC WPON 12

ROGERS CITY WHAK 10

SAULT STE. MARIE _ WSOO 12

STURGIS ...WSTR 23

(CONTINUED)

GRAND RAPIDS
HILLSDALE
HOLLAND
IRON RUER W1KB

(I

I

THE HIGH POTENCY OF RADIO

Qood Music Advertising

DIRECTS YOUR ADVERTISING DOLLAR
to

MORE SPENDABLE INCOME
GET THE FACTS: ASK FOR "THE ECONOMICS
OF GOOD MUSIC ADVERTISING"

REDUCES WASTE!
INCREASES IMPACT!

CALL:
GOOD MUSIC BROADCASTERS, INC. 6 EAST 39TH STREET
NEW YORK 16, NEW YORK, MURRAY HILL 3-2295

REPRESENTATIVES FOR LEADING GOOD MUSIC STATIONS
IN TOP MARKETS FROM COAST TO COAST.
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MINNESOTA
CITY CALL LETTERS HOURS

ALEXANDRIA KXRA 12

BRA1NERD KL1Z _... 12

CLOQUET WKLK 30
DULUTHSUPERIOR _. WEBC __ 15
MINNEAPOLIS-

ST. PAUL KEYD 11

RED WING KAAA 21

STILLWATER WSHB 10

WILLMAR KWLM .14

MISSISSIPPI

HATTIESBURG __WFOR .12
NEW ALBANY WNAU ... 18
VICKSBURG WQBC 14

MISSOURI
COLUMBIA _ KFRU 10
HANNIBAL KHMO 11

JOPLIN _.. WMBH 30
ROLLA . KTTR 14
ST. LOUIS KSD 18

KXOK
WARRENTON KWRE 14

MONTANA
ANACONDA . KANA . 10
BILLINGS KBMY 13
BOZEMAN KBMN . 24
GLASGOW KLTZ . 18
GREAT FALLS KBGF 45
HAVRE KOJM . 21
LEW1STOWN —KXLO 15
L1BBY KLCB 15
MISSOULA KGVO 10

NEBRASKA
BEATRICE KWBE _ 15

KFOR 13

CHADRON KCSR 10
LINCOLN KLIN 17
OMAHA ...KOYL 10

NEVADA
CARSON CITY KPTL .... 25
RENO __ KNEV 61

KOLO 11

KWRN _ .10

NEW HAMPSHIRE
KEENE WKNE . .. 10

LACONIA _ ^WLNH ...... 10

ROCHESTER WWNH . . 26

NEW JERSEY

ASBURY PARK
ATLANTIC CITY

BRIDGETON
CAMDEN _,

MILLVILLE
MORRISTOWN

...WJLK 23

....WLDB 25
WMID 11

.-WSN] 19*

-.WKDN 12

^.WMLV .15

.-.WMTR 10

NEW BRUNSWICK WCTC _ ...10

NEWTON WNNJ . . .17

PLEASANTVILLE WOND 40
WASHINGTON . WCRV 17

NEW MEXICO
ALBUQUERQUE KHFM (fm) . 90
ARTESIA KSVP 30
CARLSBAD XPBM 10t
CLOVIS KCLV 10
GALLUP KGAK 10
LOS ALAMOS KRSN . .. 32
PORTALES KENM 36
ROSWELL KGFL ..... 12

SANTA FE KTRC 20

CONCERT MUSIC RADIO

NEW YORK
ALBURN _ -WMBO __24
BUFFALO WBNY 24
CORNING WCLl _ 16
DUNKIRK _... ___WFCB 11
FREEPORT WGBB _15
GENEVA WGVA _ Ll3
GLENS FALLS WWSC 12
GLOVERSVILLE WENT 15
HEMPSTEAD _ —WHLl IZ!_28
HORNELL —WWHG -11
JAMESTOWN WJTN 20
LOCKPORT — WUSJ 14
MASSENA WMSA 44
MIDDLETOWN WALL _ __14
NEWBURGH ...WGNY 99
NEW ROCHELLE WNRC __ _10
NEW YORK WBAI (fm)SS

WBNX 17

WGHF (fm).- 70
WINS 10

WOR 17

WQXR 95
WRCA 30

NORWICH WCHN 7 111
ONEONTA WDOS _ _15
PATCHOGUE WALK .__25

WPAC 12
PLATTSBURG WIRY

'

14
RIVERHEAD WRIV _ 20
ROCHESTER WBBF . 12

WRNY ._ _..75

SARANAC LAKE WNBZ . _ 19
SARATOGA SP'NGS WSPN 11
SCHENECTADY WSNY _ _ 12
SYRACUSE .. — WFBL _12

WHEN 17
UTICA
WATERTOWN
WHITE PLAINS
RURAL RADIO NET _

WGAT 10

WATN lit

WFAS 49

17 AM & 13

FM stations 50

2

(CONTINUED)

50 KW OF GOOD MUSIC
m m. a m?£EE5

b*=

America's Number One Good Music

Station, WQXR, becomes America's

most powerful good music station with

our new BO.OOO-watt transmitter.

This means that the demand for the

best in music and The New York

Times news puts our television-proof

program policy in the "big time."

Twenty years of sticking to one idea

— good music and news — has enabled

WQXR to build an audience of 659,000

families of higher-than-average in-

come in the world's richest market

—New York. Our new top-powered

transmitter will extend that market

further.

Now more people will hear WQXR's
excellent programming, more people

will hear our sponsors' messages,

more people1 will buy WQXR's adver-

tised products and services. That's

what you want, isn't it?

WQXR
RADIO STATION OF THE NEW YORK TIMfS
229 West 43rd St., New York 36, N.Y. LA 4-1100

1560 on AM dial

96.3 on FM dial
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2 CONCERT MUSIC RADIO

(CONTItiVED)

NORTH CAROLINA
CITY CALL LETTERS HOURS

BEAUFORT __ WBMA . .16

BREVARD WPNF 13

CHAPEL HILL .... WCHL ...21

CHARLOTTE ..-WIST 13

WMIT (fm) _..64

GREENSBORO WCOG 10

LAURINBURG —WEWO __ lit

LEXINGTON __ -WBUY 12

RALEIGH WNAO 11

WRAL 30

REIDSVILLE WREV 14

THOMASV1LLE WTNC 12

WASHINGTON WHED 20t

WAYNESVILLE WHCC 20

WINSTON-SALEM WAIR 26

NORTH DAKOTA
DEVILS LAKE
FARGO
JAMESTOWN _

MINOT

_KDLR 14

^KFGO 12

__XS/B 10

..JCCJB 11

OH/O
ALLIANCE
ASHLAND
BOWLING GREEN ___
CANTON

CHILLICOTHE
CINCINNATI

CLEVELAND

COLUMBUS

WFAH 17

WATG 13

WWBG 52
WAND .. ..-10

WHBC 13

WBEX 21
WKRC 12

WLW 35t
WDOK 22
WGAR 14t
WOOL .......15

DAYTON
DOVER ..

ELYRIA ..

MARION
NEWARK

.WING 12

WJER 23
.WEOL 28
.WMRN _..16

.WCLT 40

OKLAHOMA
ALVA —KLVA
MUSKOGEE KMUS
TULSA KOME

KTUL .

...24

27
__.60

13t
WOODWARD

ASTORIA ........

—KSIW 14

OREGON
KVAS _ 13

COTTAGE GROVE KOMB _ 10

EUGENE KASH 11

KERG ...... 16
HOOD RIVER KIHR 15

McMINNVILLE KMCM 10
MEDFORD KYJC 16
OCEAN LAKE KBCH 10
OREGON CITY ...

PORTLAND

SALEM

-KGON 14

KOIN 17

KPAM 66
KPOJ 12

..KOCO 21
KSLM 43

PENNSYLVANIA
ALLENTOWN ... WFMZ (fm) . ..63*

BLOOMSBURG
BRADFORD _
CHESTER _

CLEARFIELD _

ERIE
GETTYSBURG
JOHNSTOWN

WHLM _ 12

WESB 10

WVCH 20
___rc/M 10

WERC 16

WGET 19
WARD 12

WJAC 16

KANE
LOCK HAVEN ...

PHILADELPHIA

PITTSBURGH ...

PITTSTON ._

POTTSVILLE

SCRANTON ...

SUNBURY
TYRONE .

WARREN
WASHINGTON ...

WILKES-BARRE
WILLIAMSPORT

JWADP 21
.WBPZ .... 15

.WFLN (fm) 104t*
WPEN 22
KQV lot
WCAE 21
WLOA 68
WWSW 14
-WPTS 31

„WPAM 14

WPPA 14
WARM 10

WEJL _
WKOK ...

WTRN _
-WNAE ...

WJPA 10

WILK 12

„WLYC 24
WWPA 10

— 42

..._..ll

12

_...12

RHODE ISLAND

WEST WARWICK
WOONSOCKET .....

WWRI
WWON

SOUTH CAROLINA
ANDERSON WANS _

CHARLESTON WHAN _
COLUMBIA WIS __
FLORENCE WJMX _
GREENVILLE . WMUU _
MYRTLE BEACH WMYB _
SUMTER WSSC _

.22

-20

12

..14

10

10

36

-16

.12

SOUTH DAKOTA
ABERDEEN ....

SIOUX FALLS
.KSDN
KISD

.23

23



CONCERT MUSIC RADIO

TENNESSEE
CITY CALL LETTERS HOURS

CROSSV1LLE
MARYVILLE
McMlNNVlLLE ....

MEMPHIS
MURFREESBORO
OAK RIDGE

WAEW 14t

WGAP 10

WMMT 13

-WMC 10

WGNS 26
WATO . 15

TEXAS
ABILENE KWKC -10
AMAR1LLO KRAY 10

ATLANTA KALT 12

BAYTOWN KREL 10

BRADY KNEL 12

CORPUS CHRISTl KSIX 12

DALLAS KIXL 55*

KRLD _ _20t
WFAA 12

WRR 40

DUMAS KDDD 10

EASTLAND KERC __ 20

EL PASO XEJ 10

HOUSTON KXYZ 13

KERRVILLE KERV 13

SAN ANGELO KTXL 10

SAN ANTONIO KITE 22

KONO 18

SEGUIN KWED 14

SHERMAN KRRV 15

KTAN .20
VICTORIA KNAL 16

UTAH
CEDAR CITY KSUB 10

LOGAN KLGN 21

KVNU _ -18

MURRAY KMUR 45

OGDEN KVOG 15

PROVO KEYY 55

KIXX _ 11

KOVO ...15
RICHFIELD KSVC 11

SALT LAKE CITY KSL 48

VERMONT
BENNINGTON WBTN 14

BURLINGTON WDOT 28

WJOY 28
NEWPORT WIKE 11

ST. JOHNSBURY WTWN 15

SPRINGFIELD WNIX 20
WATERBURY WDEV 15

VIRGINIA
BRISTOL WCYB ...30
CHARLOTTESVILLE ...WCHV 17

CLIFTON FORGE WCFV _ 10

CREWE WSVS 12

CULPEPER WCVA 10

HAMPTON WVEC 16

HOPEWELL WHAP 28
MARTINSVILLE WMVA 12t

NARROWS WNRV 13

NORFOLK WRVC (fm) ...62

RICHMOND WRNL 21
WRVA 11

VIRGINIA BEACH WBOF —.12
WAYNESBORO WAYB _ 13

WASHINGTON
KIRKLAND KNBX 40

PUYALLUP KAYE _ 12t
SEATTLE KISW (fm) 55t

KTW 25
KVI 12

KXA 80
SPOKANE ...KSPO 16

TACOMA „_KMO ......34

WALLA WALLA KTEL 20

WEST VIRGINIA
BECKLEY _ „WJLS 10

WWNR ...14

CLARKSBURG WBLK 60t
MATEWAN WHIG 10
WHEELING WKWK .17

WISCONSIN
APPLETON WHBY 17

BELOIT WBEL 21
WGEZ 18

LADYSMITH WLDY 14
MADISON WISC 14

WMFM (fm)....29

MANITOWOC WOMT _ 12
MARINETTE WMAM 12

MARSHFIELD WDLB 10

MILWAUKEE WISN 21
NEENAH WNAM 17

RICE LAKE WJMC 12

SHEBOYGAN WHBL ......14

SUPERIORDULUTH ... WEBC 15
WAUSAU -..-WOSA __28
WISC. RAPIDS ..._ _WFHR .12

WYOMING
CODY
LANDER
RIVERTON ...

KODI _ _12
KOVE 11

KWRL 10

ALASKA
ANCHORAGE KFQD 15

FAIRBANKS KFRB ......15

JUNEAU KINY 15

KETCHIKAN —KTKN 15

SEWARD _ KIBH — 15

SITKA KIFW .... 15

HILO
HONOLULU

HAWAII
KHBC .40

KAHU .... 12

KAIM 64
KGMB .40

KIKI 27

PUERTO RICO

CAGUAS WNEL 11

VIRGIN ISLANDS

ST. THOMAS WSTA 11

CANADA
ALBERTA

CALGARY ....

EDMONTON

GRANDE PRAIRIE
PEACE RIVER ...

BRITISH COLUMBIA

CHILLIWACK
DAWSON CREEK .....

KAMLOOPS
NANAIMO _
NELSON
PRINCE RUPERT
TRAIL
VANCOUVER

VICTORIA

CFAC 15

CFCN .10

CBX 36

CHED 55

CHFA 67

CFGP 19

___.CKYL 16

....CHWK 23

— CJDC 12

-JCFJC .-- 17

CHUB ..-10

^.CKLN 30

...CFPR .36
_CJAT -30

__CBU 36

CKLG 21

CKWX 46

CJVI 16

CKDA 12

2
MANITOBA

FLIN FLON CFAR
ST. BONIFACE CKSB
WINNIPEG CBW .

NEW BRUNSWICK

CAMPBELLTON
EDMUNDSON ...

MONCTON
SACKVILLE -.

CKNB .

CJEM .

CKCW
CBA _

NEWFOUNDLAND

CORNER BROOK ..

GANDER
GRAND FALLS ....

ST. JOHN'S

.....CBY .

CBG .

CBT .

.^.CBN .

CJON

NOVA SCOTIA

BRIDGEWATER CKBW
HALIFAX CBH _
KENTVILLE .....CKEN

SYDNEY CBI __
CJCB .

WINDSOR ..CFAB .

-16

-26

-36

,14

.30

.20

_36

_36
-.36

_36
-.36

-.16

-20
_36
-15
_36
_14
-15

ONTARIO

BELLEVILLE CJBQ
BROCKVILLE CFJR
GALT CKGR
HAMILTON CKOC
KINGSTON CKWS
KITCHENER CKCR
LEAMINGTON CJSP
OTTAWA CBO .

PETERBOROUGH CHEX
ST. CATHARINES CKTB
ST. THOMAS CHLO
SARN1A CHOK
STRATFORD CJCS
TORONTO CBL

CKFH
WINDSOR CBE
WINGHAM CKNX

PRINCE EDWARD IS.

SUMMERSIDE CJRW

QUEBEC

ALMA CFGT
AMOS ___ CHAD
CHICOUTIMI CJMT
GRANBY CHEF
HULL CKCH
JONQUIERE CKRS
LA SARRE CKLS
MONTMAGNY XKBM
MONTREAL CBM ..

CHLP
QUEBEC CHRC

CKCV
RIMOUSKI CJBR
ROUYN CKRN
SHERBROOKE CKTS
SOREL CJSO
THETFORD MINES CKLD
TROISRIVIERES CHLN
VAL D'OR CKVD
VICTORIAVILLE CFDA

10

_34
-18
_23
_28
-28
-11
-18
-14
_36
_18
-23
_26
_..10

_18
-.40

__17

__30

_18
-18
...23

SASKATCHEWAN

REGINA

SASKATOON
YORKTON ...

..JCBK ...

CKRM
-..CF/V5 .

..XJGX

—.36
12

.—12
— 24
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farm

symbol

* indicates member Nat'l Assoc.

Radio & Tv Farm Directors

(June >55)

FARM RADIO

• Farm radio continues strong in both the

U. S. and Canada with 76% of total respon-

dents to the 1956 Buyers' Guide questionnaires

scheduling specific programs each week beamed

to the rural audience. This compared with the

70% of respondents in 1955 and 64% in 1954.

Of the 1901 stations scheduling farm fea-

tures regularly, 523 or 28% program more than

five hours per week in this category. These

stations, listed below, offer a wide variety of

other programing, of course, and appear in other

directories in the Buyers' Guide as well. For

example, 1 8% of this category program 1

hours or more per week of concert or classical

music. 17% in the group schedule 20 hours or

more per week of folk music, the category that

appears next in the Guide. It must be remem-

bered that many stations offering fewer than five

hours per week of farm programing and, there-

fore, not listed here, are extremely important

in rural appeal and enjoy a great following.

2

ALABAMA
CITY CALL LETTERS

Albertville WAVU*
Andualsia WCTA
Anniston WSPC
Auburn WAUD
Dothan _ WDIG
Gadsden WETO
Gunthersville WGSV
Hamilton WERH
Hunhville WHBS
Montgomery WBAM

wcov
Opp WAMI
Scottsboro WCRI

ARIZONA

Mesa KTYL

ARKANSAS

Arkadelphia KVRC
Blytheville KLCN
Crossett KAGH
Helena KFFA
Jonesboro KBTM

KNEA
Little Rock KLRA*

KTHS*
Magnolia KVMA
Mountain Home KTLO
Pocahontas KPOC
Rogers KAMO
Springdale _ KBRS
Stuttgart KWAK
Texarkana KCMC*

CALIFORNIA
Bakersfield KPMC
Corona KBUC
Fresno KFRE*

KMJt
Hanford KNGS
Los Angeles KFI

Petaluma KAFP
Porterville KTIP

Redding KVCV
Sacramento KCRA

KFBK*
San Francisco KNBC*
San Luis Obispo.. KATY
Stockton . KGDM

COLORADO
Denver KOA*
Greeley KFKA*
La Junta KBNZ
Lamar KLMR
Monte Vista KSLV
Montrose KUBC
Pueblo KGHF
Sterling _ KGEK

KOLR

CONNECTICUT
Bridgeport

Hartford .

_...WICC
_......WTIC*

DELAWARE
Dover
Georgetown

.__WDOV
WJWL

FLORIDA
Chipley WBGC
Oca la _ __WTMC
Plant City __WPLA
Ouincy WCNH
St. Petersburg WTSP

GEORGIA
Atlanta WGLS

WSB
Bainbridge WMGR
Dalton WBU

WRCD
Douglas _WDMG
Fitzgerald WBHB
Rome WRGA
Savannah WSAV
Thomson WTWA

IDAHO
Caldwell

Grangeville .

Lewiston

Moscow
Nampa
Pocatello —

__..KCID
KORT
KRLC
KRPL
KFXD
KSEI

Rexburg KRXK

ILLINOIS

Carbondale _ _

Charleston

Chicago

Decatur

..WCIL
WEIC
WGN*
WLS*

...WDZ*

De Kalb

Effingham _
Fairfield

Galesburg .

Jacksonville

La Salle

Lincoln

Litchfield _--

Mattoon
Metropolis

Mt. Carmel

Mt. Vernon .

Paris

Peoria

Springfield

Sterling

Streator .

.....WLBK

_WCRA
..WFIW
_.WGIL
_WLDS
___WLPO
..WPRC
...WSMI
„.WLBH
_.WMOK
WVMC

_..WMIX
...WPRS

.... WIRL
WMBD*
WPEO

...WMAY
_WSDR

WIZZ

INDIANA

Elkhart WTRC
Evansville WGBF

WJPS*
Ft. Wayne WANE

WOWO*
Frankfort WILO
Gary WWCA
Goshen WKAM
Indianapolis WIBC*
Jasper WITZ
Kokomo WIOU*
Logansport WSAL
Marion WMRI
Michigan City WIMS

(CONTINVED)
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2 FARM RADIO

Farm Homes

in the Del.-Md.

"Broiler Belt"

Have Extra

Buying Power

•$15,000 income per farm

family indicated in

Sussex County

The Only

Sure Way to

Reach and

Sell Them is

WJWL
Georgetown, Del.

1000 watts 900 kc

• The Only interference-free

coverage in the area

• The Only daily advertising

medium in the area

• The Only top-interest farm home

programming in the area

ROLLINS BROADCASTINC, INC.

National Sales Mgr.: Craeme Zimmer
New York Office: 550 Fifth Ave., CI 7-6634

Chicago: 6201 S. Cottage Grove Ave., NO 7-4124

INDIANA (cont.)

CITY CALL LETTERS

New Castle WCTW(fm)
Peru ...WARU
Richmond WKBV
Salem _ WSLM*
Vincennes __ WAOV
Warsaw WRSW
Washington WAMW

IOWA
Burlington KBU R
Carroll KCIM
Cedar Rapids WMT*
Centerville KCOS
Clinton KROS
Daven port KSTT*
Des Moines KIOA*

WHO*
Dubuque .KDTH
Fairfield KFAD
Iowa City KXIC
Marshalltown _. KFJB
Oelwein KOEL
Ottumwa KLEE
Shenandoah KMA*
Sioux City KMNS
Spencer __.KICD
Storm Lake KAYL
Waterloo ...KXEL

KANSAS
Arkansas City KSOK
Colby KXXX*
Dodge City KGNO
Great Bend KVGB
Hutchinson KWHK
Lawrence KLWN
Liberal KSCB
Salina KSAL
Wichita KFH

KENTUCKY
Bowling Green WKCT

WLBJ
Central City WMTA
Covington WZIP
Danville WHIR
Henderson _ _..WSON
Hopkinsville WHOP

WKOA
Lexington WLAP

WLEX
WVLK

Madisonville . . WFMW
Maysville WFTM*
Middlesboro WMIK
Owensboro WVJS
Princeton WPKY
Richmond ...WEKY

LOUISIANA
Alexandria KALB
Lafayette KVOL
Monroe KNOE
New Orleans WTPS

WWL*
Ruston KRUS
Tallulah KTLD

MAINE
Bangor WABI

WLBZ
Houlton WABM

MARYLAND
Baltimore WBAL
Cambridge WCEM

Frederick WFMD
Hagerstown WARK

WJEJ
Salisbury WBOC
Westminster ...WTTR

MASSACHUSETTS
Boston WBZ*
Greenfield WHAI*
North Adams JvVNAW
Springfield WBZA
Ware WARE

MICHIGAN
Adrian WABJ*
Ann Arbor . WPAG
Bay City WBCM*
Benton Harbor WHFB*
Coldwater ...WTBV
Detroit CKLW
Escanaba . WDBC
Houghton Lake WHGR
Kalamazoo WKMI

WKZO
Mount Pleasant _ WCEN
Saginaw WSGW
Sturgis WSTR

MINNESOTA
Albert Lea KATE
Austin KAUS
Crookston KROX
Duluth-Superior WEBC
Fairmont KSUM
Faribault KDHL»
Hutchinson ...._ _ KDUZ
Mankato KTOE

KYSM
Minneapolis-

St. Paul WWCO*
Owatonna . KOBK
Red Wing KAAA
Rochester . KROC*
Thief River Falls KTRF
Wadena KWAD
Willmar KWLM
Winona KWNO
Worthington KWOA

MISSISSIPPI

Cleveland WCLD
Jackson WJDX*

WJXN
WSLI

Louisville WLSM

MISSOURI
Carthage . KDMO
Chillicothe KCHI
Clinton KDKD
Columbia KFRU
Fulton KFAL
Hannibal KHMO
Jefferson City KLIK*

KWOS
Joplin KFSB
Kansas City KCMO*

WDAF
Kirksville KIRX
Marshall KMMO*
Mountain Grove KLRS
Nevada KNEM
St. Joseph KFEO*
St. Louis KMOX*

KSTL
Springfield KWTO*
Warrensburg ... KOKO
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CITY CALL LETTERS

Warrenton KWRE
West Plains . KWPM

MONTANA
Billings KGHL
Great Falls KFBB*

KMON
KXLK

Havre KOJM
Lewistown

Libby ._...

.. .. ...KXLO
KLCB

Missoula ...KGVO
Sidney KGCX

NEBRASKA
Beatrice KWBE
Chadron KCSR
Grand Island KMMJ*
Kearney KGFW
Lexington KRVN
Lincoln KLMS
Norfolk WJAG*
North Platte KODY
Omaha KFAB*

WOW*
Scottsbluff KNEB

NEVADA
Carson City KPTL

NEW JERSEY
Atlantic City WMID
Bridgeton .____.. WSNJ
Vineland . WWBZ

NEW MEXICO
Artesia KSVP
Lovington KLEA
Portales ... KENM
Roswell _...KSWS

NEW YORK
Boonville ..WBRV
Hornell ....

Hudson . ....

WWHG
WHUC

Jamestown
Oneonta

WJTN*
. . ..WDOS

Poughkeepsie

Rochester

WEOK
. ...WHAM*

Schenectady
Syracuse

Utica

WHFM(fm)
WGY*
WNDR
WSYR

..WIBX*

Walton
Watertown ...

WRUN
WDLA
WATN

NTS RURAL RADIO NETWORK
furnishes I! hours of farm service
dally to following stations: WHLD
Niagara Falls. WKBW Buffalo.
WHAM Rochester, WJTN James-
town, WHCU Ithaca, WAGE Syra-
cuse. WRUN Utlca-Rome. WWNT
Watertown, WMSA Massefia. WELM
Elmira. WGY Schenectady. WKIP
Poughkeepsie. WGNY Newburgh,
WDLA Walton. WNBF Blngham-
ton, WQAN Scranton; also 13 fm
stations.

NORTH CAROLINA
Albemarle WABZ
Asheville .. .... .... WISE

WLOS
Burlington WBBB

Charlotte ...

WFNS
_ ...WGIV

Durham WDNC

Elizabeth City ...

Elkin

WTIK
...... WGA

1

WIFM
Fayetteville .. . WFNC
Greensboro
Greenville .

_....WGBG
... WGTC

Henderson
Hendersonville

._.WHNC
__..WHKP

1956 BUYERS' GUIDE

Hickory ... WHKY
Leaksville WLOE
Raleigh __.._ WPTF
Rocky Mount WCEC

WEED
Roxboro WRXO
Sanford . WWGP
Smithfield WMPM
Statesville WSIC
Wallace __. WLSE
Wilmington ...... ... WMFD
Wilson ..... ... WGTM

WVOT

NORTH DAKOTA
Bismarck KFYR
Dickinson KDIX
Fargo KFGO

WDAY*
Hettinger KNDC

Valley City KOVC
Williston KEYZ

OH/0
Cincinnati WKRC
Cleveland WHK
Defiance WONW
East Liverpool WOHI
Hamilton WMOH
Lima _.. WIMA
Marietta ...... WMOA
Marion _. WMRN*
Toledo WOHO
Washington C.H WCHO
Worthington WRFD*
Youngstown WKBN

OKLAHOMA
Alva KLVA

FARM RADIO

Ardmore _ KVSO*
Guymon . ... KGYN
Miami KGLC
Muskogee KBIX

KMUS
Oklahoma City __ KLPR

WKY*
Ponca City WBBZ
Shawnee KGFF
Stillwater . KSPI
Tulsa ...... KVOO*
Woodward KSIW

OREGON
Dallas KPLK
Hillsboro KRTV
Salem KSLM
Tillamook ..... KTIL

(CONTINVED)

2

gFARM LIVESTOCK IN-

S COME IN THE KFAB,mm
1 area—over a billion !

Hand a quarter dol-

lars LAST YEAR!

V^f'

/vc

y

^v^s»^

When you want to reach the

farmer, it's time to "Face the

Facts" with Lloyd Oliver . . .

KFAB's Farm Field Director. Lloyd is an
"old hand" in this business of farming

and is qualified to talk about the

farmers' problems. He is a favorite

with advertisers as well as listeners.

He presents farm news as he sees it,

and he's close to the Omaha livestock

market— the world's largest!

Nebraska is the capitol of the livestock

and meatpacking industry. Nebraska

is number one in agriculture and KFAB
is the number one farm station serving

this market.

If you have a message to tell the farm-

ers .. . "face the facts" with a Free &

Peters man and find out what Lloyd

Oliver can do for you. Or check with

General Manager Harry Burke, who
has all the answers on this number one

farm medium and market.

v * v \ \ \ V t 1 It i I /

^ :^.\\\\\!il//////%4^

OntRNR HBC RHDIO
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2 FARM RADIO

(CONTINUED)

PENNSYLVANIA
CITY CALL LETTERS

Altoona
Bloomsburg

Carbondale
Ephrata —
Gettysburg

Harrisburg ..

Lansford

Lewistown _
Mexico
Philadelphia

Pittsburgh _

Reading —

Red Lion

Sayre

Somerset
Titusville .

York

...WVAM
WHLM*
WCDL
WGSA
WGET
WCMB*
WLSH

_ WKVA
WJUN

Mitchell _
Rapid City

Sioux Falls

Watertown
Yankton —

KORN
KOTA

..KELO
KSOO*
KWAT
WNAX*

WCAU*
WRCV
KDKA*
WEEU
WHUM
WGCB
WATS
WVSC
WTIV

WNOW

TENNESSEE
Cleveland WBAC
Columbia . WKRM
Cookeville WHUB
Eliiabethton WBEJ
Jackson WTJS
Knoxville WNOX*
La Follette _ WLAF
Lexington WDXL
Morristown WCRK
Murfreesboro WGNS

WMTS
lie WSM*

WTPR
WTRB
WSMT

Nashv
Paris _

Ripley

Sparta

RHODE ISLAND
West Warwick WWRI

SOUTH CAROLINA

TEXAS

Bishopville

Columbia
Dillon

Florence

WAGS
WCOS
WDSC

...WJMX
Greenville WFBC*
Orangeburg WTND
Rock Hill WRHI
Seneca WSNW
Spartanburg ... WJAN

SOUTH DAKOTA
Aberdeen -- KSDN
Huron KIJV

Amarillo KGNC*
Brownsville __ KBOR
Brownwood ... KBWD
Center KDET
Corpus Christi KRIS*

KWBU
Eastland KERC
El Paso KEPO*
Fort Worth __.._ WBAP*
Gonzales KCTI
Harlingen KGBT*
Hereford KPAN
Houston KPRC*

KTRH*
Jacksonville _ KEBE
Lubbock KFYO*

Pampa .... KPAT
KPDN

Pecos KIUN
Plainview KVOP
San Angelo KTXL
San Antonio KENS*

KITE

KTSA
WOAI

Stephenville KSTV
Sulphur Springs KSST
Taylor KTAE
Texarkana KCMC*
Tulia ... KTUE
Tyler KTBB
Weslaco KRGV*
Wichita Falls KSYD

UTAH
Cedar City KSUB
Salt Lake City KNAK

VERMONT
Burlington WCAX
Newport WIKE
Rutland WHWB
Waterbury WDEV

VIRGINIA
Bedford . WBLT
Bristol WCYB*
Crewe WSVS
Danville WBTM

WDVA*
Farmville WFLO
Harrisonburg WSVA*
Lynchburg WLVA
Richlands WRIC
Richmond WRNL
Roanoke WSLS*
Wytheville WYVE

Independent Surveys Show More

People Tune

Than Any Other

Sioux Empire Station

In Sioux Falls Metropolitan Area

Telephone S jrvey of 1000 ca Is con-

ducted by Western Union asking

"What station are yo j listen ing to,

please?" No mention of any station

by operator.

KSOO 43.1%
2nd station 18.2%
3rd station 16.8%
4th station 14.2%

In 30 Surrounding Counties

Mail survey of 5000 rura route box-

holders conducted independently by
a South Dakota advertisir g agency.
Preferred Rating (1st, 2nd and 3rd
place)

KSOO 38%
WNAX 35%
WCCO 19%
4th station 17%

5 MV Coverage—33 South Dakota Counties, 11 Minnesota Counties, 12
Iowa Counties, 14 Nebraska Counties

THE PERSONALITY STATION
10,000 watts day

5,000 watts night

1140 on the dial

SIOUX FALLS, SOUTH DAKOTA Represented by AVERY-KNODEL

WASHINGTON
Bellingham KPUG
Centralia-Chehalis KITI

Mount Vernon KBRC
Walla Walla KUJ
Wenatchee KPQ*
Yakima KYAK*

WfST VIRGINIA
Beckley WJLS
Keyser WKYR
Martinsburg WEPM
N. Martinsville WETZ

WISCONSIN
Appleton WHBY
Beloit WBEL
Green Bay WBAY*

WJPG*
Janesville WCLO
La Crosse WKTY
Ladysmith WLDY
Madison WISC

WKOW*
Manitowoc WOMT

WWOC
Marinette WMAM
Marshfield WDLB
Milwaukee _ WISN

WTMJ*
Monroe WEKZ
Park Falls WPFP
Plymouth WPLY
Prairie Du Chien WPRE
Rice Lake WJMC
Richland Center .... .WRCO
Sparta WKLJ
Stevens Point WSPT
Sturgeon Bay WDOR
Superior-Duluth WEBC
Waukesha WAUX
Wausau WOSA
Wise. Rapids WFHR

WYOMING
Newcastle ... KASL

PUERTO RICO
San Juan WAPA

CANADA
Alberta

Calgary CFAC
Edmonton CHFA

CJCA

British Columbia
Dawson Creek CJDC
Prince George CKPG
Vancouver CKWX*

Manitoba
Winnipeg CKY

New Brunswick
Moncton CKCW

Ontario

Barrie CKBB
Ottawa CFRA
Owen Sound CFOS
Sarnia . CHOK
Windsor CKLW
Wingham CKNX*

Quebec
Montmagny CKBM
Ville-Marie CKVM

Saskatchewan
Moose Jaw CHAB
Regina CKRM
Yorkton CJGX
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FOLK MUSIC RADIO2

folk music

Figures represent hours per week

• The title above seems to fit this category

best though for many stations in many areas

country music or hillbilly music would perhaps

serve as a better description. In all 1959 sta-

tions regularly schedule folk music in 1956.

This is 78% of all respondents to Buyers' Guide

questionnaires. The 1955 Buyers' Guide showed

a total of 1671 stations featuring this type of

music or 77% of the respondents. Back in 1954,

the first Buyers' Guide showed only 66% of

the total responding in the folk music directory.

463 stations or 24% in this category scheduled

20 hours or more per week. This compares with

16% of category respondents in 1955 and only

14% in 1954.

As in other sections, stations listed below show

wide variety of programing. 44% appear on the

Negro radio list, for example. 29% are on the

religious and gosepl music list with 1 8% show-

ing up in the farm directory.

ALABAMA
CALL LETTERS

ALEXANDER CITY ^WRFS _ 20

ANNISTON WSPC 25

ATHENS WJMW 31

BIRMINGHAM .. WILD ..-24

WLBS 24

WVOK 60

DECATUR ^WHOS 20

WMSL 36

EUFAULA WULA 26

FAYETTE WWWF 20

FOLEY WHEP 26

FORT PAYNE WFPA 112

WZOB 45

GADSEN _
GENEVA
GREENVILLE
GUNTERSVILLE __

HALEYVILLE
HAMILTON ...

HUNTSVILLE _

.{VETO 40

WGEA .29

.WGYV 30

.WGSV 28

.WJBB 23

WERH 34

.ITFUN 20

WHBS .26

MARION _ WJAM 23

MOBILE WAIP 31

WKAB 24

MONTGOMERY WBAM 38

OPELIKA WJHO 20

OPP WAMl 20

TALLADEGA WHTB 37

TALLASSEE _ WTLS _ 24

TUSCALOOSA WJRD .40

WNPT 30

ARIZONA
PHOENIX KRIZ 22

KRUX 44

TUCSON KCNA 60

YUMA KOLD 20

ARKANSAS
BATESVILLE KBTA ...20

BLYTHEVILLE KLCN 21

CROSSETT KAGH 25

HOT SPRINGS KBLO 33

JONESBORO KNEA 20

MENA KENA 20

MONTICELLO KHBM 23

MORRILTON KVOM 29

PINE BLUFF KCLA 22

POCAHONTAS KPOC 23

SEARCY KWCB 28

CALIFORNIA

BAKERSFIELD ...

CALEXICO __.
FRESNO

XAFY 27

KMAP 36

.KICO 20

.KGST 31

KYNO 20

MODESTO KTRB ...22

NAPA KVON 20

OROVILLE KMOR ....._26

PASADENA KXLA 140

SAN DIEGO XEAC 80

XERB 100

SAN JOSE KEEN 56

KSJO 23

SAN MATEO KVSM 72"

STOCKTON KGDM 43

TULARE KCOK 33

YUBA CITY KUBA ...22

COLORADO
DURANGO ....

ENGLEWOOD
GREELEY ____

LAKEWOOD L

LONGMONT ._

STERLING .....

-KIUP 40

CGMC 45

JLYOU 25

JLLAK 36

JCLMO .....33

KGEK 20

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
WASHINGTON WARL 77

WINX „89

CHIPLEY
COCOA _
CRESTVIEW
FERNANDINA BCH

FLORIDA
—WBGC
WKKO
WCNU
WFBF

. 40

____24

_._30

36

(CONTINUED)
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2 FOLK MUSIC RADIO

as an Advertiser

or an Agency

you ought to know

it costs less to sell 'em over

KXLA than any other Los

Angeles station

1

nn Puts your Sales Message

„_ in 1,160 Los Angeles

Area Homes

This is the lowest cost

per thousand listening

homes in ALL L. A.

RADIO*

Abo, you get tlie big free "plus"

of KXLA's powerful 10,000

watt coverage from Bakersfield

to Brawley, from Santa Barbara

to San Diego.

KXLA
Plays Western Music 24

hours a day—7 days a week

KXLA
1110 on the dial

10,000 watts

The wage earning family spends

all it makes. There is money in

"them there families" for you

and yours.

For more information—RYan 1-6991

•Source: Nielsen Radio Report,

L. A. area Fall 1955

FLORIDA (cont.)

CALL LETTERS HOURS

JACKSONVILLE WOBS 26
WRHC 33

LIVE OAK . WNER 22

MIAMI _ WMIE 24
WWPB 54

MIAMI BEACH -WMBM _.. 50

NEW SMYRNA BCH. WSBB 20

OCALA WMOP ... ......24

ORLANDO WABR 30

PLANT CITY WPLA 27

ST. AUGUSTINE WSTN 25

TALLAHASSEE WMEN 29

TAMPA __ _WALT 28
WEBK 24
WHBO 67

GEORGIA
ALBANY .. WJAZ ....

.WEAS ....

32

ATLANTA ..... 30
WTJH . . .90

AUGUSTA . . -WAUG ._ 24

BAINBRIDGE ..-WMGR _ 25

BAXLEY WHAB ...

..WMOG . .

...20

BRUNSWICK .... . . 25

CAIRO . .-WGRA ..

WCLS
WDAK ...

35

COLUMBUS .. ......25

26
WPNX .... 40

CORNELIA WCON ....

..WRCD ..

WMLT ...

40

DALTON 38

DUBLIN 20

FITZGERALD . WBHB ... 21

GAINESVILLE -.WDUN .... 21
WGGA .... 32

GRIFFIN WHIE ...

^.WLAG __.

31

LA GRANGE . 22

MACON WBML .... 30

MADISON WMGE .. 28

MONROE ..... . WMRE .... 44

ROME WROM .... . .25

SUMMERVILLE ..WGTA ... 25

SWAINSBORO . WJAT 38

VALDOSTA WGOV ... 23

WAYCROSS ...WACL 42

WAYX _ 29

WAYNESBORO ...WBRO ... 22

WINDER WIMO ... 36

IDAHO
BOISE
CALDWELL
NAMPA

_KGEM
-KC1D .

-JCFXD

ILLINOIS

BELLEVILLE
CENTRALIA
CHICAGO _
CLINTON
DECATUR
EFFINGHAM .

LA GRANGE .

METROPOLIS
OAK PARK _
SPARTA

-WIBV .

-WCNT .

„.WGES .

WLS _.

_WHOW
-WDZ ...

-WCRA
-WTAQ
_WMOK
-WOPA .

-WHCO

43

_46

.27

20

20

64
.35

.70

.30

.28

.28

.21

.50

20

BEDFORD

INDIANA
WBIW .24

HAMMOND
SALEM

DES MOINES

MASON CITY
OELWEIN
WATERLOO ..

WJOB ...32"

WSLM 62

IOWA
KIOA _ 23^

KWDM 20

JLR1B 20-

KOEL 22

KXEL 74

KANSAS
LEAVENWORTH ..... KCLO 61

WICHITA KFBI ._

KWBB
~ . 22

- 27

KENTUCKY
ASHLAND . WTCR 47

BARDSTOWN .... WBRT 36

BOWLING GREEN ... ... WKCT .... .25

WLBJ .. -- .24

CENTRAL CITY . ..WMTA 20'

WNES 20

COLUMBIA . .. WAIN ... 41

CORBIN WCTT 22

CUMBERLAND .... WCPM ...... 34

DANVILLE .. . WHIR 23

FRANKFORT WFKY 21

FULTON WFUL 22

GLASGOW WKAY 27

HAZARD . WKIC _..20

LEXINGTON ...WLEX 30

LOUISVILLE .. . ...WKLO ...41

NEWPORT . ...WNOP .. 24

OWENSBORO . WVJS 23

PIKFV1LLF, WLSI 27

RUSSELLVILLE WRUS 30

SOMF.RSF.T WSFC .68

WHITESBURG WTCW -50

WINCHESTER WWKY 20

LOUISIANA
ALEXANDRIA .. . KDBS ... 43

BATON ROUGE WLCS 20
WXOK 21

BOGALUS

A

W1KC. 26

DF RfDDFR KDLA ..... 27

GOLDEN MEADOW KLFT 20

HAMMOND WFPR 28

HOUMA KC1L . _31

MANSFIELD KDBC 60

NEW IBERIA „. _ KVIM 30

OAKDALF. -KREH .35

OPFLOUSAS KSLO 26

SHREVEPORT KWKH 29

STIT.PHUR KSTJT. 36

WINNFIELD , KVCL 24

MARYLAND
ANNAPOLIS .. .. WAST. 36

BALTIMORE .

WRMD 38

HAGFRSTOWN _. WARK 20

LEONARDTOWN .... . .....WKIK 24

MASSACHUSETTS
BOSTON WVOM 20

MICHIGAN
GRAND RAPIDS WGRD __.20
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MINNESOTA
CITY CALL LETTERS HOURS

CLOQUET WKLK 25

CROOKSTON KROX 70

FARIBAULT KDHL 35

MINNEAPOL1S-
ST. PAUL WCOW 75

NEW ULM KNUJ 70

OWATONNA KOBK 27

THIEF RIVER FALLS-KTRF 21

WADENA KWAD .. _.30

MISSISSIPPI

BOONEV1LLE _

BROOKHAVEN
.WBIP
.WCHJ

CANTON WDOB
CLARKSDALE WKDL
CLEVELAND WCLD
GRENADA WNAG
HATTIESBURG WBKH

WFOR
HOUSTON WCPC
LOUISVILLE WLSM
PHILADELPHIA WHOC
PICAYUNE WRJW
VICKSBURG WVIM

32

35

30

21

27

24

35
25

46

30

21

24

24

MISSOURI

BOONVILLE KWRT 45

CHARLESTON KCHR ___21
FULTON KFAL 26

INDEPENDENCE KIMO 50

KENNETT KBOA 30

MALDEN KTCB 23

MARYVILLE KNIM 22

ROLLA KTTR .____21

ST. JOSEPH KFEQ 24
KRES 25

ST. LOUIS WEW 60

SEDALIA KDRO 29

SPRINGFIELD KWTO 33

THAYER KALM 27

UNION KLPW 42

WARRENTON KWRE 22

WEST PLAINS KWPM 20

MONTANA
GLASGOW KLTZ 25

NEW JERSEY

NEWARK WAAT 30

NEW MEXICO
ALAMOGORDO _

ALBUQUERQUE
FARMINGTON .

GALLUP
HOBBS .....

LOVINGTON
ROSWELL _

KALG
KQUE
KVBC _

KGAK
KHOB
KWEW

. KLEA
KBIM _

NEW YORK

.30

.64

..24

_20

.20

.25

.40

.22

NEW YORK
UTICA

.WBNX

.WRUN
.42

.46

NORTH CAROLINA
ALBEMARLE WABZ .. .....20

ASHEBORO ....._ WGWR .20

ASHEVILLE WSKY ...72

BEAUFORT WBMA .20
BELMONT WCGC .....25

BURLINGTON WFNS 23

CHAPEL HILL WCHL 20

DURHAM WSSB 33

ELIZABETH CITY WCNC 20

ELKIN WIFM 26

FAIRMONT WFMO 21

GOLDSBORO WFMC ...31

GREENSBORO WGBG 30

GREENVILLE WGTC 22

HENDERSON WHNC .... .44

WHVH 29

KINGS MOUNTAIN ... WKMT 27

KINSTON WELS 20

MOUNT AIRY WPAQ 23

NEW BERN WOOW ...35

N. WILKESBORO
RALEIGH

WKBC .......37

.WMSN 47

REIDSVILLE WREV _. .25

ROXBORO
SMITHFIELD _
SPRUCE PINE _

STATESVILLE ....

TABOR CITY _._..

THOMASVILLE ...

_...WRXO 21

.....WMPM 42

-WTOE 31

—WSIC 20

—WTAB 24

...WTNC ..24

TRYON WTYN 28

WALLACE WLSE 20

WASHINGTON WHED 24

WAYNESVILLE WHCC 24

WHITEVILLE WENC 22

WILSON WGTM ._....21

NORTH DAKOTA
BISMARCK KFYR 20

DICKINSON KDIX 24

HETTINGER KNDC 22

MINOT KCJB 44

OH/O
DAYTON WAVl

WONE
FOSTORIA WFOB
MIDDLETOWN WPFB
TOLEDO _. WOHO
WASHINGTON C. H WCHO

.24

.24

_30

.25

-24

.25

OKLAHOMA
ALTUS ..KWHW — ._20

ALVA -KLVA _. . 26

CHICKASHA ...KWCO .. _40

GUSHING KUSH ...34

MIAMI ... KGLC ...28

MUSKOGEE ... -KMUS .20

PRYOR KOLS ...24

WOODWARD . -KSIW 21

OREGON
FOREST GROVE KRWC — 20

HILLSBORO KRTV 20

MEDFORD KMED 21

NEWPORT KNPT 28

OCEAN LAKE KBCH 33

PORTLAND KPOJ 24

TILLAMOOK KTIL _.20

FOLK MUSIC RADIO 2
PENNSYLVANIA

BEAVER FALLS ___ ^WBVP
CORRY l_ WOTR
LEBANON
MEXICO

WLBR
WJUN

26

-20

.25

20

SOUTH CAROLINA
BISHOPVILLE WAGS ...

CHARLESTON WQSN .

GREENWOOD
LAURENS ....._

MULLINS .......

NEWBERRY ...

ROCK HILL ...

SENECA

WGSW
WLBG
-WJAY
WKDK
.WRHI
WSNW

26

30

30

.21

-20

_20

_23

.21
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TENNESSEE
CHATTANOOGA ^WDXB _ _50
CLARKSVILLE ...——WJZM 20

CLEVELAND WBAC -..30

COLUMBIA WKRM 23

COOKEVILLE WHUB 20

COVINGTON WKBL 25

CROSSVILLE WAEW 26

DICKSON *. WDKN 20

ELIZABETHTON WBEJ 30

FRANKLIN ^...WAGG 72

GALLATIN WHIN 54

HUMBOLDT WIRJ 48

JACKSON WDXI 24
WTJS 20

KINGSPORT WKIN 25

KNOXVILLE WIVK 60
WROL 31

LA FOLLETTE WLAF 30

LEBANON WCOR 24

LENOIR CITY WLIL 29

McMINNVILLE WBMC 26
WMMT 26

MEMPHIS KWEM 40
WHHM 30

MORRISTOWN WCRK 21

MURFREESBORO WGNS 48
WMTS 20

NASHVILLE WKDA 46
WLAC 22

WSM 41

NEWPORT WLIK 37

PARIS WTPR 28

RIPLEY WTRB 30

ROGERSVILLE WRGS __23

SEVIERVILLE WSEV 20

SPRINGFIELD WDBL 25

SWEETWATER WDEH 24

TEXAS
BAYTOWN - KRCT 54

BEAUMONT - KJET 40

KTRM 52

BONHAM KFYN 28

BRECKENRIDGE KSTB —_39
BRENHAM KWHI 30

BROWNFIELD KTFY —__20

CLEVELAND KVLB 23

COLEMAN KSTA 20

COLLEGE STATION WTAW 22

CROCKETT K1VY 21

DUMAS KDDD 28

EASTLAND KERC 22

EDINBURG KURV 30

(CONTINVED)
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2 FOLK MUSIC RADIO

TEXAS (cont.)

CITY CALL LETTERS HOURS

EL CAMPO
EL PASO _

.KULP

.KSET
XEJ _

KFLD

29

_... 30
__. 36
.....105

23FLOYDADA
FORT STOCKTON .. .-KFST . -20

FORT WORTH ......KCNC _ 42

FREEPORT OflZ 24

GLADEWATER KS/7 38

GONZALES KCTI __ 33

HEREFORD KPAN 20

HILLSBORO ...+ -.

HOUSTON
JACKSONVILLE ......

KERRV1LLE
KILLEEN
LAREDO
LONGVIEW
LUBBOCK
MIDLAND

...KHBR 24

KNUZ .52

KEBE 23

KERV 30

__KLEN - 22

XEDF ...37

KFRO 53

KDAV 54

KJBC 49

KORC 20

KPDN .21

KIUN 28

MINERAL WELLS
PAMPA
PECOS
POST - KRWS 31

SAN ANGELO KPEP 60

KWFR 20

SAN ANTONIO KISS (fm)—32

KMAC 32

KOND 35

STEPHENV1LLE _ ...KSTV 21

KTAE 48

..KTER 35

KVOU 56

VICTORIA KNAL 31

WICHITA FALLS KTRN 30

TAYLOR
TERRELL
UVALDE

UTAH
SALT LAKE CITY KLUB 42

VIRGINIA

BIG STONE GAP WLSD 24

BRISTOL WCYB 22
WFHG 47

CREWE WSVS 28

DANVILLE WBTM 25

MARTINSVILLE WMVA 22

MT. JACKSON WSIG _ —25
NARROWS WNRV 25

NEWPORT NEWS WACH 80

NORFOLK WCMS 55
WLOW 56

WNVA 21

WPUV 35

WRIC . .37

WRVA 41
WXGI 79

SOUTH HILL WJWS 24*

NORTON
PULASKI ....

RICHLANDS
RICHMOND

WASHINGTON

COLFAX KCLX 24

LONGVIEW KBAM 50

PUYALLUP KAYE 25

SPOKANE KSPO 32

VANCOUVER KVAN -38

WEST VIRGINIA
BLUEFIELD WHIS _ 25

CHARLESTON WTIP 46

CLARKSBURG WPDX 20

FAIRMONT WTCS 48

HUNTINGTON WPLH 25

KEYSER WKYR 27

OAK HILL WOAY 20

ST. ALBANS WKLC 31

WELCH WELC 23

WISCONSIN
EAU CLAIRE
MENOMONIE
MILWAUKEE
PARK FALLS
RICE LAKE _

WAUSAU

WRFW 28

WMNE -.20

WMIL 44

WPFP 27

WJMC 20

WOSA 21

WYOMING
CHEYENNE KVWO 30

HAWAII
HONOLULU KIKI

CANADA
Alberta

CALGARY CFCN
EDMONTON CHED
MEDICINE HAT CHAT

British Columbia

DAWSON CREEK CJDC
TRAIL -CJA T

20

22

21

39

.45

.20

Manitoba

WINNIPEG CKY _._.42

New Brunswick

NEW CASTLE CKMR

Nova Scotia

ANTIGONISH CJFX
SYDNEY CJCB

Ontario

FORT FRANCES .....: CFOB
ORILLIA CFOR
OTTAWA CFRA

Quebec

MONTMAGNY CKBM
QUEBEC CKCV
SHERBROOKE CKTS
TROIS-RIVIERES ...CHLN

Saskatchewan

PRINCE ALBERT CKBI
REGINA CKRM
SASKATOON CKOM
YORKTON CJGX

31

.
-

28

.20

20

23

29

.23

25

25

22

20

.40

KSET El Paso's OIVN-ly

STaTkw
24 hours a day

7 days a week

Music, News, and Sports

Varied music throughout the

day and night

Merchandising affiliation with 11 drive-in groceries and 9 restaurants

Top mail pull in El Paso
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foreign

language

symbol

* indicates that station's

vlexican-American programing is

isted in separate section, page 1 1

5

FOREIGN LANGUAGE RADIO 2
• 410 radio stations (16% of Buyers' Guide respondents) reported

programing for one or more foreign speaking segments in their com-
munities. This compares with 369 respondents or 17% of the total in

1955 and 19% of the 1954 respondents. A total of 48 languages are

represented in this directory compared with 38 languages in 1955 and
31 in 1954. These statistics are not to be taken as showing a spread

in the use of foreign tongues. The information originally compiled was
not complete.

NO. OF STNS.
LANGUAGE 1956 1955

POLISH 153 156

ITALIAN 125 112

GERMAN 84 80

FRENCH 47 42

GREEK 44 32

SPANISH 39 37

UKRAINIAN 30 22

PORTUGUESE 28 27

HUNGARIAN 26 21

JEWISH 22 28

JAPANESE 18 3

LITHUANIAN 17 15

AMER. INDIAN .... 16 3

CZECH 15 14

SLAVIC 14 7

SCANDINAVIAN .... 12 6

LANGUAGE
NO. OF
1956

STNS.
1955 LANGUAGE

NO. OF STNS.
1956 I 955

FINNISH 11 8 KOREAN 2

SWEDISH 11

11

10 RUSSIAN 2 3

PHILIPPINE ROUMANIAN .... 2 2

SERBO-CROATIAN 9 5 2

CHINESE 7 1 BASQUE

BELGIAN

1 1

DUTCH 7

7

6

5

6

4

6

4

IRISH CHAMMORA

DANISHNORWEGIAN

BOHEMIAN HEBREW

SYRIAN 5

5

2

3

LATVIAN

YUGOSLAVIAN .. MALTESE

MACEDONIAN ..

ALBANIAN 3 2 PENNA. DUTCH 1 1

ARMENIAN

2

2

3

1

SWISS 1 2

ARABIC THLINGOT

TAGALOGHAWAIIAN

ALABAMA
CITY CALL LETTERS HOURS

Foley WHEP German 1

ARIZONA
Flagstaff KCLS* Navajo 7

KGPH* Navajo 3

Holbrooke. ...KDJI* Hopi 2, Navajo

2, Apache 2

Mesa _. KTYL Hebrew 2

Tucson . _ ____K0P0 Spanish 2

KTUC Polish %

ARKANSAS
Monticello KHBM French 1

CALIFORNIA
Barstow .......KWTC* Spanish Ms
Berkeley KRE* Italian 13,

Portuguese 11

Fort Bragg KDAC Italian 1

Fresno KGST* Japanese 2,

Armenian 3, Italian 1,

German 1

Hanford KNGS* Italian 1,

Portuguese 2

Los Angeles KGFJ Spanish 7

Merced KYOS Italian 1, Portu-

guese 1

Modesto KBOX* Portuguese 8

KMOD* Italian 2, Por-

tuguese 2

Oakland KROW Italian 3

KWBR* Italian 5, Por-

tuguese 5

Ontario KOCS* Italian 1

1956 BUYERS' GUIDE

Pasadena KALI* Hungarian 2,

Japanese 2, German 1

KWKW* Italian 7,

Japanese 2

Petaluma KAFP Portuguese 3

Pittsburg KECC* Portuguese 1

Sacramento KROY Portuguese 1

KXOA German %
Salinas KSBW* Portuguese 1

San Francisco KSAN* Greek 6

San Jose KLOK* Portuguese 13,

Japanese 5, Scandinavian

1, Yugoslavian 1, Italian

1, Polish %, Philippine 2

San Rafael KTIM Portuguese 4

Santa Barbara KIST* Italian 3

Santa Maria KSMA Spanish 1

Santa Monica KOWL* Spanish 23,

German 1, Lithuanian %,
Japanese 2, Armenian 1,

Greek 1, Jewish 3,

Italian %
Santa Rosa KSRO Italian 1

Stockton KGDM Spanish 1,

Italian 2, Portuguese 1

KWG Portuguese Vi

Tulare KCOK* Portuguese 6

KTUR* Portuguese 13

Wasco KWSO German %
Watsonville KHUB* Portuguese 1,

Yugoslavian 2

COLORADO
Cortez KVFC Ute 2

Denver KFSC* Yugoslavian 72,

Japanese 1, German %,
Italian 72, Irish V2

Durango _ KIUP* Navajo 72,

Ute %
Pueblo _KGHF* Slovenian 1

Sterling KGEK* German 3

Trinidad KCRT* Italian 6

CONNECTICUT

Bridgeport WNAB Italian 2,

Polish 2, Hungarian 1,

Spanish 2, German %
Danbury _ WLAD Polish 2

Hartford WHAY Polish 9, Swed-

ish 1, Irish 72, Italian 28

WKNB Polish 7,

Greek 72

Meriden WMMW Italian 1

New Haven WELI Polish 3,

Jewish 1

New London . WNLC Italian 2,

Polish 1

Norwalk WNLK Italian 8, Hun-
garian 3, Polish 1

Norwich WICH Polish 2, Greek

1, Italian 2

Putnam WPCT French 4,

Polish 1

Stamford WSTC Italian 2, Polish

1, German 72

Torrington WLCR Italian 5,

Polish 2

Waterbury WATR Italian 2,

Polish 4

WWCO Lithuanian 1,

Polish 72, Italian 1

(CONTINUED)
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2 FOREIGN LANGUAGE RADIO

(CONTINUED)

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
CITY CALL LETTERS HOURS

Washington

Miami

Tampa

Tarpon Springs

W. Palm Beach.

WARL* Jewish 1

WASH Italian 2,

Spanish 3

WPIK Greek 1

WGAY Greek Y2

FLORIDA
WIOD Spanish Y2

WMEI Jewish 5

Italian 4, Hungarian 2,

Polish %, Syrian Y2,

WWPB Spanish 13,

Greek %, Polish %,
Italian 1

_WALT Spanish 18

WEBK Spanish 7,

Italian 5

WDCL Greek V2

. WEAT Finnish Y2

Atlanta

Augusta
Decatur

Boise

GEORGIA
WAKE Greek 1

WGAC Jewish 1

WGLS Greek 1

Chicago

East St. Louis

Galesburg _..

Joliet

Moline
Oak Park

Rockford

IDAHO
KBOI Basque Y2

ILLINOIS

WEDC Polish 4, Czech

6, Italian 6

WGES* Polish 20,

Italian 12, Lithuanian 9,

German 7

WSBC Italian 8, Bohe-

mian 5, German 4, Jew-

ish 4, Slavic Ms, Polish

5, Greek 3, Ukrainian Ms,

Spanish 8

WTMV German 10,

Polish 5

WGIL Swedish Y2

WJOL Greek 1, Slavic

1, Yugoslavian 1

WQUA Swedish Y2

WOPA Polish 10,

Spanish 20

WROK Swedish %,
Italian %

Gary

Hammond

La Porte

South Bend

Ames _

Cedar Rapids
Davenport
Des Moines _

Storm Lake

INDIANA
WGRY* Polish 1, Rou-

manian %, Croatian 1

WWCA Polish 2,

Serbian 1

WJOB* Polish 4, Croa-

tian 1, Hungarian 2,

Italian 1

WLOI Polish 1

.WJVA Hungarian Y2,

Italian 1, Polish 6,

German %
WNDU Polish 1,

Hungarian 1

WSBT Polish 1,

Hungarian V2

IOWA
KASI Norwegian 6

_KCRG Czech 3

_KFMA German 2

KWDM* Scandinavian

5, Italian 2, German 2,

Hawaiian %
KAYL German 1

KANSAS
Leavenworth ,_.KCLO Polish 3,

Spanish 3

LOUISIANA
Abbeville KROF French 9

Crowley KSIG French 10

Golden Meadow _... .KLFT French 9

Houma KCIL French 7

Lafayette KLFY French 1

KVOL French 3

Marksville KAPB French 6

New Iberia KVIM French 2

New Orleans WJBW Spanish 1,

Italian 2, French Y2
Opelousas KSLO French 9

Sulphur KSUL French 1

Thibodaux KTIB French Y2

Augusta _
Biddeford

Lewiston .

MAINE
WFAU French 1

_WIDE French 8

WCOU French
WLAM French

Presque Isle WAGM French
Rockland WRKD Finnish
South Paris WKTQ Finnish
Waterville WTVL French %

3

3

%
1

y2

Annapolis
Baltimore

Boston

Brockton _

Fall River

Fitchburg

Framingham

Gardner
Greenfield

Haverhill

Holyoke

Lowell

Lynn

Med ford

New Bedford

North Adams

Northampton
Pittsfield

Salem
Springfield

MARYLAND
WASL German 1

WBMD Greek 1, Jew-
ish 1, Lithuanian %,
Italian 3, German 1

WWIN Italian 5,

Polish 1

MASSACHUSETTS
WBMS Italian 14,

Jewish 1, Greek Y2,

Lithuanian 1

WCRB Italian 1

WMEX Italian 3

WVOM Italian 32, Irish

7, Polish 5, Jewish 5,

Greek 9, French 1, Ger-
man 1, Armenian 1, Al-
banian 2, Syrian 5

-WBET Lithuanian %
.WALE French 1, Portu-
guese 5, Polish 4
WSAR Portuguese 4,

Polish 1, French 1

-WFGM Finnish 1

-WKOX Italian 2

-WGAW French Y2
-WHAI Polish 2

-WHAV Italian 1,

Arabic 1

WREB French 7,

Polish 4
-WCAP Greek 1, French
1, Portuguese %
_WLYN Greek 2,

Italian 2

WHIL Greek 1, Lithu-

anian 1, Portuguese 1

WBSM Portuguese 2,

French 1, Polish 1

WNBH French 1,

Portuguese 3

WMNB Polish 3,

Italian 1

_ WHMP Polish 3
_WBEC Italian 1

WBRK Polish 1

WESX Polish 2

_WACE Polish 9,

French 1

WJKO Italian 7, Polish

4, Greek 2, Arabic Yi,

Jewish Yi

Taunton WPEP Portuguese 1

Ware WARE Polish 6,

French 6

Worcester WAAB Swedish 1, Al-

banian Y2, Irish Y2

MICHIGAN
Ann Arbor WPAG Czech Y2,

Polish 4, Serbian Y2

Cadillac WATT Swedish %
Detroit WJLB Polish 32, Ital-

ian 7, German 5, Jewish

3, Greek 3

Flint WMRP Czech 1,

Polish 1

Grand Rapids WFUR Polish 1

Ishpeming WJPD Finnish 1

Jackson WIBM Polish 3

Marine City WDOG Polish 1

Midland WMDN Polish 6,

French 1

Pontiac WPON* Polish 1,

Ukrainian 1

Saginaw WKNX* Polish *4

WSGW* Polish 1

Bemidji
Cloquet

MINNESOTA
KBUN Indian %
WKLK Polish 2,

Finnish 2

...KROX Norwegian 1Crookston
Duluth-Superior ..... WDSM Finnish 1

Faribault KDHL Scandinavian 1
Fergus Falls KGDE Norwegian %
Mankato KTOE German Y2,

Scandinavian %
Minneapolis-

St. Paul WCOW Polish %
Virginia WHLB Finnish 3

Willmar KWLM Scandinavian Yt

MISSISSIPPI

Biloxi WLOX French Yz

MISSOURI
Independence KIMO Spanish 1

Kansas City KPRS Spanish 1

St. Louis KSTL German Y2,

Slavic 2

MONTANA
Anaconda KANA Slovenian %,

Swedish %, Hawaiian %»
Italian %

Butte KXLF Variety of lan-

guages 1

Sidney KGCX Norwegian %

NEBRASKA
Columbus KJSK Bohemian 8,

German 2

Fremont KFGT Bohemian 4

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Manchester WFEA French 2

WKBR French 10,

Greek Y2, Polish %
WMUR French 2

Nashua . WOTW French 2,

Greek 2, Polish Y2

Rochester WWNH French 2,

Polish 1

(CONTINUED)
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FOREIGN LANGUAGE RADIO

CITY

NEW JERSEY

CALL LETTERS HOURS

Atlantic City WFPG Italian 1,

Polish 1

WMID Jewish 1

Camden WCAM Italian 2,

Greek %
WKDN " Greek Ms, Ger-

man %, Polish %,
Spanish %

Millville WMLV Polish 3

New Brunswick . WCTC Hungarian 2,

Polish 2

WBUD Hungarian 3,

Polish 10

WTNJ Greek %, Hun
garian 2, Italian 1,

Roumanian V2

WTTM Hungarian 1,

Italian 1

Vineland WWBZ Italian 2

Wildwood WCMC Italian 1

NEW MEXICO

Trenton

Albuquerque KDEF
KGGM

Farmington —KVBC
Gallup KGAK

Zuni 3

KFUN
_ KGFL*

Las Vegas

Roswell —

-

Spanish 5

Spanish 6

Navajo 6

Navajo 20,

Spanish 14

Spanish Y2

Albany

NEW YORK
.WABY Polish 2,

German 1

WOKO Italian 1,

Polish 2, Ukrainian 1,

French 1

WPTR Polish 1

Amsterdam -

Auburn

Binghamton

Buffalo ~~~

Dunkirk

Fulton _

Gloversville

Hornell

Jamestown

Kenmore

Kingston —
Little Falls

Middletown —
New Rochelle -

New York City

Niagara Falls

Patchogue

Plattsburg

Poughkeepsie

Rochester

-WCSS Polish 21, Lithu-

anian 1, Ukrainian 1,

Italian 1

-WMBO Polish 1

_WKOP Italian Yt,

Polish and Slavic 6

_WBNY Polish 1

WKBY Polish 4,

Italian %
WWOL Polish 16,

Italian 8, German 2,

Ukrainian 1

- WFCB Polish 5,

German 1

-WOSC Italian 1,

Polish 1

-WENT Italian 2

-WLEA Italian 2

WJOC Swedish 3,

Italian 1

WJTN Swedish 2

-WXRA Hungarian 1,

Polish 6
WKNY Polish y2
WLFH Polish 2

WALL Polish 2

_WNRC Spanish 4

WBNX French 2, Ger-

man 5, Italian 15, Polish

3, Spanish 26

WEVD Jewish 50,

German 1, Italian 1,

Spanish 5

WHOM Spanish 83,

German 12, Italian 17,

Polish 18

WLIB Greek 2, Jewish

5, Polish 12, Spanish 14

Schenectady _

Syracuse

Utica

WOV Italian 63
WWRL Czech 3, Ger-

man 29, Greek 3, Polish

%, Russian 2, Spanish

90, Syrian 1

WHLD Italian 6,

Polish 7, Ukrainian 7

WJJL Polish 1

-WALK Polish 1,

Spanish 1

WIRY French 1

WEOK Italian 1

-WHEC Lithuanian %
WRNY Italian 2

WSAY German 1, Ital-

ian 2, Jewish 2, Polish

%, Ukrainian 1

WVET Italian 4

WSNY Polish 4,

Italian 3

.-WAGE Ukrainian 2,

Italian 1

WHEN Ukrainian %
WNDR Polish 1

_WGAT Italian 5,

Polish 4

WIBX Italian 1

Polish 5
WRUN Italian 2,

Polish 5

NORTH DAKOTA
Dickinson KDIX
Fargo -KFGO
Jamestown KEYJ

Minot KLPM

German Y2

Scandinavian 2

German Y2

Norwegian Y2

Akron

Ashland
Ashtabula

Bellaire _

Canton .

Cleveland

Dayton
Fostoria —
Middletown
Steubenville

Toledo

Warren

Youngstown

OH/O

WADC Hungarian Ya,

Italian %
WATG Italian Yi

--WICA Italian 1,

Polish 3

WTRX Bohemian 1,

Greek 1, Italian 1,

Polish 6, Syrian 1

WCMW Greek 1

WDOK Czech 2, Hun-
garian 3, Italian Vi, Pol-

ish 2, Slavic y2 , Slo-

venian 2, Ukrainian Y2

WJMO Polish 4, Jew-

ish 1, Serbo-Croatian 1,

Italian 2, German 1

WJW German 1,

Polish 1

WONE Hungarian %
WFOB Polish 1

WPFB Hungarian 1

WSTV Italian 2

WSPD Hungarian 1

WTOD* Czech Vi, Ger-

man 1, Polish 1

WHHH Greek 1,

Ukrainian Vi

WFMJ Polish 3,

Jewish 1

OREGON

Portland KWJJ Italian 1

PENNSYLVANIA

Allentown

Altoona

WHOL German %
WRAP Italian Yi

-VVVAM Italian V2

2
Beaver Falls

Carbondale -

Charleroi

Chester

Connellsville

Du Bois

Ephrata

Erie _

Farrell

Hazleton

Johnstown

Lansford

McKeesport

Nanticoke

Philadelphia

.WBVP Croatian %,
Italian Y2, Ukrainian 3

_WCDL Polish 8

WESA Italian 2, Hun-
garian Yi, Polish Y2

WDRF Polish 1

WCVI Polish 4

WCED Polish 1

WGSA Penn. Dutch Yu

_WIKK Italian 1

WJET German 1,

Polish y2
WLEU Polish 2

-WFAR Greek %,
Slavic Y2

WAZL
.WARD
WLSH
-WEDO

Polish 4

Polish 1

Polish 3

Greek %, Ital-

Pittsburgh

Pittston

Pottsville -
Reading —
St. Marys .

Somerset _.

Uniontown

Wilkes-Barre

Williamsport

ian Yz, Polish 1,

Serbian Y2

WHWL Polish 4

WDAS Irish 2, Italian

5, Jewish 5, Spanish 7
WHAT Irish %,
Spanish Y2
WJMJ Greek 2, Irish

7, Italian 25, Polish 8
WTEL Albanian %,
German 9, Greek 1, Hun-
garian Y2, Lithuanian 2,

Latvian Y2, Polish 8,

Slavic %, Spanish 6,

Ukrainian 2

- WHOD German 1, Hun-
garian 1, Italian 11, Lith-

uanian 1, Slavic 2, Cro-

atian 2, Greek 6

WLOA Hungarian %,
Lithuanian Y2, Slavic %,
Slovenian Y2, Yugoslav-

ian Y2

WPIT German 1, Ital-

ian 1, Lithuanian %,
Ukrainian Yt

-WPTS Italian 7, Lithu-

anian Y2, Polish 7

—WPPA Polish 1

__WHUM Greek Yz

_WKBI Polish 1

-WVSC Polish 2

_WMBS Italian 1,

Polish %, Slavic y2
WBRE Italian 5,

Polish 2

WILK Lithuanian %,
Polish %, Ukrainian %

__WLYC Italian %

RHODE ISLAND

Newport
Pawtucket

Providence

Westerly

West Warwick

Woonsocket —

_WADK Portuguese 2

„WPAW French 5, Ital-

ian 8, Polish 3

_-WICE Irish 1,

Portuguese 2

WRIB Italian 20,

Jewish 1, Portuguese 5

_WERI Italian 1

—WWRI French 4, Ital-

ian 4, Polish 2

—WNRI French 1

WWON French 6

SOUTH DAKOTA

Huron KIJV German 1

Yankton WNAX Swedish Y2

(CONTINUED)
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(CONTINVED)

TEXAS
CITY CALL LETTERS HOURS

Brenham KWHI German 2

College Station WTAW* Czech 1

Dallas „.KSKY Czech 1

El Campo KULP* Czech 5,

German 1

Hillsboro KHBR Czech 7

Killeen ...KLEN Spanish 6

New Braunfels ......KGNB* German 8

Rosenberg ..-KFRD* Czech 8,

German 1

Seguin ._ KWED* German 6

UTAH
Provo .. KEYY French %
Salt Lake City . . KALL German 1

VERMONT
Brattleboro WTSA Polish 1

Rutland WHWB Italian 1,

Polish 2

VIRGINIA

Newport News WACH Greek %
Norfolk WLOW Greek %

WASHINGTON
Aberdeen KBKW Finnish %
Seattle KAYO Italian 1

KIRO Italian 1

KTW Japanese %
Spokane KNEW Italian %,

Scandinavian 2

Yakima KYAK* Swedish 2

WEST VIRGINIA

Fairmont WVVW Italian 3

Weirton 1 WEIR Greek 2,

Italian 2

Wheeling WHLL Polish 1

WKWK Greek 1,

Polish y2
WTRY Bohemian %,
Greek %, Italian %,
Polish 3, Syrian %

WISCONSIN
Beloit WBEL Scandinavian 3

Menomonie WMNE German %,
Scandinavian %

Milwaukee _.. WCAN German 3,

Polish 6

WEMP German 1

Monroe WEKZ German 2,

Swiss 1

Neenah WNAM Polish 1

Racine . WRAC Spanish 1

WRJN Danish 3,

Polish 5

Shawano WTCH German 2

Waukesha WAUX German 6.

Polish 6

Wausau WOSA German 1

Juneau

112

ALASKA
KJNO Thlingot %

GUAM, M. /.

Agana KUAM Tagalog 4,

Chamorra 4

HAWAII
Hilo KHBC Japanese 24,

Chinese 1, Filipino %
KILA Japanese 72,

Filipino 7

Honolulu _. KAHU Japanese 38,

Filipino 12, Chinese 1,

Samoan %
KAIM Japanese 1

KGMB Japanese 24,

Chinese 1, Filipino %
KGU Japanese 9,

Filipino 3

KIKI Japanese 12, Fili-

pino 12, Chinese 2, Span-
ish 6, Korean %
KPOA Japanese 22,

Filipino 14, Chinese 1

KULA Japanese 16,

Filipino 5, Chinese 2,

Korean 2, Samoan %
~- KTOH Japanese 8,

Filipino 4

KMVI Japanese 11,

Filipino 3

Lihue _

Wailuku

PUERTO RICO
Aguadilla WABA English 3

Caguas WVJP English 3

VIRGIN ISLANDS
St. Thomas _ WSTA French 1

ALBERTA

Edmonton

Peace River

CANADA

CFRN Ukrainian %
CHFA
German

Ukrainian 2,

1

BRITISH COLUMBIA

Chilliwack _ .CHWK German y2
Kelowna CKOV Dutch %,

Ukrainian %, German %
N. Westminster CKNW Scandinavian %
Penticton CKOK X
Port Alberni CJAV Ukrainian y2 ,

German V2,

Scandinavian V2

Vancouver CKLG German 2,

Chinese Vi

Vernon CJIB X
Victoria CKDA Norwegian x/2

MANITOBA
Dauphin CKDM Ukrainian 1

St. Boniface _ CKSB Ukrainian 2,

Polish 1, Jewish %,
German 1

NOVA SCOTIA

Truro CKCL Dutch %

ONTARIO
Barrie CKBB Dutch y2

Brampton CFJB Ukrainian lA,
Dutch 1, Greek 1,

Polish y2
Brantford CKPC German 1

Gait . CKGR German 1,

Italian 1

Guelph CJOY Italian 2, Ger-

man %, Polish %
Hamilton CHML German %,

Italian 2, Hungarian %
Kitchener CKCR German 4,

Dutch %
Leamington CJSP German 2, Greek

1, Italian V2, Maltese %
Niagara Falls CHVC Italian 7,

French 3, Ukrainian 1,

Polish y2
Oshawa . CKLB Ukrainian 1,

Polish 1, Greek %
Port Arthur CFPA X
St. Catharines CKTB Polish 2, Ukrain-

ian 2, German 2

St. Thomas CHLO German 1,

Dutch %
Sault Ste. Marie.CJIC Polish %, Fin-

nish %, German %,
Italian 1

Sudbury CHNO Italian 1, Polish

Y2, German 1, Ukrainian

V2, Croatian %,
Finnish %

Tillsonburg CKOT Hungarian 1,

Belgian 1

Timmins CFCL German 1,

Polish 1, Italian 2

Toronto CHUM Polish 1, Ger-

man 1, Lithuanian 1,

Italian 3

CKFH Macedonian 1,

Greek 1, Ukrainian %,
Polish 1, Hungarian 2,

German 2, Czech 1

Woodstock . CKOX Hungarian %

QUEBEC

Alma CFGT Spanish 2

Amos -._- CHAD Italian Vi, Ger-

man V2, Polish %,
Indian V2, Slavic %

Chicoutimi CJMT* Spanish 1

La Sarre CKLS Polish %
Montreal CHLP Italian 5, Polish

3, Greek 30
CKAC Spanish 4

Quebec __ CKCV German %
Rouyn CKRN Italian y2 , Ger-

man V2, Polish %, In-

dian V2, Slavic V2

Val d'Or CKVD Italian Y2, Ger-

man %, Polish %, In-

dian %, Slavic %

SASKATCHEWAN
Prince Albert CKBI Ukrainian Vi,

German J
/4, Scandi-

navian %, Polish %,
Dutch %, Czech %

Regina CKRM German 1

Saskatoon CFNS Ukrainian %,
German V2, Russian Y2,

Polish y2
CKOM German %,
Jewish %, Dutch %

Yorkton CJGX Ukrainian 1,

German %, Polish %,
Czech V2
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BMI scripts, ranging from five-minute shows to

full-hour concert music presentations, are mailed
to BMI-licensed stations on a monthly basis. Filling

a vital role in the daily programming logs of stations in

every section of the country, BMI scripts are perfectly suited

both to the station with a small staff, limited facilities and curtailed

budgets, as well as to the large operation with full orchestra and
complete program staff.

THE AMERICAN STORY
Prepared by BMI in association with

the Society of American Historians.

Each 15-minute program written by

an outstanding American historian,

expert in the period or subject . . .

the fascinating and inspiring stories

of our country from the age of dis-

covery to the age of the atom. Top
prestige programming.

THE BOOK PARADE

MILESTONES

Sparkling 15-minute scripts written

by the most prominent of literary

figures. This series is being hailed

as "a conspiracy against ignorance"

and has skyrocketed into national

prominence. Another BMI script for

top prestige programming.

Full half-hour presentations . . .

simple to do, saleable, excellent

listening. Usually four per month,

sometimes five. Each script com-
memorates a special date or event

of national importance.

STORIES FROM THE SPORTS RECORDS

Eye-witness accounts of dramatic

action on the baseball diamond, in

the prize ring, on the gridiron and
elsewhere. . . A complete script

package available three times

weekly as a 15-minute presentation.

ACCORDING TO THE RECORD

Timely facts about the unusual,

with musical cues that fit neatly

into a dynamic 5-minute show . . .

Highly commercial . . . Available

seven times per week for 52 weeks.

Now in its twelfth successful year.

YOUR CONCERT HALL

Full-hour or half-hour authoritative

programs which make concert music

popular music. This series has proved

that good music has a loyal and sol-

vent audience. Continuity is held to

a minimum—music at a maximum.

MEET THE ARTIST

Three-a-week 15-minute scripts

loaded with factual biograph-

ical material about recording

artists in the public favor. Fills

a vital need in areas where such

data is not easily available.

Highly commercial.

BMI makes no charge to its licensees for this program

service. Each script is designed as a practical program

and its use for commercial sale is encouraged.

Your Station Program Department should be receiving these- script

packages regularly. If not, please write to BMi's Station Service

Department for sample scripts and complete details.

BROADCAST MUSIC, INC. ,J7Jr&/ZT
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • HOLLYWOOD • TORONTO • MONTREAL



For well rounded coverage of over 1,000,000 Mexican-Americans...

Each of the six stations of the Texas Spanish Language Network is a

key station in its market. And the TSLN gives advertisers Spanish

language coverage of over 1,000,000 Mexican-Americans.

You get no forced buy weak links in our network. TSLN stations have

pioneered Spanish language radio in the Southwest and know their

audiences and markets. Primarily, they know how to sell their adver-

tised products. In support of the advertising and sales efforts of their

products the TSLN has set up a Spanish merchandising program that

is second to none. (Sample evidences can be furnished upon request.)

Additional features of the network are network discounts and inter-

change of "top" programs.

For further information contact your nearest "rep".

TEXAS SPANISH LANGUAGE NETWORK

XEJ

El Paso

KIWW
San Antonio

KTXN

Austin

XE0-XE0R KUNO*

Rio Grande Valley Corpus Christi

Represented Nationally by

NATIONAL TIME SALES HARLAN G. 0AKES & ASSOC. JOE HARRY

New York • Chicago Los Angeles • San Francisco San Antonio

'Represented by Fverett-McKihney, Inc.



mexican-

american

symbol

* indicates 100% Spanish programing.

Figures represent hours per week

MEXICAN-AMERICAN RADIO 2

• 181 radio stations (7% of the total of 1956

Buyer's Guide respondents) reported program-

ing for the Spanish-speaking Mexican-Americans

in the Southwest and Far West.

This programing, either in Spanish or in Eng-
lish, directed to the Mexican-American audi-

ence, continues strongest in California where 51

stations devote their broadcast time to it, and in

Texas where some 61 such stations are located.

A number of stations in other parts of the

United States also report this type of program-
ing. The 1955 Buyers' Guide reported 51 such

stations in California and 56 in Texas.

While 7% of the stations listed below are

Spanish language stations, this is not to be con-

fused with the stations that program in the

Spanish language out of New York for the

Puerto Rican population segment of those in

other states. Those appear in the Foreign Lan-
guage section, page 1 09 in this book.

PARTIAL LIST OF NATIONAL ADVERTISERS

AND THEIR AGENCIES USING MEXICAN-AMERICAN RADIO

W»

ADVERTISER AGENCY
0:BACION AND MARYLAND CLUB COFFEE Tracey-Locke Agency

« ICAN TOBACCO CO.

lcky Strike BBD&O
nil Mall SSC&B

>NG LINOLEUM BBD&O

W5 DRAUGHT Harry B. Cohen Agency

01 EN'S EVAPORATED MILK Young and Rubicam

S10L-MYERS
1 Hepatica Young and Rubicam

i j CIGARETTES William Esty Co.

RtTION MILK Erwin-Wasey

HiTE

b William Esty Co.

GASOLINE .... Benton & Bowles

IDAVIS CO.

comalt BBD&O
t X Warwick and Legler

ALAFF BEER Daneer-Fitzgerald-Sample

'LR'S COFFEE Cunningham and Walsh

SN:AL FOODS
tumet Young and Rubicam

&0; LABORATORIES
ar-Way Tablets Harry B. Cohen Agency

HJ BLEACH Roche-Williams and Cleary

WfT MAXWELL HOUSE Benton & Bowles

'^N SWISS COLONY WINE Honig Cooper Agency

1956 BUYERS' GUIDE

ADVERTISER AGENCY
JAX BEER Fitagerald Agency—New Orleans

LYDIA PINKHAM Harry B. Cohen Agency

MAINE SARDINES BBD&O
MANHATTAN SOAP COMPANY

Sweetheart Scheideler-Beck Company

NATIONAL BISCUIT CO.

Nabisco McCann-Erickaon

NESCAFE Bryan Houston

PAPER MATE PEN Foote-Cone and Belding

PEPTO-BISMOL Benton & Bowles

PHARMACO
Feen-a-Mint Doherty-Clifford-Steers and Shenfleld

PROCTER & GAMBLE
Cheer Young & Rubicam

Crest Benton & Bowles

Fluffo ~ The Biow Company

Gleem „ Compton

Lilt The Biow Co.

Tide Benton & Bowles

PUREX BLEACH Foote-Cone and Belding

ROBERT HALL CLOTHES Sawdon Advertising

STERLING DRUG
Dr. Caldwell's Carl S. Brown Co.

Fletcher's Castoria Carl S. Brown Co.

Pepsamar Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample

WHITEHALL PHARMAOAL Ted Bates & Co.

US
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jg^>\yav^/xv>'^W^
Sombrero

Network Voice for

the El Paso trading

area . . . better

than 65%

Spanish-Speaking

plus an across-

the-border U.S.

consumer count

of over 200,000.

QUALITY— and power— in

serving the best of national

and regional advertisers

XELO
Juarez /El Paso, Texas
Jack ft. McVeigh, Manager

Represented Nationally by

RICHARD O'CONNELL, INC.

527 Midiion Avenue. N. Y. 22, N. Y.

116

ARIZONA
CITY CALL LETTERS HOURS

Bisbee . ,. KSUN ... %
Flagstaff . KCLS .

KGPH
3

_7
Globe .. KWJB ..... 4

Unlbrook _KDJI 6

Nogales KNOG ... 10

Phoenix KIFN .

KRIZ
KRUX ....

84*

2

2

Tucson . KEVT .....

KV0A
... 84*

24

Yuma K0LD .

KYMA .

14

6

CALIFORNIA

Dakersfield KBIS
KGEE .

KMAP
KPMC ....

2

12

25
7

Barstow KWTC 5

Berkeley KRE 1

Blythe - - KYOR ..... 6

Burbank __ __ ... KBLA .. 11

Coalinga KBMX 3

Corona KBUC 14

Fresno . ..... .. . KGST
KYNO

37

.12

Hanford KNGS ... 12

I.os Angeles KMPC
KPOP
KRKD

1

21

.21

Merced _ _ - KYOS • 11

Modesto ... KBOX ....... .„„.- 7

KMOD _. 5

Needles ... KSFE 1

Oakland KWBR _... 7

Ontario KOCS .... 1

Oxnard . KOXR ..... 13

Pasadena ... .KALI .-..44

KWKW ...139

Pittsburg KECC 4

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 118)

Only COMPLETE

coverage of
e

350,000 Latin-

Americans on

OUR side of

the border

Dominant in

program preference . . .

Dominant in

merchandising delivered . . .

. . . and gratefully . . .

dominant in the hearts of our

Latin-American Countrymen . . .

New Belden Survey available for

the 65 mile market known as

"THE VALLEY"

50,000 SPANISH Watts

10,000 nighttime on 1530 KC

Par Favor Call on

KGBT
Lower Rio Grande Valley

Harlingen, Texas

Represented Nationally by H-R, Inc.

Southwest-Clarke Brown Company

Sombrero Representative—

RICHARD O'CONNELL. INC.

527 Madison Avenue, N. Y. 22, N. Y.
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PRIMERA

ESTACION
Literal Translation . . .

No. I by all counts on

both sides of a prosperous

border. . . .

Blue Chip clients from

both nations . . . over sixty

satisfied national and

international advertisers

week-in and week-out!

Sombrero's selling voice of

the "upper" Rio Grande

Valley—reaching for you

over 100,000 Spanish

Speaking consumers in

the U.S.A

VAYA CON SOMBRER

XEDF
5000 watts

on 960 KC

Ruperto Villarreal,

President

P. O. Box 87

Laredo, Texas

Represented by . . .

RICHARD O'CONNELL, INC.

527 Madison Avenue, N. Y. 22, N. Y.

West Coast—
Tracey Moore & Assoc.

(CONTINUED FROM PACE 116)

CALIFORNIA (cont.)

CALL LETTERS HOURS

Pomona KWOW .. 6

Porterville KTIP ..... 1

Redlands ' .. KCAL . ...7

Riverside . .. KPRO ...... 3

Sacramento _. KGMS .... 5

Salinas KSBW - _ . ._5

San Bernardino KCSB ......15

KFXM .. .14

KITO _.. . 8

KRNO ... ......12

San Diego . KSON ... 14

XEAC „_.50

XERB .. .21

San Francisco ... KSAN __3
San Jose KEEN .. ... 8

KLOK .....47

KSJO .....21

Santa Ana KWIZ ... ...10

Santa Barbara KIST .....11

KTMS ... ......8

Santa Maria ... JCCOY ...... .......4

Santa Monica .. .. KOWL .... ..7

Stockton KSTN 7

KXOB ..7

Tulare __KCOK .....3

KTUR . 1

Ventura KUDU ...... 8

KVEN ... ...15

Visalia __ - KONG ..— 4

Watsonville ..KHUB ... . ...... 6

Yuba City KUBA ...... 10

COLORADO

Alamosa KGIW 7

Denver . ... KFSC .....40

Durango KIUP 2

Greeley ... .-KFKA 2

KYOU ...... 5

La Junta KBZN %
Pueblo KCSJ ...... 1

KGHF 1

Sterling KGEK ...... ... ...3

KOLR ...2
Trinidad KCRT 8

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 120)

Call RICHARD O'CONNELL, INC.

527 Madison Ave., N. Y. 22. N. Y. . PLa2a 5-9751

A Typical

Fan Letter?
HECK NO

WE THINK IT'S DIFFERENT!
Radio Station KWKW
Pasadena, California.

Gentlemen:
Your new program scheduling has

completely upset my daily routine!

!

To begin with, my day must Now be-

gin half an hour earlier — LATIN
AMERICAN RHYTHMS time (6:00).

This means I must go to bed half an
hour earlier. (My clock radio has
been set at 6:30 for so long, it wa6 a

major operation to switch it back to

6:00).
Another thing— my daughter com-
plains because now she doesn't know
when it's time to leave for school.

Heretofore she left at END OF LATIN
AMERICAN RHYTHMS (8:30). The
first day of your new program sched-

ule she rushed to school at END OF
DEARDEN'S* (8:15) only to find she

was 15 minutes earlier than she was
supposed to be. She still can't get

used to this.

It takes me 20 to 25 minutes to drive

to work. I leave at START OF DEAR-
DEN'S (8:00), and, of course, LATIN
AMERICAN RHYTHMS goes with

me (via car radio) . Your new pro-

gram schedule means I must start

working at least 10 minutes earlier

because by 8:20 LATIN AMERICAN
RHYTHMS has gone off the air and
there is no reason for me to sit in

my car any longer.

I don't suppose any other radio station

features a LATIN AMERICAN
RHYTHMS (there couldn't be an-

other program like it) . Besides, I don't

think my radio could live through an-

other major operation. It has been set

at 1300 for about three and a half

years, when I first got introduced to

LATIN AMERICAN RHYTHMS . . .

What a sense of humor!
This is not a complaint; after all, I do

get 15 minutes more of LATIN
AMERICAN RHYTHMS. But, pro-

viding Milt Nava doesn't mind work-
ing another 15 minutes, would it be
asking too much to extend LATIN
AMERICAN RHYTHMS to 8:30? My
routine would be half-ways normal
then.

A "1300 on Your Dial" Booster

Signed: Mrs. Belia Sanchez
*Dearden's is a Los Angeles
department store sponsoring
8-8:15 a.m. segment.
The Milt Nava "Latin American
Rhythms" program (6:00-8:15 a.m.)

is one of 8 featured Spanish-language

D.J. shows heard for 22 hours daily.

PASADENA* LOS ANGELES
V Spanish Language
V Station /

representative:

BROADCAST TIME SALES
New York— Chicago — San Francisco
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Full-time

Spanish Language

Broadcasting . .

.

•

tested and approved by

NATIONAL
ADVERTISERS!

KIFN
Spanish-Language

Broadcasting
is our ONLY Business!

COMPANIES WE KEEP!

Pepsi-Cola Bottling Co.

Folger's Coffee

White King Soap

Fab

Camel Cigarettes

Pacific Greyhound Lines

Pet Milk Co.

A-l Beer

Carnation Co.

Mountain States Tel. & Tel. Co.

Quaker Oats Co.

Safeway Stores, Inc.

General Mills

Canada Dry Bottling Co.

Nic-L-Silver Batteries

Coca-Cola Bottling Co.

B. F. Goodrich Co.

]. ). Newberry Co.

Mode-O-Day

KIFN's listeners will learn to like your company
too . . . the cost is modest . . . but the results

are BIG!

ASK THESE YANQUIS HOW
KIFN SELLS

National Time Sales Harlan G. Oakes
17 E. 42nd St. 672 Lafayette Park PL

New York. N. T. Los Angeles. Calif.

KIFN
860 Kilocycles • 1 000 Watts

REACHING PHOENIX AND
ALL OF CENTRAL ARIZONA

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 118)

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
CALL LETTERS HOURS

Washington - - WARL ._%

IDAHO

KFXD 1Nampa

Chicago

Gary

Hammond

ILLINOIS

WGES

INDIANA

WGRY 7

WJOB 7

IOWA

Des Moines

Fort Madison ...

KWDM 2

kxgi y2

KANSAS

Topeka

Adrian _.

Ludington

Pontiac ...

Saginaw

KTOP 1

WREN 2

MICHIGAN

Grand Island

Scottsbluff ...

_WABJ
_WKLA
_WPON
_WKNX
WSGW

NEBRASKA

KRGI

KNEB

2

.3

2

y4
2

_3

:Av
10,000 WATTS

Transmitter: Los Angeles, California

Executive Offices: Santa Monica, California

Phone: TExas 0-5152

National Representatives:

FORJOE & CO. New York, Chicago,

Dallas, San Francisco

DORA-CLAYTON Atlanta, Georgia

GEORGE A. BARON, Vice Pres. & Gen. Mgr.
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NEW MEXICO
CITY CALL LETTERS HOURS

Albuquerque _ ..._. KABQ _ 52

KQUE 4

Artesia ._ __ KSVP _. .9
Carlsbad KPBM 3

Clovis .__ KCLV 3

Deming KOTS 6

Gallup KGAK 26

Hobbs „ _ KWEW .. 2

Las Cruces _. KOBE 9

Los Alamos KRSN ..... . %
Lovington KLEA 1

Roswell KGFL 6

Santa Fe KTRC 17

Silver City KSIL 7

Tucumcari KTNM 5

NORTH DAKOTA
Grand Forks KNOX . 1

OH/O

Toledo WTOD ....%

TEXAS

Abilene .... . KRBC 3

Alice — - KBKI .. 21

Alpine ~ .... KVLF 6

Austin . KTXN 60
Ballinger KRUN 3

Bay City _ KIOX 4

Beeville KIBL 25

Big Spring KTXC .. 6

Brady KNEL 1

Brownfield KTFY 21

Brownsville KBOR 24

XEO 124*

Bryan KORA ...%

Coleman KSTA ... 2

College Station . WTAW 7

Colorado C ty . KVMC .... 2

Corpus Christi . KCCT ..... 91*

KUNO . 123*

28
98*

25

10

10

128*

84*

18

KWBU
Easle Pass XEMU
Edinburg <<URV
El Campo KULP
El Paso ... KEPO

XEJ
XELO

Falfurrias KBLP
Floydada K rLD 8

Fort Stockton KFST
Galveston KGBC —... 3

KLUF 3

Gonzales KCTI — — 6

Harlingen KGBT 42

Hereford .. KPAN 6

Laredo KVOZ .... 7

Lubbock . KLLL 10

KSEL .... 3

McAllen ..... ....... XEOR ... 124

Midland KJBC 6

New Braunfels KGNB .. .....12

Odessa KECK 2

KRIG 3

Pasadena ..... KLVL 105'

Pecos KIUN ...7

MEXICAN-AMERICAN RADIO

Plainview KVOP 6

Post KRWS ._ .3

Rosenberg KFRD 13

San Angelo ..... KTXL »_ ...7

San Antonio . . KCOR 123*

KEXX 84*

KIWW 84*

San Marcos . ... .. KCNY 25
Sequin KWED . 12
Sinton KANN . ...12

Sweetwater KXOX .. 18
Taylor _.. KTAE 3
Temple . KTEM .._%
Tulia KTUE 7
Uvalde KVOU . 20
Victoria .._. KNAL 11

KVIC ...7

UTAH
Ogden ..... KVOG .. 1

WASHINGTON
Yakima KYAK 1

WYOMING

Cheyenne _... KVWO 7

Rawlins KRAL 1

2

CANADA
QUEBEC

Chicoutimi CJMT 2

How do you reach the 200,000 Spanish-speaking people who are PERMA-
NENT residents in the four San Francisco Bay Area counties?

You buy Radio KLOK, Northern California's predominant foreign language

station!

Ask any of the following representatives to show you the brand new Belden

Market Study.

NEW YORK

CHICAGO

LOS ANCELES

SAN FRANCISCO

Richard O'Connell, Inc.

John E. Pearson Co.

Lee F. O'Connell Co.

Don R. Pickens Co.

PLaza 5-9751

STate 2-7494

OLympia 2-1313

YUkon 6-0621

RADIO KLOK
SAN FRANCISCO • SAN JOSE

SOMBRERO NETWORK • 5000 WATTS

i
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WDAS
a leader

in American

negro

radio

122

Philadelphia Negro Market's most

powerful station.

Philadelphia's oldest independent with the

most broadcast hours to Philadelphia

Negro listeners.

Highest ratings . . . WDAS has more Negro

listenership than any other radio station in

Philadelphia (network or independent)

.

PULSE—Philadelphia Negro Listening.

Pioneer Negro broadcasters.

Largest on-the-air-staff of Negro personalities.

Brand new broadcast and transmission facilities.

Complete operations staff.

Negro market know-how.

Philadelphia's first and only full time Negro

Market Merchandising Department.

Complete Market Studies and Research Data.

Thorough city-wide promotion (billboards,

newspapers, personal appearances, etc.)

Programming Variety.

Close community contact.

WDAS carries more accounts than any other

station in the market.

Some of the Top National and Regional

Users of WDAS Negro:

Strawbridge & Clothier

Italian Swiss Colony

Snow Clam Chowder
Dulany Frozen Foods

Sunbeam Bread

Park's Sausage

Lydia Pinkham

Drano-Windex

Black Draught

Ortlieb's Beer

Perma-Strate

Lucky Strike

Rem and Rel

Vaseline

Stanback

Pio Wine
Sulfur 8

Ex-Lax

666

Mrs. Schlorer's Mayonnaise

Mrs. Filbert's Margarine

Manischewitz Wine
Schmidt's Beer

Carnation Milk

Wanamakers
Wrigley Cum
Lit Brothers

Quaker Oats

Tetley Tea

Feen-a-mint

Camels

Winston

Cardui

Dolcin

4-Way
PSFS

Ford

BC

The Voice to America's third largest Negro
market—a population of 500,000 plus brand-

conscious consumers with a spendable annual

income of one-third of a billion dollars plus.

'WDAS Philadelphia

Represented by Forjoe & Co.

1956 BUYERS' GUIDE
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NEGRO RADIO

negro radio

symbol

2

• 710 stations or 29% of those who filed

questionnaires for the 1956 Buyers' Guide

reported that they were programing at least a

portion of their schedule for their local Negro

audience. The percentage was identical with

that of 1955 though the total number of stations

reporting Negro programing that year was con-

siderably less—596 in all. The trend in that

direction would appear to have lessened, how-

ever, since no gain is shown, the figures for 1955

having been based on a far smaller questionnaire

response. 42 states and the District of Columbia

reported Negro programing in 1956 against 39

states in 1955. 100% Negro programing is

claimed by 43 stations in this edition of the

Guide compared with 32 stations in 1955 and

22 stations in 1954. 25% of the stations

reporting Negro programing also devote 10 or

more hours per week to religious programing.

In fact, Negro programing covers a very wide

range of interests, such as Negro news, sports,

rhythm and blues music, community public

service. Most often mentioned are rhythm and
blues by Negro performers or spirituals.

* indicates 100% Negro programing.

Figures represent hours per week

ALABAMA
CALL LETTERS HOURS

ALEXANDER CITY WRFS 10

ANDALUSIA WCTA 3

ANNISTON WHMA 3

WSPC .. _-5

ATHENS ..WJMW 3

AUBURN WAUD 20

BESSEMER ..^WBCO 123*

BIRMINGHAM

DECATUR

DOTHAN

EUFAULA
FAYETTE
FLORENCE

GADSDEN

GENEVA
GREENVILLE .

HAMILTON

.WEDR 84*

WEZB 10

WILD -126*

WVOK __... 4

..WAJF 5

WHOS 3

WMSL 5

. WDIG .. 9

WOOF 13

-WULA 7

.—..WWWF . __3
WJOI 7

WOWL 10

WETO ..... .10

WGAD .......5

-WGEA %
WGYV 12

WERH _..4

HUNTSVILLE WBHP 4

WFUN 6

MARION WJAM 16

MOBILE WKAB ._ 18

WMOZ . —98*
MONROEVILLE WMFC .. .. 6

MONTGOMERY .... WBAM 1

WCOV 5

WMGY 8

WRMA . 94*

MUSCLE SHOALS ..WLAY . ...3

OPELIKA
,

WJHO 5

OPP . WAMI -.2

SCOTTSBORO WCRI .. 1

SELMA WGWC _8
WHBB .. 5

SYLACAUGA ... WFEB 3

WMLS 6

TALLADEGA WHTB 60

TALLASSEE WTLS 6

TUSCOMBIA WVNA 6

TUSKEGEE WTUS 36

ARIZONA

FLAGSTAFF
MESA .

PHOENIX -

KCLS 1

.KTYL ..... .. 6

KRUX .11

ARKANSAS
ARKADELPHIA .....

CROSSETT
EL DORADO

KVRC
KAGH
XDMS

.— 12

4

3

FAYETTEVILLE .

FORT SMITH _

HELENA .

KGRH
KFPW
KWHN

-JtFFA ..

3

6

35

HOT SPRINGS

JONESBORO
LITTLE ROCK

MAGNOLIA ...

KBLO
KWFC

.-..KBTM .

.......KGHl

KTHS
KXLR
KVMA

_..2

6

y2
24

5

25

... . 9

MALVERN
McGEHEE

KDAS
.. ...KVSA

3

6

MONTICELLO _

MORRILTON
NEWPORT

. KHBM
KVOM
KNBY

3

2

..5

OSCEOLA KOSE .... .5

PINE BLUFF KCLA 10

TEXARKANA
WARREN

KOTN
KTFS
KWRF

16

3

.. 3

(CONTINUED)
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2 NEGRO RADIO

(CO\TIM<ED)

CALIFORNIA
CALL LETTERS

BAKERSF1ELD KAFY 12

KMAP _____ 14

BERKELEY ...KRE 20
BLYTHE ____.. KYOR 4

BURBANK KBLA .5

FRESNO __..KGST 7

KMJ ____?/_

KYNO ...1

LONG BEACH XFOX 18

KGER 9

LOS ANGELES KGFJ 18

KPOL 14

KPOP 18

NAPA _ KVON . 1

OAKLAND KLX 10

KWBR .106
PASADENA ... KALI 20

PITTSBURG KECC 3

SACRAMENTO KXOA ____. _1
SAN BERNARDINO ...KCSB _7

KRNO 15

SAN FRANCISCO .KSAN
SAN RAFAEL KTIM
SANTA MONICA ..KOWL
STOCKTON JiSTN

146*

__8

.30

- 1

-%KWG ...

KXOB .10
VALLEJO KGYW 1

COLORADO
DENVER XFSC 12

KIMN 6

KLIR %
LNGLEirOOD .... KGMC .3

CONNECTICUT
NORWALK WNLK 1

W ATERBf'RY WATR ...12

DELAWARE
WILMINGTON WAMS 21

WILM 14

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

WASHINGTON WOL ____ .....6

WOOK .......154*

WPIK 1

WUST 84*

WWDC ...12

FLORIDA

CLEARWATER WTAN .._..%

COCOA WKKO .. 5

DELRAY BEACH WDBF 6

FERNANDINA BEACH .WFBF 6

FT. LAUDERDALE WFTL 20

FORT PIERCE WARN 11

WIRA x

(CONTINUED ON PACE 126)

In California

FRESNO
R&B.
GOSPEL .

.

HOT JAZZ . .

.

Represented by

WILLIAM G. RAMBEAU CO.

jcm-Ap-
BAKERSFIELD

....R&B

. . . GOSPEL

. . HOT JAZZ

Represented by

FORJOE & CO.

THE MERCHANDISING TWINS
124 19S6 BUYERS' GUIDE
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Rhythm & Bl ,„. * JUMPIN' GEORGE

yflW*
J0»*H>

n
^\^
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if***
6

&£»

N^ 00

\ Ĉ°* \^

t»̂

STUDIO & OFFICES—1355 MARKET ST.

SAN FRANCISCO

MERCHANDISING TOO!
I. Movie Trailers in Theatres

-. Taxi-Cab signs

3. Direct Mail to Retail Trade

4. Point of Purchase promotion

5. Direct contact with trade by personalities

ALL AT NO EXTRA COST!
Richard Bott

Sfation Manager
Represented Nationally by

Stars National Inc.

..ARDY -Tptj-iginal "Ho 11

from New Orleans

>n's S/io«'-JACKIE FORD

K»

KM

WALLEY RAY



2 NEGRO RADIO

Get the Sensational

New Facts About . .

.

The ONLY

All-NEGRO

Station in

the Big

Chicago

Area

WBEE
Harvey, III.

MORE broadcasts to

MORE Negroes who

actually Buy More

ROLLINS BROADCASTINC, INC.

National Sales Mgr.: Craeme Zimmer

New York Office: 550 Fifth Ave., CI 7-6634

Chicago: 6201 S. Cottage Grove Ave., NO 7-4124

(CONTINVED FROM PAGE 124)

FLORIDA (cont.)

CALL LETTERS HOURS

GAINESVILLE WDVH .... 6

WGGG 5

WRUF 3

HOLLYWOOD WGMA 7

JACKSONVILLE WOBS ._ .44
WRHC 36

KISSIMMEE WRWB 1

LAKELAND WEAK %
WRWB
WEAK
WONN .. —3

LIVE OAK _.WNER ..4

MIAMI WFEC 71*

WGBS %
WMIE 19

WWPB 18

MIAMI BEACH WMBM 85*

MILTON WEBY 2

NEW SMYRNA BCH ..WSBB 7

OCALA WMOP ... 1

WTMC 3

ORLANDO WABR ..16

WHOO 15

WORZ 1

PALATKA WWPF 6
PANAMA CITY ..._. „„WPCF 5

PENSACOLA _..... WCOA 3
PLANT CITY WPLA _1

QUINCY WCNH 8
ST. AUGUSTINE WSTN 10
ST. PETERSBURG _ ..WTSP 10

SANFORD WTRR Jl
STUART WSTU _2
TALLAHASSEE WMEN _12

WTNT 1

TAMPA WDAE %
WEBK 7

WIOK 90*

TARPON SPRINGS WDCL _.._. %
VERO BEACH WNTM 1

W. PALM BEACH WIRK 12

WINTER HAVEN WSIR 5

GEORGIA

ALBANY ....

AMERICUS
ATHENS _.

ATLANTA

WJAZ 21

WDEC 5

WRFC 4

WAKE 36
WAOK 149*

WEAS 10

WERD 86*

WGLS 8

AUGUSTA WAUG 45

WBBQ 9

WBIA 6

WGAC -1

WRDW 2

BAINBRIDGE WMGR _ _7
BAXLEY
BRUNSWICK
CAIRO
COLUMBUS

WHAB 7

WMOG 6

WGRA .... 7

_JWCLS ...25

WDAK 20
WGBA 20
WPNX 21

CORNELIA WCON ...A

COVINGTON WGFS 8

DOUGLAS WDMG 3

DUBLIN ..WMLT 7

FITZGERALD WBHB 2

FORT VALLEY WFPM 9

GAINESVILLE WDUN .3

WGGA %
GRIFFIN WHIE 12

JESUP ----- --WBGR 3

LA GRANGE WLAG 6

WTRP 8

MACON WBML 31

WIBB .... 26

MADISON WMGE 6

MILLEDGEVILLE ..

MONROE
NEWNAN
ROME

. WMVG
WMRE .

. ..WCOH
. . ..WLAQ .

1

_....6

2

14

SAVANNAH _.WCCP .

WJIV
WSAV

...WJAT
WPAX .

WWGS
WGAF .

12

41

SWAINSBORO
THOMASVILLE .....

T1FTON
VALDOSTA

. 7

....... 3

7

.5

%
WARNER ROBINS .

WAYCROSS . ..

WGOV .

WRPB .

... WACL .

12

5

9

WAYNESBORO _.

WINDER

WAYX
WBRO .

WIMO .

6
9

. . .3

ILLINOIS

BELLEVILLE WIBV
CAIRO WKRO

.2

1

CHICAGO . WAAF
WGES
WGN
WSBC

. ... WTMV
WEAW
WNMP
WBEE

.^ 14

67

.7

EAST ST. LOUIS
EVANSTON

HARVEY ..

.20

.24

2

%
.. . 75*

KEWANEE ..

LA GRANGE . ..

WKEI
. ..WTAQ

1

... . 30
METROPOLIS
OAK PARK .....

SPARTA

WMOK
WOPA

.... WHCO

4
50

..... , 3
URBANA WKID .. .4

(CONTiyVED)

THE PERFECT EQUATION
PNH* X WAOK = RESULTS

IN THE
ATLANTA NEGRO MARKET

*Pulse 1 prove
<NovDec) '55 ^^
"Nielsen ^
(August) '55 W

^•Hooper
(Oct-Nov) '55 J| VAST

ATLANTA NEGRO MARKET
For availabilities call or write

Forjoe & Co.

Remember: WAOK is Atlanta's

only full time Negro programmed

station.

70 HOUSTON STREET, N. E.

ATLANTA 3, GEORGIA
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(CONTINUED)

CITY CALL LETTERS HOURS

INDIANA

EVANSVILLE WJPS
FT WAYNE WANF.
GARY WGRY

WWCA
HAMMOND WJOB
MICHIGAN CITY _ .....WIMS ...

RICHMOND _ WKBV
SOUTH BEND ..... WJVA .....

TERRE HAUTE .. . .. WBOW

5

3

_ 22

22

20

2

1

1— %

IOWA
DES MOINES KWDM
WATERLOO KXEL .....

3

1

KANSAS
CONCORDIA KFRM .. ...2

LAWRENCE KLWN ...2

WICHITA KANS .2

KENTUCKY
BOWLING GREEN _ .WKCT ...5

WLJB 10

WTCO ...2

.WMTA _ _5

.WAIN y2
COVINGTON . WZ1P ..... .12

CUMBERLAND WCPM .2

FRANKFORT WFKY .. .. 3

CAMPBELLSVILLE
CENTRAL CITY __
COLUMBIA

FULTON WFUL 5

HOPKINSVILLE WKOA .6
LEXINGTON WLEX .... 5

LOUISVILLE WLOU 72*

MADISONVILLE ... .....WFMW _.. 5

PADUCAH WPAD __%
RADCLIFF WSAC 14

RICHMOND _...WEKY _i

LOUISIANA

.25ALEXANDRIA ___KDBS .

KSYL ...... .8
BATON ROUGE W1BR 10

WXOK 84*

BOGALUSA ..... .....WHXY 3

WIKC 4
CROWLEY KSIG 8

DE RIDDER KDLA .5

HAMMOND WFPR 4

HOUMA KC1L 10

LAFAYETTE KVOL ......2

LAKE CHARLES KAOK 18

KLOU ....3

MANSFIELD .....KDBC .......8

MARKSVILLE KAPB _ _.3

MONROE KLIC 10
KMLB __2
KNOE ...6

MORGAN CITY XMRC 14
NEW IBERIA ...KVIM _____ 5

NEW ORLEANS KBOK 84*

WJBW .... 2

WMRY 84*

WNOE 1

WWEZ ..126*

OAKDALE _KREH 6
OPELOUSAS KSLO ...10

(CONTINVED)

TEXAS FIRST!
ALL-NEGRO RADIO STATION

in Houston "THEIR" Station. ..KCOH Delivers!

'it 391,643 Potential Customers

it 115,306 Negro Families

it $966,215,140 Spendable Income

* $436,461,740 Retail Sales

Can You Overlook 4 Million

In Additional Texas Sales?

Represented by
Cill-Perna

and
Lee O'Connell

or call

Bob Meeker
KCOH, Houston

KCOH
HOUSTON. TEXAS

The voice of the

Negro in the South'*

largest city.

* KCOH interpolation of 1950 Census and 1955 SRDS Consumer Markers.

1956 BUYERS' GUIDE
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WEBB
is

FIRST
in Negro Homes

26 Out of 48

Pulse Periods

!

AHEAD
of Other Negro

Programmed

Stations 43

Out of 48

Periods 1

Ask Gill-Perna

for Complete Story

i WEBB
a1360

0N
D ,I L

HI

H^Miifi^iMr.
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2 NEGRO RADIO

W W R L
NEW YORK

HAS THE LARGEST AUDIENCE IN 3 MARKETS

CUSTOMERS FOR % PER THOUSAND

5.000 WATTS DEfender 5-160

LOUISIANA (cont.)

CITY C*LL LETTERS H^U^S

SHREl EPORT K.4.X1 81'

KENT . 10

KWKH 7

TALLULAH .....KTLD 16

THIBODAUX . KTIB 3

WINNFIELD .... KCL 3

MAINE
WATERVILLE WTVL ',•

MARYLAND
ANNAPOLIS WANN .... R

*

WNAV "

BALTIMORE WBAL . ... 12

WEBB 84*

WITH 20
WSID 54

LEXINGTON PARK WPTX .. 2

MASSACHUSETTS
BOSTON WBMS 15

WMEX .14

NEW BEDFORD ...... .......WNBH - %
SPRINGFIELD . ... .. WJKO ..........12

MICHIGAN
ANN ARBOR .... ..WHRV ..... 3

BENTON HARBOR
DETROIT

WPAG
...WHFB
CKLW .....

3

2

FLINT

WJBK _.
WJLB
WXYZ

..... WBBC .....

.... . 30

44
18

... 23

GRAND RAPIDS
WMRP ...

......WLAV .....

.. 10

3

MUSKEGON .......WMUS ... 1

PONT IAC .....WPON ... . '>

PORT HURON

SAGINAW

..... WHLS
WTTH

...WKNX ...

2

3

3

MINNESOTA
MINNEAPOLIS-
MINNEAPOLIS-

ST. PAUL ...

WSGW

. WCOW ...

5

... 4

******

MISSISSIPPI

ABERDEEN WMPA 6

BATESVILLE WBLE 4

BOONEVILLE WBIP 6

CANTON WDOB 10

CENTERVILLE WGLC 10

CLARKSDALE WKDL 28
WROX 25

CLEVELAND WGLD . 18

COLUMBIA WCJU 1

COLUMBUS WACR __ 6
CORINTH _ WCMA y2
GRENADA WNAG 6

GULFPORT WGCM 4

HATTIESBURG WBKH __ 11

WHSY 5

HAZLEHURST .....WMDC J/JLl
HOUSTON WCPC 8

INDIANOLA WNLA 8

JACKSON WOKJ 84*

WRBC 26

LAUREL _.... WAML 3

WLAU .....7

LOUISVILLE WLSM 10

MERIDIAN WMOX 15

WTOK 5

The Only All-Negro Station

in the Country's Biggest

and Richest Negro Market

WNJR
Newark, N.

J.

5000 watts 1430 kc Day and Night

ROLLINS BROADCASTING, INC.

National Sales Mgr. : Graeme Zimmer

New York Office: 550 Fifth Ave., CI 7-6634

Chicago: 6201 S. Cottage Grove Ave., NO 7-4124
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DON'T BE

COLOR
BUND/

DON'T BE COLOR
BLIND in the Shreve-

port Market Area where

300,000 Negroes spend

24 cents out of every

dollar of total retail

sales.

DON'T BE COLOR BLIND in an

area with a higher-than-average Negro
income.* (Higher than Dallas, Little

Rock, Jackson.)

•U.S. CENSUS BUREAU

DON'T BE COLOR BLIND.« an

area that boasts 76 licensed Negro

businesses; where 30.6% of the Ne-
groes own their own homes.

. . . and, DON'T BE COLOR
BLIND to KANV, the all Negro
Air Personnel station with total

programming directed toward
this tremendous Negro market.

The station that advertises

your product . . . merchandises

your advertising . . . and makes
sales, sales, sales.

THESE KANV REPS. HAVE THE
WHOLE STORY. CONTACT ONE
SOON . . . THEY SPECIALIZE IN

CURING "MARKET COLOR
BLINDNESS."

Fred R. Jones . . . Chicago, 111.—ST 2-5096

Dora Clayton . . . Atlanta, Ga—AL 7841

Harlan G. Oakes ... Los Angeles. Calif.—DU 2-3200

Bob Wlttlg . . . New York, N. Y.—MuH 7-4758

Richard Easton . . . Washington, D. C.—EM 3-2798

1050 Kc.

250 WattsKANV
SHREVEPORT, LOUISIANA

CITY CALL LETTERS HOURS

NEWTON
OXFORD
PHILADELPHIA
PICAYUNE _
TUPELO ..... .

WEGA . ..

WSUH _
WHOC _
WRJW .

WF.T.O

6

5

4

y2
2

. 6
3

7

4
\M 2
„..84*

10
.126*
.. 18

V1CKSBURG wvm
WAYNESBORO W4RH
WEST POINT ... . . WROB

MISSOURI
CHARLESTON . JiCHR
KANSAS CITY KMRC.KFK

MORF.RT.Y
ST. LOUIS .

KPRS
JCNCM
KATZ
KSTL ....

KXLW
WIL

SIKESTON JCSIM ....

~

NEVADA
T.AS VFGAS KT.AS

.. .88*

... 6

3

1

__. 2

1RENO
, / KORK _.

^KWRN

NEW JERSEY
ASBURY PARK __

ATLANTIC CITY

BR1DGETON
CAMDEN ...

NEWARK

TRENTON

NEW
ALAMOGORDO ....

CLOVIS
HOBBS u.

-WJLK __2
^.WFPG 5
WLDB 10

WMID 9
-WSNJ 1

^.WCAM 84
WKDN 6

...WAAT 10

WHBI 19

WNJR 132*

-JFBUD _..16

WTNJ 3

WTTM . 3

MEXICO
KALG Yi
KCLV 3

KWEW 10

NEW YORK
BATAVIA
BUFFALO
CORNING
ELMIRA
KINGSTON
NEWBURGH
NEW ROCHELLE WNRC .

.WBTA
WKBW
WCLl ..

WELM
.WKNY
WGNY

NEW YORK __

NIAGARA FALLS

PATCHOGUE
ROCHESTER

SYRACUSE
UTICA ..

„WEVD
WLIB
WNJR .

WOV _
WWRL
WHLD
WJJL ..

.WALK

.WHEC .

WSAY
WNDR
WGAT .

NORTH CAROLINA
ASHEVILLE WSKY .

BEAUFORT WBMA ..

BELMONT WCGC
BREVARD WPNF
BURLINGTON

CANTON
CHARLOTTE .

DUNN
DURHAM

WBBB
WFNS
WWIT
.WBT ..

WGIV
WWOK
AVCKB
.WDNC
WSRC .

WSSB
WTIK

_._4
...11

-%
1

_%
_....x

7
.....1

....46

132*

_51
,.46

1

__1
2

-%
_._2

-%
-%

.12

.._6

...2

...2

...5

_4
_6
.-%
60

.23

_..2

...8

91*

.24

...7

(CONTINUED)

SELL The tremendous
NEGRO Market of

DURHAM-
RALEIGH
and Eastern North Carolina

with

WSRC
DURHAM, N. C.

"Only station in Eastern

North Carolina Programming

to this tremendous Market"

Top Pulse Rated in

Both Durham and
Raleigh

Serving over 250,000 Negroes

with extremely high incomes.

1950 Census

42% of DURHAM is NEGRO

38% of all Eastern North

Carolina is NEGRO

1 950 Census & local govt. info.

The only possible way to

reach this great Market

is through

WSRC
Call RAMBEAU

or

Southeastern

—

DORA-CLAYTON
for a look at our amazing PULSE
ratings among this great NEGRO
market, also the overall market.

Facts and figures prove

WSRC
the South's greatest advertising

buy.

2
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2 NEGRO RADIO

Mary Dee
7-S:30 AM Dally
2-4:30 PM Daily

A pioneer Negro broad-
caster and household name
in Pittsburgh since 1948.

Mary is one of America's
most famous Negro Radio
personalities with honors
from coast to coast

!

Mai Coode
Five Newscasts daily with
emphasis on local news
of interest to Negroes.
Pittsburgh's only live,

local Negro Newscasts.
Remote tape recordings
and Beeper phone used.

8 AM—2. 3, 4 and 5 PM
Daily!

Walt Harper

WALT HARPER is Pitts-

burgh's most popular
Band leader. His knowl-
edge of Music and per-
sonal friendship with the
big names in Music give
his chatter between rec-

ords a most unique ap-
peal.

4:30-6:00 PM Daily I

Walt Jones

WHOD advertisers receive

the benefits of an ex-
perienced merchandising
department headed by
WALT JONES. This in-

cludes store calls, point-
of-sale displays. Trade
Mailings and Newspaper
ads.

Courier Women's Page of the

Air 8:30-9 A.M.

Daily Homemaker Show-
featuring Toki Johnson,
Women's editor of the
Pittsburgh Courier and
Hazel Garland, Courier
Magazine Editor.

WHOD
Studios in the

Pittsburgh Courier Building

Natl Rep. — FORJOE

(CONTINUED)

NORTH CAROLINA (cont.)

CITY CALL LETTERS HOURS

EDENTON _WCDJ 2

ELIZABETH CITY WCNC __ .3

WGAI 6

FAIRMONT
FAYETTEV1LLE _

WFMO 13

WFAI 16

WFLB 15

WFNC . . ...... 14

GOLDSBORO WFMC 10

WGBR 1

GREENSBORO WGBG 17

GREENVILLE ...WGTC 5

HENDERSON WHNC 11

WHVH .20

HENDERSONVILLE __.WHKP ...5

HICKORY ...WHKY 8

HIGH POINT

KINGS MOUNTAIN
KINSTON

LACRINBURG _.
LEAKSVILLE
LEXINGTON .

LUMBERTON _
MORGANTON
MOUNT AIRY ....

NEW BERN
N. WILKESBORO
RALEIGH

WHPE 7

WMFR 3

WNOS 24

WKMT 6
.WELS 12

WFTC 10

WISP 13

WEWO 7

WLOE 3

WBUY 2

WAGR 3

.WMNC %
WSYD ...4

JFOOW 35

WKBC 3

WNAO 1

WRAL __ ... 10

REIDSV1LLE WFRC 6

WREV 12

...WAYN _ 6

-__WCEC 8

„.WRXO 4

.....WSAT 10

ROCKINGHAM
ROCKY MOUNT

.

ROXBORO
SALISBURY
SANFORD WWGP ...8

SILER CITY WNCA .. ...5

SMITHFIELD WMPM 4

SOUTHERN PINES WEEB ...17

WCPS 12

WTYN .. 7

WADE 9

WLSE 7

WRRF .6

WENC 4

WIAM ..... 11

WGNI 15

WGTM 8

WVOT 14

W1NSTON-SALEM WAAA ... 82*

WAIR _ 6

TARBORO
TRYON
WADESBORO
WALLACE
WASHINGTON
WHITEVILLE .

WILLIAMSTON
WILMINGTON
WILSON

OHIO
AKRON

CHILLICOTHE
CINCINNATI ._

CLEVELAND ..

COLUMBUS ....

DAYTON

F0STOR1A
GALLIPOLIS ......

HAMILTON ....

SANDUSKY __.
SPRINGFIELD
STEUBENVILLE
TOLEDO

WADC 2

WCUE 1

WHKK 8

. WBEX 10

WCIN 84*

WJMO . 75

WJW 17

WCOL 1

WTVN %
WVKO 9

WAVI 4

WING ...10

WONE 2

WFOB ..... .2
WJEH 3

WMOH y2
...WLEC 1

WIZE _ __3
WSTV y2
WTOD __ 4

YOUNGSTOWN If BBW
WHOT
WKBN

2

1

V4

OKLAHOMA

ARDMORE _

DUNCAN
FREDERICK
GUTHRIE ....

HUGO

. KVSO ___ 1

KRHD y4
KTAT y4

.-KWRW 12

KIHN JA
MUSKOGEE KBIX 8

KMUS 10

OKLAHOMA CITY KBYE 2

KLPR .6

OKMULGEE KHBG V2
PAULS VALLEY KVLH _ %

OREGON

OREGON CITY ....... KGON

PENNSYLVANIA

10

ALTOONA
BEAVER FALLS
CHESTER
COATESVILLE ..

ERIE

FARRELL
JOHNSTOWN _
NORRISTOWN .

PHILADELPHIA

PITTSBURGH

..--.WVAM

READING
SCRANTON

WBVP .. 2

_JWDRF 18

_„_WCOT 1

,__WERC y2
WJET 2

WFAR 1

WARD 2

^..WNAR y*

.....WDAS 103

WFIL y2
WHAT 101

WJMJ 6

WHOD 54

WILY 75*

WEEU Vi

WARM ......
'•

RHODE ISLAND

NEWPORT WADK

SOUTH CAROLINA

AIKEN .
WAKN

ANDERSON WAIM ..

WANS _

BARNWELL WBAW
BEAUFORT
BENNETTSVILLE _

BISHOPVILLE
CAMDEN
CHARLESTON

CHERAW _.....

COLUMBIA ....

DARLINGTON
DILLON
EASLEY
FLORENCE .....

...WBEU _
WBSC _.

_..WAGS _
...WACA 5

WCSC 1

WPAL 70*

WQSN 45

-WCRE 4

_WCOS .6

GREENVILLE
GREENWOOD

GREER
LAURENS
MULLINS
MYRTLE BEACH
NEWBERRY

WIS .3
WMSC -%
WOIC .75'

WPED ..4
WDSC ..... ...6

WELP _...7

WJMX ... . 6

WOLS ........ 9

WESC ........ 12

WCRS 3

WGSW ........ 10

WEAB 3

WLBG . 8

WJAY _ X

WMYB ...3

WKDK 12
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CITY CALL LETTERS HOURS

ORANGEBURG

ROCK HILL

..._..WD1X 6
WTND 10

WRH1 __ 2

WTYC __9

SPARTANBURG ... WJAN 7

WORD 10

SUMTER . .....WSSC 30

UNION WBCU ..... A
WALTERBORO __ WALD 6

TENNESSEE

CHATTANOOGA WAPO 9
WDXB .....12

WMFS 91*

CLARKSVILLE WJZM .......

1

COLUMBIA WKRM 2

COVINGTON . WKBL .. 2

DICKSON WDKN 3

FRANKLIN WAGG ...1

GALLATIN WHIN 3

JACKSON WJAK 98*

JOHNSON CITY WETB ....... 1

KNOXVILLE WIVK 7

WKGN 10

WNOX %
LEWISBURG WJJM 3

LEXINGTON .... WDXL . ...7

McMINNVILLE WMMT 2

MEMPHIS __KWEM 26
WCBR 84*

WDIA 140*

WHHM 22

Ml RFREESBORO .... WGNS 7

WMTS 1

NASHVILLE

PARIS
RIPLEY
ROGERSVILLE
SPRINGFIELD

.WKDA 6

WLAC 33

WSOK 84*

WTPR 3

.WTRB 10

WRGS 3

WDBL 8

TEXAS

ABILENE ....... ... ...KWKC .. 1

ANDREWS .JCACT 8

ATHENS KBUD . __1

NEGRO RADIO

GALVESTON ... KGBC . .. . 23
KLUF 5

GONZALES KCTI 1

GREENVILLE KGUL __ ...5

HOUSTON KCOH 90*

KNUZ 12

KPRC 6

KYOK 132*

HUNTSVILLE _. XSAM . 3

JACKSONVILLE KEBE .9
LONGVIEW ...KLTI ... 6

MARLIN „..KMLW 3

2

ATLANTA ......KALT ........ 2

AUSTIN ..... KTXN
BAY CITY ..... . KIOX
BAYTOWN ...... XREL
BEAUMONT

20

6

63

KJET .. 105*

KRIC 12

KTRM .6

BEEVILLE . ..XIBL 1

BRYAN ...... ...KORA . 1

CARTHAGE . KGAS ... x
CENTER XDET 5

CLEVELAND KVLB .6
COLLEGE STATION ...WTAW ...A

CONROE ...KMCO 6

CORPUS CHRISTI KUNO . 11

KWBU 6

CROCKETT KIVY .. 7

DALLAS KGKO 16

KLIF . .18
KSKY 15

DENISON XDSX 7

EL CAMPO KULP 3

EL PASO _ XELO 1

FORT WORTH KCNC 11

KNOK 63

MARSHALL KMHT .. 6

MIDLAND KJBC 7

MONAHANS ... ..KVKM ....%

MOUNT PLEASANT KIMP __%
NACOGDOCHES .. KSFA %
PALESTINE ... KNET 1

PASADENA KLVL 21

ROSENBERG KFRD _.3
SAN ANTONIO KCOR 9

KISS 12

KMAC .. .. ... 12

KTSA ...... ..5

SHERMAN . ...KRRV ..... V2
KTAN Vi

SINTON KANN 1

TAYLOR KTAE .1

TERRELL KTER 3

TEXARKANA RTFS 3

TEXAS CITY KTLW 30

TULIA KTUE %
TYLER KGKB %

KTBB 1

UVALDE KVOU .2

VICTORIA ..... KVIC 6

WACO WACO 1

WICHITA FALLS .. KTRN 10

(CONTINUED)

LEADING NATIONAL RATING SERVICES

GIVE WHAT TOP NEGRO AUDIENCE
THE TRUTH ABOUT NEGRO RADIO IN PHILADELPHIA

• WHAT talks to more Negroes than

any station south of New York City.

Ratings compare with some network

stations.

• WHAT has proven (according to

national surveys) best radio buy of

ANY station in Philadelphia. LOW-
EST COST PER DOLLAR SPENT now
enjoyed by hundreds of local and
national accounts.

• WHAT is the only station (for Ne-
groes) whose signal reaches every

Negro neighborhood. The highest

non-directional AM tower in Phila-

delphia.

• WHAT is the only local station with

a powerful merchandising bonus,

tailor-made for Negro Market.

• WHAT is the only station with a

FULLTIME broadcast schedule of

Negro programs handled by top
Negro personality salesmen catering

to every age group and income
bracket.

• WHAT was the FIRST station in Phila-

delphia to broadcast to Negroes.
Since 1944 local acceptance has

grown to the point where the station

is KNOWN as, "The Voice of the

Negro People."

WHAT is the only local station offer-

ing 20,000 watts of FM to Negroes.

WHAT
AM-FM

PHILADELPHIA 31, PENNA.

Represented by: Stars National, Inc.
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2 NEGRO RADIO

Survey Figures Show ....

Sales Figures Prove ....

Most

Negroes

in the

Norfolk

Area

Listen

Most

WRAP
1000 watts 850 kc

The ONLY All-Negro

Station in Norfolk

ROLLINS BROADCASTINC, INC.

National Sales Mgr.: Graeme Zimmer

New York Office: 550 Fifth Ave., CI 7-6634

Chicago: 6201 S. Cottage Crove Ave., NO 7-1124

(COSTIMED)

VIRGINIA
CITY CALL LETTERS HOURS

BEDFORD WBLT 3

BLACKTONE WKLV 9

( HARLOTTESVILLE —W1NA 5

CHRISTIANSBURG WBCR _ 3

CLIFTON FORGE WCFY _ 2

CREWE WSVS 12

< ULPEPER WCVA !j

DANVILLE WBTM 6

WDVA _ 4

FARMVILLE WFLO _ 6

FREDERICKSBURG WFVA _1
FROST ROYAL WFTR 2

HOPEWELL WHAP 7

MARTINSVILLE WHEE 6

WMVA 10

NEWPORT SEWS _ WACH 5

\ORFOLK WLOW _ 37

WRAP .... 126*

ORANGE WJMA ...... 3

RADFORD WRAD ...... 3

RICHVOSD WAXT 84*

WLEE 10

WR\L 1

WXG1 3

ROA\OKE . WRIS 6

WROV .6

WSLS %
SOUTH BOSTON WHLF 6

SOUTH HILL WJWS 5

STAUNTON WTON 1

WYTEEVILLE WYVE 1

WASHINGTON
KIRKLAND KNBX 6

SEATTLE KTW 2

TACOMA . KTAC .3

WEST

BECK I, FY

VIRGINIA

WJLS
WWNR
WHIS
WC4W

2

BLUEFIELD
CHARLESTON

1

%
9

unaAN

WCHS
WGKl
WKNA
WTIP .

..WVOW

2

3

7

I

5

MATEWAX
OAK HIT.T.

. . . WHJC .

WO AY

J
4

2

PARKERSBURG .

PRINCETON
...WPAR

wmH
3

3

WFT.CH TFTC
WHEELING WKWK 1

WISCONSIN

MILWAUKEE WM1L 15

CA

Ontario

OWEN SOUND

NADA

CFOS ..

CKLW
M

WINDSOR ... 2

LEADING

RELIGIOUS

STATION
IN THE

Los Angeles

AREA

Your message should be heard

in this growing area. Join the

following nationally known
programs in reaching your

religious audience.

• Old Fashioned Revival Hour

• Dr. Gordon Palmer

• International Lutheran Hour

• Temple Time

• Southern California Lutheran
Hour

• Healing Waters

Call or write for

Program Availabilities

KGER
The Station of the American Home

5000 WATTS
Los Angeles

Long Beach

• 541 South Spring St-

MAdlson 5-2551

• 3745 Atlantic Blvd.

Long Beach 407-907

132

Owned by John Brown Schools of California, Inc.

JOHN E. BROWN, SR . President

Represented Nationally by Cill-Perna, Inc.
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RELIGIOUS & GOSPEL RADIO

religious

& gospel

Figures represent

hours per week

• As in the 1955 Buy-

ers' Guide, this category

again shows the greatest

percentage of increase

over the preceding year.

The 1956 Buyers' Guide

shows 2277 stations or 91

% of total respondents

with schedules of some
time for weekly religious

programing. This com-

pares with 1818 stations

or 83% reporting similar

schedules in the 1955

Guide. Listed below are

the stations that schedule

a minimum of 10 hours

in this category. The total

rose from 373 (17% of

the respondents) in 1955

to 477 (21%) in 1956.

In 1954 only 6% of the

respondents were listed

in this category.

ALABAMA
CITY CALL LETTERS HOURS

\

ALBERTVILLE WAVU .. ... 10

ALEXANDER CITY WRFS . 10

ANDALUSIA WCTA 10

BESSEMER JVBCO 42

BIRMINGHAM WEDR . 24

WLBS . 21

WSGN 15

DECATUR . . WMSL . 12

DOTHAN WOOF 20

EUFAULA ..... ... WULA . . .. .12

FLORENCE WOWT. 11

FORT PAYNE .. .... WFPA . 21

WZOB 18

GADSF.N WF.TO 21

GFNEVA WGFA 18

HAMILTON .. WERH 10

MONTGOMERY WRMA . 35

OPP WAMl . 15

SYLACAUGA WFEB 10

WMLS . 16

TALLADEGA WHTB . _..10

ARIZONA
BISBEE ... .KSUN . 11

DOUGLAS KAWT . 15

ARKANSAS
FORT SMITH KWHN . 12

HARRISON KHOZ 10

HOT SPRINGS KBLO _10

LITTLE ROCK KARK ... 13

KGHI 15

KXLR 10

MONTICELLO KHBM ...15

NEWPORT KNBY 10

PARAGOULD KDRS .11

SILOAM SPRINGS KUOA 23

SPRINGDALE _.._. ___.0«S 15

CALIFORNIA
BAKERSFIELD KAFY 10

BERKELEY KRE 32

BISHOP KIBS -10
BURBANK KBLA ..... 25

CORONA JCBUC 10

FRESNO KYNO 15

LONG BEACH KGER 70

LOS ANGELES KHJ 10

KPOL ... .15

KPOP 12

MODESTO ._.... -KBOX 11

OAKLAND KROW _ 11

KWBR 21

PITTSBURG KECC 21

SAN BERNARDINO . KFXM .10

KITO _ .12
KRNO 10

SAN DIEGO ....XERB 23

SAN FRANCISCO KGO 14

KSAN 30

SAN JOSE .— KEEN 14

SAN LUIS OBISPO. KVEC 13

TURLOCK KTUR 12

WASCO KWSO _20

COLORADO
DENVER Kr.IR .20

STERLING ... KOLR 11

TRINIDAD -XCRT .10

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
WASHINGTON ... ...WEAM ... _10

WMAL ..... ...10

WOOK _20

WPIK _14

WUST .22

FLORIDA
CHIPLEY ... WBGC .. . 20

CRESTVIEW . WCNU . 10

JACKSONVILLE ...... WOBS 17

WRHC -19

LIVE OAK ..WNER _14

MIAMI _ WMIE ...47

MIAMI BEACH _ WMBM _32

MILTON -..WEBY ...14

OCALA WMOP 10

ORLANDO _ WORZ _10

PALATKA ... . WWPF .. . 10

PALM BEACH . ... WWPG . 10

PANAMA CITY WPCF ._12

ST. PETERSBURG . WTSP . _12

TALLAHASSEE ._.. WTNT _15
TARPON SPRINGS WDCL . ...15

GEORGIA
ALBANY — WJAZ _13

ATHENS WRFC _..10

ATLANTA .. . WAKF. 12

WAOK __49

WEAS ...16

WGI.S _..19

BAINBRIDGE .WMGR __15

CAIRO - WGRA .. . ...15

COLUMBUS WCLS ...30

WDAK _.10

WGBA ...18

WPNX .20

CORNELIA WCON 14

DALTON -WBLJ 15

WRCD .. ....10

DUBLIN ...WMLT ..... 10

GRIFFIN WHIE ... _.15

LAFAYETTE WLFA .... _.10

LA GRANGE ... WTRP .14

MACON WIBB . . _14
WNEX _..10

MOULTRIE ........ WMGA .. ..._20

NEWNAN WCOH 11

ROME .. WLAQ __10

SAVANNAH _... WCCP _10
WJIV _.10

SUMMERVILLE WGTA . .. __.22

THOMASVILLE ... . WPAX 12

TOCCOA WLET ... _..17

WAYCROSS WACL ___21

WAYX _10
WEST POINT WRLD ... _11
WINDER . WIMO .... _12

(CONTINUED)
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(CONTINUED)

IDAHO
CALL LETTERS

LEW1ST0N
\AMPA .....

KRLC
KFXD

10

13

ILLINOIS

BELLEVILLE WIBV 10

CHICAGO WGES 12

WLS 14

CLINTON _ .- WHOW 18

EAST ST. LOUIS - WTMV 10

HARRISBURG WEBQ 11

METROPOLIS _-.WMOK . 11

PEORIA ....... WPEO .11

STERLING WSDR 10

INDIANA
i\DF.RSO\ —-WCBC 21

EVANSVILLE WJPS 16

FORT WAY\ 1. WGL 25

GARY . WGRY 10

GOSHEN . UKAM ... 13

M4RI0.\ WBAT ...... 10

NEW CASTLE WCTW dm) 10

NORTH VERNON WOCH 12

PERU WARU 20

IOWA
BES MOINES KWDM 20

SHKNANDOAH KMA 10

KANSAS
WREN .. . 12TOPEKA

KENTUCKY
ASHLAND JWTCR 24

BARDSTOWN . WBRT 14

< AMPBELLSVILLE WTCO 30

CENTRAL CITY . WNES 10

COLUMBIA WAIN 15

CORBIN ..... WCTT 12

COVINGTON ..... WZ1P .. 12

DANVILLE ..... ...WHIR 12

ELIZABETHTOWN W1EL 10

FULTON ...WF' L 11

HOPKINSVILLE WKOA . 10

LOUISVILLE WLOU 22

MAYFIELD WNGO 19

MIDDLESBORO WMIK 12

NEWPORT WNOP 11

OWENSBORO ... rF/S 10

SOMERSET •_.. WSFC 14

VANCLEVE WMTC ..... 18

WINCHESTER WWKY ~ 12

LOUISIANA
ALEXANDRIA KvfLB 10

KDBS 23

DE RIDDER KDLA .. 15

MANSFIELD KDBC 10

MONROE KMLB 10

SHREVEPORT

BANGOR

MAINE

JLANV 44

PRESQUE ISLE

WABl ...18

WAGM 11

MARYLAND
ANNAPOLIS
BALTIMORE

—WANN 13

—WBMD 16

WEBB 12

MASSACHUSETTS
BOSTON
NORTH ADAMS
PITTSFIELD
W. YARMOUTH

.WMEX
WNAW
WBRK
WOCB

10

19

10

10

MICHIGAN
BAY CITY .. WBCM 10

COLD WATER WTBV ... .. 14

DETROIT XKLW 15

WJLB 10

GAYLORD WATC 11

GRAND RAPIDS WFUR 27

WLAV 10

HOLLAND WHTC 11

LUDINGTON WKLA . 11

MARQUETTE .....WDM] 10

MUSKEGON . -WMUS 30

OWOSSO WOAP 10

ROGERS CITY WHAK .. 11

MINNESOTA
AUSTIN KAIS 12

CROOKSTON ... KROX 12

DULUTH-SUPERIOR WEBC 10

FERGUS FALLS KGDE 12

MINNEAPOLIS-
ST. PAUL —KEYD 12

THIEF RIVER FALLS _. KTRF .. 13

WADENA KWAD 12

WILLMAR KWLM 11

WORTHINGTON . .KWOA 13

MISSISSIPPI

BATESVILLE WBLE
BILOXI . WLOX
COLUMBUS ..

HATTIESBURG
JACKSON
LAUREL
NEW ALBANY .

NEWTON
WEST POINT ...

WACR
WBKH
WOK]
WLAU
WNAU
WEGA
WROB

10

1(1

14

11

25

13

10

10

10

BEATRICE

MISSOURI
FLAT RIVER JLFMO 10

Fl LTON KFAL 10

KANSAS CITY KPRS 16

KIRKSVILLE KIRX . 11

POPLAR BLUFF KWOC 10

ST. LOUIS XATZ 12

KSTL 17

SPRINGFIELD KICK 20

KWTO .. 11

UNION KLPW 10

WARRENTON KWRE 18

WEST PLAINS KWPM . 10

MONTANA
BOZEMAN . KBMN 10

GLASGOW KLTZ . ... 15

GREAT FALLS KMON 14

HAVRE ... KOJM 12

SIDNEY KGCX 10

NEBRASKA
KWBE 10

COLUMBUS ....

LEXINGTON
LINCOLN
OMAHA

KJSK 21

KRVN 10

KFOR 10

KFAB 13

NEW JERSEY

ATLANTIC CITY WLDB 20

WMID 11

NEWARK aJPHBI.-^ 20

WNJR '. 16

NEW MEXICO
ALBUQUERQUE
ARTESIA
LOVINGTON —

KOB .

KSVP
JK.LEA

12

14

12

NEW YORK
AMSTERDAM WCSS 12

BUFFALO WGR 12

j

NEW YORK WLIB \. 17

WNJR 16

WWRL 21

WSLB 12OGDENSBURG

NORTH CAROLINA
ALBEMARLE WABZ 10

ASHEV1LLE , WSKY 23

BEAUFORT ......WBMA 21

BREVARD ^WPNF 18

BURLINGTON .. __„WFNS 11

CHARLOTTE WGIV 10

DURHAM WDNC 13

ELIZABETH CITY .WCNC 12

WGAI 10

FAIRMONT WFMO 12

FAYETTEVILLE

G0LDSB0R0
GREENSBORO _
HENDERSONVILLE
HICKORY
HIGH POINT
LEAKSVILLE
LINCOLNTON
MOUNT AIRY
RALEIGH
REIDSVILLE

__WFLB 10

WFNC 18

.._WFMC 10

—WCOG 10

...WHKP 12

_WHKY . 12

__WMFR _... .10

...WLOE 10

.WLON .... 10

_WPAQ 22

_.WMSN _ 25

WREV 14

ROCKY MOUNT WCEC 12

SPRUCE PINE
TABOR CITY ..

THOMASl If.LE

WALLACE
WAYNESVILLE
WHITEVILLE .

WILLIAMSTON
WILSON

WTOE .... 10

.T'TAB .21

WTNC 10

.WLSE 20

WHCC 10

WENC .. 17

WIAM ....... 11

WGTM 10

NORTH DAKOTA
DICKINSON KDIX ...... 11

FARGO KFGO 14

HETTINGER KNDC 10

VALLEY CITY KOVC 12

OH/0
AKRON .WADC 12

WAKR -10
WHKK 10
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RELIGIOUS & GOSPEL RADIO

CALL LETTERS HOURS

WILE .11

WCIN 24

WLW .._._. 11

WJMO ...14

WCOL 14

WING 14

WJER . 10

..WOHI . . 20

_WIRO .20

_WLMJ 10

_WMOA 12

WASHINGTON C. H WCHO . 10

CAMBRIDGE
CINCINNATI

CLEVELAND
COLUMBUS __
DAYTON
DOVER
EAST LIVERPOOL
IRONTON
JACKSON
MARIETTA

OKLAHOMA
MIAMI
MUSKOGEE
OKLAHOMA CITY

.KGLC ........ 15

PRYOR
TULSA

KBIX . 12

-KBYE 48

KLPR 18

KOLS 14

ROME .. 18

KVOO 17

OREGON
ASHLAND ... .KWIN 10

EUGENE . .KORE 14

OCEANLAKE KBCH 12

OREGON CITY KGON 12

PORTLAND KPDQ . 11

KWJJ 29

JLSLM 20SALEM

PENNSYLVANIA

ALLENTOWN . WKAP 13

ALTOONA WVAM ... 10

BLOOMSBURG ..WHLM ... .10

CHESTER WVCH 22

CORRY ... WOTR 10

DU BOIS .. WCED 12

HANOVER WHVR 13

LANCASTER WLAN .. 11

LEBANON WLBR . 15

PHILADELPHIA ... . WDAS 25

WHAT 11

WIBG 23

PITTSBURGH ...WHOP 21

WILY 18

POTTSVII.I.E WPAM 10

PUNXSUTAWNEY WPME 12

RED LION . WGCB 30

WILKES-BARRE ... . __ WBAX 10

WILK 11

WILLIAMSPORT .... . WLYC 17

SOUTH CAROLINA
CHARLESTON WHAN 14

WPAL 10

WQSN 28

CHERAW WCRE .. .22
COLUMBIA ..... WOIC 38

EASLEY .. .. WELP 25

FLORENCE WJMX 17

WOLS 10

GREEN V1T.T.F. WMTlll 34

GREER WEAR 12

SPARTANBURG WJAN . 16

SUMTER WSSr. 1?

SOUTH DAKOTA
SIOUX FALLS KSOO 12

WATERTOWN KWAT _ 10

YANKTON WNAX 10

BRISTOL
CHATTANOOGA

CLEVELAND
COVINGTON ......

ELIZABETHTON

TENNESSEE
WOP1 ._.12

WAPO 10

WDXB 25

WBAC 14

WKBL ..... .. 13

WBEJ 20

JACKSON . WJAK 23

WTJS .. 21

JOHNSON CITY WJHL 10

KINGSPORT WKIN 12

KNOXVILLE WIVK 14

LENOIR CITY ..WLIL 42

McMINNVILLE ...WBMC _ 12

MEMPHIS KWEM ... 28

WCBR .... 50

WDIA 54

WHHM . 14

MILAN , IIKBJ ... 12

MURFREESBORO WGNS 10

WMTS 14

NASHVILLE WNAH .. .. 25

WSM 10

WLIK ..._ 17

WTRB 10

WRGS ..... 14

WDEH 18

NEWPORT
RIPLEY
ROGERSVILLE
SWEETWATER

ALPINE
BAYTOWN

TEXAS
KVLF
KRCT
KREL
KJET
KBWD
KVMC
KWBU
KSKY

BEAUMONT
BROWNWOOD
COLORADO CITY
CORPUS CHRISTI
DALLAS
DENISON KDSX
EL CAMPO KULP
EL PASO .. XELO
FORT WORTH KNOK
GLADEWATER KSIJ ..

GREENVILLE KGVL
HOUSTON _ KCOH

KLBS
KYOK

HUNTSVILLE . KSAM
LUBBOCK KDAV

KSEL
\1T. PLEASANT KIMP
PALESTINE KNET
ROSENBERG KFRD
SAN ANGELO XPEP
SAN ANTONIO

STEPHENVILLE
TYLER

KISS
KIWW
KMAC

^JCSTV
KGKB
KTBB

(jm)

10

21

21

63

.12

10

10

24

11

10

14

14

11

10

36

27

49

10

10

10

15

14

10

11

.15

.11

15

. 10

.10

20

VIRGINIA
BIG STONE GAP WLSD 18

BRISTOL WFHG ... 15

MARTINSVILLE ...WMVA .14

NORFOLK WCMS .10

2
NORTON .._

PULASKI
RICHMOND

ROANOKE
SOUTH BOSTON
STAUNTON .

WNVA 16

WPUV 13

^WRVA 13

WXGI ...13

.WSLS 13

WHLF 10

.WAFC 11

WASHINGTON
BELLINGHAM KPUG ..... . 16

CENTRALIA-
CHEHALIS „..KELA .. ... 12

KIRKLAND KNBX 30

SEATTLE _ KTW 16

KV1 _. 17

SPOKANE -XGA 14

VANCOUVER KHFS ... 10

KVAN ...11

YAKIMA KYAK . 18

WEST VIRGINIA
CHARLESTON WKNA 17

WTIP 13

HUNTINGTON ....WPLH ....... 17

LOGAN WVOW 15

MARTINSBURG
MATEWAN _

.WEPM
-WHJC

MORGANTOWN WAJR
MOUNDSVILLE ... WMOD
N. MARTINSVILLE WETZ
PRINCETON WLOH
WELCH WELC

... 15

12

15

.14
...18

.10

.12
WHEELING .WWVA 10

WISCONSIN
SUPERIOR-DULUTH ......WEBC 10

HAWAII
HONOLULU KAIM 27

VIRGIN ISLANDS
ST. THOMAS WSTA 17

Pulse

Survey Shoivs

JL=k=1WKLO
l O U I S V ! t L E %~

1st

. . . morning,

noon, &
evening

Represented by

JOHN BLAIR & CO.
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tAriOHAL REPk

FORJOE &
'NTATIU,

CO., Inc.

K
5
O
N

91.7% of San Diego County's 820,000 Population Lives in GREATER SAN DIEGO

San Diego's

Number
Music & News
Radio Station

PULSE FOR GREATER SAN DIEGO
(CITY SAN DIEGO—CORONADO—LA MESA)
(NATIONAL CITY—CHULA VISTA—EL CAJON

(Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m. -6 p.m.) July-Aug. 1955)

STATION IN HOME
KSON 18%
STATION #2 _ I6%._ ...

STATION #3 15%--
STATION #4 I4%___
STATION M 12%.. .....

STATION #6 11%-.-

OUT OF
HOME
-23%
17%

...__. 13%
- -12%
--14%

-10%

PULSE FOR METROPOLITAN SAN DIEGO
(COUNTY)

(Oct.-Nov. 1955) Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m. fo 6 p.m.

KSON 18.3%

STATION #2 17.1%

STATION #3 15.8%

STATION #4 15.8%

STATION #5 - -. 12.2%

STATION #6 - 1 1.0%

HOOPER RADIO AUDIENCE INDEX

(Oct.-Nov. 1955) Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.

KSON 2 1 .4%
STATION #2

STATION #3

STATION M
STATION #5

STATION #6

-15.7%

13.8%

- 8.3%

- 7.7%

. 5.9%

24 HOURS A DAY — Serving MORE Local Advertisers

than Any Other Station in San Diego— THEY KNOW!!

FORJOE & CO. Inc. Representatives
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POPULAR MUSIC RADIO 2

popular

music

Figures represent hours per week

• Popular music remains in high favor as a

programing formula by just about every radio

station in the country, judging from the re-

sponse to the 1956 Buyers' Guide question-

naires. Heavy emphasis on this programing

category is placed by the vast majority of re-

spondents with an increasing number of stations

relying on this technique exclusively. In the

listing that follows 372 stations are shown with

programing of a minimum of 75 hours per week
of popular music. This is 15% of the total

category respondents and compares with 250 or

12% of the respondents in 1955. In all, 2399
stations report schedules of popular music in-

cluding pop tunes, jazz, rhythm and blues, old

standard and Broadway show tunes. The popu-
lar music trend is strong in virtually every part

of the country though music formats vary by
geographical areas covered and by audience ac-

ceptance sought. For full list of stations report-

ing weekly hours of popular music programing
please refer to the master directory.

ALABAMA
CITY CALL LETTERS HOURS

BESSEMER
BIRMINGHAM _

HUNTSVILLE

..WBCO _
^WCRT _
WEZB __
WILD _

...WFUN _

91

80
84
90
76

MESA __.
PHOENIX

TUCSON
YUMA _

ARIZONA
KTYL
KONI .

KRIZ
XTKT
KOLD
KYMA

ARKANSAS
TEXARKANA KTFS

CALIFORNIA
AVALON KBIG _
BAKERSFIELD _ KBIS _
BURBANK KBLA
CORONA KBUC
FRESNO
LONG BEACH .

LOS ANGELES

NAPA ____
OAKLAND

JiMAK
-KFOX
JKFWB
KGFJ ..

KLAC .

KMPC
-JCVON
„KLX _

KROW
_KMOR
JCWOW
_KSDA
KCAL .

OROVILLE _ _

POMONA
REDDING
REDLANDS
RIVERSIDE _ _KPRO
SAN BERNARDINO KCSB

KRNO
SAN DIEGO .. KCBQ

KSDO
KSON

110

122

112

140

-90

76

-75
168

150

.80

127

102

150

109

129

145

105

.95

110

-75
117

107

.82

144

_91
_75
154
133

125

SAN FERNANDO
SAN FRANCISCO

SAN JOSE

SAN LUIS OBISPO
SANTA ANA
SANTA BARBARA .

SANTA MARIA
STOCKTON

IKIAH
VENTURA
WATSONV1LLE

-KGIL
^KJBS
KSFO
KYA ..

.KSJO
KXRX

...KATY

._KWIZ
-KDB -

^KSMA
..KSTN
KXOB
iUKI .

KVEN
—KHUB

COLORADO
AURORA KOSI .

COLORADO SFNGS ...XRDO
KWBY

DENVER KIMN
KMYR
KTLN
KFKA

.163
-154
-120

96
—91
_.165

-103
__91

80

80
_140

80
— 80

76
79

_84
101

GREELEY

.126

-98
163

105

CONNECTICUT
BRIDGEPORT

NEW HAVEN
NORWALK .....

WICC .... —129
WNAB 80

.WELI 82

.WNLK 90

DELAWARE
WILMINGTON WAMS 105

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
WASHINGTON WEAM

WOL _

.100

-98
WWDC 122

CLEARWATER
HAINES CITY
LAKELAND ....

FLORIDA
WTAN .100

WGTO 130
WONN 80

MIAMI WINZ
MIAMI BEACH .. ...WAHR
ORLANDO WLOF

.140
154

1P>
ST. PETERSBURG WTSP -82

GEORGIA
AMERICUS ... . .. WDEC
ATLANTA — WAKE

WAOK
WQXI

AUGUSTA . .. . WBBQ
MACON . WBML

WNEX

-91
—90
-122
_89
.105

88
100

IDAHO
BOISE KGEM
WEISER KWEl

—98
—79

ILLINOIS
CHICAGO -WFMF(jm) .

WIND
DANVILLE WITY
DECATUR WD7,
MARION .... WGGH .

.144
.140
-90
..102

75
MOLINE WQUA 80

INDIANA
EVANSVILLE ... ..WIKY
HAMMOND WJOB
INDIANAPOLIS .....WIRE .. .

84
—92
—75

IOWA
CEDAR RAPIDS .. KPIG
CRESTON JCSIB
DES MOINES KCBC 1

KRNT
KSO ...

-130
75

_168

76
84

OTTUMWA KLEE
SIOUX CITY KMNS

KTRI
SPF.NCFR Kirn

—80
—98
_103
_75

(CONTINVED)
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2 POPULAR MUSIC RADIO

KBIG^NEWS

The Radio-Television News
Club of Southern California

again honors KBIG News. Of

seven awards, KBIG is the only

non-network winner.

Alan Lisser Larry Berrill
two year winner 1955 winner for
Best Non-Network Most Enterprising

Newscaster. Radio Report.

KBIG Newscasts are 5 minutes

long, staff- written, edited,
polished, listenable!

There are 120 each week.

If you Sponsor KBIG News,

YOU own a share in this Gold-

en Mike.

If you don't, talk it over with

your KBIG or Weed 2c Com-
pany contact.

KBIG
The Catalino Station

10,000 Walls

JOHN POOLE BROADCASTING CO.
6540 Sunset Blvd.. Los Angeles 28, California

Telephone: Hollywood 3-3205

Nat. Rep. WEED and Company

(IOSTIMJED)

CITY
KANSAS

C4.LL LETTERS HOURS

ATCHISON
KANSAS CITY
PITTSBURG
TOPEKA
WICHITA _

.... KARE 85
KCKN . 109
KSEK 89

- XTOP . 100
KAKE .... 75
KWBB __. 76

KENTUCKY
LOUISVILLE . .WINN 168

LOUISIANA
BATON ROUGE __ . WIBR 87

WLCS 90
CROWLEY KSIG 88
LAKE CHARLES .. KLOU 123
MONROE , KNOE 120
MORGAN CITY KMRC 81
NEW ORLEANS WJBW 100

WNOE .. 160
WTIX _. .168

WWL 11
SHREVEPORT KJOE 77

MAINE
BANGOR WABI 80

WGUY 85

MARYLAND
ANNAPOLIS WNAV _ 90
BALTIMORE WITH 150

WWIN __ 89
CAMBRIDGE WCEM 90
WESTMINSTER . ...WTTR 76

MASSACHUSETTS
ATTLEB0R0
BOSTON

.WARA 75

CAMBRIDGE _
FALL RIVER _
FRAMINGHAM

.WC0P
WHDH
li MEX
WORL
.WTA0

.142

100

.79
90

.86
.WALE 93
.WKOX 82

HAVERHILL WHAV . 113
LOWELL . WCAP ... 84
NEW BEDFORD WBSM 85
NORTH ADAMS WMNB 80
NORTHAMPTON __ WHMP ... 94

MICHIGAN
DETROIT CKLW 86

WJBK ... 129
WKMH .. 109
WLDM(jm) ...97

FLINT WKMF .... .147
JACKSON WIBM 107

WKHM 80
KALAMAZOO WKMI ...... 112
LANSING WILS 90
MOUNT PLEASANT ^.WCEN 94
PONTIAC WPON 81
SAGINAW WSAM ...... 97

MINNESOTA
DULUTHSUPERIOR .. KDAL 85
ELY WELY 81
FARIBAULT KDHL . 82

/. UYG 126
MINNEAPOLIS- WLOL 118

ST. PAUL . ... _WMIN 130
R" TCN 119

ST. CLOUD WJON 96

MISSISSIPPI
BILOXI WLOX 100
GREENVILLE WGVM 75
JACKSON . WJXN . 160
MERIDIAN WMOX 84
TUPELO WELO 85

MISSOURI
HANNIBAL KHMO _. 80
KANSAS CITY . KUDL . 84

WHB 166
ST. LOUIS KWK

KXLW
KXOK
WIL ...

SPRINGFIELD KICK .

85

82

92
124

.99

MORE THAN EVER

Stodbton't TJttet <&Ate*ted fo Station

HOOPER RADIO AUDIENCE INDEX
STOCKTON, CALIF. OCTOBER THRU DECEMBER, 1955

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
7:00 A.M. -12:00 NOON

RADIO
SETS
IN USE

C N KSTN A M
OTHER

AM & FM
SAMPLE
SIZE

15.7 2^.9 6.h 37.6 l't.g 9.3 7.0 9,933

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
12:00 N00N-6:00 P.M.

RADIO
SETS
IN USE

c . Sv. KSTN A M OTHER
AM & FM

SAMPLE
SIZE

12.^ ^7.7 8.2 34.1 1W.1 8.7 7.2 11,892

K
S
T

Fall 1955 Hooperatings show

KSTN increases dominance of

'Stockton Radio Audience.

*America's 92nd Market

Represented by Hollingbery
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POPULAR MUSIC RADIO 2
MONTANA

CALL LETTERSCITY _^
GREAT FALLS .. ^KBGF

KFBB ,

NEBRASKA
FREMONT AfGr
LINCOLN .:, KFOR

KLMS
KOIL

OMAHA KOWH

NEVADA
HENDERSON KBMI .

RENO KOLO
KONE
KWRN

NEW HAMPSHIRE
MANCHESTER WFEA ..

WKBR

76

93

NEW
ATLANTIC CITY _

CAMDEN
NEWARK

PATERSON
PLEASANTVILLE
TRENTON
WILDWOOD

JERSEY
WLDB
WM1D
WCAM
WAAT
WNJR
WVNJ
WPAT
WOND
.WBUD
WCMC

80

90

94

80
160

162

108

160

79

90

75

85

105

168

. 80

116

106

137

100

89
80

NEW MEXICO
CLOVIS -KCLV

NEW YORK
ALBANY
AMSTERDAM
BINGHAMTON .

BUFFALO

CORTLAND .._..

ELMIRA
LITTLE FALLS

WABY
wcss
WKOP
WBNY
IVEBR
WKBW
WKRT
WELM
WLFH

83

105

92
93

92
.87

-77
...75

84
.85

NEW YORK

PATCHOGL1E
ROCHESTER
SCHENECTADY

SYRACUSE

UT1CA

WINS .. 103

WMCA _ 127

WMGM . 93

WNEW . ... 144

WNJR . 116

WOV 89

...WALK 80

WSAY 83

WGY ..... 78

WSNY 104

WNDR 112

WOLF .. 115

WGAT 99

NORTH CAROLINA
BEAUFORT WBMA ..

CHARLOTTE WWOK ...

OH/O

76

79

AKRON . ..WADC ...... 83
WAKR . _.... 110

WCUE ..... .... 100

CINCINNATI ..WCPO . . ..... 133

WSAl ..... ..... 85

CLEVELAND WERE ..... .... 161

WGAR . 75

WHK ....... 75
DAYTON WING .......100

WONE ..... .... 101

ELYRIA WEOL . ..... 118
FINDLAY ...-WFIN ....... 80
FOSTORIA ....... WFOB ...... 89
TOLEDO WOHO .... 101

YOUNGSTOWN WBBW ...... 75

OKLAHOMA
OKLAHOMA CITY KOCY 94

OREGON
ASTORIA KVAS ... 91
CORVALLIS . ... KRUL . 94
COTTAGE GROVE KOMB 76
LEBANON KGAL ...105

OREGON CITY XGON . 98
PORTLAND KEX 105

KWJJ ... 80

SALEM KOCO 76

"Popular music? So this is what

KRIZ Phoenix is feeding the radio

trade!"

WELL, POP, NOT EXACTLY.
IT'S JUST THAT KRIZ IS

SO VERY POPULAR IN

THE POPULOUS (550,000)

PHOENIX, ARIZONA AREA.

TO SELL IN PHOENIX, CO
"POPULAR" WITH KRIZ.

SEE BURN-SMITH, INC.

KRlfi
bakersfield

California

9 7

fe

popular music around the clock

. . . it's market

L

Population * 277,800

Households* _...83,050

Radio Homes* .._ 78,650
Effective Buying Income $425,750,000
Retail Sales _ _ $283,740,000
Apparel Stores $11,343,000
Automotive Stores ..— $55,689,000
Building Materials $12,366,000
Drug Store Sales $5,817,000
Eating ond Drinking Places — $23,594,000
Food Store Sales $71,276,000
General Merchandise $25,338,000
Hardware Stores $1,775,000
Household-Furniture-Radio $ 1 5,902,000
Jewelry Stores $2,465,000
Liquor (Package) Stores $6,612,000
Service Stations $25, 1 90,000

effective buying income

Kern County
United States

Per Per
Capita Family

$ 1 ,685 $5,669
$ 1 ,545 $5,274

<%/

Represented: Adam Young, Inc.

. . . sources
Sales Management's 1955 "Survey of Buying Power'

'SRD "Consumer Markets", 1955



2 POPULAR MUSIC RADIO

in Spokane . . .

you can buy

4 1
SPOT

SATURATION
when you use

the area's leading

independent station

Realistic rates with comparable cov-

erage and audience on Spokane's

dominate station means your message

is delivered four times as often —
for saturation impact.

KREM 10.80

Station A ... 44.00

Station B 20.00

Call Forjoe

music & NEWS
5000 Watts KC 970

Spokane, Washington

(( (>\T1.\UED)

PENNSYLVANIA
CALL LETTERS HOURS

ALLENTOWN WAEB 90
WKAP 80

CARBONDALE WCDL 85
COATESVILLE ... ....WCOJ .82
CONNELLSVILLE WCVl 86

ERIE WJET ... 127

WLEU .... 100

HARRISBURG WCMB . 75

JOHNSTOWN WCRO 106

LANSFORD WLSH 84

PHILADELPHIA WFIL 80

WIBG ...85

WIP 110
WPEN ...120

WRCV ...79

PITTSBURGH .....KDKA 76

WCAE ...83
WiAS ...84

WKJF 120

SCRANTON WARM .100
YORK WSBA 75

SOUTH CAROLINA
CHARLESTON WTMA 84
GREENVILLE WMRB 84

SOUTH DAKOTA
YANKTON KYNT 84

TENNESSEE
KN0XV1LLE WKGN 86
MEMPHIS WDIA 80

WHBQ 100

WHER .80
WMPS _ ...146

MURFREESBORO W'GNS 84
NASHVILLE WMAK 113

WGH serves 710,000 people in 5 great

Metropolitan areas. WGH ser

710,000 people in 5 great Mg

tan areas. WGH serves
"

1

<^
pie in 5 great Metropo

WGH serves 710,000 peopj

Metropolita

000 peopk*

areas.

in 5 gr

serves 710,

ropolitan a

people ir

WGH ».

Metropc

000 p

areas. WGH se

5 great Metro

serves 710.000 i

politan areas

peoplBt 5 jireat

wgh1^^io,o

lie in

WGH
*7eat Metro-

s 710,000

litJHftreas.

great

Metropolitan areas. WGH st\^es 710,-

000 people in 5 great Metropolitan

areas. WGH serves 710.000 people

140

IfveSteCm-St^^/'

91

75
93
163

148

109

141

84
.101

76
150

..._79

112

75
84
167

75
83
91

75
......100

_._85
.... 80
-..91

80

91

76
76

(fm)

TEXAS
AMARILLO KFDA

KRAY
BEAUMONT _ KR1C
DALLAS KGKO

KLIF
DENISON KDSX
EL PASO KELP

KEPO
KSET
XEJ .

FORT WORTH KXOL
GALVESTON KLUF
HOUSTON KLBS

KXYZ
KYOK

LUBBOCK _ .. KDUB
KLLL

MARSHALL KMHT
ORANGE ...1 ...KOGT
PAMPA _ KPAT
PASADENA KLVL
SAN ANTONIO KCOR

KISS
KITE
KMAC
KONO

TEXARKANA KTFS
WICHITA FALLS KTRN

UTAH
MURRAY KMUR 89

OGDEN KVOG 99
PROVO KIXX 82

SALT LAKE CITY KALL 80

KLUB 126

KNAK 156

VERMONT
BURLINGTON WDOT 82

VIRGINIA
CHARLOTTESVILLE WCHV . 80
NEWPORT NEWS WGH 139
NORFOLK WNOR 168
RICHMOND WLLY _...84

ROANOKE WROV 90

WASHINGTON
ABERDEEN KBKW 100

BELLINGHAM KVOS 80
BREMERTON KBRO 112

COLFAX ^.KCLX 90

KELSO KLOG 92

MOSES LAKE KSEM 91

RENTON KLAN 90

SEATTLE KAYO 120

KING 112

KJR _..141

KOL 110

SPOKANE KREM 133

KSPO 102

KXLY 80

SUNNYSIDE KREW .100

TACOMA KTAC 87

KTNT 112

VANCOUVER KVAN 85

YAKIMA XUT1 77

WEST VIRGINIA
PRINCETON WLOH 106

WEIRTON WEIR 119

WISCONSIN
APPLETON ....WAPL . 76

BELOIT WGEZ .... 90

EAU CLAIRE ... WBIZ 81

LA CROSSE WLCX .... 129

LADYSMITH WLDY _ 80

MADISON WISC . 80

MARINETTE . WMAM 82

MILWAUKEE WEMP _ 138

WOKY _. 156

WRIT _ 144

NEENAH .. - WNAM .. 100

OSHKOSH WOSH ... 85

SUPER10R-
DULUTH KDAL 85

1956 BUYERS' GUIDE
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DAMN RIGH1

"EDDY ARNOLD TIME

Country-and-Western Show



the TOP

oil Television

!

ITER SCHWIMMER COMPANY

'ACKER DR. • CHICAGO 1, ILL. • Phone: FRanklin 2-4392

V'ORK CITY • 76 E. 41st ST. • LExington 2-1791

;nfed by:

LNOOD • Tom J. Corradine Assoc. • Hollywood 2-4448

SJRGH • Pete Manners • GRant 1-5742

'')A • S. W. Caldwell, Ltd.

26
Half Hours of

Enthusiastic

Musical

Entertainment

Stations that recently

got on the bandwagon:

WRCA-TV
KNXT-TV
KDKA-TV
WKRC-TV
WHIO-TV
WABT
KPTV
WMAL-TV
WJAC-TV

NEW YORK, N.Y.

Los Angeles, Cal.

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Cincinnati, Ohio

Dayton, Ohio

Birmingham, Ala.

Portland, Ore.

Washington, D.C.

Johnstown, Pa.

Happy Eddy Arnold Sponsors include:

Greyhound

Chevrolet Dealers

Domino Cigarettes

Martha White Flour

Myzon Feeds

John Deere Co.

Bowman Biscuit Co.

Case Farm Machinery

First National Bank

Tampa, Fla.

Martin Oil Company
Busch Packing

Bavarian Beer

Bunker Hill Beef

Wilkens Jewelers

Many Key Markets Still Open

For more facts on "EDDY ARNOLD TIME"

send for audition print, rating story,

and advertiser success story history.



TELEVISION

SERVING

half-a-million people
EARNING

A BILLION DOLLARS
in 3 of America's

top 5 Farm Counties

THEIR [ONLY] Y H F TELEVISION STATION

KERO-TV
NBC and CBS for

^^^^^ Bakersfield, California

V^il/^'NINCL ^ w GENE DeYOUNG, President

ED URNER, V.P.-Nat'l. Sales Mgr.

• REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY THE GEORGE P. HOLLINCBERY CO.
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TELEVISION MASTER DIRECTORY

3
ALABAMA

DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO. SHOWS DAILY
t 1 ' \f

IF

City Call letters Ctinl Vis pwr Network National rep On air date Network Local

Par-
tcptn

Chil-

dren's

Home-
makers Farm

Syn.

Film Newt
Sports
info

Feature
films

UNGHAM WABT 13 320kw A,N Blair May '49 11 5 4 14 1 1 6 6§ 2* M,A,L

WBRC-TV 6 lOOkw CBS Katz Jul '49 13 A,L

f*TUJL
QHAN
KILE

WMSL-TV 23 16kw N,C Walke Jul '54

WTVY 28kw Young; Brown

WALA-TV 10 316kw A,C,N Headley-Reed Jan '53

io 3 y2
No data available
~~6

5 %~

ARIZONA

A,L

WKRG-TV 5 lOOkw CBS Avery-Knodel Sep '55 10 5 5 4 1 9 4§ 3 M,A,L

tCTGOMERY WCOV-TV 20 200kw C,A,D Raymer Apr '53 3 8 3 2 5 2§ 1 E
WSFA-TV 12 316kwf NBC Katz Dec '54 8 8 20 12 3 10 3§ 2« L

DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO. SHOWS DAILY

City Call letters Chnl Vis pwr Network National rep

Par- Chil- Home- Syn. Sports Feature
On air date Network Loeal tcptn dren's makers Farm Film News info Dims

IEV KVAR (See PHOENIX)
-•NIX KOOL-TV 10 316kwt CBS Hollingbery Oct '53 12

KPHO-TV 18kw Katz Dec '49 10 35 4§

KTVK 3 lOOkw ABC Weed Feb '55 10 % 2§

A,L

A,E,L

A,E,L

KVAR 12 33kw NBC Raymer Mar '53 7 6 6 7 % 12 1 M,L

. .ON KOPO-TV 13 316kwf CBS Hollingbery Feb '53 X 10 4 8 12 2§ 1 A,E

KVOA-TV 4 5kw A,N Branham Sep '53 5 5 1 5 3 10 2§ 1 A,L

UA KIVA 11 29kw NBC Raymer Oct '53 X X 3 3 2 X 2 !• L

ARKANSAS
DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO. SHOWS DAILY

f N

City Call letters Chnl Vis pwr Network National rep On air date Network Local

Par-

tcptn

Chil-

dren's

Home-
makers Farm

Syn.

Film News
Sports

Info

Feature
films

LDRADO
I SMITH
1LE ROCK

KRBB
KFSA-TV
KARK-TV

10 24kw NBC Pearson Nov '55 4 4 2 6 3 7 2§ 1

1

1

A,E,L

22 265kwf

4 lOOkw

All

NBC
Pearson

Petry

Jul '53

Apr '54

5

10

6

5

9

9

4

10 1

8

14

2§

4§

A,L

A,E,L

KATV 7 316kwf C,A Avery-Knodel Dec '53 9 4 5 3 3 24 2§ 1« L
KTHV 11 316kw A,C Branham Nov '55 X X 3 3 2§ 2

ft BLUFF KATV (See LITTLE ROCK)
EltRKANA KCMC-TV 6 lOOkw C,A V ,R&McC Aug '53 9 6 3 9 3 1 7 3§ 1 A

CALIFORNIA
DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO. SHOWS DAILY

City Call letters Chnl Vis pwr Network National rep On air data Network Local

Par-

tcptn

Chil-

dren's

Home-
makers Farm

Syn.

Film News
Sports

Info

Feature
films

RSFIELD KBAK-TV 29 20kw ABC Weed Aug '53 X Z 5 8 2 M,A,L

J

KERO-TV 10 31kw N,C Hollingbery Sep '53 6 7 3 3 1 9 3 2 A,L

KHSL-TV 12 63kw C,N Avery-Knodel Aug '53 X X 1 3 2 X X 2 L
KA KIEM-TV 3 lOOkwf All Hosg-Blair Oct '53 4 7 3 5 % 14 2 A,L

(NO

UNGELES

KJEO-TV 47 440kw A,C Branham Oct '53 10 10

KMJ-TV 24 447kw NBC Raymer J tin '53 8 12 15

KVVC 27 475kw Young Nov '53 18 1§

KABC-TV 7 165kw ABC Petry Sep '49 15

KCOP 13 170kw WV.-d Sep '47

KHJ-TV 9 !62kw H-R Aug '48 12 12

KNXT 47kv CBS CBS TV Spot May '48 12 10 17 2§

KRCA 47kv NBC NBC Spot Jan '49 12

M,A,E,L

A,L

A,E

M,A,L

M,A,E,L

A.E,L

M,A,L

M,A

KTLA 5 50kwt _ Raymer Jan '47 10 9 5 5 3§ 4« M,A,E,L

KTTV 11 165kw .... Blair Jan '49 21 14 67 2§ L

television

symbols

$ stations share time

t full licensed power; symbol

indicates that station is not yet

using it fully

• indicates that station covers

local sports events

§ indicates that station has local

film newsreel

X—category claimed, but figure

unspecified

category unclaimed

M, A, E, L—morning, afternoon,

evening, late evening feature

films

ABC or A—American
Broadcasting Co.

CBS or C—Columbia

Broadcasting System

DuM or D—DuMont
Television Network
NBC or N—National

Broadcasting Co.
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TELEVISION MASTER DIRECTORY

CALIFORNIA {continued)

DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO. SHOWS DAII

City Call letters Chnl Vis pwr Network National rep On air date Network Loeal

Par-

tcptn

Chil-

dren's

Home-
makers Farm

Syn.

Film News
Sports

info

Feai

fill

SACRAMENTO KBET-TV 10 316kw CBS H-R Mar '55 10 4 7 9 4 2 9 5§ M,-

KCCC-TV 40 200kw ABC Weed Sep '53 3 12 6 3 8 3 17 1 M,I

KCRA-TV 3 lOOkwt Mi<; Petry Sep '55 11 7 6 5 5 2 4 5§ 1 A,E

SALINAS KSBW-TV 8 12kw A,C,N H-R Sep '53 4 3 3 3 18 2§ 1 A,L

SAN D.EGO KFMB-TV 8 316kw A,C Petry May '49 13 11

KPIX 5 lOOkw CBS Katz Dec '48 16

KRON-TV 4 lOOkw NBC Free & Peters Nov '49 12 10 16

A,L

KFSD-TV 10 316kw NBC Katz Sep '53 10 6 3 8 8 4 1* A,E

(Licensed in Tijuana, Mex.) XETV 6 38kw Weed Feb '53 9 10 13 1 X* M,i

SAN FRANCISCO KGO-TV 7 316kw ABC Petry May '49 4 8 7 11 2 2 M,j

A,I

A,I

KSAN-TV 32 200kw Stars National Apr '53 6 5 10 1 1« E,I

SAN JOSE KNTV 11 20kw Boiling Sep '55 8 V-2 17 3 17 • A.I

SAN LUIS OBISPO K\ EC-TV 6 16kw A,C Grant May '53 4 5 V-2 6 2§ 1 E,l

SANTA BARBARA KEY-T 3 50kw , A,C,N Hollingbery Jul '53 X X 3 3 2§ 2 A,l

STOCKTON KOVR 13 138kw Blair Sep '54 y2 7 10 2§ 2* A.I

TULARE KVVG (See FRESNO)

Call

H-R TELEVISION /nc.

for latest avails



City Call letters

Dorado sp-ngs kktv
KRDO-TV

)fVER KBTV
KLZ-TV
KOA-TV
KTvR

Chnl Vis pwr Network

11 316kwt C,A

J3
9

llkw NBC
282kw ABC

7 316kw CBS
4 ]00kw NBC
2 lOOkw

TELEVISION MASTER DIRECTORY
3

COLORADO
DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO. SHOWS DAILY

National rep On air date Network Local

Par-
tcptn

Chil-

dren's

Home-
makers

Syn.

Film News
Sports

info

Boiling Dec *52

Avery-Knodel Oct '53 x

Free & Peters Oct '52 11 2§

Katz Nov '54 10 10 1 15 3§

NBC Spot Dec '53 10 12

Hoag-Blair Jul '52 10 11

5FND JUNCTION KFXJ-TV

D3LO KCSJ-Tv
lkw N,A,C Hohnan May '54 1§

5 lOOkwf NBC Pearson Jul '53 2§

KM. (See COLORADO SP'NGS)

CONNECTICUT

Feature
films

_ A,L,

A,L

A,L

A,E,L

A,E,L

DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO. SHOWS DAILY

City Chnl Vis pwr Network National rep

Par- Chil- Home- Syn. Sports Feature

On air date Network Local tcptn dren's makers Farm Film News Info Dims

City

•RiGEPORT WICC-TV 43 182kw ABC Young Apr '53 x x 3 x

20 y2 12

5

4§

l E

1/ rFORD WGTH-Tv 18 187kw A,C H-R Sep '54 11 4 A,E,L

WKNBT'V 30 2l0kw NBC Boiling Feb '53 11 7 3 6 6 5 US l M.E.L

WNHC-TV (See NEW HAVEN)
IE BRITAIN WKNB-TV (See HARTFORD)
i HAVEN WNHC-TV 8 316kw A,C Katz Jun '48 x x 4 4 25 8§ 5 A,L

r\ ERBURY WATR-TV 53 245kwf ABC Burke-Stuart Sep '53 No data available

DELAWARE
DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO. SHOWS DAILY

> •\

City Call letters Chnl Vis pwr Network National rep On air date Network Local

Par-

tcptn

Chil- Hsme- Syn.

dren's makers Farm Film News
Sports

Info

Feature

films

VIVUNGTON WPFH 12 316kw DuM Meeker Jun '49 No data available

DIS fRICT OFCOLUMBIA
DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO. SHOWS DAILY

r \ r i t \

Chnl Vis pwr Network National rep On air date Network
Par- Chil- Hcme-
tcptn dren's makers Farm

Syn.

Film
Sports

News Info

Feature

films

•'-HINGTON WMAL-TV 7 252kw ABC Katz Oct '47 No data available

WRC-TV 4 lOOkw NBC NBC Spot Jun '47 11 8 14 3 % 7 7 2* A,E

WTOP-TV 9 316kw CBS CBS TV Spot Jan '49 12 6 10 8 20 5§ !• E,L

WTTG 5 i;;ku DuM H-R Jan '47 x x 7 2 10 3§ 2* A,E,L

FLORIDA
DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO. SHOWS DAILY

City Call letters Chnl Vis pwr Network National rep On air date Network Local

Par-

tcptn

Chil- Home-
dren's makers Farm

Syn.

Film
Sports Feature

News Info films

AUDERDALE WITV 17 536kw A,D Forjoe Nov '53 3 5 y2 X 3 2§ 2* E,L

MYERS WINK-TV 11 12kw A,C McGillvra Mar '54 No data available

1 lONVILLE WJ HP-TV 36 276kw A,N,D Perry Dec '53 No data avallable

WMBR-TV 4 lOOkw A,C CBS TV Spot Oct '49 x X 2 5 1 11 38 1 A.L
LAI WGBS-TV 23 186kw NBC Katz May '53 X X 3 3 1 A,L

WITV (See MIAMI)
WTVJ 4 lOOkw CBS Free & Peters Mar '49 X X 3 5 y4 10 3§ 1« M,L

NDO WDBO-TV 6 lOOkw C,A,N Blair Jul '54 8 5 3 % 9 10 2 L
WMA CITY WJDM-TV 7 llkw N,A,C Hollingbery Dec. '53 No data available

^ACOLA WEAR-TV 3 55kw A,C,D Hollingbery Jan "54 2 9 8 5 y2 10 3§ 1« A,L
WPFA-TV 15 21kw McGillvra Oct '53 No data available

PETERSBURG WSUN-TV (See TAMPA)
MAHASSEE WCTV (See THOMASVILLE, GA.)

^>A WFLA-TV 8 316kw NBC Blair Feb '55 X X 4 8 3 7§ 3 A,L
WSUN-TV 38 257kw ABC Weed May '53 6 9 11 10 12 2§ 2 M,A,L

WTVT
H WEAT-TV

13 316kw

12 112kw

CBS
ABC

Avery-Knodel

H-R
Apr '55 12 5 5 3 4 4 3§ 1 L

E PALM BEAC Jan '55 X X 2 1 5 3§ 1 A,L

WIRK-TV 21 20kw Cooke Sep '53 X X X — 1 L
WJNO-TV 5 lOOkw NBC V,R&McC Aug '54 11 5§ A,E
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TELEVISION MASTER DIRECTORY

GEORGIA
DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO. SHOWS DAIL

City

ALBANY
ATLANTA

AUGUSTA

COLUMBUS

MACON

Call letters Ctitil Vis pwr Network National rep On air date Network Local
Par-

tcptn

Chil-

dren's

Home-
makers

Syn.

Film

WALB-TV 10 112kw N,A,D V,R&McC Apr '54
News

Sports

Info

10

WAGA-TV 5 lOOkw CBS Katz Mar '49
13

WLW-A 11 316kwt ABC Crosley; NBC Sep '51
4§

12 10 26

WSB-TY 2 lOOkw NBC Petry Sep '48 12

4§

WJBF 6 lOOkw N,A Hollingbery Nov '53 13

WRDW-TV 12 102kw CBS Headley-Reed Feb '54

WDAK-TV 28 204kw N,A,D Headley-Reed Oct '53 15

WRBL-TV 4 lOOkw C,A Hollingbery
2§

Nov '53 y2
WMAZ-TV 13 252kw C,A,D Avery-Knodel Sep '53 No data available

Feat

Din

A,E.

A,L

A,L

M,L

A,L

M,n
M,U

ROME WROM-TV 9 32kw McGillvra Jun '53 No data available

SAVANNAH WSAY-Tv 3 33kw NBC Blair Jan '56 11 5 3 8 6 2 6 6§ 2 M
WTOC-TV 11 208kw A,C Avery-Knodel Feb '54 No data available

THOMASVILLE WCTV 6 lOOkw A,C,N Meek; Cumm Sep '55 2 7 1 7 14 2 2» A,

IDAHO
DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO. SHOWS DA;

City Call letters Chnl Vis pwr Network National rep On ai date Network Local
Par-
tcptn

Chil-

dren's

Home-
makers Farm

Syn.

Film

i

News
Sports

Info

Feat

Kli

BOISE KBOI-TV 2 14kw CBS Free & Peters Nov '53 5 7 14 5 1 16 3§ A,E

KIDO-TV 7 53kw N,A Hoag-Blair Jul '53 X X 10 1 y* 18 2

2

A,L

IDAHO FALLS KID-TV 3 lOOkw C,A,N Gill-Perna Dec '53 X X 1 2 14 A,I

LEWISTON KLEW-TV 3 lOOkwt C,N,A Weed Dec '55 6 1 3 _
TWIN FALLS KLIX-TV 11 32kw C,A Gill-Perna Jun '55 5 7 2 8 3 i — 2§ 1 A,I

ILLINOIS
DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO. SHOWS DAI

City Call letters Chnl Vis pwr Network National rep On air date Network Local

Par-

tcptn

Chil-

dren's

Home-
makers Farm

Syn.

Film News
Sports

info

Feat

Uli :

BLOOMINGTON WBLN-TV 15 16kw ABC McGillvra Der '53 No data ava liable

CHAMPAIGN WCIA 3 lOOkw C,N Hollingbery Nov '53 9 5 10 3 4 12 4§ 2* L

CHICAGO WBBM-TV 2 lOOkwf CBS CBS TV Spot Sep '46 X X 4 8 1 1 13 7§ 1* N .

WBKB 7 316kw ABC Blair Sep '48 3 13 5 12 5 17 6 • M.L

WGN-TV 9 316kwf Hollingbery Apr '48 13 19 4 8 7§ 1* A
L

.

WNBQ 5 lOOkw NBC NBC Spot Oct '48 10 8 8 7 2 5 10 2*

DANVILLE WDAN-TV 24 19kw ABC Everett-McK Dec '53 X X 2 X 3 2 X L

DECATUR WTVP 17 213kw ABC Boiling Aug '53 3 7 6 5 5 9 5§ 2 A..

HARRISBURG WSIL-TV 22 14kw ABC Walker Dec '53 2 6 4 3 1 11 2 X* L

MOLINE WHBF-TV (See ROCK ISLAND)
WOC-TV (See DAVENPORT, IOWA)

PEORIA WEEK-TV 43 175kw NBC Headley-Reed Feb '53 X X X X X X 2 2 A.

LWTVH 19 191kwt C,A Petry Aug '53 12 6 5 3 5 % 5 2§ 2

QUINCY KHQA-TV (See HANNIBAL, MO.)

WGEM-TV 10 316kwf A,N Avery-Knodel Sep '53 10 7 1 6 6 2 14 3 2 A

ROCKFORD WREX-TV 13 47kw C,A H-R Oct '53 9 3 10 3 1 10 4§ 2 L

WTVO 39 20kw NBC Headley-Reed May '53 X X 3 X X X 2 2 L

ROCK ISLAND WHBF-TV 4 lOOkw C,A Avery-Knodel Jul '50 11 2 5 2 1 5 4§

WOC-TV (See DAVENPORT, IOWA)
SPRINGFIELD WICS 20 18kw N,A Young Sep '53 8 5 1 8 4 3 15 4§ 3« L

URBANA WCIA (See CHAMPAIGN)

INDIA*i A
DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO. SHOWS D.Y

r > r \

City Call letter* Chnl Vis pwr Network National rep On air date Network Local

Par-

tcptn

Chil-

dren's

Home-
makers Farm

Syn.

Film

Sports

News info

tin
Im

BLOOMINGTON WTTV (See INDIANAPOLIS)
ELKHART WSJV-TV 52 250kw ABC H-R Mar '54 3 4 5 5 3 3 5 31 3 \

EVANSVILLE WEHT 50 16kwf CBS Meeker Sep '53 8 4 8 5 5 2 2» A

WFIE-TV 62 155kw N,A V,R&McC Nov '53 X X % 8 5 1 2 2 1 L

FT. WAYNE WIN-T 15 237kw C,A H-R Sep '54 6 7 6 5 6 2 2 A

WKJG-TV 33 270kw NBC Raymer Nov '53 9 7 10 1 15 4§ 2« A

aima

n'ed
SYMBOLS: j

148

# stations share time t licensed power (given) not use
M,A,E,L—morn, aft, eve, late

d § local
* local

film newsree
sports covered xl
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TELEVISION MASTER DIRECTORY

3
N D I A N A (continued)

DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO. SHOWS DAILY

City Call letters Chnl Vitpwr Network National rep On air date Network Local

Par- Chil-

tcptn dren's

Home-
makers Farm

Syn-
Film

Sports

Info

Feature
Alms

NAPOLIS WFBM-TV 6 lOOkw NBC Katz May '49 10 10 4§ M,A,L
WISH-TV 8 316kw CBS Boiling Jul '54

1 10 3§ M,A,E,L

WTTV 4 lOOkw D,N Meeker Nov '49 No data available

VFfETTE WFAM-TV 59 240kw CJM Rambeau Jun '53 3 5 2 2 3§ 2» A,L

ibiE WLBC-TV 49 17kw All Walker; Holman Apr '53 No data available

)UH BEND WNDU-TV 46 187kw| NBC Meeker Jul '55 X X 6 X 8 4§ 2» M,A,E,L

WSBT-TV 34 204kw CBS Raymer Dec '52 10 5 7 3 1 17 5§ 2' A,L

WSJV-TV (See SOUTH BEND)

ER: HAUTE WTHI-TV 10 316kw C,A,N Boiling Jul '54 X X 1 19 2§ 1 M,A,L

ARLOO WIN-T (See FT. WAYNE)

IOWA
i)AILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO. SHOWS DAILY

i ' \

City Call letter* Chnl Vis pwr Network National rep On air date Network Local

Par- Chil-

tcptn dren's

Home-
makers Farm

Syn.

Film News
Sports

Info

Feature

films

\\ WOI-TV (See DES MOINES)
;Dl RAPIDS KCRG-TV 9 316kw ABC Hoag-Blair Oct '53 4 4 5 3 xk 5 2§ 1« L

KWWL-TV (See CEDAR RAPIDS)
WMT-TV 2 lOOkw CBS Katz Sep '53 11 3 % 4 3 1 14 31 1 M,A,L

iA^PORT WHBF-TV (See ROCK ISLAND, ILL.)

WOC-TV 6 lOOkw NBC Free & Peters Oct '49 3§ A,L

;s OINES KRNT-TV 8 316kw CBS Katz Jul '55 11 3§

WHO-TV 13 316kw NBC Free & Peters Apr '54 10 13 A,L

WOI-TV 5 lOOkw ABC Weed Feb '50 7 4 4 10 5 2 3§ 1* A,L

)R DODGE KQTV 21 214kw NBC Pearson Nov '53 2 6 7 5 y2 4 2§ 2* E,L

AJN CITY KGLO-TV 3 lOOkw C,D Weed May '54 3 6 5 3 2 12 2 2 E,L

T7MWA KTVO 3 lOOkw CBS Boiling Nov '55 8 2 3 8 3 2 10 2§ 1 A,E,L

NOLS:
\

If stations share time f licensed power (given) not used
M,A,E,L—morn, aft, eve, late

§ local
• local

film newsreel
sports covered X

category unclaimed
figure unspecified

38 out of the f',,st dn
YES!! AND MORE *U fQ

11 of 25 TOP-RATED SPOT FILM SHOWS
19 of 20 TOP-RATED MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS # m Fort Wayne ?

IN THE FORT WAYNE AREA ARE SEEN ON

Affiliate

We're used to the "Raised eyebrow

treatment" but . .

.

It doesn't bother us a bit when
we can present Figures like these

* Taken from the ARB Survey for

November 13-19, 1955

CALL US OR CALL RAYMER TODAY TO GET YOUR SHARE OF THIS TREMENDOUS SALES POTENTIAL
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TELEVISION MASTER DIRECTORY

| W A ( continued

)

DAILY HOURS
r ^ f

LOCAL WEEKLY
A

HOURS NO. SHOWS 0> »

City Call letters Chnl Vis pwr Network National rep On air date Network Local

Par-
tcptn

Chil-

dren's

Home-
makers Farm

Syn.

Film News
Sports Fi

Info 1
1

sioux city KTIV 4 lOOkw NBC Hollingbery

Katz

Oct '54 8

Mar '53 9

8

6

C 6

10

3

4

2

2

3

7

3§

6§

'2 A

1« L

r
KvTv 9 316kw A,C

WATERLOO KCRG-TV
KWWL-TV

(See CEDAR RAPIDS)
7 316kw NBC Avery-Knodel Nov '53 18 3 10 6 3 3 7 3§ 3* A. r

WMT-TV (See CEDAR RAPIDS)
--

KANSAS

WICHITA

DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO. SHOWS Dt

City Call letters Chnl Vis pwr Network National rep On air date Network Local

Par-
tcptn

Chil-

dren's

Home-
makers Farm

Syn.

Film News
Sports

into

GREAT BEND KCKT-TV 2 lOOkw NBC Boiling Nov *54 5 6 2 % y* 18 2 _.. E,
h

HUTCHINSON^ - KTVH (See WICHITA)
PITTSBURG ^aKOAM-TV 7 245kw N,A,D Katz Dec '53 8 7 4 2 4 4 2 AL
TOPEKA WIBW-TV 13 89kwf C.A Capper Nov '53 8 8 9 4 2 10 6§ 2 MP

KatzKAKE-TV 10 316kw ABC
KARD-TV 3 lOOkw NBC M'* 1 Petry

Oct '54 2§

Sep '55

KEDD 16 245kw NBC Young Aug '53 12

% 2§

KTVH 12 240kw CBS H-R Jul '53 11 13

AL

KENTUCKY
DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO. SHOWS D, Y

str
City Chnl Vis pwr Network National rep On air date Network Local

Par- Chil- Home-
tcptn dren's makers

Syn.

Film
Sports

News Info

HENDERSON WEHT (See EVANSVILLE, IND.)

LEXINGTON WLEX-TV 18 200kwt Forjoe Mar '55 y2
LOUISVILLE WAVE-TV 3 lOOkw NBC NBC Spot Nov '48 12 1 10

WHAS-TV 11 316kw CBS H.R&P Mar '50 No data available

LOUISIANA
DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO. SHOWS D, Y

City Call letters Chnl Vis pwr Network National rep On air date Network Local

Par-

tcptn

Chil-

dren's

Home-
makers Farm

Syn.

Film News
Sports

Info

F ir»

ALEXANDRIA KALB-TV 5 28kw All Weed Sep '54 X X 7 13 2§ 2 E
,

BATON ROUGE WAFB-TV 28 200kwf A,C,D Young Apr '53 10 8 y2 3 3 9 4§ 1 \r*
WBRZ 2 lOOkw N,A Hollingbery Apr '55 8 9 3 3 % 10 3§ 1 A.

LAFAYETTE KLFY-TV 10 53kw CBS V,R&McC Jun '55 X X y2 2 14 2§ 1 L,

LAKE CHARLES KPLC-TV 7 53kw N,A Weed Sep '54 3 4 5 2 8 2§ 2» AX
KTAG-TV
KNOE-TV

25 21kw CBS Young Nov '53 3 5 4 % 9 1§ 1 A
1

MONROE 8 316kwf C,A,N H-R Sep '53 11 3 3 10 2 9 3 1 A

NEW ORLEANS WDSU-TV 6 lOOkw All Blair Dec '48 11 7 2 5 % 10 5§ 3* L

WJMR-TV 20 lOOkw A,C,D Boiling Nov '53 10 6 2 8 8 2§ 2* L

SHREVEPORT KSLA-TV 12 316kwf CA Raymer Jan '54 6 6 5 4 1 9 3§ A

KTBS-TV 3 lOOkw N,A Petry Sep '55 8 5 4 1 8 4 8 3§ 2* ApL_

MAINE
DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO. SHOWS D -Y

City Call letters Chnl Vis pwr Network National rep On air date Network Local

Par-

tcptn

Chil-

dren's

Home- Syn.

makers Farm Film News
Sports

Info

Fun
01

BANGOR WABI-TV 5 30kw A,D,N Hollingbery Jan '53 10 8 3 4 1 10 3§ x» L

W-TWO 2 14kw CBS V,R&McC Sep '54 X 10 3 3 4 4 1* !U,El

POLAND SPRING WMTW 8 105kw CA H,R&P Aug '54 No data available

PORTLAND WCSH-TV 6 lOOkw NBC Weed Dec '53 10 7 3 6 % 6 2§ 1 M,L

WGAN-TV 13 316kw CBS Avery-Knodel May '54 X X 8 2 3 3§ 1 I
1

SYMBOLS: i # stations share time

1

t licensed power (given) not used
M,A,E,L—morn, aft, eve, late

§ local film newsreel
* local sports covered

... category ut lainte

x figure unsp if'^
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MAIIYLAND
DAILY HOURS

TELEVISION MASTER DIRECTORY -K

LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO. SH WS D Al LY
' N

City Call letters Chnl Vis pwr Network National rep On air date Network Local

Par- C h i 1
-

tcptn dren's

Home- Syn.
makers Farm Film

Sports
News info

Feature
films

L MORE WAAM 13 316kw ABC H.R&P Nov '48 4 11 8 9 9 10 5» A,E,L

WBAL-TV
WMAR-TV

11

2

316kw

lOOkw

NBC Petry Mar '48 x x 6 5 % 12 3§ 1 A,L

CBS Katz Oct. '47 10 5 8 7x6 4§ 2» A,L

LI5URY WBOC-TV 16 151kwt A,C Burn-Smith Jul '54 4 4 % y2 i 12 5§ 1 E,L

MASSACHUSETTS
DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO. SHOWS DAILY

City Call letters Chnl Vis pwr Network National rep On air date Network Local

Par-
tcptn

Chi!-

dren's

Ho~ie-

makers Ferm
Syn.

Film News
Sports

info

Feature

films

AS WMGT (See PITTSFIl

S-'N WBZ-TV
WNAC-TV
WTAO-TV

4 lOOkwf

7 316kwt

56 22kwf

NBC
C,A

Free & Peters

H-R
Keller

Jun '48

Jun '48

X

11

X

8

11

8

I

3

2

1 15

21

8

11§
~3§

• A,L
1* L

Sep '53 8 1 A,E,L

rriELD WMGT 19 200kw A,D Walker Feb '54 2 6 % 7 3§ 1 A,L

RIGFIELD WHYN-TV
WWLP

55 182kw

22 206kw

CBS
N,A

Branham

Hollingbery

Apr '53

Mar '53

4

11

7

7

"0 11

3

2

4

14

6

2

3

A,E,L

2 M,A,L

MICHIGAN
DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO. SHOWS DAILY

IT

City Call letters Chnl Vis pwr Network National rep On air date Network Local

Pnr-

tcptn

Chil-

dren's

Home-
makers Farm

Syn.

Film News
Sports

Info

Feature
films

r> ,RBOP WPAG-TV 20 18kw DuM Everett-McK Apr '53 X 6 3 y2 8 1 X* L

Y :ity WKNX-TV (See SAGINAW)

WNEM-TV 5 lOOkw NBC Headley-Reed Feb. '54 X X 2 3 % 15 4§ 6 M,A,L

LAC WWTV 13 316kwf C,A Weed Jan '54 6 4 5 5 y2 10 2§ 1 A,L

CKLW-TV 9 325kw C,D Young Sep '54 10

WJBK-TV 2 lOOkw CBS Katz Oct '48 5§

A,E,L

M,A,L

WWJ-TV 4 98kw NBC Free & Peters Mar '47 11 12 18 A,L

WXYZ-TV 7 316kw ABC Blair Oct '48 5 12 19 8 17 4 x # M,A,L

K WJRT 12 316kw CBS H,R&P Fall '56 No data available

WNEM-TV (See BAY CITY)

A 3 RAPIDS WKZO-TV (See KALAMAZOO)

WOOD-TV 8 316kw N,A Katz Oct '51 10 3 2 8 3 1 11 1 A,L

L i.AZOO WKZO-TV 3 lOOkw C,A Avery-Knodel Jul '50 13 3 5 2 % 7 5 1 L

1 NG WJIM-TV 6 lOOkw N,A Petry May '50 2 3 X 10 13 — X — —
WTOM-TV 54 20kwf ABC McGillvra Oct '53 1 X 5 — 15 3 1« A,L

SI AW WKNX-TV 57 207kw C,A Gill-Perna Apr '53 13 6 3 5 2 1 4 2§ 2* E,L

WNEM-TV (See BAY CITY)

A RSE CITY WPBN-TV 7 54kw NBC Holman Sep '54 1 6 1 y2 14 1 1 E,L

MINNESOTA
DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO. SHOWS DAILY

City Call letters Chnl Vis pwr Network National rep On air date Network Local

Par- Chil- Home-
tcptn dren's makers

Syn.

Film
Sports

News Info

Feature

Alms

SN KMMT 19kv ABC Avery-Knodel Jul '53 A,L

L 'H KDAL-TV 3 lOOkw C,A Avery-Knodel Mar '54 x x 5 2 y4 6 2§ 1 L

J4 RIOR, WISC. WDSM-TV 6 lOOkw NBC Free & Peters Mar '54 11 4 x 5 3 y2 — 2 1"

oai:
'•'

(0

)LS- ' ^ stations share

19S6 BUYERS' GUIDE

time t licensed power (given) not used
M,A,E,L—morn, aft, eve, late

§ local film newsreel
* local sports covered

.... category unclaimed
x figure unspecified
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TELEVISION MASTER DIRECTORY

MINNESOTA Continued)

DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO. SHOWS DAIl

City Call letters Chnl Vis pwr Network National rep On air date Network Local

Par-
tcptn

Chil-

dren's

Home- Syn.

makers Farm Film News
Sports

info

Fe,
1

MINNEAPOLIS- KEYD-TV 9 316kw Avery-Knodel Jan '55 — 8 — 3 10 18 2» El
ST. PAUL K5TP-TV 5 lOOkw NBC Petry Apr '48 No data available

c

WCCO-T 4 100k™ CBS Free & Peters Jul '49 10 X 17 3 2 18 129 3* \uP
WTCN-TV 11 316kw ABC katz '53

ROCHESTER KROC-TV 10 lOOkw NBC Meeker

^ep

7^1^53 8~

22 % M,a;

E,L

MISSISSIPPI
DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO. SHOWS DAIL

City Call letters Chnl Vis pwr Network National rep On air date Network Local

Par-
tcptn

3

Chil-

dren's

3

6

2

Home-
makers

8

Farm

y2
3

1

Syn-
Film

10

10

6

News

4

3§

10

Sports Feai

info tilt

x» L 1

2* A,L

1 A

JACKSON WJTV
WLBT

12

3

214kw

lOOkw

C,A

NBC
Weed
Hollingbery

Jan '53

Dec '53

7

8

8

4

6

5MERIDIAN WTOK-TV 11 316kwf All Headley-Reed Sep '53

M ISSOlIRI
DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO. SHOWS DAIl

1 '

City Call letters Chnl Vis pwr Network National rep On air date Network Local

Par-

tcptn

Chil-

dren's

Home-
makers Farm

Syn.

Film News
Sports Feat

Info fllr

CAPE GIRARDEAU KFVS-TV 12 316kw CBS Headley-Reed Oct '54 No data available

COLUMB A KOMU-TV 8 251kw N,A H-R Dec '53 5 5 5 % 1 6 2 A.L

HANNIBAL KHQA-TV 7 316kw CBS Weed Sep '53 10 6 5 8 3 1 11 3§ 1 M.

WGEM-TV (See QUINCY, ILL.)

JEFFERSON CITY KRCG-TV 13 105kw CBS Hoag-Blair Feb '55 X X 1 1 % 16 15 - M
> <

j
JOPLIN KOAM-TV 7 245kw N.A.D Katz Dec "53 8 7 4 2 4 4 2 A,I:

KSWM-TV 12 59kw CBS \ .R&McC Sep '54 4 6 5 8 3 2' E

KANSAS CITY KCMO-TV 5 lOOkw CBS Katz Sep '53 11 7 14 3 10 8§ i -uij

KMBC-TV 9 316kw ABC Free & Peters Aug '53 6 10 5 12 3 -=. 19 4 1* MJ T

WDAF-TV 4 lOOkw NBC H.R&P Oct '49 12 5 i 3 % 9 3 2» A.I

KIRKSVILLE KTVO (See OTTUMWA, IOWA)

ST. JOSEPH KFEQ-TV 2 50kw CBS Headley-Reed Sep '53 6 8 7 4 2 4 2* MVJ

"My Little Margie"
Rating 13—a full

minute (or 20 sec.)

participation at a

cost-per-thousand
homes of only $1.11*

"Waterfront"
Rating 10—a full

minute (or 20 sec.)

participation at a

cost-per-thousand
homes ofonly$l .33

"Texas Rasslin"
Rating 11.7—a full

minute (or 20 sec.)

participation at a

cost-per-thousand
homes of only$1.14*

"Tower Theatre"
Rating 11.3—a full

minute (or 20 sec.)

participation at a

cost-per-thousand
homes of only$1.18*

ID'S TOO SHORT
for your message?

KEYD-TV can give you FULL-LENGTH

"A" TIME MINUTES
at lowest cost per 1,000 homes

You don't have to scrimp your sales story in the great Minneapolis-

St. Paul market. Get choice evening full-minute (or 20 sec.) par-

ticipations in high-audience feature, syndicate and sports films, or

news and weather at less than ten second cost on other stations.

"Studio 9"

Rating 9.3—a full

minute (or 20 sec.)

participation at a

cost-per-thousand
homesofonly$1.43*

Full Minute (or 20 sec.) at 52 Time Rate
— CPM for ID'S would be approximately
one-half this figure

Ratings shown are from December 1955, Telepulse

KEYD-TV
Represented Nationally by

AVERY-KNODEL, Inc.

MINNEAPOLIS • ST. PAUL

1S2 1956 BUYERS' GUIDE



WOf admm,

The record of its first full

year of operation provides

positive proof of the

power of WCCO-TV's

TELE-SELL Merchandising

Plans.

This all important tie-in of

television advertising

impact at the point of

purchase included 146

cooperating supermarkets

-—accounting for 40%
of all food business in

the Twin City region.

All TELE-SELL Merchandising

activity is performed at

no extra cost to

advertisers who qualify

under one of the three

WCCO-TV TELE-SELL

Merchandising Plans.

The same proven sales

assistance is ready to

give your product a

sales boost in the

Minneapolis-St. Paul

market . . . eighth largest

in the United States

in retail sales.

ell this in fust one year of operation...

WCCO-TV
Channel 4

Minneapolis • St. Paul

CBS Television in the Northwest

For further details call Free and Peters or Don Gillies at WCCO-TV



Ufixii/ La ""tkfly jajLctlotfiy FOR
TV ADVERTISERS...

GET YOUR PRODUCTS INTO

THIS PICTURE BY SHOWING

THEM TO THE SPENDERS

WHO WATCH

THE ST. LOUIS P O S T- D I S P ATC H TELEVISION STATION

tUJiAAy in st. louis

MAXIMUM POWER... 100,000 WATTS ON VHP CHANNEL 5

NBC NETWORK • National Advertising Representative: NBC SPOT SALES

154 1956 BUYERS' GUIDE



TELEVISION MASTER DIRECTORY
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MISSOURI [continued)
DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO. SHOWS DAILY

City Call letters Chnl Vis pwr Network National rep On air date Network
Par- Chil-

tcptn dren's

Home-
m.kers

Syn-
Film

Sports

News info

Feature

films

IUIS KSD-TV 5 lOCkw N,A,C NBC Spot Feb '47 11

KTVI 36 417kw C,A Weed Aug '53 8 E,L

KWK-T\ 4 lGOkw CBS Katz Jul '54 No data available

)^IA KDRO-TY 16kv Pearson

N3FIELD KTTS-TV 10 316kw CBS Weed
Jul '54

Mar '53

No data available

10 10

KYTY 3 lOOkw N,A Hollingbery Oct '53 No data available

MONTANA
DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO. SHOWS DAILY

City Call letters Chnl Vis pwr Network National rep On air date Network Loeal

Par- Chil-

tcntT dren's

Home-
tinkers

Syn.

Film
Sports

info

Feature
films

LGS KOOK-TV 2 18kw All Headley-Reed Nov '53 x X 6 5 X ] 1 A,L

r
1 FALLS

KXLF-TV
KFBB-TV

6

5

2kw

25kw

A,N

C,A,N

Walker

Hoag-Blair

Aug '53 x

Mar '54 4

X 3 6 2 35 A,L

8 y2 2 3 3 14 1 2

SSULA KGVO-TV 13 60kwt CA Gill-Perna Jul '54 3 3 5 5 Vi % 7 1 1 A,L

NEB RASKA
DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO. SHOWS DAILY

^ ' \ '

City Call letters Chnl Vis pwr Network National rep On air date Network
Par-

Loeal tcptn

Chil- Home-
dren's makers F?rm

Syn.

Film News
Sports Feature

Info films

S'NGS KHAS-TV 5 lOOkw NBC Weed Ian '56 6 8 5 3 9 2 2 L
Y CENTER KH PL-TV 6 28kw A,C Meeker 'Satellite of KHOL. KEARNEY, NEBR.)

MIEY KHOL-TV 13 204kw C,A Meeker Dec '53 3 6 9 5 ? 6 4 2 AX
ICLN KOLN-TV 10 316kw C,A Avery-KnodeL Feb '53 5 7 1 8 5 1 3 2 A,L

iA\ KMTV 3 lOOkw \.N Petry Sep '49 10 5 3 6 11 1 8 6§ 1« L
WOW-TV 6 lOOkw CBS Blair Aug '49 10 6 12 11 2 14 8 !• A.L

31S BLUFF KSTF 10 13kw All Hollingbery (Satellite of KFBC-TV, CHEYENNE, WYO.)

N E VADA
DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO. SHOWS DAILY

r ^ / \

City Call letters Chnl Vis pwr Network National rep On air date Network
Par-

Local tcptn

Chil- Home-
dren's makers Farm

Syn.

Film News
Sports Feature

Info films

N RSON KLRJ-TV
KLAS-TV

(See LAS
8 27kw

VEGAS)
CBS WeedS EGAS Jul '53 1 8 3 4 15 2 1 A,L

KLRJ-TV 2 12kw A,N Pearson Jan '55 4 4 1 13 20 1 1 L

H KZTV 8 20kwf C,A,N Pearson Sep '53 4 4 2 1 40 2§ 1

NEW Hi\MPSHIRE
DAILY H0UR8 LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO. SHOWS DAILY

/ * t t ^

City Call letters Chnl Vis pwr Network National rep On air date Network
Par-

Local tcptn

Chil- Hcme-
dren's rmkers Farm

Syn.

Film News
Snorts Feature
Info films

.NHESTER WMUR-TV 9 112kw ABC Weed Mar '54 \ X 6 3 8 5§ 2* A,L

. ASHINGTON WMTW 8 Ui.'.U C,A H.R&P Aug '54 No data available

NEW JERSEY
DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO. SHOWS DAILY

f \ ' \ f "

City Call letters Chnl Vis pwr Network National rep On air date Network
Par-

Local tcptn

Chil- Home-
dren's makers Farm

Syn.

Film News
Sports Feature

Info films

WRK WATV (See NEW N OH K. N. Y.)

KGVO tv
• NEWS
• LOCALS
• VARIETY
• FEATURES
• WESTERNS

WRITE ART MOSBY, BOX 1470

Missoula, Montana

you'll be with top shows when you buy the only sinyle

medium that sells all the rieh 9-eounty marhet of

Western Montana: here they are

Flash!
Via Cable, KCVO-TV now sells

Helena, Montana's Capital, in

addition to its normal captive

market . . . there is no extra cost.

Disneyland, MGM Parade, GE Theater, Rin

Tin Tin, Private Secretary, Bob Crosby, Sci-

ence Fiction Theater, Arthur Godfrey Time,

Ford Theater, You'll Never Get Rich, I Love

Lucy, Life of Riley, Badge 714, Bishop Sheen,

Talent Scout, Mobile Theater, The Honey-

mooners, It's Always Jan, Gun Smoke,

Damon Runyon, and many, many others.

44,676 families spend more than

$160,000,000.00
annually.

University Cit>

Rich Lumbering and

Agricultural Area

167 Mountainous Miles from Spokane
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NEW MEXICO
DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO. SHOWS DAM

City Call letters Chnl Vis pwr Network National rep On air date Network Local

Par-
tcptn

Chil-

dren's

Home-
makers Farm

Syn.

Film Newi
Sports
Info

Feat

flit

ALBUQUERQUE KGGM-TV 13 89kwf CBS Weed Oct '53 8 5 2 1 6 2§ 1 L

KOAT-TV 7 26kw ABC Hollingbery Oct '53 2 7 1 14 10 19 1 1- A,L

KOB-TV 4 12kw NBC Branham Nov '48 5 5 7 3 16 1§ 1« A,L

ROSWELL KSWS-TV 8 316kwf A.C.N Meeker Jun '53 X X 4 3 7 2 4 2

NEW YORK

City

NEW YORK
DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO. SHOWS DAI

1 i '

City Call letters Chnl Vis pwr Network National rep On air date Network Local

Par-
teptn

Chil-

dren's

Home-
makers Farm

Syn.

Film News
Sports

Info

Fear

ALBANY WRGB (See SCHENECTADY)
WROW-TV 41 269kw A,C H,R&P Oct '53 6 5 8 9 1 3§ M,I

BINGHAMTON WNBF-TV 12 166kw C,A,N Blair Dec '49 X X 3 3 4 5 2 L

BUFFALO WBEN-TV 4 54kw CBS H,R&P May '48 X X 5 _ 4 2

WBUF-TV 17 250kw All H-R Aug '53 3 1 3 X X
WGR-TV 2 lOOkw N,A,C Free & Peters Aug '54 15 2 % 3 10 2§ 2 A,L

CARTHAGE WCNY-TV 7 174kw C,A Weed Oct '54 4 4 5 1 Y* 3 5§ 2 A.I

KINGSTON WKNY-TV 66 24kwf All Meeker May '54 4 2 5 2 2§ 1 E

WABC-TV 7 llOkw ABC Weed Aug '48 10 21 2§ A.I

WABD 17kv DuM Avery-Knodel May '44 10 10 11

WATV 13 316kw Forjoe May '48 14 _ 1

WCBS-TV 42kv CBS CBS TV Spot Jul '41 13 6§

WOR-TV 9 131kw H-R (W. Coast) Oct '49 12

A,I

AC
A'_
A,I

WPIX 11 lOOkw Free & Peters Jun '48 12 12 5 36 3§ x» A,I

WRCA-TV 4 26kw NBC NBC Spot Jul '41 12 6 6 13 13 1 7 7§ 1« A J

PLATTSBURG WIRI 5 20kw N,A McGillvra Dec '54 8 6 3 10 1 11 18 6 M

ROCHESTER WHAM-TV 5 lOOkw NBC Hollingbery Jul '49 11 7 8 3 y2 15 2§ 1* M .

WHEC-TV# 10 124kw C,A Everett-McK Nov '53 X X % 1 4 x§ a.:

WVET-TV# 10 124kw C,A Boiling Nov '53 5 3 i 1 3 3§ E,I ,

SCHENECTADY WRGB 6 93kw All MBC Spot Feb '42 10 8 4 5 y4 1

SYRACUSE WHEN-TV 8 190kw C,A,D K . 1 1 / Dec '48 17 3 8 5 2 6 3§ 2* A,)

WSYR-TV 3 lOOkw NBC H.R&P Feb '50 13 4 2 2 5 8 3§ 1 M.]L

UTICA WKTV 13 187kw All Cooke Dec '49 15 4 1 3 1 2§ 2 L

WATERTOWN WCNY-TV (See CARTHAGE) -

NORTH CAROLINA
DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO. SHOWS DA

Call letters Chnl Vis pwr Network National rep On air date Network Local

Par-

tcptn

Chil-

dren's

Home-
makers

Syn.

Film News

ASHEVILLE

CHARLOTTE

WISE-TV 62 26kw N,C Boiling Aug '53 No data available

WLOS-TV 13 170kw ABC \ .R&McC Sep '54 10

WBTV 3 lOOkw C,A,N CBS TV Spot Jul '49

JO 4§_

7§11

DURHAM WTVD 11 316kw A,N Petry Sep '54 17 7§ M L

FAYETTEVILLE WFLB-TV 18 13kw C,N Young Aug '55 No data available

GREENSBORO WFMY-TV 2 lOOkw C,A H.R&P Sep '49 10 1 5§

GREENVILLE
RALEIGH

WNCT 9 316kw C,A Pearson Dec '53 11 4§

WNAO-TV 28 182kw C,A Avery-Knodel Jul '53 No data available

WTVD (See DURHAM)
WASHINGTON WITN 7 316kw NBC Headley-Reed Sep '55 2§

WILMINGTON WMFD-TV 6 lOOkwf N,A,C Weed Apr '54 2§

WINSTON-SALEM WSJS-TV 12 316kw NBC Headley-Reed Sep '53 14 1 7 5§

WTOB-TV 26 172kwt ABC R&McC Sep '53 No data available

City

NORTH DAKOTA
DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO. SHOWS DAf

Call letters Chnl Vis pwr Network National rep On air data Network Local

Par- Chil-

tcptn dren's

Home-
makers

Syn.

Film News
Sports

Info

BISMARCK KBMB-TV 12 39kw CBS Weed Nov '55 3 6 6 1 4 2 2* E

KFYR-TV 5 lOOkw N,A,C Hoag-Blair Dec '53 No data available

FARGO KXJB-TV (See VALLEY CITY)
WDAY-TV 6 66kw N,A Free & Peters Jun '53 5 7 4 1 4§ 2 W i

GRAND FORKS KNOX-TV 10 3kw _ Nov '55 No data available

MINOT KCJB-TV 13 30kwf C,N,A Weed Apr '53 3 8 1 2 1 3 2 2* A 1.

VALLEY CITY KXJB-TV 4 lOOkw CBS Weed Aug '54 X x 5 8 3 3 6 3§ 3' L
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OHIO
DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO. SHOWS DAILY

City Call letters Chnl Vis pwr Network National rep On air date Network Local

Par-

tCDtn

Chil-

dren's

Home-
makers Farm

Svn.

Film Newt
Sports

Info

Feature

films

<RN WAKR-TV 49 213kw ABC Weed Jul '53 x X 3 3 2 3 3* A,L

iHVBULA WICA-TV 15 20kw Sep '53 .... 4 1 1 2 2 2 2 E
N'NNATI

; LAND

WCPO-TV 9 316kw ABC Blair Jul '49 X X 20 22 X % 4 2 1 A,E,L

WKRC-TV 12 316kw CBS Katz Apr '49 12 6 5 7 6§ . E,L

WLW-T 5 lOOkw NBC Crosley Feb '48 12 6 8 15 10 3§ x # AXX
KYW-TV 3 lOOkw NBC Free & Peters Oct '48 X X % 5 11 7§ 2» M,A.L

WEWS 5 93kw ABC Blair Dec '47 X X 1 10 9 4§ !• A,L

WXEL 8 316kw CBS Katz Dec '49 12

Lv4BUS WBNS-TV 10 224kw CBS Blair Oct '49 11 6 5 3 y2 7 4§

WLW-C 4 lOOkw NBC NBC Spot Apr '49 10 6 11 7 % 5 6

WT\N-TV 6 lOOkw A,D Katz Sen '49 11 3§

YDN WHIO-TV 7 316kw N,A Hollingbery Feb '49 10 2§

2«

1

A,E,L

M,E,L

2 A,L
6' M,E,L
2» L

WLW-D 2 lOOkw N,A NBC Spot Mar '49 10 3 7 X 1 7 6§ 1* L
Mi WIMA-TV 35 21kw All H-R Apr '53 X X — 3 2 1« E
MENVILLE WSTV-TV 9 230kw CBS Avery-Knodel Dec '53 11 6 4 3 y2 9 4§ 1 M,A,L

)Li»0 WSPD-TV 13 316kw C,N,A Katz Jul '48 8 4 3 4 3 15 5 1 L
UGSTOWN WFMJ-TV 21 175kw NBC Headlev-Reed Mar '53 X X X 4 7§ 1 A,L

WKBN-TV 27 178kw C.A Raymer Jan '53 9 7 8 9 3 X 9§ 1 M,A,L

N VILLE WHIZ-TV 18 20kwt A.C,N Pearson May '53 6 4 5 1 16 2§ 1 L

OKLAHOMA
DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO. SHOWS DAILY

f * \ /

City Call letters Chnl Vis pwr Network National rep On air date Network Local

Par- Chil- Home- Syn.

tcptn dren's makers Farm Film
Sports Feature

News Info films

A KTEN 10 252kw ABC V.R&McC Mav '54 A^o data available

u KGEO-TV 5 lOOkw ABC Pearson Jul '54 3 3 15 3 3 14 5§ 1 L
AON KSWO-TV lOkw ABC Pearson Mar '53 Vi 10 3§ A.L

J! OGEE KTVX (See TULSA)
.UOMA CITY KTVQ 25 275kw ABC McGillvra Oct '53 X X 2 2 L

KWTV 9 316kw C,A Averv-Knodel Dec '53 12 4 9 2 3 4§ M,L

WKY-TV 4 lOOkw N,A Katz Jun '49 X X 9 10 1 12 7§ 1 A
KOTV 6 lOOkw CBS Petrv Nov '49 12 6 3 7 3 2 4 7§

2§

2-

3

A,L

KTVX 8 316kw ABC Avery-Knodel Sep '54 5 X 11 3 6 A,E,L

L

KVOO-TV 2 lOOkwf NBC Blair Dec '54 13 7§ AX

OREGON
DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO. SHOWS DAILY

City Call letters Chnl Vis pwr Network National rep On air date Network Local

Par- Chil-

tcptn dren's

Home-
makers

Syn.

Film
Sports

Info

Feature

Alms

GIE KVAL-TV 13 56kw N.A Hollinaberv Anr '54 34 AX
ORD KBES-TV 5 79kwf C.A.N Hoag-Blair Aug '53 14 A,L
R AND KLOR 12 229kw ABC Hollingbery Mar '55 4 6 1 i 3 2 48 2 1 A,E,L

KOIN-TV 6 lOOkw CBS CBS TV Snot Oct '53 1 4 y2 4 3 % 4§ 1* AX
KPTV 27 lOOOkw NBC NBC Snot Sep '52 10 38 A.EX

PENNSYLVANIA
DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO. SHOWS DAILY

City

DNA
Call letters Chnl Vis pwr Network National rep On air date Network Local

Par-

tcptn

Chil-

dren's

Home-
mekers

Syn-
Film

Sports Feature

News Info Alms

TI EHEM
S'N

WFBG-TV 10 316kw All H-R Mar '53 10 y4
WLEV-TV 51 12kw NBC Meeker Mav '53

A.EX

WGLV 57 84kw ABC H.R Aug '53 x 3§ AX
M.AXWICU 12 30kw N,A Petry Mar '49 15 3§

f

WSEE-TV 35 170kw C,A Avery-Kn^f'el Apr '54 8 5 6 7 3 4 2§

SBURG WCMB-TV 27 240kw DuM Cill-Perna Sep '54 2 10 5 1 8 2§

WHP-TV 55 241kw CBS Boiling Apr '53 X X X 7 2§

_ WTPA 71 ?20kwt ABC H.R&P Jul '53 X X ._ 3 . 3§

_AX_
A,EX
AX
M,AX

H 5TOWN WARD-TV 56 91kw C.A.D Weed Sep '53 3 6 1 2 5 4 2 EX
WJAC-TV 6 71kw C,N Katz Sep '49 12 3 1 3 % 10 7§ 1 L

^N^STER WGAL-TV 8 316kw N.C Meeker Mar '49 No data available

IHDELPHIA WCAU-TV 10 316kw CBS CBS TV Spot Mar '48 10 9 3 2 13 4 7§ 2» EX
WFIL-TV 6 lOOkw ABC Blair Sep '47 4 13 20 3 30 3§ 3» AX
WRCV-TV 3 lOOkw NBC NBC Spot Sep '41 10 8 9 13 1 8 16§ 5* AXX

H3URGH KDKA-TV 2 lOOkw All Free & Peters Jan '49 X X 8 12 4 24 5§ 2* L
WENS 16 200kw A.C.N Branbam Au£ '53 No data available

ANG WHUM-TV 61 12kw CBS H-R i^b '53 10 7 5 3 1§ M,AX

1956 BUYERS' GUIDE 157
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PENNSYLANI A (continued \

DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO. SHOWS DAIL!

City Ot-nl Vispwr Network National rep On air date Network Local

Par-

ttptn

Chil-

dren's

Home-
makers

Syn-
Film

Sports

info

Feati

Din

SCRANTON WARM-TV 16 228kw ABC Hollingbery Feb '54 2§ A,L

WBRE-Tv (See WILKES-BARRE)
WGBI-TV 22 216kwf CBS Blair Jun '53 10 22 A,E,

WILK-TV (See WILKES-BARRE)
WILKES-BARRE WBRE-TV 28 lOOOkw NBC Headley-Reed Jan '53 No data available

WILK-TV 34 lOOOkw ABC Avery-Knodel Sep '53

YORK WNOW-TV 49 lOOkwf DuM Keller Nov '53

3§ A,L

WSBA-TV 43 170kwf ABC Young Dec '52 A,L ,_

™_
Featu

dim

RHODE ISLAND
DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO. SHOWS DAIL

City Call letters Chnl Vis pwr Network National rep On air date Network Local

Par- Chil-

tcptn dren's

Home-
makers

Syn.

Film

Sports

News Info

PROVIDENCE WJAR-TV 10 316kw NBC Weed Jul '49 7§ A.I
_

WPRO-TV 12 316kw CBS Blair Mar '55 No data available

SOUTH CAROLINA
DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO. SHOWS DAIL

/ i / f

City Call letters Chnl VISPWT Network National rep On air date Network
Par-

Local tcptn

Chil-

dren's

Home-
imkers Frrm

Syn.

Film

Sports Feah

News info film

ANDERSON WAIM-TV 40 207kw CBS Headley-Reed Dec '53 6 4 3 y2 6 2§ 5' M.A.L

CHARLESTON WCSC-TV
WUSN-TV

5

2

lOOkw

lOOkw

C,A

N,A

Free & Peters

H-R; Ayres

Jun '53 10

Sep '54

4 7 3 y-z 9

No data available

4§ 2 A

COLUMBIA WCOS-TV 25 78kwf ABC Headley-Reed May '53

WIS-TV 10 269kw NBC Free & Peters Nov '53
1 11 3§

A,L

U
WNOK-TV 67 965kwt

FLORENCE
GREENVILLE

WBTW 8 316kw

WFBC-T' 4 lOOkw

CBS_
C.N.A

NBC

Raymer Sep '53 8

CBS TV Spot Oct '54

Weed Jan '54 11

WGVL 23 17kw A,C H-R; Ayres Aug '53

3

%__9
_M; 12_

7

1§

5§

4§

A,L

E.L

M,.A

A,L{

SOUTH DAKOTA
DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO. SHOWS DAI!

t

City Call letters Chnl Vis pwr Network
Pxr- Chil- Home- Syn. Sports Fell

National rev On air date Network Local tcpt^ dren's nrkers Farm Film News inio f)ln

FLORENCE KDLO-TV 3 251kwf N,A,C H-R May '53 (Satellite to KELO-TV, SIOUX FALLS)
RAPID CITY KOTA-TV 2kw All Healley-Reed Jul '55 11

SIOUX FALLS KELO-T' 11 251kwf N,A,C H-R May '53 10 15 4§

TENNESSEE
DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO. SHOWS DA.

City Call letter* Gtinl Vispwr Network National rep On air date Network Local

Par- Chil-

tcptn dren's

Home-
makers

Syn.

Film
Sport*

News info

Feal

CHATTANOOGA WDEF-TV
JACKSON
JOHNSON CITY
KNOXVILLE

JyTJXI-TV_

_WJHL-TV_
WATE-TV

12 105kw

7 316kwf

N.A.C

CBS
Branham Apr '54 10

Burn-Smith Mar '55 8

11 316kw C,N,A Pearson

6 lOOkw \,\ Avery-Knodel

J)ct '53

Oct '53

x

11

2§ A,L

u, 10 3§

5§

A,L

M.

MJ
WBIR-TV 10 316kw Mid '56 A'o data available

WTVK-Tv 26 316kw C,A Pearson Oct '53 10 4 9 5 4 3 2 1 A,L

MEMPHIS WHBQ-TV 13 316kw ABC Blair Sep '53 11 6 5 4 % 5 7 A

JOE'S PICTURE IS FAMOUS IN 3 STATES!
Yes, Joe Floyd's big-powered KELO-TV plus

KDLO-TV beam a picture that blankets 78%
of South Dakota's population, plus large

areas in Minnesota and Iowa. It's a terrific

picture for YOU to be in—the magic

spot for smart merchandisers who want to sell

a whole group of (single-station) markets

at one flash and for one smart buy.

"THE BIG TV COMBO"

ana
NBC PRIMARY— H-R REPRESENTATIVES

WATERT0WK»

FLOYD, President

Evans Nord, Genl. Mgr.

Larry Bcntson, V.P.



TENNESSE E( continued]

DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO. SHOWS DAILY
r '

City Call letters Chnl Vis pwr Network National rep On air date Network Local

Par-
tcptn

Chi!- Home-
dren's m kers Farm

Syn-
Film

Sports Feature

News info films

4E.PHIS (cont.) WMCT
WREC-TV

5
3

lOOkw
lOOkw

NBC
CBS

Branham
Katz

Dec '48

:^in '56

11 5 4 8 1 22
No data available

7§ 2*

WLAC-Tv
WSIX-TV

5

8

lOOkw

177kw

CBS
ABC

Katz

Hollingbery

Aug '54

Nov '53

X

X

X

X

6

5

3

5 10

3§

2§

1

1

A,L

MAX
WSM-T* 4 lOOkw NBC Petry Sep '50 16 y-i 16 2§ A,L

TEXAS
DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO. SHOWS DAILY

City Call letters Chnl Vis pwr Network National rep On air date Network
Ppr- Chil- Home-
tcptn dren's mikers Frj-m

Syn.

Film
Sports Feature

News Info films

KPAR-T' (See SWFETWATER)
kriBC-TV 9 oukwy NBC Aug '53 8 19 3§

KFDA-TV 10 250kw C,A H-R

KGNC-T- 4 lOOkw NBC Katz

Apr_'53 10_

Mar '53 10

15 11 2§

13 4§

KTBC-TV 7 316kw C,N,A Raymer Nov '52 11 4 1 17

KBMT
KFDM-TV

31

6

JlAU NBC Forjoe

lOOkw C,A Free & Peters

KBST-TV 13kw CBS Pearson

JVlay '54

Apr '55_

Dec '55~

No data available

'• 1

No data available

A,E,L

A,L

A,L

A,L

US CHRISTI KVDO-1^ z2 19kwf NBC Young Jun '54 \L 15 A,L

IAS KRLD-TV 4 lOOkw CBS Branham Dec '49 10 13 5§

WFAA-TV 8 316kw A,N Petry Sep '49 14 16 6§

KROD-TV*S0

;d in Juarez, Mex.) XEJ-T\

4 56kw C,A Branham Dec '52 10 10 3§

fvTSM-TV 60kw NBC Hi'llingbery Jan '53

4k\ Natl Time Sis Jun '54

WORTH rvF.JZ-TV 11 210kw H-R Sep '55

15 2§

11

Texas' tall antenna (1038 feet above Abilene)

THE ONLY STATION IN ABILENE, TEXAS
Home of a new $75,000,000.00 SAC permanent air base

Heart of the fabulous West Central Texas

Seventeen hours programing daily

The station viewers depend on for outstanding programs, both

local and live from the NBC Television Network.

KRBC-TV Abilene, Texas --Channel 9
John E. Pearson Inc. station representative

A,L

A,L

M.L
A,L

^,E,L_

A,E,L

WBAP-Tv 5 lOOkw N,A Free & Peters Sep '48 9 9 5 y2 8 5§ • A,L

A1ESTON KGUL-TV 11 224kw CBS CBS TV Spot Mar "53 X X % 3 3 A,L

AIINGEN KGBT-TV 4 lOOkw C,A H-R Oct '53 3 5 4 8 y2 . 7 2 2 L

01 TON KGUL-TV (See HOUSTON)
KPRC-TV 2 lOOkw NBC Petry Jan '49 No data available

KTRK-T\ 11 316kw ABC Blair Nov '54 4 12 27 3 % 9 4§ • MAX
AR30 KHAD-TV 8 2kw C,NA Pearson Dec '55 X X 2§ 2

Of VIEW KTVE 32 224kwt N,C,D Forjoe Oct '53 X 9 5 5 20 2 2 A,E.L

JEOCK KCBD-TV 11 lOOkw N,A Branham May '53 8 6 6 3 1 10 3 3 A.L

KDUB-TV 13 316kwf CBS Avery-Knodel Nov '52 9 8 3 8 4 2 16 4§ 2 MAX
UFIN KTRE-TV 9 26kw NBC V,R&McC Aug '55 6 2 X % 6 3 1 A
HAND KMID-TV 2 26kw All V,R&McC Dec '53 No data available

DEiA KOSA-TV 7 102kw CBS Pearson Jan '56 No data available

AKANGELO KTXL-TV 8 25kw CBS V.R&McC Jul '53 4 7 1 3 3 1 6 3 2 AX
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f £ )£ /\ § (continued)

DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO. SHOWS DAIL

City Call letters Chnl Vis pwr Network National rep On air date Network Local

Par-
tcptn

Chil-

dren's

Home-
makers Farm

Syn-
Film News

Sports

Info

Fea'

flh

SAN ANTONIO KCOR-TV 41 16kw R. O'Connell Jun '55 4 X 3 y* y2 3 1§ X l i

KENS-TV 5 lOOkw CA Free & Peters Feb '50 12 4 9 7 4 y2 10 6§ 1« A,L~"

WOAI-TV 4 lOOkw NA Petry Dec '49 X X 4 3 X 7 1 A,L~"

SWEETWATER KPAR-TV 12 26kw CBS Branham Jan '56 X X 5 3 3 51 4§ 2» M..-

TEMPLE KCEN-TV 6 lOOkw NBC Hollingbery Nov '53 9 6 8 2 1 13 4 A,E

TEXARKANA KCMC-TV 6 lOOkw OA V.R&McC Aug '53 9 6 3 9 3 1 7 3§ 1 A
TYLER KLTV 7 lOOkw All Pearson Oct '54 No da a ava lable

WACO KANG-TV 34 ]9kwt CBS Ravmer Oct '53 X X X X __ 2 2 L

KCEN-Tv (See TEMPLE)
KWTX-TV 10 107kw ABC Pearson Apr '55 New program data not available

WESLACO KRGV-T\ 5 29kw NBC Pearson Apr '54 X X 1 y4 3§ 1 E.L

WICHITA FALLS KFDX-TV 3 lOOkw NA Ravmer Apr '53 X X 1 3 3§ 2 A,L

KWFT-TV 6 lOOkwf C,D Hoag-Blair Mar '53 X X X 3 i 4 2 1 A

UTAH
DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO. SHOWS DAI

^ / \ /
—

City Call letters Chnl Vis pwr Network National rep On air date Network Local

Par-
tcptn

Chil-

dren's

Home-
makers Farm

Syn-
Film Newi

8 ports

Inft

Fea

11

SALT LAKE CITY KSL-TV 5 30kw CBS CBS TV Spot Jun '49 12 4 9 3 y2 17 2§ • L

KTVT 4 30kw NBC Katz Apr '48 12 6 l ., 5 10 2 12 6§ i« M. JL

KUTV 2 47kw ABC Hollingbery Sep '54 5 7 1 3 8 1 5 2 2* A.F

VERMO NT
DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO. SHOWS DAI

^ i

City Call letters Chnl Vis pwr Network National rep On air date Network Local

Par-
tcptn

Chil-

dren's

Home-
makers Farm

Syn-
Film News

Sports
Info

Fee"
fll

BURLINGTON WCAX-TV 3 60k\vi CBS Weed Sep '54 5 6 7 8 2 1 11 2§ 2 L

VIRGIN
1

IA
DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO. SHOWS DAI

> r 1

City Call letters Chnl Vis pwr Network National rep On air date Network Local

Par-

tcptn

Chil-

dren's

Home-
makers Farm

Syn-
Film Newi

Sports

Info

Feai

fll

HAMPTON WVEC-TV (See NORFOLK)
HARRISONBURG WSVA-TV 3 8kw All Pearson Oct '53 X X 2 2 . .

LYNCHBURG WLVA-TV 13 316kw ABC Hollingbery Feb '53 11 7 10 3 2 2 2 M. . -

NORFOLK WTAR-TV 3 lOOkw C,A,D Petry Apr '50 11 7 8 X X 10 7§ •

WTOV-TV 27 20kw McGillvra Oct '53 No data available

WVEC-TV 15 220kw NBC Averv-Knodel Aug '53 12 6 5 8 2 3§ 1 Ml
PETERSBURG WXEX-TV (See RICHMOND)
RICHMOND WRVA-TV 12 316kw H.R&P Apr '56 No data available

WTVR 6 lOOkwf A,C Blair Apr '48 X X 8 4 3 8§ 1 -1
WXEX-TV 8 316kw NBC For joe Aug '55 12 6 3 6 4 6§ 2* Ml

ROANOKE WDBJ-TV 7 316kwt CBS Free & Peters Oct '55 3 4 10 X 9 2§ A.,

WSLS-TV 10 316kw NA Avery-Knodel Dec '52 X X 5 4 3 1 6 6§ 5 ML

"All-time record. »»

Famous chocolate product gets a Jet-assisted-take-off in

Milwaukee ! Details from R. A. Brigham of the Brigham

Brokerage Company: "I'd like to go on record about the

wonderful job 'Space Funnies with Captain Jet' has done in

selling Bosco. WXIX is our only real merchandising effort

here, and the results have been really phenomenal. The first

month, we doubled our previous month's sales figures. And
now we're making three times as many sales as we were

before WXIX entered the scene... a new all-time record for

Bosco in Milwaukee !" ("Space Funnies with Captain Jet"-

$80 gross per participation, 4-4:30 pm, Mon. through Fri.)

CBS Owned • Milwaukee

Represented by CBS Television Spot Sales
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WASHINGTON
DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO. SHOWS DAILY

City Call letters Chnl Vis pwr Network National rep On air date Network Local

Par-

tcptn

Chil-

dren's

Home-
makers

Syn.
Film Newt

Sports

Info

Feature
films

ELMGHAM K\ OS-TV 12 33kw CBS Forjoe Jun '54 2 X 6 15 2 .— A,E,L

tso KEPR-TV 19 llkw (Satellite of KIMA-TV, YAKIMA)
EALE KING-TV 5 lOOkw ABC Blair Nov '48 3 12 10 3 y2 15 4§ 1* M.A,L

KOMO-TV 4 lOOkw NBC NBC Spot Dec '53 10 8 3 9 3 i 9 3§ 1" A,L

KTNT-TV (See TACOMA)
KTVW (See TACOMA)

>OKNE KHQ-TV 6 lOOkw NBC Katz Dec '52 8 6 17 4 % 8 2§ 1' L

KREM-TV 2 lOOkw ABC Petry Nov '54 4 3 % 2 10 2

2§

— L
KXLY-TV 4 49kw CBS Avery-Knode] Feb '53 9 4 1 3 13 A,L

CvlA KTNT-TV 11 316kw CBS Weed Mar '53 12 5 11 3 i 3 3§ • A,E,L

KTvW 13 99kw Hollingbery Sep '54 12 5 15 14 1§ • A,L

iMA KIMA-TV 29 191kw C,N,A Weed Jul '53 3 8 3 5 4 Yi 16 4§ !• L

KRSM 23 25kw Mar '56 No data available

WEST VIRGINIA
DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO. SHOWS DAILY

— -\ r *

'

city Call letters Chnl Vis pwr Network National rep On air date Network Local

Par-

tcptn

Chil-

dren's

Home-
makers Farm

Syn.

Film News

Sport* Feature

Info Dims

ELD WHIS-TV 6 50kw NBC Katz Aug '55 4 6 5 % % 6 3§ 1 A,E,L

HALESTON WCHS-TV 8 316kw CBS Branham Aug '54 11 4 9 3 i 5 3§ 1 L
WHTN-TV (See HUNTINGTON)
WOAY-TV 4 lOOkw ABC Pearson Dec '54 2 7 4 2 i 10 3 1 E.L

WSAZ-TV (See HUNTINGTON)
li.ONT WJPB-TV 35 20kw A,N Gill-Perna Mar '54 A'o data available

UMNGTON WHTN-TV 13 316kw A,D Petry Oct '55 5 9 6 7 y2
1

7

10

3§

5§

3*

4

A,L

WSAZ-TV 3 47kw NBC Katz Nov '49 12 5 5 4 9 A,L

.MILL WOAY-TV (See CHARLESTON)
RSBURG WTAP 15 20kw All Pearson Nov '53 5 5 3 .... 3 3§ 1 A,L

1 LING WSTV-TV 9 230kw CBS Avery-Knodel Dec '53 11 6 4 3 y2 9 4§ 1 M,A,L

WTRF-TV 7 316kw NBC Hollingbery Oct '53 13 9 4 10 % 9 7§ 1 M,A,L

WISCON SIN
DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO. SHOWS DAILY

\ i

City Call letters Chnl Vis pwr Network National rep On air date Network Local

Par-
tcptn

Chil-

dren's

Home-
makers Farm

Syn.
Film News

Sports
Info

Feature
films

LAI RE WEAU-TV 13 58kw N,A,D Hollingbery Dec '53 X X 2 _ y2 2 L
RE 4 BAY WBAY-TV 2 lOOkw CBS Weed Mar '53 9 4 6 3 3 11 4§ 4 L

WFRV-TV 5 lOOkw A,C Headley-Reed Jun '55 A^o data ava liable

WMBV-TV (See GREEN BAY)
OSSE WKBT 8 lOOkw NBC H-R Aug '54 4 3 3 1 5 10 6* E,L

41 SON WKOW-TV 27 162kw CBS Headley-Reed Jul '53 6 6 12 3 3 7 3§ 1 L
WMTV 33 209kw N,A Boiling Jul '53 x x 3 3 8 y2 12 2§ 1 A,L

AINETTE WMBV-TV 11 234kw NBC V,R&McC Sep '54 11 6 y2 8 8 1 8 4§ 2 A,L
ILAUKEE WISN-TV 12 316kw ABC Petry Oct '54 3 5 9 2 6 2 1 A,L

WITI 6 lOOkw H-R Feb '55 A'o data available

WTMJ-TV 4 lOOkw NBC H,R&P Dec '47 10 7 . L
WXIX 19 lOOOkw ( CBS CBS TV Spot Feb '55 9 7 i 3 % _ 13 4§ 2 M,A,L

JP.IOR-

DLUTH, MINN.
KDAL-TV 3 lOOkw C,A Avery-Knodel Mar '54 X X 5 2 % 6 2§ 1 L
WDSM-TV 6 lOOkw NBC Free & Peters Mar '54 11 4 X 5 3 y2 .... 2 1"

AAU WSAU-TV 7 lOOkw All Meeker Oct '54 6 5 14 3 3 10 2§ 2 A,L

WYOMING
DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO. SHOWS DAILY

City Call letters Chnl Vis pwr Network

r

National rep On air date Network Local

Par- Chil- Home-
tcptn dren's makers Farm

Syn.
Film News

Sports Feature

Info films

NNE KFBC-TV 5 lOOkw C,A,N Hollingbery Mar '54 x X 2 3 1 7 1 1 A,L

ALASKA
DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO. SHOWS DAILY

*
,

City Call letters Chnl Vis pwr Network National rep On air date Network Local

Par- Chil- Home-
tcptn dren's makers Farm

Syn.

Film News
Sports Feature

info films

KENI-TV 2 14kwf A.N Fletcher Dec '53 17 2§ A,L

KTvA 11 3kw C,D Alaska Sis Dec '53 1§

KFAR-TV 6kw N,A Fletcher Mar '55 2§

KTVF 11 llk> CBS Alaska Sis Feb '55 % 12 2§

fl stations share time f licensed power (given) not used
M,A,E,L—morn, aft, eve, late

§ local film newsreel
* local sports covered

category unclaimed
x figure unspecified



HAWAII
DAILY HOURS

1
K

v /

LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO SHOWS DAIL

City Call letters Chnl Vis pwr Network National rep On air date Network

Par-

Local tcptn

Chil-

dren's

Home-
makers Farm

Syn.
Film News

Sports

Info

Fer-
Hli

HILO KHBC-TV 9 lkw CBS Free & Peters May '55 (See K GMB-TY)
X 6 3 2§ 1 A,E~"HONOLULU KGMB-TV 9 105kw CBS Free & Peters Dec '52 x

K()\A 2 60kw NBC NBC Spot Dec '52 x X 5 1 8 1§ — A,E~

K-uLA-Tv 4 26kw ABC Young Apr '54 x X

GMB-TV)
8 9 — A,E~

WAILUKU KMAU-TV 3 6kw CBS Free & Peters Apr '55 (See K

PUERTO RICO
DAILY HOURS

i
*

\ /

LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO SHOWS DAIL
*

City Call letters Chnl Vis pwr Network National rep On air date Network

Par-

Local teptn

Chil-

dren's

Home-
makers Farm

Syn.
Film News

Sports

Info tl

MAYAGUEZ WORA-TV 5 30kw CBS Young Sep '55 No data available

SAN JUAN WAPA-TV 4 56kw N,A,D Caribbean May '54 No dat a available

WKAQ-TV 2 lOOkw CBS Inter-Amer Apr '54 x X 4 8 3 2§ 1» A,L

CANADA
DAILY HOURS LOCAL WEEKLY HOURS NO SHOWS DAIL

i \ r

City Call letters Chnl ViS PWT Network National rep On air date Network

Par-

Local tcptn

Chil-

dren's

Home-
makers Farm

Syn.

Film Newt
Sports

info

F.n
'

I

ALBERTA
CALGARY CHCT-TV 2 lOOkw CBC Weed; All-Can Oct '54 6 5 5 1 3 2 2 L

EDMONTON CFRN-TV 3 27kw CBC CSR ; Reps Ltd. Oct '54 5 4 3 5 % 18 3§ 1 Al
LETHBRIDGE CJLH-TV 7 172kw CBC Weed; All-Can Nov '55 3 4 3 5 11 1 E,I

BRITISH COLUMBIA
VANCOUVER CBUT 2 102kw CBC CBC Dec '53 6 5 1 5 y2 22 2§ !• A

MANITOBA
BRANDON CKX-TV 5 19kw CBC Weed; All-Can Jan '55 Wo data available

WINNIPEG CBWT 4 56kw CBC CBC Mar '54 6 5 1 5 y2 22 2§ !• A

NEW BRUNSWICK
MONCTON CKCW-TV 2 5kw CBC CSR; Stovin Dec '54 4 3 4 5 y2 7 2§ 1 A,I

ST. JOHN CHSJ-TV 4 lOOkw CBC Weed; All-Can Mar '54 x X 2 10 2§ __ L

NEWFOUNDLAND
ST. JOHN'S CJON-TV 6 lOOkwt C,C Weed; All-Can Sep '55 2§ x L

NOVA SCOTIA
HALIFAX CBHT 3 56kw CBC CBC Dec '54 6 5 1 5 y2 22 2§ 1« A

SYDNEY CJCB-TV 4 180kw CBC Weed; All-Can Oct '54 4 3 X 10 2 L

ONTARIO
BARRIE CK\ R-TV 3 14kw CBC CSR; Mulvihill Sep '55 5 2 3 X % 3 2 1 A
HAMILTON CHCH-TV 11 lOOkw CBC CSR; All-Can Jun '54 No data available

KINGSTON CKWS-TV 11 257k\v CBC Weed; All-Can Dec '54 5 6 1 10 4 2§ 1 A,I

KITCHENER CKCO-TV 13 54kw CBC Weed; Hardy Mar '54 X X 3 2 5 i 7 4§ 2* L

LONDON CFPL-TV 10 325kwt CBC Weed; All-Can Nov '53 4 6 y2 4 5 y2 7 5§ 2 AJ

NORTH BAY CKGN-TV 10 52kw All Mulvihill Dec '55 3 2 2§ 2

OTTAWA CBOFT 9 31kw CBC CBC Jun '55 6 5 i 5 % 22 2§ 1« A
CBOT 4 50kw CBC CBC Jun '53 6 5 i 5 y2 22 2§ 1" A

PETERBOROUGH CHEX-TV 12 260kw CBC Weed; All-Can Mar '55 A^o data available

PORT ARTHUR CFPA-TV 2 5kw CBC Weed; All-Can Oct '54 6 1 E,I

SAULT STE. MARIE CJIC-TV 2 5kw CBC Weed; All-Can Nov '54 No data available

SUDBURY CKSO-TV 5 2kw CBC Weed; All-Can Oct '53 X X y2 8 12 5 2 A,l

TORONTO CBLT 9 26kw CBC CBC Sep '52 y2 22 2§

WINDSOR CKLW-TV 9 325kw C,D CSR; All-Can Sep '54 10 2§ A,:.

WINGHAM CKNX-TV 8 36kw CBC CSR; All-Can Nov '55 3§

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND
CHARLOTTETOWN CFCY-TV 13 80kwt CBC Weed: All-Can May '56 No data available

QUEBEC
JONQUIERE CKRS-TV 12 42kw CBC CSR; Hardy Dec '55 4

MONTREAL CBFT 16kw CBC CBC Sep '52 y2 22 2§

CBMT 6 1 lkw CBC CBC Jan '54 6 5 1 5 % 22 2§ 1« A
QUEBEC CFCM-TV 4 lkw CBC Weed; Hardy Jul '54 x X 4 4 13 4 1" A.

RIMOUSKI CJBR-TV 3 61kwt C,C,N CSR; Stovin Nov '54 3 1 y2 % 2 Vi 2 4§ 2 A,

SASKATCHEWAN
REGINA CKCK-TV 2 19kw CBC Weed; All-Can Jul '54 x X X 4 y2 X 2§ 1 A.

SASKATOON CFQC-TV 8 lOOkw All CSR; Reps Ltd. Dec '54 4 3 13 1 5 i 10 2§ 2 X



farm PAGE 164

Detailed analysis of farm programing

for 245 stations in this category.

feature film page i 69

Time periods in which feature films

are scheduled. Also name of buyer.

PAGE 176film & slide data

Size & type of slides, type of projec-

tor, film size, commercial contact.

homemaking page i 8 4

Analysis of special offerings of inter-

est to women by categories.

BUYERS' GUIDE

TO STATION

PROGRAMING

TELEVISION

CATEGORY
DIRECTORY

special appeals PAG e i 87

Stations with special programs for

Negro, foreign language audiences.

SpOrXS PAGE 188

Regularly featured events on 439 sta-

tions indicating network, live or film.

studio facilities PAGE 193

Giving four types of permanent sets,

color data, remotes, rear-view screen.
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4 FARM TELEVISION

farm

symbols

* indicates farm director is member
National Assoc. Radio & Tv
Farm Directors (June, 1955)

f indicates station receives pro-

gram material from the U. S.

Dept. of Agriculture

• Regularly scheduled farm programs are re-

ported by 245 stations, some 56% of all those

responding to the 1956 Buyers' Guide question-

naires. This compares with 205 stations report-

ing similar programing in 1955, though the

percentage of respondents then was also 56.

In 1954 only 48% of the respondents fell

in that category. The U. S. Department of

Agriculture offers program material for use by

television stations. Only 20% of the respon-

dents take advantage of that service against the

38% who reported using it in 1955. Many
more stations report employment of farm di-

rectors this year than last. According to the

1956 survey, 55 stations have such directors

while only 24 stations had them in 1955. This

refers to those who are members of the National

Association of Radio & TV Farm Directors.

Types of programing featured include market

news, weather reports, interviews, demonstra-

tions, 4-H, farm tips.

ALABAMA
BIRMINGHAM
*WABT....l hr weekly—extension, Auburn

State Agricultural Dept. news,

market reports, success stories

WBRC-TV....3 hrs weekly^lH, weather,
market news

DECATUR
WMSL-TV....y2 hr weekly

MOBILE
WALA-TV.... 1^ hr weekly—extension
WKRG-TV....1 hr weekly—extension, market

news

MONTGOMERY
JWSFA-TV....3 hrs weekly—extension, mar-

kes of cattle primary

ARIZONA
PHOENIX
KOOL-TV....5 hrs weekly—news

KPHO-TV....1 hr weekly—markets, USDA
films

KTVK....% hr weekly—market news
KVAR....% hr weekly—extension, market

YUMA
KIVA-TV. .2 hrs weekly—markets

ARKANSAS
FT. SMITH
KFSA-TV....% hr weekly

LITTLE ROCK
$*KARK-TV....l hr weekly—extension, mar-

ket news, demonstrations, in-

terviews, films

*KATV....3 hrs weekly—extension, markets,

news, weather, interviews

TEXARKANA
t*KCMC-TV....l hr weekly—daily farm

reports

CALIFORNIA

BAKERSFIELD
KERO-TV....1 hr weekly—extension, weather

CHICO
KHSL-TV.

EUREKA
KIEM-TV..

FRESNO
JKJEO-TV

..2 hrs weekly

.% hr weekly—extension

2 hrs weekly—demonstrations,

frost warnings, market news

{KMJ-TV....1 hr weekly—extension, news,

markets, 4-H, weather, F.F.A.

KWG....% hr weekly—market news

LOS ANGELES
KRCA....y2 hr weekly

SACRAMENTO
JKBET-TV....2 hrs weekly—farm news, inter-

KCCC-TV....3 hrs weekly—extension, mar-
ket news, State Dept. of Agri-

culture, 4-H, weather, F.F.A.

*KCRA-TV....2 hrs weekly—extension, mar-

ket news

SAN DIEGO
KFMB-TV....1 hr weekly—films distributed

by agricultural & government
associations

SAN FRANCISCO
KPIX....% hr weekly—extension, conserva-

tion, 4-H, home economics

COLORADO

COLORADO SP'NGS
KKTV....14 hr weekly—market news

DENVER
*KLZ-TY....2 hrs weekly—market reports

GRAND JUNCTION
KFXJ-TV....% hr weekly—market reports,

PUEBLO
JKCSJ-TV....1 hr weekly—market & ditch

reports

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

WASHINGTON
WRC-TV....*4 hr weekly—market news
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FLORIDA

JACKSONVILLE
WMBR-TV....1 hr weekly—market news,

agricultural information, Uni-

versity of Florida

MIAMI
WTVJ....% hr weekly—market news

ORLANDO
WDBO-TV....% hr weekly—news, demon-

stration

PENSACOLA
WEAR-TV.. ..% hr weekly—market news

TAMPA
*WFLA-TV....3 hrs weekly—extension, mar-

ket, news, films, interviews

GEORGIA

ATLANTA
WAGA-TV....1 hr weekly—4-H
WLW-A....1 hr weekly—extension, market

reports, demonstrations, week-

ly farm summaries

AUGUSTA
WJBF....1 hr weekly—county agents

COLUMBUS
*WDAK-TV....2 hrs weekly—market, news

WRBL-TV....% hr weekly—farm and mar-
ket news, 4-H, interviews,

weather, F.F.A.

SAVANNAH
WSAV-TV....2 hrs weekly—county agent, ex-

tension, market news

IDAHO

BOISE

KBOI-TV....1 hr weekly—extension, films,

interviews

Kl DO-TV.. ..% hr weekly—market news, in-

terviews

TWIN FALLS
KLIX-TV....1 hr weekly

ILLINOIS

CHAMPAIGN
WCIA....4 hrs weekly—extension, market

news, demonstration, features,

interviews

CHICAGO
*WBBM-TV....l hr weekly—news films,

markets, U. S. Dept. of Agri-

culture, livestock estimates,

weekly reviews of livestock

trades, weather

JWNBQ....2 hrs weekly—extenison, film

features, market news, weath-

er reports

DECATUR
JWTVP....5 hrs weekly—extension, markets,

news

HARRISBURG
WSIL-TV....1 hr weekly

PEORIA

WTVH....y2 hr weekly

QUINCY
WGEM-TV....2 hrs weekly—extension, mar-

ket, news

ROCKFORD
WREX-TV....1 hr weekly—extension, 4-H,

markets, news

ROCK ISLAND
$WHBF-TV....l hr weekly—extension, mar-

ket reports, safety

SPRINGFIELD
*WICS....3 hrs weekly—market news

INDIANA

ELK HART
*WSJV-TV....3 hrs weekly—markets, news,

country agents, interviews,

stock averages

WFIE-TV....1 hr weekly—market & livestock

reports, forecasts

FT. WAYNE
$*WKJG-TV....l hr weekly—demonstra-

tions, markets, news, Rural
Youth

INDIANAPOLIS
t*WFMB-TV—3 hrs weekly — extension,

market, U.S.D.A.

WISH-TV.. ..2 hrs weekly—extension

SOUTH BEND
{WSBT-TV....1 hr weekly—extension, mar-

ket news, interviews, films,

special stock reports, local

farm events

IOWA

CEDAR RAPIDS
KCRG-TV....14 hr weekly—market news
t*WMT-TV....l hr weekly

DAVENPORT
JWOC-TV....1 hr weekly—extension, mar-

kets, interviews

DES MOINES
KRNT-TV....y2 hr weekly—film service

t*WHO-TV....3 hrs weekly— extension,

markets, news, practices, soil

conservation, calendar

"WOI-TV....5 hrs weekly—extension, dem-
onstration, farm service, mar-
kets, Iowa State College

FORT DODGE
KQTV....% hr weekly—extension, market

reports

MASON CITY
KGLO-TV....2 hrs weekly—AP, UP, farm

features, markets, occasional
interviews, services, trends,

weather

OTTUMWA
KTV0....2 hrs weekly—extension, market

news, Iowa & Missouri State

Universities, films

SIOUX CITY
KTIV....2 hrs weekly

t*KVTV....2 hrs weekly—extension, county
agent, demonstrations, farm &
market news

FARM TELEVISION

WATERLOO
*KWWL-TV....3 hrs weekly

KANSAS
GREAT BEND
KCKT-TV....% hr weekly—extension

PITTSBURG
KOAM-TV....2 hrs weekly—extension serv-

ice, farm news, markets

TOPEKA
WIBW-TV....2 hrs weekly— extension,

demonstrations, 4-H, tech-

niques, developments, market
news, soil conservation

WICHITA
KA R D-TV. . . .% hr weekly— government

agents

*KTVH....l hr weekly—new farm ideas,

county agents, 4-H, general

agriculture, state progress

KENTUCKY
LEXINGTON
WLEX-TV....y2 hr weekly—farm & market

reports

LOUISVILLE

tWAVE-TV.... 1 hr weekly—from station's

farm showing operations

LOUISIANA

BATON ROUGE
WBRZ....y2 hr weekly—extension

MONROE
KNOE-TV....2 hrs weekly—extension, mar-

ket news, area paneling

NEW ORLEANS
WDSU-TV....y2 hr weekly—early morning

reports by Agriculture Dept.
representatives

SHREVEPORT
KSLA-TV....1 hr weekly—county agent, mar-

kets, weather

*KTBS-TV....4 hrs weekly—market news,
interviews

MAINE
BANGOR
tWABI-TV-.-l hr weekly—extension, mar-

ket

PORTLAND
*WCSH-TV....y2 hr weekly—Agriculture

Dept., Experiment Station, ex-

tension service, features, mar-
ket news

MARYLAND
BALTIMORE
*WBAL-TV....y2 hr weekly—roundup

SALISBURY
WBOC-TV....1 hr weekly—local market

news

(CONTllWED)

4
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4 FARM TELEVISION

(CONTINUED)

MASSACHUSETTS
BOSTON

WBZ-TV....1 hr weekly—market reports,

news, exhibits, association

meetings

PITTSFIELD

WMGT....V2 hr weekly—agricultural de-

velopments, extension, fea-

tures

MICHIGAN

ANN ARBOR

WPAG-TV....% hr weekly—extension serv-

ice, interviews, market news

BAY CITY

WNEM-TV....V2 hr weekly — extension,

Michigan State University

CADILLAC

WWTV....y2 hr weekly

DETROIT

t*WWJ-TV....l hr weekly—local news,

market reports & analysis,

films, special events

GRAND RAPIDS

WOOD-TV.... 1 hr weekly—extension, mar-

ket, farm tips, weather

KALAMAZOO
* WKZO-TV....y2 hr weekly—extension, mar-

kets, stock & grain prices

SAGINAW
WKNX-TV....1 hr weekly—extension, mar-

ket news

TRAVERSE CITY

WPBN-TV....y2 hr weekly—general pro-

gram in co-op with extension

service

MINNESOTA

AUSTIN

JKMMT....1 hr weekly

DULUTH-SUPERIOR

KDAL-TV....% hr weekly—county agents

WDSM-TV....% hr weekly—extension, safe-

ty, equipment

MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL

$*WCCO-TV....2 hrs weekly— extension,

market news, farming tips,

equipment

WTCN-TV....% hr weekly—extension, mar-

ket, news, survey

ROCHESTER
*K ROC-TV....2 hrs weekly—county agent,

markets, news, weather

MISSISSIPPI

JACKSON
WJTV....% hr weekly—extension

*WLBT....3 hrs weekly—extension, inter-

views, farm & market news,
weather

MERIDIAN

WTOK-TV....1 hr weekly—extension

MISSOURI

COLUMBIA

KOMU-TV....1 hr weekly—extension, Uni-
versity of Missouri

HANNIBAL

KHQA-TV....1 hr weekly—market news, fea-

tures

JEFFERSON CITY

KRCG-TV....% hr weekly—market news

JOPLIN

KOAM-TV....2 hrs weekly—extension serv-

ice, farm news, markets

KANSAS CITY

WDAF-TV....^ hr weekly—markets, news

ST. JOSEPH

t*KFE0-TV....2 hrs weekly—extension, dem-
onstrations, market reports, in-

terviews

MONTANA
BUTTE

KXLF-TV....2 hrs weekly

GREAT FALLS

*KFBB-TV....3 hrs weekly—extension, mar-
ket news, home demonstration,
4-H, Montana Hereford Breed-
ers, F.F.A.

MISSOULA

KGVO-TV.... 1
/! hr weekly—extension, mar-
ket news, county agents, dem-
onstrations

NEBRASKA
KEARNEY

KHOL-TV....2 hrs weekly— county agent,

markets, F.F.A

LINCOLN

*KOLN-TV....l hr weekly — extension,

calendar, market news, grain

prices

OMAHA
KMTV....1 hr weekly—markets, news

J*WOW-TV....2 ,hrs weekly— extension,

farm market news, 4-H, dem-
onstrations

NEW MEXICO
ROSWELL

KSWS-TV....2 hrs weekly—extension service,

county agent

NEW YORK

CARTHAGE

WCNY-TV....% hr weekly—extension ser-

vices

NEW YORK
**WRCA-TV....l hr weekly— agricultural

news, weather

PLATTSBURG

WIRI....1 hr weekly—extension

ROCHESTER

WHAM-TV.. ..y2 hr weekly—weather

SCHENECTADY

WRGB....% hr weekly—farm service

SYRACUSE

WHEN-TV....2 hrs weekly—extension, home
bureau

UTICA

WKTV....1 hr weekly—animal husbandry,
extension, market, produce

NORTH CAROLINA

ASHEVILLE

WLOS-TV....3 hrs weekly—extension, N.C.
& S.C. colleges, county agents,
market news, demonstrations

DURHAM
{WTVD....3 hrs weekly—extension, market

news, county & home agents,

demonstrations

GREENSBORO

JWFMY-TV....1 hr weekly—extension, mar-
ket news

GREENVILLE

WNCT....2 hrs weekly—extension agents,

4-H, market reports, UP,
news, F.F.A.

WINSTON-SALEM

WSJS-TV....1 hr weekly—agriculture &
farm news, interviews

NORTH DAKOTA

BISMARCK
KBMB-TV....1 hr weekly—extension, news,

live stock & grain market,

N.D. Agricultural College

FARGO

WDAY-TV....1 hr weekly—markets

MINOT
KCJB-TV....1 hr weekly—extension, NwD.

Agricultural College, 4-H, live

stock grain market, future

farmers

VALLEY CITY

KXJB-TV....3 hrs weekly—N.D. Agricultural

College
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OH/0

ASHTABULA

WICA-TV....2 hrs weekly—extension, news

CINCINNATI

WCPO-TV....% hr weekly—farm safety, live

stock & grain prices

COLUMBUS

*WBNS-TV....% hr weekly—extension, mar-

ket news, public service

WLW-C....% hr weekly—extension, Ohio

State University

DAYTON

WLW-D....1 hr weekly—market, news, wea-

ther

STEUBENVILLE

t-WSTV-TV.... 1
/^ hr weekly—extension, mar-

ket news, demonstrations

TOLEDO

J.WSPD-TV....3 hrs weekly—county agents,

4-H, demonstrations, Soil Con-

servation, F.F.A

ZANESVILLE

WHIZ-TV... .1 hr weekly—market news, in-

terviews

OKLAHOMA

OKLAHOMA CITY

$*KWTV....3 hrs weekly—extension, inter-

views, markets, news, soil con-

servation, vocational agricul-

ture

$*WKY-TV....l hr weekly—extension, mar-

ket & general farm news

TULSA

t*KOTV....2 hrs weekly—extension, market

reports, news, films, inter-

views, USDA

t*KVOO-TV....2 hrs weekly—extension ser-

vice, market news

OREGON

MEDFORD

JKBES-TV....1 hr weekly—extension, county

offices

PORTLAND

KLOR....2 hrs weekly—films, Gardening for

Fun

—

V2 hr program during
summer only

tKOIN-TV....% hr weekly—extension ser-

vice, market news, special

events, weather, county agent

KPTV....1 hr weekly—extension, service

PENNSYLVANIA

ALTOONA
WFBG-TV....1/4 hr weekly—extension

HARRISBURG

WCMB-TV....1 hr weekly—local farm news,

interviews, FFA, FHA, mar-

ket reports

JOHNSTOWN
WARD-TV.. ..2 hrs weekly—national film

sources

WJAC-TV.... 1̂ hr weekly—extension, mar-

ket news, county agents, eco-

nomics

PHILADELPHIA

WPTZ....1 hr weekly—market, news reports

RHODE ISLAND

PROVIDENCE

$WJAR-TV....l hr weekly—market news

SOUTH CAROLINA

ANDERSON
WAIM-TV....% hr weekly—extension

CHARLESTON

WCSC-TV....% hr weekly — local farm

topics, news

COLUMBIA
WIS-TV....1 hr weekly—all categories

FLORENCE

WBTW....V& hr weekly—extension, discus-

sions, market, weather

GREENVILLE

JWFBC-TV....% hr weekly—extension, mar-

ket news

SOUTH DAKOTA

SIOUX FALLS

*KELO-TV....6 hrs weekly—extension, mar-

kets, news

TENNESSEE

JACKSON

*WDXI-TV....2 hrs weekly

JOHNSON CITY

WJHL-TV....2 hrs weekly—extension, con-

ditions, tips

FARM TELEVISION

MEMPHIS
WHBQ-TV....% hr weekly—market news

t*WMCT....l hr weekly—extension, market
news, local stockyards, farm
personalities & families

NASHVILLE

WSIX-TV....5 hrs weekly—market, news
t*WSM-TV....% hr weekly—extension, mar-

kets, news

TEXAS

ABILENE

KRBC-TV....% hr weekly—demonstrations,

interviews, news, weather

AMARILLO

*KGNC-TV....l hr weekly—all categories

AUSTIN

KTBC-TV....1 hr weekly—all categories

BEAUMONT
KFDM-TV....% hr weekly—extension

CORPUS CHRISTI

KVDO-TV....% hr weekly—county agents,

university extension service

EL PASO

KROD-TV....1 hr weekly

KTSM-TV....1 hr weekly—conservation, mar-
ket news

XEJ-TV....1 hr weekly

FORT WORTH
t*WBAP-TV....% hr weekly—market quo-

tations, farming & ranching
tips

GALVESTON

KGUL-TV....3 hrs weekly

HARLINGEN

KGBT-TV....% hr weekly—extension, market
news

HOUSTON
KTRK-TV....*4 hr weekly—market news

LUBBOCK

KCBD-TV....1 hr weekly—extension, mar-
kets, news, weather

KDUB-TV....2 hrs weekly—extension, imple-

ments, improved methods,
weather

LUFKIN

KTRE-TV....% hr weekly

SAN ANGELO

KTXL-TV....1 hr weekly—news, film

SAN ANTONIO
KCOR-TV....% hr weekly—films

*KENS-TV....% hr weekly—local & regional

farm & ranch news, interviews

(CONTINUED)

4
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4 FARM TELEVISION

(CONTINVED)

TEXAS (cont.)

SWEET WATER
KPAR-TV....3 hrs weekly

TEMPLE

$*KCEN-TV....l hr weekly—all categories

TEXARKANA
t*KCMC-TV....l hr weekly—daily farm re-

ports

WACO
KWTX-TV....4 hrs weekly

WESLACO
J*KRGV-TV....% hr weekly— extension,

market, news, interviews

WICHITA FALLS

KWFT-TV....1 hr weekly—counselor, mar-

kets

UTAH
SALT LAKE CITY

KSL-TY....y2 hr weekly—extension, markets

KTVT....2 hrs weekly—extension, market

news, price reports, Utah State

Agricultural College

KUTV....1 hr weekly—market news, wea-

ther

VERMONT
BURLINGTON

WCAX-TV....1 hr weekly—extension, mar-

ket news, weather, farm prob-

lems

VIRGINIA

HARRISONBURG

WSVA-TV....2 hrs weekly—markets

LYNCHBURG
tWLVA-TV....2 hrs weekly—extension,

V.P.I.

NORFOLK

WTAR-TV....X hrs weekly—extension, wea-

ther

RICHMOND
$WTVR....3 hrs weekly—extension, market,

news
JWXEX-TV....6 hrs weekly—daily markets,

news, field specialists

ROANOKE
WSLS-TV....1 hr weekly—extension service,

V.P.I

WASHINGTON
SEATTLE

KING-TV....% hr weekly

t*KOMO-TV....l hr weekly—farm & market
reports, gardening tips

SPOKANE

J*KHQ-TV.... 1
/4 hr weekly—extension, mar-

ket, local farming methods

TACOMA
KTNT-TV....1 hr weekly

YAKIMA
Kl MA-TV....% hr weekly—extension

WEST VIRGINIA

BLUEFIELD

WHIS-TV....y2 hr weekly

CHARLESTON

WCHS-TV....1 hr weekly—extension, mar-
ket news, discussion, current

methods

HUNTINGTON
*WSAZ-TV....l hr weekly—market news,

farm information, interviews,

weather

OAK HILL

WOAY-TV.... 1 hr weekly—county agent,

4-H, extension

WHEELING

tWSTV-TV....% hr weekly—extension, mar-
ket news, demonstrations

WTRF-TV....y2 hr weekly—extension

WISCONSIN

GREEN BAY

$*WBAY-TV....3 hrs weekly—features, mar-

kets, news

LA CROSSE

WKBT....1 hr weekly—market news

MADISON
t*WKOW-TV....3 hrs weekly—demonstra-

tions, markets, news, inter-

views, USDA reports

WMTV....V2 hr weekly—market news, re-

ports

MARINETTE

WMBV-TV....1 hr weekly—extension, inter-

views

SUPERIOR-DULUTH

KDAL-TV.... 1
/! hr weekly—county agent

WDSM-TV....% hr weekly—extension, safe-

ty, equipment

WAUSAU
WSAU-TV....3 hrs weekly—county agent,

market, news, weather

CANADA

ALBERTA
CALGARY

CHCT-TV....1 hr weekly—films covering

area events, horticulture, in-

terviews, news

EDMONTON
CFRN-TV....y2 hr weekly— educational &

general news

BRITISH COLUMBIA

VANCOUVER
*CBUT....% hr weekly—general news

MANITOBA
WINNIPEG

CBWT....y2 hr weekly—general news

NEW BRUNSWICK
MONCTON
CKCW-TV....y2 hr weekly

NEWFOUNDLAND
ST. JOHN'S

CJON-TV....y2 hr weekly

NOVA SCOT/A
HALIFAX

CBHT....y2 hr weekly—general new9

ONTARIO
BARRIE

CKVR-TV....% hr weekly

KITCHENER

CKCO-TV....1 hr weekly—extension, filmed

interviews, market news

LONDON
*CFPL-TV....y2 hr weekly—extension, farm

hints, market news

OTTAWA
CBOFT....y2 hr weekly—general news

CBOT.,,.% hr weekly—general new9

TORONTO
CBLT....V2 hr weekly—general news

WINGHAM
*CKNX-TV....2 hrs weekly—extension, edi-

torial, farm engineering
breeding, gardening, feeding,

market & spot news, do-it-

yourself

QUEBEC

MONTREAL
CBFT....% hr weekly—general news

CBMT....% hr weekly—general news

RIMOUSKI

C-JBR-TV.-.y. hr weekly

SASKATCHEWAN
REGINA

CKCK-TV....y. hr weekly

SASKATOON

CFPC-TV....1 hr weekly—calendar, weather
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FEATURE FILMS TELEVISION 4

feature films

symbol

x indicates station covers

time under column heading

• 405 stations (82% of total respondents)

report daily feature film programing. That is

a slight increase over last year's 80%. Need-

less to add that feature films constitute a very

substantial portion of a television station's daily

programing schedule. Quality of feature films

has materially improved enabling stations to

retain a large percentage of the audience. While
evening and late evening feature films show a

slight decline, morning and afternoon film pre-

sentations fared considerably better than last

year. This year's statistics show that 19% of

the Buyers' Guide respondents put on feature

films in the morning. That compares with 16%
following the same practice last year. 67%
have feature films in the afternoon against 60%
last year. Early evening features are reported

by only 27% against 33% last year. Late eve-

ning film features are the choice of 86% of the

respondents against 88% that favored them
last year.

*

.;'!'!

City & state Call letters AM Aft Eve Late Contact City & state Call letters AM Aft Eve Late Contact

ALABAMA FRESNO KJEO-TV
KMJ-TV

X X
X

X X

X

Joe Drilling

Perry Nelson

BIRMINGHAM _ .WABT X X X Ray A. Fun KVVG X X E. D. Beatie

WBRC-TV X X Keith Williams LOS ANGELES _ KABC-TV X X X Howard Lipstone

DECATUR _WMSL-TV
WALA-TV

X

X

X Frank Whisenant
A. C. Hotman

KCOP
KHJ-TV

X X

X
X
X

X
X

Al Flannagan
James D. HigsonMORITF

WKRG-TV X X X C. P. Persons Jr. KNXT X X X Donald M. Hine

MONTGOMERY WCOV-TV X Robert House KRCA X X George Burke

WSFA-TV X Gene R. Jacobsen

SACRAMENTO .

KTLA
KTTV
KBET-TV

X

X

X

X

X X
X

Le/and G. Muller
Richard Woollen
Bob Merrifield

ARIZONA KCCC-TV
KCRA

X
X X

X

X
Janet Terbeek
Tom Breen

PHOENIX -KOOL-TV X X Charles H. Garland SALINAS _KSBW-TV X X Claud Mann
KPHO-TV X X X Bob Martin SAN DIEGO _KFMB-TV X X Bill Fox

KTVK X X X Carl Kent KFSD-TV X X X William Hollenbeck

KVAR X X Dick Lewis XETV X X X Julian M. Kauffman
TUCSON KOPO-TV X X E. S. Mittendorf SAN FRANCISCO^ X X X Robert Mitchell

KVOA-TV X X J. C. Underwood, Jr. KPIX X X X Wm. C. Dempsey

YUMA KIVA X Arthur Fszol KRON-TV
KSAN-TV

X
X

X
X

Doug Elleson

N. J. Patterson

SAN JOSE _KNTV X

X

X

X

X

X
X

Douglas D. Kahle

Bob Wilton
Russ Furse

ARKANSAS
SAN LUIS
OBISPO -KVEC-TV

KEY-TSAWA BARBARA
ELDORADO KRBB X

X

X X

X

Bill Bigley

Pat Porta
STOCKTON _KOVR X X X Jay Watson

FORT SMITH _ KFSA-TV
LITTLE ROCK _-KARK-TV X X X Dale Hart

TEXARKANA _
KATV

_KCMC-TV X

X Jimmy Cowsert
Charles E. Wade COLORADO

COLO. SPRINGS._KKTV
KRDO-TV

X X

X

Cecil Seavy
Harry Hoth

CALIFORNIA DENVER _KBTV X X
X

Ray Gallagher

Clayton H. BraceKLZ-TV
BAKERSFIELD . KBAK-TV X X X Al Constant KOA-TV X X C. Van Haaften

KERO-TV X X John Bollinger KTVR X X X Ion McKinley
CHICO KHSL-TV X M. F. Woodling
EUREKA Kl EM-TV X X W. B. Smullin (CONTINUED)
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PROUDLY OFFERS

10 of the greatest First-Run, FEATURE

FILM SPECTACULARS OF OUR TIME!

SELZNICK

fr/te&€&v£&

LORETTA YOUNG • JOSEPH COTTEN

ETHEL BARRYMORE

THE FARMERS DAUGHTER
with CHARLES BICKFORD

A DORE SCHARY PRODUCTION
Directed by H. C. POTTER ^
A SELZNICK RELEASE

LESLIE HOWARD • INGRID BERGMAN

in INTERMEZZO
Produced by DAVID O. SELZNICK

Directed by GREGORY RATOFF

Available for national
sponsorship, on a spot
programming basis...
with listed times avail-
able for clearance!

for full details, availabilities and prices .

.

WRITE-WIRE-PHONE, TODAY!

(COSTINVED)
COLORADO (cont.)

City & state Call letters AM Aft Eve Late Contact

GRAND JUNC. _..KFXJ-TV
PUEBLO KCSJ-TV

CONNECTICUT

x TV, Inc., New York
x x x Jack Wells

BRIDGEPORT
HARTFORD

__WICC-TV
WGTH-TV

x Wallie Dunlap
xxx Dan German

NEW HAVEN _
WKNB-TV

—WNHC-TV
x xx Philip B. Hale

x x William G. Mulvey

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

WASHINGTON

FLORIDA

WRC-TV
WTOP-TV
WTTG

ORLANDO _
PENSACOLA
TAMPA

FT. LAUD'RDALEJWITV
JACKSONVILLE .WMBR-TV
MIAMI _WGBS-TV

WTVJ
WDBO-TV
WEAR-TV
_WFLA-TV
WSUN-TV
WTVT

W. PALM BEACH WEAT-TV
WIRK-TV
WJNO-TV

GEORGIA

ALBANY WALB-TV
ATLANTA _WLW-A

WSB-TV
AUGUSTA WJBF

WRDW-TV
COLUMBUS WDAK-TV

WRBL-TV
SAVANNAH WSAV-TV
THOMASVILLE WCTV

IDAHO

BOISE KBOI-TV
Kl DO-TV

IDAHO FALLS _KID-TV
TWIN FALLS KLIX-TV

ILLINOIS

CHAMPAIGN
CHICAGO

DANVILLE _
DECATUR
HARRISBURG
PEORIA

QUINCY
ROCKFORD _

SPRINGFIELD

INDIANA

ELKHART
EVANSVILLE ..

WCIA
WBBM-TV
WBKB
WGN-TV
WNBQ
WDAN-TV
_WTVP
WSIL-TV
WEEK-TV
WTVH
WGEM-TV
_WREX-TV
WTVO
WICS

WSJV-TV
-WEHT
WFIE-TV

x

X
x x

James McMurry
William Hedgpeth
Vic Guidice

Edward Little

Harry Kalkines
John L. Crosby
Louis Wolfson
W. E. Sickles

Jerry Williams
Carl Bergguist
Bob Gilbert

Pat Arnoux
Ed Hennessy
Shirlee Barish
Frank Struzerri

Dave Fisher

Jean Hendrix
Tom Hennesy
Bill Mackenzie
Ronnie Otwell
Ridley Bell

William E. Lucas
Joe Hasjord

x Earl Glade
x Jack Link
x Claude Cain
x Dave Fox

John Ketterer

Vann G. Cominos
Ralph Andrews
Elizabeth Bain
Isabelle Conney
Bill Dorn

0. L. Turner
R. E. Johnson
Hall Phillips

Ted Austin
Gene Hines
Carl P. Stemler
Jack Hoskins

Edwin J. Lasko
Roger Garrett

Robert Dean

(CONTINUED OS PAGE 172)
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TV FILM BUYER S GUIDE
;

Check
Here

Program Title Length
Number
Available

Description

Confidential File l/
2 -hr. 39

Paul Coates' new and exciting presentation .

of dramatized journalism . . . behind-the-scenes
reports on vital problems. The show all

America is talking about 1 1

I Spy ^-hr. 39
Raymond Massey brings you true and exciting
stories behind history's most famous spies.

Hits a new high in mystery, intrigue, adventure. 1

Molly (The Goldbergs) l/
2 -hr. 39

The famous Goldberg family has moved to a

small town, and Molly's having the time of
her life with new friends, a new home and
a new scries of heart-warming adventures.

Liberace Show l/
2 -hr. 117

TV's most widely acclaimed musical series

for third consecutive year. Still a few .

choice availabilities.

Life With Elizabeth l/
2 -hr. 65

Each show contains three hilarious incidents
in the life of a mixed-up housewife. Filled 1

with charm, laughter, warmth and love. Starring
delightful Betty White.

Joe Palooka l/
2 -hr. 26

The whole family will love the "champ's**
fun-611ed adventures. Thrills, action and
viewer-impact 1

Frankie Laine Show or
1/2*hr-

°r
M-hr.

39
Its Mr. Rhythm himself . . . now starred with
vivacious Connie Haines in his own fast-moving
musical revue. Available in ^-hr. or %-hr. version. 1

Florian Zabach Show 1/2-hr. 39
The thrilling music and vibrant personality of
Florian ZaBach. Lavishly produced with an
intimate setting that changes to match the mood
of each musical selection. .

Conrad Nagel Theatre l/
2 -hr. 26

A prestige dramatic anthology series with
Conrad Nagel as host and featuring stories by
such masters as Tolstoi, DeMaupassant, etc. ,

It's Fun To Reduce M-hr. 65
Margaret Firth shows the ladies how delightfully
easy it is to reduce with a series of carefully
coordinated exercises. Packed with promotion 1

and merchandising "gimmicks.*'

Popcorn Theatre 1-hr. 39

Poppo The Clown brings youngsters 60 minutes
of fun, magic tricks, jokes and old-time movies.
Ideal Saturday morning show for grocery chains .

and other retailers. Literally loaded with
traffic-building giveaway promotion items.

h
GUILD FILMS 1"0., Inc.

460 PARK AVENUE • NEW YORK 22, NEW YORK •

Please send me full details concerning the shows I have checked
above.

1 am particularly interested in programming availabilities for the following i

MURRAYHILL 8-5365

narkets :_^_—^___^^

Name

Compi

Addre

Title

L

S5 City

TEAR OUT AND MAIL FOR FULL DE

State^—^—^—— 1

rAILS!
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PROUDLY OFFERS

10 of the greatest First-Run, FEATURE

FILM SPECTACULARS OF OUR TIME!

SELZNICK

fi/iebew/b

CARY GRANT • INGRID BERGMAN
in ALFRED HITCHCOCK'S

NOTORIOUS
with CLAUDE RAINS

written by BEN HECHT

Directed by ALFRED HITCHCOCK
A SELZNICK RELEASE

SINCE YOU WENT AWAY
starring CLAUDETTE COLBERT

JENNIFER JONES • JOSEPH COTTEN
SHIRLEY TEMPLE • MONTY WOOLEY

LIONEL BARRYMORE
ROBERT WALKER • GUY MADISON

Produced by DAVID O. SELZNICK

Available for national
sponsorship, on a spot
programming basis...
with listed times avail-

able for clearance!

for full details, availabilities and prices . .

.

WRITE-WIRE-PHONE. TODAY!

(CONTINUED FROM PACE 170)

INDIANA (cont.)

City & state Call letters AM Aft Eve Late Contact

FT. WAYNE _WIN-T
WKJG-TV X

X X
X

Robert C. Carrie Jr.

Carlo Mahlock
INDIANAPOLIS

.

WFBM-TV X X X Hugh L. Kibbey
WISH-TV X X X X R. B. McConnell

LAFAYETTE _ WFAM-TV X X Richard Long
SOUTH BEND _-WNDU-TV X X X X T. Carroll

WSBT-TV X X Walter A. Sweitzer

TERRE HAUTE WTHI-TV X X X Ben Falber Jr.

IOWA

CEDAR RAPIDS KCRG-TV
WMT-TV

DAVENPORT WOC-TV
DES MOINES WHO-TV

WO I-TV
FORT DODGE KQTV
MASON CITY KGLO-TV
OTTUMWA KTVO
SIOUX CITY KTIV

KVTV
WATERLOO KWWL-TV

KANSAS

GREAT BEND
PITTSBURG ....

TOPEKA
WICHITA .

KENTUCKY

LEXINGTON _
LOUISVILLE _

.KCKT-TV
KOAM-TV
.WIBW-TV
.KAKE-TV
KARD-TV
KEDD
KTVH

-WLEX-TV
.WAVE-TV

LOUISIANA

ALEXANDRIA _
BATON ROUGE .

LAFAYETTE
LAKE CHARLES

MONROE
NEW ORLEANS .

SHREVEPORT _

KALB-TV
WAFB-TV
WBRZ
KLFY
KPLC-TV
KTAG-TV
KNOE-TV
WDSU-TV
WJMR-TV
KSLA-TV
KTBS-TV

MAINE

BANGOR

PORTLAND

MARYLAND

BALTIMORE __

SALISBURY

_WABI-TV
W-TWO
WCSH-TV
WGAN-TV

..WAAM
WBAL-TV
WMAR-TV
WBOC-TV

MASSACHUSETTS

BOSTON WBZ-TV
WNAC-TV
WTAO-TV

x
X X
X X
X X
X X

X X
X X

xxxXXX
X

xxx

X X
X
X
Xxxx

X X
X X

X
X

X Xxxx

Ralph P. Willey

Douglas B. Grant
E. C. Sanders
Jack Kerrigan
Warren Roger
Vernon Gielow

James Bolen
Tom Searls

Bob Donovan
Don Inman

R. E. Wade
Bill Barton

Jack Park
Jack Chester

R. K. Cornish

George Patterson

Tom Palmer
T. E. Gibbens
John Ferguson

Don Johnson
John Bowdreau
Harry Arthur
Ivy de Louche
George A. Mayoral

John Renshaw
Pat White

Richard B. Bronson

Bill Kerkos
Samuel G. Hender-

son Jr.

xxx Herbert B. Cahan
x x Sydney Barbet

x x David V. B. Stickle

xx J. W. Downing Jr.

x Bob Duffield

x James Pike

x Wallace Dunlap

il a/tcna/ I e/e/i'/rn J\.&wer'aA>±,
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FEATURE FILMS TELEVISION

City & state Call letters AM Aft Eve Late Contact

PITTSFIELD
SPRINGFIELD .

MICHIGAN

ANN ARBOR _
BAY CITY
CADILLAC .

WMGT
_ WHYN-TV
WWLP

__WPAG-TV
_ WNEM-TV
WWTV

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

M. R. Bolender

Kendall Smith
Wallace Sawyer

R. W. Kirkpatrick

Tom Mathews
Alex Monahan

DETROIT CKLW-TV
WJBK-TV
WWJ-TV
WXYZ-TV

GRAND RAPIDS.WOOD-TV
KALAMAZOO _ WKZO-TV
LANSING WTOM.TV

Art MacColl
Bob Buchanon
Frank Picard

John Pival

Robert Smith
Charles Lynch
Kenneth Borst

SAGINAW WKNX-TV William J. Edwards
TRAVERSE C/7T_WPBN-TV John Anderson

MINNESOTA

AUSTIN _KMMT
DULUTH-
SUPERIOR KDAL-TV

MINNEAPOLIS- KEYD-TV
ST. PAUL .....WCCO-TV

WTCN-TV
ROCHESTER KROC-TV

MISSISSIPPI

JACKSON WJTV
WLBT

MERIDIAN _WTOK-TV

MISSOURI

COLUMBIA _
HANNIBAL _
JEFFERS'N CITY
JOPLIN

KANSAS CITY

ST. JOSEPH
ST. LOUIS

SPRINGFIELD

MONTANA

BILLINGS
BUTTE
MISSOULA

NEBRASKA

HASTINGS
KEARNEY

.

LINCOLN .

OMAHA _

KOMU-TV
.KHQA-TV
KRCG-TV
KOAM-TV
KSWM-TV
KCMO-TV
KMBC-TV
WDAF-TV
KFEQ-TV
KSD-TV
KTVI
KTTS-TV

KOOK-TV
_KXLF-TV
KGVO-TV

KHAS-TV
KHOL-TV

„KOLN-TV
_KMTV
WOW-TV

NEVADA

LAS VEGAS KLAS-TV
KLRJ-TV

x Gene P. Loffler

x Earl Henton
x R. C. Fransen

x Harry Jones

x Gene Wecker
x Don Perry

X Mac Sepaugh
x Maurice Thompson

George Shannon

x Charles Sigsbee

x Charles Lotz Jr.

x

x R. E. Wade
Austin A. Harrison

x T. R. Thompson
x M. E. Greiner

x John Kriyas

x Gene Milsteen

x Keith Gunther
x Ted Westcott

x Jack Lloyd

x Ed Peiss
x Jim Manning
x Hugh E. Bader

W. L. Murray
K. Cooper
Paul Jensen
Glenn Harris
Bill McBride

4

x James A. Lilly

x Rick Williams

City & state Call letters AM Aft Eve Late Contact

NEW HAMPSHIRE

MANCHESTER . WMUR-TV x x W. A. Gildersleeve

NEW MEXICO

ALBUQUERQUE

NEW YORK

ALBANY
BINGHAMTON
BUFFALO

.

CARTHAGE _
KINGSTON
NEW YORK .

PLATTSBURG
ROCHESTER .

SYRACUSE

UTICA ..

KGGM-TV
KOAT-TV
KOB-TV

WROW-TV
WNBF-TV
_WGR-TV
WCNY-TV
WKNY-TV
WABC-TV
WABD
WATV
WCBS-TV
WOR-TV
WPIX
WRCA-TV
_WIRI
WHAM-TV
WH EC-TV
WVET-TV

WHEN-TV
WSYR-TV
WKTV

x Ed Sanchez
x Water J. Stiles

x Dorothy Smith

x Ed Scala

x Van Beuren DeVries
x David M. Graves
x Ernie Ward

x George Rice
x x Henry Humphrey
x x Bob Paskow
x x William Lacey
x x Mil Fenster

x Albert Hartigan
x Jay J. Heitin

x Carl Stohn Jr.

x David D. Manning
x J. P. Reidenbach

x x Paul C. Louther,

Arthur V. Cook
x Gordon Alderman
x Wm. V. Rothrum
x Frank Gruenwald

NORTH CAROLINA

ASHEVILLE WLOS-TV X X Sterling W. Wright
CHARLOTTE WBTV X X Nat Tucker
DURHAM WTVD X X X Dale Baum
GREENSBORO —WFMY-TV X X Jack Wiggins
GREENVILLE WNCT X X Eck Wall
WASHINGTON __.WITN X X Hnl Wilson
WILMINGTON ... WMFD-TV X Clint Long
WINSTN-SALEM WSJ S-TV X X X John Comas

NORTH DAKOTA

BISMARCK KBMB-TV
FARGO WDAY-TV x
MINOT . KCJB-TV
VALLEY CITY .._ KXJB-TV

OH/O

X XXXXXXX
X

Judy Lawton
Ken Kennedy
Judy Lawton
Judy Lawton

AKRON _ WAKR-TV X X Bloyce M. Wright
ASHTABULA _ WICA-TV X
CINCINNATI ... WCPO-TV X X X Harvey Freeman

WKRC-TV X X Barry Hersh
WLW-T X X X Art Nevins

CLEVELAND __ WEWS X X Floyd E. Weidman
WNBK X X X Al O'Deal
WXEL X X X Ben Wickham

COLUMBUS ..._.. WBNS-TV X X X Jerome R. Reeves
WLW-C X X Bud Gillis

WTVN-TV X X X Richard McKinney
DAYTON WHIO-TV X Chuck Gay
LIMA WIMA-TV

WLW-D
X

X H. P. Lasker
STEUBENVILLE WSTV-TV X X X Joseph Troesch
TOLEDO WSPD-TV X Elaine Phillips

YOUNGSTOWN . WFMJ-TV X X Alan Southmayd
WKBN-TV X X X J. L. Bowden

ZANESVILLE __ WHIZ-TV X Ed Fisher

(CONT1NVED)
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PROUDLY OFFERS

10 of the greatest First-Run, FEATURE

FILM SPECTACULARS OF OUR TIME!

SELZNICK
fr/tC&4Wt/&

Selznick International present!

I'LL BE SEEING YOU
starring GINGER ROGERS

JOSEPH COTTEN • SHIRLEY TEMPLE

Produced by Dore Schary

JENNIFER JONES • JOSEPH COTTEN

ETHEL BARRYMORE

in PORTRAIT OF JENNIE
with Lillian GISH • Cecil KELLAWAY • David WAYNE

Produced by DAVID O. SELZNICK

Available for national
sponsorship, on a spot
programming basis...
with listed times avail-
able for clearance!
For full details, availabilities and prices . .

.

WRITE—WIRE-PHONE, TODAY!

vStUtoturf 1 f/r/r/m J\46ocea6>4, inc

(CONTINVED)

City & state Call letter* AM Aft Eve Late Contact

OKLAHOMA

ENID
LAWTON
OKIA. CITY

TULSA

OREGON

EUGENE
MEDFORD .

PORTLAND

KGEO-TV
KSWO-TV
KTVQ
KWTV
WKY-TV
_K0TV
KTVX
KVOO-TV

-KVAL-TV
KBES-TV
KLOR
KOIN-TV
KPTV

George Streets

Paul Goode
L. W. Myers
Perry Dickey
Robert Olson

Dick Campbell
Ben January
Alan Cox

S. W . McCready
Jerold Poulos
S. John Schile

Tad Williams
Dick Norman

PENNSYLVANIA

A J,TOONA WFBG-TV X X X H. B. Shook
BETHLEHEM WLEV-TV X Thos. R. Nunan Jr

EASTON WGLV X X Peter F. Gallagher

ERIE WICU X X X John Cook
WSEE-TV X X Frank Herrick

HARRISBURG __WCMB-TV X X X Ed K. Smith
WHP-TV X X Dick Redmund
WTPA X X X

JOHNSTOWN —_WARD-TV X X Robert R. Nelson
WJAC-TV X Frank Cummins

PHILADELPHIA _WCAU-TV X X X Norman Leebron
WFIL-TV X X Ralph Goldstein,

George Koehler
WPTZ X X X Edward Murray

PITTSBURGH __KDKA-TV X Dick Dreyfuss
READING _WHUM-TV

WARM-TV
WGBI-TV

X X
X
X

X

X
X X

Bob Martin
SCRANTON Joe Salsburg

Mort Rosenthal
WILKES-BARRE WILK-TV X X F. J. Lee
YORK .... __ WNOW-TV X Richard E. Burg

WSBA-TV X X Jim Curtis

RHODE ISLAND

PROVIDENCE WJAR-TV

SOUTH CAROLINA

William Cooper

ANDERSON
CHARLESTON .

COLUMBIA

WAIM-TV
_WCSC-TV
WCOS-TV

X X
X
X
X

X

X X

X

X X

X
X
X

X X
X
X

Virginia Barath
Russell D. Long
Charles W. Pittman

FLORENCE

WIS-TV
WNOK-TV

. WBTW

Adrian R. Munzell
R. L. Brown
George B. Burnette

GREENVILLE ._WFBC-TV
WGVL

Wilson C. Wearn
Ben Greer

SOUTH DAKOTA

SIOUX FALLS _ KELO-TV x Joe Floyd

TENNESSEE

CHATTANOOGA
JACKSON
JOHNSON CITY
KNOXVILLE

MEMPHIS ....

NASHVILLE

WDEF-TV
WDXI-TV
WJHL-TV
.WATE-TV
WTVK-TV
WHBQ-TV
WLAC-TV
WSIX-TV
WSM-TV

x
X X
x x

X
X
x

X X
X

Morris Quave
Jim Hoppers
Walter Heeb
J. H. Reese
Bill Eckstein

Gordon Lawhead
Roy A. Smith
R. D. Stanford, Jr.

Elmer Cartwright



FEATURE FILMS TELEVISION 4
City & st>t* Call letters AM Aft Eve Late Contact

TEXAS

ABILENE
AMARILLO .

AUSTIN
BEAUMONT
CORP'S CHRISTI
DALLAS

EL PASO

FORT WORTH

GALVESTON _
HARLINGEN _
HOUSTON
LONGVIEW __
LUBBOCK

LUFKIN
SAN ANGELO ..

SAN ANTONIO

SWEET WATER
TEMPLE
TEXARKANA _
WACO
WESLACO
WICHITA FALLS.

UTAH

KRBC-TV
KFDA-TV
KGNC-TV
KTBC-TV
KFDM-TV
KVDO-TV
KRLD-TV
WFAA-TV
KROD-TV
KTSM-TV
XEJ-TV
KFJZ-TV
WBAP-TV
KGUL-TV
KGBT-TV
KTRK-TV
KTVE
KCBD-TV
KDUB-TV
KTRE-TV
KTXL-TV
KCOR-TV
KENS-TV
WOAI-TV
KPAR-TV
KCEN-TV
KCMC-TV
KANG-TV
KRGV-TV
KFDX-TV
KWFT-TV

SALT L'KE C/ry_KSL-TV
KTVT
KUTV

VERMONT
BURLINGTON WCAX-TV

VIRGINIA

LYNCHBURG
NORFOLK _
RICHMOND
ROANOKE .

.WLVA-TV
WTAR-TV
WVEC-TV
WXEX-TV
WDBJ-TV
WSLS-TV

WASHINGTON

xxx Forest Lane
x x Dan Hayslett

x x Bob Watson
x Elmo Brown

x x Mott M. Johnson
x x Van Williams

x x Nick Mueller

x x Dunlap Clark

x Dick Watts

x x Jack Rye
x x x H. Gutierrez

xxx Arno Mueller Jr.

x x Lynn Trammell
x x Bud Johnson

x Troy McDaniel
x x Hugh C. Pickett

xxx A. James Henry
x x Bob Snyder
x x Ray Trent

x Richman Lewin
x x Doug Thompson

x
x Ed Uhler Jr.

x x French W. Ferguson
x x Ray Trentxxx Harry Abbott
x Charles E. Wade

x Bob Walker
x x Jim Cook

x x Howard H. Fry
x Kenyon Brown

x Richard V . Thiriot

x x x x Jim Chubbxxx Brent Kirk

x x

X X

X X

x Sherman Rutter

x Warren Uttal

x Patrick C. Arnoux
x L. W. Kliewer
x Paul Jensen
x Paul E. Reynolds
x Horace Fitzpatrick

BELLINGHAM KVOS-TV X X X David Mintz
SEATTLE KING-TV X X X Lee Schulman

KOMO-TV X X Dave Crockett
SPOKANE _..... KHQ-TV X Bill Neilson

KREM-TV X Louis Wasmer
KXLY-TV X X Richard Jones

TACOMA KTNT-TV X X X Burke Ormsby
KTVW X X Howard Perkin

YAKIMA . . KIMA-TV X Jim Nolan

WEST VIRGINIA

BLUEFIELD WHIS-TV
CHARLESTON . WCHS-TV
HUNTINGTON . WHTN-TV

WSAZ-TV
OAK HILL WOAY-TV
PARKERSBURG _WTAP
WHEELING WSTV-TV

WTRF-TV

WISCONSIN
EAU CLAIRE _
GREEN BAY __
LA CROSSE __

WEAU-TV
WBAY-TV
WKBT

x

x
x x

Morton S. Cohn
Bob Hamlin
Gayle McCracken
Operations Desk

Joseph Troesch
H. N. Smith

R. P. Kepler
Jim Krause
Raymond Skaran

City & stats Call letters AM Aft Eve Late

MADISON WKOW-TV
WMTV

MARINETTE WMBV-TV
MILWAUKEE _ WISN-TV

WTMJ-TV
WXIX

SUPERIOR-
DULUTH

WAUSAU ..

KDAL-TV
WSAU-TV

WYOMING
CHEYENNE KFBC-TV

ALASKA

ANCHORAGE

FAIRBANKS

HAWAII
HONOLULU .

KENI-TV
KTVA
_KFAR-TV
KTVF

KGMB-TV
KONA
KULA-TV

PUERTO RICO

SAN JUAN WKAQ-TV

CANADA
ALBERTA

CALGARY CHCT-TV
EDMONTON CFRN-TV
LETHBRIDGE . ... CJLH-TV

BRITISH COLUMBIA

VANCOUVER ~_-CBUT

MANITOBA
WINNIPEG CBWT

NEW BRUNSWICK
MONCTON _ CKCW-TV
ST. JOHN CHSJ-TV

NEWFOUNDLAND
ST. JOHN'S CJON-TV

NOVA SCOTIA

HALIFAX . __^CBHT
SYDNEY CJCB-TV

ONTARIO

BARRIE CKVR-TV
KINGSTON CKWS-TV
KITCHENER CKCO-TV
LONDON CFPL-TV
OTTAWA CBOFT

CBOT
PORT ARTHUR. CFPA-TV
SUDBURY _. CKSO-TV
TORONTO CBLT
WINDSOR CKLW-TV
WINGHAM CKNX-TV

QUEBEC

JONQUIERE ... CKRS-TV
MONTREAL _ CBFT

CBMT
QUEBEC CFCM-TV
RIMOUSKI CJBR-TV

SASKATCHEWAN
SASKATOON _ CFQC-TV

Frank Bignell

Morton J. Wagner
Patrick Kehoe

N. V. Bakke

Earl Henton
James Harelson

x R. S. McCraken

x Fletcher; Day
TV, Inc., N. Y.

x Miriam Kinsey

x TV, Inc., N. Y.

xxx Melvin B. Wright

x x Jim Spencer
xxx Art Spinkle

x Carlos Garcia

x Ted Bissland

x x S. S. Lancaster

x x Bob Ranson

X Peter Francis

X Peter Francis

X X

X

H. Button

X D. Jamieson

X
X

Peter Francis

X Claude Baikie

X X X R. W. Hofstetter

X W. D. McGregor
X X Robert A. Reinhart

X Peter Francis
X Peter Francis

X X Ralph H. Parker
X X

X Peter Francis

X X X Arthur MacColl
X Don Hildebrand

X
X Peter Francis

X Peter Francis
X X Suzanne Giunnard
X X Francois Raymond

X X If alter Romanow
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4 FILM & SLIDES TELEVISION

film & slides

symbol
* station abides by SRA ID standards

tr—transparency} op—opaque

• Of the 465 stations that supplied informa-

tion regarding their use of film and slides, 385

subscribed to SRA— Station Representatives

Association—standards for three-quarter screen

shared ID's and full screen eight-second sta-

tion breaks. That's a whopping 83% of all

respondents. In 1955 only 67% subscribed to

SRA standards. 16 mm motion picture pro-

jectors are used by 327 stations or 70% of the

respondents} one station reports using 35 mm
only while 36 stations (8%) use both 16 mm
and 36 mm projectors. 344 of the stations use

transparency slides. That is 74% of the total

respondents while 1 54 report the use of opaques.

That is just 33% of those responding. Full

data for each station including slide sizes, pro-

jectors used, hours required for art, and station

contact appear below in listings.

ALABAMA

City Call letters mm
SI idea

tr. OS. Projectors

Adv
work

for art

—hours Contact

BIRMINGHAM WABT 16 2x2 DuMont
Eastman

72 Chas. Grlsham

•WBRC-TV 16 2x2 3x4 Holmes 48 U. D. Smith

DECATUR •WMSL-TV 16 2x2 RCA 72 James King

MOBILE WALA-TV 16 2x2 RCA 48 H. K. Martin

•WKRG-TV 16 2x2 GE 48 C. Persons, Jr.

MONTGOMERY •WCOV-TV 16 2x2 RCA 72 H. M. Smith

•WSFA-TV 16 2x2 Gray 72 G. R. Jacobsen

ARIZONA
PHOENIX Doug. Carruth

•KPHO-TV 72 C. A. Larson

RCA B. B. LaDow

KVAR DuMont
RCA

E. W. Harrey

TUCSON •KOPO-TV 16 2x2 DuMont 4 days Jack Martin

KVOA-TV 16 2x2 Gray 72 J. L*ndirwood

YUMA •KIVA 16 2x2 DeVry 48 R. C. Smucker

CALIFORNIA

City Call letters mm
Slides

tr. op. Projectors

Adv. for art

work—hours Om

BAKERSFIELD •KBAK-TV 16 2x2 RCA 18 II

•KERO-TV 16 2x2 Gray 48 ij

CHICO •KHSL-TV 16 2x2 S&S 24

EUREKA •KIEM-TV 16 2x2 Seleetro

FRESNO 7 days

•KMJ-TV Selectro

Telop

•KVVG Gray; GE

LOS ANGELES

36

4- li

ARKANSAS
EL DORADO ' KRBB 16 2x2 Sarkes

Tarzian
2 days Bill Bigley

FT. SMITH •KFSA-TV 16 2x2 Selectro 48 Pat Porta

LITTLE ROCK 'KARK-TV 16 RCA 72 Lee Bryant

2x2 72 James Moody

•KTHV 16 2x2 Gray 72 W. V. Hutt

TEXARKANA •KCMC-TV 16 2x2 3%x4 GE : Gray 72
m

Opers. Desk

•KABC-TV 16&35 2x2 Eastman
RCA

48

•KCOP 16&35 2x2 RCA 24

KHJ-TV 16&35 2x2 Gray 72

•KNXT 16&35 2x2 4x5 Gray 3 days

•KRCA 16&35 2x2 S&S
Selectro

72

'KTLA 16&35 2x2 S&S
Selectro

48

16&35 2x2 S&S 5 days

SACRAMENTO 2 days (
•KCCC-TV

Gray
Telejector

SALINAS KSBW-TV 16 2x2 RCA 24

SAN DIEGO KFMB-TV 16 2x2 Gray: S&S 48

•KFSD-TV 16 2x2 Gray; RCA 48

XETV 16 2x2 4x5 Eastman 48

SAN FRANCISCO "KGO-TV 16&35 2x2

•KPIX 4x5 Gray
oc—tttro

•KRON-TV 2x2 Gray

•KSAN-TV 2x2 1x5

Hi*

m

(CONT1NVED ON PACE 179)
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OTHER INTERESTING FACTS ABOUT "HILL TOWER'

WFAA-TV ANTENNA. RCA Type
TF-12AH for effective radiated power of

316 kw. Height 82' 9". Channel 8.

KRLD-TV ANTENNA. RCA Type
TF-6BM for effective radiated power of

100 kw. Height 82' 9". Channel 4.

Both antennas are designed to withstand

winds anticipated at high altitudes.

ELEVATOR for carrying personnel up
the tower to the 1435-foot level. Oper-
ated by new electronic control system.

CATWALKS run out from elevator land-

ing in center of platform to three corners

of platform, for necessary maintenance.

LINE-OF-SIGHT DISTANCE, tower

top to horizon, approximately 60 miles.

World's most unique

TV antenna installation!

PROVIDES SAVINGS UPWARDS OF $500,000
This unique antenna installation was developed by RCA and Ideco to meet the special

needs of Stations WFAA-TV and KRLD-TV which have relocated transmitter sites

and increased power in order to deliver greater coverage to the rich Dallas-Fort Worth,

North Texas market area.

MULTIPLE ADVANTAGES
The RCA "Candelabra" represents a radical approach to TV antenna design. It promises

broadcasters who desire the same antenna location such advantages as equal height

and simplified transmission line installation combined with the economies of a common
tower and single-site erection and construction costs. Through it, maximum height

allowable under aeronautical regulation may be achieved for both antennas.

$250,000 SAVINGS PER STATION
The cost of the complete Hill Tower installation, including tower, antennas, trans-

mission lines and erection was close to one million dollars. Actual saving to each station

is estimated at $250,000—a total of a half million for the two. The tower was

purchased and is operated by Hill Tower Corporation, which is owned jointly by the

two stations.

WORLD'S SECOND TALLEST MAN-MADE STRUCTURE
The height of the tower from base to top of antenna is 1521 feet. This two-in-one

antenna installation is the second tallest man-made structure in the world.

Atop the tower is mounted the antenna platform, 80 feet across and 12 feet high.

It is triangular in shape to fit the tower's cross-section pattern. The RCA antennas

occupy two of the corners . . . with a counterweight on the third corner.

ASK YOUR RCA BROADCAST SALES REPRESENTATIVE . .

.

Your Broadcast Sales Representative will be glad to answer your questions about

television antennas and show you how RCA can provide you with the kind you need.

In Canada, write RCA VICTOR Company, Ltd., Montreal.

Tower
structure

nearing

half-way

mark.

ADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA
BROADCAST AND TV EQUIPMENT CAMDEN, N. «l.
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CALIFORNIA (cont.)

\l J

Ity Call letters mm tr.

Slides

op. Projectors

Adv. for art

work—hours Contact

E KNTV 16 2x2 Telejector 72 Robert Murray

iT 3 OBISPO KVEC-TV 16 2x2 4x5 DuMont 4 days Si Darrah

IT/ IARBARA •KEY-T 16 2x2 S&S 4S E. Sickles

n )N KOVR 18 2l2 GE; S&S 48 Frank King

COLORADO

)O0
RGS

Gray Cecil Seavey

KRDO-TV 16 2x2 Gray 72 Ed Jones

•KBTV 16 2x2 RCA 24 John Henry'

•KLZ-TV 16 2x2 314x4 Gray
Sup-Proj.

72 C. H. Bruce

•KOA-TV 16 2x2 4x5 Gray 72 H. Siddons

KTVR 16 2x2 S&S 48 J. McKinley

N JUNC'N KFXJ-TV 16 2x2 RCA 72 R. Robinson

•KCSJ-TV 16&35 2x2 RCA 72 Jerry Gordon

CONNECTICUT

JCORT •WICC-TV 16 2x2 1 wk M. Slater

ID •WGTH-TV 16 2x2 4x5 Gray 48 Dan German

•WKNB-TV 16 2x2 S&S; Gray 72 Phil Corvo

VEN •WNHC-TV 16 2x2 Sup-Proj.

Telejector

1 wk J. V. Callanan

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
H GTON *WRC-TV 16&35 2x2 Chas. Delozier

WTOP-TV Gray; RCA Peter Masters

Holmes G. Grtesbawer

FLORIDA

L. DERDALE 'WITV 16 2x2 4x5 RCA 72 Paul Rust

;k;<ville 'wmbr-tv 16 2x2 GE; S&S 5 days Walter Kopec

•wgbs-tv Gale-

Dorothea
John Crosby

•WTVJ 16 3 '4x4 GE 72 Bill Reed

•WOBO-TV 16 2x2 Gray 72 A. V. Carlson

OLA WEAR-TV 16 2x2 RCA 24 Jerry Williams

WFLA-TV 16 2x2 Gray 72 Wm. B. Faber

"WSUN-TV 16 2x2 4x5 RCA: Telop Ink Bob Gilbert

•WTVT 16 2x2 Gray 48 Herb Buck

Pi* BEACH 'WEAT-TV 16 2x2 Gray 72 E. J. Hennessy

•WIRK-TV 16 2x2 RCA 96 Sherlee Barish

•WJNO-TV 16 2x2 Gray- 72 W. Housner

A

A

il

Lb

WALB-TV 16

GEORGIA

2x2 4x5 Gray 24 Jack Mayer

A •WAGA-TV 16 2x2 RCA 5 days J. W. Collins

WLW-A 16 2x2 Gray; RCA 72 Jim Sharp

•WSB-TV 16 2x2 4x5 RCA 48 M. Bart let t

A

JUS

•WJBF-TV 16 2x2 Gray 48 Ben Greer

•WRDW-TV 16 2x2 Gray S. Spencer

•WDAK -TV 16 2x2 Gray 48 X M. Brkne

•WRBL-TV 16 2x2 GE 72 G. Jenkins

IAH •WSAV-TV 16 2x2 Gray- 72 Tom Belcher

SVILLE •WCTV 16 2x2 Gray 72 Joe Hosford

1956 BUYERS GUIDE

FILM & SLIDES TELEVISION

IDAHO

4
City Call letters mm

Slides

tr. op.

Adv. for art

Projectors work—hours

KBOI-TV 3Vix5 DuMont Earl Glado. Jr.

•KIDO-TV 16 2x2 3x4 RCA 48 Jack Link

IDAHO FALLS "KID-TV 16 2x2 RCA 48 Claud Cain

LEWISTON •KLEW-TV 16 2x2 Holmes W. Thomas

TWIN FALLS •KLIX-TV 16 2x2 Gray 24 Dave Fox

ILLINOIS

CHAMPAIGN •WCIA Jim Fielding

•WBBM-TV 16&35 LaBelle
RCA

Harry Coon

•WBKB 16&35 2x2 S&S 72 Clark Heider

WGN-TV 16&35 3^x4 Bausch &
Lomb

48 J. E. Faraghan

•WNBQ 16&35 2x2 Rotojector 72 G. Heinemann

DANVILLE WDAN-TV 16 2x2 S&S 48 John Eckert

DECATUR •WTVP 16 2x2 Gray 48 R. G. Wright

HARRISBURG •WSIL-TV 16 2x2 S&S lwk Bill Plater

PEORIA •WEEK-TV 16 2x2 3>4x4 GE 48 William Flynn

*WTVH 35 2x2 RCA 48 Gene Dybirg

QUINCY •WGEM-TV 16 2x2 4x5 DuMont 72 Wm. Vaughn

ROCKFORD WREX-TV 16 2x2 DuMont 72 Rod Macdonald

*WTVO 16 2x2 3'/4 x4 Tressel 72 J. Kelin, Jr.

ROCK ISLAND •WHBF-TV 16 2x2 4x5 DuMont 72 M. J. Corken

SPRINGFIELD •WICS 16 2x2 Gray 48 H. J. Hoskins

INDIANA

ELKHART •WSJV-TV 16 2x2 RCA 72 Ed Lasko

EVANSVILLE *WEHT 16 2x2 RCA 72 R. Garrett

•WFIE-TV 16 2x2 GPL 72 Robert Dean

FORT WAYNE •WIN-T 16 2x2 3x4 Gray 72 Ben K. West

WKJG-TV 16 2x2 3%x4 GE 1 wk G. 0. Mahlock

INDIANAPOLIS •WFBM-TV 16 2x2 4x5 DuMont 72 Earl Johnson

WISH-TV 16 2x2 3x4 Tressel 72 R. McConnell

LAFAYETTE •WFAM-TV 16 2x2 3x4 Projectall 72 Jas. R. Potter

SOUTH BEND WNDU-TV 16 2x2 RCA 72 J. Leonard

•WSBT-TV 16 2x2 S&S 1 wk B. Holloway

TERRE HAUTE WTHI-TV 16 2x2 RCA 4 days Ben Faller. Jr.

IOWA
CEDAR RAPIDS 2x2 Gray M. McClenshan

Opers. desk

DAVENPORT •WOC-TV 72 E. Sandars

DES MOINES KRNT-TV 16&35 2x2 Gray 96 Dick Covey

•WHO-TV 16 2x2 4x5 Gray lwk Ken G. Feller

Gray- Bob Mulhall

FORT DODGE •KQTV 16 2x2 3x4 GE 1 wk Max Lamdes

MASON CITY •KGLO-TV 16 4x5 DuMont 48 H. R. Ohrt

OTTUMWA •KTVO 16 2x2 Gray ; RCA 48 Al Cunningham

SIOUX CITY Larry Kurtz

3%x4li GE
Selectro

Norman Bacon

WATERLOO KWWL-TV B. Blumberg

(CONTINVED)
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4 FILM & SLIDES TELEVISION

(CONT1NVED)

KANSAS

City Call letters mm
Slides

tr. op. Projectors

Adv
work

for art

—hours Contact

GREAT BEND ..KCKT-TV 16 2x2 3>4x4 GE ; Gray 24 Otis Cowan

PITTSBURG •KOAM-TV 16 2x2 RCA ; Gray 72 K. E. Wade

TOPEKA •WIBW-TV 16 2x2 4x5 Gray 48 Hilton Hodges

Gray 72 Don Waldron

•KARD-TV 16 2x2 Gray 48 .Tack Talk

KEDD 16 2x2 Gray 48 Kevin McCord

•KTVH E. W. Dnllier

KENTUCKY
LEXINGTON •WLEX-TV 16 2x2 Gray 72 H C. BarflelJ

LOUISVILLE •WAVE-TV 16 2x2 Select ro 48 Pat OHara

LOUISIANA
ALEXANDRIA •KALB-TV 16 4x5 DuMont 48 W. L. Cobb

BATON ROUGE •WAFB-TV 16 2x2 RCA 36 R. Litteral

WBRZ 16 2x2 4x5 RCA 72 J. L. Mayeux

LAFAYETTE •KLFY-TV 16 2x2 DuMont 72 John Selleck

LAKE CHARLES •KPLC-TV h;a::-, 2x2 GE 48 David Wilson

•KTAG-TV 16 2x2 Gray 72 W. F. Hession

MONROE •KNOE-TV 16 2x2 RCA 3 days J. Anseil. Jr.

NEW ORLEANS 2x2 3 ,,ix4 GE A. Louis Reed

WJMR-TV 16 2x2 3%x4 Bell &
Howell

GE

G. A. Mayoral

SHREVEPORT 2x2 4x5 DuMont

Gray

48 Deane R. Flett

24 Halgler Heniy

MAINE
BANGOR Gray ; RCA L. H. Nelson

•W-TWO 16&35 2x2 RCA 48 Wm. 0. Clark

PORTLAND •WCSH-TV 16 2x2 Gray; RCA 72 B. McGorrill

•WGAN-TV 16 2x2 S&S 72 R. E. Bates

MARYLAND
BALTIMORE •WAAM 16 2x2 3^4x4 Gray 48 Ken Carter

•WBAL-TV 16 2x2 3x4 Gray; RCA 48 W. K. Freiert

4S E. A. Lang

SALISBURY WBOC-TV Gray; RCA C. J. Ttuitt

MASSACHUSETTS
BOSTON •WBZ-TV 16 2x2 GE;RCA 72 Carl Lawton

•WNAC-TV 16&35 2x2 3%x4 Bell &
Howell

6 days Tony Lang

RCA 10 clays W. Dunlap

PITTSFIELD WMGT 16 2x2 RCA 1 wk Alan Vaber

SPRINGFIELD •WHYN-TV 16 2x2 3 '4x4 GE 2 wk M. Horn

WWLP 16&35 2x2 Eastman 72 Gay Campbell

MICHIGAN
ANN ARBOR 3x4 Reseler

GE
2 days Edw. Baughn

BAY CITY •WNEM-TV 16 '_'\2 4x5 DuMont 72 Opers. desk

CADILLAC •WWTV 16 2x2 3y4 x4 GE 1 wk Alex Monahan

DETROIT CKLW-TV 16 2x2 Gray 48 N. Hawkins

•WJBK-TV 16 2x2 GE; Gray 24 Bill Michaels

City Call letters mm
Slides

tr. op.

Ad». tor art

Projectors work—hours

Selectro

Telejector

•WXYZ-TV 16&35 2x2 Eastman 48 Jo!

GRAND RAPIDS •WOOD-TV 16 2x2 4x5 Gray lwk Da

KALAMAZOO •WKZO-TV 16 2x2 4x5 Gray 72 D.

LANSING WJIM-TV 16 2x2 Gray 1 wk Kef

•WTOM-TV 16 2x2 Gray 72 Ed
,

SAGINAW •WKNX-TV 16 2x2 BCA 72 vV,
.

TRAVERSE CITY WPBN-TV 16 2x2 3«/4 x4 Projectall T2 Jol

MINNESOTA
AUSTIN 4x5 DuMont

DULUTH-
SUPERIOR

MINNEAPOLIS-
ST. PAUL

KDAL-TV 16 RCA

•WDSM-TV 16 2x2 3>4x4 Gray; GE

•WTCN-TV 16 2x2 3%x4 GE

ROCHESTER 'KROC-TV 16 RCA

MISSISSIPPI

JACKSON

Gray

MERIDIAN WTOK-TV Gray

MISSOURI

KANSAS CITY 4x5 Gray; RCA

KMBC-TV Gray

•WDAF-TV 4x5 Gray; RCA

ST. JOSEPH KFEQ-TV Gray

ST. LOUIS KSD-TV

Gray; S&S

MONTANA
KOOK-TV DuMont

Selectro

NEBRASKA

OMAHA

2x2

2 days Do r

KEYD-TV 16 2x2 4x5 Gray ; RCA 48 1;.

•WCCO-TV 16 2x2 3%x4 Eastman
GE

48 I>.

72

COLUMBIA •KOMU-TV 16 2x2 s&s 72 J

HANNIBAL •KHQA-TV 16 2x2 4x5 DuMont 48 Ol. Dot

JEFFERSON CITY KRCG-TV 16 2x2 RCA 48

JOPLIN KOAM-TV 16 2x2 Gray; RCA 72 T

•KSWM-TV 16 2x2 Gray; RCA lwk

K

J

SEDALIA •KDRO-TV 16 2x2 GE 72 Ja Cil

SPRINGFIELD •KTTS-TV 16 2x2 RCA 24 B

•KYTV 16&35 2x2 RCA 72

E

BUTTE •KXLF-TV 16 2x2 Gray 96 JiMia

GREAT FALLS •KFBB-TV 16 2x2 4x5 DuMont 48 Willr

MISSOULA •KGVO-TV 16 2x2 Holmes 72 n

HASTINGS KHAS-TV 16 2x2 Gray 72 E ~

KEARNEY •KHOL-TV 16 2x2 S'4x4 GE; S&S 72 j. gi:

LINCOLN •KOLN-TV 16 2x2 RCA 72 p ohur

jis in:
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NEVADA

:ity Call letters mm
Slides

tr. op. Projector*

Adv
work

for art

—hours Contact

IAS •KLAS-TV 16 2x2 Gray 48 Jas. A. Lilly

'KLBJ-TV 16 2x2 Gray 48 Bob Gardner

•KZTV 16 2x2 KCA 48 Richard Colon

MC-8

NEW HAMPSHIRE
•WMUR-TV 16 2x2 3x4 S&S T. C. Sawyer

NEW MEXICO

•KGGM-TV 16 2x2 RCA 48 Bob Van Dtiel

•KOAT-TV 16 2x2 4x5 DuMont 48 Ted L. Snider

•KOB-TV R. S. Nielsen

P. B. McEvoy

NEW YORK
BA1 WROW-TV 16 2x2 GPL

Holmes
1 wk T. S. Murphy

GIMTOM •WNBF-TV 16 2x2 Gray 72 C. Tollock

-WBEN-TV Eastman
Gray

4 days C. Thompson

Gray B. L. Brenner

•WGR-TV 16 2x2 Gray; RCA 72 P. H. Curtis

1TIGE •WCNY-TV 16 2x2 Gray 72 Glenn H. Hall

MG!)N WKNY-TV 16 2x2 Gray 1 wk Herb Gindele

•WABC-TV 16&35 2x2 Bell &
Howell

Daniel Norton

WABD 16&35 2x2 4x3 Bell &
Howell

RCA

72 Wm. Seaman

WATV 16 2x2 RCA 48 R. Amatrudi

•WCBS-TV 16&35 4x5 Gray 4 days M. Lonsberry

•WOR-TV 16&35 2x2 GE: RCA
Bell &
Hnwell

24 Wm. Dix

*WPIX 16&33 2x2 RCA 72 Alice Cook

WRCA-TV 16&35 4x5 2 wks Stanford Lievy

4x5 DuMont 18 Joseph Levy

•WHAM-TV 16 2x2 GE 1 uk Charles Clerks

WHEC-TV 16 2x2 3x4 GE ; Gray 72 L. C. Wheeler

•WVET-TV 16 2x2 GE:Gray 72 A. Murrell-

wright

•E CTADY •WRGB 16 2x2 GE Ink R. F. Reld

A>SE •WHEN-TV 16 2x2 S&S 72 Q. Alderman

•WSYR-TV 16 2x2 3'.iJ! GE; Gray 72 Fred T. Geiger

-

WKTV 18 2x2 3>4x4 Gray; GE.
S&S

48 M. C. Fubco

NORTH CAROLINA
E -LE WLOS-TV 16 2x2 4x5 FTL

Federal

72 B. H. Roberts

ARTTE •WBTV 16 2x2 Projectall 72 P. Kreldler

IEE

ir

» •WTVD 16 2x2 4x5 DuMont 72 H. Middleton

BORO WFMY-TV 16 2x2 4x5 DuMont 72 .Toe B. Lake

ILLE WNCT 16 2x2 Tressel 72 J. Clark. Jr.

GTON *WITN 16&35 2x2 4x5 GE ; Gray 72 Hal Wilson

M GTON •WMFD-TV 16 2x2 RCA 72 R. Dunlea, Sr.

INS N-SALEM •WSJS-TV 16&35 2x2 Selectro 72 Harry Shaw

FILM & SLIDES TELEVISION

NORTH DAKOTA

4
City Call letters mm tr.

Slides

op. Projectors

Adv. for art

work—houn Contact

BISMARCK •KBMB-TV 16 4x5 Bell&
Howell

48 Fred Drewry

FARGO WDAY-TV 16 2x2 4x8 RCA ; Telop 72 Jack Lester

MINOT •KCJB-TV 16 2x2 4x5 DuMont 48 Chester Rietan

VALLEY CITY KXJB-TV 16 2x2 4x5 DuMont 48 Gene Hoag

OH/O
AKRON •WAKR-TV 16 2x2 4x5 Gray ; RCA 72 R. Bostian

ASHTABULA •WICA-TV 16 2x2 Selectro 5 days John Strasen

CINCINNATI WCPO-TV 16 2x2 GE 48 Earl Corbett

•WKRC-TV 16 2x2 3%x4 Bell &
Howell

48 George Rogers

•WLW-T Gray
Si-let tin

48

CLEVELAND John H. Foley

16&35 2x2 3 daj'6 Gene Walz

•WXEL 2x2 3^4x4 48 R. C. Wright

COLUMBUS 48 J. R. Reeves

WTVN-TV 16 2x2 Gray 48 K. C. Wlegand

DAYTON •WHIO-TV 16 2x2 Gray T2 Chuck Gay

WLW-D 16 2x2 Gray 4 days C. Whitecomb

LIMA WIMA-TV 16 2x2 GPL 1 wk R. W. Mack

STEUBENVILLE •WSTV-TV 16 2x2 Gray 72 Joe Proesch

TOLEDO •WSPD-TV 16 2x2 Goldo 2 wks John Saunders

YOUNGSTOWN WFMJ-TV 16 2x2 RCA 24 M. F. Stanley

-WKBN-TV 16 2x2 Eastman 48 J. I. Bowden

ZANESVILLE WHIZ-TV 16 2x2 GPL 7 days Nate Milder

OKLAHOMA

ENID •KGEO-TV 16 2x2 4x5 RCA 72 G. Hornbaum

LAWTON •KSWO-TV 16&35 2x2 Selectro 72 Bill Wheatley

OKLAHOMA CITY KTVQ J. R. Kirchner

KWTV 16 2x2 4x5 RCA Varies Perry Dickey

•WKY-TV 16 2x2 RCA 72 Opers. Desk

•KOTV 18 2x2 4x5 Selectro 72 M. Chambers

*KTVX 16 2x2 Gray 5 days Sid Lasher

Gray John Devino

OREGON
EUGENE RCA Glenn Nickell

MEDFORD KBES-TV 16 2x2 Gpl 72 Opers. Desk

PORTLAND *KLOR 16 2x2 4x5 DuMont 48 S. J. Schile

•KOIN-TV 16 2x2 S&S 72 Ralph Greer

1 day Tom Myers

PENNSYLVANIA
ALTOONA WFBG-TV 16 2x2 3^x4 GPL 3 days Jack Snyder

BETHLEHEM •WLEV-TV 16 2x2 3%x4 Belop 96 E. Anderson

EASTON *WGLV 16 2x2 RCA 3 days P. Gallagher

ERIE *WICU 16 2x2 GE 72 Karl Nelson

WSEE-TV 16 2x2 Gray 48 L. Urbanowicz

(CONTINUED)
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4 FILM & SLIDES TELEVISION

(CONTINUED)

PENNSYLVANIA (cont.)

City Call letters mm
Slides

tr. op. Project (»rs

Adv. tor art

work—hours Contact

HARRISBURG WCMB-TV 16 Gray E, D. Smith

Gray 3 days A. K. Bedmond

•WTPA 16 2x2 Gray 1 wk D. J. Bennett

JOHNSTOWN WARD-TV 16 2x2 Gray 5 Bill Wilson

•WJAO-TV 16 2x2 Selectro 1 wk John Hepburn

PHILADELPHIA Gray Opers. Desk

2x2 3*4x4 GE; Gray John Harlan

•WPTZ 16 3 ',4x4 RCA 72 S. Lee Broza

PITTSBURGH KDKA-TV 16 2x2 DuMont 48 Boger Wolfe

READING WHUM-TV 16 2x2 Selectro 64 Bob Martin

SCRANTON •WARM-TV 16 2x2 Gray 48 Jane O'Hara

•WGBI-TV 16 2x2 Gray; S&S 48 R. McDowell

WILKES-BARRE •WILK-TV 16 2x2 Gray 48 Hal Berg

YORK •WNOW-TV 16 2x2 4x5 DuMont 48 J. E. Schwahn

•WSBA-TV 16 2x2 S&S 48 Jack Herr

RHODE ISLAND

PROVIDENCE •WJAR-TV 16 M. Tesser

SOUTH CAROLINA

ANDERSON "WAIM-TV 16 2x2 3x4 Federal
Gray

72 J. McCallum

CHARLESTON •WCSC-TV 16 2x2 DuMont 72 Boland Weeks

COLUMBIA •WCOS-TV 16 2x2 Eastman 1 wk Harry Wagner

•WIS-TV 16 2x2 BCA 72 Law Epps

•WNOK-TV 16 2x2 DuMont 3 days Bill Routh

FLORENCE •WBTW 16 2x2 3^x4 Projectall

BCA
3 days G. Burnette

GREENVILLE •WFBC-TV 16 2x2 Selectro 72 Robert Glass

WGVL 16 2x2 Projectall 48 BUI Banner

SOUTH DAKOTA

RAPID CITY •KOTA-TV 16 2x2 4x5 Gray; RCA 72 N. Heffron

SISUX FALLS •KELO-TV 16 2x2 RCA 72 M. Stewart

TENNESSEE

CHATTANOOGA •WDEF-TV 16 2x2 RCA 72 Otis H. Segler

JACKSON WDXI-TV 16 2x2 4x5 Federal 72 Harry Thomas

JOHNSON CITY •WJHL-TV 16 2x2 Gray 48 Jack Sausamor

KNOXVILLE •WATE-TV 16&35 2x2 BCA 48 J. T. McCloud

•WTVK-TV 16 2x2 GPL 72 Bill Eckstein

MEMPHIS •WHBQ-TV 16 2x2 3^4x4 Projectall 48 Mark Forrester

•WMCT 16 2x2 Selectro 8 Earl Howry

NASHVILLE 3V4x4 Boy Smith

•WSIX-TV Gene Tanner

•WSM-TV Projectall Trudy Stamper

TEXAS

City Call letters mm
Slides Projectors

tr. op.

work—hours

Adv. for art
,t,, t

ABILENE GE lwk

AMARILLO Federal

Gray

4x5 Gray; RCA

AUSTIN •KTBC-TV

BEAUMONT

CORPUS CHRISTI *KVDO-TV Gray

LUBBOCK 4x5 Gray ; RCA

SAN ANTONIO

WICHITA FALLS -KFDX-TV 16&35 2x2 RCA : Gray

Eastman

UTAH

SALT LAKE CITY *KSL-TV 2x2 Gray

•KUTV BCA

VERMONT

BURLINGTON WCAX-TV 16 2x2 GE

VIRGINIA

HARRISONBURG -WSVA-TV 16 GE

Clec dj

DALLAS •KRLD-TV 16 2x2 4x5 Gray 72 Ves u

•WFAA-TV 16 4x5 DuMont 72

EL PASO •KROD-TV 16 2x2 4x5 BCA 24 Dicl'tt

"KTSM-TV 16 2x2 4x5 Gray 48 Jim ade

•XEJ-TV 1G 2x2 4x5 48 B.

FORT WORTH •KFJZ-TV 16 2x2 4x5 Gray 72 Am rfnelln

WBAP-TV 16 2x2 4x5 Gray ; S&S 2 days Roy B.

GALVESTON •KGUL-TV 16 2x2 Eastman lwk M. Jotaw

HARLINGEN •KGBT-TV 16 2x2 4x5 Gray 1 wk Bay prtoo

HOUSTON •KTRK-TV 16 2x2 4x5 DuMont 72

LAREDO •KHAD-TV 16 2x2 72 S

LONGVIEW *KTVE 16 2x2 Holmes 72 Cir ay

•KDUB-TV 16 2x2 4x5 DuMont 72 Op

LUFKIN •KTRE-TV 16 2x2 Eastman
Gray

1 wk M

SAN ANGELO •KTXL-TV 16 2x2 DuMont 48 J. 1 Huitir

•KCOR-TV 16 2x2 RCA 72 E,i

•KENS-TV 16 2x2 Holmes 72 F.

WOAI-TV 16 2x2 3x4 Gray 48 F. (-gOM

SWEETWATER •KPAR-TV 16 2x2 DuMont 72

TEMPLE •KCEN-TV 16&35 2x2 3x4 Gray 1 wk Opf Desk

TEXARKANA •KCMC-TV 16 2x2 3^x4 GE; Gray 72 Opf Dfsk

WACO •KANG-TV 16 2x2 Holmes 48 J. Keltic

•KWTX-TV 16 Gray 72

WESLACO •KRGV-TV 16 2x2 4x5 GE; Gray 72

LYNCHBURG

NORFOLK

•WLVA-TV 16 DeVry
DuMont

•WTAR-TV Gray

Gray

48 J. D*" 1

1 wk H. Bn»

~~
72 jTilHt.'

4 days H. oldintB

72 H. auer. J
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IKS

t
Call letters mm

Slides

tr. op. Projectors

work—hours

Adv. for art Contact

•WTVR 16 2x2 Gray 48 W M. Havens

•WXEX-TV 16 2x2 RCA 72 G. Oliviere

•WDBJ-TV 16 2x2 4x5 DuMont
RCA

72 B. B. Boggs

•WSLS-TV 16 2x2 RCA 72 C. Garrisan

WASHINGTON
HAM •KVOS-TV 16 2x2 KCA 36 John Sherman

•KING-TV 16 2x2 RCA 43 Al Hunter

•KOMO-TV 16 2x2 3 '4x4 B&L 72 Al Stewart

|

•KHQ-TV 16 2x2 GE; RCA 48 Kola Krooke

•KREM-TV 16 2x2 4x5 DeVry
GPL

48 Robert Temple

•KXLY-TV Al Stenholm

'KTNT-TV GE
Eastman

VV. Spencer

Cy Flory

Joe Ryan

WEST VIRGINIA

UEFLD 'WHIS-TV 16 2x2 RCA 72 P. Flanagan

PISTON •WCHS-TV 16 2x2 4x5 RCA 72 J. Sinclair, Jr.

IRMIT •WJPB-TV 16 2x2 GPL 72 K. Mitchell

TliTON •WHTN-TV 16 2x2 4x5 Gray 48 VV. Bernsau

•WSAZ-TV 16 2x2 RCA 5 days Opers. Desk

K r!L •WOAY-TV 16 2x2 Gray; RCA 24 Vic Ludington

KliBURG •WTAP 16 2x2 Gray 48 Milton Komito

iee'jg •WSTV-TV 16 2x2 Gray lwk S. Evkovich

•WTRF-TV 16 2x2 RCA 72 D. Murdock

WISCONSIN
U C IRE •WEAU-TV 10 2x2 3y4 x4y2 RCA 1 wk R. Kepler

SEHAY •WBAY-TV 16 2x2 3%x4 RCA 72 Jim Krause

URSE *WKBT 16 2x2 3x4 Gray
Tressel

72 Jay Frommert

DISI •WKOW-TV 16 2x2 3%x4 RCA 72 Frank Bignell

•WMTV 16 2x2 RCA 4 days C. Roelandt

RIMTE •WMBV-TV 16 2x2 RCA 48 W. B. Walker

RCA D. McCarthy

Eastman
Gray
RCA

wks J. Fitzgerald

*WXIX 16 2x2 RCA 48 M. Rosenman

R-

H •KDAL-TV 16 2x2 RCA 72 O. Ramsland

•WDSM-TV 16 2x2 3%x4 GE; Gray 48 E. W. Conrad

WSAU-TV 16 2x2 RCA 72 J. Harelson

WYOMING
W. C. Grove

•KENI-TV

ALASKA
2x2 3>4x4 J. D. Ellison

*KTVA 16 2x2 3^x4 GE 72 A. G. Hiebert

•KFAR-TV 16 2x2 4x1} Gray 48 J. M. Miller

*KTVF 16 2x2 3%x4 GE 72 John Griffln

City

HONOLULU

SAN JUAN

MONCTON

ST. JOHN'S

FILM & SLIDES TELEVISION

HAWAII

4
Call letters mm

Slides

tr. op. Projectors

work—hours
Adv. for art

Contact

KHBC-TV 16

•KGMB-TV 16 2x2 RCA 48 S. D. Reid

*KONA 16 2x2 RCA 72 Jim Spencer

Bob Sevey

PUERTO RICO

WKAQ-TV 16 2x2 4x5 GE 48 Oscar Reinosa

CANADA

Alberta
CALGARY CHCT-TV 16 2x2 3x4 GE; Gray 72 Dick Carson

EDMONTON •CFRN-TV 16 2x2 3y4 x4 GE; Gray 72 Eric Candy

LETHBRIDGE CJLH-TV 16 2x2 3%x4 Gray 72 B. Cardwell

British Columbia
VANCOUVER CBUT 16 2x2 10 days P. McDonald

WINNIPEG CBWT 16

Manitoba
2x2 10 days G. M. Brown

New Brunswick
CKCW-TV 16 48 H. Button

CHSJ-TV 16&35 Earl McCarron

Newfoundland
CJON-TV 16 2x2 RCA 1 wk J. Baird

Nova Scot/a

HALIFAX CBHT 16 2x2 Carl MacCaul

SYDNEY CJCB-TV 16 DuMont N. Nathanson

Ontario

BARRIE CKVR-TV 16 2x2 B&H; Gray 72 Chas. Tierney

KINGSTON CKWS-TV 16 2x2 Gray 72 H. M. Edgar

KITCHENER CKCO-TV 16 2x2 3x4 GE 72 W. Whiting

LONDON •CFPL-TV 16 2x2 Gray 72 Tom Bird

NORTH BAY •CKGN-TV 16 2x2 4x5 GE ; Gray Bill Hart

OTTAWA CBOFT 16 2x2

CBOT 16 2x2

PORT ARTHUR CFPA-TV 16 RCA R. H. Parker

SUDBURY CKSO-TV RCA 72 W. T. Woodill

TORONTO CBLT 16 2x2 John Malloy

WINDSOR 'CKLW-TV 16 2x2 Gray 48 N. Hawkins

WINGHAM CKNX-TV 16 2x2 Gray 72 Vin Dittmer

Quebec
JONQUIERE 'CKRS-TV 16 2x2 Gray 96 J. A. Hardy

MONTREAL CBFT 16 2x2 F. Guerard

CBMT 16 2x2 A. Ouimet

QUEBEC CFCM-TV 16 2x2 4x5 DuMont 48

RIMOUSKI •CJBR-TV 16 2x2 4x5 RCA 72

Saskatchewan
CKCK-TV 16 2x2 3x4 GE

SASKATOON CFQC-TV RCA
Stewart

W. Romanow
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4 HOMEMAKING TELEVISION

homemaking

symbol

x indicates station covers appeal

under column heading

See master directory for home-

making hours per week

• Homemaking, identified in the early days

of television with kitchen shows, is in today's tv

scheme of things a huge umbrella under which

one can find most any program designed specifi-

cally for women. In general, the most popular

categories remain: kitchen, home decoration,

child care, do-it-yourself, fashion & beauty.

Kitchen shows remain tops with 87% of the

325 respondents reporting this category. This

is only slightly less than last year when 90%
of respondents claimed kitchen shows. Fashion

is number two with 71% compared with 70%
last year. Home decoration shows rank third

with 67% of the stations reporting them while

54% claimed beauty shows. The above two had

virtually the same ranking last year. A notice-

able decline occurs in the do-it-yourself category

which this year is reported by only 49% of the

stations against 54% in 1955. On the other

hand, child care programs are up from 27%
last year to 49% this year.

Home You Child Fash-

Kitchen Decor Do-It Care Ion Beauty

ALABAMA
BIRMINGHAM _._WABT

WBRC-T
X
X

X
X

X X X X

DECATUR WMSL-TV X X X X X

MOBILE _WALA-TV X X X X

WKRG-TV X X X X X X

MONTGOMERY _ WCOV-TV
WSFA-TV

X X X
X

ARIZONA
PHOENIX .... _KOOL-TV

KPHO-TV
X
X X X

X
X

X

X

KTVK X X X X X X

TUCSON KOPO-TV X X X X

KVOA-TV X X X

ARKANSAS
EL DORADO KRBB X X X X X X

FORT SMITH KFSA-TV X

X

X

X X

X
X

X

X

X

LITTLE ROCK ___.KARK-TV X

KATV X X X X X

KTHV X X X

TEXARKANA . KCMC X X X X X X

CALIFORNIA
BAKERSFIELD __KERO-TV X

CHICO KHSL-TV X

X X X

X
X

X

EUREKA . ... Kl EM-TV
FRESNO KJEO-TV X

X

X
X X

X

XKM J -TV
KVVG X X

LOS ANGELES __KCOP
KHJ-TV X

X
X

KNXT X X X X X X

KTLA X X X X X

SACRAMENTO _ KBET-TV
KCCC-TV

X

X X

KCRA-TV X X X X X X
SALINAS - KSBW-TV X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

SAN DIEGO KFMB-TV X

KFSD-TV X
SAN FRANCISCO KPIX X X

KRON-TV X X X X

Home You Child Fash-
Kitchen Decor Do-It Care Ion Beauty

SAN JOSE KNTV x x x x x x
SAN LUIS OBISPO KVEC-TV x x x x
SANTA BARBARA-KEY-7 x

COLORADO
COLO. SPRINGS KKTV x x x x x

DENVER KBTV x x x x x x
KLZ-TV x x
KOA-TV x

PUEBLO KCSJ-TV x x x x x x

CONNECTICUT
HARTFORD WGTH-TV x

WKNB-TV x
NEW HAVEN ___WNHC-TV x

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
WASHINGTON WRC-TV x x x x

WTOP-TV xx xx
WTTG x x x x x x

FLORIDA
JACKSONVILLE _WMBR-TV x x x x x

MIAMI
WTVJ xx xxx

PENSACOLA WEAR-TV x x x x

TAMPA WFLA-TV x x x x x x

WSUN-TV xxx xx
WTVT x xx

W. PALM BEACH.. WJNO-TV x x xxx
GEORGIA
ALBANY WALB-TV x x x x x x

ATLANTA WAGA-TV x x

WLW-A xx xxx
WSB-TV x x x x x x

AUGUSTA WJBF xxx
WRDW-TV x

COLUMBUS WDAK-TV x x x x x x

WRBL-TV xx x

SAVANNAH WSAV-TV x x x x x x
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HOMEMAKING TELEVISION 4
Home You Child Fash-

Kitchen Decor Do- It Care ion Beauty

IDAHO
BOISE KBOI

K I DO-TV
TWIN FALLS KLIX-TV

ILLINOIS

CHAMPAIGN WCIA
CHICAGO ... WBBM-TV

WBKB
WGN-TV
WNBQ

DECATUR WTVP
HARRISBURG WSIL-TV
PEORIA WTVH
QUINCY __WGEM-TV
ROCKFORD WREX-TV
ROCK ISLAND _ . WHBF-TV
SPRINGFIELD .. WICS

INDIANA
ELKHART .....

EVANSVILLE

FORT WAYNE .

INDIANAPOLIS

SOUTH BEND _

_WSJV-TV
_WEHT
WFIE-TV
_WIN-T
WFBM-TV
WISH-TV
WSBT-TV

IOWA
CEDAR RAPIDS KCRG-TV

WMT-TV
DAVENPORT WOC-TV
DES MOINES KRNT-TV

WHO-TV
WOI-TV

FORT DODGE KQTV
MASON CITY KGLO-TV
OTTUMWA KTVO
SIOUX CITY KTIV

KVTV
WATERLOO _KWWL-TV

KANSAS
TOPEKA WIBW-TV
WICHITA KAKE-TV

KTVH

KENTUCKY
LEXINGTON _ _WLEX-TV
LOUISVILLE .WAVE-TV

LOUISIANA
BATON ROUGE _

LAKE CHARLES

MONROE
NEW ORLEANS .

SHREVEPORT

MAINE
BANGOR

WAFB-TV
WBRZ
KPLC-TV
KTAG-TV
KNOE-TV
WDSU-TV
WJMR-TV
KSLA-TV
KTBS-TV

_WABI-TV
W-TWO
WCSH-TV
WGAN-TV

PORTLAND .......

MARYLAND
BALTIMORE WAAM

WMAR-TV
SALISBURY WBOC-TV

MASSACHUSETTS
BOSTON WBZ-TV

WNAC-TV
WTAO-TV

SPRINGFIELD WHYN-TV
WWLP

XXX
XXXX

X XXXX

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X X

X

X

X X

X X

X X
X X

X X

Home You Child Fash-
Kitchen Decor Do-It Care ion Beauty

MICHIGAN
BAY CITY WNEM-TV x
CADILLAC — WWTV x

DETROIT CKLW-TV x

WWJ-TV x

WXYZ-TV x

GRAND RAPIDS -WOOD-TV x

KALAMAZOO WKZO-TV
LANSING WJIM-TV x

TRAVERSE CITY . WPBN-TV x

MINNESOTA
DULUTH- KDAL-TV x

SUPERIOR WDSM-TV x

MINNEAPOLIS-
ST. PAUL WCCO-TV x

ROCHESTER KROC-TV x

MISSISSIPPI
JACKSON WLBT x

MISSOURI
COLUMBIA KOMU-TV
HANNIBAL KHQA-TV x

KANSAS CITY KCMO-TV x

KMBC-TV x

WDAF-TV x
ST. JOSEPH KFEQ-TV x
ST. LOUIS KSD-TV x
SPRINGFIELD KTTS-TV x

MONTANA
BILLINGS KOOK-TV x
BUTTE KXLF-TV
GREAT FALLS KFBB-TV x
MISSOULA KGVO-TV

NEBRASKA
HASTINGS KHAS-TV x
KEARNEY KHOL-TV x

LINCOLN KOLN-TV x

OMAHA KMTV x

WOW-TV x

NEVADA
LAS VEGAS KLAS-TV x

KLRJ-TV x

NEW HAMPSHIRE
MANCHESTER __ WMUR-TV x

NEW MEXICO
ALBUQUERQUE _KGGM-TV x

KOAT-TV x
KOB-TV x

ROSWELL KSWS-TV

NEW YORK
ALBANY WROW-TV x

BINGHAMTON WNBF-TV x

BUFFALO WGR-TV x

CARTHAGE WCNY-TV x

NEW YORK C/7T—WABC-TV x
WABD x
WATV
WPIX x

WRCA-TV x

PLATTSBURG WIRI x
ROCHESTER WHAM-TV x

WH EC-TV x

SCHENECTADY .. . WRGB x

SYRACUSE WH EN-TV x

WSYR-TV x

UTICA .... WKTV x

NORTH CAROLINA
ASHEVILLE WLOS-TV x

CHARLOTTE WBTV x

DURHAM WTVD x

GREENSBORO WFMY-TV x

WASHINGTON WITN x

WILMINGTON WMFD-TV x

WINSTON - SALEM WSJS-TV
(CONTINVED)

X X X X X
X X X X

X X X

X X X X X
X X X X
X X

X X X X

X X X

X

X X X

X X

X X X X
X X X X

X XX
X XXX
X X X X X
X X

XXX XX
X

X X X X X

X X X X X
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4 HOMEMAKING TELEVISION

(CONTINUED)

Home You Chilil Fash- Home You Child Fash-
Kitchen Decor Do-It Care Ion Beauty Kitchen Decor Do-It Care

X

Ion

X

Beauty

NORTH DAKOTA SAN ANGELO -KTXL-TV X X X x
MINOT __KCJB-TV X

X X X

X

X

X SAN ANTONIO __-KCOR-TV
KENS-TV

X
XVALLEY CITY __ __KXJB-TV

OH/O SWEETWATER
WOAI-TV
^KPAR-TV

X

xAKRON
ASHTABULA
CINCINNATI

WAKR-TV
_WICA-TV
WLW-T

X

X

X
X

X

X X
TEMPLE
TEXARKANA

_KCEN-TV
KCMC-TV

X

x

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

CLEVELAND WEWS X X X UTAH
WNBK X X X X X X SALT LAKE CITY.. KSL-TV x X X
WXEL X X X X KTVT X X X X X

COLUMBUS ._WBNS X

X

X

X
X
X

X
VERMONT

KUTV X X
WTVN-TV

STEUBENVILLE _.WSTV-TV X X BURLINGTON ___WCAX-TV X X X
TOLEDO _WSPD-TV X X X X X X VIRGINIAYOUNGSTOWN WKBN-TV X X X

OKLAHOMA
ENID .... KGEO-TV X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X

X
X

X
X

LYNCHBURG WLVA-TV
_WVEC-TV
_WTVR
WXEX-TV
WSLS-TV

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X X

X

X

X

X

NORFOLK X

LAWTON _KSWO-TV ixiL>tllVl\Ji\u

ROANOKE

X

OKLAHOMA CITY.KWTV
WKY-TV X

TULSA KOTV X X X X X WASHINGTON
KTVX
KVOO-TV X

X
X X

X
X X X

SEATTLE KING-TV
KOMO-TV

X
X

X X x

OREGON SPOKANE . KHQ-TV X X x x
EUGENE _KVAL-TV X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X X

TACOMA
KXLY-TV
KTNT-TV
KTVW

X

X X

X

X

X

X

_

X
X

X

MEDFORD __KBES-TV X

PORTLAND KLOR X

KOIN-TV X YAKIMA KlMA-TV X X X

KPTV X X X X X X WEST VIRGINIA
PENNSYLVANIA BLUEFIELD _WHIS-TV X X1 Lllll Jl mm V All V

ALTOONA _WFBG-TV
WICU
WSEE-TV
WARD-TV

X

X
X

X
X

CHARLESTON
HUNTINGTON
OAK HI IT.

_WCHS-TV
_WHTN-TV
WOAY-TV

X

X
X X X

X

X
ERIE

JOHNSTOWN
X X

X X

X

X

X
WSAZ-TV X X X X

PHILADELPHIA . WCAU-TV X X X X X X WHEELING _WTRF-TV X X X

WFIL-TV X X X X X X WISCONSIN
WPTZ X X X X X X GREEN BAY WBAY-TV X X X

PITTSBURGH KDKA-TV
WARM-TV

X
X X X

X
X

X

X
MADISON WKOW-TV

WMTV
X

X X X X

X
X

X

SCRANTON X
WGBI-TV X X MARINETTE WMBV-TV X X X X X X

W1LKES-BARRE . WILK-TV X X X X X MILWAUKEE ____WISN-TV X
YORK WNOW-TV X X X X X X WXIX X X X

SOUTH CAROLINA SUPERIOR- _KDAL-TV X X X X

ANDERSON WAIM-TV
_WCSC-TV

X
X

X

X X

X
X

X

X
X

X

DULUTH
WAT'S ATI

WDSM-TV
WSAU-TV

X

X

X X

CHARLESTON __
COLUMBIA _ _WIS-TV X

X
X

X
X

X

X X

X

X WYOMING
CHEYENNE KFBC-TV X X X XFLORENCE WBTW

GREENVILLE _WFBC-TV
WGVL-TV

X X

X

X X
X X

CANADA
SOUTH DAKOiTA

KELO-TV X X X

ALBERTA
CALGARY _CHCT-TV X

X

X

X
X X X

X

X
SIOUX FALLS EDMONTON CFRN-TV X

TENNESSEE BRITISH COLUMBIA
VANCOUVER CBUT X X X X X

CHATTANOOGA . WDEF-TV X X X X X MANITOBA
JACKSON _WDXI-TV X X X ir'IAIAITDJT/^ ^D\A/T

JOHNSON CITY . WJHL-TV X X X X X
W ll\l\lr£.lr ... -won I

NEW BRUNSWICK
X X X X X

KNOXVILLE _WATE-TV X X MONCTON
NEWFOUNDLAND

CKCW-TV
WTVK-TV X X X X

X X X X

MEMPHIS ... _WHBQ-TV
WMCT

X

X

X
X

X X X

X
X
X

ST fOHN'S CJON-TV X X X Xi-' 1 • J _/ liii kj

NOVA SCOT/A
NASHVILLE WSM-TV X X X X X HAT IFAY _CBHT X X X X X
TEXAS

II fXLjl I /I __ ..

ONTARIO
AR1T.F.NF. KRBC-TV X BARRIE .CKVR-TV X

AMAR1LL0 _KFDA-TV X

X
X
X

X X
X

X

X
X
X

KINGSTON .

KITCHENER
CKWS-TV
CKCO-TV

X

X X X X XKGNC-TV
AUSTIN KTBC-TV X X X X LONDON CFPL-TV X X X X X X

BEAUMONT KFDM-TV X OTTAWA CBOFT X X X X X
CORPUS C„/?/S77_KVDO-TV X CBOT X X X X X
DALLAS _KRLD-TV X

X X X X
X
X

X
X

SUDBURY
TORONTO

CKSO-TV
CBLT

X

X
X

X

X

X X
X

X

X
WFAA-TV

EL PASO _KROD-TV
KTSM-TV

X
X X

X
X

WINGHAM
QUEBEC

CKNX-TV X X X X X X

XEJ-TV X X X X JONQUIERE _CKRS-TV X

FORT WORTH __ WBAP-TV X X X X X MONTREAL CBFT X X X X X
HARLINGEN _KGBT-TV X X CBMT X X X X X
HOUSTON ______KTRK-TV X

X
X
X

X
X X

X
X

X
X

OUFRFC CFCM-TV X
X

X
LONGVIEW . KTVE RIMOUSKI CJBR-TV
LUBBOCK KCBD-TV X SASKATCHEWAN

KDUB-TV X X X X RFCINA CKCK-TV X X X
T.UFK1N _KTRE-TV X SASKATOON CFQC-TV X X X X X X
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SPECIAL APPEALS TELEVISION

• Of the 495 stations now on the air or sched-

uled to go on the air at an early date, 1 1%
report special appeal programing. This is a

slight increase over last year. Among these sta-

tions catering to the marginal audiences there is

this trend: more stations are doing negro pro-

graming this year than in the two preceding

years. In 1954 eight stations reported negro

porgramingj in 1955, 19 stations claimed such

programing while today 35 stations claim this

category. Spanish language programing ranks

second with 1 7 stations reporting it compared to

nine last year; Polish is third, six stations re-

porting (last year two used it) ; Italian slipped

somewhat, only five reporting it this year. Oth-
ers are divided among the following language

categories: German, two stations; Greek and
Ukrainian, one station each.

4

ALABAMA
DECATUR
WMSL-TV.. ..Negro—% hr wk: talent

ARIZONA
PHOENIX
KTVK.... Spanish—% per wk: newsreel in-

terviews

TUCSON
KVOA....Spanish—5 hr wk: variety

YUMA
KIVA... .Spanish—7 hrs wk: mixed Span-

ish & Amer. program

ARKANSAS
LITTLE ROCK
KARK-TV.. ..Negro— 1 hr wk: feature film

CALIFORNIA
FRESNO
KVVG.. ..Spanish— 1 hr wk

LOS ANGELES
KCOP.. ..Negro—% hr. wk: variety

KNXT....Negro—% hr wk: musical variety

Spanish—% hr wk
Hawaiian—% hr wk: musical

varieties

SALINAS
KSBW-TV.. ..Spanish—1 hr wk: film

SAN DIEGO
XETV... .Spanish—6 hrs wk: feature films

SAN FRANCISCO
KSAN-TV....Negro—5 hrs wk: variety

SAN JOSE
KNTV....Spanish—1 hr wk: musical variety

SANTA BARBARA
KEY-T... .Negro—% hr wk: variety

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
WASHINGTON
WTTG... .Negro—% hr wk: variety

Jewish—M> hr wk: variety

FLORIDA
FT. LAUDERDALE
WITV....Negro— 1 hr wk: music

MIAMI
WTVJ... .Spanish—% hr wk: "Alec Gibson

Show"
TAMPA
WTVT....NegTO—% hr wk: live variety

GEORGIA
AUGUSTA
WJBF... .Negro—3 hrs wk: quartets

SAVANNAH
WSAV-TV... .Negro—% hr wk: educational

forum Savannah State College

KENTUCKY
LEXINGTON
WLEX-TV.. ..Negro—% hr wk: D.J.

LOUISIANA
NEW ORLEANS
WJ MR-TV....Negro—8 hrs wk

SHREVEPORT
KTBS-TV....Negro—1 hr wk: variety

MARYLAND
BALTIMORE
WAAM... .Negro—% hr wk: variety

MICHIGAN
BAY CITY
WNEM-TV.. ..Polish—% hrwk: Polka party

DETROIT
WXYZ-TV....Negro—4 hrs wk: talent

Italian—x hrs wk; features in

English

Polish—x hrs wk: music, 'Club

Polka', variety in English

MINNESOTA
DULUTH-SUPERIOR
WDSM-TV.. ..Polish—

y

2 hr wk: musical

MISSISSIPPI
JACKSON
WJTV....Negro

—

V-i hr wk: musical, docu-

mentary

MISSOURI
ST. LOUIS

KTVI... .German—% hr wk: variety

Italian—% hr wk: film, inter-

view
Jewish—

V

2 hr wk: interview,

variety

Polish—% hr wk: music, danc-

ing, interview

NEVADA
LAS VEGAS
KLAS-TV....Negro

—

V-i hr wk: gospel singers

NEW YORK
NEW YORK
WATV....Negro—% hr wk: spiritual, % hr

wk: variety

German—% hr wk
Greek— 1 hr wk
Italian— 12 hrs wk
Jewish— 1 hr wk
Polish—% hr wk
Spanish—5 hrs wk
Ukrainian—1 hr wk

NORTH CAROLINA
CHARLOTTE
WBTV....Negro—% hr wk: comedy

y> hr wk: variety

WASHINGTON
WITN... .Negro—% hr wk: orchestra

OH/O
CINCINNATI
WCPO-TV.. ..Negro—1 hr wk: choral and

spiritual

CLEVELAND
WNBK. ...Negro—1 hr wk: music

STEUBENVILLE
WSTV-TV.. ..Italian—

y

2 hr wk: drama
TOLEDO
WSPD-TV....Negro— 1 hr wk: community

center program

PENNSYLVANIA
HARRISBURG
WCMB-TV....Negro—2 hr wk: musical

SOUTH CAROLINA
ANDERSON
WAIM-TV... .Negro— 1 hr wk: musical

CHARLESTON
WCSC-TV.. ..Negro—

y

2 hr wk: talent

GREENVILLE
WFBC-TV....Negro—% hr wk: discussion,

music
WGVL-TV....Negro—2 hrs wk: feature films

TENNESSEE
JACKSON
WDXI-TV....Negro—% hr. wk: Lane College

Choir
JOHNSON CITY
WJHL-TV.. ..Negro—y hr wk: quartet

KNOXVILLE
WTVK-TV.. ..Negro— 1 hr wk: disk-jockey

TEXAS
CORPUS CHRISTI
KVDO-TV.. ..Spanish—% hr wk: bi-lingual

variety

EL PASO
XEJ-TV....49 hr wk: All Spanish
LAREDO
KHAD-TV....Spanish—5 hrs wk

SAN ANTONIO
KCOR-TV....Negro—2 hrs wk: religious,

historic

Spanish—26 hrs wk: all Spanish

WESLACO
KRGV-TV.... Spanish—% hr wk: variety

WEST VIRGINIA
OAK HILL
WOAY-TV....Negro—

y

2 hr wk: singing

WISCONSIN
SUPERIOR-DULUTH
WDSM-TV.. ..Polish—% hr wk: musical

WYOMING
CHEYENNE
KFBC-TV.. ..Spanish—% hr wk
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4 SPORTS TELEVISION

sports

symbols

* local live coverage

J film coverage

f network coverage

• 151 stations report play-by-play coverage

of sports events. Network coverage was re-

ported most often, with film coverage ranking

second and local live coverage reported least

often. An interesting note from the sports re-

sponses to the Buyers' Guide questionnaire is

the wide variety of sports reported—21 in all.

Here is how they break down:

NO. STATIONS

Football 254

Basketball 169

Boxing _ 130

Wrestling 110

Baseball 108

Bowling 52

Hockey 22

Horse Racing 19

Curling 3

Fishing 3

NO. STATIONS

Golf 3

Roller Derby 3

Auto Racing 2

Hunting 2

Skiing 2

Bull Fights

Fair Games

Jai-Alai

Rodeo

Tennis

W. C. Relays

City

BIRMINGHAM

MOBILE

MONTGOMERY

PHOENIX

TUCSON

YUMA

ALABAMA

Call Letters Baseball Basketball Football

WABT collt*;

prot

prot: hst collf;
prot

boxingt

WBRC-TV

WALA-TV NCAAt NCAAt

WKRG-TV maj lgt

WSFA-TV coat collt

ARIZONA
KOOL-TV wrestl'g't

hunt'g*

fishing*

KPHO-TV

KTVK boxingt
wrestl'gt*

KVAR boxingt
wrestl'gt

K0PO-TV x*

KVOA-TV collt prot

KIVA

ARKANSAS
FT. SMITH KFSA-TV wrestl'gt

boxingt

LITTLE ROCK KARK-TV NCAAt
collt

Bowl games!

TEXARKANA K CMC-TV wrld srst prot NCAAt rac'gt

BAKERSFIELD

CALIFORNIA
KERO-TV prot

EUREKA KIEM-TV big tent boxingt
wrestl'gt

FRESNO KJEO maj lgt:

tas* collt

W. C.

relays

KMJ-TV NOAAt
prot

boxingt

golft

City

LOS ANGELES

SACRAMENTO

SALINAS

SAN DIEGO

Call Letters Baseball Basketball Football

KTTV

KCRA-TV prot prot

KSBW-TV xt it

KSAN-TV

SAN JOSE KNTV coll*;

big tent

STOCKTON KOVR

Others

KABC-TV xtixt

KCOP coll* ; pro*

KHJ-TV pro* boxingt

bowl'gt

KNTX coll* coll* races*

KRCA prot NCAAt boxingt
golft

KTLA roller

derby;
rodeo*

wrestl'g*

Jalopy
derby*

wrestl'g*

KBET-TV xt xt xt rac'gt

KCCC-TV ruin lgt wrestl'gt

boxingt

box'gt

KFMB-TV min lgt wrestl'gt

KFSD-TV coll* xt boxingt

XETV jai-alai*

KGO-TV prot

KPIX maj lgt big tent

prot

prot horse

racest

KRON-TV wrld srst NCAAt
Bowl
Gamest

boxingt

horse

rac'g*

wrestl'gt
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COLORADO

City Call Letters Baseball Basketball Football Others

COLORADO SP'S KKTV big tent colli

maj lgt

boxingt

DENVER KBTV prot

KTVR hs*
local*

boxlngt

GRAND JUNCTION KFXJ-TV coiit wrest l'gt

PUEBLO KCSJ-TV NCAAt
colli

boxingt
WTestl'gi

CONNECTICUT
BRIDGEPORT xt

HARTFORD WKNB-TV NCAAt

NEW HAVEN WNHC-TV prot collt prot boxlngt
wrestl'gt

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
WASHINGTON WRC-TV coll*

prot

NOAAt

prot

WTTG maj lg*

FLORIDA
JACKSONVILLE WMBR-TV colli ; prot

ORLANDO WDBO-TV NCAAt
prot

boxingt
wrestl'gt

PENSACOLA

TAMPA

WEAR-TV maj lgt pro; coll;

hs*

boxingt

WFLA-TV collt

WSUN-TV NOAAt fishingt

Hialeaht

WTVT it prot prot fishing"t

bowTgi

W. PALM BEACH WEAT-TV prot

Bowl
Gamest

WJNO-TV prot NCAAt
collt

GEORGIA
boxingt
wrestl'gt

ATLANTA WAGA-TV boxlngt

WLW-A colli

WSB-TV coll*;

wrld srst

collt NCAAt
colli

boxingt

AUGUSTA WJBF NCAAt wrestl'gt

WRDW-TV collt

COLUMBUS WDAK-TV coll* prot boxingt

WRBL-TV btg tent prot boxingt
wrestl'gt

SAVANNAH WSAV-TV NCAAt NCAAt

THOMASVILLE WCTV collt

IDAHO
BOISE -TV coll*; big tent collt

prot Bowl
Gamest

boxingt

IDAHO FALLS boxingt
wrestl'gt

CHAMPAIGN WCIA
ILLINOIS
collt coU; hs* NCAAt boxingt

CHICAGO WBBM-TV xt big tent big tent

WBKB big ten* bowl's*

WGN-TV maj lgs* prot boxingt
wrestl'g*

WNBQ boxing*

golf*

DECATUR bowl'gi

wrestl'gt

boxingt

SPORTS TELEVISION 4
City Call Letters Baseball Basketball Football Others

PEORIA WTVH big tent boxingt

QUINCY WGEM-TV prot NCAAt bowl'gi

box'gt

ROCKFORD WREX-TV prot NCAAt NCAAt horse

rac'gt

ROCK ISLAND WHBF-TV collt ;

prot

SPRINGFIELD prot hsi NCAAt

INDIANA
ELKHART WSJV-TV boxingt

WTestl'gi

EVANSVILLE WEHT xt hs* xt wrestl'gt

WFIE-TV maj lgst pro* maj lg"

FT. WAYNE WIN-T big tent prot

WKJG-TV xt bowl'gi

wrestl'gt

INDIANAPOLIS WFBM-TV prot NCAAt boxingt

bowl'gt

WISH-TV big tent

LAFAYETTE WFAM-TV maj lgst

SOUTH BEND WNDU-TV collt collt* NCAAt

WSBT-TV big tent big tent rac'gt

TERRE HAUTE WTHI-TV big tent bowl'gi

IOWA
CEDAR RAPIDS KCRG-TV prot

WMT-TV xt big tent

DAVENPORT

DES MOINES

prot ;hst NCAAt

KRNT-TV colli

WHO-TV maj lgt prot ; collt NCAAt

prot ; colli

FT. DODGE -KQTV prot

MASON CITY KGLO-TV boxingt

wrestl'gt

OTTUMWA KTVO NCAAt
collt

SIOUX CITY KVTV maj lgt

coll*

xt collt ; prot boxingt

WATERLOO KWWL-TV xt xt ;prot

GREAT BEND

KANSAS
KCKT-TV collt; prot boxingt

wrestl'gt

TOPEKA WIBW-TV prot bowlingt
wrestl'gt

WICHITA KAKE-TV collt; hsi boxingt

KEDD prot

KTVH big tent

KENTUCKY
LEXINGTON WLEX-TV colli colli ; hsi horse

racingt

LOUISVILLE WAVE-TV wrld srst NCAAt
prot

boxing*t

bowl'gi

LOUISIANA
ALEXANDRIA KALB-TV colli

BATON ROUGE WAFB-TV big tent prot wrestl'gt

WBRZ NCAAt
colli

boxingt

LAFAYETTE KLFY-TV maj lgt prot* prot* wrestl'gt

LAKE CHARLES KTAG-TV collt

;

big tent

coll* ;hs*

MONROE KNOE-TV NCAAt prot ; collt boxingt
wrestl'gt

NEW ORLEANS WOSU-TV X* X*

WJMR-TV Fair-

games

(CONTINUED)
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4 SPORTS TELEVISION

LOUISIANA (continued)

City Call Letters Baseball Basketball Football Others

SHREVEPORT KSLA-TV prof

KTBS-TV NCAAt
colli

MAINE
WABITV wrestl'gt

W-TWO coll* ; hs*

PORTLAND WCSH-TV maj lgt prot prot tennlst

BALTIMORE

MARYLAND
WAAM maj Ig*t pro*t boxingt

wrestl'gt

WMAR-TV x* big tent
Bowl
gamest

bowl'g*

wrestl'g*

BOSTON

MASSACHUSETTS
WBZ-TV maj lg* pro* NCAAt

Bowl
gamest

boxlngt

WNAC-TV maj Ig*

PITTSFIELD WMGT boxlngt
wrestl'gt

SPRINGFIELD WHYN-TV collt;prot maj lgt

WW LP wrld srst NCAAt

ANN ARBOR

MICHIGAN
WPAG-TV boxing*

BAY CITY WNEM-TV maj lgt P*ot NCAAt

CADILLAC WWTV ma] lgt big tent prot hockeyt
wrestl'gt

DETROIT WJBK-TV maj lg* pro*

NCAAt boxlngt
hockey*

WXYZ-TV NCAAt boxlngt
hockey*

GRAND RAPIDS WOOD-TV maj lgt collt ,T>rot collt ;prot

KALAMAZOO WKZO-TV xt xt racingt

LANSING WJIM-TV big tent boxlngt
hockeyt

collt ; prot boxingt
wrestl'gt

SAGINAW WKNX-TV xt bowl'gt
boxingt
fishingt

hunt'gt

skl'gt

TRAVERSE CITY WPBN-TV x* X* boxlngt

AUSTIN

MINNESOTA
KMMT prot

DULUTH-
SUPERIOR

WDSM-TV maj lgt; coll*;prot

coll*

prot curl'g*

hockey*
horse

racingt

MINNEAPOLIS.
ST. PAUL

KEYD-TV coll* ;hs*

pro*

boxingt
wrestl'gt

WCCO-TV maj lgt prot collt ; prot bowl'gt*

wrestl'gt*

WTCN-TV prot boxlngt

ROCHESTER KROC-TV NCAAt

JACKSON

MISSISSIPPI
WJTV prot boxingt

MERIDIAN WTO K-TV prot

COLUMBIA

MISSOURI
KOMU-TV prot NCAAt boxingt

JEFFERSON CITY KRCG-TV big ten* collt ;bst

KANSAS CITY NCAAt
prot

boxingt;
wrestl'gt*

KMBC-TV prot bowl'g*

wrestrgt

City

ST. JOSEPH

ST. LOUIS

LAS VEGAS

RENO

MANCHESTER

ALBUQUERQUE

NEW YORK

ASHEVILLE

Call Letters Baseball Basketball Football Others

KFEQ-TV maj Igst big tent

AAU*
prot

Bowl gamest

big tent NCAAt boxingt
bowl'g*

collt; prot boxingt
bowl'gt
roller

derbyt
wrestl'gt

SPRINGFIELD KTTS-TV xt xt bowl'gt

wrestl'gt

BILLINGS KOOK-TV

MONTANA
xt

KEARNEY KHOL-TV

NEBRASKA
maj lgt collt ; prot

LINCOLN KOLN-TV prot ;collt wrestl'gt

OMAHA KMTV pro* coll* car rac'g*

WOW-TV NCAAt bowlingt
wrestl'gt

NEVADA
KLAS-TV boxlngt

prot NCAAt

KZTV collt prot
Bowl
gamest

NEW HAMPSHIRE
WMUR-TV coll* ,-prot boxlngt

bowl'gt
wrestl'gt

NEW MEXICO
KGGM-TV prot big tent bowlingt

KOAT-TV boxing*t

wrestl'g*t

KOB-TV NCAAt
collt

boxingt
wrestl'g*

NEW YORK
ALBANY WROW-TV xt big tent prot;

NCAA

BUFFALO WBEN-TV xt

WGR-TV collt ; hst collt; hst;

prot

boxingt
wrestl'gt

CARTHAGE WCNY-TV maj lgt prot bowl'gt

KINGSTON WKNY-TV NCAAt
prot

wrestl'gt

WABD prot boxingt

wrestl'gt

WATV coll* wrestl'g*

WCBS-TV big tent Bowl
gamest

horse

rac'gt

WOR-TV maj lg*

WPIX maj lg* prot bowling*

WRCA-TV prot NCAAt bowlingt

PLATTSBURG WIRI prot NCAAt bowlingt

wrestl'gt

ROCHESTER WHAM-TV prot prot

WVET-TV maj lgt big tent NCAAt boxlngt

SCHENECTADY WRGB horse

racingt

SYRACUSE WHEN-TV boxlng*t

WSYR-TV min lg* xt xt boxlngt

NORTH CAROLINA
WLOS-TV prot boxingt*

wrestl'gt

CHARLOTTE WBTV maj lgt Prot

wrld srst

NCAAt
prot ;collt
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NORTH CAROLINA (continued)

City Call Letters Baseball Basketball Football Others

DURHAM WTVD coll}:

GREENSBORO WFMY-TV prot ;coll*

GREENVILLE WNCT prof boxingt
wrestl'gt

WASHINGTON WITN xt xt xt

WILMINGTON WIHFD-TV NCAAt
collt

WINSTON-SALEM WSJS-TV NCAAt NCAAt
collt

boxingt

NORTH DAKOTA
BISMARCK KBMB-TV xt xt

MINOT KCJB-TV rt

VALLEY CITY KXJB-TV prot;coll* collt* bowlingt
wrestl'gt

OH/O
AKRON WAKR-TV boxingt

wrestl'gt

CINCINNATI prot boxingt

bowl'gt

wrestl'gt

WLW-T wrestl'g*

CLEVELAND WEWS pro* boxingt

bowl'gt
wrestl'gt

WNBK wrldsrst NCAAt
Bowl
gamest

WXEL bowl'g*

;

box'gt;

wrsetl'gt

COLUMBUS WBNS-TV boxingt

prot NCAAt boxingt

WTVN-TV ma] lg*t prot boxingt

wrestl'gt

DAYTON WHIO-TV maj lg* coll*

WLW-D coll* bowling*

STEUBENVILLE WSTV-TV collt boxing*

TOLEDO WSPD-TV maj lgt collt ;prot bowlingt
wrestl'gt

YOUNGSTOWN WKBN-TV collt ;prot boxingt
bowl'gt
wrestl'gt

ZANESVILLE WHIZ-TV big tent

NCAAt
prot

boxingt

bowl'gt

OKLAHOMA
ENID KGEO-TV collt ;hst collt ;hst

LAWTON KSWO-TV collt ;hst prot

OKLAHOMA CITY KWTV big tent prot wrestl'gt

WKY-TV prot NCAAt
collt

boxingt

TULSA KOTV min Ig* collt ;hst

Bowl
gamest

wrestl'g*

KTVX prot

KVOO-TV collt NCAAt
coll*

OREGON
EUGENE KVAL-TV NCAAt-

prot

boxingt
wrestl'gt

MEDFORD prot

PORTLAND KLOR prot boxingt

wrestl'gt

KOIN-TV wrestl'g*

KPTV prot

PENNSYLVANIA
WLEV-TV hs*

bowl'gt

BETHLEHEM

EASTON WGLV collt ;hst collt ;hst prot :collt boxing*

SPORTS TELEVISION 4
City Call Letters Baseball Basketball Football Others

ERIE WICU prot

WSEE-TV maj lgt big tent collt bowl'g*

HARRISBURG WCMB-TV prot prot boxingt

wresU'rt

WTPA xt xt boxingt

JOHNSTOWN tf xtt boxingt
racingt

wrestl'gt

WJAC-TV wrldsrs* prot ;colI* boxing*

PHILADELPHIA WFIL-TV maj Ig* NCAAt boxing*:
wrestl'gt

WPTZ maj lg* prot
wrld srst

prot

PITTSBURGH KDKA-TV NCAAt
pro*

boxingt

maj lg*

SCRANTON WARM-TV h»* hs* hs*; collt boxingt

WGBI-TV collt ;hst

WILKES. BARRE WILK-TV boxingt

wrestl'gt

YORK WNOW-TV collt ;prot

WSBA-TV prot;hst boxingt
wrestl'gt

PROVIDENCE

RHODE ISLAND
WJARTV maj lgt

ANDERSON

SOUTH CAROLINA
WAIM-TV prot

CHARLESTON WCSC-TV collt big tent NCAAt boxingt

roller

skatingt

wrestl'gt

COLUMBIA WCOS-TV boxingt
wrestl'gt

WIS-TV NCAAt
collt

WNOK-TV maj lgt big tent

coll*

wrestl'gt

FLORENCE WBTW NCAAt
prot

boxingt
wrestl'gt

GREENVILLE WFBC-TV prot NCAAt

WGVL xtt xtt xtt boxingt
wTestl'gt

SOUTH DAKOTA
RAPID CITY boxingt

bowl'gt

wrestl'gt

SIOUX FALLS KELO-TV collt

CHATTANOOGA WDEF-TV

TENNESSEE
maj lgt prot prot : collt

JACKSON WDXI-TV coll* ; hs* coll*; hs*

JOHNSON CITY WJHL-TV prot

KNOXVILLE WATE-TV prot NCAAt

WTVK-TV big tent

MEMPHIS WHBQ-TV maj lgt big tent

WMCT NCAAt NCAAt
coll*t

NASHVILLE WLAC-TV big tent wrestl'gt

WSM-TV min lg* prot ;eoll* NCAAt
collt

wrestl'g*

ABILENE KRBCTV

TEXAS
xt

AMARILLO KFDA-TV big tent prot wrestl'g*

KGNC-TV prot NCAAt

AUSTIN KTBC-TV maj lgt NCAAt NCAAt boxingt
wrestl'gt

BEAUMONT KFDM-TV Xt prot

(CONTINUED)
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4 SPORTS TELEVISION

TEXAS (continued)

City Call Letters Baseball Basketball Football Others

CORPUS CHRISTI KVDO-TV coll*

DALLAS WFAA-TV NCAAt* boxingt
bowl'gt

KROD-TV NCAAt prott;

collt

KTSM-TV prot

XEJ-TV

FORT WORTH KFJZ-TV collt

~NCAAt
prott
collt

SAN ANTONIO

KENS-TV big tent pro*t

UTAH
SALT LAKE CITY KSL-TV

BURLINGTON

LYNCHBURG

NORFOLK

RICHMOND

BELLINGHAM
SEATTLE

TACOMA

YAKIMA

BLUEFIELD

CHARLESTON
HUNTINGTON"

MADISON

MARINETTE

MILWAUKEE

pro*

prot prot

KUTV pro* collt ;prot

VERMONT
WCAX-TV W collt

VIRGINIA
WLVA-TV prot

WTAR-TV prot prot prot

WVEC-TV prot NCAAt
prot

^VXEX-TV
"WDBJ^TV

- prot

collt

NCAAt
prot

NCAAt NCAAt

WASHINGTON
xt

KING-TV coll* prot

KOMO-TV
KHQ-TV

collt : prot NCAAt
prot prot

prot

collt;

big tent

xt

KTVW

KIMA-TV collt NCAAt
prot

WEST VIRGINIA
WHIS-TV

_WCHS-TV
~wsazTtv^

prot ;collt NCAAt
collt

prot ;collt

wrestl'gt

bowlingt

boxing*
wrestl'g*

boxingt

boxingt

bowl'gt
wrestl'g*

LUBBOCK KDUB-TV collt horse

racingt

LUFKIN KTRE-TV It xt xt wrestl'gt

SAN ANGELO KTXL-TV coll* ;hs* prot ;coll*

bullBghtst

boxingt

coll*;hs*

WISCONSIN
WKOW-TV prot big tent big tent

collt

WMTV big tent NCAAt
prot

NCAAt
prot

big tent big tent

horse

racingt

WOAI-TV prot prot wrestl'g*

TEMPLE KCEN-TV NCAAt NCAAt
TEXARKANA KCMC-TV wrld srst prot NCAAt racingt

WESLACO KRGV-TV prot

boxingt

wrestl'g*

boxing*

boxingt

wrestl'gt

boxingt
wrestl'g*.

boxingt

boxingt
hockey
wrestl'g*

boxingt

boxingt

bowl'gt

hockey*
ski'g*

wrestl'g*

prot ;hs* prot ;colIt boxingt

OAK HILL WOAY-TV xt xt

PARKERSBURG WTAP maj lgt prot NCAAt
prot

WHEELING WTRF-TV maj lgt NCAAt
prot

boxingt

bowl'gt
wrestl'gt

boxingt
bowl'gt
wrestl'gt

boxingt

City Call Letters Baseball Basketball Football Others

SUPERIOR-
DULUTH

WDSM-TV raa) lgt

local* prot;coll* prot

curling*

hockey*

horse

racingt

WAUSAU WSAU-TV xt xt xt

CHEYENNE

ANCHORAGE

FAIRBANKS

HONOLULU

SAN JUAN

CALGARY
LETHBRIDGE

VANCOUVER

WINNIPEG

MONCTON

ST. JOHN'S

HALIFAX

BARRIE
KITCHENER

LONDON
OTTAWA"

JONQUIERE
MONTREAL

SASKATOON

WYOMING
KFBC-TV NCAAt NCAAt

prot

collt

ALASKA

KFAR-TV maj lgt

wrld srst

prott
Bowl
gamest

HAWAII
KGM B-TV
KONA prot

KULA-TV

PUERTO RICO
WKAQ-TV pro*

CANADA
Alberta

CHCT-TV prot

CJLH-TV

British Columbia

Mantoba
CBWT

New Brunswick
CKCW-TV pro*

Newfoundland
CUON-TV prot

Nova Scot/a
CBHT pro*

Ontario
CKVR-TV minlgt

CKCO-TV

prot

prot

CFPL-TV prot

CBOFT pro*

CBOT pro*

Quebec
CKRS-TV
CBFT

CBMT

Saskatchewan
CFQC-TV

boxingt

wrestl'gt

boxingt
bowl'g*

racing*

wrestl'gt

boxing*

bowl'gt

boxingt
wrestl'gt

horse

racing*

wrestl'gt

boxing*
bowl'g*

hockey*

wrestl'g*

boxing*

bowl'g*

hockey*
wrestl'g*

curling*

hockey*

boxingt*
bowling*

wrestl'gt

boxing*
bowling*

hockey*
wTestl'g*

boxing*
bowl'g*

hockey*

wrestl'g*

TORONTO CBLT pro* boxing*

bowl'g*
hockey*

wrestl'g*

WINGHAM CKNX-TV prot boxingt
hockeytt

wrestl'gt

wrestl'gt

boxing*

bowl'g*
hockey*

wrestl'g*

boxing*
bowl'g*

hockey*
wrestl'g*
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studio

facilities

symbol

x station offers facility

under column heading

STUDIO FACILITIES TELEVISION

• This list of 395 stations is designed to help

the buyer for specialized products. The list

was set up in chart form so that the reader

could easily compile lists of stations offering

each facility. Of greatest significance perhaps is

the very large increase of stations equipped to

receive color telecasts. The jump was from 132

in 1955 to 211 today. A similar increase is

shown in number of stations equipped to trans-

mit color— 124 reported in 1955 Buyers' Guide

compared with 196 today.

346 or 87% have permanent kitchen sets

391 or 98% have permanent living room
sets

315 or 79% have "permanent out-door or

patio sets

238 or 60% have auto ramps

212 or 53% have rear view screens

184 or 46% have remote equipment

310 or 78% are interconnected for black

and white

211 or 53% are interconnected for color

196 or 49% are equipped to transmit color

4

City

ALABAMA
Kit- Liv'g Out- Auto Rear Re- B&w Color Sends

Call letters chen rm door ramp view mote line line color

BIRMINGHAM WABT X X X X X X X X

WBRC-TV X X X X X X X X X

DECATUR WMSL-TV X X

MOBILE WALA-TV X X X X X

WKRG-TV X X X X X X X X

MONTGOMERY WCOV-TV X X X X X

WSFA-TV X X X X X X X

PHOENIX KOOL-TV

ARIZONA
XXX X X X X X

KPHO-TV X X X X X X X X X

KTVK X X X X X X X X X

KVAR X X X X X X X X

TUCSON KOPO-TV X X X X X

KVOA-TV X X X X

EL DORADO

ARKANSAS
KRBB xxx X X X X

FORT SMITH KFSA-TV X X X X X X

LITTLE ROCK KARK-TV X X X X X X X X

KATV X X X X X X X X

KTHV X X X X X X

TEXARKANA KCMC-TV x X X X X X X

BAKERSFIELD

CALIFORNIA
KBAK-TV x x x x X

KERO-TV x XXX X X X

CHICO KHSL-TV x X X X X

City

CALIFORNIA (continued)

Kit- Llv'j Out- Auto Rear Re- B&w Color Sends
Call letters chen rm door ramp view mote line line color

KIEM-TV

FRESNO KJEO-TV X X X X X X X X

KMJ-TV X X X X X X X

KVVG X X X X

LOS ANGELES KABC-TV X X X X X X X

KCOP X X X X X X

KHJ-TV X X X X X X X X

KNTX X X X X X X X X X

KRCA X X X X X X X X

KTLA X X X X X X X

KTTV X X X X X X

SACRAMENTO KBET-TV X X X X X X X

KCCC-TV X X X X X X X

KCRA-TV X X X X X X X X

SALINAS KSBW-TV X X X X

SAN DIEGO KFMB-TV X X X X X X X X

KFSD-TV X X X X X X X

XETV X X X X

SAN FRANCISCO KGO-TV X X X X X X

KPIX X X X X X X X X X

KRON-TV X X X X X X X X

KSAN-TV X X X

SAN JOSE KNTV X X X X X

SAN LUIS OBISPO KVEC-TV X X X X X

SANTA BARBARA KEY-T X X

STOCKTON KOVR X X X X

(CONTINUED)
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4 STUDIO FACILITIES TELEVISION

COLORADO

City Call letters

Kit- Liv'g Out- Auto Rear Re- B&w Color Sends

chen rm door ramp view mote line line color

COLORADO SP'GS KKTV X X X X XX
KBTV X X X X X X X

KLZ-TV X X X X X X X X X

KOA-TV X X X X X X X

KTVR X X X X X X

GRAND JUNCTION KFXJ-TV X X X X X

PUEBLO KCSJ-TV X X X X X X X

CONNECTICUT
HARTFORD

WKNB-TV

NEW HAVEN WNHC-TV xxx XX xxx
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

WASHINGTON WRC-TV X X X X X X X X

WTOP-TV X X X X X X X X

WTTG

FLORIDA
FT. LAUDERDALE WITV X X X X X X

JACKSONVILLE WMBR-TV X X X X X X X X

MIAMI WTVJ X X X X X X X

ORLANDO WDBO-TV X X X X X X

PENSACOLA WEAR-TV X X X X X X

WFLA-TV X X X X X X X X X

WSUN-TV X X X X X X

WTVT X X X X X X X X

WEAT-TV X X X X

GEORGIA

ATLANTA

IDAHO
KBOI

ILLINOIS
CHAMPAIGN

CHICAGO

WSB-TV X X X X X X X X

AUGUSTA WJBF X X X X X X X X

WRDW-TV X X X X X X

COLUMBUS WDAK-TV X X X X X X X

WRBL-TV X X X X X X X X X

SAVANNAH WSAV-TV X X X X X X X

THOMASVILLE WCTV X X X X

KIDO-TV X X X

IDAHO FALLS KID-TV X X X X

TWIN FALLS KLIX-TV X X X X

WBBM-TV X X X X X X X

WBKB X X X X X X

WGN-TV X X X X X X X X

WNBQ X X X X X X X X

DECATUR WTVP X X X X X

HARRISBURG WSIL-TV X X X X

City Call letters

Kit-

chen

Liv'g

rm
Out- Auto Rear Re-

door ramp view mote
B&w Color Sends
line line color

PEORIA WTVH X X X X X

QUINCY WGEM-TV X X X X X

ROCKFORD WREX-TV X X X X X X

ROCK ISLAND WHBF-TV X X X X X X X

SPRINGFIELD WICS X X X X X

INDIANA
ELKHART WSJV-TV X X X X X X

EVANSVILLE WEHT X X X X X X

WFIE-TV X X X X X

FORT WAYNE WIN-T X X X X X

WKJG-TV X X X X X X X

INDIANAPOLIS WFBM-TV X X X X X X X X

WISH-TV X X X X X X X

LAFAYETTE WFAM-TV X X X X

SOUTH BEND WNDU-TV X X X X X X X X

WSBT-TV X X X X X X

TERRE HAUTE WTHI-TV X X X X X X X

IOWA
CEDAR RAPIDS KCRG-TV

WMT-TV X X X X X X X

DAVENPORT WOC-TV X X X X X X X

DES MOINES KRNT-TV X X X X X X X X X

WHO-TV X X X X X X X X

WOI-TV X X X X X X X X

FORT DODGE KQTV X X X X X X

MASON CITY KGLO-TV X X X X X X

OTTUMWA KTVO X X X X X X X X

SIOUX CITY KTIV X X X X X X X X

KVTV X X X X X X X X

WATERLOO KWWL X X X

KANSAS
GREAT BEND KCKT-TV X X X X X

PITTSBURG KOAM-TV X X X X X X X

TOPEKA WIBW-TV X X X X X X

KAKE-TV X X X X X X X X

KARD-TV X X

KEDD X X X X X X

KTVH

KENTUCKY
LEXINGTON WLEX-TV

LOUISVILLE

LOUISIANA
ALEXANDRIA KALB-TV X X X X X

BATON ROUGE WAFB-TV X X X X X X

WBRZ X X X X X

LAFAYETTE KLFY-TV X X X X X X

LAKE CHARLES KPLC-TV X X X X X X

KTAG-TV X X X X

MONROE KNOE-TV X X X X X X X X
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STUDIO FACILITIES TELEVISION 4
City Call letters

Kit-

chen

Liv'g

rra

Out-
door

Auto
ramp

Rear

view

Re-
mote

B&w Color Sends
line line color

NEW ORLEANS WDSU-TV X X X X X X X X

WJMR-TV X X X X X X X X X

SHREVEPORT KSLA-TV X X X X X X X

KTBS-TV X X X X X X X X

MAINE
BANGOR

W-TWO X X X X X X

PORTLAND WCSH-TV X X X X X

WGAN-TV X X X X X X X

MARYLAND
BALTIMORE

WMAR-TV

SALISBURY

MASSACHUSETTS
BOSTON WBZ-TV X X X X X X X X X

WNAC-TV X X X X X

WATO X X

PITTSFIELD WMGT X X

SPRINGFIELD WHYN-TV X X X X X

WWLP X X X X X X X X X

MICHIGAN

LANSING

WTO M -TV

WKNX-TV

TRAVERSE CITY WPBN-TV xxx xx

MINNESOTA
AUSTIN KMMT

DULUTH-
SUPERIOR KDAL-TV

MINNEAPOLIS-
ST. PAUL

KEYD-TV

WCCO-TV

WTCN-TV

ROCHESTER KROC-TV

MISSISSIPPI

JACKSON

MERIDIAN WTOK-TV

MISSOURI

ANN ARBOR WPAG-TV X X

BAY CITY WNEM-TV X X X X X X X

CADILLAC WWTV X X X

CKLW-TV X X X X

WJBK-TV X X X X X X

WWJ-TV X X X X X X X X X

WXYZ-TV X X X X X X X

GRAND RAPIDS WOOD-TV X X X X X X X X X

KALAMAZOO WKZO-TV X X X X X X

COLUMBIA KOMU-TV X X X X X

HANNIBAL KHQA-TV X X X X X X X X

JEFFERSON CITY KRCG-TV X X

Kit- Liv'g Out- Auto Rear Re- B&w Color Sends
Call letters chen rm door ramp view mote line line coforCity

KANSAS CITY

KOAM-TV X X X X X X X

KSWM-TV X X X X X X

KCMO-TV X X X X X X X X

KMBC-TV X X X X X

WDAF-TV X X X X X X X X X

ST. JOSEPH KFEQ-TV X X X X X X

ST. LOUIS KSD-TV X X X X X X

KTVI X X X X

SPRINGFIELD KTTS-TV X X X X X X X

MONTANA
BILLINGS KOOK-TV X X X

BUTTE KXLF-TV X X

GREAT FALLS KFBB-TV X X X X

MISSOULA KGVO-TV X X

NEBRASKA
HASTINGS KHAS-TV X X X X X X X

KEARNEY KHOL-TV X X X X X X

LINCOLN KOLN-TV X X

OMAHA KMTV X X X X X X X X

WOW-TV X X X X X X X X X

NEVADA
LAS VEGAS KLAS-TV

KLRJ-TV

NEW HAMPSHIRE
MANCHESTER WMUR-TV

NEW MEXICO
ALBUQUERQUE KGGM-TV X X X X X

KOAT-TV X X X X X X

KOB-TV

ROSWELL KSWS-TV

NEW YORK
ALBANY WROW-TV X X X X X

BINGHAMTON WNBF-TV X X X X X

BUFFALO WGR-TV X X X X

CARTHAGE WCNY-TV X X X X X

KINGSTON WKNY-TV X X X

NEW YORK WABC-TV X X X X X X

WABD X X X X X X X X X

WATV X X X X X X

WCBS-TV X X X X X X X

WOR-TV X X X X

WPIX

WRCA-TV

PLATTSBURG

ROCHESTER WHAM-TV

WH EC-TV

SCHENECTADY WRGB

SYRACUSE WHEN-TV

UTICA

(CONT1NVED)
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4 STUDIO FACILITIES TELEVISION

(CONTINUED)
NORTH CAROLINA

City fell letters

Kit-

chen
Llv'i

rra

Out-

deer

Auto
ran*

Rear
view

Re-
mete

B&w Color Sends
line line color

ASHEVILLE WLOS-TV X X X X X X X X

CHARLOTTE WBTV X X X X X X X X X

DURHAM WTVD X X X X X X X

GREENSBORO WFMY-TV X X X X X X X

GREENVILLE WNCT X X X X X X X

WASHINGTON WITN X X X X X X X

WILMINGTON WMFD-TV X X X X X X X

WINSTON-SALEM WSJS-TV X X X X X

NORTH DAKOTA
BISMARCK KBMB-TV X X X X X

FARGO WDAY-TV X X X

MINOT KOJB-TV X X X X X

VALLEY CITY KXJB-TV X X X X X X X X

OH/O
AKRON WAKR-TV

ASHTABULA WICA-TV

CINCINNATI WCPO-TV

WKRC-TV

WLW-T

CLEVELAND

WNBK

COLUMBUS WBNS-TV

WLW-0

WTVN-TV X X X X X X

DAYTON WHIO-TV X X X X X X X

WLW-D X X X X X X X

STEUBENVILLE WSTV-TV X X X X X

TOLEDO WSPD-TV X X X X X X

YOUNGSTOWN WKBN-TV X X X X X X X

ZANESVILLE WHIZ-TV X X X

OKLAHOMA
ENID KGEO-TV X X X X X X X

LAWTON KSWO-TV X X X X X

OKLAHOMA CITY KWTV X X X X X X X

WKY-TV X X X X X X X

TULSA KOTV

KTVX

KVOO-TV

OREGON
EUGENE KVAL-TV

MEDFORD KBES-TV

PORTLAND KLOR X X X X X X X

KOIN-TV X X X X X X X X X

KPTV

PENNSYLVANIA
ALTOONA WFBG-TV X X

EA8TON WGLV X X X X X X

WICU

WSEE-TV

City Call letter*

Kit-

chen
Llv'g Out- Auto Rear Re-
rm door ramp view mote

B&w Color Sends
line line color

HARRISBURG WCMB-TV X X X X X

JOHNSTOWN WARD-TV X X X

WJAO-TV X X X X X

PHILADELPHIA WCAU-TV

WFIL-TV

WPTZ X X X X X X X

PITTSBURGH KDKA-TV X X X X X X X X

READING WHUM-TV X X X X X

SCRANTON WARM-TV X X X X X X

WGBI-TV X X X X X

WILKES-BARRE WILK-TV X X X X X X

YORK WNOW-TV X X X X X X

WSBA-TV X X X X X

RHODE ISLAND
PROVIDENCE WJAR-TV

SOUTH CAROLINA
ANDERSON WAIM-TV

CHARLESTON WCSC-TV

COLUMBIA WCOS-TV X X X X X X X

WIS-TV X X X X X X X

FLORENCE WBTW X X X X X X X X

GREENVILLE WFBC-TV X X X X X X X

WGLV X X X

SOUTH DAKOTA
RAPID CITY

SIOUX FALLS

KOTA-TV

keloTttT

TENNESSEE
CHATTANOOGA WDEF-TV X X X X

JACKSON WDXI-TV X X X X X X X

JOHNSON CITY WJHL-TV X X X X X

KNOXVILLE WATE-TV X X X X X X

WTVK-TV X X X X X

MEMPHIS WHBQ-TV X X X X

WMCT X X X X X X X X

NASHVILLE WLAO-TV X X X X X X X X

WSM-TV X X X X X X X X X

TEXAS
ABILENE KRBC-TV X X X X X

AMARILLO KFDA-TV X X X X

KGNC-TV X X X X X X X X X

AUSTIN KTBC-TV X X X X X X

BEAUMONT KFDM-TV X X X X X

CORPUS CHRISTI KVDO-TV X X X X

DALLAS KRLD-TV X X X X X X X X

WFAA-TV X X X X X X X X

EL PASO

KTSM-TV

XEJ-TV X X X X

FORT WORTH KFJZ-TV X X X X

WBAP-TV X X X X X X X X
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City Call letters

Kit-
chen

Liv'g
mi

Out-
door

Auta Rear Re- B&w
ramp view mote line

Color Sends
line color

HARLINGEN KGBT-TV X X X X

HOUSTON KTRK-TV X X X XX X

LAREDO KHAD-TV X X X X

LONGVIEW KTVE X X X X

LUBBOCK KCBD-TV X X X X X

KDUB-TV X X X X X X X

LUFKIN KTRE-TV X X X

SAN ANGELO KTXL-TV X X X X X

SAN ANTONIO KCOR-TV X X X X X

KENS-TV X X X X X

WOAI-TV X X X X X X X

SWEETWATER KPAR-TV X

TEMPLE KCEN-TV X X X X X X X

TEXARKANA KCMC-TV X X X X X X X

WESLAC KRGV-TV X X X X X

UTAH
SALT LAKE CITY KSL-TV X X X X X X X X X

KTVT X X X X X X X X

KUTV X X X X X X X X

BURLINGTON WCAX-TV

VERMONT
X X X X X

LYNCHBURG WLVA-TV

VIRGINIA
X X X X

NORFOLK WTAR-TV X X X X X X X

WVEC-TV X X X X X X

RICHMOND WTVR X X X X X X X X

WXEX-TV X X X X X X

ROANOKE WDBJ-TV X X X X X X X X

WSLS-TV X X X X X X X

BELLINGHAM

WASHINGTON
KVOS-TV X

SEATTLE KING-TV X X X X X X X X X

KOMO-TV X X X X X X X

SPOKANE KHft-TV

KREM-TV

KXLY-TV X X X X X X X X X

TACOMA KTNT.TV X X X X X X X X X

KTVW X X X X X X

YAKIMA Kl MA-TV X X X X X X X

WEST VIRGINIA
BLUEFIELD WHIS-TV X X X X X X

CHARLESTON WOHS-TV X X X X X X X X

HUNTINGTON WHTN-TV X X X

W8AZ-TV X X X X X X X X X

OAK HILL WOAY-TV X X X X X X

PARKERSBURG WTAP X X X X X

WHEELING WTRF-TV X X X X X X X

WISCONSIN
GREEN BAY WBAY-TV X X X X

MARINETTE WMBV-TV X X X X X X

LA CROSSE WKBT X X X

MADISON WKOW-TV X X X X

WMTV X X X X X X

MILWAUKEE WISN-TV X X X X X X X

WXIX X X X X X X X X X

HONOLULU

SAN JUAN

STUDIO FACILITIES TELEVISION 4
City Call letters

Kit- Liv'g Out- Auto Rear Re- B&.W Color Sends
chen rm door ramp view mote line line color

SUPERIOR-
DULUTH KDAL-TV XX XX

WAUSAU WSAU-TV XX X

WYOMING
CHEYENNE KFBC-TV X X x

ALASKA
ANCHORAGE KENI-TV XXX
FAIRBANKS KFAR-TV X X

HAWAII
KGMB-TV X X xxx

XXX X

KULA-TV X X X X

PUERTO RICO
WKAQ-TV xxx

CANADA
ALBERTA

CALGARY CHCT-TV X X X X

EDMONTON OFRN-TV X X X

LETHBRIDGE CJLH-TV X X X X

VANCOUVER
BRITISH

CBUT x

COLUMBIAXXX X

WINNIPEG CBWT

MANITOBA
XXX X X

MONCTON
NEW BRUNSWICK

CKOW-TV x x X x X

ST. JOHN'S

NEW FOUNDLAND
CJON-TV xx x

HALIFAX
NOVA

CBHT x

SCOT/A
X X X X

SYDNEY OJCB-TV X X X X X

BARRIE CKVR-TV
ONTARIOXXX

KINGSTON CKWS-TV X X X X

KITCHENER CKCO-TV X X X X X X

LONDON CFPL-TV X X X X X

OTTAWA CBOPT X X X X X

CBOFT X X X X X

PORT ARTHUR OFPA-TV X X X X

SUDBURY CKSO-TV X X X X

TORONTO CBLT X X X X X

WINDSOR CKLW-TV X X X X

WINGHAM CKNX-TV X X X X

JONQUIERE OKRS-TV
QUEBEC
X X X X

MONTREAL CBFT X X X X X

CBMT X X X X X X

QUEBEC CFCM-TV X X X X X X

RIMOUSKI CJBR-TV X X X X

REGINA
SASKATCHEWAN

CKCK-TV XX x X

SASKATOON CFQC-TV X X X X
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I radio station representatives

ALASKA RADIO-TV SALES, INC.
Seattle 1—830 Securities Bldg.

Tel: Seneca 6333
New York IT—370 Lexington Ave.

Tel: Murray Hill 5-1300
Los Angeles 5—2378 Wilsluro BIi I

TBI: Dunkirk 8-4151
Sa-n Francisco 4—Mills Bldg.
Tel: Garfield 1-T950

ALEXANDER, JAMES L., LTD.
Toronto—100 Adelaide St.. West

Tel: Empire 3-9594
Montreal—HIT St. Catherine St.. W.

Tel: Harbour 6448

ALL-CANADA RADIO FACILITIES
Toronto—Victory Building
Montreal—Dominion Square Building
Winnipeg—706 Electric Railway
Chambers Building
Calgary—Taylor Peason and Carson
Building
Vancouver—1161 Melville St.

AM RADIO SALES CO.
New York 36—1657 Broadway-

Tel: Columbus 5-3739
Chicago 11—400 N. Michigan

Tel: Mohawk 4-6555
Los Angeles 28—5939 Sunset Blvd.

Tel: Hollywood 5-0695
San Francisco 5—607 Market St.

Tel: Garfield 1-0716

AVERY-KNODEL. INC.
New York 19—720 Fifth Ave.

Tel: Judson 6-5536
Chicago 1—75 E. Wacker Drive

Tel: Andover 3-4710
San Francisco 4—235 Montgomery St.

Tel: Yukon 2-2053
Los Angeles 48—6363 Wilshire Blvd.

Tel: Webster 3-9583

Atlanta 3—41 Marietta St., N. W.
Tel: Cypress 7545

Dallas 1—1915 Elm St.

Tel: Sterling 5239

AYERS, JAMES S.

Atlanta 3—114 Glenn Bldg.
Tel: Alpine 3080

Charlotte—The Commerce Bldg.

BEST. HIL. F.. COMPANY
Detroit 26—Park Avenue Bldg.

Tel: Woodward 2-7298
Chicago 1—Room 1333.
228 N. LaSalle St.

Tel: State 2-5096
.New York IT— lol Park Ave.
Tel: Lexington 2-3783

I»s Angeles 57

—

Ills. La Cienega Blvd.
Tel: Oleander 5-S326

San Francisco 5—681 Market St.

Tel: Exbrook 7-0544
Atlanta 3— 1123 Ii Mortgage
Guarantee Bldg.

Tel: Alpine 5084

BLAIR, JOHN. & COMPANY
.New York IT—150 E. 43rd St.

Tel: Murray Hill 2-6900
Chicago 11—520 N. Michigan Avenue

Tel: Superior 7-8659
Detroit 26—524 Book Bldg.

Tel: Woodward 1-6030-31-32
Boston 16—Statler Office Bldg.,
20 Providence St.

Tel: Hubbard 2-3163
Los Angeles 5—3460 Wilshire Blvd.

Tel: Dunkiik 7-1333
San Francisco 4—3010 Russ Building

Tel: Douglas 2-3188-9
St Louis 1—1037 Paul Brown Bldg.

Tel: Chestnut 1-5688
Atlanta—101 Marietta St.

Tel: Alpine 6482
Dallas 2—Rio Grande National Bldg.

Tel: Riverside 4228
Seattle—White-Henry-Stuart Bldg.

Tel: Mutual 3555

BOGNER & MARTIN
New York 17—295 Madison Ave.

Tel: Murray Hill 9-2586-87-88
Chicago 11—435 Michigan Ave.

Tel: Superior 7-6048
Atlanta—70S Glenn Bldg.

Tel: Main 3988

BOLLING COMPANY, INC., THE
New York 17—247 Park Ave.

Tel: Plaza 9-8150
Chicago 11—435 N. Michigan Ave.

Tel: Whitehall 3-2040
Boston 16—80 Boylston St.

Tel: Hubbard 2-0346
Los Angeles—204 S. Beverly Dr.

Tel: Bradshaw 2-0544
San Francisco—5 Third St.

Tel: Garfield 1-6740

FORD
L i, I M

No. 2 Market in Illinois and

EXPANDING in manufacturing and retailing areas

at an annual rate of $25 MILLION

WROK
No. I for over 30 years

H-R Nat'l. Reps.

John J. Dixon, Gen. Mgr.

serves this great market FULL TIME

V On The Spot News Coverage

(we're newspaper owned)

V Play-By-Play Coverage of Local Sports

V COMPLETE Merchandising Support

BRANHAM COMPANY, THE
Chicago 1—3')o N. Michigan Ave.

Tel: Central 6-5726-7-8-9
New York 16—99 Park Ave.

Tel: Murray Hill 2-4606
Detroit 2—236 General Motors Bldg.

Tel: Trinity 1-0440
Dallas 1—1005 Fidelity Union
Life Bldg.

Tel: Sterling 5831
Atlanta—Rhodes -Haverty Bldg.

Tel: Walnut 3025
St. Lous 1—Title Guaranty Bldg.. 706
Chestnut St.

Tel: Chestnut 1-6192
Memphis 3—1028 Sterick Bldg.

Tel: 8-2344
Charlotte 2—2001 Liberty-Life Bldg.

Tel ' 2-8839
Miami—406 N.E. 29th Terrace

Tel: 9-4685
San Francisco 3—703 Market St.

Tel: Yukon 2-1582
Los Angeles 48—6399 Wilshire Blvd.

Tel: Webster 1-1551

BROADCAST TIME SALES
New York 17—527 Fifth Ave.

Tel: Oxford 7-1696
Chicago 3—39 S. LaSalle St.

Tel: State 2-1405
San Francisco 11—149 California St.

Tel: Sutter 1-8656
Los Angeles 28

—

1540 NT. Highland Ave.
Tel: Hollywood 5-1755, 5-5884

BURKE STUART CO.
New Y'ork 17—270 Park Ave.

Tel: Plaza 3-0542
Chicago 1—75 E. WTacker Drive

Tel: Dearborn 2-0826
Beverly Hills-
Ill N. La Cienega Blvd.

Tel: Crestview 5-2022
San Francisco —233 Sansome St.

Tel: Yukon 6-2981
Los Angeles 28—6636 Hollywood Blvd.

Tel: Hollywood 4-0388

BURN-SMITH COMPANY,
INCORPORATED
New York 36—19 W. 44th St.

Tel: Murray Hill 2-3124
Chicago 1—307 N. Michigan Ave.

Tel: Central 6-4437
San Francisco 4—110 Sutter St.

Tel: Sutter 1-7971
Los Angeles 57—672 South Lafayette
Park Place

Tel: Dunkirk 2-3200

CANADIAN STATION REPRESEN-
TATIVES. LTD.
(See Young, Adam. Inc.)

CAPPER PUBLICATIONS, INC.
New Y'ork 17—120 Lexington Ave.

Tel: Lexington 2-1250
Chicago 1—333 N. Michigan Ave.

Tel: Central 6-5977
San Francisco 4—1207 Russ Bldg.

Tel: Douglas 5220
Kansas City—300 Waltower Bldg.

Tel: Victor 2-3864
Topeka—Topeka Blvd. at 11th St.

Tel: 3-2377
Cleveland 14

—

609 Union Commerce Bldg.
Tel: Main 1-6774

CARRIBEAN NETWORKS, INC.
New York 19—200 W. 57th St.

Tel: Circle 5-7433

CHRISTAL. HENRY I., CO., INC.
New York 17—579 Fifth Ave.

Tel: Murray Hill 8-4414
Chicago 1—333 N. Michigan Ave.

Tel: Central 6-6357
San Francisco 4—Russ Bldg.

Tel: Y'ukon 2-1204
Detroit 26—2107 Book Bldg.

Tel: Woodward 3-2365
Boston 16—581 Boylston St.

Tel: Copley 7-1180

CLARK. THOMAS F., COMPANY
New York 22—1 E. 54th St.

Tel: Plaza 5-0376
Chicago 1—35 E. Wacker Drive

Tel: State 2-1663
Detroit 2—780 Penobscot Bldg.

Tel: Woodward 1-6036
Atlanta 3—922 William-Oliver Bldg.

Tel: Lamar 7088
Milwaukee 3—744 N. 4th St.

Tel: Broadway 6-5766
Grand Rapids—217 Jefferson. S. E.

Tel: Glendale 1-1348
Indianapolis—10 W. Ohio St.

Tel: Melrose 5-6691

CLARK-WANDLESS-MANN. INC.
New York 17—205 E. 42nd St.

Tel: Oregon 9-1575

CLOSE. GEORGE D., INC.
New Y'ork 36—Suite 502.
19 W. 44th St.

Tel: Murray Hill 7-5047
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Chicago 3—122 S. Michigan Ave.
Tel: Harrison 7-8085

Detroit 2—7-268 General Motors Bkig.
Tel: Trinity 5-1803

Atlanta—708 Glenn Bldg.
Tel: Main 3988

Philadelphia 7—12 S. 12th St.

Tel: Walnut 2-3555
San Francisco 3—5 Third St.

Tel: Garfield 1-6740
Beverly Hills—9538 Brighton Way

Tel: Crestview 6-5032

CBS RADIO SPOT SALES
New York 22—485 Madison Ave.

Tel: riaza 1-2345
Chicago 11—410 N. Michigan Ave.

Tel: Whitehall 4-6000
Atlanta—800 Peachtree St.. N. E.

Tel: Elgin 0727
Detroit 2—902 Fisher Bldg.

Tel: Trinity 2-5500
San Francisco 4—Palace Hotel

Tel: Yukon 2-7000
Hollywood 28—6121 Sunset Blvd.

Tel: Hollywood 9-1212

CONTINENTAL RADIO SALES
Philadelphia 3—21st and Panama St

Tel: Rittenhouse 6-8139
New York 17—285 Madison Ave.

Tel: Lexington 2-2450
Chicago 1—228 N. LaSalle St.

Tel: Franklin 2-2095

COOKE. DONALD, INC.
New York 17—331 Madison Ave.

Tel: Murray Hill 2-7270
Chicago 2—228 N. LaSalle St.

Tel: State 2-5096
Beverly Hills

—

111 N. La Cienega Blvd.
Tel: Olympia 2-1313

San Francisco 4—233 Sansorae St.

Tel: Yukon 6-2981

CROSLEY BROADCASTING SALES
OFFICES
New York 20—630 Fifth Ave.

Tel: Circle 6-1616
Chicago 1—360 N. Michigan Ave.

Tel: State 2-6693
Atlanta—1611 W. Peachtree St.. N.E.

Tel: Vernon 1141
Miami 36—3001 S. W. Fourth Ave.

Tel: Miami 2-4772
Detroit 26—1165 Penobscot Bldg.

Tel: Woodward 1-1610
Hollywood 28—Sunset and Vine

Tel: Hollywood 9-6161
San Francisco 2—NBC Bldg.

Tel: Greystone 4-8700

DAY, DEL
Seattle 1—
308 White-Henry-Stuart Bldg.

Tel: Seneca 66682

DEVNEY & COMPANY
New York 17—535 Fifth Ave.

Tel: Murray Hill 7-5365
Chicago 1—Room 1024-1026.
64 E. Lake St.

Tel: Franklin 2-0016
Los Angeles 57—Lee F. O'Connell.
Ill N. La Cienega Blvd.

Tel: Crestview 5-2022
San Francisco 3—\Vm. A. Ayres,
233 Sansome St.

Tel: Yukon 6-2981

DORA-CLAYTON AGENCY. INC.
Atlanta 3

—

502 Mortgage Guarantee Bldg.
Tel: Alpine 7841

EVERETT-McKINNEY. INC.
New York 17—40 E. 49th St.

Tel: Plaza 9-3747
Chicago 11—400 N. Michigan Ave.

Tel: Superior 7-9052
Beverly Hills—Lee F. O'Connell.
Ill N. La Cienega Blvd.

Tel: Olympia 2-1313
San Francisco 4—William A. Ayres,
233 Sansome St.

Tel: Yukon 6-2981

FLETCHER. JR.. JAMES C.
New York 36—60 W. 46th St.

FORJOE &. COMPANY, INC.
New York 36—580 Fifth Ave.

Tel: Judson 6-3100
Philadelphia 19—310 W. Glen
Echo Rd.

Tel: Chestnut Hill 7-4510
Chicago 11—435 N. Michigan Ave.

Tel: Delaware 7-1874
Los Angeles 17—1127 Wilshire Blvd.

Tel: Madison 6-8329
San Francisco 5—593 Market St.
Tel: Sutter 1-7569

Atlanta 3—502 Mortgage
Guarantee Bldg.

Tel: Alpine 7841
Dallas—9718 Tralee Drive

Tel: Davis 7-4541

GILL-PERNA, INC.
New York 21—654 Madison Ave.

Tel: Templeton 8-4740
Chicago 1—75 E. Wacker Drive

Tel: P'ranklin 2-8665
Los Angeles—2330 W. Third St.

Tel: Dunkirk 7-4388
San Francisco—57 Post St.

Tel: Sutter 1-5568

GOOD MUSIC BROADCASTERS
New York—6 E. 39th St.
Tel: Murray Hill 3-2295

Philadelphia—8200 Ridge Ave.
Tel: Ivy Ridge 2-6000

GRANT. W. S., COMPANY, INC.
San Francisco 3—703 Market St.

Tel: Exbrook 2-6685. 2-7247
Chicago 11—612 N. Michigan Ave.

Tel: Superior 7-8177
Los Angeles 17—1127 Wilshire Blvd.

Tel: Madison 9-2653
New York 36—33 W. 42nd St.

Tel: Bryant 9-1374

GUZMAN, MELCHOR, CO., INC.
New York 20—45 Rockefeller Plaza

Tel: Circle 7-0624

HAGG. ARTHUR H., & ASSOCI-
ATES. INC.
Chicago 1—360 N. Michigan Ave.

Tel: Central 6-7553
New York 17—366 Madison Ave.

Tel: Murray Hill 2-8865
Omaha 5—3222 Center St.

Tel: Jackson 2620
Kansas City 41—P. O. Box 182

Tel: End 5689
Minneapolis 9-4748 Harriet Ave.

Tel: PI 0251
St. Louis 1—818 Olive St.

Tel: Ch 1-7408

HARDY. JOS. A. &. CO., LTD.
Quebec—39 St. John St.

Tel: 5-7373
Montreal—1489 de la Montagne

Tel: Plateau 1101
Toronto—129 Adelaide St., W.

Tel: Empire 3-6009

HEADLEY-REED COMPANY
New York 17—Graybar Bldg.
420 Lexington Ave.

Tel: Murray Hill 5-8701
Chicago 1—230 N. Michigan Ave.

Tel: Franklin 2-4686
Atlanta 3—Palmer Bldg.

Tel: Cypress 4311
San Francisco 4— 110 Sutter St.

Tel: Yukon 2-4912
Hollywood 28—1680 Vine St.

Tel: Hollywood 4-7738
Philadelphia 7—Philadelphia Nat'l
Bank Bldg.

Tel: Locust 4-6027

HOLLINGBERY, GEORGE P.,
COMPANY
Chicago 1—307 N. Michigan Ave.

Tel: Dearborn 2-6060
New York 36—500 5th Ave.

Tel: Oxford 5-5560
Atlanta 3—Whitehead Bldg.,
223 Peachtree St.

Tel: Lamar 5710
Los Angeles—411 W. Fifth St.

Tel: Madison 6-1351
San Francisco 5—Room 708,
625 Market St.

Tel: Douglas 2-2541

HOLMAN, HAL. COMPANY
Chicago 1—Room 1024, 64 E. Lake St.

Tel: Franklin 2-0016
New York 17—535 Fifth Ave.

Tel: Murray Hill 7-5365
Los Angeles 28—6381 Hollywood Blvd.

Tel: Hollywood 2-2351
San Francisco 5—201 Monadnock Bldg.
Tel: Exbrook 2-6444

H-R REPRESENTATIVES, INC.
New York 17—380 Madison Ave.

Tel: Oxford 7-3120
Chicago 1—Suite 3320-36,
35 E. Wacker Drive

Tel: Randolph 6-6431
Dallas—416 Rio Grande Nat'l Bldg.

Tel: Randolph 5149
Houston—Room ID, 520 Lovett Blvd.

Tel: Justin 1601
Atlanta—101 Marietta St. Bldg.

Tel: Cypress 7797
San Francisco 4—155 Montgomery St.

Tel: Yukon 2-5701
Hollywood 28—Suite 316,
Equitable Bldg.

Tel: Hollywood 2-6453

HUNT. JOHN N.. &. ASSOCIATES
Vancouver 3, B. C.

—

198 West Hastings
Tel: Tatlow 6277, 6278

INDIE SALES. INC.
New York 17—60 E. 42nd St.

Tel: Murray Hill 2-4813
Detroit 26—Park Avenue Bldg.

Tel: Woodward 2-7298
Chicago 1—228 N. LaSalle St.

Tel: State 2-5096
Los Angeles 48—
429 S. La Cienega Blvd.
Tel: Bradshaw 2-7122

San Francisco 5—681 Market St.

Tel: Exbrook 7-0544
Atlanta—P. O. Box 6102

Tel: Exchange 1490

INTER-AMERICAN PUBLICA-
TIONS. INC.
New York 17—41 E. 42nd St.

Tel: Murray Hill 2-0884

INTERSTATE UNITED
NEWSPAPERS INC.
New York 17—545 Fifth Ave.

Tel: Murray Hill 2-5452
Chicago 4—25 E. Jackson Blvd.

Tel: Webster 9-7260
Detroit—110 E. Hancock
Los Angeles—6513 Hollywood Blvd.
San Francisco—55 New Montgomery St.

(CONTINUED)

OUR HEART BEAT

FASTER . . WHEN

THEY TOOK OUR

PULSE
No doubt about it, our heart

beat just a little faster when
the results of the latest

PULSE* survey of radio listen-

ing hereabouts was announced.

WREN placed first or sec-

ond in 46 of 52 quarter-hour

periods measured! In the re-

maining 6 quarter hours we
were third by a fraction.

WREN was either first or

second TWELVE MORE
TIMES than any other To-
peka station.

Why not talk to your John
E. Pearson man? See how
WREN's low rates and top

audience combine to give you
so much more in Topeka and
Eastern Kansas.

Represented Nationally By

JOHN E. PEARSON CO.

5000 WATTS • ABC

TOPEKA. KANSAS
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radio station representatives (continued)

KATZ AGENCY, INC., THE
i Fork 22— 177 Madison Ave.

Tel: Plaza 9-4460
o 1—307 N. Michigan Ave.

Tel: Ce il 6 7343
Atlanta 3—22 Marietta St.

Tel: Alpine 1637
Dalla I 2006 Bryan St.

Tel Riverside 1036
Detroit 26—3166 Penobscot Bldg.

Tel: Woodward 3-8420
Kansas City fi—Bryant Bldg.

Tel: Victor 2-7095
Los Angeles 14—530 W. 6th St.

Tel: Tucker 8167
San Francisco 4—Russ Bldg.

Tel: Sutter 1-7 1:14

KELLER, ROBERT S., INC.

New York 14—72 Barrow St.

Tel: Watkins 4-0599

Chicago—Agencies call New York Office

I'nlllTt

Tel: Watkins 4-6599

KIRBY. NONA, CO.

Boston 16—507 Statler Office Bldg.

Tel: Hubbard 2-6117

LA FONTEESE. LOUIS R.

ASSOCIATES
San Francisco 4—1085 Monadnock

Bldg., 681 Market St.

Tel: Exbrook 7-0544

New York 17—60 E. 12nd St.

Tel: Murray Hill 2-4813

Los Angeles 48

—

439 S. La Cienega Blvd.

Tel: Bradshaw 2-7122

Atlanta—P.O. Box 6102

Tel: Exchange 1490

LOWRANCE, BOMAR & ASSOC.
Atlanta—770 Spring St., N.W.

Tel: Elgin 3726
Charlotte—1527 Elizabeth Ave.

Tel: 6-6581
Dallas—1102 Fidelity Union Bldg.

Tel: Randolph 8206

McDERMOTT. ANDY
Toronto—10 Adelaide St., E.

Tel: Empire 6-8945
Montreal—516 Castle Bldg.

Tel: Belaire 7042

McGILLVRA, 10SEPH HERSHEY
New York 17—366 Madison Ave.

Tel: Murray Hill 2-8755

Chicago 1—185 N. Wabash Ave.

Tel: State 2-5282

Boston 16—Statler Office Bldg.

Tel: Hubbard 2-4845

Los Angeles 5

—

638 South Van Ness Ave.

Tel: Dunkirk 4-7352

San Francisco 5—605 Market St.

Tel: Yukon 2-3954
Atlanta—627 E. Pace's Ferry Rd. N.E.

Tel: Exchange 1490

MEDIA REPRESENTATIVES, INC.

New York 17—270 Park Ave.

Tel: Murray Hill 8-4777

MEEKER, ROBERT ASSOCIATES,
New York 17—521 Fifth Avenue

Tel: Murray Hill 2-2170
Chicago 11—333 N. Michigan Ave.

Tel: Central 6-1742
Lancaster, Pa.—8 W. King St.

Tel: Lancaster 5521
San Francisco 4—339 Russ Bldg.

Tel: Yukon 6-4940
Los Angeles 28—6381 Hollywood Blvd.

Tel: Hollywood 2-2351

MOORE & LUND. INC.
Seattle 1—519 Jones Bldg.

Tel: Mutual 3377
Portland 4-617 Cascade Bldg.

Tel: Capitol 8-7284

MULVIHILL. PAUL & CO.
Toronto—Rm. 300, 21 King St., E.

Tel: Empire 8-6554
Montreal—1434 St. Catherine St.. W.

Tel: University 6-8105

NBC SPOT SALES
New York 20—RCA Bldg.,
30 Rockefeller Plaza

Tel: Circle 7-8300
Chicago 54—Merchandise Mart

Tel: Superior 7-8300
Detroit 26—1165 Penobscot Bldg.
Tel: Woodward 1-1610

Washington 5. D. C—724 14th St.,

N. W.. Sheraton Park Hotel
Tel: Adams 4-5400

San Francisco 2

—

Taylor & OTarrell St.

Tel: Graystone 4-8700
Los Angeles 27—Sunset and Vine Sis.

Tel: HollvwncKl 9-6161
Cleveland 14—NBC Bldg.,
815 Superior St.

Tel: Cherry 1-0942

NATIONAL BROADCAST SALES
Toronto—88 Richmond St., W.

Tel: Empire 6-3718-9
Montreal—106 Medical Arts Bldg.

Tel: University 6-1538

NATIONAL TIME SALES
New York 17—370 Lexington Ave.

Tel: Murray Hill 5-1300
Chicago 1—Contact New York Office

Los Angeles 5—Harlan G. Oakcs,
672 S Lafayette Park Place

Tel: Dunkirk 2-3200
San Francisco 3—llarlan G. Oakcs,
l in Sutter St.

Tel: Sutter 1-7971

OAKES. HARLAN G.. &.

ASSOCIATES
San Francisco 4—110 Sutter St.

Tel: Sutter 1 7971
New York 17—370 Lexington Ave.

Tel: Murray Hill 5-1300
Los Angeles 5—672 S. Lafayette Park
Place

Tel: Dunkirk 2-3200
San Antonio—P.O. Box 8191

O'CONNELL, RICHARD
New York 17—40 East 49th St.

Tel: Plaza 5-9140
Los Angeles 2s -6381 Hollywood Blvd.

Tel: Hollywood 2-2351
San Francisco 5—201 Monadnock Bldg.

Tel: Exbrook 2-6444

PACIFIC NORTHWEST BROAD-
CASTERS
Portland—P. O. Box 5886

Tel: Evergreen 1-6558
New York 17—347 Madison Ave.

Tel: Murray Hill 3-5830
Chicago 1—360 N. Michigan Ave.

Tel: Andover 3 .". 7 7

1

Kansas City—1012 Baltimore St.

Tel: Victory 0021
Hollywood 28—6381 Hollywood Blvd.

Tel: Hollywood 2-2351
San Francisco 5

—

201 Monadnock Bldg.
Tel: Exbrook 2-6444

Spokane 8—Symons Bldg.
Tel: Madison 1218

Butte—P. O. Box 1956
Tel: 2-2344

PAN-AMERICAN BROADCASTING
New York—370 Lexington Ave.

Tel: Murray Hill 5-1300
Los Angeles 5—Harlan G. Oakes &
Associates, 672 S. Lafayette Park PI.

Tel: Dunkirk 2-3200
San Francisco 4—
Harland G. Oakes. 110 Sutter St.

Sutter St.

Tel: Sutter 1-7971

PASCHALL. BENTON. COMPANY
Los Angeles 17—1709 W. Eighth St

Tel: Dunkirk -8-7778
San FTancisco 4—927 Mills Bldg.

Tel: Exbrook 2-4073
New York 17—60 E. 42nd St.

Tel: Murray Hill 2-4813
Detroit 26—Hill F. Best. Rm. 1005,
Park Ave. Bldg., 2011 Park Ave.

Tel: Woodward 2-7299
Chicago 1—228 N. LaSalle St.

Tel: State 2-5096
Portland—405 Times Bldg.

Tel: Capitol 8-2473
Atlanta—P. O. Bra 6102

Tel: Exchange 1490

PEARSON. 10HN E.. COMPANY
New York 22—444 Madison Ave.

Tel: Plaza 1-3366
Chicago 1—333 N. Michigan Ave.

Tel: State 2-7494
Dallas—825 Fidelity Union Life Bldg.

Tel: Prospect 3723
Atlanta—508 Glenn Bldg.

Tel: Alpine 2912. 2913
Minneapolis 2—Northwestern
Bank Bldg.

Tel: Federal 8-56S9 and 5680
Los Angeles 57—2330 W. Third St.

Tel: Dunkirk 7-4388
San Francisco 4—57 Post St.

Tel: Sutter 1-5568

PERRY, 10HN H., ASSOCIATES
New York 18—Suite 502,
19 W. 44th St.

Tel: Murray Hill 7-5047
Chicago—224 S. Michigan Ave.

Tel: Harrison 7-4008
Detroit 2—7-268 General Motors Bldg.

Tel: Trinity 5-1803
Atlanta—708 Glenn Bldg.

Tel: Main 8-3988
Philadelphia 7—12 S. 12th St.

Tel: Walnut 2-3555
Beverly Hills—Lee F. O'Connell,
111 N. La Cienega Blvd.

Tel: Olympia 2-1313
San Francisco—Wm. A. Ayres,
233 Sansome St.

Tel: Yukon 6-2981
Los Angeles 5—Harlan G. Oakes,
672 S. Lafayette Park Tlaee

Tel: Dunkirk 2-3200

PETERS, GRIFFIN. WOODWARD
New York 17—250 Park Ave.

Tel: Plaza 1-2700
Chicago 1—230 N. Michigan Ave.

Tel: Franklin 2-6373
Detroit 26—2768 Penobscot Bldg.

Tel: Woodward 1-4255
Atlanta 3—Glenn Bldg.

Tel: Murray 8-5667
Fort Worth 2—406 W. 7th St.

Tel: Fortune 3319
Hollywood 28—6331 Hollywood Blvd.

Tel: Hollywood 9-2151
San Francisco 4—Russ Bldg.

Tel: Sutter 1-3798

PETRY, EDWARD & COMPANY
New York 22—488 Madison Ave.

Tel: Murray Hill 8-0200
Chicago 11—400 N. Michigan Ave.

Tel: Whitehall 4-0011

Detroit 2<;—2351 Penobscot Bldg.
Tel: Woodward 3-012S

si. Louis 1—915 Olive St.
Tel: Chestnut 1-719]

San FranciSCO 4—Russ Bldg.
Til: Yiilii.ii 2 3631

Los Angeles 14—530 W. 6th St.
Tel: Tucker 3171

Atlanta 3—101 Marietta St. lildg.
Tel: Lamar 8861

PREFERRED NEGRO MARKETS
New York 36—580 Fifth Ave.

Tel: Judson 6-3100

RADIO AND TELEVISION SALES
Toronto—A. A. McDcrmott,
10 Adelaide St., E.

Tel: Empire 6-8944
Montreal—516 Castle Bldg., Stanley &
St. Catherine Sts.

Tel: Belaire 7042

RADIO REPRESENTATIVES, LTD.
Toronto—25 Adelaide St., W.

Tel: Empire 8-2381
Montreal—908 Dominion Square Bldg.

Tel: University 6-8058
Winnipeg—Lindsay Bldg.

Tel: 9-26374
Vancouver—John N. Hunt,
198 D. Hastings St.

Tel: Tatlow 6277

RADIO-TV PROMOTION
SYNDICATE
New York 16—215 Fifth Ave.
Tel: Murray Hill 5-0588

RADIO-TV REPRESENTATIVES
New York 17—480 Lexington Ave.

Tel: Murray Hill 8-4340
Chicago 1—75 E. Wacker Drive

Tel: Financial 6-0982
Beverly Hills—Lee O'Connell,
111 N. La Cienega Blvd.

Tel: Oleander 5-7597
San Francisco 4—Wm. Ayres,
233 Sansome St.

Tel: Yukon 6-2982

RAMBEAU, WILLIAM G.,

COMPANY INC.
New York 17—347 Madison Ave.

Tel: Murray Hill 6-5940
Chicago 1—185 N. Wabash Ave.

Tel: Andover 3-5566
Minneapolis 2—530 Roanoke Bldg.

Tel: Lincoln 7017
Los Angeles 17—1709 W. 8th St.

Tel: Dunkirk 8-5187
San Francisco 4—927 Mills Bldg.

Tel: Exbrook 2-4073
Portland—405 Times Bldg.

Tel: Capitol 8-2473

RAYMER, PAUL H., COMPANY
New York 22—444 Madison Ave.

Tel: Plaza 9-5570
Chicago 11—435 N. Michigan Ave.

Tel: Superior 7-4473
Detroit 26—2949 Penobscot Bldg.

Tel: Woodward 3-0764
Atlanta 3—Glenn Bldg.

Tel: Alpine 6508
San Francisco 4—2613 Russ Bldg.

Tel: Douglas 2-8909
Hollywood 28—1680 Vine St.

Tel: Hollywood 2-2376
Dallas 1—1006 Mercantile
Securities Bldg.

Tel: Riverside 5603

RENAUD, OMER & CO.
Montreal—1411 Stanley St.

Tel: Belaire 9541
Toronto—44 King St.. W.

Tel: Plateau 2681

ROLLINS BROADCASTING
COMPANY
New York 36—Graeme Zimmer,
550 Fifth Ave.

Tel: Circle 7-6634, 7-6633

ROSENMAN. ALEX
New York 17—347 Madison Ave.

Tel: Murray Hill 3-7340
Chicago 1—192 N. Clark St.

Tel: Financial 6-5450

SEARS & AYER, INC.
Chicago 11—612 N. Michigan Ave.

Tel: Superior 7-8177
New York—33 W. 42nd St.

Tel: Bryant 9-1374
San Francisco 3—703 Market St.

Tel: Exbrook 2-7247
Los Angeles—1127 Wilshire Blvd.

Tel: Madison 9-2653

SIMMONS ASSOCIATES, INC.
New York 17—270 Park Ave.

Tel: Murray Hill 8-2821
Chicago 1—333 N. Michigan Ave.

Tel: Dearborn 2-2375

STARS NATIONAL. INC.
New York 17—400 Madison Ave.

Tel: Plaza 8-0555
Chicago 1—35 E. Wacker Drive

Tel: State 2-7942
Dertoit 2—3049 E. Grand Blvd.

Tel: Trinity 3-3914
Atlanta—P.O. Box 1598

Tel: Dearborn 2143
Los Angeles 28—6381 Hollywood Blvd.

Tel: Hollywood 2-2351
San Francisco 5—201 Monadnock Bldg.

Tel: Exbrook 2-6444

STEPHENS & TOWNDROW. LTD.
Toronto—35 King St., W.

Tel: Empire 6-4221
Montreal—434 St. Catherine St.. W

Tel: University 6 5295

STORECAST CORPORATION OF
AMERICA
New York 36—11 W. 42nd St.

Tel: l>ongacre 5-7715
Hartford 3—252 Asylum St.

Tel: Jackson 2-9676
Philadelphia 30—1811 Callowhill St

Tel: Locust 7-7609
Chicago 1—230 N. Michigan Ave.

Tel: Central 6-5080
Kearny 1, N. J.-—Central Ave. and
Second St.

Tel: Market 2-0729

STORER BROADCASTING
COMPANY
New York 22—118 E. 57th St.

Tel: Eldorado 5-7690
Miami Beach 54—
1177 Kane Concourse

Tel: Union 6-0211
Chicago 1—230 N. Michigan Ave.

Tel: Franklin 2-6498
San Francisco—111 Sutter St.

Tel: Sutter 1-8689

STOVIN. HORACE N., &.

COMPANY
Toronto—406 Jarvis St.

Tel: Walnut 4-5768
Montreal—608 Keefer Bldg.

Tel: University 6-6291
Winnipeg—211 Portage Ave.

Tel: 925-097
Vancouver—615 W. Pender St.

Tel: Tatlow 4831

UNITED BROADCASTING
COMPANY
New York 17—441 Lexington Ave.

Tel: Murray Hill 7-4758
Atlanta 3—502 Mortgage
Guarantee Bldg.

Tel: Alpine 7841

VENARD, RENTOUL &
McCONNELL, INC.
New Y'ork 17—579 Fifth Ave.

Tel: Murray Hill 8-1088
Chicago 1—35 E. Wacker Dr.

Tel: State 2-5260
Los Angeles—2978 Wilshire Blvd.

Tel: Dunkirk 8-4151
San FTancisco—Mills Bldg.

Tel: Garfield 1-7950

WALKER REPRESENTATION
COMPANY, INC., THE
New York 17—347 Madison Ave.

Tel: Murray Hill 3-5830
Chicago—360 N .Michigan Ave.

Tel: Andover 3-5771
Los Angeles 5—672 S. Lafayette
Park Place

Tel: Dunkirk 2-3200
San Francisco 4—Russ Bldg.

Tel: Yukon 6-5819
Atlanta 3—1223 -A Mortgage
Guarantee Bldg.

Tel: Alpine 5084
Boston—80 Boylston St.

Tel: Hubbard 2-4370

WEBB, GRANT, &. COMPANY
New Y'ork 22—509 Madison Ave.

Tel: Murray Hill 8-7550
Chicago 2—69 W. Washington St.

Tel: State 2-3155
Detroit 26—600 Woodward Ave.

Tel: Woodward 1-8290
San Francisco—155 Montgomery St.

Tel: Exbrook 2-6127

WEED & COMPANY
New York 17—579 Fifth Ave.

Tel: Plaza 9-4700
Chicago 1—203 N. Wabash

Tel: Randolph 6-7730
Detroit 26—1610 Book Bldg.

Tel: Woodward 1-2685
San Francisco 5—625 Market St.

Tel: Exbrook 7-0535
Hollywood 28—6331 Hollywood Blvd.

Tel: Hollywood 2-6676
Boston 16—Statler Bldg.

Tel: Hubbard 2-5677
Atlanta 3—Glenn Bldg.

Tel: Cypress 4081

YOUNG, ADAM INCORPORATED
New York 22—477 Madison Ave.

Tel: Plaza 9-1810
Chicago 2—55 E. Washington St.

Tel: Andover 3-5448
Hollywood 28—6331 Hollywood Blvd.

Tel: Hollywood 2-2289

St. Louis—7 N. Seventh St.

Tel: Main 1-5020
Boston 16—Nona Kirby,
Statler Office Bldg.

Tel: Hubbard 2-6117
San Francisco 5—593 Market St.

Tel: Yukon 6-6769

YOUNG. INTERNATIONAL, LTD.
New Yoik 22—477 Madison Ave.

Tel: Tlaza 9-1810
Chicago 2—55 E. Washington St.

Tel: Andover 3-5448
St. Louis 23—8138 Normal Dr.

Tel: Main 1-5020
Los Angeles 28—6331 Hollywood Blvd.

Tel: Hollywood 9-0965
San Francisco 5—593 Market St.

Tel: Yukon 6-6769
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ALASKA RADIO-TV SALES CORP.
New York 17—370 Lexington Ave.

Tel: Murray Hill 5-1300
Seattle 1—830 Securities Bldg.

Tel: Seneca 6333
Los Angeles 5-2978 Wilshlre Blvd.

Tel: Dunkirk 8-4151

San Francisco 4—Mills Bldg.
Tel: Garfield 1-7950

AVERY-KNODEL. INC.
New York 19—720 Fifth Ave.

Tel: Judson 6-5530
Chicago 1—75 E. Wacker Drive

Tel: Andover 3-4710
San Francisco 4—235 Montgomery St.

Tel: Yukon 2-2053
Los Angeles 48—0363 Wilshire Blvd.

Tel: Webster 3-9583
Atlanta 3—41 Marietta St., N.W.

Tel: Cypress 7545
Dallas 1—1915 Elm St.

Sterling 1558

AYERS, JAMES S.
Atlanta 3—812 Glenn Bldg.

Tel: Alpine 3080

BLAIR-TV, INC.
New York 17—150 E. 43rd St

Tel: Murray Hill 2-5644
Chicago 11—520 N. Michigan Ave.

Tel: Superior 7-5580
Los Angeles 5—3460 Wilshire Blvd

Tel: Dunkirk 1-3811
San Francisco 4—3010 Russ Bldg
Tel: Yukon 2-7068

Detroit 26—617 Book Bldg
Tel: Woodward 1-6030-31-32

St. Louis 1—1037 Paul Brown Bldg.
Tel: Chestnut 1-5687

Dallas 2—Rio Grande National Bldg
Tel: Riverside 4228

Jacksonville 2—1402 Barnett
Bank Bldg.

Tel: 6-5770
Boston 16—Statler Office Bldg.
20 Providence St.

Tel: Hubbard 2-3163
Seattle—Rm. 3337. White-Henry-
Stuart BIdE.

Tel: Eliott 6270-1

B0LLING COMPANY. INC., THE
New York 17—480 Lexington Ave.

Tel: Plaza 9-8150
Chicago 11—435 N. Michigan Ave.

Tel: Whitehall 3-2040
Los Angeles—204 S. Beverly Dr.

Tel: Bradshaw 2-0544
San Francisco—5 Third St.

Tel: Garfield 1-6740
Boston—80 Boylston St.

Tel: Hubbard 2-0346

BRANHAM COMPANY, THE
New York 16—99 Park Ave.

Tel: Murray Hill 2-4606
Chicago 1—360 N. Michigan Ave.

Tel: Central 6-5726-7-8-9
Detroit 2—236 General Motors Bldg.

Tel: Trinity 1-0440
Dallas 1—1005 Fidelity Union
Life Bldg.

Tel: Sterling 5831
Atlanta—Rhodcs-Haverty Bldg.

Tel: Walnut 3025
St. Louis 1—Title Guaranty Bldg.,
706 Chestnut St.

Tel: Chestnut 1-6192
Memphis 3—1028 Steiick Bldg.

Tel: Telephone 8-2344
Charlotte 2—2001 Liberty-Life Bldg.

Tel: 2-8839
Miami—406 N. E. 29th Terrace

Tel: 9-4685
San Francisco 3—703 Market St.
Tel: Yukon 2-1582

Los Angeles 48—6399 Wilshire Blvd.
Webster 1-1551

BROWN, CLARKE COMPANY
Dallas—452 Rio Grande Nat'l Bldg.

Tel: Randolph 5149
Atlanta—Suite 615.
101 Marietta St. Bldg.

Tel: Cypress 7767
Houston—Suite 1-D, 520 Lovett Blvd.

Tel: Justin 1601

BULMER &. JOHNSON, INC.
Minneapolis—2-530 Roanoke Bldg.

Tel: Lincoln 7017

BURKE STUART CO.. INC.
New York 17—270 Park Ave.

Tel: Plaza 3-0542
Chicago 1—75 E. Wacker Drive

Tel: Dearborn 2-0826
Beverly Hills-
Ill N. La Cienega Blvd.

Tel: Crcstview 5-2022
San Francisco—233 Sansome St.

Tel: Yukon 6-29S1

BURN-SMITH COMPANY
INCORPORATED
New York 36—19 W. 11th St.

Tel: Murray Hill 2-3124
Chicago 1—307 N. Michigan Avenue

Tel: Central 6-1137
han Francisco 4—110 Sutter St.

Tel: Sutter 1-7971
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Los Angeles 57—672 South Lafayette
Park Place
Tel: Dunkirk 2-3200

CAPPER PUBLICATIONS, INC.
New York 71—420 Lexington Ave.

Tel: Lexington 2-1250
Chicago 1—333 N. Michigan Ave.

Tel: Central 6-5977
San Francisco 4—1207 Russ Bldg.

Tel: Douglas 5220
Kansas City—300 Waltower Bldg.

Tel: Victor 2-3864
Topeka—Topeka Bldg. at 11th St.

Tel: 3-2377
Cleveland 14—609 Union
Commerce Bldg.

Tel: Main 1-6774

CARIBBEAN NETWORKS. INC.
New York 19—200 West 57th St.

Tel: Circle 5-7433

CBS TELEVISION SPOT SALES
New York 22—485 Madison Ave.

Tel: Plaza 1-2345
Chicago 11—410 N. Michigan Ave.

Tel: Whitehall 4-6000
Los Angeles—Columbia Square

Tel: Hollywood 9-1212
San Francisco 5—Palace Hotel

Tel: Yukon 2-7000
Detroit 2—902 Fisher Bldg.

Tel: Trinity 2-5500
Atlanta—800 Peachtree Bldg.
Tel: Elgin 0727

CLARK, GEORGE W.
Chicago 1—360 N. Michigan Ave.

Tel: Randolph 6-0712

COOKE, DONALD. INC.
New York 17—331 Madison Ave.

Tel: Murray Hill 2-7270
Chicago 1—228 N. LaSalle St.

Tel: State 2-5096
Los Angeles—621 N La Cienega Blvd.

Tel: Olympia 2-1313
San Francisco 4—233 Sansome St.

Tel: Yukon 6-2396
Cleveland 15—402 Shetland Bldg.

Tel: Prospect 1-6100

CROSLEY BROADCASTING SALES
OFFICES
New York—630 Fifth Ave.

Tel: Circle 6-1616
Chicago 1—360 N. Michigan Ave.

Tel: State 2-6693
Cincinnati 2—140 W. Ninth St.

Tel: Cherrv 1S22
Columbus—3165 Olentangv River Road

Tel: Jefferson 5441
Davton—4595 S Dixie Highway

Tel: Walnut 2101
Atlanta 3—1611 W. Peachtree St., NE..

Tel: Vernon 1141
Miami 45—3001 S W. Fourth Ave.

Tel: Miami 2-4772
Detroit. S?n Francisco, Hollywood

—

See NBC Spot Sales

r.UIHMINGS. HARRY E.
Jacksonville 2—1102 Barnett
Bank Bldg.

Tel: Elgin 6-5770

DAY. DEL
Seattle 1—308 White-Henry-
Stuart Bldg.

Tel: Seneca 6082

DEVNEY & COMPANY
New York 17—535 Fifth Ave.

Tel: Murray Hill 7-5365
Chicago 1—Rm. 1024. 65 E. Lake St.

Tel: Franklin 2-0016
Beverly Hills

—

111 N. La Cienega Blvd.
Tel: Oleander 5-7597

San Francisco— 233 Sansome St.
Tel: Yukon 6-2981

DORA-CLAYTON AGENCY. INC.
Atlanta 3—Dora Cosse, Clayton Cosse.
502 Mortgage Guarantee Bldg.

Tel: Alpine 7941

DU MONT TELEVISION
SPOT SALES
New York 22—515 Madison Ave.

Tel: Murray Hill 8-2600
Washington. DC—
12th & E Sts. ,N.W.

Tel: Sterling 5300
Pittsburgh—1105 Clark Bldg..
Liberty Ave.

Tel: Express 1071
San Francisco 5—Monadnock Bldg.

Tel: Sutter 1-1060

EVERETT-McKINNEY. INC.
New York 17—40 E. 49th St.

Tel: Plaza 9-3747
Chicago 11—400 N. Michigan Ave.

Tel: Superior 7-9052
Beverly Hills—111 N. La Cienega Blvd,

Tel: Crestview 5-2022
San Francisco 4—233 Sansome St.

Tel: Yukon 6-2396

FLETCHER. JAMES C. JR.
New York 19—60 West 46th St.

Tel: Circle 6-4084

FORJOE-TV.INC.
New York 36—580 Fifth Ave.
Tel: Judson 6-3100

Chicago 11—435 N. Michigan Ave.
Tel: Delaware 7-1874

Los Angeles 17—1127 Wilshire Blvd.
Tel: Madison 6-S329

San Francisco 5—593 Market St.
Tel: Sutter 1-7569

Atlanta 3—120 Marietta St.
Dallas—9718 Tralee Drive

Tel: Davis 7-4541

GILL-PERNA, INC.
New York 21—654 Madison Ave.

Tel: Templeton 8-4740
Chicago 1—75 E. Wacker Dr.

Tel: Franklin 2-8665
Los Angeles—2330 W. Third St

Tel: Dunkirk 7-4388
San Francisco—57 Post St

Tel: Sutter 1-5568

GRANT, W. S.. COMPANY, INC.
San Francisco 5—703 Market St

Tel: Exhrook 2-6685
Chicago 11—612 N. Michigan Ave

Tel: Superior 7-8177
Las Aneeles 17—1127 Wilshire Blvd

Tel: Madison 9-2653
New York 36—33 W. 42nd St

Tel: Bryant 9-1374

HARRINGTON, RICHTER & PAR-

New York 17—5S9 Fifth Ave
Tel: Murrav Hill 8-7050

Chicago 11—Tribune Tower
Tel: Whitehall 4-0074

'an Francisco 4-235 Montgomery St
Tel: Sutter 1-4125

HEADLEY-REED TELEVISION
New York 71—Graybar Bldg.,
420 Lexington Ave

Tel: Murrav Hill 5-8701
Chicago 1—230 N Michigan Ave.

Tel: Franklin 2-4686
Detroit 26—Suite 2619.
Penobscot Bldg.

Tel: Woodward 2-7371-2
Atlanta 3—Palmer Bldg

Tel: Cypress 4311
San Francisco 4—300 Montgomery St

Tel: Yukon 2-4012
Hollywood 28—1680 Vine St

Tel: Hollywood 4-7738
New Orleans 13—221 Lee Circle Bldg

Tel- Tulane 3363
Philadelphia 7—
121R Lincoln-Liberty Bide.

Tel: Locust 4-0678, 4-6027

HOAG-BLAIR COMPANY
New York 17—Chrysler Bldg..
105 Lexington Ave.
Tel: Murrav Hill 4-3722

Chicago 11—737 N. Michigan Ave
Tel: Delaware 7-2] 15

nci.oit 26—Book Bldg.
Tel: Woodward 1-6030

Jacksonville 2—Barnett Bank Bid"
Tel: Elgin 6-5770

St J/iuis 1—Paul Brown Bldg
Tel: Chestnut 1-5687

San Francisco 4—Russ Bldg
Tel: Yukon 2-706S

Los Angeles 5—3460 Wilshire Blvd.
Tel: Dunkirk 1-3811

Dallas 2—Rio Grande Bldg.
Tel: Riverside 4228

Boston 16—Statler Office Bldg
Tel: Hubbard 2-3163

Seattle—White-Henrv- Stuart Bldg.
Tel: Elliot 6270

HOLLINGBERY. GEORGE P.,
COMPANY
Chicago 1—307 Michigan Ave.

Tel: Dearborn 2-6060
New York 36—500 5th Ave.

Tel: Oxford 5-5560
Atlanta 3—Whitehead Bldg.,
223 Peachtree St.

Tel: Lamar 5710
Los Angeles—411 W. Fifth St.

Tel: Madison 6-1351
San Francisco 5—Room 708.
625 Market St.

Tel: Douglas 2-2541

HOLMAN. HAL. COMPANY
Chicago 1—Rm. 1024. 64 E. Lake St.

Tel: Franklin 2-0016
New York 17—535 Fifth Ave.

Tel: Murray Hill 7-5365
Los Angeles 28—6381 Hollywood Blvd.

Tel: Hollywood 2-2351
San Francisco 5

—

201 Monadnock Bldg
Tel: Exbrook 2-6444

H-R TEIEVISION, INC.
New York 17—380 Madison Ave.

Tel: Oxford 7-3120
Chicago 1—3 5E. Wacker Drive

Tel: Randolph 6-6431
Hollywood 28—Equitable Bldg.

Tel: Hollywood 2-6453
San Francisco 4—155 Montgomery St.

Tel: Yukon 2-5701
Dallas—452 Rio Grande Nat'l Bldg.

Tel: Randolph 5149

Houston—Room 1 D, 520 Lovett Blvd.
Tel: Justin 1001

Atlanta—101 Marietta St. Bldg.

INTER-AMERICAN
PUBLICATIONS, INC.
New York 17—41 E. 42nd St.

Tel: Murray Hill 2-0884

KATZ AGENCY, INC., THE
New York 22—477 Madison Ave.

Tel: Plaza 9-4460
Chicago 1—307 N. Michigan Ave.

Tel: Central 6-7343
Atlanta 3—22 Marietta St.

Tel: Alpine 1637
Dallas 1—2006 Bryan St.

Tel: Riverside 4036
Detroit 26—3166 Penobscot Bldg.

Tel: Woodward 3-8420
Kansas City 6—Bryant Building

Tel: Victor 7095
San Francisco 4—Russ Bldg.. Rm. 1821

Tel: Sutter 7-7343
Los Angeles 14—530 W. Sixth St.

Tel: Tucker 8167

KELLER, ROBERT S., INC.
New York 14—72 Barrow St.

Tel: Watkins 4-6599
Chicago—Agencies call New York office
collect.

Tel: Watkins 4-6599

KETTELL-CARTER
Boston 16—118 Newbury St.

Tel: Kenmore 6-1966-7

KIRBY. NONA, CO.
Boston 16—507 Statler Office Bldg

Tel: Hubbard 2-6117

LOWRANCE. BOMAR &.

ASSOCIATES
Atlanta—770 Spring St.. N W

Tel: Elgin 3726
Charlotte—1527 Elizabeth Ave.

Tel: 6-6581
Dallas—1102 Fidelity Union Bldg

Tel: Randolph 8206

McDERMOTT, ANDY
Montreal—516 Castle Bldg.
Toronto—10 Adelaide St., E.

McGILLVRA. JOSEPH HERSHEY
New York 17—366 Madison Avenue

Tel: Murray Hill 2-8755
Chicago 1—185 N Wabash Ave

Tel: State 2-5282
Los Angeles 5—638 South
Van Ness Ave.

Tel: Dunkirk 4-7352
San Francisco 5—605 Market St.

Tel: Yukon 2-3954
Atlanta—267 East Pace's
Ferry Rd.. N.E.

Tel: Exchange 1490

MEEKER, TV, INC.
New York 17—521 Fifth Ave.

Tel: Murray Hill 2-2170
Chicago 1—333 N. Michigan Ave.

Tel: Central 6-1742
San Francisco 4—339 Russ Bldg.

Tel: Yukon 6-4940
Los Angeles 28—6381 Hollywood Blvd.

Tel: Hollywood 2-2531
Lancaster—8 W. King St.

Tel: Lancaster 5251

MOORE & LUND. INC.
Seattle 1—518 Jones Bldg.

Tel: Mutual 3377
Portland 4—617 Cascade Bldg.

Tel: Atwater 7284

NATIONAL TIME SALES
New York 17—370 Lexington Ave.

Tel: Murray Hill 5-1300
Chicago—Contact New York Office

Los Angeles 5—Harlan G. Oakes,
672 S. Lafayette Park Place

Tel: Dunkirk 2-3200
San Francisco 3—Harlan G. Oakes,
235 Montgomery St.

Tel: Yukon 6-5819

NBC SPOT SALES
New York 20—R.C.A. Bldg.,
30 Rockefeller Plaza

Tel: Circle 7-8300
Chicago 54—Merchandise Mart

Tel: Superior 7-8300
Detroit 26—1165 Penobscot Bldg.

Tel: Woodward 1-1610
Washington. D.C.—724 14th St.. N.W.

Tel: Republic 4000
San Francisco 2—Taylor &
O'Farrell St.

Tel: Graystone 4-8700
Hollywood 27—Sunset and Vine Streets

Tel: Hollywood 6161
Cleveland 14—815 Superior Ave., N.E.

Tel: Cherry 0912

O'CONNELL, RICHARD
New York 17— 40 East 49th St.

Tel: Plaza 59140
Los Angeles 57—2550 Beverly Blvd.

Tel: Dunkirk 8-6178
San Francisco 5—681 Market St.

Tel: Exbrook 2-3365

(CONTINVED)
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PACIFIC NORTHWEST BROAD-
CASTERS
Portland 7—Orpheum Bldg.

Til: Broadway 6451

New York 17—347 Madison Ave.

Tel: Murray Hill 3-5830

Cliicago 1—360 N. Michigan Ave.

Tel: Andover 3-5771

Kansas Citv—1012 Baltimore St.,

Tel: Victory 0021
Hollywood 28—6381 Hollywood Blvd.

Tel: Hollywood 9-5408

San Francisco 5—116 New
Montgomery St.

Tel: Exbrook 2-8033

Spokane 6—Symons Bldg
Tel: Madison 1218

Butte. Montana—P.O. Box 1056
Tel: 2-2344

PAN-AMERICAN BROADCASTING
New York—370 Lexington Ave.

Tel: Murray Hill 5-1300

Los Angeles 5—Harlan G. Oakes.

072 S. Lafayette Park Place

Tel: Dunkirk 2-3200

San Francisco—Harlan G. Oakes.
235 Montgomery St.

Tel: Yukon 6-5819

PEARSON. JOHN E.. TELEVISION
New York 22—444 Madison Ave.

Tel: Plaza 1-3366
Cliicago 1—333 N. Michigan Ave.

Tel: State 2-7494
Dallas—825 Fidelity Union Life Bldg.

Tel: Prospect 3723
Atlanta—508 Glenn Bldg.

Tel: Alpine 2912-3
Minneapolis 2—Northwestern
Bank Bldg.

Tel: Lincoln 5689. 5680
Los Angeles 57—2330 W. Third St.

Tel: Dunkirk 7-4388
San Francisco 4—57 Post St.

Tel: Sutter 1-5568

PERRY, JOHN H. ASSOCIATES
New York 18—Suite 502,

19 W. 44th St.

Tel: Murray Hill 7-5017
Chicago 3—122 S. Michigan Ave.

Tel: Harrison 7-8085
Detroit 2—7-268 General Motors Bldg

Tel: Trinity 5-1803
Atlanta—708 Glenn Bldg.

Tel: Main 3988
Philadelphia 7—12 S. 12th St.

Tel: Walnut 2-3555
San Francisco 3—5 Third St.

Tel: Garfield 1-6740
Beverly Hills—9538 Brighton Way

Tel: Crestview 6-5032

PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD.
INC.
New York 17—250 Park Ave.

Tel: Plaza 1-2700
Chicago 1—230 N. Michigan Ave.

Tel: Franklin 2-6373
Detroit 26—3470 Penobscot Bldg.

Tel: Woodward 1-4255
Atlanta 3—Glenn Bldg.

Tel: Murray 8-5667
Forth Worth 2—406 W. 7th St.

Tel: Fortune 3349
Hollywood 28—6331 Hollywood Blvd.

Tel: Hollywood 9-2151
San Francisco 4—1220 Russ Bldg.

Tel: Sutter 1-3798

PETRY, EDWARD & COMPANY,
New York 22—488 Madison Ave.

Tel: Murray Hill 8-0200
Chicago 11—400 N. Michigan Ave.

Tel: Whitehall 4-0011
Detroit 26—2351 Penobscot Bldg.

Tel: Woodward 3-0125
St. Louis 1—915 Olive St.

Tel: Chestnut 1-7191
San Francisco 4—Russ Bldg.

Tel: Yukon 2-3031
Los Angeles 14—530 W. 6th St.

Tel: Tucker 3171
Atlanta 3—101 Marietta St.

Tel: Lamar 8861

RADIO TIME SALES, LTD.
Toronto—147 University Ave.

Tel: Empire 6-6680
Montreal—1231 St. Catherine St. W.

Tel: MA 5684

RADIO-TV REPRESENTATIVES
New York 17—480 Lexington Ave.

Tel: Murray Hill 8-4340
Cliicago 1—75 E. Wacker Drive

Tel: Financial 6-0982
Beverlv Hills

—

111 N. La Cienega Blvd.
Tel: Oleander 5-7597

San Francisco 4—233 Sansome St.

Tel: Yukon 6-2982

RAMBEAU. WILLIAM G.,
COMPANY, INC.
New York 17—347 Madison Ave.

Tel: Murray Hill 6-5940
Chicago 1—185 N. Wabash Ave.

Tel: Andover 3-5566
Minneapolis 2—Bulmer & Johnson,
520 Roanoke Bldg, 7th and
Market Ave.

Tel: Lincoln 7017
Hollywood 28—0636 Hollywood Blvd.

Tel: Hollywood 4-0388
San Francisco 5—007 Market St.

Tel: Garfield 1-0426

RAYMER, PAUL H., COMPANY
New York 22—444 Madison Ave.

Tel: Plaza 9-5570
Chicago 11—435 N. Michigan Ave.

Tel: Superior 7-1473

Detroit 26—2949 Penobscot Bldg.
Tel: Woodward 3-0764

Atlanta—Glenn Bldg.
Tel: Alpine 6508

San Francisco 4—2613 Russ Bldg.
Tel: Douglas 2-8909

Hollywood 28—1680 Vine St.,
Tall Bldg.

Tel: Hollywood 2-2376
Dallas 1—Mercantile Securities Bldg.

Tel: Riverside 5663

ROSENMAN, ALEX
New York 17—347 Madison Ave.

Tel: Murray Hill 3-7340
Cliicago 1—192 N. Clark St.

Tel: Financial 6-5450

SEARS &. AYER. INC.
Chicago 11—612 N. Michigan Ave.

Tel: Superior 7-8177
New York 17—295 Madison Ave.

Tel: Murray Hill 9-2580-87-88
San Francisco 3—703 Market St.

Tel. Exbrook 2-7247
Los Angeles—1127 Wilshire Blvd.

Tel: Madison 9-2653

STARS NATIONAL, INC.
New York 17—400 Madison Ave.

Tel: Plaza 8-0555
Chicago 1—35 E. Wacker Drive

Tel: State 1-7942
Indianapolis—10 W. Ohio St.

Tel: Plaza 6691
Detroit 2—3049 E. Grand Blvd.

Tel: Trinity 3-3914
Grand Rapids. Mich.—
217 Jefferson S.E.

Tel: Glendale 1-1348
Atlanta—Candler Bldg.

Tel: Lamar 7755
Los Angeles 57—2550 Beverly Blvd.

Tel: Dunkirk 8-6178
San Francisco 3—681 Market St.

Tel: Exbrook 2-3365

STORER BROADCASTING
COMPANY
Miami Reach 41—1177 Kane Concourse
Tel: Union 0-0211

New York 22—118 E. 57th St.

Tel: Eldorado 5-7690
Chicago 1—230 N. Michigan Ave.

Tel: Franklin 2-6498

STOVIN. HORACE N., & COMPANY
Toronto—406 Jarvis Street

Tel: Walnut 4-5768
Montreal—608 Keefer Bldg.
Tel: University 6-6291

Winnipeg—1111 Childs Bldg.
Tel: 925-097

Vancouver—615 Pender Street West
Tel: Tatlow 4831

VENARD. RINTOUL & McCONNELL
New York 17—579 Fifth Ave.

Tel: Murray Hill 8-1088

Chicago 1—3.5 E. Wacker Drive
Tel: State 2-5260

Los Angeles—2978 Wilshire Blvd.
Tel: Dunkirk 8-4151

San Francisco*—Mills Bldg.
Tel: Garfield 1-7950

WALKER REPRESENTATION COM-
PANY, INC., THE
New York 17—347 Madison Ave.

Tel: Murray Hill 3-5X30
Cliicago 1—360 N. Michigan Ave.

Tel: Andover 3-5771
Boston—80 Boylston St.

Tel: Hubbard 2-4370
Kansas City—1012 Baltimore St.

Tel: Victory 0021
Los Angeles 5—672 S. Lafayette
Park Place

Tel: Dunkirk 2-3200
San Francisco 4—Russ Bldg., Rm 1227

Tel: Yukon 6-5819
Atlanta 3—1223-A Mortgage
Guarantee Bldg.

Tel: Alpine 5084

WEBB, GRANT & CO.
New York 22—509 Madison Ave.

Tel: Murray Hill 8-7550.
Chicago 2—69 W. Washington St.
Detroit 26—600 Woodward Ave.

Tel: State 2-3155
Detroit 26—600 Woodward Ave.

Tel: Woodward 1-8290
San Francisco—155 Montgomery St.

Tel: Exbrook 2-6127

WEED TELEVISION CORPORATION
New York 17—579 Fifth Ave.

Tel: Plaza 9-4700
Chicago 1—20 N. Wacker Drive

Tel: Randolph 6-9668
Detroit 26—1707-8 Book Bldg.

Tel: Woodward 1-2685
San Francisco 4—625 Market St.

Tel: Exbrook 7-0535
Hollywood 28—6331 Hollywood Blvd.

Tel: Hollywood 2-0676
Boston 16—Statler Bldg.

Tel: Hubbard 2-5677
Atlanta 3—Glenn Bldg.,
120 Marietta St.

Tel: Cypress 4081

YOUNG TELEVISION CORP.
New York 22—477 Madison Ave.

Tel: Plaza 9-1810
Chicago 2—55 E. Washington St.

Tel: Andover 3-5448
Hollvwood 28—6331 Hollywood Blvd.

Tel: Hollywood 2-2287
St. Louis (Affton 23)—
8138 Normal Drive

Tel: Miami 1-5020
Boston 16—Nona Kirby, 507 Statler
Office Bldg.

Tel: Hubbard 2-6117
San Francisco 5—593 Market St.

Tel: Yukon 6-6769
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Advertisers
Air Trails, Inc __51, 67, 69, 78, 79, 135

Broadcast Music, Inc. 113

Vic Diehm Stations 44, 68

Good Music Broadcasters 96

Guild Films, Inc. — 171

Keystone Broadcasting _ 35

Mid Continent Group JFC, 49, 55, 57

National Telefilm, Inc.- 170, 172, 174

Richard O'Connell, Inc 116, 118, 120

People's Broadcasting 92

RCA Equipment 16-17, 177-178

Schwimmer Productions 142-143

Sombrero Network 119

Sponsor Services 24

Storer Broadcasting 8-9

Texas Spanish Language Net 114

Adam Young, Inc. BC
ZIV-TV 2, 3

KALI, Pasadena 23

KANV, Shreveport ..._ 129

KBET-TV, Sacramento 146

KBIG, Hollywood 138

KBIS, Bakersfield 139

KCOH, Houston 127

KCOR-TV, San Antonio 117

KDLO-TV, Florence, S. D. 158

KELO-TV, Sioux Falls 158

KERO-TV, Bakersfield ._ 144
KEYD-TV, Minneapolis .. ._... 152

KFAB, Omaha _ 103
KFAC, Los Angeles ... 94
KFWB, Los Angeles 15, 19, 21, 22, 25, 91

KGBT, Harlingen, Texas 116

KGER, Long Beach .

KGST, Fresno

KGVO-TV, Missoula

KIFN, Phoenix

KIXL, Dallas

132

124

155

120

76

KLOK, San Jose 121

KMAP, Bakersfield 124

KMOX, St. Louis 52-53

KNAK, Salt Lake City 80

KOA, Denver 100

KOLO, Reno 58

KOWL, Santa Monica 120, 124

KPMC, Bakersfield 20

KRBC-TV, Abilene 159

KREM, Spokane 140

KRIZ, Phoenix 139

KSAN, San Francisco 125

KSD-TV, St. Louis 154
KSEL, Lubbock 77
KSET, El Paso 108

KSL, Salt Lake City 81

KSOO, Sioux Falls 104
KSON, San Diego 136

KSTN, Stockton 138

KTOP, Topeka 39

KWKW, Pasadena 118

KXLA, Pasadena 106

WAOK, Atlanta 126
WARL, Arlington, Va. ... .28-29

WBAM, Montgomery _.__ 18

WBEE, Harvey, 111. 126

WCCO-TV, Minneapolis 153

WDAS, Philadelphia 122

WEBB, Baltimore

WEEI, Boston

WEMP, Milwaukee
WFLN, Philadelphia

WGH, Norfolk

WHAT, Philadelphia

WHOD, Homestead _

WILS, Lansing

WIP, Philadelphia -

WITH, Baltimore ..

WJWL, Georgetown, Del.

WKJG-TV, Ft. Wayne
WKMI, Kalamazoo
WKY-TV, Oklahoma City

WLOL, Minneapolis

WNEB, Worcester

WNJR, Newark
WOWO, Ft. Wayne
WPAL, Charleston, S. C
WQXR, New York
WRAP, Norfolk

WREN, Topeka
WREX-TV, Rockford

127

43

7

98

140

131

130

47

71

FC
102

149

46

IBC
48

45

128

37

72

97

132

199

WROK, Rockford

WRVA, Richmond
WSAU-TV, Wausau, Wise.

WSPD, Toledo

WSRC, Durham 62,

WWJ, Detroit

WWRL, New York City

WXIX(TV), Milwaukee 160

103

83

12

4
129

10

128

XEDF, Laredo

XELO, El Paso

118

116
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In

LOCAL LIVE

... as reported in Jan. 31-Feb. 6, 1956, ARB
area survey covering Oklahoma City and

THIRTY surrounding counties!

NOON NEWS 24.7

NOON WEATHER 25.8

LADIES' FARE (12:30-1 :30 P.M.) 11.1

6:00 P.M. NEWS 29.4

6:15 P.M. WEATHER 30.8

10:00 P.M. NEWS 32.7

10:20 P.M. WEATHER ... 30.4

M-F Averages

See your KATZ man for further details!

WKY TV NBC

ABC

£
OKLAHOMA CITY

The Nation's FIRST COLOR TV Station

Owned and operated by THE OKLAHOMA PUBLISHING COMPANY: The Daily Oklahoman, Oklahoma City Times,
The Farmer-Stockman, WKY, WSFA, & WSFA-TV. Represented by THE KATZ AGENCY



jjimiy^m^
Eleven top T.V. salesmen selling

eleven top T.V. stations . .

.

This is the kind of personal service

that gets top results

for the stations represented

by Young Television Corp.

rr\ f7\

CA Ill

New York Chicago St. Louis - San Francisco • Los Angeles - Bosto

home office: 477 Madison Avenue, New York 22, New York
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radio ai advertisers use

*

2 APRIL 1956

50* per copy* $8 per year

OVERS THE "GOLDEN MARKET" OF 1,230,724 NEGROES

-

NARLY 1/1 OTH OF AMERICA'S TOTAL NEGRO POPULATION!

HIDDEN* SIDE

COMMERCIALS
page 39



That's maximum power
in the rich market of

RICHMOND
Petersburg and Central Virginia

In addition to top power, WXEX-TV has maximum tower height

— 1049 ft. above sea level; and 943 ft. above average terrain . . .

more than 100 ft. higher than any station in this market. WXEX-
TV is the basic NBC-TV station; and there are 415,835 TV families

in its coverage area. Let your Forjoe man give you all the details

about this great buy.

CHANNEL 8

Tom Tinsley, President Irvin G. Abeloff, Vice-President

Represented by Forjoe & Co.



Piel cartoon

plugs register

Westinghouse's

radio-tv lever

The top 10s

of network tv

•eb "influence"

charges fizzle

Multi-set tv

homes coming

Radio's grass

roots growth

ABC TV hot

on film

LL

In battle among admen over whether entertaining commercials can sell,

pro-entertainment faction was bolstered by results of Piel Bros.'

Bert-and-Harry cartoon commercials. Piel execs report best January,

February sales in company's history.

-SR-
With strike over, Westinghouse will find radio-tv convention coverage

on CBS handy lever for regaining lost sales. Firm bought coverage in

July 1955, long before strike. Appliance outfit also has "Studio

One," which ran during strike, to fight for sales. Initial post-
strike efforts, however, will be on local level, which Westinghouse
feels has been neglected.

-SR-
Top 10 network tv clients accounted for 38% of all gross time costs

on video webs in 1955, according to PIB. This compares with fact that

top 10 agencies in network option time at night buy 50% of all time.

Latter figure is highlight from SPONSOR survey of agencies buying
networks at night. Survey showed 46 agencies split nighttime network
melon, with Y&R, No. 1. (For story, see page 30.)

-SR-
Election-year fever is seen behind sensational charges of network

influence on FCC made by Rep. Joe Evins (D-Tenn. ) of House Small

Business subcommittee. Charges have fizzled so far, reports "Tele-

vision Digest," which is close to Washington developments. FCC

Chairman McConnaughey denied Evins' statement, supposedly based on

comments by FCC's Robert D. L'Heureux. Subcommittee, however, will

continue digging into the charges.
-SR-

Multi-set tv homes may become important factor soon with more video

portables coming on market. Latest tv portable is GE's 13-lb. set

with 9-in. screen. Previously RCA had introduced 8%-in. , 22-lb.

set. Industry sees big future in portables. Admiral President Ross

Siragusa predicted 1957 would be 10 million set year with half of

all sales in portables.
-SR-

Growing grass roots nature of radio is illustrated by figures show-
ing increase in number of small towns which have radio stations but

no newspapers. According to RAB 625 newspaperless towns have li-
censed radio stations. In 1953 figure was 395. Southern states are

leaders in this trend, with Texas, North Carolina, Alabama, Georgia,
Tennessee the top 5 states having the most towns with no newspapers
but at least one station.

-SR-
In unusual move, ABC TV has gone to trade press to showcase its new
show lineup for next fall. Dozen shows listed highlight web's pref-
erence for film

—

11 of 12 are on c elluloid, 8 are half-hours. Web's
2 one-hour and one 90-minute film shows will more than double number
of king-size film shows now on networks. Aside from movie features,
"Warner Bros. Presents" and "20th Century Fox Hour" are only long
shows on film. Only live program listed by ABC was "Telerama."

J
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REPORT TO SPONSORS for 2 April 1956

Video tape due

by early '58

B&w improve-

ments on color tv

British rating

system okayed

Automation for

tv commercials

Overnight

ratings demand

Will DST snarls

cost more in 56?

Hidden side

of commercials

i

While original expectations set target for commercially practical
video tape at spring this year, latest word sets date for late '57

or early '58. Latest date and latest developments on tape were give:

by RCA v.p. 0. B. Hanson at IRE confab.

-SR-
Advertisers wondering about quality of black-and-white picture on
color set during transition to color phase were answered by develop-
ments explained at IRE convention. Engineers pointed out current
improvements in color purity will improve black-and-white, too.

-SR-
Will British end up with one "official" commercial tv rating system?
Question is raised following endorsement of English-born Television
Audience Measurement system by British agency, advertiser groups.
TAM resembles Nielsen Station Index, consists of (1) Tammeter, which
records minute-by-minute viewing, channel viewed; (2) Tamlog, a diar

(3) Tammatic Audience Reporter, an audience composition device with
buttons which viewers press to indicate when they start and stop
watching tv

; (4) Tamalyzer, said to give exact readings of tape from

Tammeter. Latter device is important to British advertisers since

commercials are rotated.
-SR-

You'd really have something if there was a way to combine safety of

film with spontaneity of live tv commercials. And that in essence

is what TelePrompTer is claiming for its TeleMation device which com

pany is just starting to sell intensively. TeleMation is a device

which automatically cues lights, rear-screen projectors, other equip

ment in pace with copy spoken by performer. Objective: to eliminate

mistakes. Key to usefulness of technique for admen: how fast sta-

tions decide to rent equipment. (For pictures of TeleMation and

details, see page 34.)

-SR-
Surest indication of popularity overnight ratings have built in tv e

provided by fact 5 research firms now provide them. Trendex built

its rating service on overnight tv ratings and ARB recently entered

field. Now Pulse has announced overnights on tv special events and

programs. Pulse did overnight rating on Academy Awards and came up

with 53.7 rating. Pulse found 246 people per 100 homes watching. Th

breakdown: 122 women, 96 men, 16 teenagers, 12 children.

-SR-
Increasingly irregular pattern for changeover from Standard to Day-

light Saving Time in different parts of country is causing acute
headaches. Networks are working up solutions to protect ratings wit

new systems of retelecasts. Agencies face spot schedule reshuffles.

-SR-
Around laboratories where film commercials are processed they tell

story of adman who felt copy was read too fast in commercial screene'

for him. He asked lab to "sl ow down" speech , returned next day and

complimented technicians on overnight job. Actually nothing was don

to commercial, in fact speech can't be slowed down. But on second
screening copy sounds slower. That's one of many instances where
knowledge of film processing is essential for admen on every level.

For dozens of other tips on commercial film processing see section
this issue page 39.

(Sponsor Reports continues page 115)

SPONS't



Loc$l Advertisers Mast tim Immediate Response

IN PHILADELPHIA

MORE LOCAL ADVERTISERS

U

THAN ANY OTHER STATION *

:*-*
By the way, More national admtisen use wpen than any othet station

Represented nationally by Gill-Perna, Inc.

New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco
B.A.R., Inc.
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ARTICLES

Can FCC entl the seller's market in tv?

SPONSOR explores the important allocation question, some proposed solutions

to it, and the significance to ( I ) advertisers who are wondering whether to

plan on new franchises and (2) to sponsors waiting for availabilities

Coty"s quandary: How to pick a hit tv show

Should a sponsor be a showman? Cosmetic head Philip Cortney wishes he

could be sure about the vehicle if he adds net to his spot campaign

The 10 agencies that buy most nighttime tv

Did you know that 10 agencies buy 50% of after- dark tv commercial
minutes? SPONSOR researched the situation and came up with the surprising

story and chart of how 46 leading agencies divide tv time

Does your company sell ideas as well as XJAW?
Intelligent use of radio by United Auto Workers union which channels $300,000

of its public relations budget into the medium can be object lesson for many
business firms seeking to create good will among their employees

Fluff insurance for local live commercials
TelePrompTer has new device which cues turntables, rear-screen projectors,

lights automatically. Result: Freedom from live tv errors, says company

Should you buy radio hy the ton?

Buyers agree saturation buying makes most sense today. But they draw fine

distinction between promiscuous purchase and use of judgment

The hidden sitle of film commercials
Why should the client and account executive know about film processing?

What should he know? SPONSOR answers both these queries in a special

section designed to take some of the mystery out of this important phase of

the work that goes into creating television commercials

Tv set count
County-by-county breakdown of U. S. tv sets as compiled by the Advertising
Research Foundation from June 1955 Census data

25

28

30

32

34

36

39

COMING

NARTB Convention section

Lists of exhibitors, film properties to be introduced at convention, report on

how broadcasters evaluate their trade associations, directory giving key

addresses in Chicago . . . these and many more features ID Apt'

J6 Apr.
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WHO'S

THE

WINNER

WICHITA?

It's KAKE-TV where professional

control of your sales-pitch guarantees

big-league results . . . the best

picture with the greatest all-around

entertainment value.

Sales-minded production and management

with local programming leadership

will keep your sales soaring

in WICHITA, KANSAS

KAKE-TV
CHANNEL 10

DaDDDODDaD
Average Rating — ARB, February, 1956

STATIONS 12 NOON TO MIDNIGHT

KAKE-TV 14.6

STATION B 1 3.3

STATION C 6.9

STATION D 2.9

THE WINNER IN WICHITA

THE KATZ AGENCY



Hey, Fellows!
Which way to Chefs Int

Halfvvav between Los Angeles and
San Diego is Robert Hill's Chefs

Inn of Corona del Mar . . . one side

facing the blue Pacific, the other the

teeming traffic of Highway 101.

For years this restaurant built a sub-

stantial business on excellence of

product and word of mouth, but
without advertising . . . "tapping,"

in the words of managing director

Hugh Hutson, "only 30% to 40% of

our potential." Writes Hutson:

"We started looking for the best ad-

vertising medium and selected KBIG,
because of its policy of a restricted

amount of commercials and its ex-

cellent coverage of Southern Cali-

fornia, which gave us a chance to put
Chefs Inn in the minds of millions

of people annually visiting Los An-
geles and Orange counties."

A one-minute transcribed spot fea-

turing the seductive KBIG trade-

character mermaid has run on KBIC
before lunchtime and dinnertime
since summer 195t. To quote Hut-

son once more: "Our increased busi-

ness has been most gratifying. Robert
Hill's Chefs Inn is a confirmed

KBIG advertising account."

Covering ALL Southern California at

lowest cost per thousand listeners.

KBIG delivers RESULTS .... good
if you have one front door like

Chefs Inn; better, if you have many.

&
KBIG
7/ie Catalina Station

10,000 Watts

74O °VuS.
u"

JOHN POOLE BROADCASTING CO.
6540 Sunset Blvd.. Los Angeles 28, California

Telephone: Hollywood 3-3205

Nat. Rep. WEED and Company

i I) irk

Edward Greenberg, The Wexton Co., Xew
York, sees musical signatures and use of popular

songs in commercials as the most effective way of

correlating radio and tv announcement campaigns.

''It's a vocal trademark," says he. ''For example,

if you've got a product with teen-age appeal, the

ideal way to sell it is via radio between 5:00-

7:00 pm., when you can capitalize on popular

tunes. It's worth paying for the rights of recent

hits, classics like five to 10-year old musical shows

from Broadway, because youngsters are so music-

minded. But music is fust as effective with adult

audiences who watch tv at night. Still, to get the

most out of such a musical signature or trade-

mark, the advertiser should choose his music ac-

cording to the time periods he'll be in."

Laura Partridge. Emil Mogul Co.. New York,

sees continued ''and justified" interest in early

morning radio. ''The same time buying patterns

are true particularly in small markets, where

early morning radio still delivers the largest gen-

eral audience, including housewives," she adds.

One of our accounts, Xational Shoes, runs its own
media surveys every year to show which part of the

company's schedule pulls the most response, and

creates the greatest amount of store traffic. During

commercials, people are asked to send in post-

cards asking for discounts in Xational Shoe stores.

This postcard survey shoiced that announcements be-

fore 9:00 a.m. pulled best, and that early morning

announcements got the largest returns from

housewives, rather than fust men."

Peter flu /in. E. T. Howard Co., Xew York, feels

that advertisers needn't shy away from syndicated

films in major markets for fear of not being able

to clear the right kind of time. "So much de-

pends on the prestige of the show you get hold

of," says he. ''It might just happen to be one that

a network flagship's dying to put on, and they'll

shuffle around all kinds of accounts to accommodate

you. On the other hand, you can also work with

the syndicator. who might have inside informa-

tion on expiration dates. But don't rely on him

to do all 'he work for you. He won't and most

likely can't. In the last analysis, it's still the agency,

the skill of the timebuyer and the value of the film

property to be placed that will decide what kind

of time slots you'll be able to clear in any market."

SPONSR
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CHANNEL 11

LITTLE ROCK

2,205 FEET
(above sea level)

NOW

vers Over HALF of Arkansas,

th the Highest Antenna
i the Central South!"J

EMPIRE
STATE

BUILDING
1,472 FEET

IfHV, Little Rock, went Basic Optional CBS

c April 1— with maximum power, on Channel

1, and telecasting from the highest antenna in

ti Central South (1756' above average terrain).

iwd TV coverage of more than half of Arkansas

i now an accomplished fact.

fTHV has finest new facilities including four

cuera chains, a 40' x 50' x 24' Studio A with

2' revolving turn-table— a 30' x 50' Studio B

vth complete kitchen, etc. Ask the Branham Co.

jr full details.

)
316,000 Watts Channel

Henry Clay, Executive Vice President
B. G. Robertson, General Manager

Affiliated with KTHS, Little Rock

and KWKH, Shreveport

ANTENNA
1,175 FEET



wins first place

If

Film producers for Motion Picture Theatres and TV spend thousands of dolla

millions yearly, for fine, outstanding productions. Discriminating produce;

their creative efforts by having their negative developing and printin'

Consolidated Film Industries located in Hollywood, New York and FortJ

over 35 years, Consolidated Film Industries has been renowned for th 1

quality film processing in both color and black-and-white. CFI is ready to p.

at any of their plants located at: 959 Seward Street, Hollywood, Csifo

521 West 57th Street, New York, New York • Consolidated Park, Fort Lee, Na'Ji

THANKS TO THE ENTIRE TV INDUSTRY FOR THIS UNPRECEDE NTEt ^



The

Billboard

ars

AWARD

in a row for all three!

'uhvu(g)
tor outstanding achieremvnt in

Telvritiion film

PRESENTED TO

CONSOLIDATED
FILM INDUSTRIES

A Division of Republic Pictures, Inc.

NAMED BY THE

TV FILM INDUSTRY

MOST ECONOMICAL, FASTEST,

ANO HIOHEST QUALITY SERVICE

HE LLFJOARD FOIRTH ANNUAL TV FILM SERVICE AWARDS FOR

1955

Winning Laboratories

• WHICH LAB EXCELLED IN QUALITY OF ITS WORK'

Place Company Points

1 Consolidated Film Industries 151

3.

Movielab

Pathe Labs

894 Precision Film Labs .

5 DeLuxe Labs 75
6. General Film Labs 59
7. Acme Film Labs 5b

8. Guffantl Film Labs ... 43

6 Film Associates 43

10 OuArt Film Labs 36

• WHICH LAB EXCELLED IN SPEED OF ITS PERFORMANCE'

Place Company Points

r 1 Consolidated Film Industries 137
2 . Patbe Labs
3. . Precision Film Labs

4. Movielab

5. DeLuxe Labs , . .

,

6. Acme film Labs
7. General Film Labs ... .

91

7 Gulfanl; Film Labs .56
9 Film Associates 5!

10 Mecca Film Labs 40
10 Hollywood Film Enterprises. 40

r
WHICH LAB WAS OUTSTANDING FOR THE ECONOMY OF ITS WORK?

Place Company Points

1 Consolidated Film Industries 149
2..- DtLuxe Labs .

.

3. . .. Precision Film Labj

4. Path.; Labs ... 98
5. Movielab 85
6. Cullanl: Film Labs 73
7. Do Ait Film Labs 65

137

123

8. I ilm Associates 63
9 Acme Film Labs 54

10. Fllmservlce Labs 47
10. Mecca Film Labs ..47

QUALITY

ECONOMY

THE BILLBOARD FEBRUARY 18, 1956

Consolidated Film Industries

Repeats 3-Way Win for Labs
Keeping pace with the increas-

ingly important role that film

labs play in a TV industry that

has embraced film more and

more, Consolidated Film Indus-

tries has stayed atop its compe-

tition and again this year copped

all three first-place service

awards in the laboratories cate-

gory. Consolidated, a subsidiary

of Republic Pictures, was voted

tops of all the labs in the quality

of its work, the speed of its per-

formance and the economy of

its work. Its feat in winning all

three first-place awards in this

year's balloting duplicates its

showing of last year.



RADIO KPQ CETS

Results . .

.

2-1
And We Challenge

All Other North Cen-

tral Washington
Media To Disprove

Us!

Yes, that's a strong state-

ment, but we are prepared

to back that claim to the

hilt .... with money on

the line.

So if you're buying—or

plan to buy—the heart of

Washington State, why

waste money testing? Use

the ONE MEDIUM that pro-

duces 2 to 1! Use KPQ
Wenatchee.

AN ABC-NBC AFFILIATE

5000 wait:

560 K.C.

WENATCHEE

WASHINGTON
REGIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

Moore and Lund, Seattle, Wash.

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
Forjoe and Co., Incorporated

(One of the Big 6 Forjoe Represented
Stations of Washington State)

10

by Bob Foreman

Audience composition nott-iVielsen style

Mark Twain, it is reported, once said that he had "|

respect for a man who can spell a word only one way."

a leading student of the school of Inventive Inaccuracy,

might today lead us through some of the rather subject:

type of research which is typical of men who have troul

adding and to whom a pie chart is as terrifying as the Bla

Widow spider during mating season. To wit:

I have noted a vivid rebirth of radio listening. I base tl

conclusion on the fact that I personally now devote an av<

age of 40 minutes per day about four times per week to t

listening.

I might add I am amazed at the caliber of the copy ru

ning on local stations. The jingles have more charm, t

sell has more persuasion (and less volume) than was tr

when I was personally perpetrating spot creations on t

hapless public. This is generally the case with what a

obviously locally prepared announcements as well as the

done for national use.

There are, however, exceptions. Among these I find

trend" in the first-person recordings of local car dealers, sh

outlet proprietors and fudge tycoons. In most cases, th(

gentlemen should leave the radio announcing to a radio I

nouncer. Instead of creating a person-to-person believabi

ty and an unstudied frankness, most of these entreprenei'

have such appalling deliveries that they defeat their purpi
|

by becoming laughable. There's a car dealer around r

neck of the woods who puts the wrong inflection on eve

word in a 150-word announcement. (Sam, whatta h*i

you am!)

To get back to my listening mores, I haven't heard a p
•

gram in a year of listening—only jockeys and news a I

weather and polka festivals. I might also add that r

favorite record spinner (Bob Crane on WICC, Bridgepoi

is as intelligently and as amusingly capable as the eaK

Godfrey of WTOP-days. His humor is infectious and If

candor refreshing. He can also pour it on when the straijt

sell is called for. Furthermore, he is a master of the smoo-

segue from show to copy, a necessity for as sold-out a p-

{Please turn to page 82)

SPONSi!



What's

1H £t (Sponsor's)

Name?
Breathes there a sponsor who doesn't

want his audience to know his name?

Not on Ray Haney's popular "Little

Rascals" show on WRC-TV. The Greeks

had a word for what happens to

Ray's sponsors: identification. Nearly all

the massive fan mail Ray gets

every day mentions County Fair Bread

and Bosco by name . . . and associates

the quality of those products with

Ray Haney's own engaging personality.

This is the kind of Channel 4 response

that makes sponsors happy: "Little

Raymond drinks his Bosco right along

with you" . . . "We get both County

Fair rolls and bread, and like them

a lot, too" . . . "P.S. We love Bosco" . . .

"We sure like Bosco."

This makes us happy, too, because

this kind of identification means results.

For identification and results . . . think of

EP
APRIL 1956

WRC-TVCHANNEL 4

in Washington

a service of (rm) represented by NBC SPOT SALES

11



IT'S WHB'S
REGION

; a

/hj '

•' i'
1
'"*'

'

i

tiours nut ,,f 2,,;R

... 25 second place ^4 hours . . . and nothing lower!

That's what Kansas CityAREA PULSEsays aboutWHB

for 594,700 radio homes in 66 counties of 3 states

Monday-Saturday, 6 a.m. - 6 p.m.

Average share of audience 25% ahead of second station!

i'

.

^y£ Jj /O average share of audience all-day

(2nd station: 16.6%)

WHB first by far in every time period!

That's what Kansas City AREA/NIELSEN says about WHB
for the 542,700 radio homes in the N.S.I. Area

all day and night, 6 a.m. to midnight, Monday-Saturday

C5^

So you see. WHB dominates the Kansas

City area as convincingly as it dominates

metropolitan K.C. audiences. Get the

big story from the man from Blair.

or WHB General Manager

George W. Armstrong!

tLH I /Q average share of audience all-da)

That's what the latest Kansas City HOOPER says about WHB

WHB leads in every Hooper y± hour,

6 a.m. - 6 p.m., Monday through Saturday.

m

m$
WHB 10,000 watts—710 kc

Kansas City

CONTINENT BROADCASTING COMPANY
President: Todd Storz

WDCY, Minneepolis-St. Paul

Represented by

Avery- Knodel

KOWH, Omaha

Represented by

H-R Reps., Inc.

WTIX, New Orleans

Represented by

Adam J.
Young, Jr.

WHB, Kansas C

Represented by

John Blair & Co
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Mew on Radio Networks
SPONSOR AGENCY STATIONS PROGRAM, time, start, duration
S

iT Molasses Co, NY _Chas. W. Hoyt, NY . NBC 197 .....Weekday: 2 April-25 June

>n Packing Co, San Fran,

Imonte

McCann-Erickson, San Fran ABC

Fr Easter Egg Color Corp,

oln, NY - -
untain Products, Amer Bird

J.sdis div

ma vewing, Milwaukee

r
" as-aft, NY

B.eakfast Club; W 9:05-9:10 am, Th 9:10-9:15 am, F

9:15-9:20 am; 11 April

Arthur Meyerhotf, Chi CBS 203 .....Calen Drake; Sat 10:05-11 am; 5 May; 10 wks

Ted Bernstein, NY ABC _ .—Breakfast Club; T 9-9:05, Th 9-9:05; 27 March

Record Pet of the Day; M-F 3:30-3:35 pm; 20 Feb;

Ceo. H. Hartman, Chi CBS 54 13 wks

Mathisson & Assoc, NBC 197 Weekday; 14 April-6 October

Milwaukee

IWT, NY CBS 203 Arthur Godfrey Time; alt days M-F 10-10:15 am; 28

rewery, Milwaukee

lis, Waverly, NY _ Clark & Bobertz, Detr CBS-123

JWT, NY CBS 203

ubr Co, US Royal Tire Div, NY Fletcher D. Richards, NY ABC

Feb; 5 wks

Robert Q. Lewis; Sat 11:05-11:30 am; 25 February;

16 wks; House Party; Th 3:15-3:30 pm; 16 Feb;

13 wks; Arthur Godfrey Time; 11:15-11:30 am; 17

Feb; 13 wks

......Arthur Godfrey Time; var days M-F 10:15-10:30 am;
4 April; 52 wks

Its Time; (18 5-min segments, sat-sun news dramati-

zations) ; 14 April

Renewed on Radio Networks

-
SPONSOR AGENCY STATIONS PROGRAM, time, start, duration

l-yers, NY, for Mum DCSS, NY ABC

al lods, NY, for Calumet

aljods, White Plains __

r; Phila

......Y&R, NY
Y&R, NY

_ABC
CBS 89

Hicks & Creist, NY ... ABC

Breakfast Club; M 9:35-9:40 am, W&F 9:45-9:50 am;
2 April; 26 wks

..Breakfast Club; T 9:25-9:30 am; 3 April

..Wendy Warren and the News; T, W, Th 12:10-12:15 pm;
3 April; 39 wks

..T-Th 9:40-9:45 am; 1 March

Philip G.

Lasky (3)

broadcast Industry Executives
AME FORMER AFFILIATION NEW AFFILIATION

3; em

n oorom

H irock

•d arlton

I Charbonnet

C lors

..DuMont, NY, general mgr CBS Radio, NY, acct exec

„RAB, NY, local promotion director Same, promotion mgr

„WBTW, Florence, SC, sales mgr __ Same, natl sales mgr

Sterling Television, NY, vp in charge of operations UM&M, NY, Eastern tv sales mgr

IBM, New Orleans, electronic sales division WDSU-TV, New Orleans, sales

KLX Radio, Denver, sales-program coordinator Same, promotion-adv hd

_KIDO, Boise _ KIDO radio-tv, Boise, merchandising and promotion mgr

Farrell Avco Mfg Co, Cinn, Crosley and Bendix Home Appli-
ances div, electronics merchandising mgr

WOR-WOR-TV, NY, vp and general mgr

KMON, Creat Falls, Montana, program director

_TV Specialties Equipment Co, NY
WNAE-WRRN-FM, Warren, Pa, acct exec _._

-Seaboard Finance Co, Roanoke div, asst mgr _

Crosley Rad-tv, Cinn, merchandising mgr

. Same, exec vp

Same, sales

Richard O'Connell, Inc, NY, acct exec

KSEW, Sitka, Alaska, commercial mgr

.. WRVA Radio, Richmond, Va, promotion mgr

n ray

Hack

»-f>d amilton

P lit*. Hoff _- .

N. ollans, Jr.

Jlones — CBS TV, NY, vp in charge of stations and general services Same, exec vp

CLasky WBC, San Fran, general mgr Same, exec in charge of West Coast operations

I'rence CBS TV, NY, station administration director — Same, vp in charge of CBS TV-owned stations

,
t Leder ._ WINS, NY, general mgr WOR, NY, general mgr

IIJLein Kellogg Co, No Colorado District, sales and display KBTV, Denver, merchandising mgr
regiona I mgr

JWcNally Branham Co, NY, AM-TV salesman Headley-Reed, NY, AM sales

>l»j. Pitasi Headley-Reed, NY, sales H-R Reps, NY, sales

II bmson, Jr. ..CBS TV, NY, vp in charge of network sales Same, exec vp

' Stamper _. _ WAPO, Chattanooga, commercial mgr
ll prior CBS Radio, NY, co-director of sales promotion and adv RAB, NY, vp and promotion director

Vihburn _ KVOO-TV, Tulsa, staff anncr Same, acct exec

Advertising Agency Personnel Changes
AME FORMER AFFILIATION NEW AFFILIATION

Sherril

Taylor (3)

Earl

Leyden (3)

"dmderson
>' Barash .

E#ne

Eiicccllo

Chandler

: F|l __

.D'Arcy Adv, St. Louis

_AI Paul Lefton, Phila

..MacLaren Co, Ltd, Montreal, acct exec

Bank of America, adv director ...

am artman

"ss Haugland

"d . |ves

>v'i lones

Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove, NY, rad-tv dept, associate dir

Y&R, NY, acct exec

Kcnyon & Eckhardt, Montreal, mgr

Brisacher, Wheeler & Staff, San Fran, acct exec and plans
brd mbr

Harrington-Richards, San Fran, media-research director

Donahue & Coe, NY, acct exec

•

... KCO-KGO-TV, San Fran, sales exec —
_Peck Adv, NY, acct exec

....Doyle-Dane-Bernbach, NY, mkting director _ Richard K. Manoff, NY, mkting and acct mngment exec,

...Cockfield, Brown & Co, Ltd, Montreal, sr acct exec Kenyon & Eckharrft, Montreal, acct exec

. MacManus, John & Adams, NY, rad-tv copy chief Richard K. Manoff, NY, cpy supervisor

—N. W. Ayer, Phila Same, vp in charge of Philadelphia office

In next issue: New and Renewed on Television (Nettvork) ; Broadcast Industry Executives, Adver-

tising Agency Personnel Changes; New Firms. New Offices, Changes of Address, Station Changes

Ben
Laitin (4)
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\« it #i/i*/ ffnew

Louis L.

Ackernun (5)

Eugene E.

Buckner (5)

Vtnce J.

Looergan (5)

4. Advertising Agency Personnel Changes (cont'd)

Llew Jones Harrington-Richards, San Fran

Ben Laitin Grey, NY, acct supervisor .

H. Edward Lehman Maxon, NY, media director

Eugene R. MacArthur . Harold Cabot, Boston, acct exec

Emmett C. McCaughey Erwin, Wasey & Co, NY, vp in charge of West Coast
Operations

Donald M. McNiven Fred Meyer Stores, Portland, Ore

Ceorge M. MacPhail Rhoades & Davis

Lee Oakes .Television Magazine, NY, research mgr

Edmund O'Neill Y&R, San Fran

Donald M. Rowe _BBDO, NY
Victor Seydel Anderson & Cairns, NY, rad-tv dept, vp and director

Ralph Tanner Anderson & Cairns, NY, vp and acct exec

Tom Tausig Y&R, NY
Louise Tolliver D-F-S, NY, sr cpywritr

Foote, Cone & Belding, San Fran, media -research ««
-Same, vp

Victor A. Bennett, NY, media director

Same, vp

..Same, exec vp

Ore

Harry Waterstone Milton Weinberg, LA, acct service

-Pacific Natl Adv, Portland,

.Ruthrauff & Ryan, LA

.Richard K. Manoff, NY, media supervisor

McCann-Enckson LA, acct exec

.Same, Hywood, production supervisor

.Same, agency director

Same, agency director

.Cunningham & Walsh, NY, rad-tv acct exec

Emil Mogul, NY, cpy group hd

Same, promotion hd

5. Sponsor Personnel Changes
NAME FORMER AFFILIATION NEW AFFILIATION

-Capehart-Farnsworth, Ft Wayne, Indiana, purchasing execLouis L. Ackerman

Eugene E. Buckner Colgate-Palmolive, NY, mgr ...

Frank L. Callahan .Potts-Woodbury Adv, Kansas City, acct exec

William C. Dalton

Benjamin H. Detwiler

_AC Spark Plug, St. Louis, Zone mgr

Borden Co, NY, farm products division, vp

Robert M. Fichter .

Jack C. Gardner

Ralph S. Cregory

Marshall S. Lachner Colgate-Palmolive, Jersey City, soap division

Vince J. Lonergan Hamm Brewing, St. Paul, asst to rad-tv adv director _

E. M. (Cene) Longmire _„ Quicfrez, Inc, district sales mgr for Ceorgia, Alabama,
Florida, and the Carolinas

Richard B. McManus

Westinghouse Electric, Metuchen, NJ, rad-tv dept, adv mgr

Cardner Distributing Co, Balti, president

vp

John F. Morley

Sherman Morse

General Electric Outdoor Lighting. Lynn, Mass, adv-
sales prom mgr

.Pabst Brewing, Chi

CBS-Columbia, NY, vp in charge of purchasing

..Same, asst sales mgr

Ralston Purina, St. Louis, grocery products, a;

promotion mgr

..Same, Flint, Mich, merchandising mgr
Same, farm products of NJ, president; also <i

Borden's middle Atlantic fluid milk region

Same, products development dept, mgr

Zenith, Chi, district sales rep

Pabst Brewing, Chi, Eastern regional sales mgr

..Pabst Brewing Co, Chi, president

-Same, media director

-Sylvania Electric, Atlanta, rad-tv division, distn :

.General Electric Appliances Co, Boston, adv-saU

.Same, central regional sales mgr

Maurice V. Odquist

Arthur R. Penfield _

D. R. Salmon

.Beech-Nut Packing, Canajoharie, NJ, asst vp and mgr
of Rochester plant

C&C Super Corp, NY, vp and director

.Hamm Brewing, St. Paul, asst to adv director

Tim G. Soldwedel

Fred Vanzo

Del's Dairy, Pekin, III, president .-

Auto-Lite, Chi, spark plug sales mgr of central division

..Same, vp in charge of food production

_Sylvania Electric Products Corp, NY, new pi

director

.Same, pt-of -purchase adv director

Minute Maid-Snow Crop Frozen Foods, NY, n:

sonnel mgr

Bordon Co, Soldwedel division, Pekin, III, gener.

Same, eastern central sales division, mgr

6. New Agency Appointments
SPONSOR PRODUCT (or service) AGENCY

NY
Laco Products, Balti

RKO Radio Pictures,

Midway Corp, Balti ,

Morgan Jewelers, Utah, Idaho, Montana

Whitehall Pharmacal, NY

hair and skin products

films

automotive, household, pharmaceutical and
industrial products

jewelry

Neet depilitory, Dristan, Petro-Syllium

- Applestein, Levinstein and Golnick A U
_JWT, NY

_Applestein, Levinstein and Golnick A l*

..Lionel & Simmons, LA

Ruthrauff & Ryan, NY

Henry L. Buccello (4)

Victor Seydel (4) Richard B. McManus (5)
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CENT
will go a

long way these

days on WHO Radio!

fake 6:00 to 10:00 at night as an example . . .

X HERE'S a lot of talk around these days

about "dead" periods in radio— nighttime,

mid-morning, etc. — and some of this yak is

preventing some advertisers from grabbing a

lot of amazing opportunities.

LET'S LOOK AT THE RECORD . . .

On WHO Radio, a 1 -minute spot between

6 and 10 p.m. will deliver 54,934 actual

listening Iowa homes.

That's 8.9 homes for a penny, or 1,000

homes for $1.1 2—ALL LISTENING TO WHO!

That's the minimum. In addition, WHO's
50,000-watt, Clear-Channel voice gets thousands

of unmeasured listeners both in and outside

Iowa! There are half a million extra home sets

and half a million automobile radios in Iowa

alone—and countless bonus sets in "Iowa Plus"!

Let Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc. set the

WHO Radio picture straight for you. It's a

tremendous story!

(Computations based on projecting Nielsen

figures and 7955 Iowa Radio Audience Survey

ratings against our 26-time rate.)

WHO
for Iowa PLUS!

Des Moines . . . 50,000 Watts

Col. B.
J.

Palmer, President

P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager

Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.,

Exclusive National Representatives

APRIL 1956 15



it's
nigtoKwe radio

PEOPLENESS' is another word

for intimacy—or mutuality. By

any word it's a close relation-

ship of folks who sell with folks

who buy (and lots of them+).

"DENVER AT NIGHT" button-

holes buyers because buyers

spend their evenings with KLZ
sales personalities . . . Charlie

Roberts, Warren Chandler, Stan

Brown, Starr Yelland. People

buy from People.

"DENVER AT NIGHT" is excit-

ing "tune-and-stay-tuned" fare.

BUY"Denver at Night"

With *PEOPLEMESS
H*

Listeners hear both sides of con-

versations in KLZer's talks with

people 'round the corner ... in

New York ... in London ... or

in Cairo—news in the making,

human interest, drama. "Denver

at Night" lives among people . . .

takes listeners to cave-ins, shut-

ins, disasters, weddings, cops on

the beat, the quietly efficient hos-

pital night nurse. It's vital . . .

human . . . personal! Interspersed

throughout is local, regional

and world NEWS—MUSIC-
VARIETY—BASEBALL.

^"1^1 the Gr-r-rowingw L- Lw Denver Market!

Call your KATZ man

or KLZ Radio Sales Today!

^Latest PULSE proves KLZ

has the highest

all evening ratings in town—
6 p.m. to midnight.

RADIO Ko
v£

CBS in the Rocky Mountain Area

Represented by the KATZ Agency

t

n

1TQJ/EMADI80
sponsor invites letters to the editor.

Address 40 E. 49 St., New York 17.

JUDGING A TV PLAY

Cheers for the article in the 5 Man
issue on how to judge a tv plav by

Brooke White. How right he is. It da
no good to judge the surface color

the underlying structure is faulty. \R

can get so wrapped up in costume th

we lose the character.

Some more articles along this lit

might be helpful. The problem is co:

tinually with us. Something is alwa'

distorting our perspecive. My vote fi

a follow-up article on company po'

cies: where they have a right to be-

on a script and where they don't.

Kenneth Redfor

Port Chester, N. '.

SPONSOR ASKS

There is a serious problem that

must bring to your attention at one

The paragraph on color tv ("Spons<

Asks" 19 March, page 64) quotes n

as saying, "There are only two citi

in which color is available on mor

tors." The word monitors should ha

been "large screens."

Color monitors are available at ai

desired location and by next year

large screen color network should 1

available.

Richard Reibold

Supervisor, Closed Circi

Tv Operation

BBDO, New York, N. Y

MARKETING MIX

In your issue of January 23 ("T!

jargon of marketing," page 42), y<

credit me with introducing the ter

"market mix." I wish I deserved t!|

credit, but it belongs elsewhere.

"Mix" has been a business word f

decades. I'm not absolutely sure wl

introduced it in connection with ma
keting, but I think it was Profess

Neil Borden of the Harvard Busine

16 SPONSQ
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\ Million-Dollar

Identification

KBICS shoicmanly exploitatu

of its intimate identification wi

Catalina has contributed tremen

ously to the station's rapid grow,

in popularity and sales impact. I
1

many millions of listeners the

land holds the most pleasurab

of associations. Mere mention

"KBIG, the Catalina Station'' r

calls for them memorable m
ments of beauty, relaxation, at

youthful romance. Check this n?ii,

any friend who's been there!

Researched and written

by Ben Bodec

WHAT EVERY NATIONAL ADVERTISER SHOULD II

KBIG's phenomenal success, in a

field where the competitive odds were

overwhelmingly against it from the

start, ranks as a shining example of

American ingenuity, know-how and in-

dependent approach.

In but three and a half years of op-

eration KBIG has not only racked up
the continuing loyalty of millions of

Southern California listeners but de-

livered amazingly low-cost results for

hundreds of local, regional and nation-

al advertisers.

KBIG's impact as a personality sta-

tion was fast. And equally as fast was
its growth as an advertising force.

First, KBIG proved itself as a stand-

out local station with Los Angeles mer-

chants and auto dealers. (Within three

months on the air KBIG was making a

profit.) Then, regional advertisers dis-

covered that KBIG had made a big

dent with audiences all over Southern

California and soon KBIG was adver-

tising scores of regionally distributed

products. The next development was

heavy acceptance from national adver-

tisers.

Before KBIG went on the air it re-

searched its target market to learn

what the majority liked most. Out of

these findings it created a programing

pattern closely geared to today's radio

listening market.

What KBIG has been able to accom-

plish for its advertisers with this pro-

graming pattern is factually docu-

mented on succeeding pages. Mean-
time, here are the salient facts about

KBIG s market and coverage:

• KBIG is in every respect an area

station. Close to 5% of the nation's

buying power is within KBIG s covi

age area.

• The reason for KBIG's mighty pei

tration: KBIG originates from hi

atop Catalina Island. Sent over s

water—the most efficient conductor

radio waves—KBIG's signal delivi

the equivalent of 50,000-watt satui

tion. This signal strength is strong'

where Southern California's populati

is most concentrated.

• Only three stations in Southern Ca

fornia are popular and power:

enough to register in audience surve

for both Los Angeles and San Die<

In this group there's but one indept

dent: KBIG. (And KBIG has the lei

expensive rate and the lowest cost-p'

1.000.)

• Los Angeles is the fastest growi

major market in the nation. San Die



KBIG
the (otolina Station

10,000 waits
74-0 K.C.

Basic Market Facts— KBIG 0.5 MV Area
—

AUTOMOBILE EFFECTIVE AVER. EBI

*:ity POPULATION % o( USA FAMILIES REGISTRATIONS BUYING INCOME PER FAMILY TOTAL RETAIL SALES

.Y,\ ,ES 5.043,300 3.10 1,744,600 2,328,828 $9,596,209,000 $5501. $6,582,538,000

\s Angeles

Img Beach
2,157,300 1.33 748,500 4,253,667,000 5683. 3,308,799,000

289,100 .18 109,400 570,260,000 5213. 479,860,000

Pasadena 114,800 .07 40,600 248,957,000 6132. 280,072,000

Glendale 113,900 .07 41,900 256,529,000 6122. 203,929,000

Burbank 91,400 .06 29,500 170,432,000 5777. 124,657,000

<ita Monica 77,800 .05 28,400 161,258,000 5678. 163,136,000

Compton 61,500 .04 18,700 101,265,000 5415. 108,375,000

II GO 729,729 .45 240,075 278,937 1,303,359,000 5429. 790,702,000
ian Diego 477,300 .29 158,200 877,650,000 5548. 568,326,000

itltWIUHNO 351,354 .21 111,879 143,683 501,170,000 4480. 367,079,000

n 3ernadino 81,700 .05 26,700 128,103,000 4798. 158,887,000

336,500 .21 113,400 154,176 547,761,000 4830. 352,077,000
>anta Ana 59,600 .04 20,200 101,649,000 5032. 130,091,000

IDE 178,842 .11 85,958 75,918 241,039,820 4088. 207,403,420
Riverside 60,600 .04 20,000 88,968,000 4448. 99,811,000

UA 145,134 .09 42,669 55,688 236,772,990 5499. 150.343,000
Oxnard 30,600 .02 8,600 46,878,000 5451. 43,232,000

\ BARBARA 75,331 .05 24,424 33,784 134,984,490 5527. 106,137,900
ma Barbara 51,000 .03 17,500 95,269,000 5444. 91,822,000

IUL 62,790 .04 16,835 21,490 91,008,100 5406. 87,384,000
El Centro 15,800 .01 4,600 26,458,000 5752. 35,604,000

1 TOTALS: 6,922,980 4.26 2,352.840 3,092,504 $12,652,305,400 $5377. $8,643,664,320

tfees include only those parts of county populations within KBIG O.S M/V per area: LOS ANGELES & ORANGE, 100%; SAN DIEGO & VENTURA, 99%; SAN BERNARDINO,
MHIAL, 91%; RIVERSIDE, 82%; SANTA BARBARA, 71%.

>rnia Department of Motor Vehicles, December 31, 1955, and Sales Management Survey of Buying Power. Copr. 1955; further reproduction not licensed.

IT SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA'S KBIG

is not far behind. For instance, in

1955 Los Angeles led the country in

home building and was second only to

New York in home and commercial

building combined. San Diego was
11th in that regard. Long Beach,

which on the mainland faces KBIG's
transmitter, ranked 19th. (Source:

Dun & Bradstreet's 1955 compilation

of building-permit valuations.)

• Because of its signal penetration and
programing character, KBIG is the

major station for nearly all Southern

California communities extending in

all directions beyond L.A. In fact,

over 30% of KBIG's audience is out-

side the Los Angeles metropolitan area.

This penetration overlaps Santa Bar-

bara to the north, sweeps east nearly to

jLas Vegas, and in its southeast perim-

eter includes the rich Imperial Valley

and Yuma, Arizona.

• In terms of population distribution,

Los Angeles is quite unique from other

metropolitan areas. Los Angeles has

been mushrooming out rather than up,

so that it now sprawls over the largest

densely populated acreage in the

United States. Each community in

this vast cluster of adjacent cities has

its own huge shopping areas. Hence to

reach this metropolitan area alone you

require the very type of saturation

coverage that KBIG makes available.

• KBIG has the highest level of adult

listenership—90%—among the inde-

pendent stations in the Los Angeles

metropolitan area. ( A solid asset,

when you realize that it's adults that

do the bulk of the buying.)

• KBIG is a sales powerhouse in this

exceptionally dynamic market.

Four big reasons why
national advertisers

are buying KBIG

J. You cover the Los Angeles metropoli-

tan area—the nation's third, and

fastest growing, major market. (L.A.

county is nation's No. 1 in retail sales.)

2. You pick up such bonus markets as

San Diego (24th in the nation), San

Bernardino, Riverside, Santa Barbara,

Imperial Valley (over 7 million people

in the .5 MV M area.)

S. Because of KBIG's saturation of all

Southern California, you also reach the

greatest concentration of auto sets

in America (over 3 million).

/. You get in KBIG the station whose

fresh programing and high commercial

standards have won a loyal, responsive

audience and the coveted State Fair

Award for Outstanding Public Acceptance.

This presentation was researched on the scene and prepared In its entirety by SPONSOR PRESENTATIONS, INC., for KBIG. Designed by Si Frankel.

-



Because of the tremendous amount of

outdoor listening, radio remains the king-

pin of communications media in Southern

California. Note these characteristics:

• Climate keeps em out of the home and

on the move a goodly part of the day.

• There are 3,092,504 cars in KBIG's
half millivolt area. Since it's virtually the

exclusive means of transportation, car own-

ership in the Los Angeles metropolitan

area averages l a
/4 per family. Where east-

ern commuters read newspapers while

riding to work, the Southern Californian

listens to his auto radio. (An amazing
market on wheels!)

• In 1955, 924,881 out-of-state cars with

2,504,426 passengers entered this most
popular of vacationlands. (What a plus!)
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740 K.C.

DISTANT MERCHANTS'

USE OF KBIG TO SELL

LOCALLY PROVES KBIG'S

AREA POPULARITY

You'll agree there's no more con-

vincing proof of an area station's true

coverage saturation and ability to pull

results at any point than this:

Merchants in distantly located com-

munities buying that area station to

advertise to their fellow townsmen.

Such is the status and stature that

KBIG has built for itself throughout

Southern California!

Obviously, when these local busi-

nesses buy area radio and are willing

to pay rates higher than those avail-

able on their hometown stations, they

expect results. KBIG must be deliver-

ing, because this outlaying sponsorship

has been snowballing. If KBIG is a

buy for distantly located merchants,

consider what a Giant Economy Pack-

age it is for national and regional ad-

vertisers!

Here's a sample listing of KBIG's

1955-56 out-of-L.A.-County local ad-

vertisers:

San Diego County (80 miles away)
Oceanside: Kelly Clothing Co.

San Diego: Winstead Bros. Camera Stores

San Diego Chevrolet Dealers Association

Imperial Valley (164 miles away)
Holtville: Joe D. Maggio Carrots

Calexico: Hotel DeAnza
Salton Sea: Desert Shore Acres

Riverside County (72 miles away)
Lake Elsinore: Lakeside Chevrolet

Riverside: Rohr Aircraft

Beaumont: Gorgeous George Turkey Ranch

San Bernardino County (88 miles away)
Big Bear Lake: Forest Realty, Joshua Tree

Land Co., Tobin Estates

KBIG is the first Southern California

station that motoring tourists hear on

their car radios when they cross over

from Nevada and Arizona. Proof of

KBIG's impact in these border regions

is the heavy use made of KBIG by

tourist bureaus I the San Diego Con-

vention & Tourist Bureau, for in-

stance), hotels and resort operators all

over Southern California to attract

this vacation-bound trade.



THESE SUCCESS STORIES PROVE KBIG'S POWER TO DELIVER :fl|l
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KBIG PROGRAMING CLICKS BIG BECAUSE IT TAKES STATION 01

KBIG'S PERSONALITIES PERAMBULATE: (above) Originating part of day's program
from county fair; (below) taping interviews on Catalina for broadcasting next day

KBIG is the Southern California

station with fresh and exciting ideas in

radio programing. Proof that these

ideas have paid off: a spectacular rise

in audience popularity and notable rec-

ord for sales effectiveness.

These are some of the keys to

KBIG's successful programing format:

CONTINUING AUDIENCE RE-

SEARCH: Before it went on the air in

June '52 KBIG conducted an extensive

survey to determine what the majority

of listeners in Southern California

wanted most from radio. KBIG has

made this alertness a continuing one.

It maintains a "consumer panel" of its

own on programing. Periodically

KBIG checks with this substantial and

diversified group for guidance in mu-

sic, news and information preferences,

via lengthy and searching question-

naires. KBIG's programing approach

may be summed up in these slogans:

(a) "music you like best and just

enough news" and (b) "warm, friend-

ly companionship wherever you go!"

CONTACT WITH THE PEOPLE:
Millions of Southern Californians

know KBIG announcers in person.

RECOGNITION!

KBIG's acceptance as a signifi-

cant programing and advertising

factor was quick and far-reach-

ing. Its awards have been many.

Here are some recent ones:

Radio-Tv Mews Club of Southern Califom
Best news reporting by a non-network station

in '53, '54, '55

Los Angeles Advertising Women
"Lulu" trophy for best creative radio writing

Hi

Advertising Association of the II est

Second place in best commercial programing

for Vons Grocery Co.'s Homemakers' News

Sales Executives Club of Los Angeles
"Sammy" Award for too salesmanship
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HUE PEOPLE IT SERVES KBIG Personalities

They see and meet them as these an-

nouncers broadcast from the Volks-

wagen mobile studio at county fairs,

exhibits, special events and all summer

long at famous Southland beaches.

One of KBIG's most popular summer
features is Carl ("Mr. Big") Bailey's

interviews with visitors to Catalina.

The interviews are taped so that the

interviewees, their families and friends,

can hear them on the air the next day.

STUDIED MUSIC FORMULA:
Easy listening, "commercial," middle-

of-road music, designed to appeal to

the average housewife and motorist.

The 12 to 14 tunes broadcast per hour

are carefully selected by experienced

music directors and are not subject to

announcers' whims. A typical hour

will contain three or four standards,

three or four memory tunes not classi-

fied as standards, three pop hits and

three new releases. The variety of type

and tempo is blended and balanced to

assure a pleasant mixture for the aver-

age adult. Talk between numbers is

kept to a minimum.

UNIQUE NEWS FORMULA: News
broadcasts are limited to five-minute

periods once an hour. The exception

is the peak traffic hours when the news

is scheduled twice an hour. Each news

script is extensively edited. Between

9 a.m. and 5 p.m. each news broadcast

is of a specialized nature: internation-

al; national; West Coast; Southern

California; homemakers'; business and

financial; weather, marine and fishing.

Time is mentioned at frequent inter-

vale, and hot news developments are

interpolated at random. KBIG's policy

is never to interrupt the news for

commercials.

HIGH STANDARDS: Good taste

and balance are exercised in every-

thing that KBIG sends out over the

air, including the delivery, context and

spacing of commercials. In air selling

KBIG favors the conversational, friend-

ly, personally-angled approach. KBIG's

advertisers have found this policy ex-

traordinarily effective.

Studios are maintained in both Hol-

lywood and Catalina. KBIG's sales

and management offices are located

in the center of Hollywood's famed

radio row.

California State Fair, 1955
Trophy for Outstanding Public Acceptance

Radio Advertising Bureau
Results Awards in six classifications within the last two years

The Billboard magazine
Second place in Audience and Sales Promotion

St. Louis Advertising Women
Honorable mention in Irma Protez Awards for

creative commercial writing

Stu Wilson
Special Events Director;

famed for his mike adlib-

bing; 26 years in Los An-
geles radio, tv, movies

Carl Bailey
25 yrs. in So. Calif,

radio; known as "Mr. Big,

world's tallest disc jockey"

(he's 6 feet 10!)

Margee Phillips

Asst. News Editor; her

daily homemaker program
for Von's Markets has

garnered multiple awards

Larry Berrill

News director and d.j.;

special knack for low-key

but effective selling; 10

yrs. N.Y. and Chicago d.j.

Don Lamoiid

10 yrs. in radio, tv as

d.j. and m.c. in San Diego,

Bakersfield; his com-
mercials net solid returns

Bud Baker
Disc jockey 10 years in

San Francisco and Fresno;

(boasts Catalina's best-

groomed mustache!)

KBIG's Keg Man on Programing, IVev

ALAN LISSER,

program director and

newscaster, has had 17

years background plan-

ning, writing, voicing news.

Radio-Tv News Club of

So. Calif, awarded him

"Golden Mike" in '53 and
'54 as best non-network

newscaster. Formerly

with KFI, Los Angeles,

and KFRC, San Francisco
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KBIG's all-out audience promotion includes scores of above bus-stop
benches (without live "mermaid", of course); massive billboards (left)

KBIG AUDIENCE PROMOTION TAKES

ADVANTAGE OF EVERY AREA DEVICE

Witness what a dynamo KBIG is for

audience-building promotion:

• It participates, along with its

Volkswagen traveling studio and hill-

board and a live "mermaid." in fairs,

exhibits, conventions, parades, through-

out Southern California. For instance,

it moves its entire program personnel

to the Los Angeles County Fair—the

world's largest—for 17 full days of

programing origination.

• It maintains scores of benches at

bus stops where the traffic is thickest

in Los Angeles, Long Beach, San

Bernardino and other communities.

• It stages its own "Miss Catalina"

beauty contest and uses a plane to tow

its mermaid trademark over beaches,

football games, the Rose Parade.

• It puts out a constant flow of di-

rect mail, novelties, auto and luggage

stickers, jumbo postcards, miniature

replicas of the Volkswagen containing

matchbooks.

• It makes a quality production of

its station identification jingles by re-

cordings with full orchestra and choral

group.

• It maintains a year-round sched-

ule of Foster & Kleiser outdoor bill-

boards.

9 It buys space in metropolitan and

neighborhood newspapers and radio

fan magazines, and maintains an active

publicity department to keep news of

the station before its listeners.

In summary, KBIG's drive for audi-

ence attention and goodwill is resource-

ful, unceasing and dynamic.

Proof of Pudding: Contracts in 1955-56 from 212 Agencies, 707 Sponsors

THESE AGENCIES AND 172 OTHERS

Aitken-Kynett Co.
Anderson & Cairns

BBD&O
Brisacher, Wheeler
Brooke, Smith, F & D
Leo Burnett, Inc

Campbell-Ewald Co.
Caples Co.
Ccle & Weber
D'Arcy Advertising

Daniel & Charles

Doyle, Dane, Bernbach

Roy S. Durstine, Inc.

Erwin, Wasey & Co.
Foote, Cone & Belding

Fuller, Smith & Ross

Glenn Advertising, Inc.

Rune Gcransen Co.
Grant Advertising, Inc.

Hicks & Greist

Hixson & Jorgensen, Inc.

Kenyon & Eckhardt, Inc.

Lennen & Newell, Inc.

MacManus, John & Adams
David J. Mahoney, Inc.

Arthur Meyerhoff & Co.
Dan B. Miner Co.
Raymond R. Morgan
McCann-Erickson, Inc.

Pacific National Adv.
Fletcher D. Richards, Inc.

Ruthrauff & Ryan, Inc.

Schwab & Beatty, Inc.

H. Richard Seller Adv.
John W. Shaw Adv., Inc.

Standard National Adv.
Daniel F. Sullivan Co.
J. Walter Thompson Co.
Wade Adv. Agency, Inc.

Young & Rubicam, Inc.

THESE ADVERTISERS-PLUS 624 MORE

Allstate Insurance

Anheuser Busch

Armour
Allied Artists

Burgermeister

Arizona Brewing
Bonnie Dog Food
Buick

Bank of America
Chevrolet

Cinerama
Coca Cola
Chrysler

Disneyland

Dodge
Gaffers & Sattler Ranges
Exide

Gelvatex Paints

Hilton Hotels

General Electric

Hillman Minx
Folger's Coffee
Homaid Bread Mix
Interstate Bakeries

Girard's Dressing

Gebhardt's Chili Powder
Ironrite

Life

McLean's Frozen Food
Motorola
Pacific Telephone
Paramount Pictures

North American Aviation
North American Van Lines

Necchi Sewing Machines
O'Keefe & Merritt Ranges
Oregon State Highways
Pioneer Heaters
Plymouth

Dr. Pepper

RCA
Rheingold

RKO
Roma Wine
Shell Oil

Sears

Schlitz

Standard Oil of Calif.

Singer Sewing Machines
Towne Pride Foods
Trader Vic's Dressings

Union Oil

Union Pacific

Van Camp
V M Phonographs
Warner Bros.

White Rock
Westinghouse
Wynn's Oil

United States Rubber

LET KBIG'S GIANT ECONOMY PACKAGE SELL FOR YOU! WRITE, WIRE OR PHONE

John Poole Broadcasting Company

6540 Sunset Boulevard

Los Angeles 28, Calif. Ho 3-3205

John H. Poole, President & General Manager
Cliff Gill, Vice-President—Operations
Robert J. McAndrews, Vice-President—Sales

or
Weed & Company

New York • Chicago • Boston • Des Moines
Detroit • San Francisco « Atlanta

In the Central Joaquin Valley the No. 1 choice
the John Poole station KBIF, Fresno * • 900 K.C.

• 1000 watts • $724,874,000 in retail sales

^n



School. Certainly he is responsible for

much of its increased use these past

few years. . .

Albert W. Frey

Professor of Marketing

Amos Tuck School of Business

Administration; Dartmouth College

Hanover, N. H.

ALL-MEDIA STUDY

I have just passed along my copy

of your "All-media evaluation study"

and the response has been of the high-

est praise.

This is actually the first step toward

a tangible and fair . . . procedure of

evaluation.

I have been asked to obtain a copy

for personnel in the agency to study

and a library copy. . . We are currently

receiving sponsor at this agency and

this is a very good sample of why we
subscribe. . .

Ray A. Jones

Media Director

Ralph Sharp Advertising

Detroit, Michigan

• Copies of SPONSOR'S All-Media Evaluation
Study are available at the new rate of S3.00 eaeh.

ARE AUTO-PLUS FIGURES MINUS?

I have just finished reading your 5

March 1956 issue of sponsor and

would like to take this opportunity to

let you know that I find this magazine

most interesting and informative.

However, when studying the chart

at the bottom of page 52 on "Auto-plus

figures, winter versus summer 1955,"

the "% increase" figures did not seem

to ring true.

On checking further, I came up with

the following figures:

Monday through Friday 72.1%

37.0%
Saturday 38.0%
Sunday 55.3%

52.0%

I realize that these figures are taken
from a Nielsen sample, but was
wondering if perhaps you could put
me straight as to which of us is cor-

rect.

R. A. Bishop

Promotion Director

Omer Renaud & Co.

Toronto, Ontario, Canada

• Thanks to R. A. Bishop and A. C. Nielsen's
T. R. Shearer who were among readers who
caught SPONSOR'S error.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT

RADIO TV REPS, INC.

OR CALL

IRA LESLIE

COLLECT

AT BIRMINGHAM 6-2924

In the Baltimore market

one station-X*

delivers the most listeners

at the lowest cost per thousand

X*and only one

WFBR Baltimore's Best Buy
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR AND COMPANY

2 APRIL 1956 17



SHREVEPORT'S

G
TV NEWS &
WEATH ER
are on

KSIA-TV

AL BOLTON, KSLA-TV Weatherman
at the weather board.

6:00 PM NEWS
AND WEATHER
KSLA-TV. . . . 24.8
Station B 5.9

10:30 PM NEWS
AND WEATHER
KSLA-TV. ... 9.5
Station B . ... 3.8

Based on ARB Survey on television

viewing — week of October 9-15.

• Full time local film photographer
• Full time local reporter

• A. P. Wire Service

• Direct wire to U. S. Weather
Bureau

• Proven audience acceptance

Full Power Basic CBS-TV
See your Raymer man

for full details.

FIRST IN SHREVEPORT, LOUISIANA

John T. Coldren
Director of advertising and public relations

J

Dixie Cup Co., Easton, Pa.

I

"We're the oldest compam in the business." says Dixie Cup'-

John Coldren, "But we look for the most modern uses of media and

merchandising/

The company was started in 1908 when its founder originated the I

paper cup. "And though the paper cup business has attracted some

giants in the paper industry, we're still the leader," says Coldren.

The company's 1955 volume exceeded $50 million.

"Dixie Cup has always liked the air media.'" Coldren explains. I

"We used the entire Blue Network with Dixie Circus in 1928-1930.

The show starred Uncle Bob Sherwood, one of the famous old-time

clowns. In the '30's we switched to other media, but then in the

late '40's we came back into spot radio and tv. We have used the

broadcast media ever since."

Today Dixie Cup Co. I through Hicks & Greist ) participates in two

network tv shows {Queen for a Day and Tonight on NBC TV) and

one network radio program I Don McNeills Breakfast Club on

ABC Radio).

"We're using network radio because it reaches exactly the audi-

ence we want: young women with children," says Coldren. "Also,

it gives us excellent coverage, more than 300 stations at a good rate.

Network radio covers all our actual and potential distribution areas,

which tv cannot do yet. We use tv to demonstrate the best uses and

convenience of our product."

Coldren is very conscious of the importance of "appealing to the

trade." With an important percentage of sales derived from super-

markets, he stresses heavy merchandising of Dixie's three air media

personalities. Hicks & Greist. Dixie's agency for the past 17 vears.

keeps sending out a constant barrage of dealer mailings, broadsides.

"We've noticed that our late-night tv effort is very good for reach-

ing the trade," says Coldren. This awareness of merchandising and

keeping the trade up-to-date on advertising effort has gone a long
|

way toward stretching Dixie Cup's SPONSOR-estimated SI million

advertising budget.

Coldren. who's "from the coal district of Pa.." joined Dixie Cup

in 1929. has been with the firm as a salesman, production man and

advertising man ever since. And he admits that his "favorite hobby's
J

my two teen-age daughters." * * * I

18 SPONSOR



ost powerful
selling point
in industrial Michigan

SIS

'5^
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1
DETROIT

CHANNEL 2 CBS

NO. 1 IN DETROIT
Pulse and ARB

AND AGAIN PROVED

NO. 1 OUTSTATE
ARB Annual Outside Market Surveys. December 1955, January 1956

VIEWED MOST
BEFORE AFTER
6:00 P.M. 6:00 P.M.

PORT HURON (
WJBKTV 44% 58%rvni ,,u"v"

\ Station B 15% 24%
57 Air Miles < Station C 20% 12%
x p. . .. 1 Station D 3% 3%from Detroit

( No Choice 18% 3%

/ WJBK-TV 54% 53%
FLINT \

S,a,ionB 25% 33%""
1 Station E 8% 7%

59 Air Miles < Station F 4% 5%
^d.^, 5SSS-::::::::::::: % ;$

\ No Choice 6% 0%

Get more mileage out of your TV advertising dollar with the terrific

selling power of WJBK-TV's top CBS and local programming, 1,057-ft.

tower, 100,000-watt power and commanding Channel 2 dial position.

STORER NATIONAL SALES OFFICE
118 E. 57fh, New York 22, MUrray Hill 8-8630
Represented by THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.
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NOW XETV

Channel 6

CARRIES THE

SURE-FIRE

PROGRAMMING

of the

ABC NETWORK
IN THE BILLION-DOLLAR

SAN DIEGO MARKET

When a top independent

joins forces with the ABC
Network, you can get spec-

tacular adjacencies at

LOWEST COST-PER-
THOUSAND! Ask the

Weed Boys for the com-

plete, fabulous story!

XETV
Julian M. Kaufman, V.P. & Gen. Mgr.

General Offices — 4229 Park Boulevard
SAN DIEGO 4, CALIFORNIA

Represented by WEED TV

1 »fl|»i.v<'i s are undauntetl by Hollywood film flood

By Joe Csida

The hand wringers and the viewers with alarm have

grasped with great glee the development, which sees more and

more of the major Hollywood studios offering more and more!

of their pre-1948 features to the tv market. Among othei

dire effects, say these professional crepe-hangers, will be an

even greater depreciation in the tv film field.

A calm, careful look at the tv film field, however, happih

indicates that the majority of the people in vidpix productior

and distribution aren't upset by the Hollywood maneuvering^

to the point where they intend to fold their tents and stea!

away into the nighttime of business oblivion. All the wa\

from operations which have been working in a most conserva

tive manner (like RCA Thesaurus's Film Division) to the

giants of the industry as exemplified by MCA TV and Ziv.

new product is in the planning, shooting or recently-intro

duced-for-sale stage. RCA Thesaurus has just put into circu

lation several series, a sports kid show, a nature show and the

new Sam Snead golf item. MCA TV is producing a ne^\

Rosemary Clooney series. Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. has worke<

out an arrangement with Television Programs of America t(

do a Captain Kidd series, and at least two other producer:

are shooting pirate shows. One is CBS Television Sales, witl

its Sir Francis Drake pilot in the works, and the other is the

Official-Incorporated Television Programs production of Th
Bucaneer. Ed Small, in prepping his Tugboat Annie serie-

is said to have spent a record-breaking $100,000 plus on th<

pilot of that series. Bill Holden's Toluca Productions i:

readying a pilot on a strip called The Red Sparrow and Fran!

Sinatra has organized a tv film production unit.

The tv film field, along with all other facets of television

is growing, and with considerable success. That it is experi

encing the same pains of growth encountered by any relativel)

new enterprise can't be denied, and is not cause for alarm

Apart from continued production activity there are mami

other signs of good health in the vidpix field, minor ami

major. One of the lighter harbingers may be the fact that fo

the first time the telefilm industry has been used as thJ

background for a popular novel. This is Willis Ballard':

tome, entitled The Package Deal. The Ballard book is amus

ing and entertaining. It looks at the trials and tribulations

the chicanery and intrigue involved in scratching up th<

substantial loot required to get into business with a telefiln

{Please turn to page 86)
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proudly offers for sponsorship

velve excellent new fall properties
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The Joan Davis Show
A brand-new comedy half hour with an old favorite of TV

audiences! Joan Davis plays the starring role, of course. But

to make the package even more sure-fire, Joan produces the

series, too. Each show will be on film . . . and, almost surely,

on most TV screens next fall. This is a series you'll want to take

a look at soon.'

Frontier Judge

Half-hour Chertok TV production starring veteran actor Leon

Ames. Plots revolve around the adventures of Judge John Cooper

as he rides a frontier circuit. A crack staff is backing up these

productions! Chertok's successes include 180 "Lone Rangers,"

"Private Secretary," "Sky King," many "Du Pont Cavalcade

Theaters."

R.F.D.-U.S.A.
Half-hour documentary films, written and narrated by Carl

Carmer, distinguished American folklorist. Productions are on

location, off the beaten track— in Tennessee hill country, a

Utah bluff village (Pop. 50), a tiny island off the Florida coast,

a typical New Hampshire town. A "Window on America" series

—real, heart-warming.

Wire Service

An hour-long filmed adventure series based on news stories and

the stories behind the news. Three stars (George Brent, Dennis

Morgan, Dane Clark) rotate in lead performances as reporters.

Robert Florey directs— he was winner of the Screen Directors

Award for best television director last year, a nominee this year.

Don Sharpe and Warren Lewis are executive producers.

Command Performance

90-minute filmed drama anthology, produced by Meridian

Productions. John Gibbs, Meridian head, will use three wide-

ranging production companies—at Goldwyn studios, in Ber-

muda, Europe and other locales. Unusual scripts and all-film

production will make available Hollywood stars like Don Taylor,

Raymond Burr and Sally Forrest— all in the first film.
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International Theater
i
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"fc£* Produced in Europe by Sheldon Reynolds, this hour-long anthol

I ogy features hard-hitting American stories, American stars

£>T (4
$

Scripts will be outstanding originals, as well as adapts of

classics by Scott Fitzgerald, E. Phillips Oppenheim. Present

i
plans include some comedy and romance as well as adventure.

..:~.M Sheldon Reynolds is the series' permanent host.

QM&
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Publicity Girl

Half-hour film comedies produced by Chertok. Series stars a

lovely public-relations gal . . . Jan Sterling. Scripts revolve

around the items she attempts to get printed—and those she

tries to keep ouf of the papers. There's plenty of drama and

romance (gal plays opposite no less than four leading men)

as well as fast-paced comedy. Locale is southern California.

d'u fr&.v•ffl



Tempered Blade *&#*""f\
Lou Edelman mixes history and romance in a half-hour filmed if l.injjij r /.

'*#',
Imed i.l

adventure series based on the life of colorful Jim Bowie— W
J v j

father of the Bowie knife. Bowie's career as backwoodsman, \)0^\
general, Indian fighter, intimate of celebrities and statesmen £Q W
supplies an almost inexhaustible source of material for what

promises to be one of 1956's most exciting newcomers.

\rffr
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*J^
It's a Great Country

Hair-hour film series produced by Lou Edelman, one of TV's

mosi successful film producers. Stories revolve around warm,

believable Americans both here and abroad. Exciting subjects

include a boy on the edge of delinquency, a doctor faced with

performing an operation while in a critical condition himself,

and many others.

African Safari

Authentic African adventure series shot on location -in the heart

of Africa. Famed explorer Attilio Gatti is in charge of produc-

tion. He and his safari will appear in the film, but adventures

will be fictionalized to add drama, excitement and suspense.

Three separate camera units will cover all photography.
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The Long Highway

Half-hour film series. Authentic, highly dramatic stories about

truck drivers, their women and their lives, produced by Lou

Edelman. Hard-hitting adventure scripts (occasionally spiced

with comedy) by best-selling writer A. I. Bezzerides. Pat

O'Malley plays the dispatcher in the first film will star

throughout the series.

60 -and 90-min. "Teleramas"

These special "one-shot" productions will be BIG shows in

every sense of the word! Six will be premiere Theater Guild

performances; others will be divided between the Metropolitan

Opera, and ABC-TV's News Department under the personal

supervision of John Daly. These might be 1956's best TV buys!

00*
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CHARLOTTE '

double date in the Carolina;

You've got a double sales date for a terrific television buy in North

and South Carolina. Charlotte WBTV and Florence WBTW combine

to give advertisers complete coverage of one out of every two

Carolinians . . . comparable to the nation's eighth largest TV market!

Advertisers earn regular WBTV and WBTW discounts . . .

plus a 15% additional discount on WBTW. For availabilities,

call Charlotte WBTV. Florence WBTW or CBS Television Spot Sales.

Uwwi , ^jlfrPTo

BT1
k''/! '*\ |KORENCE, S.C

UttWf . IepToeuWu
FLORENCEt

*Miss North Carolina— Miss Faye Arnold tMiss South Carolina— Miss Martha Dean Chestnut

24 SPONSOR
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PROS, CONS OF "CHESS MOVES" IN SHIFTING STAT.ONS COMPLICATES THE FCC'S ALLOCATIONS TASK

Can FCC end the

sellers' market in tv ?

For advertisers who are planning on new franchises, here

are some answers to important allocation questions

M. he future of television is being reshaped today as the FCC struggles to solve the

uhf problem and get more stations on the air. But how can you as an adman plan ahead

before the FCC reaches a decision? To answer that question, sponsor went to Wash-
ington and spoke to the chairman of the FCC, to Sen. Warren Magnuson (D-Wash.),

chairman of the Senate Commerce Committee, and to many others behind the scenes.

The report which emerged will give you the fullest perspective on the problem. To see

where we're heading today, you have to start back in 1952.

When the FCC created the tv station allocation jigsaw that ended the freeze in

1952, you, like many other advertisers, felt sure the millenium had come. You saw an

end to clearance problems. You pictured a Utopia where you could pick and choose

among four networks and a slew of juicy announcement adjacencies. As you know
now, the millenium has been indefinitely postponed. The FCC's assumption that vhf

and uhf would live together, compete together and make money together proved to be

illusory. The FCC to put it mildly, made a boo-boo and, moreover, admits it.

Though tv has made tremendous advances, there is poverty in the midst of plenty.

One third of the u's which got on the air have gone under; many of the 100-odd u's

now broadcasting are gasping and see little hope for the future. One network is out



BEAM OF LIGHT THROUGH THE ALLOCATIONS MAZE

IS WHAT FCC IS SEEKING. DOZENS OF SOLUTION!:

WERE PROPOSED (SEE FACING PAGE FOR A FEW)

of business and another is still strug-

gling with clearance problems.

Consequently, advertisers are still

standing in line to get into tv and

those on the air, like you, have more
than a sneaking suspicion that lack of

competitive facilities is helping to keep

prices high.

While the disease is easy to de-

scribe, the cure is another matter. In

Washington, where the FCC and Sen-

ate Commerce Committee (and other

Congressional committees, too) have

had the problem under scrutiny for

two years, there's a widespread agree-

ment that something's-gotta-be-done

—

or undone. But there's no agreement

on what.

So we took a look behind the scenes

to find out what you can expect in the

way of change or relief. We sought

specifically to get some idea of whether

advertisers can begin to plan on new
franchises in either spot or network

tv. And we're going to try and ex-

plain, as simply as we can, some of

the complications in one of the most

complex domestic issues Washington
ever faced.

In summary, here's what we found:

1. Those in the know agree there

is little likelihood of any drastic solu-

tions by either the FCC or Senate

Commerce Committee.

2. There is a likelihood of an FCC
proposal sometime this year.

3. While uhf is not likely to be

abandoned, it will be left pretty much
to find its own way and niche in the

tv picture.

4. It does not look like widespread

de-intermixture is in the cards. But

there may be some selective de-inter-

mixture to keep uhf islands alive.

5. The widespread talk about mak-
ing tv competitive usualy means, spe-

cifically, providing enough stations for

a third fully-competitive network (i.e.,

ABC TV). Much of the talk concern-

ing a fourth network centers about the

possibility that it will be a film net-

work to service regional and spot

clients. This is seen as a more dis-

KIN'G-TV, Seattle, illuminated its tower
for cliarity drive last year

tant goal and is but one of many ideas

6. While there have been man}

comments about the economics of t\

( that is, relating the number of sta

tions advertising can allegedly sup

port
)

, the FCC is not inclined to se

a lower ceiling on the number of t\

stations than now exists.

7. The FCC s current probe of th(

networks will not result in any answer;

until next year. (You may have beei

intrigued by recent comments of Assis

tant Attorney General Stanley Barnes

who heads up anti-trust activities foi

the Department of Justice. Barnes

touched on three areas of networl

operation: option time, the question o

whether advertisers are forced to bu]

network-produced shows and must-bw

station lineups, as well as the issue o

whether the present network situatioi

is monopolistic. A future article wil

go into the network probe and its ef

fects. However, we'd like to point ou

now that Barnes' most forthright state

ments revolved about the question o

v/hether advertisers must buy network

produced shows. His comments or

the other subjects were guarded anc

he even raised the question of hi

jurisdiction in a situation where i

government agency makes decision!

affecting a regulated industry, such a

broadcasting.)

What does all this mean to your

It means that the way things look now

you can go ahead and make plan:

without figuring on any violent change

in the competitive tv picture. Clear

ances will be improved this year or)

ABC as the FCC finishes up its "hare

core"' cases in various markets bu

improvements will come only gradual

ly. There is no sound basis for figur

ing on a real easing of the tight night

time situation.

As for daytime tv, as you know

the siluation is not tight there anc

your plans to buy must revolve aboul

jour study of current audience trends-

product, and show competition.

Status quo?: While no one can sa>

SPONSOK



or sure what the FCC will do, in-

ormed Washington sources point out

lat the government agency has always

hown a reluctance to tamper with a

tation once it"s on the air. Even the

Jew Dealish FCC which promulgated

he Sixth Report and Order (the offi-

cial name of the allocations order

hich ended the freeze in 1952 and

rovided for uhf I trod carefully in

lis area.

For example, there was a feeling

I the FCC that seven stations in New
ork and Los Angeles were too many

nd that some other markets not

?rved as well could benefit from an

"xtra vhf outlet. However, it was de-

ided not to do anything to eliminate

xisting stations.

While it is true that the Sixth Re-

ort required 32 channel shifts for

'.ations on the air, most of the station

perators on the air got a better deal,

it any rate, there were practically no

rotests, so it is evident nobody was

urt by the FCC's allocations order.

To give you some idea of how up-

in-the-air the station allocation pic-

ture is, when we talked to FCC Chair-

man George C. McConnaughey a few

weeks ago he said the range of pos-

sible decisions is still wide. We asked

whether that includes maintaining the

status quo and he answered yes.

To anyone covering the allocation

picture it is clear the complexity of

the situation is a little overwhelming

to those involved in studying it and

making decisions. Setting up an allo-

cations table is complicated enough

but undoing it is really something.

For the above reasons there is an

evident mood of pessimism about uhf's

future among its strongest proponents.

You may recall the FCC turned down

a number of specific de-intermixture

petitions. The government agency

said it was doing so without preju-

dicing de-intermixture in those mar-

kets or in the U.S. as a whole and

that, furthermore, the subject was

one to be left for general rule-making.

However, pro-uhf forces feel that,

judging by the FCC's past actions,

once a vhf station is permitted in a

market with uhf stations, the FCC will

not take it away from the operator.

The fact that the FCC will prob-

ably retain uhf channels is no salve

lo most uhf operators. Most contend

that uhf. without help, will go the way
of fm. (This does not include the

handful of uhf stations who are doing

well.) I nless uhf is bolstered, the

majorit) says, there will be no incentive

for manufacturers to improve uhf

transmitting equipment and produce

all-channel (uhf and vhf) sets. And,

they ask. can the FCC, in all con-

science, resist demands for spectrum

space from non-broadcasting services

when the spectrum is so crowded and

there is no assurance that uhf can

survive as a healthy and competitive

medium ?

Economics: As an. advertiser, you

I Please turn to page 98 I

'LANS TO SOLVE THE ALLOCATION DILEMMA RUN THE GAMUT

I -INTERMIXTURE

IOST POPULAR SOLUTION, IS

AY OF SAVING UHF. IDEA IS

• HT LEAST THE TOP TV AREAS

.L-VHF OR ALL-UHF. THIS

Jb:n BY BOTH ABC AND NBC

VHF ONLY

PROPONENTS, OF WHOM CBS IS ONE.

FEEL UHF COVERAGE ABILITIES LEAVE

SOMETHING TO BE DESIRED, WOULD GET

ADDITIONAL VHF CHANNELS FROM NON-

BROADCASTING PART OF THE SPECTRUM

N< UHF EXCISE TAX ENCOURAGE UHF OWNERSHIP TECHNICAL PROPOSALS

! F U.S. EXCISE TAX ON UHF
IS ROPOSED TO MAKE THEM AS

VHF SETS. ADMINISTRATION

SP-STAX, SAYS IF ONE GROUP GETS
AH OTHERS WILL ASK FOR IT

NBC, AMONG OTHERS, HAS URGED FCC

TO ALLOW MULTIPLE STATION OWNERS

TO ACQUIRE UHF OUTLETS, SAYS THAT

THIS WILL HELP AVOID DE-INTERMIX-

TURE IN SOME OF THE MIXED MARKETS

THESE INCLUDE DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS

TO "SHOE horn" IN MORE STATIONS,

HIGHER (5 MEGAWATT) POWER FOR

UHF, BOOSTER- STATIONS TO FILL IN UHF

SHADOW AREAS. CROSS POLARIZATION



Coty's quandary: How to

pick a hit television show
Success with spot spurs wish to add net, but "Are we showmen

enough to buy wisely?" asks cosmetics head Philip C'ortnet

Coty ad team mulls over storyboards that boosted sales 23% in 1955. L. to r.: M. Heineman

Franklin Bruck pres.; W. Siegel, ad dir.; P. Cortney, Coty pres. ; E. Spare, ass't to pres. ; J. Despres, exec, v.p

SPONSOR



Loty's spot bucked weighty net competition

torn Hazel Bishop's This Is Your Life, NBC
fv, Revlon's $64,000 Question, CBS TV

M, oty president, Philip Cortney, has

f$64,000
question:

"How can I take the gamble out of

letwork tv?"

In the past three years, Coty has

ised spot tv increasingly and with

aeasurable sales results in a field

diere advertising battles are as fierce

is they come. Over-all Coty sales vol-

ume reached new peaks during this

iieriod, and grew from some $20 mil-

lion in 1953 to $24 million in 1955.

Kow Cortney feels that his firm's ex-

panded cosmetics line and the com-

petitive pressures of the cosmetics in-

dustry dictate adding Coty sponsorship

f a network tv show of its own.

But the cosmetics business is a

reacherous one. You can be on top

me day and then dumped on your

anny the next. Cortney points to some
f the headline events of tv 1955, and
wonders. His own competitors drew
jonflicting conclusions about network

v advertising:

' Revlon launched $64,000 Question

n summer 1955 and its sales soared.

» Hazel Bishop put $1.6 million into

*IBC TV color spectaculars throughout
all 1955, yet board chairman Ray-
bond Spector complained about con-

pnued drop in sales. In mid-March
1956, Spector cancelled sponsorship of

high-rated This Is Your Life, NBC TV,

in favor of spot tv.

"How can I afford to gamble on a

network tv show?" Cortney asks. "I'm

a businessman, not a showman. I can't

afford to invest one or two million

without some assurance of results. But

if I'm to sponsor a show, I've got to

either select a program myself (and

how do I know public taste?) or dele-

gate the spending of two million dol-

lars or more to someone else."

Cortney prefers to hold tight reins

on all company advertising. Last year

he put Cory's entire tv budget ($2 mil-

lion out of a total $3.5 million ad

budget) into spot tv.

"It was one of those prejudices of

mine," Cortney now says. He's a ver-

satile, strong-minded man in his early

sixties, who controls the business with

an iron grip.

"I felt that spot announcements were

better than participations in a show.

I didn't think that being on a well-

rated show once every two weeks

would be enough. But I've learned

since what a job network tv can do as

well. A president of a drug company
showed me his books and how his sales

shot up after Godfrey talked about his

product. And. of course, we all know
about Revlon."

Multi-lingual, Rumanian-born Cort-

ney is scouting around for a show now,

and would buy one immediately, if

only the networks "could show me X
dollar sales for Y dollar advertising."

"Last year, a 40% boost in adver-

tising budget brought about 23%

sales increases," says Mort Heineman,

Coty account executive, and president

of Franklin Bruck agency which has

been handling Coty advertising for

more than half a dozen years.

At first glance, a 23% sales increase

from vastly increased advertising ex-

penditure doesn't sound like a great

achievement. But an understanding of

the cosmetics industry, coupled with

fast-moving lipstick advertising in

1955, shows that Coty executives are

justifiably satisfied.

Early in 1955, Coty introduced Coty

"24," a new long-lasting lipstick. Cort-

ney allocated an $850,000 spot tv bud-

get for the first six months of that year

to launch this new lipstick in some 30

markets.

"We were an immediate success,"

says Cortney. "Within three months,

we sold a record five million lipsticks.

That is probably why we attracted

competition for this particular lip-

stick."

By mid-1955, Revlon launched its

"Living" lipstick on $64,000 Question.

"Their lipstick copied ours and our

advertising," says Cortney. "As a mat-

ter of fact, we're in a lawsuit against

Revlon right now."

Nonetheless, Cortney feared that

Coty "24" was doomed. He recalled

recent lipstick history and expected to

see Coty "24" sales take a nose-dive.

A few years ago, in 1952, shortly

after Hazel Bishop had introduced its

"indelible" lipstick on This Is Your

Life, Helena Rubinstein put out a com-

(Please turn to page 90)

Chic Coty Girl made Coty "24" lipstick sales success in 1955 with $850,000 spot tele-

vision announcements in 30 markets, and sells all other Coty products on television
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The 10 agencies which buy in

They account for half of all the time bought in network optioi p^

gg alf el the prime nighttime net-

work tv hours are bought through 10

rdvertising agencies.

This figure highlights an analysis

by sponsor of agency activity in the

most-wanted network time periods.

The analysis by SPONSOR (see chart

below) covered the week of 5 March,

and shows number of minutes bought

by each agency during the seven-day

period in the 7:30-10:30 p.m. network

option time slots.

Other highlights of the study were:

• A total of 46 agencies split up this

nighttime network melon.

• Total sustaining time came to two

and three-quarter hours, practically

all of it on ABC.
• The agencies showed a fine impar-

tiality among the networks. Of the

top 10 agencies none bought one net-

work, three bought two networks,

seven bought all three networks. \&R
was CBS' best customer. J. Walter

Thompson was NBC's and Bi<

bought more ABC time than an\ o

er agency.

As might be expected, the leadi

network tv buvers were generalh al

the leaders in over-all air buying a

over-all billings. Six of the top

network buyers were also in the t

10 in both over-all air activity ai

total advertising billings last \e;

I For data on the top 20 air agenci

last vear. see the 12 December 19

>? $\^V^l^°%Zi&r*. HOW 46 AGENCIES DIVIDED NIGHTTIME NEWI

MINUTES BY NETWORK
TOTAL

ABC
,
;-; NETWORK

CBS NBC MINUTES

Young & Rubicam ~-™_ 195 140 335

J. Walter Thompson 70 60 180 310

BBDO 30 120 60 210

William Esty 120 75 195

Biow 112^/2 60 — 1721/2

Benton & Bowles 55 75 30 160

Kenyon & Eckhardt 45 60 40 145

Compton 30 30 80 140

McCann-Eriekson 15 90 30 135

SSC&B 45 15 60 120

Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample 75 20 95

Ted Bates 22H 50 20 92!/2

Cunningham & Walsh 30 30 30 90

Grant 90 — — 90

Kletter 60 30 — 90

Lennen & Newell 30 30 30 90

MacManus, John & Adams 22V2 — 60 82V2

Burnett — 50 30 80

Foote, Cone & Belding '. — 75 75

Maxon 40 — 30 70

Campbell Ewald 30 — 30 60

Kudner . 30 30 60

Needhan., Louis & Brorby 60 60

Erwin Wasey 30 30 — 60

I



11 (imp network tv

U.thW be expected, these 10 were also leaders in total ad billings

issue of SPONSOR, starting on page 36.)

Y&R appears as the undisputed

champion in all three categories. This

hot commission house is credited with

a total of slightly over five and a half

nighttime networks hours, nearly 9%
of the total time bought by all agen-

cies in the juiciest slots in all televi-

sion. Y&R and J. Walter Thompson

stood out clearly as the leaders among

the leaders so far as after-dark net-

work activity goes.

One notable exception to the gen-

eral correlation between network ac-

tivity and total advertising activity is

N. W. Ayer. This agency, whose his-

tory during the past 10 or 15 years

showed a decline in relative agencv

standing, is near the bottom of the list

in nighttime network activity. It was

13th in total air billings during 1955

and fifth in total billings.

Ayer's current standing in the agen-

cy field illustrates the importance of

air billings, especially network bill-

ings, to agency growth. Especially ac-

tive in network radio during the 30s,

Ayer was right near the pinnacle so

far as billings went. Today, while it is

No. 5 in over-all billings, there is a

substantial gap between it and the

smallest of the Big Four I those with

more than $100 million in total ad

billings). Ayer was credited by spon-

sor with $91 million in total billings

l Please turn to page 104)

VISION TIME IN A TYPICAL WEEK LAST MONTH

AGENCY

M NOTES BY NETWORK TOT/UL
NETWORK
MINUTES

% OF
TOTAt.
TIMEABC CBS NBC

pbell Mithun

lis & Geller

30

30

4*

15

15

45

45

1.190 \

1.190

jn-Houston 30 30 .794

k Buchanan _., 30 30 .794

Iner 30 30 .794

:r 30 „„ 30 .794

30 .... 30 .794

d, Bascom & Bonfigli 30 ,
30 .794

3che 30 •_-_ 30 .794

ul 30 „ - _™i. 30 .794

(uiiauff & Ryan

s

30

30

30

30

.794

.794

>ney & James 30 --— 30 .794

irry, Baker, Tilden _ 30 30 .794
}
r«luet Services 22!/2 — -- ^Hj 221/2 .595

-u*m 20 20 .529

\oh 20 20 .529

Or 20 20 .529

B in-Paus 20 20 .529

V V. Ayer

J"i Shaw

~— --- 15

15

15

15

.397

.397

Taiam-Laird 15 _-.- - 15 .397

Siiaining 150 15 «.«,««. 165 4.365

TtfAL 1260 1260 1260 3780 99.853



UAW'S PRESIDENT WALTER REUTHER, RIGHT, IS INTERVIEWED BY GU i NUNN ON THE LABOR ORGANIZATION'S PROGRAM, "EYE-OPENER"

Does pur company sell

ideas as well as (his anion ?

UAW channels over $300,000 of its public relations budget to radio show

^^uring last year's auto industry ne-

gotiations which led to the Guaranteed

Annual Wage, an executive of one of

the auto companies leaned across the

hargaining table to United Automobile

Workers President Walter Reuther and
said:

'"I don't know whether you know it

or not, Walter, but we've had inspec-

tors checking the cars on the plant

32

parking lots. I hate to admit it but

we've found an awful lot of the car

radio dials tuned in to that radio pro-

gram of yours."

In this fashion, auto management
paid tribute to one of the key "com-

munications weapons" in the UAW's
victory in Detroit's GAW battle.

The program, billed as Eye-Opener,

but known informally as the Eye, is a

half-hour, early-bird disk jockey and

news show beamed at auto union mem-

bers and their families. Aired from

union headquarters in Detroit, it is

heard live or taped in 35 cities in

which UAW has heavy membership.

Sponsors who hope to create good

will for their products may profit from

UAW's use of radio in promoting bet-

ter membership relations via the Eye.

SPONSOR



Cost of the program, which is on 52

veeks a year in each city, is over

$00,000 annually. But it's all chalked

ip to communications and public re-

ations; there is no advertising budget

is such. The agency is Henry J. Kauf-

Inan & Associates, of Washington, D.C.

While the outlay is large for a single

mion, you have to remember the size

>f UAW, and it certainly is not un-

irecedented for the major brother-

loods. The parent combines—AFL
ind CIO—have been active in air me-

lia for years; they used them sepa-

fately before their merger last fall to

jell labor's point of view to its mem-
bers and the public both.

Since 1 February, the AFL-CIO has

been spending at the rate of some $1

million a year to sponsor two ABC ra-

Bio network newscasters: Edward P.

Morgan and the News (over 246 sta-

ions) and John W . Vandercook and

\he News (124 stations). Also being

onsidered is a short tv series similar

o one sponsored for 13 weeks during

.pring 1954. This was a show called

loth Sides, moderated by Quincy

lowe.

Before the two giant unions joined

hands, the AFL sponsored Frank Ed-

Lards, Mutual newscaster, for some-

hing like $700,000 a year. CIO, mean-

while, already had Vandercook five

times a week, 52 weeks a year, at a

cost of $600,000 annually, 60% of its

national public relations budget.

Union sponsorship of a radio pro-

gram as a public relations tool goes

back 25 years. In 1931 the Italian

Dressmakers Union, Local 89, of the

International Ladies Garment Work-

ers Union initiated a show that has

continued without interruption since

then. Until the beginning of this year

it was a weekly potpourri of classical,

semi-classical and popular music and

news about the union called Voice of

89, on for an hour. Nowt
it has a half-

hour format over a four-city network

on Saturday mornings, 10-10:30 (WOV
and WEVD in New York, with a re-

peat Sunday mornings over WHOM;
WJMJ. Philadelphia; WHAY, New
Britain, Conn., and WBMS, Boston).

Cost, according to Nat Roth, account

executive of Furman, Feiner, which

handles the account, is only $3,000 a

month.

This year, of course, the unions will

probably move into the political arena

with information on their shows to

guide union members in their selection

of candidates. Matters of this type are

handled for AFL-CIO by its Commit-

tee on Political Education.

Show is timed to catch the ear of UAW
members at home or on the way to work

Naturally, both individual and par-

ent unions lean heavily on radio to

explain their position during strikes,

not only to members but to the general

public at large.

But, as one union spokesman puts

it, where the non-union audience is

concerned, the underlying, day-in, day-

out objectives of all their public rela-

tions efforts are to inform people of

the functions and services of the union,

tell them how it aids the community,
and to overcome public belief that "all

unions do is go on strike."

In UAW's own case, the Eye is an
outgrowth of a successful early-morn-

ing show started on CKLW, Detroit,

in 1954. News, editorial commentary,

music of both pop and classical origin,

and interviews are aired by UAW
Commentator Guy Nunn and his part-

( Please turn to page 107)

-"rogram is merchandised via print ads in daily and labor papers, reminders to union members to tune in. Pot is kept boiling via

n-plant posters, direct-mailings, windshield stickers and other periodic distribution of similar promotion kits to various locals

uaw-c/
820 ^AIT

nn Bs3 6
:>s7jt

ar on

c"«w^:"»

re*ther .

W/ts
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Fluff insurance!
TelePrompTer has new device which cues turntables, rear-screen projectoi.fy

j_ here are tremendous advantages

for the advertiser who uses film com-

mercials. For one thing, freedom from

fear of fluffs.

But there are also great advantages

with live commercials. You can profit

from the identification viewers have

with local personalities.

Many advertisers have done just that

—and successfully. But there's always

the danger that copy which requires

legal okay will be ad libbed improper-

ly; that props or effects in a commer-

cial will be used awkwardly or out of

step with the spoken copy.

What's needed is some way of bridg-

ing the gap between the security of

film and the spontaneity of live—a way

to get prefabricated local live commer-

cials. Thus advertisers would have a

Uniform delivery: Girl at left might be in Atlanta,

girl at right in L. A. Yet both would automatically give

same commercial. TeleMation device is cabinet in right of

both pictures. Note built-in tape equipment. Girls are giving pitch

while camera picks up text to show to viewers

TeleMation team: Shown with some of equipment
device can control are (1. to r.) : TelePrompTer's Herbert W.

Hobler, v.p. sales; William K. Treynor, stations sales man-
ager; Irving B. Kahn, president; Hubert J. Schlafly, v.p. engineering. NARTB

convention delegates will see device demonstrated in mid-April

choice of live and film—with safety

in either case.

The TelePrompTer Corp.. long

known for its electronic prompting de-

vice at networks and stations, thinks

it has the answer. Its name: Tele-

Mation.

TeleMation is an electronic process

which through the TelePrompTer unit

(1) moves a script in front of the per-

Script controls the teg

Aluminum strip is pla<l

at point where tunfl

start rotating or whereI

should begin (stfl

rear-screen projector, u

When performer comes to

script as shJ

TelePrompTer, corl

which starts d'|

Below, strip g



il live commercials
)
e%itioally (see pictures). Result: freedom from live tv errors, says company

> former and I 2 I automatically cues the

operation of turntables, musical tapes,

rear-view projectors, lights and other

mechanical or electrical devices.

TelePrompTer sa\s that with the de-

i vice it will be possible to have com-

mercials all over the country done live

in the individual style of the local per-

former—but yet without any deviation

from the commercial copy as the agen-

cy copy writer first envisioned it.

Many clients are aware of the po-

tentials of "guaranteed live produc-

tion." P&G's William Craig, head of

commercial tv and radio production

for the soap giant, sums it up this way:

"We have in the past relied on film for

our tv spots, primarily due to necessity

for standardization in copy and pro-

duction. If the TeleMation Live Spot

Package will assure us of standardiza-

tion of production and copy content

market by market and let us utilize the

sales effectiveness of local tv talent, it

is a major step forward for both the

advertiser and the station."

TeleMation is two years old, but Tele-

PrompTer's effort to sell it started only

early this month. Whether admen will

I Please turn to page 103)



p
boy radio

1y the ton"?

"Tonnage" buying

in which you dip a steam

shovel into the lowest-priced

available time is opposed by buyers,

sponsor survey finds.

Buy in quantity, say buyers,

but don't abandon judgment and let

priee become sole consideration

JIJ on is radio time being bought

today? Is buying "tonnage" at a low

cost-per-1,000 the paramount consid-

erations in the minds of agency time-

buyers? Or do other, more qualita-

tive factors still weigh heavily? In

other words, do timebuyers still take

into account such factors as make-up

of audience, station dominance, ap-

peal and selling power of local and in-

dividual personalities, and analysis of

different markets?

To discover the answers to these

questions, SPONSOR interviewed time-

buyers and media directors in a sig-

nificant cross-section of New York ad-

vertising agencies. (And radio reps

were queried just to check the score

from the other side.)

The consensus emerging: "Analysis

and evaluation of radio continues just

as seriously today as ever before," and
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"each problem has its own solution."

Gerard Van Horson, of the Biow

agency, expresses the majority attitude

this way: "To buy low-cost radio time

is no good unless it reaches the right

audience. Bulk alone can't do a job

except in the case of saturation for a

new product. The primary considera-

tion is: Will it sell goods? That's the

payoff. . . Cheap time can be very ex-

pensive time."

Salient factors bearing on the use

of selective radio time that were men-

tioned by Van Horson are typical of

what many others underscored as im-

portant. He noted especially: (1) the

product to be advertised; (2) budget

limitations; (3) analysis of markets;

(4) advertiser's distribution strategy;

(5) sales potential of product within

specific markets; (6) customers to be

reached (men. women, children, eco-

nomic group); (7) program appeal;

(8) radio station's character; (9)

type of time; (10) personalities hand-

ling commercials.

But timebuyers, who feel today that

qualitative factors bearing on radio

advertising continues to be as impor-

tant as they ever were, are certainly

not ignoring the low cost-per-1,000

and high frequent) advantages offered

by radio today.

Says Grace Porterfield, Benton &

Bowles, "We must reach the largest

number of customers at the lowest

possible cost. But at the same time

analysis and evaluation of radio con-

tinues just as seriously today as ever."

Buyers pointed out that the qualita-

tive factors which still bulk large in

their thinking about spot radio ought

to be applied equally to network radio

considerations. Said a media director

SPONSOR
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in an agency which recently upped ex-

penditures for one of its clients on a

radio network: "It's easy to fall into

the view that all network radio is the

same. But it still makes sense to take

into account the atmosphere into which

your announcement falls. Price alone

is not the determinant of effective ad-

vertising. Unfortunately network sales-

men, as well as reps, sell on price too

frequently."

There is sharply divided opinion

among buyers concerning the approach

of radio time salesmen. Some of the

media people feel that radio salesmen

talk only packages, tonnage and cost-

per-1,000—unless they are practically

pushed into discussion of other, more
qualitative factors.

Roger Bumstead, of David J. Ma-

honey, puts it this way: "So much em-

phasis on price today trades down
radio as a medium. But during the

past six months or so, radio manage-

ment seems finally to have recognized

that you can't improve quality by cut-

ting the selling price. The move is

on in a big way to stabilized rate

cards, one-rate policies, realistic night-

time costs and flat on-card packages

for saturation schedules."

As timebuyers and media directors

discussed the general problem—ana-

lytical selectivity vs. low cost tonnage

—other attitudes toward how well ra-

dio time is being sold were reflected.

According to Vic Seydel, Anderson

& Cairns, "Time salesmen are being

professional; they are not selling us

down the river just to make a buck."

A slide rule is not enough nor are

packages always the answer. Markets

must be continually analyzed and the

shifting domination by different sta-

tions carefully watched. . . Buying

must be selective!"

Cliff Botway, Dancer-Fitzgerald-

Sample, takes this tack: "Each prob-

lem has its own solution. Cost-per-

1,000, while it may be the major
factor for some products, should never

be the main consideration for its own
sake. Too many time salesmen today

are merely selling what's popular:

tonnage and packages." He asks sales-

men to consider all the factors; says

that saturation as the answer to every-

thing is being overdone. "It's right

for some products—in fact, great.

But not for all." He has a sign pasted

on his door which, in effect, urges

the salesmen to bring a plan so tail-

ored to the specific requirements of

the client's sales needs "thai tne client

will be more anxious to buy than you

to sell."

Another timebuyer points out that

you must always keep in mind the

audience to be reached, the stature

of the personality being used and the

value of his indorsement. He adds

that it is rare for time salesmen to do

anything but talk price. "They are

haggling and not pushing sales by
talking the 'whole buy.' " Some price

cutting, he feels, is ridiculous; it

lowers the quality of the station and

the program. Buyers actually have to

ask representatives today, he says,

about the program itself.

A media director, on the other

hand, finds radio time salesmen being

extremely helpful and professional

—

to the extent that they sometimes sug-

gest buys not from their own stable

just to help this director round out

{Article continues next page)

THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN "TONNAGE" AND SATURATION

As radio continues on its surge of regrowth, SPONSOR feels it's

appropriate for buyers to take stock of the buying techniques

which have come into use over the past five years. In an edi-

torial last issue (19 March) we warned against the "tonnage"

philosophy in radio buying. This issue we asked buyers what

they thought and found a majority believe radio should still be

bought selectively on the basis of many facets of judgment

rather than on the basis of price alone (what we call "tonnage").

But both the buyers and ourselves distinguish between "tonnage"

and "saturation." Here's difference (see also editorial, p. 116).

SATURATION
is a technique for using radio

(or tv) in which the buyer

uses announcements in quantity in order to cast as wide

a net as possible and reach the largest number of peo-

ple. It allows for both reach and repetition in that with

a large quantity of announcements you will talk to

many people many times. Cost per announcement is

reduced because the higher the frequency, in general

the lower the cost per announcement. Saturation has

as one of its corollary virtues the opportunity to excite

dealers by trumpeting about the massive doses of an-

nouncements which will be saturating the consumer.

(See sponsor article on saturation, 2 May 1955 issue.)

TONNAGE as SPONSOK 5ees i^ i* tne indis-

criminate purchase of radio—
whether in "saturation" or lesser quantities. It's the

type of buying in which the buyer looks for the lowest

price and allows cost to override every other considera-

tion. While price should certainly be a factor in any
purchase, the point is that even with the biggest satura-

tion campaign in mind, a buyer should evaluate the pur-

chase from all aspects. The type of station, the adjacen-

cies, the personalities, can still be tailored to a cam-

paign even when the quantity of announcements weekly
is in the doses that are commonly called saturation.
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RADIO "BY THE TON" (Continued)

a more complete and effective cam-

paign.

Flipping the coin on the other side,

here is what a sales manager has to

say about cost and tonnage vs. quality

factors.

Says Bob Eastman, v.p. radio

sales, John Blair, "The weight put

on cost-per-1,000 is an improper ten-

dency today. Rather, quality factors

such as personalities and local station

loyalties should be considered and em-

phasized. Thinking, media-wise, hasn't

caught up entirely. Sheer reach and

how much for how little cost is still

too often sought by buyers. But this

is not true of the majority of time-

buyers. They are asking—and prop-

erly
—'Where can I get proven sales

effectiveness?' And when they are

using local personalities, via announce-

ments, they are hiring effective sales-

men all over the country."

Rendering the opinion of the mi-

nority group, one timebuyer explains

why he believes that many advertisers

find it more realistic to consider cost-

per-1,000 and tonnage the predominant

factors in radio campaigns:

"Radio is being sold today on a ton-

nage basis.

"Before tv achieved its present

status, radio was sold and bought on

a basis of the most for the money and

the right type of audience for the prod-

uct being advertised.

"Now, however, with stations nearly

all having package rates, advertisers

—and consequently timebuyers—are

not so concerned with aiming for exact

audiences at precise times. They buy

within certain selected hours and let

the announcements fall any time within

those given hours.

"A great deal of time is bought to-

day on such a floating basis. With a

sufficient number of announcements,

the advertiser feels he will reach

enough of the audience he wants if his

commercials are spread on a tonnage

basis. This tonnage is possible because

rates are depressed.

"And price buying is a good thing.

The advertiser can get all the frequen-

cies he wants and, knowing that he is

getting a good percent of his logical

customers, he further realizes that with

many products on certain types of pro-

grams the rest of his audience may
conceivably become customers. For

example: Teen-agers today are home-
makers tomorrow. ( No radio audience

{Please turn to page 105)
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Mickey and the burp gun

Q uy me that, Daddy."

It's the simplest and most effective sales pitch

Dad probably ever hears. For Mattel, Inc. it

has meant the sale of nearly 900,000 toy burp

guns retailing at $3.98 each.

The burp gun was introduced in March 1955.

Toy guns have been a consistently strong sales

item for years so orders were normally sub-

stantial. Elliot and Ruth Handler, president and

vice president of Mattel, Inc. respectively, were

nevertheless dissatisfied with their sales ap-

proach. They felt that their toys should have

the benefit of 12-month promotion rather than

the traditional once-a-year push at Christmas-

time. They based their opinions on a Mattel

survey which indicated that it was the parents

who bought their children's toys and did so the

year 'round.

Vince Francis, now ABC-TV's Western divi-

sion sales manager, who was then salesman in

charge of national programs for ABC, agreed

with the handlers emphatically and pointed out

that the timing was right for the introduction

of Mattel's new line over the forthcoming

Mickey Mouse Club. The burp gun, being a

brand new idea, needed to be seen and demon-

strated to be wanted so tv was the perfect

medium for it.

How would you sell a toy gun to a child?

Carson Roberts, Inc., the agency for Mattel,

created a game for the Mickey Mouse Club

commercial. A child, burp gun in hand, played

the leading role against a rear-screen projection

of a charging herd of elephants. Except for

the rear wall, the rest of the set was done as a

conventional living room. When the child turned

on the elephants with his burp gun, they backed

up as if confronted by a pint-sized superman.

By the first of November, which is normally

considered the last stand for Christmas toy

reorders, the burp gun had been seen on the

Mickey Mouse Club four times. Sales figures

had not yet reached the Handlers but at the

retail level the panic was on. The day after

Thanksgiving, telegrams and long distance calls

poured into the factory. Every gun in sight

had been sold, a small stock was used up and

no more were to be had.

To date, on the strength of photos alone,

Mattel has received bona fide orders for 200,000

new 1956 model burp guns. One thing is sure:

without up-to-date toy weapons, Junior can't be

"one of the good guys." * * *
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The hidden

side of FILM

Film processing is a mystery to many

admen. Yet a little knowledge would

go far to eliminate many problems

W>ki:

W -

1

\

1. Why:
Reasons admen should know about film processing

They needn't become experts but familiarity with

the basic facts can avoid a lot of headaches, save money

for the client. Labs are particularly touchy about

agencies who ask for delivery of commercials "yesterday"

2. What:
Facts admen should know about film processing

Film laboratories

Presented are the important steps in developing and

printing the commercial film. These facts give admen

some idea of how long it takes to turn out the film

Optical effects firms

The basic effects, such as wipes, dissolves, fades,

flips are explained and the manner in which

they are made is spelled out in simple language

Sound recording studios

While recording of sound may be familiar to

admen, the dubbing may not be. The steps in dubbing,

the different kinds of sound tracks are explained



*

Laboratories: Film processing involves expensive, often com-
plicated machinery, much care. Left, automatic, high-speed

equipment dries continuous film strips at Consolidated Film. ( Ut

checked and timed for printing at Movielab. At right, three i

1. WHY yon should know about fit

Lack of understanding by admen can lead to disappointment, in isundorsi

M^ ihn production of commercials is

like an iceberg—nine-tenths lies hid-

den below the surface.

This is especially true of the three

major technical areas of the film

commercial—film processing, opticals

and sound recording. To the average

adman these are nothing less than a

million dollar mystery with sprocket

holes.

If this seems to imply that not being

familiar with the sub-surface is a men-

ace to admen and sponsors who navi-

gate or intend to navigate through

commercial film production, that's

exactly what's intended.

The enormous expansion of film

commercial-making in recent years

has drawn to the surface, in aggra-

vated form, the problems which in-

evitably come up when novices deal
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with professionals. It has left in its

wake a trail of disappointments, mis-

understandings, unnecessary price has-

sles and just plain money thrown

away.

To help admen and sponsors avoid

such headaches, SPONSOR presents in

this issue (see page 42) an introduc-

tion to the complex world of film

processing. This is by no means the

complete picture. Only years of ex-

perience will provide that. But it is

meant to help agencies and sponsors

unfamiliar with the subject to under-

stand what kind of problems can come
up in film processing. In addition to

helping admen avoid mistakes, it may
enlarge their conceptions of what is

possible with film.

The explanation is done from the

point of view of eastern processing

houses, which differ somewhat in pric-

ing from western firms. The impor-

tant difference between pricing on the

two coasts is that eastern firms offer

more package prices. For example,

eastern producers usually supply stu-

dio, cameras and cameramen as a

unit. Also, sound recording studios

get paid by the hour. This simplifies

the problem somewhat for eastern

agencies but it does not remove the

need to know the business in order

to avoid wasting money.

No one can say for certain how

much money has been wasted by ad-

men unfamiliar with the many com-

plicated processes which follow the

shooting of a commercial. In an

"average" commercial with, say, an

optical zoom-in, some title work, two

fades and some simple wipes, about

SPONSOR



i prints at Precision Film. While labs have adapted themselves to rush demands of tv, they

I
.nilerstanding by admen of processing will temper agency demands for immediate service

I i
M»s money wasted

25' ( of the cost is accounted for by

processing of various kinds. How-
ever, with the ad business becoming

tantalized with the possibilities of ani-

mation and optical work (much more
so than Hollywood ever was), the

percentage going to processing is often

much more. Some commercials are

just one long optical montage.

Few quarrel with this trend. Cer-

tainly not the technicians whose profit

potential is thus increased. But these

very technicians are finding inexperi-

enced admen (1) going into unneces-

sary expense, (2) asking for the im-

possible without realizing that the im-

possible, though it can be done, costs

money, (3) making a ritual of I'd-

like-it-done-yesterday, without having
an understanding of what must be

sacrificed for that rush-rush-rush.

The labs operate under this burden

in addition to that of adjusting their

operations, as they have switched fully

or in part from keeping Hollywood

happy to keeping television happy.

Saul Jeffee of Movielab Film Labo-

ratories, a film processing house, told

SPONSOR:

"I admit that it is a lot simpler to

handle feature movies, where the final

print order of 250 or more release

prints is the big profit item. But times

are constantly changing. Television

has created its own demands and we
feel that it is the job of the laboratory

man to adjust his operation to the

need for constant rush, the individual

care to be given short lengths of film,

the dealing with many hundreds of

clients, many of whom lack under-

standing of our work.

"There is much that the labman of

today does as a matter of routine, that

would have been considered impossi-

ble—or, at least, unprofitable—just a

few short years ago. Still, increased

understanding of our problems among
the largest possible number of our

clients would, in many cases, elimi-

nate disappointments, misunderstand-

ings and frequently unnecessary ex-

penditures."

On the buyer's side of the fence, an

increasing number of admen are sud-

denly finding themselves thrown into

the bewildering world of film produc-

tion and processing without knowing

how to swim. Listen to a typical case

of an account executive for an impor-

tant cosmetic client at one of the

smaller ad shops:

"Until a few years ago, the closest

we ever came to film was going to the

movies. Now, suddenly, the client

tells us to buy spot tv all over the

place and he expects us, overnight, to

come up with the necessary announce-

ments. We just can't afford to say

no. We rush out to find a producer

willing to undertake what proves to

be a Herculean task, at the lowest pos-

sible budget. And as if that isn't

enough, the client insists on all kinds

of intricate effects which he has ad-

mired in the announcements of other

sponsors.

"So, for days, chaperoned by the

producer, who tries to interpret for

me what proves to be nearly a foreign

language, I talk to optical effects men,

laboratory and sound engineers in or-

der to learn what I can promise and

what I must talk my way out of. It's

been an ulcerous few weeks, but Fve

learned a lot and made mistakes which

Fll be able to avoid in the future."

(Please turn to page 46)

* FRANKLY if you're an ad manager, account executive, copy-

writer or timebuyer, you may not think it's important to know the

highlights of film processing. That's why we've broken our section

on film processing into two parts. The first, on these pages, tells you how

understanding film processing can be vital to any adman. The second

part, on the following spread, gives you the ABC's—simply.
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2. WHAT you should know about

Like Gaul, it's divided into three parts. Here's a primer for admen on watt

^^ut this piece in the lab and

mark it rush. We've got to have that

fine grain by five today."

"Change that third cut to a soft

left-to-right wipe and shorten the fade

at the end by 15 frames."

"That plane take-off effect at 68

feet is much too much. It covers the

narration. Hold it down or we'll have

to take it out altogether."

Admen won't even admit it to their

wives, but they get a big bang out of

flinging around instructions like those

above. You, too, can toss around such

phrases in film processing.

One thing: Make sure you know
what you're talking about. And if you

do, consider how much what you say

will cost. More likely than not, the

above instructions, if translated into

an actual situation, would cost an ad-

vertiser a fistful of money.

If a "soft wipe" is Greek to you

and you're interested in film produc-

tion, read on. What follows is a basic

course in the three major segments of

film processing— the film labs, the

optical effect firms and the sound re-

cording studios. The going may get

rough at times, but you should know
a lot more when you're finished. You
can even go home and try out some

processing instructions on your wife.

The film lab: The basic function of

a film laboratory is to develop the

negative exposed in shooting the com-

mercial and make prints used on the

air. Since the final prints incorporate

the work done by optical effects and
sound recording people, the film lab

comes into the picture repeatedly at

various processing stages.

Labeling: The first "must" in film

processing is to make sure the exposed

negative in the can is delivered to the

lab with proper identification. This

is one of those I-know-it-sounds-ob-

vious-but-for-Heaven's-sake-do-it-right

matters. All labs complain of getting

cans of film with a phrase like "coffee

picture" on it. Even when accom-

panied by the name of producer or

agency, it is a slipshod way of doing

things.

The label should include the name
of the producer, the name of the prod-

uct, a number designating the com-

mercial to differentiate it from other

commercials for the same product and

the name of the agency, like so: XYZ
Film Productions—Manischewitz Ba-

con—#117

—

Snark Advtg. It might

even be a good idea to put the date of

delivery on the can. All these facts

will be particularly helpful, for ex-

ample, if the negative is needed

months or years later.

The negative should be accompanied

by a camera log. This shows which

of the many "takes" are to be printed

(print-takes), which are to be held

for future use or reference (hold-takes)

and which are no good (out-takes).

1 he name of the cameraman and pro-

ducer or director should also be in-

cluded. Finally, one or more short

strips of test film should be in the can,

loo. These strips are developed be-

fore the commercial negative so that

the lab knows what developing time

to use. Where the entire commercial

is shot under similar lighting condi-

tions, one strip will suffice. Where
there is, say, an indoor scene, an out-

door daylight scene and an outdoor

nighttime scene, each should have its

own test strip of film.

Developing: Once entered on the

laboratory books, the film is devel-

oped, fixed, washed and dried by auto-

matic machinery. This is a continuous

developing process with continuous

strips of film. New film is constantly

added at one end and taken off the

other. Since different strips of film re-

Optical Effects: This is most mysterious side of processing. While admen cannot bene

in field, they should be familiar with the basic effects so they can talk to their elk;
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)mjjy is all about

quire different developing times, the

film strips are separated by leader

strips, which are used over and over.

This enables the lab to slow down or

speed up the machinery and develop

each strip for a proper length of time.

Printing: Next, the developed nega-

tive crosses the bench of the man

whose job it is to separate the print-

takes from the hold-takes and out-

takes. This is necessary, of course, to

avoid the expense of printing film

which will not be used. In separating

takes, the lab works from the camera

log. The man on the bench can locate

each take identified in the camera log

since the commercial producer, before

shooting a take, first shoots a slate

which identifies it. You've seen this

done in the movies. Some unidentified

guy holds the slate in front of the

{Please turn to page 48)

EAST COAST HAS MANY FILM PROCESSORS

To get the list below, sponsor checked the industry itself

and asked processors to list the firms which they considered

"active" in the field of tv film commercials on the East Coast

NEW YORK LABORATORIES

Circle Film Laboratories, Inc.

Color Service Co.

Consolidated Film Industries (owned

by Republic Studios)

DeLuxe Laboratories, Inc. (owned

by 20th Century Fox)

DuArt Film Laboratories, Inc.

GufTanti Film Laboratories, Inc.

Lab TV
Mecca Film Laboratories, Inc.

Mercury Film Labs, Inc.

Movielab Film Laboratories, Inc.

Pathe Laboratories, Inc.

Precision Film Laboratories, Inc.

Rainbowlab, Inc. (owned by Movie-

lab)

TriArt Film Labs, Inc. (owned by

DuArt)

Video Film Laboratories, Inc.

WASHINGTON LABORATORIES

Byron, Inc.

Capital Film Laboratories, Inc.

PHILADELPHIA LABORATORIES

News Reel Lab, Inc.

NEW YORK OPTICALS FIRMS

B & Film Specialists

C & G Film Effects Co.

Cineffects

Eastern Effects

Film Opticals, Inc.

K & W Film Service Corp.

John Lewis Film Service

Movioptic Film Services, Inc.

NEW YORK SOUND STUDJOS

Dichter Sound Studios, Inc.

Fine Sound, Inc.

Magno Sound, Inc.

Movietone Studio

Pholomagnttic Sound Studios, Inc.

RCA Film Recordirg Co.

Reeves Sound Studios, Inc. (oper-

ates own laboratory)

Precision Film Laboratories. Inc.

(transfer and simple recording

in addition to lab work)

.. Left, photo shows animation bench in operation at Eastern Effects.

h ), Hugh Casselaro, C&G Film Effects, examining optical bench
Sound Recording: This part of film processing is much more com-
plicated than it seems. Below is a studio scene at Reeves Sound
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ARB SPECIAL!
PROVES

it

41 COUNTY SURVEY SHOWS CONCLUSIVELY!

During the period of February 8th through 14th, 1956, the Ameri-

can Research Bureau (ARB) undertook an area study of the 41

counties within WMCT's Memphis 0.1 MV/M coverage area. The
results, in audience and in viewing preferences, confirmed beyond

question . . .

. . . THAT WMCT, MEMPHIS, IS FIRST IN PROGRAM-
MING PREFERENCE THROUGHOUT THE 414,392 TELE-
VISION HOMES WITHIN THIS AREA.

. . . THAT THE PREFERENCE FOR WMCT, GREAT AS IT
IS IN URBAN MEMPHIS, IS OVERWHELMING IN THE
279,392 TV HOMES OUTSIDE OF MEMPHIS, COMPRISING
APPROXIMATELY 2/3 OF THE ENTIRE AUDIENCE.

AN IMPORTANT TOOL FOR TIME BUYERS

This is the first such territorial TV audience study made in the

Memphis area. Always in the past, our ratings have been projected

to get the total audience, since previous ratings were wholly urban.

Now for the first time, this area study delivers both ratings in urban
Memphis as well as the great area surrounding Memphis . . .

ratings that show a much larger audience for WMCT than previ-

ously arrived at by projections of urban ratings alone.

WHAT DOES IT PROVE?

This area study proves that most people in Memphis and the Mid-
South like WMCT programs best. It is as simple as that. We have
programmed to our entire audience, since our inception in 1948.

Memphis and the Mid-South viewers have come to expect from
WMCT the programs that they prefer. It is a habit that has been
built over the years.

We are continuing to analyze our audience, to program in

their best interests, constantly.

Thus we have made friends out of our viewers . . . fast friends,

loyal friends, who in turn become your loyal customers.

THE FACTS PROVE

WMCT's NIGHTTIME domina „

In the 60 quarter hour periods in the times from

7:00 P.M. to 10:00 P.M. (Mon. through Fri.

lA,MCT leads in 30 quarter hr. perioc

Station "B" leads in 23 quarter hr. periods

Station "C" leads in 7 quarter hr. periods

THE FACTS PROVE

WMCTs DAYTIME dominanc
The figures below show a strong preference for WMCT
in daytime quarter hours:

7 A.M. to 12 NOON (MON. through FRI.)

WMCT leads in 57 quarter hrs. out

Station "B" leads in 40 quarter hrs.

Station "C" leads in 2 quarter hrs. out of 65

THE FACTS PROVE

WMCTs OVER-AIL dominance

SUN. through SAT. (all quarter hours)

WMCT leads in 197 quarter hi

Station "B" leads in 160 quarter hr. periods

Station "C" leads in 105 quarter hr. periods

It is particularly significant that among the top shows
with ratings of 30.0 or better, WMCT had I I of the top
18, station "B" had 5, station "C" had 2.

12 NOON to 5:00 P. M. (MON. through FRI.)

WMCT leads in 45 quarter hrs. out i

outoStation "B" leads in 33 quarter hrs.

Station "C leads in 21 quarter hrs. out of 100

Thus, from 7:00 A.M. through 5:00 P.M., the fad

conclusively that through the day, everyday, mo|

folks in Memphis and the Mid-South prefer WM
by a wide margin.
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1. Shelby, Tenn.

2. Fayette, Tenn.

3. Hardeman, Tenn.

4. McNairy, Tenn.

5. Chester, Tenn.

6. Madison, Tenn.

7. Gibson, Tenn.

8. Dyer, Tenn.

3. Crockett, Tenn.

10. Haywood, Tenn.

1 1. Lauderdale, Tenn.

12. Tipton, Tenn.

13. Pemiscot, Mo.

14. Dunklin, Mo.

15. Mississippi, Ark.

16 Crittenden, Ark.

17. Phillips. Ark.

18. Lee, Ark.

19. St. Francis. Ark.

20. Cross. Ark.
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25. Woodruff, Ark.
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Quitman, Miss.
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34. Yalobusha, Miss.

35. Lafayette, Miss.

36. Marshall, Miss.

37. Benton, Miss.

38. Tippah, Miss.

3?. Union. Miss.

40. Pontotoc, Miss.

41. Alcorn, Miss.



1. WHY KNOW FILM?
{Continued from page 41)

Naturally, the agencies with long

experience in tv have film specialists.

This is especially true of the large

agencies, which can afford to hire the

best men in any field. One agency

even has several film departments

broken down to service different

clients.

Still, as Bernie Haber. who heads

up film production at BBDO, says.

"It is of the utmost importance that

all personnel involved in the creation

of film should have the greatest possi-

ble understanding of the medium. I

have instituted a regular informal

meeting once a month at which art

directors, copywriters, account execu-

tives and anyone else interested can.

on their own time, listen to lectures

by motion picture experts. We have

had experienced professionals from

the laboratory, optical effects, sound

and production people, as well as film

editors, motion picture art directors

and others. After an informative lec-

ture, thev would answer multitudes of

questions. This has proved most suc-

cessful and I believe the agencv and

sponsors alike are constantly profiting

by it."

Despite the increasing boning-up on

lab and studio processes, there are

still admen who feel the technical side

of film production should be some-

body else's headache. They say,

"Whadya hire a producer for?"

This has a certain surface logic,

since it is the producer who handles

negotiations for processing film. The

processing labs, optical effects people

and sound recording men prefer not

to deal with agencies. The producer's

price includes the services of all these

technicians.

Like it or not, however, the adman
who gets involved with film commer-

cials will inevitably find himself en-

tangled with one or another technical

problem. Just the question of setting

a deadline for airing a commercial

poses a problem. If the producer says

the deadline can't be met because of

such-and-such a technical barrier, the

adman must know enough about it

to make himself intelligent when he

explains to the client.

Or, suppose it is decided to change

the length of a commercial after it is

completed—say, from a minute to 20-

experience plays an irtu

processing laboratory.

$g operation assures

The direction— of any film is a complex proce

portant part in obtaining the desired effects. And so it is
y

At Precision, expert guidance through each phase of

producers, cameramen and directors the finest possible results*''

All of which leads to another form of direction: Weŝ f 5ur£ivn tie on b6th Street in New

York to Precision. That's the right direction for ]/o% ivhe\ev\r jfpu are and whatever your

film processing problem.

In everything there is one best ...in film processing, tiff

A division of J. A. Maurer, Inc.

P\R\E\C\I ION
FILM
2 1 WEST

LAB
A 6 T H

O R A T

STREET.
O R I E S
NEW V O R K

I N
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seconds. With the producer out o\

the picture, the adman who is not

thoroughly familiar with the technical

aspects will have rough going in hand-

ling this situation.

Obviously, a knowledge of costs is

of extreme importance, especialh

where budget limitations are stringent.

However, this kind of knowledge

means little unless the adman has

some idea of why such-and-such a

process costs so much and can explain

it lucidly (if not in technical language)

to the client.

The client himself, as a matter oi

fact, should have some idea of lab

processes. Some producers think it

is almost as necessary to equip client;

with savvy as their agency representa-

tives. These are the reasons they cite:

Sponsors, living under the assump-

tion that anything is possible on film,

and feeling that in the ad agency anc

producers they have hired enough ex-

perts without having to bother about

lab processes themselves, will invari

ably pick up bits of misconceptions and

misinformation. This, in turn, influ

ences them to make impossible or im-

practical demands, usually in terms of

time or cost. Since it is hard and

physiologically unpleasant to have to

dissuade a sponsor (whose business the

agency or producer needs) from a pet

idea, it would save much heartache

and ulcers if sponsors could be per-

suaded to take an interest in film pro-

cessing techniques.

One fact emerges most importantly.

There are no formulas in film process-

ing which will apply to all jobs. Each

commercial or series of commercials

done by a sponsor can be unique.

Robert H. Klaeger, executive pro-

ducer of Transfilm, says: "Only com-

plete understanding of the immense

number of variables can explain to

the client why there are no rules of

thumb concerning prices. I have had

much trouble lately with a mass of

misinformation published in a book

that was widely distributed to adver-

tisers and agencies. Giving basic cost

figures without considering individual

requirements, the book is used by

clients who tell us what we should

charge for a job. This necessitates a

lengthy lecture on the technical details

which influence cost and time. The

widest possible dissemination of tech-

nical information would automatical-

ly show up books such as the above,

and other half-baked general rules,

as unsound. w
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DOMINANT
^^"^ACCORDING TO FEBRUARY TELEPUISE

26 COUNTY AREA
STATION TOTAL WEEKLY AUDIENCE

KCMC-TV 58%
STATION "B" 14%

STATION "C" 12%

MISC. 16%

FIRST PLACE
IN 19 OF THE 26 COUNTIES!

KCMC-TV
CHANNEL 6

100

RION «

Represented by

teM. Windsor

ra Manager

j^.r..n Venard, Rintoul& McConnell,
Inc.

Richard M. Peters

Director, National Sales & Promotion

MAXIMUM POWER

TEXARKANA

TEXAS-ARK.
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"OPOlATiOt^ °

This area contains OVER
HALF the population of

V/ashingfon State and it ac-

counts for OVER HALF the

income of the state.

More than 2 million people

live in the ENTIRE area covered

by KTNT-TV

. . . and get this —

Only KTNT-TV has all five

Of all the television stations in the rich

Puget Sound area, ONLY KTNT-TV

covers all five of the following major

cities in its "A" contour:

• Seattle • Tacoma • Everett

• Bremerton • Olympia

CBS Television for Seattle,

Tacoma, and the Puget Sound Area

316,000 WATTS
Antenna height, 1000 ft. above sea level

CHANNEL ELEVEN BASIC

Represented nationally by

WEED TELEVISION

2. KNOW ABOUT FILM
{Continued from page 43)

camera and then snaps down a striped

thingamajig to establish a sync mark.

Here's a typical example of such slate

information:

XYZ Film Pdctns.

Date:

Scene: 3

N(ight)

Director's name
Manischevvitz Bacon

# 117

Take: 8

Thus, the labman may check the

slate information and see that Scene

3. Take 8 is a print-take, while Takes

7 and 9 are out-takes.

The labman also makes up an ex-

posure chart, which lists the proper

printer light number for each scene.

This indicates the intensity of the

light. This can be especially impor-

tant in the case of a scene which must

be printed to look like nighttime. Ex-

perienced labmen can judge the proper

printer light number by looking at

the negative. Occasionally, a technical

aid called a densitometer is used where

a critical printing problem is present.

All print-takes are now spliced to-

gether and printed according to the

exposure chart. It is then screened

in the lab's check room.

Work print: You've all heard of

rushes. Well, the first print referred

to above is it. They are also called

dailies and, since this print is used

for editing, is later referred to as a

work print.

The term "rushes" seems to have

conjured up a picture of people in the

lab falling over each other in order

to get it out. As a result labs find

inexperienced admen putting pressure

on to see rushes as soon as possible.

Labs point out, however, that the first

print should be as carefully made as

release prints. The work print will be

viewed time and time again by admen

and sponsors during the various stages

of editing, making optical effects and

dubbing sound. It can become an-

noying to watch a print of inferior

quality and may require some embar-

rassing explanation to the sponsor.

Therefore, labs say, it pays to give

enough time to turning out a good

print. With most labs working in

two or three shifts, undeveloped nega-

tives can be brought into the lab at

6:00 or 7:00 p.m. and be ready

for screening by the following after-

noon. This screening includes sound,

which at this point is on a separate

strip of film or tape but is synchron-

(Please turn to page 52)
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STAGE 7
The first network dramatic

anthology of first run films in

syndicated television . . . new,

all new, top quality productions—in an anthology

which brings you "inside STAGE 7" to see Holly-

wood's stars in dramatic stories : comedy, ad-

venture, romance, real life.

____________

STAGE 7
Lifted from the network, the

continuing series is now being

produced exclusively for local or

regional advertisers . . . the first time you can have a

big-time network success—which got highest Niel-

sen, Videodex and ARB ratings—produced for you

first run for market-by-market use.

PRE-PRODUCTION SALE!

STANDARD OIL OF CALIFORNIA BUYS WEST COAST

I

-vi

,_ First markets bought up before cameras rolled or stars cast. Sight

* unseen, one of America's finest regional sponsors, The Standard Oil

Company of California, through Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn,

reserved STAGE 7 in 16 major markets in 9 western states, Hawaii and Alaska.

You can be the first in your market with STAGE 7. Wire collect right

now for an advance private screening or to reserve your markets.

3Q Television Programs of America, Inc.

77 Madison Avenue, New York 22 • PLaza 5-2100 • Sales Offices or Representatives in Principal Cities

ton A. Gordon, President Michael M. Sillerman, Executive Vice President Edward Small, Chairman

for higher sales through quality programs

Other TPA quality shows which help you increase sales:

-AM • ADVENTURES OF ELLERY QUEEN • CAPTAIN GALLANT OF THE FOREIGN LEGION • HALLS OF IVY • COUNT OF MONTE CRISTO •

"AMj OF THE JUNGLE • FURY • SUSIE • EDWARD SMALL FEATURES • YOUR STAR SHOWCASE • SCIENCE IN ACTION • AND ON THE WAY;
fUCiJAT ANNIE • HAWKEYE - THE LAST OF THE MOHICANS • NEW YORK CONFIDENTIAL • ONE FALSE STEP . . . AND OTHERS YET UNTITLED.

___



2. KNOW ABOUT FILM
(Continued from page 48)

ized with the picture for viewing.

If the rushes look okay, the work

of editing and optical effects begins.

During the editing period, the lab is

called upon every time a fade, dissolve,

wipe, matte or other optical effect is

decided upon. While some labs have

facilities for making simple fades and

dissolves, they do not make optical

effects. Using the work print as a

guide, the labs provide the optical ef-

fects firms with the film (a fine grain

master) necessary for the particular

effect.

Labs strongly advise agencies to

wait until all opticals have been de-

cided on before sending fine grains.

Otherwise, each time an optical ef-

fects order is made the lab must dig

out the negative, handle it, print it and

re-file it in the vault. Aside from in-

volving additional expense because of

laboratory minimum charges, repeated

handling of the negative will expose it

to dust, possible abrasion, or other

damage.

Answer prints : When the work print,

composite sound track and optical ef-

fects have been edited to every-

FILM
RECONDITIONING

• Scratches Removed
• Perforations and Splices Repaired

• Curled or Brittle Film Rehumidified

• Oil and Dirt Cleaned Off

• Shrunken Originals Stretched

DISTRIBUTION SERVICING FOR
FILM LIBRARIES AND TV SHOWS
Shipments, Inspection, Storage, etc.

PACKAGING OF
COMMERCIALS AND FILMSTRIPS

And don't forget

PEERLESS TREATMENT
for new, "green" prints to make

them ready for hard usage.

Get longer life from your prints!

EERLESS
FILM PROCESSING CORPORATION
165 WEST 46th STREET, NEW YORK 36, NEW YORK
959 SEWARD STREET, HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIF.

one's satisfaction, both commercial

producer and lab start putting all

those parts together to make the first

answer print. This is the first fully-

corrected print containing both pic-

ture and sound on one strip of film.

Putting together these parts begins

with the producer's negative cutter.

Using the work print as reference, he

cuts up the negative and inserts the

dupe negative with optical effects.

These are spliced together, synchron-

ized to the sound track and delivered

to the lab.

Before printing, the lab must first

check the film carefully. Printing is

done by high-speed precision machin-

ery and if there is anything wrong

with the film—such as torn sprocket

holes, crooked splices and so on—the

machinery will not pass the film

through. The lab must also check

sync marks made by the producer's

negative cutter and sometimes replace

leaders.

Next, the picture and sound nega-

tives, which at this point are still on

separate strips, go to a timer. His

function is to go through the commer-

cials scene by scene and decide on the

correct exposure for printing. You'll

remember that this was also done be-

fore the work print was made. Since

that time, however, additional nega-

tives have been made for optical ef-

fects. So the timer has to make cer-

tain that the density and contrast of

the print are even from beginning to

end.

As in the case of the work print,

printer light information relating

to light intensity must be indicated.

This time, however, it is permanently

marked on the film. Where exposure

is done manually in the case of a work

print, the timer now notches or makes

electronic markings on the negative.

This controls the printing machinery

so that correct exposure changes are

made automatically. Thus, the later

release prints, even if ordered a year

or two afterwards, will be identical

with the answer print.

The next step is to clean the nega-

tive thoroughly. Then, in one double

operation or in two consecutive opera-

tions (depending on the machinery

used) both picture and sound are

printed on the same strip of film in

correct sync. In 35 mm., film sound

is 20 frames ahead of the picture, in

16 mm., it is 26 frames ahead. This

is done because of the peculiarity of

projection machinery.

Most, but not all labs, will take the

additional trouble to have the first

answer print screened privately by the

timer to check for further exposure

corrections. In rare cases the timer

will insist on making a new re-correc-

ted print before it is shown.

Optical effects: This is a phase of

film-making which appears to be

shrouded in more mystery and mis-

conceptions than the other phases of

film processing. Since many 20-second

commercials contain more optical ef-

fects than a major motion picture, ad-

men should know, at least, the basics

of this work, sponsor will list here

the standard effects and give some

idea of how they are achieved.

Probably the simplest effects are

fades and dissolves, which are basical-

ly the same thing. A dissolve is a

combination of two overlapping fades.

A fade is the gradual darkening of

a scene from a fully-lit picture to a

solid black screen (or vice versa) in a

predetermined number of frames. It

is achieved by photographing frame

by frame, a fine grain master with

gradually diminishing or increasing

exposure times.

The dissolve is done the same way,

except that the negative is exposed

twice, once with out-going scene and

diminishing exposure and then with

the incoming scene and increasing ex-

posure.

The fine grain or fine grain master

is a low contrast print which is used

in all optical effects. The optical firm

makes a dupe negative and it is this

which is inserted into the original

negative to make the first answer

print.

One of the most important tools in

optical effects is the matte. The matte

is used when it is desired to eliminate

a section of a picture and replace it

with another picture. The matte is

actually a strip of film with opaque

areas on it. It may be a stationary

matte, in which case the area remains

constant, or it may be a traveling

matte when the area affected increases

or decreases in size.

Perhaps an example will make its

use clearer.

A ivipe is one of the effects done

with a matte. In this effect, a scene

is wiped off the screen and replaced

by another scene. This may be done

from left to right, right to left, di-

agonally, in a circle, or in dozens of

other ways. In addition, the demarca-
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Basic Coverage

Where It Counts

"Where it counts" is WLAC-TV's vast

multi-market area—which includes not only

the important Nashville market but many

cities and towns in the 3-state chunk of

geography served by WLAC-TV's

full power and 1179 foot tower.

WLAC-TV's total service area includes

2,601,300 people, 726,300 families, and

more than 400,000 tv homes.

Fully documented data (proof available

upon request) shows 357,387 tv homes within

WLAC-TV's ARB Area Survey

and Measured .1 mv/m Contour.

Buy the maximum—and sell the maximum!

That means only one station

hereabouts—WLAC-TV.

/

The South's Great

Multi-Market Station

WLAC-TV
NASHVILLE, TENN.

CBS Basic Required

T. B. Baker, Jr.
Executive Vice-President
and General Manager

Robert M. Reuschle
National Sales Manager

The Katz Agency, Inc.
National Representatives
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tion line between the two scenes may
be sharp or blurred.

Let's take a left to right wipe. The

traveling matte is then a series of in-

creasingly larger opaque areas, one

for each frame. In the first frame a

thin opaque rectangle is used on the

matte to block out a sliver at the left

side of the print, which is backed up

by the negative to be exposed. In the

next frame, the rectangle is wider, and

so on. The matte unwinds as the film

unwinds, with each frame on the nega-

tive having a larger unexposed area.

The printed scene to be wiped off,

meanwhile, gets narrower frame by

frame.

The film is then rewound and ex-

posed again with a matching but re-

versed traveling matte, protecting the

exposed area but permitting the un-

exposed area to be exposed with the

new scene.

Standard mattes are available for

wipes and split screens, so they are

inexpensive. However, when special

traveling mattes have to be made, the

cost can mount up.

Below are some common opticals:

Split screen: As the name implies,

Sales Management's Area Growth Ratings, 1945-1955, show that . .

g$j@ More people have more money 55 to

Q spend in the WBRZ area

than ever before, because . .

.

Population @# is UP 84%

Food Store Sales 44l? are UP 209%

Effective Buying Income GEi is UP 100%

There are $899,481,000.00 spendable dollars

earned from oil sulphur _/^_^

industry ^£rH5L and agriculture 4Jp
AND ONLY ONE TELEVISION STATION COMPLETELY

COVERS THIS RICH HEART OF LOUISIANA

WBR Channel

2
BATON ROUGE, LOUISIANA

Power: 100,000 watts Tower: lOOl ft.

NBC-ABC
Represented by Hollingbery
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the screen is divided into two or more

pictures, each showing independent

images. Stationary or traveling mattes

can be used.

Flips: A transition from scene to

scene in which the image on the screen

seems to be flipped over. This is

created by a special optical flip lens or

mechanical attachment.

Push-offs: In this effect the image

appears to be pushed off the screen.

While a matte keeps part of the nega-

tive unexposed, the placement of the

fine grain in relation to the negative

is changed from frame to frame.

Among the optical effects which

duplicate camera action are those

listed below.

Optical dollies: A dolly shot refers

to moving the camera toward or away

from the subject or scene. In an op-

tical dolly, a stationary shot can be

changed to a dolly by rephotographing

the fine grain frame by frame. In a

dolly-in, for example, an increasingly

smaller portion of each frame is pho-

tographed. In other words, the lab-

men make a series of optical blow-ups,

with each frame having to be blown

up a little more. This gives the effect

of the camera moving toward the sub-

ject.

Zoom-in: The same as an optical

dolly, only faster. That is, fewer

frames are rephotographed to get an

equivalent dolly.

Slow down action: Action can be

slowed down by printing each frame

twice, or each second frame twice,

depending on the degree of slowing-

down wanted. This is called freeze

printing. The effect is commonly

known as slow motion.

Speed-up action: Action can be

speeded up by printing only every

second frame or printing two frames

and skipping one, and so forth. This

is called skip printing. It is somewhat

equivalent to exposing fewer frames

per second in a camera, just as slow

down action is somewhat equivalent

to exposing more frames per second.

The question of when to use a cam-

era for effects and when to use opti-

cals for the same effects occasionally

comes up.

So far as slow motion is concerned,

a camera is preferable to opticals. A
camera is cheaper, for one thing.

Secondly, a camera is often superior.

Take the case of a person diving into

a pool. With the camera exposing

more frames per second, the splash

{Please turn to page 59)
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owerful!

rofliable!

All-time entertainment success - runaway best

seller novel and comic book - smash hit

movie and play-now THE THREE MUSKETEERS
brings its fabulous audience appeal to TV!

'SNEAK PREVIEW"
SPELLS SUCCESS

Here are the highlights of a special "Musketeers"

television preview (full details available

on request).

"Good family entertainment"
- claimed 9 out of 10

"Want to watch additional programs
of 'The Three Musketeers'"

- reported 9 out of 10

"Loved Jeffrey Stone as d'Artagnan"
- raved 91.4%

'THE THREE MUSKETEERS,"
brand new, proven TV success, will deliver

audiences for you.

Write, wire, phone for details.

ABC FILM SYNDICATION, INC.
10 East 44th Street, New York City • OXford 7-5880



wonderful

new
tv

|

film

series

FOR REGIONAL AND LOCAL ADVERTISERS... THE

ROSE ffl

CLOONEY
SHOW... 39 HALF HOURS MADE ESPECIALLY FOR TELEVISION

When Clooney sings, your sales hum! Here — only for syndication — is the

greatest film series ever made . . . starring the unique charmer

whose records have sold over 14,000,000, and whose

dazzling co-star performance in "White Christmas"

has helped that film break all records for a musical!

Here at last is Rosemary Clooney in her own wonderful

musical-variety show, with top-of-the-top talent like the Hi-Lo's

and Nelson Riddle and his orchestra . . . plus a host of

famous guest stars. TV's happiest half hour — call MCA today!

Sold (pre-release) in fifty-seven cities to Foremost Dairies, Inc.

America's ^o. 1 Distributor of Television Film Programs

MCA
FILM SYNDICATION





if you're building a market . .

.

you need tools . . . tools that will do the best possible

work and the quickest!

WRGB-TV is your best sales tool in rich Northeastern

New York and Western New England. 480,850 families

depend upon WRGB's 16 years of leadership to provide

them with fine service and program quality.

It will pay you to study the television market in our

coverage area of 30 counties, including the important

tri-cities of Albany, Schenectady and Troy.

m&

^<.

Represented Nationally by WU) Spot Sales

WRGB
A General Electric Station

___



2. KNOW ABOUT FILM
(Continued from page 54)

will be realistic. With slow down ac-

tion, repeating of identical frames will

not get quite the same effect. Where a

commercial needs slow motion from

a stock shot, however, lab work is

obviously called for.

While fades, wipes and dissolves are

possible with a camera, a professional

will almost never use a camera for this

purpose. The saving in cost with a

camera is slight, but a great deal of

precision and flexibility is lost. Once

a fade is made on a camera, there is

little that can be done with the film

by an optical house in the event that

something has to be changed.

To avoid making mistakes, admen

should make sure the technicians are

consulted before the commercial is

shot. Here is an example of what

can happen if they are not. Milton

Gottlieb of C&G Film Effects tells the

story:

"In a recent optical job there were

a series of camera dolly shots in which

a live announcer talked while standing

next to a poster. In each case the

poster had to change into a live scene.

This would have been a simple job of

traveling mattes. Since no camera

dolly is ever microscopically smooth,

we found that the poster kept moving

minutely from side to side as well as

up and down. In making our mattes

and fitting the live image into the

matted area, we had to match all these

irregularities.

"It can be done and we did it, but,

because of the time limitations it

meant a working crew for Saturday

and also Sunday. It would have

been much simpler to shoot this scene

with a stationary camera and let us

do an optical dolly, which would have

been perfectly smooth and would have

eliminated the time-consuming irregu-

larities.

"As it was, a job that should have

cost around $1,000 ran to over $3,000."

Sound recording: This aspect of film

processing is probably the most fa-

miliar and the best understood, though

it is by no means always a simple

operation.

The process of recording voice,

music or sound effects, whether "wild"

(like voice over) or synchronized to

the picture, hardly needs explanation.

But the re-recording or dubbing of

sound to picture bears some discus-

sion.

In editing a film, the editor usually

builds a number of individual sound

tracks: narration, dialogue, music,

sound effects, and so on. The num-

ber can be increased by the fact that

sound effect tracks purchased from

sound effects libraries may be recorded

in different ways.

They may be recorded optically or

magnetically. The optical track may
be of the variable area, variable den-

sity or push-pull type. Track may
come from 16 mm. or 35 mm. film or

it may run in the center or the edge

of the film.

So the editor may end up with half

use this one-two punch

to ring up extra sales
Nfl 1 WAFB-TV has overwhelming viewer preference in

NO. 2

Louisiana's State Capital. According to latest Tele-
pulse, WAFB-TV has a leadership of nearly five to one,

is first in 347 quarter hours to 78 for station B.

Within last few months, WAFB-TV has won, (a) first

place in nation-wide "Lucy Show" contest with a

double award for a special merchandising job, (b)

first place in national Screen Gems, Inc. contest on
program promotion, (c) one of first four places in

"Frank Leahy and His Football Forecasts" promotion.

WAFB-TV
200,000 watts CBS-ABC

affiliated with WAFB-AM

First in TV in Baton Rouge

Call . . . Write . . . or . . . Wire

National Representative—Young Television Corp.

South & Southwest—Clarke Brown Co.
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a dozen or more tracks, each one con-

taining one type of track from begin-

ning to end. Each track must be

synced to the picture. Then all tracks

must be combined into one final dub

track. This is done at a dubbing ses-

sion by a mixer. The mixer regulates

the volume of sound of each track

per instructions. He may for exam-

ple, hold down the volume of music

so that it will not interfere with dia-

logue and then increase music volume

when the dialogue is finished.

If the film and all tracks are well

prepared and if the editor supplies

the mixer with a clear and under-

standable dubbing log (listing all

tracks and the footage count at which

various types of sounds start and

stop), a good mixer should be able

to re-record (dub) one reel (10 min-

utes) in one hour.

Unlike the western sound studios,

the New York companies charge on a

time basis, including labor and facili-

ties, no matter how many men a job

may take. In this manner they can

lose money on complicated jobs, but

WSJS-TV
316.000 WATTS

60

CALL
HEADLEY-REED
REPRESENTATIVES

they make it up on simple ones and

also eliminate many headaches and
arguments.

With minor variations, all com-

panies charge $75 per half-hour (with

a half-hour minimum) as a flat fee.

Added to this is only the cost of raw
stock and processing and, in cases

where Western Electric or RCA equip,

ment is used, a nominal royalty charge

per minute of finished film.

Other film services: Two addition-

al services in the film field are of in-

terest to admen insofar as processing

and care of commercial film is con-

cerned.

One has to do with the handling

and shipping of commercials. The
other has to do with the checking,

repair and rejuvenation of film.

There is a certain degree of over-

lapping in these services. Peerless

Film Processing, for example, handles

all of them, having recently added an

inspection, packaging, labeling, ship-

ping and servicing organization foi

spot tv advertisers. In sending out

commercials, Peerless and similar firms

make sure the right commercial goes

to the right station at the right time,

as well as insert the right commer-

cial in the right film program. Peer-

less also will take care of rejuvenation ,

of old film and the restoration of

damaged negatives. Its Peerlessing

process protects film again the abuses

of handling.

Bonded Tv Service of New York, a

leader in the field of shipping com-

mercials, also handles the task of

cleaning film, checking it for damage

and replacing film strips when dam-

age is beyond repair.

Rapid Film Technique specializes in

the job of hardening new film to pro-

tect it against scratches and abrasion

and, most important, the rejuvenation

of old film. Rapid reports that it and

another firm, Comprehensive, are the

only ones which can remove scratches

from film. Other service firms send

their rejuvenation work there, accord-

ing to Rapid.

Rejuvenation of film at present is

practically confined to program film

since the life of a commercial is usual-

ly short. However, firms which harden

'"green" (new) film are trying to in-

terest admen and commercial pro-

ducers (who are usually in a rush to

get commercials on the air) in the

dues of th is process. • • •

SPONSOR
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(73 W hen it comes to coaxing dimes from purses, the Pepsi-Cola Bottling

Company of Huntington is used to success. Yet even its eyebrows arched in

amazement recently after totting up some figures.

With television—and only WSAZ-TV—this company raised to a new sales

peak during 1955. In fact, by percent, it topped all 79 cities in an entire six-state

sales region!

F>S.WE O-OT THE R,-A-ISE1
That's what the man who owns the Huntington Pepsi-Cola Bottling Company
says. He credits WSAZ-TV with a lion's share of responsibility for this 1955

raise in sales. "And," he adds, "I intend to continue TV advertising in the future."

Happens all the time here in our Industrial Heart of America. Advertisers

know that WSAZ-TV, all by itself, can do a phenomenal job of tapping the four-

billion-dollar buying potential in our five-state area—a rich realm where
WSAZ-TV is a dominant influence.

Hoisting sales curves is a WSAZ-TV specialty. Give yours a lift by calling

the nearest Katz office today!

Huntington-
Charleston,

West Virginia

CHANNEL 3
Maximum Power

NBC BASIC
NETWORK

affiliated ABC

11
11
ti

*±
^ ill

WSAZ
TE LEVISION
also affiliated with Radio Stations WSAZ,

Huntington & WGKV, Charleston
Lawrence H. Rogers, Vice President and

General Manager, WSAZ, Inc.
represented nationally by

The Katz Agency
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An estimated 45 million viewers

watched Sir Laurence Olivier's

masterpiece, Richard III, on the

afternoon of March 11th.

It was the largest audience ever

to watch a theatrical event on

television during the daytime.

rvichard III was Shakespeare,

and three hours long—

an unprecedented form of

television entertainment.

Its triumph again demonstrates

a simple truth: fine entertainment

always finds an audience.

Exciting things are

happening on

NBC
TELEVISION

a service of



How to Raise a Rating

legitimately'

Put your program on WMT-TV.

Here's what we mean:

Of the top fifteen once-a-week shows in WMT-TV's
25-county area (all of which, by the way, were on
WMT-TV) , fourteen of them had higher ratings on
WMT-TV than they did nationally.

Program Average Rating
WMT-TV Nationally

Program < Zedar Rapids 25-County Area
$64,000 Question 57.0 49.0 51.9
1 Love Lucy 53.3 43.9 39.1

Ed Sullivan 51.4 43.0 40.0
I've Got a Secret 48.8 39.9 27.3
Person to Person 46.0 39.0 22.4
Godfrey and His Friends 40.6 38.3 21.2
What's My Line 42.2 37.9 23.2
Lineup 41.2 37.7 21.5
Millionaire 45.5 36.7 19.7

Ford Theatre 48.0 36.5 23.9
You'll Never Get Rich 44.8 36.5 20.5
Private Secretary, Jack Benny 41.2 35.9 26.5*
Honeymooners 39.0 35.5 30.1

Meet Millie 43.0 35.5 19.0

Playhouse of Stars 44.3 35.5 22.3
* Benny only

Cedar Rapids and area ratings Nov. 9-22, 1955; national ratings. Nov. 1-7, 1955;
Pulse.

WMT-TV Mail Address: Cedar Rapids

CBS Channel 2 Maximum Power

National Representatives: The Katz Agency

64 SPONSOR
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/Veil? developments on SPONSOR stories

See: BMI Clinics spark local showman-
ship

Issue: 11 February 1952, page 40

Subject: New Clinic trend puts spotlight on
women's programing

Women's programing is the keynote of BMI Clinics this year,

according to Broadcast Music's president Carl Haverlin. "It's a

part of programing that we've discussed in past years," he told

sponsor. "But this year, a lot of broadcasters' consciences were

scratched as a result of the approach taken by women in the field,

who have spoken at Clinics throughout the country."

Through the "hull sessions" that fo'low each speakers' panel,

FMI has learned that the half or full hour devoted to "cute" house-

hold shows on many stations is outdated.

Rac'.io men are learning that women seek more than routine

shows. "After all," continues Mr. HaveiTn. "it was the girls in

the schoolroom who ran away with top honors; and their I.Q.'s

h. vent changed since. When broadcasters talk down to them.

there's a good chance that these women will turn off their radios.

A more varied schedule geared fo a higher level of intelligence is

needed in order to capture and keep a woman's audience."

He cited such women as Ann Leslie, director of women's activities,

WISN, Milwaukee; and Jane Dalton of WSPA, Spartanburg, S. C.

and president of AWRT, as having made male broadcasters aware

of the vitality of the women's audience.

In summing up the importance of I his segment to advertisers,

BMI pointed to a fact which Miss Dalton brings out at Clinics:

"Men may get their pictures on money, but women get their hands
on it." • • •

see: How to sell a candidate: 1952

Issue: 24 March 1952, page 34

SUDjeClS ABC prepares for '56 campaign

ABC is preparing well in advance for the 1956 presidential cam-

paign. Witness the web's plans for tuition-free tv coaching schools.

These schools, to be set up whenever the need arises at any of the

ABC stations, will feature faculties consisting of news veterans from

the network's tv station staffs. Procedure for instructing candidates

will be instituted by the individual stations, with I when necessary)

central steering provided by ABC.
In addition, the American Broadcasting Company has sent out

Political Broadcasts pamphlets for both radio and tv stations.

"Fifteen days that will shape the world" is the keynote of the mes-

sage, stressing that programing, policies, sales must be geared to-

ward the two weeks of conventions and Election Day.

"During the campaigns, all ABC network regularly scheduled

news programs will deal with campaign issues as news develop-

ments warrant . . . will also observe the entire campaign with news-

worthy developments in mind," the radio pamphlet states.

Each station carrying convention broadcasts will be allowed to

sell the two 30-second station breaks when possible during approxi-

mately every hour. And during the election night broadcast, "each

station carrying the broadcast will be allowed to sell locally the

last five minutes of approximately each 30-minute period." * * *

2 APRIL 1956

safe?!

In Los Angeles

the friendly

'line'of KMPC

DJs pulls in

huge audiences

and lands prize

sales for sponsors

710 kc LOQ ANGELES
50,000 wattsdays 10,000 watts nights

Gem Aufry, President

P.O. Peyno/c/s, \/.P. & Ger?. Mgr.

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY

AM RADIO SALES COMPANY
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Chart covers half-hour syndicated ii

1

2

1

Top 10 shows in 70 or more markets
Period 7-7 February 7956

TITLE. SYNOICATOR. PRODUCER. 8H0W TYPE

Average
ratings

7-STATI0N
MARKETS

5-STATION
MARKETS 4-STATION MARKETS 3-STATI'

Rank Past*
now rank N.Y. L.A. Boston S. Fran.

Seattle-
Chicago Detroit Mnpls. Phila. Tacoma Wash. Atlanta Bal

I 4 Highway Patrol (HI)
Zl V

21.0
73.8 9.9

wrca kttv
7:00pm 9:00pm

20.4 75.4

wbz-tv kron-tv
10:30pm 10:30pm

72.0 26.0 73.8 7 7.2 22.3 73.5

wbkb wjbk-tv wcco-tv wfll-tv klng-tv wtop-tv
9:00pm 10:30pm 10:00pm 10:30pm 6:00pm 7:30pm

78.2 9

waga-tv wnia
7:30pm 7:30

2 1 Mr. District Attorney (M)
ZIV

19.5
73.2

knxt
10:00pm

22.0 75.2

wnac-tv kron-tv
10:30pm 10:30pm

78.5 72.4 72.0 22.3 74.7

wwj-tv kstp-tv wtcv king-tv wrc-tv
10:30pm 10:30pm 10:30pm 9:00pm 10:30pm

22.9 75

waga-tv wbal
10:30pm 10:3:

3 5 Amos 'n' Andy (C)
CBS FILM

19.0
70.2 79.2

wcbs-tv knxt
2:00pm 5:30pm

76.2

wnac-tv
2:30pm

9.2 72.4 70.7 72.2 78.5

wbkb wwj-tv wcco-tv wptz wtcp-tv
9:30pm 7:00pm 10:45pm 2:00pm 7:30pm

24.2 72

waga-tv wbal
7 :00pm 7 :00

4 3 Badge 714 (D)
NBC FILM 18.9

S.7 75.9

wpix kttv
8:30pm 7:30pm

20.2 25.7

n-nac-tv kplx
6:30pm 9:00pm

75.9 76.2 27.7 74.5 23.7 27.4

wgn-tv wwj-tv kstp-tv wcau-tv klng-tv wrc-tv
8:00pm 7:00pm 9:30pm 7:00pm 9:30pm 7:00pm

4 2 Waterfront (A)
MCA, ROLAND REED 18.9

6.9 7 7.9

wabd kttv
7:30pm 9:00pm

77.5 22.4

wnac-tv kplx
7:00pm 7:00pm

9.9 74.0 7.0 27.9 76.7 25.0

wgn-tv wwj-tv keyd-tv wcau-tv komo-tv wtpo-tv

9:00pm 10:30pm 7:30pm 6:30pm 10:30pm 10:30pm

27.2 U I

waga-tv wmi:

7:00pm 10:3 7!

6 7 f Led Three Lives ( >1

)

ZIV 18.4
3.4 72.8

wpix kttv
10:00pm 8:30pm

27.0 77.2

wnac-tv kron-tv
7:00pm 10:30pm

76.5 78.2 22.0 75.7 20.2

wgn-tv wjbk-tv kstp-tv wcau-tv ktnt-tv

9:30pm 10:30pm 9:30pm 7:00pm 10:00pm

78.2 77 177

wsb-tv wba
7:00pm 10:31 10 :>

7 6 Annie Oakley (W)
CBS FILM 18.0

7 7.4 73.9

wcbs-tv kttv
5:30pm 7:00pm

73.2 70.7

wbz-tv kgo-tv
6:45pm 6:00pm

9.2 75.9 23.2 27.2 22.3 72.2

wbbm-tv wxyz-tv wcco-tv wcau-tv klng-tv wtop-tv

5:00pm 6:00pm 4:00pm 5:30pm 6:00pm 7:00pm

76.2 23 329

whv-a wbai
6:00pm 5:30 T^r

8 Douglas Fairbanks Jr. Presents (D)
ABC FILM 17.0

77.6 73.7

wrca-tv krca-tv
10:30pm 10:30pm

77.4

kpix
10:00pm

8.5 70.4

wbkb wxyz-tv
10:00pm 7:00pm

17.5

8 10 Superman |k|
FLAMINGO FILM

17.0
72.4 72.6

wrca-tv kttv
6:00pm 7:00pm

24.4 72.5

wbz-tv kgo-tv
6:30pm 6:30pm

72.2 76.7 73.0 77.4 27.6 74.5

wbkb wxyz-tv wtcn-tv wcau-tv klng-tv wrc-tv

5:00pm 6:00pm 6:30pm 7:00pm 6:00pm 7:00pm

28.2 72 m
wsb-tv wbal wbevn
7:00pm 7:00] IT***

10 9 Cisco Kid (W)
ZIV 15.8

4.8 3.2

wabc-tv kabc-tv
6:30pm 6:00pm

73.7 73.5

ivnac-tv kron-tv
9:00am 6:30pm

23.2 77.4 70.9 70.9 74.5 72.0

wbkb wxyz-tv wcco-tv wcau-tv komo-tv wtpo-tv

5:00pm 6:30pm 8:30pm 4:00pm 7:00pm :00pm

20.2 78 27.2

waga-tv wba
5:30pm 7:00i7:Npi

Rank Past*
now rank Top 70 shows in 4 to 9 markets

I 7 Eddie Cantor (C)
ZIV

23.0
75.4 9.5 6.0

wnbq wjbk-tv wtcn-tv
9:30pm 10:30pm 9:30pm

2 1 Stars of the Grand Ole Opry (M)
FLAMINGO FILM

19.6
4.2

kcop-tv
7:00pm

20.9

kplx
9:30pm

6.5 9.7

keyd-tv komo-tv
9:30pm 6:00pm

79.5

waga-tv
7:00pm

3 2 Life of Rifeu (C)
NBC FILM, TOM MC KNIGHT

17.0
74.9

kttv
8:30pm

22.7

kplx
7 :00pm

74.2 9.3 30.7

wnbq kstp klng-tv

6:00pm 6:00pm 7:30pm

3 31an Called X (A)
ZIV

17.0
70.7

khj-tv
8:30pm

72.5 76.7

wcau-tv klng-tv
7:00pm 10:00pm

5 10 Count of Monte Cristo (A)
TPA

14.4
9.7

kttv
8:00pm

73.0

kpix
10:00pir

7.7 73.6

kstp-tv ktnt-tv

5:30pm 7:30pm

8.9

waga-tv
7:00pm

5 Follow That Man ( >1

)

MCA FILM. WM. ESTY
14.4

7 7.4 75.2

wbz-tv kron-tv
11:15pm 10:30prn

8.2 4.0

kstp-tv wmal-tT
5:30pm 10:30pm

8.4

^vasa-tv
11 :15pm

7 10 Jungle Jim (A)
SCREEN GEMS

14.2
8.7 70.3

wrca-tv kttv
6:00pm 6:00pm

72.5 70.4

wbz-tv kgo-tv
7:00pm 6:30pm

26.7 7 7.4

wxyz-tv wmal-tv
6:30pm 6:00pm

79.9

wlw-a
6 :30pm

8 4 Passport to Danger (A)
ABC FILM. HAL ROACH

13.0
7.7 6.7

wabd kcop
7:30pm 6:30pm

6.5 76.9 6.5

wbkb wcau-tv wmal-tv
10:30pm 10:30pm 10:30pm

9 Crosscurrent (M)
OFFICIAL. SHELDON REYNOLDS 13.5

7 7.2 74.0 4.2

wjbk-tv wcco-tv wcau-tv
7:00pm 9:00pm 11:30pm

10 9 Long John Silver (A)
CBS FILM 13.3

4.4 5.4

wabd ktla
8:00pm 7:00pm

72.9 78.7

wbkb ktng-tv
2:00pra 6:00pm

70.0

wsb-tv
6:00pm _

Show type aymbola: (A) adventure; (C) comedy: (D) drama; (Doc) documentary; (K) kids-
(III mystery; (Mu) musical; (SF) Science Fiction; (W) Western. Fllmj listed are syndicated'
halt-hour leofth. telecast tn four or more markets. The average rating It an unweighted average4 ladiTidual market ratines listed above. Blank space indicate* film not broadcast in this

market 1-7 February. While network shows are fairly stable from one month to

markets In which they are shown, this is true to much lesser extent with syndicat
should be borne In mind when analyzlnc rating trends from one month to anoibet

•Refers te last month's chart. If blank, show was not rated at all tn last chart <

jtbet

»

incm

i till i
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I made tor tv

no MARKETS

umb 1 Milw. St. U

73.5 20.7

vtmj-tv kwk-tv
10:30pm 9:30pm

76.2 20.5

.>tmj-tv

11:00pm
ksd-tv
10:00pm

2-STATION MARKETS

Birm. Charlotte Dayton New Or. Providence

29.3 40.5 40.3 36.5 79.8

wbrc-tv wbtv whio-tv wdsu-tv wjar-tv
10:00pm 10:30pm 9:00pm 10:00pm 10:30pm

70.0

wrcv
2:00pm

27.2

ksd-tv
9:30pm

22.4

kwk-tv
10:00pm

22.5 20.2

Imj-tv
0:00pm

ksd-tv
10:00pm

78.7 77.7

rtmj-tv

6:00pm
kwk-tv
4:00pm

75.2 20.0

wxlx
0:00pm

ksd-tv
9:30pm

7.2 72.3

visn-tv

! :00pm
ksd-tv
5:30pm

73.2 73.2

'.visn-tv

6 :00pm
ksd-tv
5:30pm

59.0 73.5 29.5 79.3

wbtv wlw-d wdsu-tv wjar-tv
8:00pm 10:30pm 10:30pm 10:30pm

27.8 36.5

wbrc-tv wbtv
10:00pm 4:00pm

57.5 78.8

wdsu-tv
9:30pm

wprn-tv
7:00pm

33.3

wbrc-tv
10:00pm

27.8

whio-tv
8:30pm

20.3 62.3

\\abt wbtv
9:30pm 8:30pm

77.8

wpro-tv
7:30pm

27.8

wabt
9:30pm

29.8

wlw-d
9:30pm

76.3

wjar-tv
10:3Cpm

77.3

wbrc-tv
6:00pra

74.8 33.3

wlw-d wdsu-tv
6:UUpm 12:00n

74.3 44.8

wlw-d wdsu-tv
7:00pm 9:30pm

37.3 73.8 26.0 74.3

wbtv wlw-d wdsu-tv wjar-tv
5:30pm 7:00pm 5:00pm 6:00pm

27.3

wbrc-tv
1: :00pm

27.3

wdsu-tv
5:30pm

52.5 37.8

wbtv wdsu-tv
9:30pm 10:00pm

76.8 40.5 38.5

wabt wbtv wdsu-tv
9:30pm 6:00pm 5:00pm

70.0

WXlX
6 :00pm

23

JO

22.3

whio-tv
10:30pm

73.5

mix
10:30pm

74.8 22.3

",b,rc-tv wpro-ti
10:30pm 7:00pm

76.7 28.7

»t1i kwk-tv
10:00pm 9:30pm

22.8

whio-tv
7 :00pra

23.0

wtmj-tv

9:30pm

32.8 75.3

wbrc-tv wpro-tv
9 :30pm 7 :30pm

24.4

kwk-tv
9:30pm

s 75.8 34.8

wbrc-tv wbtv
6:00pm 5:30pra

• Classification as to number of stations in market is Pulse's

f
termines number by measuring which stations are actually

j*ir'
ies

'n the metr°Politan area of a given market even though
*»ay be outside metropolitan area of the market.

The BIGGEST

Negro ftudience

Program
Schedule a

«.. Mew TforK Urea

The Only All-Negro

Station in the

Country's Biggest

and Richest

Negro Market

WNJR
Newark, N.

J.

5000 watts 1430 kc Day and Night

ROLLINS BROADCASTING, INC.

National Sales Mgr. : Graeme Zimmer
New York Office 565 Fifth Ave., EL 5-1515

Chicago: 6201 S. Cottage Crove Ave., NO 7-4124
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I HERE'S just one way for a radio station to achieve leaders

p

in news service: Make news COVERAGE the number one r>

gramming responsibility . . . hire enough COMPETENT ne ;•

men to do a thorough job of news gathering and editing aroid

the clock . . . and broadcast the news FREQUENTLY on a re i-

lar schedule year in and year out.

That's what WSYR does. Seven full-time staffers share the

of covering, editing and broadcasting 15 complete news p

grams daily. News coverage is not an incidental part of trr

work. It ]S their work, period! They produce the best radio nes

service in the Syracuse market area; naturally they attract s

biggest news audience.

1

N C

yNY4cv

The Measure of a Great Radio Station

5 K W 5 70 K C



in Newst ferwce
eole don't hear the news on WSYR by accident. They LISTEN

3 ie news on WSYR by PREFERENCE. That's why advertisers,

oc prefer news sponsorship on WSYR. They know that a good

-Drnercial message in a solid news program reaches a mature,

Mtive and able-to-buy audience.

ithis kind of leadership which makes WSYR clearly the first

h<ce of radio advertisers in Central New York. WSYR's service

am embraces 20 counties with a population of 1 .5 million and

njal spending power of $2.2 billion. Let a Christal man help

vo apply WSYR's leadership to your sales problem in this truly

"HDrtant market.

i. i a t e

Represented Nationally by

THE HENRY I. CHRISTAL CO., INC.

NEW YORK • BOSTON • CHICAGO

DETROIT • SAN FRANCISCO

SYRACUSE, N 1



AUTO SPECIALS
SPONSOR: Firestone AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Services as well as mer-

chandise can be successfully promoted by the use of the

air media as in this case recorded for sponsor by Bill

Williams, general manager of KUDU. A series of an-

nouncements over a four day period were used by Fire-

stone to call attention to a "special" on brake adjustments

being done for $1.19 and a recapping special priced at

$9.99. In five days the announcements brought in over

$500 worth of business in tire recapping, $600 in brake

specials. The total cost of the advertising was $80.

KUDU, Ventura, Cal. PROGRAM: Announcements

- -• .--.-.-.- - - ....-._ . ...... ,.. . .....

results

VACUUM CLEANERS
SPONSOR: United Vacuum Stores AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Originally, United Vacuum

Stores planned to advertise their General Electric Vacuum

Cleaners on a daily 15 minute program. The response

was so great, however, that only three shows a week could

be handled. The radio ads told prospective customers to

phone the station and salesmen would visit their homes.

Each salesman, with a weekly quota of $1,000 in sales,

then followed up the radio lead. The campaign ran from

23 January to 29 February and cost the advertiser $300.

"Results are terrific," said the client.

KNEB, Scottsbluff, Neb. PROGRAM: Mystery Tune

DEPARTMENT STORE

SPONSOR: Montgomery Ward AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: A holiday season advertiser

has become a year Wound advertiser as a result of the

outstanding success of a pre-Christmas campaign. The

Ward outlet in Carlisle purchased 5 announcements daily,

Monday through Friday, between 1 December and 23

December for a total of 85 announcements. December
sales were up 49% over the same period of the previous

year when no radio was used. The increase was the fourth

greatest of all Ward stores in the U.S. Mens wear and
lingerie sales rose 114% and 117% respectively. Total

cost of the campaign was $276.25.

WHYL, Carlisle, Pa. PROGRAM: Music a la WHYL

:j

UNPAINTED FURNITlRt
SPONSOR: McCallister Furniture AGENCY: m
CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: The McCallister Fur m
Co. stayed open on a holiday to get a stock reduction

off to a good start. Only two media were used, an
ter .

noon newspaper and radio station KULA. Eight
alt.

minute announcements were scheduled during the ira.

ing of the sale-day prior to the newspaper's appea no-

on the stands. Ted Scott, radio sales manager for I £,j

reported that the client sold over $2,000 worth of A
chandise before the newspaper was even published. "he

cost of the eight announcements was $26.67.

KULA, Honolulu, Hawaii PROGRAM: Annou.

FURNITURE
SPONSOR: Welker Furniture AGENCY:

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Welker was a new sic I

the Shamokin area. Its management decided to use H

primarily for a long-range advertising campaign aim a;

building up a sales gross of $100,000 annually within

years. Welker bought a half hour Guy Lombardo i sic

show on Sundays, a daily five minute polka prograr. m

spot announcements for a yearly billing of $4,000. .

in two and a half years, the Welker Company was <
an annual business in excess of $100,000. The rail at

expenditure has been quadrupled since the store oped.

WISL, Shamokin, Pa. PROGRAM: Two music m
and announce au

FREEZERS

SPONSOR: Christensen's Farm Machinery AGENCY:

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: For a $994 ad outla

sponsor sold well over $100,000 worth of freezers

refrigerators besides doing a larger than normal bu,

on his regular lines. The occasion was the Interna:

Harvester "crate sale" and the campaign used

"KLMS saturation" spots. During the six week p

of the ad program the advertiser used 284, one m>

run of schedule spots. Crediting KLMS with the su

of his sale, the sponsor said the cost of the campaigt

well below one per cent of the total sales volume.

KLMS, Lincoln. Neb. PROGRAM: Announce

wi

w
•d

•te.

as

w

•nls

CANNED FOODS
._

SPONSOR: Stokes Canned Foods AGENCY: at

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Radio was used exclmeh

to introduce four food lines put out by four indepettnl

firms. All four lines were completely unheard of in C nc

Island when the campaign ivas started on 1 February I
a five minute, twice daily, telephone quiz program, he

program ran six days a week until 10 February. O.'h*

last day one of the product salesmen and a market o /»

tor checked grocery carts in one market as they pas. I "

checking point. Of the 23 carts that passed in an w
and a half, 19 carried one or more items advertised, osl

of air time was $201.60.

KRGI, Grand Island, Neb. PROGRAM: Call ford
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to air advertisers and their agencies

a forum on questions of current interest

What are the do 9s and don'ts

in using cartoon commercials

TIME IS AN IMPORTANT ELEMENT

Advertising on

television today
is a continuing

challenge. In a

brief moment of

time, the sponsor

must captivate an

audience sitting

comfortably in

their own living

rooms. He must charm these people

in 20, 30, or 60 seconds to pay atten-

tion to his sales message.

An ordinary spot won't do it. It

must be a spot that sparks the interest

of the consumer immediately; and

UPA feels the animated television spot

has the advantage. When it comes to

the right combination of humor, im-

aginative techniques, trick effects, and,

not least of all, the sales message, the

animated film does an effective and

entertaining job.

To insure the production of a good

animated tv spot, UPA has found that

time is the most important element. It

plays the part of "quality" from the

idea stage to the completed print.

Because an animated spot is a hand-

tailored article, more time must be al-

lowed in the creative and planning

stages. In contrast to live action, ani-

mation cannot be rearranged and re-

shot on the set. It is timed to dialogue,

music and sound effects. Once the die

i> cast, the animated film is expensive

and time-consuming to revise.

For a production to be filmed with

very few complications, the animated

producer prefers to be more than a

jobber. Merely making characters

move does not necessarily make a good
spot. Instead, he should work with the

creative heads of the agency and/or
client from the conception of the storv

idea, to the design of the characters, to

the approval of the final print.

72

Whether the agency, client or pro-

ducer does the original storvboard. the

keynote to a successful animated spot

is simplicity. Limit the principle sell-

ing points to one or two elements;

limit the number of characters (to a

minimum I : keep dialogue or narra-

tion down to essentials. In some situa-

tions even pure pantomime, embel-

lished with an appropriate musical

score or sound effects, can effectively

sell a product.

Another consideration in planning

an animated spot is design. Ideally,

the artists of the animation film com-

pany, experienced in cinematic tech-

niques, should have the opportunity to

suggest and develop the art style with-

in the limitations set down by the

agency or client. Thev should be fur-

nished with the required props (logo,

labels, packages, etc.) at the early stage

of production. Wherever possible, a

drawing of the clients product should

be used instead of a living action

photograph.

Again, the emphasis is on simplicity.

At UPA, artists make no attempt at

naturalism. They make full use of line

and form, keeping the shapes bold but

uncluttered. They have learned that

the busy, complex tv spot will not com-

municate an idea.

In using the animated television

commercial, place the accent on the

visual.

Donald McCormieh

V.p. and Manage)

UPA Pictures, Inc.

New York, N. )

THEY APPLY TO LIVE SPOTS, TOO

Recently, a sur-

vey indicated that

animated com-

mercials are pre-

ferred by con-

sumers. Creative

agency person-

nel, when ques-

tioned about their

favorite tv com-

mercials, invariably select more ani-

mated than live commercials. From a

practical point of view, this doesn't

mean that animated spots do a better

advertising job than do live action

spots. Both have their functions.

As for the do's and don'ts. here are

DO'S OF CARTOON COMMERCIALS ARE ILLUSTRATED BY SARRA'S NUSOFT SPOT. TRANSFI



some, not necessarily in order of im-

portance, but all worth consideiing.

In many instances they can be applied

to live action as well as to animated

spots.

Don't crowd too many sales points

into one spot. This can't be said too

often. Allow time to develop two or

three good sales points, rather than

rush ten that will not be absorbed.

Don't use extremely stylized art just

for the sake of using it. The commer-

cial may be very entertaining, but lack

sales punch. Stylized art is good, but

it should not be permitted to interfere

with the sales message. When in doubt,

stick to the more traditional animation.

The client basically wants his product

remembered, not the sty le of the com-

mercial.

Don't expect to buy animation cost-

ing S100 per foot for $50. Costs are

fixed, and there are no "bargains." It

is better to re-design a planned spot to

fit the budget than to ruin the spot by

cutting corners.

Dont produce any spots that are in-

trinsically irritating or in bad taste.

This should not be confused with irri-

tation which sometimes arises as a re-

sult of repeated exposure of a com-

mercial.

Dont rush the producer. Allowing

normal production time for an ani-

mated spot will result in maximum cre-

ative effort.

Do have the picture and track com-

plement one another. There is no point

in spending a fortune on a sound track

and then ruining it with a poor vis-

ualization. And, of course, the reverse

is true.

Do exercise the utmost care in select-

ing characters. Creating ludicrous

characterizations of consumers or mer-

I Please turn to page 102)

VISION SERIES, UPA'S FOR IPANA SERIES

ONE
willget you...

WTARTV

is the only "V" Station

for not one but five

lusty Markets, all

within its Grade "A"

signal . . . reaches an

area with effective

buying income

of over $2,241,000,000.*

Effective Buying Income*

$675,950,000
PORTSMOUTH $129,976,000
NEWPORT NEWS $63,641,000
WARWICK $81,116,000

HAMPTON $197,962,000

CHANNEL

3
NORFOLK.VA.

Represented by Edward PETRY & Co., Inc.

(Sales Management Survey of Buying Power, May 10, 1955)

HOOPERWISEarut DOLLARWISE
Your Best Buy Is KANV Radio

TIME
Sets

In Use KANV A B C D E F
Sample
Size

Mon.- Fri.

7:00 A.M. - 12 Noon 15.6 15.9 5.2 3.2 31.3 5.4 11.2 27.4 13,805

Mon.- Fri.

12:00 Noon- 6:00 P.M. 11.2 17.2t 9.8t 3.7 28.4f 4.9 11.5 25.6 16,625

Sunday

12:00 Noon- 6:00 P.M. 12.8 15.2t 4.6t 10.4 46.6t 5.3 6.8 14.0 6,391

Saturday

8:00 A.M. -6:00 P.M. 12.4 19.9f 7.31 2.3 42.lt 6.3 8.0 14.0 11,342

tAdjusted figures — These stations daytime only.

*HOOPER SURVEY Made in January and February, 1956.

KANV Programs Entirely To Shreveport Negro Market
Negro Population in trade area 300,000
Weekly Purchases $468,000.00
Property Ownership (Homes) 30.6%
Weekly Food Purchases $275,000.00

NEGROES SPEND APPROXIMATELY 24c OF
EVERY PURCHASING DOLLAR IN THIS AREA.

KANV ALL NEGRO AIR PERSONNEL KNOW . . . SELL THE AUDIENCE
TRY 'EM!

See the KANV Rep. In Your Area.

Dora Clayton—Atlanta, Ca. AL 7841

Harlan C. Oakes— Los Angeles, Calif. DU 2-3200

Bob Wittig—New York, N.Y. MU 7-4758

Richard Easton—Washington, D.C. EM 3-2798

1050 Kc.

250 WattsKANV
SHREVEPORT, LOUISIANA

2 APRIL 1956 73



WHAT

AMERICA'S TV AUDIENCE

HAS BEEN

WAITING FOR...

From ike famed RKO

film vault come the first

big box-office successes of a

major Hollywood studio

ever offered to advertisers

for nation-wide television

The power of full-length features on television is

proven by top ratings across the country. In market

after market, local audiences continue to demon-

strate their enthusiasm for Hollywood-produced

movies, displaying a natural preference for quality

productions seldom available — never available on

network television.

Now RKO brings a new dimension to the whole

film-on-television picture by offering its products

to national television advertisers — the first major

Hollywood studio to transport its top films to Amer-

ica's homes. From hundreds of motion pictures

stored in the RKO vault come RKO's Finest Fifty-

two — a solid year's network programming of un-

precedented value and superb variety. Never before

has a national advertiser had the opportunity to

(frt— j^rr?

present his products in company with Hollywood's

finest stars and productions — every single week for

a year.

The stars of these films are today's marquee

magnets — John Wayne, Susan Hayward, William

Holden, Alan Ladd, Cary Grant, Henry Fonda,

Katharine Hepburn, James Stewart, Joan Fontaine,

Robert Mitchum, Rosalind Russell, to name but a

few. The proven appeal of these films : the public

has paid out of its pockets over a quarter of a billion

dollars to see them.

Compare a sampling of RKO's Finest Fifty-two

with the current nighttime television schedule on

the following pages. You can see for yourself how

these champion films stand up against the most

popular programs on television...
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MONDAY

TV COMPARAGRAPH OF NETWORK PI

TU ESDAY

Network
programing
discontinued

Vsllent Larfv

Unit Piper JWT
MNT m " t T '

$12,004)

lev. of Life

Amer Home P r

'TNT m-f L
)ls» $»5»»

lane* lewis

MrH <n«t

Art Llnklett..

tfi.r- >i"-r

TTr m.w.f I.

IBDO <<ee bell

Boo Crosby
cott Paper Co
W. Thompson
tn 3:30-3:45
PAG

wnptwi
8:45-4

The World
Within

40: tine, prell
unt m -f l
»-B •/, hr J3000

No net*.-,
Drotrtmtr;

-f

oim Dm
8ehool

10-10:30
PAO: BMT
lit m 10:15-30

tOCb I.

is. hr $745
'/a hr $1,600

Ernie Kovata
Show

NT L

No network
programing

m-r

Garry Moon
Ml lea Labi

Wade Adv
tu 10-10: 15

Kellogg Burnett
tu 10:15-30

65-70NT L
V* hr CI 40

Arthur Godfrey
Corn Product*
C. U Miller

Bristol-Myere
YAR
m.t.w

10:45-11

Network
programing
dlaconllnued

Dint Dong Sen I

10-10:30
Manhattan Soap
6BAW

l.tn J0-10 i$

Colgate: Bate*
I'm; BBAT

Hone
m-f 11-12

BINT UtT
(Women'a aerrlce

program. For
partlc aponaore.
there are eight
1-mln commer-
clala an hour

erelleble

1-mln partlc:
lime a Ul $70OT

(•ee tu for
tponsor llat)

Tennessee Ernie
Ford Shew

Procter A Gamble
11-11:15 leg

Hy m-f L
Benton A Bowles

A hr $3.700

Feerther Yaw
Neat

(quia. Bud
Cbliyer)

a>lgate-PelmollTa
•NT m-f L
alt A 11 SO- 45

Erty V* hr 11.700

Godfrey (cont'd!

Kellogg Burnett
11-11:15

No network
programing

m-t
Plllakury Mills
in th 11:15-30

Burnett

Strike It Rleh
Colgate

m-f (aee mon)
Eety

Valiant Lady
Weaaon Oil

NT L
Fitzgerald

No network
programing

m-f

Love of Life
Amer Home Pr
m-f dee mon)
Blow

Seareh for Tea'w
PAG: loyt

m-f (aee mon)
Blow

Guiding Light
PAO: Ivory, dnit
m-f dee mon)
Comptee

Ne network
programing

m-f

No network
programing

m-f

ewJatk Paar
NT m-f

auit

IAs the Earth
Turns

PAG: prell.

trorv anow
m-f (aee mon)

OFfa

No network
programing

No network
programing

m-f

Robert U Lewis
•oat

T2NT !•

V, hr $3,150

4rt I Ink tetter

K-ollnr-e- all r-
5«Hv t,

tu th 2:30-45
Burnett

t>111ahnr» MIIU

»'45-S
Rurnert

V, hr
$4000

NBC's Matinee
Theatre

partlc sponsors

HT L

COLOR

Afternoon
Film Festival

partle

See Mon

Date With
Life

Borden Co
NT m.w.f L
YARi '/« hr $2600

Modern
Romances
Colgate

B. Houston
$2.700

Queen for A
Day

NT I"

Dlxleeup
PAG

Miles Labi

Afternoon
Film Festival

partle
3-5 pm

pl "5> •-»• Mickey M
_ •*•*. , Club

43Hy m-f L m . f
1 mln partlc -ry Tlme pood,
time A total. ^^

partlc $2,800 Welcb Grape j.

Howdy Doody DCSS 5:15-5:30

Standard Brands: Armour
royal puddings. Laird 5:30-5:45

gelatin Carnation
TSNT 48X Erwli Waaay

1:45-4)

Bates V, hrSirtOO NT ¥
COLOR oar V« hr $2.80*

Bio Payoff
m-f

NY • In.th L
suit

Boh Crosby
alt wk<=

^ "0 r? :4R

Harel Bishop
Speetor

C-M alt wtti

Carnation
3:30-3:45

Miles Labs
Wade
3:45-4

Brlohter Day
PAG

m-f (see mon)
YAR
The Seeret Storm
Amer Home Pri
vr m-f t
Bimr

The World
Within

PAG: tide, prell

m-f
Benton A Bowles

No network
programing

m-f

WEDNESDAY

y„ Br $1.(00

No network
programing

m-r

Ernie Kovaca
Show

NY L

Heme
m-f 11-11

NT LieK
(see mon)

Panic sponsors:
Wear-Erer Prods
FASAR

H. J. Helm
Muoo

llllls Bros
Tad Bates

Peerless Else:
broil (ju Ik

Zlewe Co
1 mln partlc:

lluie at Lai $7000

Tennessee Erale
Ford Shew

PAG: 11-12:15

By m-f L
BAB

Feather Ytajr

Nest
Colgate Palmollse
•ltd 11:30-45
NT m-f L
Eety

No network
programing

No network
programing

m t

No network
programing

m-f

No network
programing

No neinvrk
programing

No network
programing

m-r

NBC'a Matinee
Theatre

partis sponsors

HT L

Way of The

World
Borden Co

NT m.w.f L
YAR

.

Modern
Romances
Colgate

B. Houston

Queen for

Oay
NT

Afternoon
Film Festival

partle
See Mon

Gesry Moore
Leter Bros JWT

10-10:15
Gen Motore

w 10:15-10:30

Arthur Godfrey
w 10:30-45
Eaeywaaher

BBDO
10:30-10:45

BBDO
Brlstl Myre.YAR
m.t.w 10:45-11
lUVar L
slmul V* hr $3995

Godfrey (cont'd)

Lerer: pepsodeni
m.w 11-11.15
JWT
I'lllsbury Mill*

in th 11 15 'in

Leo B urnett

Strike It Risk
Colgate
m-f

(see mon

i

Esty

Valiant Lady
General MIIU

m. w. f

DF8. K-R

Pinky Lse
Shew

Hy m-f L
Partlc: Gen Fds:

Inst Jell-o
VAR tu.w.f

Howdy Dood>
Kellogg Co

rtre kTllple9•
51NT 44L
LB isee bell

tu. th 5.30- 45

Colgste: ttbpit

51NT 5:45-« 49X
Sates Vi kr 12*00

Love si Life

Amer Home Pr
m-f (see moo)

Blew

Seareh far Tom'w
PAG: loyt

m-f (see mon)
Blow

Guiding Light

PAG : Ifory. dust
m-t Isee monl
Cemeten

Jack Paar Shew
NT m-f L

sust

"
As the Earth

Turns
PAO: prell.

Irory snow
m-f (see moni

DF8

Robert Q Lewis

«4NT L

snrt

14 hr iV"*

»r« I l>H.»"
If- '•

—
m rr f S 1« -4»

RBD0
r>ili. \€<

m th • -<a •

Rnrnett

Bio Pava»
Cnlo.i.
m «- '

fp*e mon'
r.fY

NT L

P->. r>~hv
r.o-hc
n' Arrv

3 30-45
-i \tm.

~, * ' > 1^ s

Knmr.
n**ves
VT 'i hr

K br

*•? -on

Brlohter Ha*

-" f f»ee r---

NT TAR
Afternoon

Film Festival
3-5 pm
partic

rtia 9eeret Stern
\ r" Home Prods:
— r (see mon)
Blow

The World
Within

PAO' tide, rrell

m-f
NT
Benton A Bewlea

Mickey Means
Club
m-f

BBDO
Ticks 5-5:15

Gen'l Mills
m-w-f

5:15-5:30
5:45 6

Knox Reeves.
Esty

Mattel
alt with

CarsonKRoberrLe

MeC-E 5:30-5:45
NT F
tor Vt hr

No network
Dr>grsroina

">rk

programing
dlaconllnued

Olag uhi
labssa

10-10.80
Wander Ce:

swslUne 10 15 JO
Tathaaa Laird
Cti rn ' l

'

4 hr $1,600

Ernie Kovaia
Shew

SV I.

Heaaa
ml 11 LI

NY I-*"'

l aee moo A la)

1-mln partle.

lime A lal $7000

Tennessee Erala
Fard Shew

IToeter AOamble
11-11:15

BAB
Hy m-f L

Feather Yaw
Nest

•olrste Palmollse
alt d 11J* 41

NT m-f L
Esty

No network
programing

progi

No o
prof!

No t

progi

No i

progi

>o network
programing

No l

prog

NBC's Matinee
Theatre

partlc sponsors
NT L

way sf the

World
Bor '

NT m.w f

YAR
Madam
Romanes
Colgste

B. Houston

Queen far

Day
NT "a

Piety Lee

By m-f L

Partle: Gen Fd-
:n>t :-l! >

Jofinsn A Jobnso
YAR Ui...-

Hewoy Deed)
Continental Bkg:
wonder bread.
bostess caket

4TNT »L
5:30 «

\ hr-
Bates »2.SO»

Mieke

A
Nl.&B
rsmpt
Burnetl
5:15-5
Brtst

YAR
NT
gar V*
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THURSDAY

Garry Heart
Hazel Bishop

Spector
alt. wks

roni: North
in 1010 :16

Chun King: JWT
Tonl: North
alt th 10:15-30
55-75NT L

>U hr $3,140

Arthur Godfrey
Bristol Myers

Exp 4/19
Y&R

10:30-10:45
Amer Home
10:45-11

Blow

Godfrey (cont'd)

FRI DAY SATURDAY

Network
programing
discontinued

Kellogg
Burnett
Plllsbury Mills
in -tli 11:15-30

Leo Burnett
40Var L
tlmul V* hr $3995

Strike It Rleh
Colgate

m-f (see mon)

Love of Life

Amer Home P.

m-f (see mon)
Blow

Search tor Tom'w
P&G: Joyt

m-f (see mon)
Blow

Guiding Light

P&G: Ivory, dust

m-f (see mon)
Comoton

Jack Paar Show
NT m-f L

sust

As the Earth
Turns

P&G: prell.

Ivory snow
m-f (see mon)

Robert O Lewis
Ralston Purina
Co alt wks

GBR
Exp_4/19

2:15-2:30
sust

•/« hr $3,150

Art Llnleletter

Kellogg: all pr

52Hy L
LB tu.th 2:30-45

Plllsbury Mills

Im-th 2:45-3
LB V, hr $4.IMKI

Bio Payoff
NT ol-f L

sits In th

irnoon
Festival
irtlc

Mon

Bob Crosby
Ton I Co
North

th 3:30-45

srnoon
Festival

> pm
irtio

i Mouse

Johnson
Son

5-5:15
ell Soups

30. 8:48-4
il-Myam
5:SO-»:45

ar $2,800

Scott Paper
th 8:45-4

70Hy
1WT

Brighter Day
P&G

m-f (see mon)
Y&R

.

The Secret Storm
Amer Home Prs
->-f (see mon)
Blow

The World
Within

P&G: tide, prell

m-f
Bnnton & Bowles

Nt) network
pmranlnt

Ding Dong School
Manhattan Soap
SB&W 10-10:15

Gerber Prods
D'Arcy 10:15-30
Ch m-f L

>/a hr $1.160

Ernie Kovaes
Show

NT L

No network
programing

m-f

Garry Moore
Gon Mills DFS

f 10-10: 15

Lever Bros J WT
f 10:15-10 :30

10:30-45
CBS-Hytron

B&N alt wks
Hazel Bishop

Spector

3.0. STI McC-E
Alt Wks

Prudential C&H
f 10:45-11

55-85NT L
Vt hr $3,140

Network
programing
discontinued

Esty

(Valiant Lady
Tonl Co

NT «•

North

H ome jjo network
mf U" 1 - „ programing

NT I.&F p
„.f

(see mon & tu)

lmln panic,
time & tal $7000

Tennessee Ernie
Ford Show

Procter & Gamble
12-12:15 seg

Hy m-f L
Benton A Bowles

Garry Moors
(cont'd)

Tardley of Lndn
Ayer f 11- 11:15

Converted Rice
Bennett alt wks
Masland A&C
11:15-30 L

Vi hr $2038

Strike It Rich
Colgate
m-f

( see mon i

Esty

Valiant Lady
General Mills

m. w, f
OFS. K-R

Feathar Ysur
Nest

Oolgete-Palmollve
alt a 1230-45

O. J. Reynolds:
Winston clgs

15 mln, 3 U> in 4

NT m f L
Eaty

No network
programing

m-f

Lov<
Amer
(m-f
Blow

of Life

Home Pr
(Bee mon)

Search for

P&G:
m-f (see

Blow

Tom'w
oyt
mon'

Guiding Light
P&Q- ivory, dirt*

m-f (aee mro>i

Comptoi*

Jack Paar Show
NT m-f L

No network
programing

m-f
No network
programing

m-f As the Earth
Turns

P&G: prell.

Ivory snow
f ( tee mon I

No network
programing

m-f
No network
programing

m-f

m

Robert Q LewU
Brown & Wmsti:
viceroy—alt wk
Bates 2-2:15

2:15-2:30 sust

40NT L
1/4 hr $3,150

Llnkletter
surf
m.w.f

Art
T.ever

BBDO
Hawaiian
Pineapple

Ayer 2:45-J
«4Hy L

%hr $40Oe

llg Payofl
Colgate
m.w.f

NBC's Matinee
Theatre

partle sponsors
HT L

Way of the
World

NT L
Modern
Romances
Colgate

B. Houston

Queen for

Day
NT

Afternoon
Film Festival

See Mon

Esty

Bob Crosby
SOS: MeCann-e
Ha^el Bishop

Spector
alt f 3:30-43

General Mille
41Hv 3:45-4 L
Knox- V, hr
Reeves $3100

Brighter Day
P&G

m-f (see mon)
Y&R

Afternoon
Film Festival

3-5 pm

The Secret Storm
Am Home Prods:
m-f (see mon)
Blow

The World
Within

P&G: tide, prell

m-f
Benton & Bowles

Pinky L»
ISHy m-f L
Partle: Intl Shoe
H.H&MeD th

Howdy Doody
Kellogg Co

tu.th (see tu)

Leo Burnett

Standard Brandt
Bat" •* -r

y, hr $2,800 Burnett
NT
•ar «.

Mickey Mouse
Club

Lettuce. Ine
J. Cohan

alt wks with
Morton Salt

NL&B
m-f

Gen'l Mills
m-w-f

5:15-5:30. 5:45-6
Knox Reeves
& Esty

Mars Candy
5:80-5:45

The New
Revue

(colorcast'

NT L

Ding Dong School
10-10:30

Colgate : Bate*
alt f 10-10 :15

General Mills:
Tatham-Lalrd
f 10:15-30 teg

A hr $1.160

Hollywood
Backstage

Chas Anlell
m-w-f
th sust

No network
programing

—r~T

Capt. Kangaroo
10-10:30

Mighty Mouse
Playhouse

General Foods
Y&R

alt wks
sust

Home
m-f 11-12

NT L&P
1 see mon sV to)

l-mln partle:
time & tal $7000

fennessee Erala
Ford Show

Procter & Gamble
12-12:15 seg

Hy m-f L
Benton & Bowles

Feather Yeur
Nost

Colgate- Palmollve
alt d 12:80-45
NT m-f L
Eaty

No network
programing

Wlnkly Dink
and You

Tales of
Texas Rangers)
General Mills

Tatham-
Lalrd $16,000

alt wks
Curtlss Candy

C. L. Miller

No network
programing

The Big To*
National Dairy
Prods: sealtest
ice cream, seal-

test dairy prods
SOPblla L

•14.000

Lone Ranger
General Mills:
wheatlet. kli

51NT r

No network
programing

m-f

No network
programing DFS $18,000

No network
programing

m-f

No network
programing

Baseball Preview
Colgate-Palmolvle

Brown &
Williamson

Bates

NBCs Matinee
Theatre

partis sponsors
Hy L

No network
programing

Baseball Game of

the Week
Falstaff Brewing
DFS
American Safety

Razor Corp.
McE

Way of the
World

Borden Co
NT m.w.f L
Y&R

Modern
Romances
Colgate

B. Houston

Queen for
Day

NT

Pinky Let
Hy m-f h
Partle: Gen Fds:
Y&R W.W.f

Howdy Doody
Luden't

Mathes 6^30-48

Intl Sh: H.H&M*
al t f 5:45 -6

Welch Grp Juice
CSS alt f 5:45 -6
•ovt 4«i

'.'4 he $2,800

No network
programing

Baseball Game of

the Week
Falstaff Brewing
DFS
American Safety

Razor Corp
McE

No network
programing

No network
programing

Pauli

pi.u



ARE YOU

HALF-COVERED

NEBRASKA'S OTHER BIG MARKET?

42-COUNTY
LINCOLN-LAND AREA TELEPULSE

Share of Audience— September, 1955

KOLN-TV "B" "C" "D"

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY:

1:00 — 6:00 p.m. 50 21 13 11*
6:00— 11:00 p.m. 53 18 14 11*

SATURDAY:
1:00 — 6:00 p.m. 52 15 15 8

6:00— 11:00 p.m. 50 13 15 17

SUNDAY:
1:00 — 6:00 p.m. 34* 36 13 16*
6:00— 11:00 p.m. 35 22 14 23

Does not broadcast for complete period and the sha e
of audience is unadjusted for this situcition.

TV-,

WKZO TV — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WKZO RADIO — KALAMAZOOBATTLE CREEK
WJEF RADIO — GRAND RAPIDS
WJEFFM — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
KOLN TV — LINCOLN. NEBRASKA

Associated with

WMBD RADIO— PEORIA. ILLINOIS

THIS

AREA

IS

LINCOLN-

LAND

KOLN-TV delivers Lincoln-Land—a 42 county area,

95.5% OF WHICH IS OUTSIDE THE GRADE "B" AREA
OF OMAHA! This big, important market is as independent

of Omaha as South Bend is of Fort Wayne . . . Hartford is

of Providence ... or Syracuse is of Rochester.

Lincoln-Land has 200,000 families— 125,000 of them un-

duplicated by any other TV station! The latest Telepulse

shows the significance of this "unduplication". It credits

KOLN-TV with 138.1% more afternoon viewers than the

next station, 194.4% more nighttime viewers!

Ask Avery-Knodel for full facts on KOLN-TV, the Official

CBS-ABC Outlet for South Central Nebraska and Northern

Kansas—"Nebraska's other big market"".

CHANNEL 10 • 316,000 WATTS • 1000-FT. TOWER

KOLN-TV
COVERS LINCOLN-LAND— NEBRASKA'S OTHER BIG MARKET

Avery-Knodel, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives
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ONE OF aooEcm
What Makes a Radio Station Great?

IMMEDIATE ADVERTISING

4500 Cuckoos

Make Sweet

Music for

WFAA Sponsor

L ast fall the Star Import Com-
pany bought time on WFAA
to sell German cuckoo clocks

for Christmas presents.

Within eight weeks 4500
clocks were sold at $5.00 each

—sweet music to the sponsor's

ears.

This is the sort of selling

power that WFAA can put to

work for your product, whether
it's clocks, chili or motor cars

because WFAA is the leading

radio station in the leading

market in the Southwest.*

Scores of WFAA advertisers

have used WFAA listener con-

fidence to build their own sales,

for confidence is a two-way
street and listener confidence

translates easily into sponsor

confidence when it proves the

key to more profitable adver-

tising.

WFAA can furnish you with
that key—let your Petry man
show you how.

Whan Study — A. C. Nielsen, N.S.I.

WFAA
NBC • ABC • TQN

WFAA
is a great radio atatiori
Edward S. Petry & Co., Representative

Continued

from

page 1

gram as he presents. (This morning he had three commer-

cials in a row and still held my interest!)

I am amazed how many competitive products are so close-

ly packed on these shows, i.e. three makes of cars parked I

almost adjacent to each other.

My survey has taken me not only out of the home but into I

it as well where I have held the mirror up to tv as it is

viewed in our household, thereby gleaning eternal truths I

from what I have discovered. For instance:

The kids don't like most specs and other one-shot extrava-

ganzas. These smack too much of school—unless along'

conies a Peter Pan.

They prefer the familiar. They enjoy the inane. Their

tastes in tv plot and tv characterization are still little above

their tastes in comic books. And they're hard demons to

fight with for dial-control.

As for color, well, to my amazement kids are crazy fori

color, but architecturally, we're at a disadvantage. The

color set, in our abode, requires walking down a flight ofj

stairs and switching on a thingamubob. Pretty simple to do.

Do they make this effort when color is broadcast? To the

!

contrary. Father and mother must force them to switch off I

the black-and-white set upstairs. Then we hustle them down

and they're enthralled. They'll never do it themselves

—

with one exception. If they've a batch of kids over and

there's a color show, they'll turn to the color set. This proves

to the other youngsters they have color tv and it's well worth

the extra effort.

Other quickie conclusions: most half-hour dramas are de-

void of story and where they have some plot are so trite as

to be appalling (hence must rely on star names to get and

hold an audience). Most hour dramas are too morbid and

introverted. Most situation comedies are too caricatured to

be really worth viewing.

Otherwise, my survey has turned up an amazing accept-

ance of the medium.

Letters to Bob Foreman are welcomed

Do you always agree with the opinions Bob Foreman ex-

presses in "Agency Ad Libs?" Bob and the editors of SPONSOR

would be happy to receive and print comments from readers.

Address Bob Foreman, c/o SPONSOR, 40 E. 49 St., New York.
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E PLVRIBVS VNANIMVS
When in Rome do as the Romans do. In the

Seattle-Tacoma area more national spot

advertisers choose KING-TV than any other

station. To best showcase your client's

product in this vital market . . . specify

KING-TV.
ABC— Channel 5

100,000 Watts

Blair TV

FIRST IN SEATTLE

KiNG-TV



REED HADLEY
starring in

PUBLIC

DEFENDER
He's a rugged, no

holds-barred

square shooter who

works tirelessly to

win a case. And a sizable

section of the population is always

on hand pulling for him.

In fact, even more women than

men make up that big following of

Reed Hadley in Public Defender.

Put this hard working, proven

audience puller to work in your

market. Whatever you're selling,

the Public Defender series can

influence a big jury

of enthusiastic

fans to choose

your brands.

69 HALF HOURS
First run in many markets!

Powerful re-run value in

ALL markets!

interstate
TELEVISION CORPORATION
NEW YORK

445 Park Ave.

HUrray Hill 8-2545

CHICAGO
1250 S. Wabash
WAbash 2-7937

HOLLYWOOD
4376 Sunset Drive

NOrmandy 2-9181

agency profile Norman B. Norman
Executive v.p.

Norman, Craig & Kummel, New York

Does an agency's work on a tv package show justify 15% talent

commissions?

"I should say so." says Norman B. Norman, NC&K's young ex-

ecutive v.p. "We don't think it's coincidence that $64,000 Question'-

been sliding downward from the day we stopped supervising the

show; nor that Big Surprise has climbed from an 11 or 12 Trendex

to over 20 despite the lousy time it's slotted in. It's because our

agency's been influencing production values."

The package show commission recently helped deprive the agency

of a sizeable slice of pie, the Revlon account. "We produced 10 out

of their 11 shows," says Norman. "We'd bill the shows, take 15%
off the time plus talent commission as the producing agency and bill

the remaining 85% commission plus commissions for commercials

to the other Revlon agencies by commercial use. That was Revlon's

system."

Norman's a tall, youthful 42-year-old with the kind of good

looks reminiscent of Gregory Peck. He likes to speak candidly

about "colorful and shady deals" he's seen in more than two decades

on Madison Avenue. He isn't awed by most of the deans of adver-

tising and likes to spoof and debunk his own rise.

Norman started in advertising with Milt Biow in 1934. "I got a

job as Ken Goode's assistant. Only Ken wouldn't pay me. After 10

weeks my salary was boosted from zero to $5 a week. A couple of

years later, Goode left."

At that point Biow approached young Norman as though seeing

him for the first time. "What's Goode been paying you?"
"$25!"

"Big deal," said Biow. "I'll pay you $35. Keep on doing whatever

you've been doing before." And thus Norman rose to head of the

Biow Co.'s research and new business departments.

Norman feels that he has brought Milt Biow's two best qualities

to his own advertising career. "It used to be known as the amazons'

agency," says he. "Biow really had a whole fleet of smart women

there; and one of them, Reggie Schuebel, has just joined us to

handle the Democratic National Committee. Biow also knew how

to delegate authority."

To prove his point, Norman admits that he delegates all authority

over his son and daughter in Scarsdale to Mrs. Norman. * * *

SPONSOR

_



WISCONSIN
At

Where two more Agency Test Studies are under way!

HAYDN R. EVANS, Gen. Mgr. Rep. WEED TELEVISION
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In The West

The

Best

Negro

Market

Buy!

94%

NEGRO

PROGRAMMING

KSAN
SAN FRANCISCO

RICHARD BOTT, Station Manager

Represented Nationally by

Stars National Inc.

Continued

from

page 20

series. It's not the epic American novel by a long shoot,

but it is a wisp of a straw in the breeze indicating that the tv

film business is an exciting, here-to-stay phase of tv and

American industry.

The industry is moving along and learning every day.

Learning from showbusiness and business generally. In the

past several weeks the ABC TV film syndication division set

up the equivalent of theatrical motion picture's "sneak pre-

view," by showing its new Three Musketeers series via

WNHC-TV, New Haven, Connecticut; and by asking viewers

to fill out questionnaires intended to supply the same type of

basic information as the major Holywood film-makers have

traditionally supplied via their "sneaks."

Throughout the country, independent stations bucking net-

work-affiliated powerhouses are leaning more and more

heavily on telefilm. KTTV, Los Angeles, of course, is the

industry's prime example of how successfully an adroit usage

and promotion of tv film series can buck any and all kinds of

competition. As a matter of fact, two New York stations.

Du Mont's WABD and The Daily News' WPIX have been

waging a fierce battle in the Gotham market, utilizing film

series to a major degree as their weapons.

And in the Southwest, KFJZ-TV in Dallas has begun a

splurge of film series buying, which seems to be shaping up

as the most successful way for this independent to buck its
;

strong opposition. Even in less competitive markets, solidlv

produced video film shows are still finding their place>.

Pittsburgh is certainly one of the tightest markets in the

land, but KDKA-TV, there, still uses a reasonable amount

of film fare to shape its programing most effectively. They

recently bought Eddy Arnold Time, originally produced as a

half-hour series, and by adroit editing made fifteen minute

shows out of the series. They are running it as a five-a-week

strip, 7:45-8 p.m. each day. Lenny Litman, one of the town-

most knowing newspaper critics, said of this edited and

revised series: "The Eddy Arnold show, in its only 15 minute

version, is about the tightest, most entertaining film package

on a steady basis in this market. . .
."

More and more stations are discovering qualities of flexi-

bility in the better film series around, and are converting same

most intelligently to the needs of their specific markets.

"I think," one adman said, "we're going to have to give

greater consideration to buying and spot-placing some of the

better film series. Sure it's a lot of work, going out and

clearing the right kind of time on a local basis on a hundred

stations, but it looks like we'll just have to take on that job."

Unless you're inclined to handwringing, as many folk in

our industry are, there are all kinds of signs indicating that

tv films will roll merrily on as a major source of television

programing for an indefinite time to come. • • •
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BIG AGGIE LAND
SAMS Families 440,950

Population 2'/< million

Effective buying
income $2.8 billion

Total retail

sales 52.2 billion

Big Aggie

is Oueen
over Big Aggie land

And TV means "'Taint Visible" in most of

her domain . . . that rich 5-state area of

the Great Upper Missouri Valley.

WNAX-570 is undisputed ruler within its

broad borders, and here's why.

Only 22% of these homes have television

sets according to the latest count, and

many counties have no TV at all.

80% of the homes hear WNAX-570
3 to 7 times a week.

• A recent survey in the heart of the

area gave WNAX-570 66.4% of the

sets in use. (Share of audience over

52 other stations).

No question about it, WNAX-570 Radio

is solidly enthroned as the basic media in

this well-to-do farm land.

Your Katz representative will introduce

you to Big Aggie's court.

WNAX-570
Yankton, South Dakota

CSS Radio

A Cowles Station.

Under the same management as
KVTV Channel 9, Sioux City —
Iowa's second largest market.

Don D. Sullivan, Advertising Director.
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Saluda's new pachaginy by
desiyner of Marlboro pack

Dress your product in a new pack-

age and watch the sales go up, is the

advice of the Folding Paper Box Asso-

ciation. It drew its conclusion from a

survey conducted among 307 food and

grocery companies. Coincidentally, the

mail that brought SPONSOR this fasci-

nating figure also included a photo of

the Salada Tea Company's newly de-

signed package which is currently

making its bright blue and yellow

debut.

A phone call to Mrs. E. T. Chase,

Salada's public relations counsel, re-

vealed that after store-shelf appeal,

video-appeal is one of the most im-

portant factors to be considered when

the design of a new package is under-

taken. This is especially true when a

nationally distributed product is in-

volved.

In Salada's case, before work was

begun on the design, a preliminary re-

search study was made of Salada's

packaging and the packaging of its

competitors. From the initial survey

to the final design the project was in

the hands of Frank Gianninoto Associ-

ates, the same outfit responsible for the

successful new Marlboro package.

Mrs. Chase went on to tell sponsor

that Gianninoto kept one eye on color

tv when reconsidering the package's

brightened color scheme.

The simplicity and boldness of the

new package is testimony to tv's in-

fluence. * * *

John Cameron Swayze ends
8th year on News Caravan

New Salada package (r) & creator Gianninoto

NBC News Central unveiled over Swayze show

John Cameron Swayze began his 9th

year as commentator on NBC's News
Caravan on the 14th of last month by

moving into NBC News Central for the

Plymouth-sponsored portion of his

show Wednesdays and Fridays from

7:45-8:00. The remainder of the week

he continued to broadcast from a spe-

cial studio set.

His first crack at broadcasting came

in 1930 when he began reading news

bulletins on KMBC, Kansas City, for

the Kansas City Journal Post which

had made a tie-in with the station. He
made his first tv news broadcast in

1934, and was chosen for the Caravan

spot after turning in a top-rated job

covering the Philadelphia political

conventions of 1948. Swayze current-

ly reaches an average audience of

12,000,000 viewers a night, Monday
through Friday. * * *

Tv Newscaster Burns tops
in Pittsburgh Press poll

People are more popular than ever

since they can be seen on a tv screen.

Even newscasters who don't always

bring the happiest tidings into homes
have a chance now to win popularity

polls. Bill Burns, KDKA-TV reporter

for the Braun Baking Company in

Pittsburgh, has taken first place in a

viewer contest sponsored by the radio-

tv editor of the Pittsburgh Press. Must

be the ladies who go for Burns inas-

much as his show is aired at 12 noon

when husbands are off to work. * * *

Hii/t 54 affiliates, Latin
America is WRUL's Oyster

WRUL, with offices and studios at 1

East 57th Street in New York City, is

unique as the only commercial multi-

language shortwave station in the

United States. Privately owned and

operated, the station is also the only

one of its kind in the international

field, and the only shortwave station

in the U. S.

One of the most successful of the

network's programs is the American

Business Bulletins which broadcasts

news highlights in the business world

and the closing prices on 225 stocks as

well as Dow Jones averages. The pro-

gram is beamed to Europe at 4:20

p.m. EST and two hours later to Latin

America. Bulletins listed 60 stocks

when the show originated eight years

ago and grew to the present figure as

a result of requests made by the pro-

gram s listeners. It has become so

popular in the Venezuelan oil and min-

ing camps that in some places loud-

speakers have been set up in mess

tents enabling engineers, drillers and

others interested in the market to hear

the reports so they can wire their brok-

ers with instructions for the next

morning's opening market. Merrill

Lynch, Pierce, Fenner and Beane has

sponsored the show since its begin-

ning, with other industrial concerns as

co-sponsors. The most recent additions

as co-sponsors were RCA and the

L^nited Business Service of Boston.

WRUL can reach a potential audi-

ence of 2,653,500 people through its

54 affiliates in Central America, Colom-

bia, Cuba, Dominican Republic, Puerto

Rico and Venezuela. * * *

Kid show sells Klih Klahs
by the carload over WATV

WATV's receives Klik-Klalcs

"Klik-Klak is a flip-flop toy, with

sound effects." That's what the press

release said, anyway, and it went on to

say that 86,400 were sold recently at

98> a flip (or a Klak) through WATV,
Newark. Klik or Klak, it certainly
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wasn't a flop. Regarding sales that is.

Sales began a month ago with one

Wednesday announcement and another

on the following Friday on Uncle

Fred's Junior Frolics show. By the

following Monday the entire supply of

Klik-Klaks in the Metropolitan area

was sold out with "youngsters parad-

ing into neighborhood stores" asking

for more. The crisis was short-lived,

however, as the Pico Novelty Com-

pany, which distributes the toys, called

in the Flying Tigers who flew in fresh

stock from the west coast. Whew!
So great was the sales impact of the

two commercial exposures that Wool-

worth's bought the toy for its 1,900

stores. The total cost of the WATV
time was $1,050. The gross sales came
to $84,672. * * *

Briefly . . .

Every season seems to be open

season for award-giving. From radio

station WBT, Charlotte, N. C, comes
the news that the 23rd Annual Nation-

al Headliner award for journalistic

achievement in '55 has been won by

J B. Clark, Carolinas' News Editor

for the station. Among the news beats

scored by Clark was an on-the-spot re-

port of a county-wide raid on boot-

leggers by the sheriff's officers of Gas-

ton County.

* * *

A "Communications Room'* will

be a feature of WHLI radio's new two
story office and studio building in

Hempstead. Long Island. New York.

It will be a specially designed studio-

control room for use by the WHLI
News Bureau and Public Affairs De-

partment. The "communication-

room" will contain tape recording

equipment, "beeper"' telephones, high-

fidelity radio receivers for short wave
pick-ups and complete control room
facilities. The station is putting $250,-

000 into the new building which is

now under construction.

* * *

Pancakes and public service were

blended as part of a fund-raising cam-
paign by the Oklahoma City chapter

of the Big Brothers, a national service

organization. WKY-TV served as

host for the organization which offered

"all the pancakes you could eat for a

one dollar contribution." Most of

the station's air talent was on hand
during the day and evening of the one-

day Pancake Festival to entertain.

I Please turn to page 1061

1 I
r-..o ^/

it's a matter of record I

WCUE spins more pop platters, more

often; plays the sweetest music, all day

long. WCUE gives the home folks more

news, more often; reports on their neigh-

bors, brings the whole world into their

homes. You're right on CUE . . . it's

a matter of record.

more MUSIC
more NEWS
more OFTEN

mcue
Akron's only independent _we're home folks

Tim Elliot, President

John E. Pearson Co.. Na'iongl Representatives

Give You Bonus Coverage
In Nebraska's 2nd Big Market

767,775 Unduplicated Families at

TV'S Lowest Cost-Per-Thousand

SOUTH DAKOTA

ff .£EF«S^
Satellite KHOL-TV

KHOL-TV and Satellite

Station cover rich Central

Nebraska — the State's 2nd
Big Market

KHOL-TV picks up where
Omaha leaves off—you buy
no duplicated coverage

One buy on KHOL-TV
gives you bonus Satellite

coverage at no extra cost

Investigate Nebraska's 2nd Big Market today—
contact KHOL-TV or your Meeker representative

KHOL-TV
Owned and Operated by

BI-STATES CO
CBS ABC

CHANNEL 13 Kearney, Nebraska

Channel 6 Satellite Station,

Hayes Center, Nebr.

Represented nationally by MEEKER TV, Inc.
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COTY'S QUANDARY
(Continued from page 29)

petitive brand in its own distribution

channels, that is department stores.

The Rubinstein lipstick was a huge suc-

cess until Revlon introduced a com-

petitive brand six months after Rubin-

stein's debut.

"Revlon's non-smear lipstick com-

pletely smashed the Rubinstein lip-

stick business, and it hasn't recovered

from the attack yet," Cortney recalls.

Strangely enough, Coty "24," ac-

cording to sales figures and market

studies, maintained its share of the lip-

stick market throughout fall. Depth

interviews with original Coty "24"

buyers in several major markets

showed that they continued to prefer

the Coty lipstick overwhelmingly to the

new Revlon "Living" lipstick.

"We not only kept our share of the

market, but increased sales slightly

over spring," says Cortney. "But the

strange thing is that when you ask peo-

ple why they buy Revlon 'Living'

they'll say, T saw it on $64,000 Ques-

tion.' Ask them about Coty '24,' and

they'll say, 'It lasts longer'."

This, says Cortney, is proof that his

maxim about tv is correct:

"Tv can be powerful if you have a

powerful message."

Frequently, voluble Philip Cortney

develops a copy theme himself, basing

his copy and product research on "a

very bad guinea pig I have at home

—

my wife." He insisted upon Coty
"24" 's copy theme at his conference

table in Coty's building on Manhat-

tan's West Side more than a year ago,

when he met with the agency princi-

pals.

"My wife had pointed out to me that

she had taken off the new lipstick at

night, but the color was on in the

morning," says Cortney. "I felt this

should be our theme, but there was

much prejudice against it. Women
don't want lipstick on in bed, everyone

said. But we pointed out that it wasn't

'lipstick,' it was 'alive color'."

And so Coty took its "alive color"

lipstick theme into national magazines,

newspapers and above all, 30 tv mar-

kets. The spring 1956 tv campaign for

Coty "24," typical of the firm's ap-

proach to tv advertising, still empha-

sizes the same basic copy theme. Coty's

tv sales person is, of course, the chic

Coty Girl:

"Hello! I'm the Coty Girl . . . with

Coty '24'! The only lipstick you can

take off without taking off the color!

At bedtime, cleanse off all your lip-

stick! No matter how you wash or

cream, you can't remove the glow of

Coty '24!'

"The lipstick comes off, but the col-

or stays on! Next morning, you still

have 'alive' color glowing on your

lips! No pale, faded look ... no lip-

stick on the pillow! You wake up

beautiful when you wear Coty '24'
. . .

The original lipstick with true 24-hour

color life! It's so creamy, it glides on

with the lightest touch . . . Hold it!

f. New construction permits'

CITY 6. 8TATE CALL
LETTERS

CHANNEL DATE OF GRANT ERP (kw)«
NO. Visual

Antenna STATIONS
(ft)"* ON AIR

SETS IN
MARKETt

(00O)

PERMITEE, MANAGER, RADIC

ANDERSON, IND.

OWENSBORO, KY.

WCBC-TV 61

14

16 Mar.

14 Mar. 20.9 280

Great Commission Schools, Inc.

Aircast, Inc.

CITY & STATE

ff. New applications

CHANNEL
NO.

DATE
FILED

ERP (kw)'
Visual

Antenna
(ft)"*

ESTIMATED
COST

ESTIMATED
1ST YEAR

OP. EXPENSE
TV STATIONS
IN MARKET APPLICANT, AM AFFILIAT

BIRMINGHAM, ALA. 42 17 Mar. 8.32 916 $202,471 $200,000 WABT
WBIQ
WBRC-TV
WJLN-TV

AGANA, GUAM 8 10 Mar. 1. 302 $71,049 $75,000

PONCE, PUERTO RICO 7 10 Mar. 2.88 137 $300,000 $80,000

BROWNWOOD, TEXAS 19 3 Mar. .18 307 $67,635 $84,000

Winsriiii Salem Bcstg. Co. Ine.

Radio Guam. 141 El Camino, Bihf

Hills, Cal.

Dept. of Education, P.R.

Brcwnwood Television Co.

BOX SCORE U. S. stations on air. 464 Markets covered 297

"Both new c.p.'s and stations going on the air listed here are those which occurred between
3 March and 17 March or on which information could be obtained in that period. Stations
are considered to be on the air when commercial operation starts. "Effective radiated power.
Aural power usually is one-half the visual power. ***Antenna height above average terrain (not
above ground), tlnformation on the number of sets in markets where not designated as being

from NBC Research, consists of estimates from the stations or reus and must be deemed Effl

mate. §Data from NBC Research and Planning. NFA : No figures available at pi 1[r

on sets in market. ^Community would support proposed lower-power station at lea^t thre< *£

or until such time as it becomes self-sustaining. 2Presently off air, but still retair '•*

3Non commercial.
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In RETAIL STORES San Diegans spend over
°2 Million Dollars per day— every day,

365 days per year — More than the citizens

of New Orleans, La., Columbus, Ohio or

Albany, Schenectady and Troy, New York
combined.

More people are making more money—
watching Channel 8 and making
more Channel 8 motivated
purchases than ever before.

'Sales Management, 7955

KFMB
WRATHER-ALVAREZ BROADCASTING, INC SAN DIEGO. CALIF

REPRESENTED BY PETRY

America's more market
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Never blot Coty '24'! Just let it set!

Once it's on, you hardly know you're

wearing it. There's no heavy sticki-

ness. And Coty '24' positively will jrot

dry your lips.

"Try Coty '24'—and match it \i\>

with new Coty nail polish!"

From the beginning of Coty's tv

advertising three years ago, the Coty

Girl sold all Coty products on tv. The

Coty Girl is one Coty advertising phe-

nomenon that didn't spring fully grown

from Philip Cortney's head. Rather

she was the joint creation of Cortney.

Jean Despres, Coty executive v.p. and

Despres' wife, Lilly Dache who's presi-

dent of Coty subsidiary, General Beau-

ty Products. As befits a Lilly Dache

creation, the Coty Girl model always

wears a black Dache cocktail hat, so-

phisticated and high-style. The impli-

cation is that any sophisticated, know-

ing woman will use Coty products to

enhance her beauty.

According to Coty sales manager,

Jean P. Million, Coty sales have hit

an all-time high during the past three

years, the period which coincides with

tv advertising. Since 1953 they've

risen from some $20 million to $24
million in 1955. This volume breaks

down along these lines for the various

Coty products: 32% in perfumes and
toilet water; 15% in dusting powder;

20% in face powder; 20% in lipstick;

13% in assorted beauty products and
treatment line.

"Our first tv effort about three years

ago was announcement schedules in

some 10 or 12 major markets for In-

stant Beauty (a foundation) and face

powder," says Cortney. "Our results

were conflicting. There was no question

about the tremendous success of tv in

such places as New York and Memphis,

for example. Store sales soared im-

mediately. On the other hand, in Los

Angeles there was no change in sales.

Chicago was just so-so. However, the

increases in the good markets have

always been sufficiently encouraging

for us to go back into tv again the

next season."

Cortney stresses that he finds it

difficult to correlate the money he spent

on tv advertising for Coty "24" with

the sales results. Orders for the lipstick

started to pour in even before adver-

tising began. Product publicity from

beauty editors, window and counter

displays and salesmanship had begun

softening the market before the Coty

Girl brought Coty "24" to tv.

"But our salesmen have been strong-
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Sales Offices: New York, Cincinnati, Dayton, Columbus, Atlanta, Chicago, Mia
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Here's the best hatful in the ad business

—

the big new WLW-A TRIPLE-A Plan . . . guaran-

teeing Audience and Action in Atlanta! It's

a product-matched showcase, brimful of just

the right television shows for just the right

products—kiddies' shows for kiddies' products,

daytime shows for women's products, night-

time shows for family products. Let us try it

on your products for size. Remember—only

WLW-A gives you this TV selective audience

package—the big new TRIPLE-A Plan . . .

guaranteeing Audience and Action in Atlanta!

*T

A member of the Crosley Broadcasting Corporation, a division of
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ly for tv. That really shows whether

\our retailers find it effective or not."

Cortney is quick to add that the

Coty "24" sales didn't bring any profit

because of the high advertising ex-

penditure, but that they did help boost

the company's over-all sales volume.

In the face of competitive advertising

onslaughts in 1955, Coty executives

are pleased to have had any sales in-

crease at all.

"We should not be immodest," says

Cortney. "Launching new products is

always a costly business, and last year

we launched two completely new lines:

Coty '24' and a few months later.

matching nail polish. Since we spent

more in tv than in all other media

together, tv must get the credit for

putting over our new products."

Coty's approach to advertising has

changed considerably over the years.

Until five years ago the general feeling

among Coty executives was that all

Coty had to do to be sucessful was to

make good products, sell them at con-

venient prices with promotion and then

the retail outlets would do the rest.

Coty distribution is virtually un-

changed: 4,000 direct accounts, mainly

department stores and drug stores, and
20.000 other similar accounts through

SEE YOUR A.tt.1!

for the

TOPEKAREA

20 counties dominated by

WIBW-TV

The Kansas View Point

CBS TOPEKA, KANSAS
ABC Ben Ludy, Cen. Mgr.

WIBW & WIBW-TV in Topeka

KCKN in Kansas City

Rep. Capper Publications, Inc.

wholesalers. Most of Coty's advertis-

ing until five years ago was directed to

stores.

Around 1950 Coty realized that it

had to appeal to consumers directly if

it wanted to expand its sales and get

stores to promote the Coty line. At

first the advertising budget was divided

almost evenly between magazines and

newspapers, plus some co-op advertis-

ing in newspapers. Then, in 1953,

Coty tried tv.

"We've maintained about the same

average weekly frequency of announce-

ments from the start," says Cortney.

"That is, about 25 to 30 a week per

market. And we stay on for some 39

weeks, taking only a summer hiatus."

Agency timebuyer Alice Ross aims

for the highest-rated evening adjacen-

cies, but usually has to be content with

afternoon schedules, since Coty pre-

fers minute announcements. In the

past year, the proportion of 20-second

films to minute films has been increas-

ing for the sake of improving night-

time clearances.

Early in 1956, Coty tested tv satura-

tions in a half-dozen markets to weigh

the relative results gained by varying

frequencies. Test markets varied from

50,000 to 250,000 inhabitants.

"We found through these tests that

the most important key to successful tv

advertising, besides strength of message

and good time periods, is alerting the

retail outlets to promote the advertis-

ing," concludes Cortney.

Coty salesmen visited retail outlets

in the 30 markets Coty bought for

1956. Furthermore, Coty employs some

700 to 750 cosmetics demonstrators,

who're coached to refer to Coty ad-

vertising.

"There's been another and gradual

change in our marketing strategy,"

says Cortney. "At one time our adver-

tising was slanted toward a middle-

aged group. This slant may have re-

sulted from the fact that our product

was originaly conceived as a high-

priced line in Europe, a line that very

young women could not afford. Actu-

ally Coty '24' is the first line that has

appealed strongly to teen-age girls and

women under 25."

Cortney *s big project for 1956 is to

translate perfume advertising effective-

ly to tv. "Last year, we put more than

$200,000 into a two-week Christmas tv

campaign to advertise gifts that we

usually advertise in magazines only,"

he told sponsor. "But there were too
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he Monongahela Incline, a familiar sight to Pittsburghers,

nany of whom use this unique means of transporation daily.

KDKA - Pittsburgh
WESTINGHOUSE BROADCASTING COMPANY, INC.

RADIO
BOSTON—WBZ +WBZA
PITTSBURGH— KDKA
CLEVELAND— KYW
FORT WAYNE—WOWO
PORTLAND— KEX
KPIX REPRESENTED Bf THE KATZ AGENCY. INC
ALL OTHER WBC STATIONS REPRESENTED BY PETERS, GRIFFIN. WOODWARD. INC.

TELEVISION
BOSTON —WBZ-TV
PITTSBURGH—KDKA-TV
CLEVELAND— KYW-TV
SAN FRANCISCO— KPIX
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many packages to be shown effectively

on tv, and we were disappointed in the

results. Next year, we want to feature

only perfume in our tv commercials for

Christmas, and refer people to maga-

zine spreads for other gift ideas."

Although Coty International derives

60% of its total world-wide sales from

the U.S. and makes its headquarters

in Manhattan, there's still a strong

French flavor about the firm. Fre-

quently, the top executives lapse into

French. Some of the secretaries speak

French. Yet there are such very Amer-
ican reminders of business efficiency as

time clocks on each floor.

The company was actually started in

1905 by Francois Coty, a young Corsi-

can, who like most young Corsicans,

claimed descent from Napoleon. As

the secretary of a prominent literary

figure in Paris, young Coty discovered

a hobby when visiting his local drug-

gist's laboratory: making eau de

cologne.

Coty became fascinated when he dis-

covered that he himself had an acute

sense of smell. He investigated the

perfume industry and found that it was

in a rut where packaging was con-

cerned. Coty envisioned calling on

all the arts to make perfume a luxury

item and symbol of glamor. At one

time he even engaged the stage de-

signer of the Ballet Russe to improve

packaging. None of these improve-

ments would have been possible had

Coty not obtained "facilite de pay-

ments" (familiarly known as credit)

from Givaudan, the largest firm in

essential oils.

He then started a line of florals, par-

ticularly Rose Jacqueminot, which

eventually became his best-seller. How-
ever, he had trouble getting department

store distribution, until he dropped a

bottle of Rose Jacqueminot at the

Louvre department store. Fashionable

women stopped and bent to smell the

perfume and asked for it at the store.

By 1910 Coty was a leader in high-

priced perfumes.

Until 1914 France was the biggest

perfume market, Russia the second-

biggest. But when the American

soldiers returned in 1918 with perfume

for their wives and girls, America be-

gan to import perfumes in quantity.

Brand preference switched from the

local product (Jockey Club and Ben

Hur, then popular) to the French per-

fumes. Today U.S. is the largest per-

fume market. * * •

COM PARAGRAPH NOTES
(Continued from page 80)

pm; Sun 10- 10:30 partic
R. J. Reynolds. Esty: CBS. S of 4 Th. 12:30-1

pm; CHS. Th 8-8:30 pm; T 8-8:30 pm; alt »
9-9:30 pm

Rosefleld Pkg., G.B&B: ABC. Sun 7-7:30 pm
Roto Broil. Product Services: ABC, Th 5-6 pm
S.O.S.. McC-E: CBS. F 10:30-10:45 am
Schick. K&E: NBC. M 9:30-10:30 pm
Schlitz Brewing, J.W.T. : CBS. F 9-9:30 pm
Stott Paper. JWT: NBC. W 8:30-9 pm: CBS. If

12-12:15 pm; 3:30-3:45 pm; Th 3:41-4 pm;
CBS, Sun 5-6:30 pm

Serta, Bozelle A Jacobs: CBS. M 10:15-10:51
am; partic

Sheaffer Pen. Seeds: CBS, alt T 8-8:30 pm; Sat
9-9:30 pm

Slmraiz Co.. 88CB: NBC. alt F 9-9:30 pm; CBS
W 10:15-30 am

«i.». e»».m v«. r. pna Th 9:30-10 pa
Speldel. SSCB: NBC, Bat 7:30-8 p.m.
Staley Mfg.. IWIi CBS. alt II 10:15-30 am
Standard Brandt. Bates: NBC. M 5:30-6 pm
State Farm Inc., NL&B: NBC . F 10:30-11 pm
Sterling Drug, D-F-S: AHC. partic M-F 3-5 pm;

F fl an- in nm
J. P. Stevens. B. Houston: CBS, 8 6-6:30 pm
Studebaker- Packard. R&R ABC. M 8-8:30 pm
Sunbeam. Perrin-Paus, NBC. T 8-9 pm
Sweets. Miwelle A- Elsen: NBF. Sat. 10:30-11 am
Swift. TWT: McC-E: DTN. Th 1:45-2 pm
Sylvania. JWT: CBS Sat. 7:30-8 pm
Texas Co., Kudner: NBC. Sat 9:30-10 pm
Toni Co., North. CBS, M 8:45-9 pm: W 8-8:30

pm; M. W 11-11:15 am: alt Th 10-10:15

am; Th 3:30-45 pm; Sat 9-9:15 pm; Burnett:
NBC. Sun 7-7:30 pm; Tatham-Lalrd: ABO
..,..ir « «:30-9 pm

TV Time Foods, direct: CBS. Tu 5-5:15 pm
U.S. Steel. BBDO: CBS. alt W 10-11 pm
Time, Inc.. Y&R: ABC. Th 7:15-7:30
Union Underwear, Burnett: ABC, partic M-F

3-5 "m
Vleks. BBDO: W 515:15 pm
Wander Co.. Tatham-Lalrd: NBC. W 10:15-30 am
War 'er-Hudnut. K&E: NBC. alt Sat 10:30-11 pm
Welch Grape Juice. DCSS: NBC. alt F 5:45rt

pm: ABC. T 5:15-5:30 pm
Wesson Oil. Fttznerald: CBS. Tu 12-12:15 pm
Western Union, Albert Frank-Guenther-Law: Th
Westinghouse. McCann-Erlckson: CBS, M 10-11 pa
Whelan Drugs. Product. Du Mont, T 9-10 pm
Whirlpool. K&E. NBC, T 8-9 pm
Whitehall Pha.m., Biow, Geyer: CBS, Sat 9:30-

10 pm; M 6:30-7 pm, 7:30-7:45 am: T
7:30-8 pm; W 6:30-7. 7:30-7:45; F 6:36-7,

7:30-7:45: NBC. W 10:30-11 pm. 9:30-10 pm
Wildroot. BBDO: CBS. M 8:30-9 pm

^ M «*

Paul H. Raymer Co., National Representative
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SELLER'S MARKET
[Continued from page 27)

may have asked yourself frankly

whether there is a need for 1,800 tv

stations; that is, whether advertising

ran support them. To put it another

way, can too much station competi-

tion break up the audience so that

reaching a large segment of consum-

ers would become expensive and,

hence, weaken tvs ability to compete

with other media?

Of course, present concerns are all

with making tv more competitive with-

out worrying about too much compe-

tition in the future. However, CBS.

which has come up with some detailed

analyses regarding allocations, backs

up its current emphasis on building a

competitive network picture around

vhf only with figures indicating that,

under present conditions, the U.S. can

support only about 600 tv stations.

This study was made by Sidney Alex-

ander. CBS economic advisor. It con-

cerns itself only with vhf stations but

ignores any allocation complications.

Alexander's estimates are based on

minimum revenues presently required

to keep a station in the black. Accord-

ing to his figures 78 markets can sup-

port four or more stations each,

another 30 can support three, 57 can

support two and 52 can support one.

In other words, from the network

point of view, advertising will theorec-

tically support three networks in the

top 100 markets ( actually in 108 mar-

kets I . A fourth network I or a group

of independent stations) could exist

in the 78 top markets.

As for coverage, the fourth network

would cover 80% of U.S. families,

while the other three networks would

cover more than 80%. This assumes

75-mile coverage radius. Adding the

two-station markets would bring the

coverage to 93.4%, while the one-sta-

tion markets would make a total

97.2% of U.S. homes covered. To
provide total coverage, Alexander es-

timates that 70 satellite stations would

bring the total to 99.7%.

If \ou take the present allocations

setup into account, Alexander told us,

only about 500 stations can be sup-

ported, of which 400 would be located

in the top 100 markets. To indicate

he wasn't being overly pessimistic,

Alexander pointed to the fact that in

the top 100 markets, the present alio-

IOOO WATISj

In the November 1955 PULSE
survey

WPAL takes the NUMBER I

position for 13 quarter-hours

WPAL takes the NUMBER II

position for 12 quarter-hours

WPAL takes the NUMBER III

position for 7 quarter-hours

Man! For an independent daytimer

in a five-station market that's

really livin'!

You can live with us, if you like. . .

.

w-PAL
of Charleston

South Carolina

Represented by

Forjoe & Company

cations table provides for 263 con

petitive stations (that is, all-uhf or a

vhf markets). Add to this, he sai

another 35-odd us which can coij

pete against v's and you get abo

300 competitive stations in the t(

100 markets.

All of which indicates a need l<

making tv more competitive, even

you accept the current ceiling set 1

Alexander's computations.

While a nunmber of the large a

agencies see a lot of sense in the Ale

ander figures, neither they nor tl

people in Washington think it wise

set a ceiling on tv that is much lowi

than that represented by the presei

1.800-station allocation table. Ale

ander himself sees the possibility <

many more than 600 stations beii

supported in the future, though the:

stations, in his view, would be lo\

power community statiosn suppork

by local advertising.

While there may be pessimism aboi

uhf's future, there is none about tv

future. Everyone is aware of t\

great potential. Not only is popul

tion going up. total advertising e

penditures increasing and tv set sat

ration climbing, but the amount of

advertising per home has been gro\

ing. During the first five years «

commercial tv, this figure was abo

$25 per family. Last year it was aboi

$30; this year it is expected to I

about $35.

Five years from now, with 51 m
lion families and 46 million tv fan

lies, ( assuming 90% tv saturation I

figure of $40 per home would brii

total tv advertising expenditures

more than $1.8 billion; this is abo:

80' i more than at present. In ]

years, with 54 million families and

million tv families (assuming 95'

saturation
) , a figure of $45 per hon

—taking into account color tv—wou

bring total tv advertising to more the

$2.3 billion; this is 130% more thi|

the present period with its 450-odd

stations. And some estimates of

advertising go even higher than tha

Assuming all this comes to pas

there is still the question of how mu(

competition this will support—thn

networks? four networks? five ne

works?

At present, most of the agencii

would settle for three fully-compet

tive networks to give them both

choice of programing and time and \

a protection against the prices of
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Her's market. Some would like a

urth station in the top 50 or 100

Markets as a haven for national and

•gional spot advertising. They would

•obably settle for four stations in

ss than 100 markets since when you

it to the 100th market you'll find

at only about half of the national

lvertisers buy it anyway.

At current listening levels, the night-

me advertiser splits an audience of

) million homes at night. In five

ears, he could be splitting a night-

me audience of more than 27 million

id in 10 years the nighttime audi-

ice could be 30 million, assuming

ts-in-use patterns remain constant

id putting aside the question of

ulti-set viewing.

Putting it another way, a 30 rating

night now gets the advertiser 10

illion homes. In five years, a 22

iling will get the advertiser 10 mil-

in homes. Finally, in 10 years a

ting of 30 will get the advertiser

5 million homes.

This, in itself, will not tell anything

jout the point of diminishing returns

»r additional station competition. But,

nowing what you do about your pres-

lt shows, it should give you some
lea of what kind of competition tv

in stand. If these figures are cor-

5ct, it can stand plenty.

While McConnaughey told sponsor

lat economic factors would be con-

dered in the station allocation de-

sion, he also made clear that he

ivored as much competition as pos-

ble. While he obviously can't pre-

ict the nature of future tv competi-

on, he left the impression he is think-

ig of tv's future in large terms.

Just how this attitude will be trans-

ited into a specific re-allocation pro-

osal by the FCC remains to be seen.

is the facts below will show, re-allo-

ation is one tough problem.

Voposols: Most of the positive pro-

osals for solving the current alloca-

on dilemna revolve around one idea:

hf and vhf cannot compete in the

ame market, so separate 'em as much
s possible. The proposals include

oing away with uhf entirely, doing
way with vhf entirely and doing away
'ith uhf or vhf where they are both
"und in specific markets (de-inter-

lixture).

There are some people who feel

hat, with all its faults, the Sixth Re-
port and Order is still basically sound.

ujbns-tv Year After Year

PREFERRED BY CLIENTS

ACCLAIMED BY CENTRAL

OHIO VIEWERS

wbns-tv

wbns-tv

whns-tv's

Preferred! WbflS-tV carries 60.2% of all

client and agency owned national and

syndicated film shows seen in this area.

Year after year produces product sales

records that result in program re-

newal business. For example,

there are four sponsors who
haVe successfully been using

WbllS-tV for four uninter-

rupted years, and two others

now in their third year.

Central Ohio viewers acclaimed

these shows with dominant tune-in

ratings, far over-shadowing the 2

other competitive stations.

FOR HIGH SALES RETURNS

MAKE WBNS-TV

YOUR STATION TOO

wbns-tv

channel 10

columbus, ohio

CBSTV Network
. . . Affiliated with
Columbus Dispatch
General Sales
Office: 33 N High
St
REPRESENTED
BY BLAIR TV.
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WHAT

&A/N/

...and how we love it!

Here's why— in 58 out of 60
quarter-hour periods between
3:30 and 6:30 p.m. (Mon. thru

Fri.) WNDU-TV has the top-

rated* programs.

What's more— over half the

weekday programs between
3:30 and 11:30 p.m., both net-

work and local, are now on
WNDU-TV.
These gains reflect the pro-

nounced success of WNDU-TV
in all rating periods. More
proof that your advertising dol-

lar does a better job in the
South Bend-Elkhart market
with WNDU-TV.. . for full de-

tails call Meeker today!

Source: ARB February 8-14 f^P*

Represented Nationally

by MEEKER TV

WNDU-TV
CHANNEL 46

They contend that I 1 ) while uhf is

having its troubles, vhf had its

troubles, too; (2) the government

should not single out one segment of

an industry for special help: l3l the

economic laws of survival should be

permitted to operate; (4) tv growth

will eventually solve the situation by

itself. There is some indication that

one or more FCC commissioners hold

this view, though whether it is by con-

\ iction or inability to find any solu-

tion agreeable to everybody is not

clear.

The current assumption in Wash-

ington, however, is that something will

be done. Below are a list of basic

proposals:
,

All-uhf: The most radical of all allo-

cations proposals is to move all com-

mercial television to uhf. It was one

of the first proposals, too, and was

urged during the 1954 Senate hear-

ings on uhf. Nothing came out of

those hearings and as the FCC con-

tinued putting stations on the air, the

difficulties of such a step increased.

The pro-uhf forces finally surrendered

to existing realities and, at this point,

would be very happy with nationwide

de-intermixture.

The appeal of an all-uhf service,

rather than an all-vhf service is that

there are 73 uhf channels compared

to 12 vhf. However, there are two

strong arguments against it: ll) the

cost to consumers and broadcasters

to convert to uhf and (2) the fact that

uhf coverage is not as good as vhf in

many respects.

CBS estimated that the cost of a

switch to uhf would be anywhere be-

tween $1.1 and $2.6 billion, the brunt

of which would fall on the public.

The actual cost depends on whether

the transition is quick or gradual and

what the public reactions would be.

CBS, which came up with a sugges-

tion for almost every facet of the

problem in its proposals to the FCC,

also estimated that three to six mil-

lion homes would lose tv service in a

shift to uhf. The lower figure as-

sumes improvement of uhf coverage

and. in particular, the universal use

of five-million watt stations. Top uhf

power now is one million watts. Pro-

uhf forces say. however, that eventual-

ly uhf could provide just as good

coverage as vhf.

All-vhj: The proposals for all-vhf

service would require some additional

vhf channels to be transferred from

«A"
A" TIME
MINUTES

at lowest cost

per 1,000 homes

You don't have to scrimp your

sales story in the great Minne-

apolis-St. Paul market. Get

choice evening full-minute (or

20 sec.) participations in high-

audience feature, syndicate and

sports films, or news and

weather at less than ten second

cost on other stations.

"My Little Margie"
Rating 13—a full

minute (or 20 sec.)

participation at a

cost-per-thousand

homes of only $1.11
*

"Tower Theatre"
Rating 11.3—a full

minute (or 20 sec.)

participation at a

cost-per-thousand

homes of only$1.18*

"Waterfront"
Rating 10—a full

minute (or 20 sec.)

participation at a

cost-per-thousand

homes ofonly$1.33

"Studio 9"

Rating 9.3—a full

minute (or 20 sec.)

participation at a

cost-per-thousand

homes ofonly$1.43

*Full Minute (or 20

sec.) at 52 Time Rata

—CPM for ID'S would

be approximately

one-half this figure

"Texas Rasslin"

Rating 11.7—a full

minute (or 20 sec.)

participation at a

cost-per-thousand

homes of only$1.14*

Ratings shown are from

December 1 955, Telepulse

Represented by AVIRY-KNODIL, Im.

KEYD-TV
MINNEAPOLIS • ST. PAUL
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)ther services, but not too many. How-

:ver, there would still be a conversion

)roblem since sets now used can only

eceive 12 specific vhf channels and

lot the entire vhf band. While the

lew vhf channels would be exchanged

or uhf channels now assigned to

broadcasting, there is still a question

if whether the FCC and the military

whose vhf channels might be taken)

a ill go along.

CBS proposals involve a two-step

)lan, the second step of which would

ntail the use of three new vhf chan-

nels, 6A, 6B, 6C. As indicated by

heir numbers, these channels would

all between channels 6 and 7. (There

b a big portion of the spectrum be-

ween these two channels now used for

:m, the U.S. and other services. About
1.4 vhf channels could be fitted in

lere.)

In addition to adding new vhf chan-

lels, CBS proposes "move-ins," "drop-

ns," and the use of educational vhf

hannels. Move-ins involve the switch

of a channel from one market to

another. Drop-ins involve the allo-

cation of a new channel assignments

o a market. These changes would be

accompanied by the relaxation of FCC
minimum mileage separation regula-

tions for stations on the same chan-

nel as well as certain technical changes

.o prevent interference.

De-intermixture: There is probably

wider support for de-intermixture

than any other proposal. Both ABC
and NBC are for it, as well as most of

those who feel something should be

done to save uhf.

The case for de-intermixture is sim-

ple. It is that uhf is not able to com-

pete with vhf and there are not enough

vhf channels to provide a truly com-

petitive U.S. tv system. Under the

present allocations table only seven

markets of the top 100 have four or

more vhf channels, 26 markets have

three, 32 markets have two, 18 have

one and 17 have none. While varying

interpretations of coverage can change

hese figures somewhat, there is no

isagreement that it represents the

urrent situation with substantial ac-

uracy.

ABC's specific proposals for de-in-

termixture cover two groups of major

markets. The first and most critical

group embraces 15 markets now
served by two v's. These are Provi-

dence, Louisville, Rochester, Dayton,

Birmingham, Tampa-St. Petersburg,

Syracuse, Oklahoma City, Grand Rap-

ids, Wheeling, Davenport-Rock Island-

Moline, Duluth-Superior, Greensboro-

High Point, Brownsville-Harlingen-

Weslaco and Shreveport. In most

cases ABC would move in one or

two vhf stations. In one case (Wheel-

ing) ABC has found no solution.

The second group covers 13 markets

now served by one v and which either

have no other v channels allocated or

an insufficient number "to satisfy pres-

ent demand." Solutions vary in this

group. In some cases, such as Miami,

Hartford-New Britain, New Orleans

and Albany-Schenectady-T'roy, ABC
recommends uhf "islands." In other

cases, v's would be put in. In one

case (Toledo), ABC has found no

solution.

Like CBS, ABC stresses the need for

immediate action that would not pro-

vide a complete solution but would

not prejudice later, more extensive

changes.

NBC's proposals for de-intermix-

ture, unlike ABC's and CBS', do not

offer any specific channel changes.

The network suggests the following

criteria be applied by the FCC: (1)

de-intermixture should be applied first

in markets with considerable uhf cir-

culation; (2) vhf channels displaced

should be used, where practical, to

increase competition in major vhf

markets; (3) in markets where three

commercial v's are now allocated, de-

intermixture should not be applied;

(4) where a market becomes predomi-

nantly uhf as a result of de-intermix-

ture or otherwise, no new commercial

v's should be allowed.

While there are differences among
the network proposals, in general they

agree that three competitive channels

in the top markets is a minimum to

aim at. However, they do not go much
beyond that. The maximum compe-

tition specified by CBS provides for

a fourth network (or group of inde-

pendent stations) in 72 of the top 100

markets.

The arguments against de-intermix-

ture generally warn against loss of

service in outlaying areas. This is

foreseen in all-uhf markets since uhf

signals cannot get out as far as vhf

and leave shadow areas, where recep-

tion is bad, in its coverage zone. Loss

of service is also seen as result of re-

laxation of requirements for co-channel

mileage separations. CBS was for de-

intermixture during the early uhf days

SALES POWER

With a

CHAIN REACTION

• TULSA

• KTVX

MUSKOGEE

1 .•t^—*-Tr*^. y^lif

Of ONE BILLION^V-
I [

DOLLAR MARKET 1
j

luOklahoma's Largest)!/

STUDIOS IN BOTH

TULSA and

MUSKOGEE

316,000 WATTS

More Families

per Square Mile

V/ I
i

,

Your Sales \
Cs Message Reaches \

>

X More People Who /

y/ Can Buyli ^

KTVX is the ONLY Oklahoma

television station with studios

in TWO major markets. This

gives your sales message a "local

flavor" throughout Eastern Okla.

Ask Your
Avery-Knodel Representative

L. A. (Bud) BLUST
V. P. and Gen. Mgr.

BEN HOtMES, Natl. Sales Mgr.

TULSA BROADCASTING CO.
Box 9697, Tulsa, Okla.
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IM VOUB PICTURE

WJAC-TV is the Number One

Station not only in Johnstown,

but in Altoona as well, and this

one-two punch covers an area

that rates 4th in the rich state

of Pennsylvania, and 28th in

the entire country.

Well over half a million (583,-

600 to be exact) television fam-

ilies look to WJAC-TV for the

best in television entertainment.

Add to this the free bonus of

WJAC-TV coverage into Pitts-

burgh, and you have a total

market for your sales message

that just can't be overlooked, if

you really want to tap the po-

tential of Southwestern Penn-

sylvania.

Get full details from your KATZ man!

but now says that "such a solution at

this time would cause such a disloca-

tion of existing services that it would

not be practical."

Technical changes: There are a

number of proposals for limiting sta-

tion interference so more stations can

be "shoe-horned" into place as well as

proposals for increasing coverage of

uhf stations.

Interference would be limited by

lower-powered stations, relaxation of

mileage separations between stations,

directional antennas and cross polari-

zation. The latter refers to the possi-

bility of one station radiating a ver-

tically polarized signal and another

(on the same channel) radiating a

horizontally polarized signal. A home
in areas where these two signals over-

lap could, theoretically anyway, have

an antenna to receive one signal and

reject the other.

Proposals for increasing coverage

in outlying areas or areas with 'diffi-

cult" terrain include boosters, satellite

and translator stations. Boosters are

stations which pick up a signal from

the home station and rebroadcast it

on the same channel to areas which

the home station has difficulty in

leaching. Translators pick up the

signal and rebroadcast it on another

frequency, the advantage being the

avoidance of interference with another

station having the same frequency as

the home station. Satellites are sta-

tions which operate without their own

• •••••••
*'The rapidity with which our markets
can change is indicated by the mobility
of our population. 156 million persons
moved to a different home within a five

year period. That is nearly equal to our
entire population."

ARNO H. JOHNSON
V.p. & Director of Research,

J. Walter Thompson Agency

locally-originated programs but con-

fine their broadcasts to pickups from

other stations. They are intended for

markets which cannot support tv.

A number of these technical propo-

sals have not been fully-tested. The

answers are, thus, in the hands of the

engineers. There are other allocation

questions, too, which have to be an-

swered by engineers. This is one of

the reasons why the whole issue is so

complicated and why it is not likely

that any radical or far-reaching pro-

posals will come out of the FCC * * *

SPONSOR ASKS
(Continued from page 73)

chants for the sake of humor is bound
to alienate sensitive viewers.

Do take full advantage of the pro-

ducer's creative art talent. It can be a

valuable assist to an agency's art de-

partment in the planning stage of ani-

mated commercials.

Do place your complete confidence

in the producer. Past performance, fa-

cilities and stability of a film producer

are easily checked. In New York, the

Film Producers' Association screens

its members carefully. When in doubt,

check with it.

Robert H. Klaeger

V.p. in chg. of tv film

commercial production

Transfilm

New York, N. Y.

ADVICE IS A GUIDE, NOT FORMAT

In listing the do's

and don'ts of ani-

mation, I feel

they should not

be considered as

limiting the use

of the medium,

nor as a format,

because a format

should not be

made to govern any creative thinking.

However, there are some rules that

should be followed when considering

the production and creation of ani-

mated spots for television.

Since the foregoing sounds some-

what negative, suppose we list the do's

first.

1. Make it simple. This really de-

serves its place as first among the do's

and applies to all phases of production

from the sound track to the back-

ground treatment and design of char-

acter. The simple, well-staged ani-

mated spot is the one that reproduces

best on television and usually is well-

remembered.

2. Approved storyboard. Be sure

that a comprehensive storyboard has

been approved before any actual pro-

duction is started. This storyboard

should not be merely a series of pretty

sketches, but actually a board that can

be used as a rough layout indicating

camera moves and background layout

as well as style of animation and type

of character to be used.

3. Approved sound track of film. It

almost goes without saying that the

animator must have an approved sound
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track on film before animation can be

started. The sound track must be read

and broken down into frames on an

exposure sheet before any animation

or layouts can be made. The sound

doesn't fit the pictures in animation,

animation is drawn to fit the sound.

4. Inked and painted model "cells."

Be sure to have inked and painted

model cells made of all characters for

approval before actual animation is

started. Sometimes, there is quite a

difference between a pencil sketch of

the character with tone and shading

and the flat opaque inked and painted

character on the cell. Often, too, slight

changes are made by the animator as

the character is developed and made
more animatable. The inked and paint-

ed model cell will show the client ex-

actly the way the character will appear.

5. Be sure it's animatable. There

are far too many instances where the

subject matter to be illustrated was not

of an "animatable" character.

The don'ts are almost nothing more
than the reverse of the do's.

It is hoped that the above list of do's

and don'ts will prove helpful. How-
ever, your best bet is to be sure that

your animated television spots are cre-

ated by an experienced animation story

director, and that production is han-

dled by an experienced animation su-

pervisor.

Rex Cox
Creative Director

Sarra, Inc.

New York, N. Y.

FLUFF INSURANCE
{Continued from page 35)

be able to put TeleMation into use in

the near future or not depends on

whether the TelePrompTer salesmen

can sell the idea to enough stations to

make it feasible for the national spot

advertiser to put his commercials on
TelePrompTer scripts and ship them
around the country.

Actually, says TelePrompTer, the

job is not too difficult. Reason: Tele-

PrompTer service is already available

at some 100 stations around the coun-

try which together, according to Tele-

PrompTer, cover 80% of all U.S. tv

homes.

"When enough stations have Tele-

Mation, it may be easier to sell clients

i on spot tv," a Cunningham & Walsh
timebuyer commented to sponsor. "It

looks as though this machine would
take some of the risk out of live pro-

ductions that agencymen can't police."

2 APRIL 1956

"Perhaps TeleMation will eventually

help cut down on make-goods," said

one practical B&B timebuyer. "A fair-

ly meaningful percentage of agency

make-good requests are due to produc-

tion and delivery fluffs that void the

value of a commercial."

Here's how TeleMation will work:

Once a timebuyer has bought a

schedule, he'll send the commercial

script to TelePrompTer or the station.

Then the script will be typed on video-

typers in the special large type used on

the prompting unit. The next step is

to put on the script small aluminum

strips for TeleMation cues.

These thin aluminum strips set off

the various mechanical or electrical

devices pertinent to the script when

they make contact at the top of the

prompting unit. Thus, when the an-

nouncer reads a certain word on the

prompter, a turntable begins to spin

or slides appear on the rp screen, mu-
sic begins to play or certain lights turn

on or off automatically.

All the preset studio effects are thus

automatically controlled by the person

who regulates the speed with which the

TelePrompTer script moves.

Last fall TelePrompTer demonstrat-

ed the new device at an RTES meeting,

in conjunction with its TelePrompTer

Program Communications Network.

"This network will be able to speed up

tremendously various steps in placing

and carrying out spot tv campaigns,"

Irving Kahn, TelePrompTer president,

told SPONSOR.

If an agency and the stations in a

particular campaign form part of this

"network," the agency can eliminate

days of mailing and retyping commer-

cial copy, says TelePrompTer. A time-

buyer would dictate the script and in-

structions about cue strips to a secre-

tary who'd type on a teletype. A
punch tape would appear instantane-

ously at the station and be fed into an

automatic videotyper that would pro-

duce a cue script. Then a local produc-

tion man would put in the metal cue

strips according to the instructions

teletyped by the timebuyer.

TelePrompTer will demonstrate both

TeleMation and the Network system at

the forthcoming NARTB convention.

TeleMation equipment, like Tele-

PromTer devices, is leased, not sold to

stations. Herb Hobler, TelePromp-

Ter's v.p. in charge of sales, estimates

that TeleMation rentals will be some

$20 a week above the weekly $60 fee

for TelePrompTer. * * *

Get the Sensational

New Facts About . .

.

The ONLY

All-NEGRO

Station in

the Big

Chicago

Area

WBEE
Harvey, III.

MORE broadcasts to

MORE Negroes who

actually Buy More

ROLLINS BROADCASTINC, INC.

National Sales Mgr. : Graeme Zimmer

New York Office 565 Fifth Ave., EL 5-1515

Chicago: 6201 S. Cottage Crove Ave., NO 7-4124
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Midwest's Leading

TV Saleswoman

at

Work

Sioux City's Jan Voss
Hostess on KVTV'S "Open House"—
Monday thru Friday, 1:00 to 1:30 p.m.

PROOF
These typical results from KVTV "Open

House" advertisers.

590 Requests from 1 announcement
An offer of a free crystal butter dish for

Roberts Dairy brought 590 phone calls and

mail requests from only one announcement.

Toni gets response from 52 cities

For the Toni Company Jan offered a book-

let entitled "Beauty on a Budget." Just

one announcement brought 136 requests

from 52 cities in three states.

250% sales increase

On two quarter hour programs a week,

Jan Voss convinces homemakers that "It's

Fun to Sew." The sponsor, Fabric Center

of Sioux City, says 1955 sales of Necchi

Sewing Machines were 250% better than

1954.

Inquiry cost, only 11.39c

Jan asked her loyal viewers to send 50c

and a Gloss-tex label for a handy garment

bag. Results by the bagfull brought cost

per inquiry down to 11.39c. (Average

across the nation, 32.06c.)

So who doesn't have a success story to tell? Sure,

any station can point with pride to productive

promotions. But exceptional successes are the

rule—every day—on KVTV's "Open House." Why
not put the Midwest's leading TV saleswoman to

work selling your product in the rich Sioux City

market . . . where 204,500 families watch TV.
Your Katz man can tell you about availabilities.

CBS • ABC

K
Sioux City, Iowa

Serving Iowa's 2nd largest market.

A Cowles Station. Under the same management as

WNAX-570, Yankton, South Dakota. Don D. Sullivan,

Advertising Director.

NIGHTTIME TV
{Continued jrom page 31)

last year. BBDO, No. 4, had $162
million in total billings.

There are signs that Ayer will be-

come more active in network tv. It has

just bought a half-hour for AT&T on

CBS starting 8 April. At present,

Ayer buys NBC's 15-minute News
Caravan for Plymouth, which it shares

with Camel, three out of four Mon-
days and every Wednesday, during

the time periods studied by sponsor.

In the chart Ayer gets credit for

only 15 minutes since, during the week

studied, Plymouth was on once. It

should be pointed out that, because

one specific week was picked for an-

alysis, the agencies which bought the

alternate weeks or bought spectaculars

(which were not on during that week)

did not get credit for the time bought.

In other instances, where one agen-

cy bought a show for a client in which

other agencies participated with dif-

ferent products for the same client, the

purchasing agency alone got the credit

for the time. Agencies for such cli-

ents as P&G, General Foods, Toni and

others fall in this category.

Despite these exceptions, SPONSOR

feels the picture as presented is sub-

stantially accurate. In the first place,

agencies on alternate weeks will be

found to be the important ones in most

cases. As for instance where one

agency buys the time for products

handled by other agencies, the fact

that the client appointed the agency

to do the buying is often a measure

of its influence in network tv.

The factor of agency influence in

network tv stands out sharply by im-

plication in this study. While time

franchises are not the firmest thing in

the world, they are an element that

cannot be ignored in the world of

network tv. Once an agency is in, it

can hang on to its slot for a long time.

This will be especially apparent to the

advertiser standing in line for a net-

work time period and to the agency

negotiating for that advertiser.

The fact that an agency is scout-

ing for a time slot is no assurance it

will get one. Even granting the net-

works the most charitable characteris-

tics conceivable it is still a fact that

the top 10 agencies in this study are

their most important customers. And
any business is nice to its customers.

For this reason, and despite the

constant programing upsets in net-

work tv, the top 10 agencies shown

here are obviously not Johnny-come-

latelys to the medium. A study of

nighttime network tv one, two or

three years ago would almost certain-

ly show the same kind of picture and

a prophetic look ahead would do the

same.

Even a solution to the station allo-

cation problem (see article page 25)

and a more competitive tv situation is

not likely to change the picture much.

This would undoubtedly open night-

time network tv to more agencies but

they would come in at the bottom of

the chart, so to speak. The big agen-

cies, with their growing corps of ex-

perts, their marketing services, their

research know-how, their increasing

number of field offices, their "in" with

the networks, will continue to get the

cream of the advertisers.

While it is true that the sponsor

study does not take into account the

agencies buying into such participa-

tion shows as Today—Home—Tonight

and the daytime housewife and kiddie

shows, the big agencies are well rep-

resented there, too. Furthermore, it

is still nighttime tv which gets the

mass audiences, which is one of the

reasons that P&G began buying so

heavily in that time last season.

When it comes to spot tv, the story

is the same. The same leaders are in

evidence. There are some exceptions,

of course. Ayer ranks among the top

spot buyers and certainly Ted Bates,

which is probably the biggest spot tv

buyer of them all, though the agency

ranks as No. 12 in nighttime network

tv. Another exception is Leo Burnett,

which is below the top 10 in network

buying study, but is considered among
the top 10 spot tv buyers. * * *

,d

"_but KRIZ Phoenix said

needed a graduate engineer."
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RADIO "BY THE TON"
{Continued from page 38)

is ever completely lost.) The one real

exception to buying radio time in bulk

is the selective buying for farm prod-

ucts and other specialties . Farm pro-

grams, while their over-all ratings are

not high, are still good and necessitate

timebuying on a selective basis.

"It is still possible to be selective

for certain products in other markets.

Foreign language stations are ex-

amples. Negro radio is another selec-

tive field. But even in these markets

the tonnage aspect has begun to appear

on a small scale."

One timebuyer who stresses the value

of packages and quantity buying is

Evelyn Jones, Donahue & Coe. "Pack-

ages really work out," she says.

"Agency timebuyers urged, and are

responsible for, quantity timebuying."

Still, she tries "to lean toward her

best potential audiences." For motion

pictures, women and children; there-

for daytime radio. For Scripto Pen-

cils she aims for early morning time

before the men and the teeners have

left for work and school. Stockings,

which are worn more and worn out

faster by working women, she tries to

schedule accordingly, rather than for

the housewife. "With the packages we
get nearly everybody through the day,"

she concludes, "and there's no waste

circulation."

A number of media directors and

timebuyers exhibit rather more middle-

of-the-road attitudes in their balancing

if quantitative versus qualitative fac-

tors in the use of radio time. Further,

hey shed additional light on such

orollary problems as the need for

nore research and radio as a supple-

mentary medium.

', Harry Parnas, Doyle Dane Bern-

jach, states, "With low ratings much
nore radio must be bought than ever

jefore to reach an audience. The ad-

ertising money available is the de-

ermining factor, then thorough
inalysis of the market." Buying ton-

lage at the right time is very impor-

100%
? NEGRO
PROGRAMS

in NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE

WSOK

taut, he feels, and points to such tactics

being used to promote Clemstrand

products via disk jockeys—an indirect

tie-in between the manufacturer of

material for sweaters and the teen-

age girl audience.

James O. Luce, J. Walter Thompson,

says, "The highest number of sets-in-

use occurs between 8 and 9 a.m. and

4 and 7 p.m. At these times radio

is heard by the whole family. And
radio time buying within these periods

seeks audience in bulk and frequency

of announcements. Other more spe-

cific factors are less important. Among
other categories, automotive advertis-

ing is believed best during these hours.

. . . Most rate cards reflect fairly

accurately the program ratings, etc."

Arthur Pardoll, Foote, Cone & Beld-

ing, says that all objectives of a radio

campaign must be considered, also

such factors as "climate, compatibility

of product and program, tangencies."

But, all factors being equal, he gen-

erally prefers "buckshot to rifle."

Pardoll believes that radio research

is inadequate. He feels that advertisers

want to know more about what radio

does to sell products. He specifically

suggests an industry-underwritten sur-

vey of listening by all individuals in

the household.

Nearly all of the timebuyers inter-

viewed by SPONSOR—whether they lean

toward cost and quantity or toward

further refined selectivity in their time-

buying—express a heightened appreci-

ation of radio as an advertising me-

dium, a sales tool. Nearly all find

radio well out of the doldrums it was

floundering in when tv first took the

wind out of its sails. Today it is

considered a realistically priced, infi-

nitely more flexible sales implement.

It is being bought more readily than

it has been for a long time. It has

been fined down to a hard cutting

edge. It is being used in a more

businesslike way than ever before.

And it has an assured future.

One media director told a case his-

tory of how radio some years back

wrought a near miracle for the Los

Angeles dealers of a British motor car

company. The Korean War looked

likely to throttle England-to-West

Coast shipments. So the dealers or-

dered—and received—enough cars to

overflow their warehouse facilities.

Then, within the week, the Korean War
ended and the British manufacturer

. . In The 11 -County Core
of Our Coverage Area —

Pulse* Proves

Audiences Prefer

WRBL-TV #| CBS

CHANNEL r ABC
•Area Telepulse, Nov. 1955

Share of Audience

DAYTIME
WRBL-TV 64

Station B 27

Misc. 9

NIGHTTIME
WRBL-TV 62

Station B 27

Misc. 11

The top 48 weekly and multi-

weekly shows are on WRBL-TV

CALL HOLLINGBERY CO.

'«CTUt . ,

.

COMBINATION.,.

KPARTV
ABILENE SWEETWATER, TEXAS

OWNED & OPERATED BY TEXAS TELECASTING, INC.

7400 COLLEGE LUBBOCK, TFXAS

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE: THE BRANHAM COMPANY
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KROD-TV
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BMI
Concert Music

Typical of BMI "service" is

the complete kit of "Concert

Music" material used by

broadcasters daily . . . scripts

and data which help solve

many music programming

needs.

Included in BMI's Concert

Music Service are:

CONCERT PIN-UP SHEET—
A monthly listing of new re-

cordings, contemporary and

standard.

YOUR CONCERT HALL—

A

series of half-hour scripts for

use with phonograph records.

TODAY IN MUSIC — Dates

and facts about the important

music events of the month.

BMI-licensed stations —
AM, FM and TV—can be

depended upon for com-

plete service in music.

BROADCAST MUSIC, INC.
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • HOLLYWOOD

TORONTO • MONTREAL

announced a completely new model

to be delivered in 60 days.

A radio saturation campaign was

put to work. Running Friday, Satur-

day and Sunday, it merely announced

that outstanding auto transportation

news (no mention of car or company)
would appear on a certain page and

section of a Los Angeles Sunday paper.

Results: The paper had to run extra

editions to satisfy curiosity over the

tie-in ad—and every car in stock was

sold before the 60 days were up.

Another story—a more recent one

—involves a manufacturers indirect

tie-in radio campaign. It brought so

much traffic and so many customers to

Boston department stores that all of

the items made from the basic product

were sold out by the mentioned stores.

The other stores were burdened with

numerous customer requests they

couldn't fill.

These are only two of the many case

histories agency timebuyers have to

tell. Thev serve to illustrate radio's

**You must, of course, talk to many
different people (that is reach in adver-
tising) and you must talk to them with
reasonable frequency (that is depth in
advertising). You must reach them at a
cost low enough to insure profitable
selling (that is the economics of adver-
tising.)"

JOHN KAROL
V.P. in charge of Network Sales

CBS Radio

unique and powerful selling pull today.

Finally, two more time buvers report

this medium's current position.

Joe Gavin. Cunningham & Walsh,

says, "There's a swing back to radio,

and it's easier to sell today. Inroads

by tv are stopping. But radio buy-

ing is different now. It's the one

medium that can achieve such vast

saturation—and it's less expensive.

Rotating arrangements make possible

high cumulative audiences. The cli-

ents are going for it."

Bernie Rasmussen. Fuller & Smith

& Ross, concludes, "Radio is coming

back. It's not only the high cost of

tv. Realization by advertisers of ra-

dio's powTer has had a good deal to

do with this turn up. Increasingly

it is getting a bigger share of ad-

vertising money. If time salesmen

continue to sell as they are, and also

include more of the medium's qual-

itative factors in their approach,

radio will do even better." * * *

ROUND-UP
{Continued from page 89)

625 towns, presumably too small

to be served by a local daily news-

paper now have a radio station li-

censed to them according to a report

issued by the Radio Advertising Bu-

reau. Kevin Sweeney, RAB president,

commented that "this development of

daily advertising service in these com-

munities, after decades of dependence

on a once weekly advertising service,

is materially changing the way busi-

ness is done." Texas, with 56 towns

served by a station but without a daily,

heads the RAB list.

* *

Memorable phone numbers are

prized in business and WHEP radio,

Foley, Alabama, has a beauty. From
now on, persons calling the station

need only dial the call letters and the

station frequency. To reach Howard

Pill, the station's president, or any of

his staff, just dial WHEP-1310.
* < *

Sponsors are bound to be impres-

sed by Ziv's tv consumer promotion

booklet titled This Is Tomorrow. De-

signed as an attention getter for the

Science Fiction Theatre, the 3*4 by

S 1
/^ inch give-away is done in a bril-

liant magenta, white and black color

scheme. It includes 12 pages of well-

founded predictions of things to come

in the way of housing, clothing, food,

etc. The centerfold plugs Science Fic-

tion Theatre while the back page has

space for a local advertiser's name,

channel and the time at which the

show can be seen. * * +

* * *

On the "must see" list of televi-

sion shows issued by the Wright-Pat-

terson Air Force Base Security Indoc-

trination Program is Ziv Tv's / Led

Three Lives.

(Please turn to page 109)

1,000,000
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UAW'S USE OF RADIO
{Continued from page 33)

ner Joe Walsh at times calculated to

reach members at home—or in autos

on the way to plants.

In launching the Eye "network," the

UAW and its ad agency, Henry J.

Kaufman & Associates, of Washington,

D. C, furnished the field staff and

locals with complete promotional pack-

ages—news releases, posters, bumper

and window stickers, mats, etc. Station

spots and, in some cases, billboards

were utilized. The whole thing is rem-

iniscent of any well run advertising

campaign.

The Eye is frankly partisan. Its

theme is "Wake up with Eye-Opener—
keep up with the UAW." Begun last

spring on a multi-city basis as one

solution in the problem of keeping

UAW's sprawling membership in-

formed on GAW progress, the "net-

work" has been retained and expanded

as a permanent source of communica-

tion.

In terms of ordinary commercial ra-

dio, this may seem like an oddly lim-

ited audience idea. But the UAW is

the nation's largest union, with nearly

1,500,000 members spread over hun-

dreds of cities in 37 states and Canada.

Multiply that figure by any "listeners

per set" guestimate to include UAW
members' families and you come up
with a ready-made interested audience

of millions.

And, although the Eye is beamed at

membership primarily, it does have a

secondary mission in explaining UAW
activities and points of view to the pub-

lic. Entirely apart from the fact that

UAW's membership in Detroit alone is

"Wait a minute, boss—it's time for

the Dow Jones Averages on KRIZ
Phoenix."

a dominant factor in the auto city, the

public in such industrial areas natural-

ly has a continuing interest in what the

auto union thinks or does.

The daily mail bag at UAW head-

quarters consequently contains heavy

stacks of non-member response.

This reaction, as might be expected

in relation to partisan matters, is both

enthusiastically pro and cholerically

con. As witness a letter from a High
Bridge, N. J., resident:

"I am a small farmer here in New
Jersey. But my wife and I get a great

lift in listening to your Mr. Nunn on

the radio, which we get by way of

Windsor, Ontario. He is by far the

most sane and intelligent voice which

we hear in this part of the country.

Why can't the CIO put this man on a

national hook-up?"

On the other hand, the newscasters

also evoke such responses as "you are

both stupid and vicious."

Even the type of music broadcast by

the Eye provides room for contro-

versy. A power-shovel operator says:

"You can pamper some of these char-

acters who want popular music if you
wish, but your Brahms, Mozart, Tschai-

kowsky and the rest are much more to

my liking. . .
."

Storm center of this listener reac-

tion, Nunn is a pretty opinionated

character with definite ideas on almost

everything. The son of an old-line rail-

road union man, later an economist

turned writer, he was an outstanding

Rhodes scholar who also studied at the

Sorbonne before World War II and

authored a postwar novel.

Nunn is a husky, six-foot, 200

pounder, an ex-football player and

boxer who was an O.S.S. agent during

the war. He parachuted behind the

lines, was later taken prisoner and

spent the last year of the war in the no-

torious Colditz Fortress prison camp.

He was released bv the commandant
only when American troops were ap-

proaching and someone had to cross

both battle lines to prevent U.S. artil-

lery from shelling Allied POWs.
Nunn's partner, Walsh, is an ex-

combat flier as well as ex-newspaper-

man.

Decision to spread the Eye from its

original Detroit base to other cities is

explained by UAW Secretary-Treasurer

Emil Mazey, who also heads the

union's radio-tv committee.

"Keeping the membership informed

is a basic problem today in a big

union" he says. Of course, we have

n WGR-TV
&LV CHANMIl

BUFFALO

Western New

York's FAVORITE

TWOSOME

WGR-TV
BUFFALO

National Representatives

PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, INC.
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weekly and monthly publications as

well as meetings and conventions. But

we're in a fast-moving industry and

we're a fast-moving union. We need

a daily pipe-line to keep in touch.

"And," adds the union's cost-con-

scious officer, "we needed to do it with-

out spending too much money. Radio

seemed the best bet."

As an example of how the program

fulfills this specification, Nunn points

out that "when the General Motors

contract was signed, we had it on the

air all around the country within an

hour-and-a-half. It was the first word

that many plants received."

What the union and Account Execu-

tive Robert Maurer of Henry J. Kauf-

man & Associates sought were stations

with the best geographic coverage of

workers. At present this is the line-up:

LOCATION STATION

California Los Angeles KFWB
Illinois Chicago WCFL
Indiana Anderson WHBll

Bedford WBIW
Evansville WJPS
Fort Wayne WKJG
Indianapolis WFBM
Kokomo WIOU
Muncie WLBC
South Bend WWA

J

i

lowest
cost-per-thousand

<

<

mi % in

Columbus, Ohio

<

5 J:

s —

;

l/WKO
2|
CC Si
UJ -E

Q- El
r — 1

cost-per-1000

is 49% lower

than closest rival

LOWEST

COST

IllllllililillllhlilHililllili

i/wko
delivers 5.4

average between

8 am and 5 pm

Pulse: Dec.-Jan. '56

—
1 WVKO

~^z

— •

i
Columbus, Ohio

\
Use the slide-rule

i and call Forjoe1=

_= :

Kentucky Louisville WGRC
Maryland „___ Baltimore WCBM

Hagerstown WARK
Michigan ...Alpena WATZ

Cadillac WATT
Detroit CKLW
Flint WBBC
Gaylord WATC
Grand Rapids WLAV
Muskegon WKBZ
Saginaw WSGW
Petoskey WMBN
Pontiac WPON
Rogers City WHAK
Traverse City WTCM

Missouri Kansas City KCMO
Clayton KXLW

New Jersey ... Paterson WPAT
Niagara Falls WHLD

Ohio Cincinnati WSA1
Pennsylvania Philadelphia WIBG

Pittsburgh WPIT
Wisconsin Milwaukee WMIL

As mentioned, to catch union mem-
bers at home or on the way to work,

the program begins generally at 6 or

6:15 a.m., with some exceptions in

early afternoon depending on the times

of the shift changes in the cities con-

cerned. Similarly many advertisers

plan for car radio listening by choos-

ing such hours.

Backstopping Nunn is a modern
suite of studios at UAW's Solidarity

House, with its own staff, engineers

and news teletypes. Equipment repre-

senting the latest fruit of electronic re-

search enables Nunn and Walsh to

broadcast live and be simultaneously

taped for direct feeding to relay sta-

tions.

But Solidarity House doesn't pro-

vide a glass and stone retreat for the

staff. Nunn and company roam plant

gates, convention floors, covering po-

litical affairs, union meetings and

business forums to tape interviews for

splicing into the Eye show.

The program format is also cued for

breaks which allow the local stations

to insert local news and weather. The

cut-ins are also utilized by UAW Edu-

cation Director Brendan Sexton's field

force for news of purely local union

interest. Sexton, a frequent guest on

the Eye, finds the radio show a valu-

able arm of the union's highly active

education program.

Sometimes the show's mobile policy

pays off in valuable news beats. In

the '54 elections, the tv nets had Sen.

Pat McNamara (D.) of Michigan de-

feated when they went off the air

around 5 a.m. But the Eye had Joe

Walsh watching the counting and

scored a solid beat by reporting the

true results at 6:15 a.m.

"Joe was probably the only guy in

the country who knew the Wayne
County totals weren't in the over-all

count because of a breakdown in the

tab machine," Nunn points out. "Some-

times, in order to do a good job, a

newsman has to be on the spot, re-

gardless of the hour."

Because the UAW is a huge union,

and because its million-and-a-quarter

members work on varying industrial

plant shifts, communication is a never-

ending problem.

"Frankly, the UAW is the largest

and most important union in the na-

tion's biggest and most far-reaching

industry," UAW President Walter

Reuther explains.

"Rapid, effective and constant com-

munication within the membership on

issues—on activities—on programs

—

of the day is a continuing need. Ra-

dio, via the Eye-Opener Show, plays a

key role in maintaining that commu-

nication."

Naturally not everyone is happy

about the success of UAW's radio ac-

tivities. They were the focal point of

a recent attack in the courts on UAW's
participation in political affairs. (Al-

though the primary emphasis was on

the use of the union's weekly tv show

which Nunn also directs.) The federal

judge reviewing the case, however, de-

cided that the UAW was well within

its rights and rejected the charge that

the UAW was in violation of the Taft-

Hartley Act.

Besides the national effort, UAW
serves up additional programs for the

heavy concentration of union member-

ship right in Detroit itself and envi-

rons. One is a 15-minute, five-night-a-

week news commentary called Labor

Views the News over CKLW 7:15-

7:30. Nunn conducts this show too,

which has been on since 1949; it costs

about $40,000 annually.

The second program is a half-hour

tv program on Sundays over CKLW-
TV 6:30-7:00, named Meet the UAW.
Costing between $20,000 and $25,000

a year, it was begun in 1951. * * *
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ROUND-UP
(Continued from page 106)

A Whittier, California firm seeks to

control a crucial moment—the moment
when a customer selects a particular

product from a store shelf in prefer-

ence over others. Ad Sales endeavors

to influence the final moment of shop-

ping decision through giant custom-

built talking displays. A 10 day test

of one display increased sales of a

particular product by 194% in six

locations. One very striking Ad Sales

display was for Alka Seltzer.

Talking model of Speedy sells Alka-Seltzer

Jerry Lewis came up with some

choice "boffos" during the Academy
Award presentations that SPONSOR

would like to pass along in case you

were one of the few who didn't watch

the show. Early in the show, he turned

to the Oscars lined up behind him, and

seriously announced "The directors of

the Motion Picture Academy of Arts

and Sciences have asked me to thank

Walt Disney for loaning us these Os-

cars you see here tonight." And in

talking of Disney's African Lion, Lewis

told the audience that, "While on loca-

tion, a Disney director yelled, 'lunch'

and before he knew it he was." And
following a none too short commer-

cial, "Now a brief word from the

Academy."
» * *

Westinghouse has contracted the

world famous industrial designer Ray-

mond Loewy to design future television

receiver lines produced by the corpor-

ation.
* -::• *

Length of television programs and

its effect on audiences was the subject

of a recent report by Pulse. Responses

indicated a strong preference for one

hour dramas as compared with 30 min-

ute or hour and a half types. The 60

minute drama was selected by 62% of

those questioned. In other categories

majority preference was for 90 min-

ute films, half hour comedy shotvs, one

hour variety shows, half hour mysteries

and 30 minute quiz shows.

* * *

WGTH, Hartford, Connecticut has

purchased time on another Hartford

station, WCCC, to exploit its evening

and all night programs. WCCC mana-

ger, Ralph H. Klein announced that

WGTH had bought a one minute an-

nouncement to be aired when WCCC
signs off in the early evening seven

days a week. WGTH will use the time

to promote its own night-time shows.

* * *

A Fresno, Cal. Chapter of the

American Women in Radio and Tele-

vision has been organized through the

efforts of Jeanne Bacher, co-owner of

KGST. Fresno. She is the Western

Area v. p. of AWRT. Marjory Studer

of KMAK is president and Alice Mes-

sec, home economist, is v.p. of the new
chapter. * * *
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When you want RESULTS . . KFMB Delivers

SS /O MORE daytime listeners!

I I /O MORE nighttime listeners

!

IN AMERICA'S MORE MARKET—
AND ... you get MORE adult listeners on FIRST in San Diego

KFMB than on any other radio station in the FIRST on the Dial

entire San Diego metropolitan area! FIRST in RESULTS!
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American

Women

In

Radio

And

Television

5th Annual

Convention

April 26-29, 1956

Hotel Somerset

Boston, Massachusetts

Workshops

Panels

Speakers

Interviews

Entertainment

Registration $15

—

limited to

active

and associate

membership

of AWRT

For further information,

write

:

AWRT, INC.

Room 5634

70 East 45th St.

New York 17, N. Y.

Hubbell Robinson, Jr., v.p in charge of net-

work programs for CBS TV, is one of two CBS ex-

ecutives who have been appointed executive v.p.'s

of CBS Television. The entire broad area of pro-

graming will be under Robinson's direction. Be-

fore becoming a member of the CBS staff, Robin-

son had been v.p. and director of radio for Young &
Rubicam. He joined the Blue Network, now ABC,
in 1944, as v.p. and director of programs. Before

coming to CBS he served with Foote, Cone &
Belding as v.p. in charge of radio. The other

promotion, announced simultaneously with Rob-

inson's, went to Merle S. Jones (see below).

Merle S. Jones has been in charge of CBS-

owned tv stations and general services. He will now

be in charge of all other departments not under

Robinson's direction. Both executives will con-

tinue to report to J. L. Van Volkenburg, president

of CBS Television. Jones has been with CBS since

1951, and had previously been general manager of

KNX, CBS-owned radio station in Los Angeles,

and of the Columbia Pacific Network from Sep-

tember 1949, to January 1951. He first started with

the CBS Network in 1936, as Assistant to the general

manager of radio station KMOX, St. Louis.

Hamilton Shea, v.p. and general manager of

WRCA-TV, New York, announced the signing of

B. Altman & Co., of New York, as sponsor of

Window, five minute merchandising show. Com-

mencing 9 April it will be telecast Monday through

Friday at 11:25 a.m. Ostrid Lind, wife of tv's Rich-

ard Willis, will handle the color tv show for B.

Altman during the six weeks of the contracted

run. WRCA-TV looks to the present sale as fur-

ther evidence that tv is on its way to cracking the

department store market. B. Altman is the third

N.Y.C. department store to sign with WRCA-TV

.

David J. Mahoney, 32 year old founder and

president of the agency bearing his name, has sold

his five year old enterprise to the MacManus, John &
Adams agency. Along with key personnel who will

join MacManus will go Mahoney clients includ-

ing: Noxzema Shaving Creams. White Rock

Sparkling Beverages and Virginia Dare Wines.

Mahoney will become president of the Good Humor
Corporation. After spending a month in the mail

room at Ruthrauff & Ryan ten years ago, he became

an assistant account executive and in five years

had attained a $25,000 a year niche managing

the Virginia Dare Wines advertising account.
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ABC Film 55

ABC TV Network 21-23
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another first for IC-NUZ

TTW7Q,fifl

was born a Chevrolet Nomad Station wagon. The custom built broadcasting

equipment in "Big Mike No. 2" enables K-NUZ to broadcast disc jockey shows

direct from any point in Houston. The fidelity of musical broadcasts from

"Big Mike Studio" is the talk of the Houston radio world.

"BIG MIKE STUDIO"— The World's Largest Microphone is over 14 feet

high, and is an exact scale model of the "newsman's mike". "Big Mike

Studio" is equipped with turntables and a complete console. The leather

upholstered and fully carpeted interior is large enough so that a disc jockey

can interview as many as four people in air conditioned comfort. Together

with "Big Mike No. 2", it makes a complete and self-sufficient Radio Station

on wheels. Now, greater than ever ON THE SPOT COVERAGE means MORE
SALES . . . WILL MOVE MORE MERCHANDISE ... AT NO INCREASED
COST!

BIG MIKE No. 1"
In addition to K-NUZ's five-man news staff, "Big Mike No. 1" is a well-known

"news personality" in Houston. Wherever news is being made,
HOUSTONIANS LOOK TO "BIG MIKE" for complete coverage

FIRST ... and they get it ... ON THE SPOT.

2 APRIL 1956

K-NUZ
Houston's 24-Hour Music & News
NATL REPS.—FORJOE AND CO.

IN HOUSTON, CALL DAVE MORRIS
JAckson 3-2581

STILL HOUSTON'S TOP RATED INDEPENDENT
BY EVERY SURVEY!
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Pick the winners of the sponsor

advertising agency and advertiser sweepstakes ....

1. Agency and advertiser personnel

attending the convention will register in sponsor's suite

(Rooms 658 -659) in the Conrad Hilton Hotel.

2. Each advertising agency and advertiser

registrant will be assigned a number on the

sponsor Wheel of Fortune.

3. Only active broadcasters (radio or tv) may spin the wheel.

The broadcaster's "spin" becomes a "vote" for the agency or advertiser

"number" where the wheel stops.

4. If the wheel stops on one of the sponsor suite numbers

(658 and 659), a special prize goes to the broadcaster.

5. The broadcaster signs a card addressed

to the agency or advertiser registrant he "voted for." The card reads

"I voted for you at the NARTB Convention."

PRIZES • PRIZES • PRIZES • PRIZES

The Wheel of Fortune Tally Board will show the cumulative

votes received by each agency and advertiser registrant throughout the course

of the week. At the end of the week, VALUABLE PRIZES will be given to

the first ten winners. . . .

See the Prizes on Display

in the sponsor Suite

Remember the Address: 658-659, Conrad Hilton Hotel.

I



NARTB

CONVENTION
CHICAGO

APRIL 15 to 19th

RADIO TELEVISION

to our
manyfriends

FRANK HEADLEY, President

DWIGHT REED, Vice President

FRANK PEUEGRIN, Vice President

CARLIN FRENCH, Vice President

PAUL WEEKS, Vice President

380 Madison Ave.

New York 17, N. Y.

OXford 7-3120

35 E. Wocker Drive

Chicago 1 , Illinois

RAndolph 6-6431

6253 Hollywood Boulevard

Hollywood 28, Calif.

Hollywood 2-6453

155 Montgomery Street

San Froncisco, Calif.

YUkon 2-5701

415 Rio Grande Bldg.

Dallas, Texas
Randolph 5149

101 Marietta Street Building

Atlanta. Georgia
Cypress 7797

520 lovett Bovlevort

Room No. ID
Houston, Texas

Jackson 8-1601
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Free web plugs

for dealers

REPORT TO SPONSORS for 2 April 1956

( Com inued from page 2)

AT&T finally Tight tv network situation is highlighted by AT&T's slot-searching
finds slot problems. Giant firm has been seeking time period of video webs

since beginning of season. AT&T's agency, Ayer, finally latched on

to 6:00-6:30 p.m. Sunday on CBS TV. Show, called "Telephone Time,"
will start 8 April after "Omnibus," which is now in slot, ends season.

Client will bring in own show, being shot by Hal Roach.

-SR-
Value of network tv to local dealers is pointed up by deal offered

Gruen retailers. Watch firm, which begins saturation drive on

NBC's "Today-Home-Tonight" starting 4 April, will allow dealers to

use telops featuring store location during commercials on all shows.

There will be no charge to dealers.
-SR-

"King Kong" RKO is planning to re-release "King Kong" in theatres again on basis

to theatres of ratings picture built on WOR-TV, New York. "Kong" had been sched-
uled for tv showing around country but RKO took second look when
special Pulse unduplicated rating gave picture 79.7 (adding up rat-

ings for 7 days). Pulse survey found 33% of audience saw "Kong"

more than once, 18% twice, 13% 3 times but 79.7 is figured on basis

of one viewing only.

-SR-
Admen in Will advertisers be drawn into Senate Interstate Commerce Committee's

net tv probe? investigation of television networks? At one point in testimony last

week, Richard A. Moore, president KTTV, Los Angeles, suggested com-

mittee call advertisers. Moore told committee option time and "must-

buy" policies of networks are illegal. Countering Moore's viewpoint,
ABC's Lee Jahncke contended basic problems in tv are due to insuffi-
cient stations especially in top 100 markets, not network policies.

-SR-
CBS, NBC testimony before Senate Commerce Committee last week re-
flected cleavage between 2 webs regarding tv allocation. William
Lodge, CBS engineering v. p., laid emphasis on vhf "drop-ins" to in-
crease video competition, said de-intermixture no longer seems prac-
tical. NBC's v.p. Joseph Heffernan made strong plea for uhf de-
intermixture, urged Congress to declare preservation of uhf as na-
tional policy. (For more details on network allocation proposals, see

"Can the FCC end the seller's market in tv?" page 25 this issue.)

-SR-
Though summer viewing is lower than winter, summer tv cost efficiency
can be better than winter, says ABC TV. Web offers 12.5% annual
rebate for 52 week advertisers, points out that this discount when
applied only to 13 week summer cycle, is equivalent to 50% reduction
in time costs. New advertisers get, in addition, 20% summer discount
through 3 September. (For other facts on advantages of summer adver-
tising, see SPONSOR 5 March 1956 issue.)

-SR-
Radio "sells" Typically, public relations advertisers on air tend to "institutional"

for UAW approach. But United Automobile Workers goes at p.r. with techniques
of company selling products. It has multi-market morning radio show
in wake-up style. Show is merchandised with posters, tune-in ads,
leaflets. High proportion of union members are reached while driving
to work. Many a company seeking to sell ideas to employees or others
could take leaf from UAW book. (See story page 32.)

CBS, NBC split

on allocations

Summer tv cost

can beat winter

2 APRIL 1956 115



SPONSOR
SPEAKS_

Fact-gathering progress

Simultaneously on 16 April two de-

velopments are scheduled for which

SPONSOR has campaigned incessantly.

One is gratifying as a virtually com-

plete solution to a problem: the other

as a beginning.

We refer in the first instance to

TvB's impending release of figures for

expenditures of spot television adver-

tisers. Using data compiled and cal-

culated by N. C. Rorabaugh, TvB has

found a way to solve a problem which

many told SPONSOR was insoluble over

the years during which we campaigned

for an answer. We are, as we said,

gratified to see the data made available

openly in place of the snooper system

of expenditure gathering which had

prevailed previously and which unfor-

tunately still prevails in spot radio.

We are gratified, too, at the impend-

ing release on the same date of county-

by-county tv set figures for the entire

U.S. prepared by the Advertising Re-

search Foundation. The figures are

based on the study by the Census in

June 1955 and they are sponsored, as

was the Census study, by the three tele-

vision networks, by TvB and NARTB.
It's our hope that the ARF figures

will mark a start toward regular, time-

ly figures issued by an industry source

and accepted as standard throughout

the industry. This is what television

needs and what the advertiser expects

of it. It's a need which won't be satis-

fied until there is some certainty that

reports will be issued regularly on a

schedule and before television's rapid

growth restricts the usefulness of the

data.
* * *

Saturation—not "tonnage"

We believe that buying radio on the

basis of low price alone is foolish.

And we said so in this space last issue.

But we wanted to see how buyers of

time in leading agencies felt about the

"buy-it-by-the-ton" philosophy. You'll

find what buyers had to say, accord-

ingly, in this issue on page 36.

The great majority of buyers seem

to agree with us that radio gets its best

results when it's bought with careful

attention to detail— attention to the

atmosphere in which the message is

placed, the timing, the coverage, the

character of the station.

And buyers agree with our point

that it's the sellers of time themselves

who forget these qualitative factors

most frequently and sell on price and

cost-per-1,000 alone.

In making these points, of course,

neither the buyers nor ourselves imply

a return to the old days of using radio

in small quantities. The buyers are for

"saturation" and so are we. The point

is that even when you buy radio in

big quantities, careful discrimination

should always be exercised. Buy sat-

uration, yes. But buy it in the way
that will mean the most and not in the

indiscriminate fashion which we've

labeled "tonnage."

We hope the term tonnage—and the

warning it implies—will catch on in

an era when radio is apparently en-

joying a new burst of healthy growth.

Then advertisers will get the most out

of their expanding use of radio.

* # #

The colorful convention

The 34th Annual NARTB Conven-

tion starting 16 April in Chicago will

be among the most exciting in industry

history. Many magnets will draw
broadcasters and admen both to Chi-

cago.

There'll be the burgeoning progress

of color television with dozens of ex-

hibits on color in its many facets.

There'll be the dramatic debut of

WNBQ. Chicago, as the first all-color

tv station.

Syndicators will parade new prop-

erties, giving concrete evidence of the

maturing strength and quality of film

for television.

There'll be increasing interest in

radio in tune with the aural medium's

bull market spirit of recent months.

A stimulating Convention program

will be another big magnet.

And SPONSOR has a magnet all its

own in the form of a big new game for

broadcasters and admen visiting the

Convention, sponsor's suite will be a

clearinghouse for admen at the Con-

vention. As admen register, they'll get

a number. And as broadcasters come

to visit, they'll spin a wheel of fortune

to "vote" for their favorite sponsor or

agency friends. Admen getting the

most "votes" win prizes.

You'll find the details of sponsor's

NARTB game on page 112 this issue.

And you'll find a Convention section

loaded with easy-to-get-at facts about

the Convention in sponsor's Conven-

tion Special next issue.

Applause
Commercials come first

Procter & Gamble has reemphasized

the importance of commercials in its

recent appointment of William M.
Ramsey to the newly created post of

director of commercial productions.

It's the first such commercial coordi-

nation post on a specific basis we've

heard of and to us it signifies this:

When P&G with its highly organized

approach to management takes such a

step, you can be sure other advertisers

will not be far behind. True, P&G is

a giant among giants but on every level

among advertisers the kind of empha-

sis on commercials the P&G move re-

flects is essential.

The P&G announcement came right

on the heels of a SPONSOR survey which

showed advertisers putting an average

4% of their tv budgets into commer-
cials. We are not prepared to general-

ize whether this figure represents too

meager an outlay. It depends on the

objectives and the results.

But we will generalize on this point:

You can't devote too much attention

to commercials—whether you spend

$100,000 or many millions in televi-

sion and radio. Our applause to P&G.

therefore, for shaping improved ma-

chinery to direct its painstaking pro-

duction of commercials.
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The No. 1 TV Buy in Kansas City
I

>

on

In KANSAS CITY, daytime is BIG TIME on KMBC-TV!

The fresh, new KMBC-TV "Big-Time" Daytime

format is producing ratings and results that are posi-

tively amazing!

EXAMPLE: The latest Kansas City Nielsen Sur-

vey shows that KMBC-TV out-rates all other Kansas

City channels during 18 quarter hours from 9:30 a.m.

to 6:30 p.m. on the average broadcast day. Station B
Lis first during 10 quarter hours, Station C captured

only 8 quarter-hour firsts. The survey was Igui

than two weeks after KMBC-TV launche it

daytime format, so the KMBC-TV peak is yttoo

On the strength of the overwhelming audi

reaction to KMBC-TV "Big-Time" Daytimorog

ming, it's little wonder that so many spcsors

swinging to daytime schedules on KMB-TV.

matter what comparative basis you use—rang&

per thousand or complete versatility of cjuik

handling—KMBC-TV "Big-Time" Daytime

away the No. 1 TV buy in Kansas City!

For details on this productive new kind of television pro-

grammihg, see your Peters. Griffin. Woodward Colonel.

KMBC-TV

ifar

on

Kansas City's Most Powerful TV Station

DON DAVIS,
First Vice Pres. &

JOHN SCHILLING,
Vice Pres. & Gen.

GEORGE HIGGINS
Vice Pres. & Soles

MORI GREINER,
Director of Televi n

DICK SMITH,
Director of Radio

and in Radio, it's KMBC V Konsas Ci,y~ KFRM (^ ,he Sfat
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FIRST SPOT TV

DOLLAR FIGURES

starts page 33

6MAC hits road with

big jump in spo

radio spending

page 36

That crazy mixed-up

time schedule

page 38

HAYDN R EVANS, Gen Mgr Rep WEED TELEVISION I

NARTB CONVEN-

TION SPECIAL

starts page 47



TOM TINSLEY R. C. EMBRY IRVIN G. ABELOFF
President Vice President Vice President

announce the formation of

Select Station

under the direction of

MR. ZANG GOLOBE
assisted by

MR. ALBERT SHEPARD

Exclusive national representatives in

New York and Philadelphia for

WITH WLEE
Radio, Baltimore Radio, Richmond

WXEX-TV
Serving Richmond, Petersburg & Central Virginia

SELECT STATION REPRESENTATIVES
400 Madison Avenue, N.Y. 17 • Phone Plaza 8-1 850



Ampex has

tv tape now

Tape could end

DST problem

Biow weak in new
business dept.

All-cartoon p.m.

show for CBS Tv

Tv outlet to

switch to film

Peabody Awards
announced

Ampex is expected to announce development of television tape recorder
on eve of NARTB Convention in Chicago. In unusual move, CBS Tv press
department helped set up press conference for Ampex scheduled for 14

April. CBS told press new major piece of equipment would be dem-
onstrated that "will revolutionize tv broadcasting." No word was
available at presstime as to when Ampex equipment will be delivered
to CBS Tv which has purchased 3 units. Previously it had been be-
lieved tv tape recorder was still 2 years away from practical use.

-SR-
First network use of tv tape recorders when they're available would
probably be to unsnarl problems created by Daylight Saving Time.

(See story on DST problem this issue called "That crazy mixed-up time
schedule," page 38.) Tape recorders could be used year-round as well

as in place of hot kines. It's felt many programs will eventually
be on tape, cutting down rehearsal hours, providing other economies.

-SR-
While rumors persist Biow's folding was due to P&G defection, there
is greater likelihood weakness of agency in new business department
was prime factor. Stepping out of Ken Bierne, John Toigo made it

necessary for Biow—not a young man—to develop new first string
exec, crew, fight off personnel raids by other agencies.

-SR-
Web emphasis on reaching all-family audience during early evening
time is behind CBS Tv purchase of half-hour all-cartoon show from
UPA. UPA entry will be first all-cartoon program at night on webs.

Even commercials may be all-cartoon.
-SR-

Trend seems to be for tv indies to bet on film. Latest switch in

works is that of KEYD-TV, Minneapolis, sold by Morris Baker real
estate interests to syndicate headed by Tom Johnson, one of principal
owners of Pittsburgh Pirates (subject to FCC okay). Other syndicate
members include Sy Weintraub, exec. v. p. of Flamingo Films, who will
be president ; Larry Israel, general manager of WENS, Pittsburgh uhf
outlet, who will be general manager. With Minneapolis a 4-station
market, new owners will cut down on live shows, stake future on
f ilm-and-sports format. Price: $1.5 million.

-SR-
Peabody Awards winners and their categories, as announced last week,
were: tv news, Douglas Edwards, CBS; tv entertainment, Perry Como,
NBC, and Jackie Gleason, CBS; tv drama, "Producer's Showcase," NBC;
tv youth shows, "Lassie," CBS; tv education, Dr. Frank Baxter, KNXT,
Los Angeles; radio-tv music, "Voice of Firestone," ABC; public serv-
ice, Sylvester L. Weaver, NBC, for pioneering program concepts; pro-
motion of international understanding, Quincy Howe, ABC; radio edu-
cation, "Biographies in Sound," NBC; radio local public service,
KIRO, Seattle; tv local public service, WMT-TV, Cedar Rapids. Cita-
tions went to "Omnibus," CBS; "Assignment: India," NBC; KFYO, Lub-
bock, Tex. ; KQED, San Francisco.

-I
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media in test

Shulton feels

controversy sells

55 firms in tv

film business

REPORT TO SPONSORS for 16 April 1956
Tv leads other Results of 3-city test to determine relative strength of newspaper,

radio and tv advertising in selling American Safety Razor's new
Gem Flat Top Razor (through McCann-Erickson) showed tv out ahead ac-
cording to Edwin B. De Mesquita, ASR Corp.'s advertising v. p. "Though
the cost of tv was higher than other media, the cost of the sale was
lower because of the volume secured through tv advertising," he told
Hilton & Riggio-sponsored New Product Seminar. "Tv, we found, was
better able to sell the product and to produce those all-important
across the counter sales."

-SR-
Wesley Associates has bought sole sponsorship of Ed Murrow's forth-
coming 2-part African coverage on See It Now, 23 April and 17 May
CBS Tv. Agency held off on Murrow's Middle East spectacular to gauge
public reaction to controversy, but feels confident now that contro-
versial show pulls good audience and sells products. See It Now 13

December telecast was Shulton' s net tv debut, to be followed up by

2 Murrow shows and June Victor Borge spectacular on CBS Tv.

-SR-
Indicative of growth of tv film industry is fact that over 500 firms
are wholly or partly in business of supplying and distributing pro-
grams. This is shown in Broadcast Information bureau's new listing
dubbed "Tv Who's Who, What's Where at Film Producers & Distributors."
Figure does not include commercial producers, labs, music libraries,
etc. Of 500-odd distributors and producers, 86 ar e listed as ma jor
f irms .

-SR-
Top 10 spot tv clients account for 18.5% of estimated spot spend-
ing according to dollar figures released today (16 April) by TvB.

Data release represents top accomplishment to date of 15-month-old
video promotion firm. Information is based on facts collected by
N. C. Rorabaugh. Dollar figures are gross (one-time) rates, come

from 267 stations which carry 85-90% of all spot tv advertising. Top

10 in order are: P&G, B&W, General Foods, Sterling Drug, Ford, Miles
Labs, General Motors, Robert Hall, Bulova, Colgate.

-SR-
Will half-hour format revive the serial-type soap opera on tv? Admen
are watching ratings of P&G's n ew half hour s oapers on CBS TV— "As the

World Turns," "Edge of Night." Both replaced audience participation
shows. CBS now has 6 %-hour serials, NBC none. Latter, however, now
runs 2 self-contained %-hour daytime dramas.

-SR-
Behind the eyebrow-raising NBC Tv move replacing "Pinky Lee" late-
afternoon strip with "I Married Joan" situation comedy reruns is

effort to see if web can attract women to sets at 5:00 p.m. Web has

no intention of playing situation comedy reruns in slot next season,

but if "I Married Joan" is success, NBC will broaden appeal of 5-6

p.m. shows. Hitherto, web was after moppets only in that hour.

-SR-
Extent of late-night auto radio audience potential is illustrated by

study of number of workers changing shifts in southern California.
Merchants & Manufacturers Assn. found 214,493 leave job, 196,364,

report to job during average midnight, according to KLAC, Los An-

geles. Re auto radios in area, Southern California Broadcasters Assn.

reported 368,3 7 6 were sold in area last year compared with 365,710
home radio sets, 375,908 tv sets.

(Sponsor Reports continues puae 11!))

Top 10 spot tv

client spending

Soapers due for

tv revival?

NBC Tv to test

new day show

Late night

radio audiences

-I

SPONSOR
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do it yourself 4*i*ar»

Buy the Channel 8 Multi-City

Market which performs an essential selling

role for hundreds of America's foremost

national and regional advertisers. Here

are the facts: population

—

3Vi million;

TV sets—917,320; yearly effective

buying income

—

%5 }A billion.

STEINMAN STATION
Clair McCollough, Pres.

REPRESENTATIVES :

MEEKER TV, Inc.
NEW YORK CHICAGO LOS ANGELES SAN FRANCISCO
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the magazine radio and tv idvertisers use

ARTICLES

Released for first time: § figures for spot tv

They said it couldn't be done—spot tv figures were impossible to compile.

But TvB and N. C. Rorabaugh did it. Hera are the highlights, actual data

GMAC hits road with big jump itt radio spending

General Motors Acceptance Corp. takes the road information approach to

selling the motorist a financing service. Public service tack pays off

That crazy mixed-up time schedule

The industry is trying to put together the pieces of the Daylight Saving Time

jig-saw puzzle again. SPONSOR tells what's being done, gives guide to solution

Hon- Bait rose to No. 3 deodorant in one year

Bristol-Myers climaxed an eight-year struggle to launch its fast-growing prod-

uct with an advertising campaign that was two-thirds television. Strategy

included strong daytime sales personalities, sophisticated nighttime drama

"I feel lihe a Princess in my Peter Pan bra
Contests, promotions, tie-ins rage rampant as advertisers line up to sponsor
broadcasti of the Monaco nuptials. Among the most thorough milkings of this

special-events radio sponsorship is Peter Pan's $70,000 foundation promotion

Blueprint for radio's future

The blueprint worked out by WIP and the thinking of Gordon McLendon pro-

vides two indications of the medium's evolution. Both are thoughtful, interesting

NARTB CONVENTION SPECIAL
Full coverage of Convention intentions are to be found in these 60 pages.

SPONSOR gives details on how broadcasters rate their trade associations,

color tv at the Convention, film, radio program services, Convention agenda,

details on spot tv figures, an exhibitors list. Also, a Chicago Directory for

business and pleasure, including restaurants, hotels, night spots 47

COMING

Tv set count

County-by-county breakdown of U.S. tv sets as compiled by the Advertising

Research Foundation from June 1955 Census data. Previously announced as

scheduled for 16 April release, will now be published next issue ''" Apr.

Want to buy a radio station?

You'll find prices are high and going up. Why? What's been happening to
radio to produce a curve of higher values, renewed optimism?
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SHREVEPORT

Makes Sweet Music to SUGARTOWN!

\WKM reaps a big portion of the sugar-cane country in

its 80-county daytime SAMS area — an area

(containing nearly 2 million people, and hun-

dreds of towns, farms and villages like Sugar-

town (La.).

/\d in the sweetest market of all—Metropolitan Shreve-

port—latest Hoopers show KWKH leading

in almost as many % -hour periods (46.1%)

as all other Shreveport stations combined!

WKH delivers 22.3% more daytime homes than all

the six other Shreveport stations combined!

The Branham Company has the figures.

KWKH
A Shreveport Times Station

I TEXAS

HREVEPORT, LOUISIANA
ARKANSAS

Nearly 2 million people live within the KWKH day-
time SAMS area. (Area includes additional counties
in Texas. Oklahoma and New Mexico not shown in map).

50,000 Watts • CBS Radio
The Branham Co.

Representatives

Henry Clay

General Manager
Fred Watkins

Commercial Manager
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Summer '56 . . . Good spot to be in !

\



Vacations are great. For people.

Not for sales. This Summer, keep sales

at the high-water mark by keeping spot

television on the job all Summer.

The Armstrong Tire Company offers

proof that there's money to be made in

Summer spot. Hoping to boost Summer

sales in the Galveston-Houston market

last year, they put their entire budget

into station breaks and one-minute

announcements on kgul-tv.

At Summer's end they found their sales

had soared 40% above the previous

Summer, and their cost for the entire

campaign had averaged only ',-', cents

per thousand viewers! Said 0. F. Holmes,

regional distributor for Armstrong

:

'Our Summer campaign on kgul-tv not

only boosted sales to an all-time high

but helped create tremendous goodwill

with both customers and dealers alike!"

Good reason why more than 400 national

spot advertisers place Summer schedules

on one or more of the 12 stations (and

the regional network) we represent.

And why, for you, Summer '56 will be . .

.

Good spot to be in!

CBS TELEVISION SPOT SALES

Representing: WCBS-TV New York, wbbm-tv
Chicago, knxt Los Angeles, wcau-tv Philadelphia,

wtop-tv Washington, wbtv Charlotte, wbtw
Florence, wmbr-tv Jacksonville, kgul-tv Galveston-

Houston, wxix Milwaukee, ksl-tv Salt Lake City,

koin-tv Portland (Ore.), and the CBS Television

Pacific Network

Ask to see our new "Summer '56" presentation.

Call or write Clark B. George, 485 Madison Ave.,

New York 22, N.Y., phone PLaza 1-2345.

J



In Southern
California
tliere'sr
only

Inde
fep

powerful enough

and popular enough

to register audiences

in radio survey ratings

of both

Los Angeles

and San Diego.

Reach BOTH
these great markets

via the saltwater route

from Catalina by

KBIG ... at a lower

eost-per-thousand

listeners than any

other station.

Any KBIC or Weed Account

Executive will show you the

documents.

JOHN POOLE BROADCASTING CO.
6540 Sunset Blvd.. Los Angeles 28, California

Telephone: Hollywood 3-3S05

Nat. Rep. WEED and Company

iV. A. (Bill) Winters, Jr., Advertising Asso-

ciates, Phoenix, Ariz., feels that in using radio

today the advertiser should aim at reaching people

more than once. "You need frequency impact to do

the selling job because listeners often do other things

while the radio's on," he adds. "I like to buy one

announcement per hour for a few days on each

station; in fact, on as many stations as the bud-

get permits. My goal is reaching 65% to 75% of

the audience at least once, a large share two or

more times."" Bill stresses the believability of the

commercials as well. "I dislike noisy, irritating com-

mercials which may well do more harm than good

for the client. Repetition is the essence of adver-

tising; irritation is not." In tv as in radio, Bill

likes to use several stations in each market.

Dlidge Krone, Atherton & Currier, New York,

says that late-night tv is rapidly becoming to tv what

early-morning is to radio: "It's becoming a very

popular buy," she says. "It's a great time for reach-

ing a mixed adult audience. And you find out some
interesting things from researching those time

periods: Women tend to stay up later than men.

There's little appreciable difference between small-

town and large-city bed time. In small towns

stations might tend to program their late movies

from 10:45 p.m. to 11:45 or midnight, rather than

running past midnight, or else they schedule syndi-

cated half-hour films from 10:30 to midnight. Most

of these are good buys for the money. In heavy

industrial towns, you tend to get an audience

turnover every month as people change shifts."

Larry Wasserstein, Harry B. Cohen, New
York, sees extra dollars for the advertiser who knows
how to capitalize on the changing radio situation.

"With the decline of network programing," says

he, "There's been a strong swing toward local

programing. This situation has placed a greater

emphasis on the local needs. Negro and Spanish-

language stations have taken advantage of this situ-

ation and have, in turn, created new markets for

advertisers." Larry says it's important for clients

to realize that special group stations have a dif-

ferent relationship with their listeners than regular

stations. "The relationship tends to be closer, be-

cause people are tuning in to find out about them-

selves, news concerning their neighbors. These

stations are centers of community activities."

SPONSOR



Theirs is the most

complicated simple business

in the world

Television advertising is a very

simple business. It's nothing but showing

people what you have to sell, and telling

them about it.

It's the business of the men and women
above—the Television Commercial De-

partment of Young & Rubicam.

But why are there so many of them?

To do that simple business well is prob-

ably the most complicated business in the

world. It calls for more different abilities

than any other part of advertising.

So, what you see above are writers and

supervisors, artists and art directors, film

producers, musicians, "live" directors,

stylists, color experts, and researchers.

What you cannot see is their breadth

and depth of experience.

One man has had 20 years with a major

Hollywood studio. Another had his own
orchestra. There are ex-editors, authors,

actresses, teachers, salesmen, illustrators,

song-writers, fashion-writers and a bewil-

dering assortment of other backgrounds

represented.

Result: a wealth of experience that can

come up with the answers to almost any

problem of words, music, pictures, or pro-

duction.

Plus the specialized ability to express

those answers in fresh, exciting, dramatic

ways.

Plus the instinct for thoroughness in

handling the hundred -and -one details

that often makes the difference between

average and great.

When you add it all up, you can

see why a group like that pictured above

has a better-than-average chance of turn-

ing the complicated business of television

into the simple, sound, sales-producing

method of advertising it can be.

Young & Rubicam, Inc.
ADVERTISING

New York • Chicago • Detroit • San Francisco • Los Angeles

Hollywood • Montreal • Toronto • Mexico City • London

16 APRIL 1956



This is the real stuff . . . Terrytoons!
Peg-Leg Pete, Cocky Cockroach, Forty

Thieves and other famous Terrytoon charac-

ters are taking the Northwest's kid market

by storm. These first-run cartoon features,

snapped up by KSTP-TV the minute they

became available to television, have already

been established as a favorite among young-

sters.

And to put these cartoons to work in this

vital market of more than 600,000 TV homes,

we also snapped up the top kid-show personal-

ity in the market—Daryl Laub. We call him

T. N. Tatters and Kaptain Kartoon.

This is another example of the leadership

that made KSTP-TV the Northwest's first

television station, first with color and first

with maximum power.

To sell your product in the rich Northwest,

KSTP-TV is your first buy and your best buy.

For further information contact your nearest

Edward Petry office or a KSTP-TV repre-

sentative today.

CHANNEL 5
MINNEAPOLIS • ST. PAUL Basic NBC Affiliate

SK

Tfa A/mMaamI/'/l Loading QffifotC

Represented by Edward Petry & Co., Inc.

10 SPONSOR



by Bob Foreman

Don't jtiilge a commercial by "recall" alone

If one were looking for an attribute of television by which

to differentiate this advertising medium from all others, I

daresay Emotional Impact might he as apt a quality as we
could find.

Even in the relatively unemotional area of commercials

we find our public often concerning itself vociferously with

our efforts.

Put a commercial at the end of $64,000 Question right in

front of the little old lady who, it turns out, didn't have time

to win herself a Cadillac and you'll hear, by the next mail,

from a goodly number of the electorate.

Change a dimple in the left cheek of one of the Campbell

Kids and a storm of protest may develop in less time than it

takes to open a can of soup.

Just switch to a new announcer and you'd better expect

the query: "What have you done with that nice young man
who used to sell your product?" This latter is usually accom-

panied by the threat never to use the product again until the

"nice young man" appears back at his old stand.

Since this is the case and since it demonstrates that people

do care, it is, of course, possible to make use of the mood-
ability and emotion-ability of the medium in your sales

messages.

Horace Schwerin has recently come up with some bar

graphs that point out how valuable mood copy can be, along

with real evidence that can help us judge the good and the

bad.

What Horace has also done, in typically studious and care-

ful manner, is to demonstrate beyond question (to me, at

least) that the criteria we have been so long and so often

holding up to our tv copy can not only confuse us but actually

can mislead us.

So much of our copy-testing and our copy research tech-

niques have been confined to "how much is remembered"
from a commercial that many advertisers are of the opinion

that this is all that counts. Recall of sales points is their sole

set of standards.

Using his audience techniques, Horace has discovered that

many commercials which show up poorly in recall are actu-

ally packed with purchasing power. In fact, he can show you

{Please turn to page 60)

the
big

talk

is

about

kbis
bakersfield

California

970
DOMINATING CALIFORNIA'S

SOUTHERN SAN JOAQUIN VALLEY

WITH POPULAR MUSIC AND NEWS

24 HOURS A DAY!

NEW YORK
CHICAGO
ST. LOUIS ADAM YOUNG, JR.

SAN FRANCISCO representative

LOS ANGELES
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44.8
BAKERSFIELD

beats Ed Sullivan, I

Love Lucy, Disney-
land, Jackie Gleason
and others.

Voted No- *

New *#**»
Showf*"'

55 '

31.5
TULSA

beats Arthur God-
fred. Perry Como,
Jackie Gleason,
Robert Montgom-
ery and others.

46.5
BOISE

beats Gro u c ho
Marx, Arthur God-
frey, Jackie Glea-
son, Bob Hope and
others.

ARB—Nov. "55

42.1
JACKSONV

i tto

OLIVES
RICHARD
CARtSON

Now 3rd Year in Production!

Q26.6
OMAHA

beats Jackie Gleason,
Disneyland, George
Gobel, Perry Como
and others.

BOSTON

ARB—Nov. 55 TELEPUISE—Dec. '55

48.4

RENEWED BY

44 MARKETS!
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-SS-
lto cm**

10

-.•PAMCHO"

Now 6th Year in Production!

29.0 21
CINCINNATI

beats Perry Como,
Loretta Young, Medic,
Godfrey and His
Friends and others.
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STARWNG

DAVID BRIAN

Champion of the people!

Here's proof: 37.6
OKLAHOMA CITY

56.6
CHARLOTTE

BOSTON
beats George Gobel,
Dragnet, Sid Caesar,
This Is Your Life and
others. RENEWED BY

CARTER'S

IN

37 MARKETS!

HVGWNW
.PMROl

STARWNG

RODERICK
CRAWFORD

Award-Winning Performance

i by Academy-Award Winning Star!

41.3
ROANOKE

beats I Love Lucy,

Jackie Gleason, Rob-
erf Montgomery Pre-

sents and others.

SYRACUSE

34.4
DAYTON

SELLING FOR

BALLANTINE'S

IN

23 MARKETS!



An Award-Winning

Performance by

Academy Award

Winning Star!

28.6 DENVER
beats Groucho Marx, Jackie

Gleason, I Love Lucy, Dragnet
and others.

COLUMBUS 30.3 SAN ANTONIO
beats Perry Como, Climax, This Is

Your Life, Arthur Godfrey and

others.

beats Godfrey's Talent Scouts,

Robert Montgomery, This Is

Your Life, U. S. Steel Hour and
others.

ARB—Jon. 56, TELEPULSE— Jan. '56

SELIING FOR BALLANTiNTS iN 23 MARKETS!

)>V%» Champion of

the people!

Here's proof!

37.6
OKLAHOMA CITY

beats Ed Sullivan, I Love Lucy,

George Gobel, What's My Line

and others.

31.5 BOSTON
beats Dragnet, George Gobel,
This Is Your Life, Sid Caesar
and others.

28.1 ST. LOUIS
beats Robert Montgomery, Ar-

thur Godfrey, Milton Berle,

This Is Your Life and others.

ARB—Nov., Dec. '55;Jan.
-

56

RENEWED BY CARTER'S iN 37 MARKETS!



:|W Now! 2nd

Year In

Production!

26.3 INDIANAPOLIS
Dragnet, Groucho Marx,

land. What's My Line
beats
Disneyland,
and othersand others.

PORTLAND 277 mm
beats George Cobel, Studio One

Dragnet, Climax and others.

beats I Love Lucy, Cli

Dragnet, Groucho Marx
others.

56

and

. . . Voted

No. 1 New

Syndicated

Film Series i

APB— Jan. 56, TE LEPULSE—Jon. -

ALL STAR HOLLYWOOD CAST!

"«E FICTION THEATRE"

by OLYMPIA BEER in

ond 15 ofher west coast markets

Also renewed in these
• RIIFFAln -

' "e5e
' BUFFALO

• PHOENIX

•YUMA

•MILWAUKEE

•PORTLAND, MAINE
• GRAND JUNCTION,

COLORADO

•BALTIMORE

DETROIT

• NEW YORK CITY

'PHILADELPHIA

' WASHINGTON, D.

SALT LAKE CITY

CHICAGO

ST. LOUIS

CLEVELAND

.

NOW! ZIVS

NEXT BIG

RATING

GETTER!

ALBANY
(Schenetfady-Troy)

beats $64,000 Question, Disney-

land, Jackie Gleason, Climax

and others.

23.4 DAYTON

28.5 SOUTH BEND

(Elkhart)

By these sponsors an
• ARPEAKO

•ARIZONA PUBLIC SERVICE
•CENTRAL MAINE POWER CO
• WISCONSIN OIL CO.
• MESA DRUG CO
• BROMO-SELTZER
• GLASS WAX
• KRDO-TV in COLORADO SPRINGS

,

•KTTS-TV in SPRINGFIELD, MO
• KGGM-TV in ALBUQUERQUE

ond others.

markets:
• BOSTON

• SYRACUSE

• CHARLOTTE

• • INDIANAPOLIS

•GRAND RAPIDS
• GREENSBORO
• ROCHESTER

• PROVIDENCE

d stations:
• KLAS-TV in LAS VEGAS
• WTVJ in MIAMI
• KBTV in DENVER

WFAA-TV in DALLAS

'KERO-TVinBAKERSFIELD

KIDO-TV in BOISE

KID-TV in IDAHO FALLS

WMCT-TV in MEMPHIS
KVAl-TV in EUGENE, ORE
WCCO in MINNEAPOLIS

ARB— Feb., '56

THE HOT SHOWS COME fROM ZtVl



looking for a big, rich market?

Annual retail sales in Flint

and the Saginaw Valley top

ONE BILLION DOLLARS!

7

MICHIGAN'S 2nd RICHEST MARKET!

The stars shine on WNEM-TV.
Smart advertisers know the po-

tential of Michigan's second rich-

est market . . . and the influence

of its most important station.

Here, in the Flint-Saginaw market, average city-

family income is $6,092.75. And retail sales are

more than one billion dollars. That's a lot of

spending . . .

• $298,940,000 for food

• $243,634,000 for automobiles and accessories

• $51,806,000 for home furnishings

• $36,387,000 for drug products

These big-talking dollars listen to WNEM-TV.
86.9% of the market homes are television homes

—

tuned to WNEM-TV for the best local and network

picture. For WNEM-TV is the only station completely

covering the 274,067-set Flint-Saginaw market.

ARB and PULSE say WNEM-TV is the BIG "first".

See Headley-Reed or Michigan Spot Sales.

WNEM-TV
A GERITY STATION

serving Flint, Saginaw, Bay City, Midland

your direct channel to Michigan's Golden Valley

41Troy MADISON
sponsor invites letters to the editor.

Address 40 E. 49 St., New York 17.

FILM COMMERCIALS

I have read with great interest and

pleasure the article, "The hidden side

of film commercials, ' in the April 2,

1950 issue of sponsor. I believe it

should head the reading list of all ad-

vertising men and sponsors involved

in any way with filmed television com-

mercials.

These are questions and problems

which we have spent hours and hours

explaining end clarifying to our clients

. . . and here they are so concisely pre-

sented and answered for us; I am con-

fident that your commentary will be a

means of ready reference at all times

in our sales and sales service contacts . .

.

J. R. RlTENOUR

Vice president

Modern Talking Picture

Service, Inc.

Tv Division

New York, N.Y.

BUYERS' GUIDE

WMCK is a subscriber to sponsor

. . . and today we received our copy

of the 1956 Buyers' Guide. In that

publication, we observe that a great

many stations are listed, but we could

not find our call letters. . . . Perhaps

we may have been negligent, but we

are unable to understand why our sta-

tion was omitted.

E. A. Kline

Sales Manager
Mon-Yough Broadcasting Co.

McKeesport, Pa.

• Omission of the station was our error. Sta-

tions not furnishing information are listed with

basic data only.

... I have only one suggestion—the

book could aptly be titled "Seller's

Guide," too. We have found it of in-

estimable assistance in providing us

with up-to-the-minute station facility

information, a prime requisite in our

equipment sales field.

Irving B. Kahn
President

Teleprompter Corp.

New York, N. Y.
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\OV MIGHT HIGH JUMP 6 UV2 //*

BUT . .

.

6-COUNTY PULSE REPORT
K/AMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK AREA—MARCH, 1955

SHARE OF AUDIENCE MONDAY-FRIDAY
bam
12 noon

12 noon
6 p.m.

6 pm.
midnight

WKZO 41% 37% 35%
Station B 18 17 16

Station C 10 12 1

1

Station D 10 9 7

Station E 8 7 8

Others 14 18 24

S'e+s-ln-Use 20.1% 20.2% 17.5%

ME: Battle Creek's home county (Calhoun) was included
in Is Pulse sampling, and provided 30% oi all interviews. The
>th five counties: Allegan, Barry, Kalamazoo, St. Joseph and
a Buren.

tyke 3*efcel Utatiwti
WKZO-TV — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WKZO RADIO— KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK
WJEF RADIO — GRAND RAPIDS
WJEF-FM — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
KOLN-TV — LINCOLN, NEBRASKA

Associated with

WMBD RADIO — PEORIA, ILLINOIS

YOU NEED WKZO RADIO
TO GO OVER THE TOP
UN KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK
AND GREATER WESTERN MICHIGAN!

The only "radio way" to jump your sales to record heights in West-

ern Michigan is to use WKZO—CBS Radio for Kalamazoo-Battle

Creek and Greater Western Michigan.

Pulse figures, left, prove WKZO's dominance. WKZO gets more than

TWICE as many listeners as the next station

—

morning, afternoon

and night!

Ask your Avery-Knodel man for complete facts.

CBS RADIO FOR KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK
AND GREATER WESTERN MICHIGAN

Avery-Knodel, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives

* Walt Davis set this world's record on June 27, 1953, at Dayton, Ohio.
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TV ADVERTISERS:

You are not covering

South Bend-

Indiana's 2nd market

unless you are using

WSBT-TV!

Please don't take our word for it.

Check the viewer reports on the South
Bend Market—either A. R. B. or Pulse.

They all show that WSBT-TV com-
pletely dominates the South Bend
market. The latest A.R.B. report

(February, 1956) tells the same story. It

shows that WSBT-TV carries the top 13

shows and 23 of the top 25! It also reveals
that more viewers watch WSBT-TV during
the prime daily viewing hours of 6:30 p.m.
to 10:30 p.m than watch all other stations
combined

!

Chicago stations are included in the A.R.B.
report. They reach only a handful of
viewers. It all boils down to the fact that
you just don't get television coverage in
South Bend, Indiana without WSBT-TV!
This is Indiana's 2nd market in population,
income, sales—and one of the Nation's rich-
est. Get the whole story. Write for free
market data book.

V.WL H. RAVMKK CO., INC., NATIONAL KEtMtfcSfcNTATIVES

WSBTTV
CBS... A CSS BASIC OPTIONAL STATION

SOUTH
BEND,
IND.
CHANNEL
34

COMMENT ON CONTADINA

You gave most excellent coverage to

the Contadina spot radio campaign in

\ our March 19th issue and I should

hk'e to express our appreciation for

the way it was presented. Your edito-

rial staff showed great interest in the

proper development of the assignment.

sponsor is must reading around our

shop.

Franklin C. Wheeler

President

Brisacher, Wheeler & Staff

San Francisco, Cal.

FULL PACE RADIO

This is a "me too" letter, sent as a

result of reading your article "Now
its full page radio'' on page 38, March

5 issue of sponsor.

Under our new "Audioscope" for-

mat, we have a full page one-day satu-

ration plan. The "pitch" is very simple.

We inform the potential client that we

will take the exact dollar cost that he

would spend under his newspaper con-

tract rate for a full page, fit that bud-

get into our regular rate card and

come up with a one-day saturation that

will make thousands more impressions

than the full page ad. That is easy

for the client to see. It's a different

approach that's clicking.

We went one step farther, however.

We came up with a "double truck."

One appliance dealer, already on con-

tract, held a 61-hour marathon. His

place of business was open from a

Thursdav morning until a Saturday

night, 24 hours a day. The "double

truck" ad in the paper would have cost

$387. For the $387 in radio on this

station, he received nine hours of

remote broadcast direct from his dis-

play room, plus 60 spots, used over a

period of five days. Results were

phenomonal.

More business in three days than

in the entire month of January. Spon-

sor was so happy he placed an ad in

the local paper I we slipped there)

thanking the people of the county, our

air salesmen and the radio station for

the grand response.

Robert W. Cesana

Station Manager

WAB3
Adrian, Michigan

18 SPONSOR





THESE ARE THE

tarn

THAT MAKE

ers.Griffi
Woodward INC.

NEW YORK
250 Park Avenue
PLaza 1-2700

CHICAGO
230 N. Michigan Ave.

Franklin 2-6373

ATLANTA
Glenn Bldg.

Murray 8 5667

FT. WORTH
406 W. Seventh St.

Edison 6-3349

HOLLYWOOD
i750 N. Vine St.

Hollywood 9-1688

DETROIT
Penobscot Bldt

Woodward 1-42

SAN FRKIS

Russ JH
Sutler JW



WEST

)UTHEAST VHF CHANNEL PRIMARY

WBZ-TV Boston 4 NBC

WGR-TV Buffalo 2 NBC

KYW-TV Cleveland 3 NBC

WWJ-TV Detroit 4 NBC

WPIX New York 11 IND

KDKA-TV Pittsburgh 2 NBC

WCSC-TV Charleston, S. C. 5 CBS

WIS-TV Columbia, S. C. 10 NBC

WDBJ-TV Roanoke 7 .: CBS

WTVJ Miami 4 CBS

T, SOUTHWEST

WHO-TV Des Moines 13 NBC

WOC-TV Davenport 6 NBC

WDSM-TV Duluth— Superior 6 NBC

WDAY-TV Fargo 6 NBC-ABC

WCCO-TV Minneapolis— St. Paul 4 CBS

KMBC-TV Kansas City 9 ABC

WBAP-TV Fort Worth— Dallas 5 ABC-NBC

KFDM-TV Beaumont 6 CBS

KRIS-TV Corpus Christi 6 NBC

KENS-TV San Antonio 5 CBS

KBOI-TV

KBTV

KGMB-TV
KMAU-KHBC-TV

KRON-TV

Boise

Denver

Honolulu

San Francisco



It's happening fast ... in Minneapolis-St. Paul!

WDGY leaps to 2nd place in audience after

just 5 weeks of Mid-Continent Programming

WDGY 2nd among principal

stations, says Hooper:

Station "A" 26.0%

WDGY 16.3%

Station "B" 15.7%
Station "C" 13.1%
Station "D" 9.0%

Hooper, March, 1956
7 a.m.-6 p.m., Mon.-Sat.

That's how fast listening habits are changing in Minneapolis-St. Paul as

a result ol just 5 weeks ol Mid-Continent ideas, music and news. Add

to this momentum WDGY's big, 50,000 watt coverage—plus an almost

perfect-circle daytime signal . . . and you can see why in Minneapolis-St.

Paul . . . the exciting buy is WDGY! Talk to Avery-Knodel, or WDGY

General Manager Steve Labunski.

W$8$

WDGY 50,000 watts

Minneapolis-St. Paul

CONTINENT BROADCASTING COMPANY
President: Todd Srorz

WDCY, Minneapolis-St. Paul

Represented by

Avery-Knodel, Inc.

KOWH, Omaha
Represented by

H-R Reps., Inc.

WHB, Kansas City

Represented by

John Blair & Co.

WTIX, New Orleans

Represented by

Adam J.
Young, Jr.
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New and renew
. New on Television Networks

16 APRIL 1956

SPONSOR AGENCY STATIONS PROGRAM, time, start, duration

,uer & Black, Chi

I
Telephone, NY _

zel Bishop, NY ....

.wn Shoe, it. Louis

.Leo Burnett, Chi CBS 21

-N.W. Ayer, NY CBS 173
Raymond Spector, NY CBS
Leo Burnett, Chi _ CBS 14 .

iwn Cr Williamson Tobacco, Louisville, Ky Ted Bates, NY CBS 168

Igate-Palmolive, Jersey City Ted Bates, NY CBS 168
Igate-Palmolive, )e;sey City, for

/eto Cream Bryan Houston, NY _ ABC

Lowe Corp, NY
lolin Plus, Chi

Paris & Peart,

.Biow, NY _
jWT, Chi _

NY ABC
CBS 123
ABCbile Home M.'grs, Chi, for trailers

irson Pharmacal, L.I. City Donahue & Coe, NY ABC

•i, Chi North Adv, Chi . CBS

Captain Kangaroo; 19 March; 10 times; various

days
Telephone Time; S 6-6:30 pm; 8 April; 52 weeks
.Arthur Murray Party; Th 10-10:30 pm; 12 April

Captain Kangaroo; 28 March; 39 parties; various

times
Baseball Preview; alt S 1:45-1:55 pm; 14 April;

26 wks
Baseball Preview; alt S 1:45-1:55 pm; 7 April;

26 wks
.Famous Film Festival; S 7:30-9 pm; 1 April; 1

partic e3ch wk; 13 wks
Cabby Hayes; Sat 5:30-6 pm; 12 May
Name That Tune; alt T 7:30-8 pm ; 27 March;
Famous Film Festival; S 7:30-9 pm; 15 April;

1 partic each wk; 13 wks
Afternoon Film Festival; M-F 3-5 pm; 26 March;

7 parti-s each wk; 13 wks
Arthur Murray Party: Th 10-10:30 pm; 5 April

, Renewed on Television Networks
SPONSOR AGENCY STATIONS PROGRAM, time, start, duration

, e-ican D-iry Assn. Chi

, erican Motors, Detroit

< erican Tobacco. NY

Campbell-Mithun, Chi ABC
Ce-e-, Pet-oit; Brooke, Smith, ABC

French & Dorrance, Detroit

BBDO, NY CBS

Disneyland; W 7:3^-8:30 pm: 55-57 season

Disneyland; W 7:30-8:30 pm; 56-57 season

i our, Chi

I tol-Mye-s, NY
(nation, LA
(> Columbia, NY

Tsthsm-Laird, Chi
DCSS, NY .

-^win, Wasey, LA
Ted Bates, NY .....

ABC
ABC
ABC
CBS

56-57 season
56-57 season
56-57 season

2H

(a-Cola, NY
(;ate-Palmolive, Jersey City

I by Foods, Chi
( e-al coods, White Plains

Ceral Mills, Minneapolis
> tell, LA
t tonal Biscuit, NY
PI, Cinn
Pi, Cinn
Hential Insurance, Newark
SS., Chi

M'Cann-Erirkson, NY ABC
Wm Esty, NY NBC
MC-E, Chi ABC
Y&R, NY NBC
Knox Reeves, Minneapolis - ABC
C»-son-Roberts, LA ABC
K&E, NY ... ... ABC
v&R, NY NBC
Benton & Bowles, NY NBC
Calkins & Holden, N NBC
Mc-E, San Fran ABC

180 Jark Benny-Private Secretary: Su 7:30-8 pm; 25
March; 52 wks

Mickey Mouse Club; M-F 5-6 pm
Mickey Mouse Club; M-F 5-6 pm
Mi-key Mouse Club; M-F 5-6 pm

172 Arthur Godfrey & Friends; alt W 8-8:30 pm
March; 26 wks

Mickey Mouse Club; M-F 5-6 pm ; 56-57 season

122 Big Payoff; M-W-F 3-3:30 pm; 2 April; 52 wks
lisnevland: W 7:30-8:30 pm; 56-57 season

90 - Our Miss Brooks, F 8:30-9 pm; 6 Aoril: 52 wks
Mi-key Mouse Club; M-F 5-6 pm; 56-57 season

Mickey Mouse Club: M-F 5-6 Dm; 56-57 season

Rin Tin Tin; F 7:30-8 pm; 56-57 season
143 Line-Up; alt F 10-10:30 pm; 30 March: 52 wks

Matinee Theatre: M-F 3:45-4 pm; 2 July: 52 wks
139 You Are There; Su 6:50-7 pm; 15 Aoril; 52 wks

Mickey Mouse Club; M-F 5-6 pm; 56-57 season

Broadcast Industry Executives
NAME FORMER AFFILIATION NEW AFFILIATION

V iam AHIer
J.es F. Allen

|3S Baker
R'h Baron .

C d J. Bennett

R:rt Bcgmann .

F k Boehm
|t Matthew Bo-lan _
C-ge W. Cushing

W iam Davis
R h H. Davison, Jr.

It S. deRussy
Fi k Falknor _ „

Hey L. Fichter
Rrrt A. Forrest
Fi k Ce-van
H ard "Cerry" Cirouard
I Hall

T idore F. Hardy ...

St ley Heinemann _
Dild Hosmer
|a;s Ingraham

B Klein

F'erick P. Laffey
M Levine
A W. Livingston _...

C les T. Lynch
P' B. Mvion
F-'ird

J. Marsett
R' rt M. McC-edy
l°>h L. Merkle ....

Wiam F. Mitchell
Ks P. Mullen
E.ichvd Peterson ...

C < Pollo-k
C /eslev Quinn
* am M. Ramsey .

If H. Rawitser
•U. "einh'-t

W. "Dusty" Rhodes
\'ey Riciardelli
Fr

< B. Rice

..WAB">. M v
. n-n<>ram dire-*-or

.Sponsor Magazine, NY, editorial director
_"AB, NY, asst di-ector local sales and service
...Ziv-TV, NY, sales

WTPA, Harrisburg, general mgr

S"""», "les m^r
WBZ-TV, Boston, Adv-Sales Promotion mgr
5'me, mgr station service

TPA. NY, sales

Triangle Radio and Television, Altoona, director
reeional s'les development

.No-man, Craig and Kummel, NY, radio-tv production headTransfilm, NY, production supervisor
_. *RC TV, NY, station clearance acct rep Adam J. Young. NY, researrh and special services
.CBS TV, NY, station relations Joseoh Hershev McCillvra. NY, acct exec
.WJR, Detroit, news exec WJBK & WJBK-TV. Detroit, community projects

di'ector
...Great Eastern Sto-es, adv-sMes-merchandising director WATV, Newark, merchandising director
. KCMB & KCMB-TV, Honolulu, sales mgr — -Inter-Mountain Network, Salt Lake City
-WCAU. Phila, radio sales director Same, vp
-CBS TV, NY, vp operations retiring, will continue as consultant

_*-e-ial Devires, NY, sales mgr fp/\ NY sales
...WCAU-TV, Phila, program director ?,», e , mg r Tv Dr0gram dept
_.WKBW, Buffalo, sales rep WGR-TV, Buffalo, tv sales rep

. Ziv-TV, NY. sales TPA NY , s ,|e s
_Se-vel, Canada, advertising and sales supervisor . .. All-Canada TV, time sales division
KBTV, Denver, promotion and publicity manager KCCC-TV, Sacramento. Cal. sales promotion dir

-.. £i r' ... '
announcer Same, program director

WKMF, Flint, sales rep W^M, Saginaw, sales mgr
KHJ-Don Lee Broadcasting System, LA, continuity Same, acct exec
aceptance ed

,1''o
<

i
S
V Han '0rd

'
Cal

'
Beneral mS r K r R? 6 K^RE-TV, Fresno, Cal, national sales mgr

WBZ-TV. Bos'on. traffic and continuity supervisor /s BC TV, NY, closed circuit program mgr
_WCAU-TV, Phila, operations mgr Same, asst mgr
..Capitol Records. NY, exec vp Kar-.^n Corp, NY, nresident
James Talcott, Factors, NY, exec accountant Audio-Video Recording Co, NY vp and treasurer
Bennett Adv, Charlotte, rad-tv director WBT. Cha-lotte, natl sales mgr
KOOL, Phoenix, acct exec _ _.Same, sales mgr
WC*U, Phils, tv sales director Same, vp
WTCN & WTCN-TV, Minneapolis, general mgr ABC TV, NY, regional mgr station relations
All-Canada TV, promotion mgr rad-tv time & programs Same, time sales division

- W'3r M. Pn'sH'-n, NY. s*les W T BL, Syr^ruse, sales
'llinois Bell Telephone Co, district office mgr Keystone BCasting, Chi. acct exec

_W^BF, Binghamton. NY, oroduction director Same, Program director
... Phvllis Lacy Advertising, Tampa WFLA-TV, St. Petersburg, sales rep
-P&C Productions, Cinn, radio director ...Same, comml productions director
-Department store. Grand Rapids ...WOOD, Grand Rapids, salesr ""l.-TV, 1 ondon, Canada asst mgr 'ome, m"r
..WKMF, Flint, program director Same, sales rep
-WNBF, Binghamoton, NY ..._«nme, asst program director
Harrington, Righter & Parsons, Chi, sales Harrington, Righter & Parsons, Atlanta, southeast mgr

^3%

James E.

Allen (3)

George W.
Cushing (31

Bob
Klein (3)

David O.
Nyren (4)
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\«iih nil rvnew

E. Richard
Peterson, |r. i3)

broadcast Industry Executives (continued)

James C. Rich-

dale. |r. (3)

Ivor

Sharp (3)

Joseph R.

Stauffer (4)

Thomas J.

Tilson (3)

Ralph E.

Worthing 141

NAME FORMER AFFILIATION NEW AFFILIATION

Robert C. Richards _ ...WMAL R^dio, Washington, DC, sales rep WTOW, Towson, Md, station mgr
James C. Richdale, Jr ..KOTV, Tulsa comml mgr Same, asst general mgr as well as comml mgr
V:n:ent J. Riso er.e.al Outdoor Advertising, NY, acct exec RAB, NY, national sales exec
Richard Roge;s hell Oil Co, NV, film prod supervisor Sterling TV, NY, sales mgr
D. C. Trowell " r L radio, London, Canada, asst mgr Same, mgr
Edward L. Saxe CBS TV, NY, vp and asst to the president Same, vp operations
Adolph Seton 'BC TV & Radio, publicity mgr Same, asst director press information
Ivor Sharp Radio Service Corp of Utah, ialt Lake City, admin-

is' alive vp _ Same, vp corporate developments
James H. Shoemaker .. WWCA, Cary, Ind, comml mgr RAB, NY, membership development and service

C. A. "Fritz" Snyder Television Magazine, NY, vp Ceorge P. Hollingbery, NY, director sales developmi

i search and tv
Howard Stegner Apna el Arts Mag TPA, NY, sales
Lang S. Thompson Wilding Picture Inductions, Chi, vp sales Same, vp and general mgr
Thomas J. Tilson Oenlon ana Bowles, NY, merchandising, media re-

search and tirnebuying Peters, Griffin, Woodward, NY, tv acct exec
H^n!< Warner ... CBS IV. cony cn:cf and operations manager press

info.mation ABC TV-Rad, NY di.ecfor press information
Robert W. Weir ... W ; 6., Syracuse, promotion _.. Same, sa es
H. Donald Whiteley WOLF, Syracuse W,: BL, Syracuse, sales

W. C. Wing.ove __ C C PL-TV London, Canada, sales & promotion mgr .... ...Same, ass; i; & sa es drecfor
R. I. Wi'.twer General Teleradio, Chi, midwest sales mgr Ziv-TV, Chi, acct exec
Jay W. Wright Radio Service Cop of U.ah, Salt Lake City, admin-

istrative vn Same, exec vp

Advertising Agency Personnel Changes
NAME FORMER AFFILIATION NEW AFFILIATION

general mgr

Dale Audeson Lennen & Newell, NY, acct exec Same, vp
Nelson 0. Arguesa .... DC5S, NY, treas Same, beard of directors

Ray Baker KOMO & KCMO-TV, Settle, vp and comml mgr . Washington Transit Adv. Seattle,

Harold Baldock __._'n!and B'Casting & TV, Winnipeg S. W. Caldwell, Winnipeg,
Robert W. Ballin .. JWT, NY, vp SSCB, NY, vp rad-tv program development
John Brookman . 'iuthrauff & Ryan, Toronto, mgr Same, vp
Helen B.ooks American Legion, national pub relations radio and

tv _ Milburn McCarty. NY, acct exec

John Burke Lennen & Newell, NY, vp and copy exec Cempton. NY, cpy group head
Edmond Cadcux Weiss and Geller, NY, copy .... Blaine-Thompson, NY cpy comml division

Joseph M. Cahill, jr KCMO-TV, Kansas City, Mo. sales ...Potts-Woodbury, Kansas City, acct exec

Leslie F Chitty Cockfield, B.own & Co, Toronto, asst managing
diiector

Clyde L. Clem NBC. NY, mgr nat'l audience promotion
Frank C. M. Corbin Health Insurance Plan, NY, pub relations and adv

director
Charles Crittenton No man, Craig & Kummel, NY, acct and merchan-

dising exec
Ron 'kl N Cross MacManus John & Adams, Toronto, prod mgr
Robert Curry Kawneer Co, Niles, Mich, sales and prom
Martin |. Dwyer Lennen & Newell, NY, acct exec
William Dyer Kelley Kar Co, LA, adv director
Fdward C. Fritz W. E. Long, Chi, radio-tv director

S. J. "Sy" Frolick Fletcher D. Richards, NY, director radio-tv commis
Eleanor Callo K&E. NY, media
Jack Cavin —Henry M. Hemstead, Chi, cpy writer

BBDO, Toronto, mgr
Grant, Detroit, acct exec

Milburn McCarty, NY, acct supervisor

Ted Bates, NY, merchandising exec

marketing

Michael W. Cradle
Aronld C. Graham
Edward W. Harbert II

Margaret Holt

N'eedham, Louis & Brorby, Chi, radio-tv producer ^'eedham

Cceoel Slewing, Detroit, adv-sales mgr K&E.
NBC TV, NY, producer-director closed circuit color tv K&E,
O^ilvy, Benson & Mather, NY, copy G cy,

BBDO. Toronto, prod mgr
N'eedham. Louis & Brorby, Chi,

Same, vp
Walter McCreery, Beverly Hills, acct exec

Cody, Chi, vp
Same, vp consolidated tv-radio department
Same, business mgr media dept
Pulton, Morrissey, Chi, cpy

>ame,
Mc-F,
C. L.

Victor

Louis & Brorby, LA, regional director

Chi, acct exec
NY, director program development
NY, rad-tv writer

board of directors

arct exec
Miller. Chi, acct exec
A. Bennett, NY, acct exec

rad-tv production dire •

staff

Hairy M. Ireland £C5S, NY, vp and acct supervisor
Cearge Kern ' ennen & Newell, NY, assoc media director
Howard Ketting John W. Shaw, Chi, radio-tv director
Ford King Naples, NY, acct exec
Leonard Kotowski .... >ant, Detroit, copy
S Ramsay Lees '

i hrauff & Ryan, Toronto, radio-tv director
Kenneth A. Marckenzie Miller Commercial Displays. Montreal, vp
iohn Marden R. H. Macy, NY, dept head
Bion Mayo '"CB, LA, acct exec
Homer P. Metzger BBD&O, NY, acct exec
Edward H. Meyer Biow, NY, acct exec
William A. Mowrey Herbert S. Lau.'man, Chi, exec producer
Ben No, man Doyle, Dane, Be-nbach, LA, rad-tv production director
!">'>vid Nvren ^FS, NY, exc : asst di.ector radio-tv
Martin Oechsner "Uithrauff & Ryan, NY, acct exec
John C. Parrish General Shoe Corp. art director

Philip E. Penberthy Lennen & Newell, NY, acct exec
Ronald Price Compton, NY, copy
Dan Rodgers ..Biow, NY, vp and acct supervisor Ted Bates, NY, vp and acct

John F. Schroeder ...Ralph Jones, Cinn Cuenfiier, Brown &
Donald W. Severn Biow, NY, station relations mgr j^ed

No-man Sprei _Pfizer Labs. Newark, adv mgr
Joseph R. Stauffer _ N. W. Ayer, NY, acct supervisor
Donald R. Stuart jM, Detroit, general sales mgr Packard
Ellen Stillman \lational Cranberry Assn, Hanson, Mass, vp adv and

publicity Hermon W. Stevens, Boston

John M. Toland Grey NY, acct exec -Iuthrauff & Ryan, NY, vp

Thomas R. Vohs ' nderson & Cairns, NY, acct supervisor Same, exec vp

Arthur W. Weil, Jr. CB. NY, acct exec lonahue & Coe. NY, acct exec

,'erome K. Westerfield __ Publishing field ..... Grant, Detroit, cpy group chief

Charles A. Winchester ...3iow, NY, acct exec "ame. acct suoe.-visor

John A. Winter "ockfield. Brown, Montreal _<&E, Montieal. radio and tv mgr
Ralph E. Worthing ~E, Portland, Me, advertising and sales prom mgr Ketchum, MacLeod & Crove, Pitts, acct exec

Edward P. Wurtzebach Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chi, media ........ ,'WT, Chi, assoc media director

ame, cpy group chief

33DO, Toronto, radio-tv director

K&E. Montreal, acct exec
Grey, NY, asst ac<"t exec
Guild, Eascom & Bonfigli, San Fran, acct exec

^owd, Redfield & Johnstone, NY, acct exec

Same, acct supervisor

<&E, Chi, comml producer
Doyle, Dane, Be.nbach, NY,
Same, vo

Same, vp
v ob!e-Dii-y. Nashville, prod

Same, vp

?!aine-"i hompson, N v , copy comml division

supervisor

Wheeling office, mgr
Bales, NY, media relations mgr

Ted Bares. NY, acct exec
c -me. director radio-tv program development
McC-E, Detroit, vp and director of merchandising

vp
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She's A Big One,

All Right!

WHO-TV is as big a television value— and

getting bigger all the time

!

As of March, last year, the Iowa Television Audience

Survey found that 74.2% of all Iowa families

owned television sets. Today we conservatively

estimate that WHO-TV's coverage area has 284,500

television sets— viewed by over one million

people, divided almost exactly 50-50 between

urban and non-urban families.

Ask Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc. for all the facts on

WHO-TV— Channel 13— NBC-TV in Des Moines.

WHO-TV
WHO-TV/^ JWHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV

* WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV

I
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
.WHO-TV^

^WHO-TV^
WHO-TV
Channel 13 • Des Moines

Col. B. J. Palmer, President

P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager

Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.

National Representatives Affiliate

) /
%
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Lanny Ross, like a lot of

Dther Young Grads, is just

learning what's in the air for

Autumn. Jack Sterling

(in prop helmet) is telling

everyone within earshot

about WCBS Radio's

30up— direct, play-by-play

oroadcasts of the nine

nost vital contests in the

56 Ivy League schedule.

ORE THING!

'.t all adds up to a lot

)f air time, reaching a big,

•esponsive, able-to-buy

ludience. And there's a

)onus, too. All ten WCBS

iadio local personalities—

ncluding Lanny and Jack—

vill be plugging the "Game

if the Week" regularly

>n their shows. To schedule

tour sales message for

his Ivy League audience,

all CBS Radio Spot Sales

>r Henry Untermeyer,

t PLaza 1-2345.

MBS RADIO
Jew York • 50,000 watts • 880 kc



GET THE
LIONS
SHARE

PULSE (Dec. 1955) PROVES WICS
CHANNEL 20 HAS THE AUDIENCE
THAT MAKES SALES

TOP 15 ONCE-A-WEEK
SHOWS:

WICS has 10
STA. B 5
STA. C

TOP 10 MULTI-WEEKLY
SHOWS:

WICS has 8
STA. B 1

STA. C 1

CHECK THESE RATINGS OF TOP
NETWORK, FILM, & LOCAL SHOWS
Gillette Fights
Croucho Mirx _ ..

.

50.5
42

Lux Video Theater _ - ..

ForH Thpafpr
39.4

. . 38.0
Dragnet ..... 37.5
Cporgp C.nhp\ 355
Red Barber's Corner
Big Story .

. 36.0

. 34.8
Perry Como Show
Pontiac Pow Wow (Feature)
It's a Great Life

30.5
30.0
29.5

Chewy Show 29.0
Caesar's Hour 28.5
Warei front _ 27.5
Soldiers of Fortune 27.0
1 Am The Law ..... 26.0
Million SS Movie 25.5
Howdy Doody 253
Roy Rogers Show
US Steel Hour _ __ _..

TV News Final ...

24.5
24.4

. 24.0
Tennessee Ernie 13.2
NBC Matinee Theater
Ding Dong School .

Home

12.8
. 11.7

9.7
Today 7.9

L U Conversion:
66.8%|
99.8°

|

GET AT.t. THE FACTS ABOUT ONE OF THE
BEST SMALLER TV MARKETS IN THE U S

AND
THE LION'S SHARE OF AUDIENCE IN
ILLINOIS STATE CAPITAL MARKET

BUY:

!^g "PRIMARY

ILLINOIS\STATE CAPITAL MARKET

SPRINGFIELD, ILLINOIS
For Availabilities call, write, or wire WICS direct

or Young Television Corp.

Theodore H. Mittendorf
Executive v. p.

Hudson Pulp & Paper Corp., New York

What does a spot tv advertiser do when his expanding line of

products stretches his announcement budget thin?

That's a problem now facing Hudson Pulp & Paper's newly elected

executive \.p.. Ted Mittendorf.

"In a decade of daytime radio and tv advertising we\e put across

the Hudson trademark as synonymous with the Tiffain among house-

hold paper products."' Mittendorf told sponsor. "We're using the

trademark to launch new products like toilet tissue and paper cups.

The question is: Are we reads for a tv program bu\ ?

During the past \ear. some 65 <
/( of ihe firm's si'o\soR-estimated

$1.5 million budget has gone into spot i\. 2'V < into radio. 15 r
r into

newspapers.

"Our distribution is strictlj easi ol the Rockies." sa\s Mittendorf.

"lb ii e, il rule- ou1 use ol network tv. Our problem, within a vear.

is likely to be finding a good regional film buy.

In brief, he adds, it's ihe case of a trademark in search of a tv

advertising blanket. "Our new products are priced and packaged

comparably with our established line. The trademark is helping put

them across faster. But our announcement schedules per product

will eventually be spread too thin to be adequate unless ue rotate

commercials on a "Hudson i\ -how .

Oklahoma-born Mittendorf is an ''old-school gentleman" on ihe

brink of his sixties with an abiding passion for hunting. "Gees

he told si ONS »R. "G :ese-hunting is almost a lost sport here."

He goes at sports end at hun '

i sales-producing advertising

in comparable systematic ways. "The Biow Co. bad done a fine

creative job for us sa - he. However, alter Biemes and Toigo's

departure from the Biow Co., Hudson Pulp & Papei Corp. began

screening a number of agencies including Lennen & Newell: Nor-

man, Craig & Kummel: SSCB: Dovle. Dane & Bernach: Clifford.

Steers & Shenfield and Franklin Bruck Advertising. B\ ihe time

Milton Biow announced, ihat he's leaving the ageno business. Hud-

-mi was approa hing a decision aboul its new agency appointment.

But no official announcement was forthcoming at sponsor's press-

time.

Summers. Mittendorf tends to be an adventurer, traveling through-

out the Mediterranean world with his wife and daughter. * * *
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TELEPULSE RE-CONFIRMS

ates...

EEKLY*

AUDIENCE

v- 14%

—.12%
. 16%

.[^jF26 Counties
First in Total Audience in 20 of the 26 Counties * First in Every Program Period Day
and Night • More Than Twice the Audience of the 2nd and third Stations Combined.

* Area Telepulse

Jan.-Feb., 1956

MONDAY thru FRIDAY SATURDAY SUNDAY TOTAL

AUDIENCEMorn. Attn. Nite Morn. Attn. Nite Morn. Attn. Nite

KCMC - TV 60 54 58 61 52 55 89 65 63 58%
Station "B" 14 18 12 17 15 14 16 14 14%
Station "C" 8 16 11 3 11 15 6 10 13 12%
Misc. 18 12 19 19 22 16 5 9 10 16%

PLUS . . . Substantial Audience in 17 Additional Counties in 4 state:

KCMC
CHANNEL 6

Texarkana, Texas-Arkansas
MAXIMUM POWER

Represented by

Venard, Rintoul & McConnell, Inc.

Walter M. Windsor Richard M. Peters
General Manager Director, National Sale* & Promotion

Sertvittq,

161,840
SETS

(Television Magazine— March 1956)

J



The
RANGE
RIDER
FIRST RUN IN BALTIMORE

Next to Santa Claus, the most popular

guys around town with the western

adventure set will be the sponsors who
hitch their wagons to "THE RANGE
RIDER," new western sensation on

Channel 2 starting April 17 on THE
EARLY SHOW at 6 P.M.

"THE RANGE RIDER" has rated tops

in markets across the country. Now
running for the FIRST TIME in Balti-

more, "THE RANGE RIDER" starring

Jack Mahoney and his sidekick Dick

West (Buffalo Bill Jr.) is a cinch to be
tops with fans of all ages—and sexes.

The nearest Katz office can fill in

details.

WMAR-TV
• •
CHANNEL

SUNPAPERS TELEVISION, BALTIMORE, MD.
TELEVISION AFFILIATE OF THE

COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM
Represented by THI KATZ AGENCY, Inc.
New York, Detroit, Kansas City, San Francisco,

Chicago, Atlanta, Dallas, Los Angeles

\\ ill nets release more option time in prime slots?

by Joe Csida

One major advertising agency radio-tv department head

( unnamed here for obvious reasons) leaned tack in his chair,

and with a note of most abject resignation in his voice, said:

"It's getting pretty ridiculous how far this business of net-

work control of television programs and prime time has gone.

They come in and tell us what shows we can have in what
time periods, take it or leave it. I'm beginning to feel like a

messenger boy with no other function than to carry word of

the network's demands to the client. I'm thinking of looking

around for some other business to get into."

Another major shop's radio-tv department chief said:

"We've got enough big accounts in the shop looking for shows

and time to start another network, if clearances could be got-

ten. The situation's pretty desperate."

And Dick Moore, president-general manager of KTTV,
Los Angeles tells the Senate Commerce Committee that net-

work option time in prime slots should be reduced. Moore
claims in a substantial and forceful presentation to the Com-
mittee that network control of the prime evening hours seri-

ously restricts development of non-network program sources.

In Washington more committees are taking closer looks at

network operations than at any time in the short life of the

video industry. And. of course, the Convention of the Na-

tional Association of Radio and Television Broadcasters is

upon us. It's a fairly safe prediction that many a network

nabob will be meeting individually and in groups with affili-

ated station executives to explore the situation. It's possible

that in some cases the network may volunteer to let loose some

network option time. For the networks are by no means un-

aware that several years ago the Department of Justice issued

a Consent Decree which forced major motion picture pro-

ducer-exhibitor organizations to divest themselves either of

their production wings or substantial portions of their

theaters.

On the surface, and without making due allowance for in-

trinsic differences in theatrical motion picture> and television,

there seems to be little difference between the degree of con-

trol represented by an organization which produces theatrical

films and owns a substantial number of theaters via which

those film> may be exhibited, and a network which produce-

programs and controls the station and/or time on which such

programs may be seen. Whether the eventual outcome will be

l Please turn to page 66 I
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KRON-TV S NEW MERCHANDISING PLAN

FOR DAYTIME ADVERTISERS (before 7:30 P.M.)

featuring "IN-STORE SPECTACULARS'*
COLORFUL . . . ANIMATED

SALES-PRODUCING

* Colorful, animated figures

that move back and forth on
wires elevated above all other

merchandise in the store.

Call the "Colonels" of Peters, Griffin,

Woodward, Inc. or Norman Louvau at

KRON-TV for complete details of this

exclusive new merchandising plan.

Scut 'p'UUtCCdC*

AFFILIATED WITH THE S. F. CHRONICLE

AND THE NBC-TV NETWORK ON CHANNEL
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..NOT SEVENTEEN?

YES...WBRE-TV does have
a 17 County Coverage

When it comes to trophies, hang up the latest ARB Survey figures for this

rapidly growing N. E. Pennsylvania TV market. WBRE-TV has 7 out of the

top 10 evening shows, 13 of the top 20 and 26 of the top 50 in a five station

market. Of the three major network stations in the Wilkes-Barre-Scranton

metropolitan market, WBRE-TV's daytime leadership (7 A.M. to 6 P.M. - Mon.

thru Fri.) adds up to 101 quarter hours, station (B) 66 and station (C) 47...

in overall nightime coverage (6 P.M. to Midnight - Sun. thru Sat.) WBRE-TV . .

.

83 periods, station (B) 67 and station (C) 16. Additional facts and figures that

make WBRE-TV a best of buys are obtainable from us or your Headley-Reed

representative.

AN W** BASIC BUY : National Representative : The Headley-Reed Co.

Counties Covered: LUZERNE LACKAWANNA LYCOMING COLUMBIA
SCHULYKILL NORTHUMBERLAND MONROE PIKE WAYNE
WYOMING SULLIVAN SUSQUEHANNA BRADFORD UNION

SNYDER MONTOUR CARBON

The antlers of the American Moose has been

known to measure 17 and more hands across,

and is one ot the largest and most poweriul

of a/i hoofed mammals.



SPOT TV
SPENDING

BY PRODUCT
CATEGORIES*

ACRICULTURE

$378,000

ALCOHOLIC BEVERACES

$9,446,000

AMUSEMENTS
$119,000

AUTOMOTIVE
$5,321,000

BUILDING MATERIAL

$1,069,000

CLOTHING
$2,485,000

SWEETS & SOFT DRINKS

$5,391,000

CONSUMER SERVICES

$3,146,000

COSMETICS, ETC.

$7,864,000

DENTAL PRODUCTS
$2,779,000

DRUG PRODUCTS
$8,909,000

FOOD & GROCERY
$27,106,000

CARDEN SUPPLIES

$43,000

CAS & OIL

$3,698,000

HOTELS. RESORTS, CAFES

$50,000

HOUSEHOLD CLEANERS

$2,004,000

40USEHOLD APPLIANCES

$2,444,000

| I0USEHOLD FURNISHINCS

$833,000

LAUNDRY PRODUCTS
$4,318,000

HOUSEHOLD PAPER

$951,000

HOUSEHOLD GENERAL
$992,000

NOTIONS
$200,000

PET PRODUCTS
$1,294,000

PUBLICATIONS

$133,000

SPORTING COODS
$659,000

ATI0NERY, OFFICE EQUIP.

$105,000
T'JADIO, PHON., MUS. INSTP

$1,646,000

TOBACCO
$6,440,000

ASPORTATION & TRAVEL
$1,000,000

VTCHES. JEWELRY, CAMERAS
$2,138,000
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Released for the first time:

SPOT Ti DOLLAR

M n a move of considerable significance to the television business, the Television

Bureau of Advertising today (16 April) released its anxiously-awaited spot tv

dollar figures.

The dala released covered 267 stations and included: (1) estimated spending by

each of the top 200 spot Iv clients; (2) a list of the next 300 spenders; (3) esti-

mated spending in each industry category phis, of course, total spot tv spending.

Period covered was the fourth quarter of 1955. This is the first in a series of quar-

terly reports and more comprehensive annual reports to come.

Here are the highlights <>! the first report. All data are based on gross (one-time)

rates and do not include talent and production charges.

• Estimated spending on the stations covered totaled $103,872,000. This money

was spent by 3 017 national and regional advertisers.

• The lop 10 -pot tv clients accounted for $19,148,000, or 18.5% of the total.

P&G easily led the pack with a figure of $4,064,600.

• Thirteen advertisers spent more than $1 million. Low client in the list of 200

was Ralston Purina with a figure of $117,180.

In announcing release of the information TvB President Oliver Treyz said its

purpose wa-* twofold:

1. To put spot tv billings into focus so they may be compared with those already

regularly reported for network tv, newspapers and magazines.

2. To put individual advertiser billings into focus so that each will have a basic,

Article continues next pnge



TOP 10 SPOT TV CLIENTS ACCOUNT FOR 18.5% OF SPENDING

RANK & ADVERTISKR EST. EXPENDITURE

1. Procter & Gamble Co. $4,064,600

2. Brown & Williamson Tob. Co.. 2,739,100

3. General Foods Corp. 2,004,000

4. Sterling Drug, Inc. 1,893,000

5. Ford Motor Co. 1,746,800

RANK « ADVERTISER EST. EXPENDITURE

6. Miles Laboratories, Inc. .... 1,561,400

7. General Motors Corporation. .

.

1,423,700

8. Robert Hall Clothes 1,245,500

9. Bulova Watch Co. 1,238,900

10. Colgate-Palmolive Co. 1,231,000

200 FIRMS AND DOLLARS SPENT IN SPOT TV BEGIN PACE XV, CONVENTION SPECIAL

accurate and continuing knowledge of

over-all and competitive activity.

Release of the information repre-

sents what is probably the greatest ac-

complishment to date of the 15-month-

old TvB. Advertisers can probably

look forward to a surge of competi-

tive spot tv selling in the wake of this

first report.

Publication of spot tv dollar figures

is also widely considered a feather in

the cap of the N. C. Rorabaugh Co.,

whose regularly-collected spot tv in-

formation, as incorporated in the

Rorabaugh Report, is the basis of the

dollar information now published. N.

C. "Duke" Rorabaugh himself has

been for years in the middle of efforts

to gather spot dollar figures, first with

limited success in radio and now, suc-

cessfully, in tv.

The conversion of the Rorabaugh

data points up, by contrast, the lack

of billings information about tv's sis-

ter medium. After years of publishing

gross time figures for radio networks,

Publishers Information Bureau stopped

calculating this data in August 1955.

While Spot Radio Report, put out by

James M. Boerst's Executives Radio-

Tv Service, has been beefed up by

new data from about a dozen and a

half agencies, it still does not get re-

ports from all of the key spot tv spend-

ing agencies and it also fails to pro-

vide the dollar information.

D I T O R I A L

It couldn't be done

We confidently predict that the estimated expen-

ditures of spot tv advertisers, published in this issue

and released for the first time, will be enthusiasti-

cally welcomed by agencies and advertisers alike.

We predict that publication of these figures on a

quarterly basis will accelerate use of this already

healthy medium. We predict that stations and sta-

tion reps will quickly detect the chain-reaction ad-

vantages of feeding vital media statistics to the

advertising industry.

Which brings us to the story behind the statistics.

Who made these statistics possible?

How did they come about?

SPONSOR, which had written many articles and
editorials pointing out the need for throwing light

on spot tv expenditures, had a ringside seat as the

project that couldn't be done unfolded.

We saw Ollie Treyz. president of TvB. join with

N. C. Rorabaugh, who could furnish raw material

but not in appropriations form, to seek a solution.

\\ e watched as TvB painstakingly wrestled with
the problem, trying one possibility after another.

Even after Treyz came up with the right tech-

nique we observed with awe the enthusiasm, obsta-

cles, detail and countless hundreds of hours which
went into the final result.

The tv spot expenditures, which advertisers and
agencies will get every three months, didn't come
easily.

Nor will the spot radio expenditures, which are

just as essential if this medium is to have its full

growth.

No advertising medium can prosper in ignorance

of its own vital statistics.

We look at PIB's elimination of radio network

monthly billings as a step backward. We hope that

some formula can be found which will permit their

reinstatement.

RAB. spearheaded by dynamo Kevin Sweeney, is

Irving to lick the spot radio statistics stymie. So is

the Station Representatives Association (SRA).
We won't minimize their problem : 3.000 radio sta-

tions are involved.

But a w ay will be found to give agencies and
advertisers valid dollar data on spot radio. Now
that the tv spot estimates are in. we feel that spot

radio estimates cant be far behind.



The tv data from Rorabaugh, while

it does not cover every tv outlet, in-

cludes nearly all the important ones.

The 276 stations covered are regularly

viewed by 97'/< of all U.S. tv homes

and account for 90% of all U.S. tv

viewing. These figures are based on

an analysis by Nielsen during the

week of 15-21 January 1956.

As a check on the accuracy of gross

time estimates, TvB contacted a group

of advertisers and stations for actual

dollar spending figures.

A total of 113 advertisers submitted

confidential reports to TvB. This spon-

sor group accounted for $25,644,000

in net ( after discounts I time spending

during 1955's last quarter. It was

found that TvB's estimated gross fig-

ures for these 113 advertisers was 3'r

higher than the actual net.

"Since' discounts run considerably

more than 39<," said Treyz, "it can be

seen that TvB's estimates are conserva-

tive, a function of the sample, which

does not include all stations."

Further verification came from 69

tv stations. This group submitted

actual net billings—by advertiser and

by brand—of the top 250 spot tv cli-

ents including some advertisers who,

for policy reasons, would not submit

confidential reports to TvB. The 69

stations account for more than one-

fourth of all spot tv billings. With re-

spect to these advertisers and these

stations, the actual net, when compared
with TvB's gross figures, represents a

"discount" of 23%. TvB feels this is

See complete list of 200 top companies in spot tv with their

dollar expenditures in NARTB Convention Special

section this issue, 032(6 XV

Also included, starting page XXIV is list of 300th through 500th

companies in rpot tv with expenditure range in which they fall

hitting a pretty complex target pretty

close to the bulls-eye.

The information released by TvB
and that to be put out in the future is

more inclusive than previously indi-

cated. Originally TvB planned to give

out 25, or at the most, 100 top adver-

tiser names with their dollar spending

per quarter. TvB actually released

200 and will follow this practice in the

coming quarterly reports. In addition,

TvB had not intended to give out any

brand figures at all. However, the an-

nual report for 1956 and those to fol-

low will contain brand dollar figures

for all spot tv advertisers.

In other words. TvB will release the

works—almost. Not to be released are

all-important regional and market dol-

lar breakdowns, which can, however,

be purchased from Rorabaugh. Infor-

mation on whether a client buys night-

time or daytime programs, announce-

ments or participations is available in

the quarterly issued Rorabaugh Re-

port.

Taken together with PIB data on

This lask force opened the door to spot tv dollar figures
L.-r. : TvB's Norman E. Cash; Stella Brainier and N. C. Rorabaugh,
of N. C. Rorabaugh Co.; Dr. Leon Arons, Oliver Treyz, Gene Accas
of Harvey Spiegel, al! of the Television Bureau of Advertising

network gross time spending, this

means that the information available

on television activity is now as great

as, if not greater than, that available

in the two major print media—maga-
zines and newspapers. The significance

of this will become more meaningful

as future spot tv reports are issued

and the important trends—by adver-

tiser and by industry—become clearly

delineated. This will not only provide

groundwork for future promotional ac-

tivity but may provide a spur to spot

tv spending. For one of the classic

ways of attracting an advertiser to a

medium is to show what his competi-

tor is doing.

It may also increase the pressure on

radio to follow suit. Data-gathering

on spot radio among ad agencies is

still, of course, plagued by cloak-and-

dagger methods, confidential telephone

calls and time-consuming analyses. It

is hoped by the industry that, with the

spot tv data spread before them as an

example, the agencies may ease up in

their secretiveness. As for the stations,

while RAB did not go ahead last fall

with its planned sampling operation to

gather spot radio figures from about

300 stations, it is understood that RAB
has not given up the job and that

something may be done this year.

Publication of spot radio data would

be an even greater victory than the

publication of spot tv data, for the

basis of the latter already existed in

the Rorabaugh Report. Much less is

known about spot radio activity than

was known about spot tv before the

TvB published dollar figures.

The list of top spot tv advertisers

actually did not contain too many sur-

prises since Rorabaugh used to pub-

lish the names of the 25 leading spot

tv clients in his quarterly reports.

While these 25 were not ranked by dol-

lar expenditures but by the number of

brand schedules and the gross number

of stations used, there was a rough cor-

relation between the 25 and the top

dollar spenders. -k -k -k
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wilh 600

Mw on t buy an auto if \uu don't

see how to pa\ for ii . . . but . . . any

man who can afford an auto should

have one. Moreover, he probably will."

It's 46 years since Elbert Hubbard
made that observatio 1. During the last

37, General Moto] a i '. others, has

been doing ils best to mi ke that proph-

ecy come true bv helping to provide

the financing. Today, its subsidiary,

General Motors Acceptance Corp., set

up in 1919, probabh finan i
• more

passenger cars than any other sales

I nance source: ove] two million v.?w

and used cars in 1955.

GMAC is determined to keep that

leadership. And, it reasons, one of the

best ways to reach the most logical

prospects for credit is via the radios

that are in two out of ever) three auto-

mobiles on the road. This year it has

pushed the throtlle wide open in its

spot radio campaign, stepping up an

i nnouni i ment schedule that has been

cruising along on four to five stations

for the past three years to ens that,

when it gels going in high Decoraiion

Day weekend, will zoom up to 219.

Thus the public service traffic bulle-

tin announcements which GMAC pio-

neered on WNE'W during the summer
of 1953 vri h ' '• minute slots per week-

end has grown to over 74,000 for the

17-week pea'; driving season between

25 May and 23 September. From a

Bad traffic situations like one at left

are often eased by GMAC's radio bull :tins

which inform motorists oi where jams
ur. Planes, such as the one below, are

used by Chicago's WGN as pan of it- service

spol highway tie-ups, report to motorists

W&li

J
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mot radio
More than half of firm's annual

ad budget now goes into radio

negligible role, radio has grown to a

point where it will account for 55'/

of GMAC's 1956 advertising budget.

Radio spending is up 600' < over 1954.

As in the past three years, objectives

of the campaign are threefold:

"1. To make the public more aware

of the GMAC Plan as a helpful, con-

siderate, time-proven financing service

suited to the needs of Americas family

market.

"2. To make the public more aware

of the fact that the benefits GMAC has

to offer are available only through

GM dealers who use the GMAC Plan.

"3. To reach the public before

< redit is arranged through a bank or

some other credit source."

Not the least of these objectives is

the desire to keep GM's dealers happy.

It was. in fact, dealer read ion which

encouraged this sudden acceleration

in air advertising. Until GMAC's
solo effort in New York four years

ago. the subsidiary had dun;' no ad-

vertising since the war. One reason

was that cars were in short supply for

several years following the war: lie-

cause of the shortage, too. dealers

needed little help in the competitive

financing market. A second reason,

one which ; i least argued againsl using

radio, was the comparatively small

proportion of auios with radios in-

stalled. According l<> the Automobile

Manufacturers Association, only 35.5' <

of the cars on the road had radios be-

fore 1946. Between 1946 and 1952

the figure had risen to 67%. Of the

1953 and 1954 models, 75.5^ could

boast am reception. \ study In Ad-

vertest Research for CBS Radio in No-

vember 1954 (sponsor Fall Facts

Basics issue. 11 .Iul\ 1955) makes the

comparison more dramatically : In

1946. it state*, there were 7.5 million

<ar radios; in 1955. 29 million. The

figure for all model years on (he road

dipped this year lo (>2.!!. sa\s AMA.
explained in part probabh l>\ the

shortage during the Korean skirmish.

As the cars of that period begin to dis-

appear in the next year <>i two, and if

the current upward trend continues,

the late 1956 and 1957 figures should

Masterminding GMAC's sales and advertising campaign an- Public Relations V.P. Willcox

B. Adsit i Icli i and Silo V.P. William '.. Schick, shown with life-size point-of-sale display

< limb to new peaks, auto mi n believe.

When GM dealers in Philadelphia

heard the WNEW announcements in

1953 thev too wanted to climb aboard

and GMAC added WIP to its schedule

the following summer land renewed

lot ihe winter), along with W.I KB. De-

troit. A month later KB1G. Los An-

geles was added and. last year,

WHDH. Boston.

Print media has also been used,

including pages in full color in the

Saturday Evening Post; Sunday news-

papi i supplements such as This Week,

Parade and American U eekV) : farm

papers, including Better farming,

Town Journal and I'rogressive Farmer.

According to William G. "Jerry"

Schick, vice president in charge of

sales for GMAC, it's difficult to meas-

ure t lie success of the campaign to

dale. True, ihe corporation's 1955 an-

nual report shows a II'. increase in

retail \olume from the $2.4 billion

in 1954 lo $3.6 billion last year, and a

rise in net income from $33.!! million

lo $35.2 million. But this includes

financing on other GM products:

I rigidaire, Delco appliances. GM die-

sels. -It does state that outstanding

auto credit in the U. S. is now over

$14 billion, up $4 billion over 1954

and $8 billion over 1952. And Schick,

who estimates the time buying I the

auto kind ) market at 60'/< of sales,

[Please lain to page 105)
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3UBTEsv c F— or mooERN *- « *

Annual DST program reshuffle makes

^^^^^
n i- The Persistence of Memory

flexible as these in Salvador Dabs The Pe

That crazy mixed-iin ti
ra
e Med"!e

Pateh-quilt time pattern has both buyers and sellers on a merry-go-round

pp hen spring comes to Madison

Avenue, and the gray-flanneled time-

buyer takes to staring vacantly out the

agency window, don't be too sure his

fancy lightly turns to thoughts of seed-

ing his Westport lawn. He mav be

planning to jump.

For him, the melancholy days are

here. Daylight Saving Time, bane of

tv media men, is about to set in (or

has already) in scattered market areas

across the nation, and there go our

timebuyer's pretty schedules, scatter-

blown like cornflakes from a studio

snow machine.

38

Given eight w list watches—two for

each time zone, a wall map of the

United States complete with color-

headed pins to stick in it, and access

to Univac, he mav unscramble the mess

]\ mid-summer. Then he'll have noth-

ing to worry about except approaching

autumn when Standard Time returns

and he must muddle through the whole

snafu again—this time backwards. It

i- the sort of thing that lends to agency

people an air of alertness and a thirst

for double bourbons.

"The problems actually worse this

year than before." sa\s Tom Viscardi,

timebuyer at Kenyon & Eckhardt.

"Some cities—South Bend, for one

—

set their clocks ahead as early as

March, others will be making the

switch later and at all sorts of differ-

ent times. If only the Federal govern-

ment made a uniform law!"

Such a bill, introduced by a West

Virginia Congressman (who may have

been spurred into it after arriving an

hour late for a political rally in a

DST community in his otherwise ST
state!, has been in Congress since

1950. That's all—it's just been there.

And it's quite unlikely that anyone with

SPONSOR



political ambitions is going to dust off

this "hot potato" in the near future,

since universal adoption or rejection

of DST is hound to irritate one of two

major vote groups—farm or labor.

Labor, in general, is all for saving

daylight. The worker who has spent

eight hours in the shade of a drill press

welcomes that extra hour of daylight

in the evening for puttering in his

garden or putting on the links. Farm-

ers, on the other hand, want to have

no truck with anything but "God's

Time." as thev choose to call Standard

Time. I Actually, the U.S. has been

on Standard Time only since 1883. and

God had nothing to do with it.) Never-

theless the farmer likes it. as does his

ox and his ass and his maidservant

and manservant and his wife—and

what's more, the farmer knows where

to mark X on a ballot.

"Every year this changeover to DST
costs millions for no good reason,"

Tom Viscardi continues bitterly. "It

costs stations, networks and reps in

terms of manpower necessary to re-

schedule. It costs agencies in terms

of timebuyer time. And it can cost

advertisers money because they risk

losing a lot of ratings in the reshuffle."

It is this risk of rating losses that

has Grace Porterfield pacing the nap

off Benton & Bowles' carpeting.

"My spot schedules," moans Grace,

and she now has them in 140 markets,

"are m\ prime headache. I don't

know what adjacencies I'll have a few

weeks from now. Some stations ob-

serve the time, not the adjacency. In

other words, if I buy 9:30 next to

Lucy, they say I've bought 9:30 even

if Lucy's on at 7:30 and I'm now next

door to a kiddies' choir.

"I won't gripe if I get moved along

with the show," says Grace. "But so

help me, I'll cancel if I'm left in the

iime slot without the adjacency!

"I've spent years trying to develop

a good package for Maxwell House

Coffee. At last, all my announcements

have a 25 rating or better. And I

won t settle for less!"

Maxwell House may be "good to the

last drop"—but that "drop" had bet-

ter not be in ratings.

If DST struck with the swiftness of

a charleyhorse and as suddenly went

away, the pain might be bearable. But

as things stand now, with markets

wandering in and out of the time

change from now through October, it

is a prolonged ache to tv advertisers.

{Please turn to page 76)

How states and cities

stand on DST to date*

States observing DST
Maine
New Hampshire
Vermont
Massachusetts
Connecticut
Rhode Island
New York
Pennsylvania
New Jersey
Delaware
Maryland
Illinois

Indiana
Nevada
California

DST cities in ST states

Alexandria, Va.
Weirton, W. Va.
Wheeling. W. Va.
Moundsvil'.e. W. Va.
Louisville, Kv.
Lexington, Ky.
Frankfurt, Ky.
C evelan I. O.
Lorain, O.
Warren, O.
Akron, O.
Y'oungstown, O.
Steubenville, O,
Canton, O.
St. Louis, Mo.
Los Alantos, N. M.

ST cities in DST states

Rock Island, 111.

Moline, 111.

Galesburg, 111.

Kewanee, 1*1.

Ma. toon. 111.

Ccntralia, 111.

Cairo, 111.

•Above information is of necessity

incnmp.ete since many s'a'es and
cummunit es have not yet decided be-
tween ST and DST. T'-e data is

furnished by Robert F. Kane, of F.

11. McGraw Co., N. Y., and as mo'e
becomes available, SPONSOR will

print It in an upcoming issue.

HE'S TRYING TO DO SOMETHING ABOUT IT!

Although he is not in the air media field, Robert F. Kane, a

New York public relations man. recognizes the tremendous

problem tv and radio face each spring and fall, and has formed

a non-profit organization called Time Research Institute to

crusade for the nationwide adoption of Daylight Saving Time.

His firm, F. H. McGraw Co., N. Y ., publishes an annual DST
map {see sponsor 8 August 195S, page 42). This year's has not

yet been completed. Kane hopes for financial support from both

NARTB and the networks in his battle for a uniform time

pattern. Since Federal action is remote, he intends to carry

on the campaign at a local level—city by city and state by

slate. He would enlist community groups to crusade,

furnishing them with ammunition in the form of films, lecturers

and promotional material. Only upon the success of such a

campaign, Kane feels, would Congress be impelled to act.

ROBERT F. KANE. P. R. DIRECTOR OF F. H. McGRAW CONSTRUCTION CO., NEW YORK



deodorant in one year

Bristol-Myers climaxes eight-year struggle to launch

product with ad campaign that is two-thirds tv
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f* rom $0.00 to some $3 million in

sales in 12 months. That's how fast

Bristol-Myers has pushed its newest

bab\ . "Ban'" deodorant, since bringing

it on the market last March. And
television I via BBDO ) has done most

of the pushing.

Of the $20 million the company will

spend on advertising for all its prod-

ucts in 1956 in campaigns headed up

b) Advertising V.P. Don Frost. $10

millii n will go for television. Ban will

get an estimated IV, of the total

t\ budget and 10' < of the entire ad-

vertising outlay. That's close to $2

million, with two-thirds for l\.

How come such a heavv investment

in one product?

After all. Bristol-Mv ers' 1955 sales

totaled S75 million. Of that total, the

Products Division accounted for over

S45 million. For a product to merit

lit', of the ad budge; for that figure

it should deliver nearl) $5 million in

sales itself. In time, could be. Real-

istically . however. B-M would be hap-

pv to settle for S4 million from Ban

in 1956. How come, then?

Two reasons. First, of course, a new
product requires a considerably heavier

ad investment to get started than one

alreadv established. Especialh to crack

a field as competitive as deodorants.

( According to Hilton & Riggio, New
York advertising agency specializing

in the introduction of new products,

spending $2 million to gross $4 million

is not too much even for a product's

sophomore vear. "Not for a product

with a turnover in da\ s. as is the case

in the deodorant market. sa\s Peter

Hilton, president of the agencv. "Manv
companies plow berk 100/4 of their

first-year sales goals into advertising

and 50', the second year is not un-

common." I

Second, besides being a new produ t.

Ban is a natural for television.

Bristol-Myers has. of course, been

both a pioneer and lavish user of air

media—radio for the past 30 years or

so, tv since 1948. This vear. in fact,

full\ 50'- of its budget will go for

well-planned, hard-hitting campaigns
via television and radio for B-M's raft

of products. Right now the company
is particularly enthusiastic about tele-

vision. As Assistant Advertising Di-

rector Richard K. Van Nostrand pui<

it:

"Here at Bristol-Mvers we believe

television is the most exciting medium
at the present time. That would be true

in any case: but in Ban we have a

product that virtually demands the use

of tv: it's new and it's demonstrable.

Uniquelv demonstrable."'

You get the feeling, from talking to

client and agency people behind Ban,

thai if television didn't exist they'd

invent it in order to show how ike

product works.

One reason: the over-crowded nature

of the deodorant field in which no one

brand has been able to pui much dis-

l nc between i: el and the rest. In

the $62 million market (Drug Topi s'

1954 figures! there are cream deo-

dorants, liquid deodorants, slick deo-

dorants, lotions, sprays, aerosols, pow-

ders, pads—not to mention internal

deodorants of the chlorophyll I

Each boasts a method of application

designed to appeal to those who don't

like "the stick) fei ling oi "the drippy

feeling," or "that mess\ feeling.' "i

what not. So stiff is the competition,

none can claim more than 10$ of

the market. ) on need a distinguish-

ing characteristic in make your prod-

uct stand out from the pack.

"When you have it. says Van Nos-

trand, "as we have in Ban. vou need

something more—a showcase. Not

just any kind, but a showcase that will

make the most of its unique features."

A roll-on deodorant. Ben uses the

ballpoint principle of application. For

deodorants, this is a revolutionatv

method, and obvious!) one that must

be seen in action to be appreciated.

\nd. too. Ban is higher priced than

most deodorant?—98c, a.-: against 15c

up to 40-50c for creams and loiions.

Television. B-M's ad strategists figure,

delivers a somewhat better-heeled au-

dience than other media.

"One thing more." says Van Nos-

trand. "Because of the personal na-

ture of a deodorant—and the crowded

condil on of the field—we feel we need

the backing of strong sales personali-

ties—in the daytime anyway."

So when Ban was introduced last

spring it was Arthur Godfrev who goi

the assignment.

"Arthur look this product to his

bosom and sold as onlv he can to his

daytime television cud radio audience

and soon had them chomping al the

bit to go out and buy Ban." according

to Van Nostrand.

During those months, B-M upped

its original sales forecasts several times,

likewise its advertising appropriation.

Bv July it was decided to add night-

Admen Don i. .'. Frost (left), BnM<>]-

Myers sales v. p.. and Richard K. Van Nos-

Irand, as?t. ad director, run ail drive

time tv. Still anxious for the more

sophisticated, middle- to upper-income

audience, B-M chose Four Star Play-

house (NBC TV i . However, this pro-

gram afforded Bristol-Myers only half-

onsorship as Singer Sewing Machine

held down alternate weeks. In its de-

sire to get more frequent exposure

[or the new product. B-M last fall add-

ed Alfred Hitchcock Presents, a CBS
I\ network package aired over 110

stations Sunday, 9:30-10 p.m. and

('topped Ban commercials from Four

Star Playhouse.

Hitchco:':. who produces, directs,

and serves as host-narrator of the

whodunit series, spoofs commercials

and has gotten off such classics as

"The opinions expressed by the spon-

sor are entirely his own" and "We in-

terrupt the program in order to give

[Please turn to page 70 I

"Mourners" at h united house party in

connection with Ran tv program are host

Ufred Hitchcock, Joe Elic and Thelma Rittei
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I feel like a Princess

in my Peter Pan bra"

Peter Pan contests lure listeners to ABC airing of Monaco nuptials

$70,000 BRA PROMOTION
developed around Peter Pan's

three quarter-hour ABC hra ad-

casts. Promotion, publicity,

broadsides to 10,000 retailers,

mailings to bra firm's sales-

men, store contests account

for two-thirds of campaign budget

^t's 18 April. There's a hush at

corsetry counters throughout the coun-

try. Monroesque and Magnani-pro-

portioned ladies pause during bra fit-

tings. Female hearts are palpitating

in small girdle fitting rooms as Grace

Kelly murmurs "I do" over the air-

waves, compliments of Peter Pan Foun-

dations via Cupid-painted store radios.

(And, or so Peter Pan executives

hope fervently, prestige and sales acrue

to Peter Pan Foundations.)

However, Peter Pan isn't relying on

hope alone to put over its three-day

ABC Radio sponsorship of the Monaco

event. Some five weeks ago when the

corsetry firm bought ABC's three quar-

ter-hour broadcasts (17-19 April) of

the Grace Kelly-Prince Rainier wed-

ding, Peter Pan began frantically to

develop an eight-point promotional and

publicity campaign designed to capital-

ize on a minimal air effort. And Peter

Pan is but one of many advertisers

who have climbed aboard the Monaco

rice-wagon. I Details on others later

in this report. I

"This is one time when promotion

is costing an advertiser two-thirds of

his total time-talent-and-promotion

budget.' sa\s Peter Pan's sales v. p.,

Herb Mayer. "I guess that's pretty

unusual."

The bra manufacturer bought radio

sponsorship of the Monaco marriage

to achieve several objectives: ill In-

crease sales. 1 2 I Give the high-priced

Peter Pan line of bras and girdles ex-

tra prestige through close association

with a glamorous event. ( 3 ) Cash in

on the free publicity and aura of ro-

mance surrounding the broadcasts. (4l

Promote store traffic in Peter Pan re-

tail outlets. I 5 ) Encourage the stores

SPONSOR



CLIENT-AGENCY HUDDLES
produced tie-in promotions, contests,

portable radio giveaways to retailers to

build audience, closed-circuit broadcasts

to Peter Pan salesmen. Group shown
right developed entire S70.000 cam-
paign: (1. to r. ) H. .Mayer, sales v.p.;

H. Plehn, Peter Pan pre*. ; Glenda Sul-

livan, a/e; B. Sackheim, agency pres.

THIS HAPPY COUPLE
I the future Princess Gracia and Prince

Rainier) will be subject of broad net-

work radio-tv coverage. Special-events

clients who've bought the show on net-

work radio include: Slenderella, Let-

tuce Inc.. Peter Pan among other*

to push Peter Pan items because of the

firm's national advertising effort.

These aims required a degree of

tight-rope walking. The campaign de-

manded some delicate handling for fear

of treading on internationally known

toes while they're proceeding down the

aisle.

"We don't want to imph in any way
that Grace Kelly is becoming a prin-

cess because she wears Peter Pan

bras," executives at Peter Pan's agen-

cy, Ben Sackheim. stress carefully. "In

fact, we're not even saying that she

wears our client's garments."

At the same time, Peter Pan's ad-

vertising and promotion of the air ef-

fort is tied in as closely to "the most

romantic event of the decade" as good

taste and Miss Kelly's lawyer would

permit.

The idea for the campaign sprang

virually fully-grown from the heads

of two executives from Sackheim: Ben

Sackheim. president, and Jerry Hahn.

merchandising v.p.

It all began about five weeks before

sponsor's presstime when Jerry Hahn

had lunch with Less Harris of ABC
network sales. Harris told Hahn how
ABC planned to cover the Monaco

nuptials. Hahn took an option before

dessert, called Sackheim right after.

"The potential of the show seemed

infinite." Hahn says.

Sackheim called the client and told

him, "This thing may get us more pub-

licity than advertising. I think we

should hop on it."

Herb Mayer agreed and called Peter

Pan president, Henry M. Plehn, down
in Florida for an extra ad appropria-

tion. Plehn okayed immediately and

within three hours of hearing about

the planned broadcasts, Sackheim pick-

ed up the option Hahn had taken at

lunch.

"That's when the work started," says

Sackheim.

That same evening, seven agency

people got into a huddle to develop

promotional ideas. The next day the

conference continued in Herb Mayer's

office.

"We were just as concerned with

building a maximum audience for

these broadcasts." says Mayer, "as we

were concerned with promoting our

sales."

Peter Pan's promotional campaign

therefore was aimed at three targets:

I 1 1 at the general public- to encourage

listening; (2) at Peter Pan's salesmen

to get stores to stock up; (3) at retail

outlets to embrace the radio effort

through tie-in campaigns.

About three days after the Peter

Pan radio buy was announced in the

trade press, the projected campaign

was temporarily slowed down: A point-

ed ad signed by John Sheridan, attor-

ney for Grace Kelly and Prince Rain-

ier, appeared in Women s Wear as a

warning to advertisers against using

the principals in the Monaco ceremony

for commercial purposes not previous-

ly screened by their legal representa-

tives in this country.

"We dropped 23 of the 30 promo-

tional ideas we'd originally come up

with," Sackheim concedes. "Our client's

lawyers stepped in and looked over all

ideas before we put them into the

works."

The first step was an 8 March letter

from Peter Pan to all company sales-

men briefing them on the forthcoming

(Please turn to page 78)
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WIP FIVE-YEAR PLAN IS BUILT AROUND:

NeWS which can interrupt the regular schedule at any time for flash items and

news as a component of all types of programs. News is envisioned as a 24-hour

operation with legmen filing exclusive stories via tape, phone and short wave.

SpOt*tS coverage which seeks to capture more of the actual sounds of the game

to give listeners an aural picture. Sports are one big way station feels it can

score an exclusive with possibility television sports fare may be curtailed.

MllSiC requires showmanship, WIP feels. The illusion should be created, says

the station, that listeners are at a ball room or wherever music is played rather

than projecting atmosphere of a radio studio presided over by shirt-sleeved d.j.

Research into radio listening preferences is high on WIP's list of projects.

It wants to make sure just what fare is ideal for various hours of the day to catch

listener attention. (Text tells other projects making up WIP's five-year plan.)

Blueprint for radio's future

Want to know what radio will ho liko fivo years from now? Here's picture

as alert stations are evolving it. Excitement via news is considered vital

Mm ddio's current surge of growth

and optimism is nowhere better illu-

strated than in die plans individual

radio stations are making for the

future. Mid the) a < plans which are

of vital intere I to admen. For from
radio- drawing board? toda) will

come the type of radio admen will be

bin ing in the next few years.

You can catch the spirit of broad-

casters best if you travel around the

country and visit stations yourself. But

for those w! o !u;\ i'l had that oppor-

tune, s ONSOR presents o < these pages

reports 1 en i \'. o wideb separated sta-

tion operations which go a long \\ a\

toward lifting die \eil on radio's

future.

The first report, starting on the

page opposite, is from WIP, Philadel-

phia, li describes thai station's unique

approach < pi nning on a five-year

basis and covers point-by-point the

direction in which WIP plans to move.
The second, starting on page 46. is

from Gordon McLendon. president of

McLendon Investment Corp. which

owns stations in Texas, Wisconsin and

Georgia. McLendon tells how a re-

\ilalized approach to radio news in

direct competition with newspapers can

raise listening levels and create a new

air of excitemenl for an) radio station

an\ where.

Although the report from WIP
covers all facets of station operation.

it's interesting to note how closel) it

parallels the thinking expressed by

Gordon McLendon. Both McLendon
and WIP consider news—news with a

strongly local slant—a keystone for

radio stations today and increasingly

for the iuture. And this is repre-

sentative of thinking at alert radio

operations ill oxer the nation.

At \\IP the planning for the future

takes a unique turn. It is done on an

organized basis with periodic brain-

storming sessions among the station s

president and department heads.

Says the station: "We believe that

the radio business has much to learn

from the business methods of adver-

tisers who use the medium. Just as

Bell & Howell adopted the five-year

view to anticipate growth in the

camera and projector market which

resulted in expansion of sales from

$10 million to $40 million yearly in

three \ ears. WIP has set up a plan

sparked by Benedict Gimbel. Jr.. presi-

dent and general manager, in which

we attempt to look five years ahead.

We seek to have all present plans move

only in the direc'.ion of goals deter-

mined by the long-range view."

Meetings are held—away from the

office—at which department heads ven-

ture predictions on: I 1 I the way radio

will be listened to five vears hence;

(2) what rad'o will offer that other

media cannot do as well: (3l what

the competition will be like, includ-

ing newspapers, television, magazines.

Those attending the sessions in adoi-
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tion to Benedict Gimbel include: Ralf

Brent, v. p. and director of sales;

Clyde Spitzner, local commercial man-

ager; Varner Paulsen, program direc-

tor; Gilbert Spector, promotion man-

ager: Sam Serota, special events

director.

Here. then, is WIP's own report on

its five-year blueprint for radio.

1. IVeivs: Since almost everyone

agrees that radio's news coverage is at

present unparalleled in its ability to

report from the scene, any scene any-

where at an\ time and within minutes

of the time a news event occurs, it was

onlv logical to explore how radio news

with these built-in advantages might

be made more effective.

First it was decided that news broad-

casts should not be relegated only to

definite set times of the day. Although

certain lime periods will always be reg-

ularb scheduled for the summarizing

of the important news of the day. the

W1P prognosticators feel that more

and more news items, whether of

"flash" importance or not, should be

reported within the framework of other

shows throughout the day. A good

news item of human interest, nature

for example, can be as interesting and

enjoyable as a phonograph record

—

perhaps even more so. Particular! 1
,

when it is a story dug up by the sta-

tion's news staff—one which cannot be

duplicated on a competing station in

the way the phonograph record can.

Radio news on WIP, then, is en-

visioned as a 24-hour-a-day job—not

onl\ of culling news wires, but of dig-

ging up stories or following up on

stories already reported. This natural-

ly will call for wider use of leg men
employing tape recorders, beeper
phones and short-wave transmit ers.

Thus news will become a minute-by-

minute commodity oi programing at

WIP now and in the years to come.

2. Sports: in , iscussing sports co> -

erage, the WIP seers think ihev rec-

ognize the incomparabiPty of radio in

reporting c: rtain sports. And WIP
intend- to pursue sports coverage of

major sj oris sine j such events are ap-

pealing to great segments of the audi-

ence and are usually exclusive features

obtainable only on one station in a

market.

\\l" believes firmly, however, thai

straight play-by-pla) with nothing but

( Article continued top of next pane I
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EVERYWHERE YOU

&® THERE'S . . .

A RADIO REPORTER

As WIP pictures show, this could l>e new
radio mclto. At lsft WIP's Wendy Phillips

!(jm- id (iiii-ry for Monaco trip. i S-e

other coverage of Kelly wedding p. 42)

;wing so Sam Serota, special events director, sees onion head Mike Qui

I

Woman's angle of baseball

T
vered via dugout interviews on tape by Wendy Phillips

day the Salk inoeulalions WIP was on hand to give close-up ol kids' reactions



BLUEPRINT FOR RADIO'S FUTURE {Continued)

dry statistics or description only of the

action should and will be modified so

as to injecl more human interest stories

about the players, more interviews

with players and coaches, analysis of

strategy, and perhaps more of the

sounds of the sport by microphone

pickups designed to relay the crack of

the bat, the running feet of the base-

ball players, the called signals of the

quarterback—in short to provide sound

pictures of the sport in action.

This provides WIP with another

five-year goal: more sports coverage,

better and more human coverage, more

dramatic coverage through the sounds

of the sport to give an aural picture.

3. Drama: Since dramatic fare is at

best difficult for an individual station

to produce, WIP believes that whatever

drama it broadcasts will of necessity

originate with network or package pro-

ducers. However, the station predicts

that just as tv has been able to re-

broaccast famous tv plays, radio will

dig back into the files of great drama

on radio and either recast or rebroad-

cast it or secure rebroadcast rights to

such shows as Lux Radio Theatre,

Cavalcade of America.

4. Music: I n the music field, the sta-

tion deplores the current picture radio

gives the listener of a disk jockey sit-

ting between two phonograph records

on turntables—the same records which

can be played at home on the phono-

graph. Thus the station will strive to

dispel this unimaginative picture and

leplaee it with the atmosphere and

sound of the places where music is

pla\ed. The feeling of the ballroom,

the picture of the fabuloush decorated

night club, the sounds of the crowd at

the personal appearance are the tools

with which WIP will work to appeal to

l Please turn to page 96 I

NEWS CAN RAISE RADIO SETS - IN - USE LEVELS: McLENDON

Gorden McLendon, president of

McLendon Investment Corp., here de-

scribes the role news can play at a

radio station in a report excerpted from

a recent address. His account begins

here with figures shoiving what radio

news helped to accomplish for stations

he heads up in three markets.

# * *

WW e have been able to inject such

a note of excitement into radio that

in Dallas radio listening is up 50' <

over a year ago. At this time a year

ago, morning sets-in-use were 10.8%

and now they are 15.9%, not far be-

low the figure before television. Any
way you cut it, that means over 17,000

more people were listening to the radio

in Dallas in January 1956 than were

listening in January a year ago at any

given morning minute. Of those sets-

in-use, KLIF now has 39.4/r of the

audience in the morning and 39.7%
in the afternoons.

In El Paso, 16.6% of all radio sets

are turned on each morning, again far

above the national average, and KELP
commands 46.9% of the audience in

the mornings and 47.7% in the after-

noons, almost as much as all other El

Paso stations put together. And it is

interesting to note that in Milwaukee

(where we have WRIT) in the after-

noon.—a time when television has

supposedly been making headway

—

radio sets-in-use are now over 16%.

Cordon McLendon plans an 11-man news
staff for KLIF, Dallas, set up like newspaper

These cities are well above the na-

tional average on sets-in-use. And the

percentage of sets-in-use is growing.

In all of these markets, the time is not

far distant when we will have a greater

percentage of sets-in-use than existed

before tlevision. Radio is a vital force

in these communities— vibrant and

crackling with excitement.

What has happened in these three

highly different markets? What magic

potion has been added to radio in

Dallas nad Milwaukee and El Paso

which makes people turn on their

radios more often and listen longer?

Before giving you what I believe to

be the ingredients of this radio elixir,

let me hasten to note that our radio

stations cannot take all the credit

although we do think that we deserve

the lion's share. Other stations in

these markets have now awakened to

the new listen in radio which we feel

that we discovered—the new listen in

news—and these other stations are

now contributing their share toward

making hte public more excited about

radio. We may be the originator and

still the leader but others are following

and we hope that the competition will

grow even keener. For as a result of

this competition forced upon us all by

television, gross dollar billings for all

radio stations combined is now at an

all-time high in each of these cities.

New advertisers are using radio every

day. In Dallas, for example, yester-

day's log showed saturation schedules

for three of the four top department

stores in the city: 10 announcements

for Sanger Bros., 13 for Titche-Goet-

tinger, and 10 for A. Harris, added to

our normal 6.000 announcements.

These accounts pay rate card and

are glad to do it because we sell mer-

chandise for them because we have a

big audience—so, you see, it always

gets back to a problem of programing.

The solution lies there, not in the Rus-

sian roulette of rate-cutting. That is

like taking aspirin to cure cancer. If

\ ou cannot sell at your rates, cut

\ our rates—but cut all \ our rates

—

to a point at which \ou can sell your

I Please turn to page 99)
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• • • Those New KRNT-TV Ratings
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s '°l E. Fellows,

;
es. d board chair-
r

; >bert E. Kint-

('C pres.), key-

*r;3ampbell Ar-
«»» VTAR-TV), E.
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CI/.), Convention
orortee co-chair-

j
">• Committee: H.

' *tio tlass (WBBM-
') enry B. Clay
<*H), Jules
Jrbuaux (WNBQ).

AGENDA
34TH ANNUAL NARTB CONVENTION, CONRAD HILTON, CHICAGO

Monday, 16 April

70 a.m. -72 noon
fm session (H. Quenton Cox presiding) : "The Fm Band: Past, Present and Future," Dr.

Frank E. Schooley. "What Our Fm Facilities Mean to Us," George J. Volger, F. Merrill

Lindsay, Calvin J. Smith. "Fm—the Plus Factor," George A. Heinemann. "Current De-

velopments in Multiflexing," Ross Beville, Sam Gersh, William S. Halstead, Walton N.

Hershfield in roundtable discussion.

2:30 p.m.

television business session (Clair R. McCollough presiding) : Election of directors to

Television Board (Judge Justin Miller presiding).

LABOR clinic (for station management only, Leslie C. Johnson presiding) : Address, John
W. Seybold. Panel discussion: Bert Locke, Lowell Jacobsen, Calvin J. Smith, Charles

West. Followed by questions and answers.

Tuesday, 17 April

70:30 a.m.-72 noon

joint session management and engineering (E. K. Hartenbower presiding) : Keynote
address by Robert E. Kintner who will receive 1956 Keynote Award.

72:30 p.m. -2:30. .p.m.

luncheon (Campbell Arnoux presiding). Address by Hon. George C. McConnaughey
following introduction by Hal Fellows.

2:45-3:30 p.m.

afternoon joint session (Campbell Arnoux presiding) : Special presentation on Free-

dom of Information with John Charles Daly making address following introduction by
Robert D. Swezey.

3:45-5:00 p.m.

panel discussion, fcc: Chairman McConnaughey and all of FCC Commissioners—Rosel

H. Hyde, Edward M. Webster, Robert T. Bartley, John C. Doerfer, Robert E. Lee and
Richard A. Mack—will participate. Hal Fellows will be moderator.

6:30 p.m.

engineering reception
Wednesday, 18 April—Television Day

8:00 a.m.

WAGE HOUR BREAKFAST

70:00 a.m.-12:30 p.m.

management conference (Campbell Arnoux presiding) : Opening address, Clair R. Mc-
collough. Tv Code presentation by G. Richard Shafto and Ed Bronson. Forum on Tele-

vision Film including following speakers: Harold Essex, Harold P. See, George T. Shu-
pert, John L. Sinn. Forum on Color Television Management Problems: Jules Herbuveaux,
Harold Hough, Thomas Howard, Robert D. Swezey.

72:45 p.m.

luncheon: Annual report to NARTB members by Harold E. Fellows.

2:75 p.m.-3:30 p.m.

afternoon session: Addresses by James C. Hagerty and J. Leonard Reinsch. Political

telecast forum: Otto Brandt, Edwin K. Wheeler, Robert Heald.

3:30 p.m. -5.00 p.m.

TELEVISION BUREAU OF ADVERTISING: Presentation by Oliver Treyz speaking on "Focusinjr

Tv's Spotlight—New Perspective on National and Local Spot."

730 p.m.

RADIO PIONEERS DINNER
Thursday, 19 April—Radio Day

70:00 a.m.-72: 75 p.m.

management CONFERENCE (E. K. Hartenbower presiding) : Opening remarks, Henry B.

Clay. "The Future of Radio Audience Measurement," Dr. E. L. Deckinger. "It's Your
Decision," Walter E. Wagstaff. Panel discussion on "Selling Your Salesmen," moderated

by Chuck Tower. Panelists: William T. Earls, Robert Jones, J. C. Luhn, Dr. Robert N.

McMurry, Todd Storz. Address by Arthur C. Schofield on "The Schofield 7." Radio

Week Rally before lunch.

72:45 p.m.

luncheon: Speaker to be announced.

2:45 p.m.-5:00 p.m.

radio advertising bureau: "Radio: Best of the Big Four," by Kevin B. Sweeney and

John F. Hardesty.

6:00 p.m.

CONVENTION RECEPTION

7:30 p.m.

CONVENTION BANQUET

The above is the official agenda as SPONSOR goes to pre6s

NARTB Convention

committee members
continued: William

Holm (WLPO), E. K.

Jett (WMAR-TV).
Clair R. McCollough
(WGAL-TV), Frank

P. Schreiber (WGN),
Glenn Snyder (WLS),

Sterling C. Quinlan

(WBKB) and Edward

A.Wheeler (WEAW).
Both picture panels are

identified from top



How broadcasters rate their trail

%J verwhelmingly radio and television broadcasters ex-

press resounding approval for the job NARTB is doing

on their behalf.

That's sponsor's basic conclusion following a survey

in which broadcasters were asked to evaluate each of the

major operating departments of NARTB as either "good."

"medium," or "poor."

Average response for all departments showed over seven

out of every 10 votes ^\ere "good" (some 73%).
Only slightly over two out of 10 were "medium." And

"poor" votes were a relative rarity with the average rate

running at .5 votes out of every 10.

In addition to evaluating performance of the individual

departments, broadcasters were asked to rank the NARTB
departments in "the order of their importance to vou

"

Responses from both radio-only and tv-only station

executives placed the employee-employer relations depart-

ment in the number one spot in importance. Executives

whose responsibilities include both radio and tv operations,

however, named government relations as number one in

importance with employee-employer relations number two.

The chart on the page at right does not show the

NARTB departments ranked in order of importance to

broadcasters because it averages responses from (1)

radio-only, (2) tv-only and (3) radio-tv stations execu-

tives. Their interests were considered too diverse to make
a cumulative ranking fully meaningful. Rankings are

shown, however, in the charts on the following pages which
break down responses separately from the three above-

mentioned categories of respondents.

On the questionnaire which broadcasters received,

NARTB departments were listed alphabetically (as in the

chart at right) and broadcasters were asked to indicate

order of importance among departments by numbering
them. The "good," "medium." or "poor" evaluation

was made merely by checking the appropriate square on

the questionnaire.

One broadcaster commented that he would have pre-

ferred to have had a choice including "excellent" and that

he would have then marked all departments in that top

category. One other broadcaster pencilled in the word
excellent next to one department. But all other broadcasters

responding followed the simple three-grade classification

system specified on the questionnaire.

In addition to fill-in response, broadcasters were en-

Though admen do not participate directly in

activities of air media trade associations, sponsor

feels the fact that all the trade groups are shoicn to

be in a healthy state is good news for them. For

this reflects healthy conditions in the air media.

See editorial on NARTB. TvB, RAB, page 120.
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couraged in an accompanying letter to volunteer comments
on NARTB. Among the several dozen availing themselves

of the opportunity, the general tone was enthusiastic. In

particular the role of Harold E. Fellows, NARTB presi-

dent and board chairman, was singled out for comment.
Most reactions were on a "how-does-he-do-it" plane with

reference to Fellows" heavy schedule of travel throughout

the country. Broadcasters credited Fellows with helping to

create a favorable climate of opinion for commercial

television and radio through hard-hitting talks before

groups in every part of the U.S.

Several broadcasters who commented adverselv indi-

cated disapproval over reduction in the number of "at

large" directors on the NARTB Radio Board. Three radio

broadcasters commented to the effect that there ought to

be separate trade associations for radio and tv just as

radio and television each has its own separate promotion

arm in the form of RAB and TvB.

Questions about RAB and TvB were also asked of

broadcasters. I For separate reports on RAB and TvB as

well as charts breaking down NARTB response bv cate-

gories, turn to the next page.)

A total 232 usable questionnaires were returned in

time for tabulation out of 1.200 mailed out to broadcasters

in markets of every size all over the United States. This

represents an approximate 19% return. (The 1.200 stations

included 300 tv stations, 900 radio.)

Some 48% or 111 usable responses came from radio-

only executives: 28% or 66 responses came from tv-only

executives; 24% or 55 came from executives who head

up both radio and tv stations. In all cases where execu-

tives answered for both a radio and a tv station, a ques-

tionnaire had been addressed to both the radio and the

tv outlet individually. But apparently at these operations

management policy called for a reply from a single

executive with combined responsibilities.

In interpreting results, SPONSOR does not suggest that its

study be looked at in terms of exact science. It's open to

question whether any study of this type can exactly mirror

the diverse sentiments of a large group with varying prob-

lems depending upon region, network affiliation or non-

affiliation and economic status. The response from well

over 200 stations seems sufficiently large, however, to at

least insure that opinion from all types of stations is

reflected. Inspection of the questionnaires, which carried

signatures in over 99% of the cases, backs up this suppo-

sition.

Another indication that the survey arrives at a reason-

able consensus of broadcaster opinion is provided by the

high degree of correlation between responses from the

three basic groups of respondents.

Thus, 91% of radio respondents rated the employee-

employer relations department "good." The figure was

89% among tv respondents and 91% among the radio-tv'9.

Other correlations were not as exact, but in most cases the

response seemed to fall into a pattern. * * *

SPONSOR



NARTB gets resounding vote of approval in

SPONSOR survey covering wide station sample

N TB DEPARTMENTS LISTEO ALPHABETICALLY

, HEY APPEARED IN SPONSOR QUESTIONNAIRE*

STATIONS WERE ASKED TO CHECK ONE DESIGNATION

% GOOD % MEDIUM % POOR

TOTAL NUMBER OF STATION*

RATING THIS DEPARTMENT**

EMPLOYEE-EMPLOYER
1 RELATIONS

»
ENGINEERING
DEPARTMENT

91 II «

1

' » II 16 11 4

I

TELEVISION
DEPARTMENT

dcasters were asked to rank these NARTB departments in the order
•ir importance to them. No such rank-order breakdown was made
e cumulative chart above because it includes radio-only, tv-only and
v station responses and it was felt the group was too diverse. De-
"nts are ranked in order in charts on following pages which break down

fise from each station group—radio-only, tv-only and radio-television.

16 APRIL 1956

**Note that different numbers of stations evaluated each department. Some
of the respondents apparently felt unqualified to rate certain departments

and left these blank. It was found, in general, that more stations evaluated

departments as to "good," "medium," or "poor," than ranked the depart-

ments in order. Thus some station men indicated they found it difficult to

choose between the various departments in trying to rank their importance.

CONVENTION SPECIAL • III

Turn page for reports on TvB and RAB ^



How three categories of broadcasters

rate and rank the NARTB departments

Questionnaires went to 900 radio stations, 300

tv stations. In the case of 53 stations, executives

answered who had both radio and television

station supervisory responsibilities. It's interesting

to note how the pattern of responses from men

who are concerned with both air media differs

from that from executives with single-media

responsibilities only. The percentage of reply

including responses from all three groups was

19% and there was a total of 232 questionnaires

returned which were usable. It should be

borne in mind, as noted below chart on previous

page, that the number of respondents who in-

dicated rank order is somewhat below the

number who evaluated departments as to "good,"

"medium," "poor;" 10-20% fewer respondents

indicated rank order. The rank shown is based

on an average of all rankings given by respon-

dents. The lower the average figure, the higher

the department ranks on the charts at right.

1. Replies from radio-only executive

Depts. in "order of

importance to you"

Stations "checked one"

i
"

> No. tioni

% Good % Med. % Poor ans in,

1 Employee-employer

* relations 91 7 2 \

A Radio

department 62 30 8

A Government

** relations 85 13 2 .

j\
Legal" department 82 16 2

i" Engineering

** department 84 12 4

A Public" relations 67 30 3 1

^ Research

1 department 58 31 11 1

Q Television" department 65 35

A Television

«fa Code 71 21 8

i**J~- ,.>"</ jMa^aji

TvB:
fast progress shown in

short 15-month history

Jjl pw do television station executives evaluate TvB after

the 15 short months it has been in existence? To get the

answer, SPONSOR included several questions about the

fledgling TvB in its survey of broadcasters.

This was the clear vote of confidence for TvB which

emerged

:

Almost nine out of 10 respondents (88% to be exact)

checked "yes" in response to the question: "Are you

satisfied with progress made by TvB thus far?"

You can get some index of the enthusiasm this repre-

sents by comparing this figure with the in-itself-spectacu-

lar seven out of 10 broadcasters who rated NARTB
departments "good" (see NARTB report, page II).

Although questions asked about NARTB and TvB were

not designed to be comparable since their activities are

not parallel, in very broad terms the number rating

NARTB departments "good" and the number saying "yes"

to the TvB question reflect the same thing: namely station

satisfaction with the job being done.

The fact that TvB has achieved so favorable a response

is all the more remarkable when you take into account that

a new organization must spend most if not all of its first

year going through the sheer mechanics of getting organ-

ized. And thus, inevitably, there's only a minimum of time

available for saturating members with reports on progress.

(TvB will, however, take time to present a comprehensive

progress report at the Convention this week.)

Among television stations responding to sponsor's ques-

tionnaire, 108 answered the question about TvB's progress.

The number stating satisfaction with TvB progress was

95 with 13 indicating they were not satisfied. Among those

not satisfied only two were TvB members.

Probably the best inkling of the way broadcasters feel

about TvB comes through comments they wrote in space

provided under the question: "How can TvB do a better

job for you and television?"

This is a question which frankly asks for some form of

constructive suggestion since it implies that there is a

"better" job to be done. Yet 19 of those who wrote in a

comment confined their remarks to voluntary praise for

the job TvB is already doing.

The volunteered remarks went this way:

"They are doing an outstanding job," said a deep-South

broadcaster.

"TvB is off to an excellent start. More of the same,"

said a station in Maine.

In addition to the voluntary plaudits, 46 stations an-

swered the question as asked—replying with suggestions

for future TvB activity.

One of the most interesting comments—and this one

was repeated at least 10 times in varying form—was to

[Please turn to page LIX)
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Replies from television-only executives 3. Replies from radio-tv executives

' a-, n "order of

dee to you"

Stations "checked one"

,
A

n No. stations

% Good % Med. % Poor answering

66
nployee-employer

'lations 89 11

elevision

apartment 66 31 3

overnment

lations 93 7

!gal

partment 72 26 2

igineering

partment 71 23 6

kvision

>de 80 15 5

iblic

lations 63 35 2

search

partment 45 48 7

dio

partment 60 40

62

58

57

56

57

58

35

:

':

Depts. in "order of

importance to you"

Station i "checked one"

1
% Good % Med. % Poor answering

1.
Government

relations 75 19 6 53

'><P 2.
Employee -employer

relations 91 7 2 55

hM 3.
Television

department 70 21 9 47

4.
Public

relations 58 36 6 53

5.
Engineering

department 80 18 2 51

6.
Radio

department 65 19 16 51

!

7.
Television

Code 74 13 13 47

lii^'l? 8.
Research

department 52 35 13 48

i 9.
Legal

department 78 12 10 49

-- -

:

• "they saved radio," say

§ many among broadcasters

..
jB# AB in my mind saved the radio business," said the

manager of a major Eastern station whose membership
in RAB dates back to its beginning.

Said an upper New York State station manager who
recently joined RAB: "The Bureau has made three pre-

sentations in our market and they were exceptionally well

done and well received."

These two comments sum up the double role broad-

casters assign RAB in radio's history. They see RAB as:

1. Perhaps the single greatest force in helping to start

radio on the come-back-quick trail.

2. The spearhead for prosperous future growth.

With over 100 broadcasters writing analyses of RAB on

sponsor's questionnaires, a comprehensive picture emerged
not only of RAB but of the needs and desires of radio

management today.

Just to give you a better idea of the way stations feel

(and this is a case of sentiment as well as hard business

reasoning) here are a few short quotes selected at random
from among some 36 commendatory descriptions of RAB
volunteered in response to the question: "How can RAB
do a better job for you and radio?"

"They are doing a superior job in selling radio to sta-

tion owners and salesmen who in turn can do an effective,

positive job for the advertiser," said a Southern market

station manager.

"RAB does a damn good job," said a station manager

from a network-owned station on the West Coast.

"Kev Sweeney and his boys are doing a top job," said

an executive of two Southern radio stations.

In addition to the 36 commendatory statements volun-

teered, there were 59 statements which contained an idea

about radio or a suggestion for RAB.
SPONSOR found it possible to divide many of these state-

ments about RAB into groups representing various shades

of thinking. While these groups will be broken down by

numbers in each "category," just a few words of caution:

The numbers are only a general indication of support for

each premise, not a "projectable" figure.

Here then are some of the specifics suggested for RAB
by stations:

Admen in particular will be pleased to learn that a sig-

nificant number of stations—half a dozen—felt RAB
should act to help raise the standards of radio programing

and selling.

Said an Illinois station manager: "RAB should call at-

tention to the folly of rate-cutting and bargain-basement

selling of the greatest advertising medium per advertising

dollar invested."

"Should exert its influence within industry for standards

on questionable copy, lotteries, excess length of spots

{Please turn to page LVIII)
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COLOR at the Convention
WNBQ how- in as first all-color tv station is backdrop for color discussions

of broadcasters programing or planning for color television

MM edication of WNBQ, Chicago, as

the first all-color tv station on the eve

of the NARTB Convention put an em-

phasis on color at the Convention

which will be evident elsewhere in the

form of exhibits of color equipment

and newest techniques of color tele-

casting— not to mention conversa-

tion of the many broadcasters im-

mersed in color programing or plan-

ning.

The WNBQ dedication came on Sun-

day, 15 April and it signifies this:

From now on viewers in Chicago, the

nation's second largest market, will

be able to see color programing virtu-

ally any time day or evening (with the

exception of times when black-and-

white network shows or black-and-

white film shows are being carried)

.

An indication of the importance of

color programing as a stimulus to set

sales is provided by the fact that the

announcement several months ago that

WNBQ would go all color quickly

stimulated orders for sets in the Chica-

go appliance trade (including at least

one order for 500 sets).

WNBQ's conversion cost $1.25 mil-

lion of NBC's announced $12 million

budget for color facilities expansion.

The station has been equipped with

five live color cameras and two color

film cameras.

The remainder of NBC's color ex-

pansion budget is earmarked this way:

$6 million on the West Coast; $4.75

million in New York. When the pro-

gram is completed in fall 1956, NBC
TV expects to be able to schedule some
80 hours of color a month.

With the eyes of admen and broad-

casters on color as WNBQ's new rain-

bow operation bows in, sponsor has

gathered a highlight report on the

status of color today. Included are

the outlook for (1) set growth; (2

1

number of color stations; (3) network

color programing; (4) network color

facilities.

I. Sets: Speaking before the Chicago

Federated Advertising Club on 23

February, NBC President Bob Sarnoff

said: "We anticipate network color

time sales of $150 million in 1957,

increasing to $600 million in 1960

when there will be 12 million color

sets-in-use."

He added that RCA intends to pro-

duce 200,000 color sets in 1956, as

announced earlier in the year.

RETMA President H. 1. Hoffman,

president of Hoffman Electronics, Los

Angeles, said recently: "I see no

reason why the industry shouldn't hit

the 200,000 units forecast by most

people for the year—and we have set

as our objective 49c of this amount."

General Electric v.p., Dr. W. R. G.

Baker, chairman of RETMA engineer-

ing committee, forecast around 150,000

On 15 April WNBQ, Chicago, became first all-color tv station. Shown below with two of station's five live color cameras are (1. to r.) :

J. Herbuveaux, NBC v.p., WNBQ gen. mgr. ; F. Beaston, sis. mgr. ; H. Sjogren, ass't sis. mgr. ; G. Heinemann, prog. mgr. ; J. Keys, sis. dir.



CBS and NBC hours of color programing are reported below. Shown in rehearsal above is CBS Tv's "Climax" out of Studio 43, Tv City

for 1956; 850,000 in use by next year.

A SPONSOR survey of other set man-
ufacturers, including Philco, Sylvania

and CBS-Columbia, reveals that most

manufacturers don't expect the 200,-

000 estimate to be exceeded unless

there's a sudden upsurge of demand.

Manufacturers' list prices generally

range from $695 to $895, though indi-

vidual dealers offer advantageous

trade-ins for black-and-white sets.

2. Stations: sponsor's 1956 Buyers'

Guide surveyed 395 tv stations and
showed this jump in number of stations

equipped to transmit network color

telecasts: from 132 in 1955 to 211

early in 1956. That means that 53%
of all tv stations were interconnected

for color by January 1956.

Edwin C. Tracy, RCA sales man-
ager of the broadcast and tv equip-

ment department, lists some 57 sta-

tions that currently have RCA color

film equipment. However, the total

number of tv stations able to originate

color film is 70 or more. The addi-

tional stations are equipped by General
Electric or DuMont.
The following 23 tv stations now

have equipment for originating live

color shows, RCA reports. KJEO,
Fresno; KMTV, Omaha; KNXT, Los
Angeles; KOMO-TV, Seattle; KRCA,
Los Angeles; KRON-TV, San Fran-
cisco; KTLA, Los Angeles; WBAP-
TV, Fort Worth; WBAL-TV, Balti-

more; WBEN-TV, Buffalo; WBTV,
Charlotte; WCBS-TV, New York;
WCCO-TV, Minneapolis; WDSU-TV,

New Orleans; WFBM-TV, Indianap-

olis; WJBK-TV, Detroit; WKY-TV,
Oklahoma City; WNBQ, Chicago;

WOAI-TV, San Antonio; WRCA-TV,
New York; WSAZ-TV, Huntington;

WTMJ-TV, Milwaukee; WTVJ,Miami.

3. Programing: Network color pro-

graming is, of course, the biggest

single incentive to the increase in

number of color tv receivers through-

out the country.

Briefly, here's the status at the three

tv networks:

ABC TV— Currently, ABC TV is

telecasting in black-and-white only.

Robert Kintner, ABC TV president,

feels that three or four million color

sets are needed before color becomes

a major broadcasting factor.

CBS TV— The network averages

nine color shows a month, or 90

minutes to two hours weekly (two to

three shows). The following network

shows are telecast in color this month:

7 April, Ford Star Jubilee and Gene

Autry; 12 April, Shower of Stars; 14

April, Gene Autry; 17 April, Red
Skelton; 21 April, Gene Autry; 26

April, Climax; 28 April, Gene Autry.

There's no extra time charge for

color on the network, but clients are

required to have color commercials

on color shows.

NBC TV—Maintaining the heaviest

schedule of color telecasting, NBC TV
airs an average of 40 hours a month.

In April the following 19 shows are

in color: 2-6 April, NBC Matinee

Theater, Howdy Doody; 2 April,Pro-

ducers' Showcase; 3 April, Milton

Berle; 8 April, Zoo Parade, NBC Opera
Theater; 9-12 April, NBC Matinee

Theater; 9-13 April, Howdy Doody;
24 April, Milton Berle; 26-27 April,

NBC Matinee Theater; 30 April, NBC
Matinee Theater, Hoicdy Doody, Pro-

ducers' Showcase.

4. Color facilities: One trend is

found at all the tv networks: When-

ever a tv studio has been renovated or

enlarged in the past two years, all im-

provements have been made with an

eye to eventual color telecasting.

CBS TV has two fully equipped color

studios—Studio 43 in Tv City, Holly-

wood (11,000 square feet) ; Studio 72

in New York (7,500 square feet).

Each of these studios has complete

color film and slide transmission

facilities as well as five color cameras.

Among CBS TV affiliates 114 are

equipped to transmit network color,

30 can originate color film, nine can

originate live color shows.

NBC TV has three color studios in

New York, where the network origi-

nates the spectaculars, the Maurice

Evans dramas, Hoivdy Doody and

color commercials. The Ziegfield

Theater is also being equipped for

color, as well as for an audience. Dur-

ing 1956 the network plans to build a

fifth qolor studio adjacent to the

Brooklyn NBC TV studio. NBC TV
also has one color studio at Burbank

for West Coast originations. The net-

work is building another studio adja-

cent to it. * * *
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Film at the

Convention
At least 69 series, packages have

been offered since last confab

_/^ list of 69 made-for-tv series or movie film packages

highlight the offerings made available to spot tv advertis-

ers since the 1955 NARTB Convention.

While the list, shown below is only a cross-section, it

contains practically all the new important syndicated series

and all the major movie packages released by the Holly-

wood studios.

The flood of Hollywood features put on the market dur-

ing the past 12 months adds up to a hefty 1,800 individual

films wrapped up in eight packages. Short subjects and

cartoons add on another 2,900-odd individual items.

In the made-for-tv film category adventure shows led all

the rest. There were 12 of them, compared to nine dra-

matic anthologies, seven detective series and seven situa-

tion comedies. Surprisingly, the number of shows especial-

HERE'S A LIST OF THE MADE-FOR-TV FILMS, FEATURE PACK/U

PROGRAM SYNDICATOR LENGTH
NO.

AVAILABLE PROGRAM

DRAMA (Continued)

SYNDICATOR
NO.

LENGTH /MU«

ADVENTURE

Adventures of Dr. Fu Mane hu (17) Hollywood Tv Service 30 min. 13 Charles Boyer series Official Films 30 min.

Adventures of Long John Silver CBS Tv Film Sales 30 min. 26 David Niven series (5) Official Films 30 min.

Captain Crief Guild Films 30 min. in fall Dick Powell series Official Films 30 min.

Count of Monte Cristo TPA 30 min. 39 Herald Playhouse ABC Film Syndication 30 min.

Cross Current Official Films 30 min. 39 Stage 7 (7) TPA 30 min.

Crunch and Des NBC Tv Film Division 30 min. 39 Tv Playhouse Nat'l. Telefilm Assoc. 30 min.

Dateline Europe Official Films 30 min. 78 Theatre With Lilli Palmer (13) Nafl. Telefilm Assoc. 30 min.

Headline MCA Tv 30 min. 39

Here Comes Tobor (10) Guild Films 30 min. in fall FEATURES
Jungle Jim Screen Gems 30 min. 26 Anniversary Package (14) ABC Film Syndication varied

Overseas Adventure Official Films 30 min. 39 Hollywood Movie Parade Screen Gems varied
i 1M|

Three Musketeers ABC Film Syndication 30 min. 26 Movieland

Nugget group

Assoc. Artists Productions

Hollywood Tv Service

varied 64

varied B

DETECTIVE RKO group

Silver group

TNT group

C&C Tv
Hollywood Tv Service

varied

varied 1
Fabian of Scotland Yard CBS Tv Film Sales 30 min. 39

Nat'l. Telefilm Assoc. varied .'i

Federal Men MCA Tv 30 min. 39
Warner Brothers group (9) Assoc. Artists Productions varied

Cangbusters (15) General Teleradio 30 min. 39

Highway Patrol

New Orleans Police Dept.

Ziv Tv
UM&M

30 min.

30 min.

39

39 KIDDIES' SHOWS
Public Defender (3) Interstate Tv 30 min. 69 Animal Crackers Sterling varied

Stryker of Scotland Yard Hollywood Tv Service 30 min. 13 Playland Sterling varied a

DRAMA MUSICAL

Anthology series Official Films 30 min. • Ina Ray Hutton Guild Films 30 mia. f a

Celebrity Playhouse (12) Screen Gems 30 min. 39 Rosemary Clooney Show (4) MCA Tv 30 min.

Being sold as package of 153 under title "Star Performance" or as individual seriea.

all syndicated shows offered since last NARTB Convention but are new shows being shot of series introduced previous to 1955 NARTB Conve in.

covers nearly all important syndicators and smattering of smaller ones. Not listed alio Numerals following some progr im titles are Key to snow pictures —

i

19 16

14

15
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ly angled for the kids' market was small. Only two were

specifically described as children's shows. In addition,

there was one scientific fiction series. (Of course, many of

the adventure and detective shows are popular among the

moppet set.) Most off-beat of the offerings is CBS Film's

Under the Sun, a half-hour series extracted from CBS Tv's

Omnibus, and including some new material as well.

The biggest batch of new offerings during the past

year came out of Official Films, which brought 11 half-

hour series into syndication. This includes four packages

from Four Star Playhouse, originally on CBS Tv and three

from Sheldon Reynolds' Foreign Intrigue, which were na-

tional spot buys during their first run.

The list of shows below does not exhaust the new prod-

( Please turn to page LIX)
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ERED BY SYNDICATORS SINCE THE LAST NARTB CONVENTION

CL (continued)

ar Country Time

ar Country Time

TIY

Ac rgs

.rejCildersleeve (1)

rieoan

largie

e Vh Father

SYNDICATOR
NO.

LENGTH AVAILABLE

RCA Recorded Program 15 min.

Services 30 min.

Guild Films 30 min.

52

26

39
Cal "X" (18) Ziv Tv 30 min. 39
k ion Nat'l. Telefilm Assoc. 30 min. 13

A DN COMEDY
Guild Films 30 min. 39

NBC Tv Film Division 30 min. 39
Interstate Tv 30 min. 98

Official Films 30 min. 126

TPA 30 min. 52

Official Films 30 min. 130

Official Films 30 min. 39

PROGRAM

MISCELLANEOUS

SYNDICATOR LENGTH AVAILABLE

Interview-film clips:

Hollywood Preview

Nature:
World Around Us

Semi-documentary:
The American Story

Shorts and cartoons:

Paramount shorts, cartoons (2)

Terrytoons

Warner Brothers cartoons

Warner Brothers shorts

Sterling

Official Films

30 min.

RCA Recorded Program 15 min.

Services

30 min.

UMJiM varied

CBS Tv Film Sales 6 min.

Assoc. Artists Productions 6 min.

Assoc. Artists Productions varied

50

26

39

1,400

156

300-400

1,000

• 'ie (6)

Sp s League 111)

Vhi

me; Show

mi
turtof Kit Carson

an (16)

Sterling

RCA Recorded Program
Services

Nat'l. Telefilm Assoc.

RCA Recorded Program
Services

60 min.

30 min.

30 min.

5 min.

MCA Tv
Screen Craft Pictures

30 min.

30 min.

13

39

13

39

104

39

Space show.

Commando Cody

Women's:
It's Baby Time (7)

It's Fun to Reduce

Others:

Jungle Adventure package

Under the Sun (8)

Hollywood Tv Service 30 min. 12

Walt Schwimmer 15 min. 52

Guild Films 15 min. 65

Sterling varied over 100

CBS Tv Film Sales 30 min. 39



Radio program services

Many commercial and programing aids are offered at Convention

I he radio programing services,

which provide a wealth of programing,

commercial aids and syndicated shows,

will have a wide selection of new ma-

terial available at the Convention.

A noticeable upbeat in interest in

dramatic shows has been reported and,

while music remains strong, this year

could mark a revival in interest in non-

musical programing.

Here are some examples of what the

programing services will push at the

Convention:

• RCA's Thesaurus introduces four

programing aids, two tailored for disk

jockey use.

• Ziv's World Broadcasting System

unveils a telephone quiz game— "Ra-

dio's Voice of Fortune," designed for

all-day radio use.

• Lang-Worth spotlights new Fea-

turettes, five-minute programs of va-

ried types.

• Harrv S. Goodman features a sta-

tion jingle package which grew out of

a custom promotion job.

• Charles Michelson presents new

sound effect and music packages and

is also featuring three recently-intro-

duced half-hour shows.

• Sesac. which celebrates its 25th

anniversary, introduces its latest tran-

scribed library series.

A number of radio programing

firms reported new interest in dramatic

shows. Some of this interest was linked

to radio network developments. Zivs

radio syndication branch said changes

in network scheduling was perking up

interest in dramatic strips at night.

RCA Recorded Program Services noted

a definite trend toward non-musical

programing going back to more than

a year ago. An example of the night-

time situation was cited by Harry S.

Goodman Productions, which sold dra-

matic shows to WBBM, Chicago;

WCAU, Philadelphia, and WTOP,
Washington, as replacements for the

Amos ,

n Andy strip on CBS. The

long-running CBS personalities have

been moved to 7:00 p.m., the period in

which they gained fame.

Another radio programing executive

attributed the interest in drama shows

by stations to lack of programing sup-

port by the networks.

The new World telephone quiz game

is built around mystery voices and. as

set up bv the World programmers,

calls for sponsor and point-of-sale tie-

ins, progressive clues, entry blanks

and other paraphernalia.

lhe World service is also bolstered

by a 23% hike in the 1956 talent

budget. New stars include Doris Day,
Victor Young, Russel Armes, Bobbie
Hackett and Mimi Martel. Ziv's syndi-

cated show business added Dorothy
and Dick to its program roster since

the last convention.

The four new RCA Thesaurus fea-

tures include (1) "show stoppers," a

recorded series of 60 different charac-

ters speaking 17 different dialects de-

signed to add humor and variety to

d.j. shows; (2) "sell tunes," a group

of 100 music introductions for com-

mercials; (3) Great American Women.
a five-minute show narrated by Basil

Rathbone; (4) Norman Granz' Jazz at

the Philharmonic, a package of record-

ings of well-known jazz musicians to-

gether with voice tracks of Granz and

a bundle of program notes.

I ang-Worth's Featurettes are de-

signed to be sold as strips, include

weather, mystery and western shows as

well as one called What's the Word?
The firm is also pushing a new service

called "Hucksters," containing more

than 400 commercial announcement*.

A third service, called "Shorties." are

instrumental versions of standard and

current hits 1:45 minutes long. * * *

Programing being pushed at Convention: left RCA's short show narrated by Basil Rathbone; right, World's "Radio Voice of Fortune"

CONVENTION SPECIAL SPONSOR
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All through the broadcast day, the average* sponsored program

on the nation's number! network—CBS RADIO— attracts

73% larger audiences than the numbei^p network...

network... mA
171% larger audiences than the number fafi network.

IIS aS COnVinCing aS that. 'Nielsen, October 1955 -February 1956



howWHISTV got

RCA 3 HOP MICROWAVE SYSTEM BRINGS NETWORK OVIR

If you want network programs but no common carrier facili-

ties exist, what do you do ? Faced with this problem,Jim and

Hugh Shott of Station WHIS-TV, Bluefield, W. Va., decided

to install their own microwave relay system to bring NBC
programs from Roanoke, Va.— a distance of some 70 air

line miles. For this use they chose the new RCA TVM-1A
Microwave. Administrative Technical Director for WHIS-

TV, Pat Flanagan, laid out the 3 -hop system, designed relay

towers and buildings and installed the RCA equipment.

PRETESTING THE SYSTEM-Prior to the installation, RO
Service Company bench-tested the radio relay equipment

and each piece was marked. Then the system was set up as a

complete 3-hop system in the studio and tested. This test

took two days. After that it was transported to relay sites to

Roanoke, and to the terminal site for installation in rack and

towers. Unitized chassis and simplicity of construction

facilitated installation.

INSTALLATION OF EQUIPMENT- Final setups at

terminal and relay points were made in four days by

Flanagan and his staff, using two crews of three men each.

On the fourth day, in Bluefield, the signal was received at the

terminal and final adjustment of antennas was made. Final

tune-up and final alignment of the system was performed by

an RCA Service Company engineer. In the first month of

operation only one hour was lost even though personnel

were unfamiliar with the new equipment.

UNATTENDED OPERATION-This RCA Microwave Sys-

tem is designed for automatic operation, with no personnel

Parabolic reflectors on WHIS-TV transmitter tower.

The one in front receives network programs from

relay point; the other picks up signals from the down-

town studios.

OKI

RCA PIONEERED AND DEVELOPED COMPATIBLE COLOR TV



network . . . fast

!

ft MILES OF MOUNTAINOUS TERRAIN

i relay sites. When the NBC network signal is received at

banoke, it is fed to the transmitter which is turned on by a

leal technician. The beamed signal then starts the next

nnsmitter, and so on all down the line. Should anything go

vong, the system will shut itself down. This is accom-

tished by means of a solenoid-operated radiation switch.

\hen the fault is cleared, the system automatically starts up

h means of the network signal.

WHIS-TV Administration and

Technical Director, "Pat"
Flanagan.

F )INT OF ORIGIN—The microwave connects into existing

/^&T circuits in Roanoke. Arrangements were made with

S tion WDBJ in Roanoke to lease space for the equipment.

Secial advantages of RCA TVM-lA Microwave include:

HSH POWER—An increase of 10 in transmitter power and

3 b in receiver noise figure over previous models. 20 times

tl fading margin of the popular RCA TTR-TRR series, for

grater propagational reliability.

S UND DIPLEXING— High Quality audio channel for

inultaneous transmission of sound along with picture

iormation. This channel exceeds FCC requirements for a

itdio-to-transmitter link.

TltNSMITTER PICTURE MONITORING-Assures high

qulity "air" signal for monitoring at transmitter. Simplifies

ruble shooting procedures. Also extremely useful in oper-

at>n of unattended repeater stations.

F< descriptive literature on this newest of Microwave Sys-

teis or for help in planning your microwave setup, see your

RA Broadcast Sales Representative.

Relay tower on Poor Mountain. The men
on tower are making final adjustments.

Microwave

Control Rack.

Microwave reflector with transmitter on

back, at Roanoke, Virginia.

RADIO CORPORATION ofAMERICA
BROADCAST EQUIPMENT, CAMDEN, N. J.



3®W&»g IBS SIP IL&Sf®
is WO I - T V LAND
MEDIAN PER FAMILY INCOME IN IOWA (Based upon 1950 Census Figures)

&

WOI-TV covers 51 Central Iowa counties, with 325,000 TV homes.

Only one-fifth of the area's television sets are in Metropolitan Des Moines.

Four-fifths of Central Iowa's TV homes are rural, small city, and town.

No other Iowa TV service can duplicate this coverage. And the ratings show

that Iowa looks to WOI-TV, since 1950 the area's dominant television service.

'greatest per-family income, largest percentage of Grade A land.

HII..
CHANNEL 5 AMES-DES MOINES 100,000 WATTS

Established: February, 1950, Network Affiliation: ABC, Coverage Radius: 100 miles

Population Coverage: 1,340,797, Total Households: 418,380, Spendable Income: 2.1 Billion

REPRESENTED BY
XIV • CONVENTION SPECIAL

WEED TELEVISION
SPONSOR
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SPOT TT DOLLAR FliRGS

M he 1956 NARTB convention coincides with the release by the Television Bureau

of Advertising for the first time of spot tv dollar figures. The first report in a series

of quarterly reports and more comprehensive annual reports covers the fourth quar-

ter of 1955 and shows gross time spending on 267 stations, converted into dollar fig-

ures from information supplied by N. C. Rorabaugh Co.

Information released includes: estimated spending by each of the 200 leading spot

tv clients; a list of the next biggest 300 spenders; estimated spending according to

industry; total spending for the three months. Talent and production charges are not

included in the figures.

Here, in capsule form, are highlights of the first report: 3,017 national and re-

gional advertisers spent $103,872,000 in gross (one-time) rates on the stations cov-

ered; 13 advertisers spent more than $1 million; the top 10 spot tv clients accounted

for $19,148,000, or 18.5% of the spending; No. 1 spender by far was P&G, whose

expenditure came to $4,064,600.

While the data on which the dollar figures are based does not cover all tv stations,

they include nearly all the important ones. According to an analysis by Nielsen cover-

ing the week of 15-21 January 1956, these 267 stations are regularly viewed by 97%
of all U.S. tv homes and account for 90% of all U.S. tv viewing.

The accuracy of gross time estimates was checked with groups of advertisers and

stations. Confidential reports from 113 advertisers were submitted to TvB and a

group of 69 tv stations also submitted data to permit checking.

16 APRIL 1956 Turn page for start of figures



EDITORIAL
It couldn't be done

We confidently predict that the estimated expenditures

of spot tv advertisers, published in this issue and released

for the first time, will be enthusiastically welcomed by

agencies and advertisers alike. We predict that publication

of these figures on a quarterly basis will accelerate use of

this already healthy medium. We predict that stations and

station reps will quickly detect the chain-reaction advan-

tages of feeding vital media statistics to the advertising

industry.

Which brings us to the story behind the statistics.

Who made these statistics possible?

How did they come about?

sponsor, which had written many articles and editorials

pointing out the need for throwing light on spot tv expendi-

tures, had a ringside seat as the project that couldn't be

done unfolded.

We saw Ollie Treyz, president of TvB, join with N. C.

Rorabaugh, who could furnish raw material but not in

appropriations form, to seek a solution.

We watched as TvB painstakingly wrestled with the
problem, trying one possibility after another.

Even after Treyz came up with the right technique we
observed with awe the enthusiasm, obstacles, detail and
countless hundreds of hours which went into the final

result.

The tv spot expenditures, which advertisers and agencies

will get every three months, didn't come easily.

Nor will the spot radio expenditures, which are just as

essential if this medium is to have its full growth.

No advertising medium can prosper in ignorance of its

own vital statistics.

We look at PIB's elimination of radio network monthly
billings as a step backward. We hope that some formula
can be found which will permit their reinstatement.

RAB, spearheaded by dynamo Kevin Sweeney, is trying
to lick the spot radio statistics stymie. So is the Station
Representatives Association (SRA). We won't minimize
their problem: 3,000 radio stations are involved.

But a way will be found to give agencies and advertisers

valid dollar data on spot radio. Now that the tv spot

estimates are in, we feel that spot radio estimates can't

be far behind.

TOP 200 COMPANIES IN SPOT TV RANKED BY EXPENDITURES

ADVERTISER
ESTIMATED

EXPENDITURE ADVERTISER
ESTIMATED

EXPENDITURE

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

Procter & Gamble Co. .. $4,064,600

Brown & Williamson Tob. Co. . 2,739,100

General Foods Corp. 2,004,000

Sterli Drug, Inc. 1,893,000

Ford Motor Co. 1,746,800

Miles Laboratories, Inc. 1,561,400

General Motors Corp. 1,423,700

Robert Hall Clothes 1,245,500

Bulova Watch Co. 1,238,900

Colgate-Palmolive Co. 1,231,000

Kellogg Co. _ ...... 1,199,300

Philip Morris & Co. .... 1,175,700

National Biscuit Co 1,158,500

Nestle Co., Inc. 961,600
Liggett & Myers Tobacco 902,100
Anahist Co., Inc. 887,800
Block Drug Co. 879,900
Coca-Cola Co./Bottlers 835,300
Campbell Soup Co. 763,100
Warner-Lambert Pharma. Co. 755,200
Harold F. Ritchie, Inc. 703,300
Coty, Inc. .... 672,800

Vick Chemical Co. 665,600
Continental Baking Co. .. .... 609,000

Shulton Inc. 600,000
Florida Citrus Commission 598,500
Motorola, Inc. . 592,200

Peter Paul, Inc. . 567,900

Chrysler Corp. 558,100

Esso Standard Oil Co. 553,600
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. 550,100
Helaine Seager Co. 522,500

33. B. T. Babbitt Co., Inc. ....

34. Minute Maid Corp.

35. Helena Rubinstein, Inc.

36. Shell Oil Co.

37. Johnston & Johnston

38. Better Living Enterprises

39. P. Ballantine & Sons .

40. Toni Company

41. Northern Paper Mills .

42. Pepsi Cola Co./Bottlers

43. J. A. Folger & Co. _

44. Grove Laboratories, Inc.

45. Corn Products Refining Co.

46. Chesebrough-Ponds, Inc.

47. Piel Bros., Inc.

48. Tea Council of U.S.A. ..

49. CBS-Columbia .

50. Seven-Up Co./Bottlers

51. General Baking Co.

52. Lever Brothers Co.

53. Sales Builders, Inc.

54. Plough, Inc.

55. Stokely-Van Camp, Inc.

56. E. I. Du Pont De Nemours

57. CVA Corp. (Roma, Cresta Blanca Wines)

58. Falstaff Brewing Corp.

59. General Mills, Inc.

60. Safeway Stores, Inc.

61. Wildroot Co., Inc. :

62. Petri Wine Co.

63. Benrus Watch Co.

"

492,500

466,700

466,600

464,800

454,600
453,900

446,700

436,800

430,400

428,000

424,300

419,000

417,300

414,700

407,900

403,300

401,000

399,600

395,200

394,100

368,300

367,000

364,500

356,700

355,200

354,900

349,800

343,700

341,300

337,200

324,300

List continues page XX



every

67 seconds
someone

in Philadelphia

takes

463,282 pieces of fan mail in the past twelve months ! That's the kind of action

stirred up by the personalities and programs on WRCV and WRCV-TV, Philadelphia.

Make this audience response work for you in the nation's fourth market. Your NBC

Spot Sales Representative can show you how!WRCV*1060WRCV-XV*3

Lloyd E. Yoder, Vice President and General Manager QQQ in Philadelphia a service of fcfi)

Hal Waddell, WRCV Sales Manager
"^~*

f**<
Ted H.Walworth, Jr., WRCV-TV Sales Manager represented by |xiit:| SPOT SALES
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*«iTORV THAT DWARFS ALL OT

We'd be Dopey if we kept the news a secret! Fact is, ABC-TV has two

towering successes in its Disneyland 'and Mickey Mouse Club shows. The

Happy news about Disneyland is that every one of its advertisers has re-

newed until the fall of '57
. . . making the show a complete sellout. Small

wonder— because this award-winning program (an Emmy, this year and

last, among others) has been a top-tenner ever since its first performance.

And, as for the Mickey Mouse Club, it's awakened the Sleepy world of day-

time TV with a start . . . simply by being the top-rated daytime show ever

since its premiere. And what sponsor could be Grumpy about a cost per

thousand homes of 68 cents (lowest in daytime and nighttime TV) ! Ob-

viously, this low, low price is just what the Doc ordered for low-cost, high-

potency television. Already, 7 Mickey Mouse Club sponsors* have renewed

for the '56-'57 season. If you'd like to join them, don't be Bashful. Get

in touch with your ABC-TV rep now!

IEV, WHAT ABOUT IE T

Sorry, Sneezy, we had to leave you out.

This success story is nothing to sneeze at!

*Armour & Co., The Bristol-Myera Co., Carnation Milk

Co., The Coca-Cola Co., General Mills, Inc., The S.O.S.

Company, Mattel, Inc.

ABC TELEVISIO ETWORK



200 Clients Ranked By Spending
SPOT TV FIGURES (continued)

RANK ADVERTISER
ESTIMATED

EXPENDITURE

RANK ADVERTISER
ESTIMATED

EXPENDITURE

64. Radio Corp. of America 323,300

65. Socony-Mobile Oil Co., Inc 320,500

66. Carter Products, Inc 319,200

67. Sunshine Biscuit Co. 315,900

68. Salada Tea Co., Inc 308,600

69. Pillsbury Mills, Inc. _ 306,100

70. H. J. Heinz Co. 304,000

71. San Francisco Brewing Corp 300,600

72. Avon Products, Inc _ 296,700

73. Pabst Brewing Co .... 294,200

74. Armour & Co. __ .... 289,500

75. Great A & P Tea Co 286,800

76. Borden Co. 286,200

77. Commercial Solvents Corp. 286,100

78. Theo. Hamm Brewing Co .... 274,200

79. Wesson Oil & Snow Drift 267,200

80. Lee, Ltd. 266,200

81. Pacific Tel. & Tel. Co 265,700
82. Pacific Coast Borax Co. 265,500
83. Standard Brands, Inc. 265,100
84. New York Telephone Co. .... .... 265,000

85. Brewing Corp. of America 264,890
86. Anheuser-Busch, Inc. 1 263,000
87. P. Lorillard & Co. ...... 260,900
88. Beechnut Packing Co. 258,300
89. Los Angeles Brewing Co. .... 258,300
90. E. & J. Gallo Winery 256,800
91. American Home Foods 254,600
92. Hawley & Hoops, Inc 253,700
93. Whitehall Pharmacal Co 252,300
94. Bristol-Myers Co. .. 252,300
95. Proctor Electric Co 251,900
96. Hills Bros. Coffee, Inc. 250,200
97. American Chicle Co. j± 247,400
98. Brown Shoe Co .^. 246,800
99. Best Foods, Inc. 241,300
100. Cantrell & Cochrane Corp. 240,300
101. American Bakeries Co. 236,800
102. Jacob Ruppert Brewery 236,000
103. Pharma-Craft Corp., Inc. . 230,800
104. Liebmann Breweries, Inc. 229,400
105. Eastern Guild 227,300
106. Pharmaceuticals, Inc. 226,800
107. U. S. Tobacco Co. 224,300
108. Smith Brothers, Inc. 220,000
109. Armstrong Rubber Co. 220,000
110. Charles Antell, Inc. 217,800
111. Mrs. Tuckers Foods 214,200
112. Albers Milling Co. 208,600
113. Griffin Mfg. Co .... 208,500
114. Ratner Promotions 207,700
115. Rayco Mfg. Co. 203,900
116. Ward Baking Co 201,900
117. Stephen F. Whitman & Son 200,400
118. Lewis Food Co. 199,100
119. Ludens, Inc. 194,100
120. Phillips Petroleum Co 193,600
121. S. S. Kresge Co 192,300
122. National Brewing Co. 191,800
123. Monarch Wine Co., Inc. 189,100

124.

125.

126.

127.

128.

129.

130.

131.

132.

133.

134.

135.

136.

137.

138.

139.

140.

141.

142.

143.

144.

145.

146.

147.

148.

149.

150.

151.

152.

153.

154.

155.

156.

157.

158.

159.

160.

161.

162.

163.

164.

165.

166.

167.

168.

169.

170.

171.

172.

173.

174.

175.

176.

177.

178.

179.

180.

181.

182.

183.

184.

185.

F & M Schaefer Brew. Co. ...

Libby, McNeil & Libby ..

Paper-Mate Co., Inc.

Langendorf United Bakeries _

Burlington Mills Corp.

Carnation Co.

Converted Rice, Inc. .

Standard Oil Co. of Ohio ...

General Electric Co.

Standard Oil Co. of Indiana

Sealy Mattress Co./Dlrs.

Mars, Inc.

Mennen Co.

Duffy-Mott Co.

United Vintners, Inc.

National Carbon Co.

Cream of Wheat Corp.

V. La Rosa & Sons, Inc.

Household Finance Corp. ...

Norwich Pharmacal Co.

Drewrys, Ltd.

Thomas J. Lipton, Inc.

Quality Bakers of America

Penick & Ford, Ltd

Hudson Pulp & Paper Co.

Greyhound Corp.

Jackson Brewing Co.

Hazel Bishop, Inc.

General Cigar Co.

Simmons Co./Dealers

Coats & Clarks Sales Corp.

Lucky Lager Brewing Co. .—

Green Giant Co.

Kroger Co. .._.____,_....__.___.

Paxton & Gallagher Co. ., .

—

Leslie Salt Co. .. .

International Milling Co.

George Wiedeman Brewing

Bond Stores, Inc.

Drackett Co. •

Standard Milling Co.

Buitoni Products, Inc.

Gunther Brewing Co.

S. A. Schonbrunn & Co., Inc.

Northwest-Orient Airlines

Glamorene, Inc.

G. Heileman Brewing Co.

Zonite Products Corp.

Stroh Brewing Co.

Malt-O-Meal Co

Deering Milliken & Co.

U. S. Industrial Chem.

W. F. McLaughlin & Co

Holsum Baking/Bakeries

Casco Products Corp.

Bank of America

Gordon Baking Co.

Pfeiffer Brewing Co.

Rival Packing Co.

B. C. Remedy Co.

Seeman Brothers, Inc.

Montgomery Ward & Co.

List continues page XXI\

188,600

186,900

185,800

184,400

184,100

183,500

182,600

182,600

182,500

182,100

181,700

181,200

180,100

176,300

174,800

173,600

172,700

169,600

167,000

166,900

166,300

164,400

160,300

157,500

157,500

155,100

150,800

148,600

148,600

147,700

147,400

147,200

143,700

143,500

142,700

142,600

139,500

137,800

137,300

136,400

134,000

133,800

133,800

133,600

133,600

132,500

131,200

130,900

130,500

130,300

129,800

129,500

129,000

127,000

126,200

126,200

125,800

124,900

124,000

123,600

123,400

123,300



itLOOKIT ALL THEM WDAY-TV
"FIRSTS'!"

Yc. OU don't need an electronic brain to figure

WDAY-TV's audience preference. Just look at

the ARB figures!

WDAY-TV gets more than FOUR TIMES
as many afternoon viewers as the next

station— more than TWICE as many
nighttime viewers!

WDAY-TV has 23 of the 25 most popu-

lar NETWORK shows in the area— 14

of the top T5 FILM shows— all 10 top

DAYTIME shows!

In addition to Fargo-Moorhead, the Survey

covered four other metropolitan areas — each

between 40 and 50 miles away!

WDAY-TV
FARGO, N. D. • CHANNEL 6

Affiliated with NBC • ABC
PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, Inc.

Exclusive National Representatives

AMERICAN RESEARCH BUREAU, INC.
NORTH DAKOTA: Fargo, Valley City, Hillsboro, Wahpeton

MINNESOTA: Moorhead, Fergus Falls, Breckenridge

November 13-19, 1955

AVERAGE WEEKLY RATINGS

WDAY-TV Station B

12:00-5:00 p.m.

Monday thru Friday
18.6 4.0

5:00 -6:00 p.m.

Monday thru Friday
33.8 8.7

6:00- 10:30 p.m.

Sunday thru Saturday
40.5 17.6

EXCLUSIVE WDAY-TV
"SHOPPER STOPPER 'MERCHANDISING PLAN!

Our foodstore plan featuring mass, end-of-aisle

displays in Fargo-Moorhead super-markets is

PRODUCING RESULTS. Want some yourself?

Plan includes:

1 Free mass displays in all participating "supers"

in one-week period — simultaneously.

2 Free daily mention of Shopper Stopper Plan,

with product identification, on WDAY-TV.

3 Free mats, shelf-talkers and price cards— all

with Shopper Stopper trademark— for use as tie-in

material.
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The Coat's Okay • • .BUT

„„ ROTH WKY-TV AND THE 2ND

SSSSTS 5£ ON THE MA^RJA.
"2 AtWAYS, .N THE 30-COUNTY£* "J"
WKY-TV IS FIRST:" "m (Subscribed ,o by**J^^

IN DAYTIME WKJ
(All quarter-hours from 6:45

am to 6 pm M-F)

W leads in 124 peri-

, ods. 2nd station

Mickey Mouse.)

IN NIGHTTIME WKY
(All quarter-hours 6 Pm to sign-

off __ 7 days a week)

—w leads in 99 peri-

ods. 2nd station

in 65 periods, (and there are three

ties.)

IN LOCAL LIVE

PROGRAMING
(1st in the hearts as well as the

eyes of the entire market)

...~<** —%#r_leading peri-

WICY-TV S ods inciude 56

local live shows. 2nd station only 2

local live shows.

«. revealing than anything else.

st=.^a=SSSSrs=sr£=



All figures in this message are from the latest A.R.B.

Area Audience Survey, (Jan. 31 -Feb. 6, 1956) covering
the 30 counties shown on this map. No special time
periods were selected — and no time period was
included during which WKY-7V was on the air, and
the second station was not!

Less than Vi of the Oklahoma City television

market is in the "metropolitan" Oklahoma City

area. Look at the station standings in the entire

market and you'll find WKY-TV—as always—

is the 1ST station.

*pW^P?WwR



200 Clients Ranked By Spending
SPOT TV FIGURES (continued)

ADVERTISER
ESTIMATED
EXPENDITURE

186. Morton Packing Co. _ 123,200

187. Canada Dry Co./Bottlers 123,000
188. National Enterprises, Inc. _ 123,000
189. Wm. B. Reily & Co., Inc. .. 122,900
190. Monsanto Chemical Co. . 122,800
191. Emerson Drug Co. .. 122,700

192.

193.

194.

195.

196.

197.

198.

199.

200.

ESTIMATED
ADVERTISER EXPENDITURE

Jos. E. Schlitz Brewing Co. _ 122,200

Bostwick Laboratories 122,200

Simoniz Co. 122,100

New England Confectionery 120,000

D-Con Co 119,400

Speed Queen Corp. 119,100

Bayuk Cigar Co. ___ 117,900

Assoc. Hospital Service _ 117,200

Ralston Purina 117,180

Alphabetical list of companies ranked between 201 and 500

10 7 st to 300th
(in alphabetical order)

Range: $ II 7, 180-$65,250
ALLIANCE MFG.
AMERICAN OIL
AMERICAN STORES
AMERICAN SUGAR
ATLANTIC REFINING

AVOSET
MRS. BAIRD'S BAKERY
BARDAHL OIL
BAVARIAN BREWING
BLATZ BREWING

BLUE PLATE FOODS
BLUMENTHAL BROS. CHOC.
BREYER ICE CREAM
CASTRO CONVERTIBLE
CHES. &. POT. TEL.

CHOC FULL 0' NUTS
JIM CLINTON CLOTHING
CONTINENTAL OIL
CUNNINGHAM'S DRUG
HELENE CURTIS

DUNCAN COFFEE
DUQUESNE BREWING
FOREMOST DAIRIES
42 PRODUCTS LTD.
FRITO

GHP CIGAR
GENERAL ELEC. SUPPLY
GENERAL PETROLEUM
GENERAL TIRE & RUBBER
GOLD SEAL

GRIESEDIECK BREWING
GRIESEDIECK WEST BREW
GROCERY STORE PRDCTS.
HABERELE CONG. BREWING
INT. CELLUCOTTON

INTERSTATE BAKERIES
GEROLD 0. KAY &. ASSOC
KEEBLER-WEYL BAKING
KITCHEN ARTS FOODS
KRAFT FOODS

G. KRUEGER BREWING
LABOR SAVERS
LO-CALORY FOOD
LONE STAR BREWING
M.J.B. COMPANY

MAGNA ENGINEERING
OSCAR MAYER & CO.
MILLER BREWING
MISSION-PAK
JOHN H. MORRELL & CO.

MOTOROLA DIST.
C. F. MUELLER
NARAGANSETT BREWING
NATIONAL AIRLINES
NATIONAL DAIRY

NATIONWIDE INSURANCE
NEHI BOTTLERS
OHIO BELL TEL.
OHIO OIL
PAN-AM SOUTHERN

MRS. PAUL'S KITCHEN
PEARL BREWING
DR. PEPPER BOTTLERS
PEPPERIDGE FARM
POWER PRODUCTS

PURE OIL
QUAKER CITY CHOC.
RATH PACKING
REDCO CORP.
REDDI-WIP MFG.

REMINGTON-RAND
RICHFIELD OIL
REV. ORAL ROBERTS
ROTO-BROIL
S.O.S. CO.

SCHOENLING BREWING
SEABROOK FARMS
SEARS ROEBUCK
SEECK AND KADE
SINCLAIR REFINING

SLENDERELLA
SOUTHERN BELL TEL.
SPEEDWAY PETROLEUM
STANDARD BREWING
STANDARD OIL OF CAL.

STEGMAIER BREWING
SWIFT & CO.
TAYLOR-REED
TENILHIST CO.

S. B. THOMAS

TOY MFGRS. OF U.S.A.

U.S. RUBBER
WALGREEN
L. E. WATERMAN PEN
WEST END BREWING

WESTERN AIRLINES
WINE GROWERS GUILD
WILLIAM WRIGLEY, JR.

W. F. YOUNG
ZENITH RADIO

30 1 st to 400th
(in alphabetical order)

Range: $64,5 7 0-$40,080
ABBOTTS DAIRIES
ADELL CHEMICAL
AFFILIATED SUP. M KTS.
AMERICAN BREWERY
AMERICAN MOTORS

AMERICAN TOBACCO
A. T. 4 S. F. RR.
BARTON MFG.
BEATRICE FOOD
BEKINS VAN & STORAGE

BILL BENTON CLOTHES
BIG BEAR MARKETS
BOWMAN BISCUIT
J. B. BRANSCOMBE
BURGER BREWING

BURMA-VITA
BURRUS MILLS
CARGILL INC.

CHATTANOOGA MEDICINE
COLONIAL BAKING

COLONIAL STORES
COOK PAINT &. VARNISH
CROWN ZELLERBACH
B-X SUNRAY OIL
DELTA AIRLINES

REUBEN H. DONNELLY
DRUG RESEARCH
EAST OHIO GAS
EASTCO
ALBERT EHLERS

JOSE ESCALANTE
EX-LAX
FAIRMONT FOODS
FANNY FARMER CANDY
FELS & CO.

FISHER-PRICE TOYS
GREAT NORTHERN RY.
GROVETON PAPERS
HAMMER BREWING
CHR. HANSENS LAB.

HOLLYWOOD BRANDS
HOOD CHEMICAL
HUMBLE OIL
ILLINOIS BELL TEL.
IVANO

KEEBLER BISCUIT
KENDALL FOODS
KILPATRICKS BAKERIES

KIWI POLISH
KNUDSEN CREAMERY
JOHN LABATT LTD.
LANCE. INC.
LAN-O-SHEEN
LITTLE CROW MILLING
MAGNOLIA PETROLEUM

MARTIN WINDOW
MICHIGAN BELL TEL.
NATIONAL FOOD CLUB
NORTH AMERICAN AIRLINES
NORTHERN PACIFIC R.R.

NORTHWESTERN BELL TEL.
NUHOFF PACKING
OLYMPIA BREWING
HENRY F. ORTLIEB CO.

PEOPLES GAS & LIGHT

PHILLIPS PACKING
PIO WINE
PITTSBURGH BREWING
QUAKER OATS
RADIART CORP.

REDI-MAGIC MIX
REVLON PRODUCTS
REXALL DRUG
RICHMOND BROS.
ADAM SCHEIDT BREWING

G. SCHMIDT & SONS
SCOTT PAPER
SEAPAK CORP.
SELCHOW &. RICHTER
SERTA ASSOC.

R. E. SPRIGGS
STORZ BREWING
SUN RAY DRUG
SWEETS CO.
TETLEY TEA

TEXIZE CHEMICAL
TIDY HOUSE PRODS.
TOP POP PRODS.
TOP VALUE ENT.
TOY GUIDANCE COUN.

UNION PACIFIC R.R.

UNITED-WHELAN
WESTINGHOUSE ELEC.
WHITE KING SOAP
WHITEHOUSE CO.

J. B. WILLIAMS CO.
WILLIAMSON CANDY
WILLIAMSON-DICKIE MFG.
WINE ADVISORY BOARD
WISE POTATO CHIP

40 7 st to 500th
(in alphabetical order)

Range: $40,070-$21 ,100
ALLEGHENY CO. DEM.
AMERICAN BREWING
AMERICAN DAIRY
ANCHOR SAN. & AMER. HTNG.
ARIZONA BREWING

BELL BAKERIES
BELL TEL. CO. OF PA.
BOYLE-MIDWAY
BRILLO MFG.
BROWN & HALEY

E. L. BRUCE CO.
BURRY BISCUIT
CHARMIN PAPER
CHESTY FOODS
COFFEE TIME PRDCTS.

DUMONT LABS
EASTERN AIR LINES
EASY AD
ELECTRICAL INST.
EMERSON RADIO

E-Z MILLS
FIRST FED. SAV & LOAN

FITZGERALD BREWING
GENESSEE BREWING
JAMES C. GILL

GILLETTE
GLAMUR PRODUCTS
GODCHAUX SUGARS
GOEBEL BREWING
MARTIN L. HALL

HEKMAN BISCUIT
HIRES CO. BOTT.
Hl-V CORP.
H. P. HOOD & SONS
IMPERIAL SUGAR

INDEPENDENT GROCERS
IN-SINK-ERATOR
INSTANT GRIP
JENNEY MFG.
JEWEL TEA

KAY JEWELRY
KNOMARK MFG.
LANVIN PARFUMS
H. W. LAY &. CO.

LEE OPTICAL

LA. STATE RICE
LYON VAN &. STOR.
MANCHESTER HOSIERY
MANHATTAN SOAP
MARCAL PAPER

MARLUN MFG.
MARTIN OIL
MARYLAND PHARM.
MD.-VA. MILK
McKESSON & ROBBINS

MERCHANTS BISCUIT
MID-CONTINENT PET.
V1ILNER PRODUCTS
MINNEAPOLIS BREWING
MOTORISTS MUTUAL

MURPHY PRODS.
NEW ENGLAND TEL & TEL
NEW JERSEY TEL.
N.Y.C. R.R.

NICOLAY-DANCEY

NISSEN BAKING
O-CEDAR
OHIO PROVISION
OMAR, INC.

ORE. -WASH. -CAL. PEAR BUR.

PARKER PEN
PERKINS PRODUCTS
PETERSEN BAKING
CHARLES PFIZER CO.

REGAL AMBER BREWING

ROSEFIELD PACKING
S.S.S. CO.
SCHLUDERBERG-KURDLE
JACOB SCHMIDT BREWING
SIGNAL OIL

SKELLY OIL
F. H. SNOW CANNING
SOUTHWESTERN BELL TEL.
SPECIAL FOODS
STANDARD FOOD MARKETS

STERLING BREWERIES
STRIETMANN BISCUIT
STROEHMANN BROS.
STUDEBAKER-PACKARD
SUN DRUG

SUNBEAM CORP.
VIC TANNEYS GYM
TIDEWATER ASSOC.
TURN-A-BED
UTILITY APPLIANCE

VALLEYDALE PACKING
WANDER COMPANY
WARNER BROS.
WELCH GRAPE JUICE
WESTINGHOUSE ELEC. SUPPLY

•NOTE: TvB gives range of spending in which these clients fall but no rank order.



The American public chooses

J

Due to the excellent reception accorded

the ASCAP booklet, "35 Years of Hit Tunes",

the Society now is bringing this list up to

date by publishing a new pamphlet, "40 Years

of Hit Tunes".

It is the Society's sincere hope that this

booklet will serve as a ready reference source

of program material for television and radio

broadcasters, advertising agencies, theatre ex-

hibitors, and all those engaged in entertaining

the American public.

Although this listing contains only a

very small portion of the Society's vast rep-

ertory, we believe that it should make it

possible for those in the entertainment field

to discover more ways in which their ASCAP

license can help them to make greater profits.

A^ The American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers
\$&M 575 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N.Y.
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WELCOME BOYS
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kTINDY CITY

^Vll year long they've been welcoming new advertisers

to spot radio. (And a lot of good old advertisers back .) Now they're getting

the red carpet treatment themselves, in Chicago.

They've got a lot to talk about, these men from the fourteen stations repre-

sented by CBS Radio Spot Sales. They had a banner year in '55— a year

that saw increases in a wide variety of advertising categories, ranging

from transportation to mail order. And all signs point to an even better

year for spot radio in '56. When you want your product welcomed in any

of the nation's fourteen richest markets, simply call on...

CBS RADIO SPOT SALES
CBS Radio Spot Sales represents : WCBS, New York- WBBM, Chicago- KNX, los Angeles - WCAU, Philadelphia - WCCO, Minneapolis St. Paul

WEEI. Boston - KMOX, St. Louis - KC8S, San Francisco - WBI, Charlotte - WRVA, Richmond - WTOP. Washington - KSL, Salt Lake City

KOIN, Portland, Ore.— WM8R, Jacksonville —Columbia Pacific Radio Network— Columbia New England Radio Network— Bonneville Radio Network.



the popularity charts

tell only part of the story

Ine public's choice in popular music is

reliably charted each week in such trade barometers

as The Hit Parade, The Billboard Honor

Roll of Hits, The Cash Box Top Ten and Variety's

Scoreboard. All compile their lists independently

from national surveys of songs most played on

the air, best-selling sheet music, best-selling records,

and most in demand in the coin machines.

Iwenty-three BMI-licensed compositions have

made these hit charts during the last six months

(October, 1955 through March, 1956)

Ihe songs so distinguished are a credit to

their writers, composers and publishers. BMI salutes

their joint achievements. And while we

take pride in this accomplishment, the popularity

charts tell only part of the story. Appreciation must go also

to that vast body of music provided by the

writers and publishers during the past 16 years,

including those songs which never reached

the charts . . . the widely varied supply of music

which makes up the complete BMI repertoire.

Broadcasters Attending the NARTB Convention

Are Cordially invited to the BMI 3rd Floor Exhibit

A Collection of Original Autograph Music Manuscripts

Brought to Chicago Directly from

The Library of Congress in Washington

• • •

The Library of Congress, through its Music Divi-

sion, has accepted this Collection from BMI as

a contribution to its permanent music archives.

• • •

BMI Headquarters (Suite 639A-640A)

AIN'T THAT A SHAME

AT MY FRONT DOOR

BAND OF GOLD

in \itmm \k HOTEL

I HEAR YOU KNOCKING

1'IA BE HOME

ROCK AND ROLL WALTZ

See You Later Alligator

SEVENTEEN

Shifting Whispering Sands

SIXTEEN TONS
Suddenly There's k Vai(e>

Why Do Fools Fall In Loue

BROADCAST MUSIC, INC. • 589 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 17, N. Y.
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XHIBITORS AND COMPANY REPRESENTATIVES AT THE CONVENTION

* Firms are listed under

the following categories

Equipment _ XXIX

Film XXXII

Networks XXXVII

Promotion bureaus XXXVIII

Research XXXVIII

Station brokers XXXVIII

Station representatives XXXVIII

Varied services XLV

•Listing as of presstime.

equipment

ADLER ELECTRONICS INC.

Conrad Hilton, Suite 1333A-1334A
Exhibition Hall Space 19

Ben Adler, president; also Carmen J. Audi-

tore, Edward Galuska, S. David Scher,

Frederic L. Ohmer.

ALFORD MANUFACTURING
COMPANY
Conrad Hilton, Exhibition Hall, Space 9
Andrew Alford, David P. Flood, Harold H.

Leach.

ALLIED RADIO CORPORATION
Conrad Hilton, 610A-611A

S. H. Levey, J. Threlkeld, D. Towler, J. Rog-

ers, L. Brook, L. Parson, B. Stone, R. Hey-

denburg.

AMERICAN ELECTRONICS INC.

—

BERLANT CONCERTONE
Conrad Hilton, Room 516

Edward A. Altshuler, sales mgr.; John B.

Grey, chief engineer; Otto Deutsch, regional

audio sales mgr.; Gene Clears, sales repre-

sentative.

AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND
TELEGRAPH CO—BELL
TELEPHONE SYSTEM
Conrad Hilton, Suite 1105-06

H. A. Carlson, 111. Bell Telephone Co., Chi-

cago; F. A. Cowan, asst. director of opera-

tions long lines, N. Y.; A. J. Esrey, general

mgr. long lines Kansas City; C. W. Floyd,

area commercial mgr. long lines White
Plains, N. Y.; R. E. Gradle, div. commercial
mgr. long lines N. Y.; E. C. Laird Jr., area

commercial mgr. long lines Kansas City;

F. R. McFarland, commercial staff super-

visor long lines, White Plains, N. Y.; E.

McCaffrey, area commercial mgr. long lines

Cincinnati; M. G. Wallace, commercial op-

erating engineer long lines N. Y.

AMPEX CORP.
Conrad Hilton, Room 529

Phillipp Gundy, manager audio div.; Rus-

sell J. Tinkham, marketing mgr. audio div.;

Robert J. Miner, sales mgr. audio div.

ANDREW CORP.
Conrad Hilton, Exhibition Hall Space 21 -B

Dr. V. J. Andrew, Robert P. Lamons, J. S.

Brown, Henry F. Miller, John M. Lenehan,

J. Rilee Lindquist, Robert C. Bickel, Charles

R. Lane, Ernest A. Heitsch, Jeff D. Mont-

gomery Jr., John W. McLeod.

BLAW-KNOX COMPANY
Conrad Hilton, Rooms 546-547

A. H. Jackson, director engineering Blaw-

Knox equipment div.; R. A. Troman. mgr.

tower sales; W. S. Roscoe, sales engineer;

R. M. Kuhn, sales engineer; John Cum-

mings, sales engineer; Paul F. Bollmer,

adv. mgr.; Robert E. Malley, asst. adv. mgr.

CATERPILLAR TRACTOR CO.

Conrad Hilton, Suite 1105A-06A
Exhibition Hall Space 17

R. V. Bradley and R. G. Burdick, special

representatives sales development div.; D. W.

West, special representative sales promotion

dept. ; R. E- Mathis and J. Hasten, engine

representatives central sales division.

CENTURY LIGHTING INC.

Conrad Hilton, Exhibition Hall Space 18

Edward F. Kook, James J. Fedigan, N. "Son-

ny" Sonnenfeld, Earl Koehler, Charles Shel-

vin, Stanley McCandles, Fred M. Wolff, Wil-

lard Merrill, Jim Thompson, Rollo G. Wil-

liams.

COLLINS RADIO CO.

Conrad Hilton, Exhibition Hall Space 28

R H. Hollister, industrial sales mgr., Cedar

Rapids; H. 0. Olson, broadcast sales mgr.,

Cedar Rapids; T. D. Sharpe, regional sales

mgr., Dallas; J. D. Phelan, regional sales

mgr., Burbank; C. W. Service, regional sales

mgr., New York; J. H. Hamilton, regional

sales mgr., Cedar Rapids; R. A. Powell,

broadcast sales, Cedar Rapids; J. F. Stan-

bery, broadcast sales engineer, Knoxville;

R. D. Sidwell, broadcast sales engineer, Tal-

lahassee; L. 0. Embree, broadcast sales en-

gineer, Dallas; F. P. Wallace, broadcast sales

engineer, Burbank; J. F. Wright, Jr., broad-

cast sales engineer, Cedar Rapids; M. N.

Oebbecke, broadcast sales engineer, New
York; L. H. Leggett, broadcast sales engi-

neer, New York; G. C. Wetmore, broadcast

sales engineer, Washington, D. C. ; E. S

Gagnon, broadcast sales engineer, New York

R. P. Dutton, director, Washington, D. C.

E J. Maloney, broadcast audio engineer, Ce

dar Rapids; K. L. Caldwell, broadcast trans

mitter engineer, Cedar Rapids; C. M. Low
der, field service engineer, Cedar Rapids;

Paul Wulfsberg, asst. director engineering,

Cedar Rapids.

CONRAC INC.

Conrad Hilton, Room 561

W. J. Moreland, president; also, Russ M.
Alston, Ken Williams, J. G. Jones.

CONTINENTAL ELECTRONICS
Conrad Hilton, Room 632

James 0. Weldon, W. M. Witty, Mark W.
Bullock, J. K. Findley, Thomas B. Moseley.

DAGE TELEVISION
Conrad Hilton, Room 609A
Exhibition Hall Space 5

W. M. Jones, head, electronics div., Thomp-

son Products; James L. Lahey, gen. mgr.;

John R. Howland, general sales mgr.; J. W.
Alinsky, chief engineer; George H. Fathauer,

chief development and design engineer; J. E.

Campbell, industrial sales mgr.; Robert E.

Green, director of educational tv; W. E.

Smith, asst. to gen. sales mgr.; Neff Cox, Jr.,

sales mgr., broadcast equip.; H. E. Crow,

asst. to chief engineer; J. E. Banister, field

engineer; H. C. Garba, sup., field engineer-

ing; Harold Ennes, systems engineer; Clif-

ton B. Schmith, test engineer; Mort Zim-

merman, dist. sales mgr.; Wynne Stewart,

dist. sales mgr.; Lyle Burrichter, dist. sales

mgr.; C. W. Kimes, dist. sales mgr.

DRESSER-IDECO CO.

Conrad Hilton, Rooms 604-05-07

K. H. Brust, Dan Byrd, J. Roger Hayden,

J. M. Hogan, George lies, Pat Maroney,

Orville Pelkey, James Welsh.

ALLEN B. DU MONT LABORATORIES
INC.

Conrad Hilton, Suite 1 600-01 -02A

Exhibition Hall Space 22
Technical products division: Dr. P. S. Chris-

taldi, div. mgr.; R. E. Kessler, gen. man-

ufacturing mgr.; G. R. Mezger, gen. sales

mgr.; A. J. Talamini, Jr., engineering

mgr.; F. S. Newman, communication prod

ucts advg. mgr. Television transmitter de

partment: K. F. Petersen, sales mgr.; C. E
Spicer, sales operations mgr.; G. H. Wagner

sales engineering mgr.; H. W. McCrae, man
ager-transmitter engineering; F. Bonvouloir

central sales representative; L. C. Radford

Jr., southeastern sales representative; R. J

Myers, western sales representative; L. Keys

northwestern sales representative; B. J

Klindworth, midwestern sales representative

F. A. O'Connell, northeastern sales repre

stntative; G. Winston, southern sales repre

sentative; H. Del Muro, southern sales rep

resentative; D. Stewart, special assignments

J. Shearer, sales engineer; F. C. Grace

sales engineer; N. Ritter, sales engineer

R. Bollen, sales engineer; L. Litchfield, sales

engineer; J. Sims, sales engineer; M. Shov

lowsky, sales engineer; L. Larson, sales en

gineer; L. Wallace, sales engineer; R. Petru

zelli, engineer; H. Mate, engineer; F. Ta

maro, engineer; D. Quinlan, Engineer. Inter

national division: J. Morrisey, transmitter

sales manager.
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Names that Co together in T. V.

SPONSOR AGENCY PRODUCER

Anheuser-Busch, Inc. D'Arcy Advertising Co. Wilding

Pure Oil Company Leo Burnett, Co., Inc. Wilding

Ford Motor Company J. Walter Thompson Co. Wilding

Crosley-Bendix Home
Appliances,

(Div. of AVCO)
Earle Ludgin & Co. Wilding

WILDING PICTURE PRODUCTIONS, INC
CHICAGO

PITTSBURGH

NEW YORK

CLEVELAND

DETROIT

CINCINNATI

HOLLYWOOD

ST. LOUIS
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XHIBITORS AND COMPANY REPRESENTATIVES AT THE CONVENTION

equipment (continued)

ELGIN METALFORMER CO.

Conrad Hilton, Exhibition Hall Space 1

1

James G. Wells, S. K. Frankel. Herb C.

Golz, Larry Fay.

FOTO-VIDEO LABORATORIES INC.

Conrad Hilton, Room 545

Albert Baracket, president and chief engi-

neer; A. R. Fiore, v.p. ; C. E. Underwood,

sales mgr. ; John J. McMahon, sales; George

J. Anderson, sales; Hans Nord, engineer;

M. K. Widdekind, sales representative.

GATES RADIO CO.

Conrad Hilton, Suite 833A-34A
Exhibition Hall Space 4

P. S. Gates, president ; Larry Cervone, gen-

sales mgr. ; N. J. Jochem. director of

engineering; Jay Blakesley, audio sales;

Robert Maki, special products sales; Urlin

Whitman, government sales: John Haerle.

N. Y. district manager; also. Robert Ware,

Stan Whitman, Ken Neubrecht. Richard

Spruill, Wayne Marcy, sales engineers.

GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.
Conrad Hilton, Suite 1400
Exhibition Hall Space 23

W. J. Morlock, gen. mgr., technical prod-

ucts department; P. L. Chamberlain, gen.

mgr., broadcast equipment department; F.

P. Barnes, mgr. marketing, broadcast equip-

ment section; C. J. Simon, mgr. field sales,

broadcast equipment section; C. W. Mi-

chaels, mgr. marketing & admin., broadcast

equipment section; R. D. Jordan, mgr. adv.

& sales promotion, broadcast equipment sec-

tion; W. R. Chapin, mgr. product planning,

broadcast equipment section; M. R. Duncan,

nigr. product service, broadcast equipment

section; A. F. Wild, mgr. special product

sales, broadcast equipment section. Field

sales representatives: John Wall, regional

sales mgr., Cincinnati; J. H. Douglas, re-

gional sales mgr., Dallas; C. T. Haist, re-

gional sales mgr., San Francisco; W. G.

Broughton, district sales mgr., Syracuse;

L. F. Page, district sales mgr., New York;
E. H. Piatt, district sales mgr., Cleveland;

J. M. Comer, Jr., district sales mgr., At-

lanta; T. F. Bost, Jr., district sales mgr.,

Atlanta; G. E. Webster, district sales mgr.,

Chicago; R. E. Lauterbach, district sales

mgr., St. Louis; H. W. Granberry, district

sales mgr., Hoston; V. H. Russell, district

sales mgr., Seattle; F. R. Walker, district

sales mgr., Los Angeles. Canadian General
Electric: G. P. Adamson, gen. sales mgr.:
P. T. Dayment, headquatrers sales mgr.;
T. H. Barbour, mgr, sales, western region:

C. E. Spence, mgr., sales, central region;

W. A. Cole, mgr., sales, eastern region. In-

ternational General Electric: G. H. Stratton,

mgr., commercial electronic sales: J. W. I.

Cody, television broadcast sales.

GENERAL PRECISION LABORATORY
INC.

Conrad Hilton, Room 553

Exhibition Hall Space 24

Dr. R. L. Garman, Blair Foulds, Dr. F. N.

Gillette, N. M. Marshall, J. W. Belcher,

W. E. Smyth, R. H. Johnston, E. J. Manzo.

R. K. Hunsicker, A. F. Brundage; G. Q.

Herrick. L. L. Pourciau, A. G. Balletta.

GENERAL RADIO CO.
Conrad Hilton, Exhibition Hall Space 1

C. A. Cady, J. E. Belcher, W. R. Thurston,

R. E. Bard, W. M. Ihde.

HARRISON LABORATORIES INC.

Conrad Hilton, Exhibition Hall Space 30
C W. Harrison, A. M. Darbie.

HARWALD CO. INC.

Conrad Hilton, Exhibition Hall Space 16A,
Room 603
Robert Grunwald, president; Robert Menary,

sales mgr.; Richard Wallace, technical di-

rector.

HOUSTON FEARLESS
Conrad Hilton, Suite 1433A-34A
K. B. Elliott, v.p. sales; J. B. Olsson, sales

engineer western region; J. L. Jiruska, east-

ern regional sales mgr.

HUGHEY & PHILLIPS INC.

Conrad Hilton, Room 549, Suite 1139-40
J. H. Ganzenhuger, v.p. & gen. mgr.; also

following sales representatives: H. J. Geist,

W. L. Hotz, R. L. Lang, M. J. Cudahy.

KAY LAB
Conrad Hilton, Suite 1022A-23A
Exhibition Hall Space 20
R. T. Silberman, R. E. Langworthy, E. G.

Gramman.

KLIEGL BROS.

Conrad Hilton, Exhibition Hall Space 21

Herbert R. More, Samuel V. Keyian, Joel E.

Rubin, Jack Higgins, Paul Bowers.

LAMEDA-PACIFIC ENGINEERING INC.

Conrad Hilton, Exhibition Hall Space 27
Larry Mallach, president and chief engineer;

Steve Sudjian, applications engineer; John

Becker.

MULTIPLEX SERVICES CORP.
Conrad Hilton, Room 657
William S. Halstead, president; Gordon B.

Halstead, gen. mgr.

NEMS-CLARKE INC.

Conrad Hilton, Rooms 642A, 544A
K. B. Redding, Raymond Rosenberg, Ed-

ward Swanson.

PHELPS DODGE COPPER PRODUCTS
CORP.
Conrad Hilton, Room 539A
G. A. Yates. T. J. Kelly, A. H. Magnuson,

J. F. McGuire, C. D. Dimity, R. C. Bowen,

H. L. Olds, G. A. Johnson, F. K. Packard,

J. B. Lynch, F. W. Lemly.

PHILCO CORP.
Conrad Hilton, Suite 1705-06

Exhibition Hall Space 14

J. D. McLean, vp and gen. mgr.; M. A.

Williams, general sales manager, G. A.

Hagerty, F. F. Bartlett, K. C. Moritz, W. F.

Tait, J. R. McKenna, F. Langstroth, D. B.

McKey, G. L. Ashby, J. S. Bedner, M. D.

Borks, L. J. Boss, J. L. Herre, J. J. Johns-

ton, L. Kendall, M. H. McLaughlin, W. D.

Myers, B. M. Stol, C. M. Volkland.

S. C. Spielman, J. B. Williams, J. Colo-

cousis, T. S. Dix, A. D. Emurian, H. P.

Ford, H. A. Millett, F. H. Nelson, K. E.

Walker, J. R. Henhoeffer, J. H. Roth, C. L.

Jensen.

A. Pollack, H. Hockheimer, J. Dershimer,

W. B. Nielsen, C. A. Barker, T. A. Dorsay,

C. M. Haas, J. B. Patterson, O. I. Thompson,

K. E. Brigham, M. L. Gaskill, T. A. Patter-

PRODELIN INC.

Conrad Hilton, Room 609
L. A. Bendon, pres. ; R. F. Lewis, 1st

v.p.; R. G. Maddox, 2nd v.p.; J. F. Cos-

grove, sales mgr.; W. C. Cothron, sales en-

gineer.

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
Conrad Hilton, Room 602A-604A-605A-
607A, Exhibition Hall Space 15

Al Malcarney, gen. mgr. RCA commer-

cial electronic products; Dr. James Hillier,

chief engineer commercial electronic prod-

ucts; A. R. Hopkins, mgr. broadcast and tv

equipment department; J. P. Taylor, adv.

mgr.; E. C. Tracy, broadcast sales mgr.;

E. N. Luddy, mgr. transmitter equipment

sales; W. B. Varnum, mgr. studio equip-

ment sales; V. E. Troant, chief engineer

broadcast and tv equipment department.

(See Advertisement Convention Special

Section Pages X//-X///J

RADIO ELECTRONIC TELEVISION

MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION

Conrad Hilton, Exhibition Hall Space 21

RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING CO.

Conrad Hilton, Room 521 A, Suite 1039A-

40A, Exhibition Hall Space 10

D. J. Webster, A. E. Keleher, W. G. Small,

R. G. McLaughlin, H. J. Geist, P. J. Ponte-

corvo, S. Topol, Edward Alpert, W. B. Coz-

zens, W. B. Taylor, W. J. Monroe E. J.

Rome, J. L. Lovett, M. J. Cudahy, J. J.

Sedik, W. E. Marclay, W. J. Bickford, J. C.

Profita, H. P. Bannon, A. R. Wolfe.

RUST INDUSTRIAL CO.

Conrad Hilton, Room 533
William F. Rust, president and gen. mgr.,

Donald G. Inman, broadcast sales mgr.
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equipment (continued)

SARKES TARZIAN INC.

Conrad Hilton, Exhibition Hall Space 3

Biagio Presti, gen. sales mgr. ; Dan
Meadows, commercial mgr.; Mort Weigel,

plant mgr.; Slim Fuller, chief engineer;

John Guthrie, assistant in charge of engi-

nering; Leonard Gary, sales representative;

Tom Tervoe, sales representative; the engi-

neering staff.

SCHAFER CUSTOM ENGINEERING
Conrad Hilton, Rooms 613, 614, 616
Paul C. Schafer, Walton N. "Bud" Hersh-

field.

STANDARD ELECTRONICS CORP.
Conrad Hilton, Rooms 653-655
W. H. Zillger, v.p., H. R. Smith, mgr. tv en-

gineering; W. H. Rappolt, mgr. customer's

service; S. L. Chaikind, marketing mgr.;

H. Craig, engineer tv division; also the fol-

lowing district sales engineer mgrs.: J. T.

Campbell, central east coast; S. P. Jenkins,

southern district; R. C. Hutchins, midwest;

L. E. Pett, western district; M. Zimmerman.

TARC ELECTRONICS INC.

Conrad Hilton, Room 553A
M. L. Singer, Eugene Sheridan, Ted Cook,

Robert S. Aha.

TELECHROME SALES INC.

Conrad Hilton, Exhibition Hall Space 12

J. R. Popkin-Clurman, H. Charles Riker,

D. E. Chapman.

TELEPROMPTER CORP.
Conrad Hilton, Rooms 512-513

Exhibition Hall Space 25

Irving B. Kahn, president; Hubert J. Schala-

fly, v.p. engineering; Herbert W. Hobler,

v.p. sales; William K. Treynor, mgr. station

sales; James Blair, sales service mgr.; Rudy
Vlasak, chief technician Teleprompter west

coast; Ted Boisymean, manager Chicago

div.; Joe Kavalchik, chief technician Chica-

go; Ray Hagen, special field representative.

(See Advertisement Convention Special

Section Page LIU.)

TOWER CONSTRUCTION CO.
Conrad Hilton, Rooms 630A, 631A
M. M. Lasensky, Frank Little, Charles

Wright, Allan Tilten.

UTILITY TOWER CO.

Conrad Hilton, Exhibition Hall Space 30
Verle Duvall, C. E. Nelson, Jerry Nelson.

film

ABC FILM SYNDICATION INC.

Conrad Hilton, Suite 1205A-1206A
George T. Shupert, president; Don L. Kear-

ney, v.p. in charge of sales; Howard An-

derson, midwest sales mgr.; Lee Francis,

adv. and promotion mgr.; Robert Miehle,

Chicago sales representative; J. Chris Heth-

erington, St. Louis sales representative; Ted

Wold, Minneapolis sales representative.

M & A ALEXANDER PRODUCTIONS INC.

Conrad Hilton, 535A-537A
Arthur Alexander, Ben Elrod, Larry Stern,

Arnold Stern. (See Advertisement Conven-

tion Special Section Page LVIII.)

ASSOCIATED ARTISTS PRODUCTIONS
Conrad Hilton, Room 509A
Kenneth Hyman, v.p.; W. Robert Rich, gen.

sales mgr.; Donald Klauber, v.p.

C & C TV CORP.
Sheraton, Suite 2702-04

Erwin H. Egges, v.p. and gen. sales mgr.;

Richard Feiner, sales assistant.

CBS TELEVISION FILM SALES

Conrad Hilton, Suite 2300-01 -02A

Leslie Harris, v.p. and general manager;

Fred J. Mahlstedt, director of operations

and production; Wilbur S. Edwards, general

sales manager; Walter A. Scanlan, sales

promotion manager. Newsfilm represented

by Howard L. Kany, manager.

HARRY S. GOODMAN PRODUCTIONS
Conrad Hilton, 556A-577A
Harry S. Goodman, general manager; Everett

F. Goodman, sales manager; Stuart Wilson,

tv director.

GUILD FILMS

Conrad Hilton, 656A
Reub Kaufman, president; John Cole, west

coast sales manager; Robert Devinney, Chi-

cago area sales manager; Art Gross, assist-

ant sales director; also, William Pomeroy,

Dalton Dannon, Vic Peck.

HOLLYWOOD TELEVISION SERVICE

INC.

Conrad Hilton, Rooms 550A-551A
Suite 2400

Earl R. Collins, president; Richard G. Yates,

v.p. Sam Seplowin, sales representative; Rex

Allen, motion picture star.

HYGO AND UNITY TELEVISION CORP.

Conrad Hilton, Rooms 524A-526A

Jerome S. Hyams, president; Robert Seidel-

man, general sales manager; Stanley H.

Dudelson, midwestern diivsion manager;

Jerry Weisfeldt, western division manager;

William E. Young, southern division man-

INTERNATIONAL NEWS SERVICE

Conrad Hilton, Suite 805-06

Robert H. Reid, tv sales mgr.; Gene

Roguski, managing editor INS central divi-

sion Chicago; William C. Wilson, Atlanta;

William Peart, Dallas, Richard H. Coyle,

Chicago; Saul Reiss, New York.

LANG-WORTH FEATURE PROGRAMS
INC.

Conrad Hilton, Rooms 556-557-560,

Suite 1833A-34A
C. O. Langlois Sr., president; John D. Lang-

lois, gen. mgr.; Willie O'Keefe, v.p.; also,

Hugh Allen, Ed Gardiner, Bob Hall, Spence

Caldwell.

MCA TV LTD.

Conrad Hilton, Rooms 504A-505A-507A
Suite 904-06

Layton Bailey, v.p., Dallas; DeArv Barton,

v.p. station sales; Aaron Beckwith, v.p. New
York sales; Howard Berk, eastern publicity;

Frank Brill, eastern sales manager; Albert

Dorskind, Beverly Hills legal; Lou Fried-

land, v.p. station sales; Allen Green, account

executive; Robert Greenberg, v.p. western

sales manager; Raoul Kent, account execu-

tive; Hank Long, v.p. mideastern sales man-

ager; Henry Luhrman, account executive;

Tom McManus, v.p. international sales man-

ager; Frank McMahon, advertising man-

ager; Frank Mincola, v.p. merchandising;

Wynn Nathan, v.p. national sales manager;

Jim Necessary, account executive; Charles

Richter, account executive; Robert Reagan,

western publicity; John Rohrs, v.p., mid-

western sales manager; Noel Rubaloff, assist-

ant national sales manager; Dale Sheets,

v.p. regional sales western; David Sutton,

v.p., MCA Tv Ltd; Herb Stern, v.p. New
York legal; Karl Von Schallern, station

sales midwest; Ray Wild, v.p. southwestern

sales manager; Paul Weiss, account execu-

tive; Martin Williams, account executive;

Kenneth Cleveland, London; Stu Smith, v.p.

Toronto, Ontario.

NBC TELEVISION FILMS

Conrad Hilton, Suite 2104A-05A-06A

Carl M. Stanton, v.p.; H. Weller "Jake"

Keever, national sales manager; Daniel

Curtis, eastern sales manager; Edwards

Montanus, central sales manager; Clifford

A. Ogden, western sales manager; James

A. Strain, western sales supervisor; Seymour

"Hap" Eaton, central sales supervisor; Wil-

liam Breen, southeastern sales supervisor;

John F. Tobin, northeastern sales super-

visor; Jay H. Smolin, advertising and promo-

tion manager; Frederick A. Jacobi, publicity

manager.

NATIONAL TELEFILM ASSOCIATES INC.

Conrad Hilton, Suites 504, 505, 507

Ely A. Landau, President; Oliver A. Unger,

executive v.p.; Harold Goldman, v.p., Sales;

Edythe Rein, v.p.; Edward Gray, v.p. in

charge of west coast sales; E. Jonny Graff,

v.p. in charge of midwest sales; Bernard

Tabakin, director of national program sales;

Martin Roberts, director of promotion and

(List continues page XXXVII)
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\mHh CHICAGO, PAINTS THE TOWN RED!



WNBQ LEADS

-C0L01

First Chicago station to develop a distinctive style of

creative local programming, with products of its "Chi-

cago School" graduating to network status . . .

First Chicago station to run a regular weekly commer-

cial television program . . .

First Chicago station to transmit in color . . .

First Chicago station to use color film projection . . .

First Chicago station to run a regularly scheduled, live,

all-color show . . .

Now wnbq leads again! Beginning April 15th, v'B

goes all-color — the world's first all-color TV sta )1

With new color equipment and enlarged studio fill"

ties, wnbq converts all its live local studio productii

color — supplementing the national color break-thr gh

which RCA is backing with a $70-million invests

and which NBC is pushing forward with its hivj

schedule of network shows in color.

COLOR TV IS HERE! And the lessons learned -he



GAIN, WITH
WORLD'S FIRS 1

tch;ques developed in this Chicago pilot operation

U 3 made available to every television station inter-

iteiin advancing color television as a regular service

o tl public and to advertisers.

i e next page, you'll find a list of Mid-America's

rV [vorites now on view in full color over wnbq. This

aimw of programming leads to a pot of gold for

tudiices — in the shape of exciting new entertainment

'alu;. And for advertisers — a colorful new framework

for their messages and a perfect testing ground for

the techniques of displaying their products in color.

Show business serving all business — that's wnbq's spe-

cialty in America's 2nd richest market.

WNBQ
^TELEVISION IN CHICAGO

a service of fop) represented by NBC Spot Sales



TOWN & FARM
Mon.-Fri.

BOB & KAY with

EDDIE DOUCETTE
Mon.-Fri.

ELMER
THE ELEPHANT

Mon.-Fri.

DORSEY
CONNORS
Sun.-Fri.

w ^

w w
JACK ANGELL

NEWS
Mon.-Fri

ntns
Mon.-Fri.

LEN O'CONNOR JOHNNY COONS
NEWS ADVENTURES

Mon.-Fri. Mon.-Fri

w

schedule of

local shows in

COLOR

0>

LIVE & LEARN
Sunday

Mon.-!

HOW DOES YOUR SUNDA

GARDEN GROW? FUNNIE

Saturday Sunda>

BROADCASTERS ARE CORDIALLY INVITE!

While you're in town for the NARTB Conven m,

we hope you'll drop into WNBQ's new (lor

Exhibition Hall in the Merchandise flit

You'll find a visit well worth your wle.

JULES HERBUVEAU

' Vice President and General Ma pr

WNBQ-WMAQ, NBC CbV>
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film (continued)

sales service; Raymond E. Nelson, director

of sales development; also the following

sales reps: Don Swartz, Gerald Corwin, Nick

Russo, Charles D. McNamee, Pete Rodgers,

Bert Freedman, Victor H. Bikel, Sherlee

Barish, Anthony Azzato, Allen Wallace.

OFFICIAL FILMS INC.

Conrad Hilton, Room 520
Herman Rush, v.p. in charge of sales; Wells

Bruen, assistant sales mgr. ; Jack Garrison,

midwest sales mgr.; John Newman, director

of adv. promotion and publicity; Art Bree-

cher, head of Minneapolis sales office; Jerry

Lee, head of Beverly Hills sales office.

(See Advertisement Pages 50-51.)

RCA RECORDED PROGRAM SERVICES

Conrad Hilton, Suite 600, 601, 602

H. L. Letts, manager, Record Operations

Dept.; James P. Davis, manager Custom

Record Division; A. B. Sambrook, manager

Recorded Program Service sales; Ben Sel-

vin, artist and reportoire manager; Frank J.

O'Donnell, advertising and promotion man-

ager; Donald Axt, manager of sales promo-

tion services; also, the following RCA
Thesaurus salesmen: William F. Reilly,

William C. Gartland, George Field, Wallace

Cochran, Hugh Grauel, Robert Fender and

Gus Hagenah; also E. B. Dunn, manager

custom record administration; Paul White,

advisor to RCA Recorded Program Services

for tv film shows; A. E. Hindle, manager

custom record sales in Chicago; W. Leonard,

Chicago representative custom record sales.

RKO TELERADIO
Conrad Hilton, Suite 1805A
Jack Poor, Executive v.p. Mutual Broadcast-

ing System and v.p. General Teleradio.

(See advertisement pages 82-85.)

WALTER SCHWIMMER CO.
Conrad Hilton, Room 638A
Walter Schwimmer, president; Bernard

Crost, sales mgr.; Arthur E. Pickens Jr.,

program director.

SCREEN GEMS INC.
Conrad Hilton, Suite 519A-520A
Ralph M. Cohn, v.p. and general mgr.;

John H. Mitchell, v.p. in charge of sales;

Robert H. Salk, director of sales; Henry S.

White, director of adv., and promotion;
Frank Young, press director; also Ben Cole-

man, Frank Browne, sales.

STERLING TELEVISION
Conrad Hilton, 560A-561A
Saul Turell, Bernice Coe, Elliot Abrams,

Allan Gleitsman, Richard Rogers, Lee Orgel,

Mrs. Lea Orgel, Herman Edel.

TELE-PICTURES INC.
Conrad Hilton, Room 657A
Ed Baumgarten, president; Marv Lowe.

TELEVISION PROGRAMS OF
AMERICA INC.

Conrad Hilton, Suite 515A-517A
Milton A. Gordon, president; Michael M.

Sillerman, executive v.p.; Bruce Eells, v.p.

western division; William Fineshriber Jr.,

v.p. New York City division; Hardie Frie-

berg, v.p. eastern division; Leon Bernard,

manager midwestern division; Pat O'Brian,

Chicago office; Kurt Blumberg, assistant

v.p.; Vincent Melzac, assistant to the presi-

dent; Eli Harris, director of advertising;

Jerry Franken, director of press promotion.

U M & M TV CORP.

Conrad Hilton, 532A-533A-534A
Charles M. Amory president; also Leo Bro-

dy, Richard Carlton, Irving Feld, Paul Blair,

John L. D. Peters, Neale Oliver, Don

Schueler.

UNITED PRESS ASSOCIATION
Conrad Hilton, Room 534, Suite 1039-40

C. Edmonds Allen, William C. Payette, Le-

roy Keller, Bert Masterson, William R. Hig-

ginbotham, Ed Brandt, Jim Herman, Tim

Canty, Fran Leary, Charles Ahrens, Mar-

guerite Davis, Jesse Bogue, Don Brydon,

Cal Thornton, Bill Drake, James Darr, Har-

old Gully, Carl Kramer.

VITAPIX CORP.
Conrad Hilton, Suite 2234A-36A
John E. Fetzer, chairman of the board; Ken-

yon Brown, president; Edward E. Hall, ex-

ecutive v.p.; Hal Roach Jr., v.p.; Paul A.

O'Bryan, secretary-treasurer.

ZIV TELEVISION PROGRAMS
Conrad Hilton, Rooms 500-501-502,

Suite 904A-05A-06A
Fred W. Ziv, chairman of the board; John

Sinn, president; M. J. Rifkin, v.p. in charge

of sales; Al Unger, director of Chicago

office. (See advertisement pages 12-15.)

networks

AMERICAN BROADCASTING CO.
Conrad Hilton, Suite 1804A-06A-08A
Len Goldenson, president AB-PT; Robert

Kinter, ABC president; Robert Hinckley,

v.p.; Lee Jahncke, v.p.; Mike Foster, v.p.;

John Mitchell, v.p.; Don Durgin, v.p.; Frank

Marx, v.p.; Jim Connolly, v.p.; also, Alfred

Beckman, Ed Degray, Malcolm Laing,

Ralph Hatcher Joe Merkle, Earl Mullin,

Briggs Baugh, Frank Atkinson, James Beach.

(Sec advertisement Convention Special

Section Pages LVI-LVIU

CBS TELEVISION NETWORK
Conrad Hiliton, Suite 2300

J. L. Van Volkenburg, president, CTD;
Merle S. Jones, exec, v.p., CTD; Herbert V.

Akerberg, v.p., station relations, CTD; Wil-

liam Hylan, v.p., network sales, CTD; Leslie

Atlass v.p., gen. mgr., WBBM-TV, Chicago;

Richard Salant v.p., gen. executive, CBS,

Inc.; Craig Lawrence, v.p., company owned

stations, CTD; Edward P. Shurick, national

director, station relations, CTD; Bob Wood,

asst. national director, station relations,

CTD; Dave Williams, eastern mgr., station

relations, CTD; Edward Scovill, central man-

ager, station relations, CTD; Bert Lown,

western mgr., station relations, CTD; Rob-

ert Jamieson, sales service mgr., network

sales, CTD; Sam Digges, gen. mgr., WCBS-
TV, New York; Edmund C. Bunker, gen.

mgr., WXIX, Milwaukee; James T. Aubrey,

Jr., gen. mgr., KNXT, Los Angeles; Clark

George gen. mgr., CBS-TV Spot Sales.

CBS RADIO
Conrad Hilton, Suite 1 900-01 -02A
Arthur Hull Hayes, president, CBS Radio;

James Seward, administrative v.p.; J. Kelly

Smith, admin, v.p.; Leslie Atlass, v.p.

in charge of central div. ; John Karol, v.p.

in charge of network sales; Howard Barnes,

v.p. in charge of network programs; Wil-

liam A. Schudt, Jr., v.p. in charge station

relations; Wendell Campbell, v.p. in charge

CBS Radio Spot Sales; Irving Fein, vice

president; Eric H. Salline, manager, station

relations; Richard Jolliffe, admin, mgr., sales

services; Murray Salberg, mgr. of program

promotion; Jack Martin, mgr. network sales

service; George Crandall, director of press

information; Gordon Hayes, western sales

mgr., CBS Radio Spot Sales.

Representatives for CBS Radio Owned Sta-

tions: Jules Dundes, gen. mgr., KCBS, San

Francisco; Robert Hyland, gen. mgr.,

KMOX, St. Louis; Ernie Shomo, General

Manager, WBBM, Chicago; Harvey Struth-

ers, gen. mgr., WEEI, Boston; Carl Ward,

gen. mgr., WCBS, New York; Bert West,

gen. sales mgr., KNX, Los Angeles. (See

advertisement Convention Special Section

Page XI.)

KEYSTONE BROADCASTING SYSTEM
Conrad Hilton, Rooms 546A-548A
Sidney J. Wolf, Noel Rhys, Edwin R. Pe-

terson, Joseph Bayer, Arthur Wolf, E. Rich-

ard Peterson Jr., Blanche Stein, Jane C.

McFadgen.

MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
Conrad Hilton, Suite 1604A-06A
Thomas F. O'Neil, president; John B. Poor,

e^ec. v.p.; Brad Simpson, asst. to exec, v.p.;

Harry Trenner, v.p. in charge sales; Geo.

Ruppel, v.p., finance; Robert Carpenter, di-

rector of station relations; Charles King,

station relations, eastern region; Thomas

Duggan, station relations, western region;

Francis X. Zuzulo, director of public rela-

tion and press information.

NATIONAL BROADCASTING CO. INC.

Conrad Hilton, Suite 2306A-10A-1 1

A

Station Relations Personnel Attending Con-
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networks (continued)

vention: Harry Bannister, Donald J. Mercer,

Sheldon Hickox, Robert Aaron, Al Bengston,

Joseph Berhalter, Paul Hancock, William

Kelley, Ogden Knapp, E. B. Lyford, Hamish

Mcintosh, Raymond O'Connell, Paul Ritten-

house.

NBC Representatives at Convention: Syl-

vester L. Weaver, Jr., Robert W. Sarnoff.

Don Bishop, Ken Bilby, Dick Close, Jerry

Danzig, Bill Davidson, Charles Denny, Wil-

liam Duttera, Raymond Guy, A. L. Ham-

rr.erschmidt, William Hedges, Anthony Hen-

nig, George McElrath, Thomas McFadden,

John Reber, Earl Rettig, Ham Shea, Hank

Shepard, Ted Sisson, Carl Stanton, Cornelius

Sullivan.

station brokers

promotion bureaus

RADIO ADVERTISING BUREAU INC.

Conrad Hilton, Suite 1118A-1120A

Kevin B. Sweeney, president; John F. Hard-

esty, v.p. and gen. mgr.; Sherrill Taylor,

v.p. and dir. of promotion; Arch Madsen,

director of station services; also, Imelda

Simon, Doris Bowers.

TELEVISION BUREAU OF
ADVERTISING
Sheraton Blackstone Hotel

W. D. Rogers, chairman, board of director-:

Roger Clipp, secretary; Lawrence H. Rog-

ers III, treasurer. Executive Staff: Oliver

E. Treyz, president; Norman E. Cash, v.p.

charge client relations; Eugene Accas, di-

rector of operations; Halsey Barrett, director

of national sales; Howard Abrahams, direc-

tor of retail sales; Geo. Huntington, direc-

tor of sales development; Sid Mesibov, di-

rector of public relations; Dr. Leon Arons.

director of research; Gordon Hellmann, di-

rector of sales promotion.

research

AMERICAN RESEARCH BUREAU INC.

Conrad Hilton, Rooms 610-611

James W. Seiler, Jack Gross, Lorin Myers,

Roger Cooper.

A. C. NIELSEN CO.

Conrad Hilton, Suite 1000-01

E. P. H. James, J. K. Churchill, G. E.

Blechta, W. R. Wyatt, J. R. Matthews, D. A.

Traylor, G. M. Baillie, E. J. Huber. (See

Advertisement Convention Special Section

Page XLIX.)

THE PULSE INC.

Conrad Hilton, Suite 1735A-36A
Sydney Roslow, Laurence Roslow, George

Sterling.

R. C. CRISLER & CO. INC.

Congress Hotel

Richard C. Crisler, Paul E. Wagner.

ALLEN KANDER & CO.

Sheraton Blackstone

Richard Shaheen, Edwin Tornberg, Walter

Grimes and John L. Neff.

KIDDER, PEABODY & CO.

Chicago office, First National Bank
Building, Room 645
Robert E. Grant, head of radio-tv dept.

HOWARD E. STARK
Conrad Hilton

Howard E. Stark (See advertisement page
108.)

station representatives

AVERY-KNODEL INC.

Sheraton Blackstone, Suite 1108-1109
Lewis H. Avery, J. W. Knodel, Arthur H.

Sherin Jr., John J. Tormey, Philip Schloe-

der Jr., Charles C. Coleman Jr., David H.

Sandeberg, Raymond M. Neihengen, Roger

(VSullivan.

HIL F. BEST CO.

228 North LaSalle, Room 1333
Hooper Jones

JOHN BLAIR & CO.

Conrad Hilton, Suite 2305A
John Blair, president; Robert Eastman, ex-

ecutive v.p.; Wells Barnett, assistant to the

president; also, Blake Blair, Paul Ray,

George Rapp, Clifford Barborka, James

Simons. Stu Cochran, Robert Walton.

BLAIR TV
Conrad Hilton, Suite 2305A
William H. Weldon, president; Lindsey

Spight, v.p.; Jack Davis, v.p.; also, Steve

Beard, Harry Smart, Dick Colburn, Don
Saracene, Skip Hinman. (See Advertise-

ment Convention Special Section Page L-

Ll.)

THE BOLLING CO. INC.

Conrad Hilton, Suite 1100-01-02A
George W. Boiling, Dick Swift, Robert Boil-

ing, John D. Stebbins, Robert Hardenbergh,

Al Oberhofer.

BURKE-STUART CO. INC.

Conrad Hilton

Jack Masla, Edward Para.

BURN-SMITH CO.

Congress Hotel

John Toothill, Stan Bailey, Mary Durr, Vee

Skobel.

BRANHAM CO.

Conrad Hilton, Suite 700-701

Lewis Greenberg, Dudley Brewer, Joseph

Timlin, Norman Noyes, Fred Weber, Jim

McManus, Taylor Eldon, George Harding,

Thomas Whitson, Robert Maggiore, John

Murphy, Peter Childs, Robert Manning.

CBS RADIO SPOT SALES
Conrad Hilton

Wendell B. Campbell

(See advertisement Convention Special

Section Pages XXVI-XXV1 1.)

CBS TV SPOT SALES
Sheraton Blackstone

Tom Judge, midwestern sales manager; Joe

Schneider, eastern sales manager; Clark B.

George, general sales manager; Craig Law-

rence, v.p. charge of CBS-TV owned sta-

tions and Spot Sales; Ben Margolis, busi-

ness manager.

(See advertisement page 6-7J

EVERETT-McKINNEY
Conrad Hilton

Max Everett

FORJOE, FORJOE TV
Congress Hotel

Larry Kraner, Los Angeles; Tom Cinquina,

Chicago; Tom Montgomery, Chicago; Fred

Bernstein, Atlanta; also from New York,

Joseph Bloom, president : Zang Golobe, v.p.

sales; Hank Greene, tv director.

HENRY I. CHRISTAL CO. INC.

Conrad Hilton, Suite 2105-06

Henry I. Christal, president; also, Irving

Gross, Richard Woodies, Boston; Joe Spa-

dea, Detroit; Richard Green, San Francisco;

James L. Thompson, Chicago.

HARRINGTON, RIGHTER AND
PARSONS INC.

Sheraton Blackstone

John E. Harrington Jr., Volney Righter,

James O. Parsons, Carroll Layman, Frank

Dougherty, Frank Rice, Robert L. Gilbert-

son, Robert J. Reardon, Win. L. Snyder.

(See Advertisement Page 71.)

THE HEADLEY-REED CO.

Conrad Hilton, Suite 1604-05-06

Sterling B. Beeson, John H. Wrath, Mel

Trauner, Jack Hardingham, Gino Cioe.

HOAG-BLAIR
Conrad Hilton, Suite 2305A
Bob Hoag

GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY CO.

Conrad Hilton, Suite 2200-2201 -2202A

George P. Hollingbery. Chicago; F. E. Spen-

cer Jr., New York; Harry Wise Jr., New

York; Fred Hague, New York; Fritz Sny-

der, New York; Joseph D. Payne, Detroit;

George Lindman, San Francisco; Richard

N. Hunter, Atlanta.

(List continues page XLV)
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Here are four new features that can mean

more sales and profits for your radio

station. Added to all the other big-name

programming, merchandising and sales

aids in RCA Thesaurus, these new fea-

tures make Thesaurus your best tran-

scription library buy.

No matter what your program need.

Thesaurus has it! — music, sports, chil-

dren's entertainment, specially recorded

disc jockey programming.

RCA Thesaurus clicks in '56 with these

new features:

1. GREAT AMERICAN WOMEN
An unusual series of 65 five-minute shows

for women and about women — great

Americans like Amelia Earhart and

Helen Keller. Basil Rathbone narrates.

2. JAZZ AT THE PHILHARMONIC

A special bonus package of 100 selec-

tions on ten 12" long-plays, featuring

such jazz greats as Count Basie, Lionel

Hampton and Gene Krupa. Over 100

voice tracks specially designed for dj's,

with Norman Granz doing the recorded

dialogue about jazz and jazz-makers.

3. SELL-TUNES

Another merchandising plus. 100 newly

recorded musical commercial lead-ins

that put a lyrical punch into local selling

for every kind of local sponsor — auto

dealers, banks, supermarkets. Special dj

opening and closing themes, too.

4. SHOW-STOPPERS

Another no-cost programming EXTRA

. . . 362 audience stoppers to brighten

your DJ shows! 60 different characters!

16 hilarious dialects! All on 45 rpm rec-

ords. Specially written lead-ins make your

DJ part of the act.

Radio Broadcasters

Attending NARTB Convention!

Pick up your key to the RCA Thesaurus

Key Club, Suite 600, Conrad Hilton

Hotel, for a demonstration of how RCA

Thesaurus can mean more profits for you.

recorded

.program

services

155 East 24th Street, New York 10, N. Y.,

MUrray Hill 9-7200 / 445 N. Lake Shore

Drive, Chicago, III., WHitehall 4-3530 / 522

Forsyth Building, Atlanta 3,Ga.,LAmar 7703 /

1907 McKinney Avenue, Dallas 1, Texas,

Riverside 1371 / 1016 N. Sycamore Avenue,

Hollywood 38, Calif., OLdfield 4-1660.tmks®

new

profit

features

from

RCA
Thesaurus
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30 million

youngsters . . .

the exciting

new 1/2-hour film

series in color
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junior sports league belongs to America's kids ... all 30 million

of them ! Weekly half-hour television "club meetings" with base-

ball star Phil Rizzuto as National Sportsmaster offer these action-

packed attractions:

• Sports lessons by America's champions. Big names, such

as Bob Cousy, Frankie Frisch, Tom Gola, Jesse Owens.

• Biographies of America's idols — Babe Ruth . . . Knute

Rockne . . . Connie Mack.

• Quiz games — viewers match wits with the experts.

• A complete package of fun and weekly surprises!

junior sports league is an exciting new departure in TV enter-

tainment for sports-minded Young America. Week after week,

month after month, the programs follow the sports calendar,

covering every type of sport and game. Any boy or girl enrolled

in a recognized national or local club can become a JSL member,

complete with a valuable membership card. Once seen, junior

sports league will keep drawing its young audience back with

unswerving loyalty.

Sports League

junior sports league provides sponsors with a ready-made juve-

nile market, putting them directly in touch with every boy and girl.

Public service tie-ins and jsl support offer unique merchandising

plusses and an opportunity to win community prestige.

junior sports league, distributed exclusively by RCA Recorded

Program Services, is available in color and black-and-white. For

complete details, contact RCA Recorded Program Services today.

^dM-pI0^M-.s6XXi?e_s

155 East 24th Street, New York 10, N. Y., MUrray Hill 9-2700 / 445 N. Lake Shore Drive,

Chicago, 111., WHitehall 4-3530 / 522 Forsyth Building, Atlanta 3, Ga., LAmar 7703 /
1907 McKinney Avenue, Dallas 1, Texas, Riverside 1371 / 1016 N. Sycamore Avenue,

Hollywood 38, Calif., OLdfield 4-1660. tmks®



THE WORLD AROUND US TOWN AND COUNTRY TIME
H

26 dramatic quarter-hours of nature's most startling adventures. They

capture the imagination of young and old with rare, spectacularly

filmed scenes of animals, birds, tornadoes, forest fires and other excit-

ing phenomena of nature.

52 fast-moving quarter-hours featuring Jimmy Dean, The Texas Wild-

cats and other great, great country-style stars. Your opportunity to cash

in on the mushrooming popularity of Country-and-Western music. Also

26 half-hours available in black-and-white only.

-o^

% #
w*

program for profit with

RCA syndicated

tv-film shows

RCA Recorded Program Services have the film programs you're looking for to k< i

your audiences building. Each one of them is available in color and black-and-wh .

Contact your local RCA Recorded Program Services Representative for deta.

Accorded program..serviced
155 East 24th Street, New York 10, N. Y., MUrray Hill 9-2700 / 445 N. Lake Shore D<

,

Chicago, III., WHitehall 4-3530 / 522 Forsyth Building, Atlanta 3, Ga., LAmar 770

'

1907 McKinney Avenue, Dallas 1, Texas, Riverside 1371 / 1016 N. Sycamore Avti,

Hollywood 38, Calif., OLdfield 4-1660.

THE SAM SNEAD SHOW

39 five-minute golf shows with one of the great pros of all time,

"Slammin"' Sammy Snead, explaining the do's and don't's of the game.

FOY WILLING AND THE RIDERS OF THE PURPLE SAGE

100 three-minute features, adaptable to five, fifteen and thirty-minute

shows, starring Foy and the Riders of the Purple Sage in Western songs.



XHIBITORS AND COMPANY REPRESENTATIVES AT THE CONVENTION

station representatives (continued)

NBC RADIO-TV SPOT SALES

Station WNBQ, Merchandise Mart

Tom McFadden, Jack Reber, Hank Shepard,

Dick Close, Mort Baffin, also from Chicago,

Jack Mulholland, Paul Mensing.

H-R REPRESENTATIVES INC. &

H-R TELEVISION INC.

Morrison Hotel

Frank M. Headley, Dwight S. Reed, Frank

E. Pellegrin, Carlin S. French, Paul R.

Weeks, Miss Avery Gibson.

JOSEPH HERSHEY McGILLVRA INC.

Conrad Hilton, Suite 1218-19A

Joseph H. McGillvra, president; Seymour H.

Thomas, mgr. Chicago office.

KATZ
Conrad Hilton, Suite 2000

Eugene Katz, Edward Codel, Scott Donahue,

Walter Nelson, Morris Kellner, also, Gerald

Gunst, Chicago; Roy Miller, Chicago; Wil-

liam Condon, Chicago; Arthur Underwood,

Detroit; Richard Hasbrook, Los Angeles.

(See advertisement Convention Special

Section Page LV.)

THE MEEKER CO.

Conrad Hilton, Suite 1500-1 501 -1502A

Louis J. F. Moore, eastern manager radio

division; Ed Filion, eastern manager televi-

sion division; Carl Jewett, midwest man-

ager; Don Pontius, west coast manager;

Dick Sheetz, Philadelphia manager; also,

ByTon Goodell, Dale Grimm, Vic Piano,

promotion director.

JOHN E. PEARSON CO.

Congress Hotel

John E. Pearson, Russel Walker, William

Wilson, Ray Henze, Frank Reed, Frank

Frost, Tom Mahan, Tom Murphy, Bud Stitt,

Bob Baird.

EDWARD PETRY AND CO.

Conrad Hilton, Suite 1700-01

Edward Petry, New York; Edward E. Voy,

now, Chicago; Thomas E. Knode, New York;

William Maillefert, New York; John Ashen-

hurst, Chicago; Louis A. Smith, Chicago;

F. H. Blair, Chicago; J. Rolston Fishburn,

Chicago; Wm. F. Hegman, Chicago; Will

H. Oldman, Chicago; Charles A. Pratt, Chi-

cago; Geo. A. Stevens, Chicago; Junius J.

Zolp, Chicago; Ted Page, New York; Nick

Madonna, New York; LeGrande Redfield,

New York; Richard Hughes, Atlanta; Ned
Smith, San Francisco; Wm. Cartwright, De-

troit; Geo. Kercher, St. Louis; Chet Matson,

Los Angeles.

PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD INC.

Ambassador East

H. Preston Peters, Russel Woodward, Lloyd

Griffin, Jones Scovern, Lon King, John

Cory, Arthur Bagge, William Tynan. (See

Advertisement Pages 20-21.)

RADIO TV REPRESENTATIVES
Edward Nickey, Chicago.

WILLIAM G. RAMBEAU CO. INC.

Conrad Hilton, 900-02A

William G. Rambeau, president; George W.

K upper, v.p.

SIMMONS ASSOCIATES
Congress Hotel

David N. Simmons, president; Gale Blocki,

v.p.

STARS NATIONAL INC.

Conrad Hilton

Bernard Howard

VENARD, RINTOUL & MacCONNELL
INC.

Conrad Hilton, Suite 21 00-21 01 -21 02A
Lloyd George Venard, president; Stephen R.

Rintoul, v.p.; James V. McConnell, v.p.;

Howard B. Myers, v.p.

WALKER REPRESENTATIVES
Sheraton Blackstone

Wythe Walker, Otis Rawalt, Ralph Kelly,

Harlen Oaks.

WEED RADIO AND TV
Congress

J. J. Weed, Ed Fitzsimmons, Bates Halsey,

Jerry Lyons, also C. C. Weed and represen-

tatives from the Chicago office.

(See advertisement page 67, 76 April is-

sue and back cover, Convention Special.)

ADAM YOUNG INC.

Conrad Hilton

Adam Young Jr., Stephen A. Machcinski

Jr., James F. O'Grady, William J. Reilly.

(See Advertisement Page 97J

varied services

BONDED TV FILM SERVICE

Conrad Hilton

Chester M. Ross, president; Wade Barnes,

gen. sales mgr.

BROADCAST MUSIC INC.

Conrad Hilton, Rooms 639A-640A
Represented at the Convention by officials

of the company. (See Advertisement Con-

vention Special Section Page XXVIII.)

LANGLOIS FILM MUSIC INC.

Conrad Hilton, 556, 557, 560

C. O. Langlois Jr., president; Ted Roseen,

sales mgr.

MAGNE-TRONICS INC.

Conrad Hilton, 612

Joseph F. Hards, v.p.; Thomas L. Clarke

Jr., v.p.; Roger L. Thaxter, promotion mgr.

MUZAK CORP.
Sheraton Blackstone

Edward Hochhauser Jr., v.p. and director of

merchandising; Charles C. Cowley, exec,

v.p.

NATIONAL MUSITIME CORP.

Conrad Hilton, 856, 857, 86

Charles E. Rynd, president; Jerome K.

Levy, v.p.; Robert D. Winston, v.p.

RCA CUSTOM RECORDS
Conrad Hilton, Suite 600

A. E. Hindle, manger Custom Record sales

Chicago; W. Leonard, Chicago representive

Custom Record sales.

(See advertisement Convention Special

Section Pages XL-XLIV.)

SESAC INC.

Conrad Hilton, 528A & 530A
Alice Heinecke; Evarard S. Prager, asst. to

president; Robert Stone, director of pro-

gram service; Jim Myers, director of station

relations; Sid Guber, station relations; Hal

Fitzgerald, field representative; Glenn Ram-

sey, field representative; David R. Milsten,

SESAC's western counsel.

SPONSOR
Conrad Hilton, Rooms 658-659

Norman R. Glenn, Bernard Piatt, Miles

David, Elaine C. Glenn, Charles Godwin,

Arnold A. Alpert, Ben Bodec, Ed Cooper,

Si Lewis.

STANDARD RADIO TRANSCRIPTION
SERVICES

Conrad Hilton, 61 2A
M. M. Blink, president; Olga Blohm, mgr.;

Charles Michelson, representative.

STANDARD RATE AND DATA
SERVICE INC.

Conrad Hilton, Suite 805A, 806A
John G. Williams, John Klatt, Leonard J.

Schultz, F. LeRoy Hess, G. Warren Car-

hart, David S. Wexler, William C. Parring-

ton, Allan J. Fagans, Willard F. Pierce, C.

Herbert Fisher.

TELEMAT
Conrad Hilton, Room 539

(Animated commercials in kit form.) Bill

Ermeling, Chicago; Alan Wise, Beverly

Hills.

WORLD BROADCASTING SYSTEM INC.

Conrad Hilton, Rooms 512A-513A
Robert W. Friedheim, v.p.; Pierre Weis,

gen. mgr.; Dick Lawrence, sales mgr.;

Jim Weathers, Ken Joseph, Robert Mont-

gomery, Greg Reeser, Herb Gross.

WILLIAM TELL PRODUCTIONS
Conrad Hilton

John Esau
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How To Get Results

In Mid-West America

It is an accepted fact among hundreds of advertisers

that advertising on WLS gets results.

They have proved that to their own satisfaction—

proved that WLS does influence people

in Chicago and the Middle West.

A current advertiser, for example, offered a collection

of Begonia and Glad Bulbs for 50^

and proof of purchase on a WLS mid-morning program

He got results! To date he has received 6,316 orders,

each with 5(V and a proof of purchase enclosed!

This is but one example from many.

For further proof . . .

or for information on how you can use WLS

to get Results in Chicago and the Middle West.

contact WLS or any John Blair man.

^^dl^<^^^^
890 KILOCYCLES • 50,000 WATTS • ABC AFFILIATE • REPRESENTED BY BLAIR & CO.



CHICAGO

DIRECTORY
for business and pleasure

For the convenience of delegates attending the NARTB Convention in Chicago, 15-19 April.

Business starts below. Directory of theatres, night clubs, restaurants on page L1V.

BUSINESS
Networks and Groups Representatives

American Broadcasting Co.
Columbia Broadcasting System
Keystone Broadcasting System
Mutual Broadcasting System
National Broadcasting Co.
National Negro Network

20 N. Wacker
410 N. Michigan
I I I W. Washington
435 N. Michigan
Merchandise Mart
203 N.Wabash

Representatives

Airspot Sales
AM Radio Sales
Avery-Knodel
Hil F. Best
John Blair

Blair TV
Boiling

Bronham

64 E. Lake
400 N. Michigan
75 E. Wacker
228 N. LaSalle

520 N. Michigan,

520 N. Michigan
435 N. Michigan
360 N. Michigan

AN 3-0800 Broadcast Time Sales 39 S. LaSalle ST 2-1405
WH 4-6000 Burn-Smith 307 N. Michigan CE 6-4437
ST 2-6303 Capper Publications 333 N. Michigan CE 6-5977
WH 4-5060 CBS Radio Spot Sales 410 N. Michigan WH 4-6000
SU 7-8300 CBS TV Spot Sales 410 N. Michigan WH 4-6000
DE 2-6411 Henry I. Christal 333 N. Michigan CE 6-6357

Thomas F. Clark 35 E. Wacker ST 2-1663
Continental Radio Sales 228 N. LaSalle FR 2-2095
Donald Cooke 228 N. LaSalle ST 2-5096
Crosley 360 N. Michigan ST 2-6693
Du Mont TV Spot Sales 435 N. Michigan MO 4-6262
Dwight & Assoc. 75 E. Wacker AN 3-3788
Everett-McKinney 400 N. Michigan SU 7-9052

ST 2-0460 Forjoe 435 N. Michigan DE 7-1874
MO 4-6555 Free & Peters 230 N. Michigan FR 2-6373
AN 3-4710 Gill-Perna 75 E. Wacker FR 2-8665
ST 2-5096 W.S.Grant 612 N. Michigan SU 7-8177
SU 7-8659 Hagg & Assoc. 360 N. Michigan CE 6-7553
SU 7-8659 Harrington, Righter & Parsons 435 N. Michigan WH 4-0074
WH 3-2040 Headley-Reed Co. 230 N. Michigan FR 2-4686
CE 6-5726 Hoag-Blair 737 N. Michigan DE 7-2145

16 APRIL 1956 CONVENTION SPECIAL • XLVII



CHICAGO CONVENTION DIRECTORY FOR BUSINESS AND PLEASURE

Representatives (Cont.) Agencies

George P. Hollingbery

Hal Holman Co.

H-R Representatives

Indie Sales
Interstate United Newspapers
Fred R. Jones
The Katz Agency
Joseph Hershey McGillvra

Robert Meeker
Meeker TV
NBC Spot Sales

John E. Pearson
John H. Perry

Edward Petry

Radio-TV Reps
Wm. G. Rambeau
Paul H. Raymer Co.

Scheerer
Carl Schuele Brdcst. Time Sis.

Sears & Ayer
Burke Stuart
Venard, Rintoul & McConnell
Walker
Weed, Weed TV
WLW-Cincinnati
WOR & WOR-TV
Adam J. Young, Jr.

307 N. Michigan
64 E. Lake

35 E. Wacker
228 N.LaSalle

25 E. Jackson

228 N. LaSalle

307 N. Michigan
185 N.Wabash
333 N. Michigan

333 N. Michigan
Merchandise Mart
333 N. Michigan
224 S. Michigan
400 N. Michigan

75 E. Wacker
185 N.Wabash
435 N. Michigan
35 E. Wacker
39 S. LaSalle

612 N. Michigan

35 E. Wacker
35 E. Wacker
360 N. Michigan

203 N.Wabash
360 N. Michigan
435 N. Michigan

55 E. Washington

Agencies

Aubrey, Finlay, Marley, H'dgs'n

N. W. Ayer
BBDO
Beaumont & Hohman
Walter F. Bennett & Co.

Gordon Best Co.

Lee S. Biespiel Adv.
Leo B. Bott
Bozell & Jacobs
E. H. Brown
Burton Browne
Buchen Co.
Leo Burnett
Calkins & Holden
Campbell-Ewald
Campbell-Mithun
The Copies Co.
Compron Adv.
Cunningham & Walsh
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample
D'Arcy
W. B. Doner & Co.
Doremus
Erwin, Wasey & Co.
First United Broadcasters

M. M. Fisher Assoc.

Food Research & Adv.
Foote, Cone & Belding

Albert Frank-Guenther Law
Jones Frankel
Fuller & Smith & Ross
Glenn-Jordan, Stoetzal

Goodkind, Joice & Morgan
Phil Gordon Agency
Gourfain-Cobb & Assoc.
Grant Adv.
Gray-Schwartz
Grossfeld & Staff

Herbert Summers Hall
George H. Hartman Co.

230 N. Michigan
I 35 S. LaSalle

919 N. Michigan
6 N. Michigan

20 N. Wacker Dr.

228 N. LaSalle

605 N. Michigan
64 E. Jackson

205 N. LaSalle

20 N. Wacker
619 N. Michigan
400 W. Madison
360 N. Michigan
130 E. Randolph
230 N. Michigan
919 N. Michigan
225 E. Erie

141 W. Jackson

6 N. Michigan
221 N. LaSalle

8 S. Michigan
203 N.Wabash
208 S. LaSalle

230 N. Michigan
201 N.Wells
79 W. Monroe
159 E.Chicago
155 E. Superior

I N.LaSalle
180 N.Wabash
105 W.Adams
307 N. Michigan
919 N. Michigan
23 E. Jackson
400 N. Michigan
919 N. Michigan
228 N. LaSalle

22 W. Monroe
30 N. LaSalle

307 N. Michigan

DE 2-6060
FR 2-0016
RA 6-6431
ST 2-5096
WE 9-7260
ST 2-5096
CE 6-7343
ST 2-5282
CE 6-1742
CE 6-1742
SU 7-8300
ST 2-7494
HA 7-4008
WH 4-0011

Fl 6-0982
AN 3-5566
SU 7-4473
ST 2-7942
ST 2-1405
SU 7-8177
DE 2-0826
ST 2-5260
AN 3-5771
RA 6-7730
ST 2-6693
SU 7-5109
AN 3-5448

Fl 6
RA 6-

SU7
RA 6
FR2-
ST 2
DE 7

HA 7
CE 6
FR 2

SU7.
RA 6-

CE 6

RA 6
CE 6
DE 7-

SU7
HA 7
AN 3
Fl 6
CE 6
DE 2

CE 6

RA 6
RA 6
CE 6

SU
SU
DE
DE
AN
ST 2
SU 7
HA 7
WH 4
SU 7
CE 6
AN 3
ST 2
AN 3

1600
3456
9200
6181
1131
5060
4190
9187
0870
9494
7700
9305
5959
3830
1946
7553
6016
6935
3138
4700
4536
4674
9132
4952
7800
6226
6664
4800
6424
5745
5041
8927
6746
2103
5230
6500
8835
6904
0670
0130

Henri, Hurst & McDonald
The Kapps Co.
H. W. Kastor & Sons Adv.
Kenyon & Eckhardt
Abbott Kimball Co.
Kuttner & Kuttner
Al Paul Lefton
Earle Ludgin
MacFarland, Aveyard & Co.
Malcolm-Howard Adv. Agency
Martin Co.
Maxon, Inc.

McCann-Erickson
McCarty Co.
Arthur Meyerhoff & Co.
C. L. Miller
C. Wendel Muench & Co.
Needham, Louis & Brorby
Olian & Bronner
O'Neil, Larson & McMahon
J. R. Pershall

Presba, Fellers & Presba
Proebstring, Taylor, Inc.

Reincke, Meyer & Finn
Fletcher D. Richards
Robertson, Buckley & Gotsch
Roche, Williams & Cleary
Rocklin, Irving & Assoc.
Ruthrauff & Ryan
Saunders, Shrout & Assoc.
R. Jack Scott
Russel M. Seeds Co.
Henry Senne
John W. Shaw
Charles Silver & Co.
Simmonds & Simmonds
Glenn Jordan Stoetzel
Tatham-Laird
J. Walter Thompson
Turner Adv.
C.J. Ulrich

Geoffrey Wade
Weiss & Geller
Wherry, Baker & Tilden
Young & Rubicam

121 W. Wacker FR 2-9180
64 E. Lake ST 2-0460
75 E. Wacker CE 6-5331
221 N.LaSalle Fl 6-4020
520 N. Michigan Ml 2-0300
646 N. Michigan SU 7-7940
435 N. Michigan SU 7-9511
121 W. Wacker AN 3-1888
333 N. Michigan RA 6-9360
203 N.Wabash AN 3-0022
201 N.Wells DE 2-5910
664 N.Rush WH 4-1676
318 S.Michigan WE 9-3701
520 N. Michigan Ml 2-0300
410 N. Michigan DE 7-7860
333 N.Michigan CE 6-1640
75 E. Wacker Fl 6-3481
130 E. Randolph WH 4-3400
35 E. Wacker ST 2-3381
230 N. Michigan AN 3-4470
105 W.Adams FR 2-8440
360 N.Michigan CE 6-7683
100 E.Ohio WH 4-1051
520 N. Michigan WH 4-7440
221 N.LaSalle Fl 6-3585
108 N. State ST 2-5336
135 S. LaSalle RA 6-9760
32 W.Randolph RA 6-2324
360 N. Michigan Fl 6-1833
333 N. Michigan DE 2-7089
814 N. Michigan WH 4-6886
919 N.Michigan WH 3-2133
75 E. Wacker RA 6-6933
51 E.Superior MO 4-6323
737 N. Michigan SU 7-6625
520 N. Michigan, Ml 2-3360
307 N. Michigan ST 2-8927
64 E.Jackson HA 7-3700
410 N. Michigan MO 4-6700
101 E.Ontario Ml 2-6426
6674 N. NorVst Hy. NE 1-4762
20 N. Wacker ST 2-7369
400 N. Michigan WH 3-2100
919 N. Michigan DE 7-8000
333 N. Michigan Fl 6-0750

Advertisers

Admiral
American Bakeries
American Dairy Assoc.
American Hair & Felt

Armour
Bauer & Black
Bo rg-Warner
Consolidated Cosmetics
Helene Curtis

Curtiss Candy
Dad's Root Beer
Derby Foods
Ekco
Florrheim Shoes
Greyhound Corp.
Hoover
Hotpoint
Household Finance Corp.
Illinois Bell Tel.

Int'l Cellucotton
Int'l Harvester
Walter H. Johnson Candy

(Directory

3800 W.Cortland SP 2-0100
19 N.Michigan WH 4-6100
20 N. Wacker ST 2-4916
Merchandise Mart SU 7-7252
Union, Stock Yards YA 7-4100
309 W.Jackson WE 9-7100
3 10 S. Michigan WA 2-7700
30 W. Hubbard DE 7-7000
4401 W. North CA 7-6600

I 101 W. Belmont Bl 8-6300
2800N.Talman IN 3-4600
3327 W. 47th PI. VI 7-4400
1949 N.Cicero BE 7-6000
130 S. Canal FR 2-6666
141 W.Jackson WA 2-3770
20 N. Wacker RA 6-9478
5600 W.Taylor MA 6-2000
919 N.Michigan WH 4-7174
2 12 W.Washington OF 3-9300
919 N. Michigan DE 7-8161
180 N. Michigan AN 3-4200
4500 W. Belmont SP 7-2424

continues on page LII)
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YOU WANT

There's lots of it . . . and it all points to a healthy
curiosity on the part of radio and TV buyers. They want
to know exactly what coverage they are getting for

their money. And they are fussy about the source of
coverage data. The facts must be up-to-date . . . reflect-

ing the big changes that are taking place in both the
industry and the nation's socio-economic structure.
Yes, buyers are demanding authentic coverage data.

EVIDENCE 100% of the top ten domestic advertising
agencies* have already subscribed to Nielsen Coverage
Service No. 2 (NCS No. 2). In fact, every one of the 29
largest agencies subscribe to Nielsen audience measure-
ment services!

MORE EVIDENCE 92% of the $255.9 million spent
on radio and TV spots by the top 25 agencies in spot
broadcast buying in 1955** was invested by agencies
using Nielsen audience measurement service. Plus mil-
lions spent by smaller agencies who rely on NCS as a
guide in spot buying.

STILL MORE EVIDENCE NCS No. 1 has proved
itself so valuable over the past four years that many
more stations, agencies and advertisers signed up for
NCS No. 2 . . . even before field work started!

VERDICT More radio and TV time will be boughtand
sold on the basis of Nielsen Coverage Service than ever
before. That is why more than 400 stations and four
networks have already subscribed . . . they want to
know where they stand in this rapidly changing field . . .

to have answers for the skeptics ... to have authentic
data for those who want to get technical.

Find out today what NCS No. 2 will cost you. Just tele-

phone or wire (collect) to your nearest Nielsen office and ask

the cost for an organization of your size. There is no obligation.

*As listed by Advertising Age, February 27, 1956.

*'At listed by Broadcasting /Telecasting, March 12, 1956.

TVielsen Coverage Service ivo.2

A. C. Mi:i>K,\ COMPANY
2101 Weil Howard Street, Chicago 45 • Telephone: HOIIycourt 5-4400

500 Fifth Avenue, New York 36, N.Y. • Telephone: PEnntylvania 6-2848

70 Willow Road, Menlo Park, Calif. • Telephone: DAvenport 5-0021
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We start our 24th ye«

with greatly enlarge<

New York quarters .

.

to keep pace with

increasing use of

spot by advertisers

The maintenance of Mass Pre ac-

tion depends on Mass Selling.

In turn, Mass Selling depeno on

Mass Communication.

For many businesses, the mo.- =i

fective form of Mass Communis on

is Spot Broadcasting—either in n io

or television, or both.

And because, in cooperation th

the stations we represent, we Ive

had a hand in the developmer of

Spot Broadcasting to its prenr

stature, the fact that John Bla &

Company is 23 years old this mi th

may be of more than passing inti b|

to our industry, and to marketig

executives who are coming more id

more to rely on "spot" to prorle

the basic power to achieve rtf

sales goals.

at 48th & Madiso

(415 Madison Avenue)
in the very heart of the world's advert ng

capital the Blair companies will oopy

the entire 6th floor starting April 30, 1
>6-

PHONE NUMBERS (after 4/2'

John Blair & Co. . . PL 3-4 >0

Blair-TV TE 8-5 -H)



nd BLAIR-TV are

together for the future

of Spot Radio and Television

fc me sense, the progress of 23 years

I be told in statistics:

pril, 1933: Offices, 1; Staff, 3.

pril, 1956: Radio Offices, 10; TV
) es, 10; Staff, over 175.

ehind the statistics stands the real

v—of mutual understanding be-

iw?n station and representative

—

of olicies determined and problems
; o ed in terms of building the indus-

is a whole.

>r mere length of station-list has

ue;r been one of our goals. Stations

wi epresent have been those we could

vc i with, not simply work for.

e have shared in their progress—
,.nthey in ours.

\ey Factor in Station Income

</ears, Network Affiliation was the
nc; vital consideration for a radio

>taon. But today—now that spot
'\nue for stations has out-distanced
ork revenue many times over,

' at laming of a national representa-
t.vis a much more important choice.

r

le broadcast medium has reached
ts laturity—and it requires mature

t nent in selling. In today's intense

onetition for advertising dollars, it

tak; seasoned salesmen, backed up
iv lodern facilities in Research and
bal Development, to do justice to

^lling of a major station.

New

—

a Farm Department

1 the farm market, for example.
Raio is essential to the modern

and his wife. They rely on it

tor /eather-data, for market quota-

tions, for news and reports that often

affect their day-to-day farming de-

cisions.

In many ways, the farm market is

a specialized market. So in 1955 we
established a Farm Department to

provide the specific farm-and-radio
data that marketing executives need.

Interpreting Radio to Business

As recently as last year, it was appar-
ent that too many business men did
not have Radio in proper focus. They
failed to realize that, through alert

local-interest programming, major
stations are doing a better selling job
than ever before.

To develop a clearer understanding
of Spot Radio as a selling force, we
undertook a five-month educational
campaign. These advertisements ran
in the New York Herald-Tribune so

as to reach thousands of executives
who would have no occasion to read
the excellent business papers in our
field. Response to and results of this

project have been most encouraging.

Need for Separated -Selling

In television's early days we recog-

nized, as did our stations, that it was
competitive with radio. It was logical

that these two competitive media be
represented by completely independ-
ent sales organizations—each concen-
trating on its own medium. So in 1948
Blair-TV was established, a separate

organization devoted entirely to tele-

vision—actually television's first ex-

clusive national representative.

The soundness of this decision,
which was participated in by our sta-

tions, has been amply proved by the
selling records ofthe two organizations.

Keeping Pace with "Spot"

As the number of advertisers using
spot has continued to grow, our two
sales organizations and facilities ex-

panded accordingly—in order that
increased traffic could be handled with
no slow-down of service. In New
York, for example, we took in 1951
what seemed enough space to handle
our expansion plans for ten years.

Now, because of the increases in spot
radio and the tremendous surge of

spot-volume in television, our ten-

year goals have been passed in less

than five.

So at the end of this month we
move into quarters 44 percent larger,

in a new air-conditioned building at

415 Madison Avenue . . . right in the

heart of the advertising capital of

the world.

Yes, anniversaries can serve a useful

purpose, far beyond staging pictures

of a president puffing at xx candles

on a birthday cake. They furnish a
timely opportunity to review and re-

state basic principles that provide the

foundation for future development
and to pledge that—as we enter our
24th year—our two sales organiza-

tions and the stations we represent

will continue building together for the

future of spot radio and television.

JOHN BLAIR
AND COMPANY

Radio Exclusively

BLAIR-TV
Television

Exclusively

National Representatives of Major-Market Stations • Offices in Principal Cities Coast-to-Coast



CHICAGO CONVENTION DIRECTORY FOR BUSINESS AND PLEASURE

Advertisers (Cont.) Music & Transcription Services

Kraft Foods 500 N. Peshtigo Court WH 4-7300 Monogram-Chicago 75 E. Wacker AN 3-7169
Libby, McNeill & Libby W. Exch.&S. Packers YA 7-0240 Morton Radio Productions 64 E. Lake CE 6-4144
Mars Candy 2019 N.Oak Park ME 7-3000 RCA Recorded Program Svc 445 N. Lake Shore WH 4-3530
Oscar Mayer Co. 1241 N. Sedgwick Ml 2-1200 Standard Radio 360 N. Michigan ST 2-5322
Mogen David 3737 S. Sacramento CL 4-6300 L. S. Toogood Recording 221 N. LaSalle CE 6-5275
Motorola 4545 W. Augusta SP 2-6500 United Broadcasting 301 E.Erie SU 7-9114
Mystik Adhesive Products 2635 N. Kildare SP 2-1600
O'Cedar 2246 W. 49th LA 3-4700
Pabst 221 N. LaSalle ST 2-7600
Pure Oil 35 E. Wacker

345 Merchandise Mart
ST 2-2100
WH 4-0600Quaker Oats i

Simoniz 2100 S. Indiana DA 6-6700 Ho
S.O.S. 7123 W. 65th

910 S. Michigan
PO 7-7800
HA 7-9200Standard Oil of Ind.

Sunbeam
Swift
Toni
United Airlines

5600 W. Roosevelt Rd.

41 15 S. Packers

Merchandise Mart
5959 S. Cicero

ES 8-8000
YA 7-4200
WH 4-1800
PO 7-3300

Ambassador
Bismark
Blackstone
Chicagoan
Congress
Conrad Hilton

N. State & E.Goethe
171 W. Randolph
S. Michigan & E.Balbo

SU 7-7200
CE 6-0123
HA 7-4300

Wm. Wrigley
Zenith

410 N. Michigan
6001 W.Dickens

SU 7-2121
BE 7-7500

67 W. Madison
520 S. Michigan
720 S. Michigan

AN 3-4000
HA 7-3800
WA 2-4400

Drake E. Lk.Shore& N. Mich. SU 7-2200
Edgewater Beach 5349 N.Sheridan LO 1-6000
LaSalle
Morrison
Palmer House

LaSalle & W. Madison
79 W. Madison
State & Monroe

FR 2-0700

Tv Film Program Sources
FR 2-9600
RA 6-7500

Sheraton
Sherman

505 N. Michigan
Clark & Randolph

WH 4-4100
FR 2-2100

ABC Film Synd. 20 N. Wacker AN 3-0800
Academy Film Prod. Inc. 123 W. Chestnut St. Ml 2-0128
Association Films 561 Hilgrove, La Grangf Bl 2-1898
Atlas 1 1 I 1 South Bl. Oak Pk. AU 7-8620
George Bagnall
CBS Film Sales
Coronet

520 N. Michigan
410 N. Michigan
65 E. Southwater

Ml 2-5231
WH 4-6000
DE 2-7676

Air Lines and Railroads

Film Studios of Chicago 135 S. LaSalle CE 6-8147
Filmack 1327 S.Wabash HA 7-3395 American Airlines 55 E. Monroe FR 2-8000
Guild Films 20 E. Jackson WA 2-1803 Caoital Airlines 41 S. State DE 2-5711
Imperial World Films 49 E. Oak Ml 2-6200 Delta C & S Air Lines 67 E. Monroe Fl 6-5300
International Film Bureau 57 E. Jackson WA 2-1648 Eastern Airlines 120 S. Michigan HA 7-1 600
Kling Studios 1058 W.Washington SE 8-4181 Northwest Airlines 100 S. Michigan RA 6-9600
Lewis & Martin 1431 N.Wells WH 4-7477 TWA 37 S.Wabash DE 2-7600
MCA-TV 430 N. Michigan DE 7-1100 United Airlines 35 E. Monroe Fl 6-5700
Morton Prodns 64 E. Lake CE 6-4144 Midway Airfield 6200 S. Cicero PO 7-0500
NBC Film Division Merchandise Mart SU 7-8300 Baltimore & Ohio RR Grand Central Station WA 2-2211
RCA Recorded & TV Film Svc 445 N. Lake Shore WH 4-3530 Chesapeake & Ohio RR 163 W.Jackson WA 2-1 480
Sarra 16 E. Ontario WH 4-5151 N.Y. Central System LaSalle St. Station WA 2-8700
Walter Schwimmer Prodns 75 E. Wacker FR 2-4392 Pennsylvania RR I6S. LaSalle CE 6-7200
Screen Gems 230 N .Michigan FR 2-3696 Santa Fe 179 W.Jackson HA 7-4900
Telenews Prodns 1 3? 1; S Wflhflsh WA 2-1524
United Artists TV

i JtJ J. »»auoMi

1301 S.Wabash HA 7-6310
United World Films 542 S. Dearborn WA 2-7840
Vogue Wright Studios 469 E. Ohio MO 4-5600
Wilding Prodns 1345 W.Argyle LO 1-8410

• Pleasure; for list of th<

night clubs, restaurants in

Chicago, turn to page LI1

eatres,

News Services

Associated Press 160 N. LaSalle ST 2-7700
International News Service 326 W. Madison RA 6-4838
United Press 400 W. Madison FR 2-9000

• Convention exhibitors: list

Music & Transcription Services
broken dow u by categories

ASCAP 8 S. Michigan ST 2-8289
BMI
Columbia Transcriptions

360 N. Michigan
410 N. Michigan

AN 3-5394
WH 4-6000 appears this section, page XXIX
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and it's a fact that in every television market ... at every

television station . . . there are sales-minded, sales-effective

local performers specifically trained to turn your national

copy into local sales.

NOW, you can take advantage of the unique market appeal

of local talent with complete copy assurance —

BECAUSE TelePrompTer Service gives you complete copy as-

surance, and stations with TelePrompTer Service

now cover over 80% of all U.S. TV homes. . .every

size station, every type market from coast-to-coast.

NOW you can buy a national or regional live spot schedule

and have the same TelePrompTer assurance advertisers

have come to depend upon on over 1 20 major network

shows weekly.

Every Sale Is a Local Sale
Live local talent pins TelePrompTer Service

means maximum sales effectiveness at the local level

• Local talent sells your product better to their local audience

• Local talent brings your national message into real local focus

• Local talent has special home-market warmth and believability

• Local talent has the advantage of the basic impact and immediacy of live TV

^:

Look for the Sales-minded Stations with the TelePrompTer Service Seal

~y

WsPromp/sr
®
SERVICE

FOR . . .

• complete copy assurance

• performance insurance

• uniformity in live spot schedules

WsPromp/er Corp.
31 1 West 43rd St., N.Y. 36, N.Y.

JU 2-3800
LOS ANGELES • CHICAGO • WASHINGTON, D.C. • TORONTO LONDON

16 APRIL 1956 CONVENTION SPECIAL LIU



CHICAGO CONVENTION DIRECTORY FOR BUSINESS AND PLEASURE

M

PLEASURE
THEATER

Inherit the Wind, Blackstone, 60 e. Balbo

(CE 6-8240). Darwin, the Bible and the

newspapers in this serious drama based on

the 1925 Scopes trial, with complex staging

and a cast that includes Melvyn Douglas,

James Westerfield, William Woodson and
many local actors in the supporting roles.

Nightly 8:30, except Sun., 7; mat. Wed. &

Sat, 2:30.

Teahouse of the August Moon, Erlanger,

127 n. Clark (ST 2-2459).. Burgess Meredith

and Hugh Reilly remain in the cast of this

long-run show about democracy and Oki-

nawa. Nightly except Sun., 8:30; mat. Wed.
& Sat., 2:30.

Pajama Game, Shubert, 22 w. Monroe (CE

6-8240). A hearty musical with a hearty

run. Fran Warren, Larry Douglas and
Buster West star. Nightly 8:30, except Sun.,

7; mat. Wed. & Sat., 2:30.

Cinerama Holiday, Eitel's Palace, 159 w.

Randolph (AN 3-0055). The second of the

wide-screened extravaganzas runs on, fill-

ing houses and parking lots. Nightly, Sun.-

Thu., 8:30; Fri., 7 & 10; Sat., 7:30 & 10:30.

Mat., Mon., Thu. & Sat., 2:30; Fri., 1; Sun.

2 & 5.

NIGHT LIFE

Blue Angel. 801 Rush (SU 7-5060). Owner
Jean Fardulli has been in the Carribean

this past month gathering talent and visas

for a new troupe of calypso singers and
dancers who will arrive for the April show.

5 p.m. to 4 a.m.; shows 8:30, midnight &
2 a.m. Food a la carte.

Boulevard room, Conrad Hilton hotel, 720

s. Michigan (WA 2-4400). Jerry Bergman
and Mimi, pantomimists, continue in the ice

show "Icearama," as do skaters Helga Neff,

Peter Voss, Shirley Linde, Michael Meehan
(contortionist), Dave Park (unicyclist), Boy
Foy, The Boulevar-Dears and The Boulevar-

Dons. Music is by Frankie Masters and or-

chestra. Open from 6:30 p.m.; shows 8:30 &
midnight; Sun. mat., 4 p.m. Dinner from

$3.25. $2 cover.

The Buttery, Ambassador West hotel, State

and Goethe (SU 7-7200). Quiet and aloof,

with dancing to restrained Afro-Cuban
music by Romeo and orchestra. Noon to

2 a.m.; dancing from 9. Flaming sword din-

ner $5.50-$9.50; other food a la carte. $3

min. Fri. & Sat.

Camellia house, Drake hotel, Lake Shore

and Michigan (SU 7-2200). French cuisine

and Jimmy Blade's music. Noon to 3 p.m.,

6 p.m. to 1 a.m. Lunch $1.75-$2.50; dinner

$5-$7.

Chez Paree, 610 Fairbanks (DE 7-3434).

Tony Martin carries on through April 15.

6 p.m. to 4 a.m.; shows 8:30 and midnight;

late shows Fri. & Sat., 2 a.m. Dinner $3.50-

$4.75; $5.50 special includes cover and
minimum, 7-course dinner, after-dinner

liqueur, show, dancing and Jack Eigen.

College Inn Porterhouse, Sherman hotel,

LIV • CONVENTION SPECIAL

INFORMATION ON THIS PAGE COURTESY OF "CHICAGO" MAGAZINE

Randolph and Clark (FR 2-2100). Dining is

western style; music is by Frank York, who
has a fiddle and orchestra. Noon to 1 a.m.;

Sat. to 2 a.m. Lunch $1.65-$1.95; dinner

$4.50-$7.

Compass, at the Dock, 5743 Lake Park (FA
4-2800). Ad lib drama on topical scenarios

is done by quick-witted entertainers. Regu-

lar shows are followed by improvisations

on stories suggested by the audience.

Shows at 8:30 weeknights; 9:15 weekends.
Folk singing on Tues. Open until 2 a.m.

$1.50 min. Fri., Sat. & Sun. Closed Mon.

Empire room. Palmer house, State and Mon-
roe (RA 6-7500). Jose Greco and his Spanish

troupe of dancers remain until April 18

EATING OUT
Agostino's, 1121 n. State (DE 7-9862). One
of the city's oldest and most respected

Italian restaurants, well known for steaks

and sea food. Mon.-Sat., 5 p.m. to 4 a.m.;

from 1:30 p.m. on Sun. Dinner from $2.25.

BerghoH's, 17 w. Adams (HA 7-3170). For

hearty appetites: corned beef and cabbage,

Thuringer sausage, other German dishes.

The dark draught beer is excellent. 11:30

a.m. to 10 p.m.; closed Sun. Lunch $1 -$2.50;

dinner $1.75-$4.

Blackhawk Restaurant, 139 n. Wabash (RA
6-2822). Don Roth's prime rib palace has

a rolling rib cart, spinning salad bowl and
personality waiters. Weekdays, 1 1 a.m. to

10:30 p.m.; Sat., 1:30 p.m. to 1:30 a.m.;

Sun., 3:30 to 10 p.m. Dinner $2.50-$5.

Cafe Bonaparte, Sheraton-Blackstone hotel,

Michigan at Balbo (HA 7-4300). The kind

of food that Talleyrand used to talk about

at. the Congress of Vienna. Noon to 1 a.m.

Dinner from $6.

Cafe De Paris, 1260 n. Dearborn pkwy.

(WH 4-5620). Delightful French fare, all the

more enjoyable in the Gallic setting. Crepes

suzettes are, of course, a house specialty.

Daily, 5 p.m. to 11 p.m. Dinner $3.90-$6.50.

The Cameo, 116 e. Walton (SU 7-1200).

Decorative dining where such substantial

dishes as roast beef are done to perfection.

Noon to 1 a.m. Dinner from $3.50. Closed

Sun.

Cafe Bohemia, 138 s. Clinton (AN 3-8310).

Bohemian dishes with fresh game in sea-

son. 11 a.m. to midnight; closed Sun. & hoi.

Lunch $1.35-$1.65; dinner $1.75-$4.75.

Cape Cod room, Drake hotel, Lake Shore &

Michigan (SU 7-2200). Excellent seafood in

tasteful surroundings. A la carte from $2.

Daily, noon until midnight.

Coach and Four, U.S. 20, one mile e. of

Marengo (Marengo 41 -J). A coachhouse

restaurant of commendable fare and a

women's apparel shop in a pre-Civil war
mansion. Daily, 11:30 a.m. to 8 p.m.

Clipper Room, Atlantic hotel, 316 s. Clark

(WA 2-2646). Sea food with a sea-around-

you atmosphere. Also German dishes. A
la carte from $1.55. 11:30 a.m. to 8:30 p.m.

Closed Sat. & Sun.

Continental Gourmet, 1508 e. 57 (PL 2-9355).

Wonderful hors d'oeuvres table is bolstered

by special national dishes in a candle-lit

atmosphere. Weekdays except Mon. 4:30

p.m. to 10. Dinner $1.75-$3.75.

Fanny's. 1601 Simpson, Evanston -(GR

5-8686). Spaghetti, salad dressing and other

dishes all live up to their wide-spread

fame. Mon.-Sat., 11:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.; 5

to 10 p.m.; Sun., noon to 10 p.m. Dinner

$1.75-$4.75.

Fred Harvey's Harlequin Room, Palmolive

building, 919 n. Michigan (DE 7-0606). A
dark, quiet room for restrained dining.

11:30 a.m. to 9 p.m. Lunch from $1.25;

dinner from $2.25.

Fritzel's. 210 n. State (AN 3-7100). Good
cuisine behind a Hollywood facade. Daily,

11 a.m. to 1 a.m. Dinner $2.85-$4.95.

Grecian Terrace, 55 w. Washington (RA

6-0637). A good Loop restaurant where

there's plenty of room at lunch time.

Greek specialties include avgolemono

soup, taramosalata (fish roe) and assorted

kebabs and pelafs. Daily, 11:30 a.m. to 9

p.m. Lunch from $1.15; dinner from $2.25.

Hoe Sad Gai, 85 w. Randolph (AN 3-6474).

Chinatown in the Loop. 1 1 a.m. to 2 a.m.;

Sat. to 3 a.m. Lunch $.75-$2; dinner $1.55-$4.

Ireland's, 632 n. Clark (DE 7-2020). An old-

time restaurant devoted exclusively to sea

food. Noon to 2 a.m. Dinner $2-$5.

Jacques", 900 n. Michigan (DE 7-9040). Con-

tinental foods and choice wines in a light-

hearted French atmosphere. 11:30 a.m. to

3 p.m., 5 to 10:30 p.m. Lunch $1.70-$2.60,

dinner $3.80-$6.

Red Star Inn, 1528 n. Clark (WH 4-9637).

Reputedly the biggest menu in the city,

includes a zwiebel fleisch that's better than

sauerbraten, even. Open 4 p.m. to mid-

night. From $1.75.

St Hubert's grill, 316 Federal (WE 9-8770).

Superior food served by red-coated waiters

in old English surroundings. Mon-Sat., noon

to midnight; closed Sun. A la carte from $6.

Stock Yard Inn, 42nd & Halsted (YA 7-5580).

The Sirloin room specializes in prime beef,

but whomps up other dishes on demand.

Dinner $3.25-$6.

Sweden House, 157 e. Ohio (SU 7-3350).

The best and most delicate of Scandinavian

dishes in handsome surroundings. 11:30

a.m. to 2:30 a.m. Lunch from $.75, dinner

from $1.75.

Well of the Sea. Sherman hotel, Clark &

Randolph (FR 2-2100). A dim room with

deep sea menu and decor. Daily, noon to

midnight; Sun., 4 to 9 p.m. Lunch $1.60-

$2.25; dinner a la carte.
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BRAND NEW TO TV

16 TOP FLIGHT FEATURES
Tomorrow is Too Late

Double Harness
Living on Love
Desert Storm
Lady at Midnight

Mrs. Mike
Stingaree

Terror Ship
Lucky Stiff

A Tale of Five Women
Man-Eater of the Kumaon

Strange Mrs. Crane
Captain Scarlett

Man of Confilict

Africa Screams
One Man's Journey

WITH SUCH TOP STARS AS Abbott & Costello, John Agar, Pier Angeli,

Edward Arnold, Lionel Barrymore, Wendell Corey, Richard Denning,
Andy Devine, Brian Donlevy, Irene Dunne, James Dunn, Richard Creen,
Evelyn Keyes, Dorothy Lamour, Cina Lollobrigida, William Lundigan,

Joel McCrea, Dick Powell, William Powell, Dany Robin, Sabu, Vittorio

de Sica, Claire Trevor.

Already Sold To:

—

KRON, San Francisco
KGUL-TV, Galveston
KFJZ-TV, Fort Worth
KNXT, Los Angeles
WCPO-TV, Cincinnati

WTCN, Minneapolis
WSB-TV, Atlanta
WXIX-TV, Milwaukee
KOA-TV, Denver
WTTV, Bloomington

WDSU-TV, New Orleans
KTNT-TV, Tacoma
WGR-TV, Buffalo
KUTV, Salt Lake City
WAVE-TV, Louisville

ALEXANDER PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Home Office: 6040 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif. • Hollywood 4-3414

DURING THE CONVENTION SEE US IN ROOMS 535A— 536A— 537A

RAB REPORT
{Continued from page V)

etc.," said a Midwestern station head.

And from another Midwesterner:

"Stress quality radio instead of blan-

ket coverage."

Another broad industry subject

raised frequently was research with

five broadcasters writing on research

themes.

Said an Ohio broadcaster: "In the

best interests of radio, RAB could be

of great assistance by cleaning up the

RATING MESS!"

A West Virginia executive said:

"Discourage use of ratings—encourage

use of radio from results achieved."

"Develop a plan of audience study,"

a Syracuse broadcaster urged.

"Provide information on readership

of newspaper ads for cost comparison

with the radio surveys," said a Cali-

fornia station.

The largest number of suggestions

—

16—were to the effect that there ought

to be more RAB emphasis on local

selling. (Second largest number of

comments—13—were to the effect that

RAB ought to put more emphasis on

national sales.)

As you might expect, the call for lo-

cal emphasis frequently comes from
the smaller-market station. A station

in Montana said: "Less of the 'big

pitch' that will adapt itself for only

metropolitan areas. We need a small-

market adaptation of their excellent

large-market pitch."

A network affiliate in upstate New
York said: "More local presentations

in conjunction with members," indi-

cating larger stations appreciate local

help as well.

"The only thing lacking is some in-

dividual regional studies," said a Utah

station.

"Regional offices need to be opened

to bring the RAB nearer the local

level," suggested a Texas broadcaster.

Among those broadcasters who want

national selling stepped up, this view-

point is particularly interesting. It

comes from a broadcaster active in

TvB planning who says: "RAB can do

a better job by emphasizing more the

'strategic' concept of TvB to get bigger

total radio appropriations."

"More push on national advertisers

for spot money," said a S. California

manager.

Observations on other subjects in-

cluded:

"I only wish there were enough
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hours of the day to devote full atten-

tion to their material—and yours at

SPONSOR."

"Maybe they could work more as a

team with the national reps if the reps

will cooperate."

"Add another guy like Sweeney."

"RAB would do well to pattern their

sales clinics along the line of BMI's

program clinics."

"A bigger advertising campaign in

the advertising trade press on the

strength of local radio is needed."

As is natural in any cross-section of

opinion, there were negative comments

expressed as well. Some nine remarks

varied from mildly critical to acri-

monious. To wit:

"The sale of nighttime is the biggest

problem and RAB can't be expected to

help on that one while they have so

many daytime members."

"Top level too weak. Needs atten-

tion in executive organization for bet-

ter acceptance and proper administra-

tion."

Perhaps the most appropriate note

was sounded by a broadcaster who up

till a few years ago was on the regu-

latory side of the radio fence. He
stated succinctly: "More selling," and

that's what's closest to the heart of

RAB President Kevin Sweeney—more

selling. -k -k -k

TvB REPORT
(Continued from page IV)

the effect that the best thing TvB could

do for members was to grow rapidly.

A Texas broadcaster said it best:

"More members plus bigger budget

= more staff -f- help on the local level

as well as expansion of the effort on

national level."

A Midwestern broadcaster whose

responsibilities include several stations

was particularly impressed with TvB's

research presentations such as the

analysis of the cigarette market in rela-

tion to tv viewing. He said: "Continue

emphasis upon research as a sales tool.

Product studies by socio-economic

groups are vital."

Another Midwestern broadcaster

took this tack: "Believe less elaborate

sales presentations on the effectiveness

of television over competitive media
would be more useful for day-to-day

selling. The elaborate and detailed

studies are excellent for controlled

group selling efforts of TvB. However,
more one-sheet and one-point pitches

are needed to bolster the day-to-day

sales efforts of the station personnel."

Stress on the need for local and re-

gional selling aids came from seven

broadcasters.

Only six definitely negative com-

ments were expressed, five from non-

members. Said the one member, who's

from a large Eastern market: "More
aggressiveness. New Ideas. Less talk

about plans and more action."

Said a non-member from the far

West. "We need help on retail tv.

None, aside from co-op cards, is avail-

able. And we think membership cost

is too high." (Editor's note: TvB
plans to release a retail manual writ-

ten by its retailing specialist Howard

Abrahams at the Convention.)

Returning to the positive comments,

one that stands out because it was

mentioned half a dozen times is the

plea from members to "develop more

spot business." But, as; TvB President

Oliver Treyz will demonstrate at the

NARTB Convention later this week, a

major focus of TvB activity will be on

spot tv this year. • • •

FILM
{Continued from page IX)

uct being produced for syndication.

Ziv Tv, for example, is continually

shooting additional episodes for shows

introduced before the 1955 NARTB
confab. These include Science Fiction

Theatre and / Led 3 Lives. As a mat-

ter of fact the "proved-performance"

pitch wil lbe pushed hard by Ziv sales-

men at the convention.

Though syndicated product intro-

duced between conventions adds up to

a hefty over-all total, there is some evi-

dence of holding back in the area of

brand new half-hour shows for syndi-

cation. There will be few, if any, new

syndicated half-hours sprung at the

convention itself.

There are a couple of reasons for

this. In the first place, syndicators are

warily watching the effect on the mar-

ket of the raft of feature films. While

they are not considered competition

for the desirable half-hour slots brack-

all eyes are on

IPANAtvspots

UP A S NEW

UP A PICTURES INC.
burbank • 4440 lakeside drive

thornwall 2-7171

new YORK • 670 fifth ave.

plaza 3-1672
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HEAOMNK?
If you have headaches, you'll see

a doctor . . . and if your radio or

television properties have headaches,

then it's proper to see a doctor of

management. That's Telerad. The

ills of your station, whether it be

in sales, personnel, production or

technical, can be cured with proper

attention. The cost to you for this

top management consulting service?

About what you will pay a good general

manager plus a percentage of profits

produced. Telerad profits when your

station profits!

Write, Wire or call Ray J.
Williams,

President, today for full details.

©Fad] inc.
2226 Television Lane Lincoln 4-5782 Pueblo, Colorado

CREATIVE
TELEVISION

COPYWRITER

jjong established AAAA
agency has outstanding
opportunity for a top-notch

woman to join the largest

Radio-TV department in

our area. The woman we
are seeking can create far-

better-than-average visual

ideas for commercials, both
live and film, plus hard-sell-

ing copy. We are a progres-

sive, friendly organization

offering unusually fine
working conditions and em-
ployee benefits. Salary open.
Please send, in confidence,

resume and samples of
work to:

E. L. THOMPSON

BALDWIN, BOWERS & STRACHAN, INC.

374 DELAWARE AVENUE

BUFFALO 2, N. Y. • MADISON 6020

SALES AND
PROMOTION

EXECUTIVE
Extensive experience

promoting and selling tangibles

and intangibles.

Public relations, organization,

and publicity.

Knows New York ad agencies,

including tv/radio personnel.

Available for permanent assignment

or special contract work

write

P.O. BOX 315
Chatsworth Gardens,

Laichmont, N. Y.

Telephone—TEnnyson 4-3347

eting and within network option time,

syndicators point out privately that

whatever money stations (especially

the smaller ones) spend on feature

films will obviously not be available

for the standard syndicated half-hours.

This will tend to affect price levels.

More important, however, is the

growing tendency among film distrib-

utors to make network tv their target.

This is not a new trend but it reached

new heights this year. As a result,

many of the film distributors' juiciest

shows will not be offered for syndica-

tion at the Convention. Some of those

which do not sell on the network level,

of course, will be put into syndication

or offered direct to agencies and ad-

vertisers for national or regional spot

buys later this year.

Another factor is the feeling among
syndicators these days that stations

are not willing to lay out the money
for quality product. Some have pub-

licly warned stations that emphasis on

shopping for price will undercut the

spot rv program business and, thus,

eventually hurt the stations themselves.

To get around this problem, film dis-

tributors who cannot hit the networks

have been redoubling their sales efforts

directed at advertisers and agencies.

There will probably be some dis-

tributor-station activity at the Conven-

tion aimed at clearing time. This will

be in the form of conditional sales

agreements, written or otherwise, by

which distributors will tie up specific

stations for specific shows so as to

grease later sales to spot tv clients.

This type of activity is not confined to

the Convention, of course.

Among the shows distributors are

pushing for national sale are: Ziv's

West Piont; Official's Bucaneers and

Adventures of Sir Lancelot (NBC is

reported to have options on these two,

presumably for the 7:30-8:00 p.m.

weekday slots) ; NTA's Sheriff of

Cochise; TPA's Tugboat Annie, Hawk-

eye, The Last of the Mohicans and

New York Confidential.

A notable feature of the Convention

so fa ras syndicators are concerned is

the fact that this convention will be

the first at which this field will be rep-

resented on the official agenda. A

group of seven important distributors

will reciprocate with a "Salute to the

NARTB" cocktail party on 18 April at

5:45-7:45 p.m. in the Williford Room

of the Conrad Hilton Hotel. The seven

are ABC, Guild, NBC, NTA, Official,

Screen Gems, TPA and Ziv. * * *
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A NEW NAME. ..AND A NEW HOME
A change is being made in WXEL, Channel 8 in Cleveland.

A change in name that has a logical association, that makes for easier identity. Sharing the

Storer Broadcasting Company banner with veteran radio station WJW, Cleveland's WXEL
becomes WJW-TV. And along with the change in call letters comes a change in the

home of these two sister stations. In the heart of downtown Cleveland is a handsome new

Williamsburg colonial structure— better-than-ever able to serve its clients and the public.

Come visit us soon—there's a hospitable welcome awaiting you

!

in Cleveland, keep your eye on channel Q
WJW-TV. . .Cleveland's Basic CBS Television Outlet

16 APRIL 1956 49



Television's finest achievement

originally titled "Cavalcade of Ameri



oduced expressly for one of the Nation's largest

I prestige advertisers

3D Half-hour 7Y Pru(jruin:j .,

Proudly offered to a select group of advertisers

Impact advertising for products and services

Established audience attraction with an

18 year radio success on two major networks

produced by the rankiny uru/iu./ne/.i of Hollywood Ujj>'-!> '1'V

vivid, entertaining stories . . . behind-the-scenes

drama with the men and women who made

America's History

FICIAL FILMS, inc.
West 45th St., New York 36, N. Y.

Plaza 7-0100

AC



Boston's

Rising
Radio Statioi

>v)| 5000 watts i

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY WEED & COMPANY

52

New developments on SPONSOR stories

See: Trends in tv research

Issue: 16 July 1951, page 16S

9UDjeC(» Overnight ratings now provided by
four major services

Latest arrival on the overnight rating scene is Pulse, which recent-

ly announced availability of high-speed personal coincidental tabu-

lations. Director of client relations, Robert Collins, states that fol-

lowing three dry-runs, the organization is now ready to provide over-

night rating data for those ordering it.

This brings to four the number of major rating firms with facili-

ties for overnight rating data.

Trendex, with 16-city rapid calculation coverage, has been pro-

viding overnight service since 1950, employing the telephone coinci-

dental method.

ARB has had facilities for speedy telephone coincidental tabula-

tions since its inception in 1949. But according to Jack Gross, who is

in charge of New York sales, economics prevent use of the telephone

coincidental for all time periods. He points out that it's generally

used by those seeking information on new shows or special events

broadcasts.

Hooper has been using the method for radio since 1936. How-
ever, reports Frank Stisser, vice president in charge of stations, such

surveys seem to be needed only in tv, where higher costs create a

greater demand for overnight statistics. The last significant requests

Hooper received for rapid radio figures came during the 1952 elec-

tions, when parties wanted overnight data on the speeches of par-

ticular candidates. * * *

How film sponsors promote their

shows

12 December 1955, page 42

Subject! Sunbeam Bakers promote show with
multi-media approach

An all-media promotional campaign for their Long John Silver

film series is upping sales for the Sunbeam Bakers of Denver, Col.

Aired during a block of children's shows on KLZ-TV, the half-hour

program is broadcast at 4:30, Saturdays.

Commercials are in tune with the show. They're handled by sta-

tion air salesman Bob Davis, who assumes the role of "Sam Beam of

Sunbeam." His pitch is geared to entertain young viewers, yet to

maintain the "pirate" feeling of the show. During commercials, he

emphasizes hand-out tie-ins for the company.

Rewards for the youngsters are devised by Sunbeam's manager,

Joe Kehoe. They include replicas of Long John's "Jolly Roger" flag

and coins of the period. The kids receive them at various Sunbeam

outlets, where company supervisors dressed as pirates do the honors

before a backdrop of treasure chests and large models of Jolly

Rogers.

In addition to point-of-purchase activity, Sunbeam Bakers coop-

erate with KLZ-TV for promotion in other media. Among them are

newspapers, consumer television magazines, taxi posters, movie trail-

ers, moving picture theatre lobby displays. The sponsor also spots

supplementary announcements on the station.

With a half-hour adventure show as a hub. the spokes of Sun-

beam's promotional campaign form a multi-media circle. * * *

SPONSOR
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"most everyone watches WSLS-TV"
(station's share of sets in use . . . 70.2%)

I

TELEVISION MAGAZINE:

"WSLS-TV made Roanoke . . .

Virginia's No. 1 TV Market"

OUR ADVERTISERS:

"We're spending our budgets on
the right station for results"

or more light on fhe subject... call Avery-Knodel

wsls-tv
ROANOKE, VIRGINIA

Choline/ 10 Hi
316,000 WATTS



HAIR STYLING KITS

SPONSOR: Liggett Drug Co. AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: According to Scott Appleby,

manager of this Ft. Myers Liggett Drug Company, "Tvs

selling power was demonstrated most effectively." One

film demonstration and one live demonstration used on

four successive days resulted in sale of 600 hair styling

kits and dollar volume in excess of $2,400. Ten minutes

after tv showing, "our store was packed with men and

women buying the product they had just seen on tv."

Cost of the campaign totaled $222.80.

WINK-TV, Fort Myers, Fla. PROGRAM: Participations

TRICK PLAYING CARDS

SPONSOR: David S. Walker AGENCY: Local

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: David S. Walker employs a

live demonstration commercial of trick playing cards in

the one-minute slot immediately preceding Dance Party, a

teen-age. program. The sponsor feels that this is the only

show in the market which "pulls" the audience at which it

aims. Announcements over a two week period earlier this

year, stressed an offer of these trick playing cards at one
dollar per order. Subsequently, 1,748 orders were re-

ceived. Cost of the two-week campaign ivas $160.00.

WCSH-TV, Portland, Maine PROGRAM: Announcements

APPAREL

SPONSOR: Morton's Apparel Store AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: This ivas the store's first ven-

ture into tv advertising. Program is a fashion show which

features new styles for women. Although Mortons is re-

luctant to give exact figures, its ad manager has been

exuberant in hie remarks concerning success of program.

"Better than I had anticipated in such a short length of

time" was comment after two programs. He has also in-

dicated a 10% increase in sales, with new customers from
as far as 30 miles from Springfield.

WICS-TV, Springfield, 111. PROGRAM: Models from Morton's

HARDWARE
'

SPONSOR: Dunham-Hanson Co. AGENCY Ou,

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: The Dunham-Hanso,Co

pany, distributors of paints, locks and other lu 'ma

goods, first used tv in the fall of 1954, budgeting
'.

<f

its ad allotment to an announcement campaign.
Vei

ously it had used radio and newspapers exclusively *>c

1954 to 1955, sales of Kyanize Paints increaset >0'

although national paint sales went up only 6.6% tyo

60% of its annual $6,000 budget is appropriate! o ,

Company attributes success to live demonstration
\

W-TWO, Bangor, Maine

SPONSOR: Anthony Abraham Chevrolet AGENCY jfo

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: From May through

ber, 1955, Anthony Abraham Chevrolet sponson

ture Films, a late evening program. It concentnt

weekend and near-weekend broadcasts of the sho

cording to the sponsor, an average of about 60 ni

per weekend was sold; and one of the commercial

180 and 250 customers on each of tivo days. ThA

rolet dealer paid $750 per week on WITV for tl

paign, feels that the show and station were e«

vehicles in obtaining these results.

WITV, Miami, Fla. PROGRAM: Featu Fii

FURNITURE

SPONSOR: A & N Furniture AGENCY: Holland Ad

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: The advertiser is rur',

39-week campaign using one-minute announcem

.

feature movies three times a night, five nights a we

cently, A & N devoted nine announcements over,

day period to cedar chests. Sales of this item

$12,360. In addition, six 10-second mentions at r

end of these spots, resulted in sale of 144 mirrors c

each. The sponsor, satisfied with results, continu

this campaign at a cost of $75 per announcement

WKRC-TV, Cincinnati, Ohio PROGRAM : Annom mt

MEAT

SPONSOR: John Morrell & Co. AGENCY!

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: From 1 January thro

January, 1956, 16,804 pieces of mail were recei i

Roger Russell, m.c. of The Morrell Treasure Chest!

7:00 p.m. Wednesdays and Fridays) . Only inducen'

the mail was that people write in suggesting what I

take from a board to open the treasure chest, whi

tained Morrell Meat products. A total of 77 counti

heard from—44 in South Dakota; 20 in Minnes<i

in Iowa and one in North Dakota.

KE-D-LO-TV, Sioux Falls, S.D. PROGRAM: Morrell «M
Chest



ojv to keep from getting lost

in NEW YORK and CHICAGO

Ever wonder whether Leo Burnett

was on North Michigan or South Wacker? Ever

worry as you pulled out of Grand Central Station

how many important calls you forgot during your

three days in New York? It happens to the

best of us, at the worst times.

Next time you re in New York or Chicago make

very minute and call count by using SPONSOR'S 1955

pocket-size, 16-page booklet titled "Radio and TV

Directory of New York and Chicago." Here you 11

find names and addresses, by categories, of key

advertisers, agencies, stations, networks, news

services, representatives, TV film services, music and

transcription services, research firms, hotels,

airlines and railroads.

We'll be glad to send you a Radio and TV Directory

on request—with the compliments of SPONSOR.

P.S.—Don't forget to call on us

next time you're in town.

SPONSOR

DIRECTORY
OF NEW YORK

AND CHICAGO

1955-56 EDITION (revision *4)

X Advertisers

•X Agencies

X Air Lines and Railroads

X Associations

* Hotels

X- Networks

X Researchers

X Representatives

•X Services

X- Stations

X TV Film Sources

THE MAGAZINE RADIO AND TV ADVERTISERS USE

NEW YORK 17— 40 E. 49th • MUrray Hill 8-2772

CHICAGO— 161 E. Grand • SUperior 7-9863

LOS ANGELES— 6087 Sunset • Hollywood 4-8089



Chemical plants on the Ohio River banks draw pure, high quality rock salt from deep
beneath the surface. The salt is ideal for the manufacture of chlorine and caustic soda,

important ingredients in a wide variety of chemical products. Columbia Southern,

Allied Chemical, National Analine and Mobay Chemical are but a few of the major
chemical companies now operating in the Ohio Valley. In 1954, $41 million was spent

in new construction of these plants and it is expected that $63 million more will be
spent in the next two years.

Wheeling, the gateway to the midwest, is the focal ol

retail sales, wholesale distribution and manufacturing in »tn
Located on the banks of the beautiful Ohio river and on IS

THE BOOMING

OHIO VALLEY

ANDWWVA

In the Wheeling area lies the nation's only natural supply of coal sufficient for power
production necessary for aluminum plants in the eastern United States. Here is the
world's largest stripping shovel operated by the Hanna Coal Co. New coal processes
now make Ohio Valley power available at prices competitive with Hydraulic power.
Projected underground mines fan out for 30 miles from the Wheeling area.

In 1953 and 1954 generating facilities in the immediate Wheeling area were increased
by 1,100,000 KW, more than was added to any other system in the nation during
that period. In the next three years new power generating facilities will be increased
another 1,000.000 KW s.



. oute 40, Wheeling is the natural hub of a prosperous
-•>,-fte market. In the foreground is Wheeling's new multi-

u ollar Fort Henry Bridge.

Steel flows into ingot molds every day in the big steel mills in the Wheeling district. In

1955, the two major Ohio Valley steel industries paid out more than 160 million dollars

in wages, an increase of more than 15% over 1954. Expansion will continue with National

Steel, of which the Weirton Steel Corporation is a major division, and more than 200

million dollars will be spent in the next three years. The Wheeling Steel Corporation

has 65 million planned for expansion in the next three years.

. rom the hills, salt from the earth and water from the

I ei lake the Wheeling industrial area the fastest growing

iu rial district in the nation. More than One Billion

I I rs has been spent in the past five years for new con-

Dion and expansion of old. AND A BILLION MORE
ANNED FOR THE IMMEDIATE FUTURE!

Ir 30 years WWVA, the Friendly Voice, has been the

om ant radio station, the ONE advertising medium

,,om;etely serving the entire area.

This dominance and leadership is proved once again

by the recent listening survey made by PULSE, Inc.

43 counties surrounding Wheeling were surveyed and in

every instance WWVA was the favorite station by a wide

margin. WWVA ranked first in every quarter-hour sur-

veyed from 6:00 am to 12 midnight, seven days a week.

Every hour, every day, WWVA topped them all.

THE WHEELING AREA.. .a BOOMING STORER
MARKET... served by WWVA.

WSPD WJW WJBK WAGA WBRC WWVA WGBS
Toledo, Ohio Clevelond, Ohio Detroit, Michigan Atlanta. Georgia Birmingham. Alabama Wheeling, W. Virginia Miami. Florida

WSPD-TV WXEL-TV WJBK-TV WAGA-TV WBRC-TV KPTV WGBS-TV
Toledo, Ohio Cleveland, Ohio Detroit, Mich. Atlanta, Go. Birminghom, Ala. Portland, Ore. Miami, Flo.

TOM MARKER— vice-president in charge of sales ) _. „ „ . „_ „ n ,**s
- 118 East 57th Street, New York 22 • Murray Hill 8-8630

BOB WOOD— national sales manager
)

LEW JOHNSON— midwest sales manager • 230 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago 1 • Franklin 2-6498

GAYLE V. GRUBB— vice-president and Pacific coast sales manager • HI Sutter Street, San Francisco • Sutter 1-8689

River provides manufacturers and basic industry v

|J0n 'O 60% of the nation's population. During 1955, more than
'H'o ons were shipped on the river and it is estimated that tonnage for
*»bp 85 million tons. Railroads plan $20,000,000 for improvements
* p area's booming industry.

"*-0*,is«- '".

Recent influx of primary aluminum plants means hundreds of new companies
will spring up to process and fabricate the product. Olin Mathieson has

begun construction of a new 250 million dollar basic plant which will create

at least 3,000 new jobs. It will be the world's first fully integrated aluminum
plant and will be so huge that new coal fields and power plants are being

constructed to serve it.



Mil Asks...
to air advertisers and their agencies

a forum on questions of current interest

W hat is your answer to those who contend thut

ratings are inaccurate and a poor basts

for advertising decision-mahing

Allan V. Jay
Manager

Videodex, Inr.

New York, N. Y.

WE ARE DEDICATED TO CLIENTS

£ Videodex is dedicated to bringing

its subscribers the most accurate and

reliable television program rating data

available.

To accomplish this objective. Video-

dex employs a diary-panel which has

the largest per program sample size of

all services available: samples the en-

tire reception range of counties in

markets reported; yields the most com-

prehensive viewer audience composi-

tion data obtainable; reports audience

flow, duplication, turnover and cumu-

lative audience measures; issues sup-

plementary data on qualitative reaction

to program content and commercials

and compiles viewer-data on all tele-

casting, sustaining and commercial,

from station sign-on through station

sign-off.

The use of systematic sampling with

call-backs to non-responding units pre-

serves the probabilitv value of the in-

itially selected sample. A "dry-run"'

is enforced in all newly recruited

homes in which the initial diaries are

not used in the published report tabu-

lations. Of the two other rating serv-

ices to subsequently employ the diarv

technique in the measurement of broad-

C3st audience, only the latest exponent

has employed the use of a "dry-run"

and a diary panel similar to Videodex.

This enables the advertiser to have

the audience to his program reported

in terms of effective marketing char-

acteristics for the sponsored product.

Videodex subscribers are thereby per-

mitted to study the audience quanti-

tatively in terms of "how many" are

viewing as well as qualitatively in

terms of '"who is viewing."

Sampling design and selection are

done centrally to assure control; and

this important function is not entrust-

ed to interviewers as is the case with

several other services. Over one dozen

categories of master classification data

are recorded for sample members.

Videodex, the pioneer diary rating

service, has reported more markets,

more frequently with a larger sample

size and greater projectability of data

than any other service. All back data

are comparable With present data for

purposes of trend analyses on program

units, markets or time periods. Coun-

ty-by-county station reception data are

available in all counties having $1,-

000,000 in annual retail sales volume.

The rating measurements produced

by the above efforts aid subscribers

considerably in evaluating the televi-

sion medium and studying markets,

time periods and programs. Coupled

with these data and their proper inter-

pretation is, of course, the prerogative

of judgment on the part of those arriv-

ing at decisions based on any rating

data. In this respect, rating data serve

as contributing guides and should be

regarded as such in the decision-mak-

ing process. Sales volume of the ad-

vertised product and audience size are

two important bench marks to the ad-

vertiser.

The broadcast media, particularly

television, have the benefit of more

comprehensive research than any other

medium of interest to the advertiser.

Dr. Sidney Roslow
President

The Pulse, Inc.

New York, N. Y.

ACCEPT RATINGS AS WORK TOOLS

• Probably the greatest handicap in

acceptance of ratings and collateral

qualitative survey facts as working

tools in solving problems—not substi-

tutes for experience and reasoned

judgment or hunch—can be attributed

to balmy ignorance, closed minds and

love of gadgetry. Moreover, with to-

day's tv investments increasing geo-

metrically, and program popularity so

subject to the attrition of time and

ruthless competition, only strong indi-

viduals are able to resist the pressure

of neat labels and escape mechanisms.

Obviously, when "big money" projects

in research are headlined, even our

competitors have to go out and talk

with Lincoln's common people, of

whom the Good Lord made so many.

Speaking frankly, Pulse is a service

for accurately measuring audiences.

Undoubtedly, all advertisers would be

happier if they paid attention only to

their competitors—rather than some-

body outside the ball park, with differ-

ent merchandise, different sales prob-

lems, and hence the need for different

programing—not the slavish quest for

bigger and better vehicles. Our serv-

ice is bought, not sold. As a psycholo-
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gist, I know of no way to "sell" an

individual embarrassed for having

gone "all out" at the barricades for

one particular service or research con-

cept. Only time or a product sales-

crisis unmakes his mind. Fortunately,

more and more people "discover"

Pulse; so we prosper. More and more

does Pulse thrive as the industry learns

that people are important.

Bishop Sheen wittily observed in one

of his recent chats that two machines

left in a room do not result in a lot of

little machines.

Timebuyers who do the actual pur-

chasing, one-man czars of big agen-

cies, and big business groups making

corporate decisions, like and use Pulse.

So do harrassed account executives

—

all knowing that when the chips are

down, far-fetched theorizing about

ideal rating systems gets no renewals.

If the reader of these paragraphs

follows the factual advertising we pub-

lish each month in sponsor's "Corn-

paragraph," I need waste no sticks of

type "defending" Pulse methodology.

For the careless or constructively in-

quisitive, each Pulse report accurately

delineates how Pulse operates, and we
are always glad to supply free indi-

vidual copies for the serious informa-

tion-seeker, and answer any questions.

For millions of dollars are invested

solely from Pulse information.

For the benefit of those who delight

in badgering the services into attack-

ing each other, we emphasize the ad-

vantage that we gather our facts from
personal interviews only, in a prede-

termined pattern of probability selec-

tion, meaning selection in which the in-

terviewer has no control.

Let me emphasize that any system, if

used with common sense, is better than

no system! Let advertising oldsters

grown wealthy remind themselves that

they were the first to seek measure-

ments when the 1920's advertising

emerged from its Neolithic cave and
the advertiser started pushing aside

his spouse's preferences—with the for-

mation of the Audit Bureau of Circula-

tion; next, Starch and imitators; and
with the coming of radio, Pandora's

box of ratings was opened.

We see hope even in ignorant, anti-

tv propaganda (kissing-cousins to the

early attacks on radio, and the gleeful

grave-diggers who say there's no more
radio) . We see hope in the benighted

criticism of Colliers' "Who Knows
Who's on Top?"

{Please turn to page 110)

WITIBIL
THE BIG STATION

TOP RATED STATION IN THE NATION'S

TOP TEST MARKET

SYRACUSE, N.Y.

Powered for Coverage

5KW Day and Night

Programmed for Maximum

Listener Attention

ABC
Brooklyn Dodgers

Outstanding Local Personalities

Denny Sullivan

Ron Curtis

Art Peterson

Bill Thorpe

Bob [ves

Ed Kaish

Represented by PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, Inc.

The BIG Station
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Not headline claims but the fine

print comparison of rates, rat-

ings,* audience composition
and location count most. Check
the cost per thousand on strong

NBR adjacencies on high pow-
ered WJ HP-TV. Jacksonville.

Florida.

•For ratings, see Telepulse.

Continued

from

page 11

that recall and buying often do not have anything in common.

I think every copywriter and ad manager who has been

bent on the rack of recall would do well to learn about Cigar-

ette Brand A which gained 99 responses per 100 smokers but

was ineffective, as against a Brand B commercial that got only

53 responses and was effective in getting smokers to change

to the brand—and the case of the two toothpastes which

shows that one brand was effective and the other was not, even

though the former had 42'
( higher total response.

Let me quote Henry Newell of Schwerin Research Corp.

"When a commercial devotes itself to establishing an "emo-

tional' or 'associational' mood—choose what words you will

—there is seldom any relationship between copy point re-

membrance and effectiveness. This is because the impres-

sions such a commercial established in the viewer's conscious-

ness are not copy points at all; the viewer does not verbalize

such impressions as confidence, happiness, prestige, friendli-

ness, and indeed is usually not even aware that these have

registered on him. If the commercial directly stated that it

was trying to get across these impressions, it would, of course,

be heavy-handed and completely lose its effect."

This should be heartening to some of the tv admen whose

instinct told them they were right but whose researchers left

them out on a limb without a graph to grab onto.

U1NM um^&
:JUtO~) LrVoduwL'

• • •
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(Sales Points $tross«cl
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Experiment results
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(Total rem««bra»K« &Z% htoher for 8) j§

Typical commercials for each of two brands of toothpaste were tested by Horace

Schwerin, head of Schwerin Research, New York, and results were translated

into the bar graph chart above. Schwerin shows that Brand A, though it started

out with a lower pre-choice, had a commercial that influenced a considerable

number of additional people to choose it, while the commercial for Brand B

produced no significant change at all despite the fact that Brand B's commer-

cial contained many more main ideas than did Brand A's and gained 42 percent

higher remembrance. The one point that Brand A put over better was a demon-

stration of the results of an actual experiment in which its brand was used
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T. If. spot editor
A column sponsored by one of the leading film producers in television

SAURY
NEW YORK: 200 EAST 56TH STREET
CHICAGO: 16 EAST ONTARIO STREET

%U a. \

A Disneyland opening sets a festive party mood for Aunt Jemima Party Pan-

cakes in this series of 60-second spots with a 30-second adaptation by SARPvA.
Voice-over audio and live action photography of the product in use, appetiz-

ingly present the taste pleasure to be enjoyed by making pancakes with Straw-

berry, Chocolate, Egg Nog or other favorite flavors. Strong package identifi-

cation supports rather than dominates the basic taste appeal. Produced by
SARRA for THE QUAKER OATS COMPANY through

J.
WALTER

THOMPSON COMPANY.
SARRA, INC.
New York: 200 East 56th Street

Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street

Written with a view to the practical, down-to-earth attitude of the farmer,

this arresting series of two minute commercials by SARRA sells "hard" for

Purina, makers of chows for poultry and livestock. Savings for the farmer
and weight gains for animals are the two-fold advantages to be derived from
feeding scientifically developed Purina Chows to chicks, cows, steers, pigs

and other livestock. Excellent live action location photography captures

authentic "farm atmosphere" to make the message both convincing and
credible. Produced by SARRA for RALSTON ' PURINA CO. through
GARDNER ADVERTISING COMPANY.

SARRA, INC.
New York: 200 East 56th Street

Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street

Increasing the consumption of Schoenling Beer by promoting its enjoyment
on any occasion, any day of the year, is the aim of this series of 20 and 10-

second spots by SARRA. Through unique live action photography, the date
frames in a novel calendar setting become window frames for a young
couple who sing the theme of a catchy, new Schoenling jingle, "Sooner or

later, you're going to try Schoenling." By spotlighting the product in other
frames, immediate recognition of brand name and bottle is assured. Pro-

duced by SARRA for THE SCHOENLING BREWING COMPANY
through ROLLMAN ADVERTISING AGENCY.

SARRA, INC.
New York: 200 East 56th Street

Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street

Proceeding on the basic premise that nothing sells a food product like taste

appeal, SARRA places the emphasis on flavor in this new 20-second spot for

Patrick Cudahy Pure Pork Sausages. A new jingle augments clever animation
to emphasize that only the finest ingredients go into the product. Brand name
and package identification are heavy throughout. Appetizing views of the

product have that "so good you can taste it" quality. Produced by SARRA
for CUDAHY BROTHERS CO. through KLAU-VAN PIETERSOM-DUN-
LAP, INC.

SARRA, INC.
New York: 200 East 56th Street

Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street
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1r comes

gift-wrapped

on

WNHC-TV

K> ^STANLEY HAMER

time buyer

DANCER-

FITZ6ERALB- ,

SAMPLE

says:
"WNHC-TV's

'Time Package'

is more than

fancy ribbons. It's

a real wrap-up of all

the elements a time

buyer dreams of --nearly

a million TV families in the

nation's richest State where

effective buying income is

129 per cent of the national

average-- plus merchandising,

courtesy announcements,

newspaper ads and letters to

the trade. These are items that

time buyers can't ignore."

Call Your Katz Man

WNHJC
channel £S

316,000 WATTS MAXIMUM POWER
Pop. Ser. 3,564, 150--TV Homes 948,702

covers Connecticut completely

Purdon, with a phobia about posing for photos, prefers cartoons of himself

agency profile Roger Punlon
V.p., Copy chief

Bryan Houston, New York

62

"People tend to remember what they want to in a commercial, not

what you want them to,'" Bryan Houston's copy chief, Roger Purdon,

told SPONSOR.

"Of course, we use a lot of research to find out what they're likely

to respond to, but you can't rule out the factor of chance. Bryan
Houston spends some $30- to $40,000 a year for Gallup's air media
copy research to reduce the gamble; but there are still people who'll

remember the fact that a man's hand jiggled the coffee cup, and

they'll forget the theme."

Purdon, an extrovert with a penchant for bow ties, came into ad-

vertising via Geyer, Cornell & Newell's mail room toward the tail end

of the Depression. He moved on to production and then became a

mechanical man in the agency's art department. His first writing

job was at Lord & Thomas on the Lucky Strike account. From then

on he wrote in praise of cigarettes, cars, soap, coffee and a multi-

tude of other products.

"Personally, I'm not crazy about the overspecialization among
copy people that agencies tend to require," says he. "But it does give

clients and agency management a degree of security. Also, it's true

that it takes a writer years to learn the taboos and cliches of the

auto, liquor and soap businesses, for example."

However, Purdon feels that the successful copywriter isn't so much
a "word craftsman" or industry expert, as he is a salesman who
"thinks up good buying reasons."

"Drama can be overplayed in tv commercials," he feels. "In the

last analysis, drama is good only if it proves a point. When you're

talking coffee, nothing will sell as well as showing an expression of

personal satisfaction on the face of a believable tv personality. But

choice of talent is the producer's job, not the writer's."

Purdon tends to take advertising problems home to Huntington,

Long Island, where he lives with his wife and three youngsters, but

tries to wash those worries away with a swim whenever the season

permits.

"I don't think you can do a good job during the dav, if you go

home and start pounding out other writing," he says. "Besides, I

don't want my kids to think of me as a typewriter noise in the

den." • * *
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Big Capital Gain for KCRA-TV!

NOON-MWIGHT$«*&*

POMS!

^t A Special Report on the Sac-

ramento Television Audience
ARB: February 8 to 14, 1956

A Special Report on the Sac-

ramento Television Audience
ARB: November 7 to 13, 1955

Edward Petry & Co., Inc.
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the largest tankers afloat are accommodated by Jacksonville's facili-

ties. Ocean-going steamships find ample tug service, municipal termi-

nals, private docks, and giant repair yards. Riverside oil-storage tanks,

railroad sidings for heavy industry—even a <4-million cubic-foot

refrigerator for pre-cooling perishables—are at the water's edge. Inter

linking water, rail and air facilities make Jacksonville the outstandinj

warehousing, commercial, and distribution plant for the entire South

eastern United States.

sea-going tractor typifies manufactured goods which travel to and

from the ports of the world, via 51 steamship lines, through the Port

of Jacksonville.

view from the bridge of the Finnish SS Ernst S, discharging 5,000 ton-

of Swedish cement at the Commodores Point Terminal. Also visible

steamships with buses for Puerto Rico and cargo for Europe.



Jacksonville:

Port Authority

aNUSUAL natural advantages of the St. Johns River,

initiative and foresight of private enterprise operating

fithout state or federal subsidies, community vitality—these

re sources of the authority of Jacksonville, Florida as an

mportant port.

I

With a 34-foot channel, approximately 18 miles from the

Stlantic, Jacksonville offers a storm-sheltered, land-locked

! lrbor where snow and ice are unknown, fogs extremely

i
Ire, and the mean tidal range of thirteen inches wouldn't

play a rowboat. Jacksonville, the number one South

tlantic port, shipped or received 7y2 million tons of cargo

1955, up 300% in a decade of solid industrial expansion.

the country's largest naval stores market, largest lumber

arket on the Atlantic coast, important kraft paper and

i
pffee gateway, home of a vast complex of U. S. Navy

stallations, Jacksonville typifies the commercial vigor of

I
e New South.

Approximately 375,000 people live in Jacksonville;

K),000 more are in the surrounding market area; most of

t lem watch WMBR-TV.

AZA

WMBR-TV Coverage

I 0.1 MV M (Estimate)

Total area covered by WMBR-TV's
i maximum powered signal includes

a million people—a billion dollar

market reached exclusively by
Northern Florida's and Southern
Georgia's most powerful station.

WMBR-TV . Jacksonville, Fla.

Channel 4

[Operated by The Washington Post Broadcast Division

Represented by CBS Television Spot Sales

economical coastwise transportation is provided by barges operating

along Inland Waterway north to Trenton, N. J. Minimum depth of 12'

is provided along entire Atlantic coast. Barges account for 1 1/3 million

tons of Jacksonville port cargo annually. Journal photo.

waterfront industries load and unload directly from steamships at

their doors. 34' channel offers great asset for firms like Wilson-Toomer,

whose fertilizer plant is right on the St. Johns.

Mcs and coffee, fertilizer and heavy machinery, tobacco and kraft

paper—and practically everything else you can name—pass through

Jacksonville warehouses like this. Charles Smith Studio photo.
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a Department of Justice Consent Decree similar to that issued

in the case of the Hollywood film interests is anybody's guess.

But the final outcome of the situation is certainly of high im-

portance to all parties concerned: advertisers and agencies,

the networks themselves, program producers, live and film,

independent and otherwise.

Should the networks relinquish any substantial part of their

option time to the stations, it would seem that one result might

easily be an easing of the market situation in the telefilm

field. It is no secret that, as matters stand now, the thriving,

successful highly-rated stations in any given major market

are driving unconscionably tough bargains with tv film pro-

ducers and syndicators. It is no longer unusual to find a first-

rate, expensively produced film series (many featuring top

name talent) playing a station almost for free. The supply of

fine films has simply been so far greater than the amount of

available time on the better stations that the stations have

naturally taken advantage of the situation. Any recouping of

time on the part of the stations should help alleviate this

condition.

Any loosening of control of time on the part of the net-

works should also help the advertisers and agencies by mak-

ing it possible for them to once again exercise their own judg-

ment to a far greater degree than exists now in the selection

of shows.

There is little doubt, however, that the networks will not

relinquish too much of their present control too readily.

They, too, have substantial investments in important shows of

their own for which they haven't been able to find air time.

The trade is aware generally of the Joe and Mabel film show,

produced by CBS Tv, and into which the network has already

put close to $500,000. Joe and Mabel almost got on the

CBS air, a while back, when efforts were being made to find

stronger opposition to the NBC Tv Perry Como Show than

the CBS Stage Show was proving to be. Stage Show stuck,

however, and CBS is still looking for a spot on its own net-

work for its Joe and Mabel. And this is just one example

of a heavy network investment in a show, which has still to

see the light of day. It is probable that no one could name
the exact amount of money the webs have tied up in shows,

which haven't been able to find a berth.

No one in the industry really knows how the situation will

be resolved, or when. But every alert advertiser and agency

man will want to keep as fully abreast of developments as

possible. The advertiser-agency turnout at the NARTB Con-

ventions has never been especially overwhelming, but this is

one year, when any purchaser of network time might find it

quite profitable to spend a few days at the conclave, just drift-

ing around and asking a few people a few pertinent ques-

tions. I'll be seeing you in Chicago. • • •
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Norfolk's WVEC-TV sells all-channel sets with novel piteh

"Don't be satisfied with half a tele-

vision set'" was the theme used by

WVEC-TV, to sell all-channel sets in

its Norfolk-Portsmouth. Virginia mar-

ket. Combining their advertising ef-

forts with Harold Price, owner of six

retail tv outlets in the area. WVEC-TV
promoted the idea that in an area

served by only one uhf and one vhf

station, a receiver that picked up just

one channel was but 509r efficient.

The sixty-day tv-newspaper campaign

sold 825 sets, 375 over the quota. * * * WVhC's Coker tv set

Premium blouse offer tied in with Dial tv series and film

A $3 premium blouse is being of-

fered by Dial soap as a promotion tie-

in with George Gobel's first movie The

Birds and the Bees. Dial's agency,

Foote, Cone & Belding is responsible

for the blouse which was designed by

Paramount's Edith Head. It will be

promoted over the Dial-sponsored

Gobel show which goes out over 172

NBC stations and will also be featured

in 270 Sunday papers and in 15 na-

• • •
FC&B's Cameron & Simpson admire blouse

Over 2,000 titles listed in a
new film shorts catalogue

A catalogue, containing the titles of

the largest library of filmed short sub-

jects for television, has just been re-

leased by Sterling Television Co. Inc.

Primarily for station use, it will pro-

vide programing personnel with ready

reference to over 2,000 titles. The

nims vary in length from three to 27

minutes and subjects covered include

art, music, travel, documentary, sports,

mystery, romantic-dramas, cartoons,

fairy tales and animal stories.

The catalogue itself is unique in its

layout and format. Each sheet is 11"

x 17" and the entire book is contained

in 10 pages. It was prepared in re-

sponse to continuing requests from
stations for a suitable reference work
of filmed tv shorts. * * *

New WSB offices & studio
like old southern mansion
The staff of WSB, Radio-Tv, Atlanta,

have moved into their new quarters

designed in the manner of a classic

Georgian mansion. J. Leonard Reinsch,

executive director, welcomed guests to

the formal opening of the new build-

ing on 7 April. * * *

Retail Food industry and
WTOP sponsor competition

Mark Evans, radio-tv personality at

WTOP Washington. D. C. is sponsor-

ing an Opportunities Unlimited com-

petition in cooperation with the Retail

Food Industry of Washington. The
purpose of the competition is to find

future employees and executives for

the industry in the capitol area.

The competition will take the form

of an essay contest open to young men.

16 to 35 years of age. The topic will

be "The Importance of the Retail Food
Industry in America." All prize-win-

ners will be considered for career em-

ployment by executives from the Wash-
ington Retail Food Industry.

Opportunities Unlimited has the en-

thusiastic support of John Hayes, presi-

dent of the Washington Post-Times

Herald stations WTOP, WTOP-TV,
George Hartford, manager of WTOP-
TV, and Llo\ d Dennis manager of

WTOP Radio. They see the contest not

J. Leonard Reinsch in his new WSB offices

only as a means of creating interest in

WTOP but as a welcome opportunity

to focus public attention on a vital

American business.

Pictured above are John Logan,

President, National Association of

Food Chains; Paul A. Willis, presi-

dent. Grocery Manufacturers Associa-

tion: Mark Evans, and one of the es-

say judges, Harold Wess, professor of

the School of business of American

University. * * *

CHCH-TV tries scheduling
films for erratic viewer

Plaza Tv Theatre, telecast six days

a week over CHCH-TV, Hamilton,

Canada, is offering two movies a week

on a program being sponsored by nine

shopping Plazas in Toronto, Hamilton,

Kitchener, Burlington and Dixie. To
avoid scheduling of mediocre movies,

often dictated by showing films only

once, CHCH-TV has decided on the

three day showings. The idea which

has already caught on in the U. S. is a

radical departure for Canada. * * *
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Witts new spring outfit in

WTAR promotional contest

Awardee Miss Moore and Petry's Bill Rohn

Jacqueline Moore, a pretty time-

buyer from BBDO, won a new spring

outfit by coming closest to guessing

the combined population of the quint

cities of Norfolk. Portsmouth, New-

port News, Hampton and Warwick.

The cities make up WTAR radio and

tv's metropolitan area, ranked 26th in

the nation.

Miss Moore won the WTAR promo-

tional contest bv guessing 722,385.

Her guess was just 115 short of the

correct figure that will be reported in

10 Mav issue of Buying Power. * * *

Biscayne Tv Corporation's
Florida quarters going up

A bright sun shone on the ground-

breaking ceremonies for Biscayne Tele-

vision Corporation's tv and radio

building now being constructed on the

79th Street Causeway, Miami, Florida.

Left to right, in the picture below, are:

James M. Legate who will manage

WCKT-TV. Channel 7; chairman of

the board of Dade County Commis-

sioners, I. D. MacVicar; Niles Tram-

mel, president and general manager of

Biscayne Tv Corp. and former presi-

dent of NBC; Miami Beach Council-

man Harold Spaet; and Owen Uridge.

who will manage Bisca\ ne's radio sta-

tion, -k -k -k

ONE WILL DO.1
Fast-stepping WBNS Radio waltzes away with

the quality market in Columbus and Central

Ohio. WBNS delivers the most listeners . . .

twice as many as the next biggest station. The

most and also the best. With 28 top Pulse-

rated shows, WBNS puts push behind your

sales program. To sell Central Ohio . . . you've

got to buy WBNS Radio.

CBS FOR CENTRAL OHIO

Ask John Blair

The number one Pulse station

covering 1,573,820 people with

2 Billion Dollars to spend.

WBNS
radio
COLUMBUS, OHIO
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HOW BAN ROSE TO NO. 3

{Continued from page 41)

the sponsor equal time." Regarding

these, Van Nostrand told SPONSOR,

"A lot of people seem to think we
don't like his ribbing. There have

even been stories in the press that

we're feuding with Hitchcock over it.

Don't believe them. We love it."

Bristol-Myers also loves the ratings

Hitchcock has been delivering—high

20s and low 30s (Nielsen). Actually,

B-M uses the program to showcase

three other products besides Ban.

These are: Bufferin (52 weeks), Ipana

and Vitalis (39 weeks each). Ban is

pitched every other week. ( Bufferin

is handled by Y&R; Ipana and Vitalis

by Doherty, Clifford, Steers and Shen-

field. BBDO has the Ban account,

produces the commercials, which it

turns over to Y&R for the Hitchcock

show. ) B-M plans to run this schedule

unchanged for the present. Van Nos-

trand feels you can run the same com-

mercials 13 to 15 times before they

need revitalizing, say with a different

lead-in or lead-out.

"I'm thoroughly convinced," he says,

"that many excellent campaigns have

gone by the board because the adver-

tiser got tired of them before the con-

sumer was aware of them. One point

in advertising that I believe to be most

important is to decide whom you want

to reach, how you want to reach them,

and then stick to your guns."

Arriving at this formula for Ban,

however, took more than the usual

amount of research and planning

—

eight years worth. Eight years of

testing and sampling, developing, cam-

paigning, and testing some more. It's

a marketing story that reads like an

episode from Tom Swift—with, of

course, success achieved on the last

page. To be more exact, page 3 of

Bristol-Myers' 1955 annual report, in

which President Lee Bristol notes that

advertising expenditures of the Bristol-
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PHILADELPHIA, PA.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

REDDING, CAL.

SACRAMENTO, CAL.

CALL
LETTERS

CHANNEL
NO.

DATE OF GRANT ERP (kw)«
Visual

Antenna
(ft)*"

STATIONS
ON AIR

SETS IN
MARKET!

1 00©)

KUAM 28 Mar. 1.55 70
WABE-FM 30

29

29

35

7

46

21 Mar.

21 Mar.

28 Mar.

28 Mar.

28 Mar.

21 Mar.

69.2

206.5

224

20.9

12.1

19.1

440

673

630

500

3586

300

WCAU-TV 2,088,318
WFIL-TV
WRCV-TV
WPHD

WHYY-FM*

KGMS

PERMITEE. MANAGER, RADIO RIl

Radio Guam

Board of Education the City of Atlanta

Tri-Cities Telecasting Inc.

Philadelphia Bcstg. Co. Inc.

Metropolitan Phila. Educational Radio
|

Tv. Corp.

Shasta Telecasters

Capitol Radio Enterprises

Iff. New applications

CITY 4 STATE CHANNEL
NO.

DATE
FILEO

ERP (kw)'
Visual

Antenna
(ft)*"

ESTIMATED
COST

ESTIMATED
1ST YEAR

OP. EXPENSE
TV STATIONS
IN MARKET APPLICANT. AM AFFILIATI

CASPER, WYO.
ELMIRA, N. Y.

31 Mar.

24 Mar.

12.87

250
77

1082

$147,375

$614,487

$85,000

$487,476

Donald Lewis Hathaway

Television Associates of Elmira Inc.

BOX SCORE
U. S. stations on air.

Markets covered

163

296

•Both new c.p.'s and stations going on Ihe air listed here are those which occurred betml

17 March and 31 March or on which information could be obtained in that period. Statiil

are considered to be on the air when commercial operation starts. "Effective radiated powl

Aural power usually is one-half the visual power. *"Antenna height above average terrain (il

above ground). -(Information on the number of sets in markets where not designated as bell

from NBC Research, consists of estimates from the stations or reps and must be deemed appro:!

mate. §Data from NBC Research and Planning. NFA: No figures available at presstiij

on sets in market. ^Community would support proposed lower-power station at least three real

or until such time as it becomes self-sustaining. 2Presently off air, but still retains C.

3Non commercial. *Above ground.
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Myers Products Division itself last year

were 54' { over those of the previous

year and entailed "the most intensive

program ever undertaken by the com-

pany in strengthening its competitive

position." Nearly 40% of the over $75

million sales figure (up from $62 mil-

lion in 1954) "were provided by new

products developed through research

and introduced within the last eight

years." The report makes it clear

that Ban tops the list of these newer

products.

Since the development of Ban began

in 1948, the deodorant market has

more than doubled its $30 million an-

nual sales. B-M itself has had its

finger in the pie for nearly a quarter

century with Mum. a cream deodorant.

What it wanted now was a lotion. The

labs came up with a formula which

they named Mum Lotion. Only trouble

was the container : market tests showed

people found it inconvenient to use in

an ordinary bottle. Trial and error

led to the ballpoint type of applicator

which, Van Nostrand says, looked at

the time "like the answer to a maiden's

prayer."

Mum Rollette, as it was then called,

was also consumer tested—in Philadel-

phia, Baltimore, Washington, Cleve-

land, Dayton and Columbus—backed

by an ad budget that was two parts tv

and one part print. By then it was

1952. This time the fly in the lotion

was the natural tendency of the plastics

used in the container to expand and

prevent even application of the deo-

dorant. So, back to the drawing board

once more.

It took 480 combinations of differ-

ent plastics before the labs came up

with the right solution of two com-

patible ones that would serve as the

precision instrument that was needed,

with tolerances of 3/1000ths of an

inch between the roll-on marble and
the sealing ring. A cap, too, was
finally developed that was precise

enough to make a perfect seal, clear

enough to see through, resilient enough
to withstand countless torque pressures

in turning the cap on and off, and "ele-

gant enough to top off a package de-

signed to look appropriate on any
boudoir table."

More testing. First by B-M's own
consumer panels, then by an outside

national sample. Both times results

were excellent. This was in fall 1953.

In early 1954, with BBDO having been

(Please turn to page 75)

Sales Offices: New York, Cincinnati, Dayton, Columbus, Atlanta, Chicago, Miami
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1

Everybody
I

Can't keep mum about the fact

that WLW Radio offers the only

Certified Audience Plan in any

broadcast media . . . certifying

a predetermined audience at a

low one dollar (or even less) per

thousand home broadcasts-

backed by the official NIELSEN

REPORTS. That wraps it up!

'osley Broadcasting Corporation, a division of

WLW

radio world
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*m Because tricks arel

Easy to do on film, tool

Stunts that put life in your show;

come off right. No chance of "fluff'

or "goof." And you know in advance

how your audience will react . .

know because you can shoot, edii

and pre-test to your heart's content.

Costs are low, too, when you use

dependable EASTMAN FILM.



£

ich treats!

ir omplete information—type

f fn to use, latest processing

chics—write to

Mr. on Picture Film Department

ASMAN KODAK COMPANY
Rochester 4, N. Y.

East Coast Division

342 Madison Avenue

New York 17, N. Y.

Midwest Division

137 North Wabash Avenue

Chicago 2, Illinois

West Coast Division

| 6706 Santa Monica Blvd.

Hollywood 38, Calif.

v W. J. GERMAN, Inc.
^ges for the sale and distribution of

to nan Professional Motion Picture

F i s, Fort Lee, N. J.; Chicago, III.;

Hollywood, Calif.

3e vre to shoot

IN COLOR . .

.

W// be glad you did.

HOW BAN ROSE TO NO. 3

{Continued from page 72)

appointed, the advertising campaign

was taking shape and the name was

changed from Mum Rollette to Ban.

This was a name Bristol-Myers already

had registered and had been using for

many years on a product which had

not been promoted nationally for some

time. The name Ban, besides being

appropriate, it was thought, would be

effective in advertising and readily un-

derstandable on television and radio.

Next, the present black and gold

label was adopted, featuring the ex-

clamation point motif, and designed

to appeal to men as well as to women.

"There were two quite opposite

schools of thought concerning the best

method to approach the public." Van
Nostrand recalls: "One using the roll-

on gimmick and the other an over-all

approach.

"We selected two towns. Madison

and Toledo, and inserted split runs us-

ing these two different approaches

three months before the product was

marketed. The copy indicated that

Ban was not yet available, but that its

strong points were as indicated. Buried

in the copy was an offer of a bottle for

a dime.

"Results? We got 703 requests for

one, 701 for the other.

"Now we 1 new we had two good ap-

proaches and incorporated factors from

both, ending up with what all con-

cerned felt to be a corking good ad."

Market Research groups, meanwhile,

at both B-M and BBDO were working

on test markets for the initial introduc-

tion. They wanted diversification both

geographically and economically and

ended up with four fa'rly scattered

areas: Jacksonville. Madison, Toledo

and Johnstown.

In May 1954 teams of three or four

men each hit the road to get quick

and adequate distribution in these

areas. Drug and department stores,

supermarkets, and other retail outlets

were covered in a sales effort that

lasted several days. Reception was

more than encouraging; retailer con-

sensus was that, with the tv and news-

paper effort planned, Ban would move.

Almost all the dealers seemed to be

fascinated by the unique coniainer.

salesmen reported. During his sales

pitch, each salesman gave an empty to

the dealer to let him fool around with

v. bile the order was being written.

Said Bristol-Myers' Southern Divi-

sion Manager: "I'll be damned; in 28

\ears of selling, this is the first time

I threw away the product and sold the

package."

When advertising began a month

later (again with the two-thirds tv,

one-third print formula) in these four

cities, results again were favorable. To

be sure, however, a final series of sales

and advertising tests were conducted

in Pittsburgh, Columbus and Cleve-

land

—

without the help of a task force.

Columbus and Cleveland were chosen

because Mum Rollette had been tested

there and B-M wanted to see if any

negative reaction remained. Whatever

there was. it was negligible. They were

ready for the big time.

In January 1955 the first phase of

getting national distribution began

with sales meetings throughout the

country. Mass production had begun

the month before and initial deliveries

were set for 15 February.

"I got a bang," says Van Nostrand,

"out of the way our salesmen's reac-

tions changed from the beginning of

the meetings to the end. You could

almost see it written on their faces

—

from 'Oh. no! Not another deodorant'

to 'Bv gum. we've hit the jackpot this

time.'
"

In any case, there are now some

75,000 retailers of all kinds stocking

Ban, Van Nostrand figures.

Naturallv. the company played up

the gimmick angle for all its worth

and BBDO's publicity boys got a lot

of breaks on the major news services,

radio and tv women's shows, pictures

and stories in the top mags and supple-

ments.

Godfrey stepped into the picture 14

March, plugging the product on his

morning simulcast (cost: $17,000-

18.000 weekly | . Television has re-

mained the basic medium (Hitchcork

costs about $25,000 weekly), with

print used seasonally during the sec-

ond and third quarters and including

full pages in Life and women's service

magazines such as Ladies' Home Jour-

nal, Women's Home Companion, Mc-

Call's, and half-pages in Sunday sup-

plements and leading dailies.

The exclamation point symbol on the

label is used in all print advertising

and point-of-sale material to tie to-

gether all the marketing elements of

the product. And, for further con-

sistency, the same model shown on the

rear is featured in current printed

advertisements. * * *
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MIXED-UP TIME
(Continued from page 39)

In addition to previously mentioned

migraines, a single announcement may

have to be reshuffled four times be-

tween now and autumn. The first re-

shuffle, simultaneous with the advent

of DST, may become necessary be-

cause of a competitive situation where

adjacencies change, throwing two com-

peting brands together. The second,

after DST is in effect, may come when

a station with dual network affiliations

discovers a programing conflict that

forces it to rescramble its line-up

again. For identical reasons, the third

and fourth reschedulings may come at

summer's end with the transition to

Standard Time. And agency people

are well aware of these rough crossings

ahead.

"What I dread right now is buying

20's," says Ted Kelly, media super-

visor for McCann Erickson. "I might

buy them for 9 p.m., get moved to 7

p.m. with Daylight Saving, then slam-

med back to 10 p.m. in the fall."

IT'S AS CLEAR AS BLACK AND WHITE-

CHANNEL 10 IS THE ONE THAT

MOST ROCHESTERIANS PREFER!

DAYTIME (Sign-on to 5:00 P.M.)

Rochesterians prefer Channel 10 six days out of

seven! (Out of 256 competitive quarter-hours,

Channel 10 rates 147 firsts! )

r NIGHTTIME (5:00 P.M. to Sign-off)

Rochesterians prefer Channel 10 five nights out
of seven! (Out of 212 competitive quarter-hours,

Channel 10 rates 126 firsts!)

DAY AND TOTAL

Out of the total of 468 week-

ly competitive quarter-hours,

CHANNEL 10 RATES 273 FIRSTS!

Moreover- 8 OF THE TOP TEN TV PROGRAMS IN ROCHESTER

ARE CHANNEL 10 PROGRAMS!
ABOVE INFORMATION BASED ON ROCHESTER TELEVISION AUDIENCE A.R.B. REPORT FEBRUARY, 1956

Ask us about choice ^j^BWW^^^^
availabilities!

HANNEL 10|
OPERATED SHARE TIME BY

WHEC-TV AND WVET-TV ROCHESTER,N.Y.
EVERETT-McKINNEY. INC. • NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES • THE BOLLING CO., INC.

While timebuyers hang on the ropes

and roll with the punches of this crazy

mixed-up time schedule, what of the

reps, the sponsors, and the stations?

The rep's-eye view of Daylight Sav-

ing is a dim one. For some idea of

what he must go through, listen to

what Martin Katz, of Blair TV, has to

say: "First I've got to go back to my
stations and get all new schedules.

1 hen I must notify all the timebuyers

who already have schedules on those

stations that there've been some

changes made. Then I've got to lay

it on the line to them about which sta-

tions move announcements along with

adjacencies and which ones simply

leave them in the old time slot. After

that I have to make all the adjustments

and try to smooth out any misunder-

standings. What it boils down to is a

complete renegotiation of new sched-

ules with already established clients."

That extra hour of daylight saved

must look pretty overcast also to the

sponsor who suffers a rating loss.

Granted that, if rescheduling throws

his show out of a class "A" rate into

a "B," he will save 25 f/
r in air-time

charges, this is still not the way Mr.

Sponsor likes to save money. He knows

his production and talent costs remain

unchanged regardless of where his

opus stands alphabet-wise. His only

interest is product sales, and if he is

accustomed to a class "A" slot, then

that s what he wants and no discount

for anything less is going to make him

happy.

As for the station owner who must

make the refund owing to a DST-in-

duced rate change, he can hardly be

expected to do much smiling through

his tears. There is something about

losing money that goes against human
nature.

The networks have been busy for

weeks on the problem and they will

get a good deal busier when individual

station schedules start pouring in. For

this year there will be more stations

involved since more are on the air, and

this condition is further complicated

by the fact that more stations are now

interconnected by telephone lines. But

the real crusher is the willy-nilly pat-

tern of Daylight Saving Time adop-

tion. There will be Standard Time

cities in DST states, and Daylight Time

cities in ST states and many of them

v. ill pick their opening dates according

to local whim. Some new areas are

considering DST; in Tampa. Fla..

where sunshine is the last thing that
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In Those Hours

When More Memphis People

See Television . .

.

More Memphis People See

WHBQ-TV

From 5 P. M. to 10 P. M .:

Average set tune-in 52.3%

WHBQ-TV
in 140 quarter hours led in 60*

Station "B"

in 140 quarter hours led in 45*

Station "C"

in 140 quarter hours led in 33*

There were 2 ties between

stations "B" and "C"

WHBQ-TV
the most powerful

. . . and still the most popular station in Memphis

Memphis, Tennessee
Represented nationally by H-R Television, Inc.

' ARB Report, February, 1956
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needs to be saved, retailers are pres-

suring for it. Other localities which

had it last year may be dropping it;

Evansville, Ind., for example, usually

switches from year to year—sometimes

they have it, sometimes they don't.

And nobody knows for sure about the

over-all pattern yet because in many

cities DST doesn't become an issue un-

til this time in April which means that

several more weeks may pass before

final results of who's on what will

be in.

Naturally, the big trouble area for

the networks is the Central Standard

Time belt where shows might fall two

hours behind an EDST origination in

New York City. "The problem is,"

as Jack Cramer, service representative

in tv network sales for NBC Tv, puts

it, "do we want a six o'clock audience

for an eight o'clock show?" Apparent-

ly nobody does, which accounts for

some of those brightly lit office build-

ings that make Manhattan's skyline

such a twinkling fairyland for tourists

after dark.

Film packages, of course, present

no great problem, but what are the

nets doing about live programs?

ABC Tv has installed new delayed

feed equipment in Chicago which en-

ables programs to be stored for an

hour and then retelecast. John Pres-

ton, director of engineering facilities

for the net, stresses that "there is no
quality loss with this new method."

The method, described as a "high qual-

ity film process," is being divulged at

the NARTB Convention.

CBS Tv plans to feed "hot kines"

from the West Coast to all Mountain

Standard and Central Standard sta-

tions. The network decides when the

shows will be retelecast and from

where, and then notifies its clients.

At NBC Tv the plan is to repeat via

kine the 8 to 9 p.m. hour block Mon-
day through Friday for feeding out

of New York City at 11 p.m. which

puts this block on Central Standard

Time stations at 9 p.m. and on Eastern

Standard Time stations at 10 p.m.

Daylight Saving stations in both areas

will continue to get live feed.

The exception to this plan is Pro-

ducer s Showcase which is color and

must remain live since kine does not

reproduce hues.

All the television networks are ap-

prising their clients of their efforts to

lick the confusion, but it is rather hard

ONE
willget you.

It is as "easy as duck soup"
to dominate five of Virginia's

most dynamic cities. Buy their one

and only "V" Station . . . WTAR-TV.

All well within WTAR-TV's

"Grade A" Signal, they combine

to make America's 26th Market.

In RETAIL SALES, for example ... The

Bureau of the Census (preliminary Report)

shows that WTAR-TV's total coverage area

has Retail sales of over $1,583,874,000.

And here are Retail sales by cities:

NORFOLK $405,230,000

HAMPTON $ 52,075,000

PORTSMOUTH $ 96,980,000

WARWICK $ 24,220,000

NEWPORT NEWS $ 88,264,000

CHANNEL

3
NORFOLK VA.

Represented by Edward Petry & Co., Inc.

to bring complete clarity to anything

as addled as the Daylight Saving Time
pattern, so the timebuyer is still left

to cope with directives that must read

somewhat like a Pentagon dispatch.

Radio doesn't present them with half

the problems that television does be-

cause of the perfection of repeats and
tapes, and herein may lie an eventual

solution for television.

"Videotape will be the solution,"

thinks Timebuyer Lucian Chimene, of

J. Walter Thompson, "because there

would no longer be such a blanket re-

shuffling of shows and schedules. Then
every network show that's live will get

a tape made of it at the time and place

of origination which will be rebroad-

cast once for the Standard Time sta-

tions. It will simplify tv as tape has

simplified radio. The networks would

automatically have a DST and a Stan-

dard Time network, that's all." How-
ever, videotape in a practical and per-

fected form may be two years away.

The real solution for both radio and

tv, of course, would be the nationwide

adoption of one time or the other. But

this appears to be in the much more
distant future than videotape.

Meanwhile, if some agency adman
with an Einstein flair should dig into

this crazy mixed-up time schedule and

come up with some such simple Day-

light Time reshuffling formula as:

X + EDST — 9.3 Pulse = Erie, Pa.,

he not only will be awarded an Emmy
on the spot. He will be named agenc\

v. p. in-charge-of-March-through-Octo-

ber and Keeper of The Gold-Dust-

Filled Hour Glass.

Until then, happy reshuffling and

please pass the Bufferin! * * *"

"I FEEL LIKE A PRINCESS..."
{Continued from page 43)

campaign. This letter was followed

by a memo dated 22 March and dis-

cretely titled "Philadelphia Story,"

which detailed the company's reason-

ing behind the radio buy right down
to the tie-in with international pub-

licity. It also announced to the sales-

men a special closed-circuit broadcast

arranged through ABC during which

Herb Mayer would outline promotional

strategy to them.

Attached to the letter were the call-

letters of ABC stations throughout the

country and a checklist the salesmen

were asked to return to the home office.

(Article continues page 80)
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"All of \ou can be and should be

proud of the company you represent."'

Mayer told the salesmen later in his

closed-circuit speech, "for having the

courage, money ( $70,000 for time-

talent-promotion), and opportunity to

Miare this choice bit of air time.''

He then proceded to brief the sales-

men about the publicity Peter Pan had

already garnered in national magazines

and newspaper columns. He promised

that photostats of these clippings would

be mailed to salesmen to show to their

accounts. Mayer also outlined a sug-

gested sales approach to the stores,

adding, "If we have displayed imagi-

nation and initiative in obtaining the

right to sponsor these broadcasts, I

expect you to display the same imagi-

nation and initiative in getting your

stores to do something particular and

special in t\ ing in with these broad-

casts."

Here's what salesmen were to sug-

gest to Peter Pan's 10.000 or more re-

tail outlets:

iP' '^

r o

There's a/Jreasure in Denuer
FIND IT WITH KBTV'S MAP PLAN

Tfie only complete

Merchandising . . . Advertising . . . Promotion

Package in Denver Television!

MAP GIVES . . . your product preferential

treatment throughout 60 supermarkets which

totally account for 52% of Denver's Retail

Food Sales.

daily shelf-level promotion

. daily in-the-aisle-displays at

100,000 written commercials

. special inserts in the cooper-

MAP GIVES
at P O P.

MAP GIVES
POP.
MAP GIVES
at P P.

MAP GIVES .

ating chains weekly newspaper ads.

MAP GIVES... participation, Monday through

Friday, in Robot Quiz, television's newest

Jackpot Give-Away Format— a minimum of 5

3-minute Live Quiz Shows on a run-of-schedule

basis from sign-on to sign-off—with IBM
Machines and fabulous prizes.

SEE YOUR PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, INC.

REPRESENTATIVE FOR DETAILS

>>

>>W

>>Wi

JOHN C. MULLINS
President

JOE HEROLD
Station Manager

1089 BANNOCK

Chmud

KBTV

DENVER

TA 5-6386

1. Add a line or two of copy to all

store ads running through 15 April

urging readers to listen to "broadcasts

of the Grace Kelly-Prince Rainier mar-
riage over their local ABC station at

X time on Y dates and sponsored by
Peter Pan Foundations, Inc."

2. Suggest that each of the stores

set up a small radio in their bra and
girdle department. "This can easily

be arranged," Mayer said optimistical-

ly, "by a tie-in with a local appliance

storekeeper who would be more than

willing to supply the radio, perhaps in

return for a small card mentioning the

fact that he has done so."

3. Run a contest with a prize of

one or more Peter Pan bras to the

girl in town who looks most like Grace
Kelly.

4. Award one or more Peter Pan
bras as a gift to every girl named
Kelly who is being married in town
on the dates of the Grace Kelly-Prince

Rainier broadcasts.

5. Run a contest in which the cus-

tomer fills in the blank:

"I feel like a Princess in my Peter

Pan bra because . . . ," or

"Grace Kelly is my favorite movie
story actress because . .

."

The prize? One or more Peter Pan
bras for the winner, of course.

"These are just some of the things

that you might do. I am sure many
others will occur to you." Mayer con-

cluded modestly.

To bolster what salesmen did on

their own, the company promised them

two mailings to all their accounts.

"One," said Mayer, "is a broadside

coming from our New York Office tell-

ing all of your accounts about this

event I as if they didn't already

know! )"

This broadside stressed how impor-

tant it was for stores to invite custo-

mers to come in and listen to the broad-

casts right there "in the romantic,

feminine setting" of the corsetry de-

partment.

"The store radios can create a huge,

captive audience of at least 250,000

women," Mayer pointed out to Peter

Pan accounts. "This audience will be

a bonus, as far as Peter Pan is con-

cerned, to the six million women ex-

pected to tune in at home on each of

three days the on-the-spot broadcasts

will be aired."

The other mailing to the stores was

sent from Monaco and signed by Bob

Sturdevant. ABC chief of the Paris

l Please turn to page 92)
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108,000 unduplicated CBS-TV homes

TERRE HAUTE, INDIANA
channelmWTHI-TV

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY THEBOLLING, CO., NEW YORK — CHICAC
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WHAT

AMERICA'S TV AUDIENCE

HAS BEEN

WAITING FOR...

From the famed RKO

film vault come the first

big box-office successes of a

major Hollywood studio

ever offered to advertisers

for nation-wide television

The power of full-length features on television is

proven by top ratings across the country. In market

after market, local audiences continue to demon-

strate their enthusiasm for Hollywood-produced

movies, displaying a natural preference for quality

productions seldom available — never available on

network television.

Now RKO brings a new dimension to the whole

film-on-television picture by offering its products

to national television advertisers — the first major

Hollywood studio to transport its top films to Amer-

ica's homes. From hundreds of motion pictures

stored in the RKO vault come RKO's Finest Fifty-

two — a solid year's network programming of un-

precedented value and superb variety. Never before

has a national advertiser had the opportunity to

U-^
present his products in company with Hollywood's

finest stars and productions — every single week for

a year.

The stars of these films are today's marquee

magnets — John Wayne, Susan Hayward, William

Holden, Alan Ladd, Cary Grant, Henry Fonda,

Katharine Hepburn, James Stewart, Joan Fontaine,

Robert Mitchum, Rosalind Russell, to name but a

few. The "proven appeal of these films : the public

has paid out of its pockets over a quarter of a billion

dollars to see them.

Compare a sampling of RKO's Finest Fifty-two

with the current nighttime television schedule on

the following pages. You can see for yourself how

these champion films stand up against the most

popular programs on television . .

.
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As «lie Earth
Turns
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' Secret Storm
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NT m-f I.
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Tha World
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N'T m-f
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JNo networs
fProaraminB

m-f

Network
program ' as
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uma om
School
19-10:30

I'&O: BB&T
alt m 10:15 30

«"Ch L
% hr 1745

</i hr $1,600

Ernie Kovate
Show

NT L

1.

TUESDAY

No network
programing

m-f

Garry Maar*
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Wade Adv
tu 10-10: 15

Kellogg ' Burcett
tu in IB-

M

66-T6NT L
Va hr $3,140

Arthur Godfrey
Corn Products
C. L. Millar

Bristol-Myeri
Y&R
m.t.w

10 45-11

WEDNESDAY

Network
programing
discontinued

Olng Dong Setil

10- 10 JO
Manhattan Soap
SB&W
t.th IQ-lO it

Colgate: Bates
P&O: BB&T

Va hr $1.600

Ernie Kovate
8*iaw

NT L

No network
programing

f

Home
ml 11-12

91NT LtT
(Women's service
program. Por
partlr sponsors,
there are eight
1-uiin commer
clals an hour

available
I - mil. partle

time A tal $700r
(see tu for
tpATUMW lletl

Godfrey (cont'd)
Kellogg Burnett

11-11:15

No network
programing

ta-f
Plllsbury MliU
na-t!i 11:15-1"

Strike It Rle*

Tennessee Ernie
Fard Shaw

Proater 4 Gambia
U It 15 set

ny m-f L
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programing
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network
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Wesson Oil

NT L
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Love of Life
Amer Home Pr
m-f (see mon)
Blew
Search for Teas'w

PAG- Jnyt
m-f (see mon)
Blow

Guiding Light
P&Q: lyory. das*
m-f (saa mon)

C ornate*

No network
programing

Jock
NT

Paar She*
m-f 1.

suit

As the Earth
Turns

P&O: preU.
Ivory snow

m-f (see mnt>>
OFI

Home
io I 11-12

NT L*t
I see moo >

far in- sponsors:
Weai-Bver Prodi
F&8AR
a J. Belnc

Max an

llilli Bros
Tad Bate*

t'eerlaea KUe:
broll-qulk

<i»«a Ce
i-uiln partle:

time * Ul $7000

lennaaaaa Ers>la

Fard Shew
P&O: It 11:15

n> m-f L
BaVB

Feather Yaw
Nest

olgale Palmollra
alt d 11:30 45

NT m-f L
Egty

No network
programing

No network
programing

m t

Gaary Moore
Lerer Broa JWT

10-10:15
Gen Motors

w 10:15-10:30

Arthur Godfrey
w 10:30-45
Easywaahar

BBDO
10:30-10:45

HBDO
BriitlMyra.Y&R
m.t.w 10:45-11
lOVar t
simul •/, hr $39»5

Godfrey (cont'd)
l^ever: pepaodent
m.w 11-11:15
JWT
Plllsbury Mills
m-th 11:15-30
Leo Burnett

Strike It Rise
Colgate
m-f

Isee man)

Network
programing
discontinued

Oing Dang
Seheai

10-10:30
Wander Co:

ovaltine 10:15-30
Tatham-Lalrd
Ch an

'
I.

Va hr $1,600

Ernie Korvaci

Show
NT

N.
pr

Eaty

No network
programing

m-f

No network
programing

No network
programing

No network
programing

m-f

NBC's Matinee
Theatre

parlla sponsors
HT I

Afternoon
Film Festival

partle
See Mon

COT/)R

Robert O Lewis
suet

TINT L
Va hr $3,150

Art Link letter

Kellogg- all pr
stHv L
tu.th t:S0-45

Burnett

Plllsbury Mills
':45 3

?:45-S H hr
Burnett $4000

Bia Payeft
m-f

NT sin tu.th L
suit

Bob Crosby
alt wks

3:30-3:45
Hazel Bishop

Specter
C-M alt wks

Carnation
3:30-8:45

Mili-e Lobe
Wade
3:45-4

Valiant Lady
General Mills

m. w. f
DFS. K R

Love ef Life
Amer Home Pr
ovf (see mon)

Blew

Search far Tom'w
P&G: Joyt

m-f (see mon)
Blow

Guiding Light
PAO: Ivory, dual
m-f (see mon)
Compton

laek Paar Show
NT m-f f.

sust

As the Earth
Turns

P&O: pre!l.

Ivory mow
m-f (see mon)

OFS

No network
programing

m f

No network
programing

m f

NBC's Matinee
Theatre
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Afternoon
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See Mon
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Colgate
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Day
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P&O
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The World
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The World
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No network
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World
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Day
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5:16-

Y&R
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network

OJ-f

netwwrs
ngrsming
m f

TH URSDAY
Garry Mhti
Hazel Bishop

Speetor
alt. wks

ronl: North
U» 10 10 16

Chun King: JWT
Tonl: North
alt th 10:lj-3u
55-75NT L

V* hr $3.1 *0

Arthor Godfrey
Bristol Myers

Exp 4/19
Y&R

10:30-10:45
Amor Home

10:45-11
Blow

Godfrey (cont'd)

Kellogg
Burnett
PUlsbury MI Hi
m-lu 11 :15-3ll

Lot Burnett
40Var L
tlnul ' t hr $3995

Strike It Rich
Colgate

ib f ( ie« ronn i

tsty

Valiant Lady
Tool Cu

NT L.

North

Leve of Life

A IBor Home F
m-f nee mom

Blow

Search (or Tom w
PAG: oyt

m f see mon)
Blow

Guiding Light
PAG: Iron, duft
m-f I see moni
CometMl

Jack Paar Show
NT m-f i.

nut

As the Earth
Turns

PAG: prell.

Ivory snow
m-f (see mon)

ofs

Robert O Lewis
Ralston Purina
Co alt whs

SBB
Exp 4/19

2:15-2:80
suet

"a hr S3. 1 SO

Art llnktetter
Kpilneg: all nt
i2Hy L
I R tu.tb 2-30-43

phi.hurt Mills
m-th 2 45-8
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Bla Payoff
v\ m-f L

Boh Creeby
Ton! Co
North

th 3:30-45

S*ntt Paper
ih 8 45-4

TOHy L
JWT

FRIDAY SATU R D A

Y

Network
programing
discontinued

fternoon
i Featlral
-5 pra
panic

Brighter Day
PAG

m-f (see mon)
VAR
The Secret Storm
Amer Home Prs
m -f (see mon)
Blow

The World
Within

PAG: tide, prell

m-f
Ben'rtn & Bowles

Mmiss

.Iniinsun

Sod
3 5-5:15
ihell Soap*
tt

5 30, 5:18-41
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6:S*-6:45

T
4
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Ernie Kovaos
Show

NY L

No network
programing

m-f

Home
m I 11-12

NT l.&l
'see fnon r* till

1-mlD panic

.

time A lal l "u"<

ltnne»«« Ernie
Ford Show

Procter A- Gamo:e
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Hr m-f L
Benton f Bowles

Featner Your
Neat
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alt I HJw-48

ft J keynotda
Ml. HOC Clgl

IS aim- 3 th in 4

NY m f L
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No uotwork
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Garry Moore
Gen Mills OFS

f 10-10: 15

Lever Bros J WT
f 10:15-10 :80

10:30-45
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Speetor

30ST1 MeC-E
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Prudential C&H
f 10.45-11

S5-85NT L
Va hr $3,140

Garry Moore
icont d)

Yardley of Lndn
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Strike It Riel>

Colgate
m-f
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e.ty

Network
programing
discontinued

Oiag Dang Scire**

10-10:30
Colgate: Bataa
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lenetal Mill!
Tath an- Lal rtl

' lu. 15-30 leg
Va hr $I.I8»

No network
programing

H« .

Backstage
Chas Antoll

m-w-f
tu. th suat

NY

Capt, Kangaroo
10-10:80

Mighty Mouse
Playhouse

General Foods
YAR

alt wks
lust

Network
program. ng
discontinue"!

NT

CWg,
6 >

USI

Wlnkly Dink
and You

No network
programing

ra-f

Valiant Lady
General Mill*

m, w, f

DFS. K-R
Love of Life

Amer Borne Pr
'm-f (see mon)
Blow

Searrh for Tom'w
PAG: Joyt

n f (see moo"
Blow

Guiding Light
PAG Irorv. dirr*

m f (se* mem 1

Cemotao

Home
m-f 11-U

NT LAP
•• moo A to)

I rale partial
tim» A fal 47000

teeneaeee Eralo
Ford Show

Procter A Gamble
12-12:15 sot

Hv m-f L
Benton A Bowloa

Feather Your
Noat

-oigate-PalmoilTo
alt d 11:80-45
NT m-f L
Esty

No network
programing

No network
programing

Tale* of
Texaa Raogerai
General MlUa

Tatnaoa-
Lairo $ie.uue

alt wki
Cortias Candy

C l Miller
Hy J-

in- Big To*
National Dairy
Prods: aealteal
ice cream, seal-

test dairy prods
«9Phlle I,

"$

I
T

Dene *»
Hv
BtB

Until .,

Ce»-i *
B

Chi

Jaek
NT

Paar 8how
m-f L

No network
programing

-1
No network
programing

m-f

Lea* Ranger
General Willi
wheatlee. kli

Hy F

Paul »**
Jerry I «*,

»

CtlOtsS •»
Si

No network
nrogramlnr

As the Earth
Turns

PAG: prell.

Ivory snow
m-f (aee morn

No network
programing

m-f

No network
programing DFS $18,000

No network
programing

m-f

Robert O Lewie
Brown A Wmsn:
viceroy—alt wk
Bates 1-2:15

8:15-2:30 gust

49NT L
Vis hr $3,150

Art Llrrkletter

Lever : surf
BBDO m.w.f

Hawaiian
Pineapple

Aver 2:45-8
MHy l

Hhr $40<j«

Big Payoff
Colgate
m.w.f

(see moo)

No network
programing

m-f

Baseball Preview

No network Colgate-PalmoMe
programing „alt " ks.

Brown &
Williamson

Bates

1
No osj

No I I

:

NBC's Matinee
Theatre

partlc sponaors
Afternoon

Film Festival

See Mon

Esty

Way of the
World

NT^ L
Modern
Romances
Colgate

R Houston Afternoon
Film Festival

3-5 pm

Oueen for

Day
Hv

Bob Crosby
SOS: MeCann-E
Ha?el Bishop

Speetor
al t f 3:3 0-4'

General MUli
IIHt 3:45-4 L
Kruot- Vi hr
Reeves $3100

Brighter Day
PAG

m-f (see mon)
Y&R
The Secret Ston»
Am Home Prods:
m-f (see mon)

The World
Within

PAG: tiae. prell

m-f
Benton A Bowie*

NBC's Matinee
Theatre

partis sponsors
Hv L

No network
programing

Baseball Game of

the Week
Falstaff Brewing
DFS
American Safety

Razor Corp
HcE

Way sf the
World

Borden Co
NT m.w.f I,

YAR

Queen for

Day
Hv

No network
programing

Baseball Game of
the Week

Falstaff Brewing
DFS
American Safety

Razor Corp.
MeE

Mickey Mouse
Club

I eftur-e. Inc
J Cohan

«lt wks with
""ton Salt

NLAB
m-f

Oen'l Mills
m-w-f

5:15-5:30. 5:45H
Knox Reeves
A Esty

Mars Candy
., ««, 5:30-5:45

Va kr $2,800 Burnett
Hy F
erV.hr tj.aoe

Pinky Lee
13H] m-f L
Pari- Intl Shoe
H.HAMeD th

Howri* Ooodv
Kellogg Cr

tu.th (see tu

Lee Burnett

Standard Hi-sdOj

Pinky Lee
Hy m-f L
°artlc: G«p Tit:
VAR Xa.mJ

Howdy Ooody
Luden'i

Matties 5:30-46
No network
DrosTramlng

No network
programing

The Ne«
Revut

(COlOTCS.lt

NT I

Intl Sh
alt '

H.HAMe
5:45-8

"A'-lcti Qrp Jntee
0C8S alt f 6:45-8
liwr 481-

Va he $2,800

NX



5 New York doctors
and 5 more Doctors of High Pulse (Phd's)

with Madison Avenue backgrounds (MA's)
knew it even before it was PROVED by the

specialists from the Pulse, Inc.

WNCT IS FIRST IN ALL EASTERN CARO-
LINA during every minute of every hour
of every day.

Several weeks before our Pulse was taken,

<ve consulted 400 agency Pill-Pushers and
asked them:

Q: How many quarter

hours is WNCT a-

head in 19 counties

of Eastern Carolina?

A: 464—which is ALL
of them!

Q: What would you say WNCT's highest

Pulse will read in any quarter day or

nite?

A: 54.5

The staff of prize-winning physicians listed

below were most accurate in their diagnoses.

We congratulate them!

And we'd love to have YOU examine us and
check our Pulse. Dr. John E. Pearson can
show you our national Case History, and Dr.

Jim Ayers has the chart on us in the south-

east.

We feel just fine, thank you!

channel 9 primary c»$ aff

316,000 w»th full time

A. Hartwell Campbell, G«n. Mgr.

JOHN E PEARSON CO., NAT'l REP • JAMES S. AYERS. S. E. REP, ATLANTA

1st—Thomas J. Glynn
J. Walter Thompson

2nd— Bill Murphy
Benton & Bowles

3rd—William J. Stenson
Campbell-Mithun

4th-10th-Charles F. Theiss, Ted Bates;
Edmond C. Semel, Compton; Watts
Wacker, D. P. Brother; Tom Carson,
Compton; Nick Wolf, Leo Burnett;
Gerald Eckhart, Cargill & Wilson; Charles
Willard, McCann-Erickson.
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•
four message in sponsor will help you cash in on the upsurge in

IT and radio spot buying. Is your station right

:or more national spot business?

10th Year of Usefulness to TV and Radio Advertisers



"I FEEL LIKE A PRINCESS..."
(Continued from page 80)

Bureau, who'll be covering the wed-

ding for ABC along with Inez Robb of

Scripps-Howard. This mailing told of

some of the color attending the pre-

nuptial preparations and, of course,

pointed out to the stores that Peter

Pan is making the broadcasts possible.

The closed-circuit program further

included a taped commentary from

Paris by Bob Sturdevant to get Peter

Pan salesmen full-steam behind the

promotion. As Herb Mayer concluded

at the end of the closed-circuit broad-

cast: "The next few weeks should be

one of those rare periods when your

wife regrets ever having married a

salesman— I don't expect you to be

home."

Within a week after Peter Pan signed

with ABC, all salesmen and Peter Pan

accounts had received this schedule

for the broadcasts to be heard over

340 ABC stations:

17 April (11-11:15 a.m.): Preview

of the ceremonies and a review of "all

1st in a Series on Chicago TV's Top Participation Programs

"GARFIELD

GOOSE
and

FRIEND"

"Garfield Goose and Friend" is not only one of Chicago's most populai

programs, but it is one of the greatest result-getters on Chicago TV

—

Over 43,000 requests came in for a "Secret Service Card" in one month!

And a New York agency wrote:

"We gambled—and put our entire faith, and adver-

tising budget, behind Frazier Thomas and Garfield

Goose. With lime only for a letter to our dealers, every-

thing depended on the selling power of this one guy.

Our gamble paid off—but good! In two weeks, we had

sold what we had hoped to sell in four weeks. From
then on, we sold and sold!"

What "Garfield Goose and Friend" did for this client, he can also do
for you. For further information on Chicago's top participation pro-

grams, write Mr. Ted Weber, WGN-TV Director of Sales, 441 N.

Michigan Avenue, Chicago 11, Illinois.

441 N. Michigan Avenue

Chicago 11, Illinois

WGN-TV
Chicago Q

the gay parties which precede the wed-

ding as well as those to follow. Inter-

views with royalty, personalities of

cafe society and the entertainment

world."

18 April (11-11:15 a.m.): Descrip-

tion of the civil wedding with actual

highlights of the ceremony, covered by

Bob Sturdevant and Inez Robb.

19 April (11-11:5 a.m.): Broad-

cast of the highlights of the religious

ceremony with on-the-scene recorded

excerpts, with description and inter-

pretation bv Bob Sturdevant and Inez

Robb.

ABC supplemented Peter Pan's pro-

motional effort. John Eckstein. ABC
promotion director, and Ted Kirby,

ABC copy chief, worked out a kit to

be sent to each of the 340 stations.

These kits contained scripts, news re-

leases, photographs and other related

material. The same kits were also

sent out to Peter Pan salesmen.

Furthermore, ABC ran schedules of

100-line tune-in ads in five major city

newspapers: New York, Los Angeles.

Chicago. Detroit, San Francisco. But

'he backbone of ABC's campaign to

build a large listening audience was

on-the-air promotion it encouraged

stations to run. ABC provided them

with 20-second and 30-second an-

nouncement scripts and tapes which

the stations scheduled at their discre-

tion.

Mayer calculates that the Peter Pan

radio commercials will add up to 54

million advertising impressions, "the

equivalent of double-truck ads in

250 of the country's largest news-

papers, or four consecutive double-

trucks in color in Life."

Actually. Peter Pan is but one of

several advertisers who've expressed

their confidence in the commercial

value of the Monaco wedding by buy-

ing airtime in or adjacent to broad-

casts of "the most romantic wedding

of the centurv," to quote Elsa Max-

well. On CBS Radio, four clients

bought four half-hours 6-19 April:

Lettuce Inc. for C-7 Lettuce, Lanvin

Parfums, Coty and Prex Corp. for

Purex Bleach and Old Dutch Cleanser.

Mutual has a five-minute show each

Saturday (21 March-21April) as a

special series, featuring Wendy Phil-

lips, a WIP Philadelphia commenta-

tor who's a friend of the Kellys. On

NBC, Slenderella International has

signed up for two 30-minute nighttime

broadcasts on 18 April and 19 April,

but the time was not yet determined at
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gives you a

Billion Dollar Market
The Birmingham trading area, the WAPI Area, consists of these 19 coun-

ties. Here live 1.3 Million people, 331,800 radio families, retail sales of #973,-

453,000 (you wouldn't call us a liar for less than 2.7%? would you?)

pi /Me

a

Birmingham

and Around
In the Counties that Count

WAPI LEADS
MORNING
AFTERNOON
NIGHT Average Share of Audience Mon-Fri Sat Sun

WAPI NBC 23.3% 24.7% 21.7%

Birmingham B Network 21.7 15.3 18.0

Birmingham C Network 11.7 10.3 9.3

Birmingham Independent 9.0 9.5 6.5

Birmingham D Network 5.0 5.7 5.7

According to the Area Pulse Survey, just competed, WAPI is First in audience morning, after-

noon, and night Monday through Saturday; First Sunday morning; First Sunday afternoon;

Second Sunday night (only 2% off).

To get an adequate sample of this large market, Pulse used a basis of 149,600 quarter hour reports.

WAPI represented by John Blair & Co. Southeastern Representative, Harry Cummings
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sponsor's presstime. Bourjois Per-

fumes also bought 25 minute an-

nouncements adjacent to the 16-19

April Weekday coverage of the event

on NBC Radio.

But it would be a difficult job to

track down all the spot campaigns still

mushrooming around this most pub-

licized wedding of the century. In-

numerable regular programs will de-

vote portions of airtime to the event,

including such network tv shows as

NBC TV's Home and Today. CBS TV
is assembling camera crews from Vi-

enna and Paris to work on a special

half-hour film of the wedding, titled

The Grace Kelly Wedding, to be shown

21 April and sponsored by Maybel-

line Co. (through Gordon Best Co.,

Chicago)

.

Some advertisers are capitalizing on

the Monaco wedding for air promo-

tions without actually sponsoring

broadcasts of the event. Trifari Jew-

elry in New York, for example, bought

into WRCA's Jinx Falkenburg show to

publicize its "Monaco honeymoon"
contest. From 14 March through 14

WSJS-TV
316.000 WATTS

CALL
HEADLEYREED
REPRESENTATIVES

April contestants can compete for two

roundtrip tickets to Monaco and a two-

week stay there by writing 100 words

to explain just "Why I would like to

honeymoon in Monaco."

Peter Pan commercials, incidentally,

caused considerable consternation in

agency and client offices both. Many
a copy session was held in Sackheim's

office in the shadow of an amply-en-

dowed female African statue that

stands on his table seemingly as an

eternal challenge to Peter Pan engi-

neering talent. The approach in the

commercials is institutional, rather

than a plug for individual bras. Not

so the special store displays and the

store advertising. Those will feature

Peter Pan's sweater-filling "Hidden

Treasure," with its built-in plus, "7-11"

bras, and "Two-Hue," /Light Fantas-

tic" and "Little Egypt" nylon elastic

girdles.

While the Monaco nuptials are not

Peter Pan's first excursion into the air

media, they are undoubtedly the

firm's most spectacular effort. Previ-

ously, Peter Pan sponsored the Kathy

Norris Show for a 13-week run on

WARD, New York, in 1951. To evalu-

ate the pull of the Kathy Norris Show

Peter Pan had offered as giveaway a

free booklet tantalizingly titled "Your

Guide to Bustline Beauty."

"We were thrown by continuity ac-

ceptance," a Peter Pan executive ad-

mits. "It's still difficult to sell bras

and girdles on tv, because we can't use

live models as we'd like to. But we do

hope to try it again in fall."

Peter Pan originally appointed the

Ben Sackheim agency in 1943 when

the company began advertising. Since

that time advertising expenditures have

increased substantially every year and

in 1956 will approach the $750,000

mark. Long-range plans point to $8

million for advertising over the next

five years.

"Our copy theme will probably con-

tinue to be the one we developed about

a year ago, because it's been success-

ful," Sackheim told sponsor. "It's the

theme we incorporated into the Monaco

wedding commercials: Do you know

this woman? The idea is that a woman

is attractive on any number of occa-

sions, if she wears a Peter Pan bra.

Therefore our print ads show elegant-

ly dressed women in various social

situations, like weddings, with masks

over their faces. The copy asks read-

ers, Do you know this woman? and

then goes into a rhymed four-line or
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YOUR

NATIONAL

REPRESENTATIVE
You're on the verge of a decision, and a problem.

What business papers to pick for your station promotion?

It's no problem to kiss off, for your choice can have a telling

effect on your national spot income.

But where to get the facts?

The answer is simple. Ask your national representative.

He knows. His salesmen get around. They learn which business

papers are appreciated, read and discussed by buyers of broadcast time.

His is an expert opinion. Don't overlook your national representative.

SPONSOR
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six-line reason-why she's successful in

a particular social situation."

A full-page ad scheduled for May
and June issues of magazines, for ex-

ample, shows a masked bride being

kissed bv the groom, while a flower

girl stands by. The copy, printed long

before plans for the Grace Kelly-

Prince Rainier wedding were an-

nounced, is typical of Peter Pan's light

approach

:

"She's the bride whose Hope Chest

was full, but whose figure was lack-

ing. Her maid of honor suggested

to her Peter Pan Hidden Treasure.

"This lifted the bride to B
"(without giving the bride away I

"and she looked heavenly

"in her wedding gown!"

Had the legal restrictions on the

Grace Kelly-Prince Rainier sponsor-

ship seriouslv impaired the agency's

creativity where commercials were

concerned?

"Heavens, no." said Sackheim.
"We're very high-spirited over the

whole thing. And naturally, both

Peter Pan and we were as intent as

again
WFBC-TVASwamps Competition

in Carolina 5-County Pulse Survey

AREA PULSE SURVEY OF TELEVISION AUDIENCE (5 Counties)

SHARE OF TELEVISION AUDIENCE DECEMBER 4-10, 1955

Time
TV Sets
In Use WFBC-TV

Station
B

Station
C

Station
D

Other
Stations

SUNDAY
12 Noon-6 :00 P.M.

6 :00 P.M.-Midnight

35.7%

51.3%

48%
55%

24%
23%

15%
16%

8%
2%

4%
4%

MON. THEU FRI.

7:00 A.M.-12:00Noon

12:00 Noon-6:00 P.M.

6:00P.M.-Midnight

13.2%

25.5%

46.0%

64%
61%
56%

36%
21%
18%

0%
15%
17%

0%
3%
3%

0%
0%
6%

SATURDAY
10:00-12:00 Noon
12:00 Noon-6 :00 P.M
6:00P.M.-Midnight

32.5%

27.3%

54.6%

70%
51%
58%

30%
31%
16%

0%
12%
15%

0%
2%
6%

0%
4%
5%

*The five counties are Greenville, Anderson, Green-

wood, and Spartanburg, S. C, and Buncombe (Asheville),

N. C. . . . counties with Population of 600,700; Incomes

of §783,086,000; and Retail Sales of $519,931,000.

For further information about this PULSE SUR-
VEY and about the total WFBC-TV Market, contact the

Station or WEED, our National Represenative.

"The Giant of

Southern Skies"

NBC NETWORK

WFBC-TV
Channel 4 Greenville, S. C.

Represented Nationally by

WEED TELEVISION CORP.

ABC on maintaining a tone in our

commercials fitting to the dignity of the

occasion."

Besides, added an agency wag, of-

fending Monaco could have had serious

repercussions on the agency, which

numbers among its clients Polignac

liqueurs, owned bv Prince Hubert de

Polignac. cousin to the groom. * * *

BLUEPRINT FOR RADIO
(Continued from page 46)

the listener's imagination. Showman-

ship must be reinjected into the play-

ing of records—this is WIP's five-year

goal in the field of music.

5. Timing: Commercially, the WIP
department heads conjecture too. This

is the day of the "magazine concept,"

the age of the announcement and the

saturation plan, the "reach most peo-

ple" circulation plan. WIP believes

radio will rediscover the strata or qual-

ity rather than sheer quantity approach.

Based on a conjecture that there are

"natural" programs for particular peri-

ods of the day—WIP will constantly

strive to discover what listeners need

and want at each particular time seg-

ment of the day. If time signals, wea-

ther, news and music are "natural"

for the 7-9:00 a.m. period to get the

family started right for the day; if

traffic reports, news, weather and music

are "naturals" at the drive-home time

of 4-6:00 p.m., what are the "naturals"

for 10:00 p.m. to Midnight? 9:00

a.m. to Noon? Noon to 1:30 p.m.?

1:30 to 4:00 p.m.? The answer to

programs for these periods lies in un-

covering what people already do and

will be doing five years from now

during these times and helping them

do it.

WIP does not have these answers yet

but will in the coming months attempt

to research them and then to devise

programs to fit.

6. Promotion: In promotion of WIP.

for no one at the station believes any

station can any longer sneak programs

on the air or expect the listener to

stumble across them, the station will

attempt to be the "talk of the town."

The ultimate goal is to become the

subject station commuters will discuss

on the morning train; the station col-

umnists will be forced to write about

because it is different; the station

which is seen at every major public
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event; the station which will go out

and meet people and be their voice

and sometimes their conscience.

WIP will make every effort to dis-

pel the idea it is broadcasting from

studios. The newspaper recognizes

that its type and its paper are only a

vehicle to take people to the news event

—only a spur to the imagination of the

reader.

Thus, WIP and all radio, we believe,

must identify the listener with what

we are doing—reporting news—play-

ing music—doing play-by-play.

7. Planning: Radio has been called

the "most flexible medium." Over the

years it has set up every bar to flexi-

bility it could devise. News broadcasts

at set hours, commercials at set times,

concert music on Sunday. We must

realize our primary advantages and

take advantage of them.

Five years from now— 1961 — we
know we will have accomplished many
things even without plan, but with a

plan everything we do today will point

toward the goals set. These however

must not become set either. Goals will

be regularly reevaluated at the same
time new goals are set. This means
WIP will hold regular planning meet-

ings and whatever specific problems

arise in between, the answer will al-

ways be examined in the light of "does

it help us accomplish our goal?"

Here are some of the trends and

projects we are currently exploring:

1. How will people listen to wrist

radios—pocket radios? What kind of

programing will that entail?

2. Reading programs for the blind.

3. Bringing back radio history

through tapes.

4. An emergency turn-on switch in

cooperation with the Philadelphia Elec-

tric Co. controlled from Civil Defense

headquarters in case of disaster.

5. Scientific musical programing to

fit the mood of people at various hours.

6. What happens when tv sets are

found throughout the home?

7. Effect on radio news of tv tape

recorders.

8. What can we do to influence to-

day's children who watch tv avidly to

become radio listeners when they be-

come adults?

WIP has several concrete accom-

plishments already to its credit using

the techniques of systematic planning

ahead: clearing for major league base-

ball three years ago in the face of net-

work; development of merchandising

when it looked like only a concession

to greedy sponsors, or a price cut;

addition of talent in the face of tv com-

petition; expansion of sales personnel

in the midst of a declining market;

rate raises through reevaluating time

periods at a time when time was hard

to sell; refusing to allow WIP talent

to appear on tv and many others—all

of which we believe have been major

factors in the accomplishment of our

fifth straight year in a row of new

sales records in both local and nation-

al business. * * *

use this one -two punch

to ring up extra sales
k|A 1 WAFB-TV has overwhelming viewer preference in

lU- X Louisiana's State Capital. According to latest Tele-

pulse, WAFB-TV has a leadership of nearly five to one,

is first in 347 quarter hours to 78 for station B.

NO. 2
Within last few months, WAFB-TV has won, (a) first

place in nation-wide "Lucy Show" contest with a

double award for a special merchandising job, (b)

first place in national Screen Gems, Inc. contest on

program promotion, (c) one of first four places in

"Frank Leahy and His Football Forecasts" promotion.

WAFB-TV
200,000 watts CBS-ABC

affiliated with WAFB-AM

First in TV in Baton Rouge

Call . . . Write . . . or . . . Wire

National Representative—Young Television Corp.

South & Southwest—Clarke Brown Co.
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McLENDON ON NEWS
(Continued from page 46)

station out and then begin to improve

your programing and raise your rates,

which you can do. We've raised rates

four times in one year and justifiably

so on a cost-per- 1,000 basis.

Much of our prosperity in both

audience and billings is due to our

approach to the field of news, and this

same approach can be carried out

almost as effectively by network sta-

tions as by independent stations and

by stations in small towns as well as

large towns.

It is obvious to all by now that in

order to survive radio must offer

something which television cannot do,

or cannot do as well. One of those

things is news. In news, wtih certain

exceptions, so far tv hasn't been able

to pour water out of a boot with the

directions printed on the heel.

For 20 years or more, radio men
have discused over cocktails radio's

vast advantages over newspapers as a

news medium. First, radio has an in-

trinsic time advantage which news-

papers cannot duplicate. Radio has an

additional advantage in the warmth
and emphasis which can be given to

news stories by the human voice.

Third, radio news has the advantage

of economy. Radio needs no lino-

typers, no proof readers, no headline

writers, no endless supply of news-

print. Your radio newsmen don't have

to write out every story they deliver

nor do they need to go into the multi-

tudinous details which some news-

papers use so often just because they

have space they have to fill. So radio

needs far fewer men than newspapers.

Radio's electronic news plant is eco-

nomically far more efficient than the

bulky, unwieldly, uneconomic news-

paper plant. Besides all this, the aver-

age metropolitan newspaper reaches

only about two-thirds of the homes in

the city. Over 95% of these same
homes own a radio. Just how much of

an advantage can radio have?

Yet, even with all these advantages,

until the advent of television radio had

never seriously challenged newspapers

in the news-reporting field. Perhaps it

was because until a few years ago

there had always been other and easier

sources of lucrative programing. But

whatever the reason, it was true that

in over 30 years commercial radio had
done little to increase its stature or take

advantage of its innate superiority as
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a news-reporting medium. Perhaps

this is what provoked Fred Allen to

remark that radio was called a medi-

um because nothing was well-done.

When people thought of news, they

thought of newspapers, simply because

radio had never made any really seri-

ous effort to compete in the news field.

We at KLIF discussed the possibility

of a "newspaper of the air,"' and pro-

ceeded to do something about it. We
adopted a slogan of "Tomorrow's
Newspaper Now'' and proceeded to

lessen our competition with television

b\ the very simple alternative of going

into competition with newspapers, by

becoming a "newspaper of the air."

KLIF, and all of our other radio sta-

tions, now cover both local and na-

tional news events with a thorough-

ness and verve far beyond anything

evere attempted by a station in a mar-

ket of our size before. We have not

exactly put the newspapers out of

business yet, and of course never will,

but I'm certain that we have reduced

their readership.

Whenever we find in either of the

GET YOUR PRODUCT

OUT OF THE ROUGH

AND ONTO THE FAIRWAY

!

A GREAT MORNING BUY!
6:30 to 9:30 A.M.

Mondays thru Fridays

Average Pulse Rating 7.4*

Averoge Share of Audience 38%*

In Metropolitan Rochester,

WHEC has a share-of-audi-

ence percentage that is half-

again as great as its nearest

competitor—not to mention
a 2.5 higher Pulse rating

—

for this 3-hour segment!
Pulse, Report, Oci.-Nov. 1955

TELL THE FOLKS IN THE

RICH ROCHESTER AREA

ABOUT IT ON

WHEC The Station Most Rochesterians

Listen to Most of the Time .'

THE STATION LISTENERS BUILT)

Here at WHEC we have a "bag of clubs" that will surely send

your product soaring right into the warm hearts of our many

listeners! Whether you're playing match or medal, you're at

scratch—on your way to bigger sales— on WHEC!

BUY WHERE THEY'RE LISTENING... ROCHESTER'S TOP-RATED STATION

WHEC NEW YORK
5,000 WATTS

: EVERETT.MeKINNEY, Inc , LEE F. OCONNELl CO . to. Ange/e

local newspapers a story of any real

local interest which has not appeared

on KLIF hours or a full day before,

our managing editor's job is in jeop-

ardy. And we do not hesitate to call

this coverage to the attention of the

public. Several times in each newscast

we will say, "Tokyo—here's a story

that you won't read in the newspapers

until tomorrow-." or "Lisbon—another

example of how far radio news is

ahead of the newspapers." We have

many versions of these little barbs,

which are all true and which must

make the newspapers as nervous as a

June bride in an upper berth.

Our news staff at KLIF consists of

six men, none of whom have anv

particular hours, and all of them under

the direction of Edd Routt, our manag-
ing editor. To function as a "news-

paper of the air" we are on the air

24 hours a day and we have three

mobile units, one of them a reserve

unit, but two of them roving the city

at all hours to report news events

direct from the scene. Whenever
there's a fire, a murder, an important

City Council vote, the announcement
of a new building development, when-

ever the jury is coming in—KLIF's

mobile news units are on the spot to

report that news direct, and we break

into whatever program is in progress.

Mobile units are not new but I be-

lieve that we were the first station ever

to put three of them to such extensive

use. It is not at all unusual for us to

have a program interrupted three or

four times an hour for either mobile

news unit reports or beeper telephone

interviews. Naturally, this is fast,

exciting radio and the result of it is

that you are almost afraid to turn away

from the station.

When hubby gets home at 5:30 and

picks up that newspaper, he's got

nothing to tell wifey about because

she's heard it all on KLIF during the

day and. as a matter of fact, can gen-

erally tell him some new developments

about most of the stories. Or maybe,

and this is happening more every day,

hubby has been listening at his office

and doesn't bother to read the news-

paper when he gets home.

We know that these six men—that's

our managing editor, two desk men,

and three outside leg men — aren't

sufficient to do the job we want event-

ually to do. Eventually, we plan to

have 11 men on our news staff—our

managing editor and three other desk

men, a crime and violence editor, a
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sports editor, a business and political

news editor, a society editor, an edi-

torial writer, an entertainment editor

and a local and civic events editor.

With that staff, I believe that in Dallas

we can offer even more effective com-

petition to either one of the compet-

ing dailies.

One of our objectives, and I assure

you we are achieving it, is to force

radio listening by a segment of the

population which has got out of the

habit of listening. For a long time it

discouraged me to go out with a group

of my friends and discover that none

of them had listened to the radio that

day. Or maybe one of them would

say, "I only listen to the radio when
I'm in my car." That used to drive me
crazy. But it doesn't happen much any

more in Dallas. We're creating a new
tune-in. We've compiled a list of 250
top Dallas citizens in all walks of

Dallas business and social life, and
we're expanding this list rapidly.

We've subdivided this list into top oil

leaders, top banking and industrial

leaders, top society women, top busi-

ness men. top educators. Now, we use

this list to get their names and voices

on the air just as often as possible.

There's hardly a story that clatters

over our United Press or INS wires

that can't be made a local story. For
instance, when President Eisenhower

vetoed the gas bill recently, we quick-

ly got beeper telephone comments
from three prominent Dallas and Fort

Worth oil men—H. L. Hunt, Jake

Hamon and Al Hill.

When we get a story involving

Harry Truman, we are apt to call two
or three local party officials for com-
ment. When a youth murders his

parents in New Jersey, we get state-

ments from local officials familiar with

the juvenile delinquency problem. As
another example, when we get a story

involving the Chinese Communists,
we often call any top businessman in

town for comment. They've all got

the proper comment on communism.
But that's the general idea. We're
getting those local names, hundreds of

them each week, on the air.

By and large, my trends listen to the

radio now—they're afraid not to.

They're afraid the next story is going

to be about them. So in addition to

our really superb local coverage, we
localize all the national and regional

slories. This to me is what radio

should have been doing all these years.

It is what I should have been doing all

ENTRANCE

KTRK-TV leads the way to the family

entrance of Houston's big families—
the families who buy more of everything

. . . because KTRK-TV gives them better

shows — better showmanship —
better programming for all the family!

In full family viewing time between 4

and 8 p.m weekdays, February ARB

for the Houston area shows KTRK-TV

with a solid 36.1% share and programs

like Mickey Mouse Club — Wyatt Earp

— Disneyland— Rin Tin Tin and

Lawrence Welk often leading competi-

tion by as much as 2 to 1. Learn more

about Houston's best big family buy

from Blair TV:

KTRK-TV

The Chronicle Station, Channel 13 KTRK-TV P. O. Box 12, Houston 1, Texas—ABC Basic

HOUSTON CONSOLIDATED TELEVISION COMPANY

General Manager, Willard E. Walbridge; Commercial Manager, Bill Bennett

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: BLAIR-TV, 150 E. 43rd St., New York 17, N. Y.
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ESPECIALLY
when they're

listening to your

commercials

and in the

Portland, Oregon Market

KOIN- Radio
delivers

r

MORE
audience

than any other station

•k All 10 top daytime shows

•k All 10 top evening shows

•Nov.-Dec. 1955 Pulse Inc., Portland Metropolitan Area

LEADERSHIP—Morning, Afternoon, Night

TOP RATINGS TOP VALUE

KOIN
Radio
Portland, Oregon

Represented Nationally by

CBS Radio Spot Sales

those years instead of attempting to

become another Bill Paley, because, ?

I discovered to mv di«mqv. pirj^^^ti

you can't hardly find that kind no

more. I'm much more content nowa-

days with PBS, the world's smallest

network—KLIF, the Pygmy Broad-

casting System. And, incidentallly, fel-

lows, the money's much better.

We've got several other gimmicks

that we use to add spice to ur news

program. One of them is Jimmie

Fidler, who supplies us with six 15-

minute programs per week at a very

modest cost. We take these programs

and strip them into 30-second excerpts

which we use on our newscasts every

other hour. Jimmie gets the Holly-

wood news, states it succinctly and he

is always in good taste. We have found

these Fidler excerpts are very effective

for us.

We hire a helicopter on an hourly

basis to report traffic conditions and

also to carry us to the scene of events

beyond the range of our mobile units.

We make use of the long-distance tele-

phone to get many stories. For in-

stance, when Georgi Malenkov re-

signed, we promptly put through a call

to Moscow and had no trouble at all

getting an interview with American

Ambassador Chip Bohlen. About all

he would say was hello, he wouldn't

even tell us the weather, but we had

the interview, anyway. In May, on the

day of its anniversary, we plan to de-

vote some 10 broadcasts in one day

to a news recreation of the Battle of

Chancellorsville, the high tide of the

Southern Confederacy.

We turn up with some prett\ amaz-

ing scoops KLIF broke and then many
times gave details on the biggest news

story in the history of North Texas

four days before any Dallas newspaper

could even get a line about it. We got

a tip that Bill Zeckendorf, Angus
Wynne and several other prominent

Dallasites were getting ready to build

a $300 million development between

Dallas and Fort Worth which would

close the gap between those two cities.

The newspapers probably went crazy

trying to figure out where our infor-

mation was coming from. We specialize

in quotations of stocks of local interest

—Republic Bank stock, Texas Instru-

ments, and so forth. We have a minute

morning and afternoon devoted to late

oil news.

All of which brings me to the sub-

ject of editorials. We have editorialized

off and on for some time but never to

ESPECIALLY
when they're

watching your

commercials

and in the

Portland, Oregon Market

KOIN-TV
delivers over

TWICE
the audience of

any other station

ABSOLUTE RATING
LEADERSHIP IN EVERY
AUDIENCE SURVEY—

• 52.

8

o Share of Audience

• 14 out of Top 15 Weekly Shows.

• 9 of Top 10 Monday-thru-Friday

Shows.

KOIN-TV
CHANNEL 6

Represented Nationally by

CBS Television Spot Sales
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the extent that Dan Kops carries it at

WAVZ. And there are some differ-

ences in our approach. For one thing,

I believe that he runs his editorials

twice a day. We run our editorials

eight times a day

—

after the 7 a.m.,

8 a.m., and 9 a.m., 12 Noon, 5 p.m.,

6 p.m., 10 p.m. and 11 p.m. newscasts.

Thus, you can see that we saturate the

air pretty well. We don't run the same

editorial every time; as a rule, we'll

have two or three differently-worded

versions of the same editorial to keep

from boring the listener.

We don't run editorials unless we
have something to editorialize about.

That's the trouble with most newspaper

editorials. They've got to fill up the

editorial page every day and as a result

it is generally pretty sloshy going on

that page.

Our editorials are for the most part

limited to a minute. One-minute is

about the right length. That's about

how long it takes you to read a news-

paper editorial.

KLIF editorials are potentially the

most powerful single weapon in our

city for molding public opinion. The

editorial page of any newspaper is

bound to be about the least read in the

whole paper. The average guy just

doesn't bother with it. But on KLIF
that same average guy has to hear the

editorials. He knows that they are

just to last for a minute between

records, and he won't turn off the

station for just that short an annoy-

ance. So on KLIF, John Q. Public,

the average guy—the guy that the

paper never reaches with its editorials

—is caught right in the firing line. And
the first thing you know, John, who is

a pretty bright guy although maybe a

little lethargic like me, gets real inter-

"Since we started advertising on
KRIZ Phoenix, every man in town
has been demanding proof—or no
sale!"

Odocoileus virginianus

Family groups like this help

make the far reaches of

Michigan a paradise for

hunters and vacationists.

The proud parents are rusty-

red m summer; brownish-

gray in winter. Spring-born

(awns sport white spots un-

til autumn.

Put your dollars where
the people are

Deer are dears but they don't spend a

buck for food, drugs, cigarettes or any

other product you advertise on radio.

Enjoy the deer when you vacation

in Michigan but put your advertis-

ing dollars where the people are—on

WWJ, first in Detroit in experience,

acceptance, and audience-winning

personalities.

70 per cent ol Michigan's popula-

tion commanding 75 per cent of

the state's buying income is with-

in WWJ's daytime primary area.

In the Detroit area alone, over

3 1.2 million people drive nearly

I V3 million cars and spend over $5

billion annually tor retail goods.

WWJ AM
FM

• National fteor«SMtativ«: PETERS. GRIFFIN. WOODWARD. INC.

WORLD'S FIRST RADIO STATION

owned and operated by

I

THE DETROIT NEWS
NBC Network
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In the Baltimore market

one station*X*

delivers the most listeners

at the lowest cost per thousand

*X-and only one

WFBR Baltimore's Best Bu.y
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR AND COMPANY

A/OIY EVEN MORE THAN EVER

Stoc&foa't *7tlo4t Ai4te*ted fo Station

HOOPER RADIO AUDIENCE INDEX
STOCKTON, CALIF. JANUARY- MARCH, 1956

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
7:00 A.M.-12:00 NOON

RADIO
SETS

IN USE
c N KSTN A M OTHER

AM & FM
SAMPLE
SIZE

Hf.8 17.9 M-.2 47.2 13.0 9.3 8.1* 9,707

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
12:00 N00N-6:00 P.M.

RADIO
SETS
IN USE

c . ^N KSTN A M OTHER
AM & FM

SAMPLE
SIZE

10. 8V 20.7 7.3 35.0 15.1 9.5 12. 1* 12,026

Spring 1956 Hooperatings

show KSTN increases dominance

of *Stockton Radio Audience.

^America's 92nd Market

Represented by Hollingbery

104

ested in this issue that he has heard

en KL1F.

It is my considered belief that radio

stations can be far more powerful edi-

torially than newspapers. True, we
have to give free and equal time for

rebuttal but, while I think this should

be permissive rather than compulsory,

this rule works to some extent to the

advantage of radio. When you don't

give equal time for rebuttal, you sub-

ject yourself to the criticism that has

long weakened newspapers—the charge

of prejudice. And besides that, when
somebody answers you, there's a legit-

imate public service dispute going, and
your listening audience skyrockets.

By now, I hope that I have given

you the impression that reporting the

news is a pleasure for us. We are

responsible reporters, but we have fun

—we make mistakes, in good faith, but

so do the newspapers. Far more im-

portant than our personal pleasure,

though, is the fact that the news
functions for us as a sort of promotion.

Some stations choose sports as the

vehicle by which they lend immediacy
and sparkle to their operation. In our

case, news accomplishes that purpose

for us. And the news is free. We are

not troubled by demands for excessive

rights fees, special promotional an-

nouncements, ticket-selling campaigns,

and the many other exorbitant de-

mands of the professional sports pro-

moter, and you know he and I went

through a very great deal together. It

is interesting to see how the wheel has

turned full circle. Now, far from

paying him rights fees, we would not

be interested in carrying his sports

events if he paid us. That, incidental-

ly, is the way it should be.

This exciting, vivid news coverage

is salable. So salable, as a matter of

fact, that on Friday past when our

mobile units were breaking in con-

stantly to report the progress of an

approaching tornado, one of the Dallas

INDUSTRIAL. HEART
OF THE TRI-STATE AREA

316,000 watts of V. H. F. power

WHTN-TV^C

Greater Huntington Theatre Corp.
Huntington, W. Va. Huntington 3-0185

SPONSOR



How that Floyd

"carries on"!

. . . across 4

state lines

With Joe Floyd pushing up his new

taller-than-anything 1,032 ft. KELO-TV

tower in Sioux Falls, there's no stopping

him.

Now KELO beams a picture that reaches

a wider market than ever in So. Da-

kota, Minnesota, Iowa, and Nebraska.

Add Joe's neighboring KDLO, and

you've got more than 1800 ft. of

towering TV salesmanship blanketing

this rich, 4-state money belt.

K

|0E FLOYD, President

EVANS NORD, Cenl. Mgr.

LARRY BENTSON, V.P.mm
NBC Primary

represented by H-R TELEVISION

advertising agencies called up and
wanted to know if we would sell him
the tornado. We did not sensationalize

news of the torando but did it as a

public service. We had so many mobile

reports that on one occasion one of

our mobile units actually interrupted

another! And there are no rights fees

to a tornado. * * *

GMAC "HITS THE ROAD"
(Continued from page 37)

figures GMAC's share as about 25-30%
of the market on GM auto products.

"One thing we are extremely happy

about," says Schick, "is that our

own employees have told us our ra-

dio campaign is the best advertising

GMAC has ever done."

In the April issue of Grey Matter,

its monthly newsletter to advertisers,

Grey Advertising Agency was more
outspoken.

"Manufacturers and marketers of

hard lines," it stated, "have heretofore

been passively concerned with (con-

sumer credit), but for the most part

they have shrugged it off as the re-

tailer's baby and the economist's play-

thing. . . . Yet consumer credit has

become ... a tremendous force in ac-

celerating sales. . . .

"Explaining why their business pre-

dictions for 1955 fell way below the

mark, a group of the nation's foremost

economists were unanimous in blam-

ing their shortcomings on consumer

credit. 'The power of consumer credit

to force sales tricked me,' one of them

declared. T couldn't have foreseen it.'

"What they actually failed to realize

was that credit is now more than a

financial rubber ball. It has become a

selling force which is crashing through

the barriers of automobiles, housing

and hard lines within which it was

largely confined. This break-through

is somewhat of a marketing revolution

affecting every one of us who is con-

cerned with manufacturing, marketing

and advertising."

The news letter goes on to explain

why manufacturers like GM are re-

examining their attitude—and their

promotion activities—toward this so-

called "buying revolution."

"In the automotive and home fur-

nishings areas, where installment sell-

ing predominates," Grey points out,

"the problem of forcing volume
through credit was left to the retailer.

Since these industries practically had

ONLY

LARRY BENTSON

CAN DELIVER

B-5*

. . . and it's B-5 that makes

the Twin Cities

WLOL-minded!

B-5 means Wlol's Big 5 disc jockeys

. . . hard hitting selling with just

the right amount of Music, News and

Sports. It means programming that

puts you in the groove with a

million-and-a-half radio listeners.

More advertisers sell more products

on WLOL than on any other indie

station in the Twin Cities.

TOPS IN

INDEPENDENT RADIO

MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL

1330 on your dial

—

5000 watts

LARRY BE.VTSOy, Pres.

Wayne ''Red" Williams, Mgr.

Joe Floyd, V.P.

represented by AM RADIO SALES
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SHRE7EPORTS

RATED

TV NEWS &
WEATHER
are on

KSIA-TV

AL BOLTON, KSLA-TV Weatherman
at the weather board.

6:00 PM NEWS
AND WEATHER
KSLA-TV. . . . 24.8
Station B • • • • O . C7 n

10:30> PM NEWS
AND WEATHER
KSLA-TV
Station B

. . . . 9.5 i

3.8

Based on ARB Survey on television

viewing — week of October 9-15.

* Full time local film photographer
* Full time local reporter

* A. P. Wire Service

* Direct wire to U. S. Weather
Bureau

* Proven audience acceptance

Full Power Basic CBS-TV
See your Raymer man

for full details.

FIRST IN SHREVEPORT, LOUISIANA

the installment field to themselves, they

took it for granted that the consumer
knows he can buy on time. Credit was
considered a retail service rather than

a promotional force.

"But now" (and here Grey makes its

final point), "with everybody getting

into the credit act, even manufacturers

in these fields wil find it desirable to

take on more of the burden of using

time payments as a sales-propulsion

device."

GMAC's campaign is built around

three tbemes: safe driving, car care

and traffic bulletins. WNEW, the only

station besides WIP on the schedule

the year round, has been carrying mes-

sages of this type continuously since

GMAC started them back in 1953, and

they will be used throughout the coun-

try during the summer drive. In New
York, however, which has a unique

traffic problem, WNEW will confine all

its summertime announcements to traf-

fic bulletins. The station, beginning

Fridav, 25 May, will have an almost

round-the-clock schedule of 54 an-

nouncements, of which GMAC will

sponsor 43, the rest being on a sus-

taining basis. To give you an idea

how full this schedule is, it calls for

announcements nearly every hour on

the hour and the half-hour, Fridays

from 3 to 11 p.m.; Saturdays three in

the a.m. and resuming at 7 p.m. until

11; Sundays right through from 9:30

a.m. to 1 1 p.m.; and a final three to

catch returning stragglers Monday
morning between 6 and 9:30 a.m.

(Right now the station has a similar,

slightly smaller schedule of 39 an-

nouncements, including 29 sponsored

by GMAC.)

In one minute each announcement

packs a lot of information and selling.

A tvpical one begins with the sound of

a car horn followed by the live mes-

sage: "Attention all motorists! As a

public service, General Motors Ac-

ceptance Corp. brings you the latest

official traffic information."

Following the bulletin, the announc-

er picks up: "Remember, the best

safety device is a careful driver. Avoid

stretched-out, so-called 'easy terms'

you may not need. They cost you

money you need not spend. Use com-

fortable time payments which meet

your real requirements. Finance where

you buy your car—ask your dealer in

Chevrolet, Pontiac, Oldsmobile, Buick

or Cadillac who uses the GMAC
"Thrift-Guard" plan.

"Traffic bulletins are brought to you

45th TV MARKET
TELEVISION MAGAZINE — FEB. '56

Official CBS outlet for:

• BLOOMINCTON
• DANVILLE

• DECATUR
• SPRINGFIELD

• CHAMPAIGN-URBANA

ILLINOIS 2nd MARKET
• Population 1,801,146

• Families 556,601

• Farm Families 109,430

• Buying Income $2,957,504,000

• Retail Sales $2,149,425,000

GEO. P. HOLLINGBERY

—

Representative
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on the hour and the half-hour over

your favorite station for music and

news."

Music and news is the key.

Says Schick: "When we decided to

use radio on a nationwide basis we
discarded the idea of a network pro-

gram in order to give local support to

our branch cities. We feel we can do

our dealers more good by concentrat-

ing on listeners while they're driving

and by giving them information we
have reason to believe they need to

hear.

In 1954 GMAC had a program

called Places to Go on WNEW in which

the corporation offered a free bulletin

about 75 points of interest to motor-

ists. The last announcement was in

September 1954, says Schick, but re-

quests are still coming in. To date the

total is somewhere around 30,000.

"That convinced us we could use

radio profitably, and with the local

approach.

"When we got down to selecting sta-

tions, our experience with WNEW had

further convinced us that the music-

and-news format was for us. That's

what we chose."

Adds Account Executive Frank

Townshend of Campbell-Ewald's New
York office, "When we first drew up

plans for this campaign we solicited

prospectuses from about 400 stations

as to how they would handle the job.

We received over 1,500. By the time

we had narrowed the list down to 219,

we had a selection we feel can deliver

a complete service with full coverage.

And these are music-and-news stations

without exception."

"With what I call a 'captive audi-

ence'," adds Schick, "a couple of peo-

ple have told me the kind of music you

get on stations like WNEW is going

to drive away a lot of our prospects.

But I say when the teenagers in the

back seat want to listen to rock-'n'-roll,

the adults in the front seat are going

Pepsi-Cola Uses i

KM
PASADENA* LOS ANGELES
V Spanish Language
\. Station s

BROADCAST TIME SALti
representative:

New York — Chicago — San Francisco

WGH serves 710,000 people in 5 great

Metropolitan areas. WGH serves

710,000 people in 5 great Metropoli-

tan areas. WGH serves 710,00°

pie in 5 great Metropolit

WGH serves 710,000 people

Metropolitan areas. WGH
000 people in 5 great IN

areas. WGH serves 71 C

in 5 great Metropo 1

serves 710,000 r'

ropolitan arc

people in o

.

WGH serves 7l_

Metropolitan ?

000 people

areas. WGJ<

5 great Metre'

serves 710,000 p«^

politan areas. W v

people in 5 great IV,

WGH serves 7™ ™n

Metropolitan an^pqpi^J? J^^p^i.-

000 people in 5 great Metropolitan

areas. WGH serves 710,000 people

Tidewater BUSINESS MEN
rely on the

news broadcasts,

every hour on the hour

over WGH Radio.

If you want to be known to

the business circles in a Tide-

water, Virginia 5-city area

tie in with the top newcast-

ers over WGH Radio!

See Your FORJOE Man

TKeSttf^^SW'

SOUTHWEST VIRGINIA'S I'tfMiee/l RADIO STATION

ROANOKE . . .

one of the 50 FASTEST GROWING MARKETS ... of

over 100,000 ... in the United States!*

AND . . .

again this year . . . the 32nd consecutive year . . . YOU
choose any measurement you like; you'll find WDBJ to be

THE MOST RESULTFUL Radio Station in ROANOKE and

WESTERN VIRGINIA!

Ask Peters, Griffin, Woodard, Int.!

*Sce page 26, TIDE Magazine, March 24, 1956 issue

AM 960 KC

m 94*9 mc
Owned and Operated by TIMES WORLD CORPORATION

PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, INC., National Representatives
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ROCKFORD

2P*

Scene o^
market power!
NOW No. 2 Market in Illinois and

GROWING — has currently under

construction $25 million in expanded
manufacturing and retailing facilities.

Are your sales messages reaching this

market untouched by either Chicago or

Milwaukee, 90 miles away? Only one

VHF station covers this area —

WREX-TV

Scene o^
sales power!
DELIVERS YOUR MESSAGE to over

1,000,000 viewers in a billion dollar

market — all of the top 15 once-

a-week shows — all of the top 15

syndicated films* — are part of the

Power Packed Performance that makes
WREX-TV The Viewers' Choice.

* PULSE, INC. SURVEY. SEPTEMBER. I9S5

WREX-TV
channel 13

CBS - ABC AFFILIATIONS

telecasting in color
represented by
H-R TELEVISION INC.
ROCKFORD. ILLINOIS

to listen right along with the kids."

Many of the stations pattern their

traffic set-up along the lines of

WNEW's, with private lines to police

patrols in key areas. The New York
station, which believes its arrangement
was the first of its kind, maintains
these connections along the most
traveled highways in the metropolitan
area, including Long Island, Westches-

ter, Connecticut, New Jersey, and even

upper New York state areas, as well

as at the entrances to bridges and tun-

nels leading in and out of the New
York City area. On weekends two staff

people are assigned to collect traffic

data for broadcast. All calls are made
no earlier than 10 minutes prior to

broadcast time with most information

collected about five minutes prior to

the scheduled air time. The informa-

tion is therefore fresh and accurate.

A spokesman for WNEW told sponsor
that traffic information is given pri-

ority at the station because "the feel-

ing here is that it is the primary re-

sponsibility of a music-and-news sta-

tion which has the highest out-of-home

rating to present the best possible in-

formation to its listeners."

WNEW, incidentallv, is one of the

few stations in the metropolitan New
York area that doesn't rely on agencies

such as the Automobile Club for its

traffic information. Main reason is

that the Club, which does provide this

information to 17 other local stations,

prohibits its use for commercial pur-

poses such as paid sponsorship.

After Campbell-Ewald submitted its

recommended station list to GMAC,
Schick and Public Relations Vice Pres-

ident Wililcox B. Adsit gave the local

branch men a crack at it. Idea was to

be sure the list fully covered the com-
pany's 290 branches in the U.S. and

Canada. Also, to give them a choice as

to time of year the campaign should

run in their localities and an opportu-

nity to express their opinions as to the

stations selected.

In several instances, Schick says,

views of the local branch managers

changed the buy. There was the situ-

ation in a twin-city area where the

manager of the office in one of the

cities, while acknowledging the sup-

port, claimed that the station on his

side of the fence would be a better

choice than the one originally named
fin the other town, of course). When
the manager in the opposite city heard

about this objection he quickly put in a

pitch to retain status quo.

ROCHESTER
N.Y.

WHERE THERE
IS A

WILL
THERE IS

A WAY!

WILL MOYLE
Leading deejays today across the coun-
try include WILL MOYLE, WVET
Rochester . . . refreshingly different.'

BILLBOARD said it and we're glad

—

and your client will be glad, too, with
results the Will Moyle way on WVET,
the "Independent'' Network station.

5000 WATTS
280 KC

Honored by

Stan Kenton's

recording—

"ACCORDING

TO MOYLE"

IN ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Represented Nationally by
THE BOLLING COMPANY

HOWARD E. STARK

Specialist

in the

purchase of

television and radio

stations.

NARTB
CONVENTION HEADQUARTERS

CONRAD HILTON

Hotel,

Chicago,

Illinois

NEW YORK OFFICE

50 E. 58TH ST.

EL. 5-0405
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CO

oo -3

lowest
cost-per-thousand

ooo

t/> -3

8f
UJ -

o:

in

Columbus, Ohio

LWKO
cost-per-1000

is 49% lower

than closest rival

l/WKO
delivers 5.4

average between
8 am and 5 pm

Pulse: Dec. -Jan. '56

IrVVKO
Columbus, Ohio

Use the slide-rule
and call Forjoe

^jest Virginias

Charleston

U untington

CBS TELEVISION

§ tation

Channel

dm

yp National Reps: The Branham Company
Phone collect (rep or station)

for availabilities

Phone 6-5358 Charleston, W. Va.

Phone MU. 2-4606 The Branham Co., NYC

''Obviously," says Schick, with a

chuckle, "this was a case of each man-

ager's wanting the prestige of having

the announcements originate from the

station in his own bailiwick. Well, I

know better than to try to settle it be-

tween the two of them. I'm going to

have to call the regional manager and

let him decide."

GMAC's biggest competitors are

the sales-fianance companies and

banks, along with giants like Commer-

cial Credit Corp. and Commercial In-

vestment Trust. They're all more di-

versified in their types of loans, of

course: none does as much auto busi-

ness as GMAC. although CIT, with a

gain in net income from $35.5 million

in 1954 to $36.8 million last year,

stated in its recently issued report that

it expects to "acquire a large volume

of new business in our automobile

financing operations."

That's o.k. with GMAC too, which

has its own sights on a bigger year.

The auto finance industry in general is

on the upgrade, says Schick. The more

cars that are sold, the more finance

business there will be. And the more

car-conscious people can be made, the

more cars they'll buy. As old Elbert

Hubbard observed: "When you see a

man who tells you what is going to

happen if this benzine-buggy craze

doesn't stop, he is getting ready to

buy one." * * *

COM PARAGRAPH NOTES

{Continued from page 88)

81 •nil Co.. BBCB: NBC. lit F 9-9:30 pm; CBS
W 10:15-30 am

Sin"»r Sewi^n. Y*-R: CBS. alt Th 9:30-10 pm
Saeldel. B8CB: NBC. Bat T :30 » p.m.
Stalay Mfg.. BAR: CBS. alt M 10:15-30 am
Standard Brandt, Bates: NBC. II 5:30-6 pm
Stat* Farm Int., NLAB: NBC . F 10:30-11 pa
Sterling Drug. D-F-S: ABC, panic 11-F 3-5 pm;

F 9:30-10 pm
Studebaker. Packard, BAR: ABC. M 8-8:30 pm
Sunbeam, Perrin-Paus: NBC. T 8-9 pm, 2 »k6

in 3

Sweett, Moselle & Elsen: NBF, Sat. 10:30-11 am
Swift, JWT: McC-E: DTN. Th 1:45-2 pm
Sylvanla, JWT: CBS. Sat. 7:30-8 pm
Texas C«., Kudner: NBC, Sat 9:30-10 pm
Toni Co., North: CBS. alt II ,-1:30-9 pm; W 8-8:30

pm; M. W 11-11:15 am: alt Th 10-10:15
am; Th 3:30-4.1 pm; alt Th 10-10:30 pm; Sat
9-1 ;15 pm; Burnett:

TV Tim* Foods, direct: CBS. Tu 5-5:15 pm
U.S. Steel, BBDO: CBS, alt W 10-11 pm
Time. Inc., Y&R: ABC. Th 7:15-7:30
Union Underwear, Burnett: ABC. partlc M-F

3-5 pm
Vleks. BBDO: W 515:15 pm
Wander Co., Tatham-Lalrd: NBC. W 10:15-30 am
Warier-Hudnut K&E: NBC. alt Sat 10:30-11 pm
Welch Grape Julee. DCSS: NBC, alt F 5:4V«

pm; ABC. T 5:15-5:30 pm
Wesson Oil. FlUzerald: CBS. Tu 12-13:15 pm
Western Union. Albert Frank-Guenther-Law: ABC,

Th 9:30-10 pm
Westinghouse, McCann-Erlckson: CBS, M 10-11 pa
Whirlpool, K&E: NBC, T 8-9 pm 2 wks in 3
Whitehall Pharm., Bimv. Geyer: CBS, 2 wks in

3; M 6:30-7 pm, 7:30-7:45 am: T 7:30-8 pm;
W 6:30-7. 7:30-7:45; F 6:30-7. 7:30-7:45;
NBC, W 10:30-11 pm, 9:30-10 pm

In the Shre^e^ort Area

KTBSTV
CHANNEL 3
LEADS!

According to February, 1956 ARB
Shreveport Area Rating Survey.

wmmm
C Cfl/ — of the viewing
*e# *e# /\J audience watches
Channel 3 from sign-on time at

10 A.M. to 12 noon.

IMHitillHKU
Q ^S Qfi — of the weekday
w ^ /{J afternoon audience

prefers Channel 3—leading in 49

out of 60 quarter-hours from 1

P.M. to 4 P.M. Saturdays KTBS-
TV accumulates a total of 322

rating points compared to 254 for

Station B.

NIGHT!
™7O0^ —of the nighttime

/ ^ /0 NBC Audience in

the Shreveport Area watch KTBS-
TV 7 days a week.

• 200,000 TV SETS
• MAXIMUM POWER
• 1153-FT. TOWER

KTBS*7i>
CHANNEL

SHREVEPORT
LOUISIANA
E. NEWTON WRAY, President & Gen. Mgr.

NBC and ABC
Represented by

Edward Petry & Co., Inc.
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LOOK WHAT'S

HAPPENING
IN MOBILE,

ALABAMA
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WMOZ
MOBILE'S GREAT
NEGRO STATION

Edwin. H. Estes, Owner
Represented Nationally by

John E. Pearson Co.

SPONSOR ASKS
(Continued from page 59)

For all such criticism flags Executive

Suite attention in factory, mill, mer-

chandising units, and advertising agen-

cies of every size and description.

To write finis, "30," to this busman's

holiday writing, we mention that

among our incunabula are the treas-

ured records of more than one firm

that pontificates ratings are no damned
good! Also a file of barking dog (Arf-

Arf) nonsense from a well known re-

search association seeking to put rat-

ings in their place. Bluntly, we say

that if you can't afford a yard-stick or

a foot-rule, even a piece of string is

better than guessing through bifocals.

About the only real difficulty we
ever experience is when a Pulse inter-

viewer meets a white-collar executive

who understandably but coyly refuses

to give his age. Not so his wife

—

Mary tells all!

During the "Oscar Awards" pro-

gram, March 21, our interviewers pa-

tiently hoofed from door to door sam-

pling major markets coast to coast,

while the program was being viewed.

The rating of 53.7 was delivered the

next morning. If you want that kind

of speed and accuracy, Pulse can pro-

vide it. If you want accuracy only,

then you should subscribe for Pulse

regular reports.

William H. Quinn, Vice President

A. C. Nielsen Company, New York

THIS IS HEARD LESS FREQUENTLY

© This comment, it seems to me, is

heard less frequently today than it

used to be. Executives at the decision-

making level are leaning more heavily

than ever on good, sound research.

How accurate are ratings?

We've been in the audience measure-

ment business 18 years. We've experi-

enced technical development and op-

eration and application of audience re-

search techniques. Clients represent-

ing all facets of the broadcasting in-

dustry — advertisers, agencies, net-

works, stations and program produc-

ers—have contributed to this develop-

ment with their own insight as to how
research can be made to yield maxi-

mum values in solving the tremendous

variety of practical problems involved

in the use of broadcast media for the

movement of goods.

There are four things that govern

the accuracy of any rating:

1. Accuracy arising from the size

of the sample.

2. Accuracy and completeness of

the basic data from each sample home.

3. Accuracy with which sample

homes are selected to insure that they

are representative of all homes.

4. Accuracy in processing the data

—inspection, tabulation, computation,

printing, etc.

Here's the crux of this question.

Proper care in execution of the above

points enables the user of ratings to

integrate these ratings with the other

necessary considerations and make
management decisions that are right.

When a sample is representative, the

results produced by this sample are

subject to mathematical formulae. The
range in error is known. For example,

an evening once-a-week television pro-

gram with a Nielsen rating of 20% is

subject to a probable error of plus or

minus 1.0%.

Ratings, when properly used within

these limits, negate any basis for ask-

ing the question under discussion.

I think it is important to remember
that ratings are not, and were never

"It's all right, usher—KRIZ Phoenix

says we shouldn't miss this show!"
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intended to be, the entire answer. To
properly appraise program perform-

ance, it is not enough to merely deter-

mine how many. There are certainly

many cases where low-rated programs

produced excellent sales results and

high-rated programs were busts. Re-

sults depend on who you talk to and

how you tell your story as well as a

myriad of other contributing factors.

There is another point that cannot

be stressed enough. There is too much
thrashing around as a result of a sin-

gle, or perhaps two or three, ratings.

It takes a trend to tell a story. It takes

time to build an audience.

One final point: I have yet to hear

anyone complain that his rating was

too high.

Jack Gross

V.p. in charge of

New York Sales

ARB; New York, N. Y.

NOTHING ABSOLUTELY ACCURATE

• If the critics of the ratings clas-

sify as inaccurate those ratings which

fall within the limits of statistical

deviation, then the reports and the

ratings themselves are in the hands of

the untrained. In order to provide an

absolutely accurate rating service, with

no allowance for any error, we would

have to conduct a census of the entire

population every quarter hour for the

entire broadcasting day. Naturally,

this is economically not feasible nor

necessary. The ratings, as produced

by the rating services, are based on

samples of the audience selected in a

true random, not a hap-hazard fashion

—in such a way that each television

home has an equal chance of being

selected at any one particular time.

The results obtained from these sam-

ples will provide answers which usu-

ally will be well within the limits of

standard statistical deviation (95 out

of 100 times) and accurate enough so

ii aiiisi

Houston

is

Radio Ranch
Houston's 24 Hour Music and News

NAT'L REPS.-F0RJ0E AND CO.

IN HOUSTON, CALL DAVE MORRIS

JAckson 3-2581
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SUBTRACT
— guesses

ADD
-f customers

1 MULTIPLY
I X sales

Your valuable dollars

never had it so good.

They go farther in terms

of cost-per-thousand, and

realize amazing results

in terms of sales.

Powerful 10 "brings

home" your message in

Providence, Worcester,

Fall River, New Bedford,

Brockton and New London.

No wonder it's good

arithmetic to buy

Dominant 10!

WEED Television,

National Representatives

NBC Basic-ABC Supplementary

that sound business decisions can be

made.

Interpretations of the ratings as they

occur from report to report is an art

meant to be practiced by those trained

in research. A show rated at 20 one
week would not be dropped then spon-

sored again if the rating suddenly fell

to 18 and another week bounced back
to 22.

On the other hand, a network eve-

ning show rated at three, five or seven

is apt to initiate a series of meetings.

All things being equal, the same
practical business decisions will be
made in both cases. In the same vein,

there should be little joy for the me-
dia man when the rating goes from 0.5

to 1.0. A 100% increase, true; but

also statistically not significant.

Program ratings are not the mil-

lenium for the television industry.

ARB has always maintained that they

be used as a guide in the appraisal of

a show's audience. A good rating

service used in conjunction with expe-

rience and good judgment, with an effi-

cient media staff, will provide the

equipment for the proper evaluation of

a program.

Use of ratings alone or addiction to

the numbers to justify or criticize a

program is a fine after-dinner sport

engaged in by newspaper columnists

only. I very seriously doubt whether
any important agency is naive enough
to follow ratings blindly. The large

media and research staffs maintained
by these agencies are proof that exten-

sive analysis and careful thought lie

behind some of the major advertising

decisions made today.

R. B. Rogers
Executive v.p.

Trendex, Inc.

New York, N. Y.

IT'S AN ENJOYABLE AND EASY TASK

• I have never been in the position

of having to defend the whole radio-

television audience measurement in-

dustry, but naturally I have had occa-

sion to defend Trendex—a rather en-

joyable task, I might add.

Simple, too. Because anybody who
is ready to debate the accuracy of our

operation must also be prepared to re-

fute the whole idea of statistics.

Of course, pseudo-intellectuals do
try to make fun of statistics. You can

always find somebody who will glee-

fully point out that no insurance com-

pany can tell how long you are going

to live, and that no scientist can even

predict the life of a single light bulb.

Which is true. But obviously any

insurance company can stake all it

owns in predicting the life of a thou-

sand people; and scientists can safely

stake their own lives in predicting

within an hour the life of a thousand

light bulbs.

Trendex operates on the same prin-

ciples as the insurance companies do

—

and as all scientists do, whether you

speak of engineering, automation, or

nuclear physics. Indeed, the atom it-

self

—

the building block of the uni-

verse—is turning out to be purely a

statistical concept. You don't have to

take my word for it. Ask Nobel Prize

winners Heisenberg and Schrodinger.

Of course, we ourselves have poked

fun at the concept of the "ideal sur-

vey," as you may have noticed in a

recent brochure of ours. But it is im-

portant to emphasize here that Tren-

dex itself is never going to go wrong,

for a very good reason: It will never

attempt ridiculous projections, nor will

it claim that its figures imply more
than they actually do.

Which is to say, if Trendex did any

more than it is doing right now, or any

less, it would be operating beyond the

limits of scientific method. This we
shall never do. You have our statis-

tical oath for this.

Next question: Is Trendex a good

PULSE Proves

Wilkes-Barre

Penna.

the front-running radio station

reaching more than a Quarter Mil-

lion radio homes.

Call Avery-Knodel, Inc.
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"basis for advertising decision-mak-

ingr

Answer: There is nobody—absolute-

ly nobody—who can provide sounder

criteria for decision-making than Tren-

dex provides.

Most of us, in advertising or not,

need reasons, signs, criteria, symbols

—call them what you will—to help us

determine bads from goods, rights

from wrongs, etc. But frankly, only

rarely do any of us have the opportu-

nity to make decisions based on scien-

tifically established criteria—which, of

course, is what Trendex provides.

If "decision-making" refers merely

to the question, "What medium should

I select for my advertising message?"

the answer is simple: If you select any

advertising medium outside of radio

or television, it will have to be for

reasons which have little or nothing to

do with precise audience measurement.

Because no print medium has emerged

with the kind of accuracy that ap-

proaches what Trendex provides for

radio and television.

The Audit Bureau circulation fig-

ures, for example, are not in the same

class at all. I am perpetually baffled by

the fact that although no sponsors

would think of measuring tv program

effectiveness by asking for the total

number of tv sets in existence, they do

continue to accept circulation figures

as an adequate substitute for a mea-

surement of reader response.

I have noticed, however, that some

print media have made earnest efforts

to get a little closer to their actual

readers. But often these have been

simply questionnaire - making enter-

prises.

I must confess that the foregoing has

happened in measuring broadcast me-

dia, too: but please remember I am not

speaking for audience rating methods

in general. I am speaking onlv for the

kind that Trendex uses.

At any rate, I do see evidence that

advertising executives are using

hunches less and logic more. The evi-

dence? Trendex has grown—and is

growing steadily. * * *

:: :

ta-
rn

HOME OF THE FAMOUS

• Just 3 minutes from New York City's

Grand Central Terminal and con-

veniently near to the Fifth Avenue

shopping district, the Lexington is

centrally located. Its 801 outside,

rooms are all equipped with com-

bination tub and shower bath,

circulating ice water, full-length

mirror, 4-station radio. Television.

"New York's Friendly Hofel"

<m>fitf Axing/an
Near the United Nations

LEXINGTON AVE. AT 48th ST., N.Y.C. 17

Call Your Local Travel Agent

tutstar

-ity Favorite
AFTERNOON, EVENIN(

according to

ARB AND PULSE
FALL SURVEYS

Ask Avcry-Knodel

tor Figures

CBS FOR THE

wd

TOP AMERICAN
ADVERTISERS

USING PROGRAMS
IN THE EL PASO
MARKET ARE ON
KROD-TV

Af/UlO^

KROD-TV
CHANNEL 4

EL PASO texas

CBS - ABC

WHBF
ROCK ISLAND. ILL.)

REPRESENTED BY AVERY-KNODEL

AFFILIATED with KROD-600 kc <5000w

Owned & Operated by El Paso Times, Inc

Rep. Nationally by the BRANHAM COMPANY
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ONE OF SERIES

What Makes a Radio Station Great?

with Homemakers

Polly Pulled

1473

Recipe

Requests

She wasn't giving away
$64,000, nor even left-handed

butter spreaders—just recipes

for old-fashioned fruit cake.

What's more there were no
simple coupons to fill out—
listeners had to do it the hard

way, write a card or letter to

get them.

Yet "Polly's Kitchen" pulled

1473 recipe requests in one
month recently on WFAA.

This sort of pull is typical

of all WFAA programs.

Much planning, research
and experience goes into
WFAA programming. As a

consequence WFAA has built

outstanding programs in every

category—women's, farm,
news, religious, and musical.

This kind of programming
is responsible for WFAA's
leadership* in North Texas

—

an area where adults spend
more time with radio than

any other medium.
If you're looking for the

best medium in the best
market south of Mason-
Dixon's line . . . ask your
Petry man about WFAA.

*Whan Study - A. C. Nielsen, N.S.I.

WFAA
NBC • ABC • TQN

WFAA
is a great radio station
Edward S. Pelry & Co., Representative

Louts N. Brochtvay, Y&R executive v.p. and
chairman of the Advertising Council, told the

members at the council's annual conference in

Washington that the council proposes "a program

for a 20% increase in the $125 million annual volume

of advertisisng given to public service causes."

Among the additional projects the council proposes

undertaking in 1956 are drives to get out a maximum
number of votes in fall, to foster mental health work.

Budget is an approximation of the value of agency

and client talent donated to the council, plus time and
space donated by the media for the council's projects.

G. Albert Honold, newly appointed ad manager

of Friskies pet foods, division of Carnation Co., Los

Angeles, will be riding herd on one of the largest

spot tv film programing campaigns. Through Erwin,

Wasey & Co., Friskies sponsor Annie Oakley in

146 markets, share sponsorship of Waterfront in key

Western markets. As part of its national tv blanket,

the Friskies line of pet foods also participate in

the parent company's Burns and Allen, CBS TV,

alternate Mondays 8:00-8:30 p.m. Honold comes

to Carnation from the LA office of Honig-Cooper

agency, which he headed as v.p.

Emanuel ("Mannie") Sacks, v.p. of RCA
and NBC and v.p. and general manager of RCA
Victor Record Division, will concentrate on
NBC and RCA staff activities from mid-April on, RCA
president Frank Folsom, announced. "Because of

the expansion of color tv, and new programing

as well as talent requirements," said Folsom, "The
demands on his time will be even greater in the

months ahead. In addition, Mr. Sacks is chairman

of the board of Kagran corporation, which handles

NBC film syndication and other NBC enterprises."

Sacks is succeeded by Lawrence Kanaga,

RCA Record Division v.p.

Alan W. Livingston, former Captol Records

exec, v.p., has been appointed president of Kagran
Corp., NBC subsidiary handling top network tv

properties, talent and NBC Tv Films. When NBC
president Bob Sarnoff announced Livingston's

appointment, he also added to Kagran the NBC
Theatrical Division, newly created entertainment

unit to direct both the NBC Opera Co. and the

NBC TV Opera Theater. "Mr. Livingston's wide

experience in the entertainment field will play a vital

role in Kagran s future expansion" Sarnoff said.

His assistant, Alfred R. Stein, becomes a Kagran v.p.
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Advertisement

Benefit Aids Crippled Memphis Children!

That crippled and handicapped Negro

hildren in Memphis NOW have a place to

;o to school, is just another way of proving

he unparalleled success story of radio sta-

ion WDIA.

Formerly, the city of Memphis offered

o educational facilities to such handi-

apped children—that is, until WDIA en-

:red the picture and made its dramatic

ontribution to station-community rela-

ons!

Establishment of School

Realizing the urgent need— and cog-

tzant of its direct, personal appeal to a

ighly-concentrated, intensely-loyal, Negro

adience, WDIA took the initiative in

itablishing such a school. Officials of

TJIA called on the Memphis Board of

ducation, offering to utilize WDIA talent

raising funds to furnish the all-important

ansportation. The Board of Education

tve the suggestion favorable considera-

)n and formulated definite plans for the

iterprise. WDIA assumed its part of the

lancial responsibility; and, in 1949,

arted sponsoring the first in a series of

ghly successful, annual Goodwill Revues,

th proceeds going to the school project.

Success of WDIA Benefits

The tremendous success of WDIA's Bene-

s is proven by the fact that, year after

ar, these crippled children are not only

fending school for the first time in their

es; but, also, have, for their use, two

iw school busses, complete with drivers,

sides providing the desperately needed

Ansportation to school, the busses are

available for students' field trips, which in-

clude picnics, and visits to the zoo, airport,

dairies, and other points of interest, in and

around Memphis.

WDIA Rating

All of this was accomplished through the

foresight and prestige of WDIA, which is

rated Memphis' first radio station in Pulse

Surveys, in a field of eight competitors.

Attesting to WDIA's popularity, appeal,

and steadfast listener loyalty, was the

record-breaking turnout, last December

2nd, of over 8,000 paid admissions, at

Memphis Municipal Auditorium for the

station's seventh annual Goodwill Revue.

Auditorium management said it was the

largest crowd in their history, even sur-

passing the capacity crowds for such attrac-

tions as the Jack Benny Show, Liberace.

the Metropolitan Opera, Shrine Circus, and

the Harlem Globetrotters.

There was just ONE drawing card re-

sponsible for this huge turnout. There

were no posters, displays, bill boards, or

editorials. THERE WAS JUST WDIA—

WDIA, with its unique communications

system. The Staff of WDIA had gone to

work thirty days beforehand, inviting folks

to attend the Revue. That's all it took.

Word of mouth—as delivered WDIA style,

in tones and accents its audience knows and

loves, to the accompaniment of their own

kind of music.

Key To Success!

For proof of performance in your own

particular line, write in for the complete

WDIA success story!

Boarding the new school bus for the homeward trip are
pupils at the Crippled Children's School.

This is just one-half of the capacity crowd of 8,000 who
came to see the WDIA Goodwill Revue on December 2,

1955. The other side of the Auditorium was just as
jammed.

Pictured in their classroom at Crippled Children's School
are a few of the youngsters for whom WDIA's Coodwill
Bus provides the transportation which was so urgently
needed.
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GIVE YOUR
Convention

or

Sales Meeting
/I ^e

(jOLDtN
Opportunity to Succeed!

The GOLDEN GATE resort hotel provides

the GOLDEN setting for the most exacting

convention tastes. Among its many modern

features will be found:

• 3 Convention Halls accommodat-
ing 1500, 400, and 600 persons

• New Banquet Hall seating 1200
persons

• Meeting Halls for smaller groups
from 20 up

• Complete adjustable stage and
motion picture projection booth

• Colorful Coffee Shop — Dining

Room and Cafeteria— 3 intimate

Cocktail Lounges
• 650 Luxurious Hotel, Motel —
Apartment and Villa accommo-
dations

• 4500 Additional room accommo-
dations available on ocean adja-

cent to the Golden Gate

And when sessions are over, relax! Sun and

swim in the 3 swimming pools or the re-

freshing surf. Enjoy the friendly atmosphere

of 3 cocktail lounges, and appease your

appetite in the oceanfront dining room, a

separate cafeteria, or the Convention Hall

coffee shop. Delight in the tempting, savory,

varied cuisine, served in settings to suit your

mood of the moment.

Thrill to surf, ocean-pier or deep-sea

fishing . . . Prove your skill on the putting

green or the 3 nearby golf courses . . . Play

shuffleboard and tennis, or less active

games in the game rooms. Water shows,

dancing and other planned entertainment

round out the varied activity list.

European, modified American or full Ameri-

can Plans are available. Write, wire, or

call the Convention Manager, The Golden

Gate, Miami Beach, Florida.

C=
/^cV

(jOlDtN^ATt
John M. Duff, Jr., General Manager

On the Ocean at 194th Street

MIAMI BEACH, FLORIDA

ADVERTISERS' INDEX
ABC Radio Network LVI-LVII
ABC TV Network XV1II-X1X
Adam Young, Jr., Inc 97
Air Trails Uroup 116
Ascap XXY
Balnwin. Bowers & Strachan LX
Blair TV L-LI
Broadcasting Music, Inc XXVIII
CBS Radio Network XI
CBS Radio Spot Sales XXVI-XXVII
CBS TV Spot Sales 6-7

Channel 10, Rochester 76
Crosley Broadcasting 72-7:1

Eastman Kodak Co 74-7")

Golden Gate 116
Hotel Lexington II!
Harrington, Righter & Parsons 71

Katz Agency LV
M & A Alexander LVIII
Meredith Broadcasting IBC
Mid-Continent Group 22
Nielsen, Inc XLIX
Official Films 50-51
Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc 20-21
Radiozark 117
RCA Custom Records XL XLIV
RCA TV Equipment XII-XT'I
RKO Teleradio 82-85
Sarra, Inc 6 1

Sponsor 49, 115
Howard Stark 10K
Steinman Stations 3

Storer Stations 56-57
Teleprompter LI II

Telerad LX
UPA Pictures LIX
Weed 67
Wilding XXX
Young & Rubicam, Inc 9
ZIV-TV 12-15

KBIG, Hollywood 8
KBIS, Bakersfield, Cal 11
KBTV, Denver 80
KCMC-TV, Texarkana 29
KCRA-TV, Sacramento 63
KDLO-KELO, Florence-Sioux Falls, S. D 105
KGVO-TV, Missoula, Montana Ill
KMBC, Kansas City BC
KMTV, Omaha 118
KNUZ, Houston Ill
KOIN, Portland, Ore 102
KOIN-TV, Portland, Ore 102
KOTV, Tulsa 86, 111, 116
KPTV, Portland, Ore 99
KRIZ. Phoenix. Ariz 103, 110
KRNT-TV, Des Moines 48
KROD-TV, El Paso 113
KRON-TV, San Francisco 31
KSLA-TV, Shreveport 106
KSTN, Stockton, Cal 104
KSTP-TV, Minneapolis 10
KTBS-TV, Shreveport 109
KTRK-TV. Houston 101
KWKH, Shreveport 5
KWKW, Pasadena 107

WAFB-TV, Baton Rouge 98
WAPI, Birmingham 93
WBAY-TV, Green Bay FC
WBNS, Columbus. Ohio 69
WBRE-TV, Wilkes-Barre 32
WCBS, New York 26-27
WCCO, Minneapolis XXXIX
WCHS-TV, Charleston, W. Va 109
WCIA, Champaign, 111 106
WCOP, Boston 52
WDAY-TV, Fargo, N. D XXI
WDBJ, Roanoke, Va 107
WDIA. Memphis 95
WFAA, Dallas 114
WFBC-TV, Greenville, S. C 96
WFBL, Syracuse 59
WFBR, Ba'timore 104
WGH. Norfolk 107
WGN-TV. Chicago 92
WHBF, Rock Island, 111 113
WHBQ-TV, Memphis 77
WHEC, Rochester 100
WHO-TV, Des Moines 25
WHTN-TV, Huntington, W. Va 104
WICS-TV, Springfield, 111 28
V.'ILK, Wilkes-Barre 112
WITN-TV, Washington, N. C 66
WJAR-TV, Providence 112
WJHP-TV, Jacksonville, Fla 60
WJIM-TV. Lansing 19
WJW-TV. Cleveland 55
WKNB-TV, Hartford 79
WKY-TV, Oklahoma City XXII-XXIIT
WKZO, Kalamazoo , 17
WLOL, Minneapolis 105
WLS. Chicago XLVI
WMAR-TV, Baltimore 30
WMBR-TV, Jacksonville 64-65
WMUZ, Mobile 110
WNBQ, Chicago XXXIII-XXXVI
WNCT-TV, Greenville, N. C 89
WNEM-TV. Bav City, Michigan 16
WNHC-TV, New Haven 62
WOI-TV. Ames, Iowa XIV
WRCV, Philadelphia XVII
WREX-TV, Rockfo-d, 111 108
WSRT-TV, South Bend 18
WSJS-TV, Winston-Salem 94
WSLS-TV. Roanoke, Va 53
WSOK, Nashville 113
WTAR-TV, Norfolk 78
WTHI-TV, Terre Haute, Ind 81
WVET, Rochester 108
WVKO, Columbus, Ohio 109
WVOK, Birmingham 106
WWJ, Detroit 103
WXEX-TV, Richmond IFC
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"Colgate-Palmolive Depends On KMTV's Regional
Sales Power in Nebraska and Iowa"

says Chris Lynch, Colgate Buyer, Ted Bates & Company, Inc., New York.

"Strong regional coverage is an important consideration when
we schedule television for Colgate-Palmolive", Mr. Lynch said.

"And KMTV has proved it really delivers the viewers in West-

ern Iowa and Nebraska."

"Our network and spot schedule on KMTV has gained us

many new loyal customers in the Omaha Area market", said Mr.
Lynch. "We consider KMTV a pace-setting station in the Mid-

west."

Broad regional coverage is a bonus KMTV can provide for

you—because of these important facts: KMTV's maximum
power and low channel 3, the flat Nebraska-Iowa terrain, and the

outstanding line-up of NBC and locally-produced shows that

make more people want to watch KMTV.
KMTV is the Omaha TV leader in national, regional and local

sales. Why not profit from the experience of these satisfied

advertisers? Contact KMTV or Petry today.

r r-

-SO. DAKOTA)
'

' *r ^M s^v c»r ^v
IOWA

NEBRASKA \.**

OmoKo^ Covn.J1 Bli/fh

\
\ Ummtm I /

\ MISSOURI

KANSAS (to Jo««,ri,

KMTV MARKET DATA*

Population 1,536,800

TV Homes ... 362,000

Retail Sales . $1,716,560,000

Buying

. $2,236,230,000

*1 955 Survey of Buying Power

COLOR
TELEVISION

CENTER

NBC-TV

ABC-TV

OMAHA
CHANNEL 3

MAY BROADCASTING CO Edward Petry & Co., Inc.



Tv viewing hits

record level

Morning vs.

afternoon radio

Tv stations set

for color increase

Syndicated

double exposure

Tv talent

draws readers

CMAC expands

spot radio

Sponsors in

Hollywood?

Hollywood- to- tv

and back again

REPORT TO SPONSORS for 16 April 1956

(Continued front page 2)

Tv viewing loyalty is even surprising industry. Theory that tv view-
ing will decline as families get used to tv set has been dealt mortal
blow. Nielsen average per-home viewing per day data reached record
level in January with 6.02 hours. January 1955 figure was 5.81 hours.

-S3-
Nielsen analysis of early morning vs. later afternoon listening in
one market illustrates interesting radio audience patterns. Average
quarter-hour audience 6:00-9:00 a.m. and 3:00 6:00 p.m. was about
same on major stations. However, unduplicated 3-hour audience in
morning was over 50% greater because of greater turnover. Con-
versely, average afternoon listening per home was half again as
long as morning.

-SR-
Increasing numbers of tv stations are getting set for color. Today
211 stations, or 53% of all U.S. tv stations, can transmit network
color; 70 stations can originate color film; 23 can originate local
live color. On 15 April, WNBQ, Chicago, became country's first all-
color tv station. (For complete color status report see story in

special NARTB Convention section this issue, page VI.)

-SR-
Double exposure of syndicated film is growing trend. Bromo Seltzer,
via L&N, which sponsors Ziv's "Science Fiction Theatre" on WRCA,
New York, started same show on WPIX, New York, 11 April. Ballantine
has been doing same since last September with Ziv's "Highway Patrol"
in same market on same stations. Beer firm previously kicked off

trend with double exposure of "Foreign Intrigue" in New York. Double
exposure sponsors reportedly made good deals for twin showings,

find little home duplication.
-SR-

Newest wrinkle in cross-plug promotion: Steve Allen becomes contrib-
uting editor of Cosmopolitan effective with May issue. It's one more
sign of high readership tv talent insures, may spark more of same.

-SR-
One of biggest spot radio campaigns this summer will be General
Motors Acceptance Corp. traffic information series on 219 stations.

Last summer GMAC used only about 4 stations. Spot radio now accounts

for over half of GMAC's advertising budget. Dealers told GMAC execu-

tives traffic bulletins were best form of advertising GM division had

ever used. Agency is Campbell-Ewald, Detroit. (For full story of

major GMAC spot radio expansion, see page 36.)

-SR-
With flood of tv dramas being sold to Hollywood (over 30) and

tendency of many U.S. companies to diversify operations by merger,

here's question for corporate planners: What tv drama show sponsor

will be first to acquire motion picture interest for production of

scripts originally used on client's own tv show? Could be some are

already studying pros and cons.

-SR-
Hollywood-to-tv-and-back-to-Hollywood parley is in works with Hal

Roach Jr. doing "Little Rascals" feature film. "Little Rascals" is

title under which oldie "Our Gang" films are now syndicated by Inter-

state. Success of tv's "Little Rascals" (originally produced by

Hal Roach Sr. ) gave Roach Jr. idea of doing new movie.
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How does Jones trace sales?

By this point much has been written

about the remarks of MacManus, John
& Adams President Ernest Jones be-

fore the Pittsburgh Council of the

4 A's. Jones, whose clients include

Pontiac and Cadillac, expressed seri-

ous doubts about television's effective-

ness as a "prime" advertising medium
for durable goods products.

Of all the rebuttal comments we've

heard and seen we like best this sim-

ple question which was raised by
TvB's Oliver Treyz who said: "We
wonder if Mr. Jones is qualified to

testify as to tv's effectiveness as the

'prime' medium when his tv experi-

ence in the 'durable goods' field ap-

pears to have involved its use as a

supplementary medium . .
."

That's a particularly strong line of

reasoning when you consider that

Pontiac allocated only about 20% of

its budget to network tv in recent

years with 60% going to newspapers

and 20% to magazines (by the esti-

mates of a leading agency research

department). The Cadillac network

tv budget is estimated at .5%. Patent-

ly tv has not even been given an op-

portunity to function as a "prime"

medium.

We are frankly puzzled by one other

aspect of Jones' analysis: Just how
does he isolate the sales effectiveness

of television and find it faulty?

We at SPONSOR spent two years on

our All-Media Evaluation Study and

probably the prime conclusion which

emerged was that most multi-media

national advertisers today have no

scientific basis for isolating results

from any one advertising medium.

This was not true, of course, with ad-

vertisers who use one medium virtually

to the exclusion of others or in test

market situations. But with accounts

like Pontiac and Cadillac where tv

brings up the rear of media expendi-

tures we would imagine isolation of

tv's effectiveness to be an unusually

difficult job.

So we'd like to know how Mr. Jones

knows, as he stated, that the "top-rated

shows simply aren't moving cars for

their sponsors." We'd particularly

like to know this because in the time

since his talk he himself has been

quoted as saying: "It is difficult if

not impossible to credit any one medi-

um with the success of a product."

* * *

How to make 'em listen

It was the first time it had happened

in years. Someone sent us a telegram

inviting us to listen to a radio pro-

gram.

So we hurried home that night to

tune in. And this is the coincidental

fact of the matter. As we came in

the door, the wife said, "Honey, there's

a radio program we must listen to to-

night. They've been beating the drums

about it all day long." And so we did

and heard "The Exurbanites." on the

CBS Radio Workshop.

Our personal panel of two rated the

program excellent. But what stands

out isn't the fine script and production

job. It's simply this:

Why aren't radio programs sold this

way more often? Why isn't there a

constant stream of audience promotion

designed to take advantage of the

excitement which a fine radio pro-

gram can still build today?

* » *

Watch color in Chicago

This is Color Television Week in

Chicago as proclaimed by Mayor
Richard J. Daley to mark WNBQ's
debut as the world's first all-color tele-

vision station. It is also the week in

which the 34th annual NARTB Con-

vention takes place in the same city.

Already at this year's Convention

there will be a considerable body of

broadcasters who have had extensive

experience with local live color. And
we predict the premiere of the all-color

WNBQ will stimulate dozens of sta-

tions to speed up their own color plans.

What this can mean to the adver-

tiser and agency is that color tele-

vision as a national force will be that

much closer.

There have been many predictions

about the growth of color tv set owner-

ship. (See article in NARBT Con-

vention Special section, page VI.) We
won't add another. But we will point

to one simple fact about television for

those whose estimates of color's fu-

ture have been on the conservative

side: Television has outdistanced every

prediction that has ever been made
for it—no matter how optimistic.

Applause
Trade association strength

Advertisers and agencies do not

have direct opportunity to observe the

inner workings of the broadcast media

trade associations. NARTB, TvB, and
RAB. Yet the job these trade asso-

ciations do is of direct concern to the

adman in many ways.

NARTB plays a major role in help-

ing to maintain a proper climate of

opinion in which free radio and tele-

vision can function and in helping to

guide station management. TvB and

RAB help to keep their respective

branches of the air media healthy by

spearheading industry sales activity.

To the advertiser who wonders how-

good a job all three industry organi-

zations are doing SPONSOR can report

confidently that each is playing its

designated role in superb fashion.

SPONSOR asked stations all over the

country to evaluate the industry's

trade associations and results for each

summed up to a vote of confidence.

You'll find the results of our survey

on page II of the NARTB Convention

Special section in this issue. We com-

mend them to your attention as sig-

nificant evidence of the basic strength

of the air media as reflected in their

trade associations. And to the trade

associations themselves and Presidents

Hal Fellows. Oliver Treyz and Kevin

Sweeney goes our applause for the

outstanding jobs they are doing for

advertisers in broadcast media.
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EXPERIENCE
YOUR

SALES RESULTS

This group of experienced

Meredith station executives

meet regularly, sharing

their ideas, their know-how.

The result, their better broad-

casting, better telecasting —

and your better sales results.

OMAHAWW
© ©
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590 kc.

CBS
Reprcientod by KATZ AGENCY IN' JHN BIAIR & CO BLAIR TV. INC.
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59.9*% of all radio listeners stay tuned to

KMBC-KFRM!
Big-league baseball is the most powerful radio audience magnet yet

discovered in the Heart of America. Last year, baseball fans in this

area broke all predicted records in their enthusiastic support of the

Kansas City A's. When they weren't jam-packing the Kansas City

Municipal Stadium, these eager baseball followers were glued to

their radios — living and breathing the

KMBC-KFRM play-by-play account of

each game via the sparkling on-the-scene

broadcasts by veteran sportcasters Larry

Rav and Merle Harmon.

Larry Ray Merle Harmon

In addition to the play-by-play broadcasts, these

same avid fans eagerly absorbed every other form

of baseball coverage provided by KMBC-KFRM.
Sportcasts, baseball features, pre-game and post-

game shows—under the supervision of KMBC-KFRM
Sports Director Sam Molen—were followed by lit-

erally hundreds of thousands of loval listeners. Sam Molen

History is repeating itself in 1956. These same fans, and many
additional ones who have been warmed up by hot stove league

sessions this winter, are eagerly anticipating another great

season. They are setting their radio dials at KMBC, and leaving

them there all day long, all summer long!

What a set-up for advertisers ! A tremendous radio audience drawn
by the powerful allure of big-league baseball and held throughout
the broadcast day by the progressive New Sounds of KMBC-KFRM
programming. A total of 22 air personalities, working with new
formats and new ideas, have created a new brand of broadcasting
that's tailored to the tastes of today's radio listeners. Music, news,
sports, farm service, women's programs—they're all part of KMBC-
KFRM personalized radio that sells as it serves.

Average audience figure derived from Hooper, Pulse

and Nielsen surveys taken for three separate periods
during last year's baseball season.

fo the New Sound of

For choice availabilities on KMBC-KIM,
contact your Colonel from Peters, Griffin, \

ward, Inc. He'll tune you in on the New f n

that's creating new sales in the Heart of An

DON DAVIS, First Vice Pres. & Commercial Mgr.

JOHN SCHILLING, Vice Pres. & Gen. Mgr.

GEORGE HIGGINS, Vice Pres. & Sales Mgr.

DICK SMITH, Director of Radio

MORI GREINER, Director of Television

KMBC *t Kansas City

KFRM ^ the Sta,e of Kansc

in the I Hearty of America

s to ill

Kansas ul TV IfJ
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{happening fast.. .in Minneapolis- St. Paul!

H

\

VDGY now in 2nd place

W>ir 2nd among princi-
lstions, says Hooper:

' n "A" 26.0%
TCY 16.3%
a n "B" 15.7%

' n "C" 13.1%
" "D" 9.0%

H<per, March, 1956
7 n.-6 p.m., Mon.-Sat.

. . . and coming up fast
Spurred on by just 2 months of Mid-Continent ideas, music and news

. . . WDGY has already shown its heels to three of the other principal

radio stations in Minneapolis-St. Paul. Only out-dated surveys fail to

reflect this rapid, dramatic growth of the new WDGY ! More and more

listeners are dialing WDGY . . . and more and more advertisers find it's

rewarding to bet on WDGY, with its big 50,000 watt coverage—and its

almost perfect-circle daytime signal. Talk to Avery-Knodel, or WDGY
General Manager Steve Labunski.

WDGY
-CONTINENT BROADCASTING COMPANY

Minneapolis-St. Paul

epresented by

yery- Knodel. Inc.

President: Todd Storz

KOWH, Omaha

Represented by

H-R Reps., Inc.

WHB, Kansas City

Represented by

John Blair & Co.

50,000 watts

Minneapolis-St. Paul

WTIX, New Orleans

Represented by

Adam |. Young, jr.

First all-industry

tv set count

try

IDE0 TAPE: NEW

PROGRAMING ERA

page 30

Hov)w close i

trim the 15%
commission?

?e34

They're beating the

once-in-a-blue-moon

buying habit

page 38

Those vital first

few tv minutes

page 40

IS YOUR RADIO

COPY OUTMODED'
page 32



Results Keep KPRC-TV First in Houstoi

One supermarket chain sold 216,000 boxes of strawberries

in less than three hours as a result of a single

20-second announcement on KPRC-TV! For more than

seven years advertisers have known the dynamic and frequently

dramatic selling power of Houston's Channel 2.

Today more than 250 local, regional and national spot

advertisers are selling the Golden Gulf Coast market

via KPRC-TV. Accelerate your sales.

Use Houston's experienced station . . . KPRC-TV.

KPRC-TV
HOUSTON

CHANNEL

JACK HARRIS, Vice President and General Manager

JACK McGREW, National Sales Manager

Nationally Represented by

EDWARD PETRY & CO.

FIRST I N TV — WITH OVER 700 MAN-YEARS EXPERIENCE



Tv tape to spur Video tape recorder will be greatest threat yet to newspapers, says

dept. store tv? Oliver Treyz, TvB president. Treyz feels, and will so state in

letter to TvB members, that vtr will "televisionize" the retail busi-
ness. He foresees department stores buying tape recorders and pro-
ducing own commercials. He's confident this will spur retail tv
spending. Unfamiliarity of stores with tv is major problem stations
have in selling retailer. Now, Treyz believes, stores can become as
familiar with tv as they are with newspapers.

-SR-
First photos If you weren't at NARTB Convention and want indication of what pic-

of tape picture ture tape can deliver—looks like, see photograph s with article on
the many potential uses of video tape, page 30.

-SR-
Tape will As NARTB Convention ended, best sign video tape would sweep into use

move fast quickly was sale of $4,000,000 worth of Ampex recorders. Paragraph
following lists those placing orders at Convention in addition to 3

each purchased by CBS and NBC. (Buyers are listed in order of pur-
chase and number bought is given where it's more than one.)

-SR-
Video tape KEY-T, Santa Barbara; name withheld (2); KING-TV, Seattle; KPTV, Port-

buyers land, Ore.; KOA-TV, Denver; WMAR-TV, Baltimore (2); KWTV, Oklahoma
City; KTVX, Muskogee, Okla. ; WKY-TV, Oklahoma City (2) ; WSFA-TV,
Montgomery, Ala. (2); KRON-TV, San Francisco (2); WMCT, Memphis;
KPRC-TV, Houston; KFMB-TV, San Diego (2) ; Storer Broadcasting Co.

(12); WISH-TV, Indianapolis; WBAL-TV, Baltimore (2); WEAR-TV, Pensa-
cola, Fla. (2) ; WWJ-TV, Detroit (2) ; WAAM, Baltimore (2) ; KFJZ-TV,
Fort Worth (2); KVOO-TV, Tulsa; WAVE-TV, Louisville; WFIL-TV, Phila-
delphia (2); General Teleradio (8); CMQ-TV, Havana; KERO-TV, Bakers-
field, Cal. ; KIEM-TV, Eureka, Cal. ; KSTP-TV, Minneapolis; KENS-TV,
San Antonio (2) ; WIS-TV, Columbia, S.C. (2) ; WSAZ-TV, Huntington, W.

Va. (2); WCCO-TV, Minneapolis (2); KUTV, Salt Lake City; KLIX-TV,
Twin Falls, Ida. ; KOTV, Tulsa; KTTV, Los Angeles; Video View Inc.,

Hollywood.

-SR-
42% more Latest RETMA figures show radio set production in 1955 topped 1954 by

radios in '55 42%. Total of 14,455,000 radio sets were manufactured in 1955, com-

pared with 10,195,000 in 1954. Tv sets totaled 7,629,000 in 1955.

-SR-
Tv offered RKO's new film service unit for tv is evidence studio will walk

RKO facilities before running in video business. Unit will provide all kinds of tv

film services to producers, agencies, sponsors, RKO announced. But

RKO exec v. p. Charles Glett said the studio will produce its own tv
films "ultimately." Studios on both coasts are offered.

-SR-
Charges ratings Charge that tv ratings could wreck industry was made by Sidney H.

could wreck tv Ascher, president, Teen-Age Survey. Ascher, in N. Y. speech, said
tensions due to ratings hurt writing, performances, urged clients
seek selective audiences, judge program by how it sells product.
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REPORT TO SPONSORS for 30 April 1956

Biggest N. Y. Largest audience for any such meeting in New York advertising history
presentation is expected when TvB makes presentation on spot tv scheduled for

10 May or 16 May. Invitations to advertisers, agencies, reps, others
in New York area may be in mail this week ; 2,500 are expected to
attend. Presentation is called "Focussing tv's spotlight—a new per-
spective on national spot." It was first shown at NARTB Convention
in Chicago and makes use of 2 Cellomatic projectors.

-SR-
More spot tv TvB may break highlights from its first quarter 1956 report on spot

$ figures due tv spending at 10 May meeting. Like report on last quarter 1955 just
released (SPONSOR 16 April) first quarter report will list top 200
spot tv advertisers with their spending.

-SR-
Radio to have Radio Week in May will make that month highest billing May in medi-
biggest May urn's history. That's prediction from Sherril Taylor, RAB v. p., mad e

at NARTB Convention. This is sign of good health in radio ranks.

-SR-
The "talked Shows with top ratings are not always ones talked about. This is

about" shows shown by comparison of Sindlinger & Co. reports on "talked about"
shows and Nielsen top 10. Of 15 top-rated Sindlinger shows during
week of 1-7 April, only 4 were in Nielsen top 10s for 2 weeks ending
24 March. These were "$64,000 Question," "I Love Lucy," Ed Sullivan,
Perry Como shows.

-SR-
Bee Arney, retiring NARTB secretary-treasurer, has been in charge of

NARTB Conventions for 16 years. Among spontaneous tributes to him in

Chicago was watch from group of Canadian broadcasters.
-SR-

ABC Tv gain in gross time billings during January-February over same

period last year was biggest among 3 tv networks, according to PIB.

ABC gain was 76%; CBS, 14%; NBC, 12%.

-SR-
Recent testimony in Washington putting tv networks on defensive was

strongly counterbalanced by affiliates' defense of webs and option
time at NARTB Convention. Affiliates stood by 2 webs almost to a

man. All CBS stations at Convention backed the network; every ABC

station but one did so ; NBC affiliates did not hold general meeting

but exec committee urged stations to present their views to Senate

Commerce Committee and agreed option time should be continued.

-SR-
Sale of large feature film packages is becoming insistent reminder

that video stations may have to find new ways to f i t long shows into

program structure. Extent to which problem is concerning stations

was evident at Westinghouse Broadcasting Corp.'s seminar at Chicago.

Westinghouse is among purchasers of Matty Fox's RKO package. Wil-

liam Dempsey, program manager, KPIX, San Francisco, said feature

film is tv's "top challenge."
-SR-

Plea to spare 4 A's confab at White Sulphur Springs heard plea that tv ad writers

tv writers be spared need to know multitudinous facts about research marketing,

et al. Plea was made by John H. Tinker, Jr., senior v. p. -creative

director, McCann-Erickson. Tinker pointed out tv plugs are becoming

shorter, more frequent, hence must be "brighter than ever." Writer

drowned in facts cannot do best work, Tinker said.

(Sponsor Reports continues page 119)

Tributes to

Bee Arney

ABC Tv billings

gain is 76%

Affiliates stand

behind tv webs

Feature buys

present problems
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In Philadelphia

i s

• More local advertisers*

• More national advertisers*

• First in Out Of Home Listening**

• First in Food Merchandising

• First in Drug Merchandising

*B. A.R. Inc.

**Pulse

Represented Nationally by Gill-Perna, Inc.

New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco

30 APRIL 1956



the magazine radio and

ARTICLES

First all-industry tv set count

Released for the first time is an all-industry county-by-county television set

count prepared by the Advertising Research Foundation. Will this be a

satisfactory and permanent solution to a long-time problem?

How video tape will revolutionize programing
Free-flung and exciting are ideas for the use of video tape. Who will be

first to use it? How will it revolutionize programing? What are some of its

numerous possibilities? SPONSOR gives complete details

Are you using pre-tv radio commercials?
There's a new trend in radio copy geared to 1956 "sell'' and unless you're with

it, you'll "wonder where the fellow went"—the fellow you hope listens

15% . . . Ho it' close can you cut it?

An agency head airs strong views on why agencies should earn 15% on

package shows. He maintains that only a sliver of the commission is left as

profit after expenses are met

How to start a film show in high

"Promote the hell out of your tv show before its premiere," is success formula

of Dallas auto agency that hit number one Chevrolet sales spot in Southwest

Beating that "once-in-a-folue-moow" buying habit

Spot radio-tv helped make Windex and Drano regular items on shopping

lists when Young & Rubicam changed copy theme and pushed up frequency

Those vital first few minutes
You can lose an hour's worth of tv time and talent in a single minute; an

audience that isn't "hooked" can't be held. The answer? Open strong

\ IffTit Convention highlights

Tape recorder, color tv's start toward big surge, governmental problems were
among big topics at NARTB's biggest Convention to date

Broadcasters spun SPONSOR "Wheel of Fortune"
"Voted" for their favorites among admen registering. 10 admen who col-

lected most "votes" won prizes that included electric frying pan, radios 44

COM I NC

Want to buy a radio station?

You'll find prices are high and going up. Why? What's been happening to

radio to produce a curve of higher values, renewed optimism? 14 iflOl/

lion- to cast for a tv commercial
You've got the script in hand—now get your actors. Here comes a "behind-
the-scene" briefing on agents, talent and how to use them

AGENCY AD LIBS

AGENCY PROFILE, Philip Feld

49TH & MADISON
MR. SPONSOR, Lee S. Bickmore _

NEW & RENEW
NEWSMAKERS
NEW TV STATIONS

-:i
RADIO RESULTS
ROUND-UP
SPONSOR ASKS
SPONSOR BACKSTAGE
SPONSOR SPEAKS
TV COMPARAGRAPH ...
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TOP 20 FILM SHOWS
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MORE AUDIENCE* THAN

ANY STATION IN BALTIMORE

THAT'S WHAT

WNBF-TV, BINGHAMTON, N.Y.

DELIVERS DAY AND NIGHT

SEVEN DAYS A WEEK-AT

LOWER COST PER 1000.

YOUR BLAIR-TV MAN HAS

THE EVIDENCE FOR YOU.

* Also more audience than any
station in Kansas City, Buffalo,

Minneapolis-St. Paul, Houston,

Milwaukee and other major

markets; at lower cost than

every station in eight out of

the ten major markets.

Telepulse, December, 1955.

WNBF-TV
BINGHAMTON, NEW YORK

Channel 12

NBC-TV • ABC-TV
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CASE HISTORY-FOOD

Folger Doorbell Ringers

Ring Up Sales With Radio

Eight years ago. a weak fourth;

today, a strong first place in coffee

sales.

That's the success story of Folger's

Coffee in Southern California. And
a success story for Southern Cali-

fornia radio, according to Larry

Moore, sales manager of the Folger

Coffee Company.

'"Radio has received an increasing

share of our Southern California

budget, until today it is our domi-
nant medium," states Moore. "Our
year-round news program has been
supplemented with increasing fre-

quency by periodic Doorbell Ring-

ing Promotions in which we award
Westinghouse appliances. This year

we are buying the greatest satura-

tion radio coverage in our history,

just as sales are also highest in our

history."

KBIG has carried the Folger story

to all of Southern California for the

past three years, through the Ray-
mond R. Morgan advertising agencv.

Huge, sprawling, rich Southern

California can be reached best by

radio. . . . KBIG plus other stations,

if like Folger's, you want 100% domi-
nance; KBIG alone, if you want
greatest coverage at lowest cost-per-

thousand -listeners.

KBIG
Ihe Catalina Station

10,000 Watts

740 "°- R

JOHN POOLE BROADCASTING CO.
6540 Sunset Blvd.. Los Angeles 28, California

Telephone: Hollywood 3-3205

Nat. Rep. WEED and Company

Helen Moore, Fooie, Cone & Belding, Los
Angeles, thinks that radio has passed through the

period when the newness and glamor of tv over-

shadoiied it, and that now the two media are grow-

ing together in effectiveness. "Either of the two
air media can stand on its own feet," she told

sponsor. "We buy tv when the visual is an im-

portant factor in selling a product. But when an

oral message will do the trick, we like to take

advantage of radio's economy. During the summer,
for example, we use radio extensively on weekends

for reminder copy." Helen would like help from
stations: "Please," says she, "Adopt a standard

system of confirmations and availabilities, includ-

ing all information, so I can ivork faster."

Manny Klein, Cunningham & Walsh, New York,

says buyers should be creative when scheduling

spot tv announcements for 52-week advertisers.

"A buyer can increase the potential audience by

moving his announcements to new positions through-

out the year. While he may not achieve actual

rating point increases, his net audience will be

expanded. In other words, he'll get turnover and
more exposure without necessarily sacrificing fre-

quency. Each product message must be in a time

slot with the adjacencies that will reach the de-

sired audience. Advertisers with long-term sched-

ules can afford to think that broad audience ex-

posure and frequency impact will balance out

over the year."

Dorothy Hanley, MacManus, John & Adams,

New York, finds daytime tv increasingly popular.

"Daytime programing has been upgraded continu-

ously since last fall and daytime ratings often show

it," she says. "In fact, some afternoon times are

now becoming so popular in some of the markets

I've been investigating that even daytime i.d.'s

are hard to clear in those choice times. And I'm

not talking about one-station, but two- and three-

station markets. Of course, part of the reason even

daytime's hard to clear in some instances is the

fact that stations and reps give priority to 39- or

52-week advertisers. A client who wants to go

into a market for 13 iveeks even with heavy sched-

ules is at a decided disadvantage."

I
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KTHS (LITTLE ROCK)

ins Honors In Yale, Too!

KTHS—Basic CBS Radio in Little Rock— is Ark-

ansas' only 50,000-watt station. Its audi-

ence includes hundreds of thousands of

people throughout the State.

Take Ya'.e (Ark.), for example. Population-wise, it

can't compare with its Ivy-League counter-

part. But combined with hundreds of other

communities, it helps account for KTHS's
interference-free daytime coverage of more

than 3,370,000 people!

A;k your Branham man for all the facts on KTHS

—

Arkansas' BIG radio value.

KTHS 50,000 Watts

CBS Radio

IROADCASTING FROM

ITTLE ROCK, ARKANSAS
Represented by The Branham Co.

ider Same Management as KWKH, Shreveport
Henry Clay, Executive Vice President
B. G. Robertson, General Manager

The Station KTHS daytime primary (0.5MV/M) area

has a population of 1,002.758 people, of whom over

100,000 do not receive primary daytime service from

any other radio station . . . Our interference-free

daytime coverage area has a population of 3.372,433.



RADIO KPQ GETS

Results . .

.

2-1
And We Challenge

All Other North Cen-

tral Washington
Media To Disprove

Us!

Yes, that's a strong state-

ment, but we are prepared

to back that claim to the

hilt .... with money on

the line.

So if you're buying—or

plan to buy—the heart of

Washington State, why

waste money testing? Use

the ONE MEDIUM that pro-

duces 2 to 1! Use KPQ
Wenatchee.

AN ABC-NBC AFFILIATE

5000

560 K.C.

WENATCHEE

WASHINGTON
REGIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

Moore and Lund, Seattle, Wash.

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
Forjoe and Co., Incorporated

(One of the Big 6 Forjoe Represented
Stations of Washington State)

by Bob Foreman

Hon* green is my pasture: views on job-hopping

Today, as I attempt to compose this, I have just com-

pleted my seventeenth year, working for the same advertising

agency. In one way this is, of course, a depressing occasion i

—namely, that so many years have disappeared. In another,
j

though, it is a proud day because what I've seen happen ini

the advertising business, to the agency itself, and to me in

particular could only be considered pleasant.

I've had the privilege of seeing the advertising business

grow from $1,900,000,000 to $9,000,000,000. Over and

above this dollar increase, it has become respected, valued,;

and even sought after. I've seen the agency where I work

grow from $18,000,000 to $180,000,000.

During this span, too, television started from scratch and

.

grew and grew. Despite the foregoing, I still have some hair

and only two chins.

The point of this tract, however, is not to portray myself

as the High Lama of Ad-Land. It is to muse ever so lightly

on the antithesis of the picture just painted and to dwell on

the subject of job jumping.

Personnel turnover in the agency field is of consternation

to all, agencies and advertisers alike. Hardly a day passes

when the New York City papers are not displaying pictures

accompanied by the legend that so-and-so of Agency A just

went over to Agency B. Like as not someone from Agency

B will be revealed as heading for Agency A in the next edi-

tion. Many of us have wondered if this game of musical

chairs makes sense.

Unless a man or a woman is for some reason incompatible

with the place where he works . . . unless it limits his future

and has given him real cause to feel unwanted, isn't he or

she far better off staying put?

This is a business of people, to be sure. It is also a busi-

ness of volatile people . . . people harder than the ordinary

breed to get to know and to appreciate. Grant even that. But

once I have mastered the idiosyncracies of the others in my
agency, my life is bound to be easier and pleasanter. Isn't

this worth a wad of money? Personally, I'd hate to throw it

away and have to start all over again . . . finding out who's

who. It's barely possible that you may turn out to be more

irrational than anyone I've ever known before.

Most agencies—certainly all those which hope to be

(Please turn to page 80)
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Located in the heart of the world's richest agricul-

tural area, KFAB's program schedule has always

been wide-scope. With an audience dictated bal-

ance of entertainment, markets and other farm

service features. The station's Farm Department

is recognized nationally as one of the finest.

Over thirty-two years of continuous programming

to a five-state area has made KFAB one of the

nation's outstanding farm stations and has pro-

duced sales and folding money for regional and

national advertisers. Mail response, success stories

and all-around results substantiate surveys to prove

KFAB IS THE TOP FARM STATION IN THE AREA.

For the true facts on the Nebraska Farm Market

and KFAB . . . facts that will mean folding money

in your pocket, ask Peters, Griffin, Woodward or

contact General Manager, Harry Burke. Ask for

a detailed report on the midwest farm market and

your copy of the new brochure — "Farm Facts

and Folding Money."

OfflRHR I1BC RIIDIO V
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Ironing board covers are just as much at home on net-

work television as automobiles. A small-budget manu-

facturer of lawn seed thinks of it as a basic medium just

as readily as a big-budget manufacturer of refrigerators.

New sales patterns developed by nbc have placed net-

work television within the reach of every category of

business. And as these sales patterns continwto |

network television from the rigid system of spo;orsl

inherited from radio, more and more advertisei will

able to profit from its unparalleled impact.

There are more advertisers on today alone thith

were on the leading radio network a decade ip-



leliappliedtodaypattern ofparticipationhasopened

•vipn to many new advertisers looking for flexible,

uoiical, highly merchandisable ways to use the

Jin. And the Color Spectaculars offer new ways

mfe sponsors to capitalize on the audience appeal

>ig?0-minute shows and to begin reaping the bene-

'Hisplaying their products in Color.

With programs to attract all the American publics, and

with its pioneering sales patterns, nbc places network

television at the service of everybody's business.

exciting things are happening on

" levision
a service of
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sponsor invites letters to the editor.

Address 40 E. 49 St., New York 17.

FILM'S HIDDEN SIDE

Since more and more of the aver-

age agency's total billing is being

channeled into television and more

and more television production (es-

pecially commercials) is going into

film, there has long been an urgent

need for your April 2nd article, "The

hidden side of film commercials."

As a significant step toward a

broader account and management

understanding of the problems in-

volved, I read your article with great

interest and I'd like to be among the

first 15 or 20 thousand to congratu-

late everyone concerned—from the

first to recognize the need, to the

others who developed the article so

knowingly.

Roger Pryor

Vp. Radio and Television

Foote, Cone & Belding

New York, N. Y.

TEST FOR TV PLAYS

Permit me to compliment S. Brooke

White on his excellent article in

sponsor. His criteria for evaluat-

ing good dramatic scripts are excel-

lent and show much thought.

I was so impressed that I wondered

whether or not it would be possible

to get reprints, which I would like

to mail as a promotional piece of lit-

erature for motion picture film eval-

uation?

If these can be obtained, what is

the cost per hundred or per thousand?

Albert M. Kane
Al Kane Productions

Philadelphia, Pa

• Reprints of "A good tv play must pass this

test" by S. Brooke White (SPONSOR 5 March
1956, page 36) are available as follows: 500
copies, $45; 1,000 copies, $51.

DON'T BY-PASS SMALL TOWNS
I was pleased to see the March

19th issue of sponsor, especially the

"Report to Sponsors." Under the

heading, "NCS No. 2 enlarges its

50,000 Watts - 740KC
TuLsa - OKI aJnozna.

...isKWthe

GREAT
Independent

of Hie

foutfimst.

#&At& OFFERS.

*T0P PERSONALITIES.

WW RATINGS
£10? COVERAGE
*T0P RESULTS

AND
*ECONOMICAL RATES

ask. your BLAIR man
for lheK&Mc_slory

KRHG
50,000 Watts - 740 KC
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...JUST LOOK AT

THE BEELINE S STATION

KMJ has more listeners than any competitive sta-

tion, daytime or nighttime, according to latest Pulse.

KMJ has more top rated shows ... 9 out of the 10

most popular programs in the Fresno area are KMJ
shows, reports Pulse.

KMJ has wider coverage than any competitive sta-

tion, daytime or nighttime. (SAMS)

KMJ has a wider FCC contour, daytime or nighttime,

than any competitive station.

KOH • RENO

KFBK • SACRAMENTO

KMJ • FRESNO

KERN ^ BAKERSFIELD

Beeline stations, purchased as a unit,

give you more listeners in Inland Cali-

fornia and Western Nevada than any
competitive combination of local sta-

tions . . . and at the lowest cost per
thousand. (SAMS & SR&D)

flAeCAodbdUq f3/u>o<JtG0t*t£*u} CoHtfaoAMf
SACRAMENTO. CALIFORNIA • Paul H. Ravmer Co.. National Representative
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coverage" was something like this

. . . "Switch in NBC attitude toward

Nielsen Coverage Service No. 2, which

resulted in web signing up after say-

ing it wouldn't, is explained by Niel-

sen agreement to enlarge sample in

fringe areas . . . Web spokesman

points out that although powerhouse

video outlets may cover fringe areas,

smaller outlets may actually attract

more loyal viewing, hence, cover more

homes in that area than big outlet.

"

If that is their attitude toward

smaller outlets in video, do they have

the same attitude toward smaller

radio?

My contention is that too many

timebuyers were overlooking small-

town radio. I do a tremendous amount

of traveling in my present job, mostly

contacting high school students in

small towns.

Many of these small towns have

their own radio stations. In the past,

the people of these smaller towns

listened to the bigger stations, but

now that they have their own stations,

they are more loyal. Mainly because

there is greater emphasis on local

news.

Right now, I am writing about Ne-

braska, South Dakota and Wyoming.

But before taking this job, I was in

Indiana. I saw the same thing hap-

pening there. . . .

Warren O. Wittekind

Field Relations Director

Nebraska State Teachers College

Chadron, Neb.

BUYERS' GUIDE

We notice in your recent BUYERS'

guide that you list two other stations

in the Chattanooga market program-

ing some Negro appeal programs.

This is false. We have definite proof

that WMFS is the only radio station

in Chattanooga programing Negro ap-

peal programs. We hope in the fu-

ture you will check this further. The
only reason we are concerned is that

agencies have asked us about it, too.

Fred Webb
Station Manager, WMFS
Chattanooga, Tenn.

• BUYERS' GUIDE information is based on
data submitted by stations themselves. We will
check further into the programing problem in
the area for the 1957 BUYERS' GUIDE.

14

sales offices: New York, Cincinnati, Dayton, Columbus, Atlanta, Chicago, Mi,
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"tiree times the impact- Don't overtacks yourself. Let the famous Crosley

elevision Stations offer the triple advantages of top shows . . . top audience . . . top promotion

Trough the exclusive Crosley client service department. ..and you'll rise to any ad occasion!

Crosley Broadcasting Corporation, a division of

.I . » . HI I

•wLW I Cincinnati WLW"D Dayton WLW"C Columbus

30 APRIL 1956 15



IT'S WHB'S REGION, TOO!

263 lst pla^e 14 hours out of 288 .. .

. . . second place 14 hours . . . and nothing lower!

That's what Kansas City

Area PULSE says about WHB
for 594,700 radio homes in 66 counties of 3 states

Monday-Saturday, 6 a.m.-6 p.m.

Average share of audience 25% ahead of second stationl

42»*7 yO average share of audience all-day

(2nd station: 16.6%)

WHB first by far in every time period! 1

That's what Kansas City

Area NIELSEN says about WHB
for the 542,700 radio homes in the N.S.I. Area

all day and night, 6 a.m. to midnight,

Monday-Saturday

§en

49*1 /C average share of audience all-day

That's what the latest Kansas City

HOOPER says about WHB
WHB leads in every Hooper 14 hour,

6 a.m.-6 p.m., Monday through Saturday.

So you see, WHB dominates the Kansas City area as convincingly as it dominates metropolitan

K. C. audiences. Get the big story from the man from Blair, or WHB General Manager George

W. Armstrong! mm
m 10,000 watts—710 he

Kansas City

CONTINENT BROADCASTING COMPANY

-President: Todd Storz

WDGY, M!nneapolis-St. Paul

Represented by
Avery-Knodel, Inc.

KOWH, Omaha
Represented by
H-R Reps, Inc.

WHB, Kansas City

Represented by

John Blair & Co.

WTIX, New Orleans

Represented by

Adam J. Young, Jr.
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SPONSOR AGENCY

ice3ods, Chi for Make-A-Shake Mason Warner, Chi

i CiVilliamson, Louisville __ Ted Bates, NY
i Williamson, Louisville Ted Bates, NY

ABC
CBS
MBS

iducts, NY Ted Bates, NY

Ai, r iducts, NY Ted Bates, NY
if"

Feries, Wilmington, Cal for
V|

l;s 1 Boots

CBS

CBS

Lynn Baker, NY ABC
Fieries, Wilmington, Cal Lynn Baker, NY CBS
Fieries, Wilmington, Cal Lynn Baker, NY CBS
Pr-JCts Co, NY direct MBS
Prjcts Co, NY direct MBS

)ods, White Plains for

reals

iods. White Plains

, oston

,BOB, NY

.Y&R, NY

ABC

_NBC

ewing, New Orleans

I ill, Ottumwa, la for Red Heart

Chi

.Maxon, Detroit MBS

.Fitzgerald, New Orleans MBS

.NLB, Chi _..._ MBS
t

_Campbell-Mithun, Chi ABC
.Rutledge & Lilienfeld, Chi CBS

ABCmc Chi for juices & concentrates ...Rutledge & Lilienfeld, Chi
t 'hila _ Arndt, Preston, Lamb,

Chapin & Keen, Phila CBS
Riolds, Winston-Salem Wm. Esty, NY CBS

Wm. Esty, NY _ MBS
NCK, NY .._ MBS

il os, NY for Airwick NCK, NY . ABC

hi Co. Chi Tatham-Laird, Chi __ CBS
* iams, Clastonbury, Conn JWT, NY _..._ MBS
Wiams, Clastonbury, Conn JWT, NY MBS
V iams, Clastonbury, Conn JWT, NY MBS

. R tolds, Winston-Salem
[\\.,i» ;ros, NY

'iams, Clastonbury, Conn JWT, NY
mbert, NY for Hudnut K&E, NY

MBS
...NBC

STATIONS PROGRAM, time, start, duration

. Breakfast Club; T & F 9:10-9:15 am; 30 May
211 Edgar Bergen; Su 7:05-8 pm; 1 Apr; 26 wks

True Detective, Treasury Agent, Cangbusters, Official

Detective, Counterspy; M-F 8-8:30 pm; 2 Apr; 1-min

parties

203 ..Young Dr. Malone; T-Th-F 1:30-1:45 pm; 10 Apr; 13

203 . . Helen Trent; T & Th 12:30-12:45; 10 Apr; 13 alt wks
Whispering Streets; T & Th 10:45-11 am; 5 min seg;

24 Apr
203 Wendy Warren; M-F 12:10-11:15 pm; 20 Apr; 5 wks
203 _..Calen Drake; Sat 10:15-10:20 am; 21 Apr; 5 wks

Bob & Ray, M-F 5-5:30 pm; 12 Mar; 1-min parties

True Detective, Treasury Agent, Cangbusters, Official

Detective, Counterspy; M-F 8-8:30 pm; 13 Mar; 1-

min parties

Breakfast Club; M-F 9:45-9:50 am; 52 wks
Weekday; M-F 10-12 noon; 3-3:45 pm; 2 May to 1

193 June; 25 30-sec parties

Came of the Day; Su approx 2 pm; 25 Mar; alt '/2

sponsorship
Came of the Day, M-Sat Approx 2 pm; 24 Mar; alt Vi

sponsorship
Five Star News, Sat 10:30-10:35 am, 11-11:05 am, 12-

12:05 pm, 2-2:05 pm, 5:50?5:55 pm; 3 Mar

. Breakfast Club; M-F 9-10 am; var 5 min segs; 16 Apr
203 . Robert Q. Lewis, Sat 11:45-11:50 am; 28 Apr; 13 wks

Breakfast Club; T 9:50-9:55 am; Th 9;20-9:25 am;
_ __ 8 May

203 Robert Q. Lewis; Sat 11:35-11:40 am; 24 Mar; 28 wks
114 Rock & Roll Dance Party; Sat 9-9:30 pm; 24 Mar;

52 wks
Came Wrap-up; Su-Sat; 24 Mar
Queen For A Day, T-W-Th 11:30-12 noon; 27 Mar;

40-sec parties

Whispering Streets; Th & F 10:45-10:50 am; 12 Apr;

52 wks
203 Arthur Godfrey; W 10-10:15 am; 4 Apr; 13 wks

Harry Wismer Sports; Su 5:55-6 pm; 22 Apr
Bob & Ray; M-F 5:30-5:45 pm; 13 Mar

.. .. Warm-up; W & Su approx 1:55-2 pm; 18 Apr thru

13 May
Warm-up; T-Th-S approx 1:55-2 pm 24 Mar

193 Various NBC Radio Net shows; 29 Apr; 20 wks; 50
6-sec anncts per wk

lenewed on Radio Networks

Fran
Conrad <3)

Robert R.

Ferry (4)

ifl
William

||p, Hausberg (51

SPONSOR AGENCY STATIONS PROGRAM, time, start, duration

>ducts, NY for Arrid .... „...SSCB, NY ABC When A Cirl Marries; M&F 10:30-10:35 am; 2 Apr;
26 wks

s andy, Chi C. L. Miller, Chi MBS True Detective; M 8-8:30 pm; 28 Mar; 1 1-min partic
rjl ire & Rubber, Akron D'Arcy, Cinn MBS Sportstime; Su 6:45-7 pm; 25 Mar; M-W-F 5:50-5:55

pm; 26 Mar
NLB, Chi _.MBS Five Star News; M-F 10:30-10:35 am, 11-11:05 am,

12-12:05 pm, 2-2:05 pm, 5:55-6 pm; 2 Apr
icr jducts, Jackson, Miss for

nes. Cordon Best, Chi ABC _ .....Breakfast Club; F 9:25-9:30; 6 Apr; 13 wks
ual :nefit Health & Accident Assoc,
I Bozell & Jacobs, Omaha MBS Bob Considine; Su 6:30-6:45 pm; 22 Apr

isceW for cake & frosting mixes ... Ted Bates, NY ABC When A Cirl Marries; T-W-Th 10:30-10:35 am; 17

Apr; 26 wks
-nanros, NY _ NCK, NY ...MBS Tomorrow's Front Page Headline; Su 6:15-6:25 pm;

1 Apr
J-e Long Beach, Cal M. B. Scott, LA . ABC ...Breakfast Club; Tue 9:15-9:20 am; 10 Apr; 13 wks

>olworth, NY Lynn Baker, NY CBS 257 Woolworth Hour; Su 1-2 pm; 3 June; 83 wks

broadcast Industry Executives
AME FORMER AFFILIATION NEW AFFILIATION

ph Amaturo
yell "Andy"
nde n

mWonson .._

hon Azzato
lee arish .

Bikel ._

I. ole

Cad
Cimins
T ^urry, Jr.

< D Ellison

2«y, Jr.

Fc;r

'el Ceeding ....

Cr;

5 her ]_Z
"i Jameson _
"ge /. Kupper .

vis

I Li, Z
' c « iveday
e°i< Magnes

NBC Spot Sales, NY, radio acct exec WESO, Websfer-Southbridge, Mass, gen mgr
Atlas TV, NY, sales promotion director _ ..Walter Schwimmer, NY, eastern sales mgr

ABC Radio, NY, mgr co-op program dept Same,
Ceo Bagnall, NY, Eastern sales mgr . NTA,
WIRK-TV, W Palm Beach, program director & film

buyer ._
, NTA,

Unity TV, NY, divisional mgr __NTA

director sales service

NY. sales

Guild Films, LA, Western sales mgr
KSBW-TV, Salinas, Cal, station mgr
KFMB-TV, San Diego, sales

WEEI, Boston, sales promotion mgr
KMED, Medford, Ore

NY, sales

NY, sales

UM&M, NY, gen sales mgr
... KNTV, San Jose, Cal, natl sales mgr

Same, asst sales mgr
RAB, NY, chain store sales promotion
KPTV, Portland, Ore, sales

Alexander Films, Colorado Springs, pub relations director. Same, sales promotion mgr
World Bcasting, NY, sales Audio-Video, NY, sales mgr
Clopay Corp, Cinn, works mgr Lasky Films, Cinn, vp & acct exec
Cmjd Films, NY, asst_ sales mgr Same, gen sales mgr
WTTC, Washington, DC, acct exec
NBC Spot Sales, NY, eastern tv mgr .

Wm C. Rambeau, NY, gen sales mgr
Paul Raymer, Chi, acct exec
WMAL Radio, Washington, DC, acct exec

Same, local sales mgr
Same, director tv sales

. Same, vp
Edward Petry, Chi, tv sales

_.Same, local sales mgr
CHCT-TV, Calgary, Canada, film dept Same, acct exec
Magnum Photos, NY, assoc editorial rep Sturgis-Crant Prod, NY, vp & gen mgr

A. L. Hol-
lander, |r. (4)

Joseph R.

Joyce (4)
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\#m and renew

Edward D.

Madden (5)

)ohn
McClay (3)

Thomas B.

McFadden (3)

George M.
Perkins (3)

)ohn
Reber i3)

Perry
Walders (3)

3. Broadcast Industry Executives (continued)
NAME FORMER AFFILIATION NEW AFFILIATION

John McClay WCAU-TV, Phila, asst gen mgr Westinghouse Bcasting, Cleveland, asst to vp
Thomas B. McFadden NBC Spot Sales, NY, vp radio WRCA AM-TV, NY, vp in charge
). I. Meyerson Time, Inc Stations, NY, natl sales rep WITI-TV, Milwaukee, gen mgr
C. B. Morgan KCGM-TV, Albuquerque, comml mgr KHOL-TV, Kearney, Nebr, sales mgr
L. Boyd Mullins KRON-TV, San Fran, adv-merchandising mgr Same, acct exec
Robert F. Nims WESO, Webster-Southbridge, Mass, gen mgr
Ted Oberfelder ABC, NY, vp in charge o&o stations
Byron "Barney" Ogle _.KRCV, Weslaco, Tex, exec director
Ceorge M. Perkins WHDH, Boston, program mgr
Norman L. Posen ..WOL, Washington, DC
Sterling C. Quinlan WBKB & WENR, Chi, gen mgr
John H. Reber _ NBC Spot Sales, NY, tv head
Al Ross . Gibbons Adv, Calgary, Canada CHCT-TV, Calgary

WCAT, Athol, Mass, gen mgr
Burke-Stuart, NY, pres
NARTB, Washington, DC, midwest field rep
WROW, Albany, station mgr
WMAL Radio, Washington, DC, sales

WBKB, Chi, vp in charge
Same, director

Canada, acct exec
Jack Ryan ...._ NBC Spot Sales, NY, tv salesman
Ceorge Sax ABC Radio, NY, program operations mgr
William Seaman DuMonr, NY, operations mgr
James Sefert WLW-C, Columbus, public affairs

Hamilton Shea WRCA AM-TV, NY, gen mgr _.

Walter J. Smith ...KYW, Cleveland, sales service rep
Peter Wade ABC Radio, NY, mgr sales service
Perry Walders WTTG, Washington DC, sales

Allen Wallace __AI Wallace Prod, NY, owner
Bob Watson CHCT-TV, Calgary, Canada, acct exec Same, sales mgr
Robert A. White WOR, NY, local sales .... _ _ ...._ WPEN, Phila, sales
Alton Whitehouse TPA, NY, field staff Same, asst to vp eastern division

4. Advertising Agency Personnel Changes

Same, eastern tv mgr
Same, co-op program dept mgr

..ABC TV, NY, program service mgr
Same, acct exec
WSVA AM-FM-TV, Harrisonburg, Va.

Same, acct exec
Same, director station clearance
Same, natl sales mgr
NTA, NY, sales

pres & get.

NAME FORMER AFFILIATION NEW AFFILIATION

A. M. Abrahams Hicks & Creist, NY, creative & merchandising depts
Floyd M. Andrews Minn Mining & Mfg, St Paul, adv creative mgr
Muriel Bullis FCB, LA, timebuyer
Joseph M. Cahill, Jr. -KCMO-TV, Kansas City, sales

Robert C. Clark Erwin, Wasey, LA, timebuyer _
James A. Dearborn American Airlines, NY, director sales planning
Robert R. Ferry Maxon, NY, vp
Nat Cayster Biow, NY, timebuyer ...

Raymond C. Girardin Humphrey, Alley & Richards, Boston, am-tv director
A. L. Hollander, Jr. DuMont, NY, operations director
Sylvia Jacobs Univ of Ariz, instructor adv
Joseph R. Joyce Ruthrauff & Ryan, NY, vp & acct exec Donahue & Coe, NY
John Kucera
Julia T. Lucas ...

Darrell McCain _
Stu Menzies
Ralph Neave
Ken Page
Ruth Stack
Dorian St. George

Biow, NY, media super
Norman, Craig & Kummel, NY, timebuyer
Brisacher, Wheeler, NY, media super.

Fuller, Smith & Ross, NY, acct exec
Knox Reeves, Minneapolis, acct exec
Erwin, Wasey, LA, am-tv timebuyer
Potts-Woodbury, Kansas City, acct exec
Leo Burnett, NY, timebuyer
K&E, NY, asst to pres

Kudner, NY, exec staff

. Ted Bates, NY, timebuyer
N. W. Ayer, NY, rad production super
Edward Kletter, NY, am-tv mgr
Stan Stanislaus Adv, San Fran, acct exec & creati

vp & acct super
..Ted Bates, NY, media super
Product Services, NY, timebuyer

_Ted Bates, NY, media super

..James Lovic Adv, Calgary, acct exec
FCB, LA, acct exec

...CHCT-TV, Calgary, Canada, acct exec
ABC, LA, merchandising director

„S. W. Caldwell, Toronto, teleprompter operations mgr Same, asst to pres

Biow, NY, merchandise co-ordinator Hicks & Creist, NY, acct exec
ABC AM-TV, NY, producer _ _ Charles L. Rumrill, Rochester, am-tv director

Jim Straham Germain's Seed Store, LA, adv director Dudley L. Logan Adv, LA, acct exec
Reginald W. Twiggs Erwin, V/asey, LA, senior acct exec McC-E, LA, acct supervisor

Watts Wacker _D. P. Brother, Detroit, am-tv timebuying mgr Same, asst media director
Herbert J. Walton Quality Textiles, Greenville, SC Ted Outlaw Adv, Greenville, SC, acct exec

5. Sponsor Personnel Changes
B. W. S. Dodge
Sol Coldin

William Hausberg
Fred J. Hutchison

0. Glen "Red" Kennedy
Lincoln M. Larkin

Edward D. Madden
W. A. McCormack, Jr.

D. J. Pearson .

Austin R. Rising

David Solomon
Cene Staley
Ceorge T. Stevens .

Gulf Oil, Houston, super retail layout & cpy adv
Whirloool-Seeger, St Joseph, Mich, product mgr range

division ...

Lehn & Fink, NY, adv mgr
Brockway Glass Co, Brockway, Pa, adv-sales promotion
mgr .... ,

Lehn & Fink, NY, gen sales mgr
Whirlpool-Seeger Corp, St. Joseph, Mich, sales mgr

industrial division

Motion Pictures for TV, NY, vp
. Belle Meade Biscuit, Nashville, adv-sales & distribution

director
-DeSoto, NY, asst regional mgr I

Whirlpool-Seeger, St. Joseph, Mich, gen mgr range &
air conditioner divisions

.Waldo Mayo, NY, cpy
Staley Mfg, Decatur, III, adv mgr soybean division

Ceorge T. Stevens & Assoc, Chi, owner _

Arthur E. Toft
Henry Voile

Norman, Craig & Kimmel, NY, acct exec
Staley Mfg, Decatur, III., adv mgr corn division

Same, adv director

..Same, gen mgr range division

Andrew Jergens, Cinn, vp adv
B. F. Goodrich, Akron, adv-sales promotion dept

..Same, gen mgr L&F division

_Same, gen mgr air conditioner division

_lntl Latex, NY, vp

Minute Maid, NY, frozen food products mgr
.Same, regional mgr
Same, director consumer relations

"CBS Columbia, NY, co-op adv mgr
Same, adv mgr corn division

_Whirlpool-Seeger, St. Joseph, Mich, director mer

development
Block Drug Co, Jersey City, adv brand mgr
Same, asst mgr grocery products

6. New Agency Appointments
SPONSOR PRODUCT (or service) AGENCY

Chrysler, Detroit

Converted Rice, Houston
Corn Products Refining, NY ....

Ceneral Electric, Cleveland —
Kevo Products, LA
Kirsch Beveregaes, NY
Lanvin Parfums, NY
Serta Assoc, Chi
Staley Milling, Kansas City

parts division

Uncle Ben's Rice
Bosco
lamp division

Kevo-etts
.No-Cal products
_perfumes
mattresses
-feeds

N. W. Ayer, Phila

Ted Bates, NY
Donahue & Coe, NY

.Crey, NY
Coodman-Anderson, LA

-Paris & Peart, NY
-North, Chi
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chi
_Potts-Woodbury, Kansas City

7. Station Changes (reps, network affiliation, power increases)

KRIS-TV, Corpus Christi has gone on the air as an affiliate

of NBC
KWJJ, Portland, Ore, has appointed Headley-Read Co. West-

ern reps.

KXOB, Stockton, Cal, has changed call letters to KJOY,
WCOP, Boston, has been sold (subject to FCC approval)

to Plough, Inc., Memphis, Tenn.
WDEF-TV, Chattanooga, will become a CBS affiliate

effective 10 May.
WCLS, Atlanta, has changed its call letters to WTAM.

WHAM, WHAM-FM & WHAM-TV, Rochester, has been

sold (subject to FCC approval) to Transcontinent Tele-

vision Corp. and Ceneral Railway Signal Co.

WHCU, Ithica, has appointed Devney & Co. natl sales reps.

WMCY, Montgomery, has appointed Robert S. Keller, Inc.,

natl sales reps.

WRTA, Altoona, has appointed Everett-McKinney natl sales

rens.

WSPA-TV, Spartanburg, So. Caro., has gone on the air as a

CBS affiliate

18 SPONSOR
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Capital cupboards are brimful of the sweetest larder of

ill . . . money! The average Washington family has more

income than ever to spend, and to spare.

Washington's population swells. Business, building and

industry expand in every direction. Average effective buy-

ing income, up 34% in five years, is now a potent $7,781

per family . . . unmatched by any other market in America!

Advertisers have found the way to keep pace with their

customers in the nation's Capital. In five years, they have

doubled their investment on WRC and WRC-TV. And

their vote of confidence continues. During the first quarter

of 1956, advertising revenue on the stations shot up at a

faster rate than ever!

To make the most of Washington's great and growing

wealth, more and more advertisers are going with the

biggest guns in Washington's selling boom . . .

1 AND VRC-T\ . SOLD BY

LEADERSHIP STATIONS IN WASH 1 1\ G 1 ON , D. C.

NBC SPOT SALES





. . Audimation KMOX is mass-produced sales through deft

adio programming ... a sensitive balance of the CBS

tadio Network schedule with potent local programs. It's the

nass appeal of St. Louis Cardinal Baseball — "Billiken"

basketball — Notre Dame Football ... the Star appeal of

(MOX's new "Matinee". . . PLUS top-rated local personal-

ties: Rex Davis (News), Curt Ray, Harry Fender, Jim Butler

(music), Phil Stevens (HPL), Ted Mangner (farm), Harry

Caray, Bob Burnes, Joe Garagiola, Jack Buck (sports).

KMOX AUDIMATED MARKETING IS GEARED TO YOUR
AUTOMATED PRODUCTION.

The Voice of St. Louis

CBS Owned - 50,000 Watts

Represented by

CBS Radio Spot Sales



HOOPER

RATING

SHOWS

KVLC^X
FIRST " >
IN CENTRAL

ARKANSAS

and GREATER

LITTLE ROCK!

DAYTIME INDEPENDENT

HOOPER RATINGS
MARCH, 1956

PER CENT LISTENERS

A.M. P.M.

STA. "A"* 23.0 18.7

STA. "B" 10.3 7.4

STA. "C"* 16.0 9.6

STA. "D"* 11.9 13.0

STA. "E"* 9.1 10.5

KVLC 28.4 39.9
OTHER 1.2 0.8

•Network Affiliation

National Representatives: Radio Repre-
sentatives, Inc., MUrray Hill 8-4340,
New York 17, N. Y., or call Dale Ma-
hurin, FRanklin 5-5321 in Little Rock.

KVLC
Arkansas' Most Progressive

Radio Station

Lee S. Bichmore

V.p., sales and advertising

National Biscuit Co., New York

Lee Bickmore still carries with him his identification card as a

"shipping porter" with Nabisco in Idaho from back in 1933. Today,

a youthful though steel-grey 47, Bickmore heads up the company's

sales and advertising department as v.p. in charge and supervises

an ad budget of $20.2 million that's handled by six different adver-

tising agencies.

"Rin Tin Tin is our only network tv show—for the time being,"

says Bickmore. "It's supervised by K&E for our special products

division—cereals and dog food. We reach over 11 million homes

weekly with the show. About 56% of the viewing audience are

kids between five and 15 years old."

In its second year on ABC Tv, Rin Tin Tin has been averaging

a 30.0 Nielsen, according to figures K&E has compiled for Bickmore.

While Bickmore does not personally get involved in specific choice

of programing, media selection or fine points of advertising ap-

proaches, he does discuss advertising problems that come up with

his director of advertising and the top executives of the various

Nabisco agencies.

"We're particularly happy with Rin Tin Tin," he says. "And we

feel that it's a show that has helped to influence tv. Coupled with

Disneyland, it was a prime factor in helping develop ABC Tv into

a major competing network. It has also helped pinpoint the atten-

tion of other networks to the 7:30-8:00 p.m. slot as a good time to

reach family audiences."

Bickmore feels that the cost for such a network property can be

amortized by rotating several products on it. To date, K&E has

used network cut-ins to introduce Nabisco Shredded Wheat Juniors

and Nabisco Wheat Honeys and Rice Honeys in markets where they

have distribution. Regular national commercials rotate between

Nabiscos other cereals and Nabisco dog foods.

"You can tell that we like tv," says Bickmore.

the special products division's ad budget is in

spot both."

An avid golfer during his spare time, Bickmore commutes be-

tween his Manhattan office and Short Hills home and to some of

the choicer golf courses of New Jersey. "With three ladies in the

house to police our Nabisco shows on tv, I can count on full re-

ports if I ever miss a program.

"Above 75% of

tv, network and

• • •
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37.1%
audience increase since 1955

as documented by C. E. Hooper, Inc.

MARCH 1956 SHARE OF AUDIENCE

MON.-FRI.

7-12 NOON

MON.-FRI.

12-6 PM

MON.-FRI.

6-8 PM

WILS 48.8 61.8 48.7

Network Station B 24.4 16.3 23.3

Network Station C 18.7 14.4 22.9

WILS
MICHIGAN'S LIVELIEST STATION

LEADS IN 51 OUT OF 52 QUARTER HOURS

Call Venard, Rintoul & McCoimell
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WHAT

&A//V/

. . . and how we love it!

Here's why— in 58 out of 60

quarter-hour periods between

3:30 and 6:30 p.m. (Mon. thru

Fri.) WNDU-TV has the top-

rated* programs.

What's more — over half the

top-rated weekday programs be-

tween 3:30 and 11:30 p.m., both

network and local, are now on

WNDU-TV.

These gains reflect the pro-

nounced success of WNDU-TV
in all rating periods. More
proof that your advertising dol-

lar does a better job in the

South Bend - Elkhart market

with WNDU-TV ... for full

details call Meeker today!

* Source: ARB February 8-14

Represented Nationally

by MEEKER TV

WNDU-TV
CHANNEL 46

by Joe Csida

Color tape in a hurry? Keep an eye on RCA

It seems only yesterday (though it actually was three or

four years ago) that Brigadier General David Sarnoff stood

before a group of well-wishers in Princeton, N. J., and told

the engineering and research staffs of the Radio Corporation

of America: "... I want a tv tape recorder . .
." The General

requested just two other achievements for the immediate fu-

ture from his scientific corps, but a device which would re-

cord picture and sound on tape, and enable an operator to

play such picture and sound back instantaneously was cer-

tainly high on the General's list of "musts."

As the entire industry knows by this time, a relatively

small corporation headquartered in Redwood City, Cal., and

known (rather well-known at that) as Ampex has beaten the

General's engineering geniuses to the punch. Ampex literal-

ly stole the National Association of Radio and Television

Broadcasters' Convention with their tv tape recorder. Room
19 on the fourth floor of the Conrad Hilton hotel in Chicago

where the Ampex tv tape recorder demonstrations took place

was easily the busiest single spot on any floor of the Con-

vention.

Anyone who knows the General knows that he is a proud

and a determined man. I have not, of course, been tapping

the General's phone nor lending ear to corridor conversations

at the General Sarnoff Research Laboratories in Princeton,

but I really don't have to, to make the guess that the General

has long since conveyed his disappointment to the person or

persons involved in developing RCA's tv tape recorder.

And since the General, at the moment, has launched RCA
on an all-out drive to establish color tv as a major factor this

year, it doesn't require a mathematical genius to put together

the two and two which add up to the General's and RCA's

counter-move to the Ampex development. It no doubt will be

a fiercely determined drive to come up with a color tv tape

recorder before Ampex develops its own recorder to do the

color job. According to what Ampex executives told me at

the Convention, this gives the RCA folks about a year. Ampex
feels their own color will be ready within that time. But in

the meantime the Redwood City folks have a pretty fabulous

jump on the black-and-white tv tape recorder market.

As of Wednesday afternoon of the Convention (18 April)

Ampex had orders for three prototype recorders for CBS,

three more for NBC, and orders for commercial models from

( Please turn to page 95

)
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WHEN YOU BUY ATLANTA...BUY

AND GET A BIGGER PIECE OF THE MARKET!

This combination gives you the greatest possible impact in the

Southeast's No. 1 market: tallest tower and maximum power to

reach over 17% more people; top local and CBS-TV program-

ming to earn highest ARB and Pulse ratings; plus strong mer-

chandising and local station promotion. Get the facts from our

reps and you'll choose WAGA-TV.

TOP DOG k IN THE NATION'S 21st MARKET

Represented Nationally by
THE KATZ AGENCY, Inc.

wagatvV5
CBS-TV in Atlanta

STORER BROADCASTING COMPANY SALES OFFICES

NEW YORK-118 E. 57th St.-TOM HARKER, Vice President and National Sales Director • BOB WOOD, National Sales Manager
CHICAGO-230 N. Michigan Ave. • SAN FRANCISCO-111 Sutter St.
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WHO
LISTENS

*

Today! WBT Radio reaches more Carolinians than

any other single advertising medium.

Today! WBT Radio is getting Pulse ratings above J 8.0!

Share of audience runs as high as 96 per cent.

In fact, WBT Radio beats 31 local radio stations in their

own home counties. And, during a recent mail promotion,

468 counties from Maine to Florida promptly responded.

Who listens? The people who buy your product

!

Call WBT Radio or CBS Radio Spot Sales for choice

availabilities . . . today!

Free! Send today for your free copy

of "Who Was Listening?"

Ned Burgess WBT Radio Charlotte, N. C.

Charlotte, N. C. — Colossus of the Carolinas

Jefferson Standard Broadcasting Company
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[DEPENDENT COUNTY GUESSTIMATE

U. S. CENSUS FIELD SURVEY

ARF CALCULATIONS

NATIONAL TV

SET COUNT

BY COUNTIES

30 APRIL 1956

ARF tv set count:

Will it meet

Group offers industry-approved figures

but updating data is already a problem

by Alfred J. Jaffe

M he television industry's problem of finding a way to provide

a single, reliable source of tv set count figures acceptable to all

segments of the industry—advertiser and station alike—has been

a pounding headache for many years.

This week one prescription for this persistent migraine has

been offered to the buyers and sellers of tv time by the Advertis-

ing Research Foundation. The prescription is expected to be

eagerly taken but already some doubt has been cast upon whether

it will relieve the pain.

The ARF offering is an estimated county-by-county tv set count

based upon a statistical breakdown using national and regional

Census Bureau estimates together with independent figures. The

Census Bureau estimates come from a sampling made in June

1955 and, like the county figures, were underwritten by the three

tv networks, the NARTB and the TvB.

The county figures may be the forerunner of similar data put

out at periodic intervals by ARF and the same underwriters.

But, then again, they may not. The ARF itself considers the

figures as an "interim solution rather than a definitive answer to

the problem of estimating television households by individual

counties."

To what extent the figures meet the need of the moment or to

what extent the ARF can develop something that can is a ques-

tion being mulled over in many industry quarters, not to men-
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COMPLETE ARF COUNTY FIGURES TOGC H

SET COUNT UNDERWRITTEN

BY THREE NETS, NARTB, TVB

Five men below represent underwriters of

ARF's set count study, worked closely

with Lillian H. Madow, ARF research

statistician, who prepared county estimates

and standard error material for report

Donald W. Coyle,

director of sales

development,

research, ABC Tv

Jay Eliasberg,

research projects

supervisor, CBS Tv

Richard A; Allerton,

research manager,
NARTB

Hugh M. Beville,

v.p. in charge of

planning and
development, NBC

.

Dr. Leon Arons,

director of

research, TvB

tion the ARF itself and the five under-

writers.

The figures obviously bear mulling

over. Historically speaking, the coun-

ty figures are the first ever issued with

official industry okay. They have the

imprimatur of the ARF plus the under-

writers' stamp of approval.

However, two questions have al-

ready raised their heads in agency and

station circles:

1. With about 10,000 new tv homes
being added daily to the national to-

tal, how useful are 10-month-old fig-

ures?

2. Even if the figures are updated,

with a multiplicity of updating efforts

being made, how can the advertiser

decide which one, if any, qualifies as

a single, reliable, industry-accepted

standard?

The accuracy of the figures them-

selves is not expected to be questioned

among agency timebuyers and re-

searchers. All indications are that they

will be well received as authoritative

benchmarks in the measurement of tv

growth. But a sponsor survey of the

top ad agencies indicated clearly the

consensus that, with tv growth still

rapid, an agency cannot buy time ef-

fectively in April 1956 with June 1955
information. As a result most of the

big agencies are going or preparing to

go through the laborious, tricky proc-

ess of bringing the ARF figures up to

date.

Said the tv-radio research director

at one of the Big Four agencies:

"Where saturation is high, there isn't

much of a problem. There isn't much
room for growth in a city like New
York, for example. But in a low sat-

uration area—that's something else

again. We have to figure on consid-

erable growth in a case like that but

figuring out just how much is a com-

plicated problem."

Oliver Treyz, president of TvB, one

of the underwriters of the ARF study,

quoted figures from the Market Re-

search Corp. of America indicating an

increase in tv homes of three million

since the ARF-Census Bureau count

last year.

"This growth," he said, "has not

been evenly distributed over the coun-

try as a whole. Much of it has been

concentrated in the area which had

low television coverage. These areas

have grown by well over the national

average of 9 c/o. For example, tv own-

ership on farms has increased by over

19%. Ownership in the Mountain and

Western states has increased by over

15%."

Treyz also had this advice to offer

stations: "It would be unrealistic for

stations to base their current rates on

information already out-dated."

A minority opinion among the agen-

cies runs along this line: Since the

figures have a high degree of reliabil-

ity let's use them in their present form

and wait until the ARF itself updates

them, in effect, by issuing new data.

What these agencies are waiting for

is a county-by-county breakdown based

on Census Bureau totals from a na-

tional sampling in February of this

year. These new national ARF figures,

underwritten by the same quintet

which paid for the June 1955 figures,

may be out by late spring or early

summer. There is no definite date on

the release, however, since the ARF
itself does not have the figures yet.

As for a county-by-county break-

down of the February figures, a pro-

posal on the statistical methods to do

this is now before the underwriters

but no decision has yet been made.

Talk in the trade is that, assuming

approval is forthcoming, the county

figures will not be available until late

summer or early fall.

The time lag between Census Bureau

sampling and the publication of the

county figures is due to a variety of

causes but the most important is the

statistical work and the time taken to

approve it by an organization with as

many diverse interests as the ARF.

The ARF county estimates represent

an unusual (for tv) statistical break-

down using two kinds of information:

(1) national and regional Census Bu-

reau estimates based on a sample in

453 U.S. counties and (2) county data

already accumulated by independent

sources. The Census Bureau data pro-

vided a base total for the final figures

(that is, when completed the county

figures add up to the Census Bureau

total) plus a degree of precision in

that the standard error of the county

estimates could be calculated. The in-

dependent estimates, coming from NBC
and Television magazine, were of un-

known reliability. (NBC tv set count

totals were two million higher and

Television magazine figures were more

than five million higher than the Cen-

sus Bureau June totals.) These figures,

however, were considered usable be-

cause of a high degree of correlation

with the Census Bureau material. De-

tails on the statistical methods used are

SPONSOR



*H MATERIAL TO HELP EVALUATE UPDATING STARTS ON PAGE 45

given in the ARF set count report.

These same two sources will not be

used in the February breakdown. It

had been widely bruited about that

set count data coming out of Nielsen

Coverage Service #2 is being con-

sidered and SPONSOR understands that

the use of material from Radio-Elec-

tronic-Television Manufacturers Asso-

ciation is also being investigated.

There is also a strong possibility that

ARF statistician Lillian Madow, who
prepared the June figures, will go

about it a little differently when (and

if) ARF goes ahead on a February

breakdown. How this will affect the

time lag between the receiving of the

Census Bureau and other material and

the actual breaking down of same is

impossible to pinpoint at this time.

There is no indication that ARF or

the underwriters have any intention

of providing updated material in the

February breakdown. As a matter of

fact, it was ARF's original intention

that its county-by-county figures be

used as is. They were not specifically

offered to the industry a9 a base for

updating. ARF points out, however, it

has no control over what others do

and its only comment on such updat-

ing is that it "will start from the best

statistical base the industry has had."

Whatever the attitudes toward the

various methods of updating are, on

one point there is wide agreement

among industry researchers: Current

information and methods of undating

do not permit the reliability to be mea-

sured.

In addition to the separate updating

efforts being made by the big ad agen-

cies, there are at least three publica-

tions which are going ahead with up-

dating: Sales Management's "Survey

of Buving Power," Standard Rate and

Data Service's Spot Television Rates

and Data and Television magazine.

The former two will both be out 10

May with county data updated to 1

January 1956.

Sales Management will update using

RETMA shipment figures by states.

Within each state the ARF county

estimates were first increased by the

percentage gain in sets shipped to each

state during the last half of last year.

The percentage gain was then related

to the cumulative total of sets shipped

to that state since 1946. Since not all

sets shipped during the last half of

1955 represent new tv homes, the gain

in each state was revised downward to

conform with an estimated national to-

tal of 34.2 million sets, or 2.1 million

more than the Census total of June

1955. This method, according to Sales

Management, permits a larger-than-

average gain in new tv homes for states

with low saturation.

SRDS will update its household fig-

ures but retain the ARF county per-

centage figures. Television magazine

has not announced its method but it is

believed different than the others.

Set count details begin on page 45

with county figures, plus a special

breakdown by SPONSOR of station

changes that have occurred between

January 1955 and April 1956. The
multiplicity of these changes points up

the need for timely, rapid reports by

A_RF, NARTB or whatever body can

solve the set count problem. * * *

WHICH SET COUNT IS OFFICIAL?

Agencies and advertisers who have been groping

for an official count of tv homes will welcome the

county-by-county figures newly available in this

issue. Underwritten by NARTB, TvB, ABC Tv,

CBS Tv, and NBC Tv, based on national Census

Bureau data, and released under the umbrella of the

Advertising Research Foundation, who could ask

for a more official tool?

SPONSOR, whose long-standing "This We Fight

For" editorial platform includes this objective, "We
fight for the tools advertisers need to evaluate the

air media and the most needed of these is a uni-

formly acceptable television set count and circula-

tion study," should be particularly happy.

But are we?
We applaud the effort. We regret the result.

What ARF is giving the industry is an 11 month
old tally which is hopelessly obsolete for many
counties and whole areas. It is asking agencies

and advertisers to base buying decisions on data

already out-of-date.

One underwriter said, "It's unrealistic for sta-

tions to base their current rates on information

already outdated."

ARF made no attempt to update estimates.

An ARF spokesman said, "These figures were not

intended to be used as a base for updating. The
intention was to use the figures as they stand."

Already three or four publications, and several

large advertising agencies, have devised their own
updating techniques. Which indicates that a new
era of confusion has entered the broadcast field.

If you are confused by multiple rating services,

multiple radio coverage yardsticks, multiples of all

kinds that have confused radio and tv buying

—

you haven't seen anything yet.

Our advice to advertisers and agencies at this

point is hazy indeed. We don't know whether to

tell you to stay with the obsolete (June 1955) fig-

ures, to pick out a favorite among the numerous
updates, or to do your own.

As for sponsor, we're just publishing the ARF
figures as submitted, with a number of qualifica-

tions for specific stations that have been added or

changed their status since June 1955. We hope

your research departments can make use of this

data. Under the circumstances, there's nothing

more we can do. sponsor has no wish to add to

the confusion.

In late fall ARF may come out with its second

study. In that case the problem may be allevi-

ated. Or the NARTB may come through next year

with its planned study.

But as matters now stand, we have an official set

count—with 10 heads, or maybe 20.

Some industries never learn.
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Ampex' Gundy with first station man to Duy
recorder, Colin Selph, KEY-T, Santa Barbara.

For stations buying recorder, see page 1

Video tape: how it vii

No more kines, cost-cutting in

by Miles David

J_ he video tape recorder sprung on

the industry this month by the Ampex
Corp. of Redwood City, Cal., is a revo-

lution which works at the touch of a

button. It will have even wider im-

pact than audio tape which in a few

years literally remade network radio

programing and is still working its

dynamic effects on local radio. Video

tape means:

• The end of television's kinescope

problem with the promise of higher

ratings on the West Coast and where-

ever kines with their quality limits

have been necessary.

• Elimination of the twice-a-year

snarl in network scheduling during the

change to and from Daylight Saving

Time in many U.S. markets (see "That

crazy mixed-up time schedule," spon-

sor 16 April).

• Sizeable savings in cost of tv

station operation with many local live

shows going on tape to eliminate cam-
era crews during evening hours.

• Commercials which can be
changed up to minutes before air time

without danger of mistakes and at lit-

tle or no added cost.

• Newsreel pictures available in-

stantly all over the country.

These are just a few of the things

video tape makes possible. Some will

be here within months. Others will

take several years to put into effect.

And still other possibilities haven't

even been conceived though dozens of

new ideas have been pouring forth in

the few days since the Ampex develop-

ment became known.

Ampex demonstrated its video tape

recorder for the first time on 14 April

before CBS Tv affiliates meeting on the

eve of the NARTB Convention in Chi-

cago. The affiliates were told CBS Tv
had purchased the first three "proto-

type" units for delivery in August at

$75,000 each. What followed at the

Convention was a clear indication that

the industry would sweep rapidly into

the video tape era.

NBC Tv quickly ordered three pro-

totype units, also for August delivery,

30

and during the Convention. Ampex
took orders for 72 production-line

models at $45-50,000 each; delivery

starts February next year. In five

days Ampex had over $4,000,000 in

orders on its books.

You have to see the video tape re-

corder working by a simple push-but-

ton and playing a virtually live picture

back instantly to appreciate the scope

of the development. For admen who
were not at the NARTB Convention,

SPONSOR took what is probably the

first photograph to be published of the

picture that tape delivers. Snapped in

the crowded Ampex demonstration

room at the Conrad Hilton in Chicago,

the SPONSOR picture presents photo-

graphic evidence that the Ampex tape

recorder can reproduce all the shades

on the grey scale of the original live

scene (also shown). But it does not

come up to the best that the Ampex
recorder can deliver.

The pictures were taken after the

Ampex recorder had been in use

through four days of constant demon-

stration. As will happen with a hand-

built device, performance was not con-

sistent and during the 60 minutes

sponsor's photographer was at work

the tape recorder was not quite at its

best. William Lodge, CBS Tv engi-

neering v.p., commented that one of

the four recording heads in the Ampex
device had been giving trouble. But to

an engineer, he pointed out, the fact

that a part is faulty in a device which

hadn't even been built 10 days before

is not a matter for concern.

During most of the several hours

sponsor watched demonstrations, the

video tape recorder delivered a picture

which was (1) better than any kine-

scope we had ever seen and (2) close

enough to a live picture that at times

audiences of veteran engineers and sta-

tion managers asked if the playback

had started yet.

SPONSOR sought to prepare as com-

prehensive a report as possible for ad-

men within the days immediately fol-

lowing the Ampex demonstration and

interviewed dozens of network and sta-

il I

LIVE:
sponsor took this picture of live WBBM show off face of tv set during

demonstration of Ampex tape recorder at NARTB Convention in Chicago



mliitionize programing
. aton. end of Daylight Saving snarl niadc possible now

tion executives attending the Conven-

tion. Ampex executives, film and

agency people. We're presenting the

report in question-and-answer style

with the emphasis on potentialities

rather than technical detail. But a few

of the engineering basics are included

at the outset for over-all orientation.

To start at the beginning:

Q. How does video tape recording

differ from conventional audio taping?

A. It doesn't. The same type of tape

is used and the signal is recorded on

the tape in the same way—magnetical-

1\ . The only difference is that there is

more of the tv signal to record. Engi-

neers have long been sure a video tape

recorder was possible and RCA, Bing

Crosby Enterprises and others have

been working on tape recorders for

several years. It was just a matter of

time before someone found a conveni-

ent way of "packing" the tv signal on

tape.

Q. How did Ampex do it?

A. If you took an audio tape record-

er and ran it at greatly increased

speed, you could theoretically pack

onto the same tape the vastly increased

amount of tv signal. (You'd need a

frequency response for television of

four million cycles compared to au-

dio's 15,000.) The trouble is you'd

end up with giant reels of tape which

you'd have to change frequently. If

you simply adapted an Ampex audio

recorder for tv, tape speed would have

to be 2,000 inches per second and at

that rate a 14-inch reel of tape could

hold only 29 seconds of programing.

Ampex took another tack. It moved
the tape relatively slowly (15 inches

per second compared with T^/2 inches

per second for audio tape). But it put

the recording head in motion—and

fast. A recording assembly consisting

of four recording heads on a drum ro-

tates at 14,000 rpm as the tape passes

by. The spinning heads record across

the width of a two-inch tape (com-

pared with conventional quarter-inch

audio tape in which recording is along

TAPE: This is how same scene looked on tape. Grey scale is identical with

live. Slight distortions shown here weren't typical (see text above)

the length). Sound, however, is re-

corded in the conventional manner on

one edge of the tape.

Q. What does the Ampex recorder

look like?

A. It's big, about the size of a desk.

It weighs 900 pounds, has 190 tubes.

The reels are 14 inches wide and they

carry enough tape to record 65 min-

utes of programing. Controls are simi-

lar to those on an audio tape recorder.

Q. What about color tv?

A. The Ampex recorder cannot han-

dle a color signal. Ampex states that

it is confident it can develop its re-

corder for color in another year or so.

Phillip L. Gundy, manager of the Am-
pex audio division which developed

the recorder, told sponsor engineers

had done enough research to become
convinced that color was possible.

Broadcasters who bought the tape

recorder were promised that when a

color recorder had been developed it

would be possible to adapt the original

black-and-white units for color.

Meanwhile RCA is concentrating its

tape recorder efforts on color. An
RCA official commented to sponsor
that it was unlikely RCA would divert

its efforts from color to attempt to

rush out a black-and-white model. You
can assume, however, that RCA will

seek to beat Ampex out with a color

recorder. Bing Crosby Enterprises has

been working on a color recorder as

well.

Q. Does Ampex use a new form of

tape?

A. Although few radio and tv pro-

duction people have ever seen two-inch

tape, it is not new. It has been used

for quite a while on various scientific

recording instruments and is manu-
factured commercially by Minnesota
Mining and Manufacturing. Reeves

and Irish among others. The tape can

be cut with a scissors for editing like

conventional audio tape and there are

(Please turn to page 108)

Pictures for SPONSOR by

Al Webb of Oscar. Chicago
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ire you still using

pre-tv radio commercials?
There's a new trend in radio copy geared to 1956 "sell' 9 and unless

you're with it, you'll "wonder where the fellow went"

—"the fellow" you hope is listening, that is

m his is a test for admen who want

more mileage out of their radio ad-

vertising:

Are you selling tv-sticated radio

audiences with pre-tv radio copy?

Does the copy chief in your agency

talk like this: "Aw, who gives a damn
about radio copy? Any errand boy

can write it in his spare time."

Are vour radio commercials a cut-

down version of your tv sound-track?

Does your announcer sound like an

asthmatic Danny Kaye soliciting do-

nations?

Are your commercials converting a

maximum percentage of your listening

audiences into dollar sales?

Unless your last answer is a resound-

ing "yes," preceded by four "no's,"

this story concerns you.

This is the time for admen to focus

attention on radio copy. In the past

year there's been a lively resurgence

of interest in spot radio among ad-

vertisers. A lot of research and cre-

ative thinking has gone into radio

buys as media men try to deliver peak

audiences at minimum cost. But is

today's radio copy converting these

audiences into dollar sales for the

client?

Actually, there are fewer copy chiefs

today than five years ago who're will-

ing to finesse this question. Most of

them are aware of new trends, differ-

ent psychological needs in radio writ-

ing a la 1956, and virtually all of them

are quick to cite one or more radio

campaigns developed over the past

\ear that they consider not only sales

successes but influential upon copy

approaches in other media.

"Five years ago, if you asked a

copywriter to name some outstanding

campaigns, 10 to one, he'd come up

with a tv storyboard," Kudner's Bob

Haig told sponsor. "Today, the

sophisticated copywriter will run off

unusually good radio campaigns with

equal ease."

Among the most frequently men-

tioned recent successes, according to

the pros, are such diversified cam-

paigns as Y&R's Piel Bros., FC&B's

Pepsodent. Kudner's Buick "spring

fashion," JWT's Ford, M. H. Hackett

Co.'s Herbert Tareyton. Doyle, Dane

Sound effects are important: Here (1. to

r.) FC&B's H. Connell, group copy head, R.

Anderson, T. McDonnell, writers, time copy
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Trend is toward longer jingles: Pianos and musical copywriters
have become rule, not exception at agencies. Here FC&B writers

work on new jingle: (1. to r.) T. McDonnell, T. Macri (creator of
Pepsodent's "yellow" campaign), H. Connell and J. Chamberlain

& Bernbach's Levi Cinnamon Raisin

Bread commercials. There are in-

numerable other examples of radio

copy that fit the creative directors'

criteria and fills the client's cash regis-

ter, but in sponsor's survey of agency

creative talent, these were the com-
mercials copy chiefs from agencies of

all sizes mentioned most frequently.

What makes these commercials

stand out among others is a two-word

common denominator: interest and

memorability.

"There's one thing copywriters have

to be aware of," warns FC&B copy

chief. Howard Connell. "The radio

audience doesn't concentrate. It's

spoiled by tv and by the visual appeal.

Iherefore, you've got to make your

commercial distinguishable. The chal-

lenge to the writer is to make radio

commercials so arresting that they'll

overcome the semi-comatose reception

to radio sound."

"Once a writer realizes that on radio

he's fighting with all other commer-
cials for attention as well as fighting

tv," says BBDO's Art Bellaire, "then

he can start taking advantage of ra-

dio's biggest plus: Using the listener's

imagination. In tv, he's more con-

fined. If he writes 'Cairo,' he's got

to show Cairo. On radio, he can say

'Cairo,' put in some music and let the

listener create the picture."

Copywriters will be quick to agree

( Please Iurn to page 103)

10 WAYS NOT TO WRITE RADIO COMMERCIALS

1. Don't confuse listeners with too many copy points.

It's better to elaborate on one or two memorable points.

2. Gimmicks cover lack of ideas. Production values

can accentuate sales messages, but they don't do the selling.

3. Unbelievable, forced dialogue alienates. Listeners

are hep to phony words or phrases. Aim for credibility.

4. Don't copy tv. Don't assume listeners see the product;

paint the picture for them with colorful words and sounds.

5. Don't forget who you're writing for: the listener,

not the client. Stress product advantages in his language.

6. Avoid overworked phrases. Tv has made radio listen-

ers cliche-conscious. Try a fresh, straightforward approach.

7. Generalities waste listener's time, client's money.
Make your copy informative and helpful by selling specifics.

8. No one believes superlatives. Flowery phrases tend

to sound phony. Illustrate with situations, not with words.

9. Persuade, don't shout him into action. If your

copy tantalizes him, you won't have to "hurry' him to store.

10. Beware of commercials with weak, dull endings.

Listeners remember last words best. End is as vital as opening.
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Only a sliver of the 15% commission dollar is left as agency profit after servicing client and meeting fixed overhead, this adman finds

15% . . . how dose ranp cut it ?

Agencies must continue to get 15% on package shows or must charge an

equivalent fee

—

or fold up shop! At least, that's one adman's opinion

• Since the publication of sponsor's

2-part pro and con presentation on the

subject of whether agencies are entitled

to 15 c
/o on package shows (5 and 19

March 1956), many agency men have

risen to defend their position. Among
the best cases for the 15% we've heard

is the outspoken article below by Emil

Mogul, who heads his own agency.

J have read with a great deal of in-

terest several articles in your publica-

tion on the subject of the 15% com-

mission on package shows and the

whole 15% agency commission form-

ula. As you may know, over the years

1 have often sounded off on this sub-

ject because I have some very definite

ideas about it.

As an agency man I might be ex-

pected to rush in to defend the present

34

system out of my own self-interest.

But, while I have never held the 15%
system as sacrosanct, I nevertheless

can't go along with some of the rea-

soning that has been advanced for

wanting to change it in connection

with package tv shows. It is not my
intention to defend the industry as a

whole; I would simply like to tell you

our own thinking as it applies to our

own business. I don't think we are

particularly unique in this thinking

and many of the points that apply to

us undoubtedly apply to many other

agencies.

Last year we enjoyed the greatest

volume in our history and yet we were

able to earn only 1.5
r

r (which is in-

cidentally the best figure we have ever

had I before taxes, depreciation,

bonuses. After these items were taken

care of, we had exactly one-third of

1% left to add to capital. This in the

face of the fact that we get 15% of the

gross on everything we do for a client.

We have five one-half hour televi-

sion shows on the air, four of which

are local and one coast-to-coast. All

of them are outside packages. We
have had agency-created and produced

shows and in those cases we were

obliged to charge a figure substantial-

ly above the 15% agency commission

involved or else we would actually have

lost a lot of money on them.

\\ e buy all our tv shows on a gross

basis from the packager or the station.

If we bought at net prices, we would

ha\e to add 17.65 f
j in order to earn

15' <' of the gross. If we bought at

net prices and only added on 15%, we

would be getting 12.751 of the gross

SPONSOR



and the way we service our shows we

would lose money in each instance.

It is entirely possible, as many of

the complainants argue, that their

agencies do little or no work in con-

nection with their tv shows. But cit-

ing a few isolated delinquencies

doesn't characterize a whole industry.

In our case, we do all the work in

finding the show, working out the con-

tractual details, maintaining the qual-

ity and working with the package pro-

ducer on improving the show. We
have a staff of people who put in end-

less hours every single week working

on every single show. All our clients

are completely relieved of all these re-

sponsibilities.

In addition, we happen to believe

in the use of live, integrated commer-

cials in most cases and this entails a

huge production cost involving many
people for each commercial.

Where an agency literally performs

no service in connection with the

show, it may not be entitled to the

commission. But it is hard for me to

believe that any substantial adver-

tiser would permit his agency to ne-

glect the myriad services that are

required in the handling of any im-

portant account. I can't conceive that

any good business man would permit

his agency to make an unconscionable

profit. When it comes right down to

it, all the agency has to work with

is the income it makes from its bil-

ling and so far as I know most

agencies plow back almost all of their

income into servicing their clients.

If an agency had a package show that

runs into a million dollars a year for

the package, yielding $150,000 in in-

come and retained all of this income

for itself, then of course the advertiser

has a legitimate gripe but I doubt

very much if any agency does this.

If there are such cases, the real issue

involved is a matter of the individual

client's satisfaction or dissatisfaction

with the agency's over-all contribu-

tions, and has nothing to do with the

principle of commission on package

shows.

What really seems to be at issue

here is the unrealistic 15% concept

itself. We have long believed that it

is archaic and arbitrary to base an

agency's compensation on the client's

expenditure. But as long as that sys-

tem is in force, the commission should

be based on total expenditure. It is

simply an evasion of the real issue

to exclude, arbitrarily, talent and pro-

SPONSOR
5 MARCH
1956

There are no ''packages." Every tv

show, be it produced by network or

packager, requires costly agency servic-

ing that agencies can't absorb

Diminishing agency profit, down to

1% of gross billing because of high

cost of operating doesn't permit cut in

revenue without cut in service

Network tv is very risky. Because
of client's high initial investment,

agency chances losing entire account

if its tv recommendation flops

Bargaining about prices rather than

accepting traditional uniform 15%
would undermine stability of agencies,

detract from top servicing

SPONSOR
19 MARCH
1956

Agencies have lost show control.
After the one-time effort of selecting a

show, agencymen just review scripts,

but don't influence show format

Increasing time costs bolster agency
revenue as it is and should cover rela-

tively small expense of supervising

client's nelwork tv package shows

Most services cost extra fees despite

agencies' high income from network tv

clients. But even if they didn't, services

don'l balance 15% on shows

Steep show commissions may eventu-

ally deter clients from net tv. Even
today 15% on a $1 million show would
buy 26 weekly half-hours on 20 stations

Summary of pro opinions in Part I of SPON-
SOR 2-part story on 15% for package shows

duction costs from the basic adver-

tising expenditures.

The argument has been offered that

advertisers should not allow commis-

sion on program content any more

than on publication editorial content.

This is almost embarrassingly spe-

cious, and I can't imagine how an\-

one can take such a position with a

straight face. Advertisers and their

agencies don't buy the editorial matter

that appears in their publication me-

dia! (They don't select it. edit it.

In Part II, opponents of the practice expressed

their opinions; summed up as shown above

approve it, supervise it or in many
cases even read it!) If a client spent

$1,000,000 of his print budget to buy

the material that went into the pages

of his publication, the agency work-

ing on a 15% basis would clearly be

entitled to the $150,000 commission.

I think any agency worth its salt

would be glad to open its books to

an) of its clients. We have always

been completely open with our clients

in telling them what it costs to ser-

l Please turn to page 102)

fc

:

r

X

HERE'S HOW ONE

AGENCY FINDS ITS

15% THINLY SLICED

50% of total income from an account

is usually allocated to direct service and

one-third to indirect overhead.

2.5% of the original 15% commission

is theoretically what should be left as a gross

profit to agency before taxes.

\1.5% is actually what they realize. With-

out^commission on tv package, they'd have to

-or close up shop.charge a fee-

V
;
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Pre-scll begins: Ziv's Phil Williams (center) briefs station per-

sonnel on show promotion. WFAA-TV's Tom Palmer, Jim Pratt
and Jim Underwood (1. to r.) listen attentively to strategy plans

Tie-in promotion gets underway. (L. to r.) F. Holmes, J. Terry, W. L(
all of Mohr; Meeks, advertising agency head; P. Williams, of Ziv; l]

and W. Brownless, of Mohr plan on air preview, car cards, showroo
i

How to start a film show in hid

"Promote hell out of your tv show before premiere,"

is success formula of Dallas auto agency that hit num-

ber 1 sales spot among Southwest Chevrolet dealers

WW hen Ernest Jones, president of

Detroit's McManus, John & Adams,

uttered his doubts about tv's ability to

move such durable goods as auto-

mobiles ("The American public's

honeymoon with television is over

..."), he apparently had never heard

of Chevrolet dealer "Grandpa" Mohr
down Dallas way. For Grandpa Mohr,

the "honeymoon" is still going strong,

and here is his formula for selling cars

via television.

"Buy good evening time, put a top

show into it and promote the hell out

of it before the premiere."

How successful this formula has

proved is reflected in a recent letter

from Charles H. Meeks, president of

Meeks advertising agency, which han-

dles Mohr Chevrolet, to the syndica-

tor. It sums up results Mohr derived

from the Ziv show he chose and from

the pre-show promotion which helped

build show ratings:

"You'll be happy to know that we've

garnered lots of comment on the show
since its premiere and that Mohr Chev-

rolet has hit No. One spot among
Chevrolet dealers in the Southwest for

the month of March."

When Mohr Chevrolet got ready to

launch its new show (Ziv's Man Called

X) last February, the automobile deal-

er faced a tough problem: How to get

a syndicated film show off the ground

in a local market that gets fed some of

the top-rated tv fare including Phil

Silvers' show in the opposing time

slot? Mohr and his agency (Charles

H. Meeks) feel that they shared the

syndicator's and station's responsibil-

ity to build an audience. "A substan-

tial and well-entertained audience com-

posed of potential Chevrolet customers

will be most receptive to our commer-

cials," as an agency executive pointed

out.

The competition Ziv's Man Called X
was expected to buck on WFAA-TV,
Dallas, (Tuesday 7:00-7:30 p.m.) was

formidable even by giant Texas stand-

ards:

On KRLD-TV, a CBS affiliate, was

the top-running Phil Silvers show,

You'll Never Get Rich; on KFJZ-TV
it was Little Rascals. And on 7 Febru-

ary, the night of Mohr's "X" premiere,

WBAP-TV had scheduled the monthly

Bob Hope Show.

"Well, it kind of boiled down to

this," a WFAA-TV executive said.

"We had to sell this show to the home

viewers before it went on the air."

Late in January the station, agency

and client offices were the scene of a

batch of four-way conferences to work
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, mpaign reached climax when WFAA-TV set up screening for Dallas newspaper

frit 1 to r.) : M. Slaten, Tv Preview; W. Burkett, Times-Herald; F. Nisbet, Morn-

i. Standing: WFAA-TV's D. Clark, W. Kempley, Times-Herald ; J. Wright, WFAA-TV

out details for a "giant preview pro-

motion." Ziv reps joined Mohr. the

agency and such stationmen as WFAA-
TV's Mike Shapiro, commercial man-

ager; Charles Larkins, sales promo-

tion; Joy Wright and Jo Ann Hill,

publicity.

Their plans shaped up like this:

1. Stage One was aimed at making

Mohr Chevrolet employees and their

families (some 200 people) advance

pres sagents for the show. Hence the

client staged a saturation screening in

a local theater for these 200 people

about two weeks before airtime.

2. Mohr also wanted to presell the

general viewers on the show. For the

last of his previous half-hour tv film

cycle (Screen Gems' Ford Theater

which ran locally as Grandpa Mohr
Presents) he used only a 15-minute

drama and devoted the last quarter-

hour slot to a "preview" showing of

Man Called X. This 15-minute pre-

view, live and film, was aired on 31

January. The show used, among other

props, a modified version of the regu-

lar Ziv easel sales presentation that

had sold Mohr on the show in the

first place.

("It sold us," reasoned a Mohr ex-

ecutive, "so it will sell viewers too!")

The entire 15-minute preview was
planned, scripted and rehearsed as a

regular performance. It was m.c.'d

live by Jim Underwood, because, as

one Ziv spokesman put it, "The client

and agency were so impressed with

the importance of X, that they didn't

use any old announcer, but got this

local free lancer, who's a top 'Mr. Sin-

30 APRIL 1956

cerity' type guy. Those guys can sell."

The preview also included two- and

three-minute clips from forthcoming

shows in the 39-film series, to whet

viewers' interest.

3. Another phase of the promotion

included publicity breaks. Ziv ar-

ranged special phone interviews for

two major Dallas newspapers with

Barry Sullivan, star of the series, and

Ladislas Farago, technical advisor.

Consequently, columnists wrote a batch

of pre-airtime stories about Sullivan

and the background of the show.

4. To tie the show up tight with

Mohr Chevrolet even before it went

on, Meeks agency set up special show-

room displays, put special signs alert-

ing people to the show on Mohr's city-

wide courtesy cars. The station itself

distributed over 1,000 promotional

folders of the "top-secret" type to con-

form with the cloak-and-dagger show.

Agency and client supervised the plac-

ing of some 50 Ziv posters (12" x 22")

in strategic spots around Dallas.

5. Last but far from least came
WFAA-TV's on-the-air campaign con-

sisting of more than 40 one-minute

and 20-second annonucements plug-

ging the show with film clips, special

teaser copy and promotional copy
about the star. Fifteen of these an-

nouncements were bunched on the two
days preceding the premiere.

The effects of multi-faceted promo-

tion made itself felt almost immedi-

ately. Directly following the 15-minute

preview a week before the premiere,

the station switchboard was swamped
with phone calls from viewers making
certain they had the correct premiere

date.

But the real payoff came on the

premiere night, 7 February : Telepulse

gave the show a 13.8, and commented

this is very good for an opening night

performance in the Dallas market.

Bob Hope's live network show oppo-

site turned in a 13.3 average for its

hour-long effort, sliding from a 13.5

the first half-hour to 13.0 for the sec-

ond half. Man Called X, on the other

hand, gained from 13.5 to 14.0, and

was the only program of the four in

{Please turn to page 103)

IF YOU WANT TO PRESELL YOUR TV SHOW—TRY THIS

Below: Fairfax Nisbet, tv edi-

tor for Dallas News, chats long
distance with actor Barry Sulli-

van in Hollywood. Phone inter-

views for local columnists with
the star of Mohr's show were
arranged by Ziv and garnered
a lot of valuable pre-opening
publicity in Dallas newspapers.
This is demonstrated at right

lor TV ,

ToH'^.v -of.,*tfie.

Espionage

Specialist

for Video
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They're beating (he "once-

in-a-blnemoon" buying habit
Windex and Drano are now regular items on housewives' shopping lists

since Y&R changed copy theme and pushed up frequency of spot radio-tv

Drano, Drano down the drain

Makes those little germs complain

They try to cling but all in vain

With Drano down the drain.

Swish, spray it on!

Whish, wipe it off!

A little squirt of Windex does the

trick

_^lnd Y&R-written poetry like the

two excerpts above is doing the trick

for the Drackett Co.'s two major con-

sumer products, Drano and Windex.

With better than 50% of the firm's

SI.25 million budget in network radio,

spot radio and spot tv, Drackett has

managed to greatly increase Windex

and Drano sales since 1950, company

and agency executives told SPONSOR.

"And when you think about the type of

consumer habits our products buck,

you begin to see what kind of a job

advertising's really doing."

The consumer habits involving Dra-

no and Windex boil down to this:

I hese two products have a "thin pur-

chase pattern." In other words, unlike

soap, for example, they're not the type

M Women buy Windex regularly now

Windex had a problem: It's become

a generic word for window cleaner,

but to increase its sales, it

needed greater variety of uses.

When Y&R copy began stressing Win-

dex for glass table tops, tv

screens in spot radio-tv announce-

ments, sales soared despite new,

heavy competition
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• Drano suffered from a "thin purchase pattern"

until Y&R threw spot radio and tv into the scrimmage.

Radio and tv jingles, cartoon announcements showed

Drano's economic preventive action, and sales hegan

to climb against Drano's solid regional competitors.

Now Drano and Windex are in 65 radio, 45 tv mar-

kets, with five to 15 announcements weekly. Products

increase their mileage from $650,000 air budget with

cross-plugs. Air schedules are bought for peak cir-

culation with emphasis on women. Cost-per-1.000

is major efficiency yardstick.

of household product that women buy

on a regular week-to-week basis. Tra-

ditionally, Windex. in particular,

comes into most frequent use during

spring and fall cleaning time. But in

order to increase sales for this prod-

uct, which has thorough national dis-

tribution, the advertising has to in-

duce women to buy and use the prod-

uct more frequently and for a greater

variety of purposes.

Drano's problem, though similar,

varies somewhat in that the product

has always been used "after the fact."

In the past year, therefore, Y&R
changed the copy theme in order to

induce women to use Drano regularly

to prevent clogged up sinks.

Actually, the Drackett Co. uses all

media but puts heavy emphasis on spot

radio and tv schedules. Said an execu-

tive, "We feel that a three-ring circus

(all media) makes the loudest sales

splash." But emphasis over the past

five years has been on the air media.

Windex and Drano began regular

use of air media about half a decade

ago, and have been increasing the pro-

portion of money in radio-tv steadily.

Currently, the two products are in 65

radio and 45 tv markets with an aver-

age of five to 15 announcements weekly.

Each Drano commercial has a Windex

tag and vice versa.

"In that way we get much more

mileage out of the commercial time we

buy," Y&R told sponsor.

Spot radio and tv are aimed at areas

of heaviest concentration of popula-

tion. Y&R decides upon the propor-

tion between the two media according

to local market needs, comparative

values to be derived per dollar spent,

and cost-per-1,000.

"You buy differently for the steady

kind of 39-week campaigns we run

for Drackett than on a saturation ba-

sis," a Y&R exec said. "In allocating

our budget we have to consider two fac-

tors: (1) the large number of markets

we have to cover; (2) the minimum
number of weekly advertising impres-

sions that will produce sales."

About a year ago, Drakett changed

over to "mechanical commercials,"

that is e.t.'s for radio and minute films

for tv. "This gives us more flexibility

and has changed our pattern of buy-

ing," adds Y&R. "Previously, we

looked for top local shows and person-

alities. Now we're looking for circu-

lation, ratings."

Since this fundamental change in

strategy, Drano and Windex commer-

cials are usually heard between 8:30

a.m. and noon on radio and are slotted

near high-rated feature films on tv. In

New York, for example, Drackett has

12 weekly minute announcements in

Klavin and Finch on WNEW, five min-

ute announcements throughout the

week in WABD feature films.

Last fall Drackett found the answer

to reaching across a wider spread of

markets in a network radio buy. When
ABC Radio offered its "Five Minute

Segmentation Plan." the agency began

to look over an old radio standby;

Don McNeil's Breakfast Club.

"We were able to buy 345 stations

and get four five-minute segments

weekly at a cost we couldn't duplicate

in any other medium," says Y&R.
Consequently, Drackett bought Wed-

nesdays, Thursdays, Fridays 9:50-9:55

a.m. plus Thursdays 9:35-9:40 a.m.

"We were among the first sponsors

to buy the show on that basis," an

exec recalls. "And you know, on that

first day we went on, McNeill just

brightened up. There's a psychological

factor: A performer is at his best

when he's got clients for his show."

Y&R doesn't do any formal media

testing to evaluate its buys, but rather

reviews the "circulation our media

buys deliver" periodically and lets

sales tell the story. For Windex and

Drano the sales curve has been on a

[Please turn to page 100)

Low-cost coverage lured Windex, Drano

to Breakfast Club, ABC Radio, 4 weekly ads
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Those vital first few minutes
The audience that isn't "hooked" can't be held. Why gamble away your t\

show investment on a weak opening that invites them to "walk out on you?"

SI

1. Your opening minute has failed

if it doesn't start the show!

2. It has failed if it doesn't create

a corporate or product image!

3. It has failed if it doesn't iden-

tify the sponsor!

I don't believe anyone can

with the importance of these

argue

three

basic points (challengers are wel-

come), but like so many basic points

these are the three that are most fre-

quently overlooked. Particularly over-

looked is point number one.

How often do you see a television

show opening that actually starts the

show? Rarely! It is la grand over-

sight in most of today's tv programs.

And if this is not done, it is costing

you money . . . because it is wasting

valuable commercial time and losing

you viewers.

Too many tv show openings are

actually the first commercial on the

show (though the writer probably

thought it wasn't)—and this is a basic

mistake. The opening must begin the

HOW RATINGS CAN RISE OR FALL IN THE OPENING MINUTES
Interpretative chart based on Nielsen figures for two

half-hour nighttime tv dramas shows audience behavior

pattern at "curtain time." Each of the shows gained

audience over show preceding it during the first min-

ute, yet at the end of five minutes one show lost 3.1

rating. Logical conclusion: a weak opening spoiled gain

INFORM
CHART—

A

ATION FOR

. C. NIELSEN
1 MINUTE

A
5 MINUTES

A
30 MINU1

These are the minutes that count! Here is where you can 1 gain or lose an

audience. Are you making the most of these minutes? Better read this article.

r

WEAK SHOW OPENING WEAK SHOW OPENING

DURING THESE VITAL MINUTES 1.6 TUNED IN—3.9 TUNED OUT

A
1 MINUTE

"V*

5 MINUTES 30 Ml NUT)
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S. Brooke White, who wrote this

article, has spent a total of ten years

in creative departments of Foot,

Cone & Belding, BBDO, N. W.

Ayer & Son and McCann-Erickson.

He has produced a play in summer

stock and currently has under option

a script for Broadway production

program. The primary purpose of the

opening is to entice viewers into watch-

ing the show and the commercials

within it. You must, therefore, guar-

antee the viewers in the opening that

they are going to get entertainment

—

not just commercials. On any given

show the only people in America who
tune in specifically to see the commer-

cials are the sponsor of the show and

the ad agency people who work on

that particular account. It's almost

impossible to imagine a man telling

his wife, "Say, honey, switch over to

channel 4—those XYZ Company com-

mercials come on during the next half

hour!" Viewers do not think like this

and neither should you.

Let's say you agree: Viewers tune in

for the show and not for the commer-
cials. Why, then, don't more pro-

grams follow this belief in their open-

ings? What's the trap that the crea-

tors of show openings get caught in

so that the openings end up looking

like commercials? I believe it is be-

cause any product or company men-
tion in the opening is charged against

your three (or six) minutes of com-
mercial time. The pressure on the

writer of using up valuable commer-
cial time leads him astray and into

that often talked about field of "hard

sell."

Actually what can an opening

"sell"? Three things: the show, the

name of the sponsor, and a corporate

or product image. Three things only.

Yet many openings persist in showing
a full line of products, showing the

plant, showing satisfied customers,

showing the product in use, showing
new features on products—and on and
on and on

!

This method, it seems to me, is

about as effective as a door-to-door

salesman who, the minute the front

door is opened, pushes the prospective

customer aside, marches into the living

room with his wares, dumps them on
the floor and then says he would like

to demonstrate his products. He'd be
thrown out of the house!

Now let's get to the viewer and ex-
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Animation openings can be entertaining—or dull. NBC's You Bet Your Life animated
kick-off shows good technique in both catching audience interest and getting across message

amine his frame of mind when you

come knocking on his tv screen. This

examination will establish beyond any

doubt the need for actually starting the

show in the opening. What's he been

through? What will he respond to?

He's probably just watched the pre-

ceding program which ended with a

closing commercial, closing credits,

perhaps a hitch hike, and a show clos-

ing. Very little entertainment there!

Then he watched a 20-second local

chainbreak and a 10-second station

I.D. By the time he's been through

this, he's not looking for another com-

mercial—he's looking for a show!

Then your opening comes along.

Does it immediately offer him some-

thing better? It should . . . unless

your show only appears in one-channel

cities. Because if your show doesn't

look good—goodbye! There's always

the hope in the viewer's mind of some-

thing better on another channel.

But let's look on the optimistic side

of it. Let's suppose the viewer sticks

with your programs because week af-

ter week he enjoys your show. Even

if you succeed in keeping your view-

ers, are you actually accomplishing

anything with a long, ponderous prod-

uct story on the opening? I doubt it,

considering what the viewer has been

through for the preceding three min-

utes. Your sales message just won't

have the impact it should have. Some-

where during those three minutes the

viewer has shifted his brain to neu-

tral—and he wants some entertain-

ment values before shifting back into

high. You'll simply be talking to

satiated ears and unseeing eyes!

Wouldn't it make a lot better sense

to grab the viewer's attention first by

starting the show, by getting the view-

er on your side? Once you've cap-

tured his interest with the program,

the viewer is then more receptive to

your company and to your sales mes-

sage. Then during a regular commer-
cial, there is time (though it's never

enough I'm sure!) to demonstrate the

product to your viewers, show what

its advantages are over competition,

and explain why they should have one

for their own homes. The opening is

simply not the place for such a com-

plete treatment of your product.

At this point someone may feel I

am advocating doing away with the

opening altogether and using a treat-

ment that is practiced by some pro-

grams today. This is the treatment

that begins the entertainment the first

second the program is on the air. The
program opens cold on a singer intro-

ducing his first song and then sings it

in its entirety. Or the program opens

on a dramatic tease situation. Then,

after several minutes of entertainment,

comes the show opening, per se. While

this treatment does start the show and

is far better than an all-product-story-

opening, it does omit the other two ele-

ments that are vital to an opening. I

(Please turn to page 106)

Another show cited for strong opening is CBS' Navy Log where alternate sponsor Shaeffer

Pen uses blinking searchlight on this ship to begin drama and tie in pen trademark dot



SARTB Convention highlights

Major changes on horizon in form of taped programs, swing to color;

hard selling from ItAH, TvB; government question among big topics

WNBQ all-color debut: Robert Sarnoff, NBC pres.; Chicago's Mayor Daley; Frank Folsom, RCA pres.; Jules Herbuveaux, WNBQ mgr.

j[ ou could see television and radio

rounding some of the most important

milestones in industry history at the

34th NARTB Convention in Chicago

this month.

• The promise of a programing

revolution was presented in the form

of the first video tape recorder offered

for sale (see full story, page 30).

Ampex' tape recorder was not only

the major topic of conversation; the

company had orders for about $4,-

000,000 worth of recorders from CBS
and NBC and stations round the coun-

try by the time the Convention was

over.

• Color television's coming surge

of growth was signaled with the in-

auguration of WNBQ, Chicago, as the

first all-color station and indications

that price reductions bringing color

sets down to $500 in some cases were

in the offing.

• Radio's sell-hard against-all-

comers philosophy and confidence was

reflected in the Radio Advertising Bu-

reau presentation pitting radio against

all other major media.

• TvB pointed to increased spot tv

billings as a major objective in a

hard-hitting presentation which was

the first unveiling of a new study com-

paring the tv audience with newspaper

readership.

• The danger of Congressional or

FCC action to increase government
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RAB's Kevin Sweeney dons overalls

for "Radio—Best of Big Four" talk

TvB's Oliver Treyz unveils research
on newspaper reading versus tv viewing

regulation of broadcasting was recog-

nized in speeches and in the conversa-

tion of broadcasters. Industry leaders

warned stations to examine their pro-

graming and commercials carefully.

Both NARTB President Harold Fel-

lows and ABC President Robert Kint-

ner, the keynote speaker, defended the

industry vigorously but called for in-

creased vigilance "to avoid the sins of

the few being visited upon the many,"

as Kintner phrased it.

In the report which follows are

highlights for admen of the industry's

largest Convention to date. (It should

be pointed out, by the way, that each

year seems to bring increased interest

in the Convention among admen and

this year one sponsor, Philip Morris,

had a hospitality suite at the Conven-

tion, where it oriented broadcasters

on its spot buying policies.)

Color: Inauguration of WNBQ as the

first all-color television station at the

start of the Convention was an event

of long-range significance for adver-

tisers. It signaled the start of color's

circulation growth.

Chicago is the RCA-NBC kickoff

market and it's felt promotion V>uilt

around WNBQ's all-color conversion

will set a pattern for the other key

markets in which there are NBC Tv
0-&-0 stations.

The premiere of all-color WNBQ
came at a time when RCA is reported

to be planning reductions in the price

of tv sets for later this spring—per-

haps down to $500. (The week of the

Convention, Admiral announced a 21-

inch set priced at $499.95.) This,

combined with all-out promotion in

Chicago and other 0-&-0 centers, could

be the start of the geometric progres-

sion in which Mr. Jones buys one

color set and the neighbors to either

side follow suit and so on in rapid

multiplication.

Said NBC President Robert W. Sar-

noff at the ceremonies inaugurating

all-color WNBQ: "The future, I am
firmly convinced, lies in the com-

plete programing of tv in color."

Throughout Chicago during the

days of the Convention, there was
evidence of the promotional steam

being put behind color. Department

store windows were filled with giant

placards inviting the public to come
see color. There were 55 color sets

installed in stores, hotels, other public

locations. From morning till night

they carried WNBQ color programing

or closed-circuit film when no color

was on the air. RCA and NBC, it's

estimated, will spend nearly $300,000

to promote color in Chicago in the

first few weeks after the WNBQ debut.

ESHI: Terming radio "best of the big

four," RAB's Convention presentation

marshalled arguments for the coverage

and cost superiority of network and

spot radio in contrast to the other

"big three"—newspapers, magazines

and television.

President Kevin Sweeney outlined

the advantages network radio enjoys

over magazines and television. Vice

President-General Manager John F.

Hardesty, massing facts in RAB's in-

dividualized advertiser presentations,

argued the merits of spot radio vs.

newspapers. To dramatize radio's

(and RAB's) hard-working approach,

both Sweeney and Hardesty donned

overalls.

RAB's presentation pointed to spot

radio as leader in a 10-point compari-

son with newspapers. The points were

directed at the advertiser who chooses

to buy on a selective market basis be-

cause of such influences as weather

conditions, variations in distribution

(Please turn to page 111)

Hal Fellows, NARTB president, checks scores on board. Names are those of

admen broadcasters "voted" for in sponsor Convention game. See winners next page
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Convention co-chairmen E. K. Hartenbower
and Arnoux Campbell spin sponsor "Wheel"

Broadcasters whirled

SPONSOR "Wheel of Fortune"

to "vote" for favorite admen

10 admen who collected most '"'votes" won prizes that included

electric frying pan, portable radios, electric razors

Admen and women who registered at

sponsor's suite in person or by proxy or
sent in cards were listed on a blackboard
and given a number. These numbers ap-

peared on a Wheel of Fortune. Broad-
casters coming to sponsor's suite spun
the wheel and the number they hit repre-
sented a vote for the adman who had that

number. The 10 admen with most "votes"
are listed at right. Other admen are
listed below alphabetically. City is in-

dicated with exception of N.Y. admen.

10

AGENCY

WINNERS

1. GORDON HENDRY, WHERRY. BAKER & TILDEN, CHICAGO
2. KAY KNIGHT, GORDON BEST, CHICAGO
3. JACK RAGEL, TATHAM-LAIRD, CHICAGO
4. STEVE SUPEN, SSCB
5. A. S. TRUDE. MACFARLAND. AVEYARD, CHICAGO
6. MARILYN BIELEFELDT. EARLE LUDGIN, CHICAGO
7. KAY KENNELLY, OLIAN & BRONNER. CHICAGO
8. ISABEL ZIEGLER. N. W. AYER
9. MARK SCHRE1BER. MARK SCHREIBER, DENVER

lO. CLARK TRUDEAU. BEAUMONT & HOHMAN, CHICAGO

Esther Anderson, McCann-Erickson,

Chicago

Fran Austin, JWT, S. F.

Ruth Babick, Ludgin, Chicago

Frank Baker, Grant, Schivenk &
Baker, Chicago

A. T. Bank, U. S. Adv., Kansas City

Jack Bard, Weiss & Geller, Chicago

Beth Black, H. B. Cohen
Dick Blaine, Spector

C. E. Bolgard, WBT, Chicago

LeRoy Block, Grey

Kay Brown, Y&R
Doug Burch, Burnett, Chicago

Hale Byers, BBDO, Minneapolis

Virginia Caldwell, Hartman, Chicago

Don Chapman, B&B
Bea Clark. Burnett, Chicago

Frank Clayton, Burnett, Chicago

John Cole, McCann-Erickson, Chicago

Dick Coons, Burnett, Chicago

Frank Coulter, Y&R
Gwen Dargel, FCB, Chicago

Don DeCarlo, NLB, Chicago

Paul Douglass, JWT
Jeannette Dwinger, U. S. Adv.,

Kansas City

Wis Fisher, Buchen, Chicago

E. R. Fitzgerald, JWT, Chicago

Dick Foerster, Burnett, Chicago

Rex French, Burnett, Chicago

Bernice Freiberg, Venze, Chicago

Gene Fromherz, Aubrey, Finlay,

Marley & Hodgson, Chicago

Harry Furlong, Burnett, Chicago

Tom Glynn, JWT
R. C. Grahl, Esty

Don Grasse, Tatham-Laird, Chicago

Herb Gruber, Kletter

Mickie Harrington, Calkins & Holden,

Chicago

Frank Heaston, Gardner, St. Louis

Jeanne Heckscher, Beaumont &
Hohman, Chicago

Ike Herbert, MacFarland-Aveyard,

Chicago

Irene Hesse, R&R, Chicago

Beverly Hicks, MacFarland-Aveyard,

Chicago

Bill Hinman, Lambert & Feasley

Arn Johnson, NLB, Chicago

Ray Jones, Y&R
Norman Kal. Kal, Erlich & Merrick,

Washington, D. C.

Bill Kennedy, JWT, Chicago

Lou Kennedy, K&E
Paul Kizenberger, N. W. Ayer

Claire Koven, Goodman-Anderson,

L.A.

Midge Krone, Atherton & Currier

Bobbie Landers, Shaw, Chicago

Elsie Laufer, Campbell-Mithun,

Chicago

Genevieve Lemper, FCB, Chicago

Frank Llennard, BBDO, Chicago

Bob Lowe, Lowe & Stevens, Atlanta

Tom Lynch, Y&R
Rod MacDonald, GBB, S. F.

Harv Mann, Kastor, Chicago

Nora Marcus, Weiss & Geller, Chi.

L. F. Marshall, JWT
Jack Matthews, Frank E. Clinton

Isobel McCoulay, Shaw, Chicago

George McCoy, N. W. Ayer

Miles McKearney, Foster-Davies,

Cleveland

Merle Myers, Russell Seeds, Chicago

Kay Morgan, Ludgin, Chicago

Bowen Munday, Burnett, Chicago

Don Nathanson, North, Chicago

Flo Neighbors, Goodkind, Joyce &
Morgan, Chicago

Lou Nelson, G. Wade, Chicago

(Please turn to page 108)

Craig Lawrence, v.p. in charge CBS owned
tv stations and spot sales, spins "vote"
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National to set

count by counties - June 1955
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Complete county data, factors affecting updating are shown

.m he formulas above represent the heart of the statistical method used by the Advertising

Research Foundation to calculate the county-by-county tv set count released for publication

today (30 April). To those interested in what these symbols mean, sponsor refers the reader

to the ARF report itself. In a broad sense, however, these formulas testify to the growing

importance of statistical research in the advertising industry and specifically point up the fact

that the ARF set count is not based on a field study but a statistical breakdown of a national

Census Bureau sampling in June 1955 and independent county data. The fact the figures are

10 months old has led to spate of updating efforts among the top ad agencies and at least

three publications. (Editor's note: sponsor will not be among them, believing that the pro-

fusion of figures, calculated in different ways, will only confuse buyers of time.) The follow-

ing pages contain, in addition to the complete ARF county figures, a list of stations which

have either come on the air since 1 January 1955 or have been involved in changes affecting

power, antenna height and location, affiliation and interconnection. This information is in-

tended to be useful to agencies seeking to evaluate and balance the many factors which affect

rate of increase in new tv homes since Census Bureau's sampling of tv saturation. • • •

FOR ARTICLE ON SET COUNT SEE PAGE 27 STATISTICS BEGIN ON FOLLOWING PAGE
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FACTORS THAT OUTDATE

ARF COUNTY TV SET FIGURES

In the 10 months since the date of

the ARF county figures, about three

million new tv homes have appeared

on the U. S. scene. Estimating the dis-

tribution of these new homes by coun-

ties is a complicated task, since so

many factors enter into set growth. As
a help to agencies seeking to some-

how adjust the ARF figures to the

present, sponsor publishes below a list

I
ALA,

ARIZ.

ARK,

CAL.

i

COL

CONN.

DEL,

D.C,

FLA.

GA.

IDA,

ILL.

HERE ARE CHANGES TAKING PLACE AT STA

Station, City, Channel (Home county)

WMSL-TV, Decatur, 23 (Morgan)
WTVY, Dothan, 9 (Houston)
WALA-TV, Mobile, 10 (Mobile)
WKRC-TV, Mobile, 5 (Mobile)

CBS

CBS

KOOL-TV, Phoenix, 10 (Maricopa)
KTVK, Phoenix, 3 (Maricopa)
KVOA-TV, Tucson, 4 (Pima)
KIVA-TV, Yuma, 11 (Yum;.)

KRBB-TV, El Dorado, 10 (Union)
KFSA-TV, Ft. Smith, 22 (Sebastian)
KARK-TV, Little Rock, 4 (Pulaski)
KTHV-TV, Little Rock, 11 (Pulaski)
KATV, Pine Bluf, 7 (Jefferson)

KBAK-TV, Bakersfield, 29 (Kern)
KIEM-TV, Eureka, 3 (Humboldt)
KABC-TV, L.A., 7 (L.A.)
KCOT-TV, L.A., 13 (L.A.)
KTTV, L.A., 11 (L.A.)
KBET-TV, Sacramento, 10 (Sacr.)
KRCA-TV, Sacramento, 3 (Sacr.)
KNTV, San Jose, 11 (Santa Clara)
KFMB-TV, San Diego, 8 (San Diego)
KFSD-TV, San Diego, 10 (San Diego)
KCO-TV, San Francisco, 7 (San Fran.)
KSAN-TV, San Francisco, 32 (San Fran.)
KVEC-TV, San Luis Obispo, 6 (S.L.O.)

CBS
ABC

CBS
ABC

ABC

CBS
NBC

IND.

IOWA

KANS.

KY.

LA.

KRDO-TV, Col. Springs, 13 (El Paso)
KKTV, Col. Springs, 11 (El Paso)
KFXJ-TV, Crand Junction, 5 (Mesa)
KCSJ-TV, Crand Junction, 5 (Mesa)

C&N CBS
N

x

WCTH-TV, Hartford, 18 (Hartford)
WKNB-TV, New Britain, 30 (Hartford)

WPFH-TV, Wilmington, 12 (Newcastle)

WMAL-TV, 7, District of Columbia
WTOP-TV, 9, District of Columbia

WINK-TV, Ft. Myers, 11 (Lee)
WCBS-TV, Miami, 23 (Dade)
WITV, Ft. Lauderdale 17 (Broward)
WDBO-TV, Orlandez, 6 (Orange)
WJDM-TV, Panama City, 7 (Bay)
WTVT, Tampa, 13 (Hillsborough) x

WEAT-TV, W. Palm Beach, 12 (Pirn. Bch.) x

CBS

MD.

ME.

MASS,

MICH.

C&N
CBS
ABC

WALB-TV, Albany, 10 (Dougherty)
WACA-TV, Atlanta, 5 (Fulton)
WRBL-TV, Columbus, 4 (Muscogee)
WSAV-TV, Savannah, 3 (Chatham)
WTOC-TV, Savannah. 11 (Chatham)
WCTV, Thomasville, 6 (Thomas)

KLEW-TV, Lewiston, 3 (Nez Perce)
KBOI-TV, Boise, 2 (Ada)
KIDO-TV, Boise, 7 (Ada)
KID-TV, Idaho Falls, 3 (Bonneville)
KLIX-TV, Twin Falls, 11 (Tw. Falls)

N

NBC

N CBS

N
N
N
C&N CBS

MISS.

MO.

MONT.

Station. City, Channel (Home county) S£ 51U a

i

WBLN-TV, Bloomington, 15 (McLean)
WBBM-TV, Chicago 12 (Cook)
WBKB-TV, Chicago, 7 (Cook)
WCN-TV, Chicago, 11 (Cook)
WSIL-TV, Harrisburg, 22 (Saline)
WCEM-TV, Quincy, 10 (Adams)
WICS-TV, Springfield, 20 (Sangamon)

ABC

NEB.

WFIE-TV, Evansville, 62 (Vanderburgh)
WFBM-TV, Indianapolis, 6 (Marion)
WFAM-TV, Lafayette, 59 (Tippecanoe)
WNDU-TV, South Bend, 46 (St. Joseph)
WLBC-TV, Muncie, 49 (Delaware)

KCRC-TV, Cedar Rapids, 9 (Linn)
KWWL-TV, Waterloo, 7 (Black Hawk)
KRNT-TV, Des Moines, 8 (Pold)
KQTV, Ft. Dodge, 21 (Webster)
KTVO, Ottumwa, 3 (Wapello)
KTIV-TV, Sioxu City, 4 (Woodbury)
KVTV, Sioux City, 9 (Woodbury)

KARD-TV, Wichita, 3 (Sedgewick)
KCKT-TV, Great Bend, 2 (Barton)
KOAM-TV, Pittsburg, 7 (Crawford)

WLEX-TV, Lexington, 18 (Fayette)

KALB-TV, Alexandria, 5 (Rapides)
W A R TV, B-ton Rouge, 28 (Baton R.)
WBRZ-TV, Baton Rouge, 2 (Baton R.)
KLFY-TV, Lafayette, 10 (Lafavette)
KPLC-TV, Lake Charles, 7 (Calcasieu)
KTAC-TV, Lake Charles, 25 (Calcasieu)
WJMR-TV, New Orleans, 20 (Orleans)
KSLA-TV, Shreveporr, 12 (Caddo)
KTBS-TV, Shreveport, 3 (Caddo)

WBOC-TV, Salisbury, 16 (Wicomico)

WABI-TV, Bangor, 5 (Penobscot)
W-TWO, Bangor, 2 (Penobscot)
WCAN-TV, Poland Springs, 13 (And.)

WMCT-TV, Adams, 19 (Berkshire)
WTAO-TV, Boston, 56 (Suffolk)

WWLP-TV, Springfield, 22 (Hampden)
WWOR-TV, Worcester, 14 (Worcester)

WPAC-TV, Ann Arbor, 20 (Washtenaw) X

WWTV, Cadillac, 13 (Wexford) X

WXYZ-TV, Detroit, 7 (Wavne) x

KDAL-TV, Duluth, 3 (St. Louis)
KEYD-TV, Minneapolis, 9 (Hennepin)
KROC-TV, Rochester, 10 (Ohnstead)

WJTV, Jackson, 12 (Hinds)
WTOK-TV, Meridian, 11 (Lauderdale)

KFVS-TV, Cape Girardeau, 12 (C.G.)
KOMU-TV, Columbia, 8 (Boone)
KHQA-TV, Hannibal, 7 (Marion)
KRCG-TV, Jefferson City, 12 (Cole)

KCMO-TV, Kansas City, 5 (Jackson)
KYTV, Springfield, 3 (Greene)

KOOK-TV, Billings, 2 (Yellowstone)
KXLF-TV, Butte, 6 (Silver Bow)
KFBB-TV, Great Falls, 5 (Cascade)
KCVO-TV, Missoula, 13 (Missoula)

KHAS-TV, Hastings, 5 (Adams)
KMTV, Omaha, 3 (Douglas)
WOW -TV, Omaha, 6 (Douglas)
KTSF-TV, Scoffs Bluff, 10 (SB)

C

r

C&N C

N

C C

N
C

'
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of stations which have either come on

the air since 1 January 1955 or have

had changes affecting their power,

antenna height and location, network

affiliation and interconnection since

that time. (The column labeled "Be-

came extension affiliate" refers to the

special affiliation arrangement set up

by CBS and NBC to provide program-

ing to small markets or induce adver-

tisers to buy them. The letter "C" re-

fers to CBS, "N" to NBC. The column
labeled "Became affiliate" refers to all

types of affiliation changes. It reflects

mostly those outlets getting an affilia-

tion for the first time.) Information

which can be used in conjunction with

the data below are the ARF county

saturation figures themselves and data

on set shipments from the Radio-Elec-

tronic-Television Manufacturers Asso-

ciation. The ARF saturation figures

indicate a factor of potential growth.

That is, the lower the saturation, the

higher the share of RETMA shipment

figures is likely to represent new tv

homes. It must be borne in mind, how-

ever, that such calculations can be only

guesses. There is no authoritative data

on tv replacement set sales. * * *

EWEEN JANUARY 1955 AND APRIL 1956

V

E c

Station, City, Channel (Home county)
« • SI

Station, City, Channel (Home county)

| |

CO £

KLAS-TV, Las Vegas, 8 (Clark)

KLRJ-TV, Las Vegas, 2 (Clark)

C
N NBC

||
WMUR-TV, Manchester, 9 (Hil'bro)

KCCM-TV, Albuquerque, 13 (Bern'lo)

KOAT-TV, Albuquerque, 7 (Bern'lo)

KSWS-TV, Roswell, 9 (Chaves)

WNBF-TV, Binghamton, 12 (Broome)
WBEN-TV, Buffalo, 4 (Erie)

WBUF-TV, Buffalo, 17 (Erie)
WCNY-TV, Carthage, 7 (Jefferson)

WKNY-TV, Kingston, 66 (Ulster)
WABC-TV, N.Y., 7 (N.Y.)
WOR-TV, N.Y., 9 (N.Y.)
WIRI-TV, Plattsburg, 5 (Clinton)
WHEC-TV, Rochester, 10 (Monroe)
WVET-TV, Rochester, 10 (Monroe)

WISE-TV, Asheville, 62 (Buncombe)
WTVD, Durham, 11 (Durham)
WFLB-TV, Fayetteville, 18 (C'd)
WSJS-TV, Winston-Salem, 12 (P'rsth)
WNCT-TV, Greenville, 9 (Pitt)

WITN-TV, Wash., 7 (Beaufort)

KBMB-TV, Bismarck, 12 (Burleigh)
KFYR-TV, Bismarck, 12 (Burleigh)
WDAY-TV, Fargo, 6 (Cass)
KCJB-TV, Minot, 13 (Ward)

WAKR-TV,
WCPO-TV,
WKRC-TV,
WEWS-TV,
WXEL-TV,
WBNS-TV,
WTNV, Co
WHIO-TV,
WIMA-TV,
WKBN-TV,
WHIZ-TV,

Akron, 49 (Summit)
Cincin., 9 (Hamilton)
Cincin., 12 (Hamilton)
Cleveland, 5 (Cuyahoga)
Cleveland, 8 (Cuyahoga)
Columbus, 10 (Franklin)

lumbus, 6 (Franklin)
Dayton, 7 (Montgomery)
Lima, 35 (Allen)
Youngstown, 27 (Mahon'g)
Zanesville, 18 (Musk'm)

KSWO-TV, Lawton, 7 (Comanche)
KTVX, Muskogee, 8 (Muskogee)
KVOO-TV, Tulsa, 2 (Tulsa)

KVAL-TV, Eugene, 13 (Lane)
KBES-TV, Medford, 5 (Jackson)
KLOR-TV, Portland, 12 (Mult.)
KPTV, Portland, 27 (Mult.)

S.D,

TENN.

TEX.

C&N

NBC

WLEV-TV, Bethlehem, 51 (No'mptn)
WSEE-TV, Erie, 35 (Erie)
WHP-TV, Harrisburg, 55 (Dauphin)
WPTA-TV, Harrisburg, 71 (Dauphin)
KDKA-TV, Pittsburgh, 2 (Allegheny)
WILK-TV, Wilkes-Barre, 34 (Luzerne)

WJAR-TV, Previdence, 10 (Prov.)
WPRO-TV, Providence, 12 (Prov.)

WAIM-TV, Anderson, 40 (Anderson)
WBTW-TV. Florence, 8 (Florence)

C&N CBS

NBC

CBS
NBC

ABC
CBS

ABC

ABC

VA.

WASH.

W.VA.

wise.

KDLO-TV, Florence, 3 (Clark)
KOTA-TV, Rapid City, 3 (Penning'n)
KELO-TV, Sioux Falls, 11 (Minn.)

WDXI-TV, Jackson, 7 (Madison)
WTVK, Knoxville, 26 (Knox)
WHBQ-TV, Memphis, 13 (Shelby)
WREC-TV, Memphis, 3 (Shelby)
WSIX-TV, Nashville, 8 (Davidson)

KRBC-TV, Abilene, 9 (Taylor)

KFDA-TV, Amarillo, 10 (Potter)
KTBC-TV, Austin, 7 (Travis)

KBMT-TV, Beaumont, 31 (Jefferson)

KFDM-TV, Beaumont, 6 (Jefferson)

KBST-TV, Big Spring, 4 (Howard)
WFAA-TV, Dallas, 8 (Dallas)

KFJZ-TV, Ft. Worth, 11 (Tarrant)
KCUL-TV, Calveston, 11 (Galveston)

KHAD-TV, Laredo, 8 (Webb)
KCBD-TV. Lubbock, 11 (Lubbock)
KDUB-TV, Lubbock, 13 (Lubbock)
KTRE-TV, Lufkin, 9 (Angelina)
KMID-TV, Midland, 2 (Midland)
KOSA-TV, Odessa, 7 (Ector)

KTXL-TV, San Angelo, 8 (Tom Green)
KCOR-TV, San Antonio, 41 (Bexar)
KPAR-TV, Sweetwater, 12 (Nolan)
KWTX-TV, Waco, 10 (McLennan)
KFDX-TV, Wichita Falls, 3 (Wichita)

KSYD-TV, Wichita Falls, 6 (Witchita)

WLVA-TV, Lynchburg, 13 (Campbell)

WTVR, Richmond, 6 (Henrico)
WXEX-TV, Petersburg, 8 (Dinwiddie)

WDBJ-TV, Roanoke, 7 (Roanoke)
WSLS-TV, Roanoke, 10 (Roanoke)

KVOS-TV, Bellingham, 12 (Whatcom)
KEPR-TV, Pasco, 19 (Franklin)

KREM-TV, Spokane, 2 (Spokane)
KTVW, Tacoma, 7 (Pierce)

WHIS-TV, Bluefield, 6 (Mercer)
WSAZ-TV, Huntington, 3 (Cnhill)

WYO.

WOAY-TV, Oak Hill, 4

WTAP-TV, Parkersburg,

(Fayette)

15 (Wood)

WEAU-TV, Eau Claire, 13 (Eau Claire)

WFRV-TV, Green Bay, 5 (Brown)
WKBT-TV, La Crosse, 8 (La Crosse)

WMBV-TV, Marinette, 11 (Marinette)

WKOWJV, Madison, 27 (Dane)
WMTV, Madison, 33 (Dane)
WISN-TV, Milwaukee, 12 (Milwaukee)
WXIX-TV, Milwaukee, 19 (Milwaukee)
WSAU-TV, Wausau, 7 (Marathon)

NBC
C&N

CBS
CBS

CBS
CBS

C&N CBS

NBC

CBS

CBS
ABC

NBC
CBS

CBS

C&N

ABC

CBS

KFBC-TV, Cheyenne, 5 (Laramie)

CBS

Compiled from comparative analyses of SKDS, Jan., 1955 vs. Apr. 1956.

Networks listed in "Became affiliate" column indicate present affiliation as opposed to previous;

also new affiliations.

"Antenna change" column embraces both antenna location and antenna height changes.

x = Changes occurred as indicated by column headings.

Key to letters in "P.eoame extension affiliate" column: N = NBC. C = CBS.
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Important note: County tv home totals are as of June 7955 and in many instances

are now obsolete. See page 46 for tv station changes which have bearing on set growth

NATIONAL TV SET COUNT BY COUNTIES

STATE a. COUNTY
TOTAL

HOUSEHOLDS
TV HOUSEHOLDS

PER CENT NUMBER

ALABAMA

AUTAUGA
BALDWIN
BARBOUR
BIBB
BLOUNT
BULLOCK
BUTLEU
CALHOUN
CHAMBERS
CHEROKEE
CHILTON
CHOCTAW
CLARKE
CLAT
CLEBURNE
COFFEE
COLBERT
CONECUH
COOSA
COVINGTON
CRENSHAW
CULLMAN
DALE
DALLAS
DE KALB
ELMORE
ESCAMBIA
ETOWAH
FAYETTE
FRANKLIN
GENEVA
GREENE
HALE
HENRY
HOUSTON
JACKSON
JEFFERSON
LAMAR
LAUDERDALE
LAWRENCE
LEE
LIMESTONE
LOWNDES
MACON
MADISON
MARENGO
MARION
MARSHALL
MOBILE
MONROE
MONTGOMERY
MORGAN
PERRY
PICKENS
PIKE
RANDOLPH
RUSSELL
SAINT CLAIR
SHELBY
SUMTER
TALLADEGA
TALLAPOOSA
TUSCALOOSA
WALKER
WASHINGTON
WILCOX
WINSTON

ARIZONA

APACHE
COCHISE
COCONINO
GILA
GRAHAM
GREENLEE
MARICOPA
MOHAVE
NAVAJO
PIMA

PINAL
SANTA CRUZ
YAVAPAI
YUMA

ARKANSAS

ARKANSAS
ASHLEY
BAXTER
BENTON
BOONE
BRADLEY
CALHOUN
CARROLL
CHICOT
CLARK
CLAY

799,200

4,100

11,500

6,500

3,900

7,100

3,600

6,500

22,000

9,600

3,800

6.500

4,200

6.400

3,000

2,700

7,100

10,600

4.500

2.500

10,000

4,500

11,700

4.800

14.100

11.200

7,100

7.400

27.500

4,400

6,100

6,000

3,500

4,500

3.800

11,900

8,700

166.400

3.600

14,800

6.300

11.300

8.400

3.600

6,700

18.900

6.800

6,600

11,600

73,000

5,400

41,600

14,400

4,100

5.100

7,200

5.000

10,300

6.400

7.400

5,200

16.100

8,400

23,600

15.300

3.400

4,700

4,300

280,600

5,800

10.400

7.600

7.500

3,600

4,100

134,500

2,500

7,500

61,700

14,400

2,600

7,400

11,000

512,800

6,800

6.300

3,100

11,400

4.600

3.900

1.500

3,900

5,600

5.700

6,800

28

28

53

38
47

-11

26

27

35

34

29

24

21

37

25

31

55

29

34

36

43

39

55
2X

28

16

17

19

29

36

34

64

36

18

31

40

40

23

25

33

51

53

20

21

23

39

39

43

64

27

60

39

37

58

26

14

50

13

14

34
16

49

39
13

20
27

28

30
17

26

32
35

980

4,990

860

2,090

3.240

1,000

1.850

11,770

3.670

1,790

2.890

1,080

1,750

1,040

920

2,040

2,520

1,100

920

2,460

1.400

6,450

1.390

4.740

3.990

3.020

2,920

15,260

1,220

1,740

960

610
840

1,090

4,320

2,950

107,260

1,290

2,620

1,950

4,570

3.330

820
1,640

6,310

1,070

2,630

4.950

39.640

1,030

21.300

7.70O

800
1,050

1,630

1,930

4,010

2,770

4,710
1.420

9.610

3,240

8.710

8,860

890

650
2,150

1,330

1,060

2,520

580

500

88.770

29,370

7,620

670
1,200

5,020

186,000'

3,300

2,470

390
2,310

1,260

1,110

450
650

1,440

1,840

2.380

STATE a COUNTY
TOTAL

HOUSEHOLDS
TV HOUSEHOLDS

PER CENT NUMBER

CLEBURNE
CLEVELAND
COLUMBIA
CONWAY

2,700

2.200

7,300

4.100

CRAIGHEAD
CRAWFORD
CRITTENDEN
CROSS
DALLAS

):, .urn*

6.100

12,700

5,900

2,900

DESHA
DREW
FAULKNER
FRANKLIN
FULTON

6,000

4,500

6.200

2.900

2.100

GARLAND
GRANT
GREENE
HEMPSTEAD
HOT SPRING

1-4,800

2,300

7,300

6,200

6,700

HOWARD
INDEPENDENCE
IZARD
JACKSON
JEFFERSON
JOHNSON
LAFAYETTE
LAWRENCE
LEE
LINCOLN

3,100

6,000

2,100

6,900

22.000

4,100

3.200

5,300

5,800

3,800

LITTLE RIVER
LOGAN
LONOKE
MADISON
MARION

2.800

4.500

6.700

2.600

2.100

MILLER
MISSISSIPPI
MONROE
MONTGOMERY
NEVADA

10,000

20,900
4.80O

1,600

3.500

NEWTON
OUACHITA
PERRY
PHILLIPS
PIKE
POINSETT
POLK
POPE
PRAIRIE
PULASKI

1.900

9.900

1,300

12,600

2.500

8,900

3.800

5.800

3.300

63,700

RANDOLPH
ST. FRANCIS
SALINE
SCOTT
SEARCY
SEBASTIAN
SEVIER
SHARP
STONE
UNION

3,700

8,900

6,400

2,400

2,600

20,300

3,100

2,200

1,800

14.200

VAN BUREN
WASHINGTON
WHITE
WOODRUFF
YELL

CALIFORNIA

ALAMEDA
ALPINE
AMADOR
BUTTE
CALAVERAS

2,400

15,200

10,300

4,100

3.400

4.200.500

282,700

200

2,900

23,900

3,500

COLUSA
CONTRA COSTA
DEL NORTE
ELDORADO
FRESNO

3,900

105,400

5,300

6.500

92,500

GLENN
HUMBOLDT
IMPERIAL
INYO
KERN

5,200

29,200

IS. 2(111

4,500

73,800

KINGS
LAKE
LASSEN
LOS ANGELES
MADERA

14.700

4,700

7,300

1.721.400

11,400

MARIN
MABIPOSA
MENDOCINA
MERCED
MODOC

32,800

1,700

15,700

23.200

3,500

MONO
MONTEREY
NAPA
NEVADA
ORANGE

800

51,100

16,400

7,000

116,500

61

26

47

47

36

41

44

30
23

35

37

34

31

38

40

20

51

18

48

12

68

54

28

40

42

12

14

63
28

35

26

29

22

23

73

32

50
49

46

51

65

22

40

65

46

56

45

13

65

68

38

20

57

630

460

2,390

1,610

8.016

1,590

5,980

2,770

1,040

1,590

830
2,540

660
350

5,990

1,010

2,190

1,430

2,330

1,510

2,150

2,550

7,520

1,000

2,040

2,300

750

1,430

810
3,200

330

6,820

11,370

1,360

1.020

4,870

840

3,890

2,980

910
770

2,984,910*

206,370
60

1.450

11,620

1,600

1,990

69,040

1.160

2,600

60.310

2.370

16,410

8.120

590

47,820

9.830

1,600

1,364,930

7,670

22,440

640
3.120

13,340

140

25,910

5.640

3.40O

82,600

PLACER 14,700 57 8,310

PLUMAS 4,700 27 1,280

RIVERSIDE 72,000 62 44,860

SACRAMENTO 11.400 64 71.520

STATE ft COUNTY
TOTAL

HOUSEHOLDS
TV HOUSEHOLDS

PER CENT NUMBER

SAN BENITO 1.7il(l

SAN BERNARDINO
SAN DIEGO
SAN FRANCISCO
SAN JOAQUIN
SAN LUIS OBISPO

121,000
243,500

280,100

69,700

20.700

SAN MATEO
SANTA BARBARA
SANTA CLARA
SANTA CRUZ
SHASTA
SIERRA
SISKIYOU
SOLANO
SONOMA
STANISLAUS
SITTER
TEHAMA
TRINITY
TULARE
TUOLUMNE
VENTURA
YOLO
YUBA

COLORADO

ADAMS
ALAMOSA
ARAPAHOE
ARCHULETA
BACA
BENT
BOULDER
CHAFFEE
CHEYENNE
CLEAR CREEK
CONEJOS
COSTILLA
CROWLEY
CUSTER
DELTA
DENVER
DOLORES
DOUGLAS
EAGLE
ELBERT
EL PASO
FREMONT
GARFIELD
GILPIN
GRAND
GUNNISON
HINSDALE
HUERFANO
JACKSON
JEFFERSON
KIOWA
KIT CARSON
LAKE
LA PLATA
LARIMER
LAS ANIMAS
LINCOLN
LOGAN-
MESA
MINERAL
MOFFAT
MONTEZUMA
MONTROSE
MORGAN
OTERO
OURAY
PARK
PHILLIPS
PITKIN
PROWERS
PUEBLO
RIO BLANCO
RIO GRANDE
ROUTT
SAGUACHE
SAN JUAN
SAN MIGUEL
SEDGWICK
SUMMIT
TELLER

106.300

33.800
118.500

25.700

11,600

800

11,000

38,800

41,300

45,100

9,100

6,900

2,300

44,600

4,400

43,100

15,700

10,100

432.900

14.000

2.800

20,400

700
2,600

2,200

15,700

2,200

1,100

1,200

2.400

1,200

1,400

600
5,500

156,700

600
1,200

1,200

1,100

30,700

5,500

3,700

200

1,100

1,700

100

3.000

700
22,500

900

2,700

1,800

4.200

14,600

6,900

1.900

5.200

13,000

200

1,800

3.000

4,500

5.300

7.700

600

500

1.500

500
5.000

28.600

1,700

3,600

2,600

1,400

400

700

1,500

400

600

WASHINGTON
WELD
YUMA

CONNECTICUT

FAIRFIELD
HARTFORD
LITCHFIELD
MIDDLESEX
NEW HAVEN

2,500

19,800

3,300

666,200

1G9.500

180,300

33.200

21.400

178,300

NEW LONDON
TOLLAND
WINDHAM

48,000

14.800

20,700

61

78
77

64

46

68

61

69

59

30

16

72
49

51

45

53

22

59

48

73

46
43

53

72

19

57

24

45

27

20

39

13

44

54

35

24

29

13

20

27

35
12

63

19

50

42

21

37

80

82

78

80

83

S3

72

75

2,250

74,420

190.420

215,400

44,680

9,540

72,500

20.750

82.240

15,160

4,760

240

1,770

27,780

20,400

23,140

4,130

3,680

500
26.400

2,110

31,590

7,240

4,360

239,720*

10,010

430

8,870

530

160

114.080

460

160

490

16,460

1,950

50

320

10

600

190

13,970

240

630

500

9,200

910

370

2.890

5,040

870

2,640

3,210

140

260

14,240

840

11.920

530,180

135,430

147.670

23.760

17,140

147,810

30.140

10.700

15.530

.... Counties under 10% tv saturation. Total tv households in these counties are by state: Arizona 1,080; Arkansas 1,200; California 710; Colorado 2,430.

State total Includes counties with less than 10% tv saturation.



at Denver
RATINGS! *

There's a real battle in the Nation's 24th

market ... and KB TV, channel 9 is forging

ahead. Yes, KBTV has the percentage

of audience . . .where it counts MOST!

KBTV % of Audience

4:00-7:00 pm

Monday thru Friday

43.83%

KBTV % of Audience
5:00-10:00 pm

Monday thru Friday

32.18%
American Research Bureau— March 1956 Denver Survey

K BT v c^uum^
1089 BANNOCK STREET • TAbor 5-6386

JOHN C. MULLINS JOE HEROLD
President Station Manager

Another great station represented by Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.

M^^—^^^



DIST. OF COLUMBIA

FLORIDA

ALACHUA
BAKER
BAY
BRADFORD
BREVARD
BROWARD
CALHOUN
('II \RLOTTE
CITRUS
CLAY
COLLIER
COLUMBIA
DADE
l>E SOTO
DIXIE

DUVAL
escambia
flagler
IK \XKLIN
GADSDEN

INDIAN RIVER
.1 M'KSON
JEFFERSON
LAFAYETTE
LAKE
LEE
LEON
LEVY
LIBERTY
MADISON
MANATEE
MARION
MARTIN
MONROE
NASSAU
OKALOOSA
OKEECHOBEE
ORANGE
OSCEOLA
PALM BEACH
PASCO
PINELLAS
POLK
PUTNAM
ST JOHNS
ST Ll'C IE
SANTA ROSA
SARASOTA
SEMINOLE
SUMTER
SUWANNEE
TAYLOR
UNION
VOLUSIA
WAKULLA
WALTON-
WASHINGTON

GEORGIA

APPLING
ATKINSON
BACON-
BAKER
BALDWIN
BANKS
BARROW
BARTOW
BEN HILL
BERRIEN
HUMS
BLECKLEY
BRANTLEY
BROOKS
BRYAN
BULLOCH
BURKE
BUTTS
CALHOUN
CAMDEN
CANDLE'S
CARROLL
CATOOSA

1,039,GOO

16,700

I. 100

17,900

3.100
s 700

34

66

39

61

48

48.000

2,200

1,600

1.700
4.SO0

III!

42

31

32

56

2.500

5.000

222, 100

2.700

800

11

41

71

20

103, R0O

38,000

1,100

1,800

8.100

69

58

32

12

GILCHRIST
GLADES.
GULF
HAMILTON
HARDEE
HENDRY
HERNANDO
HIGHLANDS
HILLSBOROT -Gil

HOLMES

700

000

2,200

2.200

2.800

39

21

21

29
26

1,800

2.000

5.200
s:, mm

; Jim

45

33

21
-|i

4,100

8,700

2.500

700

12.600

30
n
20

21

46

9,400
HI, inn

2,800

1,100

3.200

12,900

12.300

2.800

10,800

3,700

32

14

32

s :

1,000

17,500

4,200

45.800

:ss

41

55

4G

55

7.700

78,000

43,300

7.700
s.jim

29

10

31

46

52

8,700

:..

13,700

8.500

3.100

29

37

32

37

34

4,300

2.800

1.200

28.600

1.500

29

22

55

34

4.000

3.200

mo. son

3.100

1,700

2,200

1.100

5.000

20

18

42

10

30

1 ..mi

3,500

7,000

3.900

3.100

32

60

65

2!

19

34.900

2.300

1,500

3,800

1,400

5,900

5,700

2,300

2.200

2.200

38

34

66

21

45

1,900
s sihi

4,200

30

63

541.450*

5,590

920

6,930

2,090

4,190

31.630

920
550
540

2,680

1,100

2.030

159.010

550
260

72.000

21,960
350
220

270

130

450
630

720

800"

660
1,080

50,420

1,320

1,210

500
140

5.770

4,290

530

750

7,070

3,900

1,230

3.420

2,290

3,360

410
26,030

1.920

25,010

2,270

31.120

13,380

3,570

4,290

2,540

1,850

4,440

3,150

1.040

1,260

610

660
9,750

840
360

630

310
920
110

1,500

~50O~
2,090

4,550

920

600

18.530

890
480

730
340

2.270

1.920

1,520

460
1,000

370
5,550
2.730

Important note: County tv home totals are as of June J 955 and in many instances

are now obsolete. See page 46 tor tv station changes which have bearing on set growth

NATIONAL TV SET COUNT BY COUNTIES

STATE & COUNTY

CHARLTON
CHATHAM

TOTAL
HOUSEHOLDS

TV HOUSEHOLDS
PER CENT NUMBER

1,100

46,300

ill \TTA.\ CHEE
CHATTOOGA
CHEROKEE
CLARKE
CLAY

CLAYTON
CLINCH
COBB
COFFEE
COLQUITT
COLUMBIA
COOK
COWETA
CRAWFORD
CRISP

DADE
DAWSON
DECATUR
DE KALB
DODGE
DOOLY
DOT (SIIERTY
DOUGLAS
EARLY
ECHOLS
EFFINGHAM
ELBERT
EMANUEL
EVANS
FANNIN
FAYETTE
FLOYD
FORSYTH
FRANKLIN
FULTON
GILMER
GLASCOCK
GLYNN
GORDON
GRADY-

GREENE
GWINNETT
HABERSHAM
HALL
HANCOCK
HARALSON
HARRIS
HART
HEARD
HENRY
HOUSTON
IRWIN
JACKSON
JASPER
JEFF DAVIS
JEFFERSON
JENKINS
JOHNSON
JONES
LAMAR
LANIER
LAURENS
LEE
LIBERTY
LINCOLN
LONG
LOWNDES
LUMPKIN
MC DUFFIE
MC INTOSH
MACON
MADISON
MARION
MERIWETHER
MILLER
MITCHELL
MONROE
MONTGOMERY
MORGAN
MURRAY
MUSCOGEE
NEWTON
OCONEE
OGLETHORPE
PAULDING
PEACH
PICKENS
PIERCE
PIKE
POLK
PULASKI
PUTNAM
QUITMAN
RABUN
RANDOLPH
RICHMOND
ROCKDALE
SCHLEY
SCREVEN
SEMINOLE
SPALDING
STEPHENS

1,600

5,500

5,300

10,500

1,400

67

52

65
46

26

7,200

1.500

21.300

5,600

8,900

72

35

71

15

19

2,300

3.000

7,300

1,200

1.700

1,700

700
6.300

16,900

4,000

66

39

11

74

38

3.200

14.400

3.000

4.100

500

35

75

2,300

4,500

4,400

1,500

3,600

24

54

24

I.!

17,400

2.700

3.300
145,400

2,400

700
9.200

4.800

4.700

l\:

8,500

4.200

10.900

2.300

40

60

40

72

31

:; run

2.600

3.300

1,500

3.700
.;, run

69

49

49

12

65

51

2,100

4.500

1.700

2,400

4.300

2,400

2.400

1,700

2,400

1,300

7,400

1,400

2,200

1.300

900

13

13

36

57

31

11,300

1.500

2.900

1,600

3.200

27

32

70

23

36

2.700

1.400

5.200

2.200

5,300

2,400

1,700

2.600

2,400
;;l.'Jim

5,100

1,600

2,300

2,700

2,900

67

45

38
65

46

u :;ni

2.400

1,900

7,900

2.200

57

21

47

65

40

1.700

800

1,70

3,000

42,800

30
20

43

29

51

2,200

800

4.200

1.900

8.500

4.600

610

26,390

1,070

2,870

3,450

4,820

360

5.170

500
15,120

850

1,690

1,180

350

4,630

520

1.770

1,130

280
670

34.610

1,530

1.150

5,050

2,260

160

540

2,450

1,070

720

1,370

1,330

9,970

1,660

1,940

114.130

930

170

4.420

3.290

1.170

5.130

1.660

7,870

720

2,560

1,270

1.620

630
2.410

3.430

420

2,250

710
510

2,050

900
600
560

.410

240

3,200

606

800
740
280

3,010

480
2,040

370
1.170

1,150

440

2,900

320
930

1,550

1,160

1,620

23.530

3,420

720

890
1,750

1,350

1,320

510

890
5.170

890

500

160

740
860

21,870

1,520

190

870
460

6,050

2.230

STATE & COUNTY
TOTAL

HOUSEHOLDS
TV HOUSEHOLDS

PER CENT NUMBER

STEWART
SUMTER
TALBOT
TALIAFERRO
TATTNALL
TAYLOR
TELFAIR
TERRELL
THOMAS
TIFT
TOOMBS
TOWNS
TREUTLEN
TROUP
TURNER
TWIGGS
UNION
UPSON-
WALKER
WALTON-
WARE
WARREN
WASHINGTON
WAYNE
WEBSTER
WHEELER
WHITE
WHITFIELD
WILCOX
WILKES
WILKINSON
WORTH

IDAHO

ADA
ADAMS
BANNOCK
BEAR LAKE
BENEWAH
BINGHAM
BLAINE
BOISE
BONNER
BONNEVILLE
BOUNDARY'
BUTTE
CAMAS
CANYON-
CARIBOU
CASSIA
CLARK
CLEARWATER
CUSTER
ELMORE
FRANKLIN
FREMONT
GEM
GOODING
IDAHO
JEFFERSON-
JEROME
KOOTENAI
LATAH
LEMMI
LEWIS
LINCOLN
MADISON
MINIDOKA
NEZ PERCE
ONEIDA
OWYHEE
PAYETTE
POWER
SHOSHONE
TETON
TWIN FALLS
VALLEY
WASHINGTON

ILLINOIS

ADAMS
ALEXANDER
BOND
BOONE
BROWN
BUREAU
CALHOUN
CARROLL
CASS
CHAMPAIGN-
CHRISTIAN
CLARK
CLAY
CLINTON-
COLES
COOK
CRAWFORD
CUMBERLAND
DE KALB
DE WITT
DOUGLAS

2,200

6,200

1.800

900

3,500

2,300

2,800

3.100

9.000

fi.200

1,200

1,000

1,100

13,700

2.40O

1.800

1.700

6,600

11.100

5,000

7,900

2.100

4,700

3,400

800
1,400

1,400

9,700

2,400

2,800

2.300

4,300

170,700

24,300

900
12,400

1,900

1.600

G.600

1,100

600
4.500

9,600

1 ,G00

800

300
16,600

2,000

4.000

200

2,300

1.000

2.400

2.GOO
2.500

2.400

3,300

3,300

2.800

3,100

7,700

5,900

1,800

1,200

1,100

2,500

2.500

7.100

1.100

1.700

3, GOO

900
6,700

700

12.900

1,200

2,500

2.877,500

22.100.

7.300

4,700

5,500

2.300

12,200

1,800

6,400

4.700

32.600

12.S00

5.700
5. GOO

6,900

13,600

1,480,000

7,400

3.300

13.200

5.600

5,400

23

38
43

42

19

42
20

44
11

25

23

36

18

61

35

50

57

66

52

37

29

lis

21

18

36
70

39

52
26

22

61

32
51

50

50

54

31

56

59

19

38
25

13

36

35

55

34

23

46

39

65

50

23

15

68

35

25

43

51

35
52

47

82

25

25

36

77

73
40

67

53

70

59

80

73

71

61

59

57

35
Gl

52

87

57

67

73

64

69

500

2,350

780

380

660
960
570

1,380

970

1,570

950
370
260

8,370

640

440
600

3,300

6,370

3,290

4,130

780

1,390

960

80,070*

14,920

280

6,300

960

800

3,580

440
340

2,670

6.640

780

300

80
7,220

710

1.410

110

780
240

1.090

1,020

1,630

1.190

740
510

1. 119

710
4.810

2.630

220
250

1.690

880

1.810

480
880

1,260

460
3.160

430
3.260

300
910

2.227,440

16,110

2.930

3.170

2.900

1.610

7.160

1.440

4.680

3.340

19,890

7,560
3.260

1.940

4.430

7,020

,290,710

4.230

2,210

9.640

3.610

3.720

.... Counties under 10% tv saturation. Total tv households in these counties are by state:

* State total includes counties with less than 10% tv saturation.

Florida 2,470; Georgia 750;

(SET COUNT CONTINUES PACE 55)

Idaho 80.
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wonderful

new
tv

film

series

FOR REGIONAL AND LOCAL ADVERTISERS... THE

CLOONEY
SHOW... 39 HALF HOURS MADE ESPECIALLY FOR TELEVISION

When Clooney sings, your sales hum! Here — only for syndication — is the

greatest film series ever made . . . starring the unique charmer

whose records have sold over 14,000.000. and whose

dazzling co-star performance in "White Christmas"

has helped that film break all records for a musical!

Here at last is Rosemary Clooney in her own wonderful

musical-variety show, with top-of-the-top talent like the Hi-Lo's

and Nelson Riddle and his orchestra . . . plus a host of

famous guest stars. TV's happiest half hour — call MCA today!

Sold (pre-release) in fifty-seven cities to Foremost Dairies, Inc.

America's Distributor of Television Film Programs

\

FILM SYNDICATION
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yow/'s if you act fast! TV's happiest selling with.,,

THE ROSEMARY CLOONEY SHOW
IMAGINE HAVING THIS CLOONEY "MAGIC" BEHIND YOUR SALES...

HOLLYWOOD . . . Box office bombshell with Bing Crosby and Danny Kaye in filmdom's greatest

grossing musical, "White Christmas."

TV AND RADIO . . . Headline guest star on all the "top ten" shows — Sullivan, Como, Hope,
Berle, Martin & Lewis. They all love Rosie!

RECORDINGS ... The "star of all juke-box stars," with over 14,000,000 Clooney discs sold! The
whole nation thrilled to her recordings of Tenderly ( theme song of THE ROSEMARY CLOONEY
SHOW), Hey There, Count Your Blessings, Come on-A My House and other great hits.

MAGAZINES . . . Even Time admiringly put her on its cover! Picture spreads and feature stories

in Look. Life, Time, Saturday Evening Post, Collier's, Redbook, Newsweek, TV Guide. They all

love Rosie!

I

Write, wire

or phone your

nearest MCA TV
office today . .

.

BACKED BY A BRILLIANT MUSICAL VARIETY CAST..

NELSON RIDDLE AND HIS ORCHESTRA . . . Number 1 of all record-

ing artists with smash Lisbon Antigua. Arranger with most record hits in 1955.

Conducts and arranges for Sinatra, Nat "King" Cole and other musical greats.

THE HI-L.O's. .. Nation's newest top vocal sensation. Voted by disc jockeys

"most promising new group." Toured with Judy Garland, on TV with Skelton,

Bolger and the Comedy Hour.

AND TOP-OF-THE-TOP GUEST STARS EACH WEEK!
Janet Leigh, Tony Curtis, Jose Ferrer, The Mary Kaye Trio, Charles Coburn,

Judy Canova, Julie London, Dorothy Malone ... 39 different guests, 39 wonderful
shows! Bing Crosby calls Rosemary Clooney "the best in the business." You'll

be best in your business with THE ROSEMARY CLOONEY SHOW!

AMERICA S NO. 1 DISTRIBUTOR OF TELEVISION FILM P«0 *»

If
Printed in U. *



Important note: County tv home totals are as of June 7955 and in many instances

are now obsolete. See page 46 for tv station changes which have bearing on set growth

NATIONAL TV SET COUNT BY COUNTIES
llli>is (continued)

STATE a COUNTY
TOTAL

HOUSEHOLDS
TV HOUSEHOLDS
PERCENT NUMBER

DU PAGE
EDGAR
EDWARDS
EFFINGHAM
FAYETTE
FORD
FRANKLIN
FULTON
GALLATIN
GREENE
GRUNDY
HAMILTON
HANCOCK
HARDIN
HENDERSON
HENRY
IROQUOIS
JACKSON
JASPER
JEFFERSON
JERSEY
JO DAVIESS
JOHNSON
KANE
KANKAKEE
KENDALL
KNOX
LAKE
LA SALLE
LAWRENCE
LEE
LIVINGSTON
LOGAN
MC DONOUGH
MC HENRY
MC LEAN
MACON
MACOUPIN
MADISON
MARION
MARSHALL
MASON-
MASSAC
MENARD
MERCER
MONROE
MONTGOMERY
MORGAN
MOULTRIE
OGLE
PEORIA
PERRY
PIATT
PIKE
POPE
PULASKI
PUTNAM
RANDOLPH
RICHLAND
ROCK ISLAND
ST CLAIR
SALINE
SANGAMON
SCHUYLER
SCOTT
SHELBY
STARK
STEPHENSON
TAZEWELL
UNION
VERMILION
WABASH
WARREN
WASHINGTON-
WAYNE
WHITE
WHITESIDE
WILL
WILLIAMSON
WINNEBAGO
WOODFORD

INDIANA

ADAMS
ALLEN
BARTHOLOMEW
BENTON
BLACKFORD

56.200

7.900

3,000

6.700

7.300

5.200

16,300
14.900

2.900

6.200

6,300

3.900

8,700

2,200

2.600

16.100

10,800

12,900

3.900

12.200

4.900

6.900

2.500

49.200

20.900

3.900

100,400

60.100

32.600

6.700

10.500

11.300

8,900

9.300

18,200

24,600

35.500

14,500

63.700

13.300

4.200

5,200

4.800

3,100

j.rioo

4,200

10,800

10.100

4,200

11.200

58,800

7,000

4,400

7,200

1.60O

4,500

1,400

8,600

e.400

44.900

69.700

11,100

45.700

3.300

2,400

7.900

2.700

13.600

27.300

5.600

29.100

4,800

8.000

4.700

6.700

6,900

16,700

43,900

16,700

51.400

7,000

1,334.600

7,000

64,600

13.600

3,500

4,500

BOONE
BROWN-
CARROLL
CASS
CLARK

8.40O

1.600

5,500

12,300

17,500

CLAY
CLINTON-
CRAWFORD
DAVIESS
DEARBORN

8.000

10.200

2.700

8,400

8.100

DECATUR
I)E KALB
DELAWARE
DUBOIS
ELKHART
FAYETTE

5.800

8,700

32,000

7.100

29.300

7.900

56

72
38

60
51

46

36

51

20

39

35

74

38

49

57

38

63

63

56

76

56

61

76

44,570

4,600

1.010
4,080

1.600

2I.70O

5,670
6.490

2,080

5.70O

3.190

3.940

60O
40.980

16,720

3.090

13.450

50.720

16.590

2.510

5.850

6.230

6,080

5.250

13.470

13.410

23.390

8.180

51.090

8.010

2.150

2.370

1.750

1.590

4.040

3.150

5.790

6.120

2.420

6.440

46.450

3.680

2.530

5.420

320

1.750

490
6.370

2.410

37,400
57.780

6.250

22,670

1,920

1,380

2.620

1.590

9,710

20.010

2.730

16.700

1.810

5.020

2.940

1.810

2.440

13.740

35,730

7.230

42,600
4.070

967,430

4.900

45.610

10,890

2.430

2.410

6.230

950
3.700

7.860
12.790

4.510

7.790

1.510

5.160

61,160

4.010

5,830

24.320

3.420

18.520

5.330

.... Counties under 10% tv saturation. Total
* State total Includes counties with less than

TOTAL TV HOUSEHOLDS TOTAL TV HOUSEHOLDS
STATE a COUNTY HOUSEHOLDS PER CENT NUMBER STATE a COUNTY HOUSEHOLDS PER CENT NUMBER

FLOYD 15,800 78 12,390 EMMET 4.300 28 1.210
FOUNTAIN 6.100 59 3.610 FAYETTE 8,200 49 4.030
FRANKLIN 4.600 55 2.530 FLOYD 6,900 39 2,680
FULTON 5.600

9.900

76

44

4,230

4.330

FRANKLIN 5,100 66 3,360

GIBSON- FREMONT 3,500 81 2,840
GRANT 20.600 70 14.420 GREENE 4.800 68 3.280
GREENE 9.200 71 6.550 GRUNDY 4,300 67 2,860
HAMILTON 9.900 76 7.480 GUTHRIE 4.40O 67 2.930
HANCOCK 7.300

5.400

80

53

5.850

2.880

HAMILTON 6,300 76 4.790

HARRISON HANCOCK 4.400 57 2.510
ITENDRICKS 8.600 81 6.970 HARDIN 7.400 81 6,020
HENRY 14.800 70 10.360 HARRISON 5.600 78 4,370
HOWARD 18.800 79 14.830 HENRY 5.600 53 2.950
HUNTINGTON 10.600

9.100

49

63

5.190

5.760

HOWARD 3.900 34 1.340

JACKSON HUMBOLDT 4.000 45 1,790
JASPER 5.400 73 3.920 IDA 3.300 68 2,230
JAY 7.700 51 3.960 IOWA 4.800 67 3.230
JEFFERSON 6,600 75 4.940 JACKSON 5,600 77 4.300
JENNINGS 4,200

9.100

66

82

2,770

7.470

JASPER 10.100 70 7,100

JOHNSON JEFFERSON 5.000 61 3,050
KNOX 14.100 68 9.570 JOHNSON 13.000 55 7.160
KOSCIUSKO 11.300 61 6.900 JONES 5.700 77 4.360
LAGRANGE 4.500 61 2.850 KEOKUK 5,500 60 3.280
LAKE 122.400

26.100

86 104,900

19.520

KOSSUTH 7.400 42 3,120

LA PORTE LEE 13.400 54 7,220
LAWRENCE 10.900 69 7.490 LINN- 36,000 80 28.940
MADISON 36.400 at 30.650 LOUISA 3.300 83 2.730
MARION 198.400 85 168.040 LUCAS 3,800 38 1.430

MARSHALL 10.000

3.400

68

56

6.830

1.890

LYON- 4,200 70 2,940

MARTIN MADISON 4.200 67 2.810
MIAMI 9.500 48 4,560 MAHASKA 7.900 52 4.140
MONROE 14.600 70 10.230 MARION 7,600 77 5,840
MONTGOMERY 9.900 81 8.010 MARSHALL 11,100 68 7,500
MORGAN 8.200

3.600

80

81

6.560

2.900

MILLS 3,600 83 2.990

NEWTON MITCHELL 4,100 52 2.130
NOBLE 8.300 68 5.660 MONONA 4.900 82 4.030

OHIO 1.300 69 890 MONROE 3.20O 47 1.520

ORANGE 5.200 51 2.640 MONTGOMERY 5.200 80 4,170
OWEN 3.800

4 900

62

71

2.350

3.480

MUSCATINE 10.700 84 9.020

PARKE O'BRIEN 6,000 63 3.800

PERRY 5.200 54 2.800 OSCEOLA 3,000 48 1.430

PIKE 4.600 55 2,540 PAGE 7,200 77 5.520
PORTER 13.400 80 10.770 PALO ALTO 4.300 45 1.930

POSEY 6.200

4.000

64

62

3.960

2.500

PLYMOUTH 6.700 78 r
..2.i0

PITLASKI POCAHONTAS 4.50O 49 2.200

PUTNAM 7.100 48 3.440 POLK 78.000 R0 62.710

RANDOLPH 9.300 77 7.110 POTTAWATTAMIE 21.800 76 16.500

RIPLEY 6.100 71 4.350 POWESHIEK 5.700 56 3.190

RUSH 6.300

70.700

75 4.710

54.090

RINGGOLD 3.100 37 1.130

ST JOSEPH SAC 5.400 62 3.360

SCOTT 4.300 66 2.840 SCOTT 33.400 84 28.090

SHELBY 9.700 72 7,020 SHELBY 4,500 75 3,380

SPENCER 4.600 45 2,050 SIOUX 7,400 67 4.970

STARKE 5.400

5.800

69

50

3.730

2.920

STORY 13.300 78 10.360

STET-REN TAMA 6.900 73 5.060

ST-LLIVAN 7.800 68 5.320 TAYLOR 3.900 57 2.220

SWITZERLAND 2.200 73 1.600 UNION 5.300 53 2.810

TIPPECANOE 24.400 55 13.520 VAN BUREN 3.600 59 2,130

TIPTON 4.900

1.900

69

64

3.380

1.210

WAPELLO 15.200 44 6.630

UNION WARREN 5.400 73 3.930

VANDERBURGH 56.900 55 31.520 WASHINGTON- 6.300 54 3.370

VERMILLION 7.300 56 4,060 WAYNE 3.800 41 1.560

VIGO 36,400 80 29.010 WEBSTER 13,900 78 10.770

WABASH 9.700

2.700

53

58

5.100

1,570

WINNEBAGO 3,900 63 2,460

WARREN WINNESHIEK 6.200 32 1.970

WARRICK 7.200 52 3.770 WOODBURY 36,400 83 30,320

WASHINGTON 5.200 58 3.020 WORTH 3,300 67 2,200

WAYNE 23.100 73 16.890 WRIGHT 6.300 69 4,370

WELLS 6.700 53 3.530

WHITE 6.100 62 3.780 KANSASWHITLEY 6.600 70 4.630
676,300 52 3 54.040*

IOWA
ALLEN 6,200 37 2.290
ANDERSON- 3.400 30 1.020

824,800 68 561.630 ATCHISON 6.700 62 4.130

ADAIR 3,900 59 2.290 BARBER 2.900 52 1.510

ADAMS 2,600 50 1.300 BARTON 10.800 68 7,300

ALLAMAKEE 4.600 40 1.840 BOURBON 6,700 44 2.940
APPANOOSE 6.000 47 2.810 BROWN 5.300 53 2.800
AUDUBON 3.500 69 2.410 BUTLER 11.800 60 7.100

BENTON 7.100 75 5.300 CHASE 1.600 41 660
BLACK HAWK 34.000 73 24.680 CHAUTAUQUA 2.300 30 690
BOONE 8.300 71 5.880 CHEROKEE 8,500 42 3.530
BREMER 5.700 61 3.480 CHEYENNE 1,700
BUCHANAN 6.000 74 4.430 CLARK 1.200 20 240
BUENA VISTA 7,100 47 3.370 CLAY 3.900 32 1.230

BUTLER 5.400 56 3.020 CLOUD 5.200 26 1,330

CALHOUN 5.300 55 2,930 COFFEY 3,100 42 1,290
CARROLL 6.500 70 4,520 COMANCHE 1.300 42 540
CASS 6.200 76 4.740 COWLEY 12.500 45 5.590

CEDAR 5.100 85 4,560 CRAWFORD 15.100 47 7.070

CERRO GORDO 14.700 68 10.000 DECATUR 2.200 19 420

CHEROKEE 5.200 66 3.410 DICKINSON 7.000 29 2,020
CHICKASAW 4.400 45 1.960 DONIPHAN 3.400 51 1.740
CLARKE 3.100 39 1.210 DOUGLAS 11.800 55 6.500

CLAY 6.100 48 2.920 EDWARDS 2,100 46 960

CLAYTON 6.600

16.100

50

82
3.270

13.140

ELK 2.000 37 730

CLINTON ELLIS 5.400 35 1.870
CRAWFORD 5.600 66 3.720 ELLSWORTH 3.000 47 1.400
DALLAS 7,700 76 5,850 FINNEY 4.600 12 560

DAVIS 3,000 32 950 FORD 6.500 25 1.620

DECATUR 3.700

5.100

41

73

1.530

3,720

FRANKLIN 6.600 55 3.610

DELAWARE GEARY 7.100 27 1,910
DES MOINES 14,400 79 11.320 GOVE 1,000 21 210
DICKINSON 4,000 45 1,800 GRAHAM 1,500 20 300
DURUQUE 20.500 66 13,470 GRANT 1,600

tv households in these counties are

10% tv saturation.

by etate: Kansas 800



Important note: County tv home totals are as of June 7955 and in many instances

are now obsolete. See page 46 tor tv station changes which have bearing on set growth

NATIONAL TV SET COUNT BY COUNTIES
Kansas (continued)

TOTAL TV HOUSEHOLDS TOTAL TV HOUSEHOLDS TOTAL TV HOUSEHOLDS
STATE ft COUNTY HOUSEHOLDS PER CENT NUMBER STATE ft COUNTY HOUSEHOLDS PER CENT NUMBER STATE ft COUNTY HOUSEHOLDS PER CENT NUMBER

GRAY 1.400 19 270 ELLIOTT 1,400 64 890 CLAIBORNE 6.300 28 1,750

GREELEY noo ESTILL 3.300 17 570 CONCORDIA 3,800 37 1.390

GREENWOOD 4.300 38 1,630 FAYETTE 30,200 39 1 1 .690 DE SOTO 5.800 36 2,110
HAMILTON 1.000

3.500 51 1.800

FLEMING 3.100 38 1.170 E. BATON ROUGE
EAST CARROLL

38.700

4,000

55

31

32.400

HARPER FLOYD 10.300 49 5.080 1.370

HARVEY 7.300 54 3.960 FRANKLIN 7.600 49 3,720 E. FELICIANA 3,300 31 1.030

HASKELL 700 11 80 FULTON 3.700 30 1,100 EVANGELINE 8,700 20 1,770

noDGEM \N 000 15 140 GALLATIN 1,200 68 820 FRANKLIN 7,111(1 37 2,610
JACKSON 3,600 69 2.490 GARRARD 2,800 37 1,050 GRANT 3.500 33 1,150

JEFFERSON 3.700
3.0(10

56

16

2,070

480

GRANT 2,700 75 2,030 IBERIA
IBERVILLE

11.000

7,100

33
27

3,580

JEWELL GRAVES 11.200 20 2,280
1.890

JOHNSON 33, 100 71 23.650 GRAYSON- 4.500 32 1,430
JACKSON 3.70(1 58 2.150

KEARNY 1.000 GREEN 3,200 33 1.060 JEFFERSON 42.200 62 26.380
KINGMAN 3.300 48 1.590 GREENUP 6,000 61 3,640 JEFFERSON DAVIS 7,200 30 2,170

KIOWA 1.500 50 750 HANCOCK 1,600 35 570 LAFAYETTE 17,1(10 31 5,570

10.600

1.000

37

29

3,930

290

LAFOURCHE
LA SALLE

11.000

3.800

56

37
0.180

1.406
LABETTE
LANE

HARDIN
HARLAN

11.400

15.300
53

33

5.990

5,080
LEAVENWORTH 11.000 79 8.700 HARRISON 4.000 61 2,450 LINCOLN ;,7nii 35 2.320

LINCOLN 1.900 37 7(111 HART 1,000 42 1.680 LIVINGSTON 5,500 37 2.020

LINN 3.400 53 1.820 HENDERSON 9.800 40 3.930 MADISON 4.500 43 1.910

LOGAN
LYON

1.200

8.000

s.i no

11

41

47

130

3.260

3,830

HENRY
HICK MAN-
HOPKINS

3.300

2,200
11 100

42
18

22

1,370

410
2,450

MOREHOUSE
NATCHITOCHES

8,800

9.300

35

21

3.100

1,930

MC PHERSON ORLEANS 178,000 72 129,040

MARION 5.200 41 2.130 JACKSON 2,800 11 300 OUACHITA 24,100 54 12,940

MARSHALL 6.000 29 1.760 JEFFERSON 155,000 76 118,570 PLAQUEMINES 3,600 57 2.060

MEADE
MIAMI

1,600

6.200
13

65
200

4.040
JESSAMINE
JOHNSON

3,500

5.500

36

49

1.250

2.680

POINTE COUPEE
RAPIDES

5,300

27,600

29

46

1.550

(2.750

MITCHELL 3.200 35 1.130 KENTON 31 liOO 78 26,990 RED RIVER 2.800 35 970

MONTGOMERY in. son 44 7.430 KNOTT 3.600 16 580 RICHLAND 6,500 58 3.780

MORRIS 2.500 33 820 KNOX 6,600 12 790 SABINE 5.200 14 740

000

4,300

13

36
120

1.540

ST BERNARD
ST CHARLES

3.500

3.500

62
63

2.170

2.190
MORTON
NEMAHA LARUE

LAUREL
2.600

6.000

54

13

1,410

790
NEOSHO 6.700 52 3,480 LAWRENCE 3.200 52 1.670

ST. HELENA 2.400 22 530
NESS 2.10O 42 870 LEE 1 800 11 210 ST. JAMES 3.500 56 1.950

NORTON 2 noo 36 1.050 LESLIE 3,000 14 420 ST. JOHN BAPTIST 3.400 49 1.650

4.400

2.600

58

34

2.530

880

ST. LANDRY
ST. MARTIN

19,800

6.100
22
16

4.360

980
OSAGE
OSBORNE

LETCHER
LEWIS

7.900
2.noo

17

37

1.370

1.070
OTTAWA 2.500 31 840 LINCOLN 4.400 44 1.940

ST. MARY 10.000 37 3.670

PAWNEE 3.000 64 1.910 LIVINGSTON 2.300 15 330
ST. TAMMANY 7,900 59 4,680

PHILLIPS 3.500 40 1.380 LOGAN 6.3(10 39 2.450
TANGIPAHOA 15,300 57 8,800

POTTAWATOMIE
PRATT

3.700

4,000

35

53

1.310

2.130
LYON
McCRACKEN

1,500

27.800

19

22

290

6.060

TENSAS
TETtREBONNE

3,300
11.500

31

62
1,020

7,100

RAWLINS 1.600 McCREARY 3.500 12 430 UNION 4.800 40 1,900

RENO 18.800 67 12,500 McLEAN 2.700 37 1.000
VERMILION 10.000 18 1,770

REPUBLIC 3.800 25 940 MADISON 8,900 20 1.820
VERNON
WASHINGTON

."..noo 18 1,050

6,990

4,740
RICE
RILEY

5.100

0.300

65

32

3.290

2.990
MAGOFFIN
MARION

2.100

4.000

47

47

1.120

1.880
WEBSTER 9.900 IS

ROOKS 3.100 32 990 MARSHALL 1,500 36 1.640
W. BATON ROUGE 3.200 22 710

RUSH 2,200 47 1.030 MARTIN 2.300 40 920
WEST CARROLL 3.800 52 1,990

RUSSELL 4.300
13.100

40

44

1,700

5,700

MASON 5,100 62 3.140
W. FELICIANA
WINN

1.600

4.400

25

35
390

1,520SALINE MEADE 2.500 65 1.620
SCOTT 1.400 15 210 MENIFEE 1.100 24 260
SEDGWICK 100.200 67 66,930 MERCER 1.2011 50 2.120 MAINE
SEWARD 3.500 METCALFE

MONROE
2.400

3.300

33

39

790
1.290 ANDROSCOGGIN

262,800

21,700

64 168,140

SHAWNEE 40.SOO 65 26.680 17,730
SHERIDAN 1.100 17 180 MONTGOMERY 3.500 29 1.010 AROOSTOOK 21.400 15 3,780
SHERMAN 2.200 MORGAN 3.20O 34 1,090 CUMBERLAND 51,400 77 39.780
SMITH 3.000 29 860 MXTHLENBERG 7,800 30 2.380 FRANKLIN 5,800 46 2.690
STAFFORD 2.900 50 1.450 NELSON

NICHOLAS
4. moo

2.100
69

54

3,290

1.130

HANCOCK
KENNEBEC

10,100

23.700

55

73

5.600

STANTON 500 17,350
STEVENS 1.200 OHIO 5.100 29 1,470 KNOX 8.700 66 5.720
SUMNER 9.000 49 4.410 OLDHAM 2.600 61 1.590 LINCOLN 5.400 71 3.830
THOMAS 2,300 11 320 OWEN 2.700 59 1,580 OXFORD 12,200 62 7.610
TREGO 1.700 17 290 OWSLEY

PENDLETON
1,500

2,700

18

64
260

1,740

PENOBSCOT
PISCATAQUIS

29,600

5.300

78

61

32.060

WABAUNSEE 2.300 40 910 3,240
WALLACE 700 PERRY 8.900 17 1.470 SAGADAHOC 6,300 74 4.690
WASHINGTON 4.20O 32 1,340 PIKE 17,200 40 6.850 SOMERSET 11,300 36 4,030
WICHITA 700 14 100 POWELL 1,600 17 280 WALDO 6.300 57 3,600
WILSON 5.000 39 1,950 PULASKI

ROBERTSON
9.500

800

11

55

1,050

440

WASHINGTON
YORK

9.800

27,700

46

75

4.570

WOODSON 2.200 30 660 20,860

WYANDOTTE 57.600 79 45,560 ROCKCASTLE
ROWAN

3,200

3,000 41 1.220 MARYLAND
KENTUCKY RUSSELL 3.200 21 670 716,700 77 552,650

ADAIR

804.000

4,100

47

34

380,970*

1,390

SCOTT
SHELBY

4,400

5.000
44

56

1,930

2.830
ALLEGANY
ANNE ARUNDEL

26,100

35.200

46

77

11,950

26.960

ALLEN 3.900 40 1.560
SIMPSON 3,300 45 1.490 BALTIMORE 365,700 83 305,550

ANDERSON 2,400 60 1.430
SPENCER 1.500 74 1,110 CALVERT 3.200 71 2,270

BALLARD 4,300 19 830
TAYLOR 4,000 46 1,820 CAROLINE 5,500 77 4,240

BARREN 8,400 34 2.880
TODD
TRIGG

3,400

2,200
41

23

1,400

500
CARROLL
CECIL

11,800

9,500

75

75

8,800

BATH 2.500 19 490 7.130

BELL 10.000 27 2.710
TRIMBLE 1,500 45 680 CHARLES 6,100 67 4,070

BOONE 4,100 69 2,850
UNION 4,100 39 1,590 DORCHESTER 8.000 66 5,310

BOITIBON 5,000 42 2,120
WARREN 12.100 39 4.680 FREDERICK 18,300 66 12,130

BOYD
BOYLE
BRACKEN

13.900

5.400
2 400

73 10.110

2.390

1.480

WASHINGTON
WAYNE

3.100

3.800
58

13

1,800

500
GARRETT 5,200

16 500

39

83

2,010

13.710

62
WEBSTER 4,500 21 950 HOWARD 6,900 68 4.710

BREATHITT
BRECKINRIDGE
BULLITT

3,800

3,900
3.200

11

55

73

430
2.140

2.330

WHITLEY
WOLFE
WOODFORD

7.100

1.500

3.200

25

16

45

1.750

250
1.430

KENT
MONTGOMERY
PRINCE GEORGES

4.000

57.900

68,600

78

79

78

3.130

45.860

53,300

BUTLER 2,400 27 660 QUEEN ANNES 4.200 75 3,150

CALDWELL 3,900 22 870 LOUISIANA ST. MARYS 8,500 65 5,500

CALLOWAY 6,000 31 1.870 791,900 51 400.120 SOMERSET 5.900 36 2,120

CAMPBELL 21.300 77 18,780 ACADIA 12,500 18 2,310
TALBOT 6,100 75 4,590

CARLISLE 1,900 35 660 ALLEN 5,300 33 1.730 WASHINGTON 23.600 68 16,070

CARROLL 2,400 74 1,770 ASCENSION 6.000 47 2.820 WICOMICO 12.500 61 7,640

CARTER 4,900 59 2,900 ASSUMPTION 4.100 39 1.580 WORCESTER 7,400 36 2,650

CASEY 3.800 31 1,160 AVOYELLES 10,200 32 3,290

CHRISTIAN 10.800 37 3,950 BEAUREGARD 5,300 30 1.600 MASSACHUSETTS
CLARK 5,500 25 1.380 BIENVILLE 4,400 32 1,420 1.472,400 81 1. 191. 590

CLAY 4,100 13 550 BOSSIER 12,200 44 5.390 BARNSTABLE 17.300 77 13,290

CLINTON 2,400 CADDO 56,000 60 33,710 BERKSHIRE 42.100 82 34,480

CRITTENDEN 2,900 17 500 CALCASIEU 32,300 43 13,890 BRISTOL 123,100 82 100,820

CUMBERLAND 2.300 13 290 CALDWELL 2,600 40 1,030 DUKES 1,800 80 1,430

DAVIESS 16,700 57 9,570 CAMERON 1,300 28 360 ESSEX 169,500 82 138,480

EDMONDSON 2,200 24 530 CATAHOULA 2,800 23 640 FRANKLIN 17,600 62 10,960

.. Counties under 10% tv saturation. Total tv households in these counties are by state:
State total includes counties with less than 10% tv saturation.

Kentucky 500. (SET COUNT CONTINUES PACE 59)
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WMC
MEMPHIS

announces

the appointment of

JOHN
DLHIK
t COMPANY

as national

representative

effective May 1, 1956

WMCT
MEMPHIS

announces

the appointment of

dLi/41R - I

as national

representative

effective May 1, 1956

WMC WMCT
NBC Radio Network NBC-TV; ABC-TV
5000 w. at 790 kc. 100,000 w.- Channel 5

3d & Madison 495 Union Ave.

Memphis 1, Tenn. Memphis 3, Tenn.

58

MEMPHIS PUBLISHING CO., MEMPHIS, TENN.

SPONSOR



Important note: County tv home totals are as of June 7955 and in many instances

are now obsolete. See page 46 for tv station changes which have bearing on set growth

NATIONAL TV SET COUNT BY COUNTIES
Maachusetts (continued)

TOTAL TV HOUSEHOLDS
STATE » COUNTY HOUSEHOLDS PER CENT NUMBER

HAMPDEN 118.41111 80 94.130

HAMPSHIRE 25, H"i 67 16.920

MIDDLESEX 321.600 82 266.500

NANTUCKET 1.100 71 780

.NORFOLK 126,900 80 101.650

PLYMOUTH 64.300 82 52.660

SUFFOLK 270,400 84 226.050

WORCESTER 170.200 78 133.440

MICHIGAN

ALCONA
ALGER
ALLEGAN
ALPENA
ANTRIM

:,096,200

1.600

2.90O

15,700

6,700

3.500

ARENAC
BARAGA
BARRY
BAY
BENZIE

2,900

2.300
9.100

28,200

2,500

BERRIEN
BRANCH
CALHOUN
CASS
CHARLEVOIX

42,700

10,000

10,500

10,500

4.000

CHEBOYGAN
CHIPPEWA
CLARE
CLINTON
CRAWFORD

3.900

8.700

3.400

9.700

1.300

DELTA
DICKINSON-
EATON
EMMET
GENESEE

9.300

7.700

13.70(1

4.900

92.600

GLADWIN
GOGEBIC
GRAND TRAVERSE
GRATIOT
HILLSDALE

2.500

8.100

8.600

10.300

11.900

HOUGHTON
HURON
INGHAM
IONIA
IOSCO

11.500

9.600

59.400

11,500

3.800

IKON
ISABELLA
JACKSON
KALAMAZOO
KALKASKA

5,600

8.200

35.400
43.700

1.400

KENT
KEWEENAW
LAKE
LAPEER
LEELANAU

99,700
700

1,800

10,100

2.500

LENAWEE
LIVINGSTON
LUCE
MACKINAC
MACOMB

22.000

9,100

1.600

2,600

68,700

MANISTEE
MARQUETTE
MASON
MECOSTA
MENOMINEE

6.400

14,900

6,600

5,800

7.600

MIDLAND
MISSAUKEE
MONROE
MONTCALM
MONTMORENCY

11.700

2.100

25.400

10,700

1,200

MUSKEGON
NEWAYGO
OAKLAND
OCEANA
OGEMAW

41,800

7,100

146.700

5,200

2.700

OHTONAGON
OSCEOLA
OSCODA
OTSEGO
OTTAWA

3,000

4.200

1.000

1.700

24.800

PRESQUE ISLE
ROSCOMMON
SAGINAW
ST. CLAIR
ST. JOSEPH

3.000

2.500

49.200

30.800

12.300

SANILAC
SCHOOLCRAFT
SHIAWASSEE
TUSCOLA
VAN BIREN

9.400

2,500
15.100

11,700

14.100

WASHTENAW
WAYNE
WEXFORD

MINNESOTA

AITKIN-
ANOKA
BECKER
BELTRAMI
BENTON

11,400

778,900

5.900

912.900

3.900

12.100

6,700

7.100

4.100

BIG STONE
BLUE EARTH

2.500

11.500

67

18

69

75

35

78

39

41

39

18

53

68

50

38
83

70
23

56

24

75

64

77

63

44

31

10

33

.623.370

950
500

11.080

1.330

1.650

1.930

410

6,300
21.260

880

33.390
6.150

34.340

7.920

1.200

440
2.240

2.030

6.510

580

3.770

4.910

8.170

1.040

70.930

1.960

3.130

3.810

7.780

6,000

1.230

5.930

48.350

7,970

1.940

1.000

5,350

26.900

35.920

610

84.350
90

630
6.870

760

15.880

6.690

300
550

58.530

2.500

2,650

3.470

3.960

3,820_
7,820

800
21.060

7.500

280

32.480
4.570

123.370

2.I0O

1.680

730
2.730

290
1. 010

17.430

400
1.140

38.180
26.210

9.770

5.220

590
11.360

7.480

10.910

31.880

674,530
3.010

574.980

1.710

8,710

2.060

690

1,340

400

8.630

STATE A COUNTY
TOTAL

HOUSEHOLDS
TV HOUSEHOLDS

PER CENT NUMBER

BROWN-
CARLTON
CARVER
CASS
CHIPPEWA

7,600

6,800

5,200

5 600

1,900

CHISAGO
CLAY
CLEARWATER
COOK
COTTONWOOD
CROW WING

.:.'.

9,600

2,600

900
4.700

9.50O

DAKOTA
DODGE
DOUGLAS
FARIBAULT
FILLMORE

14.900

3,600

6,400

7.100

7,300

FREEBORN-
GOODHUE
GRANT
HENNEPIN
HOUSTON

I" -

9.700
2.700

225.300

4.200

HUBBARD
ISANTI
ITASCA
JACKSON-
KANABEC

::.:

3.100

11.500
4.700

2.700

KANDIYOHI
KITTSON
KOOCHICHING
LAC QUI PARLE
LAKE

<

2.500

5.000

3.900

3,100

LAKE OF WOODS
LE SI EUR
LINCOLN
LYON
McLEOD

1.200

5.800

3.000
6 '.no

6 800

MAHNOMEN
MARSHALL
MARTIN-
MEEKER
MILLE LACS

1.500

4.200

7

5.400

4.400

MORRISON
MOWER
MURRAY-
NICOLLET
NOBLES

6,700

12,700

1,000

".loo
>;."

NORMAN
OLMSTED
OTTER TAIL
PENNINGTON-
PINE

3.500

1 i.OOO

13.700

3,700
4.900

PIPESTONE
POLK
POPE
RAMSEY
RED LAKE

i.ooo

10.000

3.500
117,700

1,600

REDWOOD
RENVILLE
RICE
ROCK
ROSEAU

6.400

6.800

9, Dm
3.40O
:; i

ST. LOUIS
SCOTT
SHERBURNE
SIBLEY
STEARNS

67,500

4.500

2.700

4.300

17. 800

STEELE
STEVENS
SWIFT
TODD
TRAVERSE

6.600

3.000
1 600

6.800
2.300

WABASHA
WADENA
WASECA
WASHINGTON
WATONWAN

4.900

3,500

1,800

11,100

4.100

WILKIN-
WINONA
WRIGHT
YELLOW MEDICINE

MISSISSIPPI

2.700

12.000

7.900

4.700

59.900

9.300

7.400

4.200

6,100

2.100

BOLIVAR
C \I HOUN
i Alt ROLL
CHICASAW
CHOCTAW

15,800

4.200

3.200

4.100

2.500

CLAIBORNE
CLARKE
CLAY
COAHOMA
COPIAH

2.700

4,600

4,100

14.300

7.300

COVINGTON
DE SOTO
FORREST
FRANKLIN
GEORGE

3,500

5,600

13,700

2.600

2.500

t,2

66

1 I

30

78

71

11

31
45

24

13

79

28

50

39

26

17

18

49

45

71

74

32

31

39

58

30
19

81

30

21

28

17

26

28

22

29

21

26

22

19

30

31

53

30
16

Dl

4.740

3.520

3.430

800
1.450

3.030

7.080

300
280

2.110

2.290

12.100

1.870

1.400

3.440

3.590

6.260

6.630

530

191.960

2.360

150

4.090

1.490

2.320

4.350

380
700

3.630
2.670

1.990

1.700

7.430

1.760

2.440

4.570

~~2A9<T
10.350

4.330
1.160

1.910

2.340

2.970

650
98.400

480

2.830

3.090

6.340

1.950

450

43.340

3,190
1.870

2.870

9.400

4.280

710
1.270

1,140

600

3.320
480

2.620

7.790

1.850

1,190

4,600

5.290

620

158.810*

2.070

2.160

890

1.560

470

2.320

670
320

720
990

2.670

2.20O

1. 1 00
2.960

4,060

410
990

GREENE 1.900 14 270
GRENADA 4.700 17 780
HANCOCK 3,000 71 2,130

.. Counties under 10*i tv saturation. Total tv households In these counties are by state: Mississippi 2.450.
State total includes counties with less than 10% tv saturation.

5TATE a COUNTY
TOTAL

HOUSEHOLDS

(%i-»y

TV HOUSEHOLDS
PER CENT NUMBER

3

HOLMES
IIUMI'HHI.N s

ISSAQUENA
ITAWAMBA
JACKSON

7,400

5

1.200

1.100
in-

JASPER
I.! PERSON
JEFFERSON DAVIS
JONES
KEMPER

1,200

j i;no

3.600

16,500

3.100

LAFAYETTE
LAMAR
LAUDERDALE
LAWRENCE
I HAKE

5,200

:,40o

18.900

2,800

4.900

LEE
LEFLORE
LINCOLN
LOWNDES
MADISON

10.300

12,700

7,300

10,100

r.400

MARION
MARSHALL
MONROE
MONTGOMERY
NESHOBA

0,100

5,500
9.400

3.500
0,100

NEWTON
NOXUBEE
OKTIBBEHA
PANOLA
PEARL RIVER

5.500

1,100

11.1(10

7.200

5,600

I'ERRY
DIKE
PONTOTOC
PRENTISS
QUITMAN

2,300

9.000

4.900

4.!

6.100

RANKIN
SCOTT
SHARKEY
SIMPSON
SMITH

5.900

5.200

2.800

5,200

3.600

STONE
SUNFLOWER
TALLAHATCHIE
TATE
TIPPAH

1.50O

12.700

7.000

1.200

4.100

TISHOMINGO
TUNICA
I NION
WALTHALL
WARREN
WASHINGTON
WAYNE
WEBSTER
WILKINSON
WINSTON

::.:

5,300

5.400

3,300
12.000

"20.300

3,700

2.600

3,100

5.200

YALOBUSHA
YAZOO

MISSOURI

ADAIR
ANDREW
ATCHISON
AUDRAIN-
BARRY

3,000

8,600

l.:;:;ii,oiio

6.800

1,000

3.500

8.500
li.800

BARTON
BATES
BENTON
BOLLINGER
BOONE

4.400

6.300

2.600

3.200

14,300

BUCHANAN
BUTLER
CALDWELL
CALLAWAY-
CAMDEN

32,200

11.900

3.600

6,600

2.500

CAPE GIRARDEAU
CARROLL
CARTER
CASS
CEDAR

12,200

5.200
1.400

6.700

3.800

CHARITON
CHRISTIAN-
CLARK
CLAY
CLINTON

4.900

4.000

3.000

19.500

4,000

COLE
COOPER
CRAWFORD
DADE
DALLAS

10.200

5,300

3.600

3.100

3.300

DAVIESS
DE KALB
DENT
DOUGLAS
DUNKLIN

3.800

3.000

3.400

3.700

13 .'on

FRANKLIN
GASCONADE
GENTBY
GREENE
GRUNDY

11.900

1,200

3,500
37.600

4,000

19

15

20

32

15

16

38

30
18

35

67

41

60

43

53

35
64

47

53

37

36

42

53

79

62

64

53

32

35

38

58

51

34

30

36

15.050

21.160

1.550

1.280

170

590
5.220

820

390
710

5,300

470

1.250

1,030

7.770

640

1.720

4.170

2.480

2.040

1. 110

1.700

1.480

1.890

1.070

430
1.470

2.830

830

3.210

3.340

260
2.320

880
1.160

1.560

1.260

1,710

890
1.120

720

430

1.250

I.70O

1.150

640
2.020

1,600

600
4.240

2.920

510

460

930

670
1.750

2.800

2,390

1.510

4,170

2.520

2.(HO
3.350

900
2.060

6,740

22.800

3.930

2.040

3.490

920

5.860

2,700

280
3.970

1.060

1.770

1.660

1.580

15,390

2,480

6.510

2.80O

1.140

1,080

1,240

2.(90

1.520

1,140

1. 100

4.690

6.820

2.160

1.880

27.070

2.480

HARRISON 4,500 37 1.670

HENRY 6.900 66 4.520
HICKORY 1,800 29 520

(SET COUNT CONTINUES PACE 62)
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r Free, from WBC:

28 pages of ideas

on how to get

the most out of a

owerful medium

1ESTINGH0USE BROADCASTING COMPANY, INC.

RADIO

BOSTON—WBZ+WBZA
PITTSBURGH— KDK A
CLEVELAND— KYW
FORT WAYNE—WOWO
PORTLAND— KEX

TELEVISION

BOSTON —W BZ-TV
PITTSBURGH—KDKA-TV
CLEVELAND—KYW-TV
SAN FRANCISCO— KPIX

kpix represented by the kat2 agency, inc.

All other wbc stations represented by Peters griffin, woodward, inc.

How to Make Radio Campaigns Move Goods in Local
Markets, a 28-page booklet just published by WBC,
offers scores of simple, workable ideas for making
campaigns in the powerful medium of spot radio
more effective.

The ideas are sound—we've seen them work.
Here are a few of the areas the booklet covers:

• What the Distributor and District Salesman should
find out about their own spot campaigns

• What they should tell the radio stations

• How to use local talent as salesmen
• Things for the distributor to do with his salesman
• Things to do with dealers

WBC believes strongly in the power of spot radio

to move the goods and sell the services of both
national and local advertisers. But we feel there is a

real need throughout the industry for a booklet of

this kind. Simply stated, the booklet was prepared
because WBC has seen too many spot radio cam-
paigns fail to meet their potentials

—

when people

involved in sales and distribution didn't know the right

things to do at the right time.

WBC wrote this booklet as a practical, brass-tacks

guide for these men. It may also prove a useful

refresher for advertisers and agency men.
Mail the coupon for your free copy now.

Mail for your free copy

Westinghouse Broadcasting Company, Inc.

Department S SP

Chanin Building, 122 East 42nd Street

New York 17, New York

Please mail my free copy of How to Make Radio Cam-
paigns Move Goods in Local Markets.

Name.. Position.

Company.

Street.

City Zone State

Coming Soon: How to Make Television Cam-
paigns Move Goods in Local Markets



Missouri (continued)

th*+t>c*-*.)

Important note: County tv home totals are as of June 7955 and in many instances
are now obsolete. See page 46 for tv station changes which have bearing on set growth

NATIONAL TV SET COUNT BY COUNTIES

STATE ft COUNTY
TOTAL

HOUSEHOLDS
TV HOUSEHOLDS

PER CENT NUMBER STATE & COUNTY
TOTAL

HOUSEHOLDS
TV HOUSEHOLDS

PER CENT NUMBER STATE a COUNTY
TOTAL

HOUSEHOLDS
TV HOUSEHOLDS

PER CENT NUMBER
HOLT
HOWARD

3.200

3.700
11

35

1.320

1.290

MISSOULA
MUSSELSHELL
PARK
PETROLEUM

12.200

1,900

1,1110

300

25

26

12

17

3.010

490
480
50

SAUNDERS
SCOTTS BLUFF

5,500

11.000

VI

13

4.900

1.440HOWELL 7.100

2.500

28

12.900

16

39

85

58

67

1.150

990
167.880

16.590

8,600

IRON
JACKSON
JASPER
JEFFERSON

SEWARD
SHERIDAN-
SHERMAN
SIOUX
STANTON-

4,100

3.000

1.700

900

1.900

65

38

49

2.670

PHILLIPS
PONDERA
POWDER RIVER
POWELL
PRAIRIE

2.100

1.800

1.000

1.800

800

26

13

460

230

650

930JOHNSON 7.700

2.600

6.300

$ Inn

7.900

59

52
43

65

41

4,550

1,340

2,720

5.290

3.260

KNOX- THAYER
THOMAS
THURSTON
VALLEY
WASHINGTON-

3.500

400
2.300

3,300

3.700

42

ill

22

82

1.480

LACLEDE
LAFAYETTE
LAWRENCE

RAVALLI
RICHLAND
ROOSEVELT
ROSE11I I)

SANDERS

4.200

3.200

3.000

1.800

2. .-.00

23

10

970

250

1.600

510

3.020
3.600

5

6.700

5.500

4.400

56
67

32

55

34

2.0IO

3.350

2.130

3,010

1.470

LINCOLN WAYNE
WEBSTER
WHEELER
YORK

NEVADA

CHURCHILL
CLARK
DOUGLAS
ELKO
ESMERALDA
EUREKA

3.000
2.1110

500
4.700

67,700

1.800

27.000

500

3,700

200
300

66

55
27

59

41

49

34

13

1,970

1.310

130

2,770
livingston
Mcdonald

SHERIDAN-
SILVER BOW
STILLWATER
SWEET GRASS
TETON

1,800

H.700
1.600

1.100

2.400

46

32

9.710

730

760

MACON
MADISON

6.300

:: 200

2.100

10,200

2.500

41

51

3S

67

31

2.610

1.620

810

6.830

760

27.990*

13.340

MARIES
MARION
MERCER

TOOLE
TREASURE
VALLEY
WHEATLAND
WIBAUX
YELLOWSTONE

NEBRASKA

ADAMS
ANTELOPE
ARTHUR
BANNER
BLAINE

2.100
400

3.200

1.100

400
21,800

130.700

0.400

3.600
200
4011

300

21

23

11

48

59

65

26

21

21

440

90

120

10.510

252.490*

6.070

940

80

60

MILLER
MISSISSIPPI
MONITEAU
MONROE

4.300

6.300

3.600

3.900

4.000

48

30
38

53

68

2.080

1.870

1.380

2.070

2.720

170

30

MONTGOMERY HUMBOLDT
LANDER
LINCOLN
LY'ON
MINERAL

1.300
400

900

900
3,000

24

MORGAN
NEW MADRID
NEWTON
NODAWAY

3.200
10.700

9.100
7.7110

3.500

30
28
-.4

37

10

940
3.010

4.940

2,820

360

220

OREGON NYE 900
ORMSBY 1,200
PERSHING 1,100
STOREY 300
WASHOE 20.600
WHITE PINE 3.600

NEW HAMPSHIRE
161.300

BELKNAP 8.200
CARROLL 4.900

CHESHIRE 11.300
COOS 10.700
GRAFTON 13.600

29

28

63

63

64

6S

57

65

49

OSAGE
OZARK

3.100

2.400

12 7iin

4.300

11.800
7.200

34

42

41

47

41

1.720

810
5.280

1,770

5.560

2.930

350

PEMISCOT
PERRY'
PETTIS
PHELPS

BOONE
BOX BUTTE
BOYD
BROWN
BUFFAI.O

3 300

4.200

1.400

1.400
s, -.110

35

18

57

1.160

250

4.880

90
12.920

PIKE 6.000
7..20O

Ti.300

3.400
3.000

59

53

39
54

22

3,560

2,750

2.050

1.830

660

PLATTE
POLK
PULASKI
PUTNAM

HURT
BUTLER
CASS
CEDAR
CHASE

3.500

3. 800
-..Hill

3.800

1.600

80

52
82

73

2.800

1.990

4.400

2.780

110.360

5.260

3.360

6.460
RALLS 2.600

8.200
".

1.600

3.600

9.700

54

50
56

21

25

77

1.410

4.120

3.150

330

900
7,490

6.990
RANDOLPH
RAY
REYNOLDS
RIPLEY
ST. CHARLES

CHERRY
CHEYENNE
CLAY
COLFA X
CUMING

2,500

1,300

3.000

3.400
3.9O0

7.3

70

59

1.590

2.370

2,290

6.680

HILLSBOROUGH
MERRIMACK
ROCKINGHAM.
STRAFFORD
SULLIVAN

NEW JERSEY

ATLANTIC
BERGEN
BURLINGTON-
CAM DEN-
CAPE MAY
CUMBERLAND
ESSEX
GLOUCESTER
HUDSON
HUNTERDON
MERCER
MIDDLESEX
MONMOUTH
MORRIS
OCEAN-

PASSAIC
SALEM
SOMERSET
SUSSEX
UNION
WARREN

NEW MEXICO

BERNALILLO
CATRON-
CHAVES
COLFAX
CURRY
DB BACA
DONA ANA
EDDY
GRANT
GUADALUPE

49.200

18.100

22.300

15.200

7,800

1.626.500

44.900
2H7.600

41.700

99.800

13.700

30.300

292.800
32.100
206.400

14.500

70,300
87.300

80.300

54.300

22.800

114.900

16.700

32.700
11.500

133.700

18.200

207.200

52.100
700

14.100

4,000

8,100

1,000
11.000

14.500

6.100

1.500

74

68

80

66

67

83

85

80

84

84

80

82

83

82

83

84

84

82

84

84

83

83

84

82

80

85

80

38

62
17

46

21

40
7.4

42

32

38

36.310
12.220

17.730

10.090
ST. CLAIR
ST FRANCOIS
ST LOUIS
STE GENEVIEVE
SALINE

3.500

10.800
430.200

3.200

8.600

32

65

86

72

37

1.130

7.050

368.680
2.300

3.190

CUSTER
DAKOTA
DAWES
DAWSON
DEUEL

5.900

3.200

3.000

6.700

1.000

30

76

54

1.790

2.420

3.640

5.260

1.346.390

SCHUYLER
SCOTLAND
SCOTT
SII VNNON
SHELBY-

1.800
2..".MO

10.200

2.200

3.700

34

51

38
15

58

600
1.270

3.840

330
2.150

DIXON-
DODGE
DOUGLAS
DUNDY
FILLMORE

2.900

9.600

94,700
1.2110

3.200

7-'.

89

85

51

2.190

8.520

80,780

1.630

38.030

166.080

34.940

84.130

10.930

STODDARD
STONE
SULLIVAN
TANEY
TEXAS

9.700

2.900

3.600

3.100

6.000

38

42

25
43

18

3.640

1,200

900
1.340

1.060

FRANKLIN
FRONTIER
FURNAS
GAGE
GARDEN-

2.400

1.300

3.300

8.800

1.100

r.4

2,-.

54

61

1,310

330
1.780

5,320

24.970

243.020

26.260

171.520

12.150

VERNON
WARREN
WASHINGTON
WAYNE
WEBSTER

7.100

2.50O

4.200

2 900

1.700

37

57

29

18

36

2.620

1.430

1.230

530
1.700

GARFIELD
GOSPER
GRANT
GREELEY-
HALL

900
700

200
1.500

11.100

25

44

19

33

64

230
310
40

490
7.140

58.910

71.500

67,130

45.450

18.810

WORTH
WRIGHT

MONTANA

1.600

5, I

199.600

2.500

2.500

2,500

900
3.300

51

36

26

13

18

15

23

810
1.810

51.060*

340
460

140

760

8,590

620

HAMILTON
HARLAN-
HAYES
HITCHCOCK
HOLT

3.000

2.300

800
1.900

4.300

66

50

11

1.970

1.140

460

94,790

14.010

26.880

9.210

113,110

14,560

78.020*

32.090

BEAVERHEAD
BIG HORN
BLAINE
BROADWATER
CARBON-

HOOKER
HOWARD
JEFFERSON
JOHNSON
KEARNEY

300

2 200
4.300

2.400

2.100

36

45

62

53

780
1.930

1.480

1.120

KEITH
KEYA PAHA
KIMBALL
KNOX
LANCASTER

2.400

400
1.300

4.400

41.500

31
55

73

400
2.420

30,170

CARTER
CASCADE
CHOUTEAU
CUSTER
DANIELS

600
m. urn

2,400
1.7HII

1.000

41

2>;

6.430

1.680

400

LINCOLN
LOGAN
LOUP
Mcpherson
MADISON-

9.100

400
400
200

7.800

19

21

23

58

1.760

80
90

4,550

5.980

DAWSON
DEER LODGE
FALLON

3.000

4.900

1.000

5.000

10.800

17

15

27

840

770
2.960

6.120

1.960

570

FERGI S

FLATHEAD
HARDING
HIDALGO
LEA
LINCOLN-
LOS ALAMOS
LUNA
MrKINLEY
MORA
OTERO
QUAY-

500
1.600

12.500

1.800

3.800

2.800

6.500

2.100
5.10O

4.300

17

20

29

33

45

33

19

MERRICK
MORRILL
NANCE
NEMAHA
NUCKOLLS
OTOE

3.000

2.300

1.900

3.300

2.700

5.100

35

33

73

39

83

1.060

620
2.400

1.040

4.480

270
GALLATIN
GARFIELD
GLACIER
GOLDEN VALLEY
GRANITE

7.100

700

2,900
4110

1.000

12

22

15

840

90
150

2.460

520

1.260

1.270

HILL
JEFFERSON-
JUDITH BASIN-
LAKE
LEWIS AND CLARK

4.600

1,000

900
4.200
s.soo

18

28
is

18

180

250
740

1.620

PAWNEE
PERKINS
PHELPS
PIERCE
PLATTE

2.100

1.100

3,100

3.000
fi.000

4S

68

43

66

1,010

2.100

1.290

3.980

1.670

810

RIO ARRIBA
ROOSEVELT
SANDOVAL
SAN JUAN
SAN MIGUEL

5.800

4.900

2.400

5.800

6.000

21

13

30

16

1.240

640
LIBERTY
LINCOLN
McCONE
MADISON
MEAGHER
MINERAL

400
3,100

1,900

1.400

800
600

63

19

17

13

17

250

600

240
100

100

POLK
RED WILLOW
RICHARDSON-
ROCK
SALINE
SARPY

2,500

4,300

5,600

900
4.800

5.200

61
23

47

55

83

1.520

980
2.600

2.630

4,330

730

950

SANTA FE
SIERRA
SOCORRO

10.400

2.500

2.500

40

25

29

4.160

640
720

.. Total
State total includes counties with less than

tv households in these counties are by
10% tv saturation.

state: Montana 2.120; Nebraska 1.140; Nevada 870; New Mexico 1.230.



if you're building a market . .
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you need tools . . . tools that will do the best possible

work and the quickest!

WRGB-TV is your best sales tool in rich Northeastern

New York and Western New England. 480,850 families

depend upon WRGB's 16 years of leadership to provide

them with fine service and program quality.

It will pay you to study the television market in our

coverage area of 30 counties, including the important

tri-cities of Albany, Schenectady and Troy.

**
\>

« s>

Represented Nationally by ms) Spot Sales

WRGB
A General Electric Station



Important note: County tv home totals are as of June 1955 and in many instances

are now obsolete. See page 46 for tv station changes which have bearing on set growth

NATIONAL TV SET COUNT BY COUNTIES

TOTAL TV HOUSEHOLDS TOTAL TV HOUSEHOLDS TOTAL TV HOUSEHOLDS
STATE » COUNTY HOUSEHOLDS PER CENT NUMBER STATE a COUNTY HOUSEHOLDS PER CENT NUMBER STATE & COUNTY HOUSEHOLDS PER CENT NUMBER

TAOS 3.600 17 620 EDGECOMBE 11.500 49 5.670 PIERCE 2.100 29 610
TORRANCE I.SIIII 39 690 FORSYTH 43.500 86 28.710 RAMSEY 3.500 21 820
UNION 2,100 13 270 FRANKLIN 6,900 37 2,540 RANSOM 2,300 .56 1.290

VALENCIA 5,300 48 2.520 GASTON :;n mm 65 19.630 RENVILLE 1.500 46 690
GATES 2,300 59 1,350 RICHLAND i,200 56 2.910

NEW YORK GRAHAM 1.700 17 300 ROLETTE 2.300 11 310

80.900

81

82

3.849,570

66.580

GRANTLLLE
GREENE

6.800

3.600

47

37

3,200

1.320
SARGENT
SHERIDAN
SIOUX

1,800

1.200

600

32
30

16

580

350

100
ALBANY GUILFORD 54,200 62 33.880
ALLEGANY 13.600 62 8.400 HALIFAX 12.500 36 4,540 SLOPE 500
BRONX !<;:!. 400 80 367.610 HARNETT 11.300 27 3.060 STARK 1.100 13 510

59,300
:i '

81

83

47.910

20,430
HAYWOOD
HENDERSON-

9,600

9.000
34

:i9

3.260

3,490CATTARAUGUS STEELE
STUTSMAN

1.200

6.7110

57

37

680
2,510CAYUGA 21.700 82 17.770 HERTFORD 4.700 61 2.850 TOWNER 1.4ll(t 11 160CHAUTAUQUA [7.200 77 36.110 HOICE 3.200 31 5,090 TRAILL 3.000 61 1.830

CHEMUNG
CHENANGO
CLINTON

29.400

12.500

13.300

63

74

84

18.610

9,280

11.150

HOKE 3.200 34 1.090 WALSH 4.700 21 1.000
IREDELL
JACKSON

14.600

4.300

55

36

8.090

1,570
WARD
WELLS

10.400

2.600
50

29

5.210

760COLUMBIA 11.100 83 11.630 JOHNSTON 15.400 34 5,190 WILLIAMS 8.700
CORTLAND 11.800 74 8.730 JONES 2.400 21 570DELAWARE 1 1.000 67 9.350 LEE 6.100 44 2.710
DUTCHESS 37.700 77 28.920 LENOIR 11,000 49 5.370 OH/O
ERIE 287.300 83 239.320 LINCOLN- 6.800 59 3.980 2.610.100 82 2.149.070

ESSEX 10.5(10 64 6.680 MCDOWELL 6.500 52 3,390 ADAMS 6.700 67 4,490

20.110FRANKLIN 12,800 54 6.960 MACON 3.800 23 870 ALLEN 20.160 68
FULTON 17.700 75 13.200 MADISON 1,300 07 1.180 ASHLAND 11.100 79 8,770
GENESEE 14.700 83 12.260 MARTIN 6.000 61 3.680 ASHTABULA 26.300 84 22.040
GREENE 0.100 77 6.970 MECKLENBURG .57.800 68 39,480 ATHENS 12.600 56 7,090

HAMILTON 1.300 79 1.030 MITCHELL 3.400 51 1.740 AUGLAIZE 10.100 75 7.560
HERKIMER 19.600 79 15,520 MONTGOMERY 4,200 52 2.190 BELMONT 27.000 75 20,200
JEFFERSON 26.! 60 16.250 MOORE 8,100 40 3,220 BROWN- 7.300 73 5.350
K I XI i S 840.400 85 710,370 NASH 13,700 33 4.510 BUTLER 17, soil 86 40,920
LEWIS 6,500 71 4.590 NEW HANOVER 19.500 47 9.220 CARROLL 5 SOU 82 4.740

LIVINGTSON 11,100 75 8.340 NORTHAMPTON- 5,900 38 2,230 CHAMPAIGN 8,800 73 6.420
MADISON 14. C00 74 10.790 ONSLOW 10.300 37 3.840 CLARK 37,200 85 31.430
MONROE 103. .->00 83 135.210 ORANGE 8.500 52 4.450 CLERMONT 13,500 82 1 1 . 1 20
MONTGOMERY 10.300 75 14.400 PAMLICO 2,400 21 510 CLINTON 8.600 74 6,340
NASSAU 306,300

668.100

80

80

246.570

533.810

PASQUOTANK
PENDER

6,700

4.200

56

21

3.740

1.020

COLUMBIANA 32.400 77 24,850

NEW YORK COSHOCTON- 10.400 52 5,420
NIAGARA 62.300 .82 50.900 PERQUIMANS 2.400 56 1.330 CRAWFORD 13.000 73 9,460
ONEIDA 69.200 82 56.950 PERSON 5.200

-.-
2.980 CUYAHOGA 455.600 89 404,120

ONONDAGA 113,000 S3 93.900 PITT 14.300 71 10.140 DARKE 13.500 83 11.180
ONTARIO 18,300

47,600

81

81

14.790

38.700

POLK
RANDOLPH

3,000

13.600

63 1,900

7.030

DEFIANCE 8.500 74 6,300

ORANGE DELAWARE 9.200 78 7.190
ORLEANS 9.600 SI 8.050 RICHMOND 9.900 57 5,640 ERIE 17.700 81 14,390
OSWEGO 24,000 80 19.320 ROBESON 19.500 3 1 6.550 FAIRFIELD 17.100 79 13.420
OTSEGO 17.000 70 11.900 ROCKINGHAM 17.100 9,340 FAYETTE 7,700 70 5.410
PUTNAM 6.900

535.600

74

84

5.110

449.900

ROWAN-
RUTHERFORD

20.600

11.400

56

63

11.540

7.240

FRANKLIN 167.100 86 143.540

QUEENS FULTON- 8,300 81 t>./jU

RENSSELAER 42.900 81 34.880 SAMPSON- 11.300 26 2.890 GALLIA 6,800 70 4.780

RICHMOND 57.300 82 47.100 SCOTLAND 6.100 30 1.820 GEAUGA 8,300 66 S.440
ROCKLAND 25.100 81 20.460 STANLY 10,300 73 7.570 GREENE 20.200 80 16.100

ST. LAWRENCE 27.900 57 15.820 STOKES 4.800 57 2.720 GUERNSEY- 11.700 61 7.140

SARATOGA 24.500 75 18.300 SURRY 11.500 56 6,420 HAMILTON 251,500 87 218.550

SCHENECTADY 49.800 81 40.390 SWAIN 2.300 17 400 HANCOCK 15.600 77 12,070

SCHOHARIE 7.300 76 5.540 TRANSYLVANIA 3.800 39 1.470 HARDIN- 9.3011 75 6.990

SCHUYLER 4.60O 79 3.640 TYRRELL 1.200 28 340 HARRISON 5,000 66 3,920

SENECA 7 :;ihi 80 5.820 UNION- 10.200 55 5.650 HENRY 7,100 76 5.410

STEUBEN 28.500 54 15.33(1 VANCE 7.600 42 3.210 HIGHLAND 9,600 69 6.640
SUFFOLK 101.100 79 82.340 WAKE 36.800 55 20,310 HOCKING 5.700 76 4.350

4.010SULLUVAN 13.400 75 10.040 WARREN- 4.900 27 1.300 HOLMES 5. 100 74

TIOGA 9.800 74 7.230 WASHINGTON 2.900 42 1,220 HURON- 12.900 72 9.340
TOMPKINS 18.700

30.500

68

75

12.790

22,970

WATAUGA 4.100 32 1.300
JACKSON
JEFFERSON

S.600

28,300

73

84

6.280

23.860I-LSTER WAYNE 15.300 6.350
WARREN 12.900 80 10.350 WILKES in. Too 40 4,290 KNOX 11.600 74 8.530

WASHINGTON 13.900 73 10.120 WILSON 12,600 56 7.020 LAKE 27.000 85 22.980

WAYNE 18,300 82 15.040 YADKIN- 5.500 64 3,500 LAWRENCE 14.S00 78 11.510

WESTCHESTER 200,900 82 165,540 YANCEY 3.500 21 740 LICKING 23.800 62 14,730

WYOMING 9,300 77 7.150 LOGAN- 10.700 74 7,910

YATES 5.800 77 4.450 NORTH DAKOTA LORAIN
LUCAS

48,700

131,500

86

86

41,980

112,700

NORTH CAROLINA ADAMS
167,800

1,200

37 62,300* MADISON-
MAHONING

6,500

78,300

77

82

4,990

63.970

1.027.600 51 525.490 BARNES 4,400 70 3.090 MARION- 17,200 79 13,520

ALAMANCE 19.700 69 13.530 BENSON 2.400 18 430 MEDINA 13,700 85 11,660

ALEXANDER 3.100 58 1.970 BILLINGS 500 MEIGS 7.100 67 4,770

ALLEGHANY' 2.100 37 790 BOTTINEAU 3.100 36 1,110 MERCER 8,800 63 5,570

ANSON 6,000

5,000

52

44

3.140

2.230
BOWMAN
BURKE

l.ooo

l.son 21 380

MIAMI 21.000 83 17.470

ASHE MONROE 4.1,0(1 j, A./UU

AYERY 3.000 30 920 BURLEIGH 8,000 62 4.940 MONTGOMERY 134,400 88 117,600

RE \UFORT 8,500 61 5.410 CASS 18,200 63 1 1.410 MORGAN- 4.200 61 2,550

BERTIE 5,900 40 2.340 CAVALIER 2,700 11 300 MORROW 5.300 77 4.070

BLADEN 6.600

4.400

17

19

1.120

820
DICKEY
DIVIDE

2.500

1.400

35 890 MUSKINGUM 21.200 64 15.510

BRUNSWICK NOBLE 3.6(10 ol £,llni

BUNCOMBE 34.000 45 15.300 DUNN 1,600 OTTAWA 9,800 77 7,500
BURKE 11.200 63 7.110 EDDY 1,200 33 400 PAULDING 4.800 63 3.010
CABARRUS 16.700

10.900

66

54

10.970

5.840

EMMONS 2,100 36 760 PERRY
PICKAWAY

8,700

8,000

79

80

6.840

6.380CALDWELL FOSTER 1,500 49 730CAMDEN 1.400 61 860 GOLDEN VALLEY 900 PIKE 6.700 70 4.700
CARTERET 6,500 31 2,000 GRAND FORKS 11,800 39 4,630 PORTAGE 20,200 83 16.690

CASWELL 4.30O 41 1,780 GRANT 1.600 27 430 PREBLE 8,900 si 7,200

CATAWBA 17.000 68 11.610 GRIGGS 1.300 65 850 PUTNAM 7.700 73 5,630

CHATHAM 6.100 52 3.150 HETTINGER 1,800 16 290
RICHLAND 30.300 so 24.300

CHEROKEE 4,200 23 950 KIDDER 1.500 3S 560 ROSS 16.500 78 12,81m

CHOWAN 2.800 46 1.290 LA MOURE 2.400 45 1,070 SANDUSKY- 15.900 71 11.290

CLAY 1.300 13 170 LOGAN 1.300 30 380 SCIOTO 29.700 72 21.440
CLEVELAND 15.900 55 8.820 McHENRY 3.200 30 950 SENECA 17,000 80 13.670

COLUMBUS 11,700 21 2.430 McINTOSH l.ioo 33 550
SHELBY 9.000 74 6.630

CRAYEN 13.000 64 8,330 McKENZIE 1.S00 STARK- 92.100 84 77,640

CUMBERLAND 23.700 26 6.260 McLEAN 5.300 26 1,390 SUMMIT 136.500 87 118,210

CURRITUCK 1.800 53 950 MERCER 2.100 2; 590 TRUMBULL SO.000 85 42.960
DARE 1.300 34 440 MORTON- 5.300 61 3.400 TUSCARAWAS 23.000 81 18.610

DAVIDSON 17.000

3.800

62

59

10.470

2,250
MOUNTRAIL
NELSON-
OLIVER

2.500

1.800

500

21

15

39

540

810
190

UNION 6,700 77 5.150
DAVIE VAN WERT

VINTON-
9,200

2,900

71

73

6.500

2.100DUPLIN- 9,400 31 2.900
DURHAM 27.900 61 17.070 PEMBINA 3, ) 14 496 WARREN 12,500 79 9.810

Counties undei 10$ tv saturation. Total tv households in these counties are by state:
State total Includes counties with less than 109; tv saturation.

North Dakota 420.
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PROFITABLE

Every year, millions of pairs of high fashioned — full fashioned hosiery

are stretched to a perfect fit in hosiery mills throughout the Prosperous

Piedmont section of North Carolina and Virginia . . . home of wfmy-tv.

Manufacturers such as Burlington, Mojud, Hanes, McCrary, and Baker-Cammack

make this section the largest producer of full fashioned hosiery in the world.

wfmy-tv, basic cbs for this 46-county area, completely dominates the viewing

habits of the hundreds of thousands of employees of these tremendous hosiery mills.

Telecasting on Channel 2 since 1949 to some 2 million potential customers for your

product, wfmy-tv gives you full 100,000 watt coverage of this expanding area of the South

To stretch your profits in this $2.3 billion market, call your h-r-p man today.

wfmy-tv

'A
WFMY-TV... Pied Piper of the Piedmont

GREENSBORO, N. C.
Repreienfed by

Harrington, Righter & Parsons, Inc.

New York — Chicago— San Francisco — Atlanta

Now In Our
Seventh Year

30 APRIL 1956 65



Ohio (continued)

STATE ft COUNTY
TOTAL

HOUSEHOLDS
TV HOUSEHOLDS

PER CENT NUMBER

WASHINGTON
WAYNE

14.400

18.200

WILLIAMS
WOOD
WYANDOT

OKLAHOMA

ADAIR
ALFALFA
ATOKA
REAVER
BECKHAM

9.000

18.700

6,500

.1.700

3.000

3.300

2.100
n.900

GILLIAM
GRANT
HARNEY
HOOD RIVER
JACKSON

1.000

2,000

2.000

3,800

22.100

JEFFERSON
JOSEPHINE

2.100

10,100

58

25

51

25

21

34

8,180

13.400

8,970

15.840

5.150

385,250*

910

1.530

830

.090

BLAINE 4,100 66 2,700

BRYAN 7,100 24 1,780

CADDO 9,500 57 5,390

CANADIAN 7.300 69 5.000

CARTER 12.100 41 4,990

CHEROKEE 4,(100 31 1,430

CHOCTAW 4.800 13 620

CIMARRON 1.100

CLEVELAND 11.100 ill 6.750

COAL 1.700 58 990

COMANCHE 18.000 64 11.610

COTTON 2,000 53 1.390

CRAIG 1,500 '11 2,740

CREEK 11.800 68 8.050

CUSTER 6,100 51 3,140

DELAWARE 3.800 31 1.500

DEWEY 2.100 42 1.000

ELLIS 2.300

GARFIELD 17.200 62 10.610

GARVIN 8.300 59 4.900

GRADY 9,800 63 6.220

ORANT 2.800 17 1.310

GREER 3.100 23 720
HARMON 2.200 23 510

HARPER 1,800 17 300

HASKELL 3,000 25 750
HUGHES 5.200 39 2,050

JACKSON 6,100 33 1.990

JEFFERSON 2.800 50 1,410

JOHNSTON 2.500 39 970

KAY 15.800 55 8,750

KINGFISHER 3.700 69 2.560

KIOWA 5,400 45 2.440

LATIMER 2.400 13 310
LE FLORE 8.700 15 1.290

LINCOLN n.ooo 52 3.140

LOGAN 0.600 56 3.680
LOVE 1.800 33 600

McCLAIN 3.800 59 2.250

McOURTAIN 7,500 23 1.710

McINTOSH 4.100 43 1,780
MAJOR 3.000 40 1.190

MARSHALL 2.200 49 1.070

MAYES 5.300 60 3.190

MURRAY 3.000 70 2.100

MUSKOGEE 19,100 59 11.290

NOBLE 3,500 63 2.210

NOWATA 3,600 61 2.180

OKFUSKEE 4.100 46 1.900

OKLAHOMA 115,300 78 90,280

OKMULGEE 12.300 55 6,750

OSAGE 9.300 63 5.890

OTTAWA 9.300 58 5,380

PAWNEE 3.800 57 2,150

PAYNE 13.400 48 6,490

PITTSBURG 10.700 38 4.080

PONTOTOC 8.300 62 5.110

POTTAWATOMIE 12,400 54 6.680

PUSHMATAHA 2,900 15 440
ROGER MILLS 2,000 14 290

ROGERS 5,500 59 3.230

SEMINOLE 9.900 58 5,720

SEQUOYAH 4,700 29 1,350

STEPHENS 11.500 56 6,470
TEXAS 4.700 13 600

TILLMAN 4,700 51 2,400
TULSA 86.500 80 69.460
WAGONER 4.100 62 2,550
WASHINGTON 10.600 63 6,640
WASHITA 4.600 47 2,170

WOODS 4.500 27 1,200
WOODWARD 4.000 15 620

OREGON
535.600 45 240.760*

BAKER 5.000 32 1.610

BENTON 10,200 32 3.280
CLACKAMAS 29,600 49 14,470

CLATSOP 10.900 33 3,610
COLUMBIA 7.000 34 2,360

COOS 17.300 12 2.150
CROOK 2.600

CURRY 2,700 18 480
DESCHUTES 6,700 13 870
DOUGLAS 21,100 16 3,400

ISO

1.580

10.419

500
3.410

Important note: County tv home totals are as of June 7955 and in many instances

are now obsolete. See page 46 for tv station changes which have bearing on set growth

NATIONAL TV SET COUNT BY COUNTIES

STATE ft COUNTY
TOTAL

HOUSEHOLDS
TV HOUSEHOLDS

PER CENT NUMBER

KLAMATH
LAKE
LANE

13.000

2.000

46.400

LINCOLN
LINN
MALHEUR
MARION
MORROW

7,900

19,400

6.300

31.900

1. ion

MULTNOMAH
POLK
SHERMAN
TILLAMOOK
UMATILLA

171,200

7. Slid

700

7,000

15.300

UNION 5,800

WALLOWA 2.100

WASCO 6,400

WASHINGTON 22,700

WHEELER 1.100

YAMHILL 10.100

PENNSYLVANIA
3.101.900

ADAMS 13,000
ALLEGHENY 156,100

ARMSTRONG 23,600

BEAVER 51,900
BEDFORD 11.300

BERKS
BLAIR
BRADFORD
BUCKS
BUTLER

78.0(10

41,100

15.700
(17. Slid

28,800

CAMBRIA
CAMERON
CARBON
CENTRE
CHESTER

57.01111

1,900

16.100

17.300

44.500

CLARION
CLEARFIELD
CLINTON
COLUMBIA
CRAWFORD

10.600

23.700

10.700

15.900

24,000

CUMBERLAND
DAUPHIN
DELAWARE
ELK
ERIE

30.800

62.800

134.200

9.700

69.400

FAYETTE
FOREST
FRANKLIN
FULTON
GREENE
HUNTINGDON
INDIANA
JEFFERSON
JUNIATA
LACKAWANNA

52,600

1.300

22.900

2,900

12.500

~Tl7400

21.200

14.200

4,400

73.000

LANCASTER
LAWRENCE
LEBANON
LEHIGH
LUZERNE

70,000

31,700

26.500

59.900

107.100

LYCOHING
McKEAN
MERCER
MIFFLIN
MONROE

32.000

17.100

33.800

12.700

10.600

MONTGOMERY
MONTOUR
NORTHAMPTON
NORTHUMBERLAND
PERRY

107.300

3,700

54,600

33.700

7.400

PHILADELPHIA
PIKE
POTTER
SCHUYLKILL
SNYDER

637.500
3,100

4.800

56.400

6.400

SOMERSET
SULLIVAN
SUSQUEHANNA
TIOGA
UNION

22,800

1,700

9,000

10,700

6,100

VENANGO
WARREN
WASHINGTON
WAYNE
WESTMORELAND

18.800

12,300

61,500
8,000

91,500

WYOMING
YORK

RHODE ISLAND

BRISTOL
ICEXT
NEWPORT
PROVIDENCE
WASHINGTON

4,900

64.800

216,600

8.800

27,200

17,900

177.600

15,100

SOUTH CAROLINA
511,900

ABBEVILLE 5,500

AIKEN
ALLENDALE

23.800

3.200

17

31

47

52
33

24

56

13

32

77

82

82

74

80

58

63

61

63

81

83

43

84

80

40

67

55

56

59

73

66
75

86

73

82

51

52

81

63

49
78

51

66

54

76

55

47

58

58

81

62
82

81

82
83

84

74

48

60

36

43

2,470

220
20,650

1,360

6.560

2.950

16,590

470

112,480

3.460

160

2.050

3.790

960

12,620

140

3.360

2,472.930

7.380

374.000

18.270

42.660
9.270

62,320

33,580

11,040

55.120

23.100

46.460

1.130

1 1 ,740

13.060

37,740

7,840

18.960

6.230

9.950

14,690

19,310

51.120

111.120

4.220

58.500

42.080

520
15.320

1,600

7,060

8.490

14.250

10,300

1,960

57,330

58.250

24.850

21.680

49.660

78.500

14,620

10,050

24.780

8.360

7.920

92.390
2.710

44,770
17,250

3,830

518,290
1,950

2.360

43,940

3,290

15,030

920

6,830

5.890

2,870

10,850

7.150

50.000

4,990

74.940

3.670

52.620

204,760

7.170

22.360
14,890

149.180

11,160

260,220

3.310
8.500

1,370

... Counties under 10% tv saturation. Total tv households in these counties are by state:
1 State total includes counties with less than 10% tv saturation.

Oklahoma 480; Oregon 600

STATE ft COUNTY
TOTAL

HOUSEHOLDS
TV HOUSEHOLDS

PER CENT NUMBER

ANDERSON
BAMBERG

23,200

3.900

BARNWELL
BEAUFORT
BERKELEY
CALHOUN
CHARLESTON

6,500

6.600

6,700

3.200

48,600

CHEROKEE
CHESTER
CHESTERFIELD
CLARENDON
COLLETON

8.300

7.700

7,900

6,500
7,000

DARLINGTON
DILLON
DORCHESTER
EDGEFIELD
FAIRFIELD

11,900

6.600

5,500

3.600

4,700

FLORENCE
GEORGETOWN
GREENVILLE
GREENWOOD
HAMPTON

19,600

7.600

48,900
10,700

4.300

HORRY
JASPER
KERSHAW
LANCASTER
LAURENS

13.700

2.500

7,300

8.800

11.400

LEE
LEXINGTON
McCORMICK
MARION
MARLBORO

4,600

12,100

2.100

7.500

7.000

NEWBERRY
OCONEE
ORANGEBURG
PICKENS
RICHLAND

8.000

9,100

15,900

10.000

40,900

SALUDA 3,600

SPARTANBURG 39,900

SUMTER 13,800

UNION 7.400

WILLIAMSBURG 8,800

YORK 18,500

SOUTH DAKOTA
195,300

AURORA 1,300

BEADLE 0,800

BENNETT 800

BON HOMME 2,600

BROOKINGS 5,300

BROWN
BRULE
BUFFALO
BUTTE
CAMPBELL

10,400

1,700

400
2,500

900

CHARLES MIX
CLARK
CLAY
CODINGTON
CORSON

4,700

2,500

3,500

6.100

1,400

CUSTER
DAVISON
DAY
DEUEL
DEWEY

1,600

5,300

3.400

1.800

1,200

DOUGLAS
EDMUNDS
FALL RIVER
FAULK
GRANT

1,200

1.800

3,200

1,500

2,700

GREGORY
HAAKON
HAMLIN
HAND
HANSON

2,500

700

2,100

1,800

1,300

HARDING
HUGHES
HUTCHINSON
HYDE
JACKSON

700
2,400

3.300

700
500

JERAULD
JONES
KINGSBURY
LAKE
LAWRENCE

1,200

800
2,900

3,100

4,800

LINCOLN
LYMAN
McCOOK
McPHERSON
MARSHALL

3.800

1.100

2.500

1.700

2.100

MEADE
MELLETTE
MINER
MINNEHAHA
MOODY

3.200

800
1.700

23.600

2.500

PENNINGTON
PERKINS
POTTER

17,300

1.800

1.300

26

53

50
39

63

55

49

42

21

36

38
47

60
56

54

48
34

40
30

37

33
55

32

53

41

53

46

48

29

12
10

57

29

13

29

11

13

50
11

33

16
12

10.810

780

1,720

3,470

3.360

1.250

30,760

4,550

3,760

3,350

1,370

2,550

4,550

3,080

3.300

2.010

2,530

10,430

3.820

29,580

5.420

1,750

2.360

1.180

4,040

4,220

3,900

2,210

5.410

930

3.490

2,630

3.220

2,720

5,960

3,260

22.500

1.130

21,190

5,620

3.940

4.070

8,860

57,080*

160

1.480

1.510

2,050

1,170

150

200

,540

380

230

240

160

310

490

400

1,240

1,900

1,260

190

700

1.030

18.270

1,200

2,730

220

ROBERTS 3.800 24 930

SANBORN 1.400 17 240

SHANNON 1.100 _..

SPINK 3.400 —
STANLEY 400

SULLY 800 -"

(SET COUNT CONTINUES PACE 70)

South Dakota 2,470.



Get to the heart of the motion's rich timberload

and discover a

HEART
OF

GOLD

Covering Oregon's 2nd Market

Eugene— KVAL-TV

Channel 13

Roseburg— KPIC

Channel 4

. . . anyway you measure it, you'll

find this combination a surefire prescription to boost

sales in this rich market, reaching 130,190 families with

spendable income of

$681 Million

Put the team to work for you with a call to

your Hollingbery man, or Moore and Lund

(Seattle-Portland).

Jn

KVAL-TV -KPIC
EUGENE ROSEBURG
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From the Freedoms Foundation at

Valley Forge 1955 Awards Report.

'The awardee (s) ... were selected

by the distinguished awards jury

for their outstanding work for

freedom, from multi-thousands

of nominations submitted by the

general public for evaluation."

TOR STANDI!

ACHIEVEMENT IN

BRINGING ABOUT .

OF THE

amerVc
WAY Of LIFE

v

/
s



^jTor outstanding achievement

We are proud to announce that The Freedoms Foundation at Valley Forge

has honored the Storer Broadcasting Company by presenting it the

George Washington Honor Medal for the Storer 'Americana' trade paper

advertising campaign, "Famous on the Local Scene, yet known

throughout the Nation." We are humble in the knowledge that this

is the first time a broadcasting company has been so honored.

STORER BROADCASTING COMPANY
WSPD-TV

Toledo

WJW-TV
Cleveland

WSPD
Toledo

WJW
Cleveland

WJBK-TV
Detroit

WJBK
Detroit

WAGA-TV
Atlanta

WAGA
Atlanta

WBRC-TV
Birmingham

KPTV
Portland

WGBS-TV
Miami

WBRC
Birmingham

WWVA
Wheeling

WGBS
Miami

SALES OFFICES

TOM HARKER—vice-president in charge of sales ) __ , „ „ , „„ „ „>-_K y
I 118 East 57th Street, New York 22 • Murray Hill 8-8630

BOB WOOD— national sales manager )

LEW JOHNSON— midwest sales manager • 230 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago 1 • Franklin 2-6498

GAYLE GRUBB— vice-president and Pacific coast sales manager • 111 Sutter Street, San Francisco • Sutte'



h±(*r*)&!^U

£fe(»-*° *-**<*-*)

Important note: County tv home totals are as of June 7955 and in many instances

are now obsolete. See page 46 lor tv station changes which have bearing on set growth

NATIONAL TV SET COUNT BY COUNTIES
South Dakota (continued)

TOTAL TV HOUSEHOLDS TOTAL TV HOUSEHOLDS TOTAL TV HOUSEHOLDS
STATE ft COUNTY HOUSEHOLDS PER CENT NUMBER STATE & COUNTY HOUSEHOLDS PER CENT NUMBER STATE ft COUNTY HOUSEHOLDS PER CENT NUMBER

TODD 1,000 WILLIAMSON- 5,800 57 3,310 HARRIS 287.100 72 208.140
TRLPP 2.400 — WILSON 7,100 53 3,960 HARRISON 12.200 36 4.360
TURNER 3,500 66 2,320 HARTLEY 500 50 250
UNION 3.300 82 2,710 TEXAS HASKELL 3.600 41 1,460
WALWORTH 2,200 —

ANDERSON
2,392,700

8.200

56

22

1,337,330'

1,830

HAYS
HEMPHILL

4,500

1.300

53

26

2.400

WASHABAUGH 200 340
1 ANKTON 4,300 58 2,490 ANDREWS 2.600 46 1.210 HENDERSON- 5,800 25 1.470

ZIEBACH 700 ._ — ANGELINA 10.400 27 2,860 HIDALGO 44,500 37 16,380

ARANSAS 1.200 37 440 HILL 8,600 63 5.400

ARCHER 1,900 51 970 HOCKLEY
HOOD

7.000

1,400

56

57

3.910

TENNESSEE ARMSTRONG 600 52 310 800

883,100 53 464,500 ATASCOSA 4.700 54 2,530 HOPKINS 6.200 28 1.710

AUSTIN 4.200 43 1,790 HOUSTON- 5.600 21 1.190

ANDERSON 11,900 58 8,630 BAILEY 2.200 63 1.380 HOWARD 8.200 56 4.620

BEDFORD 6,600 49 3,240 BANDERA 1,200 52 620 HUDSPETH 1.300 50 650

BENTON-
BLEDSOE
BLOI'NT

2.900

1,700

11.900

29

36

54

850
610

8,060

HUNT
HUTCHINSON-
IRION
JACK
JACKSON-

11.300

11,400

500

2.100

3.600

71

71

19

58

38

BASTROP
BAYLOR
BEE
BEXAR
BELL

-•-•'in

2.200

4,900

139.900
22.800

38
40

42

76

33

1,990

880

2.050

107.020

12.180

8.06O

8.140

90

BRADLEY
C WirHELL

8.500

8,000

43

31

3.660
2.490

1.120

1,220

1.370

CANNON 2,200 51 JASPER
JEFF DAVIS

5.300

500
27 1.430

CARROLL 7,300 32 2,300 BLANCO 1.300 42 540

CARTER 10,700 48 5,180 BORDEN
BOSQUE

200

3,200

58

40

120

1.280
JEFFERSON-
JIM HOGG

62,000

1,300

52

37

31.990

CHEATHAM 2.100 65 1.360 480

CHESTER 2.700 11 1,090 BOWIE 19.300 46 8.860 JIM WELLS 7.700 19 1.480

CLAIBORNE 5,400 19 1.040 BRAZORIA 16.100 63 10.190
JOHNSON- 9.600 65 6.240

CLAY 2,000 33 660 BRAZOS 11.000 30 3.300 JONES 6,500 48 3.100
COCKE 5,100 26 1,330 BREWSTER

BRISCOE
1.900

900 39 350
KARNES
KAUFMAN-

3.900

7.300

46

63

1.780

COFFEE 6.900 52 3,620 4.610

CROCKETT 1.100 42 1.700 BROOKS 2.700 17 460 KENDALL 1.700 65 i. too

4.500 19 840 BROWN- S. 1,1111 33 2.820CUMBERLAND KENEDY 100 28 30
DAVIDSON 95.300 71 67,280 BURLESON 3.200 32 1,030 KENT 500 29 140
DECATUR 2.400 20 470 BURNET

CALDWELL
2.800

1,800

38
49

1.070

2,330
KERB
KIMBLE

4,200

1,200

31

16

1.300

DE KALB 2,600 41 1,080 190

DICKSON- 5.000 56 2.780 CALHOUN- 3.000 18 550 KING 200 22 40

DYER 8.800 49 4.350 CALLAHAN 2.100 16 1.110
KINNEY- 500 13 70

FAYETTE 5.800 55 3,220 CAMERON 38.800 37 14,320 KLEBERG : 28 2.050
FENTRESS 3.200 19 600 CAMP 2.400 45 1,070 KNOX 2,600 38 990

FRANKLIN 6,100 24 1,480 CARSON- 1,900 53 1,020 LAMAR 11,900 13 1.500

GIBSON- 13,700 34 4,620 CASS 6,400 51 3,230 LAMB 5,900 62 3.670

GILES 6.800 14 980 CASTRO 1.600 37 600 LAMPASAS 2,900 48 1.390
GRAINGER 2,800 26 710 CHAMBERS 2.300 58 1,330 LA SALLE 1.900 38 720
GREENE 10.300 24 2,510 CHEROKEE 9,300 24 2,190 LAVACA 5,700 44 2,530

GRUNDY 2.800 33 910 CHILDRESS 3,500 23 800 LEE 2.500 38 960
HAMBLEN- 6.800 36 2,450

33,410

CLAY
COCHRAN-

2,600

1,700

63

54

1,650

930
LEON 2,900 20 590

HAMILTON 55 LIBERTY 7.700 64 4,940HANCOCK
HARDEMAN

1.900

1,900

23

48

430
2,360

COKE
COLEMAN

1,200
4.000

25

45

300
1.810

LIMESTONE
LIPSCOMB

6.100

1.100

41

19

2.490

210
HARDIN- 4,000 26 1,040 COLLIN 11.800 54 6.420 LIVE OAK 2,100 44 910
HAWKINS 7.300 23 1,680 COLLINGSWORTH 2.300 21 490 LLANO 1,800 32 570
HAYWOOD
HENDERSON-

5,900

4,100

52

28

3,040

1.140

COLORADO
COMAL

5,100

5,100

44

57

2,240

2,900
LOVING
LUBBOCK

100

39,900

22

60

20

24,020
HENRY' 6.500 28 1,840 COMANCHE 4.100 16 660 LYNN 2,800 47 1,330

HICKMAN- 3,000 44 1,320 CONCHO 1,500 28 430 McCULLOCH 3,100 16 490

HOUSTON 1.200 41 500 COOKE 6,000 66 3.940 McLENNAN 40.100 57 22,740
HUMPHREYS
JACKSON

2,700

2.500

56
36

1.510

900

CORYELL
COTTLE

4,400

1.500

60

25

2.630

380
McMULLEN
MYDISON

500

1.900

28

44

140

840
JEFFERSON 4.800 43 2,050 CRANE 1,400 49 690 MARION 2.400 33 790
JOHNSON 2,600 31 800 CROCKETT 1,200 MARTIN- 1,400 53 740
KNOX 63.600 58 37,080 CROSBY' 2,500 61 1.540 MASON 1,600 19 300
LAKE
LAUDERDALE

2.700

6,400

34

53

920

3,370

CULBERSON-
DALLAM

500

2,100

31

68

160

1,640
MATAGORDA
M WERICK

6.400

3.000

42
18

2,710

550LAWRENCE 7,000 25 1,750 DALLAS 226.000 77 175.140 MEDINA 4.600 64 2.930

LEWIS 1.500 41 610 DAWSON 5,800 33 1.930 MENARD 1.100 18 190

LINCOLN- 6.400 21 1,350 DEAF SMITH 3,100 43 1.330 MIDLAND 12.500 55 6.840
LOUDON
McMINN

6,100

8.100

48

34

2,920

2,730

DELTA
DENTON

2.000

10,500

23

65

450

6,830
MILAM
MILLS

5.900

1.600

37

22

2.180

350
McNAIRY 5,000 39 1,960 DE WITT 6,400 39 2,490 MITCHELL 4,100 27 1,090

MACON- 3.400 44 1.500 DICKENS 1.800 32 380 MONTAGUE 4.700 60 2,820
MADISON 17.000 46 7,820 DIMMIT 2.100 30 720 MONTGOMERY 7,100 60 4,240
MARION-
MARSHALL

4.900

5,000

61

45

3,000

2.250
DONLEY
DUVAL

1.600

3,300

49

27

790

900
MOORE
MORRIS

6.300

2.500

66

53

4,150

1,330

MAURY 10.700 40 4,250 EASTLAND 7,000 38 2,700 MOTLEY- 1,100 28 310
MEIGS 1,300 29 380 ECTOR 17,700 48 8.480 NACOGDOCHES 7,500 19 1.440
MONROE 5.500 48 2.620 EDWARDS 800 15 120 NAVARRO 10.600 47 4.990
MONTGOMERY 11.400 56 6,340 ELLIS 12.300 66 8.120 NEWTON 2.100 32 770
MOORE 1,200 14 170 EL PASO 59.900 74 44.510 NOLAN 6.100 '.1 2.710

MORGAN- 3.100 27 840 ERATH 5,200 32 1.670 NUECES 56.300 37 20.770

OBION 7.900 33 2.620 FALLS 6,700 12 2.840 OCHILTREE 2, 35 690
OVERTON- 3.900 22 840 FANNIN x 100 32 2.620 OLDHAM 400 59 240
PERRY
PICKETT 1.01 Ml 22 220

FA1ETTL'

FISHER 2,600 36 940
ORANGE
PALO PLNTO

14,800

5.800

44

54

6.590

3,140
POLK 3.000 44 1.310 FLOYD 3.000 64 1.910 PANOLA 4.400 25 1.080

PUTNAM 7.800 '1 3.200 FOARD 1.100 31 370 PARKER 6.S00 64 4.350
RHEA 3,800 40 1,520 FORT BEND 7.500 50 3.780 PARMER 1.800 22 400
ROANE 8.100 51 4,120 FRANKLIN 1.500 29 440 PECOS

POLK
2.600

1.000
ROBERTSON- 6.900 59 4,090 FREESTONE 3.900 40 1,550 53 2.110

RUTHERFORD 10.900 63 6.820 FRIO 2,700 51 1.360 POTTER 29.700 78 23.230
SCOTT' 3,900 25 990 GAINES 2.400 63 1,510 PRESIDIO 1.600
SEQUATCHIE 1,300 36 460 GALVESTON 37.900 55 20.970 RAINS 900 36 330
SEVIER 5.400

146.200

27

76

1,430

111,840

GARZA 1.800 47 860 RANDALL
REAGAN-

6.100
900

66

37

4.030
SHELBY GILLESPIE 3,100 30 940 330
SMITH 3.600 43 1,550 GLASSCOCK 200 44 90 REAL 700 27 190

STEWART 1.900 49 940 GOLIAD 1,400 25 350 RED RIVER 5,500 21 1.140

SULLIVAN- 27.900 47 13.200 GONZALES 4.900 51 2,500 REEVES 4,000
SUMNER 8.800 60 5.270 GRAY 7,400 54 4,000 REFUGIO 2,600 30 790
TIPTON- 7.300 57 4,190 GRAYSON- 21,200 46 9.730 ROBERTS 300 55 170

TROUSDALE 1.600 40 650 GREGG 18.900 45 8.490 ROBERTSON- 4,900 29 1,420

UNICOI 3.800 28 1,060 GRIMES 3.800 44 1.670 ROCKWALL 1.500 71 1.060

UNION- 1.900 31 590 GUADALUPE 6,900 70 4.800 RUNNELS 4.600 46 2.130
VAN BTJBEN 800 21 170 HALE 9,200 59 5.440 RUSK 10.600 30 3.180W\«REN 6.300 39 2.440 HALL 2,800 19 530 SABINE 2.000 16 320

15.300 55 8,480 HAMILTON 3.000 42 1,260 SAN AUGUSTINE 1.900 11 200

3.200 12 390 HANSFORD 1.200 61 740 SAN JACINTO 1,700 36 610
7.500 27 2,060 HARDEMAN 3.000 41 1,230 SAN PATRICIO 9.100 41 3.890
".900 35 1,370 HARDIN 5.700 33 1.890 SAN SABA 2.100 16 390

•uration. Total tv households in these counties are by state: Texas 1.570.

with less than 10% tv satuiatlon.



Mow to keep from getting lost

in NEW YORK and CHICAGO

Ever wonder whether Leo Burnett

was on North Michigan or South Wacker? Ever

worry as you pulled out of Grand Central Station

how many important calls you forgot during your

three days in New York? It happens to the

best of us, at the worst times.

Next time you're in New York or Chicago make

every minute and call count by using SPONSOR'S 1955

pocket-size, 16-page booklet titled "Radio and TV

Directory of Nerv York and Chicago." Here you'll

find names and addresses, by categories, of key

advertisers, agencies, stations, networks, neivs

services, representatives, TV film services, music and

transcription services, research firms, hotels.

airlines and railroads.

We'll be glad to send you a Radio and TV Directory

on request—with the compliments of SPONSOR.

P.S.—Don't forget to call on us

next time you're in town.

SPONSOR

Jfr Advertisers

X- Agencies

•K Air Lines and Railroads

X- Associations

* Hotels

$r Networks

Jfr Researchers

•3fr Representatives

•Jf Services

Jf Stations

Jf TV Film Sources

THE MAGAZINE RADIO AND TV ADVERTISERS

NEW YORK 17— 40 E. 49th • MUrray Hill 8-2772

CHICAGO— 161 E. Grand • SU"

LOS ANGELES— 6087 Sunset



Texas (continued)

STATE & COUNTY
TOTAL

HOUSEHOLDS
TV HOUSEHOLDS

PER CENT NUMBER

SCHLEICHER
SCURRY
SHACKELFORD
SHELBY

700

8,500

1.200

5,900

22

27

36

13

160

2,340

440

790

SHERMAN
SMITH
SOMERVELL
STARR
STEPHENS

700
21,500

800
3,100

3.000

STERLING
STONEWALL
SUTTON
SWISHER
TARRANT

400
900

1.000

2.400

147.000

TAYLOR
TERRELL
TERRY
THROCKMORTON
TITUS
TOM GREEN
TRAVIS
TRINITY
TYLER
UPSHUR
UPTON
UVALDE
VAL VERDE
VAN ZAND'!'
VICTORIA

WALKER
WALLER
WARD
WASHINGTON
WEBB
WHARTON
WHEELER
WICHITA
WILBARGER
WILLACY
WILLIAMSON
WILSON
WINKLER
WISE
WOOD
YOAKUM
YOUNG
ZAPATA
ZAVALA

UTAH

BEAVER
BOX ELDER
CACHE
CARBON
DAGGETT
DAVIS
DUCHESNE
EMERY
GARFIELD
GRAND
IRON
JUAB
KANE
MILLARD
MORGAN
PIUTE
RICH
SALT LAKE
SAN JUAN
SANPETE
SEVIER
SUMMIT
TOOELE
UINTAH
UTAH
WASATCH
WASHINGTON
WAYNE
WEBER

VERMONT

ADDISON
BENNINGTON
CALEDONIA
CHITTENDEN
ESSEX
FRANKLIN
GRAND ISLE
LAMOILLE
ORANGE
ORLEANS
RUTLAND
WASHINGTON
WINDHAM
WINDSOR

VIRGINA

ACCOMACK
"t«t>t,e

20.600

900
4,000

900

4,800

20,000

47,200

2,500

2,900

5,000

1,700

4,600

4.200

5,700

9,700

4,400

3,000

4,300

5,300

14,000

9.800

2.500

32,500

5,800

6,400

10,400

3,300

3,800

4,400

5,400

1,100

4,700

1,000

2,700

1,300

5,500

9.400

7,200
100

10,200

2,100

1,400

900
500

2,600

1,500

600

2,500

600

500

500
87,200

1,100

3,800

3.300

1.800

5.300

2,800

23,500

1,300

2.700

300
27,400

108,900

5,100

7,700

7.100

18,400

1,800

8,300

800

3.000

4,700

5,700

13,200

12.000

8.500

12,600

912.700

10,000

13,400

7,500

1,700

4.300

65

40
37
in

26

43

33

63

55
34

51

61

50
25

34

61
28

55

59
IS

45

45

29

70

54

28

55

52
23

57

37

52
51
39

24

73

62
30
22

76

30

38
71

34

58
68

53

54

54

70

48

63

55

59

27

52

59

63

24

37

59

31
411

57

41

49

450

8,600

290
310
770

170

300

1,100

105,100

2,510

500

1.640

10,280

28,600

1.250

730
1,690

600
1,160

3.500
2,760

2,410

1,780

800

2,370

4,460

720
22,590

3,110

1,800

5,700

1,720

870

2,510

1,980

570
2,400

390

650

142,350*

3,990

5,780

2,170

20

7,740

640

810

950
430

270

70,810

1,110

1,040

3,620

840

21,450

58,080

2,710

4,130

3,830

12,840

870

5,240

440
1,770

1,250

2,950

7,840

7,520

2,030

4,660

537,760

3,060

5.310

4,280

750
2,120

Important note: County tv home totals are as of June 7955 and in many instances

are now obsolete. See page 46 for tv station changes which have bearing on set growth

NATIONAL TV SET COUNT BY COUNTIES

STATE a COUNTY
TOTAL

HOUSEHOLDS
TV HOUSEHOLDS

PERCENT NUMBER

APPOMATTOX
ARLINGTON
AUGUSTA
BATH
BEDFORD

1,900

69,600

17,400

1,500

7.400

BLAND
BOTETOURT
BRUNSWICK
BUCHANAN
BUCKINGHAM

1,400

3,900

4,300

8,000

2.600

CAMPBELL
CAROLINE
CARROLL
CHARLES CITY
CHARLOTTE

21.000

2,600

6,800

900

3.100

CHESTERFIELD
CLARKE
CRAIG
CULPEPER
CUMBERLAND

13,300

1,800

800

3.200

1.600

DICKENSON
DINWIDDIE
ESSEX
FAIRFAX
FAUQUIER

5.100

13,400

1.400

32,300

5.400

FLOYD
FLUVANNA
FRANKLIN
FREDERICK
GILES

2,600

1,800

5,700

9,100

4,900

GLOUCESTER
GOOCHLAND
GRAYSON
GREENE
GREENSVILLE

2,900

1,700

5,600

1,100

3.800

HALIFAX
HANOVER
HENRICO
HENRY
HIGHLAND

9.600

5.600

85,900

12.400

800

ISLE OF WIGHT
JAMES CITY
KING AND QUEEN
KING GEORGE
KING WILLIAM

3.500

2.700

1.400

1.800

1,900

LANCASTER
LEE
LOUDOUN
LOUISA
LUNENBURG

2.300

8,000

5,100

3.000

3.400

MADISON
MATHEWS
MECKLENBURG
MIDDLESEX
MONTGOMERY

2,100

1,800

8,000

1,900

10,300

NANSEMOND
NELSON
NEW KENT
NEWPORT NEWS
NORFOLK

9.800

3.200

1.000

45.400

128.600

NORTHAMPTON
NORTHUMBERLAND
NOTTOWAY
ORANGE
PAGE

4,600

2,400

4,300

3.100

3.800

PATRICK
PITTSYLVANIA
POWHATAN
PRINCE EDWARD
PRINCE GEORGE

3.600

26,600

1,200

3.700

6.900

PRINCE WILLIAM
PRINCESS ANNE
PULASKI
RAPPAHANNOCK
RICHMOND

5,200

12.700

7.400

1.400

1,400

ROANOKE
ROCKBRIDGE
ROCKINGHAM
RUSSELL
SCOTT

3S.700

7.100

12.400

6.100

6.700

SHENANDOAH
SMYTH
SOUTHAMPTON
SPOTSYLVANIA
STAFFORD

5.600

7,100

6.300

6.400

3.200

SURRY
SUSSEX
TAZEWELL
WARREN
WASHINGTON

1,500

2.700

11,500

4,300

13.100

WESTMORELAND
WISE
WYTHE
YORK

WASHINGTON

ADAMS
ASOTIN
BENTON
CHELAN
CLALLAM

2,700

13,600

5,800

3,300

815.100

2.500

3,600

21.000

12,900

8.400

61

55

30
63

37

38

51
4!

56

48

34
31

39

49

74

55

55

65

31

70

43

61

63

35
46
57

42

41

29

39
41

52

65

76

62

49

48

64

64

35

47

28

28

49

35
44

66
51

54

56

30

53

25

58

30
37

59

43

35
24

32

61

'uration. Total tv households In these counties are by state: Utah 1,010.

-ith less than 10% tv saturation.

850
55.470

7.190

590
3.250

590

1,580

1.630

1,600

750

12.730

1.420

2.030

570
1.160

8.340

1,030

470

2,120

600

880
8.820

920

25,420

3,590

990

920

2,500

5,670

2,960

1,630

810
1.880

340
1,500

5.160

3,210

64,340

6,920

340

1,710

1,990

770
990

1,230

1,070

1.660

3,790

1,460

1,350

660
1.260

3,440

1,160

6.500

5.810

1,440

580

32,190

95,550

1.630

1,090

2,460

1,290

1,560

1,030

10,400

490
1,910

4,490

3,930

7,910

3,600

670
890

24,810

2.510

5.790

1.710

1.880

2.720

2.460

2.740

4.250

1.620

810
1.510

3.400

2,300

3.310

1,570

4,030

2,150

1.940

490,480

1,070

1,270

5.120

4.080

5.080

CLARK 27,900 62 17.380

COLITMBIA 1.400 43 600

COWLITZ 17,800 45 8,030

DOUGLAS 3,700 24 900

STATE & COUNTY
TOTAL

HOUSEHOLDS
TV HOUSEHOLDS

PER CENT NUMBER

FERRY
FRANKLIN
GARFIELD
GRANT
GRAYS HARBOR

900

6,900

900

9.300

17,200

ISLAND
JEFFERSON
KING
KITSAP
KITTITAS

4.100

3,300
2(i0.100

28.500

0.400

KLICKITAT
LEWIS
LINCOLN
MASON-
OKANOGAN

3.700

13.800

3,300

5.100

8.800

PACIFIC
PEND OREILLE
PIERCE
SAN JUAN
SKAGIT

5,400

2.500

89.300

1.200

13.500

SKAMANIA
SNOHOMISH
SPOKANE
STEVENS
THURSTON

1.600

43.100

78.600

5.500

15,300

WAHKIAKUM 900
WALLA WALLA 12.600
WHATCOM 21,700

WHITMAN 8,700

YAKIMA 43,700

WEST VIRGINIA
496.300

BARBOUR 4,700

BERKELEY 8,000

BOONE 7,500

BRAXTON 3.800

BROOKE 6.900

CABELL
CALHOUN
CLAY
DODDRIDGE
FAYETTE

32.700

2.100

3.200

2.100

18.800

GILMER
GRANT
GREENBRIER
HAMPSHIRE
HANCOCK

2.100

2.200

9.200

2.900

8,800

HARDY
HARRISON
JACKSON
JEFFERSON
KANAWHA

2,300

22,300

3,600

4.300

64.500

LEWIS
LINCOLN
LOGAN
Mcdowell
MARION

4.600

4,700

17,500

21,200

19.400

MARSHALL
MASON
MERCER
MINERAL
MINGO

9,000

6,000

18,300

5,700

10,800

MONONGALIA
MONROE
MORGAN
NICHOLAS
OHIO

15,600

2.900

2,300

6,500

20.600

PENDLETON
PLEASANTS
POCAHONTAS
PRESTON
PUTNAM

2,000

1,600

2.700

7.400

5.000

RALEIGH
RANDLOPH
RITCHIE
ROANE
SUMMERS

22.700

7,000

3,000

3.900

4.300

TAYLOR
TUCKER
TYLER
UPSHUR
WAYNE

4.400

2,400

2.600

4.800

8,100

WEBSTER
WETZEL
WIRT
WOOD
WYOMING

WISCONSIN

ADAMS
ASHLAND
BARRON
BAYFIELD
BROWN

3,900

4.700

1.200

18,800

8,700

2,500

5,400

10,400

3.900

29.400

BUFFALO
BURNETT
CALUMET
CHIPPEWA
CLARK

4.400

3,000

5.400

11,900

9,200

COLUMBIA
CRAWFORD
DANE
DODGE
DOOR

10.700

5.000

52,300

17,300

6,600

45
38

38
32

39

73

68

70

77

24

32

49

72
66

15

33
50

68

60
51

41)

66

71

46

63

48
31

44

45

48

55

43

65

55

28

81

31

29

43

62

73

71

62
50

58

50

39
37

42
83

44

48

30
40
71

37
28

31

43

45

311

31
41

16

64

34

43

30

39

41

20

41

46

32
so

51

44

68
56

45

SO

61

69

61

410

2,640

350

2,960

6,690

3,010

2,260

183.110

22,060

1.520

1.190

6.790

2.360

3.360

1.360

1.760

1,240

60,550

720
6,870

630
28.230

55.650

2,540

9.700

430
3,910

9.550

3.950

21,150

271,440

2,010

5.210

4,120

1.070

5,560

26,450
810

1.440

460

9.060

450

570
4.060

710
7.140

710

6,510

1,550

2.650

47,280

1,000

3.360

10.900

10,680

11,160

6,150

4,490

9,280

2,320

6,780

7,830

1.130

840

2,720

17.120

870

770
820

2.970

3.570

8,420

1,990

920

1.680

1.960

1.340

750
1.060

780

5.210

1.340

2,040

440

7,410

3.520

709,040

510

2,210

4.760

1,240

23,520

2,260

1.310

3.680

6.710

2.660

4.760

1.490

31.800

11.900

4.050

(SET COUNT CONTINUES PACE 76)
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Refresher Course...

_

These figures add up to another number one position

for KING-TV in the Pacific Northwest.

Billboard's Fourth Annual TV Film Service

Awards Poll ranked KING-TV tenth nationally for

effective and imaginative film programming . . . ninth

for outstanding selling to national advertisers . .

.

eighth for sales efforts aimed at regional and local

buyers . . . and, seventh for exacting methods

of film handling.

KING-TV is the only Pacific Northwest station to

win honors in this poll . . . proving again

KING -TV's consistent leadership in the rich

Seattle -Tacoma market.

FIRST IN SEATTLE

ABC— Channel 5

100,000 Watts—Blair TV

TACOMA

KiNG-TV



Support the Ad Council Campaigns

!



'Etllsm on
That dee-lightful dee-jay's here! Now any Monday
through Friday, you're likely to find hundreds of
Pittsburghers tuning 1020 on the radio dial.

Whether it's afternoon (12:15 to 3 p.m.) or early
evening (5 to 7:30 p.m.), they all want to pal
with Pallan because Pallan is the big name in

Pittsburgh radio.

Art Pallan's the affable, laughable spinner of
songs with something-for-everyone appeal. Music
for Momma to sing along with her chores, after-

school tunes for teens, soothing songs for the

work-weary in early evening traffic. They all take
their favorite time to pal with Pallan.

On KDKA, where else? Another top personality

on Pittsburgh's number-one station, where "tops"
have become a happy habit. Top power. Top
coverage. Top programming. Top people. Put 'em
all together—they spell top results for you. Profit

with Pallan. Get full details from KDKA Sales

Manager John Stilli, GRant 1-4200, or from A.

W. "Bink" Dannenbaum, WBC General Sales

Manager at MUrray Hill 7-0808, New York.

WESTINGHOUSE BROADCASTING COMPANY, INC.

RADIO

BOSTON—WBZ+WBZ A
PITTSBURGH— KDKA
CLEVELAND— KYW
FORT WAYNE—WOWO
PORTLAND— K EX

TELEVISION

BOSTO N—W BZ-TV
PITTSBURGH— KDKA-TV
CLEVELAND— KYW-TV
SAN FRANCISCO— KPIX

KPIX REPRESENTED BY THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.

ALL OTHER WBC STATIONS REPRESENTED BY PETERS. GRIFFIN. WOODWARD. INC.



CHEYENNE
Wyoming

and
SCOTTSBLUFF

Nebraska

CBS
ABC
NBC

TWa FOR ONE

Two TV Stations

For The Price Of One

In

SALES MANAGEMENTS
New (Population 422,000)

Metropolitan Market.

Both Sister Stations

Offering The Best Of

Three Networks.

KFBC-TV

KSTF-TV
George P. Hoflingberry

National Sales Representative

Charles P. Cahill

National Sales Manager

fik'^^L
•3"* fcfr&r? *^>>(*-*)

NATIONAL TV SET COUNT
BY COUNTIES
Important note: County tv home totals are as of June
1955 and In many Instances are now obsolete.

See page 46 for tv station changes which have
bearing on set growth.

Wisconsin (continued)

TOTAL TV HOUSEHOLDS
STATE ft COUNTY HOUSEHOLDS PER CENT NUMBER

DOUGLAS 14.300 61 8.750

DUNN 7.800 60 4,700

EAU CLAIRE 17.300 60 10,410

FLORENCE 1,200 32 380
FOND DU LAC 20.600 66 13,550

FOREST 2.300 36 8211

GRANT 12.500 41 5,130

GREEN 7,600 44 3,310

GREEN LAKE 4.700 46 2,180
IOWA 5,700 34 1,930

IRON 2,500 26 640
JACKSON 4,900 32 1,590

JEFFERSON 13.500 71 9,610
JUNEAU 5,500 25 1,370

KENOSHA 25,100 81 20,410

KEWAUNEE 4,800 64 3,070
LA CROSSE 21.100 53 11,230
LAFAYETTE 5,300 34 1,790

LANGLADE 6,100 53 3.230
LINCOLN 6.600 38 2.530

MANITOWOC 20,700 72 14,990
MARATHON 23,100 46 10.560
MARINETTE 10,500 54 5,650
MARQUETTE 2,700 37 990
MILWAUKEE 277.800 88 243,080

MONROE 8,800 42 3.670
OCONTO 7.400 63 4,670
ONEIDA 6,500 29 1,870
OUTAGAMIE 24,900 76 18,950
OZAUKEE 7.600 85 6,450

PEPIN 2,100 53 1,110
PIERCE 6,300 74 4,690
POLK 7,500 70 5,240
PORTAGE 9,300 46 4,280
PRICE 4,700 19 890

RACINE 35,700 83 29,670
RICHLAND 5,300 36 1.890
ROCK 30,700 57 17.380
RUSK 4,600 38 1,730
ST. CROIX 7.800 77 6.010

SAUK 12.000 28 3,360
SAWYER 3,000 39 1.180
SHAWANO 9,700 52 5.010
SHEBOYGAN 25,500 74 18,870
TAYLOR 4,800 33 1,560

TREMPEALEAU 6,900 64 4,440
VERNON 7,800 38 2.990
VILAS 3,000 19 580
WALWORTH 11.400 71 10.180
WASHBURN 3,300 42 1,390

WASHINGTON
WAUKESHA
WAUPACA
WAUSHARA
WINNEBAGO
WOOD

WYOMING

ALBANY
BIG HORN
CAMPBELL
CARBON
CONVERSE

10,700

28,700

10,600

4,300

29,100

15,200

92,200

5,900

3.600

1.400

5.000

1,700

85

65

30
60

47

9,220

24,280

6.880

1,270

17,430

7,140

18,920*

1,660

480

CROOK 1,200

FREMONT 5,900
GOSHEN 3,600 17 610
HOT SPRINGS 1.S00
JOHNSON 1,400

LARAMIE 15.700 58 9,090

LINCOLN 2,400 21 490
NATRONA 13,300 18 2.390

NIOBRARA 1,200

PARK 5.200 13 660

PLATTE 2,400 19 470
SHERIDAN 6,200

SUBLETTE 900
SWEETWATER 6,300
TETON 800 46 370

UINTA 1,700 33 560

WASHAKIE 2,100 22 460

WESTON 2,400

YELLOWSTNE NL P 100 27 30

.... Counties with less than 10% tv saturation. Total tv

households in these counties are by state: Wyoming 1,650.

* State total includes counties with less than 10% tv

saturation.

PEWMSrlV4NIA'S

4*7VMARia7r
IWVOUB PICTURE

WJAC-TV is the Number One

Station not only in Johnstown,

but in Altoona as well, and this

one-two punch covers an area

that rates 4th in the rich state

of Pennsylvania, and 28th in

the entire country.

Well over half a million (583,-

600 to be exact) television fam-

ilies look to WJAC-TV for the

best in television entertainment.

Add to this the free bonus of

WJAC-TV coverage into Pitts-

burgh, and you have a total

market for your sales message

that just can't be overlooked, if

you really want to tap the po-

tential of Southwestern Penn-

sylvania.

Get full details from your KATZ man!

76 SPONSOR



agency profile Philip Feld

Director of film production

Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York

"A commercial can be too entertaining," says Phil Feld, R&R's

director of film production.

"Whenever tricky technique overshadows the message, you may
get a film producer's masterpiece, but lousy sell. And let's face it,

the client who buys a half-hour network show, for example, is pro-

viding 27 minutes of entertainment. Three minutes should be

his in which to sell."

Feld is an articulate man in his early thirties, for whom film

production is job and hobby both. After 10 years on "the pro-

duction end," working on feature films, tv shows and commercials,

he finds agency work comparably less of a "rat-race." Yet, his

department turns out and supervises film for television clients billing

some $10 million, as well as for the U.S. Air Force which requires

a vast additional operation for recruiting films and other non-

commercial film work.

"I'm of that breed of film producer who feels that anything that

can be done on the Coast, can be done in New York, and from

a commercial point of view, usually better," Feld told sponsor.

"Hollywood cameramen are sometimes spoiled. They tend to tell

a client, 'I've got a good shot. Leave me alone.' But the shot can

be great without showing the product off to best advantage."

Feld makes it a rule to see any producer who has film to show
("he might have to wait three weeks, but I'll see him"), and keeps

a projector nailed right to his desk to view exhibition film.

"Of course, you can't go by exhibition reels," he added. "After

all, most producers work with free-lance talent, and there's no

guarantee you'll get the same crew for your job."

At the same time, he feels no agency can afford to pass up screen-

ing work from new producers. "You never know when one may
come up with a new idea. Too many agencies stress the importance

of a producer having his own facilities. I don't care about that, as

long as the producer's financially stable. Let him rent facilities.

It's the personnel that counts."

In his Manhattan apartment, Feld's been known to shoot reel after

reel of "indecent pictures" of his favorite girl, now age two-and-a-

half. "They may be worth a lot of dough to some young man 20

years from now." * * *

Not headline claims but the fine

print comparison of rates, rat-
ings,* audience composition
and location count most. Check
the cost per thousand on strong
NBR adjacencies on high pow-
ered WJ HP-TV, Jacksonville,
Florida.

"For ratings, see Telepulse.
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Chart covers half-hour syndicated filn pro

I
Rank Past'
now rank

Top 10 shows in 10 or more markets
Period 1-7 March 7956

TITLE. SYNDICATOR. PRODUCER. SHOW TYPE

Average
ratings

7-STATION
MARKETS 5-STATION

MARKETS 4-STATION MARKETS 3-STATIONJARK

N.Y. L.A. Boston S. Fran
Seattle-

Chicago Detroit Mnpls. Phila. Tacoma Wash. Atlanta Bait, ufljii

I I Highway Patrol (M)
Zl V 21.3

74.4 9.2

wrca-tv kttv
":00pm 9:00pm

27.7 77.0

wbz-tv kron-tv
10:30pm 10:30pm

7 7.8 25.4 72.5 72.2 27.2 74.9

wbkb wjbk-tv wcco-tv wfil-tv komo-tv wtop-tv
9:00pm 10:30pm 10:00pm 10:30pm 7:00pm 7:30pm

79.0 70.9 J.

waga-tv wmar-ttigni
7:30pm 7:30pm 5%-

2 2 Mr. District Attorney (M)
21V 19.0

74.3

knit
10:00pm

27.0 76.0

wnac-tv kron-tv
10:30pm 10:30pm

74.9 7 7.8 70.2 22.9 74.4

wwj-tv kstp-tv wTcv-tv king-t-v WTC-tv
10:30pm 10:30pm 10:30pm 9:00pm 10:30pm

2 7.7 76.5 9.7

waga-tv wbal-tv tr-n
10:30pm 10:30pn Mrr

3 4 n etterfront (A)
MCA, ROLAND REED 18.8

6.7 77.7

wabd kttv
7:30pm 9:00pm

78.2 20.8

wnac-tv kpix
7:00pm 7:00pm

7 7.7 74.5 6.0 22.3 76.7 22.7

wgn-tv wwj-tv keyd-tv wcau-tv komo-tv wtop-tv
11:00pm 10:30pm 7:00pm 6:30pm 10:30pm 10:30pm

20.2 78.9

waga-tv wmar-K
7:00pm 10:30pm

4 7 In ii if Oakley (W)
CBS FILM 18.7

70.8 72.3

wcbs-tv kttv
5:30pm 7:00pm

73.5 72.7

wbz-tv kgo-tv
6:45pm 6:00pm

73.8 20.7 27.2 27.9 22.3 73.7

wbbm-tv wxyz-tv wcco-tv wcau-tv king-tv wtop-tv
5:00pm 6:00pm 4:00pm 5:30pm 6:00pm 7:00pm

75.2 24.5 i.2

wlw-a wbal-tv so-

6:00pm 5:30pm M;

5 Death Valley Days (W)
PACIFIC BORAX 18.6

7.8

wrca-tv
7:00pm

7 7.8 7 7.7 5.0 22.7

wwj-tv wtcn-tv wfil-tv king-tv
6:30pm 9:00pm 6:30pm 9:00pm

72.5

waam
7:00pm

6 3 /linos 'n' turf i; (C)
CBS FILM 18.5

9.7 20.9

wcbs-tv knxt
2:00pm 5:30pm

75.5

wnac-tv
2:30pm

8.9 73.7 70.0 9.9 78.0

wbkb wwj-tv wcco-tv wrcv-tv wtop-tv
9:30pm 7:00pm 10:45pm 2:00pm 7:30pm

23.4 7 7.5 i.S

waga-tv wbal-tv U-ti
7:00pm 7:00pm Mpr

7 6 I Led Three Lives (M)
Zl V 18.2

3.6 74.3

wpix kttv
7:30pm 8:30pm

79.4 77.7

wnac-tv kron-tv
7:00pm 10:30pm

76.2 77.5 27.4 76.3 20.4

wgn-tv wjbk-tv kstp-tv wcau-tv ktnf-tv
9:30pm 10:30pm 9:30pm 7:00pm 10:00pm

77.4

Wsb-tV |T-tT

7:00pm

8 4 Badge 714 (M)
NBC FILM 17.8

4.3 74.4

wpix kttv
8:30pm 7:30pm

79.4 24.2

wnac-tv kpix
6:30pm 9:00pm

77.4 75.9 79.4 75.7 22.8 20.4

wgn-tv wwj-tv kstp-tv wcau-tv king-tv WTC-tv
8:00pm 7:00pm 9:30pm 7:00pm 9:30pm 7:00pm

9 8 Superman (K)
FLAMINGO FILM

16.9
7 7.9 7 7.2

wrca-tv kttv
6:00pm 7:00pm

23.7 72.5

wnac-tv kgo-tv
6:30pm 6:30pra

72.5 75.2 74.4 76.5 27.4 76.7

wbkb wxyz-tv wtcn-tv wcau-tv king-tv wrc-tv
5:00pm 6:00pm 6:30pm 7:00pm 6:00pm 7:00pm

29.2 73.9 U
wib-t? wbal-tv a-ti

7:00pm 7:00pm Mpa

810 Douglas Fairbanks Jr. Presents (D)
ABC FILM

16.8
72.7 72.2

wrca-tv krca-tv
10:30pm 10:30pm

78.2

kpix
10:00pm

70.5 70.2

wbkb wxyz-tv
10:00pm 7:00pm

Rank Past4

now rank Top 70 shows in 4 to 9 markets

I 1 Eddie Cantor (C)
Zl V

27.7
70.5 74.4

wtcn-tv wbal-tv
9:30pm 10:30pn,

2 2 Stars of the Grand Ole Opry (M)
FLAMINGO FILM. GANNAWAY PROD. 19.5

3.7

kcop-tv
7:30pm

22.7

kpix
9:30pm

6.2 7 7.6

keyd-tv komo-tv
9:30pm 6:00pm

20.7

waga-tv
7:00pm

3 3 Life of Riley (C)
NBC FILM. TOM MC KNIGHT 18.6

75.4

kttv
8 :30pm

24.9

kpix
7:00pm

77.5 7 7.2 32.0

wnbq kstp-tv king-tv
6:00pm 6:00pm 7:30pm

4 Hopalong Cassidy (W)
NBC FILM, WM. BOYD 14.8

7.7 8.8

wrca-tv kttv
6:00pm 6:00pm

9.2 73.2 23.2

wbkb cklw-tv wcco-tv
5:30pm 7:00pm 6:00pm

74.5

wbal-tv
4 :00pm

4 3 Man Called X (A)
Zl V 14.8

77.7

khj-tv
8:30pm

7 7.9 74.2 76.8 5.7

wgn-tv wcau-tv king-tv wmal-tv
9:30pm 7:00pm 10:00pm 10:30pm

6 7 Jungle Jim (A)
SCREEN GEMS 14.2

8.8 10.3

wrca-tv kttv
6:00pm 6:00pm

73.0 7 7.5

wbz-tv kgo-tv
7:00pm 6:30pm

26.2 73.7 72.0

wxyz-tv komo-tv wmal-tv
6:30pm 7:00pm 6:00pm

78.7

n?lw-a
fi :30pm

7 < 'mm It and Des (A)
NBC FILM. BERMUDA PROD. LTD. 13.9

72.4

kron-tv
7:00pm

9.0 4.4

wcau-tv wttg
7:30pm 7:00pm

8.7

waga-tv
7:00pm

8 Son Francisco Beat (HI)
CBS FILM. DESILU PRODUCTIONS INC. 12.7

7.9 70.6

wpix kttv
8 :30pm 9 :30pm

7.2

kovr
8 :30pm

5.9 9.5 75.4

wgn-tv wjbk-tv wtop-tv
9:00pm 7:00pm 7:00pm

9 Gene Autry Show (W)
CBS, FLYING A PRODUCTIONS 12.6

5.4 4.2

wabc kcop
6:00pm 6:30pm

75.9

wnac-tv
6:00pm

8.2 70.3

wbbm-tv wcco-tv
5:00pm 5:00pm

74.2 u
wlw-a
7:30pm

10 I Search for Adventure (A)
GEO. BAGNALL. JULIAN LESSER-SOL LESSER PROD. 12.1

2.2 70.6

wpix kcop
7:30pm 7:00pm

27.4

kpix
7:30pm

7.9 72.5 22.5

wxyz-tv wcco-tv king-tv
10:30pm 9:00pm 7:00pm

7.4

wbal-tv
4 :00pm

Judge Boy Bean (W)
SCREENCRAFT, QUINTET PROD.

10
12.1

3.3

kcoo
9:00pm

9.2

kron-tv
6:30pm

6.4 72.9 79.4

wjbk-tv kstp-tv king-tv
4:30pm 5:00pm 7:00pm

10 MW Hero (C)
OFFICIAL FILMS. DON S H A R PE- MC CADD E N PROD. 12.1

7.5

wpix
8:30pm

7.9

wnac-tv
1:00pm

6.5 4.4 8.0 9.4

wbkb wtan-tv wcau-tv komo-tv
12:00n 9:30pra 3:00pm 6:00pm

?vr"i
W ™,e

„™?
m
A,1

'J
(A>

.

8
,

dren"Lre :
( C> comedy; (D) drama; (Doc) documentary (K) kids-(M) mystery: (Mul musical; ISF) Science Fiction; <\V) Western Films lined a-e syndicated««S"»wm "Xve-^ -cr^r-iim8 a-s^rS

market 1-7 March. While network shows are fairly stable from one month to an" lr
,

markets in which they are shown, this is true to much lesser extent with syndicated 'owl. •

should be bcrne in mind when analyzing rating trends from one month to amiher I Jill*
•Refers to last month's chan If blank, show was not rated at all In last chart or ' "'



iin
dlksy made tor tv

f
MARKETS 2-STATION MARKETS

lu.us Milw. St. L. Birm. Charlotte Dayton Yew Or. Providence

>ttr wtmj-tv
:>m 10 :30pm

14.7 27.8 50.0 37.5 38.3 20.8

kwk-tv
10:00pm

vvbrc-tv

10:00pm
wbtv

10:30pm
whlo-tv
9:00pm

wdsu-tv
10:00pm

wjar-tv
10:30pm

13 18.0 20.0 75.3 60.3 72.3 26.5 79.8

tUT wtmj-tv ksd-tv
m 11:00pm 10:00pm

wabt
9:30pm

wbtv
8:00pm

wlw-d
10:30pm

wdsu-tv
10:30pm

wjar-tv
10:30pm

27.4 78.5 67.3 72.0

kwk-tv
10:00pm

wabt
9:30pm

wbtv
8:30pm

wpro-tv
7:30pm

r^;* 20.5 76.8 79.5 74.8 35.5 20.0

MfTwtmJ-tv
:0m 6:00pm

kwk-tv
4 :00pm

wbrc-tv
6:00pm

wlw-d
6:00pm

wdsu-tv
12:00n

wjar-tv
6:30pm

~7i:t 56.0 27.5 75.0

b tv wbtv
8:00pm

wdsu-tv
10:30pm

wjar-tv
7 :00pm

'5 26.0 37.8 48.3 20.5

i

m
wbrc-tv
10:00pm

wbtv
4:00pm

wd«u-tv
9:30pm

wpro-tv
7:00pm

: I) 23.4 27.4 26.8 76.8

t wtmj-tv
J 1 10:00pm

ksd-tT
10:00pm

wlw-d
9:30pm

wjar-tv
10:30pm

,} 20.0 37.8 20.0 73.0

>

31

ksd-tv
9:30pm

wbrc-tv
10:00pm

whlo-tv
10:30pm

wjar-tv
6 :30pm

: 'it 6.5 72.8 33.3 73.5 25.3 77.5

t >fi t wisn-tv
: *i 3:00pm

ksd-tv
5:30pm

wbtv
5:30pm

wlw-d
7:00pm

wdsu-tv
5 :00pm

wjar-tv
6 rOftnm

W 75.5 20.7 72.5 43.0

Ml 7 Will
a o 10:00pm

ksd-tv
9:30pm

wlw-d
7:00pm

wdsu-tv
9:30pm

70.4

wxix
6 :00pm

8.4

wisn-tv
3:30pm

2;>

;odv

':3n

75.2

kwk-tv
4:30pm

8.7

wtmj-tv
5:00pm

57.0

wbtv
9:30pm

28.8

wdsu-tv
10:00pm

75.3 47.5

wabt wbtv
9:30pm 6:00pm

34.5

wdsu-tv
5:00pm

28.8

wbtv
5 :00pm

27.3

whio-tv
10:30pm

77.5

wabt
10:00pm

37.5

wdsu-tv
10:00pm

46.5

wdsu-tv
9:30pm

32.3

whio-tv
7:00pm

50.3

wbtv
10:00pm

1J-
Jlassiflcatlon as to number of stations in market is Pulse's

"Vtermines number by measuring which stations are actually
V Jpes In the metropolitan area of a given market even though
,eit ay be outside metropolitan area of the market.

ONE
willget you... F|\/|

There is nothing remotely "fishy"

about claiming that WTAR-TV
dominates five of Virginia's

most dynamic markets. Buy their

one and only "V" Station. All well

within WTAR-TV's "Grade A" Signal

and comprising America's 26th Market.

Here's how TELEPULSE for Nov. 1955 rates WTAR-TV's share of audi-

ence in Norfolk, Portsmouth, Hampton, Warwick and Newport News.

MORNING
WTARTV...81%
All others... 19%

AFTERNOON
WTAR-TV...84%
All others... 16%

NIGHT
WTAR-TV...77%
All others... 23%

CHANNEL

3
NORFOLK VA

Represented by Edward Petry & Co., Inc.

Nothing fishy about it,

We're a'luring

Who would you confide in if you knew that more than

half of Michigan's 9,000,000 money-spending

vacationers were going to choose your area for their

annual vacation? To whom would you pass on the

information that they'll stay in the area for an aver-

age of 12.3 days . . . spend an average of $286.00,

per party of three . . . and that 72% admit they're

influenced by advertising? We knew all kinds of

statistical facts of this type and, frankly, didn't feel i -

right about keeping it all to ourselves. So, we
^Qj£>. ^\ ( ^

tossed the line to WEED Television and

suggested they use it as a "lure". If you fancy

yourself as a fisherman, this is one big one that
~"

needn't get away. Sidle up to any angler at WEED and

ask about the ONE Television station that serves

the MOST of Michigan's fabulous year-

round playground.

CBS-ABC

Channel 13

Nat'l Reps. ^^
WEED TV

""v^jv- °\j

SPART0N BROADCASTING CO., Cadillac, Mich.
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KCRA-TV HITS

SHARE OF AUDIENCE

NBC shows and strong local pro-

grams give KCRA-TV top ratings

in the Sacramento TV market.
Night AND day, KCRA-TV de-
livers more audience, works harder
for you and your clients.

KCRA-TV
Channel 3
SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA
100,000 Watts Maximum Power

represented by Edward Petry & Co.

* Socromento Television Audience
ARB: February 8 14, 1956
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Continued

from

page 8

around for very long—are looking to advance their people

salary wise as well as via opportunity. This is the only way
they can stay in business and prosper. They know people

—

good ones—are the very heart of their operation, present as

well as future.

By pointing to their good people they have a fine way of

displaying their wares. By proudly detailing the length of

service of their people they present the most potent new busi-

ness arguments there are. A sales pitch such as this must and

will be rewarded. Few managements are too stupid to miss

its basic truth.

On the other hand, the job jumpers in the business make it

tougher for themselves each move they make. Anyone in a

position to hire is bound to take a dim view of the prospect

who has been a year each at five places in the past five years.

Yet how commonplace this is! All the explanations in the

world about personality conflicts, disagreement over adver-

tising principles, loss of accounts, or better offers elsewhere

cannot erase this impression. In fact, they only engrave it

deeper.

Even the government is working hard to keep you where

you are. A five thousand dollar raise puts considerably less

in your jeans. And this comes usually with loss of benefits

that accrue only after years of service. As for the fast buck

and the other gimmicks, these can only be looked upon with a

jaundiced eye. Those that offer 'em must be suspected.

Well, that's how it appears from where I sit and I may say

I've sat there for seventeen years. It's the same Clark and

Gibby simulated-walnut chair and I kind of like it.
• • •

WHAT THEY SAY ON JOB-HOPPING

• sponsor spoke with several ad agency per-

sonnel people about this problem and discovered

they prefer anonymity to infamy regarding their

opinions. They attribute personnel turnover pri-

marily to a desire for higher earnings. Closely

alligned is the fact that people change agencies

in the same way accounts do and then there is

a matter simply labeled "personnel swiping."

SPONSOR
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\ cuuf tat. . . KLZ-TV&
u DENVER/

Again...

Telepulse

and A.R.B.

Agree!

KLZ-TV has most viewers—Morning

(Sign-on to 12 n)—Afternoon (12-6 p.m.)—

Night (6-11:00 p.m.)— all week long.

KLZ-TV enjoys more

quarter hour first place

ratings than all other

Denver stations combined

Morning—Afternoon

—

Night— all week long.

KLZ-TV has highest rated

local daytime news

—

nighttime news—weather-

sports—syndicated shows.

Few TV stations, including those in 2 and 3 station markets,

enjoy KLZ-TV's dominance in the 4-station Denver Market.

We want YOU to have the

complete Denver television

story. Make it a point to call

your KATZ man or wire

collect—Jack Tipton,

General Sales Manager,

KLZ-TV, Denver.

Top 10 Non-Network Programs

KLZ-TV 8 OUT OF TOP 10!
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Mr. D. A. 26.3 KLZ-TV
Guy Lombardo 25.6 KLZ-TV
I Led 3 Lives 25.0 Station B
Studio 57 24.6 KLZ-TV
Dr. Hudson 24.3 KLZ-TV
Life with Father 24.3 KLZ-TV
Life of Riley 24.3 KLZ-TV
Highway Patrol 24.3 Station B
Celebrity Playhouse 24.2 KLZ-TV
Death Valley Days 22.6 KLZ-TV

Top 10 Network Programs

KLZ-TV 6 OUT OF TOP 10!

$64,000 Question 49.0 KLZ-TV
Ed Sullivan 45.7 KLZ-TV
I Love Lucy 45.4 KLZ-TV
Perry Como 37.3 Station B
December Bride 36.0 KLZ-TV
George Gobel 36.0 Station B
Studio One 35.7 KLZ-TV
Groucho Marx 34.0 Station B
Your Hit Parade 32.7 Station B
Playhouse of Stars 32.2 KLZ-TV

£1a. r. B.

Top 10 Non-Network Programs

KLZ-TV 6 OUT OF TOP 10!

Dr. Hudson 38.6 KLZ-TV
Highway Patrol 34.1 Station B
Life of Riley 31.0 KLZ-TV
Buffalo Bill, Jr. 27.8 KLZ-TV
Sky King 27.8 Station C
Annie Oakley 24.7 Station C
Studio 57 23.7 KLZ-TV
I Led 3 Lives 23.1 Station B
Wild Bill Hickok 22.5 KLZ-TV
Guy Lombardo 22.4 KLZ-TV
Science Fiction Theatre 22.4 Station C

Top JO Programs

KLZ-TV 8 OUT OF 10!

$64,000 Question 62.8 KLZ-TV
I Love Lucy 51.2 KLZ-TV
Ed Sullivan 46.3 KLZ-TV
December Bride 44.7 KLZ-TV
What's My Line 39.6 KLZ-TV
Perry Como 39.2 Station B
Dr. Hudson 38.6 KLZ-TV
Disneyland 38.2 Station C
Jack Benny 37.3 KLZ-TV
Ford Spectacular 36.0 KLZ-TV

SPONSOR



Nighttime 30 April 1956 TV CO V.PARAGRAPH OF NETWORK PROGRAMS

SUNDAY
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RKO
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\ (Hat more
^* the prime daily

You are not covering

South Bend-

Indiana's 2nd market-

unless you are using

WSBT-TV!

Please don't hike our yyord for it.

Check the viewer reports on the South
Bind Market either A. H. II. or Puke.

They nil slum that WSBT-TV com.
plctcl) dominates the Smith Bend
market. The latest A. IMS. report

\\ 1 / (Fubruary,195n) tells the same story. It

\ (//'shows that WSBT-TV carries the lop 13

N^k^r shi»s and 2.? of the top 25! Il also reveals

(itch WSBT-TV during
wing hours of 6:30 p.m.

to 10:30 pin than watch all other stations

combined I

Chicago Stations arc included In the A.R.B.
report. They reach only a handful of

viewers. It all hoils dimn to the fact that

you just don't gel television coverage in

South Mend. Indiana without WSBT-TV!
This is Indiana's 2nJ market ill population,
income, sales and one of the Nation's rich.

t. Gel the whole story. Write for free
market data book.

WSBTTV
cas iaiic optional station

SOUTH
BEND,
IND.
CHANNEL
34



"The service with the most subscribers'

LARGEST SAMPLING OUTSIDE U. S. CENSUS

For any situation involving important TV stakes

TRY PULSE'S NEW

TV COMPARAGRAPH OF NETWORK PROGRAMS

TUESDAY | WEDNESDAY T h u S D a i

Pvrsontll vniltciilt'llltll: Pulse will

interview for you—one-time, exclusive l>asi>. confidential

—

personal vi*it- to homes right during telecast Minimum sample

of 1.500 completed interviews. Majoi markets, coast to coast,

representative of all 1 .S. T\ homes. Audience comp included.

Daytime 30 Ap

FRIDAY I

'" "" "^1

r •(!,. Lllfi

For example:

Event Men Women Teens

Chil-

dren

Total

per 100

homes Rating

President's

"Decision to Run"

Feb. 29, 1956

10:00 p.m.

101 107 20 21 249
59.3

Emmy Awards

March 17. 1956

9 00-10 30 p.m.

91 109 15 19 234 46.5

Oscor Awards

March 21, 1956

!0:30-Midniaht

96 122 16 12 246 53.7

This month throughout the U.S., 150,000 homes ore
being interviewed for next month's "U.S. Pulse TV"

AND URBAN COVERAGE

PULSE, Inc., 15 West 46th St., New York 36
Telephone: Judson 6-3316
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DRY HUMOR
or how to corkscrew open a conversation

"Well, do as I say. When you're forced

down, just take out the bottle of gin and

the bottle of vermouth and start mixing.

Before you're through, some jerk will be

standing over your shoulder saying 'That's

not the way to make a Martini.' All you

got to do then is have him show you how

to get out."

In the Texas Panhandle, folks use whisky.

And KGNC.

AM-TV

A NOVICE South American explorer was

bragging to an old-timer about the

wonderful survival kit he had assembled for

his jungle onslaught. "If the plane fails and

I have to parachute into the wilderness, I'll

be able to survive for weeks until I can get

out," he commented.

"Have you got a bottle of gin and a bottle

of vermouth?" the old hand asked.

"Hell, no—that's silly. But I got brandy for

snakebite, you know, and tins of rations, and

a collapsible boat and . .
."

"Never mind all that stuff. Take gin and

vermouth!"

"But that's ridiculous ... I don't need gin

and vermouth in the jungle."

"You want to get out, don't you?"

NBC AFFILIATE

AM: 10,000 watts, 710 kc. TV: Channel 4. Represented nationally by the Katz Agency

30 APRIL 1956
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Your message in sponsor will help you cash in on the upsurge in

TV and radio spot buying. Is your station right

for more national spot business?

10th Year of Usefulness to TV and Radio Advertisers



a forum on questions of current interest

to air advertisers and their agencies

Should daytime tr commercials differ

from those to be used at night

Arthur Bellaire

V.p. in charge of

Tv-Radio Copy
BBDO, New York

SOME SHOULD; OTHERS NEEDN'T

• Some should. Others needn't.

Take the average film spot. If the

product has broad appeal, the com-

mercial should be so created as to be

effective at any hour of the day or

night. If it is a product for women,

it will naturally be given woman-

appeal regardless of whether it is spot-

ted near women's daytime programs

or with the general-audience programs

at night. If it is strictly a man's prod-

uct, the same applies. The fact that it

may be adjacent to sports programs

was not necessarily what influenced

the copy writer to give his commer-

cial a male appeal.

In live commercials, however, the

copy writer is much more aware of his

time-period and format from the out-

set of his planning. The same sales

arguments and demonstrations would

prevail, but the technique would vary.

Commercials directed to children

may or may not differ from general-

audience commercials for the same

product. Live commercials for kids'

shows—different, of course, from gen-

eral-use commercials.

92

But notice, on film, how many of the

same animated commercials bang

away at kids during kids' hours and

then at adults later in the evening. To
me, this proves something: While chil-

dren are a good target for advertising

—while they play back sales points

and, when the chips are down, create

one whale of a scene for you in the

super-market and buy what you tell

them to buy—they are no less selec-

tive than adults on their second pur-

chase. They have to be pleased with

what they buy, the same as adults.

Children also resemble adults in

their aversion to the childish approach.

To be effective, an animated commer-

cial for kids must tell a good story

and even sometimes border on the

sophisticated. Maybe that's why adults

often like the same commercials.

Mary Harris

N.Y. Manager, Radio-TV Production,

McCann-Erickson, New York

DAYTIME AUDIENCE IS NARROWER

• A proposition phrased in this

manner has a vaguely disquieting effect

on one who has spent a good many
years working in the daytime field.

The temptation is to groan and wonder

if, after all this time, there is still this

question in anyone's mind.

Yet, the answer, of course, has to

be "yes" and "no." Daytime tv com-
mercials should be exactly the counter-

parts of their nighttime cousins in

their fidelity to a copy theme and
their relationship to a basic campaign.

It goes without saying that their

preparation and planning is based on
all the knowledge that has been

amassed by research and marketing,

that final versions have been subjected

to the same screening and discussion

as nighttime commercials. In this re-

spect, they do not differ a whit one
from the other.

Nor do they differ technically. If a

daytime star is available to do the sell

live, and the contractual set-up is such

that he or she can be prevailed upon
to handle the material, then by all

means the star does the sell. If art

work is involved, it ties in with every-

thing else seen on the air at any time

around the clock. Musical themes,

jingles, voices, trick effects should all

be utilized as fully as possible.

But the similarities only go so far.

Daytime commercials are different.

They must appeal to a far narrower

audience than nighttime; largely they

must appeal to the woman and house-

wife. Therefore, they are fighting

harder to get her full attention than

a sales message which comes on at

9 p.m. when she's relaxed and sur-

rounded by her family and ready to

absorb whatever comes along.

Very often the "viewer" is in another

room altogether, or going about chores

with only occasional fixed concentra-

tion on the television screen. There-

fore, audio copy must be more sus-

tained. It must rely less on visual

gimmicks.

One further thought. If the com-

mercial is to be part of a serial pro-

gram, by all means do it on film.

There'll never be time to produce a

live show in tandem with live com-

mercials, so better not attempt it.

SPONSOR
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Sherman E. Rogers
Copy Chief

Anderson & Cairns, New York

ADDRESS THE FAMILY AT NIGHT

• The daytime commercial should

be different from the nighttime even

as day is surely different from night.

Each engenders its own set of circum-

stances just as the sun illuminates the

day while the moon and stars create

a totally unrelated atmosphere at night.

So it is with daytime tv viewing as

opposed to night. The day provides

the opportunity to talk to each indi-

vidual viewer on an intimate basis;

the night provides an occasion to ad-

dress the entire family collectively

—

the group audience.

Which obviously dictates the use of

quite different techniques.

Take the housewife. Her usual day

may include cooking, cleaning, caring

for the children, plus the countless

other household details with which she

is preoccupied. More often than not,

she is alone. This is no time to in-

trude with the trick or speech designed

to capture the attention of a multiple

audience. The reaction induced would

be patently adverse.

But if she is addressed on the basis

that she, and she alone, is the vis a vis,

not only will the tone of the address

be different, but her sympathy will be

enlisted and her reaction will be favor-

able—if the accent is placed upon

exactly what the subject means to her.

personally.

Now, night. Here you have the

group gathered 'round the set. Know-
ing you are talking to a group, design

the commercial for group effect: what

your subject means to each member
of the family as well as to the family

as a whole.

In a word, "chat" with the woman
during the day. "Arrest" the atten-

tion of the group at night! * * *
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now WOLF IS

Rb I /// homes
Share of Radio Audience—C. E. Hooper, March-April, 1956

(Latest) (8 AM-10:30 PM Monday thru Saturday, 10:00

AM-6 PM Sunday Daytime)

TOTAL

RATED

TIME

PERIODS

RADIO SETS

IN USE

STATION
A

STATION
B

STATION
C WOLF

STATION
E

9.8 21.8 16.4 10.8 29.5 19.7

FIRST in cars

Car Listening—C. E. Hooper, November 1953 and April

1954 (Latest) (7:00 AM-7:00 PM, Monday thru Friday)

TOTAL

RATED

TIME

PERIODS

RADIO SETS

IN USE

STATION
A

STATION
B

STATION
C WOLF

STATION
E

i'4.5 14.9 16.6 11.2 35.2 21.5

FIRST in points of sale

Business Establishments—C. E. Hooper, October 1955

(Latest) (9:00 AM-5:00 PM, Monday thru Friday)

OVERALL

RADIO SETS

IN USE

STATION
A

STATION
B

STATION
c WOLF

STATION
E

28.2 20.7 10.9 14.3 38.9 13.4

RATING for RATING...

RATE for RATE in

CENTRAL

NEW YORK it's V-vi
SYRACUSE, N

National Sales Representatives

THE WALKER COMPANY

93



\ <»«• developments on SPONSOR stories

In Los Angeles

KMPC has more

In-home listeners

than any other

independent!
The Pulse, Jan.- Feb. 1956

7)0 kc LOS ANGELES
50,000 wattsdays 10,000 watts nights

Gene Aufry, President

P.O. Keynote, l/P. & Gen. Mgr.

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY

AM RADIO SALES COMPANY
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See: Can FCC end seller's market in tv?

Issue: 2 April 1956, page 25

SUDjeet! Successful uhf station begins operat-
ing first Eastern satellite

Earlier this month, the first satellite station east of the Mississippi

went on the air. An offshoot of WCDA-TV (channel 41), WCDB-
TV (channel 29) adds an estimated 75,000 families to the coverage

of the parent station in the Albany-Schenectady-Troy, New York,

area.

In order to promote its satellite, the station advertised via seven

newspapers, bus cards, radio and tv announcements, display ban-

ners and dealer-retailer mailings.

According to WCDA-TV, the satellite would not be today were it

not for the success of this uhf station—success which includes con-

version of 66% of the sets in the three-city market.

Channel 6 had been operating in the market for five years, when
WCDA-TV (then WROW-TV) entered. The vhf channel had been

an outlet for shows from the four major nets.

However, channel 41 began operations programing a combination

of CBS and ABC Tv shows unable to clear satisfactory time on the

vhf outlet. It backed up the net schedule with local films and fea-

tures. Air time was from 5:00-11:15 p.m.

Now a full-time operation, WCDA-TV recently signed a CBS basic

optional contract. August, 1956, will see it and its satellite airing

all CBS shows in the capital district.

Much of this is attributed to management's decision to absorb

heavy financial losses during the past year. Consequently, the sta-

tion can point to the following figures:

% of vhf

Feb. 1955 ARB... 17

Feb. 1956 ARB 42.5

°/o of conversion

51

66
• ••

See: How sponsors profit with premiums

Issue: 13 August 1951, page 32

Subject: Stetson China: An example of pre-

mium promotion

When sponsor made its first premium study, emphasis was on

box-top handouts and awards to members of radio-tv audiences.

Today, in supermarkets, hardware stores, at gasoline stations, the

trend has grown to the extent that nationally advertised products

themselves serve as premiums.

A recently published brochure by the Stetson China Co. highlights

the theme "The gimmick that moves your goods—making a pre-

mium work."

In it are presented 18 methods of using Stetson China to increase

sales and "move merchandise at the manufacturer, jobber and dealer

levels."

In order for the plan to be of value to almost any type of business,

Stetson outlines methods such as the following: Direct premiums

given as something "extra" to the customer at point of purchase;

self-liquidating offers used in the advertising of manufacturers'

products; the coupon plan to "force" brand loyalty; as gifts to cus-

tomers who contact further potential customers; also in the form of

party plan, home service route, door-to-door sales rewards. * * *

SPONSOR
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Continued

from

page 24

stations taking them into April of 1957. They've promised

delivery of the net's prototypes by late summer, and delivery

of commercial models to stations beginning in February of

1957. The networks, according to Ampex brass in Chicago,

are paying $75,000 each for the prototypes and the stations

will pay an amount "not in excess of $50,000" for each

machine.

Of course, I've only speculated here on RCA's reaction,

and haven't mentioned Bing Crosby Enterprises, Inc. or

others who've been working on tv tape developments. BCE,
or for that matter, some relatively dark horse operator, may
still come up with the next important tv tape recorder de-

velopments. The industry will be watching, with as close to

bated breath as it can manage, tv tape recorder develop-

ments in the next 12 months and the effects of these develop-

ments on any number of key phases of the industry. (See

separate coverage of tv tape recorders this issue page 30.)

I must admit that a feeling of gazing upon black magic

enveloped me on several occasions during the Convention.

Down in the lower level, for example, DuMont was showing

its Vitascan equipment. Here in a studio lit to about the

equivalent (to the naked eye) of deepening dusk, the Vita-

scan was laying a brilliantly colorful, beautifully lit picture

on the tv tube. When the operator extinguished the lights in

the studio altogether, and still delivered the same bright, per-

fect color picture to the tube it seemed to me again that minor
miracles were being perpetrated.

I did not mean in this piece to discourse entirely on the

technical and equipment developments of the NARTB Con-

vention, though there is little doubt that many of these will

have vital bearing on advertisers and agencies in television

for years to come in many ways. On the non-technical and

non-equipment front, of course, there were many exciting and

interesting developments, too: FCC Chairman George C. Mc-
Connaughey proposed a "crash research development pro-

gram on uhf tv to be carried on by a private non-profit cor-

poration." McConnaughey and his fellow Commissioners
gave some interesting answers to some pertinent questions at

a session on Tuesday, not the least of which was Mc's opinion

(supported by other commissioners) that broadcasters on the

management level had not exercised their right or assumed
proper responsibility in connection with editorializing on
issues of public interest. This was Mc's reply to a question

by Red Quinlan of WBKB, Chicago.

ABC's John Daly gave a truly brilliant talk on "Freedom
of Information" on Tuesday. Come to think of it, Tuesday
was quite a day for rapidly-progressing, hard-fighting ABC.
For it was on that same day that ABC President Bob Kintner
was given the NARTB's Keynote Award, which is presented

annually to an outstanding member of the industry. * * *
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National Sales Mgr: Graeme Zimmer
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CHICKEN FEED BREAD
SPONSOR: Birdsey Flour &

Feed Mills

AGENCY: Day, Harris, Hargrett

& Weinstein, Inc.

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: The Plant City Birdsey

Flour and Feed Store offered a free baby chick with

each pound of chick starter sold. Six announcements

were used on a Friday and Saturday. By Saturday

afternoon, the dealer's entire supply of baby chicks had

been given away with 6,000 pounds of feed. Price of

six announcements was $10.80; volume of feed sold

came to slightly over $300. Customers came from as

far as 200 miles away for this special offer.

WPLA, Plant City, Fla. PROGRAM: Announcements

results

SPONSOR: Homekraft Bread AGENCY: Merle Bl

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Homekraft scheduled

single one-minute announcement per day through a si

day period, offering a pamphlet of holiday bread recip,

Subsequently, 1,008 requests were received. In additic

many of Homekraft's stores had a demand heavy enou
t

to warrant reprinting the pamphlets. Because of t

results, the sponsor purchased a year-long campaign a

jacent to a KLX newscast. Only medium used by Horn

kraft Bread was radio. Cost of the original announc

ments was $60 or $10 per announcement.

KLX, Oakland, Cal PROGRAM: Announcemei

POTATOES

""";.!: ~ **

WINDOW FANS

SPONSOR: Jobbers Outlet Food Store AGENCY: Dire

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: With a special purchase .

Michigan potatoes on hand and a weekend coming u\

Harold Dalman, manager of Jobbers Outlet, called I

station to find out if he could sell the potatoes befo.

they became a storage problem. He ordered 15 30-wor

time signals for Friday and Saturday, offering the pro(

uct at 39<* a peck. He cleared the entire stock of ovt

300 pecks by mid-Saturday. Cost of schedule: $26. /;

grossed 4.5 times his advertising investment.

WHTC, Holland, Mich. PROGRAM: Announcemen

RECORDS

SPONSOR: Sears, Roebuck AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: With summer temperature

at 95 degrees, Sears, Roebuck of Omaha sponsored 12

one-minute announcements, all of which were aired with-

in the 6:00-7:00 p.m. hour. All commercials stressed

that each $69.95 fan ordered would be delivered and

installed that evening. In a short time, the 59 fans in

stock were sold out. No other advertising medium was

used by the company. The cost of the 12 announcements

was $120

—

or $10 per announcement.

KOWH, Omaha, Nebr. PROGRAM: Announcements

SPONSOR: Record Shop AGENCY: Dire

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: A long-playing record, "77

Investigator," had just arrived in Seattle when it wc

played on New Releases from the Record Shop. Th

next morning, the shop experienced its greatest "run

on a single recording in its history. Within a weei

volume on the record had reached $540. According t

the Record Shop, the program is institutional in natur

and not designed for immediate sales, which made th

merchandising results "remarkable." Cost: $21.

KISW-FM, Seattle, Wash. PROGRAM: New Releas<

GUITARS CARS

SPONSOR: Summer's Music Store AGENCY: Direct SPONSOR: John DeNooyer Chevrolet AGENCY: Dim

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Early in 1956, Summer's

scheduled 20 announcements for the following 10-day

period, promoting Friday, the 13th, as black cat day at

the store. Featured in the promotion were records and

guitars. Early on the sale day, 600 record packages at

$1.00 each had been sold—also, 18 guitars at $15.95

each. According to the sponsor, results were more than

satisfactory, particularly since the 20 announcements
represented a cost of $60, a sales gross of $887.10.

WCHO, Wash. Court Hse., Ohio PROGRAM: Announcements

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Advertiser's objective via

two-fold: (1) to maintain new car sales and (2) to mov

excessive used car stock held over from December. Dur

ing February, a usually slow month for DeNooyer, rdn>

announcements per day, six days a week were scheduled

In addition to unexpected new car volume, 43 used car

were sold—an amount almost equal to mid-summer sale

volume. Cost per used car unit was $11.65 to the spon

sor. Overall campaign cost for the entire month was $500

WTVB, Coldwater, Mich. PROGRAM: Announcement



• ONE OF A SERIES

PRI OVER *

Representatives: National: Forjoe

New England: Kettell-Carter

Any campaign in Greater New Haven, be it a

commercial product, or a community improve-

ment, finds WAVZ in the lead . . . finds WAVZ
producing dramatic results all the way to a

successful conclusion.

*"The most effective force in any undertaking."

— Webster's New International Dictionary

152 TEMPLE STREET, NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Daniel W. Kops, Vice-President and General Manager • Richard J. Monahan, Commercial Manager
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Boston drivers' record requests reach WHDH by telephone

Last week-end a young lady on the

SPONSOR staff, visiting Boston, got

stuck in the evening traffic jam at Ken-

more Square. Not a very unusual oc-

currence, except that this time our

young lady brought back reports of a

brightly painted auto bearing the

words "WHDH Request Wagon." A
pretty driver asked her what record

she'd like to hear played, phoned in

the request from the wagon, and in a

few seconds it was being heard amidst

the confusion of the traffic.

Station manager Bill McGrath later

pointed out that WHDH is beaming

details of the roving "request wagon"
to its audience at regular intervals so

that listeners can be on the lookout for

it while driving through Boston. * * *

V
WHDH'VVAGON
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Listeners request songs from the open road

bunions, sponsors create
promotion and sales ideas

Buick dealers in the Buffalo, N. Y.

area, did three-minute commercials

from WBEN-TV's mobile unit during

sponsorship of the National Invita-

tional Basketball Tournament. Thru-

way Plaza, western New York's largest

:S:-;S:-:W:-;SK S:S;
,

:«fe:SiSv-.

Public service programing draws good response

Here are a few service programs that have attracted attention:

ADOPTION: WCCO-TV, Minneapolis, Minn. Homeless children,
between the ages of one and 10, visit the Dave Moore show twice
a week with the sanction of the Minnesota Department of Public
Welfare. Viewers who are interested in adopting any of the chil-
dren are told whom to contact at the end of each show.

AID TO THE BLIND: WIBW-TV and Radio, Topeka, Kan. SITE,
a research organization to assist the blind, was aided by a simul-
cast of an auction of merchandise donated by Topeka merchants.

CANCER CRUSADE: WWDC, AM and PM, Washington D. C.
The station used half of its identification time on am and fm and
also scheduled announcements to promote the Cancer Crusade.

FOSTER PARENTS: WPLY, Plymouth, Wis. Walter Kalata, sta-
tion's program director and star of Alotta Kalata, is garnering
listener contributions to support children through the Foster
Parent's Plan for War Children.

THE LAW EXPLAINED: WNEW, New York, N. Y. The Law On
Trial will air law student's arguments concerning current legal

questions. Opener was "The Problem of the President's Successor
in Case of Illness."

MENTAL HEALTH: KDKA-TV and radio, Pittsburgh, Pa. Ed's

Open Door is a daily five-minute program concerned with the
problems of mental health. It's handled by the station's Director

of Community Service Programing Ed Schaughency.

POLIO DRIVE: WTIC, Hartford, Conn. A $140,223 check was
handed over to the local March of Dimes chapter by WTIC and
the Hartford Courant, as the proceeds of a two-and-a-half-week
campaign.

SOCIAL SERVICES: KEYD-TV, Minneapolis, Minn. Twin City
Heartbeat, a series of half-hour dramatic programs, is devoted
to explaining the workings of public and private welfare agencies.

TRAFFIC SAFETY: WTOP-TV, Washington, D. C. Six Savings
Bond prizes go to elementary school children under 14 for best

slogan in annual contest. It is publicized daily over Pick Tem-
ple's Giant Ranch in cooperation with the local traffic council.

suburban shopping center, was the

scene of the open-air pitch. A fully

equipped Buick was displayed while

viewers and "in-person" onlookers

were told they could drive it away for

the price decided upon by the local

dealer association.

Gruen jingles

A library of jingles has been cre-

ated for the Gruen Watch Co. by Ray-

mond Scott. In 30-second and minute

segments, there are enough so that any

dealer who chooses to use a set will be

guaranteed an exclusive in his terri-

tory.

WDVA nursery

To promote their own station and

to assist at the American Automobile

and Appliance Show held in Danville,

Va. last month, staffers of WDVA be-

came baby-sitters for five days. Using

a sunken loading ramp as a nursery

pen, WDVA'ers took charge of as

many as 70 children at a time. At the

entrance WDVA set up a nine-foot-

high papier mache shoe in which it

housed facilities used for remote

broadcasts during the show.

Three-way promotion

3,500.000 letters reached CKNW,
New Westminster, B.C.. during 1955

by "mail boxes" placed in 48 Super

Valu stores. The letters were mostly

applications bv customers who wished

to participate in CKNW's Fiesta Jack-

pot, an at-home audience quiz show.

Prizes were also offered to the store

managers who put up the most orig-

inal displays of products advertised on

the Fiesta program.

Use truck posters

Product and program promotion is

being accomplished through the use of

posters displayed on delivery trucks.

In Atlanta. 150 Coca-Cola trucks are

carrying billboards calling attention

to Coke Time, broadcast over WAKE,
Radio. In Grand Rapids, Mich. 50

trucks of the Muller Grocers-Baking

Company carry posters promoting

their Count of Monte Cristo show over

WOOD-TV. * * *

JVctc trade publications are
worth a spot on your shelf

A number of useful directories and

handbooks have been published re-

cently. Among them is "a directory

of film services in N.Y.C." prepared

by the Circle Film Laboratories. Of

pocket size, it lists the names, ad-

dresses and phone numbers of over

600 varied services. Included are pro-
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ducers, distributors and equipment

dealers. It's available through Circle

Labs, Box S, 33 West 60th Street,

N.Y.C. 23.

"How to Make Radio Campaigns

Move Goods in Local Markets" is a

concisely-written booklet on exactly

what the title says. It is also available

free of charge by writing to the pub-

lishers, Westinghouse Broadcasting

Co., Box S. 122 East 42nd Street,

N. Y. C.

Who's Who and What's Where at

TV Film Producers and Distributors

has just been released in its Spring

1956 edition. Available from the

Broadcast Information Bureau, Box G,

535 5th Ave., N.Y.C. This one's $25

including regular supplements during

the year.

Also, don't forget the 1956 buyer's

GUIDE obtainable for $2.00 from Spon-

sor Services, Box RSS, 40 E. 49th

Street, N. Y. C. * * *

Storer's Cleveland Station
Initiates Xeu- Call Letters

w V
"V^-'""!** *

Civilians and military at Storer dedication

Downtown Cleveland's Euclid Ave-

nue, normally deserted on Sundays,

was packed to overflowing on 15 April

as the new WJW Radio and Tv build-

ing was dedicated. The ceremony took

place concurrently with a gala salute to

the armed forces which contributed

six military bands, parading personnel

and formations of military aircraft. In

charge of the festivities which marked

the change of channel call letters by
the Storer Broadcasting Co., was

Storer promotion man Bob Nashick

assisted by promotion-operation man-
ager Dick Wright.

Present for the ceremonies and pic-

tured above (l-r) were: Anthony
Celebrezze, Mayor of Cleveland;

George B. Storer, president Storer

Broadcasting; Ohio's Governor Frank

J. Lausche and Ben Wickham and Jack

Kelly, WJW's managers of Tv and
Radio respectively. * * *

Briefly . . .

Steve Allen, apparently in search

of amusements to occupy his time, has

signed up with Cosmopolitan to write

a monthly column. * * *

*X*and only one

1/IVVVvA)

In the Baltimore market

one stationvC*

delivers the most listeners

at the lowest cost per thousand

WFBR Baltimore's Best Buiy
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR AND COMPANY
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DRANO AND WINDEX
(Continued from page 39)

continuous upswing since 1950, even

in the face of incipient competition in

Drano's line and fairly strong compe-

tition for Windex. Furthermore, while

net sales for the company as a whole

slipped from $22.3 million in 1954 to

$19.5 million in 1955, company presi-

dent Roger Drackett says:

"Drano and Windex responded to

increased sales and advertising pres-

sure by climbing to an all-time high

in volume and profit."

(The company's over-all decreases

were attributed to the reduced volume
of sales from their other products, soy-

bean oil and meal and by lower prices

for these products.)

It was in spring 1955 that Y&R first

translated the two products' print ad-

vertising into two film commercials

each: one demonstration and one car-

toon film, based on the magazine and

newspaper ads. About half a dozen

years ago, Y&R hired a free-lance

cartoonist who created Daphne, the

Drano maid for Y&R's print ads.

In the film commercial, the agency

used Bill Baird puppets to animate

Daphne. The Windex cartoon commer-
cial, on the other hand, is a drawn
story based on the print theme: "It

only takes a little squirt to clean win-

dows with Windex," and shows a small

boy at work.

To push the theme of frequent use,

current Drano commercials end with

these lines from the musical jingle:

"To keep your drains okay

Once a week on Drano day

Put good old Drano down the

drain."

Convenience is the major theme for

Windex. "After all," admits Y&R,
"There's no such thing as washing

your windows as a preventive to dirt.

But we talk about the ease of using

Windex, and we also mention other

parts of the house besides windows

that can be cleaned with the product."

The 40-second Windex demonstra-

tion film, after the standard jingle, fol-

lows the housewife through the house

with this copy:

"Watch Windex clean this window!

So easy! Just spray . . . and wipe . . .

and there you are. No extra cloths, no

messy buckets or sponges. Windex

never leaves gritty dust on the window

sill And that waxey film other clean-

ers often leave, attracts dirt and dust

—Windex does away with that too!

So Windex-clean windows stay cleaner

longer. Use Windex on picture glass,

glass table tops, the television screen!"

In the case of Don McNeill's Break-

f. Ycic stations on air*

CITY & STATE
CALL

LETTERS
CHANNEL

NO.
ON-AIR
DATE

ERP (kw)"
Visuil

Antenna
(ft)*"

NET
AFFILIATION

3TNS.
ON AIR

SETS IN
MARKET'

(000)
PERMITEE, MANAGER. REP

-

OKLAHOMA CITY KETA-TV3 13 9 April 316 1440 ixu/TV 3A? 9ft 5 Oklahoma Educational Television

WKY-TV
Auth0rity

KTVQ2

I)

_T,

If. New construction permits'

CITY t 8TATE CALL
LETTERS

CHANNEL
NO.

DATE OF GRANT ERP (kw)«
Visual

Antenna
(ft)"*

STATIONS
ON AIR

SETS IN
MARKETt

(000)
PERMITEE, MANAGER. RADIO

BRISTOL, VA. WCYB 5 11 April 100 1,975
ELMIRA, N. Y. 18 7 April 15.1 700
PRESQUE ISLE, ME. WAGM 8 11 April 11.8 354

WTVE2

--

Appalachian Bcstg. Corp.

Central New York Bcstg. Corp.

Aroostook Bcstg. Corp.

Iff. New applications

CITY & STATE CHANNEL
NO.

DATE
FILED

ERP (kw)«
Visual

Antenna
(ft)"'

ESTIMATED
COST

ESTIMATED
1ST YEAR

OP. EXPENSE
TV STATIONS
IN MARKET APPLICANT, AM AFFILIATI

BOWLING GREEN, KEN. 13 14 April 95.6 699 $266,038 $200,000

KALISPELL, MONT. 8 14 April .106 198 $28,192 $36,000
VICTORIA, TEX. 19 7 April 20 322 $190,500 $70,000

Sarkes Tarzian Inc.

Northwest Video

Alkek Television Co.

nc.

BOX SCORE
U. S. stations on air-

Markets covered

463

296

•Both new c.p.'s and stations going on the air listed here are those which occurred be

2 April and 14 April or on which information could be obtained in that period. Sti

are considered to be on the air when commercial operation starts. "Effective radiated P

Aural power usually Is one-half the visual power. ""Antenna height above average terrain

above ground), tlnformation on the number of sets in markets where not designated as

from NBC Research, consists of estimates from the stations or reps and must be deemed api

mate. §Data from NBC Research and Planning. NFA: No figures available at pre«

on sets in market. ^Community would support proposed lower-power station at least three :

or until such time as It becomes self-sustaining, ^Presently off air, but itUl retain*

•Non commercial. <Above ground.
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fast Club, Y&R frequently provides

fact sheets with dozens of alternate

copy points in order to let the star and

other talent on the show express their

own personalities in the pitch. Often

the orchestra and singer Betty John-

son do the product jingles live while

Fran Allison and other performers

pitch in with copy points during the

announcement.

"We've found the show a good

buy," says Y&R. "It's built its rating

steadily and we now reach an average

of more than 1.4 million homes with

the commercials. We get exposure in

many smaller markets where we
couldn't afford it before."

No newcomer to the air media,

Drackett used radio back in 1936-

1938, just prior to appointing Y&R as

its agency. After a nine-year hiatus

from radio, Drackett went back on the

air with the quarter-hour Dorothy and

Dick show on MBS for two annual 13-

week cycles from 18 September 1948

to 28 July 1949.

In August 1948 a virtual revolution

occurred in Windex' business: for dec-

ades virtually a generic term in the

glass cleaning business, Windex sud-

denly faced its first major national

competitor—Gold Seal's Glass Wax
(now handled through Campbell-

Mithune). During Glass Wax's first

year, Windex, which had enjoyed con-

tinuously rising sales, suddenly faced

a dip. However, Glass Wax advertised

relatively heavily in national media

and soon upped the total sales of all

regional and national glass cleaners.

From fall 1949 onward, Windex itself

benefited from its competitor's adver-

tising and began a spot radio cam-

paign with the theme: "I'm changing

back to Windex spray because. .
."

By 1952, Windex and Drano both

were active spot radio users, buying

generally into local women's shows

with well - established personalities.

That year, Y&R added nine tv markets

to its 65-market radio lineup. The pat-

tern of buying in tv, as in radio, con-

tinued to be local homemaker shows

and women's service shows until

spring 1955.

"At that point we felt that greater

circulation would compensate for the

loss of the personalized pitch," says

Y&R.

Both products showed positive re-

sponse to spot radio and tv advertis-

ing: Drano, despite competition from

Simoniz's Plumite, a spot radio-tv ad-

vertiser through SSCB, and Windex
despite high-pressure advertising (al-

ternate-week sponsorship of Perry

Como on NBC Tv) on the pari of

Glass Wax.

By fall 1955, the Drackett Co. de-

cided to increase over-all company
sales volume and add to the product

line by introducing two additional con-

sumer products: Twinkle, for copper

cleaning, was put on the market in

January 1956 and Dazy, an air

freshener, was introduced in fall 1955

(both through Ralph Jones Co., Cin-

cinnati). Currently the firm is push-

ing these two products with newspaper,

magazines, radio and tv. Dazy secured

national distribution in the grocery

field in September 1955, riding on the

distribution of the primary Drackett

Co. products.

In the grocery chains and super-

markets that are the main retailers of

Drano and Windex, these two prod-

ucts can generally count on two annual

promotion drives: spring and fall.

Those are the times when floor waxes.

^
aV"̂

*<?

WSJS-TV
316.000 WATTS

CALL
HEADLEY-REED
REPRESENTATIVES
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furniture waxes and other household

cleaners come in for extra displays,

better shelf space and advertising and

promotion support from the retailers.

"We've found, strangely enough,

that the consumer buying pattern does

not conform to these two seasons,"

Y&R told sponsor. "In fact, there's

surprisingly little in the way of a sea-

sonal sales curve, though spring clean-

ing and fall moving time does show

up in slight sales upswings. However,

we gear our advertising to reaching

the housewife on a year-'round basis."

Radio-tv advertising is bought on a

39-week basis from October through

June, while newspaper and magazine

advertising continues through the sum-

mer. Drackett generally uses women's

service magazines like Ladies' Home
Journal, Good Housekeeping. In news-

papers and Sunday supplements the

two products generally buy a one-third

page or two-thirds of a page together,

with the two cartoon ads placed one

above the other.

"By buying space for both at the

same time, we can get better position-

ing, than if we split the ads into two

little ones." Dollard explained. * * *

15% . . HOW THIN?
{Continued from page 35)

vice their account. If there were

enough leeway in the agency busi-

ness for the elimination of commis-

sions on package shows, then this

would indeed be a wonderful business.

The only thing is I don't know about

it. We operate on a very simple rule

of thumb as far as our overhead in

connection with the servicing of any

important client is concerned. We
generally allocate about 50% of the

total income from an account to di-

rect service and about one-third for

indirect overhead. Theoretically, this

should leave us with a gross profit

of 2.5% before taxes. This is some-

thing we have been striving to attain

for years and haven't yet succeeded.

The best we have ever been able to

do is 1.5%. If we had to eliminate

commission on tv package shows, we
would have to charge fees that would

be the equivalent of this income—or

fold up shop.

You refer to an electrical appliance

advertiser who states that "1% of

fllOOOWATIsf

In the November 1955 PULSE
survey

WPAL takes the NUMBER I

position for 13 quarter-hours

WPAL takes the NUMBER II

position for 12 quarter-hours

WPAL takes the NUMBER III

position for 7 quarter-hours

Man! For an independent daytimer

in a five-station market that's

really livin'!

You can live with us, if you like. . .

.

w-PAL
of Charleston

South Carolina

Represented by

Forjoe & Company

billings equals 8% of gross income

and that's a pretty solid return in any

business." It is hard for me to be-

lieve that this man really believes this

grotesque notion. He is confusing

gross income with gross sales, which

are two entirely different things. If

a company does $100,000,000 worth

of business and the cost of their ma-

terials and labor is 60%, the gross

income is the difference, $40,000,000.

If it made $1,000,000 profit, it would

be making 2.5% on gross income but

only 1% on sales. I don't know of

any industrial business in the whole

wide world that doesn't figure its

profit margin on sales and in the ad-

vertising business, billing is sales. To
the best of my knowledge, there isn't

a single industrial business that

doesn't make anywhere from two to

10 times the profit that the adver-

tising agency business makes.

If advertisers feel that they have

a justifiable complaint, then this is

perhaps due to the fact that they are

not really getting the quality or quan-

tity of service that they are entitled

to and the agency is indeed making

unconscionable profits. In such in-

stances, they should take the necessary

steps either to get the required service

or cut the agency's commission. But,

as a matter of principle, to expect

every agency that is already working

on a minuscule profit to give up a

substantial part of its income is to

invite the agency to curtail its service

or to go broke. And I am sure that

no advertiser would advocate either.

Advertising agencies are in business

for profit, the same as their clients.

And I think every client wants to see

his agency make a normal, legitimate

profit.

As I have said before, I have never

considered the traditional agency com-

mission arrrangement as sacrosanct.

While the bulk of our business is done

on this basis and we are very happy

with it, we have had enough experi-

ence over the years with other forms

of compensation to be able to say

unequivocally that there are better

systems, but they must be tailor-made

to the specific requirements of each

advertiser. We have arrangements

that are based on percentage of sales,

or a straight fee, or a cost plus, or

a combination of all three, but in

every case, our income is at least

equivalent to 151 of the client's ex-

penditure. We would be happy to
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work out special arrangements with

any client but in no instance would

we. or could we afford to accept less

than the equivalent of 15 r
r. The

fact of the matter is that unless our

income is more than 15%, we are

hard put to make a legitimate profit.

We discuss these matters frankly with

all our clients and, though we have

frequently had to charge fees in addi-

tion to all the commissions that we

earn, our clients have invariably

understood the necessity of additional

compensation for the additional mar-

keting and merchandising services we

perform. If we were deprived of the

income from package shows, our fees

would simply have to go up accord-

ingly.

This controversy is of such great

importance to the industry that you

are to be commended for using your

publication as a forum for airing it.

Personally, I would think it would be

a wonderful idea if you or some other

important organization in the field

were to set up a public forum in

which all the pros and cons could be

thoroughly debated. * * *

STARTING FILM SHOWS
{Continued from page 37)

the market at that time to show an in-

crease. Phil Silvers maintained a

steady 22.5, and Little Rascals, with

7.0 and 6.5, averaged 6.8.

To client Mohr, the moral was obvi-

ous: When you launch a new show, it's

just as important to presell the viewer

on the program as it is to sell your

product on the show itself—and it

takes the same careful planning.

As for Ernest Jones' now famous

"Honeymoon-is-over" remark, Mohr
and a sizeable number of other GM
agencies are disproving it every day.

General Motors dealers, for example,

account for 52% of all Ziv shows sold

to car dealers. Chevrolet dealers alone

are the single largest group of Ziv

show buyers among automotives, ac-

counting for 27% of Ziv's total auto

volume. ZIV shows are sponsored

locally by auto dealers in a total of

48 major markets. Ford-Lincoln-Mer-

cury dealers are other big users of

ZIV syndications, as are local dealers

handling Chrysler family of cars.

However, Grandpa Mohr will be first

to point out that there's a system to

making tv advertising pay off in audi-

ence and sales. * * *

RADIO COMMERCIALS
(Continued from page 33)

that there's no one rule or formula

for creating a successful radio com-

mercial.

Generally, however, there's an over-

all trend toward more production

values. Jingles are getting longer,

music is used to underscore copy

points, sound effects are there to help

gain attention and memorability for

ihe commercial. Radio copywriters

are getting closer to production and

casting.

One interesting example of success-

ful characterization are Y&R's Piel's

commercials, starring Bob and Ray as

the Piel Brothers. Agency copy-

writer Ed Graham Jr. wrote the com-

mercials with all media in mind, but

found that his two characters came

across as "radio-visually'' without pic-

lures as on tv. Here's a sample of the

approach, unaided and unabetted by

sound effects and music:

BERT: "Your attention please, lis-

teners. . . . Bert Piel. with a bone to

pick!"

harry: "Excuse me. Bert. Friends

2nd in a Series on Chicago TV's Top Participation Programs

"Lunchfime

Little

Theater"

One of the greatest success stories on Chicago television has been

developed by WGN-TV's "Lunchtime Little Theater".

In eight months, "Lunchtime Little Theater" increased its audi-

ence 438%! The program's average quarter hour audience of

176,000 homes topped all other stations for the full hour, 12

Noon to 1:00 P.M., during the first three months of this year.*

Featuring three live personalities, a peanut gallery, and first run

Looney Tunes, "Lunchtime Little Theater" has averaged more

than 7,000 pieces of mail per month during the first three months

of 1956!

For further information on Chicago's top participation pro-

grams, write to Mr. Ted Weber, WGN-TV Director of Sales,

441 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago 11, Illinois.

*ARB

©Sunset Productions, Inc.

Telecasting With

MAXIMUM POWER
From The

HIGHEST TOWER

WGN-TV
Chicago Q
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. . . Harry Piel speaking . . . My
brother and I make . . most likely

you've heard it . . . Piel's Light Beer."

BERT: "The most delicious brew

ever to come down the pike!"

harry: "Yes, and we believe in our

product so strongly that we hate to

think of anybody missing out on its

enjoyment."

BERT: "To come right to the point,

listeners. Harry and I have found

out . .
."

HARRY: "Don't ask us how. . .
."

BERT: ". . . that, although our sales

continue to skyrocket, certain among
you are actually sitting right in front

of your sets, blatantly drinking beers

other than Piel's."

HARRY: "One of you was reported

sipping Brand X at the very moment
Bert and I were doing our commer-

cial."

Straight sell? Certainly. Copy

points come across the airwaves fast

and thick, but Y&R feels listeners

"stay with it" because they've come

to know the characters, recognize their

voices and expect to be amused by

them. Result: Piel's entire campaign

in all media, and packaging and label-

ing as well is being built on the two

Piel Brothers characters.

There's no one way to sell a prod-

uct on radio. J. Walter Thompson's

Joe Stone, copy chief on Ford, com-

bines a knack for second-guessing hit

songs with jingle writing and pro-

duces commercials that d.j.'s play on

the air. (For a diary of Ford's jingles,

see sponsor 10 January 1955.)

"Remember, you don't have to be

ashamed to sell," says Joe Stone. "The

only thing to be ashamed of is being

boring. Listeners know how to lock

out dull commercials before they hear

them. What they want is news, a

genuine offer or to be amused. The

first two points do the selling. Being

amusing is the sugar coating."

Once Stone decides what's likely to

be on the Hit Parade in a couple of

months, he gets the rights to the song

and puts Rosemary Clooney, Mitch

Miller and an 11-piece orchestra on it.

The result, sung to "Where Will The

Dimple Be?" is Rosemary warbling:

"Oh the kissin cousin of the

Thunderbird

Arrives September twenty-third.

That's when the big new Ford bows in.

In power and style it's Thunderbird

kin.

For a real Sales KNOCKOUT
in the Detroit area

CKLW-TV penetrates

a population grand

total area of 5.295,700

in which 85% of all

families own TV sets.

CKLW-TV
channel 9

Lifeguard design in this Ford you'll

see

Friday's when it will be."

And, adds Stone, he can get in more

hard-selling copy points by using jin-

gles than if he had an announcer dron-

ing on endlessly.

Music is used somewhat differently

by Kudner for the Buick "spring fash-

ion" campaign. The copywriting be-

gan with a search for a song to serve

as introduction to a series of com-

mercials that the dealers would use.

Jim Ellis wrote the tune and words,

found the reaction so favorable, that

the radio sound was used as a base

for the tv commercials.

"Your spirits will soar

Like never before

At the thrill of the ride,

The colors and style"

"You'll feel so alive

In the Buick you drive

Mile after mile after mile,

Come along to the Buick spring

fashion festival!"

Is it always music or a voice that

makes a commercial outstanding? Not

necessarily. Sometimes an idea can

be strong and appealing enough to

rule out need for fancy production.

Such an idea is the one now being

used by Pepsodent (through FC&B)

in all media. "You'll wonder where

the yellow went, when you brush your

teeth with Pepsodent."

Terry Macri, who wrote the theme,

actually didn't think of it in terms of

any one medium. "When we talked

about a new Pepsodent campaign, the

agency held meetings with the copy-

writers in New York, Chicago and

LA," she told sponsor. "All of us

submitted ideas. The 'yellow' theme

was one of four we finally tested on a

consumer panel, and it won out."

Terry felt that there was a trend

to buck: "The patent medicine ap-

proach seemed overworked," she

says. "We felt that a straightforward

beauty-appeal or looks-appeal story

would get more attention. Fairfax

Cone felt that the phrase would be

perfect on the air."

A classic of simplicity is Doyle,

Dane & Bernbach's Levi Cinnamon

Raisin Bread commercial. It's a play

on two voices, but unlike the Piel's

announcements, there's no direct at-

tempt to get over specific copy points.

A kid's voice is heard saying, "Mom-

my, I want Weevee's Cimmumum
waisin bwead."

"Not bwead, bread," corrects a
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woman's voice. "Bread," says the boy.

"Not waisin, raisin."

"Not cimmumum, dear. Cinnamon.

It's Levi's, not Weevee's. Now all

together."

"I want some Weevee's cimmumum
waisin bwead."

The announcements are now heard

some 40 times daily in New York and

have already attracted widespread

comment, not to mention sales in-

creases for Levi.

Doyle, Dane & Bernbach copywriter

Mrs. Kay Robinson who created the

Levi commercials feels that "direct

sell" doesn't have to mean hammer-

ing a point home.

The Tareyton campaign is an ex-

ample of a radio jingle strong and

effective enough to be the basis of the

tv commercials. Tareyton's agency,

M. H. Hackett Co. started the radio

commercials with Raymond Scott's

musical jingle, then visualized the idea

on tv, because the radio campaign

had proved to be effective salesman-

ship. Here's how the jingle goes:

"The taste is great in a Filter Tip

Tareyton

All the pleasure comes thru in a

Filter Tip Tareyton;

Smokes milder, smokes smoother,

draws easier—
Yes, the taste is great in a Filter

Tip Tareyton."

While there are innumerable and
varied examples of effective radio

copywriting designed to jar radio

listeners out of their tv lethargy, there's

no set of rules that a copy chief can

furnish his new copywriters with and
guarantee a sensational result. How-
ever, the pitfalls in radio writing

stand out as a guide to clients and
agencymen alike. These are some of

the points copy chiefs warn about:

1. Don't cram in too many copy
points. Copy chiefs generally agree

that it's better to let the listener's

imagination dwell on two or three

sales points that relate to the mood
of the commercial, than "to talk into

him until he drops off."

2. No amount of production can

make up for the lack of a selling idea.

It's almost as easy to overload a radio

commercial with production values as

it is tv. The sound effects can become
so fascinating that the commercial

ends up selling listeners on fog horns

instead of toothpaste.

3. Make sure your characteriza-

tions and the voices you pick are suit-

able to the product. "An interesting
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voice can be attention-getting if

it's generic to the product," says

FC&B's Howard Connell. "Probably

70% of the listeners who hear Commdr.
Whitehead's Schweppes commercials

don't understand a word of what he's

saying, but they remember the differ-

ence in the sound and, more impor-

tant, the name of the product."

4. Don't write 1946 radio copy.

Radio stations and networks are more

flexible today than 10 years ago in

programing concepts and creative ap-

proaches. To make your commercial

stand out, take advantage of new
production techniques and program-

ing developments.

5. "There's no interest like self-

interest" means the listener, not the

client. Don't tell listeners how proud

the company is of its new product, tell

them what it will do for them.

6. Avoid overworked phrases. The
1956 listener is more blase than he

was in 1946, and there are lots of

words that'll make him tune out from

the start. Here are just some exam-

ples: "Yes, folks," "here's news,"
".

. . and remember, ladies . . .", "a

revolutionary new . . ," "call this

number now. . .
."

7. Don't talk generalities. Radio

listeners are used to seeing products

on tv. Radio copy must be written to

evoke a picture. "Put the listeners'

imagination to work," says Granger

Tripp, of JWT. In other words, don't

say the steak's hot, say it's sizzling.

Don't forget, radio can evoke taste and

smell cheaper and better than on tv.

8. No one believes superlatives. The
radio listener's pretty sophisticated to-

day. He's geared to Hollywood "colos-

sals," tv "spectaculars." It's hard to

jar him with exaggerated product

claims. "The best ever" means less

to him than a specific advantage the

product might have.

9. Don't shout him into action,

persuade him. No amount of "call

your nearest dealer now," or "hurry

to your local PX store" will get a

listener out of his armchair if the copy

story didn't appeal to his self-interest

and imagination. Such closings can

undo the selling the opening and mid-

dle of the commercial did.

10. Don't let your commercial die.

People tend to remember best what

they hear last, and you can mar the

strongest commercial opening with a

weak and dull end. Treat the com-

mercial as a whole, with the same dra-

matic unity a play requires. * * *

Farm Homes

in the Del.-Md.

"Broiler Belt"

Have Extra

Buying Power

•$15,000 income per farm

family indicated in

Sussex County

The Only

Sure Way to

Reach and

Sell Them is

WJWL
Georgetown, Del.

1000 watts 900 kc

• The Only interference-free

coverage in the area

• The Only daily advertising

medium in the area

• The Only top-interest farm home

programming in the area

ROLLINS BROADCASTINC, INC.

National Sales Mgr.: Graeme Zimmer

New York Office: 565 Fifth Ave., EL 5-1515

Chicago: 6205 S. Cottage Grove Ave., NO 7-4124
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CORONATION

ANNOUNCEMENT

Grand Junction,

Colorado

May 1, 1956

On this, our 30th birthday,

KFXJ—AM & TV, in Grand

Junction are being crowned.

KREX-AM

970 kc

KREX-TV

channel 5

The old KFXJ-TV identifica-

tion is moving to our Mont-

rose, Colorado cliannel 10 tv

station.

rCex Lj. ^rroweil

Pres. & Gen. Mgr.

*

WE'RE GOING

STEADY WITH

CBS-TV

* On April 14th Permanent Affilia-

tion contracts were signed

Your "follow-thru" Stations for

complete

Merchandising

Promotion

Services

Also operating

WEOA-CBS RADIO
EVANSVILLE, INDIANA

FIRST FEW MINUTES
(Continued from page 41)

am advocating an approach that will

combine all three elements in the most

effective way.

What, then, is proper and right for

the opening? I can't repeat the three

elements enough: Starting the show,

identifying the sponsor, and creating

a corporate or product image. The

order in which these points are listed

indicates a completely new approach

to creating openings that, by and

large, most tv copywriters have not

yet grasped. Today, most copywriters

approach the problem of coming up

with a new opening with this thought

sequence: They say to themselves,

"How can I get strong sponsor iden-

tity, create a corporate or product

image . . . and still start the show?"
(I feel like I am out on a limb giving

them the benefit of doubt about even

considering starting the show. If it's

thought of at all, it's thought of last.)

This entire approach must be shelved

because it is as old-fashioned as the

old show curtains in theaters with ad-

vertisements on them. A new approach

is required. Copywriters must acquire

a new thought sequence. They must

say to themselves, "How can I get an

entertaining, captivating, audience-

holding show opening . . . and still

get strong sponsor identity and create

a corporate or product image?"

This change in thinking will not

lessen the effectiveness of the sponsor

identification or the image he wants

to create. Far from it. If anything, it

will enhance both elements consider-

ably. Because with the new approach

more exciting, more memorable ways

of handling both of these points will

emerge.

As an example of this approach in

practice, let's look at an opening that

follows it implicitly. The program is

Navy Log and one of its alternate week

sponsors is the W. A. Shaeffer Pen

Company. First of all, this opening

starts the show in an exciting and dra-

matic manner. It also identifies the

sponsor in a strong manner and cre-

ates a vivid product image: Namely,

that the white dot on Shaeffer pens

stands for a lifetime of dependable

service.

How do they accomplish this? The

opening begins with a shot of the

superstructure of a Navy ship at dusk.

A signal light aboard the ship streaks

across the darkness with its Morse

code blinking. This circular white

light becomes the white dot symbol on

Shaeffer pens and the name "Shaef-

fer" is supered over the ship.

From the moment the opening be-

gins, the show is underway. The shot

of the ship and the blinking light are

in keeping with the show and are in-

teresting and attention-getting. The

use of the signal light to symbolize the

Shaeffer white dot makes a memorable

impression. Superimposing the name
"Shaeffer" over this dot identifies the

sponsor and strongly associates the

name with the image. The person or

persons who created this opening

found a way to pull sponsor identifica-

tion and a product image right out of

the program itself. These two elements

are almost an intrinsic part of the

show—not a separate and isolated part

of it.

Compare this new approach with the

old one. Chances are, an opening fol-

lowing the old approach would come
out something like this: The opening

would start with a closeup of a hand

writing with a Shaeffer pen. Over this

would be supered the name of the

sponsor. Then the camera would zoom
in on the white dot on the pen while

the announcer explained its meaning.

Then the camera would pull back to

reveal that the hand with the pen was

making an entry in a Navy logbook.

By old standards this opening would

be acceptable. It identifies the spon-

sor, creates a corporate image and

finally starts the show. But it takes ten

or fifteen seconds before getting the

entertainment underway. Starting the

show is almost an afterthought. Spon-

sor identity and product image are not

"For my birthday, KRIZ Phoenix

suggests a pocket radio."
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nearly so memorable in this treatment

—they stand alone, almost completely

apart from the show.

The example of Navy Log is not the

only program on tv with an opening

which follows this new approach.

There are others, but very few. One

very effective opening uses the star of

the show. You'll Never Get Rich be-

gins with a closeup of Phil Silvers'

face. He bellows out an Army drill

command. Then over this is zoomed

up a superimposition of a package of

Camel cigarettes. Silvers, in character

as Sgt. Bilko, starts the show the first

second that it is on the air. And si-

multaneously the viewer shifts from

neutral to high and is once again re-

ceptive.

Another program, Playwrights '56,

sponsored by Pontiac, opens in still an-

other way. This is a prestige, hour-

long dramatic show. Besides getting

across their name, Pontiac wants to

create an image of a car which is

modern in design, power and comfort.

This particular opening begins with

a dramatically lighted wire sphere re-

volving full screen. Over this scene is

supered Playwrights '56. The viewer

is first captured by the show—by the

dramatic appearance of the sphere

which is both interesting and exciting

to watch. It says visually, "This is a

modern, prestige, dramatic program."

Then over this sphere is supered the

name "Pontiac." This identifies the

sponsor and, because of the association

with the sphere, creates a strong image

that the Pontiac car is completely mod-

ern in every respect. Here, again, the

viewer is with you from the moment
the opening begins.

Since this new approach is more
effective, you are probably saying to

yourself, why isn't it adopted by all

writers? One reason why the change

is so slow in coming about has al-

ready been suggested: The feeling that

if the opening is charged against com-
mercial time it must "sell." The other

major reason, I believe, is that most

writers are tenaciously hanging on to

the school of thought that says the use

of technical tricks in film and live

television will give the viewer all the

entertainment that is necessary in the

opening. This is the school that be-

lieves if enough zooms, wipes, irises,

etc., are used—the show is underway.
The viewer, however, does not share

this opinion. He is bombarded with

these devices in practically every film

commercial he sees. Unless there's

more to it than tricks, the viewer feels

that it is sound and fury indicating

nothing. Sooner or later, the writers

who stick with this school of thought

are going to realize that these techni-

cal tricks are not entertaining in them-

selves—but can only enhance a basic

showmanship idea.

As a case in point, the You'll Never

Get Rich opening zooms up over Bil-

ko's face a Camel package. This opti-

cal film trick adds excitment and inter-

est to the opening and to the product.

But if Bilko were not there and the

show simply began by zooming up a

pack of Camels, your reaction would

probably be "So what?" The former

uses a basic showmanship idea, the

latter only a technical trick.

Perhaps the most technical trick of

all is animation. Animation can be

entertaining or it can be dull; it can

start a show or not start it. It simply

depends on the basic showmanship

idea that animation is called upon to

implement. A very effective opening

is made by animation for You Bet

Your Life. The show opens with an

arrangement of interesting, strange

marks on the screen. These marks

move around and form Groucho's face

complete with cigar. Then these marks

form the words "You Bet Your Life"

and rearrange again to create "De-

Soto-Plymouth Dealers." The very

manner in which this entire animation

sequence is carried out imparts to the

viewer a touch of Groucho's type of

humor. The opening is fun and en-

tertaining— and it starts the show
pronto.

In every instance it is better to be

idea-strong than technique-strong. The
basic idea of the opening will suggest

the technique; rarely will the tech-

nique suggest the basic idea. If this

were not true, cameramen would cre-

ate movies instead of writers.

Thus, writers of tv openings should

discard their old ideas about tech-

niques and "sell" in so far as the open-

ing is concerned and adopt the new
approach: "How can I get an enter-

taining, captivating, audience-holding

show opening . . . and still get strong

sponsor identity and create a corporate

or product image?"

The correct answer to this question

lies somewhere within the show, the

star of the show, or some abstract rep-

resentation of the show. Pulling the

three basic elements of show openings

from these sources will start the pro-

gram rolling immediately. * * *
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FAVORITES
on the Family's

Watching Machine

WGR-TV
BUFFALO

National Representatives

PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD. INC.

. . In The 11-County Core
of Our Coverage Area —

Pulse* Proves

Audiences Prefer

WRBL-TV

CHANNEL 4
CBS

ABC
•Area Telepulse, Nov. 1955

Share of Audience

DAYTIME
WRBL-TV 64

Station B 2/

Misc. 9

NIGHTTIME
WRBL-TV 62

Station B 27

Misc. 11

The top 48 weekly and multi-

weekly shows are on WRBL-TV

CALL HOLLINGBERY CO.

COM PARAGRAPH NOTES

{Continued from page 88)

Staley Mfg.. BAB: CBB. tit H 10:15-84 am
State Farm Inc., NL&B: NBC, F 10:50-11 pm

approx
Sterling Drug, D-F-S: ABC. parUc M-F S-5 pm;

F 9:30-10 pm
StudobaXer-Packard. BAB: ABO. M 8-8:30 pm
Sunbeam, Perrin-Paus: NBC, T 8-9 pm, 2 wk»

in 3
Sylvanla, JWT: CBS, Bat. 7 30-8 pa
Ttxaa Co., Kudner: NBC. Sat 9 30-10 pm
Toni Co., North: CBS, alt M 8:30-9 pm; alt W

8-8:30 pm; alt Th 10-10:15 am; Th 3:30-45
pm; alt Th 10-10:30 pm; NBC, Sat 9-9:15
pm : Burnett:

U.S. Rubber, F. D. Bichards: NBC, Sun 7:30-9
pm, 1 vvk in 4

U.S. Steel, BBDO: CBS. lit W 10-11 pm
Time, Inc., Y&B: ABC, Th 7:15-7:30 pm
Union Underwear, Burnett: ABC, partle M-F

3-5 pm
Wander Co.. Tatham-Laird: NBC, W 10:15-80 am
Warter-Hudmrt. K*E: NBC. alt Sat 10:30-11 pm
Welch Grape Juice, DCSS: ABC, T 5:15-5:30 pm
Wesaoa Oil, Flugerald: CBS. Ta 1S-1S:15 pm
Western Union, Albert Frank-Guenther-Law: ABC,

Th 9:30-10 pm
Weatlnghoute, MaCann-Erickjon: CBS. U 10-11 pm
Whirlpool. K&E: NBC, T 8-9 pm 2 wks in 3
Whitehall Pharm., Geyer: CBS, M-W-F 6:30-

6:45 pm & 7:15-7:30 pm; NBC, W 10:30-11
pm

White Owl, T&B: NBC, alt Sun 10:30-11 pm

WHEEL OF FORTUNE
(Continued from page 44)

Fred Norman, Grant, Chicago

Arthur Pardoll, FCB
Harry Pick, DFS, Chicago

Grace Porterfield, B&B
Frank Reed, SSCB
Lee Rich, B&B
Clay Rossland, Campbell-Mithun,

Chicago

Virginia Russett, Russell Seeds,

Chicago

Jeanne Ruzek, Grant, Chicago

Al Sager, Connor Assoc, Aurora, III.

Elenore Scanlon, BBDO
Gertrude Scanlon, BBDO
Paul Schlesinger, Tatham-Laird,

Chicago

Genevieve Schubert, Compton

Reggie Schuebel, NCK
Armella Selsor, North, Chicago

Betty Share, BBDO, S. F.

Keith Sheffer, Erwin, Wasey

Frank Silvernail, BBDO
Jerry Simons, Lionel & Simons, L. A.

John Sisk, Kudner

Justin Smith, Grey

Helen Stanley, Burnett, Chicago

Herb Stott, H. B. Cohen

Jim Strenski, Robertson, Buckley &
Gotsch, Chicago

Vera Tabeloff, FCB, Chicago

Win, Thomas, Fitzgerald, New Orleans

Hal Tillson, Burnett, Chicago

Ev Vanderploeg, Meyerhoff, Chicago

Paul Venze, Venze, Chicago

Clyde Vortman, Zimmer, Keller,

Calvert, Detroit

T. V. Watson, JWT, Chicago

Charlie Weigert, Venze, Chicago

Ed Wertheim, E. Taylor Wertheim

Fred Wescott, D'Arcy, Chicago

Jim West, Kastor, Chicago

Bill Winter, Ad Assoc, Phoenix

John Winterringer, Vance Shelhamer,

Yakima

W. G. Wootser, Al Paul Lefton, PhUa.

Jim Zitsuk, Tatham-Laird, Chicago

VIDEO TAPE
{Continued from page 31)

splicers available for rejoining tape.

Q. How long does the tape last and

what does it cost?

A, Ampex states a reel of tape can

be used and erased at least 100 times.

A reel of tape running 65 minutes costs

$160 to $200 at present. (A kinescope

for an hour show costs about $140 per

print but film stock cannot be reused.)

Q. Can pictures be recorded without

a tv camera?

A. No. You need the tv camera to

pick up the optical image and trans-

late it into a tv signal. Then the re-

corder puts this signal on tape—either

directly from the camera, from a tv

receiver, from transmission lines or

from microwave relay.

The company states "the limitation

of picture quality will be in the home
receiver rather than in the quality of

transmission" from tape. And it's the

number of lines transmitted which de-

termines the picture clarity. The pic-

ture a tv station can transmit has a

maximum of 340 lines; the average

home receiver can receive only 275

lines; the Ampex recorder reproduces

over 320 lines.

Q. What's the background of the

Ampex Corp.?

A. Ampex tape recorders were the

first to be used in network radio when

Bing Crosby pioneered recorded pro-

graming on ABC in 1948. It is a ma-

st in Power
and Coverage

1,000,000
WATTS

" Wilkes-Barre

Scranton
Call Avery -Knodel. Inc.
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jor supplier of broadcast recording

equipment and in addition manufac-

tures a variety of scientific instru-

ments. Annual sales run about $10,-

000,000 and the company is in a state

of rapid expansion.

Q. Will it be possible to use the tape

recorder as a substitute for film ?

A. The Ampex tape recorder is de-

signed specifically as a substitute for

one type of film—the kinescope re-

cording. Ampex' Charles D. Ginsburg,

senior project engineer, said tape is

superior to film because it reproduces

all the gradations of black and white

possible in live television. Film does

not cover this complete range. None

of the dozens of experienced broad-

casters queried by SPONSOR disagreed

with Ampex' contention that its tape

process was greatly superior to kine-

scopes.

Naturally the next question coming

to mind was: What about tv film pro-

graming?

This is sponsor's conclusion after

talking to syndicators, Ampex and

many others.

Some day tape may very well re-

place film shot for tv. But many prob-

lems must be solved first. Not the least

of these is the question of union juris-

diction which is bound to arise.

All in all, the use of tape for film

syndication is probably some years

off—assuming it ever becomes prac-

tical. What would be necessary is

development of a device for making

many duplicates from the master tape

at reasonable cost and speed. There

isn't any such yet. Ampex has not be-

gun to develop a duplicator and spon-

sor's impression is that with black-

and-white recorder production and de-

velopment of color, Ampex has plenty

on its mind at the moment.

Phil Gundy, personable Ampex ex-

ecutive who sold $4,000,000 worth of

equipment in the marathon five days

of the NARTB Convention, told SPON-

SOR it might take 18 months to develop

a duplicator. If there was consider-

able demand for a duplication system

evidenced, Ampex might move faster.

But demand isn't likely to come until

stations are equipped with tape re-

corders in large numbers. And that

will probably await eventual price re-

ductions where many of the small mar-
ket stations are concerned. (CBS Tv's

William Lodge estimates cost might
come down to as little as $25,000 per

installation within a year or two.)

So there's the making of a lengthy

cycle ahead before demand for a dupli-

cator grows. Until most stations have

tape recorders, syndicators are unlike-

ly to jump wholeheartedly into tape as

a method of recording. It would prob-

ably not be economical to issue film

shows in two forms—film for those

stations without tape recorders, tape

for those already equipped.

Even if the production advantages

inherent with tape encourage film peo-

ple to put up with a mixed distribution

system, there are other questions no

one can answer today. What happens

when RCA brings out its tape re-

corder? There would then be two or

more types of recorders in use at sta-

tions. If that be the case, syndicators

might have to provide tapes of their

programs in two or more versions a la

the different speeds in the record in-

dustry.

How this would be done, whether

by simultaneous taping of the show
using two or more recorders or by du-

plication from one master print, no

one can speculate as yet. And to add

to it, over the next few years syndica-

tors will have their hands full making
another transition: to color. It may
well be, however, that tape is inherent-

ly even more economical for color than

for black and white.

Q. Why should film men be inter-

ested in tape?

A. You can get an idea of just how
interested they are from this fact. As
soon as news of the Ampex demon-
stration broke, the company's officials

in Chicago had long-distance calls

from studio executives in Hollywood.

The Hollywood people were willing to

jump into planes and come right to

Chicago to see tape; they felt it was
that exciting. They were discouraged

from doing so because of some of the

factors mentioned above.

But this is what excited Hollywood:

With tape, tremendous economies be-

come possible. You shoot a scene and
immediately know what you have. If

it's good, you keep it. If it's bad, you
erase and start all over. There's no
waiting two days or more for "rushes."

You don't have to shoot many times

to make sure you got a good one. You
don't have to recall the cast and dress

the set all over again if the scene mis-

fired. No one was ready to hazard

a guess as to the amount of savings

but all of them agreed there could be

very considerable savings indeed.
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Of course you couldn't hope to

achieve sufficient quality for theatres

using an electronic system. Not to-

day, anyway. But what might happen

is that the tape recorder would be put

to work with a dual hookup like that

of the Electronicam which uses both a

film and a tv camera simultaneously.

The tv camera would feed to the tape

recorder and at the end of the scene

the director could check his tape to

see what he got.

It may be that in tv film as well the

recorder will be used this way for mak-

ing production more efficient rather

than to replace film.

Q. How about film commercials?

A. Naturally when it comes to com-

mercials designed for use in network

shows there won't be any difficulty in

switching to tape—where it's consid-

ered desirable. The networks will all

have tape equipment.

Tape could be used on shows where

commercials are live now to provide

safety against those slips of the tongue

or props which occasionally plague

even the most seasoned talent. Taped

commercials could be done minutes

before air time, allowing for late

changes.

Since there's some difference in tape

^est Virgmias

Charleston -

II untington

CBS TELEVISION

^tation

Channel

National Reps: The Branham Company
Phone collect (rep or station)

for availabilities

Phone 6-5358 Charleston, W. Va.

Phone MU. 2-4606 The Branham Co., NYC

quality and this might be noticeable

in comparison with an otherwise live

program, you can't tell now to what

extent live commercials will go on

tape. There is the possibility, how-

ever, that shows now on live will them-

selves move to tape and then naturally

the commercials would come along.

Q. What about commercials now on

film?

A. Some of these may move to tape

because of the inherent production ad-

vantages. Of course if the commercials

are to be used for spot tv as well, you'd

have the same problem mentioned

above in discussion of syndication,

film people pointed out. What do you

do for the stations who don't yet have

recorders?

But assuming it's a commercial

meant for network only, tape would be

alluring. This is especially true for the

straightforward pitch with few optical

effects. Once you get into the com-

plex commercial treatment full of

wipes, dissolves, zooms, however, you

may not be able to work in tape. It's

true that many optical effects are pos-

sible electronically—and at no cost for

processing. But film people doubt you

will ever be able to do all the optical

tricks electronically.

Q. Will live network programs shift

to tape?

A. If producers become convinced

that the quality is virtually indistin-

guishable from live, drama shows in

particular may move to tape. This

would mean an end to actors blowing

lines in front of millions of viewers or

getting carried away into a fit of bad

language as happened to a performer

who overdid the mood of his character

recently. There'll be no more cap guns

which refuse to fire when the hero

plugs the spy—an almost inevitable

flub you see in live tv today.

There would be production as well

as quality advantages, producers have

told sponsor (see "Video tape: pro-

graming revolution on the horizon,"

sponsor 21 March 1955). The actors

would not have to go through so much
rehearsal. There'd be less tension,

hence a quicker transition to smooth

performance. And if a line is missed

in the middle, you can cut it out and

substitute.

Talent conflicts would be easier to

solve, avoiding a situation in which

the actress you happen to want is tied

up rehearsing for another show.

You'd save money by reducing re-

hearsal time. On a series, in particu-

lar, you might be able to "shoot"

shows for 13 weeks in six or seven

weeks and make a more favorable deal

with the talent in return for freeing

their time.

You might be able to cut down on
sets to a degree as well. The "Cameo
Theatre" approach in which you build

only enough set to suggest the scene

might be increasingly feasible. You
wouldn't have the danger of the cam-
era slipping and exposing unpainted

wall; if it did, you'd do it again.

One fly in all this ointment might be

public reaction—and talent reaction.

The public is conditioned to seeing

drama done live. Some might sense a

canned feel in the tape. And the tal-

ent themselves might not give the same
warmed-up performance they give

when in front of an audience.

Q. If shows now live go on tape,

would they be syndicated?

A. You answer this one. Nobody
knows yet. But it's a thought to keep

in mind.

Q. When will tape go into use on the

networks?

A. CBS Tv plans to put its tape re-

corders into use to replace kinescopes

on the West Coast this fall, in Septem-

ber or October. The date isn't certain.

As William Lodge, CBS Tv engineer-

ing v.p., put it, anytime you get a new
piece of equipment in you have to al-

low time for thorough checking and

experiment.

NBC Tv will receive its prototype

units soon after CBS and will undoubt-

edly want to go through its own check-

ing process. ABC Tv had not placed

"You said on KRIZ Phoenix I could

try it out before buying."
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an order for the Ampex recorders at

presstime but an engineering executive

told SPONSOR the network would un-

doubtedly move to tape though there

had been no decision to do so as yet.

Q. What will stations do with tape

recorders?

A. Probably the biggest use will be

to cut production costs. Instead of

keeping full camera crews at work

throughout the broadcast day, many
stations may be able to adopt a one-

shift system. During the day camera

crews would put most of the day's

local live programing and commercials

on tape. Then in the evening instead

of keeping men standing by to insert

an occasional live commercial, the sta-

tion could run from tape. There'd be

exceptions, of course. You'd still have

late news and weather to do live. But

the pattern would be one of greatly

enhanced efficiency, broadcasters who
bought tape recorders at the Conven-

tion told SPONSOR.

Station managers said over and over

again that the more they thought about

the tape recorder, the more ideas came

to mind.

Many of the broadcasters were look-

ing forward to development of porta-

ble tape equipment for use in covering

news and special events. Some thought

they could put the tape recorder on

their mobile units as is and eliminate

film. They'd get their story without

the cost of processing or the delay.

Local commercials on tape were an-

other intriguing application suggested

by station people. Auditions of new
shows for local clients could be put on

tape as well, avoiding the nervousness

which overcomes performers when
they know Mr. Prospective Sponsor is

watching.

One of the most intriguing ideas

came from H. W. Slavick, general man-

ager of WMCT, Memphis, who bought

Ampex unit number 17. He feels a

viewing room could be set up in New
York, possibly under TvB auspices in

cooperation with the national repre-

sentatives, to sell local live tv shows.

Timebuyers would be brought into the

room to see tapes of local shows. (It's

an idea reminiscent of NBC Spot Sales'

Electronic Selling concept in which

groups of buyers see closed-circuit

broadcasts of local shows.)

Q. What about a national newsreel

service?

A. CBS Newsfilm is exploring such a

service. Its plans go this way: When
enough stations have tape recorders,

newsreel pictures taken by the usual

film techniques would be put on the

cable to the network's affiliates. This

would be during hours when the cable

is not in use for network shows, prob-

ably in late afternoon. The cost of

using the cable would be small since

it is kept "hot" all day anyway.

(Whether there would be added

charges from AT&T was not known.)

Affiliates with tape recorders would

pick the signal off the line and use it

that evening. Non-CBS affiliates who
are interconnected might switch into

the CBS line at a set time for the news-

reel feed although details have not

been worked out.

Q. What else can tape do?

A. At this stage, you can come up

with hundreds of speculative answers.

Main point for admen, sponsor be-

lieves, is to recognize that tape is here

and that it has revolutionary possibili-

ties. After that it's a matter of looking

carefully at your own needs. Could

tape be used to localize national com-

mercials with dealers coming into stu-

dios to record tape "tags"? Could be?

Will some national, regional or local

advertisers develop campaigns in

which stations tape interviews with lo-

cal consumers as part of the commer-
cial? Could be?

There are endless "could be's." It's

a question now of learning the practi-

cal potentialities of tape—and making
them work at a price. * * *

NARTB CONVENTION
(Continued from page 43)

patterns, emphasis on certain markets.

Some of spot radio's points of su-

periority, according to RAB:
• Radio reaches the entire market,

providing as much as "95% coverage

of the increasingly important retail

trading zone where metropolitan daily

circulations often dwindle into noth-

ingness."

• Radio offers buyers more of an

opportunity to pinpoint the exact audi-

ence the advertiser seeks to reach.

• It offers a lower cost-per-1,000

families, "only about a fifth as great,

on the average, with daytime radio

about 75c per 1,000 and nighttime

radio about 93c per 1,000 homes.

Newspaper costs-per-1,000 homes ran

$3.73 to $5.16."

• Advertisers also get "better local-

ization through the instant adaptability

of radio to prevailing local conditions."

The theme of Kevin Sweeney's net-

work radio vs. magazines and tele-

vision presentation was simply this:

"The only real measuring stick of a

mass medium is mass circulation and,

by that key measurement, network ra-

dio is far superior to magazines," and

the "superior medium when an adver-

tiser wants coverage in every county,

a single campaign to merchandise, the

prestige of a national effort and the

convenience of one order."

In magazines, he said, "even the

best-read four-color page ads fail to

build up enough impressions to make
a real dent in most metropolitan mar-

kets." For example, one four-color

page in a top-ranking magazine for a

tire manufacturer reaches only 18,000

men in Detroit, where there are 1,044,-

300 prospects; an ad for a nail polish

reaches only 3,380 women in Buffalo,

where there are 389,600 prospects.

Network radio, on the other hand,

offers greater selectivity as well as

"far lower costs, frequency, authority

and prestige."

RAB released for the first time some
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results of its survey on the Pepsodent

spot campaign showing that after eight

weeks of "wondering where the yellow

went" 34.2% of the consumers and

49.4% of dealers knew of the jingle

through radio alone— in television

markets.

RAB contended advertisers can get

from radio "huge, television-like audi-

ences," as evidenced by (1) a 25-par-

ticipation network schedule which

netted 82,981,000 listener-impressions

in a single week and (2) a week-long

cumulative radio audience of as many
as 85.2% of the families in the top

29 tv markets as the result of a single

schedule of announcements.

TvB: The biggest Convention news

from TvB came when it revealed new
research pitting newspapers against

television. President Oliver Treyz re-

ported results of an early-March test

which compares television's audience

and newspaper readership on a quar-

ter-hour-by-quarter-hour basis.

In this first single-yardstick mea-

surement of the competitive media

(termed "an exploratory study" and

"a start."), Pulse surveyed a repre-

sentative sample of 7,700 homes in

the Chicago metropolitan area. Week-

CHANNEl L
WISCONSIN

long facts show that Chicagoans spend

five times as much time with tv as

they do with newspapers. In the aver-

age week, for every 68 hours and 57

minutes of tv viewing there are only

12 hours and 19 minutes of newspaper

reading.

Tv lost out to newspapers during

only one period in the entire week. On
Sunday before noon, newspapers

reached 300,000 persons every quar-

ter hour. Tv during this same time

was seen by almost as many, however,

some 224,000 people. All other time

periods during the week gave tv a

marked margin over newspapers by as

much as 15 to one.

On Monday through Friday morn-

ings, 134,000 persons read newspapers

during the average quarter hour, but

television netted 511,000 to gain a

four to one edge. On weekday after-

noons, tv's advantage is even greater

with 157,000 persons reading news-

papers and 835,000 watching tv. On
Saturday morning, newspapers got

161,000 readers, but tv attracted 426,-

000 viewers. And on Saturday after-

noon, newspapers were read by 169,-

000 people every 15 minutes when

television was watched by more than

one million.

Newspapers hit their highest quar-

ter-hour "rating" from 6 to 9 p.m.,

Sunday through Saturday, with half

a million people. During these same

hours, television pulled an average au-

dience of 2,300,000 every 15 minutes

—five times as great. In the last eve-

ning hours from 9 to midnight, news-

paper reading dipped to less than

100,000 with tv holding strong at

1,568,000—15 times as many.

In surveying reading and viewing

habits, Pulse researchers used the as-

sociation-recall interviewing technique

in homes of the representative sample.

Interviewers returned as many as two

times if no one was home, and ques-

tioned each person as to newspaper

reading and viewing activities of the

previous 24 hours. Both children and

adults are represented in the survey.

The association-recall technique
progressed from the general to the

specific. Interviewers determined in-

itially what the person had done dur-

ing the previous 24 hours, covering

such activities as arising, eating break-

fast, leaving the house, etc. These

personal activities were then separated

into natural time segments and re-

lated to any newspaper reading or tele-

vision viewing which occurred during

these times. Interviewers at that point

ascertained such specifics as the

amount of time spent with newspapers

and/or television, the paper read or

station watched, the actual time of

the day or night spent with each medi-

um. Out-of-home newspaper reading

was included in the newspaper totals.

The single-market figures for Chi-

cago are reflected in every tv market,

Treyz said, as well as in total U. S.

viewing. The average home now tunes

to tv six hours and two minutes daily

every day of the week, for a weekly

viewing total of 1,481,570,000 hours.

In TvB's book, the phenomenal

growth in national tv billing—from

$39 million to $785 million in seven

years— means television has super-

seded newspapers as the No. 1 medi-

um. TvB gives this rundown on na-

tional (measurable) newspaper and

tv advertising volume.

Television Newspaper

1949 $ 39 million $476 million

1950 116 533

1951 251 549

1952 350 562

1953 465 643

1954 623 635

1955 785 750

TvB dramatized its report with use

of giant screens and rear-projection

devices as well as sound effects. There

were two "narrators," Ollie Treyz and

Gene Accas, TvB operation director.

The presentation focussed on spot

tv and reported the varying cross-

country sales conditions which lead

manufacturers to buy spot.

Invited guests, in addition to broad-

casters, included Chicago admen.

Agency and advertiser people else-

where will also see the presentation

which was planned to be shown

around the country.

Tv Code: The national advertiser who

uses television has a stake in the

medium which makes him almost as

sensitive to public criticism as station

management. And all during recent

attacks on television, admen have kept

an eye peeled on NARTB's Television

Code. At the Convention WIS-TV's

100% NEGRO PROGRAMS
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G. Richard Shafto, chairman of the

Television Code Review Board, gave

the Code's fighting answer to its

critics. Said Shafto:

"We have done far too little to edu-

cate the viewing public to the exist-

ence of the Television Code. We have

underplayed our sincere efforts to keep

our own house clean. It should be

abundantly clear to all of us that we

must regulate our own affairs—or be

regulated—that we must be our own

public relations men—or others will

fill that void, too."

He urged that broadcasters intensify

efforts to publicize the Code, suggest-

ing that stations air no less than three

Code announcements daily and that

station executives explain workings of

the Code to local groups whenever

they have the opportunity.

Failure to comply with the Code is

a minority problem which affects the

great majority adversely, he pointed

out. Broadcasters who over-commer-

cialize, as he phrased it, "are collec-

tively, but ironically enough through

individualism, placing the entire broad-

casting industry in grave danger of

government regulation."

The biggest Code problem as far as

program content is concerned at the

local level is film, said Shafto. He
reported that a meeting was planned

with film representatives to work out

a solution and that recommendations

will be made at the June NARTB Tele-

vision Board meeting.

Members of the Television Code

Board in addition to Shafto are: Wil-

liam B. Quarton, WMT-TV, vice chair-

man; Mrs. Hugh McClung, KHSL-TV;
Roger Clipp, WFIL-TV; and Richard

A. Borel, WBNS-TV. The director of

Television Code affairs is Ed Bronson

and Chuck Cady is assistant director.

Film: por the first time this year

television film won a place on the

NARTB Convention program in a

panel session which included discus-

sion from: Joe Floyd, KELO-TV,
Sioux Falls, S.D.; Harold See, KRON-
TV, San Francisco; George Shupert,

ABC Film Syndication president; and

Michael Sillerman, Television Pro-

grams of America v.p.

Sillerman demonstrated the impor-

tance of film in television with dra-

matic figures like these:

"1. Film now provides more than

half the television programing taking

place in the United States.

"2. Since the start of the current

tv season, no fewer than six programs

in the Nielsen 'Top 10' have been

film shows."

Sillerman stated that in 1955 Holly-

wood produced 2,835,000 feet of film

for theatres compared with 10,538,000

feet for television.

George Shupert warned that unless

syndicators can make a profit on their

programing they may not be able to

continue to offer top-drawer first-run

programs. He suggested stations could

help syndicators operate more eco-

nomically by: (1) choosing reliable

syndicators and placing faith in their

assertions that they operate on a one-

price basis in any given market; (2)

reporting salesmen who make unethi-

cal offers to the syndicator's home
office; (3) paying bills promptly; (4)

taking good care of prints and re-

turning them promptly; (4) playing

a film show only as many times as the

contract calls for; otherwise syndica-

tors may end up having to pay talent

for the extra run; (6) bringing the

syndicator's knowledge and experience

into play.

Harold See, chairman of the NARTB
Tv Film Committee, urged syndicators

and producers to work together as a

group to set good taste standards for

tv film shows. He said industry-wide

standards can't be achieved through

negotiations with individuals.

Joe Floyd contended syndicators

charge what the traffic will bear. Speak-

ing for small market stations, he said

quality programing is needed no mat-

ter what the size of the market is. But

small market stations, he said, can't

pay prices charged in big markets.

ECC: George C. McConnaughey, FCC
chairman, gave broadcasters a closeup

on his approach to the allocation

question in a luncheon address. These

were the highlights:

1. He called upon the television

industry to set up a crash program of

research on uhf to be financed by the

industry. It would be aimed at de-

veloping improved uhf receivers and

transmitters. "Once this development

program has been completed," he said,

"the Commission and the industry will

have a sound technical basis for mak-

ing a long-term decision on uhf."

2. He said that as far as the allo-

cations question is concerned the Com-
mission "will not be stampeded into

hasty, ill-advised action in a frantic

attempt to ward off barbs of critics."

3. He ruled out the possibility of

shifting television over to uhf entire-

ly as a solution to the uhf problem.
".

. . this could easily turn out to be

another case," he said, "where the op-

eration was 100% successful and the

patient died."

McConnaughey stated there was

wide disagreement among witnesses

before the Senate Commerce Commit-

tee as to uhf compared with vhf. Some
said it was vastly inferior to vhf;

others contended it was equal. Mc-
Connaughey himself believes the truth

lies between these extremes and it's

essentially for this reason that he sug-

gested the industry research uhf in-

tensively. He said:

".
. . the Commission's task may

well turn out to be that of finding a

practical means to keep uhf alive

while the incomparable genius of

American inventors and scientists can

determine whether the medium is

worth saving. . .
."

It's apparently to shorten the time

during which the FCC must hold uhf

up by its boot-straps that McCon-
naughey proposed the industry-sup-

ported research program. * * *

-djtl

Buckey Walters, platter -spinner de-
luxe, brings a New Selling Sound to
KMBOKFRM by punctuating commer-
cials and chatter with clever piano back-
ground. ONE announcement on his
"Tune Time" produced 3,653 replies!

the New Sound of

KMBC -KFRM
The big news in Kansas City radio is the

New Sound on KMBC-KFRM! By complete-

ly overhauling old programming concepts,

KMBC-KFRM have introduced a new type

of radio service that's tailored to today's audi-

ence demands. New variety, new personali-

ties, new formats, new impact—they're all

woven into every hour of every broadcast day.

This inspired local programming, combined
with the best from the ABC Network, pro-

duces radio that sells as it serves I Your
Colonel from Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.

can tune you in on the New Selling Sound of

KMBC-KKKM.

KMBC <U Kansas City

KFRM /or the State of Kansas

in the Heart of Americo
0S»
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Get the Sensational

New Facts About . .

.

The ONLY

All-NEGRO

Station in

the Big

Chicago

Area

WBEE
Harvey, III.

MORE broadcasts to

MORE Negroes who

actually Buy More

o o
n Tm

ROLLINS BROADCASTING, INC.

National Sales Mgr. : Graeme Zimmer
New York Office 565 Fifth Ave., EL 5-1515

Chicago: 6205 S. Cottage Grove Ave., NO 7-4124

John B. Poor, who has been executive v.p.

of MBS since January 1955, has been elected

president of the 560 station network. Thomas F.

O'Neil, president of Mutual since 1952, was elected

chairman of the board. Poor joined the O'Neil

radio-tv interests in 1947 as a member of a Boston

law firm representing the Yankee network. In

August 1952 Poor was named general counsel to

General Teleradio Inc.. and a year later was
elected v.p. Poor is an alumnus of Harvard Law
School and Wesleyan University. He is a member
of the American and Boston Bar Associations,

the American Juridicature Association and the RTES.

Ted Oberfelder, until mid-April v.p. of the

American Broadcasting Company in charge of tv

network's owned-and-operated stations, has been

elected president of Burke-Stuart Co., Inc.

Oberfelder brings to his new position nearly a

quarter century oi experience in the broad-

casting industry. He was director of advertising

and promotion for Hearst Radio; director af adver-

tising and promotion for WCAU and later for

WFIL, both in Philadelphia. In 1945 he joined

ABC as manager of audience promotion.

James A. Dearborn has moved from director

of sales planning for American Airlines to assistant

to William Lewis, president of Kenyon and
Eckhardt. Dearborn's specific job will be to super-

vise the development of K & E's regional offices.

Long prominent in the aviation and transportation

industries, he served as chairman of the Air Express

Advertising Committee and of the Air Mail and Air

Parcel Post Advertising Committee and was a fre-

quent speaker on marketing before various air

groups. He attended Duke University and Harvard's

Graduate School of Business Administration.

Vincent F. Aiello has been elected v.p. and

copy chief, and a member of the executive com-

mittee of Kudner Agency, Inc. A native of

Brooklyn, N. Y ., Aiello earned his B.S. in Business

Administration from Boston University in 1936,

after spending several years actually working in

sales promotion. In 1942, he entered his first

agency position with Paris and Peart. Later he

went to Grey Advertising. Aiello became a member

of the Kudner copy staff two years ago and was
elected to its board of directors last December. He
continues as senior writer on the Buick account.
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BATON ROUGE?

Put "The Champ" to Work for You!

IATING CHAMPION ROUND 1

In the latest Telepulse, WAFB-
TV has a leadership of nearly

5-to-1 in the Baton Rouge Area.

CHANDISING CHAMPION
WAFB-TV has a merchandising

record second to none.

First place winner in "Lucy^v rirsT piace winner in Lucy v y-—n.

\ Show" competition with a 9f \
**

J~-
double first prize for special V O )

^m^/\ merchandising job. ^ X ^ J

ROUND 3
' Finished in "top four" in pro-

motion contest sponsored
by "Frank Leahy and His

Football Forecasts."

ROUND 2
First place in Screen Gems,
Inc. contest on program ^

Q ]- promotion.

ROUND 4
WAFB-TV's only entry was
second placewinnerin 1956
Billboard promotion contest

for "network programs."

AFB-TV
CHANNEL 28

affiliated with WAFB, AM-FM
CBS— ABC — DUMONT 200,000 WATTS

Reps: Call Adam Young, Nationally or Clarke Brown in South & South\
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TOP AMERICAN
ADVERTISERS

JSINC PROGRAMS
N THE EL PASO
MARKET ARE ON
KROD-TV

I KROD-TV
CHANNEL 4

EL PASO texas

CBS ABC

I

AFFILIATED with KROD-600 kc (5000w

Owned 6 Operated by El Paso Times, Inc

Rep. Nationally by the BRANHAM COMPANY

'- Wjz*,..

Stories
from the

Sports Record
Continuities for May

Music and sports team

up in this series devoted

to eye-witness accounts of

dramatic action on the

winter sports scene.

May's continuity pack-

age contains 12 fifteen-

minute programs featuring

the sports of the Spring

Season baseball, track,

boxing, .... along with

some of the great anecdotes

of the world of sports.

Your Station Program Department

should be receiving this script

package regularly. If not, please

write to BMI's Station Service De-

partment for "Stories from the

Sports Record."

BROADCAST MUSIC, INC.
NEW YORK • CHICAGO V HOLLYWOOD

TORONTO • MONTREAL

116

ADVERTISERS' INDEX

Blair & Co.

Broadcast Music, Inc.

Crosley Broadcasting
Golden Gate Hotel
MCA-TV
McClatchy Broadcasting
Mid-Continent Group
NBC-TV Network
Noemac Stations

Pulse, Inc. .

Sponsor

58

116
„_14-16

116
--51-54

13

FC, 16

10-11

81

86

71, 90-91, 118

Storer Broadcasting 68-69

Westinghouse Broadcasting 60-61

CKLW, Detroit 104

KAKE-TV, Wichita .

KBIG, Hollywood
KBTV, Denver
KCRA-TV, Sacramento
KDKA, Pittsburgh
KFAB, Omaha
KFBC-TV, KSTF-TV, Cheyenne
KGNC, Amarillo .

KING-TV, Seattle

KJOY, Stockton
KLZ-TV, Denver

57

6

49

80

KMBC, Kansas City
KMOX, St. Louis
KMPC, Los Angeles
KPQ, Wenatchee, Wash.
KPRC-TV, Houston
KREX-TV, Grand Junction, Colo

KRIZ, Phoenix 106,

KRMG, Tulsa

KROD-TV, El Paso
KSAN, San Francisco
KTHS, Shreveport

KVAL-TV, Eugene, Ore.

KVLC, Little Rock

74-75

9

76

89

_ 73

.... 109

.._ 82

.... 113

.20-21

_ 94

IFC
106

110

12

116

107

7

67

22

WAFB-TV, Baton Rouge
WAGA-TV, Atlanta
WAMS, Wilmington
WAVZ, New Haven
WBAM, Montgomery
WBAY-TV, Green Bay
WBEE, Harvey, 111.

WBT. Charlotte

WCHS-TV, Charleston, W. Va.
WCUE, Akron
WEOA, Evansville, Ind.

WFBR, Baltimore
WFMY-TV, Greensboro
WGN-TV, Chicago
WGR-TV, Buffalo
WILK-TV, Wilkes-Barre
WILS, Lansing
WITH. Baltimore
WJAC-TV, Johnstown, Pa.

WJHP-TV, Jacksonville, Fla. _
WJWL, Radford, Va.
WNAC-TV, Boston
WNBF-TV, Binghamton
WNDU-TV, South Bend
WOLF, Syracuse
WOW-TV, Omaha
WPAL, Charleston, S. C. _

WPEN, Philadelphia
WRBL-TV, Columbus, Ga.
WRC, Washington, D. C. _
WRGB, Schenectady
WSAZ-TV, Huntington
WSBT-TV, South Bend
WSJS-TV, Winston Salem
WSOK, Nashville
WTAR-TV, Norfolk
WVKO, Columbus, Ohio
WWTV, Cadillac, Mich.

. 115

. 89

. 95

. 97

. 109

. 112

114

. 26

. 110

. ^$

. 106

. 99

. 65

. 103

. 108

. 108

23

_ BC
- 76

. 77

. 105

. 12

5

. 24

. 93

IBC
. 102

3

. 108

. 19

. 63

. 117

85

. 101

. 112

. 79
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GIVE YOUR
Convention

or

Sales Meeting
the

IKN
Opportunity to Succeed!

(jd

The GOLDEN GATE resort hotel provides

the GOLDEN setting for the most exacting

convention tastes. Among its many modern

features will be found:

• 3 Convention Halls accommodat-
ing 1500, 400, and 600 persons

• New Banquet Hall seating 1200
persons

• Meeting Halls for smaller groups
from 20 up

• Complete adjustable stage and
motion picture projection booth

• Colorful Coffee Shop — Dining

Room and Cafeteria— 3 intimate

Cocktail Lounges
• 650 Luxurious Hotel, Motel —
Apartment and Villa accommo-
dations

• 4500 Additional room accommo-
dations available on ocean adja-

cent to the Golden Gate

And when sessions are over, relax! Sun and

swim in the 3 swimming pools or the re-

freshing surf. Enjoy the friendly atmosphere

of 3 cocktail lounges, and appease your

appetite in the oceanfront dining room, a

separate cafeteria, or the Convention Hall

coffee shop. Delight in the tempting, savory,

varied cuisine, served in settings to suit your

mood of the moment.

Thrill to surf, ocean-pier or deep-sea

fishing . . . Prove your skill on the putting

green or the 3 nearby golf courses . . . Play

shuffleboard and tennis, or less active

games in the game rooms. Water shows,

dancing and other planned entertainment

round out the varied activity list.

European, modified American or full Ameri-

can Plans are available. Write, wire, or

call the Convention Manager, The Golden

Gate, Miami Beach, Florida.

(nOLDEN (JATE^ HOTEL ^
John M. Duff, Jr., Genera/ Manager

On the Ocean at 194th Street

MIAMI BEACH, FLORIDA

SPONSOR

±
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Huntington-
Charleston,

West Virginia

CHANNEL 3
Maximum Power

NBC BASIC
NETWORK

affiliated ABC

E2

^

WSAZ
T E LEVISION
a/io affiliated with Radio Stations WSAZ,

Huntington & WGKV, Charleston
Lawrence H. Rogers, Vice President and

General Manager, WSAZ, Inc.
represented nationally by

The Kalz Agency

That's what your product message can

now be in this great Industrial Heart of

America when you enlist the help

of WSAZ-TV's new, fully-equipped

facilities for color telecasting. As the

nation's 12th non-network-owned station to

install complete color equipment, WSAZ-
TV now offers viewers in five states the

standout programming of network

color shows, plus films, slides

and live local color production.

Take full advantage of WSAZ-TV's
exciting, new colorcasting. The
nearest Katz office can paint you the

whole bright picture.
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ASK

YOUR

NATIONAL

REPRESENTATIVE

You're on the verge of a decision, and a problem.

What business papers to pick for your station promotion?

It's no problem to kiss off, for your choice can have a telling

effect on your national spot income.

But where to get the facts?

The answer is simple. Ask your national representative.

He knows. His salesmen get around. They learn which business

papers are appreciated, read and discussed by buyers of broadcast time.

His is an expert opinion. Don't overlook your national representative.

SPONSOR
The magazine radio and tv advertisers use

-



Says shady film

deals rare

KSAL's golf

enthusiast

Radio-tv

jobs agency

ARF set figures

present problem

Biggest radio-tv

station sale

Is tape sewed
up by AFTRA

Fee tv men plead

with Senate

REPORT TO SPONSORS for 30 April 1956

(Continued front page 2)

Head-on defense against charges of unethical price cutting by film
distributors was made at NARTB Convention by ABC Film President George
Shupert. Speaking at panel discussion representing first time film
distributors have had official spot on Convention agenda, Shupert
maintained shady offers were rare, urged that salesmen who make such
offers be reported to home office. Station can believe reliable sup-
pliers when they say there is one price per market, Shupert said.

-SR-
You think admen are enthusiastic golfers? R. J. Laubengayer, who
owns KSAL, Salina, Kansas, recently shot a 71—and he's 71 years old.

-SR-
What is thought to be first full-scale industry employment agency
opened doors 23 April in Washington, D.C. New firm is called National
Radio and Television Employment Service. It will seek to provide
personnel for agencies, stations, related services. Owner is William
Sawyer, director of Northwest Radio and Tv School in Portland, Ore.

-SR-
With ink on ARF tv county set count figures barely dry, problem of

updating has raised its head. Top agencies, at least 3 publications
have already gone ahead on updating 10-month-old figures using variety
of methods. While ARF figures fill bill as single, reliable source
of set data, multiplicity of updating efforts leaves industry with no

authoritative material. For details, see story starting on page 27.

-SR-
Sale of Consolidated Tv and Radio Broadcasters, Inc., to Crowell-
Collier was described as biggest tv-radio station transaction in his-
tory of industry. About $16 million is involved. Acquisition of

Consolidated brings 3 video, 4 radio stations to Crowell-Collier
stable in major diversification move. Announcement was made 24 April,

one day after publishing house announced it had acquired KULA-TV,
KULA, Honolulu. Consolidated stations include: WTCN-TV, WTCN, Minne-
apolis; WFBM-TV, WFBM, Indianapolis; WOOD-TV, WOOD, Grand Rapids;
WDFD, Flint.

-SR-
While SAG reaction to arbitration decision rejecting AFTRA jurisdic-
tion over Du Mont Electronicam hinted decision may help it in in-

evitable showdown with AFTRA on video tape, trade is doubtful. AFTRA
already has agreement with 5 tv webs giving it jurisdiction over

equipment that "transmits, transfers or records matter into electronic
energy." AFTRA is not expected to regard decision as binding on new
Du Mont contract, which comes up for renewal soon. With unveiling
of Ampex video tape recorder, AFTRA-SAG showdown may not be far off,

may affect web sponsors soon.

-SR-
Testimony by fee tv proponents before Senate Commerce Committee had

air of desperation, sounded like they felt cards were now stacked

against it. James Landis, Skiatron counsel, pleaded with Committee

to "exert at least its moral influence" for fee tv. Paul Raibourn,

board chairman of Paramount ' s Int ' 1 Telemeter Corp., made "an American
appeal for the doctrine of competition." Raibourn said if tv webs

cannot face fee tv competition, question is raised whether they

deserve to survive in their present form.
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Watch color now

You have to spend time watching

color television, as we've been doing

of late, to really sense the fabulous

opportunity it represents for every

advertiser. Color, in programing, rivets

attention. It rivets attention to com-
mercials, too, but more than that it is

just a step removed from setting up a

store window in every home which
has a color set.

We bring up these points, which are

surely not new, because it's so easy

in the press of current problems to

forget about what's coming. But color

is no longer something to think about

tomorrow. There's plenty of evidence

that this is the real kickoff year and
that next year the big growth spiral

will be on (see "NARTB Convention

highlights," page 42).

It's important, therefore, for adver-

tisers to study color from every angle.

Study it in commercials and in relation

to your package. (Many advertisers

have been redesigning packages of late

— not because the colors in their

present packaging represented a prob-

lem for color transmission but with an

eye to choosing colors with the most
impact.)

The one obvious way admen can

study color is by watching color.

There's an opportunity to do this on

the office color set on occasion or

when working with color commercials.

But probably the best way to study

color is in the place your audience

watches — at home. Many admen
already have color sets and it's our

belief that many more will be getting

them this spring.

You too often hear of professionals

in television who "never watch tv."

This is a mistake in any case, and in

particular with color we believe it

essential that admen study its potential

at close range.

* # *

Radio copy a step-child?

Initiative, hard work and judgment

all go into the buying of many spot

radio campaigns. But no matter how
good the media thinking is, a real

payoff is impossible without copy that

hits home.

And, frankly, we doubt if as much
attention proportionately is being paid

to radio copy in many agencies today

as is devoted to media strategy. We
can't give you a mathematical break-

down on the energies devoted to radio

copy today in ratio to campaigns of

the same size a few years ago. But we
will state this unequivocally. As you

make the rounds at agencies today

and speak to copy people, many show

little interest in the challenge effective

radio copy presents.

One statement that sticks in our

minds came from a copy chief who
said that radio copy could be relegated

to "anyone" in the shop. He, and

others, almost seemed to feel radio

commercials were an annoyance to be

kissed off in between other chores.

This attitude can negate days and

weeks spent in buying time. And it is

so wrong.

Perhaps the greatest challenge to the

copywriter today is to build radio

commercials which—through the high

level of saturation provided by their

media departments—have the oppor-

tunity to become national "buywords"

over night.

There are dozens of cases where

radio copy has, through ingenuity and

sparkle, created the impact which many
associate only with the more glamor-

ous of the two air media. The Pepso-

dent campaign is a case in point.

You don't need ratings or research

to measure the effectiveness of this

particular spot radio campaign. Just

listen to the television comedians. They

are using punchlines built around

Pepsodent's "you'll wonder where the

yellow went," with the frequency of

jokes about Bridey Murphy. That's

your index to how deeply a basically

radio campaign can penetrate in a

short time.

It's our belief that copywriters

should be sold on radio's potential for

them as craftsmen who enjoy creating

words with impact.

There would be tangible benefits for

all if there were some way of getting

copy people together to remind those

who've forgotten what great radio

copy can do.

Applause
PM turns the tables

There's no end to creativity —
whether it comes to communications

with the public who buys your product

or the advertising media who help sell

it. And we're enthusiastic about Philip

Morris' approach to communicating
with stations.

At the NARTB Convention in Chica-

go this month Philip Morris turned

the tables on broadcasters who so often

entertain admen by setting up a hospi-

tality suite. PM was probably the first

client ever so represented at an
NARTB Convention.

Philip Morris' objective was to tell

broadcasters what it was looking for

in the way of television availabilities

and it brought a team of buyers along

from its three agencies. In addition to

T. S. Christensen, assistant advertising

director who organized the suite, and

Hamish Maxwell, PM's tv advertising

coordinator, these buyers were on

hand: Isabel Ziegler, N. W. Ayer; Rex
French, Leo Burnett; John Collins,

Benton and Bowles.

Christensen commented to sponsor

that Philip Morris went to the NARTB
Convention rather than "send out a

cast of thousands all over the country."

And this is just what intrigues us

about the idea. You'd literally have

to put a team of agency people on the

road for weeks to see as many people

as was possible in the few days of the

Convention.

We commend Philip Morris for the

idea and we also wonder why more

agencies and clients don't make similar

use of the Convention. In some cases,

we even get the impression agencies

veto plans of timebuyers to come to

NARTB Conventions. The buyers

know, and we hope more advertising

people will recognize, that the Conven-

tions are an ideal place to strengthen

buyer-seller relationships.
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Now our story is stronger than ever!

More Viewers
Per Rating Point!

Another station has begun telecasting in the rich market of Rich-

mond, Petersburg and Central Virginia. We welcome it and wish it

luck. This change points up more clearly than ever the overwhelm-

ing dominance of WXEX-TV: Let's see where we stand:

WXEX-TV, basic NBC-TV station in the Richmond area,

has maximum power, 316 KW. That's dominance!

WXEX-TV has maximum tower height — 1049 ft. above

sea level and 943 ft. above average terrain— over 100 ft.

higher than any competitor. That's dominance!

Because its unique tower location carries its maximum
power to heavily populated communities that no other

TV station in this market can reach, WXEX-TV delivers

more viewers per rating point. That's dominance! That's

payoff! That's your best buy— by far!

in Richmond, Petersburg & Central Virginia

Tom Tinsley, President CHANNEL 8 Irvin G. Abeloff, Wee Presidet

National Representatives: Select Station Representatives in New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington.

Forjoe & Co. in Chicago, Seattle, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Dallas, Atlanta.
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lagazine i lio 1/ advertisers use

)omina til
WXEX-TV, basic NBC-TV station

serving Richmond, Petersburg and
Central Virginia, has maximum power—316 KW. That's dominance!

in power
f% fOlflf#^ 1* ^ WXEX-TV has maximum tower height111 ***WCr " —1049 feet above sea level and 943

feet above average terrain. That makes WXEX-TV more than 100 feet

higher than any station in this market. That's dominance!

)ominanf
in viewers per rating
*fc4^if^f 1 Because its unique tower location carries its

maximum power to heavily populated communi-
ties that no 6ther TV station in this market can reach, WXEX-TV
delivers more viewers per rating point. That's dominance!

ominant
ill Richmond, Petersburg

MG and Central Virginia.

WXEX-TV
To Tinsley, President CHANNEL 8 Irvin G. Abeloff, Vice Pres.

Na.nal Representatives: Select Station Representatives in New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington.

Forjoe & Co. in Chicago, Seattle, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Dallas, Atlanta.
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First in Houston with TV Experience...Over 700 Man-Yeas

The Golden Gulf Coast Market has been sold on KPRC-TV

ever since it made Houston's first telecast in 1949.

Today's excellence in market-wise programming, production,

promotion, and engineering is the result of these years

of experience. KPRC-TV remains first in the eyes of Gulf Coast

viewers . . . mornings . . . afternoons . . . evenings . . .

all the time, and over 700 man-years of experience is the

priceless ingredient that makes it so.

KPRC-TV
HOUSTON

CHANNEL

JACK HARRIS, Vice President and General Manage

JACK McGREW, National Sales Manager

Nationally Represented by

EDWARD PETRY & CO.

FIRST I N TV — WITH OVER 700 MAN-YEARS EXPERlENCi



K&E air buying

low "marketing"

Spot tv is

programing too

Radio's daytime

lead on tv

ARB coverage

study in 1957

Syndicator

praises webs

Spot radio

moves into high

Placing of tv-radio dept. at Kenyon & Eckhardt under new senior v. p.

in charge of marketing is significant evidence of growing influence
of marketing on air media buying. (See "The Advertising Agency in
Transition," SPONSOR, 28 November, 12, 26 December 1955; 9 January
1956.) K&E's new marketing chief is G. Maxwell Ule, who was v. p.

over research. Naming of Ule was followed by resignation of tv-radio
dept. head, Wickliffe W. Crider, who was member of board of direc-
tors plans board. Crider formerly reported to Edwin Cox, who was
sole senior v. p. and creative head at K&E, is now vice chairman.
Other new senior v.p.'s are David C. Stewart (corporate services),
Don C. Miller, Anderson F. Hewitt (account management), Barrett Brady
(creative services, including tv-radio copy).

-SR-

Frequent belief that spot tv is synonymous with announcements only is

dispelled by latest TvB spot dollar figures which show 21.9% of total
client expenditures for time in first quarter 1956 was for program
slots. Falstaff Brewing, Heinz, Anheuser-Busch, Warner Lambert,
Emerson Drug, Pacific Coast Borax plus oil companies Esso, Socony,

Phillips and Standard of Indiana among many who spend bulk of spot

dollars on programs ; they helped swell program time buys to impres-
sive $22,017,000 for 3-month period. Full breakdown figures start

on page 42.

-SR-

Despite growth of daytime tv viewing, radio sets-in-use on weekdays
is greater than tv sets-in-use during 75% of hours between 6:00 a.m.

and 6:00 p.m. This is shown by recent Nielsen data for December,
1955. Radio remains ahead of tv until hour between 3:00 and 4:00
p.m., when tv edges ahead.

-SR-

There will be no shortage of tv coverage studies next season. Release
of Nielsen Coverage Service No. 2 in fall will be followed by ARB
study early in 1957. ARB plans stress speed ; firm will gather data
in January, release it about 6-8 weeks later. ARB data will, in ef-

fect, update NCS figures by about 10 months.

-SR-

Defense of the network program concept came from unexpected quarter.
Syndicator Ely Landau, NTA president, in open letter to fellow syn-

dicators, praised web programing efforts, said there is nothing wrong
with tv that more network and station competition couldn't cure.

-SR-
Many reps report radio in demand as seldom before. One bigger-than-
average rep firm, handling some 20 tv stations, about 35 radio out-
lets, gives interesting box score on number of agency requests for
availabilities during April. First week: radio, 54; tv, 16. Second
week: radio, 59; tv, 13. Third week: radio, 34; tv, 10. Fourth
week: radio, 37; tv, 11. Total: radio, 184; tv, 50.

.1
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REPORT TO SPONSORS for 14 May 1956

Store listening

averages 31.7%

Spot radio $
data in July

Lone Ranger

contest winners

Likes first

runs only

Agency receipts

hit $3 billion

KDKA buys time

to reach buyers

Better speeches

due this fall?

Radio's uncounted audience includes business establishments. KITE,
San Antonio, recently had Hooper measure this audience. Study, made
in March, showed 59% of business establishments with radios in San
Antonio. Monday-through-Friday daytime sets-in-use among radio-
equipped stores was 31.7. Data is based on sampling among barber
shops, beauty shops, cleaners, dentists, drug stores, grocery stores,
service stations.

-SR-

Years of effort to gather spot radio spending data will be crowned by
publication of total monthly time sales data by Station Representa-
tives Assn. First figures, out in July, will cover June, May 1956; June
1955. Same pattern will follow in succeeding months. Figures will be

based mainly on data from SRA members, projected to give total U.S.
spending. Statistics will be entrusted to Price-Waterhouse & Co.

-SR-
Tied in with recent 23rd anniversary of Lone Ranger program was
$10,000 contest for radio and tv station promotion managers, winners
of which have just been announced. First prize of $2,500 for best
outlet promotion goes to Jack W. Schumacher, WICU-TV, Erie, Pa. ; 2nd
prize of $2,000 to Don Beedle, KVTV, Sioux City, Iowa; 3rd prize of

$1,500 to Chuck Olson, WREX-TV, Rockford, 111. Other awards ranging
from $1,000 to $100 paid to 17 winners. Contest was sponsored by
Lone Ranger, Inc., General Mills, Inc., American Bakeries Co. and
Warner Bros. Pictures. Lone Ranger is on NBC Radio, on CBS TV, ABC TV.

-SR-
Though network reruns have been increasing, at least one sponsor,
Schlitz, has stuck to first runs only. Sponsor's "Playhouse of Stars"

on CBS runs different show each week throughout year. Exception will

be made 1 June when show starring late James Dean will be repeated.
Client feels Dean's growing posthumous popularity warrants exception.

-SR-
Ad agency receipts equal nearly 40% of all advertising expenditures.
This surprising figure came out of U.S. Commerce Department Census
of Business, which showed 1954 ad agency receipts were $3.2 billion
in U.S., Alaska, Hawaii. Estimated total of all U.S. ad expenditures
(not including 2 territories) that year by "Printers' Ink" came to

$8,164,100,000. Agency income, of course, also includes services
other than media and program buying.

-SR-
Latest to use radio to reach buyers of radio is KDKA, Pittsburgh.
Station bought 15-minute segment on WINS, New York, for 2 weeks
starting last week to carry taped sample of show by d.j. Art Pallan.

Peters, Griffin, Woodward salesmen are visiting buyers with radios to

make sure they don't miss show which is on 10:30 to 10:45 a.m.

-SR-
Speeches by local political candidates are usually dull fare on radio

and tv stations. Result is if you have adjacencies next to local

shows pre-empted for political talks, you take audience loss. But

you can look for sharpening up in tv and radio techniques of local

candidates this fall. Stations are acutely aware of problem and at-

tempting to coach candidates. KEY-T, Santa Barbara, Cal., for exam-

ple, gives candidates "test" in which they can grade their own on-

air personalities.

(Sponsor Reports continues page 111)
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serving its many communities
through agricultural programs

Lancaster, Penna NBC and CBS

FARM NEWS AND WEATHER 6:45-7:00 a.m. weekdays

Latest news pertaining to agriculture, on the

national, regional, and local scene; market reports;

summary of livestock activity throughout nation;

farm product prices; as well as complete immediate

and extended weather forecasts.

TELEVISION FARMER 12:00 noon-12:15 p.m. weekdays

Programs include numerous farm-affiliated organi-

zations and agricultural experts on specific days.

Monday Livestock

Tuesday Crops

Wednesday Soil

Thursday Practical Homemaking
Friday Marketing

Program NOT available for sponsorship.

STEINMAN STATION
Clair McCollough, Pres.

Day after day, FARMERS throughout the

WGAL-TV Channel 8 area have made it a

habit to watch FARM NEWS AND
WEATHER at 6:45 a.m. and TV
FARMER at 12:00 noon. The diversity

of these programs is largely due to assist-

ance from the United States Department

of Agriculture, Weather Bureau, 4H Clubs,

Future Farmers of America, County Exten-

sion Agents, Granges and Poultry and Dairy

Associations, among others.

CHANNEL 8 MULTI-CITY MARKET

Representative:

The MEEKER Company, Inc.
New York Chicago Los Angeles San Francisco

14 MAY 1956



advertisers use

ARTICLES

They're rebuilding nettvorU tv

It's evident net tv will undergo major changes next fall. And what the pattern

will be is of vital importance to industry people for present planning

They're standing in line to buy radio stations

Just a few years ago, you could pick up stations for a song. Now, with profits

up, there's a new story of radio's upbeat as reflected in station sale prices

White Roch drives 'em to drinh
200-times-a-week spot radio schedule paid off big for this beverage company
whose $750,000 budget revolves around "Psyche" in air and print media

Farewell from the hazoo in gray flannel

Are you a "leap frog?" Do you have a huckster complex? Are you one of

the admen who recently helped a Radio City book store sell out its entire

stock of novels written about the advertising world? If so, read this satire

Hon* radio sells iiwaisin bwead"
Doyle-Dane-Bernbach put 35% of Levy's $185,000 budget into radio, quad-

rupled distribution and kept company's bread sales climbing for seven years

Spot tv clients spent over $100 million

The second of TvB's reports gives spending by product in the first quarter

of 1956. Breakdown indicates program buys account for 22% of total

Are women going out of style?

Don't stop here. We're talking about ladies in the industry, of course. There

are many opinions. Strong ones came from AWRT at a recent convention

4 A 9s members agree on health of air media
Resurgence of radio and steady growth of television are among "hot topics"

discussed by advertising men at recent meeting in White Sulphur Springs
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CHANNEL 11

LITTLE ROCK

2,205 FEET
(above sea level)

I

NOW ©
overs Over HALF of Arkansas,

/ith the Highest Antenna
ithe Central South!"""!""""

EMPIRE
STATE

BUILDING
1,472 FEET

THV, Little Rock, went Basic Optional CBS

ii April 1— with maximum power, on Channel

, and telecasting from the highest antenna in

le Central South (1756' above average terrain).

ood TV coverage of more than half of Arkansas

, now an accomplished fact.

THV has finest new facilities including four

mera chains, a 40' x 50' x 24' Studio A with

'/ revolving turn-table— a 30' x 50' Studio B

ith complete kitchen, etc. Ask the Branham Co.

•r full details.

316,000 Watts Channel ©
Henry Clay, Executive Vice President

B. G. Robertson, General Manager

Affiliated with KTHS, Little Rock

and KWKH, Shreveport

ANTENNA
1,175 FEET

SHINALL
MOUNTAIN
1,030 FEET



CASE HISTORY-FRUIT

1500 MILES

To 7 Million Mouths

VIA RADIO

It's a long "pull"—1500 miles—for

British Columbia Mcintosh Apples

to reach the Los Angeles Market. It's

an even longer pull for a modest

budget to sell the huge Southern

California Market of 7 million.

Welsh, Hollander & Coleman, Los

Angeles advertising agency for the

Canadian cooperative, did it! How?
By letting RADIO carry most of the

1955 load, buttressed by point-of-sale!

Results: "Sales increased a whopping

50%, far exceeding all expectations"

says broker Marshall Anderson . . .

at no increase in advertising budget

over 1954!

Writes agencyman A. M. Hollander:

"KBIG is entitled to take a bow,

since a substantial portion of our

radio budget went to you. We also

appreciate the close liaison you main-

tained with chain buyers and the

plugs given on your 'Homemaker
News'. Your selling job next season

will be a cinch!"

Huge, sprawling, rich Southern Cali-

fornia can be sold best by radio . . .

KBIG plus other fine stations if, like

B C MACS, you want dominance;

KBIG alone, if you want greatest

coverage at lowest cost-per-thousand

listeners.

KBIG
The (atalina Station

10,000 Walts

740 °"-E"

JOHN POOLE BROADCASTING CO.
6540 Sunset Blvd.. Los Angeles 28, California

Telephone Hollywood 3-3305

Nat. Rep. WEED and Company

nn°

meiiyers

.•^

£Bfc%

David McCutcheon, Advertising Associates,

Phoenix Ariz., likes the fast action that is

possible with radio. "You can get a commercial

on the air in not much more than an hour,"

says he, "as compared with a couple of days to

get one on television. Besides, the great number
of automobile radios automatically make early

morning a 'best buy for cars and automotive

products." Dave thinks that it is wise to buy-

programs, if they can fit into the budget, because

they build up the identity of the sponsor over

the long haul. Then, too, an advertiser can

also supplement his programing buy with schedules

of well-placed announcements to advertise special

promotions. It's valuable in obtaining that

necessary extra hard-sell at seasonal high-points.

Jerome Sachs, Doyle-Dane-Bernbach, New
York, says that summertime's the time for new
and creative radio buying. "There are 4.4 million

portable and 33 million automobile radios in

the U.S.," he says. "Together, these represent

a potential audience greater than the total number
of U. S. tv homes. Summer is the season to

take advantage of this vast audience. And week-

end daytime saturation packages can reach it

with economy and efficiency. Teen-agers, in

particular, are an excellent summer potential.

Weekday daytime radio can be effectively used

to reach this specialized market." The timebuyer

must be creative in his approach to summer radio

buying, especially since accurate research yard-

sticks aren't available at this time.

Robert Vivian, Ben Sackheim, New York,

feels that creative buying of air media in the

summer means new combinations of radio and

tv. "Since people tend to stay outdoors longer,

even in the evening, radio becomes a reasonable

and effective way of reaching them during early-

evening hours till onset of dark," he says. "Tv
on the other hand, gets good audiences much
later at night during the summer than during the

rest of the year. The same people who might

have gone to bed at 10:30 p.m. or 11:00 p.m.

year 'round, are likelier to stay up till midnight

or later during the summer months. If a buyer

isn't aware of changing viewing and listening

habits during the several seasons, he may not be

able to buy most reasonably and effectively."

SPONSO



What with P. Adler, E. A. Guest

and W. M. Tee all sounding off on
house-to-home alchemy, there's no
telling where it will all end—but

in Eastern Iowa at least you can be

sure of this:

If it's a home in WMT-TV's
primary service area (25 counties

and 3 of the 6 largest cities in

Iowa) chances are it has a tv set

(80.9% tv ownership)

.

And if it has a tv set, chances are

it's tuned to WMT-TV. (All the

top 15 once-a-week shows and all

the top 10 multi-weekly shows
are on WMT-TV.)

Data source: Telepiilse

WMT-TV
Mail address: Cedar Rapids

CBS Maximum power Channel 2

National Representatives: The Katz Agency

j55Bfe*gB2^
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in comes
the

world

!

Monday newspaper headlines are made on television's Sun-

day forums. Every voter can meet his candidates face to

face — on television — before he decides how to vote. A
Senate hearing on TV achieves the status of No. 1 audience

attraction in a nation brimming over with audience attrac-

tions. Far-flung places are as accessible as the living room

television set. Children experience the world, from finger-

painting to the look of an armadillo, by watching TV.

As television has grown, it has aimed its cameras deeper

and longer at the people, the places, the ideas, that give

shape and substance to our time.

Television makes it possible for viewers to meet the world's

genuinely great minds with such a series as NBC's Conver-

sations with Elder Wise Men. The major intellectual devel-

opments of the past fifty years are illuminated in Princeton

'56, produced in cooperation with Princeton University. The

Project 20 Events cover, in documentary form, the whole

dramatic sweep of the 20th Century — and with Nightmare

in Red and The Twisted Cross demonstrated the tremendous

audience response to this kind of programming.

NBC's plans for covering the Presidential Conventions and

Election of 1956 will make it possible for a whole nation to

be an immediate and intimate witness to political events.

By enlarging television's capacity for pictorial journalism in

depth, for forums and debates, for telementaries and educa-

tional programs, NBC participates — fully, richly, regularly

— in the lives of America's families.

exciting things are happening on

HTelevision
a service oj



the

big

look

is

to

kbis
bakersfield

California

970
DOMINATING CALIFORNIA'S

SOUTHERN SAN JOAQUIN VALLEY

WITH POPULAR MUSIC AND NEWS

24 HOURS A DAY]

representative

NEW YORK
CHICAGO
ST. LOUIS
LOS ANGELES

ADAM YOUNG. JR.

by Bob Foreman

The agency tv man—or—biography of a target

It was sheer genius that prompted the Herald Tribune t

dispatch Clementine Paddleford to Monaco so that we of th

masses might learn all about the gastronomical goings-on i

The Wedding. It also demonstrates the lack of imaginatic

possessed by the editors of this publication who probabl

will review the festivities only after same have been filmec

edited and projected across home screens.

I wouldn't want anyone to read rancor into the abo\

statement even after I add the fact that I did offer my servict

to sponsor's management along with a detailed resume as 1

why my background qualified me eminently to report th

Live Performance on the Riviera.

Printed advertising media are evidently not as compet

tive; therefore, they need not be so alert as we in the adverti

ing agency field. Which brings me, by way of Monaco, to tl

point of this tract—namely, that nowhere in all business

competition so stiff nor such a goad as it is in the agency bus

ness and more specifically in the television department of tl

agencies. In fact, economists and historians who may 1

looking for a detailed definition of the word—competitive-

would do well to examine the day-to-day operation of an a.

gressive, successful advertising agency's television setup.

Whatever area they approach they do so as trespasser

Even within the same agency, it is inevitable that the compe 1

tion is intense—among media.

A budget is set and only then is it allocated among tl

various media. Within its confines must come the pri

moneys and the tv dollers, and the final decisions create sit

ations as explosive as the Gaza strip. Often the tv dolla

(though not always) are the most difficult to come by becau

historically the account man and media mediators are usual

space men from way back.

Not only do they fear the newer medium, but any cutbat

can jeopardize an annual hunting trip to Canada as well as

series of friendships and a year's free subscription.

Also operating in behalf of the printed word is the co{

department, schooled for decades not only in thinking

terms of space but also in browbeating account represent

tives. Another hurdle.

The next area of competition is outside the agency b

(Please turn to page 60)
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k(cjui)r/ S NEW

SUPER-TOWER*
*1170 feet above average terrain; 1234 feet

above sea level.

NOW IN USE!

Now over 600,000 families live within the area

covered by the new kgul-tv (Current Set Count:

445,030.) AND Over 80% of These Families live

within the new kgul-tv 0.1 MV/M Contour.

New 0.1 MV/M Contour

Old 0.1 MV/M Contour

Increase

Population

1,703,900

1,393,800

310,100

Families

501,500

411,200

90,300

Effective

Buying Income Retail Sales

2,854,336,000 2,054,430,000

2,388,309,000 1,700,740,000

466,027,000 353,690,000

Source: Sales Management, 1956

NOW kgul-tv IS THE ONLY STATION

DELIVERING PRIMARY CITY SERVICE TO
BOTH HOUSTON AND GALVESTON.

Mguil©
GULF TELEVISION COMPANY

Galveston, Texas

Television for the rich Texas Gulf Coast Market

Represented Nationally by CBS Television Spot Sales

MAY 1956 11
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WIFIBIL
THE BIG STATION.

IN THE NATION'S

TOP TEST MARKET

SYRACUSE, N. Y.

• TOP RATINGS

• ABC
• BROOKLYN DODGERS

— Outstanding Local Personalities—

Denny Sullivan Bill Thorpe

Ron Curtis Bob Ives

Art Peterson Ed Kaish

POWERED COVERAGE - 5 KW DAY & NIGHT
PROGRAMMED FOR MAXIMUM

LISTENER ATTENTION

Represented by PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, Inc.

MADISON
sponsoe invites letters to the editor.

Address 40 E. 49 St., New York 17.

SMALL MARKET LOYALTY
Larry Wasserstein, in stating in the

"Timebuyers at Work" column last

week (16 April 1956), that the rela-

tionship of special group stations to

their listeners tend to be very close

—

V
and that these stations are centers of

J

community activities—has expressed
J

the very philosophy that we, of the!

Ivy Network, have been working un-

der since our inception.

Our seven college radio stations arej

reaching a very special audience, the!

college student. By the very nature

of our operation and the confinement)

of this operation to the college stu-

dent, we can claim a much larger sharel

of an audience than other media not!

pointed directly at this group, but!

aimed at only one homogeneous group;l

we can conduct very pointed, and,|

therefore, successful merchandising!

and promotional campaigns for ourl

sponsors.

Therefore, judging from our ex-l

perience in a special market, I thinkl

Mr. Wasserstein has made an excel-l

lent and worthwhile observation.

E. David Rosen
General Manager

Ivy Network Corp.

New Haven, Conn.

12

WIP PROMOTES ARTICLE

Your article, "Blueprint for radio's!

future" (16 April, page 44) was thel

springboard for an Edward Petry.1

WIP-inspired promotional campaig

aimed at 290 New York City timel

buyers over a five-day period, 16|

through 20 April. Teaser postcard

were sent to the 290, who were inl

vited to call a given telephone number.|

A mock soap-opera, John's Ot

Slide Rule greeted those who calle

A remarkable total of 637 calls were!

received (and comments monitored)|

for the recording.

With an organ refrain, the voicel

over opener stated: "Amazee presents!

John's Other Slide Rule—the poignJ

(Please turn to page 16)
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KCMO-TV

TOWER

1042 Feet

EIFFEL

TOWER

984 Feet

IT'S HIGHER THAN THE EIFFEL TOWER!

1042 feet above ground . . .

1 130 feet above average terrain . . .

2049 feet above mean sea level . . .

Here's the KCMO-TV advantage in the Kansas City

metropolitan and Mid-America market.

Write today for KCMO-TV's colorful new brochure with

the latest coverage data. Address: KCMO-TV, 125 E.

31st St., K. C. 8, Mo., or contact your nearest Katz man.

from the world's tallest

self-supported tower. .

.

beaming the clearest and most powerful picture...

in the booming Kansas City market area . .

.

18th ranking market in the United States

and KCMO-TV is the basic CBS -TV

affiliate for Kansas City and Mid-America

with all the top CBS -TV shows

I

CHANNEL 5
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI
affiliated with the publishers of Better Homes & Gardens and Successful Farming

Represented by The Katz Agency

lOV^

*S !



ONE WILL DO.'
Just one station . . . WBNS Radio . . . will

fatten your sales average in Columbus and
Central Ohio. WBNS delivers the most listen-

ers . . . twice as many as the next biggest

station. The most and also the best. With

28 top Pulse-rated shows, WBNS puts push

behind your sales program. To sell Central

Ohio . . . you've got to buy WBNS Radio.

CBS FOR CENTRAL OHIO

Ask John Blair

The number one Pulse station

covering '1,573,820 people with

2 Billion Dollars to spend.

WBNS
radio
COLUMBUS, OHIO

49TH & MADISON
(Continued from page 12)

ant and moving story of a hardwork-

ing but insecure timebuyer—born on
the wrong side of Madison Avenue."

John, in explaining his plight to

wife Dementia, argued, "I'd never

make an account executive—I can

read." And she, in desperation,

sighed, "Oh, John, John, John! Is

there no hope? Won't you always be

a flush John, John?
The narrative continued along the

same tack, posing the question: What
will radio be like in 1960? For this,

stated the soothsaying, soap-selling

voice over, read about WIP's part in

sponsor's "Blueprint for Radio's fu-

ture." The reactions were pleasing.

Ralf Brent
V.p. and Director of Sales

WIP, Philadelphia, Pa.

OH, BABY!

A recent issue of sponsor publi-

cized a "Timebuyers album" of baby

pictures with captions edited by my»

self. As a result, the following lettei

was received from a Melbourne, Aus-

tralia reader, stating in part:

"These photos, with their brilliant

captions, apply equally as much to

Australian radio as they do to Ameri-

can, believe you me. I would deem

it as a very great favour if you could

see your way clear to send me a copy

— W. J. McLean of Amalgamated

Wireless (Australia), Ltd., Melbourne."

Don Chapin

Nat'l. Sales Manager

WKRC-Radio and Tv

Cincinnati, Ohio

LETTERS TO BOB FOREMAN
Welcome back to radio, Bob—along

with the many folks who daily are

discovering that radio has grown up,

recognized its potential and discovered

for itself that it never died. It just

moved closer into the personal lives

of its listeners.

Radio is the only medium that

shares its family's waking moments, is

company while the family meals are

prepared, informs and sells while

America drives to the morning train

or to work—or to the shopping center,

comes back home—and finally goes

to bed with its listeners. For every

(Please turn to page 72)
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n

Now advertisers can look

to a new tower of strengtf

the greater-than-ever

coverage of greater

New Orleans made

possible by WDSU-TV's

new telecasting tower.

/Vw-^

P. S. For engineers only: this new system includes 100% independent duplication of antenna and transmitting equipment, with automatic switch-ov



George Laboda
Head of +v and radio

Colgate-Palmolive, New York

In its 150th year. Colgate-Palmolive has returned to the video-

audio fold, George Laboda. C-P director of air media, told sponsor.

"Back in 1806, William Colgate sold soap products door to door,

which is about as audio-video and mobile as you can get. Today,

a real big slice of C-P's ad budget is in the air media."

Currently, the soap giant has nine tv shows on the air through its

eight agencies and is scouting for more network tv time.

"We've got a system for finding new tv properties," Laboda said.

"When we're in the market, we talk to all our agencies who at all

times, of course, are conversant with our own needs. With them we
agree as to what kind of an audience we want to reach and what

type of program is best suited for the job. They start scouting and

screening shows and then I look at the top two or three contenders.

When it comes to final choices, our v. p. of advertising and top

management look at the properties and cast final votes."

The pre-screening of new tv properties can be a time-consuming

project. Almost a year before C-P picked The Millionaire, which

made its debut through Ted Bates & Co. in January 1955. all C-P

agencies knew that the soap firm was interested in a half-hour tv

anthology, but would consider any tv property which might deliver

a peak family audience.

"'W e did some audience reaction testing on the major contenders,"

says Laboda. "While no one research study is a final decisive factor

in our choice, we do use it as a guide."

Laboda is keyed to C-P research consciousness from his own
experience in the business. About a decade ago he joined C-P's

research department, moved over to radio-tv five years later and

now makes air media decisions involving one of the 10 largest air

media budgets in the world.

"I guess it would be trite to say that I watch tv in my spare

time," says Laboda. But he admits that that's precisely what he

does
—

"between golf games and keeping up with three sons."

A family man with a home on Long Island, Laboda confesses

that he's got one child for each of C-P's first three network tv shows,

but since the tv budget expanded he feels that all ratios between

number of Laboda offspring and C-P shows in the future are

speculative at best. * * *

1956

37.1% audience

increase since 1955

SHARE OF AUDIENCE

MORNING AFTER-
NOON EVENING

WILS 49 WILS 62 WILS 49

STA. B 25 STA. B 16 STA. B 23

STA.C 19 STA.C 14 STA. C 23

Michigan's Liveliest

Station

LANSING, MICHIGAN
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much ado . . . about something

*w

Four Minneapolis-St. Paul radio stations,

not fully satisfied WDGY was really in second place,

hired a local market analyst to study the audience.

AVDGY wasn't expected to make a showing.
WDGY wasn't invited to take part . . . but
WDGY turned up . . . in 2nd place.

That's what Hooper said in the first place.

Newest Area Nielsen shows WDGY gained

93% over the previous Nielsen audience share.

All this just since February, when
Mid-Continent news, music and ideas came to

Minneapolis-St. Paul . . . and started rewriting

the radio listening story.

General Manager Steve Labunski and Avery-
Knodel know a lot more. Chat, anyone?

WDGY Minneapolis-

St. Paul

W,000 watts— and nearly perfect-circle daytime coverage

CONTINENT BROADCASTING COMPANY

President: Todd Storz

WDGY, Minneapolis-St. Paul

Represented by
Avery-Knodel, Inc.

KOWH, Omaha
Represented by
H-R Reps, Inc.

WHB, Kansas City

Represented by
John Blair & Co.

18

WTIX, New Orleans

Represented by

Adam J. Young, Jr.
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Yew on Television Networks
SPONSOR AGENCY STATIONS PROGRAM, time, start, duration

Ftls, NY _.... Ludgin, Chi _

a, lushing, NY MC-E, NY _.

, t-lmolive, NY Esty, NY
.arKodak, Rochester __ JWT, NY .....

alaods, White Plains for jell-0 Y&R, NY

to Beach, Racine Erwin, Wasey Chi

ei o, North Canton, for

:ci Cleaner Burnett, Chi

er o, North Canton for

a Cleaner Burnett, Chi

Ls, Elkhart, Ind C. Wade, Chi

on harmacal, Long Island City

S in, Eye-Cene .. Donahue & Coe, NY ABC
a< ticals, Newark Kletter, NY CBS
)id:orp, Cambridge, Mass Doyle, Dane, Bernback, NY ..ABC

! — Compton, NY CBS

Wesley, NY4 NY
on NY Wesley, NY

Y&R, NY

n il & Snowdrift, New Orleans Fitzgerald, NO

CBS 96 Carry Moore; alt F 10:45-11 am; 27 Apr; 52 wks
CBS 125 Two for the Money; alt Sat 9-9:30 pm; 5 May

52 wks
CBS Bob Cummings; alt Th 8-8:30 pm; 3 May
ABC Screen Directors Playhouse; W 9-9:30 pm;

4 July
.ABC Afternoon Film Festival; M-F 3-5 pm; 1 May;

9 parties

..CBS Good Morning; M-F 7-8 am; 30 Apr; 5-min
segs; 36 wks

ABC Aftenoon Film Festival; M-F 3-5 pm; 21 May
20 parties

ABC Famous Film Festival; Su 7:30- 9 pm 20 May;
4 parties

NBC 88 News Caravan; Alt W & ev F 7:45-8 pm; 6 )uly

to 28 |unc '57

Amazing Dunninger; Alt W 8:30-9 pm; 9 May
Joe & Mabel; T 9-9:30 pm; 19 June
John Daly News; M 7:15-7:30 pm; 7 May

85 Capt. Kangaroo; M-F 8-9 am; parties; 30 April;

6 days
CBS 101 ..Victor Borge; 14 June; 10-11 pm; 1 time only

CBS 101 See it Now; 23 Apr & 17 May; 10-11 pm;
2 times only

NBC 88 News Caravan; alt W 7:45-8 pm; 4 July to

19 June '57

CBS 102 Bob Crosby; alt Tu 3:30-3:45 pm; 24 Apr; 36
alt wks

Roy
Anthony (4)

Mouncey
Ferguson <4>

Renewed on Television Networks
SPONSOR AGENCY

Ine Prod, NY Bates, NY

hie Prod, NY _ _..Bates, NY

i He Prod, NY Bates, NY
rie: Tobacco, NY for Pall Mall SSCB, NY
S mit, NJ JWT, NY

i Cli, NY MC-E, NY
Ou ont de Nemours,
ilm ton.Del BBDO, NY ...

Irborn, Mich JWT, Detroit

STATIONS PROGRAM, tima. itart, duration

_. CBS 141 D. Edwards News; M-W-F 6:45-7 pm & 7:15-

7:30 pm; 30 Apr; 52 wks
__ CBS 185 .Love of Life; M-F 12:15-12:30 pm; 30 Apr;

52 wks
CBS 185 Secret Storm; M-F 4:15-4:30 pm; 30 Apr; 52 wks
ABC Amazing Dunninger; alt W 8:30-9 pm; 9 May
ABC Medical Horizons; Su 9:30-10 pm; 9 Sept

NBC 107 Coke Time; W&F 7:30-7:45 pm; 29 Aug; 52 wks
ABC Cavalcade Theater; T 9:30-10 pm; 1956-57

season
CBS Ford Star Jubilee; ev 4th Sat 9:30-11 pm;

6 Oct; 1956-57 season

broadcast Industry Executives

IME FORMER AFFILIATION NEW AFFILIATION

i F.'Jack" Beecher John H. Perry Assoc, NY sales WOV, NY, sales

Bennett WTPA, Harrisburg, gen mgr Triangle Publications tv div, Phila, reg sales director
i WCadenhead, Jr. ..San Diego, radio sales (Further info N A) KFMB-TV, San Diego, sales

J Cole Guild Films, LA, western sales mgr UM&M, NY, gen sales mgr
iles :rockett Vance Fawcett, Honolulu, am-tv director KGMB, Honolulu, local sales mgr
on )non ...Guild, Phila, sales exec Guild, LA, sales exec
Phil DeChant Wauwatosa News. Milwaukee (Further info N A) WISN Radio, Milwaukee, acct exec
ie Cioppa CBS Radio, LA, vp network programs CBS TV, LA, vp network programs
D omier _WOOD AM-TV, Grand Rapids, promotion mgr NBC, Chi, net sales promotion staff

I rman _WWTV, Cadillac, Mich, sales mgr _ Same, gen mgr
urn roug CBS Radio, LA, director net programs ..

c ame, vp in charge net programs
< His KOA-TV, Denver, director promotion merchandising Same, sa'es

H man TPA, Chi, midwest mgr Cuild, NY. natl sales supervisor
lianv.. Jones, Jr. WISN, Milwaukee, acct exec ... Same, radio sales mgr

S.:irk Hilton & Riggio, NY, acct exec & vp WABC-TV, acct exec
' Kline Daily News, Miami, adv dept WTVJ, Miami, acct exec

Kr tz Lewis & Martin Films, Chi, sales director Same, vp sales-adv
liam.. Lauer WCAR, Cleveland, sales Katz, Detroit, radio

•- rJer WIRA, Ft. Pierce, Fla, asst stn mgr Same, stn mgr
"nasd. Lufkin ABC TV, LA, coordinator "MCM Parade" ..Same, program mgr

RMahoney WIBC, Phila, sales mgr _ ...Same, general mgr
i|ht

'. Martin RKO-Teleradio, NY, vp WAFB AM-FM-TV, Baton Rouge, chrmn board
ert cAuliffe WCR-TV, Buffalo, sales rep . WBUF-TV, Buffalo, sales rep
'arM. McMormick WOR, NY, asst sales mgr Same, general sales mgr

Meades _... WCH, Newport News, commel mgr WTAR-TV. Norfolk, sales
3I" Pitts _.. NBC, NY, planning board Dynamic Films, sales-production development depts head

a?e Guild, NY, asst to pres ... Theatrical Enterprises, NY, pres

j
IScherick DFS, NY, sports & special events director CBS TV, sports specialist net sales
tt WKBN AM-TV, New Britain, natl tv sales mgr Same, natl tv sales mgr & asst mgr am-tv

1 v«in KWTV, Okla City, program-production director WTAR AM-TV, Norfolk, sales
lC Sewell KFBI, Wichita, sales mgr KCMO-TV, Kansas City,

tn 8l Smith ABC TV, LA, super "W.B. Presents" _ Same, natl programming™ rl NBC-TV Film, NY, adv-promotion mgr _ Assoc. Artists Prod, NY,
M'i/. Thomas

. KLEW-TV, Lewiston, Idaho, sales mgr ...Same, gen mgr
Trcondge WHTN-TV, Huntington, WV, sales Same, sales service rep

Wear WTPA, Harrisburg, program director .._. Same, gen mgr
White ..._KLEW-TV, Lewiston, Idaho, gen mgr New tv station, <no call letters yet) Victoria, Canada,

vd & gen mgr
Wilson, Jr. Weed, NY, regional nets ABC Radio, NY, acct exec

sales

western division

William
Lauer (3)

sales

director western division

adv-promotion-pub director

)crt

Dwight
Martin (3)
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J. Norman
McKenzie (4)

Norman E.

Mork (4)

David
Scott (3)

|ay Smolin 13)

Carmina Brooks
Tuksal <4>

4. Advertising Agency Personnel Changes

Fred M.
Zeder, II (4)

NAME FORMER AFFILIATION NEW AFFILIATION

Roy Anthony Pillsbury Mills, Minneapolis, sales promotion mgr McC-E, NY, vp in chg sales development
Jack A. Bain Gardner, St. Louis, media group leader Ridgway, St. Louis, asst director media
Edward R. Beach ...McC-E, NY, vp-chrmn marketing plans board _.. McC-E Intl, NY, pres
R. E. "Buck" Buchanan Y&R, NY, acct super __ IWT, NY, acct group head.
Richard B. Carland Sanger-Funnell, NY, vp BBDO, NY, acct super
C. Thatcher Darwin Hunt, LA, acct exec _ Compton, LA, acct exec
Ruth Cerrone Lennen & Newell, NY, vp-group head DFS, NY, vp-copy super
Douglas H. Dyer ....Van Hecker, Chi, acct exec McCarty Co, Chi, acct super
Ralph S. Freeman —WjR, Detroit, program dept Ross Roy, Detroit, am-tv production director
Mouncey Ferguson Criswold-Eshleman, Cleveland, acct exec KM&C, Pitts, acct exec
L. C. Frierson ..R&R, NY, vp-director C. L. Miller, NY, vp
William J. Griffin, Jr )WT, NY, vp-senior group head Kudner, NY, senior vp-director-exec committee
Herbert Summers Hall Herbert Summers Hall, Chi, owner Powell & Schoenbrod, Chi, vp-am-tv director

Gordon C. Hearne . Hunt, LA, acct exec Compton, LA, acct exec
Compton, LA office, vp-mgr
Same, president
.Same, vp marketing-research
Seeds, Chi, vp
Faillace Prods, NY, vp-creative director

Ted Bates, NY, acct exec
K&E, Boston, vp-reg mgr
Crey, NY, asst acct exec

Waldo H. Hunt _ Hunt, LA, owner
John P. Kelley Mumm, Mullay & Nichols, NY, vp-director client service.

Richard S. Lessler Grey, NY, research director

Jesse L. Livermore Biow, NY _

Len Mackenzie B&B, NY, musical director

John J. Martin, Jr. BBDO, NY, acct exec _

J. Norman McKenzie J. T. Chirurg, Boston, vp & gen mgr
jack Morgan Vick Chemical, NY, asst sales promotion mgr
Norman E. Mork _.._Biow, vp-mgr west coast operations Compton, San Fran offices, vp-mgr
Robert L. Nourse, Jr. Hunt, LA, vp Compton, NY & LA, vp-service super natl accts

John H. O'Toole, Jr. McC-E, NY, merchandising mgr — Same, vp sales development
Wallace J. Rigby McC-E, NY, assoc director merchandising Same, vp sales development
Reggie Schuebel Reggie Schuebel, NY, owner _ NC&K, NY, vp broadcast media
John J. Soughan _ Pepsi-Cola, NY, adv director K&E, NY, vp-senior acct exec
H. A. Stadthagen Criswold-Eshleman, Cleveland, assoc media director-acct

exec _ Knox Reeves, Minneapolis, media mgr
Herb Stott Carl S. Brown, NY, media director Harry B. Cohen, NY, media director

Carmina Brooks Tuksal Studebaker-Packard, Detroit merchandising-sales-public
relations _ MacM, J&A, Bloomfield Hills, Mich, merchandising-

Fred M. Zeder II .....McC-E, NY, vp ... Kudner, NY, vp
Ferd Ziegler McC-E, NY, sales promotion mgr Same, vp sales development

5. New Firms, New Offices (Changes of Address)
Avery-Knodel, LA, has moved to 3325 Wilshire Blvd.

John Blair Co & Blair TV, NY, have moved to 415 Madison
Ave.

Bozell & Jacobs, NY, is now located at 2 West 45th St.

S. W. Caldwell, Winnipeg, has new offices at 518 Mclntyre
Block, Main St.

Cinepix Labs, NY, has new quarters at 243 W. 55th St.

Compton, San Fran, has opened new offices at 703 Market
St.

Forjoe, LA, has moved to 451 N. La Cienega Blvd. New
phone—OL 5-7755.

Forjoe & Co, Seattle, has opened an office at 414 Time
Square Bldg.

Harrington, Righter & Parsons, Atlanta, has opened an office

at 1430 W. Peachtree St, NW
Interstate TV, NY, now has exchange offices at 12 East

42nd St.

Jewell Radio-TV Prods, Chi, has moved to 540 N. Michigan

Blvd.

KDKA Radio, Pitts, is now located at the Gateway Center.

Lux-Brill Prod, NY, has opened offices at 1733 Broadway.

Emil Mogul Co, NY, has moved to 625 Madison Ave.

Morey, Humm & Johnstone, NY, has become Morey, Humm
& Warwick.

Rosenfield Advertising, Boston, has become Marvin &
Leonard Advertising

Walter Schwimmer Co, NY, now has headquarters at 527
Madison Ave.

Select Station Representatives, NY, a new firm with offices

at 400 Madison Ave.
John C. Stratford Film Corp., NY, new firm with offices

in the Steinway Bldg. 113 W. 57th St.

John Sutherland Prods, Detroit, announces the opening of

a new office in the Stephenson Bldg at 6560 Cass Ave.

Warwick & Legler, LA, is now located at 3325 Wilshire Blvd.

Weed & Weed TV, Chi, have moved to combined head-

quarters in Suite 2110 of the Prudential Bldg.

WEMP, Milwaukee, has new business offices and recording

studios in the New Equitable Life Bldg, 1701 W. Wis-

consin Ave.
WHTN Radio, Huntington, W Va, moving to new studios

at 625 Fourth Ave.

WMCA, NY, has moved to 415 Madison Ave. Telephone,

MU 8-1500.
WMRY, New Orleans, now has stud^s at 7904-fi Tul»~e A»o.

WTTM, Trenton, has moved to Brunswick Ave at Lake

Drive in Colonial Lakelands.

Station Changes (reps, network affiliation, power increases)

KEDO, Ontario, Cal, announces the appointment of Hil F.

Best as natl rep.

KFRE-TV, Fresno, Cal, will go on the air as a primary CBS
affiliate 5 June.

KFXJ AM-TV, Crand Junction, Col, has changed call letters

to KREX AM-TV.
KFXJ, Montrose, Col, will be the call letters of KREX-TV's

satellite station due to go on the air 30 May.
KLX, Oakland, Cal, announces the appointment of Weed
& Co natl reps.

KOCS, Ontario, Cal, announces the appointment of Hil F.

Best as natl rep.

KOWL, Hywd, has received approval to change call letters

to KDAY.
KRMG, Tulsa, has terminated net affiliation to become an

independent station.

fe

WABC-TV, NY, announces the appointment of Blair-TV

as natl reps.

WCNC, Elizabeth City, NC, announces the appointment of

Bogner & Martin, NY, natl rep.

WDEF-TV, Chattanooga, became a primary CBS affiliate

an 10 May.
WEHT, Henderson, Ky, is now a primary CBS affiliate.

WIRI-TV, Plattsburgh, NY, has been assigned new call

letters, WPTZ.
WKDA, Nashville, announces the appointment of Stars Na-

tional natl reps.
.

WMCT, Memphis, announce the appointments of Blair-TV

and John Blair & Co. natl reps.

WTRI, Albany-Troy-Schenectady, will become an affiliate

of ABC 1 July.

XETV, San Diego, has become an ABC affiliate.

20 SPONSOR
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A
NICKEL

will go
a long way

these days on WHO Radio!

Take 8 a.m. to 12 noon as an example . . .

M.AYBE instead of a "good five-cent cigar",

what this country's advertisers need today is

a good look at what five cents will buy in

radio—WHO Radio.

LET'S LOOK AT THE RECORD . . .

On WHO Radio, a 1 -minute spot between

8 a.m. and 12 noon will deliver 53,953

actual listening homes.

That's 56.8 homes for a nickel, or 1000

homes for $.88—ALL LISTENING TO WHO!

That's the rock-bottom minimum. With its

50,000-watt, Clear-Channel voice, WHO is

heard by thousands of unmeasured listeners,

both in and outside Iowa. Bonus includes

Iowa's 527,000 extra home sets and 573,000

radio-equipped automobiles—plus tremendous

audience in "Iowa Plus"!

Let Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc. give you

all the impressive WHO facts.

(Computations based on projecting Nielsen

figures and 195') loiva Radio Audience Survey

data against our 26-time rate.)

WHO
for Iowa PLUS!

Des Moines . . . 50,000 Watts

Col. B.
J.

Palmer, President

P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager

Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.,

Exclusive National Representatives
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"BABY

SPECTACULARS'
Open for AA Spots!

(1 MINUTE SPOTS
AVAILABLE)

"Baby Spectaculars" feature full-

length films from the complete
new Screen Gems-Columbia
package. Bing Crosby, Hum-
phrey Bogart and Ingrid Berg-

man are among the many
known-name stars. Your Petry

man knows all about these
"Babies."

KCRATV
CHANNEL 3
SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA

100,000 Watts Maximum Power

represented by Edward Petry & Co.

By Joe Csida

Vigor of film business evidenced in many ways

A couple of colums ago we made the point that the tv

film business was in good and healthy shape, notwithstand-

ing the fact that rather substantial quantities of major
Hollywood film have been made available to the telemarket.

Nothing I saw or heard at the annual convention of the

National Association of Radio and Television Broadcasters,

or since has caused me to revise that opinion.

Certainly one of the highlight social events of the NARTB
get-together was the tv film industry's "Salute to the

NARTB," which took the form of a super-cocktail party

sponsored by the following videopix organizations: Ziv,

Television Programs of America, Guild, Official, NBC,
Screen Gems, ABC and National Telefilm Associates. And
another tv film distributor's party earlier in the week was

truly one of the most elaborate, expensive and pleasant of

the week. I'm referring to MCA TV's shindig, which packed

the grand ballroom at the Hilton.

What MCA TV was doing, perhaps, was spending some

of the money it will be making on the new Rosemary Clooney

series. Even before shooting on the 39 episode series was

completed, it had been sold in over 50 markets to Foremost

Dairies, Inc., and last week Clairol picked up Rosie's show

for New York, Philadelphia, Chicago and a handful of

other key markets.

MCA TV is not the only distributor reporting a wholesome

amount of business these days. Ziv is rolling along in better-

than-ever shape with almost all its shows. The Katz Agency

has been pitching a spot-buy versus network-buy presenta-

tion in which the case history of the Ziv Science Fiction

Theater is highlighted. SF Theater has just recently gone

into its second year for Emerson Drug, selling Bromo Seltzer.

The Ziv show has gone a long way to cure any sales head-

aches the Emerson folks might have had, with sales increases

in virtually every market in which it has been bankrolling

the Ziv properties. And Guild just recently issued its annual

report with the information that it had netted something

over $100,000 in the past 12-month period, and almost

doubled its sales for the first fiscal quarter of this year over

the same period last year.

Perhaps one of the most interesting evidences of the

vigor of the telefilm business these days was the breakfast

meeting held durine: the early part of the NARTB week

{Please turn to page 70)
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A New Chapter In

Richmond History

ce 1925, the voice of WRVA Radio has

sen an inseparable part of the Richmond

ene. And public regard has earned WRVA
adio the warmest welcome in Richmond
tfnes . . . the firmest place in Richmond
adition.

;.'.-.

aoow, rooted in 31 years of acceptance, the

me high standards of management, skilled

:rsonnel, and creative talent bring a new
levision station to the people of Richmond,

ith WRVA-TV, a new chapter enhances a

story of unique service over three decades

d. On the air April 29, 1956, WRVA-TV is

full-time operation, with a complete sched-

e of CBS programs, ingenious local origina-

ns—and the assurance of a hearty response

om Richmond viewers.

276

WRVA-TV
Richmond, Va.

CBS Basic Chann,,12
C. T. Lucy, President Barroa Howard, lire President and General Manager James D. Clark, Jr., Sales Manager
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RCA INTRODUCES A COMPLETER

"FAMILY" OF AUDIO

A model to "fit" every station requirement.,.

ALL HAVE "BUILT-IN" POWER SUPPLIES,

MONITORING AMPLIFIERS AND SPEAKER RELAYS

Here is a "family" of three consolettes that give you the

widest choice of facilities ever offered. All have printed-

wiring amplifiers in modular construction, providing the

utmost in circuit uniformity and performance. Each model

has its own "built-in" power supply (the BC-6A has two).

Each has built-in monitoring amplifiers and speaker relays.

INSTALLATION IS QUICK, EASY... INEXPENSIVE

The "self-contained" feature of all three models makes
them easy to install. There is no need for costly external

wiring and "hunting" for a place to mount such items as

power supplies, monitoring amplifiers and speaker relays.

The reduction of external wiring minimizes the chance of

stray hum pick-up greatly improving system performance.

CONVENIENT OPERATION

The low height of each consolette affords maximum studio

visibility ... no stretching to observe cues. Relaxed wrist

comfort is provided by mixer controls on the right slant . .

.

at the right position above the desk top. RCA-developed

finger-grip knobs provide convenient, positive contrund

are color coded for "function identity."

EASE OF MAINTENANCE

Routine maintenance time is reduced by the quick ac ssi-

bility of all components . . . easy-to-clean mixer ids,

simple-to-adjust leaf-spring contacts on key and ish-

button switches. This is achieved by a snap-off top ver

and a tilt-forward front panel, in addition to str; gic

placement of components.

RCA MATCHED STYLING PERMITS EXPANDAb

Styled with 30-degree sloping panels which match pvi-l

ous equipments such as the BC-2B consolette, BC
mixer, and compatible among themselves, a wide rarno

augmented facilities is possible. Paired BC-5As pnide

dual channel operation and extended facilities. Adcioi

of the BCM- 1A mixer to any of these consolettes is si
|

and provides added microphone inputs.

THEY WORK WELL INTO CUSTOM ARRANGEME*

Simple functional design and "engineered" compacess

makes any number of custom installation arrangennti

possible. A custom "U" arrangement of two BC-5As f i

ing a BCM-lA mixer is possible. The 30-degree )

panels match the slope of video control equipment ma i

them suitable for use in television studio custom apfl

tions as well as in radio.

Tilt-forward front panel

permits quick accessibility to mixer

pads and spring contacts; makes
maintenance easy.

Ask your RCA Broadcast Sales Represents

for detailed information

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA
BROADCAST AND TELEVISION EQUIPMENT • CAMDEN, N. J.



1NS0LETTES

A INE INPUTS
iiits for 4 microphones, 2 turntables, 2 remote
1 etwork or tape. 4 mixer positions. Built-in
sibly. Easily expanded for dual channel use
aing." Block building lends "custom touch"
I ed with existing BC-2B's

$875

IRTEEN INPUTS
Ntitfor 6 microphones, 2 turntables, 2 remote
1 twork, 2 utility inputs which may be used for addi-
ur ibles, tape, or as required. Eight mixer positions. Built-inpower supply.
tx nded for dual channel use by pairing with BC-5A. Convenient script rack.

M095

tv:nty TWO INPUTS

(

«« »r 10 microphones, 2 turntables, 2 tape, 2 film, 5 remote
J
netijrk. Dual or single channel operation with "split-mixer" faders. Master
trs both channels simultaneously. Ideal for binaural broadcasting. Nine mixer positions. Two
u> suppl.eslone for each channel) for greater reliability. Two monitoring channels, one for pro-
oring and talkback, one for cueing and feeding background to studios. Convenient script rack.

*Less Tubes— Prices subject to change without notice.

M750



..NOT SEVENTEEN?

YES...WBRE-TV does have
a 17 County Coverage

The male Walrus handles its coverage the hard way*. .. but ... male and

female Time Buyers can easily handle the coverage of Northeastern, Pa. with

the NBC Big Buy . . . WBRE-TV ! In every respect the all pervading influence

over 17 counties . . . 300,000 TV homes in a population center of over 2,000,000

people. .. .

Every ARB survey shows WBRE-TV to have the greatest penetration [,

.

. .to

have the greatest lead in ratings and audience acceptance ! Coupled with

the fastest and most complete regional news service plus original program

service to all areas ... WBRE-TV gives you COVERAGE LEADERSHIP. And

if you will contact your nearest Headley-Reed TV office or call WBRE-TV we

will be glad to show you how your* client's products can have SALES

LEADERSHIP.

yiiW BASIC BUY : National Representative : The Headley-Reed Co.AN_
Counties Covered: LUZERNE LACKAWANNA LYCOMING
SCHULYKILL NORTHUMBERLAND MONROE PIKE

WYOMING SULLIVAN SUSQUEHANNA BRADFORD
SNYDER MONTOUR CARBON

COLUMBIA
WAYNE
UNION

*The Walrus is prized tor the ivory in its upper tusks

which grow over 17" in length. Its scientific name means

literally . . . those who walk (baino) with their teeth (odos).
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HE DRAMA

Costume drama looks like coming trend on webs next season with Official Films selling three shows

of that type. They include "Robin Hood" (picture below), "Sir Lancelot," and "The Bucaneers"

Long shows are more firmly entrenched than ever with ABC set to add six in addition to four

already on. Among new ones are "Command Performance" (picture below) and 90-minute "Teleramas"

Outside sales by film distributors are feature of network lineup next season. In addition to Official,

Screen Gems has sold two new shows, including "Circus Boy" (picture below), while Ziv has sold one

Renewals include "Ford Star Jubilee" on CBS once a month, evidence of continued heavy auto spend-

ing on tv. Chewy will also spend heavily. Below, scene from Jubilee's "Caine Mutiny Court Martial"

Program switehes include moving NBC's "Caesar's Hour" from Monday to comedian's old Saturday

night time. New nighttime talent on web include Ray Bolger. Buddy Hackett, Tennessee Ernie

LONG SHOWS OUTSIDE SALES RENEWALS SWITCHES

NETWORK Tf LIIUP:

tear it down, build it up

Webs assemble shows looking over shoulder at Washington

M o the noisy accompaniment of hassles between the tv networks and their clients, the

annual demolition and reconstruction of network nighttime tv schedules for the new sea-

son is well underway.

While there are a number of program holes to be filled, the outlines of next season's

lineup are emerging.

• The long show will be more firmly entrenched than ever, with ABC joining the trend

in earnest and CBS pioneering a weekly 90-minute drama series.

• Costume drama now has a solid beachhold with one film distributor (Official) racking

up pace-setting sales involving three shows of this type, including two new ones.

• The over-all programing atmosphere is toward drama and adventure with comedy
playing a secondary role.

• Hollywood will be a minor factor in tv programing next season with CBS and NBC
distinctly unfriendly toward feature films.

Next season's lineup is being assembled more cautiously this spring. There are a num-

27
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NETWORK TV (.Continued)

r

ber of reasons for this, not least among
them the awareness on the part of both

networks and clients that the all-em-

bracing eye of Washington is pointed

in the direction of the tv webs.

While there is no evidence that spe-

cific decisions are being made in the

light of the warnings issued by anti-

trust people (indicating a questioning

attitude toward networks selling both

time and programs) , it may be more

than coincidence that film distributors

have already made a number of im-

pressive network sales. And agency

executives themselves say they detect a

new firmness in purpose among the

commission houses vis-a-vis their ne-

gotiations with networks about what

show goes where. This feeling was

particularly apparent among the top

agencies.

But there were other factors, too.

There were more programs than ever

for agencies to see and pass on. A
number of program development ex-

ecutives at the agencies reported see-

ing from 80 to 100 pilots this spring.

And they were not impressed on the

whole. "I've never seen so many dogs,"

said the top programing man at one

of the Big Four agencies. The result

has been that both networks and cli-

ents have been hard put to make deci-

sions about certain time slots.

Other factors slowing up decision-

making are (1) the growing competi-

tive picture among the networks, with

ABC attracting more blue-chip clients

than ever and 1 2) the budget strain

imposed by price rises. Season-to-sea-

son costs have not risen more than in

the past but the new money required

on top of the millions already invested

is giving sponsors pause.

For, though the lineups are being

cautiously assembled (or re-assem-

bled) , the fact remains that the amount
of assembling is making sponsors more
aware than ever that, along with tv's

powerful sales impact, they must also

accept the fact that programing can

be an expensive gamble.

It's beginning to look like the only

thing permanent about network tv (at

night, anyway) is change. Sponsors

seeking long-term time franchises are

becoming all too conscious that they re-

Ratings below are ARB's. Dec 1955 "Color Spieail featured Maurice Cheraller. "Cherry Show." Ethel Merman

THIS SEASON'S NETWORK TV SHOW RATINGS (SHOWN IN •

7 PM

7:30

8:00

8:30

9:00

9:30

10:00

10:30

SUNDAY
ABC CBS NBC

Ycu Asked For
tt Lassie

15.8

Famous Film
Festival

28.7

8.3

Jack Benny

41.3

Famous Film
Festival

7.9

Ed Sullivan

50.7

Famous Film
Festival

7.1

Ed Sullivan

50.7

Chance of

Lifetime

11.5

G.E. Theatre

28.1

Amateur Hour

12.4

Alfred
H itcbcock

27.5

Appointment
Life Begins At 8G With Adventure

6.5 18.5

Nil Nel Service What's My Line

32.9

It's A Great
Life

15.6

Color Spread

18.3

Color Spread

17.8

Color Spread

16.7

Goodyear
Playhouse

24.0

Goodyear
Playhouse

22.8

Loretta Young

29.9

March of
Medicine

10.2

MONDAY
ABC CBS NBC

Kukla. Fran
&. OMie

6.2
No Net Service No Net Service

CBS News
News-John Daly Doua Edwards No Ne , Scryi<.e

3.7 10.7

Topper

12.3

Robin Hood

31.2

Tony Martin

9.1

News Caravan

14.5

Readers Digest

13.1

Bums and Allen

28.0
Caesar's Hour

25.0

Voice of

Firestone

12.2

Godfrey'*
Talent Scouts

34.1

Ccesar's Hour

24.9

Dotty Mack

2.3

I Love Lucy

466 24.0

Medical
Horizons

5.6

December Bride

33.6

Montgomery
Presents

26.9

No Net Service
Studio One

23.7

Montgomery
Presents

25.8

No Nel Service No Net Service

26.3

ABC

Kukla. Fran
&. Otlie

5.7

TUESDAY
CBS NBC

No Net Service No Net Service

News—John Daly CBS News
Doua Edwards No Net Seryjc48

10.1

Warner Bros.
Presents Name That Tune

16.9

Warner Bros.
Presents

16.2

Wyatt Earp

21.5

M ak e R oom F or

Daddy

19.8

Dupont Caval-
cade Theatre

9.3

No Net Service

22.9

Phil Silvers

26.9

Navy Log

19.5

Meet Millie

18.8

Red Skelton

31.9

S64.000
No Net Service Question

61.4

My Favorite
Husband

17.4

Dinah Shore

12.1

News Caravan

13.0

Chewy, Show

24.1

Chewy Show

26.6

Fireside
Theatre

31.9

Playwrights
'56

22.5

Playwrights
'56

18.9

Bis Town

22.3

6i '

12.

n.



TENTATIVE FALL TV L.NEUP BEGINS ON PAGE 104

quire the prophetic vision of a Nostra-

denius, the luck of the Irish, the show-

manship of a Ziegfeld. And the ability

to throw a little weight around doesn't

hurt, either.

The only area where relative quiet

prevails is daytime. CBS' nine hours

of daylight shows (only 9:00-10:00

a.m. and 5:00-6:00 p.m. is unpro-

grammed) will see little change in the

fall. However, two switches are set for

28 May, when a 10-minute news strip

and an audience participation show,

Stand Up and Be Counted, will replace

Jack Paar, and Johnny Carson will be

put into Robert Q. Lewis' strip. The

news show is an interesting innovation

for daytime network tv, and will bear

watching. Also in the bear-watching

category are the two half-hour serials,

As The Earth Turns and Edge of

Night, which P&G is placing bets on.

So far the ratings are low but it is

too early to tell, the soapers having

begun in March. If they do, they may
revolutionize daytime tv for they are

the first half-hour soap operas ever put

on tv and represent an attempt to find

out whether the soap opera concept,

which hasn't repeated its success in

radio, can be salvaged. The half-hour

soapers are also an attempt to find a

way to keep down daytime cost-per-

1,000, still a serious problem in many
cases. Half-hour soapers are less ex-

pensive than two quarter-hours.

At NBC, the network has bowed to

the Mickey Mouse Club powerhouse

on ABC and has moved its three-hour

3:00-6:00 p.m. option time period for-

ward a half hour. The new three-hour

period will be bracketed by two pro-

gram changes, the Tennessee Ernie

Ford Show at 2:30 and reruns of /

Married Joan at 5:00. The latter, not

a permanent change, replaces Pinky

Lee, while the once unbeatable Howdy
Doody period at 5:30 reverts to sta-

tion time, a break for syndicators.

After failing to make Breakfast Club

stick on tv, ABC will return to the

morning network lists with an ambi-

tious plan to program 9:30 to 11:30.

This will get underway sometime be-

tween October and January. The time

will be opened gradually since the

(Please turn to page 101)

:N) POINT UP WHERE NEXT SEASON'S CHANGES TAKE PLACE

ESD AY
NBC

No Net Service

No Net Service

Coke Time

12.3

News Caravan

14.0

Screen Directors
Playhouse

16.5

Stage to Yuma

23.9

Kr?ft TV
Theatre

21.2

Kraft TV
Theatre

20.6

This Is Your

29.6

Midwestern
Hayride

11.3

ABC
Kukla, Fran
& Ollie

6.2

THURSDAY
CBS

The Lone
Ranger

14.7

Sgt. Preston
of the Yukon

16.5

Life Is Worth
Living

10.5

Stop the Music

12.5

Star Tonight

5.7

Down You Go

4.7

No Net Service

No Net Service

Bob Cummings

24.1

34.8

32.7

Four Star
Playhouse

30.3

Johnny Carson

14.3

6.4

NBC

No Net Service No Net Service

CBS News
News—John Dal* Doug Edwards

N(> Ne, Sc„ Ue

4.8 13.5

Dinah Shore

14.0

News Caravan

18.5

You Bet Your
Lite

42.1

People's Choice

20.4

Dragnet

33.8

Ford Theatre

27.5

Lux Video
Theatre

31.2

Lux Video
Theatre

30.0

ABC

Kukla, Fran
&. Ollie

5.3

FRIDAY
CBS

Adventures
Rin-Tin-Tin cf Champion

27.2

Ozzte and
Harriet

24.9

13.9

Dollar
A Second

17.3

11.9

Ethel & Albert

7.3

7.4

20.5

Our Miss
Brooks

27.1

17.9

Playhouse
of Stars

29.0

No Net Service

Lineup

30.1

Person to
Person

32.2

NBC

No Ne! Service No Net Service

CBS News
News—John Daly Doug Edwards No Net service

6.3 9.9

13.8

News Caravan

16.8

Truth or

Consequences

24.0

Life of Rilev

30.1

Big Story

26.6

Star Stage

11.0

Cavalcade
of Sports

24.9

Cavalcade
of Sports

21.6
Red Barbtr's

Corner

6.0

SATURDAY
ABC CBS NBC

No Net Scrviee Gene Autry

15.9
No Net Service

Ozark Jubilee Beat The Clock Big Surprise

10.0

Ozark Jubilee

10.9

Ozark Jubilee

8.8

Lawrence Welk

22.7

Lawrence Welk

26.0

Tomorrow's
Carters

0.5

23.7

Stage Show

18.9

Jackie Glcason

32.4

Two For
The Money

28.0

It's Always
Jan

17.9

20.0

No Net Service
Damon Runyon

Theatre

15.4

24.2

Perry Como

37.3

Perry Como

37.3

People Are
Funny

23.7

Texaco Star
Theatre

23.8

George Gobel

37.0

Your Hit
Parade

33.8



How WNEW price soared in 4 years

Figures girls are holding represent price

at which WNEW, New York, sold in 1950.

1954 and 1955. Last figure is all-time high

for radio station and reflects current demand

Just a few years ago yc/i e

mm adio stations today are selling at

the highest prices in industry history.

And there are far more who want to

buy than want to sell. Why?
After all, just a few years ago many

stations were up for sale at bargain

prices and there was a mood of de-

spair among many station owners.

What changed the atmosphere?

SPONSOR surveyed station brokers

who act as middlemen in many station

sales as well as station and national

representative executives. These are

the reasons they cite—and they're well

worth pondering for anv adman who

wants to gauge the direction in which

radio is moving:

1. Profits are way up. Local busi-

ness is booming for many stations and

today, representatives said, there's a

sharp upturn in national spot business

as well.

2. Station operators have confi-

dence in the future. Buyers of stations

feel they can count on continuing ra-

dio prosperity, brokers say. There's a

virtually universal feeling that radio

has passed through the worst stages of

its adjustment to television and now

knows how to live side by side with

its electronic cousin.

3. There's a new maturity in radio

selling. The industry as a whole, and

with invaluable spearheading from

RAB, has learned how to dramatize its

unique advantages to the advertiser.

Today, reps pointed out, advertisers

and their agencies recognize that ra-

dio provides impact plus the lowest

cost of any mass medium.
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Hiding in line to buy radio stations
• u outlets for a song. But the tune is different now that profits are up

4. A new creative spirit is reshap-

ing radio programing. Every week, say

reps, you hear of stations who are try-

ing new things ranging all the way
from roving newsmen with tape re-

corders ready to capture news in the

making to the introduction of new
local personality shows.

What does all this mean to the ad-

vertiser? Simply that he is assured of

a radio medium which now has the

psychological — and financial — re-

sources to continue offering a low-cost

vehicle for effective communication

with the public.

Here are just a few examples of how
the changes taking place in radio oper-

ation have swept up the prices of sta-

tions.

Elroy McCaw purchased WINS just

two years ago for $450,000, a good

price for the station at that time. But

today through complete overhauling of

the station's sales and programing op-

eration, WINS' value has grown to the

point where it's reported McGaw
turned down an offer of $2,750,000

for the property.

Five years ago WCOP, Boston, was

sold for $150,000. Four years ago it

was sold again for $250,000. And re-

cently, pending FCC approval, the sta-

tion was sold to Plough Inc., a phar-

maceutical firm, for a reported $450,-

000. Plough has also purchased

WCAO, Baltimore, and is said to be

negotiating for a station in Miami.

Plough is but one of many firms en-

gaged in other businesses which have

been expanding station holdings or en-

tering station operation for the first

time.

One station broker told sponsor

that he was trying to sell a Midwest

station little more than a year ago for

$650,000 with no takers. The same sta-

tion was sold just recently for $800,-

000.

A representative told this story, il-

lustrative of the fast shifts in station

{Please turn to page 81)

KEY PUBLISHERS ACTIVE

COWLES

KRNT-TV (60%), KRNTDes Moines

KVTV Sioux City, Iowa

WCCO, WCCO-TV (47%)....M'neapolis

WNAX ...Yankton, S. Dak.

CROWELL-COLLIER

KULA, KULA-TV _ Honolulu

WFDF Flint, Mich.

WFBM, WFBM-TV Indianapolis

WOOD, WOOD-TV Grand Rapids

WTCN, WTCN-TV. M'neapolis-St. Paul

Trend among national publishers to move heavily into tv-radio

field has accelerated in recent months. Crowell-Collier with

approximately $17 million invested is latest entry.

TIME-LIFE

KDYL. KTYT (80%) ......Salt Lake City

KLZ. KLZ-TV Denver

KOB, KOB-TV (50%)....Albuquerque

NEWHOUSE

KOIN, KOIN-TV (50%) Portland

WABT, WAPI ...Birmingham

WSYR, WSYR-TV Syracuse

WTPA-TV Harrisburg, Pa.

KWK, KWK-TV (23%) St. Louis

MEREDITH

WOW, WOW-TV... Omaha

WHEN, WHEN-TV Syracuse

KCMO, KCMO-TV Kansas City

KPHO, KPHO-TV... Phoenix

TRIANGLE

WFIL, WFIL-TV ...Philadelphia

WFBG, WFBG-TV... ... Altoona, Pa.

WHGB (50%) Harrisburg, Pa.

WLBR Lebanon, Pa.

WN'BF, WNBF-TV. Binghampton, N. Y.
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White Rock's $750,000 budget revolves around Psyche (above) in radio and print. Alfred Morgan, W.R. pres., and radio star Frank Farrell

White Rock drives 'em

to drink with spot radio

200-times-a-week schedule pays off big for beverage company

•,

U lysses plugged up his sailors' ears

with wax to keep them from being

lured by the voices of the Sirens. But

the old Sirens would seem like rank

amateurs compared today with Psyche,

the White Rock Girl, who's doing her

singing and luring over 25 or more
radio stations throughout the country.

"It would take a lot of wax to keep

our message from getting through,"

says Cal J. McCarthy Jr., David J. Ma-
honey v.p. and account supervisor for

White Rock.

In New York alone, White Rock

32

commercials will be heard 200 times

a week through July and August. Pat-

terns of frequency vary in West Coast

cities and other White Rock markets,

but one factor remains a constant:

Over 50% of White Rock Corp.'s

SPONSOR-estimated $750,000 advertis-

ing budget goes into radio. This

budget is divided among White Rock's

three major lines: sparkling water,

ginger ale and "true fruit" flavors.

The beverage firm's aims boil down
to three basics: (1) increase its New
\ork business; (2) increase sales in

present bottling cities; (3) add bot-

tlers. I The company has 23 bottler*

in the U.S. at present. Distribution is

principally in New York and on the

West Coast.)

"We can do all three things," says

Alfred Y. Morgan, president of White

Rock Corp., "if we whip consumer

interest and demand to a peak. And

we have found spot radio an effective

and reasonable way to boost con-

sumer demand and sell our products.

White Rock's been a steady spot

radio user for many years and, as

SPONSOR

-1



company executives will point out.

White Rock Corp. has shown a steady

increase in sales and earnings since

1952 when Al Morgan took over the

company. These increases have been

achieved in the face of mounting bev-

erage industry problems.

"Ours are the problems of a suc-

cessful, prosperous industry," says

Martin Killeen, White Rock sales v.p.

They can be summed up with two

words: competition and distribution.

Since World War II, the average

American per capita consumption of

beverages has grown appreciably and

soft drink manufacturers have pros-

pered. Hence a lot of new beverage

firms have sprung up until brands of

competitive soft drinks (including

local and regional brands) can be

counted in three figures. This situa-

tion has caused a dual squeeze: (1)

on the established brands who want

to maintain their share of the market;

(2) on retail outlets that have only

so much space for storing and display-

ing beverages.

"We feel that one of the surest ways

to get good supermarket and other

retailer shelf space is through con-

sumer demand," says McCarthy.

"That's why we lean heavily on satu-

ration spot advertising to push our

distribution."

Rather than spread its limited bud-

get thin over the year, White Rock
maintains a limited year-round radio

campaign starting from schedules of

five announcements weekly, that builds

slowly through the spring and hits a

peak during the summer months.

"We also rotate our commercials

How White Rock fights competitors with radio

1. Over 50% of White Rock's $750,000 budget goes into spot

radio announcement schedule, supported by ads in newspapers.

2. To unify all White Rock beverages, all commercials start

with jingle, followed by Psyche, White Rock's sales personality.

3. Commercials rotate among White Rock drinks: sparkling

water and ginger ale in fall and winter, fruit flavors in summer.

4. During peak summer drinking season, commercials hit 200

a week, taper off gradually in fall to minimum five a week.

5. White Rock's agency buys radio merchandising plans when-

ever possible, aims at large number of retailer product displays.

seasonally," Roger Bumstead, agency

media director, told SPONSOR. "Dur-

ing the winter we concentrate on pro-

moting sparkling water and ginger ale.

This means scheduling radio an-

nouncements to reach mixed adult

audiences. During the summer we

concentrate on flavors and aim at

women, kids and general family audi-

ences."

By April 1956, White Rock was

scheduling over 75 announcements

weekly in New York alone. New
York, of course, provides White Rock

with the major part of its total sales

volume and therefore rates the major

portion of the firm's national adver-

tising budget.

"Because we have to woo the retail-

ers continuously," says McCarthy,

"we're using three merchandising

Radio merchandising is key to W.R. success. A. Morgan, W.R. pres., signs up WRCA.
L. to r. are R. Bumstead, Mahoney media dir.; R. Howard. NBC Spot Sales; M. Killeen, W.R.
sales v.p.; David Mahoney, agency pres.; C. McCarthy, v.p. and a/e; S. Sottile, W.R. prom.

services: WCBS Supermarketing,

WABC Radiodizing and WRCA Chain

Lightning. Each station arranges for

one week of retailer displays in every

13-week on-air cycle. But we're equal-

ly heavy on the independent stations,

such as WNEW, WMCA."
In an April 1956 week, for example,

White Rock was on WCBS with 21

one-minute announcements for ginger

ale and sparkling water. These an-

nouncements were scattered through

the day from 9:00 a.m. near the Bob
Hayes Show to 6:15 p.m. between

Allan Jackson's news show and Her-

man Hickman. Said WCBS: "These

21 one-minute announcements will

make 6,582,870 listener selling im-

pressions each week for White Rock's

'honest ingredients' story."

During the same period, White Rock

used five other New York stations,

including WRCA, WABC, WNEW,
WINS, WMCA. On WMCA, 25 min-

ute-announcements weekly ran between

7:30 a.m. and 8:30 p.m. Fall, winter

and spring schedules are fairly evenly

distributed throughout the week.

"In the summer, we change our

tactics to conform to changed listen-

ing habits," says Bumstead. "We tend

to run most of our commercials over

the weekend when families listen to

radio in their cars, out-of doors, at

beaches."

To reach kids, White Rock also

uses some spot tv participations in

kid shows during the summer months.

In these, the White Rock girl is an

animated cartoon figure, the jingle

is the same as the radio jingles.

White Rock has half a dozen or more

{Please turn to page 74)
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"As alike as cookies stamped from the same cutter" is the

depressing picture authors paint of the Madison Avenue crowd

Drawing by Robert Osborn. Reprinted from

"The Exurbanites" by permission of J. B.

Lippincott Co. © 1955 by A. C. Spectorsky
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Farewell from the

kazoo in the gray flannel suit

The deluge of books on life in the ad agency from

"Hucksters" to "Golden Kazoo" threw Bream "off the beam"

Editor's note: Following is the play-

back of a tape found on a battered

Minican recorder aivash in a rain pud-

dle outside Michael's Pub on East 48f/i

Street

:

WM oodbye, Sloan Wilson and A. C.

Spectorsky ! Farewell, John G. Schnei-

der, Shepherd Mead and Frederick

Wakeman! Au revoir, Authors League

of America and everyone else who is

contemplating the writing of still an-

other book about madness on Madison
Avenue. This is your old friend and

former reader, Freddy Bream, signing

off. Over and out—and I mean out!

Oh, don't worry fellows—you can

get other readers. I can always be re-

placed. Just like I was replaced on

the Aunt Sadie's Cake Mix account the

time I tried for extra impact on our

visual demonstration by buttering the

lens of the tv camera instead of the

cookie pan. But where you huckster-

hecklers are really going to miss me is

in the modeling department. I didn't

much mind being a smear on your
microscope or a decimal point in your
statistics, but I sure hated being made
out to be eccentric when I was only a

little crazy from overwork at the

agency.

I've also grown pretty tired of try-

ing to live in the manner in which you
would have your readers believe I am
accustomed. I am not and never was
a two - telephones - on - the - table - at - the-

Stork Club man, and reading about

your heroes who are only depresses

me.

Anyway, it's all over now and no
hard feelings—much. I've wrapped up
my button-down shirts in my gray

flannel suit and sneaked the bundle
into a locker down at Grand Central.

I'm letting my crew-cut grow in. I've

kicked from my heels the last trace of

gold dust that sifted down from that

24-carat kazoo, and one of these days

the question will be passed up and

down the Avenue: "Whatever became
of good old Freddy Bream?"

Well, I can give you the answer to

that one right now. Good old Freddy

will be gone from the metro market,

HORk) KMS

BRIAR
(GftOOKS GftoTueRS)

Tobacco—.-.^
(QftootcS SRoTUaas)

BLACK KNIT
(GAOOKJ GftdTUeAj)

the fringe market and out beyond the

small markets to settle down happily

in a nothing-market that has yet to

know a Pulse survey or a rental li-

brary. And should a stray Bookmo-

bile ever come through, he'll pick out

a good Erie Stanley Gardner novel

provided it doesn't have some title like

The Case of The Addled Adman.
(Please turn to page 96)

CR6W CUT
(BRookS S«07Ue<2$)

AFTefc SHAVE
(brooks growers)

(G«ook.S E«otH£«s)

penj penIcil set
(GRODK.S SROTtteftJ)

Suit
(GRookt GRoTneas)

SHOES
(6R00KS &RoTUe«S)

AR<WL6S
(GRookS OCoTMeAS)

Drawing by Claude. Reprinted from "How
to Succeed in Business Without Really Try-
ing" by permission of Simon and Schuster,
Inc. © 1952 by Shepherd Mead.

Against such conformity, sponsor's fictional hero wages one-man revolt
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When Levy sales climbed, climbed, climbed, Quentin Reynolds (above 1.) invited Levy pres. Sam Rubin (r.) to guest on WABC-TV

How radio sold 'levy's Bwead"
Doyle-Dane-Bernbach parlayed baby-talk radio copy into Levy sales boom

J oshua S. Epstein, account super-

visor for Doyle-Dane-Bernbach, has

summed up the problems of the bread

business rhymingly as: "If you leave

too few, you lose sales; if you leave

too many, you get stales." Levy's

was a New York bakery that had the

"sale-stale" problem.

In the past year Levy's has gotten

bigger sales and reduced stales more
than at any previous time with its

saturation advertising in metropolitan

New York: Today some 35% of Levy's

total budget is in radio announce-

ments. In other words, Levy's spends

$65,000 in radio, $80,000 in news-

papers and the remainder of the $185,-

000 budget in subway posters. Its

new Cinnamon Raisin Bread increased

in sales 400% since going on the radio

to promote it less than a year ago.

36

Until Doyle-Dane-Bernbach became

Levy's agency in 1949, Levy dis-

tributed exclusively in Brooklyn and

had never moved out of it. Then

Ned Doyle, the agency's executive

v.p., approached Levy's president,

Sam Rubin, and said

:

"You're passing up some of the

best advertising media, if you stick

to Brooklyn only."

And so Levy began a $1 million

expansion program in 1949 to push

its distribution into the four boroughs

(excluding Staten Island), Nassau

County, Westchester, Putnam, lower

Connecticut and northern New Jersey.

Today the firm operates 65 trucks, or

more than three times as many as

seven years ago. Sales have been

rising steadily, and Levy, once re-

nowned only for its rve bread, now

has a line of several specialty breads

as well. Since appointing the agency,

Levy increased its budget from $40,-

000 in 1949 to $185,000 in 1956.

"We won't say that radio did it all,

'

says Epstein, "But it has certainly

contributed a substantial lot to Levy's

growth and is doing a great job for

us right now."

It's up to radio predominantly,

however, to help Levy get distribu-

tion for its new specialty breads like

cinnamon raisin and cheese bread.

This, Levy's feels, can be done if two

advertising aims are achieved: (1)

Levy's quality, previously associated

with rye bread only, transfers to the

other specialty breads; (2) consumer

appetite is sufficientlv whetted to exer-

cise pressure upon some reluctant food

chains who earn their own brands.

SPONSOR



Three media are put to work selling

Levy's bread: radio, which generally

pushes one particular specialty bread

for a several-months long campaign;

newspapers, which rotate ads for the

several breads; subways posters, that

show Levy's Rye Bread principally.

The rye bread is, of course, still the

biggest seller by far in Levy's line.

This year, Levy has a minute

participation daily on Carleton Fred-

erick's show, WMGM Mondays through

Fridays, 10:00-11:00 a.m., advertising

Levy's rye bread 52 weeks of the year.

The remainder of Levy's radio sched-

ules are devoted 100% to one of the

specialty breads the baker is pro-

moting this year: cinnamon raisin

bread.

On WQXR, for example, Levy

wages a seven-day campaign, with 61

announcements weekly preceding the

New York Times News from morning

through night. These 7-second quickie

announcements serve as reminder copy

and deliver substantial cumulative

audiences to Levy's every week.

Here are samples of the quickie

copy Mrs. Phyllis K. Robinson, agency

copywriter, turns out for the station:

"Well how do you like that! Levy's

Cinnamon Raisin Bread stays fresh

for weeks . . . when you store it in the

refrigerator!"

Or, "Don't try to count all the rai-

sins in Levy's Cinnamon Raisin

Bread. Just toast it . . . and love it!"

There are about a dozen varieties

of such quickie commercials, that aim

to evoke smell and taste and above all

desire for Levy's breads in one or two

quick phrases.

Currently Levy is also on three

other independent stations for an in-

tensive six months campaign: WINS,
three times weekly on the Bob and

Ray show; WNEW, three times week-

ly on Klaven and Finch, and WMCA.
four times weekly with Gallagher and
Finch. In each instance, emphasis is

upon early-morning personalities.

"We like to reach women while

they're preparing breakfast for their

families and just before they go out

shopping," Jean Simpson, Doyle-Dane-

Bernbach's timebuyer on the Levy ac-

count, told sponsor. "Our emphasis

is on personalities who've developed a

good following. When we get a good
buy on them, we find that they create

the best atmosphere for our product

and our commercial approach."

Doyle-Dane-Berbach's copy ap-

proach, incidentally, has not only

sold the various Levy breads, but has

also caused an accolade of favorable

comments among other agencies. In

a recent SPONSOR survey of agency

copywriters and copy chiefs who were

asked to name outstandingly effective

and creative radio campaigns, Levy's

Cinnamon Bread commercials were

mentioned most frequently, despite the

fact that the entire Levy campaign at

its saturation peak reaches listeners

79 times a week. (For detailed story

on radio copy, see SPONSOR 30 April

1956.)

"You get the impression that they're

on hundreds of times weekly through

the day," one agency copy chief told

sponsor. "But they're so easy to

listen to, you sort of look forward

to them."

This is the commercial that has got-

ten more attention than the previous

Levy commercials. In her note to the

stations, Mrs. Robinson explains:

"This is a dialogue between a little

boy who talks baby-talk and his pa-

tient mother who's trying to break him

of it. The boy should sound young

enough to be cute instead of irritating.

Also he's very eager to please mama
and repeats the correct pronunciations

very carefully The mother should

have a warm voice, fairly young, that

the listener can identify with—and her

tone should be an almost over-patient,

over-careful one— a "good mother

right out of the child training books."

Here's the 20-second dialogue:

Boy: "I want Wevy's Cimmumum
Waisin Bwead."

Mother: "Not bwead. Bread."

Boy: "Bread."

Mother: "Not waisin. Raisin."

Boy: "Raisin."

Mother: "Not cimmumum. Cinnamon."

Boy: "Cinnamon."

Mother: "Not Wevy's. Levy's"

Boy: "Levy's."

Mother: "All together now . .
."

Boy: "I want Wevy's Cimmumum
Waisin Bwead!"
P.S. Ruth Franklin, the young ac-

tress who plays the little boy, now
promotes herself as "the little boy's

voice in the Wevy's Cimmumum Wai-

sin Bwead commercial."

Besides its saturation campaign

during the week, Levy also buys four

participations weekly in WNEW's
Make Believe Ballroom aimed at the

weekend shopper.

"It's important to reach women
when they're most likely to be making

up shopping lists," Epstein says. "And
usually, women with small children,

concentrate their week's shopping on

Saturday."

Levy actually started in business

75 years ago, and became known as

"one of the Jewish bakers," with its

famous rye bread. This rye bread

still accounts for a large chunk of total

Levy sales, but in its attempt to broad-

I Please turn to page 86)

This D-D-B group helped Levy grow into major New York baker: Josh Epstein, a/e, with

(1. to r. ) Timebuyer Jean Simpson, Copywriter Judy Protas, Copy Chief Phyllis Robinson
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4A's members agree that

radio, tv can only get bigger
Resurgence of radio and steady growth of television are among

"hot topics" of advertising men in meeting at White Sulphur Springs

I elevision is indisputably the ad-

vertising medium showing the greatest

growth during the past year, both

in terms of agency activity and ad-

vertising billings. But radio, its com-

petitor for the nation's ears, is evok-

ing a ground-swell of new and renewed

client-agency interest.

This is the consensus among top-

level advertising agency management
attending the annual meeting of the

American Association of Advertising

Agencies I Four A's) in White Sul-

phur Springs, W. Va., 26-28 April.

Board chairmen, presidents, partners,

plans board members, vice presidents

of the senior, regular and special

variety—all were asked by sponsor

to characterize the growth and ac-

tivity of broadcast media in recent

months. (They also talked to SPONSOR

informally about other things on their

mind. The most pressing was the

matter of agency commission, and

what will evolve from the Four A
consent agreement with the govern-

ment.) One main clause in the con-

sent decree stated the group would

abstain from collective action in the

case of the 15% commission paid

to agencies by media.)

Television has outpaced even its

own record in sparking more interest

and buying during the past year.

Four out of five AAAA members sur-

veyed by SPONSOR reported tv's en-

hanced position. They spoke both in

terms of the amount of additional

billing and of the greater quantity of

buying. Tv showed a slacking off or

evening out only when agencies

weren't able to get suitable nighttime

periods or prime spot availabilities

—or when costs were too high.

Agency executives said television con-

tinues on the upgrade because of its

(1) selling ability, (2) dominance in

the package goods field, (3) marked

movement into regional and local

areas, and (4) still-undeveloped po-

tential both in terms of reaching

people and selling goods.

I. Selling ability. The simplest rea-

son tv continues to develop at a fast

pace is that it sells, according to Joel

F. Jacobs, vice president, Doherty,

Clifford, Steers & Shenfield, New
\ ork. He reduces the medium's vigor

to terms of "product opportunity."

Agency people agree this is the final

test of any medium. For after all, how

can one judge a salesman but by sales?

1 VI HOW THEY SEE IT KHLHU" Hon the) SEE IT

• Tv is costly, both in terms of network and
spot . . . but it sells! Because of its sales

record, it's growing in billing and in quan-

tity of buying more than any other medium

• Although radio is accepted as an indis-

pensable basic medium, too many buyers

have overlooked a lot of its pluses and are

now re-evaluating it as a great sales-getter

• Advertisers find it just as exciting today

as it was five years ago, indeed even more so

• Advertisers are developing many of their

own unique buying variations in radio

• More regional and local advertisers are

getting into the act, setting a virtual trend

• Radio's dominance in reaching large audi-

ences during certain hours is undisputed

• Tv is tops in selling package goods, par-

ticularly, and in cementing dealer relations

• Its costs and coverage are attracting a lot

of new—and renewed—interest at long last
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VIEW FROM CLOUD 13
Tv highlights of a speech given at the Four A meeting in White Sulphur Springs by

John H. Tinker, Jr., senior v. p. and creative director of McCann-Erickson, New York

v has tripled creative headaches. Weekend
[ tv executive has been described as

—

Mut an hour and a half. It's a happy life

E hysteria—doom, despair and dyspepsia!

Yfi
"With all the facts I've hear or rt

have to get a larger head!" In tv, more than

in any other area, we must spare creative breed

from too much extra heavy thinking . . .

i

We have 40 to 70 commercials thrown at

us in the average evening. This is like

having five different salesmen all shouting
at you one after another in a minute's time

2. Dominance in the package
goods field. Tv is a "must" for cer-

tain kinds of package goods in the

opinion of John F. Lyden, senior vice

president, Ted Bates & Co., New York.

These types include products reliant

on closely-knit dealer structures and

those with distribution limited to a

certain radius around a market.

BBDO tv activity is on the rise

for the same reason. Len Carey,

vice president-client contact executive,

says: "The impact of tv can't be dis-

counted for package goods. It's about

the quickest way I know of to estab-

lish a product in the minds of con-

sumers. Tv's excitment is still attrac-

tive to a lot of clients."

3. Movement into regional atul

local areas. Tv billing has gone up

for many agencies as clients expand

advertising emphasis with buying in

regional and local markets. Gains

typical of this trend are reported by

James G. Cominos, vice president in

charge of tv and radio for Needham,

Louis & Brorby, Chicago, and by

Robert A. Wilson, vice president.

Cargill & Wilson, Richmond, Va.

Wilson also said there are improved

facilities and service regionally and

localh

.

4. Potential. Ken D\ke. vice presi-

dent-assistant to the president, \ oung

& Rubican, New York, gives a view-

point on how clients apply television's

potential to its actualitv. "Tv has

expanded more than other medium
at Y&R because it has developed more
possibilities and more power. Clients

are showing a greater concern with

and interest in television. With the

kind of money our accounts have,

they're most interested in getting out

of their advertising the greatest re-

turn as quickly as they can. Tv. po-

tentially, has this to offer."

Cost seems to cast the only shadow

over tv's rosy glow.

And it's particularly acute for the

smaller-budget client. Alvin Kaplan,

partner, Kaplan Agency, New York,

commented: "I'm for tv 1,000%, but

I don't urge clients to buy it because

they won't be big enough to keep in

it and stay in it. It gets to the point

where the smaller advertiser, no matter

how good the advertising, the product

or the show, will lose the show and

have his time taken away."

I Please turn page)

Four A guests: From 1, Don Kemper, Don Kemper Co., and Ralph
Roberts, Bozell & Jacobs, both Indianapolis; B. B. Brewer, Bruce B.

Brewer Co., K. C. ; Robert Daiger, VanSant, Dugdale, Baltimore

Ad leaders compare notes: From 1, Frederic R. Gamble. 4A
pres.; Edwin W. Ebel, ANA bd. chm., vp, General Foods; Henry
G. Little, retiring 4A bd. chm.; Paul West, ANA bd. chm.
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4A's MEETING (Continued)

The top executive of a New York

agency billing $40 million annually

in the broadcast media termed his

company "a very cost-conscious shop.

The cost of tv is one of the reasons

we're in spot rather than network.

We tend to buy tv, although this pic-

ture may change. Spot costs are now
rising toward the $2 cost-per-1000

mark."

A similar view of costs is seen in

a regional agency, the Bruce B.

Brewer Co., Kansas City. Bruce

Brewer says almost all of his clients

buy tv '"and we expect to continue

with it unless it prices itself out of the

market. The entry fee is so darned

big!"

Turning to the subject of radio,

most Four A agency executives see

it as a primary basic medium. And
they like the development of more
creative and effective uses for it.

Radio's growth in the past year

isn't as great as television's. In many
ways, however, that growth is more
spectacular because it was less ex-

pected. Agency men told sponsor
this renewed—and, in some cases.

new—interest shown by advertisers

is the result of two main influences.

One, of course, is cost.

"You can reach people cheaper with

radio than with any other medium,"
asserts Bryan Houston, board chair-

man, Bryan Houston Inc., New York.

"Radio is coming back because we
were damned fools to drop it!" A
spokesman from another major New
York agency, billing more than $10
million in radio, commented that

"radio can be much more economical

than tv in certain product classifica-

tions.' Radio is a permanent part

of most drug and some food products

in his shop, for example. "We asso-

ciate radio with the kind of items

which have a generalized and diffused

distribution."

New techniques in using radio ad-

vertising is the other major factor that

contributed to its recent growth.

Earle Ludgin, board chairman, Earle

Ludgin & Co., Chicago reports use

of more saturation campaigns and
new saturation concepts. "We're test-

ing saturation schedules on a couple

of products now (one is a regional

coffee) because we want to see if

radio—used on a full scale—can work
as it used to." Needham. Louis &

(Please turn to page 90)

ALL-SERVICE AGENCY

Qown in Charlotte, N. C, at 1214 Elizabeth

Avenue there's an agency that has built suc-

cess out of service beyond the call of contract.

At one time or another, Walter J. Klein Co.

has staged fashion shows, planned fund raising

campaigns, conducted dealer meetings and helped

pick building sites for new businesses. On a

more routine level it has turned out original

music, created finished tv commercials and pro-

duced tv shows.

Within its own walls are a large studio solely

for filming tv commercials, synchronous record-

ing facilities for radio and tv commercials, and

a film department where tv commercials are

sound-edited and tv shows are prepared.

One room serves as a theatre for checking ra-

dio and tv commercials, watching tv shows, and

as a conference room. All graphic creative ideas

and plans produced by the agency are done

within the agency by the creative director and a

staff of artists. The photography department in-

cludes facilities for newest techniques in color

and black-and-white—still and movie.

At the head of this many sided enterprise is

Walter Klein, a young man who at 25 opened

his agency with first month billings of $800. In

six vears he and his staff have pushed the month-

ly figure past the $100,000 mark.

"While some agencies," says Klein, "consider

their services complete after they have turned

out media advertising, direct mail, and a few

printed items, that is when our job begins."

The Klein agency has put dozens of consumer

products on the market. It has literally created

products, named them, legally protected them,

packaged them, advertised them and sold them.

On the back of a recent Klein brochure is a

statement of policy which reads, in part: "If we

ever feel we are giving a client all the service he

needs, we have grown complacent." It might

well continue, if ever a client feels he is getting

all the service he needs, he is getting complacent.

Modern building houses self-sufficient Walter J. Klein

Co. advertising agency; has own film department
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Ire WOMEI

going out of

The ladies and the advertisers agree gals

are indispensable—but some of their

ad ideas and approaches aren't!

H^ hispers of disquietude circulated

through hotel halls in Boston recently,

accompanied by women broadcasters.

Only in quiet tones did members of

the American Women in Radio and

Television, meeting in convention

there 26-29 April, bring up the crucial

suspicion: "ARE women going out of

style—in the broadcast media?"
Some of them talked of mass axings

of homemaker personality shows, par-

ticularly in the larger cities. Others

spoke of replacement by disk jockeys

and news bulletins, by a network

pick-up or—the very worst of all

—

by another woman ! A few of the

gals figured they saw anti-female

straws in the wind, heard the death

knell and felt a chill wind blowing

—

in their direction.

So SPONSOR decided to take up the

issue of the role of women in radio

and television, for the umpteenth

time. It checked women broadcasters

and their bosses (advertiser or other-

wise) in an attempt to bring the pic-

ture into clearer focus.

The point of this focus: To keep

in the front of fashion, so she'll never

go out of style, the woman in broad-

casting will have to act sharp and

be sharp. In television—look sharp!

AWRT has new officers: 1. to r. are Central vp, Martha Crane, WLS, Chicago; sec'y-

treas., Nena Badenoch, Nat'l Society for Crippled Children & Adults; pres., Edythe Fern
Melrose, WXYZ (am-tv), Detroit; Western vp, Marion Rose, KPIX, San Francisco; Southern
vp, Edith Ford, WLW-A(tv), Atlanta; Southwest vp, Sarah Moon, KSFA, Nacogdoches, Tex.

"New look" in lady broadcasters: AWRT's
Miriam Stevenson, Miss Universe of 1954, is

women's director, W1S-TV, Columbia, S. C.

She has a lot of challenges, and

new ones, to meet. But she's es-

pecially well equipped to anticipate

them and to master them. Here's why
the women, and station executives,

think so:

1. Women are innate public rela-

tions specialists. Most women inevi-

tably are on the que vive in meeting

people. They're good at transmitting

ideas and concepts. Among their

"special virtues and talents" for public

relations, said AWRT convention

speaker Harold Fellows, president, Na-

tional Association of Radio and Tele-

vision Broadcasters, is their "intelli-

gence and persuasiveness."

2. Women broadcasters know how
(Please turn to page 99)
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Spot to clients spl

Second of TvB's reports gives spending by |i<>

J ust one month after release of the

first spot tv dollar figures in industry

history (covering the last quarter of

1955), Television Bureau of Advertis-

ing has issued its second report cover-

ing the first quarter of 1956. Rapid

release of the 1956 figures signifies

that the calculation procedure based

en data from N. C. Rorabaugh Co. is

rolling smoothly and assures adver-

tisers that they can count on spot tv

data as a regular planning barometer.

Here are report highlights:

• Total spot tv expenditures in the

first quarter of 1956 came to $100,-

209,000.

• This is based on spending by

2,702 advertisers. N. C. Rorabaugh

figures show the number of advertisers

using spot tv has been growing rapid-

ly. There were 2.346 spot tv clients in

the first quarter of 1955; 1,950 in

1954; 1,260 in 1953; 1.277 in 1952;

987 in 1951; 527 in 1950: and 267 in

1949.

• Spending by spot tv clients is by

no means confined to purchase of time

for announcements; 21.9% of the

total expenditure, or $22,017,000, is

for purchase of programs. This figure

represents the cost of time only.

Revelation that program spending

accounts for so high a proportion of

spot tv activity will be an important

factor in dispelling the notion that

spot tv means announcement buying.

TvB points out many clients— includ-

ing Falstaff Brewing, Heinz, Anheuser-

Busch, Warner Lambert, Standard Oil

of Indiana, Esso, Socony, Pacific Coast

Borax, Phillips Petroleum, Emerson

Drug — spend most of their spot tv

dollars on programs. (In general, this

means film programing though there

are numerous clients using local live

shows.) The leader in spot program

expenditures, says TvB, is Kellogg

with an estimated "39% of its spot

television facility money in programs

alone.

N. C. Rorabaugh data used for the

dollar calculations comes from 267

stations covering 181 markets. Figures

are based on gross (one-time) rates

for time alone. Both national and re-

gional advertisers are included. * * *
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HOW SPOT TV SPENDING BREAKS DOWN BY
TIME OF DAY ON AIR, TYPE OF CAMPAIGN*

DAY $34,637,000 34.6%

NIGHT $55,620,000 55.5%

LATE NIGHT $9,952,000 9.9%

TOTAL $100,209,000 100.0%

ANNOUNCEMENTS $44,599,000 44.5%

ID's $12,183,000 12.2%

PARTICIPATIONS $21,410,000 21.4%

SHOWS $22,017,000 21.9%

TOTAL $100,209,000 100.0%

*For first quarter, 1956
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mm in first quarter 1
ries and for top 200 advertisers. Program buys account for 22% of total

FOODS BUY MORE SPOT TV THAN ANY OTHER PRODUCT TYPE

Product category
Spending estimate

4th quarter '55

Spending estimate

1st quarter '56

AGRICULTURE $378,000 $310,000

ALE, BEER & WINE $9,446,000 $8,323,000

AMUSEMENTS, ENTERTAINMENT $119,000 $157,000

AUTOMOTIVE $5,321,000 $3,280,000

BUILDING MATERIAL, FIXTURES, PAINTS $1,069,000

CLOTHING & ACCESSORIES $2,485,000

$805,000

$1,793,000

CONFECTIONS & SOFT DRINKS $5,391,000 $4,673,000

CONSUMER SERVICES 5,146,000 $2,052,000

COSMETICS & TOILETRIES $7,864,000 $7,442,000

DENTAL PRODUCTS 2,779,000 $4,253,000

DRUG PRODUCTS $8,909,000 $10,726,000

FOOD & GROCERY PRODUCTS $27,106,000 $28,461,000

GARDEN SUPPLIES & EQUIPMENT $43,000 $134,000

GASOLINE & LUBRICANTS $3,698,000 $3,123,000

HOTELS, RESORTS, RESTAURANTS $50,000 $48,000

HOUSEHOLD CLEANERS, POLISHES, WAXES $2,004,000 $1,579,000

HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES $2,444,000 $1,505,000

HOUSEHOLD FURNISHINGS $833,000 $768,000

HOUSEHOLD LAUNDRY PRODUCTS $4,318,000 $4,747,000

HOUSEHOLD PAPER PRODUCTS $951,000 $1,108,000

HOUSEHOLD GENERAL $992,000 $975,000

MOTIONS $200,000 $80,000

PET PRODUCTS $1,294,000 $986,000

PUBLICATIONS $133,000 $564,000

SPORTING GOODS, BICYCLES, TOYS $659,000 $98,000

STATIONERY, OFFICE EQUIPMENT $105,000 $73,000

TV, RADIO, PHONOGRAPH, MUSICAL INSTS $1,646,000 $626,000

TOBACCO PRODUCTS & SUPPLIES $6,440,000 $7,081,000

TRANSPORTATION & TRAVEL $1,000,000 $665,000

WATCHES, JEWELRY, CAMERAS $2,138,000 $1,834,000

MISCELLANEOUS $911,000 $1,040,000

TOTAL $103,872,000 $100,209,000
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WHAT TOP 200 SPEND IN SPOT TV*

4TH QUARTER
RANK ADVERTISER 1955

1. Procter & Gamble .. . $4,064,600

2. Brown & Williamson Tob. 2,739,100

3. Sterling Drug ___ 1,893,000

4. General Foods . 2,004,000

5. Kellogg Company 1,199,300

6. Miles Laboratories 1,561,400

7. Colgate-Palmolive . 1,231,000

8. Philip Morris _. 1,175,700

9. National Biscuit .. 1,158,500

10. General Motors 1,423,700

11. Bulova Watch _ 1,238,900

12. Anahist 887,800

13. American Tel. & Tel.**... ...

14. Liggett & Myers Tobacco _ 902,000

15. Carter Products . 319,200

16. Ford Motor . 1,746,800

17. Robert Hall Clothes _ 1,245,500

18. Charles Antell .... 217,800

19. Minute Maid .... 466,700

20. Continental Baking . 609,000

21. Block Drug 879,900

22. Warner-Lambert Pharma. 755,200

23. Helaine Seager 522,500

24. Peter Paul 567,900

25. Florida Citrus Comm. _ 598,500

26. Grove Laboratories 419,000

27. Coca-Cola 835,300

28. Harold F. Ritchie 703,300

29. Borden 286,200

30. Nestle 961,600

31. Esso Standard Oil . 553,600

32. J. A. Folger . 424,300

33. Toni 436,800

34. Campbell Soup 763,100

35. R. J. Reynolds Tobacco . 550,100

36. Chrysler 558,100

37. Chesebrough-Ponds 414,700

38. Lever Brothers .... 394,100

39. Northern Paper .... 430,400

40. B. T. Babbitt . 492,500

41. P. Ballantine Sons __. 446,700

42. Corn Products Refining .. 417,300

43. Benrus Watch .... 324,300

44. Tea Council 403,300

45. Hills Bros. Coffee ...... .... 250,200

46. Thomas Leeming

47. Vick Chemical _ .... 665,600

48. Piels Bros .... 407,900

49. Better Living Enterprises 453,900

50. Stokely-Van Camp 364,500

*TvB estimate based on N. C. Rorabaugh data. Blank space in

Tel. Cos. ***Includes Albert Milling Co.
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1ST QUARTER
1956

$5,782,800

2,921,900

2,252,800

2,053,800

1,780,000

1,696,900

1,583,100

1,542,200

1,478,400

1,264,200

1,228,400

1,194,400

1,143,300

1,122,900

1,059,900

985,100

869,100

847,300

839,100

761,400

751,200

725,900

725,200

724,700

698,500

659,700

654,800

642,000

573,600

542,400

531,500

531,300

497,700

495,600

487,800

481,700

474,500

471,000

448,400

433,200

429,600

425,900

417,000

403,800

403,500

401,400

397,000

394,200

393,900

389,900

51.

52.

53.

54.

55.

56.

57.

58.

59.

60.

61.

62.

63.

64.

65.

66.

67.

68.

69.

70.

71.

72.

73.

74.

75.

76.

77.

78.

79.

80.

81.

82.

83.

84.

85.

86.

87.

88.

89.

90.

91.

92.

93.

94.

95.

96.

97.

98.

99.

100.

4th Quarter 1955 columns above

4TH QUARTER
ADVERTISER 1955

E. & J. Gallo Winery $ 256,800

Bristol-Myers 252,300

Reader's Digest

Falstaff Brewing 354,900

Pepsi Cola .... 428,000

Sales Builders 368,300

Seven-Up 399,600

Wildroot 341,300

Salada Tea ..... 308,600

Tafon Dist.

Best Foods 241,300

Wesson Oil & Snow Drift _ 267,200

Radio Corp. 323,300

Armour 289,500

H. J. Heinz .. 304,000

Anheuser-Busch 263,000

Shell Oil . 464,800

American Home Foods _ 254,600

Pabst Brewing 294,200

Plough . 367,000

U. S. Tobacco 224,300

Ludens 194,100

A. & P 286,800

Hawley & Hoops 253,700

Standard Brands ..... .... 265,100

Smith Brothers 220,000

Mennen 180,100

Brown Shoe 246,800

Seeck & Kade

Lee, Ltd. 266,200

Pharmaceuticals 226,800

Glamorene . 132,500

Beechnut Packing ______ 258,300

Carling Brewing

Theo. Hamm Brewing .. 274,200

Carnation*** 183,500

General Baking .......... 395,200

Standard Oil Indiana 182,000

P. Lorillard 260,900

Simoniz 122,100

Socony-Mobil Oil 320,500

American Chicle . 247,400

Cream of Wheat .... 172,700

Sealy Mattress 181,700

Eastern Guild 227,300

General Mills 349,800

Morton Frozen Foods .... 123,200

Pacific Coast Borax 265,500

F. & M. Schaefer Brewing 188,600

Thomas J. Lipton .. 164,400

means advertiser was not among top 200 in period. *'

1ST QUARTER
1956

$ 388,400

384,800

378,900

377,900

373,700

371,000

368,400

364,800

355,900

355,500

349,400

346,600

344,000

340,500

327,300

325,400

324,600

313,800

313,500

310,500

306,700

294,600

286,600

286,100

285,600

279,900

276,300

273,600

273,200

270,000

267,500

264,200

262,700

261,000

260,300

258,800

230,300

230,200

229,500

227,900

227,400

224,300

221,500

218,700

217,900

217,500

216,300

214,900

213,500

212,800

Includes All Kegional

SPONSOR
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in IOWA:

KRNT-TV AGAIN
Sweeps Ratings!

18 out or TOP20
9 out of top 10 Multi-Weekly Shows

9 out of top 10 Once-A-Week Shows

new A RB
REPORT!

MULTI-WEEKLY

1. 10:00PM News

(Russ Van Dyke) 10:00PM 35.4

2. News and Sports (Russ Van

Dyke-AI Couppee) 10:15PM 26.6

3. Art Linkletter 1:45PM 20.0

4. Bill Riley's Little Rascals.... 5:15PM 19.9

5. Captain Kangaroo 8:30AM 1 8.3

6. Guiding Light 11:45AM 16.8

7. Garry Moore 9:15AM 16.3

8. Local News (Paul Rhoades). 6:00PM 16.0

9. Doug Edwards News 6:15PM 15.9

10. Pinky Lee 4:00PM 15.9

ONCE-A-WEEK

1. I Love Lucy 58.8

2. $64,000 Question 54.0

3. Ed Sullivan Show 49.1

4. What's My Line 45.7

5. Jack Benny 43.8

6. Lassie 43.0

7. Lux Video Theatre 40.5

8. December Bride 39.4

9. The Lucy Show 39.0

10. Person to Person 37.3

DES MOINES TELEVISION

CHANNEL 8 IN IOWA
14 MAY 1956

Katz Has The Facts On That—

Very Highly Audience Rated,

Sales Results Premeditated,

CBS Affiliated

Station in Des Moines!
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WHAT TOP 200 SPEND IN SPOT TV

101.

102.

103.

104.

105.

106.

107.

108.

109.

110.

111.

112.

113.

114.

115.

116.

117.

118.

119.

120.

121.

122.

123.

124.

125.

126.

127.

128.

129.

130.

131.

132.

133.

134.

135.

136.

137.

138.

139.

140.

141.

142.

143.

144.

145.

146.

147.

148.

149.

150.

4TH QUARTER
ADVERTISER 1955

Lewis Food _. ....$ 199,100

Safeway Stores _ 343,700

Duffy-Mott 176,300

Liebmann Breweries 229,400

Libby, McNeil & Libby _. 186,900

Sunshine Biscuit 315,900

Lucky Lager Brewing 147,200

Standard Oil Ohio _ 182,600

Hudson Pulp & Paper 157,500

American Bakeries .. 236,800

Grant

National Brewing 191,800

Converted Rice 182,600

International Cellucotton

Alkaid

Grocery Store Products __

W. F. McLaughlin .. 129,000

Avon Products .. 296,700

Monarch Wine _ 189,100

B. C. Remedy _. 123,600

Welch Grape Juice

Seabrook Farms

Phillips Petroleum _ 193,600

Ward Baking 201,900

Pillsbury . 306,100

Kroger 143,500

San Francisco Brewing .... 300,600

Paxton & Gallagher 142,700

Jackson Brewing 150,800

Ralston-Purina 117,180

Duncan Coffee

Top Value Enterprises

Langendorf Bakeries 184,400

Bank of America _ ___ 126,200

Jacob Ruppert Brewery .... 236,000

S. A. Schonbrunn .... 133,600

Kraft Foods

Gordon Baking 125,800

V. La Rosa & Sons .. 169,600

Duquesne Brewing _.

Buitoni Products . 133,800

Sardeau

Richfield Oil

Household Finance 167,000

Drewrys, Ltd. 166,300

International Milling 139,500

Quality Bakers 160,300

Blue Plate Foods

G. H. P. Cigar ....

George Wiedemann Brew. 137.800

1ST QUARTER
1956 RANK

212,000 151.

211,300 152.

207,900 153.

206,500 154.

203,500 155.

203,100 156.

202,200 157.

199,900 158.

192,800 159.

190,500 160.

188,700 161.

186,900 162.

185,100 163.

184,100 164.

181,900 165.

181,400 166.

179,100 167.

174,100 168.

171,600 169.

171,600 170.

169,500 171.

168,600 172.

168,600 173.

162,200 174.

158,300 175.

156,900 176.

155,500 177.

155,100 178.

153,000 179.

149,400 180.

148,300 181.

147,000 182.

145,500 183.

143,600 184.

143,100 185.

142,800 186.

140,700 187.

140,200 188.

139,800 189.

138,200 190.

135,800 191.

135,300 192.

135,200 193.

135,100 194.

134,000 195.

132,600 196.

130,900 197.

129,800 198.

129,000 199.

128,200 200.

4TH QUARTER
ADVERTISER 1955

Hazel Bishop .... ..__$ 148,600

Drackett 136,400

Walgreen

Gunther Brewing 133,800

General Electric 182,500

Continental Oil

National Enterprises . 123,000

Gold Seal

Petri Wine 337,200

G. Heileman Brewing 131,200

Bond Stores 137,300

Assoc. Hospital Service .... 117,200

Wm. B. Reily & Co. .. 122,900

Williamson Candy

Mars 181,200

Du Pont 356,700

M. J. B.

Greyhound 155,100

Columbia Broadcasting .... 401,100

Rival Packing 124,000

Remington Rand

New England Conf. __ 120,000

Schlitz Brewing _ .... 122,200

General Cigar 148,600

National Carbon _ 173,600

Rath Packing

Emerson Drug 122,700

William Wrigley 107,300

ChockduilI-0 Nuts

American Stores

Rayco Mfg. 203,900

Jim Clinton Clothing

Whitman & Son 200,400

Holsum Baking 127,000

Frito

s. s. s.

Stroh Brewing 130,500

Ohio Provision '.

International Salt

Swift

Castro Convertible

Schoenling Brewing _

Los Angeles Brewing 258,300

Rev. Oral Roberts

Oscar Mayer

CVA Corp. (Wines) . 355,200

G. Krueger Brewing

Malt-O-Meal 130,300

Marlowe Chemical

Blumenthal Choc.

1ST QUARTER
1956

127,300

126,600

126,100

125,100

124,700

124,500

123,100

122,400

122,400

122,300

120,500

120,400

120,000

119,300

117,900

117,000

116,500

115,600

115,600

114,900

112,400

111,100

110,500

110,100

108,900

108,100

107,600

107,300

106,900

106,700

106,000

105,900

105,800

105,600

101,700

100,700

100,300

100,300

100,200

100,000

98,700

98,500

97,800

97,600

97,100

96,400

96,000

95,000

94,900

94,700

•TvB estimate based on N. C. Rorabaugh data. Blank space in 4th Quarter 1955 columns above means advertiser was not among top 200 in period.
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NOW ON

THE AIR !

WRGP-TV 3
CHATTANOOGA
FIRST AND ONLY

FULL POWER
TELEVISION STATION

NBC-ABC
COVERING OVER

60 COUNTIES
IN TENNESSEE, GEORGIA

ALABAMA AND NORTH CAROLINA

IN THE HEART OF THE INDUSTRIAL SOUTH

R. G. PATTERSON, PRESIDENT

HARRY STONE. STATION MANAGER

STUDIOS LOCATED 1214 MCCALLIE AVE., CHATTANOOGA, TENNESSEE

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY H-R TELEVISION INC.

FOR AVAILABILITIES AND RATES SEE YOUR H-R TELEVISION MAN
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film shows recently made available for syndication

NO. NO.

PROGRAM SYNDICATOR LGTH. AVAIL. PROGRAM SYNDICATOR LGTH. AVAIL.

ADVENTURE MUSICAL (continued)

Adventures of Fu Manchu Hollywood Tv Service 30 13 Town and Country Time RCA Recorded Program 15 52

Adventures of John Silver CBS Tv Film Sales 30 26 Town and Country Time Services 30 26

Captain Grief Guild Films 30 in fall

Count of Monte Cristo TPA 30 39 MYSTERY
Cross Current Official Films

NBC Tv Film Div.

30

30

39

39Crunch and Des

Dateline Europe Official Films 30 78
1 Spy Guild Films 30 39

Headline MCA Tv 30 39
Man Called "X" Ziv Tv 30 39

Here Comes Tabor Guild Films 30 in fall
Secret Mission Nat'l. Telefilm Assoc. 30 13

Jungle Jim Screen Gems 30 26

Overseas Adventure Official Films 30 39 SITUATION COMEDY
Sheriff of Cochise NTA 30 Pilot

Three Musketeers ABC Film Syndication 30 26
The Goldbergs Guild Films 30 39

The Great Gildersleeve NBC Tv Film Division 30 39

1 Married Joan Interstate Tv 30 98

My Little Margie Official Films 30 126

DETECTIVE Susie TPA 30 52

Trouble With Father Official Films 30 130

Code Three ABC Film Syndication 30 39 Willy Official Films 30 39

Fabian of Scotland Yard CBS Tv Film Sales 30 39

Federal Men MCA Tv 30 39 SPORTS
Cangbusters General Teleradio 30 39

Highway Patrol Ziv Tv 30 39 Bowling Time Sterling 60 13

New Orleans Police Dept. UM&M 30 39 Junior Sports League RCA Recorded ProgTam 30 39
Public Defender Interstate Tv 30 69 Services
Stryker of Scotland Yard Hollywood Tv Service 30 13 Mad Whirl Nat'l. Telefilm Assoc. 30 13

Sam Snead Show RCA Recorded Program

Services

5 39

DRAMA
WESTERN

Anthology series

Celebrity Playhouse

Official Films

Screen Gems
30

30

*

39 Adventures of Kit Carson MCA Tv 30 104
Charles Boyer series Official Films 30 *

Brave Eagle CBS Tv Film Sales 30 26
Damon Runyon Theatre Screen Gems 30 39 Champion CBS Tv Film Sales 30 26
David Niven series Official Films 30 »

Frontier Doctor Hollywood Tv Service 30 39

Dick Powell series Official Films 30 *
Judge Roy Bean Screen Craft Pictures 30 39

Herald Playhouse ABC Film Syndication 30 34

Judges Chambers

Stage 7

Telescene

TPA
Nat'l. Telefilm Assoc.

15

30

30

Pilot

39

13

MISCELLANEOUS
Tv Playhouse

Theatre With Lilli Palmer Nat'l. Telefilm Assoc. 30 39 Interview-film clips:

World's Greatest Authors Guild Films 30 39 Hollywood Preview

Nature:

Sterling 30 50

FEATURES World Around Us

Semi-documentary:

RCA Recorded Program

Services

15 26

Anniversary Package ABC Film Syndication var. 16

Hollywood Movie Parade Screen Gems var. 104 The American Legend Official Films 30 39
Movieland Assoc. Artists Productions var. 68
Nugget group Hollywood Tv Service var. 51 Shorts and cartoons:
RKO group C&C Tv var. 742
Silver group Hollywood Tv Service var. 24

Paramount shorts, cartoons UM&M var. 1,400

TNT group Nat'l. Telefilm Assoc. var. 35
Terrytoons CBS Tv Film Sales 6 156

Warner Brothers group Assoc. Artists Productions var. 700-800
Warner Brothers cartoons Assoc. Artists Productions 6 300-400

Warner Brothers shorts Assoc. Artists Productions var. 1,000

KIDDIES' SHOWS
Space show:
Commando Cody

Women's:

Hollywood Tv Service 30 12

Animal Crackers Sterling var. 50
Playland Sterling var. 50

It's Baby Time Walt Schwimmer 15 52

It's Fun to Reduce Guild Films 15 65

MUSICAL Others:

Jungle Adventure package Sterling over 100var.

Ina Ray Hutton Guild Films 30 Pilot Under the Sun CBS Tv Film Sales 30 39

Rosemary Clooney Show MCA Tv 30 39 •Being sold as package of 153 under title "Star Performance" or as indiv dual series.

See page 52 for Film Notes and Trends
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your eyes on this market

the greater Wheeling market
L

The booming Greafer Wheeling market, comprised of a mil-

lion and a half people with a combined spendable income of

TWO BILLION DOLLARS, is one of the most rapidly expand-

ing industrial areas in America! WTRF-TV, Wheeling, serving

312,400 TV homes, has kept pace with the march of progress.

Every accredited method of audience measurement indicates

WTRF-TV is by far the most popular TV station in this impor-

tant market—the number one advertising medi-um in Amer-

ica's industrial heartland

—

the "rich Rhur Valley of America!"

Reaching a market that's reaching

316,000 watts
Equipped for network color

new importance!
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THESE ARE THE

THAT MAKE

Griffin
WoODWABD INC

NEW YORK
250 Park Avenue
PLaza 1-2700

CHICAGO
230 N. Michigan Ave.

Franklin 2-6373

ATLANTA
Glenn Bldg.

Murray 8-5667

FT. WORTH
406 W. Seventh St.

Edison 6-3349

HOLLYWOOD
V50 N. Vine St.

Hollywood 9-1688

DETROIT
Penobscot Bldg.

Woodward 1-4255

SAN FRAr-SCO

Russ Bui ft

Sutter 1- «



EAST, SOUTHEAST

WBZ+WBZA Boston -f- Springfield NBC 51,000

WGR Buffalo NBC 5,000

KYW Cleveland NBC 50,000

WWJ Detroit NBC 5,000

KDKA Pittsburgh NBC 50,000

WFBL Syracuse ABC 5,000

WCSC Charleston, S. C. CBS 5,000

WIST Charlotte MBS 5,000

WIS Columbia, S. C. NBC 5,000

WPTF Raleigh— Durham NBC 50,000

WDBJ Roanoke CBS 5,000

MIDWEST, SOUTHWEST
WHO
WOC
WDSM
WDAY
WOWO
WIRE

KMBC-KFRM

KFAB

WMBD
KFDM

WBAP
KENS

Des Moines

Davenport

Duluth— Superior

Fargo

Fort Wayne

Indianapolis

Kansas City

Omaha
Peoria

Beaumont

Corpus Christi

Fort Worth— Dallas

San Antonio

NBC-ABC

50,000

5,000

5,000

5,000

50,000

5,000

5,000

50,000

5,000

5,000

1,000

50,000

50,000

MOUNTAIN AND WEST
KBOI

KGMB-KHBC

KIRO

Boise

Honolulu— Hilo

Portland

Seattle



FLAT ASSERTION

The highest point in our

coverage area is 203 ft.

above sea level. No
wonder our maximum
powered signal gets home

to an area containing

more than 370,000 tv

families.

WMBR-TV
Jacksonville, Fla.

Channel 4

Operated by The Washington Post

Broadcast Division

Represented by CBS Television Spot Sales

his al trend

JVeic arrival: Look for United Press

Movietone News to enter the pack-

aging field in about a month. That's

the word from W. R. Higginbotham of

UPM. At present, the company sup-

plies up-to-the-minute films to those

contracting for them. With feature

twists, however, the celluloids will

make their tv feature debut in June,

1956.

Return of Omnibus: Under the Sun,

the Ford Foundation series featuring

William Saroyan as narrator-commen-

tator, has been sold in a group of

Western markets on an alternate-week,

co-sponsorship basis to Southern Cali-

fornia Gas and Swift and Company.
The 30-minute series features "the

best of Omnibus," the tv net feature

developed by the Foundation, as well

as additional feature and news materi-

al of current interest to the public.

It is distributed by CBS TV Film Sales.

From the files of—: "The public

seems to go for actual-file-type police

and court film," said some of the pack-

agers with whom sponsor recently

spoke. And they seem to have faith

in this opinion, judging from the

plans of two syndicators.

Code Three, highlights actual cases

from the Los Angeles county police

department. Richard Travis, as the

narrator, ties the series together, as

each 30-minute film features a differ-

ent major character. To close each

film, Sheriff E. W. Biscailuz of the

L.A. Police appears to authenticate

the particular performance. The series

has been sold thus far to three national

and regional accounts. They are Na-

tional Biscuit, Liebmann Breweries

(Rheingold) and Signal Oil. Code

Three is released by ABC Film Syndi-

cation.

Telescenes has recently announced

the availability of Judges Chambers,

a 15-minute Pilot. Stories are based

on actual court cases regarding fami-

lies.

Four-color pronto: Four-color ads

have been a "first" in industry-wide

promotion of the Rosemary Clooney

series. In addition, MCA TV has

backed the musicals with extensive

merchandising and promotional tie-

ins. "We feel it's worth an expensive

introduction," stated Helen Grayson of

MCA, "and Foremost Dairies must,

too." She was referring to that spon-

sor's spotting the films in 57 markets

throughout the country thus far.

An intimate-type personality series,

it stars Rosie (as her friends call her)

plus some of the following who have

lately been signed for appearances:

Jose Ferrer, Robert Clary and Gene

Nelson.

London series building up: Cap-

tain Grief, based on the sea stories of

Jack London, is about ready to go into

production for fall release. Word
comes from Guild Films—but they're

too busy auditioning for a lead to give

more than that word about the series

of 39. Target date is fall.

Another scheduled release for fall

from Guild Films is The World's

Greatest Authors. The anthology series

hasn't yet gone into production, but

several authors have been signed.

Among them are the following: Sin-

clair Lewis, Sean O'Casey, Willa

Cather.

Combo: Combining what Hollywood

Tv Service feels are the audience-pull-

ing features of the western and the

medical drama, Frontier Doctor will

be on the market on or about 1 June

1956. The 30-minute, 39-shot show

will star Rex Allen, cowboy movie

star and former radio performer in the

title role. He'll appear in a different

story on each show, being the only

featured performer. (But, sponsor

has heard, there'll be a different lady

lovely each week.) It's produced by

Studio City Productions, a subsidiary

of Republic Pictures as is Hollywood

Tv, the distributing arm. * * *
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...ITS SALES RESULTS
And here, in alphabetical order, are just a few of

the many WSM-TV success stories in our collection

:

CULINARY ARTS COOKBOOKS: Made avail-

able in selected Nashville food stores; promoted
solely by WSM-TV daytime spots; 317,649 copies

sold in 26 weeks.

DR. PEPPER BOTTLING CO.: Sales of six-bottle

carton doubled after just six months on WSM-TV.

FIDELITY FEDERAL SAVINGS & LOAN
ASSN.: Assets jumped from $13 million to over $20
million after only V/2 years on WSM-TV.

HARDCASTLE MOTOR CO.: "We are amazed

at the sales resulting from a limited daytime schedule

on WSM-TV. One customer, purchasing a car out-

right, said he didn't know, we existed before he saw

our program."

M AND M CANDIES: "Only six months after

buying a half-hour WSM-TV show our business is

up 250% in this area, with jobber orders up as much
as 600% in some cases."

SO-TEN COMPANY (MEAT TENDERIZER):
"Just three one-minute spots on WSM-TV supplied

enough sales leads to keep our salesmen busy for

weeks."

WSM-TVt
Channel 4 Nashville, Tennessee

NBC-TV Affiliate

Clearly Nashville
f
s % 1 TV Station

IRVING WAUGH, Commercial Manager
EDWARD PBTRY & CO., National Advertising Representatives

WSM-TV's sister station - Clear Channel 50,000-watt WSM Radio - is the only single medium that covers completely the rich Central South market.
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K-NUZ LEADS BY EVER-

WIDENING GAP IN COST

PER 1,000 IN HOUSTON!

m TL

TAKE YOUR PICK—

PULSE

NIELSEN
HOOPER > =

-NUZ
LEADS!

Here's a hot availability!

11 A.M. NEWSCAST (5 min.)

Pulse*

Weekly

Cost (M-F)*«

K-NUZ 5.3 $120.00

Net. Station "A" 3.5 225.00

Net. Station "B" 3.2 120.00

Net. Station "C" 5.2 250.00

Net. Station "D" 3.5 154.00

Ind. Station "A" 2.0 82.85

Ind. Station "B" 1.7 100.00

Ind. Station "C" 1.3 75.00

*Pulse, Jan. -Feb., 1956

"Open Rate (time only)

mi m

NS

IVeic developments on SPONSOR stories

cnn«

A
National Reps. FORJOE & CO.

In Houston call

DAVE MORRIS

JAckson 3-2581

F

Z
STILL Houston's

NO. 1 RATED INDEPENDENT

^OOI Why a visual product uses network
radio

Issue* 15 November 1954, page 32

subject* Clamorene ups sales through tv

When SPONSOR first wrote about Glamorene, the history of the

company was given from the time it was a $200,000-per-year busi-

ness through its overnight growth to a $10,000,000 annual concern.

The turning of the tide came immediately after national coverage

of the rug-cleaner in a Reader's Digest, February, 1952, report.

In an attempt to keep sales volume up, the Hulsh Brothers (who

own and run Glamorene) decided on national advertising. How-

ever, from 1952, until last fall, sales inexplicably kept falling.

Various media were used; none seemed adequate.

Now, four years and several ad agencies later, Glamorene has

found that the tv approach for its "visual product" is the key.

Since last fall, when Product Services took over the account, sales

have climbed 30 to 40%.
Account Executive Nat Lawman attributes the rise almost com-

pletely to Glamorene's television campaign. The drive has been

on a local basis, with emphasis on one-minute spot announcements

throughout the U.S. The saturation plan features demonstration

commercials, as does the weekly Famous Film Festival (ABC TV,

Sunday, 7:30-9:00 p.m.), in which Glamorene participates.

To back up its tv advertising, the company recently released

a 50-minute educational film highlighting the ways in which the

product can be used.

The company feels that tv combined with a heavy saturation

schedule has broken a four-year downhill trend. * * *

See: Radio makes big-city friends for

Dairy Farmers

Issue: 14 June 1954, page 44

Subject! Arkansas milk dealer triples volume
in three years

Following the principle upon which the American Dairy Asso-

ciation advertises, the Coleman Dairy of Little Rock, Ark., has more
than tripled its milk sales over a three-year period. The dairy

has also utilized a strong sales promotion plan.

In 1953, 5,000 gallons of milk per day were sold by the com-

pany. Since the ADA has begun its "drink three glasses of milk

a day" national compaign and Coleman has been airing a local

tv show, sales have jumped to 18,000 gallons per day.

Sponsoring Annie Oakley in the Little Rock area, Coleman Dairy

has not tried to sell Coleman as such, but rather has re-emphasized

the three-glasses-per-day approach. Clifford Shaw, sales manager

of the dairy gives the thought behind the drive: "We have tried

to follow the American Dairy Association idea of manufacturing

new customers rather than to buy customers from our so-called

competitors."

Repetition is the keynote of the campaign. Shaw feels that it's

proved successful not only because of the sky-rocketing sales, but

because of the fact that other milk dealers in the area have also

indicated increases in milk sales, in spite of the fact that Arkansas

is one of the two states with a declining population. Hence, sales

of milk have increased because viewers have been sold on the idea

of drinking more milk. * * *
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White Columi
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When you visit Atlanta, one of the new and outstand-

ing attractions is "White Columns." The building of Southern

Classic architecture stands on a historic site overlooking Peach-

tree Street. The structure encloses 40,000 square feet in area

and stands in 16 acres of landscaped and protected woods.

"White Columns" is more than a building, more than

a new and efficient home for broadcasting, however. It is a

civic asset to Atlanta, to Georgia and the South— and a

credit to radio and television throughout the nation.

"The Voice of the South" and "The Eyes of the South"

have striven always to operate in the Public Interest. These

new facilities are a reflection of our belief in the same high

principles that have guided the destiny of WSB since 1922.

Come soon and visit with us at "White Columns."

Affiliated with the \
National Broadcasting Company

-'J

K,

''•'\

, list*

•n
Represented by Edward Petry & Co., Inc.

Affiliated with The Atlanta Journal and Constitution.



a forum on questions of current interest

to air advertisers and their agencies

How do you view the effect on television of the

greatly increased availability of feature film

Frederic W. Ziv

Board Chairman
Ziv Television Programs, N. Y.

FILMS FOR TV BENEFIT SPONSOR

• There has been so much talk in

recent days regarding feature film that

perhaps it will help if we analyze ex-

actly what these feature films are:

They were produced prior to 1948.

That means all the way back to the

"silents." But let's just consider those

produced in the 40's to 1948. Remem-

ber, those were the fat years of

movie production. Our country was

either at war or highly mobilized dur-

ing those years.

The result is the same as usually

occurs in a seller's market: quality

went down.

Certainly, these films were not pro-

duced for tv, for family groups in the

home. Many of these pictures were

produced by men who believed that the

way to attract people to theatres was

to give them "sex, violence and thrills."

Even today, I hear producers say the

way to sell tickets is to give them what

they can't get on tv.

The position of our company is this

:

from a dollars and cents standpoint,

we are happy to see the majors un-

load their backlog of films which ac-

tually sounded more valuable in the

companies' vaults than they do on the

market. It is our position that once

this backlog is released, the value of

our own backlog of film made for tv

is tremendously enhanced.

Film produced for tv has many ad-

vantages: It is produced by men and

women who know how to create shows

designed for livingroom entertainment.

It is designed to serve the interests of

the advertiser who pays the bills; it's

produced for an ease of introducing an

advertiser's message at logical points.

It is produced to bring viewers back

week after week, the one thing that

feature films fail to do because of their

inability to command sustained audi-

ence interest due to scattered variety

in dated stories and content.

William Buchanan
Boston Daily Record
Radio-Tv Editor
Boston, Mass.

DON'T JVST BLAME OLD FILMS

• Old feature films are both hurt-

ing and helping television. For new
stations under a heavy financial strain,

they are a definite lifesaver because

the station can sell spots on these films

at healthy rates and therefore draw

considerable revenue from a small

outlay.

If the one a.m. show has a $50

budget and they can toss in six $25

spots—or more—they get back some

of the money they technically lose by

carrying network shows instead of

locally sponsored programs.

True, the old films, and some of the

ones currently being shown in Boston

date back to the early 30's, are in

wretched condition; but theyr aren't

artistically much worse than many
of the new filmed shows now seen on

tv.

Perhaps the showing of a 1932 Bela

Lugosi film won't win a showmanship

award for a station, but at least it fills

up time that cannot be claimed by a

"B" telefilm that was lensed three or

four years ago and is still being shown

via the re-run route.

Using Boston as an example, one

station offers some ancient films night

after night, while another station offers

continued re-runs of a telefilm series

that was first shown in this area four

years ago.

If we are to condemn the using of

old movies, we must also express dis-

content over the excess use of second-

rate telefilms.

Ever since Jackie Gleason referred

to the "late, late, late show," the old

movies on tv have had an unhappy life.

The age of the film has nothing to

do with its entertainment value unless,

of course, the film has been damaged

by the years. We've seen excellent

1945 films on tv and some very poor

1950 movies.

Let's not put all the blame on old

films. They are not hurting television

any more than are the continued re-

runs of shows we've already seen twice

before.

At least the old movies don't change

their names. And that's more than

can be said of the telefilm re-runs like

Dragnet (Badge 714), Big Town

(Heart of the City), Private Secretary

(Susie) and others we could name.
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Richard A. R. Pinkham
V.p. in chg. of Programing
NBC TV, New York

OLD FEATURE FILMS HURT TV

• Old feature films—and I accentu-

ate the word "old"—have got to hurt

television.

No matter how bad the quality, no

matter how dated the script, the acting

and the direction, old movies will

always attract some part of the audi-

ence. But they certainly have no place

in major network programing—and

local stations that book them solidly

through the evening are defaulting on

their creative obligations to the public.

From a network point of view, to

qualify as an hour-and-a-half show,

a motion picture, we feel, must be in

its American debut. This was the

formula we followed in the case of

"Richard III" which attracted huge

audiences because it was top-quality,

cast perfectly, promoted to the hilt.

Even with the release of new studio

libraries by major producers, we have

the conviction that the kind of pro-

graming now being done by the major
networks—fresh, largely live, with the

sense of immediacy that only television

can bring—will always triumph in the

long run over feature motion pictures

which must, to be economically feasi-

ble, be repeated over and over again.

So, my position regarding old films

must be: Old movies are more a detri-

ment than asset, since they stifle the

incentive to create. * * *

Look for the feature film side

sponsor has presented above the

views of three industry spokesmen:
a tv film man, a newspaper radio-

tv editor and a network represent-

ative. Next issue, sponsor will

bring you the answers of feature

film people on this vital subject.
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SWIM SU1I BY J4NTZEN

This area contains OVER
HALF the population of

Washington State and if

accounts for OVER HALF the

retail sales of the state.

CBS Television for Seattle,

Tacoma, and the Puget Sound Area

316,000 WATTS
Antenna height, 1000 ft. above sea level

. . . and more than 2 million

people live in the ENTIRE
area covered by KTNT-TV

. . . and what's more —

Only KTNT-TV has all five

Of all the television stations in the

rich Puget Sound area of Washington
State, ONLY KTNT-TV covers all five

of the following major cities in its "A"
contour:

• Seattle • Tacoma • Everett

• Bremerton * Olympia

Kfl33%
rUSWMfl PI FVFN ^^^.CHANNEL ELEVEN BASIC

Represented nationally by

WEED TELEVISION
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ONE OF azna
What Makes a Radio Station Great?

DEDICATION TO

9

$123,789 buys a lot of radio

time.

But that is exactly the
amount of time at card rates

WFAA used for 75 worthy
organizations in 1955.

This shows more than pass-

ing interest by WFAA in the

communities which it serves. In

fact, WFAA's dedication to en-

tertaining and informing is one
more reason that adults in North
Texas spend more time with

radio (32 hours a week*) than

any other medium. And it's one
more reason why WFAA has

more listeners, day and night,

than any other North Texas
station.

Yes Sir, WFAA is loyal to

its listeners . . . and in turn,

North Texas listeners are loyal

to WFAA. Again in 1955 . . .

S out of the top 10 programs
in North Texas were on WFAA
and were WFAA produced.*

You can transfer this listener

loyalty to your product. Ask
your Petry man for details.

*Whan Study — A. C. Nielsen, N.S.I.

WFAA
NBC • ABC • TQN

WFAA
is a great radio station
Edward Petry & Co., Inc., Representative

Continued

from

page 10

inside the advertiser's office. If the account is of sufficient

proportion or complexity, several agencies may be serving it.

In this case, competition between agencies is taut and relent-

less and nowhere does this focus as acutely as in the tv me-

dium for it is probable that whatever program is purchased,

though assigned to one agency (for production) will require

the others to contribute money to support the property. So

in addition to dollars (however this joint-agency operation is

book-kept) it affects the reservoir of prestige of the agency.

To be "Agency of Record" on a show is worth competing for.

Hence more blood expended!

Then there is the competition to see the good shows soonest
-—so your shop can evaluate first and present before the next

agency. This is time-consuming, exasperating and nerve-

wracking to put it mildly.

And then there is the problem of time about which reams

have already been written without exhausting the subject

(though completely exhausting the contenders). To obtain

such a prize as a time-slot worth having is perhaps the most

difficult assignment television people have to tackle. The

techniques must include everything from analysis to finagling

with the reward for achieving a spot with such good feed-in,

modest competition, high sets-in-use, and sufficient clear-

ances on a par with the Medal of Honor. Blood-letting here

is the order of the day.

And finally, of course, comes the rough competition af-

forded by competitors—agencies and products which can

only succeed by digging you under.

My reasons for outlining these activities are not purely

reportorial but also contain the ulterior. Yes, I'm looking

for sympathy, not merely for myself but for the guys and

dolls who spend their waking and what should be their slum-

bering hours in the tv-palaestra. If, sometimes, they are

irritable, overbearing or loaded, remember please that this is

protective coloration which is much needed. The woods are

full of folks out gunning for us. * * *

Letters to Bob Foreman are welcomed

Do you always agree with the opinions Bob Foreman ex-

presses in "Agency Ad Libs?" Bob and the editors of sponsor

would be happy to receive and print comments from readers.

Address Bob Foreman, c/o sponsor, 40 E. 49 St., New York.
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WE ENTICE

MORE
RADIO
LISTENERS
THAN 5 OR MORE
OTHER STATIONS
IN THE AREA,
COMBINED!

HAMILTON
ALABAMA

OVER A MILLION PEOPLE WITHIN OUR COVERAGE AREA

The Robert S. Conlan survey shows the larger percentage of the listening audience through-

out 33 counties in N.W. Alabama & N.E. Mississippi tuned to . . .

WERH
For blanket volume sales coverage, join this impressive list of national advertisers who

constantly buy WERH programs:

Pan-Am Gas & Oils Pontiac
Goodyear Tires Coca-Cola
Westinghouse Appliances Gulf Refining Co.

Armstrong Frigidaire Appliances
L. & M. Cigarettes General Electric

Oldsmobile Chrysler-De Soto
Pepsi-Cola Ford Motor Co.

Sherwin-Williams Paints Chevrolet-Oldsmobile
Plymouth-Dodge Singer Sewing Machine Co.

970 kcWERH
Hamilton, Alabama

The Mid-South's Best Advertising Coverage Medium

National Representative: Hil F. Best Co.

5000 watts
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Wedgetvod China uses WQXR for longhair sales appeal

Josiah Wedgewood & Sons, Inc. has

successfully brought its quality china

to the attention of New Yorkers

through very conservatively geared

advertising broadcast over WQXR,
the classical music station of the New
York Times. In a clipped British

manner Hensleigh Wedgewood, presi-

dent of the company, has given a

series of talks and invited listeners

to visit the Wedgewood showroom in

New York.

Since Wedgewood began sponsor-

ship of Breakfast Symphony on 19

September last, average weekly traffic

at the showroom has increased by

nearly 150%. During the first 13

weeks of the series 785 requests for

a free booklet offered by Wedgewood
were received at the station.

Wedgewood advertises on a year

'round basis, though his china used

to be a popular bride's gift. He feels

that "the bridal season is no longer

seasonal." Also gifts are given the

vear 'round for all occasions. * * *

Hallmarh finds audience of 2,000,000 for Shakespeare kine

Hallmark Cards, sponsors of Maur-

ice Evans live NBC productions of

Shakespeare's Richard II and Mac-

beth, has donated 16-mm kinescope

films of the shows for the use of high

school and college students. The two
kines, distributed free of charge by

Hallmark through Associated Films

of New York, have been seen in 3,561

schools by nearly 2,000,000 students.

They are currently booked almost

solidly through the end of this school

term.

Both films are being shown just as

they were produced over tv, including

commercials at the beginning and end,

NBC's Macbeth touring country for Hallmark

as well as during the program.

The project was conceived as a

joint educational service by Evans,

Hallmark and NBC all of whom waived

additional fees or rights. The Hall-

mark firm financed the processing

and distribution costs. * * *

Variety of product promotions seek consumer attention

Friskies dog food is in the midst

of a spring sales campaign which

offers a free 16-ounce can of Friskies

for a label from Friskies or any other

can of dog food. . . . WITH^ Batli-

more rolled up its sleeves to do a

thorough full day's promotion of all

three of the Hecht Company's stores

in that city. Big day included public

address systems throughout stores

carrying continuous WITH program-

ing. Also interviews with personnel

and customers. . . . Desoto's "Win-

ning Ride" contest closes 19 May.

Simple contest requiring participants

to finish a limerick, take a demonstra-

tion ride and answer five questions

about the ride, has free trip anywhere

in the world and a new Desoto as top

prize. . . . Bakeries and dairies might

do well to take advantage of adver-

tising prepared by the American

Bakers Association and the American

Dairy Association. The bakers are

promoting the theme "July is Picnic

Month" and the dairymen are plug-

ging the slogan "Refresh With Milk."

The latter campaign begins 21 May
and continues through the summer.

Back in February, SPONSOR ran a

list of special Bread Weeks designated

by International Bread Weeks. Inc.

There are still three special weeks

coming up which both small and large

bakeries can take advantage of in

their local advertising campaigns.

24-30 June will be "White Bread for

Energy Week"; 19-25 August, Rye
Bread for Variety Week and 21-27

October, Raisin Bread for Health

Week. * • •

Connecticut station begins

local Monitor-style format

May 7th was the target date for the

revision of WLCR Radio's Monday

through Friday programing structure

based on the Monitor format. The

independent Torrington, Connecticut

station calls its 7 to 7 daytime opera-

tion "Escort." Among the regular

features on Escort will be the "Classi-

fied Section of the Air," "The Italian

Hour," book reviews by a local librar-

ian, health talks by the local health

officer, and other short talks by local

personalities on child psychology,

sports, music etc.

There will be a heavy emphasis on

local and state news coverage taped

on the spot. Commercially speaking,

Escort will take listeners directly to

stores for counterside reports spon-

sored by Torrington merchants.

Escort's format was prepared by

WCLR copy chief Joe Storm. It will

be produced by program and news

director Paul Chamberlain.

Yankee exec Norm Knight

on Boston advisory panel

Norm Knight.

executive v.p. and

general manager

of the Yankee

Division of RK0
Teleradio Pic-

tures, has been

appointed to the

Business Adviso-

ry Committee of

the new Boston

College Community Research Center.

Knight is executive v.p. and general

manager of WNAC-TV in Boston.

Norman Knight
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The group studies economic problems

of importance to the Boston area.

Knight will be representing radio and

television broadcasters. * * *

Chicago radio station WCFL
gives £ to etlucational tv

WTTW's Reyerson & Sherer & WCFL's Lee (c)

William A. Lee, president of the

Chicago Federation of Labor and its

radio station WCFL, recently pre-

sented a $5,000 check to WTTW,
Chicago. The check was received by

Edward L. Reyerson, president of the

educational tv outlet. Also present at

the ceremony was Renslow P. Sherer,

volunteer executive v.p. of WTTW.

Briefly . . .

Follow-up to the Opportunities

Unlimited contest being sponsored by

WTOP Radio and Tv, Washington,

will be awards to store owners who
supplied contest winners with entry-

blanks. The competition (page 68, 16

April issue of sponsor) is being car-

ried on by WTOP's Mark Evans.

Prizes to store managers will be a

tv set and 12 clock radios.

* * *

Edgar Bergen's 20th year as a

radio star was celebrated at a lunch-

eon in his honor given by the RTES
of New York at the Roosevelt Hotel

on 26 April. It was attended by top

stars and executives of show business.

* * *

The major portion of Slenderella

International's total $2,350,00 adver-

tising budget for '56 will be allocated

to radio and tv. $1,893,683.92 has

been set aside for the air media while

approximately $480,000 is designated

for newspapers and magazines. Slen-

derella has recently opened two foreign

salons in Zurich, Switzerland and in

Honolulu, Hawaii. * * *

We forecast it... advertisers and

agencies substantiated it...

NOW 'wRiETr
has presented KLZ its national

showmanship award for the

Re-BIRTH
mi

RADIO
Radio broadcasting and radio advertising is big business! Radio today

is just as good as the individual station's management, showmanship

and product selling abilities. We appreciate Variety's recognition—
already confirmed by hundreds of national and local advertisers. Call

Lee Fondren, KLZ general sales manager, or your KATZ man, today.

KLZ's "Re-Birth of Radio" can produce results for you, too!

Step up to KLZ in Denver!

CBS FOR THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN AREA

RADIO

560 k.c.

DENVER
REPRESENTED BY THE KATZ AGENCY
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FOOD
SPONSOR: Smokey Joe's AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: In order to step up sales for

its products, the sponsor recently became a participant in

the Sheriff John show, geared to a children's audience.

It supplemented this program with Star Shoppers. Cross-

references on these shows, plus the point-o)-purchase pro-

motional opportunities of which the advertiser took ad-

vantage, accounted for a 400% sales increase within a

few months. According to company sales manager, the

brand name is now a "regular" on store shelves.

KTTV, Los Angeles, Cal. PROGRAM: Sheriff John and
Star Shoppers

CHILDREN'S SHOES

SPONSOR: Red Ball Jets AGENCY: Campbell-Mithun

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: From 13 March through 21

April, 1956, Red Ball Jets used two one-minute announce-

ments weekly. They were aired on Tuesdays at 6:00

p.m. and Saturdays at 2:30 p.m. for ten weeks. The
sponsor's goal was to promote the product and urge kids

to go to Red Ball Jet dealers and enter a contest for an

electric car. After the first 12 announcements, over 10,-

000 entries has been received. According to the company
$1,800 spent had brought more than satisfactory results.

WBTV, Charlotte, N. C. PROGRAM: Announcements

HAIR CURLERS

SPONSOR: Weaver Products AGENCY: James Craigie

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Weaver Products Company
originally signed with the station for a 13-week spot satu-

ration campaign at a cost of $5,200. It was the introduc-

tion for its Spoolies Hair Curlers line, previously un-

known in the Milwaukee area. At the end of the 13 weeks,

the sponsor released a sales figure of $130,000 and im-

mediately renewed the contract. Seven more weeks of the

drive brought in an additional $140,000

—

an average re-

turn of $13,500 per week for a weekly $400 outlay.

WISN-TV, Milwaukee, Wis. PROGRAM: Announcements

STORM WINDOWS
SPONSOR: Concord Window Co. AGENCY:

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Concord Window Co. wthd
to develop leads for its salesmen in the central New ig.|

land and greater Boston area. It placed 12 run-of-s(ed-\

ule announcements per week on the station. Continuum

of the drive was contingent upon the cost per leaawi

exceeding $10. Not only did the sponsor get leads am

six Neiv England states, but the cost per lead was sli^th

over $3.00. Concord Window has since stepped u
t
it

schedule to 17 announcements weekly.

WMUR-TV, Manchester, N. H. PROGRAM: Announce],

ANTIHISTAMINE

SPONSOR: Anahist Co. AGENCY: Ted I

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Anahist had advertised oi

some years both on WSUN Radio and Television. F<m

1952, it had aired class A 60-second announcement: on

Tuesday nights at a cost of $6.75 each. In a recent I a
to the station, Anahist's executive v.p., J. S. Hewitt il

ed, "The effectiveness of this expenditure is best >i-

denced in your area by the 66% increase we haven-

joyed since 1952." The New York company spend: il-

most 100% of its ad budget for spot radio and tv

WSUN-TV, St. Petersburg, Fla. PROGRAM: Announcer

AIR CONDITIONERS

.

SPONSOR: Air Engineering AGENCY: l;&

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: In order to sell air co

tioning units during a usually slow season, Air Engii

ing bought four Class A and two Class B one-minute

nouncements on the station. Snow was still on the gro

during February when the campaign was initiated,

the end of the drive, the company had received 1.00(

quiries, ivhich resulted in sales of more than 100 air

ditioning units. Enough prospects were derived to I

salesmen busy through spring. Cost of campaign: $.

:

WKY-TV, Oklahoma City, Okla. PROGRAM: Participa

BREAD MIX

SPONSOR: Spruance Bread Mix AGENCY: Thomas M. Br:

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: A sales increase of 3,75

resulted from a one-minute-a-week spot used by the c

pany since December, 1955. Before beginning its ad

tising campaign (limited to this once-a-week schedu

the advertiser sold 20 cases of bread mix per mo\

Since December, sales have jumped to 750 cases e

month. After the spot was introduced into Kay's Kitcl

demand far outran the supply. Fact that Adm. Byrd t

Spruance on recent expedition tied in with campa*

PROGRAM: ParticipaWHEN-TV, Syracuse, N. Y.



arnly a rare few of these Gutenberg bibles are still in existence. The very first books

ever run off a printing press, their value today is

—

priceless.

And in the most modern form of mass communication, Television, time periods

made available to the advertiser only a few short months ago, cannot be had for

love or money today.

Fortunately television is a new and expanding medium, so the alert advertiser

can still secure valuable Spot TV franchises.

May we provide you with the facts on such time periods in these important mar-

kets? Their sales power and prospects for continuous audience growth are man-sized.

WSB-TV Atlanta

WBAL-TV Baltimore

WFAA-TV Dallas

WTVD Durham-Raleigh
WICU Erie

KPRC-TV Houston
WHTN-TV Huntington

WJIM-TV Lansing

KARK-TV Little Rock
KABC-TV Los Angeles
WISN-TV Milwaukee
KSTP-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul

WSM-TV Nashville

WTAR-TV Norfolk

KMTV Omaha
WTVH Peoria

KCRA-TV Sacramento

WOAI-TV San Antonio

KFMB-TV San Diego

KGO-TV San Francisco

KTBS-TV Shreveport

KREM-TV Spokane
KOTV Tulsa

KARD-TV Wichita

ABC Pacific Television

Regional Network

Represented By

Edward Petry & Co., Inc.
THE ORIGINAL STATION REPRESENTATIVE

NEW YORK • CHICAGO • ATLANTA • DETROIT • LOS ANGELES • SAN FRANCISCO • ST. LOUIS
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Product

Behind every price tag, there's the question of quality! Te

best quality is usually the best buy. In Syracuse, as in ml
important markets, the quality radio station stands out

In Audience Coverage

WSYR's big margin of superiority is confirmed by all recocj

nized market coverage studies. Nielsen, for example, r<

ports WSYR weekly circulation, day and night, 46% bett(

than Station B, 212% better than Station E.

In Entertainment

WSYR has all the recordings you ever heard of, but

maintains the area's largest talent staff to produce—yec

in and year out—the finest local live programming servic

in the market.



Quality Servfee

In News Service

WSYR's national wire services are important, but seven

full-time newsmen share the job of gathering, editing and

reporting 15 complete newscasts daily, plus year-around,

on-the-spot coverage of important special events.

In Management

WSYR's policies of superior performance are directed by

nine executives who have a combined experience of 152

years—average experience of 16 years each— in the radio

broadcasting business.

/ost advertisers prefer this kind of quality leadership for

i ally effective selling in WSYR's 20-county service area,

^here 1.5 million people spend $2.2 billion a year. Bear in

rind—Syracuse is America's best test market.

i a t e

Represented Nationally by

THE HENRY I. CHRISTAL CO., INC.

NEW YORK • BOSTON • CHICAGO

DETROIT • SAN FRANCISCO

YRACUSE, N. Y.



TIME
has

5 faces
on

WNHC-TV

. . . because WNHC-TV
gets you more audience

than the next five stations

combined* . . . stretches

time to new dimensions in

values and viewers, and

gives you sure coverage of

the vital Southern New
England market. It's the

viewer's first choice in 433
of 514 quarter-hours.* Call

your Katz Man— make it

your choice, too. You'll

like our kind of time!

*ARB 9-County Survey,

January 1956

WNHC
channel S<

COVERS CONNECTICUT COMPLETELY
316,000 WATTS MAXIMUM POWER

Pop. Ser. 3,564,150 — TV Homes 948,702

agency profile Ernest C. Motyl
Executive film producer

J. Walter Thompson, New York

"It may say 'cherrystone clams' on the menu, but how they'll taste,

in the last analysis, depends on a lot of guys other than the one who
prints the menu," says JWT's executive film producer, Ernest Motyl.

"I won't call film commercials 'clams','' he adds. "But let's put it

this way: The agency producer starts with a blueprint or menu or

call it a storyboard. What he does with it depends on him, the men
he assigns to it, the producers he farms it out to. And only real

close 'bird dog' supervision coupled with a creative direction as-

sures everything will be done to fit the client's needs."

Motyl, a youthful New Jersey commuter in his early thirties, as-

signs one very specific role to tv commercials: "To motivate the

public in your direction, give them a certain attitude." No matter

what the product, it is sold to satisfy a desire that has been aroused

within an individual—emotionally," Motyl feels. "Therefore, it is

more important to create a favorable atmosphere for the product

than to try to replace the man behind the counter."

Motyl feels he knows point-of-sale appeals from a point of view

more solid than selling behind the counter one day out of the year.

"As an adman-consumer, I find product know-how, courtesy, good

service and patience are the basic keynotes toward stabilizing to-

day's point-of-sale areas. Most front-line salesmen have scuttled

these for the hard-sell 'discount approach' which, in my opinion,

is the most overdone sales motivation force ever to hit the public."

About eight months ago, Motyl started his "first rerun" with J.

Walter Thompson, having begun at the agency 10 years ago as a

messenger boy, who graduated into what was then called the motion

picture department.

"Since that time we've graduated from stills to color tv," says he.

"I've done some color experimentation myself, mainly for theatrical

trailers to date. But, I guess, like most men in this business, I'm

sure of one thing: Color can sell an atmosphere fast and without

words. It gives tv another dimension, and I'm looking forward to

the time when all commercial work will be in color."

In the meantime, Motyl confines color interpretations to his New
Jersey home, where black-and-white ("the most startling color con-

trasts yet") are the motif of the interior. And, when not mowing

lawns on weekends he indulges in his favorite busman's-holiday-type

diversion—taking movies of his eight-month-old son. * * *
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Now the Top Independent in a 13 station market . . .

DENVER'S

BUY. .

.

KOSIshows 45%increase white fop netwiffedlO%
(March '56 over November '55 Pulse)

PI II CLF' Njmber 1 Independent 1J#\/,\DCD. Number 1 StationWfc«K« 6 am to 6 pm flWI~tl*. Noon to 6 pm

It's ^Cozy" in Denver

0000
5000 watts . . . non-directional

14 MAY 1956

In less than 18 months KOSI hit pay dirt

for advertisers— The proof's in March '56

Pulse and March-April Hooper. It's easy to

dominate Denver with KOSI. Talk to "FORJOE"

or call Station Manager, EDWARD M. GUSS.

Represented Nationally
by "FORJOE"

69



Best Cost

Per 1000

VltOP
5000 watts
on 1150

Continued

from

page 22

by TV, Inc. TV, Inc., of course, is the co-operative tv film

buying group, constituted of smaller video stations, each
of which owns stock in the organization. Its New York buy-
ing office, headed by Herb Jacobs, is a busy place these

days. But at the NARTB breakfast over 20 new stations

signed up with TV, Inc. And there was every sign that about
the time this piece sees print, close to 100 outlets will have
joined the buying group.

TV, Inc. elected Dub Rogers of KDUB-TV, Lubbock,
Texas to succeed Joe Floyd of KELO and KDLO, Sioux
Falls, South Dakota, as president. Dub told the group that

TV, Inc. had bought a half million dollars worth of film in

1955, and would purchase twice that amount, or a cool

million dollars worth before this year has run its course.

None of which signs of good health are to be taken to

mean that the tv film wing of the business does not face

problems. There is little doubt, for example, that the time

for film swapping plans is still being heavily pushed, par-

ticularly by Matty Fox with his Cantrell and Cochrane pack-

age of high-powered RKO films. The C&C deal offers stations

the entire library for unlimited plays and unlimited time

in return for 10 spots a day for the next five years. This

is a pretty tempting offer and some stations are going for it.

There's an awful lot of RKO film, and if the C&C barter

bit is highly successful, a lot of available showing time will

certainly be chewed up.

And there is little doubt that the major Hollywood picture

firms will continue to explore ways and means to profitably

produce new shows for tv, but to unload their older films

one way or another. Among the more interesting later de-

velopments on this front is the employment by MGM of

Charles (Bud) Barry. Bud, of course, is a gent who knows

his way around. He goes to MGM from the William Morris

Agency, but before that he was program head of NBC and

ABC. It wouldn't surprise most observers if Bud has some

pretty good ideas for getting some MGM product on some

of the nation's telescreens. There's considerable talk, too,

that Bud might set up a tv distribution organization for

Leo, the Lion.

Yes, there's pretty fierce competition for those tv screen

hours, but it's my guess that telefilms, especially produced

for the medium, will continue to get their share. • • •

Additional current information on film is

found in these SPONSOR departments: "Film Chart," page

48; "Film Notes and Trends," page 52; "Sponsor Asks,"

page 58. Also article on rebuilding net tv, page 27.

SPONSOR

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY WEED & COMPANY



KfMB-TV's SEVENTH BIRTHPAY

KFMB-TV
WRATHF.R-A1.VARLZ BROADCASTING, INC.

SAN DIEGO. CALIF.

Edward Pctry * Co., Inc

STILL FIRST IN SAN DIEGO-AMERICA'S MORE MARKET
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6,370,000 People Under One Tent

*1956 ARB Metropolilon

Area Coverage Study

**Toledo ARB,
February, 1956

More people in more major cities in Mich-

igan watch NBC television programs on

WWJ-TV than on any other NBC affil-

iate. In Flint, for example, WWJ-TV is

"viewed most and next most" Z xh times

as much as any other NBC-TV station.*

Or take Toledo and northwestern Ohio

-a huge market in itself. Only WWJ-TV
reaches viewers with the full schedule of

NBC-TV programs.**

And so it goes in the hundreds of boom-

ing communities throughout the great

WWJ-TV extended coverage area. Spot-

light your product before this huge

audience under the Big Tent . . . WWJ-
TV, Channel 4.

You Sell More on channel 4
UIUUTV

NBC Television Network

DETROIT

Associate AM-FM Station WWJ

FIRST IN MICHIGAN • Owned and Operated by THE DETROIT NEWS

National Representatives: PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, INC.

49TH b MADISON
^Continued from page 16)

receiver that sits silent in the front

room while the tv entertains, there are

three at work elsewhere—more than

ever before, doing those things that

only radio can do so fast and so ac-

curately.

Down here, most retailers have

either tired of doing their own com-

mercials on radio and tv or have been

delicately discouraged by the media

and their own friends and families.

Some of them, though, did an out-

standing job. Without exception, how-

ever, they were those who had previ-

ous experience in some aspect of show

business or were excellent public

speakers to start with. They can no

more be generalized as being "all bad"

than radio, newspaper, billboards, or

tv can be classed as being "the" an-

swer to civilization's entertainment,

informative and selling problems.

Your thoroughly rational, logical

and sensible approach to media, copy,

personalities and other aspects of the

advertising business is always enjoy-

able and thought-provoking. We trust

this deemphasis of the importance of

media considerations as opposed to

copy angle, timing, product accept-

ance and retailer merchandising will

continue to flourish and salute you as

cne of its strongest proponents.

Eugene D. Hill

General Manager W-GTO
Haines City, Florida

I would have sent this thank you

letter the first day that the 2 April

1956 issue of sponsor arrived here

at the station ; however, I had to check

back on my family tree to make sure

there wasn't any Foreman. Those

here at the station said that quite

definitely we were related and even

saw a resemblance in our looks. This

1 found to be an inacurate appraisal

of the complimentary dissertation. In

other words—a lie.

Seriously, though, I want to thank

\ ou for what amounts to the first re-

view of my morning show in a nation-

al publication, even though I have been

doing the show for five years. My
only problem now is to live up to the

things you said about me.

Bob Crane

WICC
Bridgeport, Conn.
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Don Lee's Do-it-yourself Hints

§rSTB,J 5T) fias

"5 W MAKE

Represented nationally by

H-R Representatives, Inc.

DON LEE IS



WHITE ROCK ON RADIO
(Continued from page 33)

recorded announcements for the two

mixers and the flavor line. The theme

of the mixer commercials is "honest

ingredients." Theme of the flavor

commercials is "true fruit ingredi-

ents." Both themes are, of course,

designed to extoll a product difference

hetween White Rock and its competi-

tors.

Here's a typical flavor radio an-

nouncement, with the jingle sung to

the tune of Down by the Riverside,

a song in public domain:

"What makes White Rock good for

you?

True fruit ingredients,

True fruit ingredients,

True fruit ingredients,

What makes White Rock taste so

good?

True fruit ingredients—
Just ask the White Rock Girl."

Then the White Rock Girl intro-

duces herself and says: "Last summer,

thousands of people drank luscious

White Rock Waii Pineapple for the

first time. 'What makes it taste so

good?' they asked. Why choice golden

Hawaiian pineapples, such as the

Smooth Cayenne—king of all pine-

apples. The flavor from these prime

Hawaiian pineapples deserves the

credit for the amazing success of

White Rock Kula Waii Pineapple.

And, mothers, your children get im-

portant pep and energy too with

White Rock Kula Waii Pineapple."

The blonde who's the White Rock

Psyche in all print ads and who lures

radio listeners into retail outlets for

White Rock's products was chosen

about one year ago to personalize the

beverage firm's selling trademark. She

was, of course, combined with strong-

ly competitive themes and high fre-

quency spot radio. This combination

paid off in such substantial sales in-

creases that the New York advertising

budget, allocated mainly according to

the company's recent past sales, was

increased by one-third for 1956.

White Rock has its second largest

bottling plant in Los Angeles. On the

West Coast, 75% of White Rock's

revenue comes from flavors.

"In Los Angeles we're particularly

heavy on the air," says Bumstead.

"Some 75% of our total LA budget

(Please turn to page 77)
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f. New stations on air*

CITY 4 STATE
CALL

LETTERS
CHANNEL

NO.
ON-AIR
DATE

ERP (kw)*
Visual

Antenna
(ft)*"

NET
AFFILIATION

STNS.
ON AIR

SETS IN
MARKETt

(000)
PERMITEE. MANAGER, REP

RICHMOND, VA. WRVA-TV

SPARTANBURG, S. C. WSPA-TV

WHITEFISH BAY- WITI-TV
MILWAUKEE, WIS.

12

7

6

16 April

29 April

24 April

316 790 WTVR 500,000 Richmond Television Corp.

WXEX-TV
WOTV

oc 370 CBS-TV Spartanburg Radiocasting Co.

25 963 WISN-TV 700,000
WTMJ-TV
WXIX

Kahn, Fleischman, Straus &. Osncs

ff. New construction permits

CITY & STATE CALL
LETTERS

CHANNEL
NO.

DATE OF GRANT ERP (kw)'
Visual

Antenna
(ft)*"

STATIONS
ON AIR

SETS IN
MARKETt PERMITEE, MANAGER, RADIO I

(000)

CAGUAS, P. R.

POCATELLO, IDAHO

11

6

25 April

25 April

2.67

69.2

1177

1460

American Colonial Bcstg. Corp.

Radio Service Corp.

Iff. New applications

CITY & STATE CHANNEL
NO.

DATE
FILED

ERP (kw)*
Visual

Antenna
(ft)*"

ESTIMATED
COST

ESTIMATED
1ST YEAR

OP. EXPENSE
TV STATIONS
IN MARKET APPLICANT. AM AFFILIATI

FLAGSTAFF, ARIZ. 28 April .35 -54 $65,385 $54,750 Flagstaff Telecasting Co.

BOX SCORE
U. S. stations on air..

Markets covered

166

206

74

•Both new c.p.'s and stations going on the air listed here are those which occurred bet«

16 April and 23 April or on which information could be obtained in that peri.nl. SU»

are considered to be on the air when commercial operation starts. "Effective radiated P r

Aural power usually is one-half the visual power. '"Antenna height above average terrain '

above ground), tlnformation on the number of sets in markets where not designated as II

from NBC Research, consists of estimates from the stations or reps and must be deemed «W
mate. §Data from NBC Research and Planning. NFA: No figures available at pres '

on sets in market. ^Community would support proposed lower-power station at least three M
or until such time as it becomes self-sustaining. ^Presently off air, but still retaiM •

»Nmi commercial. *Above ground.
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For Distinguished Service in the Field of

Public Service in Television Journalism'

KAKE-TV eUutdW
Wichita, Kansas

The Katz Agency

ABC
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GET THAT CAR!

BUT
raHnBrVa

M3E

You can on film...

You can get that car—in spite of the darkness—on today's fast films.

What's more, you can get it on the nation's TV screens in less time

than ever before thanks to these new films and processing techniques.

All of this adds more and more to the facility and economy waiting for

you . . . when you USE EASTMAN FILM.

For complete information write to:

Motion Picture Film Department

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Rochester 4, N.Y.

East Coast Division

342 Madison Avenue
New York 17, N.Y.

Midwest Division

1 37 North Wabash Avenue

Chicago 2, Illinois

West Coast Division

6706 Santa Monica Blvd.

Hollywood 38, California

or W. J. GERMAN, INC.
Agents for the sale and distribution of Eastman Professional Motion Picture Films,

Fort Lee, N. J.; Chicago, III.; Hollywood, Calif.
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WHITE ROCK ON RADIO
{Continued from page 74)

is in radio and tv, the remainder in

newspapers."

Again the schedules are stepped

up during the hot season, but are

kept heavy in proportion to Cali-

fornia's months-long beach weather.

White Rock's advertising strategy in

Portland, Ore., differs from that used

in other principal cities: Bobby Gray-

son, White Rock's Portland bottler, ad-

vertises the beverage on his own Sun-

day afternoon tv show. As a former

Stanford University All-American, he's

a strong local tv personality, com-
ments on pro football games and

sells White Rock to his viewers.

"He got such good letter response

last year, that we increased our Port-

land budget to carry us through the

entire football season with Bobby,"

says Cal McCarthy.

In the Tacoma-Seattle area, White

Rock's advertising follows still another

pattern. In winter, the sparkling

water and ginger ale is advertised on

Seattle tv, which covers Tacoma as

well. During the summer, the flavors

get a push on Tacoma radio stations,

which cover the Seattle radio sets as

well.

These are some of the West Coast

radio stations White Rock is currently

using: KABC, KLAC, KMPC, KBIG,
KFWB, Los Angeles; KGW, KUIN,
KPOJ, Portland; White Rock is also

on WTTV in Los Angeles, KLOR,
Portland and KING-TV, Seattle-Ta-

coma.

"For White Rock, radio is the

backbone of its advertising," says

Bumstead. "With our budget, we find

that radio is the only way we can

reach people as consistently and fre-

quently as we do. And with an im-

pulse purchase like a beverage, it's

important to reach a maximum cu-

mulative audience as close to the time

of potential desires and purchase as

possible. That spells radio to us."

In order to test advertising effi-

ciency periodically, David J. Mahoney
agency makes special spring offers in

its radio commercials and newspaper

advertising. In 1955, for example,

White Rock offered six frosted glasses

for $1.50 and two bottle caps. Later

in the year, the firm offered a ukulele

for $2. These offers are self-liquidat-

ing, of course, since White Rock buys

en masse.

"Well be making such offers again

this year," McCarthy said. "So far,

the response has shown that radio

pulls best. The client is happy with

his radio results."

White Rock also uses an extensive

newspaper campaign. In New York,

for example, the beverage firm ro-

tates its products in year-'round page-

wide two-inch ads in the Daily News
and in six other metropolitan papers.

By the peak summer months the cam-

paign is stepped up to a total of 31

newspapers with ads ranging from

1,000 lines to 300-line ads on the

flavors. Photographs of Psyche, the

White Rock Girl, appear in each ad.

As new flavors or different bever-

ages are added to the White Rock

Line, an intensive spot radio and

newspaper campaign introduces the

new products. Five years ago White

Rock began selling its True-Fruit Black

Cherry drink, but found sales on a

plateau until spot radio and merchan-

dising pushed up demand. White

Rock's Kula Waii Pineapple went to

first place among White Rock flavors

sales last year, when White Rock in-

troduced it on radio and in newspapers.

However, the firm doesn't rely on

advertising alone to do its selling to

the retailers. In New York alone, the

company has 83 "advance men" who
precede the White Rock trucks and

trailers to take orders. Some of these

slaesmen work on all accounts, others

on restaurants and hotels only.

"In a general way, White Rock

competes not only with other soft

drink and mixers, but also with beer

and virtually any beverage," says

McCarthy. "The guy who's got a

beer in his hand, isn't thinking about

mixing a highball. Therefore our

advertising has to sell not only against

direct, but also indirect competitors."

And White Rock's "advance men"

have to fight for shelf space and dis-

play for the White Rock line against

the innumerable other soft drink

brands as well as against beers. Since

there's only so much room on grocers'

shelves and in refrigerators, retailers

limit the space they'll allot to bever-

ages. The advertising support a par-

ticular brand gets works as a fillip

on retailers, who then anticipate

greater demand for that brand.

White Rock's major competitor,

particularly in the mixer line, is

Canada Dry, considered by industry

sources like National Bottlers' Gazette

and Bottling Industry as the giant in its

(Please turn to page 80)
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Your message in sponsor will help you cash in on the upsurge in

TV and radio spot buying. Is your station right

for more national spot business?

10th Year of Usefulness to TV and Radio Advertisers



WHITE ROCK ON RADIO
{Continued from page 77)

field. Canada Dry has 186 bottling

plants, mostly franchised rather than

company-owned, following the pattern

in the soft drink industry. Of these

bottlers, some 150 use spot radio in

approximately 200 cities. Some 42

bottlers advertise with spot tv in 50

cities. Canada Dry's agency is J. M.

Mathes.

"We do our heaviest advertising

during three summer months and

around holidays like Thanksgiving

and Christmas." an agency executive

told sponsor. "We consider satura-

tion to be 35 to 40 announcements

weekly per radio station, and 12

weekly announcements per tv station.

Of course, company-owned plants tend

to use two or three stations in big

markets."

To buck this kind of competition.

White Rock concentrates most heavily

on its major market. New York, with

proportionate emphasis on its next-

most important markets. White Rock)

is actually a grand-daddy in the soft-

drink business, having been founded
in Waukasha, Wis., back in 1879;

with sparkling water as its first prod-f

uct. A family-owned business, the

firm concentrated on institutional sales

to hotels and restaurants because of,

high shipping costs. But during

World War II, there was a trend

away from shipping and toward local

bottlins. At this time. National Dis-

fyrfng&r&ks

BATON ROUGE?

RATING CHAMPION
In the latest Telepulse, WAFB-
TV has a leadership of nearly

5-to-l in the Baton Rouge Area.

HANDISING CHAMPION
WAFB-TV has a merchandising

record second to none.

Q

ROUND 1

First place winner in "Lucy

Show" competition with a
"* double first prize for special

merchandising job.

ROUND 2
First place in Screen Gems,
Inc. contest on program ^

Q )- promotion.

ROUND 3
Finished in "top four"inpi|

motion contest sponsor!

by "Frank Leahy and r|

Football Forecasts."

ROUND 4
WAFB-TV's only entry vt

second place winner in 19JJ

Q Billboard promotion cont([

for "network programs."

WAFB-TV
CHAN N EL 28

affiliated with WAFB, AM-FM
CBS — ABC — DUMONT

Reps: Call Adam Young, Nationally or Clark*

200,000 WATTS

South & Sou!hv
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paraphrasing advertising great PHILIP W. LENNEN

re's only one solution to a selling problem:

> FIND THE
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INTRODUCING: THE RIGHT TECHNIQUE!

SPONSOR PRESENTATIONS'

FOR TV and RADIO STATIONS

SOLVES YOUR SELLING PROBLEMS
by using Successfully Tested Technique],-

that sell your station's story with

MAXIMUM IMPACT, SPEEf



COMPLETE PRESENTATION A TO Z:

We plan, create, the 8-page SPONSOR

Presentation from A to Z. The

material is researched and gathered

on the scene in most expert fashion.

Included in the package are the

writing; the editing; extra color;

artwork; engravings (which become

your property); researcher's

traveling expenses; printing of

17,000 copies. You get 5,000

personal-use copies for your sales

staff, national sales rep

and general distribution.

AUTOMATIC WIDE-SPREAD

DISTRIBUTION:

Your Sponsor Presentation is

inserted, as part of the package

price, in a regular issue of SPONSOR,

the prestige magazine tv and

radio advertisers use. SPONSOR'S

circulation is close to 12,000 and your

Presentation dominates the issue in which

it appears. You get tremendous impact

through the breadth and depth of your

station's story; its uniqueness as a

sales documentary. (We pay a commission

to your agency of record on the eight pages

of space invoived in the package.)

DELIVERED AT ONE PACKAGE PRICE

EXCLUSIVE ADDED

PIN-POINT DISTRIBUTION:

We will mail at our expense in a

sparkling colorful envelope copies of your

Presentation — with an appropriate

note from your sales manager — to a

confidential and selected list of

1,000 key buyers of time. These

include ad directors, account executives,

media and time buyers. Members of

plans boards -all handpicked and

representing 90% of national

radio and tv buying.

MAXIMUM COORDINATION

WITH YOUR REP:

After the Presentation is com-

pleted, we will set up meetings with

your national rep's sales staffs in

New York and Chicago to give them

a complete rundown of your

station's up-to-the-minute story, as

based on what the researcher of your

Presentation found and observed.

The end result: the men who

are out selling your station

become more firmly sold than

ever on your sales story.



OF SUCCESSFUL TECHNIQUES
TO MAKE $$$ __-
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A. ii ii mmwiity, or are*, with

an econom) thai .- noi oni< "-li bal-

anced bul is expanding,

The are* served bj WSA2 Y\ com
man.Kan economy that's *ell balanced

diversified in-

duatriea—and is al ihe same tima d>-

iiji.iii because i< [g nnr .,1 the fastesl

II ' ir | ..I \ir,l I- In -I

Spread ihroughui

length oi this »rea

And

[ the breadth and

|i i
. i i r _- industrial

A stable, well-diversified and d

add up ii> tteady jjiarit payroll

ihst's what ihe WSAZ-TV *rej ha-

plenty of

Area's Overall Market Fads

Here are some eenrtal economic

facts characterisint, thr market which
i. within WS VZ-TV's coverage um-
brella:

indusl > of J

• Wesi Virginia Is (he second larg-

est coal producing slale hut ihe No. 1

roal state of ihe counlry m relation

o ihe number of coal reduction in-

iustriea and plants

• Easy access i<> river lran*porla-

ion ha- made and continues to make

,^l».l. tirnctirc to big

thes

i has all ihe bask

thurleslon-f.rrat kanavha Area

• Fortwu Hagmu dubbed ihe

Great kanawhs Valley as the "Ruhr
Valley of A.nen.a " It described the

Valley as one ol America's greatest

ure eheais of ,,.a l. nil gas, sari

• The Kar.snha Vallr. with- 1 ha.

Irslon in its enter, in lh<- ^r-"«l<--l

chemical producing aiej in Itnerici

. I it] .,1 i harleaton h«i an eacep-

lionallv large percentage of while col

lar workers, due to fa. i it j| cilj ol

Kate capital. There are i ism people

employed In ihii 'ingle "industry."

. rhe poyrelli In Ka n »>.ha County,

of which Charleston i* Ihe counlv seal

were 8190,000.<H>n [„ T t |„ hr.t „, Nr

tnontlH el 19S3, which .* practkaU)
equal lo what it was for the like pr

riod uf 1952 Indications are that :h--

payroll total for 1953 in Kanawha
County Will be over S2"O.000,000.

• Charleston distribute* lo 650.000

people in eight fountie* snROWlding
Kanawha, ft did a wholesale bustBen

of over 8300.000,000 in 1952, The
wholesale payroll in Metropolitan

Charleston for 1953 is estimated at

around $160,000,000 'Incidentally

dislrihutors in Charleston -as also ap-

plies to Huntington—cover tuch o

wide area thai the entire market can

"nlv be encompassed with a single-

station boy through WSAZTV. The
reason: WSAZ-TVe 100,000 watts on

ehannel 5).

• There are over 200 manufanur
.nji plant, in ihe Charlesion-Great Ks
nawah Area, in- ludm* *u< h gianls a*

Union Carbide & Carbon
Libby-Owens-Ford Class Co.

F I DuPont

Monsanto Chemical Corp.

i S Rubber Co.

I nited Carbon Co.

B F. Goodrich Chemiral Corp.

Weatvnco ( hrmical Corp.

Barium Reduction Corp

• The CharleslonGreal Kanawha
area accounU for 339.100 people,

S.1290O0.OOO in retail sales and $465.

000,000 in consumer spendable in

• Factory shifts are staggered in ihe

Charleston area to avoid naOaane tr.f

he congestion. Most of the plants op-

erate around ihe clo-.k. making latr

Portsmouth Area

As pointed oul in ihe March
1954 issue of Tfiii Wnk Mow
Uomi Boob m Ohio") I'..

month i> an "integral pan of a

the Port mouth Arr

of Portsm slhe
i peoplearea (ol 200,0

.I,.,- en] SO mill

sale turnover for 1953 ii H&00QO
nd retail volume, 138,000^000

In Sdoto County, of whkh Pew
muih i. the ,

rowing industrial s

reajarJ

i ihe ,

• Value of Scioto Count) »/i«i
lural products in 1953 «a> 15339,01
'Sales Management!. "Survey of Ru
ing Power"] There ».- 2.171 fam
in the County.

• An a

der

erf* ,.la.

the Ports nth
\r.-j involves an expenditure ol SI.

JI'iniMirHM and P „ipl ,„, ,,|
| (

-ii-i ,-..,, I,-

a Ihe Atomic Encrg) ' onuntsasun

has coinmJadoned ihc Ohio &ctric
Valley I ,„ P . B combination of 15 pri-

vate utilities, lo build two ateaun gen
rraling plants t.. -ervr <«..

Areas AEC uranium plant These
-learn plants will cost $420 million

and have a two-million kilowatt ca-

paeirj

• Detroit Steel Corp/i Piiifmmlii
D.vw.on has about completed a $60
million expansion program, and Dow
Chemical Co. is talking about a huge
lite in nearby Haverhill

• Leading industrial plants in the

Portsmouth Area:

Detroit Steel i ..,,,

Williams Mfg. Co. isb.*si

Selbv >hoe Co
Norfolk & Western R R Shops S,

Yard. I third largest in ihe world i

Hai

Vulcan Corp. (shoe lasts)

Porlnmomh Casting & Mfr Co
Day Inn l'..rl-moulh Foundry
Al*ynHe I .. i plastic* l

• In lerms of markel data basics

the Portsmouth area a nrj for I 12

000 people, 1138,000,000 in mail «le*
and 1249^)00,000 mrumer nend
ablr income.
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Combined ATN coverage urea

1955 facts on individual markets and ATN combined market

TrVllW 1 WTOLf WIZE I^MlTt
XL Xl-f^. JV-. . Tar C*o.&/ SlaAm

NET EFFECTIVE

BUYING INCOME

RETAIL SALES

GENERAL

MERCHANDISE

HOME

FURNISHINGS

AUTOMOTIVE

SALES

CITY
METROPOLITAN
MARKET

CITY
METROPOLITAN
MARKET .

CITY
METROPOLITAN
MARKET

;.:
i
r i

METROPOLITAN
MARKET

CITY
METROPOLITAN
MARKET

CITY
METROPOLITAN
MARKET

ClTv
METROPOLITAN
MARKET

CITY
METROPOI 'TAr,

MARKET

126.660
162.580
371.570

5715.424,000
51.063,375,000
$1,793,251,000

5549,378.000
$678.^32.000

$1,164,710,000

5130,603,000
$164,443,000
$272,156,000

$66,784,000
573,949,000
5124.821,000

$30,166,000
$35,390,000
$57,777,000

$101,739,000
$142,280,000
$236,330,000

$24,624,000
$28,223,000
$42,136,000

270,600
511.100
996.100

137.100
136.770
307.840

$565,655,000
$999,947,000

$1,726,778,000

$449,141,000
$596,922,000

$1,084,670,000

$101,245,000
$145,446,000
5263,384,000

$74,163,000
$79,024,000

$111,664,000

$22,457,000
$28,058,000
$50,905,000

$61,427,000
$107,267,000
$209,030,000

516.768,000
$21,383,000
$34,097,000

408.900
551,300
917,900

169,740
171,980
280.980

$809,635,000
$1,094,718,000
$1 580,086,000

$597,408,000
$663,309,000

$1,137,691,000

$126,993,000
$146,360,000
$229,967,000

$96,475,000
$97,940,000

$119,482,000

$32615,000
$34,187,000
$48,083,000

$118,012,000
$122,657,000
$177,595,000

$16 882.000
$21,118,000
$28,127,000

83.000
120.200
263,900

26.910
36,950
79,290

$151,692,000
$208,325,000
$428,900,000

$112,005,000
$126,115,000
$276,463,000

$26,497,000
$29,938,000
$61,573,000

$11,914,000
$12,058,000
$20,369,000

56.559.000
$6,779,000

$13,164,000

$20,881,000
$22,905,000
$52,599,000

$3,487,000
$3,665,000

$11,363,000

140,800
255.000
339.600

51.720
71.640
92.310

$321,640,000
$332,941,000
$400,860,000

$187,670,000
$217,624,000
$253,299,000

$41,542,000
$53,642,000
$64,646,000

$2288a 000
$25,666,000
$28,779,000

$11,463,000
$12,532,000
514.241 000

$40,799,000
$45,082 000
$52,863,000

$5,514,000
$6,345,000
$7,207,000

3,822,900

1,131,990

$5,930,675,000

$3,916,932,000

$891 726,000

S405.125.000

1184,170,000

S728.417.000
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Excerpts from sales -producing Sponsor Presentations

These Presentations
have been uniquely
effective in selling local

personalities and local

live programming to na-

tional advertisers

>

i£NC EXECS, CLIENTS ENDORSE KOLN TV'S EFFECTIVENESS

."nmr/Ut '>i agriun men and adtrrtuen who hair '«>ugkt and i.

obiminrd in pmoruil xnirr, i^u > by Sponsor Presentations, Inr i

n have an knj \ IV Fairmont \ . ...|. Supirnw Bale., and P?l«-r Par
_\TV. mcvki lirnwndoiuh rflalivi The itihon, u pan .

...] .ho.. that tr..|, di.m* age g r up< »Wh mats ,1 >rr. -

inpDinl tin India* *

r'a.kar.l fori Be« arrounl executive, Boaell A Jarob*. »>m»ha. "Sir*
unit^i John Frtter'i niiniftmrni, moved ill 'rintinilltr ..-I ind Mrpped up ,i

•li. a,K.r.
'- ..lei, iti II King. TV re.p-.n~ l.t -' - .I.-..I. t !,..,„ rl

Lincoln \.,» stori » .,,. ,tf .1 ir. k- kin, i

lot

I"'""

I A V.NXUlf. I .l.n.l.i

rr«. ut ih, DbTw

ill Rank in<) I ir-i 1 ru i .. I„ jlti-inslHi
-.1 villi II,. ',i,,-- ,

hetrnlrl ( <> Limolii
he utneneWi .<•-. ,.i ,

" <»" J hun.Irer had people .

e ih- uw,] . in ., „.,) d*ertt»M .... nut pro

kOLVTVh.

7T~-
i M>IVT\ MI>HF* W.UN
'IN I'l |J . I OST RRSl'LTS

»-',»»", r„ff., .5,,, .(„ .jw, «

Our technique for con-

veying coverage impact

and economy gave this

new station a fast sell-

ing start — equipped
with a complete sales kit

I ,..,i, ,
. omim-'

HERE'S THE BOX miiki on no TOP <>

koi x i\ -ao, pa ORDER
M» station b— u>. per mrhkh
\HI STATION (—*3e per ORDER
»Hr STATION D AND E—SSc PFH OBDER
>W snilllN r—r.7. PKR ORHI.R

Programing

THEY MAKE WJAR-TV A PERSONALITY POWERHOUSE

Itirrf- Roldm Belli, Mim

fonu pail JVi »««r» VoJor u> ,Vne f«|(W we/uaU»< Tie JVmm" .«« q

HIT the Fabulous Central Florida Market

WITH
ONE SHOT!

CENTRA! FLORIDA S

GREATEST ONE-STATION COVERAGE

7, in HI • II).mm Hall I atid Operated h» KHK In.



BUD ROGERS, WSAZ-TV:
".

. . it's terrific! Easily the most valuable piece of research

ammunition we've ever had for future sales building . . .

we are being congratulated for the wonderful public relations

job we have done through our Sponsor Presentation for

the whole WSAZ-TV area while at the same time

aggressively selling WSAZ-TV."

PAT WILLIAMS, Air Trails Network:

"For the money spent this is the best sales

promotion we've ever gotten out and the best

national advertising we can buy. We have proof

of the results, because we've got business—
contracts— repeatedly on the basis of our

Presentations. Our salesmen consider a Sponsor

Presentation an annual "must." We are looking

forward to our fourth Sponsor Presentation."

HAYDN R. EVANS, WBAY-TV:
"We take great pride in having been the first station

to buy a Sponsor Presentation. It gave us an ideal

sales tool to mail to agencies and clients and to

show at in-person solicitations, for well over a year.

We got back our investment several times over."

V. E. CARMICHAEL, KWK, Inc.:

"You did a mature, down-to-earth job on the Presentation for

our new station, W*GTO...the information and sound selling

techniques gave us right at the send-off a strong, fact-packed

sales tool . . . the immediate results were very gratifying."

JOHN FETZER, Fetzer stations:

".
. . expertly researched and documented ... a resourceful,

practically-devised sales story that should help us

enormously at KOLN-TV."

GENERAL MANAGER, WJAR-TV:
"Our Sponsor Presentation's acceptance and impact at agencies has

pleased us tremendously ... it gave them, the agencies said, the

information they're always looking for and the way they want it."



ESENTATIONS NEW

ALES PLM
*

mures you not only a mature, sound basic

mes tool but a complete, fully-rounded

VERTISING-SALES PROMOTION STRATEGY

imr sales story comes to the buyer

dipped in one complete package

i) THE BUYER BUYS YOUR SALES STORY

EfllLY, SPEEDILY, FACTUALLY

YOU BUY SEASONED KNOW-HOW

SPONSOR PRESENTATIONS, in 8 or more pages,
are planned, created, totally prepared by Ben Bodec and

his experienced staff, whose formula and formats can
be copied but not equalled.

A cross-section of Ben Bodec's background:

Executive with J. Walter Thompson and Kenyon & Eckhardt in

programming and planning capacities; associating him with
such accounts as RCA, Lorillard, Owens-Illinois Glass,

General Cigar, Ford, Lincoln-Mercury, Kellogg.
Program development and program sales executive

with the American Broadcasting Company.
Fourteen years with "Variety" as reporter, radio editor,

associate editor. Executive editor of SPONSOR. V.p. and general
manager of SPONSOR PRESENTATIONS INC.,

since its inception February, 1953.
Over 25 years in the business of advertising and selling.

J



TWO
PROVED,
DYNAMIC
FORMULAS:

1 emc i

i
SPONSOR

PRESENTATIONS
MORE $$
FOR YOUF
BUSINE

YOUR SPONSOR PRESENTATION GUARANTEES

1

COUPON
FOR EASY
BUYING

PRESTIGE AND LEADERSHIPI

PENETRATION AT THE KEY
CENTERS OF INFLUENCE

r
Sponsor Presentations Inc.
40 East 49th Street, New York 17, New York

/ am interested in a Sponsor Presentation. Please let me have further details

regarding such project.

Please advise whether I could insert my presentation in a SPONSOR issue

during the month of

Name

Station, or firm

Street address

City

Title

State

I



tillers bought out White Rock as well

as the Morgan Beverage Co. of Brook-

lyn, which became New York bottler

and distributor of White Rock.

Alfred Morgan, now president of

White Rock Corp., is third-generation

in the soft drink business. His family

actually founded the Morgan Bever-

age Co. in 1858. In 1952, Morgan
bought White Rock back from Na-

tional Distillers, reorganized sales

and distribution set-ups, turned to air

media advertising, and began reaping

steady profits.

Cal J. McCarthy Jr. who's a David

J. Mahoney v.p. and account supervi-

sor for White Rock, worked on the bev-

erage firm's advertising for a year at

Ellington Co., then moved with it to

David J. Mahoney in 1954. As a result

of the merger between David J. Ma-
honey and MacManus, John & Adams
on 1 August, McCarthy feels that

White Rock and his other clients "will

get the benefit of strong combined
talents, and most important, more re-

sources in the enlarged radio-tv de-

partments." * * *

STANDING IN LINE
(Continued from page 31)

value: "Someone I know was thinking

of approaching WGTH in Hartford

and offering $85,000 for the property.

But before he got around to it, the sta-

tion was sold to General Teleradio for

$240,000, as I heard it. Undoubtedly
the station was worth the price on in-

spection of its books. But it shows you
how easy it is to underestimate the po-

tential of a station from the outside."

The recent whopping sales figure

quoted on the sale of New York's pros-

perous WNEW was an eye opener to

the industry. The station had sold in

1950 for $1,700,000. Then in 1954,
Richard Buckley and associates paid

$2,100,000 for the same property. And
in December 1955, Buckley and a syn-

dicate bought out the station for an
impressive $4,100,000, reportedly the

highest price ever for an individual

station. (There's at least one know-
ing station operator who told SPONSOR
the station is worth considerably more
today.)

Just a year ago, three Louisville

stations ran up distress signals and
started looking for buyers. They've
all been sold recently at more than
the original asking price.

The recent purchase by Crowell-

Collier of the Bitner stations (both

radio and tvj for $16,200,000 pointed

up another facet of the reviving radio

business. There's considerable interest

in station-ownership nowadays par-

ticularly among publishers. Brokers

report the new buyers are interested

in radio because it's a sound business

which pays profits outsiders consider

good. Most of the brokers said that

radio station owners had been used to

a higher rate of profit than prevails in

most businesses today.

Of course, behind all this silver

lining, there are a few clouds. Sloppy

management in some instances has

caused stations to go downhill to a

point where they are staggering opera-

tions. These stations obviously haven't

increased in value. One New England

station, purchased for $500,000 five

years ago, has shown a steady decline

in income—from $300,000 the first

year to less than $90,000 last year.

Naturally, it couldn't be sold for

$500,000 now.

Recipe for SUCCESS!

To a great basic network

(CBS), add a great affiliate

network (ABC). Season with

a strong array of local pro-

grams. Stir in plenty of

Promotion and Service.

Then add an active, intel-

ligent sales force and a

4-year record oj consistent

preference ratings in Rochester!

MIX 'EM ALL
TOGETHER and
YOU HAVE THE
BEST BUY IN

ROCHESTER TELEVISION!

CHANNEL |Q VHF
12 5,000 WATTS

OPERATED SHARE TIME BY

WHEC-TV AND WVET-TV

CBS 6 A S / C ABC AFFILIATE

ROCHESTER,N.Y.
EVERETT-McKINNEY, INC. • NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES • THE BOILING CO., INC.
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And of course quoted sales figures

•can be misleading. A buyer may be

paving $50,000 for a station while

assuming $50,000 worth of liabilities,

totalling up to a "$100,000" sale.

But, when all the factors are weighed,

there's no question that the price

trend is higher today. "Nothing is

ever for sale anymore." station broker

Howard Stark reported. "There are

no more bargains. If I get a good

property now, I can sell it over the

phone. Now a lot of people call me

up with fantastic ideas. They've got

$10,000 and want me to find them a

station selling for $100,000. But why

should anyone sell on that basis?

There are enough buyers around to

pay the full price outright."

Brokers in gauging their sales price

indicated that the hypothetical yard-

stick a few years ago was one times

the gross and three to five times the

net earnings. Now, some brokers

figure prices have gone as high as

one-and-one-half times gross and five

to seven times earnings.

Broker Phil Kelser cautions against

the latter figures though he does think

that the price is up. He feels that

gross sales rather than earnings re-

ports are more important in gauging

a sale, but doubts if the going price

is much above the yearly gross. "But

then I've seen radio stations selling

at only 80% of their gross, when ra-

dio was a little overdepressed," he

said. "I think the three-to-five times

earnings figure still holds pretty

strong."

Ed Tornberg, from the Zander

brokerage firm, credits the upsurge in

market prices to these factors:

1. Volume is going up. Radio sta-

tions thus become more valuable.

2. Buyers are confident enough to

make a three-to-five year projection

and thus can afford to pay a little

more.

3. The booming national economy.

The profit sheets of radio stations

naturally have played a large part in

driving up the prices of stations. Ra-

dio, as has been said before, is brist-

ling with new confidence.

A station rep accounted for it this

way: "Once the networks started going

downhill, some of the station owners,

used to a push-button operation, tried

to ride along with networks, even

though the revenue continued to di-

minish. The smart ones did some
thinking. They re-oriented themselves

to the idea that radio serves a local

C9nr^

Sales Offices: New York, Cincinnati, Dayton, Columbus, Atlanta, Chicago, Miam
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w Triple-, PLAN

UDIENCE and A A A

CTION in A A A

TLANTA A A A

V.

WLW-A

Name your product— lipstick, lollypopsor LaPalinas

. . . ladies', children's, or men's! WLW-A has the

show for it with the smash new TRIPLE-A Plan-

guaranteeing Audience and Action in Atlanta!

Yes, WLW-A offers just the right television

shows for just the right products— kiddies' shows

for kiddies' products, daytime shows for women's

products, nighttime shows for family products. So

here's a product-perfect, show-time plan that

really delivers the goods. And only WLW-A gives

you this TV selective-audience package—the big

new TRIPLE-A Plan . . . guaranteeing Audience

and Action in Atlanta!

A member of the Crosley Broadcasting Corporation, a division of
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If you sell food products . .

.

You've got a choice market of

300 MILLION DOLLARS
in Flint and the Saginaw Valley

MICHIGAN'S 2nd RICHEST MARKET
Big names sell brand names on

WNEM-TV. They're reaching the

Flint-Saginaw market, Michigan's

second richest, over its most

significant station— WNEM-TV.

This hungry market buys a lot of soup and cereal

. . . writes a grocery list totaling some $298,940,000
every year. It's Michigan's Golden Valley, and

second only to Detroit in sales potential. Here

are some facts . . .

• Total Spendable Income, $1,517,966,000

• Annual Retail Sales $1,153,905,000

• Average City-Family Income. .$6,092.75

And you influence this big-spending market best on

its own WNEM-TV— the only station reaching all

274,067 television sets in Flint and the Saginaw Val-

ley. For proof, see Pulse and ARB survey reports.

Contact Headley-Reed or Michigan Spot Sales.

WNEM-TV
A CERITY STATION

serving Flint, Saginaw, Bay City, Midland

your direct channel to Michigan's Golden Valley

audience. Then the profits went up
again. But the station owners who
didn't smarten up found themselves

with a losing situation on their hands.

That's where the smart buyers come
in. All over the country, stations

have been picked up for practically

nothing, reconverted into money-mak-
ing organizations, then resold at a fat

profit and a capital gains deal. That's

another reason the market is up."

Almost all the reps and brokers felt

that television, of course, was the

cause of radio's downturn in the past

few years. Many radio men developed

defeatist attitudes, feeling that they

couldn't compete with the glamor of

tv. "Then again, don't forget that

many of the advertisers themselves

were impressed by the great success

stories in television," said one rep.

'"They forgot all about radio. Then

recently they've discovered that radio

can cost a fraction of what tv costs

and can do the job. On a cost-per-

1,000 basis, advertisers have found

that radio is an excellent buy—often

better than television."

A station broker charged that the

networks had sold radio down the

river. "They didn't hold anything out

for radio listeners. What's the good

• •••••••
"Remember, retailers do not buy adver-

tising any more than they buy your
products. Advertising must be sold to

your dealers ... as your salesmen sell

your products."
ALLEN P. SOLADA

Sales Director
WTPA-TV, Harrisburg, Pa.

• •••••••
of having Bob Hope on radio when

people can see him on television?

When all the big radio stars wrere on

television, that was the end of net-

work radio at night."

Future chroniclers of the saga of

radio will doubtless point to the de-

cline of network billings as the turn-

ing point in radio history. Many net-

work affiliates decided to try their own

formulas. They followed the lead of

independent stations and took aim on

their local audiences whether through

news and music or other formulas.

How WINS turned the trick was ex-

plained by broker Howard Stark.

"When Elroy McCawT took over, he

made up his mind that he was going

to get national spot business. So he

got rid of all the local business on

the station. Then he put on an inten-

sive campaign and doubled their na-
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WHEN YOU BUY ATLANTA...BUY

AND TAKE A BIGGER LICK AT

Atlanta is the hub of a 60-county market that is covered thor-

oughly by WAGA-TV. Compared with other TV stations in

Atlanta you reach over 17% more people with more than

$300-million in spendable income. WAGA-TV gives you a

bigger lick at this bigger market with its taller tower, full power,

CBS-TV and highest ARB and Pulse ratings.

TOP DOG k IN THE NATION'S 21st MARKET

Represented Nationally by

THE KATZ AGENCY, Inc.

waoa-tv
CBS-TV in Atlanta

STORER BROADCASTING COMPANY SALES OFFICES

NEW YORK-1I8 E. 57th St.-TOM HARKER, Vice President and National Sales Director • BOB WOOD, National Sales Manager
CHICAGO-230 N. Michigan Ave. • SAN FRANCISCO-1 1 1 Sutter St.
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tional spot. After that, he went back

and picked up the local business which

is way ahead of what it used to be."

Other stations have taken the tack of

shooting for a specific audience, as

in the case of foreign language sta-

tions. In Southern markets, the win-

ning ticket often includes hillbilly

music and religion.

Multiple ownership (Crowell-Collier

is the most recent example) is a sig-

nificant recent trend in station opera-

tions. By running a number of sta-

tions, groups have increased earnings,

which they generally pile right back

into the business. The activity of

Storer and other groups in the sta-

tion market has also served to drive

up the price of stations.

The brokers, though naturally de-

lighted to service large companies, are

not overlooking the small station buy-

er—he may be the large buyer of

tomorrow. But the small buyer must

be prepared to wait longer, up to

three years to make a purchase.

Bill Maillefert, radio sales manager

for Petry, commented: "It was the

^jfird in I6niijufy-

:**

"The Blue-Chip Buy in the Bluegrass State"

WAVE-TV
CHANNEL LOUISVILLE

FIRST IN KENTUCKY
Affiliated with NBC & ABC

Romance and glamor aside, there's one

Kentucky institution you can't afford to

miss. It's WAVE-TV, first by far, in

Kentucky and Southern Indiana television.

First In CHANNEL— Brilliant Channel 3!

First In COVERAGE— Effectively serves

173,000 more TV families than

Louisville's second station!

First In PROGRAMMING—The best from

NBC and ABC, plus topnotch

local shows!

First In ADVERTISING—Carries more local

and national advertising, year in

and year out, than Louisville's

other TV station!

First ON THE AIR— More and better ex-

perience, by more than a year!

same way with the movies when tele-

vision came in and the newspapers

when radio came in. They both were

hurt for awhile, but they came right

back and claimed their own market.

That's what radio is doing. Naturally,

there's plenty of room for both radio

and television."

A station broker commented that

the resurgence of radio with its magic

formula has brought new headaches.

"There's no doubt about it. Whether

radio is a public service or no, there

are a lot of people who are out to

make fast profits by buying a station,

applying the formula and getting it

into the black, then selling it at a

much higher price."

One station rep, however, said it

wasn't just a formula, it was a whole

new attitude toward radio. "The radio

salesmen have re-kindled interest

among advertisers. Now the client is

quite likely to say, 'My gosh, it's

cheaper in radio'." * * *

InhcIspot sales
Exclusive National Representative*

"LEVY'S BREAD"
(Continued from page 37)

en the base of its sales, Levy's intro-

duced the specialty breads.

"We believe in advertising that sells

news," says Epstein. "Therefore, we

put most of our campaign behind

cinnamon raisin bread, which gives

us a more dramatic store. Levy's Rye

Bread is already well-known anyhow.

Of course, where we can use color

(subway posters) we show the rye

bread to suggest flavor."

Levy has considerable competition

in New York, not only from unpack-

aged rye shipped direct from bakers

to the stores, but also from 18 other

brands. Of these, Messing Bakery

Products (through Marketing Associ-

ates in Philadelphia), Grossinger

Bread (through BBDO), Arnold's

(through Charles W. Hoyt) and

Thomas (through David J. Mahoney)

have done or are doing air advertis-

ing. None of them has as extensive

a saturation radio campaign as Levy s.

however.

Levy's Cinnamon Raisin Bread com-

petes principally with Thomas Cinna-

mon Raisin Bread, which tends to rely

on the air advertising push of its pro-

tein bread and English muffins to
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FIRST AGAIN!
IN METROPOLITAN SHREVEPORT AUDIENCE*

00
03
00

28 £ 30

64

79

64

SHOWS

OF THE NIGHT-
TIME AUDIENCE

OF THE WEEKLY
MORNING AUDIENCE

• Foreman

• Avery ^
• OeKolb

Q7 OF THE WEEKLY
k AFTERNOON AUDIENCE

Leads in 143 out of 168 nighttime

quarter hours.

Leads in 82 out of 100 weekly

morning quarter hours.

Leads in 94 out of 120 weekly

afternoon quarter hours.

First in locally-produced studio shows.

*BASED ON ARB SURVEY OF TELEVISION VIEWING -WEEK OF MARCH 8-14, 1956

FIRST . . . consider the powerful audience leadership facts revealed by this

newest ARB report. Remember that KSLA-TV is Shreveport's first television

station with over 2 years' experience . . . gives full power coverage of over

165,000 TV sets . . . offers the popular programs of basic CBS-TV. You will

know that the best possible TV buy in this important Southern market is

KSLA. Then call your Raymer man right away!

PAUL H.RAYMER COMPANY, INC. National Representatives

New York • Atlanta • Detroit • San Francisco • Hollywood • Dallas • Chicago

TlPST
SHREVEPORT,
LOUISIANA -TV BASIC
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carry the Thomas Raisin Bread along.

But Thomas does a substantial amount

of print advertising as well.

The Cinnamon Raisin Bread came

on the market a year ago without ad-

vertising. Levy's purposely planned

not to advertise it at first, to see how

it would go. In June the agency be-

gan putting announcements on WQXR
in a small way. Now sales are up

400% from the time Cinnamon Bread

was put on the air.

As president and creative head of

the agency, Bill Bernbach has had a

great influence on the Levy campaign.

Throughout the planning stages, he

felt it important that client and agency

both recognize New Yorkers as a par-

ticularly' sophisticated group of peo-

ple. "Copy has to be designed to in-

terest and to sell them," he says. "All

sell and they'll pan you across. Of
course, if you want attention, just

turn your ad upside down. But will

it sell?"

Last year, Bill Bernbach applied his

Cash Registers are Singing
in the WBRZ Area because:
POPULATION IS UP 84%
EFFECTIVE BUYING INCOME IS UP 100%
FOOD STORE SALES ARE UP 209%

— Sales Management's area growth ratings, 1945-1955

5899,481,000.00 spendable dollars

from OIL, GAS, CHEMICALS

SULPHUR, INDUSTRY, AGRICULTURE
— and only one TV station completely covers

this rich heart of Louisiana

NBC-ABC
Represented by Hollingbery

Power:
100,000 watts

Tower:
lOOl ft. 6 in.

Channel

BATON ROUGE, LOUISIANA

creative thinking to tv for Levy's

nine-months campaign on WRCA-TV.
The copy simply stated, "All New
York eats Levy's Rye Bread," and
showed a slice of it that disappeared

bite by bite.

"We found that we got a lot of at-

tention with tv," says Epstein. "But
we can reach more people cheaper

with radio. Therefore we switched

back to radio after last spring and in-

tend to keep it up through the year."

Levy's needed to reach a lot of

people with its Cinnamon Raising

Bread message to push up demand
and increase its spotty distribution.

"We've always had an easy time

getting our rye bread into all sorts

of food and grocery chains because

these chains felt that they needed to

have it for their Jewish trade," a com-
pany executive told SPONSOR. "But
when you get into cheese breads and
raisin breads and other specialties,

you're often competing with the chain's

own brand. Then it becomes harder
to get your own brand into the store,

let alone into favorable shelf space."

The radio campaign is designed to

get across two important facts: (1)

that Levy's are bakers of various

^'We think that it is ridiculous for the
industry to be hamstrung with a rule
that says that Joe Blow who operates in
seven small cities with a total popula-
tion of two million must stop there,
when another operator can own one sta-
tion in the city of New York and serve a
population of fourteen million, another
in Chicago with 5,000,000, etc. It is

patently without soundness and logic

—

and we feel confident that our position
will be upheld."

LEE B. WAILES
Executive v.p., Slorer Broadcasting Co.

breads, not just the rye bread; (2)

that the quality associated with Lev\ s

rye bread is found in its other special-

ty breads as well.

Newspaper ads are generally 249-

liners with black-and-white photo-

graphs of a slice of Levy's bread. The

copy approach in newspapers is simi-

lar to the sell in radio, and newspaper

ads like the longer radio commercials

usually conclude with: "Look for

Levy's Cinnamon Raisin Bread where-

ever they sell Levy's real Jewish rye."

And, adds Epstein, Levy's sales cur-

vex indicates that people are follow-

ing this advice. * * *
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: WISCONSIN
Serving thelandoLJflM ard)ww/

Now interconnected by private microwave with

WDMJ-TV (100,000 ch. 6) Marquette, Mich.
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4AS VIEW TV, RADIO
(Continued from page KM

Brorby, Chicago, also adopts a satura-

tion technique. Kraft buys a network

saturation program plan of five five-

minute newcasts daily, six days

weekly, on Mutual's full network of

540 stations. Other accounts, prefer-

ring spot, slot announcements in early-

morning, daytime ("an especially eco-

nomical buy") and late-night periods.

Another buying innovation, typical

of the new advertising buying ap-

proaches being found in radio, was

developed by BBDO early this year.

It's called "flights," and the "flight"

path provides for vast numbers of

spot announcements to swoop down

on listeners in a concentrated barrage.

Len Carey, of that agency, explains

it this way: "We're using a lot more

radio, in new ways. In one new
way which we call 'flights,' we go

into a market for four weeks, then

out for four. We use 100 to 140 an-

nouncements weekly on a strong sta-

tion. We also varv these 'flights.'

One week of the four we might hit

on Thursday and Friday, for shop-

ping; another week, we'll use run-of-

station announcements; still another,

early-morning time. As far as we've

been able to check with factory ship-

ments and store audits, the system

sells!"

Agency executives questioned by

sponsor also had some thoughts on

broadcast media patterns—and in

which directions these patterns might

lead advertisers.

Television: John H. Tinker Jr.,

senior vice president-creative director,

McCann-Erickson, New York, en-

visions tv's continuing growth because

"it is a highly demonstrable medium
for implementing sales. It's highly

sensitive, and we can express with

it any basically sound idea. Because

of that sensitivity, however, the idea

—to be accepted—must be more ba-

sically sound than in other media. Tv
is like the stage or movies, or other

of the more personal contact media,

which expose the thinness of an idea

more quickly."

BBDO clients prefer the half-hour

program format, Carey said. "We
like it, if we can afford it, because

it gives us sponsor identification. I

don't think anyone is in a participa-

tion schedule because he prefers it.

It's a matter of economics, and half-

hours are expensive. Nevertheless,

participations have proven to be effec-

tive even with loss of sponsor identi-

fication."

Several clients of a successful mid-

western agency (where radio and tv

get more than 40% of total billing)

buy radio to reach men, particularly

in the morning and at noon. But an

agency officer said "tv is giving radio

such a hard push in so many hours

of the day that selected periods, alone,

can't carry radio. I think someday

tv will be more important at noon and

at midnight, for example."

Agency management seems to agree

radio has evened out to the plateau

of a basic medium, but many see a

lot of new buying peaks emerging

above that plateau.

"People are looking to radio for

San Joaquin Valley TV Families . .

.

——— ~ * '

Station Viewed Most Before 6 p.m.

• • •

Station Viewed Most After 6 p.m.

"\1

DO WHAT come

NATURALLY
Tune to UHFTV Stations

of the Homes in this,

the Worlds Richest Fan
Market can receive. .

.

JEO TVc*uu«^47

i

,

4600 ft. above sea level 175,000 TV Homes

ARB Area Report

Released in February

O'NEILL BROADCASTING COMPANY
P.O. Box 1708. Represented Nationally by the Branham Co. Fresno, Cali
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New ARB Area Audience Report

for Nashville & 87 Surrounding Counties Put

WLAC-TV FIRST
in twice as many quarter-hour seg-

ments as the other two Nashville

stations combined!

Things have really changed in the
Nashville area. The WLAC-TV Cov-
erage Girl is now first in eye-appeal
too ! ARB's Area Report (March 8-

14, 1956) puts WLAC-TV 'way out
front with 309 quarter-hour wins
(and 4 more ties for first) out of
448 segments covered.

Whether you buy by power (maxi-
mum), tower (1,365' above average
terrain), geography (87 counties
in 4 states), tv homes (384,173)
or ratings (first in 309 segments,
tied for first in 4, second in 110,
third in 25), WLAC-TV gives
you the most by all yardsticks.
Documented proof available
upon request.

The South's Great

Multi-Market Station

WLAC-TV
NASHVILLE, TENN®6
CBS Basic Required

T. B. Baker, Jr.

Executive Vice-President
and General Manager

Robert M. Reuschle
National Sales Manager

The Katz Agency
National Representatives
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certain things they can't find else-

where," is how several agency man-

agers describe the trend. They cite

the popularity of news as an example

of radio's edge on the entertainment

competition.

"There are certain fashions in

media," reported one Madison Ave.

agency executive, "but today radio

isn't one of them." He nevertheless

anticipates that many accounts will

shift money into the radio side of the

ledger as radio's popularity pendulum

likewise shifts. There's a very real

opportunity in radio. Many of its

advantages are being overlooked."

Radio "is coming of age again,"

in the opinion of McCann's John

Tinker. He theorizes: "Radio is a

very important word these days.

Oddly enough, because of being con-

sidered a companion to tv, radio is

—if anything—in clearer focus than

ever as a source of pressure in the

sales area. It's bound to grow. It's

gaining stature because of its strength

in standing side by side with tv. It

has a strong appeal in its uniquely

wmm in this 4-State,

58-County

Mlark it

Herein WFBC-TV's 100 UV/M
contour is the South's richest

textile-industrial area and its

famous mountain vacationland.

Population, Income and Sales

from Sales Management Survey

of Buying Power 1956. TV Homes

from Nielson '53, plus RETMA
shipments to date.

AUGUSTA •'

Population

Incomes

Retail Sales

Television Homes

1,991,700

$2,115,295,000.

$1,467,678,000.

367,230

"The Giant of

Southern Skies"

Video -100,000 Watts
(FCC MAXIMUM)

Audio—50,000 Watts
Antenna height—1,204
feet above average
terrain—2,204 feet

above sea level.

Here is one of the South's great

markets. Compare it with Atlanta,

Jacksonville, New Orleans or

Miami! Latest PULSE and ARB Re-

ports prove WFBC-TV's Dominance
in its coverage area. Write us or

WEED for market data, rates and
availabilities.

NBC NETWORK

WFBC-TV
Channel 4 Greenville, S. C.

Represented Nationally by

WEED TELEVISION CORP.

personal communication with the in-

dividual listener.

"Radio hasn't lost an inch. It will

force agencies and advertisers to

learn how to use it, or it will at least

put the responsibility on them to learn

how."

Apart from broadcast media issues,

agency leaders talked to SPONSOR of

other things uppermost in their minds.

There's a lot of thinking going on

in those minds, and one of the biggest

sparks to this introspection is that

business is good! Many agency

spokesmen said their clients retreated

varying distances from advertising

positions of two years ago. Perhaps

the biggest reason for this watch-and-

wait role was a concern about a pos-

sible dip in the economy. Today,

advertisers are optimistic about eco-

nomic and political developments both

here and abroad. They're less chary

of their ad dollars, less wary of their

next steps.

But the single issue of greatest com-

ment (largely private and off the

record) was the future status of

the 15% commission system upon

which pivot advertiser-agency-media

relations.

Here are some of their comments
and conclusions on the present com-

mission systems:

The bulk of agency management
takes the whole subject of the tradi-

tional 15% commission very seriously.

They don't have a jaundiced view of

what might happen. And they don't

hear the voice of doom echoing in the

Four A consent decree with the

government. That decree, in essence,

outlaws collective action regarding (1)

the rate of media commission to agen-

cies, (2) the rebating of commissions

to advertisers, and (3) the recognition

of agencies by media.

Most agency executives who dis-

cussed this with sponsor seem to

think along these lines:

"The 15% commission is pretty

much standard among media and

agencies for the simple reason that

it works. Thus far, it's worked bette:

than anything else. If we learn that

some new system works better, and

to the benefit of everyone involved,

well adapt ourselves to the change."

All of the agency executives queried

by sponsor at the Four A's meeting

said none of their own clients had
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Short Cut to Buying Good Will!

How'd you like to stand on a stage

and look out at 8.000 faces in an audi-

ence? Well, we did it! And loved it!

With 8,000 paid admissions, WDIA's
Goodwill Revue drew the biggest

crowd in the history of the Memphis
Municipal Auditorium! WDIA has

staged its Goodwill Revue for seven

consecutive years, '49-'55
. . . and the

'55 show attracted a greater attendance

than the Harlem Globe-Trotters,

Shrine Circus, Metropolitan Opera,

Liberace, or Holiday On Ice!

WDIA did it without posters, bill-

boards, or editorials! How? By
WDIA's personalized communications
system! Securing nationally famous
Negro entertainers, gratis, the WDIA
Staff donated its services, publicizing

the Goodwill Revue on the air. As a

result, two days in advance, reserved

seats were sold out. Two hours before

curtain time, a crowd lined up for

general admission tickets — by 8

o'clock, even standing room was gone!

Negro Children Benefit

Proceeds went to Negro Children

in Memphis. Formerly, the city of

Memphis offered no educational facil-

ities to handicapped children. Realiz-

ing the urgent need—and cognizant of

its direct, personal appeal to a highly-

concentrated, intensely loyal, Negro
audience, WDIA took the initative and
made a dramatic contribution to sta-

tion-community relations. Officials

called on the Board of Education, of-

fered to assume its part of the financial

responsibility for the establishment of

transportation for Crippled Negro
Children, in conjunction with the

foundation of a school for such
youngsters.

In 1949, WDIA started sponsoring

the first in a series of highly success-

14 MAY 1956

By Harold Walker

ful, annual Goodwill Revues, with all

proceeds going to the school project.

The result is, only seven years later,

these Crippled Children are not only

attending school, for the first time in

their lives; but also have, for their

use, two new school busses, complete

with drivers.

Besides providing desperately needed
transportation, the busses are utilized

for student field trips to zoo, airport,

and other places of interest. Too, there

are now funds for the healthy Negro
Children. WDIA's Goodwill Revue
proceeds buy uniforms and equipment
for the WDIA Baseball League, first

outfit of its kind in Memphis.

Drawing Power of WDIA
Now what is the significance of this

enormous drawing power of WDIA's
Goodwill Revue? It means, first of

all, certainly, that Negro tots in braces

will get to school—and Negro boys on
the sandlots will have uniforms and
bats. It, also, means there is a vast

Negro market in Memphis. To be
specific, Memphis has one of the

heaviest concentrations of Negro pop-

ulation in the United States ... al-

most one-tenth of all the Negroes in

America live in the Memphis area!

And they earn over a Quarter of a

Billion dollars a year! Industrial ex-

pansion in the South has placed in

their hands a payroll, exceeding

$250,000,000. They spend it. Part

of it for such entertainment as Good-
will Revues . . . and 80% of it

for commodities. They buy well over

half the flour, rice, laxatives, de-

odorants, blankets and hosiery, sold

in Memphis. Yes, WDIA's Goodwill
Revue means there is a fabulous mar-
ket in Memphis. Third, it assuredly

means, there is not a single medium
reaching these folks with a fraction

of the coverage of WDIA—or its ap-

peal. Readership is so low, newspa-
per advertising is negligible. Obvi-

ously, then, radio is the medium for

penetration—and, WDIA, the all-Ne-

gro, 50,000 watt station, is an abso-

lute powerhouse of pressure for sell-

ing goods!

Intellectual-Emotional

WDIA customizes its programming
to awaken intellectual-emotional re-

sponses, reflect traditional tastes, stim-

ulate loyalty to produts through per-

formers, who deliver solid entertain-

ment, in a style acceptable to Negro
listeners. Thus, WDIA operates with

dynamic drawing power, to 1,237,686

Negro consumers in the Memphis trade

area. They not only entertain . . .

they advise. They capture the minds
and condition the buying habits of al-

most one-tenth of the Negro popula-

tion of America . . . Negroes with a

Quarter of a Billion dollar pay-

envelope !

Market Development
The market foundation is, already,

an established order, with astonishing

sales records soaring on a continuous

incline. Yet this Negro market is a

live, growing one—its potential just

developing. As industry moves more
and more rapidly to this section, Ne-

groes become a stronger integral fac-

tor in the expanding economy. They
are evolving a social consciousness,

elevating their standards of living,

constantly buying more and better

goods, creating a gigantic market.

Specialized Market
WDIA is meeting this specialized

market with customized sales promo-

tion for name-brand merchandise,

such as:

Colgate's Dental Cream . .

Kellogg . . Maxwell House
Coffee . . Budweiser . . Sal
Hepatica . . Cheer . . Arrid.

With WDIA's 50,000 watt coverage,

the most powerful station in Memphis,
WDIA dominates the Negro airways

and controls the Negro market! The
market backed by a Quarter of a Bil-

lion Dollar Payroll! Memphis Ne-

groes have purchasing power . . .

WDIA's Negro Stars have galvanic

selling power . . . WDIA has 50,000

watt power! Let WDIA activate for

your line of products in this fantastic

Negro market ! Now— while it's on

your mind, drop WDIA a note. Re-

quest, on your letterhead, data perti-

nent to your interest—along with your
bound copy of, "The Story of WDIA!"

WDIA is represented nationally by
John E. Pearson Company.

JOHN~PEPPER, President

BERT FERGUSON, General Manager

HAROLD WALKER, Commercial Manager
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More than 9,000,000 money-spending vacationers are enroute to Michigan for an

average vacation of 12.3 days, during which the average party of 3 persons will

spend $286.00. 89.8% of these pleasure-seekers are coming by car, and more than

half of them will spend their vacation in the area of Michigan served by WWTV!

Small wonder that this primary CBS affiliate, with the tallest tower in Michigan, is

dubbed "America's biggest drive-in theater!" Mighty good spot to sell popcorn— or

anything else that appeals to money-spending Americans with time on their hands!

CBS-ABC

Channel 13

Nat'l Reps.

WEED TV

SPART0N BROADCASTING CO., Cadillac, Mich.

WROW-TV Albany

WAAM Baltimore

WBEN-TV Buffalo

WJRT Flint

WFMY-TV Greensboro

WTPA Harrisburg

WDAF-TV Kansas City

WHAS-TV Louisville

WTMJ-TV Milwaukee

WMTW Mt. Washington

WRVA-TV Richmond

WSYR-TV Syracuse

The only

exclusive TV
Harrington, Righter and Parsons, Inc.

national NEW YORK, CHICAGO, SAN FRANCISCO, ATLANTA

representative

ever asked more than "What's all the

commission ruckus about?" Agency
men said most of their clients had
never introduced the subject even in

this indirect a manner.

The advertisers' points of view

were expressed in very direct fashion,

however, at a closed Four A's session.

At that time, Edwin W. Ebel. chair-

man of the Association of National

Advertisers and vice president of ad-

vertising and consumer relations for

General Foods Corp.. asked for "a

thorough and an objective inquiry"

into present methods of agency pay-

ment. In urging an agency review

of the 15'y commission system, he

charged "the advertiser should be the

one to determine the worth of adver-

tising agency services." He also

asked agencies to express "their open-

mindedness" in the matter.

Every client, outspoken or silent

about agency commission pa) ment,

has of course checked closely into the

amount of service hes getting for

that 15 r
r. Mam clients are asking

for additional "free" services, free

in that the agency makes no addi-

tional charge to the client. Some
agencies now absorb costs of such

"extras"' as publicity, point-of-sale

material and merchandising. Others

for some time have made additional

charges for such corollary functions

to advertising. Some of the bigger

agencies, according to their spokes-

men, bill their more substantial ac-

counts only for "unusual" extras,

such as specially requested research

material.

The agency managers, after attend-

ing this Four A's meeting keyed to

discussion of the commission system,

are geared to take another look at it

—and a longer look it will be. Four

A's, as a result of many influences,

commiss'oned a special study group

to check into the present system and

to investigate other possibilities. And
many of the agency men returned

to their home bases with their de-

fenses up because client fences were

down—and in need of mending.

Bryan Houston summarized ideas

to which many of the executives sub-

scribe: "15 r
r is not here because of

its perfections, but because it has less

imperfections than any other device.''

He attributed the improved positions

of corporations to the efficient per-

formance of advertising agencies. He

also credited agencies with develop-
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ment of creative talent and imagina-

tion.

"The agency is one of the few great

sources a corporation has for new

ideas, for thinking and for progress.

After vears as a corporation execu-

tive. I assure you any corporation

executive who thinks these will not be

smothered if put into corporation

hands is immature. He just doesn't

know corporations. It's essential to

the corporation that the agency exist

apart from it. The agency gives the

advertiser a source of consultation,

fresh ideas and change."

Referring to a charge that agencies

are making too much money, one Top
Ten agency president, whose broad-

cast media buys total 60% of total

billing, commented that clients are

much better off financially! "No big

corporation, squeezed as it is between

accountants and lawyers, would run

a business on as narrow a margin as

I do. The average agency isn't mak-

ing 1%, and this is less than the

average client wastes."

(Most agencies, operating within the

framework of the 15% fee structure,

agree that the net profit is 1%.
Spokesmen explain this is lower than

that reported by most businesses, and

certainly lower than that of their

clients. I

An agency, likewise, is more able

lo attract and to keep top creative

personnel. "Creativity is all that

counts in an agency. It's the one

place more than anywhere else, except

perhaps in a modern scientific labora-

tory, where there is less concern about

age or sex and more concern about

creative ability."

The creative theme popped out in

many a corridor conversation and
in several formal speeches. Earle

Ludgin also sanctioned the concept

of a completely independent agency

cooperating with a client company
but operating outside its jurisdiction.

He discussed the possibility of an

advertiser hiring his own staff of

specialists. "He'd have a big problem,

and an expensive one. finding pro-

fessionals in such complex fields as

media, research, merchandising and
marketing. It's hard to find them,

and it's hard to direct them. If a

manufacturer took on only this one
advertising problem, he'd find it very

tough and costly."

What is an agency's biggest prob-

em? "Finding a good advertising
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man, whose main characteristic is the

ability to distinguish between an idea

and an adjective." So said another

Four A's leader.

Few of the agency men anticipate

any marked change in the method of

agency remuneration. Those who do

see any upcoming change envision it

as evolutionary rather than revolu-

tionary. They think a natural evolu-

tion might encompass such possible

modifications or developments as

these

:

1. a more rigid cost accounting

procedure. This might net the agency

more money than it now gets under

the 15% system.

2. implementation of the retainer

fee concept. Some agencies now in-

sist on a minimum, either in terms

of the 15% commission or with a

cash differential which carries the

commission up to the minimum.
3. introduction of more services

as billable to the client. Many agen-

cies now provide a great deal of ser-

vicing "beyond the call of duty"

—

and beyond direct payment. The

3rd in a Series on Chicago TV's Top Participation Programs

"MY LITTLE

MARGIE"
Favorite Morning Program

With Audiences and Adver-

tisers Alike

A former successful nighttime network program, "My
Little Margie" is the highest rated morning show on

Chicago television available for participations. An
average quarter hour rating of 4.5% in ARB and 6.1%
in Telepulse in March.

WGN-TV not only delivers top audiences at lowest

cost—BUT WGN-TV reaches more people than ever

before with MAXIMUM POWER from the HIGH-
EST TOWER in Chicago.

For further information on Chicago's top participation

programs write to Mr. Ted Weber, WGN-TV Direc-

tor of Sales, 441 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago 11,

Illinois.

Telecasting With

MAXIMUM POWER
From The

HIGHEST TOWER

WGN-TV
Chicago O
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remuneration setup might swing in

the direction of having more services,

or all of them, billable to the client

item by item.

4. smaller or larger commission

allowances from media. Smaller com-

missions might be workable for an

agency if paid in combination with

other revenue from the client. Or,

if agency services were to increase

and operations to become consider-

ably more expensive, media commis-

sions could be conceivably higher.

• • •

FAREWELL
{Continued from page 35)

Another one of the same, bartender.

How's that? Wlmt do I think I'm do-

ing, standing here mumbling into this

cheesebox? I'm making a recording,

sir, of my swan song to the Avenue.

Hey, that's a laugh—The Avenue! I

remember when The Avenue was Fifth

Avenue. That was before the novel-

ists took over and made Madison fa-

mous. "On the Avenue, turn, turn, turn,

turn, Fifth Avenue, turn, turn
—" What

GET YOUR PRODUCT

OUT OF THE ROUGH

=^x AND^ONTO THE FAIRWAY

!

A GREAT MORNING BUY!

6:30 to 9:30 A.M.
Mondays thru Fridays

Average Pulse Rating 7.6*

Average Shore of Audience 38%*

In Metropolitan Rochester,

WHEC has a share-of-audi-

ence percentage that is half-

again as great as its nearest

competitor—not to mention
a 2.5 higher Pulse rating

—

for this 3-hour segment!
•Pulse, Report, Oce.-Nov. 1955

,Al ^M «.«w-*^ -^^ ^M~t^^^^

TELL THE FOLKS IN THE

RICH ROCHESTER AREA

ABOUT IT ON

•M-i^t,**'^**

WHEC The Station Most Rochesterians

Listen to Most of the Time

!

THE STATION LISTENERS BUILT!

Here at WHEC we have a "bag of clubs" that will surely send

your product soaring right into the warm hearts of our many

listeners! Whether you're playing match or medal, you're at

scratch— on your way to bigger sales— on WHEC!

BUY WHERE THEY'RE LISTENING... ROCHESTER'S TOP-RATED STATION

WHEC NEW YORK
5,000 WATTS

:
EVERETT- McKINNEr. In , LEE F. O'CONNEU CO . tot Angel*

do I care if the customers are staring

at me? Let 'em stare! If they've read

any good books lately they'll make al-

lowances for a broken-down account

exec who has to work 28 hours a day

to pay off a hundred thousand mort-

gage on his place along the water up

at Westport.

Let's see now, where was I? Oh
yes. What I want to know is why you

writing guys had to work the advertis-

ing agency angle to death? Why
couldn't you just come back to us

about every other year and in between

turn your literary guns on some other

professions like the U. S. Postal em-

ployees or the dairy farmers? I

haven't read a single book on dairy

farming lately. Or on bee-keeping

either. What's with advertising that

makes us so special? I'll bet if you

looked hard enough, you could find a

neurotic dairy farmer too.

When I first got into advertising

and before you fellows started beating

out books about it, I was as well ad-

justed as anybody. In a media confer-

ence, I'd find everyone pricking up his

ears when I said something simple

like, "Look, I got an idea!" But then

you came along and influenced my vo-

cabulary to the point where I was
"tossing deep-penetrating slogans into

the hopper" or "dropping hot gim-

micks down the well to listen how they

splash." I no longer said simply. "I'll

do my darndest," but rather, "I'll give

it the old college try."

Each time you authors dreamed up
a new character, I'd echo his cliches.

I was forever "putting out little fires"

around the agency, "bird-dogging my
tv shows" and "giving an ear to my
radio spots." When Frederick Wake-

man brought out The Hucksters, I was

so impressed by the vernacular of old

Evan Llewellyn Evans that for awhile

I was known agency-wise as "Off-The-

Beam Bream." Gradually people

started avoiding me. I guess it wasn't

until about five or six advertising nov-

els later that I came to realize I was

not only one of the author's models,

but that I was being molded into

whatever image he was creating.

Take potables, for example. The

earliest advertising book characters

were martini drinkers. So I drank

martinis. Then along about the time

of The Big Ball of Wax, they switched

to Gibsons. So I took up Gibsons.

Then came a kick for bourbon-on-the-

rocks. So I changed to bourbon, with-

out entirely giving up Gibsons, how-
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ever. Lately the trend has been to

scotch, so naturally . . .

That's right, bartender— another

scotch-on-the-rocks with a Gibson on

the side. No, I'm not beating on this

little box to attract attention. The reel

got stuck, and the tape won't record if

the reel—okay, it's clear. Here goes

again ....

The next phase—or rather the next

hoop you authors put me through

—

was trying to guess what real-life char-

acters you were writing about. Who,
for instance, was The Great Man sup-

posed to be? Not being very good at

guessing-games, my conjectures ranged

wildly all the way from John Cameron
Swayze to J. Frederick Muggs. Did
Sloan Wilson have anyone particular

in mind when he portrayed Hopkins
in The Man In The Gray Flannel Suit?

Is Tubie, of Table's Monument, really

a fictional character with no resem-

blance to anyone living or dead, or is

he somebody I ought to know around
the tv studios? And how about The
Great Maclnnes? Should I know him
too? Naturally all this speculation cut

into my THINKTIME and my work suf-

fered to such an extent that I was
dropped from the Sticki-Wikket Li-

brary Paste account. Then while rest-

ing between jobs, I read The God of
Channel 1, and when I couldn't figure

out who he might be, I developed a

trauma of such magnitude that my
psychiatrist almost gave me up for

lost. That's right, I go to a psychia-

trist too. Any well-read bookworm
knows that while most psychiatrists

have Park Avenue addresses, it is

Madison Avenue that supports them.

I hope you're getting an idea of

what you've done to my life and ca-

reer. And a couple more things be-

fore the tape runs out:

(1) Either you've been exaggerat-

ing your sex-on-Madison reports or

I ve been working at the wrong
agencies.

(2) I wouldn't have been stuck with

so much night work if you writers

hadn't glamorized The Theory of Un-
remunerative Overtime to a point

where everyone in our shop tries to

outstay the other guy and sometimes

nobody but the office boy ever goes

home on weekends.

(3) Even on those rare occasions

when I did get home, I'd find my wife

had been reading one of your books
too—such as The Exurbanites which
devotes pages to statistics on how busy
admen and other commuters find relax-

UliW

you're right

on cue!
No need to fluff your lines. There's

only one CUE to follow when your

stoge is set in Akron. Why, they

love us in our own home town (see

our Hooper) . . . one CUE from

us and they'll love you, too.

more MUSIC
more NEWS
more OFTEN

Wcue
Akron's only independent —we're home folks

Tim Elliot, President

John E. Pearson Co., Nationol Representatives

SOUTHWEST VIRGINIA'S PiOHee/l RADIO STATION

ROANOKE . . .

one of the 50 FASTEST CROWING MARKETS ... of

over 100,000 ... in the United States!*

AND . . .

again this year . . . the 32nd consecutive year . . . YOU
choose any measurement you like; you'll find WDBj to be

THE MOST RESULTFUL Radio Station in ROANOKE and

WESTERN VIRGINIA!

Ask Peters, Griffin, Woodard, Int.!

TIDE Magazine, March 24, 1956 issue

AM 960 KC

m 94*9 mc

Owned and Operated by TIMES-WORLD CORPORATION

PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, INC., National Representatives
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THE MAP TELLS

THE STORY...

WMAR-TV's coverage area
encompasses more than 2,-

500,000 homes, which means
vast selling power for ad-
vertisers.

The WMAR-TV story means a

lot of things to a lot of people.

To the viewer it means Lucy, Ed-

ward R. Murrow, Ed Sullivan, and
First Run Film Theatre of the Air

to mention only a few. To WMAR-
TV's advertisers, it means Balti-

more's biggest audience.

Off the Map Coverage . . .

WMAR-TV's signal goes clear off

the map, reaching out to the rich

market surrounding Baltimore,
which is added potential for ad-
vertisers.

SUNPAPERS TELEVISION, BALTIMORE, MD.
TELEVISION AFFILIATE OF THE

COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM
Represented by THE KATZ AGENCY, Inc.
New York. Detroit, Kansas City, San Francisco.

Chicago, Atlanta, Dallas, Los Angeles
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ation tearing out tree stumps and

moving big boulders around on their

estates. Believe me, I haven't known
a day of rest since Mr. Blandings (he

was in advertising too) Builds His

Dream House.

But perhaps the greatest disservice

you did me was the way you aroused

my suspicions to a degree where I find

it impossible to trust my bets friend if

he's in the business. Many a morning

I've spent tearing pictures off my office

wall hunting for planted mikes or sift-

ing through the wastebaskets in a

search for sneaky office memos that

might have said something about me
behind my back. I've dropped a small

fortune hiring private eyes to tail my
co-workers because I suspected them of

trying to steal my accounts. Lately,

at coffee break time, I've been forcing

my secretary to act as my taster. Only

when she doesn't drop over or clutch

at her stomach will I risk drinking my
coffee. Some might call this a Perse-

cution Complex, but I call it a Reader-

Of-Madison-Avenue-Novels Complex.

Well, that's how it is. I could have

gone far in the agency business if it

hadn't been for all these disturbing

books. Take my name, for example

—

Bream. It begins with a B, and that's

a good start agency-wise: Batten,

Barton, Benton, Bowles, Biow ... all

B's. And then consider how nicely

my name hooks onto almost any part-

nership: Kenyon, Eckhart & Bream.

Ted Bates & Bream, JWT & B Ever

notice how agency initials all sound

like railroads? BBDO, K & E, Y & R.

. . . Holy cow, now I'm beginning to

think like a novelist!

And why not? How often have I

said it: Could I write a book! That's

it—if you can't beat 'em, join 'em. I'll

write the biggest, most truly definitive

novel on the mores of Madison Avenue

yet! I'll call it something like The

Saturation of Hard-Sell Harrigan. Let

somebody else guess who Harrigan's

supposed to be. He'll be a top air

media man who writes unforgettable

jingles and drinks vodka screwdrivers.

I'll open on the first page with him

saying to his wife, "Look, those nights

with Maria were the best thing that

happened to me in my three years at

Fort Dix—

"

What do you mean, you can't serve

me no more? You better be nice to

me, bartender, or I'll put you in my
book too. You wanna be in my book,

pal? It'll be big! Real big! 1956 big!

Click. * * *

In the Shreveport Area

KTBS*TV
CHANNEL 3
LEADS!

According to February, 1956 ARB
Shreveport Area Rating Survey.

MlliKIL'Ml
CCQ£. —of the viewing

|

*^ *J £\J audience watches
Channel 3 from sign-on time at

10 A.M. to 12 noon.

EffiMi
82%

«

— of the weekday
afternoon audience

prefers Channel 3—leading in 49

out of 60 quarter-hours from 1

P.M. to 4 P.M. Saturdays KTBS-
TV accumulates a total of 322
rating points compared to 254 for

Station B.

NIGHT!
TOQ/ —of the nighttime

/ ^ /O NBC Audience in

the Shreveport Area watch KTBS-
TV 7 days a week.

• 200,000 TV SETS
• MAXIMUM POWER
• 1153-FT. TOWER

KTBS-7i>
CHANNEL

SHREVEPORT
LOUISIANA
E. NEWTON WRAY, President & Gen. Mgr.

NBC and ABC
Represented by

Edward Petry & Co., Inc.

SPONSOR



WOMEN OUT OF STYLE?
{Continued from page 41)

to sell. Proficient in selling both

tangibles and intangibles, the ladies

can probably outsell the men, given

an equal opportunity." So said Frank-

lin Sisson, program, director, WOOD
am-tv, Grand Rapids, Mich.

3. A woman as an air personality

has a strong appeal. She can't bluff

other women. Her ratings may be

low, compared with those of big

nighttime features, but her sales are

profit-making for all types of adver-

tisers. Said Oliver Treyz, president,

Television Bureau of Advertising:

"Personalized selling is the keynote

of success for the woman broadcaster."

4. She knows women, and how to

reach them. She knows what local

women are thinking about, and why,

and she tailors program content to

the demands and desires of her audi-

ence. She speaks facts emotionally,

and the audience reacts the same way

—and buys.

5. Women have what can be termed

a visual approach. Women broad-

casters appearing on tv can adapt

their native conditioning to color, de-

sign, arrangement, beauty and attrac-

tiveness to maximum advantage.

Behind-the-scenes workers use these

same feminine talents in such jobs as

make-up, fashion and costume coor-

dinating and set design.

6. Radio and tv women themselves

are good buyers. As such, they know
what features of a product or service

are most appealing. They know the

copy and sales approaches which will

interest a woman, and, particularly,

the women in a particular audience.

They're merchandising-minded, too.

7. Women are natural opportunists!

This opportunism can be translated

into such activities as meeting more
people, dealing with clients, promoting

the station's facilities, angling pro-

gram and commercial content.

These are just some of the reasons

why women generally, will never go
out of style in radio and television

—

100%
- NEGRO
PROGRAMS

in NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE

WSOK

whether their work be on the air or

behind the scenes, in executive ca-

pacities. But some will find their

services passe.

The gals who will travel farthest

and fastest will be those who harken

to the counsel of station management
—who, in turn, are merely reflecting

the needs of the advertisers.

Here are some of the things these

successful gals will do—

-

They'll keep pace with developments

in the radio and tv industry, and

with merchandising, promotion and

retailing patterns. They'll "sell" their

own management on themselves and

their ability to sell. They'll show

initiative in developing program con-

tent, in renouncing the routine in

favor of the new and the sparkling.

They'll tread the fine line which sepa-

rates promotion of themselves in be-

half of the stations and advertisers

and promotion of themselves for

themselves.

Women broadcasters will get ahead

HERE'S

SELLING POWER
IN THE KANSAS MARKET

WIBW is now offering its listeners a whole new concept in

radio broadcasting—new sounds, new excitement, new in-

terest, new techniques, new programs! This newness has at-

tracted vast new audiences from every walk of Kansas life.

For advertisers, this means new selling power in the Kansas

Market. Your Capper man can give you all the details.

TOPEKA, KANSAS
Ben Ludy, Gen. Mgr.

WIBW & WIBW-TV in Topeka

KCKN in Kansas City

Rep: Capper Publications, Inc.

Our 30th Year
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Big Aggie Wins

1st Prize

At the Fair

pmm

Two college professors conducted a

survey of listening habits among
the people at the South Dakota

State Fair last fall. They wanted

to find out what families in the

Great Upper Missouri Valley listened

to and/or watched. Here's what
they found out:

• 78.6% listen more to radio

• 16.3% watch television more

• 58.1% of the people polled listen

most to the Big Aggie station,

WNAX-570.

WNAX-570 named No. 1 Station

by So. Dakota Fair-Goers

SAMS families

660,950

Population

2H million

Effective buying income
$3 billion

Total retail sales

$2.5 billion

Radio penetration
98%

WNAX-570
CBS Radio • Yankton, South Dakota

A Cowtes Station

Don D. Sullivan, Advertising Director

Under the same management as KVTV,
Channel 9, Sioux City

in business with a great deal of try-

ing. They'll work more closely with

clients at all levels. They'll literally

"go behind the counter."

Specific evidence that station man-

agement is encouraging women to

accent their professionalism is seen

in AWRTs membership committee

report. Seven new local chapters were

launched at the Boston convention,

bringing the chapter total to 33. This

is a 300% increase in the growth of

chapters in just two years.

The 700-plus women at the conven-

tion, encouraged both by these statis-

tics and the pats on the back from a

multitude of guest speakers, are alert-

ing themselves to the fashion requi-

sites of the "new look."

The "new look" also extends to

new officers on the AWRT board,

chosen at the Boston session.

Edythe Fern Melrose, on-the-air

personality at WXYZ am-tv, Detroit,

will serve as president for a two-year

term. Other officers: secretary-treas-

urer, Nena Badenoch, radio-tv direc-

tor, National Society for Crippled

Children and Adults; Eastern vice

president, Betty Butterfield, WAAT-
WATV, Newark, N. J.; Central vice

president, Martha Crane, WLS, Chi-

cago; Southern vice president, Edith

Ford, WLW-A (tv) Atlanta; South-

western vice president, Sarah Jane

Moon, KSFA, Nacogdoches, Texas;

Western vice president, Marion Rowe,

KPIX (tv) San Francisco. • • •

NETWORK TV
(Continued from page 29)

morning sets-in-use picture doesn't

warrant a big expenditure of program

money all at one time. ARB national

sets-in-use figures for the first week in

March during that two-hour period

(New York time) ranged from 11 to

17 on weekdays. ABC, of course, is

betting that a more competitive pro-

gram picture will raise this level.

The "third force" in network will

have no web competition from 9:30 to

10:00 and may start off in that period.

During the remaining hour and a half

ABC will have to contend with Garry

Moore and Arthur Godfrey, veteran

daytimers and still potent rating-pull-

ers.

ABC's new morning program will

follow the trend : quiz or audience par-

ticipation shows but no soap operas.

The web's programing people feel that,

aside from the uncertain ratings of

soapers during the past three years, its

two-hour Afternoon Film Festival of

feature films provide enough drama
for women viewers.

Long shows: The trend toward the

long show at night is most evident at

ABC. The network is offering two new
hour shows on film, Wire Service and
International Theatre, one new 90-

minute show, Command Performance,

and a group of spectaculars, which
ABC calls "Teleramas." These are on
top of the web's two one-hour Holly-

wood entries (Disneyland and Warner
Bros. Presents), its 90-minute feature

film show on Sunday, the one-hour

Lawrence Welk stanza on Saturday.

A new Lawerence Welk Show, with

teen-age appeal, also sponsored by
Dodge, is set for Monday from 9:30-

10:30. ABC will also program Omni-
bus, which moves over from CBS.

Wire Service and International The-

atre are tentatively pencilled in back-

to-back on Thursday from 8:00 to

ROCHESTER
N.Y.

WHERE THERE
IS A

WILL
THERE IS

A WAY!

wita . .

.

WILL moyle
Leading deejays today across the coun-
try include WILL MOYLE, WVET
Rochester . . . refreshingly different."

BILLBOARD said it and we're glad

—

and your client will be glad, too, with
results the Will Moyle way on WVET,
the "Independent" Network station.

5000 WATTS
280 KC

Honored by

Stan Kenton's

recording—

"ACCORDING

TO MOYLE"

IN ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Represented Nationally by
THE BOLLING COMPANY

100 SPONSOR



Advertising's

STANDARD
Authority

FACTS... every

Advertiser Needs
• You can depend on the 1956
STANDARD ADVERTISING
REGISTER to giveyou the factsyou
need—fast! Bigger than ever, more
comprehensive — STANDARD
lists 15,000 advertisers, over 70,000
executives— 18,000 brand names!
Gives media used, advertising
budget, type of distribution —
everything you need to analyze
competition — sell for profit!

Act now! Drop us a line on your
letterhead and we'll send complete
information by return mail.

The Register Contains

The Advertiser,

Address,

Capitalization

Products with

Trade Names
Corporate Eiecutives

Advertising Manager
Sales Manager
Printing Buyer

Advertising Agency
Handling Account
Account Executives
Advertising Media
Used
Advertising

Appropriations

Character, Extent
of Distribution

The AGENCY LIST
Standard source of informa-
tion on over 3,000 U. S. and
Canadian advertising agen-
cies with data on their recog-
nition, personnel, and over
30,000 clients. Issued three

11 times a year — the AGENCY
»UIST is part of STANDARD'S
complete service or may be
purchased separately.

free Write for colored illus-
trated booklet giving full in-

formation about the STAND-
ARD ADVERTISING REGISTER
and Supplementary Services.
It's yours for the asking.

NATIONAL REGISTER PUBLISHING CO., INC.

147 West 42nd St. 333 N. Michigan Ave.
New York 36, N. Y. Chicago 1, Illinois

10:00. If sold, they will result in an

interesting competitive picture, for

CBS plans to run Climax and Play-

house 90 back-to-back from 8:30 to

11:00 and NBC is likely to retain Lux
Video Theatre at 10:00-11:00 p.m.

It's beginning to look like the networks

are planning an all-out test of whether

the long show can be turned into a

competitive ace-in-the-hole with its

ability to retain viewers over long pe-

riods. For one good 90-minute show

can deal a devastating blow to three

half-hour shows opposite all at one

swoop.

The partial overlapping of long

shows is another competitive factor

which, though infuriating to viewers,

may work effectively when the last half-

hour of one show overlaps the first

half-hour of a competitive program.

The Robert Montgomery Presents and

Studio One overlapping is a case in

point. It has never been clearly estab-

lished whether overlapping is as ef-

fective as it sounds but there is a wide

belief that it can work that way.

Probably the outstanding example

of long show programing is ABC's
planned schedule for Sunday nights,

where two 90-minute programs, Fa-

mous Film Festival and Omnibus will

be slotted back-to-back.

If programing long shows back-to-

back turns out successfully, NBC's
dream of a full evening's programing

under the aegis of one producer may
well come about.

Another high point in long show
programing is Playhouse 90 on CBS,

which will be the first regularly pro-

grammed dramatic show of that length.

The only other regular 90-minute show
on the tv networks at night was Ozark

Jubilee, which, however, is expected to

be reduced to a half-hour in the fall,

and an hour of which was replaced

every fourth week by Grand Ole Opry

during the past season. Current plans

for Playhouse 90 call for three live

and one film show every four weeks.

Screen Gems will produce the films.

As a group, advertisers have mixed

feelings about the long show. It cer-

tainly reduces the opportunity for pro-

gram identification for most sponsors

and while the blue chip sponsors and

agencies usually manage to exert some

show control when they buy a segment

of a long show, this is not generally

true for the little guys.

There is no evidence that the long

show gets any better ratings than the

conventional half-hour length. They

SALES POWER

With a

CHAIN REACTION

Your Sales V
(/Message Reaches \>

a^ More People Who /

\// Can Buy! i V

KTVX is the ONLY Oklahoma

television station with studios

in TWO major markets. This

gives your sales message a "local

flavor" throughout Eastern Okla.

Ask Your
Avery-Knodcl Representative

L. A. (Bud) BLUST
V. P. and Gen. Mgr.

BEN HOtMES, Natl. Sales Mgr.

TULSA BROADCASTING CO.
Box 9697, Tulsa, Okla.
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ANYONE FOR

BIRMINGHAM f

In our Unusual Facts Department,

a really startling fact is gleaned

from the January, 1956, Nielsen

(NSI) for the Birmingham market.

Disc jockey Johnny Poor has nearly

twice the audience of the combined

total of all nine other Birmingham

radio stations surveyed. Johnny

pulls this neat trick Sunday after-

noons with his Homefolks Show

on 50,000 watt WVOK. Don't

believe us. Check the NSI. Total

station homes, Homefolks Show:

65.8%. Total all other stations:

34.2%. Fred Wamble, who originated

VWOK's Homefolks Show, since

1953 jockeys a show of identical

format on WBAM in Montgomery,

Alabama's one other 50,000 watt

station. Look quick. Then call

Radio-TV Representatives (Peg

Stone in New York, Ed Nickey in

Chicago) or call Ira Leslie,

collect 6-2924 in Birmingham.

We're Going Steady

with CBS -TV

On
April 14th Permanent

Affiliation Contracts

were Signed

Your "Follow-thru"

Stations for

Complete

Merchandising

Promotion

Services

Also Operating

WEOA—CBS—RADIO
Evansville, Indiana

usually, however, hang on to their rat-

ings, or a good part of them, anyway.

Generally, the rating flow shows a

slight drop-off as the show proceeds.

Whether this is because some viewers

can't stand seeing the same show for a

long period or whether it is because

some of the long shows start off oppo-

site weak programing and end up op-

posite strong programing (which is

often deliberate ) is not clear. At any

rate, advertisers could do worse than

try to get their commercials during the

early part of a long show. In specific

cases, however, the actual competition

must be taken into account where a

choice can be made.

From the standpoint of both the

advertiser and the network, the long

show comes with a built-in disadvan-

tage in that it is harder to clear in mar-

kets with less than three stations. A
primary affiliate of one network in a

two station market will often take an-

other network's half-hour show but

when it comes to 90 minutes the diffi-

culties become apparent.

CBS is having trouble clearing the

last half-hour of Playhouse 90. While it

is true that this half-hour is in station

time, the web has been regularly pro-

graming in that spot. Last December

93 stations were carrying Wanted and

last month 70 stations carried Quiz

Kids.

Playhouse 90 is not exactly winning

a popularity contest among some of

the sponsors who were affected by the

program changes. Singer and Bristol-

Myers had 4-Star Playhouse shot from

under them and ended up sponsoring

one-third of a show on alternate weeks

instead of a full show on alternate

weeks. And it is reported, Chrysler is

not overly pleased with being followed

by the new hour and a half pioneering

program. Dick Powell, one of the 4-

Star Production partners, let the net-

work know what he thought about it

in a public blast.

ISettvorh control: If costume dramas

go over next season, Official Films will

clearly earn the laurel wreath for

starting the trend that will inevita-

bly follow. The firm has already had

a renewal for Robin Hood from John-

son & Johnson and Wildroot. ARB
ratings give the show a 31 in both De-

cember and April, beating the compe-

tition by a wide margin.

The show was one of series CBS
threw in the 7:30-8:00 p.m. weekday

slots last fall to capture the all-family

audience in that period after ABC
showed the way with such shows as

Disneyland and Rin Tin Tin. The ef-

fort was not entirely successful, for

Brave Eagle on Wednesday remains

sustaining to this day and the Friday-

slot remained unsponsored with Ad-

ventures of Champion until Colgate

bought My Friend Flicka toward the

end of the winter.

Now Official has landed network

sales with two new costume dramas,

Sir Lancelot and The Bucaneers. Both

will be programed during the early

evening. NBC bought the former and

will probably run it at 8:00 on Mon-
day as a part replacement for Caesar s

Hour, which is moving to Saturday.

The Bucaneers was signed up by J.

Walter Thompson for Sylvania and

will replace Beat the Clock on CBS,
Saturday, 7:30, thus becoming the

lead-in for Jackie Gleason.

Other film distributors have also

been reaping network sales. Screen

Gems, in addition to shooting at least

eight 90-minute films for CBS' Play-

house 90, has sold Circus Boy to NBC
and R. J. Reynolds is scheduled to

sponsor it on Sundays at 7:30. To-

gether with five probable renewals,

Screen Gems will thus be represented

on the networks with at least seven

shows next season and there is a pos-

sibility that it will sell more.

Ziv finally cracked the networks with

the sale of West Point. It looks like

the show will be slotted for General

Foods on CBS, Fridays at 8:00, in

place of the cancelled Mama. Another

important syndicator in the network

picture, TPA, is expecting four re-

newals, including Lassie, Captain Gal-

lant, Private Secretary and Fury.

"Everybody likes what KRIZ Phoenix

has for sale—but Mommie says she

feels better without it!"
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The question revolving around these

purchases has occurred to more than

one adman: Are the networks easing

up toward outside shows because of

the current Washington investigations?

For one looking in on the outside

the question is not easily answered.

The lineup is not complete enough to

show whether there will be more out-

side packages this season than last.

Furthermore, there is no question but

that when a network buys an outside

package it is because it feels the show

will pull a good audience. A network

would not last operating otherwise.

Nevertheless, a number of admen
and programing executives outside of

the networks told SPONSOR that the

Washington investigations are having

an effect, sometimes subtle, sometimes

not.

The tv-radio chief of an agency bill-

ing well over $50 million said: "The
outside package situation is not an is-

sue here but I have reason to believe

that the network attitude toward out-

side packages is changing because of

what is going on in Washington."

A programing development execu-

tive at an agency billing over $100
million declared: "I would definitely

say that clients are standing pat on
certain programing decisions because

of the network investigation. I wouldn't

say flatly that there is any policy

among the networks to buy more out-

side packages, though it is possible

they will do so. One of the big prob-

lems this season is that a lot of money
has been invested in dogs by both the

networks and outside programing

houses.

"Personally, I would like to see the

outside programing houses taking

over. The networks should stay out of

programing. They should exert over-

all programing control but they can

only do a good job of that if they

don't have to decide between their own
shows and outside shows."

. . . Azteca Films Uses

PASADENA *LOS ANGELES ,

>pan ish Language
Station

BROADCAST TIME SALES
representative:

New York — Chicago — San Francisco

The chief executive officer at one of

the biggest film distributors said: "It's

my understanding that some of the big

clients are holding up decisions this

season. They're not buying some of

the programing concepts the networks

are throwing at them. There's no

doubt that one of the factors is the

government network monopoly hear-

ings. Clients are wondering whether

it will affect them. Agencies are skit-

tish. It's embarrassing to an agency

if one of their programs is mentioned

in an investigation. And don't think

this isn't important. Wasn't it Pruden-

tial who pulled out of the Family Hour
some years ago because of some Wash-
ington investigation in which the show
was mentioned?"

The networks deny any policy one

way or another regarding outside

packages. Their only policy, they

claim, is to put on the best shows they

can.

One network executive told sponsor:

"Sure, the situation in Washington af-

fects us. But the things they're talking

about have to do with clearances and

the subsidiary businesses of the net-

works. It's got nothing to do with

whether we buy outside packages or

not."

The outside programing source may
be strengthened by ABC's up-and-

coming billings story. ABC has been

dealing extensively with them all

along and the web's growing attractive-

ness for advertisers has not changed

this policy.

Costs: Show costs are up this year

but, on the average, no more than

would be expected during a new sea-

son. Agencies put the increase at be-

tween 5 and 10%, part of this due to

union increases growing out of the

debut this year of the five-day week
which affects the film show producers.

The new five-day week clause affects

especially producers of shows with

child actors. Shooting time for such

shows has been lengthened since Cali-

fornia laws specify the amount of time

per day a child actor can work.

Actual production cost figures can-

not always be pinpointed these days

because of the growing variety of re-

run patterns. The client can easily

figure out his average weekly cost but

estimating the actual negative cost of

the show requires the know-how of an

agency familiar with film production.

While the 39-and-13 rerun pattern

is still popular, advertisers and agen-

A/OfV EVEN MORE THAN EVER

Stoc6to*t'4 Tfttet &&te*ted fo Station

HOOPER RADIO AUDIENCE INDEX
STOCKTON, CALIF. JANUARY- MARCH, 1956

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
7:00 A.M. -12:00 NOON

RADIO
SETS
IN USE

c N KSTN A M OTHER
AM & FM

SAMPLE
SIZE

1V.8 17.9 W.2 47.2 13.0 9.3 8A 9,707

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
12:00 N00N-6:00 P.M.

RADIO
SETS
IN USE

c >rk KSTN A M OTHER
AM & FM

SAMPLE
SIZE

10. SJ 20.7 7.3 35.0 15.1 9.5 12 .h 12,026

Spring 1956 Hooperatings

show KSTN increases dominance

of *Stockton Radio Audience.

*America's 92nd Market

Represented by Hollingbery
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. . . In The 11-County Core
of Our Coverage Area —

Pulse* Proves

Audiences Prefer

WRBL-TV l\ CBS

CHANNEL l ABC
•Area Telepulse, Nov. 1955

Share of Audience

DAYTIME NIGHTTIME
WRBL-TV 64 WRBL-TV 62

Station B 27 Station B 27

Misc. 9 Misc. 11

The top 48 weekly and multi-

weekly shows are on WRBL-TV

CALL HOLLINGBERY CO.

WHTM-TV
CHANNEL 13

IT'S A SELLER'S MARKET,
but we can give you
the BIGGEST BUY yet!

TIME: Now, while we're still new . . .

with rates set to offer low cost per im-

pression ... choice availabilities are

still open.

PLACE: Huntington— Ashland— Charles-

ton and Portsmouth Markets. The rich,

prosperous, tri-state area of more than

1,250,000 population conservatively meas-

ured from mail responses.

SCENE: WHTN-TV with the largest trans-

mitting antenna in the world . . . 316,000

watts of power for maximum effective

coverage ... a built-in audience of more

than 200,000 sets . . . popular basic ABC

network programs, outstanding local live

shows and top-notch films.

ACTION: Get on our "bandwagon" and

g-r-o-w with us! After only one month of

maximum power, Channel 13 showed

36.8% audience increase over the first

audience report.

CALL US: Huntington, West Virginia,

JAckson 5-7661, or our representatives:

Edward Petry & Co., Inc.

\\\ '
///

TV's

cies have been slicing their average

weekly costs by using more second

runs and even third runs. One of the

more involved rerun schedules has

been set by Heinz (via Maxon) for the

TPA show, Captain Gallant, on NBC.
The show made its debut 13 Febru-

ary 1955. A total of 20 first runs fol-

lowed. Starting on 3 July 1955 there

were 10 second runs. On 11 Septem-

ber, the show reverted to first runs for

18 weeks until 15 January when a

series of 15 second runs started. On
5 May, the show was switched from

Sunday to Saturday, where 19 third

runs will be shown. On 16 September

the show will return to Sunday with a

second series of first runs. This will

continue until December when the re-

maining second runs from the first

show series will be completed. Follow-

ing this, the remaining first runs from
the second series will be finished after

which second runs from the second se-

ries will start. Got it?

The lineup: While the fall nighttime

lineup is far from definite, there is

enough information around to make a

pretty good guess, sponsor's guess is

shown below:

SUNDAY
ABC: As noted before, Famous Film

Festival and Omnibus are likely to

run back-to-back from 7:30-10:30.

There is a good chance Best Foods will

renew You Asked for It at 7:00.

CBS: It looks like the current pro-

gram and sponsor lineup will remain,

except that Kellogg is pulling out of

Lassie with Campbell, the other alter-

nate sponsor, taking over the whole

show. In order, from 7:00 on, the

shows are Lassie, Private Secretary al-

ternating with Jack Benny, Ed Sulli-

van, GE Theatre, Alfred Hitchcock

Presents, The $64,000 Challenge,

What's My Line?

NBC: There are a couple of ques-

tion marks here. Chrysler is dropping

It's a Great Life and is giving up the

7:00 time. General Foods has picked

up the time. At 7:30 it looks like R. J.

Reynolds will sponsor Circus Boy,

which replaces Frontier. The trouble-

some 8:00-9:00 hour is being taken

over by Steven Allen on 24 June and it

looks like he will be on this fall. The

alternate Goodyear and Alcoa dramatic

hours look like good bets to be on and

there is no indication P&G will drop

Loretta Young at 10:00. The next

half-hour is a question mark.

MONDAY
ABC: The Kukla, Fran & Ollie and

John Daly news strips remain. At

7:30 Ralston-Purina comes in with a

new show, Journey. The 8:00 slot is

undecided with a possibility that Dan-

ny Thomas may be put there. Voice

of Firestone continues, followed by

Bishop Sheen. At 9:30-10:30 Dodge
will sponsor its second Lawrence Welk
show. Welk's Saturday success was

one of this season's surprises.

CBS: No changes likely. The prob-

able lineup, consisting mainly of vet-

eran shows, is: Robin Hood, Burns &
Allen, Talent Scouts, I Love Lucy, De-

cember Bride, Studio One.

NBC: There have been many ru-

mors regarding the 15-minute shows

but so far there is no indication they

will be dropped. This means Gordon
MacRae at 7:30, News Caravan at

7:45. Caesar's Hour has been moved
to Saturday and is likely to be replaced

by Sir Lancelot and Stanley, the latter

a situation comedy with Buddy Hack-

ett. Medic looks okay for the fall and

so does Robert Montgomery Presents.

TUESDAY
ABC: Warner Bros. Presents will be

back. P&G replaces alternate sponsor

Parker Pen at 8:30 and, together with

General Mills, is likely to carry on

with Wyatt Earp. GE comes in at

9:00 with a show not yet decided on.

Du Pont's show continues.

CBS: Lots of problems here. Slated

to return are Phil Silvers, Red Skelton

and $64,000 Question. There has been

talk of putting Herb Shriner in an

hour show from 8:30-9:30. The 7:30

and 10:30 ends of the lineup are not

certain.

NBC: Chewy has cancelled Dinah

Shore at 7:30, is putting loads of

money into 20 shows during the 8:00-

"His Dad advertises over KRIZ

Phoenix—he's loaded!"
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9:00 period. At least 14 of these will

be hosted by Dinah Shore and Bob

Hope. In addition, Ray Bolger will

appear in 16 shows and Martin &

Lewis will probably appear in four.

Milton Berle is a question mark. Ex-

cept for Kaiser replacing Pontiac, the

9:00-10:30 shows look like they'll be

the same as at present.

WEDNESDAY
ABC: Disneyland is okay, MGM Pa-

rade is out. American Tobacco and

Pearson Pharmacal have the 8:30 time

but a fall show is not yet decided on.

Kodak has the 9:00 p.m. time but no

show yet. It looks like Break the Bank
will be back with a new sponsor.

Wednesday Night Fights remain.

CBS: Many, many problems. Talk

is of a cartoon series or The Whirley-

birds at 7:30. Godfrey is out of the

following hour and nothing definite is

yet decided on. I've Got a Secret looks

set. GE is not decided on its dramatic

hour.

NBC: The 8:00 slot has to be re-

solved but the next two hours with

Father Knows Best, Kraft Tv Theatre

and This is Your Life look set for the

fall.

THURSDAY
ABC: The Lone Ranger looks set.

In the next two hours, International

Theatre and Wire Service are tenta-

tively scheduled with R. J. Reynolds in

for a piece of the latter.

CBS: The evening is pretty well set

with Climax and Playhouse 90 back-to-

back. Bets are against Bob Cummings.

NBC: Changes will probably be con-

fined to the 9:00-10:00 hour. Ten-

nessee Ernie replaces Ford Theatre for

the same sponsor. The latter will be

put in an as yet undisclosed slot. Bor-

den has yet to make a decision on re-

newing People's Choice at 9:00. It is

possible a new show will come in here.

FRIDAY
ABC: It looks like Rin Tin Tin at

7:30, Adventures of Jim Bowie (Chese-

1,000,000
WATTS

st in Power
and Coverage

.^Wilkes-Barre

Scranton

Call Avery-Knodel, Inc.

brough-Pond, American Chicle) at

8:00, Crossroads at 8:30, Treasure

Chest (Mogen David, Helene Curtis)

at 9:00. Sterling has the 9:30 time

but no show yet. The web has pen-

cilled in Theatre Guild Gaieties at

10:00.

CBS: West Point looks set at 8:00,

Schlitz Playhouse looks set at 9:30,

Person to Person remains though its

time may be changed. The Lineup ap-

pears set. Up in the air are Our Miss

Brooks, The Crusader.

NBC: It looks like Truth or Conse-

quences, Life of Riley and Big Story

remain but Star Stage is up in the air.

Chesebrough-Ponds seems to be out of

the latter show. Cavalcade of Sports

is a good bet to remain.

SATURDAY
ABC: So far it looks like Frontier

Judge from 8:00-8:30, Lawrence Welk

from 9:00-10:00. Mo^auera^e Party

from 10:00-10:30 and Ozark Jubilee

from 10:30-11:00.

CBS: Another problem night. Gene

Autry is not definite yet at 7:00, The
Bucaneers replaces Beat the Clock at

7:30, Jackie Gleason remains at 8:00,

Stage Show is out, Herb Shriner is out,

the talk is that Hey, Jeannie with Jean-

nie Carson replaces It's Always Jan,

"We think that the redevelopment of a
strong network service is important to
all of radio, and to everybody connected
with it. That includes the public, the
advertisers, the stations, and the spot
reps too. Without the national networks,
radio would shrink down to a series of
'ocal services."

ROBERT W. SARNOFF
President

NBC

Gunsmoke was reported out and now
is reported in, the status of Damon
Runyon Theatre is not clear. The web
wants to put a Perry Mason mystery

hour in but the time slot has not been

decided.

NBC: At this time it looks like Per-

ry Como, Sid Caesar, George Gobel

and Your Hit Parade.

In addition to the regular lineup,

NBC's Saturday, Sunday and Monday
spectaculars look definite, Ford has

renewed its Star Jubilee on CBS Satur-

day, Hallmark's Hall of Fame will

probably be seen on NBC on occa-

sional Friday nights, though CBS is

also angling for the show and a num-

ber of ABC "Teleramas" have been

blueprinted at the rate of one a month,

though these are not yet definite. * * *

ANN SOTHERN
Star of Showtime

12:30 to 1 :00 Mon-Wed-Fri

LIBERACE
Star of Showtime

12:30 to 1 :00Tues-Thurs

Stars Sell on

Alabama's

greatest TV station

Birmingham

Every weekday at 12:30 Charlie

Davis, genial host of Showtime, in-

troduces the star of the day's show.

On Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fri-

days, it is Ann Sothern as Susie.

On Tuesdays and Thursdays, it is

Liberace as Liberace.

You can SELL
Your Products

to Alabama folks

If you TELL
them on programs

they enjoy seeing

Represented by

BLAIR-TV
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GET THE
LION'S
SHARE

PULSE (Dec. 1955) PROVES WICS
CHANNEL 20 HAS THE AUDIENCE
THAT MAKES SALES

TOP 15 ONCE-A-WEEK
SHOWS:

WICS has 10
STA. B 5
STA. C

TOP 10 MULTI-WEEKLY
SHOWS:

WICS has 8
STA. B 1

STA. C 1

CHECK THESE RATINGS OF TOP
NETWORK, FILM, & LOCAL SHOWS
Gillette Fights 50.5
Croucho Marx
Lux Video Theater
Ford Theater
Dragnet
George Cobel
Red Barber's Corner
Big Story
Perry Como Show
Pontiac Pow Wow (Feature).
It's a Great Life
Chevvy Show
Caesar's Hour
Waterfront
Soldiers of Fortune
I Am The Law
Million $$ Movie _
Howdy Doody

_42.0
_39.4
.38.0
_37.5
-355
-36.0
-34.8
_30.5
.30.0
-29.5
-29.0

Roy Rogers Show
US Steel Hour
TV News Final

Tennessee Ernie
NBC Matinee Theater
Ding Dong School
Home
Today

-28.5
_27.5
-27.0
_26.0
-25.5
-25-3
_24.5
.24.4
_24.0
_13.2
12.8

_11.7
_ 9.7
_ 7.9

PLUS Penetration:
Conversion:

66.8q
99.89

QBT ALL TECH FAOTS ABOUT ONB OF THB
BEST SMALLER TV MARKETS IN THE U.S.

AND
THE LION'S SHARE OF AUDIENCE D»
ILLINOIS' STATE CAPITAL MARKET

BUY:

'PRIMARY

ILLINOIS'.STATE CAPITAL MARKET

iBrawet 20
SPRINGFIELD. ILLINOIS

Far Availabilities eall. write, or wire WICS dlrwt
or Touac Television Corp.

Iwwiten

nm iiwiisi
o o

Gordon F. Hayes, who has been Western sales

manager of CBS Radio Spot Sales for the past

eight years with headquarters in Chicago, will move
to New York where he will assume the role of

general manager of CBS Radio spot sales. He
replaces Wendell Campbell, who has resigned.

Hayes is a native of Mellott, Ind., and a graduate

of the Indiana School of Journalism. He spent

nine years on the staff of the Washington Daily

News and later entered radio as a member of

the sales staff of WTOP, Washington, D. C, in

1943. In December 1945, he joined CBS.

Sam iff. Ballard was elected president of the

Geyer Advertising agency following the purchase

of a substantial interest in the 46-year-old agency

by 40 executives and key personnel. B. B.

Geyer, formerly president and board chairman,

is continuing as chairman of the board. Ballard

joined Geyer in 1953 as v.p. and chairman of the

agency's policy committee becoming executive v.p.

shortly thereafter. He had previously been execu-

tive v.p. of the Gardner Advertising Co. and was
at one time city editor of the Miami Daily News.

Frficiii Cox, formerly senior v.p. and creative

head of Kenyon and Eckhardt has been elected vice

chairman of the board. The post is a new one in

the agency. In announcing the election and the

establishing of the new position, K&E president

William B. Lewis explained it was necessary in

order to spread the individual workload among
more personnel. Cox has been with K&E for

23 years and has been a v.p. for the past 22.

Previous to his association with K&E, he had
been with Young and Rubicam, Lennen and
Mitchell and the A. W. Shaw Company.

W. T. Okie was elected president of J. M.
Mathes, Inc. earlier this month by the board of

directors of that agency. At the same time, J. M.
Mathes was elected to the position of chairman of

the board. Okie succeeds Mathes who had held

the post of president. The board, in making its

announcement, pointed out that the resulting

broadening of administrative authority was made
necessary by Mathes' rapidly expanding volume of

business. Okie has been a Mathes v.p. since 1944

and was elected a director in 1945.
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Access road to radio relay station, Rocky Point, Nevada.

A TV CHANNEL IS PART ROAD
The more than 500 radio relay towers of

the Bell System are found in all imag-

inable types of terrain from a Nevada

mountaintop to the roof of a New York

skyscraper. Yet each must be accessible

for maintenance in any season, and under

any weather condition.

So the Bell System builds roads which

help insure dependable network service

for the television industry. In bad weather,

jeeps or specially designed snow tractors

are needed in some locations.

For a radio relay network is more in-

volved than it might appear. It needs

access roads . . . and generators for stand-

by emergency power. And it requires a

skilled corps of highly trained mainte-

nance experts across the nation, always

available when trouble occurs.

Every Bell System relay station is a

combination of all these many elements.

Together they help insure the best tele-

vision transmission it is possible to pro-

vide across almost 70,000 channel miles.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
PROVIDING INTERCITY CHANNELS FOR

NETWORK RADIO AND TELEVISION TirROUCHOUT THE NATION
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WGR-TV

Buffalo's

Best Known

Sales Team

WGR-TV
BUFFALO

National Representatives

PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD. INC.
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ADVERTISERS' INDEX

AT&T
Broadcast Music, Inc.

Channel 10, Rochester
Crosley Broadcasting
Don Lee (KHJ, KFRC) Brdcstg. .

Eastman Kodak, Inc.

Harrington, Righter & Parsons —
Mid-Continent Group .

National Register
NBC TV Network
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^HAN ANY OThII

SINGLE. MEDIUM

MAGNIFY YOUR SALES
IN THIS STABLE

1^70,491,000

MARKET

University City

Rich Lumbering and

Agricultural Area

167 Mountainous Miles from Spokane j

BMI
"Milestones" for

June
BMI's series of program
continuities, entitled "Mile-

stones," focuses the spot-

light on important events

and problems which have

shaped the American scene.

June's release features

five complete half-hour

shows—ready for immedi-

ate use — smooth, well

written scripts for a variety

of uses.

"LIBERTY—SO DEARLY BOUGHT"
NATHAN HALE

Born: June 6, 1755

"FATHER OF THE STARS
AND STRIPES"

(Francis Hopkinson)

FLAG DAY—)une 14, 1956

"FATHERS' DAY"
June 17, 1956

"FASHION THRU THE ACES"
(Cavalcade of Style)

June 24, 1956

"TWO WEEKS VACATION
WITH PAY"

(An American Institution)

June 30, 1956

"Milestones" is available for

commercial sponsorship see your

local stations for details.

BROADCAST MUSIC, INC.
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • HOLLYWOOD

TORONTO • MONTREAL

108 SPONSOR



YOUMIGHTSWIMWO YARDS IN 49.2 SECONDS*

-

BUT... YOU NEED WKZO-TV
THE MARCH ARB REPORT CREDITS WKZO-TV WITH

ALL 20 OF THE "TOP 20" PROGRAMS

AMERICAN RESEARCH BUREAU
March, 1956 Report

GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO

Number of Quarter Hour:
With Higher Ratings

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.

6:00 p.m. to 1 1 :00 p.m.

WKZO-TV
136

87

Station 6

61

13

SATURDAY & SUNDAY

10:00 a.m. to 1 1:00 p.m. 72 32

NOTE: Survey based on sampling in the following pro-

portions— Grand Rapids (44.7%), Kalamazoo
(19.7%), Battle Creek (18.2%), Muskegon-
Muskegon Heights (17.4%).

-TV-,

WKZO-TV — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WKZO RADIO — KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK
WJEF RADIO — GRAND RAPIDS
WJEF-FM — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
KOLN-TV — LINCOLN, NEBRASKA

Associated with
WMBD RADIO — PEORIA, ILLINOIS

TO MAKE A SPLASH

IN WESTERN MICHIGAN!

WKZO-TV is the Official Basic CBS Television Outlet for Kala-

mazoo-Grand Rapids and Greater Western Michigan. It's

Channel 3 with 100,000 watts from a 1000' tower. Delivers

brilliant picture to almost 600,000 television homes in 29

Western Michigan and Northern Indiana counties

—

one of

America's top-20 TV markets!

New ARB figures (left) show that WKZO-TV is the BIG

favorite—morning, afternoon and night, not only in Kalamazoo

and Grand Rapids, but also in Battle Creek and Muskegon, as

well!

100,000 WATTS • CHANNEL 3 • 1000' TOWER

TV
Kalamazoo - Grand Rapids and Greater Western Michigan

Avery- Knodel, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives

*Richard Cleveland set this world's record at Columbus, Ohio, in February, 1952.



iookies all look

good in the

gpiingtime

Since 1928, KSTP has provided outstanding enter-

tainment for Northwest listeners ... a generation of

them.

News, sports, "the best music in town," comedy,

drama . . . each one has its place in KSTP's balanced

programming, and eachhas played its part in building

the tremendous listener-loyalty which KSTP enjoys.

In addition, KSTP offers advertisers a realistically-

priced package-rate-plan, plus the top radio person-

but it's the "old

pios'who win

the ballgames

!

alities in the Northwest to do an effective and econom-

ical selling job in this vital market of 850,000 radio

homes and Four Billion Dollars in spendable

income.

For further details, contact

your nearest Edward Petry

office or a KSTP
representative

today. KSTP

.000

MINNEAPOLIS • ST. PAUL Basil NBC Affiliate

PRICED and PROGRAMMED" to serve today's radio needs!

Represented by Edward Petry & Co., Inc.

no SPONSOR



Spot Radio Report

expanding list

Picking right

talent winner

Time to pitch

ratio is 8 to 1

Rerun gets

promotion splash

Colgate fights

own brand hard

They're really

sponsors now

Bottlers using

spot radio

REPORT TO SPONSORS for 14 May 1956

(Continued from page 2)

"Spot Radio Report," publication which lists spot radio activity, is

continuing drive to increase number of agencies revealing client
activity. Eight new agencies reporting on 51 clients have been added
in recent weeks. Clients include: American Brewery, Burnett's va-
nilla, Dodge cars and trucks, Griesedieck Brewing, Kirsch Beverages,
National Airlines, Quaker Oats, Red Top Brewing, Safeway Stores,
Standard Oil of California. New agencies are: BBDO, San Francisco;
Brudno & Bailey, Westfield, N. J. ; Nelson Chesman, Chatanooga ; Chris-
tiansen, Chicago; Grant, Detroit and Miami; Ralph Sharp, Detroit;
John Shaw, Chicago; VanSant, Dugdale, Baltimore.

-SR-
Picking winners of talent shows has certain elements of danger for
program ratings, Schwerin Research Corp. studies point out. If home
audience does not agree with choice, timeout may result.

-SR-
There's 8 to one relationship between spending of regional and na-
tional spot tv advertisers for time and their expenditures for film
commercials, Broadcast Information Bureau reports. Firm says adver-
tisers spent $12,500,000 for film commercials during last quarter of

1955 compared with TvB figure of $103,872,000 for spot time during
same period. Film figure is based on spring edition of BIB's "Tv

Who's Who and What's Where at Film Producers and Distributors."
-SR-

Probably biggest audience promotion ever staged for rerun of film show
came to climax at WCAU-TV, Philadelphia, during first week in May.

Station sought to build audience for "Susie," rerun of TPA's "Private
Secretary," with promotion centering around search-f or-Susie competi-
tion. Five girls selected during multi-pronged promotion campaign
were finalists with viewers voting for favorites. In week during
which finalists appeared, 17,782 viewers voted via card or letter.
First prize included trip to L. A.

-SR-
How far should you go in competing with yourself? Tactics of 2 tooth-
paste manufacturers, Colgate and P&G, provide contrasting answers.
Current commercial copy for Colgate toothpaste takes swipe at fluo-
ride toothpastes by pointing out Colgate can be used by youngsters
(fluorides can't). And Colgate has its own fluoride toothpaste,
Brisk. P&G, on the other hand, has not changed copy for its Gleem
to counter its own fluoride, Crest.

-SR-
Harry and Bert Piel commercials UPA produced did such a good job for
Brooklyn brewery film firm has put the brothers to work in its own
promotion. Invitation to UPA cocktail party last week showed Harry
and Bert reading item about Piel's success in 2 April issue of SPON-
SOR; this accompanied "storyboard" giving facts about party which was
for opening of new offices at 60 E. 56th St. in New York.

-SR-
With summer at hand, look for stepped-up radio and tv spot schedules
by beverage companies. White Rock, now using over 75 radio announce-
ments weekly in New York alone, will go heavier and saturate weekends
as weather warms. About 150 Canada Dry bottlers using spot radio in
some 200 cities, 42 in spot tv in 50 cities. (For White Rock strategy
see page 32.

)

14 MAY 1956 111
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SPEAKS

It won't be easy

It won't be easy to publish spot ra-

dio dollar figures. The job may have

to be done in stages. But we are con-

fident some form of dollar track rec-

ord will be developed for spot radio

—

and soon.

It just wouldn't add up to let spot

radio continue unmeasured now that

TvB has launched regular quarterly

reports on spot television (with the

second report out today, see page 42).

Our belief is that as recognition grows
of just how valuable the spot tv fig-

ures are, enthusiasm will accelerate for

overcoming obstacles in the way of a

spot radio report.

The ideal would be a report com-
parable to what TvB developed (in co-

operation with N. C. Rorabaugh) :

namely a breakdown on spot spending

by each of the leading national and

regional advertisers. With figures for

individual companies, advertisers could

keep tabs on the competition—and ra-

dio would have a powerful new sales

tool.

But we'll settle for less at first.

If the only way to start on the road

to full measurement of spot radio is

through a report restricted to total dol-

lar volume, as SRA is now planning,

then we're for that. Something is bet-

ter than nothing.

In the long run, however, we're sure

spot radio—and network radio as well

—will get the full report both deserve

and need. We state again what we said

when TvB first released spot tv dollar

figures a month ago. This was the job

so many had told us "couldn't be

done" during the long period we cam-

paigned for it (see 16 April sponsor).

But a way was found and will be again.

* * *

Creative music-and-news

Music-and-news stations can do eith-

er of two things. They can spin rec-

ords and read headlines in dreary imi-

tation of one another. Or they can be

creative and program their music in

an infinitude of ways and cover the

news in exciting, heads-up style.

We've warned against imitative

music-and-news operation before and

we think the criticisms expressed bv

WDSU and WDSU-TV's Bob Swezey

at the recent AWRT meeting in Boston

deserve the attention of music-and-

news stations.

The station which fails to build cre-

atively with the music-and-news form-

ula is not doing a job for its listeners

or its advertisers. In the long run such

stations will not hold audiences and
will not prosper. It's not by running a

"juke box" type of operation that the

leading music-and-news stations have

built their fabulous success.

Sightseers' delight

Many a broadcast building that has

sprung up in the post-war era is an

architectural gem and a sightseer's

delight.

In the past several weeks Atlanta's

WSB and St. Louis' KXOX have come
forth with two of the most novel and

inviting. Characteristic of the old

South, the WSB and WSB-TV edifice

is stately-plantation outside and ultra-

functional inside. KXOX's rambling

all-radio project expresses the accel-

erating importance of the audio medi-

um and is aptly called Radio Park.

For agency and advertiser sight-

seers (may their tribe increase!) the

welcome mat is out at eye-catching

and thought-provoking structures from

Madison Avenue to Sunset and Vine.

An adman revolts

We are tired of all the novels about

advertising. If you are, too, you'll

get a kick out of the protest expressed

by sponsor's own fictional adman, one

Fred Bream, starting on page 34 this

issue. He is tired of them too.

Applause
All-media communicator

We like the way Paul C. Smith,

president of Crowell-Collier, thinks.

He doesn't see himself as a publisher

branching out into the broadcast media.

The way he looks at it Crowell-Collier

is in the business of communicating

ideas and its recent purchase of five

radio and four television stations is

just one major step toward the addi-

tion of new Crowell-Collier communi-
cation channels.

Smith told us Crowell-Collier would

cover the whole range of communica-
tions media through to sending smoke
signals. But before Smith takes to the

hills with a blanket we imagine he'll

have purchased the full limit of sta-

112

tions allowed by the FCC and estab-

lished a beachhead in records, film,

newspapers.

Smith, you may recall, resigned his

commission as a lieutenant commander

during the war and left a post in Wash-

ington with OWI to enlist in the ma-

rines as a private. He rose to ser-

geant, became a marine lieutenant af-

ter OCS and saw heavy combat lead-

ing a rifle platoon.

He enters station ownership ranks

following some of the toughest battles

of his career. Last year he led Cro-

well-Collier into the black for the first

time in three years with a net profit

of $773,917 as against losses of $4,-

009,827 in 1933 and $2,419,539 in

1954. You can look for dynamic de-

velopments from a man with this kind

of record.

We understand that Smith's interest

in television dates back to the time

when as editor and general manager

of the San Francisco Chronicle he

played a leading role in establishment

of the station owned by the paper,

KRON-TV.
To us the addition of all-media men

to the field of station operation is a

healthy trend. We welcome Paul

Smith and Crowell-Collier to the ranks

of other multi-media companies who
own stations, including Cowles, Mere-

dith, Newhouse, Time Inc., and Tri-

angle—all of them communicators to

be reckoned with.

SPONSOR
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anytime ii

FIG TIME
on.

KMBC-TV
Kansas City's

Top-Rated Television Station

KMBC-TV IS RATED NUMBER ONE IN SHARE OF AUDIENCE

FROM SIGN-ON TILL SIGN-OFF -SEVEN DAYS A WEEK!

This overwhelming preference for Channel 9 pro-

gramming is reported by the latest Kansas City Nielsen

Survey covering an eight-week period from January 8

through March 10, 1956. Nielsen also points out these

revealing facts in this three-station market:

A Four of the ten highest-rated once-a-week programs are

on KMBC-TV, and eleven (nearly half) of the top 25.

D Of the five best-rated multi-weekly programs, the first

four—in order—are Channel 9 shows.

Q KMBC-TV originates LOCALLY three Monday-through-

Friday shows which outrate anything and everything at

any time oncompetingdaytimeschedules;networkorlocal.

(Nielsen Report— March, 1956)

And ratings aren't the entire KMBC-TV story, eithe

Channel 9 provides Class "A" primary viewing servk

to 31,000 more families than any other channel in t\

area, according to A. Earl Cullum, Jr., consulting eng

neer. Combine bigger coverage and higher ratings wit

the fact that KMBC-TV offers full minutes (not jus

chainbreaks) throughout the day and most of the evenin

and it's easy to see why the Swing is to KMBC-TV. £

remember these three buying guides when you schedu!

television advertising in Kansas City:

1) KMBC-TV is number one in share of audience

2) KMBC-TV serves 31,000 more Grade A familie

3) KMBC-TV offers complete versatility of

commercial handling

X

See Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc. for availabilities.

the SWING is to KMBC-TV
Kansas City's Most Popular and Most Powerful TV Station

Pr.TERS. Griffin.
Woodward. «k.

ETjujm- National Reprrj<TiIiitit«

DON DAVIS, First V-P and Commercic »9/.

JOHN SCHILLING, V-P and General >r-

GEORGE HIGGINS, V-P and Sales M

MORI GREINER, Director of Televisic

DICK SMITH, Director of Radio

nf
s KMBC <U Kansas City—

1
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50« per copy« $8 per year

me -Buying

Amplified"

1st turn to the

ORZ station

/r.v happening fast!
Mid-Continent took over

3 months ago. WDGY al-

ready is in 2nd place in
audience. Hooper says so.

Up 93% daytime, says Niel-
sen, 50,000 watts, and nearly

perfect-circle daytime signal.
Talk to GM Steve Labunski or
Averv-Knodel.

Nairn your survey. Hooper? 42..")',.

Pulse? First morning and afternoon,
first in 204 out of 240 quarter hours.
Trendex? First every time period ! That's
KOWH, dominant in Omaha year after

year. Coverage is good, too, on 660 kc. Have
words with GM Virgil Sharpe, or the II-R

man.

49.15? (Hooper). 42.0% (Metro Pulse). 42.9%
(AREA NIELSEN). 263 1st place y4 hours out of

288 (AREA PULSE). So it's WHB's region as well
as city. 10,000 watts on 710 kc Such dominance should
e your dominance. Chat a while with GM George W.

Armstrong or the man from Blair.

Now with 2.V, of the radio audience — WTIX is widening the
gap, after having completely overturned generations of listen-
ing and time-buying habits. If you haven't studied New Orleans

radio afresh lately
. . . question GM Fred Berthelson, or Adam

Young1

.

*Commg soon— WQAM, Miami, Florida— Florida 's first radio station
serving all of Southern Florida with 5,000 watts on 560 kc. Transfer sub-

ject to FCC approval.

*w CONTINENT BROADCASTING COMPANY

"The STORZ Stations'—Todd Storz, President

jWDGY, Minneapolis-St. Paul
Represented by

KOWH, Omaha
Re presen ted by£

WHB, Kansas City

Rep^sentedby
WTIX, New Orleans
Represented by

SPOT TV, RADIO

ARE SOARING

Iage 29

Shulton builds specs

on firm spot media

foundation

page 34

Let's get an award

system that's really

for television

page 36

'

Du Pont puts spot

v to the test

page 38

'

Fall net tv

chedules firm up

page 40

Can radio sell

atmosphere?

WHAT ADMEN ARE

TELLING FBI

page 32



more viewers
per rating point!

Here's proof of dominance! In the Grade B area of WXEX-TV,
there are 16% more TV homes* than in the Grade B areas of

either Station B or Station C. You get a bonus of two

TV homes with every 12 homes you buy on WXEX-TV.

The dominant station serving

RICHMOND
Petersburg and Central Virginia

BC-TV Basic Network — Channel 8
*Service contours of stations considered are for maximum power and tower calculated from information on
file with FCC, and based on latest available ARF figures. Station B now operating on interim low power
and tower. On this basis, the Grade B area of WXEX-TV delivers 57% more TV homes than does Station B.

Tom Tinsley, President Irvin G. Abeloff, Vice Pres.

National Representatives: Select Station Representatives in New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington.

Forjoe & Co. in Chicago, Seattle, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Dallas, Atlanta.



Do admen want

"divorcement?"

Single rate

widespread

The market

rank problem

Daytime tv

gets to smokers

Now it's kids'

spectaculars

Tv awards can

be improved

SPONSOR survey of agencies and advertisers reveals admen don't see

solution to tv's problems in divorcing networks from show production.

Net show control is outgrowth of sellers' market, they say: Increase

number of tv stations and balance of show control between advertiser
and networks would be restored. (For full story see page 32.

)

-SR-

Single rate in radio is an accomplished fact in all but top 40

markets. This is shown in new compilation of day, night rates by
Station Representatives Assn. Compilation showed: (1) in all markets
of 100,000 population and under program rates are practically same

day and night, minute rates are from 1 to 3% higher at night; (2) in

137 markets between 100,000 and 500,000 population, night program
rates are 3 to 5% higher, minutes are 3 to 4% higher; (3) in markets
above 500,000 population, night program rates are 30% higher than
daytime, announcements 14% higher.

-SR-

Problem of advertisers buying markets according to metropolitan rank
rather than coverage of media in those markets is reason for new WOW,

Omaha, presentation. Developed as joint effort of station and its

rep, Blair, presentation, delivered by Bill Wiseman, WOW Radio sales-
manager, will hit top agencies in about 10 cities from coast to coast
WOW pitch is that, while Omaha is 51st market, its widespread cover-
age is equal to 9th market.

-SR-

Cigarette advertisers can reach more smokers at same cost with day-
time tv ID'S than nighttime ID'S, says Katz Agency. Calculation is

based on fact 60% of men, 40% of women smoke. Translating into

viewers per set, Katz' sales development unit calculated there are
.48 smoker-viewers per set during day, 1 smoker-viewer at night.
Taking average daytime, nighttime web-tv ratings, assuming 15 daytime
ID'S equal cost of 3 at night, Katz figured "smoker rating" of 69

during day, 67.2 at night.

-SR-

International Shoe's Friedman-Shelby Division will be first client to

air 90-minute children's spectaculars. Shoe company (via D'Arcy,
St. Louis) has signed with ABC TV for 3 "Red Goose Kiddie Spectacu-
lars" on 25 August, 6 October and 8 December. First show will be
from St. Louis zoo, featuring chorus line of baby elephants.

-SR-

Findings of committee appointed by Tv Academy for study of what went
wrong with Emmy awards system agree on general points for future:

(1) awards be cut in number; (2) categories be cleared up semanti-
cally ; (3) shows prepared for other media should not compete against
original tv material

; (4) no account be taken of whether show is film
or live, high or low budget. See article page 36.

SPONSOR. Volume 10, No. 11. 28 May 1956. Published biweekly bv SPONSOR Publications, Inc. Executive. Editorial, Advertising. Circulation Offices. 10 E. 49th St., New
York 17. Printed at 3110 Elm Ave., Baltimore. Md. $8 a year in U.S. $9 elsewhere. Entered as second class matter 29 Jan. 1918 at Baltimore postofflce under Act of 3 Mar. 1879



REPORT TO SPONSORS for 28 May 1956

TvB compares tv

with newspapers

Network tv

audiences up

All-media buying

takes big leap

All-media buying

means more calls

Franchises more
solid today?

WBC programers

exchange ideas

Philco dramatizes

ad plans

TvB's video presentation at New York City's Waldorf-Astoria 22 May
took strong, competitive tack. About 1,200 admen, probably largest
audience in air media annals, saw comparison of tv viewing with news-
paper reading. Comparison showed more homes watch tv than read news-
papers during all hours of week except during Sunday morning. Study-

was done in Chicago area for TvB by Pulse using association-recall
technique. Fact study was done in home town of "Chicago Tribune,"
whose researchers have hit hard at tv, was not lost on audience.
Study was first revealed at NARTB Convention in Chicago.

-SR-
Aside from foray against newspapers, bulk of TvB presentation devoted
itself to spot. However, some interesting new network data was
aired. Using Nielsen figures comparing average audiences during
January-April 1956 with same period in 1955, TvB showed: (1) average
dayt ime Monday-through-Friday prog rams increased from 2.7 million
homes in 1955 to 3.2 million this year; (2) average weekend daytime
show went from 4 to 4.9 million hones; (3) average nighttime show up
from 6.4 to 7.5 million. Percentage gains, respectively: 19, 23, 17.

-SR-
Trend toward integrated media buying has become strengthened during
past year. Most widespread type of organization is system with all-
media associate directors heading up groups of air and print special-
ists. J. Walter Thompson, long-time exponents of divided function,
created intermediate level with 6 associate media directors in last
10 months. Agency finds system "most effective in producing media
strategy patterned to client's marketing and copy plans."

-SR-
Many reps concerned about new pressures coming from formation of more
all-media buying departments in agencies. Under this set-up, sales-
man who used to see one buyer on 5 accounts now frequently sees 5

buyers. In addition, many buyers are new to air media. It all adds
up to this, reps feel: Much more work for salesmen in what's already
too short a work day.

-SR-
Admen note recent reluctance on part of tv networks to dislodge cli-
ents with weak shows. Threat of Washington intervention may be carv-
ing out franchises big budgets couldn't achieve in past seasons.

-SR-
Latest step in Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. idea exchange program
was seminar last week for its radio station programing and news direc-
tors. Dick Pack, WBC v. p. charge programing, asked station men to

concentrate their public service activity in 4 areas: (1) gaining
more stature for teachers; (2) interesting more youngsters in scien-
tific careers; (3) acquainting listeners with American history; (4)

Project X. Latter is WBC designation for local public service objec-
tive which stations select individually and ride hard.

-SR-
Recent 100-city closed circuit Philco Corp. sales "convention" dem-
onstrated values of tv for inter-organization use. With spectacu-
lar flair, meeting introduced 18 new Philco home laundry models
(formerly sold under Dexter label) via such personalities as Arlene
Francis, John Daly, Al Capp. Musical backgrounds, rotating sets
added to spec flavor of presentation staged in ABC TV studios.

(Sponsor Reports continues page 123)

SPONSOR



in PhiladelphiaWPEN is the station of

per nalities

i

STEVE ALLISON

Monday through Sunday

11:05 P.M. -2:00 A.M.

The personality with the highest

"excitement" rating in broadcasting

anywhere. Firecracker-names and
issues keep studios packed and even

staid Philadelphia up 'til after 2 A.M.

SOLD OUT

FRANK FORD

Sunday

4:05 P.M.-6:00 P.M.

The world's only living disc jockey who
doesn't play jazz, barrelhouse, or rock 'n

roll. He features songs that were popular

when you and I were young, Maggie, as

well as hits from Broadway shows. Two
hours of relaxation on Sunday afternoons.

FIRST IN PULSE RATINGS

THE 950 CLUB
CAL MILNER & LARRY BROWN

PAT AND JACK

Monday through Saturday

1:05 P.M.— 7:00 P.M.

For 15 years the 950 Club has been

passing an inheritance of the best in

popular music from generation to

generation. Top ratings, the highest

city mail-count and daily studio-

jamming crowds, prove that all

generations are loyal to this legacy.

FIRST IN RATING INCREASES*
"

Monday through Saturday

9:05-10:00 A.M.

The only team in Philadelphia that rivals the

Phillies in popularity. Leads all other food

shows with the "Angel-in-the-kitchen",

"Princess-in-the-parlor" and — delivers

guaranteed merchandising extras in the

Penn Fruit Company, the food chain named
Brand Name Retailer of the year.

SOLD OUT

Represented Nationally by Gill-Perna, Inc.

New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco
* Pulse

SOI
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ARTICLES DEPARTMENTS

VY lit; spot tv and radio are soaring

Spot buying is bigger and better than ever. It's up as much as 30% in both

media, as radio and television no longer scrap for the same dollars "•"

How admen feel about net shoiv control

Washington's investigating the networks; the FBI is in on the study. And along

Madison Avenue the question's posed: who but the webs can afford to produce
programing fare which audiences have come to expect? •'»

Shulton builds on spot foundation
Consumers select "Old Spice," "Bronztan" at point of purchase; but ask them
who makes it and you draw a blank. Shulton is campaigning for name recogni-

tion—building specs on firm spot tv and radio drive with institutional ads iS4

Let's get a new tv award system
Since the March, 1956 Emmy awards, many people have voiced strong criticisms

of the Tv Academy. A Ccilifornian gives his comments and suggestions, while

Mark Goodson tells of "Emmy's faults and potential" in reply •*©

Hon- Du Pont put spot tv to the test

Before-and-after surveys showed how 13-week campaign increased share of mar-

ket; so Du Pont has upped its scheduling from three to 40 markets «*©

Fall net tv lineup changes
In a continuing report on autumn programing, SPONSOR brings to the fore
latest changes in network lineups that occurred up to presstime 40

Can radio sell atmosphere?
Chalet on the Lake, a Milwaukee restaurant, sells atmosphere first—food fol-

lows—via music broadcast that attracts 5,000 diners weekly 42

Are spot radio $ figures for companies coming?
If SRA is coming out with dollar figures on spot radio, then can company-by-
company breakdowns be far behind? For this is what industry needs 43

COMING

AGENCY AD LIBS
AGENCY PROFILE, Wm. T. Okie
49TH AND MADISON
MR. SPONSOR, Andrew B. Shea
NEW & RENEW
NEWSMAKERS
NEW TV STATIONS
P.S.

RADIO RESULTS
ROUND-UP
SPONSOR ASKS
SPONSOR BACKSTAGE __
SPONSOR SPEAKS
TV COMPARAGRAPH
TIMEBUYERS
TOP 20 FILM SHOWS

.:
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liow timebuying is changing
At agencies all over the country new patterns in media department operation
are emerging. In particular there's greater emphasis on an all-media approach.
Why? How well is it working? J J .F.JIM'

Madison Avenue on the move
Where are agencies and other firms in the air media orbit moving? Why has
there been such a rapid series of migrations? J I June
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CASE HISTORY—BUILDING MATERIALS

Doubles Sales!
Doubling sales volume in 3 years is

a king-sized achievement for an estab-

lished product—even in mushroom-
ing Southern California.

Sakrete readymix concrete products

did it, using just one basic piece of

consumer advertising; a daily noon-

time newscast on KBIG.

"KBIG has been the motive power of

our steady rise to the best year in

our history in 1955" says John
O'Connor, general manager of Asso-

ciated Products Corporation, Puente,

California. "During the period of

our relationship. Sakrete business has

doubled, and this year to date is sub-

stantially ahead of even peak 1955.

We are being forced to double our
bagging capacity to meet increasing

demand."

Sakrete dealerships have climbed in

all eight Southern California coun-

ties served by KBIG. "Southern Cali-

fornia u big, thinks big, acts big"

writes Ray Prochnow of Glenn Ad-
vertising Agency. "KBIG, covering

all Southern California at the lowest

cost-per-thousand listeners, is just

what we need to do a BIG job for

this client . . . which is why we're
giving you the overwhelming bulk
of our budget in 1956 as we did in
'55 and '54."

KBIG can cement your relationships

with Southern California's 7 million,

too.

KBIG
The Cotalino Station

10.000 Walls

JOHN POOLE BROADCASTING CO.
6540 Sunset Blvd.. Los Angeles 28, California

Telephone: Hollywood 3-3105

Nat. Rep. WEED and Company

Margaret Hanlon, Scheideler & Beck, New
York, ivarns buyers against selling summer tv

short. "Bypassing obvious considerations," says

she, "the advisability of buying summer tv is

somewhat similar to investing in today's stock

market. They say both are overpriced. Yet, for

the canny investor, both offer profit possibilities.

Summer offers opportunity to the advertiser

ivho hasn't been able to get a look-in on tv

during the peak-traffic months, without too heavy
a commitment, and with an unusual degree of

market selectivity. For such an advertiser, it

offers perhaps the least risky opportunity to dis-

cover whether he should contemplate competing

for a permanent place in the medium. For the

advertiser pitching to good summer seasonal de-

mand, it can spell a capital-0 kind of opportunity."

Joe Gans, Maxwell Sackheim, New York, says

that radio stations, advertisers and agencies may
be losing a good bet in the buying and selling

of weekend radio during summers. "Some stations

are doing a fine job of offering packages of run-

of-station announcements from Saturday sign-on

through Sunday sign-off," he told sponsor. "But

other stations are neglecting this choice time

in terms of unmeasured circulation as a means

of reinstating radio's stature. Certainly, radio

is more of a companion during summer than

winter, and is an effective and reasonable medium
for selling anything from ice cream, which is

seasonal, to tires, which are not. And it's a time

period that offers advertisers a way out of that

early-morning squeeze. Week-end buying of radio

may eventually set year-'round patterns because

that's when it reaches women about to shop."

Hubert Stveet, Atherton & Currier, New York,

stresses television merchandising. "Tv has be-

come a major advertising medium, with the highly

competitive factor pertaining thereto," he explains.

"Today, tv stations are realizing the importance

of merchandising as an adjunct to an advertising

schedule. The routine 'postcarcF mailing is not

enough these days, since stations are generally

setting up full-scale merchandising departments

complete with field men who're experienced in

the food and drug trade. Local tv personalities

are a natural tie-in for merchandising programs

with personal appearances at retail outlets, dis-

play cards, etc. Some stations have as a daily

feature of their schedules, local, live audience

participation shows which lend to tie-ins."

SPONSOR



What do YOU want

from YOUR

SHREVEPORT Station?-

150,900 PEOPLE? (Shreveport only)

426,800 PEOPLE? (30-mile radius)

747,200 PEOPLE? (50-mile radius)

2,259,800 PEOPLE? (KWKH's 80 S.A.M.S. counties)

Latest Hoopers for Shreveport-Bossier City (Jan.-

Feb., '56) show KWKH leading in almost as many
1/4-hour periods (46.1%) as all other Shreveport

stations combined.

But Shreveport represents only a fraction of the

audience you get with KWKH. S.A.M.S. credits us

with 80 counties having a population of 2,259,800.

That's more people than live in St. Louis or Washing-

ton! And KWKH actually reaches 22.3% more

daytime homes than ALL other Shreveport stations

combined!

When you buy radio in Shreveport, don't be content

with anything less than the entire region. Ask The

Branham Co. to prove how KWKH can deliver FAR
more listeners per dollar!

EFECTIVE MERCHANDISING SERVICE

Some of the nation's largest advertisers say that

KWKH's merchandising services are important

helps to them. Ask The Branham Company for a

copy of our new, descriptive merchandising folder,

"Aids To Advertisers"!

KWKH
A Shreveport Times Station

I TEXAS

SHREVEPORT, LOUISIANA 50,000 Watts • CBS Radio
J

ARKANSAS
The Branham Co.

Representatives

Henry Clay

General Manager
Fred Watkins

Commerce/ Manager



rK«>
RADIO KPQ GETS

Results . .

.

2™1
And We Challenge

All Other North Cen-

tral Washington
Media To Disprove

Us!

Yes, that's a strong state-

ment, but we are prepared

to back that claim to the

hilt .... with money on

the line.

So if you're buying—or

plan to buy—the heart of

Washington State, why

waste money testing? Use

the ONE MEDIUM that pro-

duces 2 to 1! Use KPQ
Wenatchee.

AN ABC-NBC AFFILIATE

5000 WATT!

560 K.C.

WENATCHEE

WASHINGTON
REGIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

Moore and Lund, Seattle, Wash.

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
Forjoe and Co., Incorporated

(One of the Big 6 Forjoe Represented
Stations of Washington State)

by Bob Foreman

Wit or wisdom? A bleak look at the ''ha-ha sell"

One of the strange anomalies of the advertising business

is the hold that whimsey has over the people who create ad-

vertisements and conversely their sadness at lack of oppor-

tunity to be funny. Show me a copywriter who doesn't think

he's a wit and I say he's merely shy. Feed him a drink or

two and watch him work at the yoks, twist the phrases, and

invent the innuendoes.

This conflict seeks and finds its release in much of today's

advertising, generally in places where humor is sadly un-

necessary—perhaps even detrimental.

Since I am handsomely reimbursed by this publication to

expertize on broadcast advertising (ED. NOTE: How funny
this man can be!), I shall avoid bearing out this premise in

the area of print copy where misplaced wit is commonplace
and confine my remarks to television and radio advertising

where it is getting to be.

The temptation to create funny advertising is, I suppose,

even greater in broadcast media because (1) so many copy-

writers are secretly convinced that they are capable of sur-

passing the efforts of the writers who create comedy pro-

grams and (2) so much of the editorial matter which sur-

rounds television copy is alleged to be humor. (In contrast,

look through the stories in the general magazines and you'll

find 1'offs few and far between.)

As a corollary to point 1, remember that the temptation to

integrate copy with program is great which gives further en-

couragement to the chuckle-heads in the tv copy department.

But whatever the reasons, there are many garden varieties

of commercial whimsey appearing on our screens these days.

Among them, as I have made comment before, is the trend in

animation to that grotesque type of drawing which can best

be described as New Yorkerish (the magazine). Every day

one sees new footage which gives evidence of the hold this

style has over the creative souls in the agency.

Can it be possible that the characters thus Steinberged and

Partched are intended to personify typical consumers and by

so doing the advertiser is attempting to build a bridge of

identity between viewer and pereon depicted in the copy?

This is hardly a flattering concept!

Precept Number One in the Copywriter's Handbook is and

[Please turn to page 54)
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IN FAMILIES ©

f|

it

Developments in the nation's Capital today are astound-

ing. Everywhere you look, things are booming . . . business,

building, bank balances and babies.

Population has nearly tripled since 1930. It's up 24% in

just the last five years, making Washington today the sec-

ond fastest-growing market in the entire nation. And dur-

ing these five years, enough new dwellings have gone up to

house all the families in a city the size of Omaha, for

instance, or Jacksonville, or Sacramento!

1 AND

Of all media, Radio and Television alone have more than

kept pace with this expansion. And WRC and WRC-TV,
Washington's leadership stations, attract more and more

of the Capital's mass audience. In five years, WRC's

average weekly audience has increased 35% . , . WRC-TV's

has more than doubled!

To capitalize on the great and growing Washington mar-

ket, more and more advertisers are going with the biggest

guns in Washington's selling boom . .

.

WRC-T
LEADERSHIP STATIONS IN WASHINGTON, D. C.

sold by InbcI spot sales
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and guests

plus

RONALD COLMAN • MERLE OBERON • JOAN FONTAINE
lomas Mitchell, Broderick Crawford, Angela Lansbury, Frank Lovejoy, Joanne Dru, Edmond O'Brien

and over 30 other top stars!

FROM THE FAMOUS "FOUR STAR PLAYHOUSE"



1 to 5 Complete Series

o be programmed the way you want them!

QUANTITY
153 half-hour programs!

QUALITY
PIUS-

Produced at top budget by FOUR STAR PRODUCTIONS INCr ** Entire cost over $5,000,000!

FLEXIBILITY
EtMah-

Drama- Mystery -Comedy- Romance- Intriguecywi*
1 to 5 times a week!

Four smash years on CBS Network for Bristol-Myers, Singer Sewini
Machines and Parker Pen. Winner of 4 National Awards!

PROGRAMMING
Flexible programming- "Strippable" Across-the-board
or as many as 5 separate, weekly programs!

phone
wire

write

the man
from Official

today!

Representatives in:

Beverly Hills - San Francisco -
Minneapolis-Chicago- St. Louis
-Boston -Atlanta - Philadelphia



KEN SCOTT
Star of

CLOUD ROOM
10:30 pm to Midnight

Monday-Friday

Stars Sell on

Alabama's
greatest RADIO station

Birmingham

Night after night Ken picks the
tunes for the late listeners. Night
after night thousands of people go
to sleep by his tunes—favorites of
those with clock radios. Uncon-
sciously, they retain the selling mes-
sages Ken gives them, and act on
them the next day, or the next.

You can SELL
Your Products

to Alabama folks

If you TELL
them on programs

they enjoy hearing

Represented by

John Blair & Co
Southeastern Representative:

Harry Cummings

12

ft 111

MADISON
sponsor invites letters to the editor.

Address 40 E. 49 St., New York 17.

IS YOUR RADIO COPY PRE-TV?

The article in the 30 April issue of

SPONSOR entitled "Are you still using

pre-tv radio commercials?" is exceed-

ingly important to the cause of radio.

Expertly conceived and profession-

ally produced radio copy will produce

results for advertisers. And, once ad-

vertisers in large numbers again get

results from radio, the medium will

begin to realize its true potential in the

advertising scheme of things.

H. W. Shepard
Director of Spot Radio Sales

NBC, New York

WANTED: INFORMATION

We would appreciate your sending

us the latest figures on the tv families

in the following counties:

New York: Erie

Monroe
Niagara

Onondaga
Pennsylvania: Erie

John J. Starr

The Moss Co.

Buffalo, N. Y.

• The information which Reader Starr seeks
may be obtained in "First all-industry tv set
count." 30 April issue of SPONSOR. In the
order above, figures are 239.320; 135,210; 50,-
900; 93.900; 58.500.

TALE OF TWO ISSUES

I'm not in television, but I do like

to read magazines like sponsor be-

cause knowing what fellows on the in-

side are thinking gives me a certain

feeling of satisfaction. When I hear a

White Rock commercial, I like to know
it's McCarthy and Mahoney (sponsor,

14 May), not Psyche behind the sales

spiel.

Frank Connors
New York, N. Y.

Thanks to the folks on the SPONSOR

staff for a most helpful issue—the one

for 30 April. It was chuck full of in-

( Please turn to page 15)

KSL-TV ratings

are up—even higher

than before!*

KSL-TV has more shows

in the top ten, fifteen and

twenty—and more quarter-

hour "wins";—than any

other competing station.

Thus, this station is your

best buy to get sales IIU

in the Mountain West.

•March, 1956 ARB

KSL-TV
Salt Lake City

Represented by CBS-TV Spot Sales

Serving 39 counties in 4 Western states

SPONSOR



We don't know about the rest of the country but

In Springfield Mass. it's WWLP Ch. 22 and NBC programming

that rate high

ONffl AWEEK

SHOWS

*»* Pulse March '56

TT4 SPRINGFIELD. MAS^.
The Best in Vtevr is? Channel

Represented by Hollingbery



Get to the heart of the nation's rich timherltmd

. . . and discover a

HEART
OF

GOLD

Covering Oregon's 2nd Market

Eugene— KVAL-TV

Channel 13

Roseburg— KPIC

Channel 4

. . . any way you measure it, you'll

find this combination a surefire prescription to boost

sales in this rich market, reaching 130,190 families with

spendable income of

$681 Million
Put the team to work for you with a call to

your Hollingbery man, or Moore and Lund

(Seattle-Portland)

.

KVAL-TV -KPIC
EUGENE ROSEBURG

14 SPONSOR



In The West

The Best

NegroMarket

Buy!

'\ B" REME°^OMPANy

EX-LAX ^P- '+-,

^ CA"Nation MILK

FORD DEALER ASSOC %

• X
e

^T

*£/
>* i&

cHEVROV-ET

*°*i-
RCA CORpORATION

ALL—PURE MILK

If,***"

s-ro
Rts

HAMMS BEER

94% NEGRO

PROGRAMMING

KSAN
SAN FRANCISCO

RICHARD BOTT, Station Manager

Represented Nationally by

Stars National Inc.

49TH b MADISON
(Continued from page 12)

formation that can help a fellow do a

better job of using radio and tv.

W. JUDD WYATT
Director of Advtng.

MFA Mutual

Columbia, Mo.

AGENCY TRANSITION

I appreciated your interesting arti-

cles on marketing and advertising un-

der the title "The advertising agency

in transition." I thought you would

want to know that some copy is ap-

parently missing at the top of one of

our pages I reprint I , since there is no

flow from the preceding page.

Gene Seehafer
Needham, Louis & Brorby

Chicago, III.

• Reader Seehafer is correct in his observation.
The material which he mentions was missed from
reprint copies.

HANDY HANDBOOK

Would appreciate your forwarding

to me your latest pocket-size radio and

tv directory. It certainly is a well-con-

ceived publication.

Don Hillman
N. W. Ayer & Son

New York, N. Y.

Would you please forward a copy of

your radio and tv directory of New
York and Chicago?

Thanks for a fine magazine. It helps

us a great deal in training people for

a career in radio and tv in that it aids

in giving them insight into the busi-

ness.

John C. Weiser
Asst. Dir. of Radio

Kent State University

Kent, Ohio
• SPONSOR'S Radio and Tv directory of New
York and Chicago is available on request.

STANDARD TIME SUFFERER

I certainly was terrifically interested

in your story on Daylight Saving

Time and I hope the potency of the

story gets something done for us poor

sufferers in the Standard Time zone.

Ben Ludy
General Manager
WIBW, Topeka, Kans.

PENNSYLVANIA^

4*hTVMAKttT
IN YOUK PICTURE

WJAC-TV is the Number One

Station not only in Johnstown,

but in Altoona as well, and this

one-two punch covers an area

that rates 4th in the rich state

of Pennsylvania, and 28th in

the entire country.

Well over half a million (583,-

600 to be exact) television fam-

ilies look to WJAC-TV for the

best in television entertainment.

Add to this the free bonus of

WJAC-TV coverage into Pitts-

burgh, and you have a total

market for your sales message

that just can't be overlooked, if

you really want to tap the po-

tential of Southwestern Penn-

sylvania.

Get full details from your KATZ man!

28 MAY 1956 15



advertisers

who

sell

quality

competitively are

Canada Dry Ginger Ale and its agency, J. M.
Mathes, are Sold on Spot as a basic advertising

medium! An acknowledged leader in the highly

competitive carbonated beverage field, Canada Dry

again in 1956 is buying heavy spot schedules in all

NBC Spot Sales markets. Here's why:

• SPOT tells the Canada Dry "quality story"

against any and all competition when, where and

as often as needed ... at unmatched economy.

'""SPOT sparks seasonal pushes . . . cashing

warm weather peak consumption.

SPOT is lightning fast . . . goes to work insta

. . . gives Canada Dry perfect timing for wee

grocery shopping.

SPOT alone has the market-by-market flexibt)

that enables the advertiser to exploit varied la'

market characteristics.

SPOT brings Canada Dry full merchandising 9*



ght:

VI E. BRAYTON, V.P. and Acct. Exec, J. M. Mathes, Inc.;

:ATHCART, Timebuyer, J. M. Mathes, Inc.; FRED BENSEN,

Advertising Mgr., Canada Dry, Inc.; JACK KOWET, New York Division

Manager, Canada Dry, Inc.; FRED LYONS. Radio Sales Representative,

NBC Spot Sales.

t bm stations represented by NBC Spot Sales.

i'ln E. Brayton, J. M. Mathes Vice-President

i /count Executive, says:

p
Qi fills the bill . . . especially NBC Spot Sales

Hand Television. Proof is in the 15 consecutive

irs
t
iat NBC Spot Sales has helped sell more and

*re\anada Dry."

t adio and Spot TV can sell for you in the 1

4

jornarkets represented by NBC Spot Sales.

NBCI SPOT SALES
represents:

Los Angeles KRCA
Philadelphia . WRCV, WRCV-TV
San Francisco KNBC
St. Louis KSD, KSD-TV
Washington, D.C. WRC, WRC-TV
Buffalo WBUF-TV

Seattle . . . KOIMO, KOMO-TV
Portland, Ore KPTV
Denver KOA, KOA-TV
Louisville . . WAVE, WAVE-TV
Schenectady-Albanv-Troy WRGB
Honolulu . . . KGU, KONA-TV
New York . . WRCA, WRCA-TV
Chicago WMAQ.WNBQ
and the NBC
Western Radio Network



Jan., 1956

Metro Pulse: WHB 1st

Latest available

Area Pulse: WHB 1st

360 out of 360 263 out of 288
14 hours in and out of home,

Mon.-Fri. 6 a.m.-midnight

March, 1956

Area Nielsen: WHB 1st

every time period,

1st all day and night

Vi hours . . . with 25—2nd place

!/4 hours, Mon.-Sat., 6 a.m.-6 p.m.

Jan.-Feb., 1956

K. C. Hooper: WHB 1st

every 14 hour,

1st all day with

42% share of audience 49.1% share of audience

Mon.-Sat. 6 a.m.-midnight Mon.-Sat. 6 a.m.-6 p.m.

Dominate? And how! Listen to the way-

Kansas City looks the way Blair tells it

—

or talk to WHB General Manager George W.
Armstrong.

WS]t$

TVHB
CONTINENT BROADCASTING COMPANY

'The Storz Stations"—President: Todd Storz

10,000 watts— 710kc

Kansas City

WDGY, Minneapolis-St. Paul KOWH, Omaha WHB, Kansas City
Represented by Represented by Represented by
Avery-Knodel, Inc. H-R Reps, Inc. John Blair & Co.

Coming Soon—WQAM, Miami—Transfer Subject to FCC Approval

18

WTIX, New Orleans
Represented by
Adam J. Young, Jr.

SPONSOR



jMeiv and renew

L Mew on Radio Networks
SPONSOR AGENCY STATIONS PROGRAM, time, start, duration

sphalt Inst. NY _

auer & Black, Chi

aid Bishop, NY
ristol Myers, NY, for Sal Hepatica

orn Prods, NY

Marshalk-Pratt,

Burnett, Chi

NY

.Spector, NY
Y&R, NY
X. I. Miller, NY

CBS

CBS

NBC
ABC
CBS

Con Co, Chi, tor Roach-Prufe &
Ant-Prufe _ Meyerhoff, Chi

;n Foods, White Plains for Jello Y&R, NY

tl Minerals & Chemical, Chi, for

Accent

wis Howe, St. Louis

ack Truck, NY ._..

CBS
-ABC

203 .Weather along the Highways; Sa 12:55-1 pm, 4:05-

4:10 pm; Su 5:55-6 pm, 7:55-8 pm; 16 June; 13 wks
203 Arthur Codfrey Time; Tu 10:30-10:45 am; 5 June;

10 wks
192 _ Monitor; 10 weekend news segs; 26 May; 15 wks

Breakfast Club; M-W-F 9:30-9:35 am; 2 July; 52 wks
81 Road of Life; W 1-1:15 pm '/2 spon; 2 May; 26 wks;

Young Dr. Malone; Th 1:30-1:45 pm '/i spon; 2

May; 26 wks; Romance of Helen Trent; F 12:30-

12:45 pm Vi spon; 2 May; 26 wks

Calen Drake; Sa 10:45-10:50 am; 5 May
Breakfast Club; M&Th 9:25-9:30 am, Tu 9:30-9:35 am;

14 May

BBDO, Chi
R&R, Chi
Doyle, Kitchen &
McCormick, NY

.Scheideler & Beck, NY

ABC
CBS

Breakfast Club; W 9:20-9:25 am; 2 July; 52 wks
Rooe.t Q. Lewis: Sa 11:50-11:55 am; 28 April

NBC
CBSjnhattan Soap, NY

wyers, Portland, Ore Carvel, Nelson & Powell,
Portland, Ore _ NBC

lion Pharmaceutical, Bloomfield, N.J.
for Inhiston, Imra, Saraka Grey, NY ABC

5 July;

nitney Frozen Foods _. Weiner, Ohleyer, Reynolds
& Baker, San Fran ABC

W. Woolworth, NY . ..Lynn Baker, NY ____.CBS

203

192 Monitor: 41 parties; 30 June thru 2 Sept

203 Arthur Codfrey Time; Thurs 10:30-10:45 am;
52 wks

Monitor; 12 parties; 30 June thru 28 July

...Whispering Streets; M-W-F 10:50-10:55 am; 4 June;

52 wks

Whispering Streets; M-W-F 10:50-10:55 am; 9 April

_Woolworth Hour; Su 1-2 pm; 3 June; 52 wks

192

. Renewed on Radio Networks
SPONSOR AGENCY

ikers Life & Casualty, Chi Grant, Schwenk & Baker,
Chi

'lick Cigars, Phila Lefton, Phila

ysler Corp, Detroit for De Soto BBDO, Detroit

?stone, Akron Sweeney & James, Cleve ...

lette, Boston Maxon, Detroit

er Bros, NY BBDO. NY
sbury, Minneapolis Burnett, Chi

\, NY _ K&E, NY

STATIONS PROGRAM, time, start, duration

_ABC Paul Harvey News; Su 6:15-6:30 pm; 1 July; 39 wks
...NBC 192 ..Meet the Champions; F 10:30-11 pm approx; 1 June;

5 wks
..NBC 192 You Bet Your Life; W 9-9:30 pm; 29 Sept; 52 wks
...ABC Voice of Firestone; M 8:30-9 pm; 52 wks; simul
_NBC 192 Cavalcade of Sports; F 10-10:30 pm approx; 6 July;

13 wks
_CBS 195 House Party; M-W-F 3-3:15 pm; 28 May; 52 wks
CBS 202 .Arthur Codfrey Time; T&Th 11:15-11:30 am; 5 June;

52 wks
NBC 192 ...Top 10; parties; 26 wks; 4 Aug to 10 Dec.

28 MAY 1956

Milton F.

Allison (3)

James S.

Bealle (4)

I Broadcast Industry Executives

NAME FORMER AFFILIATION NEW AFFILIATION

I ph P. Aley KCLO, Mason City, la, sales

Iton F. Allison .. ; CBS Radio Spot Sales, NY, asst gen sales mgr
I erf Bartell ...KTIM, San Rafael, Calif, mgr
tram Berman P&G Prod, NY, exec prod
dard Carlton UM&M, NY, eastern sales mgr .

Miam R. Codus Univ. of Chicago, Chi, research asst
V iam B. Colvin TvB, NY, sales prom
!'; Dundes KCBS, San Fran, gen mgr
lug A. Fein CBS Radio, LA, vp sales promotion-adv & press
>nan S. Cinsburg DuMont, NY. mgr adv & Prom ..NBC TV Films
Ler Gottlieb CBS TV, NY, director daytime programs
A ur L. Gray WITV, Miami, vp-gen mgr
Hard Green WCBF, Chambersburg, Pa, sta mgr
k B. "Jack" Hearne WCSC, Charleston, sales mgr
wirt S. Hix KOA, Denver, sales mgr
I eway C. Hughes NBC TV, NY, promotion mgr

. "Buck" Hurst CBS Radio Spot Sales, NY, sales development dept WCBS,

Weed & Co, NY, sales
Same, eastern sales mgr
KLX, Oakland, Cal, acct exec
CBS TV, NY, director daytime programs
i-ans-Lux TV, NY, vp sales
Weed & Co, NY sales
Same, in chrg station services
CBS Radio, NY, vp adv- promotion
J&M Prods, LA, president

NY, mgr adv & prom

li Lambert
lift J. Leder

WABD, NY & WTTC,
WOR, NY, gen mgr

Same, program dept gen exec
Reela Films, Miami, gen sales mgr
WTEV, Elmira, NY, sales mgr
Same, Mgr
Same, Mgr
ABC TV, NY, asst mgr sales development

NY, sales mgr

Dr. E. L.

Deckinger (4)

Wash, DC, sales super WOR, NY, sales exec
Same, vp-radio division & member Gen Teleradio Plans

Board
*': Lloyd WENT, Cloversville, NY, pres
Win Lowe Telepictures, Chi, central division mgr
lis Mahoney E. C. Hooper, NY, research exec
Hiert N. Meyer ._ NBC Spot Sales, NY, sales writer

ird J. Monahan WAVZ, New Haven, comml mgr
Morgan KLIF, Dallas, sales mgr

J-iwin Paisley, Jr. WFIL, Phila, sales
Jt'ias H. Peterson CBS Radio Spot Sales, Chi, acct exec
Jl W. Reavis, Jr. NBC, NY, research dept
Warn D. Salmon __ WSOK, Nashville, salesman ...

t ant Sandison WISN, Milwaukee, sales mgr
»' P. Shawn Ala Bcasting Sys, Birmingham, exec asst to pres _. .....WSUN AM-TV, Tampa, gen mgr

Dick" Shireman KCRC AM-TV, Cedar Rapids, la, operations coordinator. WISN-TV, Milwaukee, local sales mgr
Wlas A. Smith __.. Orders Mattress, Creenville, SC, adv-sales prmtn mgr WFBC-TV, Greenville, commercial dept
oSpielmann _ C. P. Hollingbery, NY, sales NBC Spot Sales, NY, rad acct exec

WSOK, Nashville, sales mgr Same, vp-stn mgr
WCBS, NY, sales mgr KCBS, San Fran, gen mgr

..KTRK-TV, Houston, sales

Same, vp-director domestic sales
MBS, NY, sales acct exec
RAB, NY, sales writer
Same, vp & board of directors
Same, gen mgr
-WRCV TV, phila, sales

Same, western sales mgr
-KRON-TV, San Fran, adv-merchandising director
-Same, sales mgr
WITI-TV, Milwaukee, gen sales mgr

He an Stewart ..

Her Untermeyer

<?' James
Dundes (3)

28 MAY 1956
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;\eu' and- renew

Irving A.

Fein (3)

Emanuel
Coren (5)

4. Advertising Agency Personnel Changes
NAME FORMER AFFILIATION NEW AFFILIATION

James S. Bealle K&E, NY, asst director am-tv
Edmund Burke DFS, NY, acct exec

Louise Crocker W. B. Doner, Bait, media
Donald C. Cutler _ Lynn Baker, NY, vp-acct

Biow, NY, vp-Research-media —
_. KFCC, NY, director am-tv
WREX-TV, Rockford, ill, director

...Campbell-Mithun, Chi, a~ct exec

James Alexander, Toronto, gen mgr
Geyer, NY, research director

Fulham Bros, Chi, central regional sales mgr _
_ E. W. Reynolds, Toronto

Toni, Chi, adv suoer
Lawrence Fertig, NY .—

_

Kudner, NY, acct exec
.Alexander Smith, NY, adv director

—Kelso Norman, San Fran, owner .

_KUTV, Salt Lake City z

NBC, NY, co-op program sales dept
Ashby Starr Ashby Starr, LA, owner
Franklin C. Snyder WXEL, Cleveland, vp gen mgr
Jerome S. Stolzoff Biow, vp acct surjer

Edward F. Sullivan Crowell-Collier, Detroit

Jack D. Tarcher Biow, NY, vp

Harold H. Webber FCB, Chi, gen mgr & vp

Clinton F. Wheeler, Jr. K&E, NY, vp acct exec

Dr. E. L. Deckinger
Richard Eckler

Lou Epton _

Jack W. M. Floto _

D. A. "Doug" Crout _

Stephen H. Hartshorn
Russell Jones
Henry E. Karpus
Fred Klein

Robert K. Malkmus
James P. McCleery
Albert W. Metzger
Kelso Norman
Rod C. Parkin .

Paul Ross

Same, vp-am-tv
...Same, vp

director Applestein, Levinstein & Colnick, Bait, media directoi

super Erwin Wasey, LA, acct exec
Crey, NY, vp-director media
LaRoche, NY, am-tv dept
Sheldon M. Heiman, Chi, am-tv director
Fred M. Randall, Detroit, acct exec
S.W. Caldwell, Toronto, rad program sales mgr
Same, vp
McC-E, Cleveland, regional adv-sales promotion speci, t

Same, vp am-tv
Lud-iin, Chi, vp-acct super
Calkins & Holden, NY, acct exec
DCSS, NY, acct exec
Donahue & Coe, NY, acct exec
Merchandising Factors, San Fran, vp
Ross lurney, Salt Lake City, acct exec-chief time bu'

LaRoche, NY, am-tv dept
Barnes Chase, LA, acct exec
Mc-E, Cleveland, vp acct service director

Crey, vp acct super
Mc-E, Detroit, a

_
ct exec

-Lennen & Newell, NY, senior vp-mgmnt acct super

Same, exec vp
Same, assoc director am-tv

Lester
Gottlieb (3)

5. Sponsor Personnel Changes
NAME FORMER AFFILIATION NEW AFFILIATION

John R. Cookson
Warren Dills .

Jack Doran
Emanuel Coren
Edward A. Hueston .

Thomas B. Kilbfus
David J. Mahoney
Charles McKinney
C. W. Plattes _J
Richard K. Van Nostrand

Bristol-Myers, NY, adv mgr products division

Same, sales mgr Van Camp division

Helene Curtis, Chi, marketing director, toiletries divisi

Vick Chemical, NY, asst research director
..Stokely-Van Camp, sales mgr frozen foods
..Simoniz, Chi, adv-sales promotion director
..Lehn & Fink, NY, merchandising mgr Same, adv-merchandsing mgr L&F division
..Cemex, Union, NJ asst adv mgr Pharmaco, Kenilworth, NJ, asst adv mgr
..Wesfinghouse, Meruchen, NJ, am-tv sales mgr supply Same, gen sales mgr am-tv division
David J. Mahoney, NY, president Good Humor Corp, Bklyn, president

..Magnecord, Chi adv-merchandising director Zenith, Chi, adv mgr
General Mills, Minneapolis, pub relations mgr _ Same, adv creative services mgr
Bristol-Myers, NY, adv mgr products division _ Same, asst adv director

6. New Agency Appointments
SPONSOR PRODUCT (or service) AGENCY

C. E. "Buck'
Hurst (3)

Henry E.

Karpus (4)

A. C.
Lloyd (3)

20

Campbell Soup, Camden, NJ
Helene Curtis, Chi
Dormin, NY
Elgin National Watch, Elgin,

Gunther Brewing, Bait

Hudson Pulp & Paper, NY
S. C. Johnson, Racine
Langendorf, San Fran

Lanolin Plus, Chi
Lever Bros, Canada
Lever Bros, Canada
Lever Bros, NY
Pabst, Chi
Pabst, LA
P&G, Cinn
P&C, Cinn
P&G, Cinn
P&C. Cinn
R. J. Reynolds, Winston-Salem _.

Role-Rite Pen, Culver City, Cal
Shasta Water, San Fran
TWA, KC

III

Franco American Food Prods
Stopette
Dormin .

Elgin & Wadsworth Hadley Divs
beer
consumer products division

Raid insecticide

all baking prods .

.all prods
-Pepsodent
Rinso & Sunlight soap
Wisk dete;gent
sparkling beverages
beer
Biz liquid detergent
Fluffo „
Lilt & Shasta Shampoo
Spic & Span
Salem cigarettes

B.B. Ball Point Pens
beverages
U.S. adver

Leo Burnett
Earle Ludgin, Chi

_Fiore & Fiore, Jersey City
. JWT, Chi
. SSCB, NY
. Norman, Craig & Kummcl. NY
-FCB, Chi
..Compton, San Fran

-Russel Seeds, Chi
.FCB, Toronto
-BBDO, Toronto
BBDO, NY
Grey, NY
-Burnett, Hywd
DFS, NY

-Tafham-Laird, Chi
Grey, NY
.Y&R, NY
Esty, NY
Hixson & Jorgensen, LA

-Hoefer, Dietrich & Brown, San Fran

-FCB, Chi

Norman S. Ginsburg (3) Douglas A. Smith (3) Henry Untermeyer (3)

Richard J. Monahan 13) Jack D. Tarcher (4) R. K. Van Nostrand (5)

SPONSOR



ARE YOU

HALF-COVERED

IN

NEBRASKA'S OTHER BIG MARKET?

WKZO-TV — GRAND RAPIDS KALAMAZOO
WKZO RADIO — KALAMAZOO BATTLE CREEK
WJEF RADIO — GRAND RAPIDS
WJEF-FM — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
KOLNTV — LINCOLN, NEBRASKA

Associated with

WMBD RADIO — PEORIA. ILLINOIS

42-COUNTY
II

ll

LINCOLN-LAND AREA TELEPUL5E

Share of Audience— September, 1955

KOLN-TV "B" "C" "D"

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY:

1 :00 — 6:00 p.m. 50 21 13 11*
6:00 — 11:00 p.m. 53 18 14 11*

SATURDAY:
1:00 — 6:00 p.m. 52 15 15 8

6:00 — 11:00 p.m. 50 13 15 17

SUNDAY:
1:00 — 6:00 p.m. 34* 36 13 16*
6:00— 11:00 p.m. 35 22 14 23

*Does not broadcast for complete period and the sha e

of audience is unadjusted for this situation.

KOLN-TV covers Lincoln - Land — 200,000 families,

12.5,000 oj them unduplicated by any Omaha TV station!

95.5% OF LINCOLN-LAND IS OUTSIDE THE GRADE
"B" AREA OF OMAHA! This 42-county market is farther

removed from Omaha than Hartford is from Providence

... or Syracuse from Rochester.

September, 1955, Telepnlse figures prove that KOLN-TV
gets 194.4% more nighttime viewers than the next station

—

138.1% more afternoon viewers!

Avery-Knodel has all the facts on KOLN-TV—the Official

CBS-ABC Outlet for South Central Nebraska and Northern

Kansas.

CHANNEL 10 • 316,000 WATTS • 1000-FT. TOWER

KOLN-TV
COVERS LINCOLN-LAND —NEBRASKA'S OTHER BIG MARKET

Avery-Knodel, Inc., Exclusive National Representative?

28 MAY 1956 21
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AMOS 'N'AN DY, after 28 years, are

still adding new pages to their fabulous

history. The fastest-moving comedy

team in the syndicated film field, Amos

'n'Andy have appeared in more than

200 markets to date . . . and they're still

going strong, growing stronger

!

Daytime or nighttime, weekday or

weekend, first run or re-run— regardless

of market size or program competition—

the 78 Amos 'n' Andy half-hours now

completed consistently draw top ratings

in their time period. Ratings like these:

Atlanta 28.4; Detroit 24.6; Toledo 25.6;

Washington, D. C. 22.8; Los Angeles 21.7;

Providence 27.8; Indianapolis 39.3.*

Naturally such audience favor means a

fast-growing list of satisfied sponsors.

Food Fair, Sav-on Drugs, Sears Roebuck,

Sinclair Dealers, Safeway, Tri-State

Motors are just a few of the important

local and regional advertisers currently

sponsoring Amos 'n' Andy.

For quick sales action in your market,

join America's most endearing, most

enduring comedy team. Call or write the

distributors of the fastest-moving

films in television . .

.

CBS TELEVISION FILM SALES, INC.

New York, Chicago, Los Angeles,

Detroit, San Francisco, Boston, Atlanta,

Dallas and St. Louis. Distributor in

Canada: S. W. Caldwell, Ltd.

»

'-I 'ARB, latest available reports.



1956

37.1% audience

increase since 1955

SHARE OF AUDIENCE

MORNING

WILS 49

STA. B 25

STA.C 19

AFTER-
NOON

WILS 62

STA. B 16

STA.C 14

EVENING

WILS 49

STA. B 23

STA. C 23

Michigan's Liveliest

Station

LANSING, MICHIGAN

lilt
Andrew B. Shea

President

Panagra, New York

"To get people to travel, you've got to lure them with appealing

visions or dreams about far-off places," Andrew Shea, Panagra's

president, told sponsor.

In the past year. Panagra I through J. Walter Thompson I has

been attempting its luring on Meet the Press, NBC TV, Sundays 6:00-

6:30 p.m. with eight program sponsorships for the year. Panagra

shares this tv buy with Pan-American, which acts as Panagra's ticket

agents, but also competes on the Buenos Aires-New York flight.

However, this competitive factor doesn't discourage Shea.

'"Our biggest competition is Europe." says he. "Last year some
550.000 people flew to Europe. Only 45.000 went to South America.

We're carrying on a continuous campaign with the South American

countries to further promote tourist travel. Europe does an excellent

job on this. And so does Mexico. Last year, one-third of Mexico's

dollar revenue came from tourists."

On tv, Panagra does its luring with film commercials that show

sights to whet the well-heeled travelers appetite. "Only these days

you don't have to be so well-heeled to travel," Shea added quickly.

"We're now advertising an excursion fare that gives 30% reductions

for group travel for two or more persons."

This special fare is also being advertised on Nights in Latin

America, WQXR, New York, Mondays and Fridays 10:05 to 10:30

p.m. A musical show, it has been sponsored by Panagra for seven

vears. "And it's been getting good results for us." says Shea.

The network tv effort, Panagra's first, is still in the experimental

stages. For the year, it's costing the airline less than 10 rv I $60,-

000 I of the company's total ad budget. Three-quarters of the budget

is spent in the U. S.. one-fourth in South America.

"We're heavily in radio down there." says Shea, who's sufficienlly

versed in Spanish to have broadcast speeches personally in South

America. An inveterate traveler, Shea considers himself one of

Panagra's best customers, averages 10 to 12 trips each year.

Between jaunts, he makes his home in Great Neck with his wife

and voungest son, the only one of three who's still at home. The

oldest is currentlv traveling, compliments of the U.S. Air Force.

"There's just nothing like traveling for enjoyment." Shea added

heartily. "And I'm happy for more reasons than one to see that

Vincricans are just about the travelingest people in the world."" * * *

24 SPONSOR



cmtfiefat^ SPECTACULA
Spectacular things are happening in the Prosperous Piedmont Section of

North Carolina and Virginia . . . home of WFMY-TV.

Today, heavy industry such as steel fabricators, machine tool builders and
giant lumber producers help make this area one of the most lucrative TV mar-

kets in the nation. And WFMY-TV . . . The only CBS station completely cov-

ering this 46 county area . . . has been playing and selling to more than 2

million potential customers here since 1949.

With full 100,000 watts power on Channel 2, WFMY-TV gives you
coverage of this $2.5 billion market that no other station or group of

stations dares claim.

To get spectacular sales results for your product in the Prosper-

ous Piedmont, call your H-R-P man today.

\artinsville

i

Danville

Reidsville

/ I I \ \ Chapel Hill

Greensboro \
|

inston-Salem' ^ poin ,

D
^

h™
I

Salisbury Pmehurst

Sanford
rayetteville

WFMY-TV... Pied Piper of the Piedmont

uifrrnj-tv

GREENSBORO. N. C.
Repreiented by

Harrington, Righfer & Parsons, Inc.

New York — Chicago — San Francisco Atlanta
Now In Our
Seventh Year
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Survey Figures Show ....

Sales Figures Prove ....

Most
Negroes

in the

Norfolk

Area

Listen

Most
to

WRAP
5000 watts 850 Ice

The ONLY Full Time

All-Negro Station

in Norfolk

ROLLINS BROADCASTINC, INC.

National Sales Mgr. : Graeme Zimmer
New York Office: 565 Fifth Ave., EL 5-1515

Chicago: 6205 S. Cottage Grove Ave., NO 7-4124

26

by Joe Csida

C&C potential: Spot time control worth millions

Among the advantages of commuting weekly between

Springfield, Mo., and New York City (as I have been doing

for the past three weeks in pursuance of my duties in connec-

tion with the ABC TV network Eddy Arnold Show), is the

simple fact that one gets to spend some 14 hours per week on

airplanes. I don't mean this as a plug for sky travel nearly

so much as I do a hearty recommendation for meditation.

In 14 hours you can ponder yourself some mighty fascinat-

ing pictures.

Pictures were exactly what I was pondering a good part

of the time on this last trip. RKO Radio Pictures, to be spe-

cific, and the earliest deals being made for their showing on

television by C&C Super Television Corp., which organiza-

tion purchased some 740 feature length films and over 1,000

short subjects a while back. The deals C&C makes with sta-

tions for showing of this Hollywood product, it seemed to me,

would be a tip-off on the effect generally of the increasing

availability of more and more feature-length Hollywood film

to tv. In previous columns I've hazarded the guess that in

spite of this feature-length film being made available, not too

much station time would be consumed by it too rapidly to

seriously hurt the sales chances of tv film makers.

One aspect of several of the first station deals C&C has

made seems to indicate this was a pretty fair guess. West-

inghouse Broadcasting Corp. program director Dick Pack, in

announcing his deal with C&C for the 740 feature films, for

example, stressed the point that the contract is on such a long-

term basis that it will not be necessary (and indeed won't be

practiced) for the WBC stations to show the pictures on any

kind of a grind basis. They will be used judiciously, spotted

carefully and sparingly over a long period of time.

While neither Pack nor C&C went into any details con-

cerning the deal for WBC stations (KDKA-TV in Pittsburgh,

KYW-TV in Cleveland, KPIX in San Francisco and WBZ-
TV in Boston), it was admitted that while WBC is paying

cash for the films, C&C is agreeing to purchase at card rates

a substantial number of announcements on the WBC stations.

Concerning money, the only clue revealed by anyone con-

cerned in the WBC-C&C transaction was that it ran into

many "millions of dollars."

Highly educated guesses as to the terms of the WBC-C&C
l Please turn to page 58 I

SPONSOR



MEMO: TIMEBUYERS!

AreYOHuptoDATE?
Are you aware of TODAY'S story in the important Northeastern Pennsylvania

television market? Do you know that WILK-TV now leads the field? Do you

know that complete saturation of this top dollar market is IMPOSSIBLE . . un-

less you use WILK-TV. We've worked hard with top programming, promotion

and sales know-how. NOW . . ARB has proven our leadership.

Here are the results of the ARB 15 county regional survey, (March 25th

thru March 31st, 1956). Here is the rating story for the valuable time period

from 5 P.M. to 11 P.M.

FIRST PLACE QUARTER HOURS

WILK-TV • • • • 71
STATION »B" • • • • 65
STATION "C" • • • • 32
STATION "O" • • • • 1 Ct

• itj =3 r J*

ie)

WILK-TV reaches better than 85% of the 314,984 TV sets in its coverage

area. With WILK-TV, you reach nearly 2 million with an annual spending

power of over 4 billion dollars! WILK-TV reaches more cable subscribers

than any other local TV station! This IS Coverage!

* POWER
WILK-TV speaks with PERFORMANCE! ONE MILLION sales-packed watts

carry your message to ALL the rich Northeastern Pennsylvania market

area. From Reading to New York state . . . from Lock Haven to New
Jersey . . . they're watching WILK-TV!

LEADERSHIP. . . COVERAGE . . . POWER!
NOW . . . more than ever . . . WILK-TV gives you TOP AUDI-

ENCE at LOW COST per THOUSAND! GET THE FACTS!

AVERY-KNODEL, INC.

• NEW YORK * CHICAGO

• SAN FRANCISCO • ATLANTA

• LOS ANGELES

• DALLAS

Affiliated with ABC

WILKES-BARRE

SCRANTON



Tl mi
Recent ARB* survey offers proof positive that WBTV, 15th ranking television

market in the nation, dominates the Carolinas.

Look at the coverage map!

See how far into the "fringe" areas WBTV popularity reaches!

WBTV ranks second only to the local VHF station in Asheville—89 airline miles

from Charlotte. This, in spite of the fact that WBTV is almost twice as far

away from Asheville as the 3rd ranking station.

WBTV ranks 1st in TV popularity . . . capturing 89% of the audience in

Hickory—50 airline miles from Charlotte . . . with 4 competing stations!

WBTV is rated 3 times more popular than the next 2 VHF stations combined in

Salisbury—43 airline miles from Charlotte.

Obtain your copy of the new folder, "Survey with the Fringe on Top."

Contact WBTV or CBS Television Spot Sales.

•AMERICAN RESEARCH BUREAU, INC.

JANUARY, 1956

Umm .MMTfrpTouWv

Jefferson* Standard Broadcasting Company
'vision in the carolinas"
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radio are soaring

Buying gains are about equal in both media, as radio

and tv no longer serap for the same elient dollar

*3pot buying is bigger and better than ever in both television and radio.

That's what SPONSOR learned in tracing the phenomenal growth in spot radio

and television billings during the first five months of this year. It was the usual,

rather than the exceptional, station representative firm which reported the num-
ber of accounts and the billing on those accounts increasing by a third in this

period of time. Many say this is a peak year for both spot media.

The reasons, of course are many. But in this era of shrewder and sharper buy-

ing, more efficient and effective usage of the media, spot is emerging as a health-

ier, more exciting and more productive vehicle for all kinds of advertisers.

sponsor reports on these spot developments in the following two-part survey

—

one detailing tv, the other, radio. Reasons for new activity in each medium are

diverse, but very specific. In some cases, similar factors contribute to the lustiness

of each. Both similar and dissimilar factors are outlined in each summary.
Whatever the reasons, it looks as though new money and new methods are here

to stay because increased advertising and imagination are making sales.

The consensus of station reps is: Spot never looked—or sold—better.
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SPOT TV ROCKETS PAST THE '55 DOLDFUl

J v spot has never had it .-o good

—

and it'* had : a :

. _ al - ason!

Here* why it"? better than ever. The

spring selling season isn't as soft as

ipated. Revenue so far this \e.ir

- - much a- Uher than last in

- tative firms. Sum-

mer bus -- - gaining _ and and

fall buy ing ks heaw .

This is the report from most top

executive- station representative

concerns queried by -

were asked about the status of te'e-

vision spot today, where the money is

coming from, about current buying

patterns as well as trends.

They all report more buying—and

"more" applies to the number of ad-

- rs, the dollars they're spending

and the number of announcements

they're buying. This current boom
is the logical extension of a buvins

push which started last fall, a push in

-harp contrast with the softness of

spot during the first half of last \ear.

\fter a lackluster '55 start, buying

spurted ahead in the fall. This pat-

tern was outlined by sponsor 19 Sept.

1955 in an article which predicted the

intensive winter baying which was to

follow and gave the rearming behind

such a trend.

The reasons fur this continuing tv

boom are many.

Buyers, of course, are increasingly

rested in tv's eo\ _ and sales.

And even though station rates are

rising, so are audiences and circula-

tion. New markets continue to open

up. New tv sets are adding to circu-

lation in these new tv areas and in

old tv markets as well. Improved net-

work and local programing is develop-

ing larger audiences, and advertisers

are interested in capturing those audi-

s—regardless of the hoar.

Perhaps the biggest single boost to

the boom is advertisers" realization

that they are not locked out from prime

or results-getting availabilities. They
still prefer prime nighttime spots, but

they're happy with others.

Reps maintain that an effective slot

can be manipulated for almost any

kind of an advertiser with any size

budget. They say buyers can find

Class "A" and double "A"" gilt-edged

availabilities. And they say buyers

are learning now that announcements

in non-prime times. Class "B."" "C"

and "D" slots, can prove just as effec-

tive as the gilt-edged in terms of cov-

erage, frequency and cost.

Another moving force behind the

upsurge of tv spot buying is more

subtle—but equally effective. Many
reps, when thev muddled through those

fallow months at the end of 1954 and

earlv in 1955. had :
: 11 too much time

radio

/ SPOT RADIO BUYING SURGES BACK TO M

M s a lot more talk of radio on

the street—the street being, depending

on your base of operation. Madison
Ave.. Michigan Ave. or \ ine. There's

a lot more radio monev around too.

sponsor asked top executives in

major radio station representative

firms two major questions: What is

happening in spot radio? What will

happen in spot radio?

SPONSOR wanted to see if the big

buying boom in spot radio was hold-

ing, or if the boom of last fall had
been followed by a bust. A SPOr -

article published 19 September 1

which analyzed the status of spot,

outlined many of the whys behind the

rather sudden fall business spurt which
followed a lull during the first half of

1955. But winter. 1955. buving
matched sponsor's predictions, carry-

ing the industry full tilt into a spring

season which reps sa\ is the best in

many a year.

Business for several reps is up as

much as 30' i thus far this year over

the same period last year. Business

for all reps, however, is considerably

ahead of earlv "55. Some secondary

markets have lost advertiser revenue,

because of a tendency among some

majors to concentrate their ad budgets

on bigger markets and to elimi

smaller ones. But all in all. radio -

business is heading for a banner \ear.

Here's how the head of a network

radio spot sales organization descr

the situation toda\ :

"^R ere not fighting for the same

dollars that television is. as we were a

y ear ago. Advertisers these da- s aren't

taking away radio monev snd throw-

ing it into tv. They have a healthy

attitude toward spot radio, and tele-

*ion can take a big share of the credit!

"Advertisers are thinking big. which

they didn't before tv. Today, they're

putting a whale of a lot more money
into all their advertising—and into

radio.'"

Advertiser demand is accented be-

cause radio audiences are growing.

There are three main factors which

contribute to increasingly large radio

audiences.

• Population growth, alone, adds

7.500 more persons to the population

every day.

• Radio set circulation has hit an

astronomical high. Last year, alone,

14.900.000 radio sets were shipped to

dealers.

• stations are working hard to de-

velop better local programing which,

in turn, develops loyal listeners.

Manv stations are using the tech-
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]A NEW PEAK ERA

to contemplate their errors of i selling
I

emission. One of these, many of them

feel, was neglecting to broaden the

base of advertisers sufficiently. Some

of the more progressive rep firms at

that time—and they've been followed

by many more since—instigated un-

official sales development units.

These were set up to achieve two

primary goals: first, to attract more

companies into the spot tv fold so that

the industry and stations were less

reliant on a few so-termed majors:

second, to solicit client companies and

manufacturers who had never used

the medium and, in many cases, never

planned to.

But whatever the reasons for specific

accounts moving in, the end result is

the same—tv spot business has never

been so good.

SPONSOR, in talking with managers

(Please turn to page 96 I

CROSS-SECTION OF CLIENTS

CONTRIBUTING TO SPOT BOOM

Harold F. RitChie CO. Brylcreem pioneered late-night

time slots; goes from $50,000 to $2 million ad budget

Deeiilg Milliken Agilon, Milium enter from soft

goods field; aimed at dealer, fabricator support

Oil POIlt New business hits 40 major markets

for No. 7 car polish; other product entries planned

General EleCtriC New half-hour dramatic show to

remain on air in 66 markets throughout the summer

General FOOIJS Maxwell House coffee (instant,

regular) is bell-cow account in 'big buy' saturation

PrOCter & Gamble Because of its multi-product

activity, P&G ranks as nation's top tv spot buyer

* A GREAT SEASON
MT

nique of bettering the program sched-

ule and attracting larger audiences

with new local personality shows.

which feature commentators and home-

makers, for example. They're put-

ting new money into building popular

—and more generalized—personalities

who can effectively handle integrated

commercials.

"One thing is sure," said one sta-

tion rep. "If a station has good, strong

local personalities, that station is suc-

cessful in the eyes of any national ad-

vertiser. They get a loyal audience,

and that's what a client wants. Inter-

esting local station performers, selling

by chatting informallv. attract serious

and attentive listening. And they sell."

A noticeable audience gain, of

course, inevitably leads to an equally

(Please turn to page 108 I

Best FOOdS Nucoa margarine adds markets,

buys saturation after radio hikes LA market share

GllOCk Fllll 0' NiitS Premium coffee expands from

local to regional; may seek national distribution

Gillette Safety razor sells Boston teen-agers

and adds markets to combat dry-shaving concept

Kiwi Polish CO. Shoe polish cuts muti -market

tv spot allocation to swing heavily into radio

LOW BrOS. Heavy buying for Pepsodent, new
Whisk detergent, makes Lever No. 1 spot radio buver

TilO KOOiing CO. Regional roofer enters spot with

28-station newscasts to set up field organization
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What are admen telling I

SPONSOR surveyed agencymen, advertisers to gauge their views on network sb

£n the past few weeks investigators

from the FBI have been interviewing

admen on the subject of network pro-

gram control. They have been gather-

ing facts for the Dept. of Justice,

whose anti-trust division chief, Stanley

Barnes, has gone on record as saying

that if there is evidence indicating ad-

vertisers must buy network-controlled

shows in order to get prime time an

anti-trust suit may result.

Just what have admen been telling

the FBI?
How do they stand on the question

of government action to "divorce" net-

works from production of programs

( which some have suggested is what

Dept. of Justice officials have in

mind)

?

SPONSOR sought to find out by speak-

ing in confidence to a carefully bal-

anced cross-section of leading agency

and advertiser executives. While no

attempt was made to seek out precisely

those advertising executives who had

themselves been interviewed by the

FBI, a number of admen sponsor

spoke to were among those seen by

government investigators. In any case,

sponsor's survey, since it produced a

To round out coverage on this issue SPON-
SOR is gathering the point of view of the

television networks for a subsequent report.

fairly uniform response on major

issues, seems to provide a clean-cut

indication of what the FBI has been

hearing. These are the broad areas

of agreement SPONSOR found among
its sources:

• The majority of admen do not be-

lieve divorcement makes sense. Nor
do they believe it is in the cards.

• The basic solution to television's

problems does not lie in the realm of

program production, admen say. There

would be opportunity for increased

competition in program production as

well as every other phase of television

—if there were more stations.

• Removing the networks from pro-

-." "-'

•

K
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II about "divorcement?"

rol and found admen don't want networks divest ed from production

gram production would harm the medi-

um, admen agreed. They pointed out

that only the networks had the re-

sources to produce programing like

the spectaculars, opera, multi-hour

drama.

Here, in more detail, is the way ad-

men view the whole picture of network

program production.

1. Network contributions: Adver-

tiser and agency executives are con-

cerned about network show control.

But they do not want to see the govern-

ment step in and decree any measure
of network divorcement from showT

production through governmental edict.

NETS CAN DO THIS

Admen feel that certain shows of scope,

like these three network-produced pack-

ages, can only be created by impartial

network sources. Problem of industry does

not lie in show packaging, but in alloca-

tions muddle, they say. Programs shown:

"Producers Showcase," NBC; "Firestone

Spectacular," ABC; "Ford Jubilee," CBS.

HOW FBI QUIZZES ADMEN ON NET PROGRAMING

• Several agencymen SPONSOR interviewed had recently been

visited by the FBI. Here's how one described the proceedings:

"Agency lawyers and I sat down with them for over an hour.

Their questions were real professional. They really knew what

they were after. It seemed obvious that they'd had thorough

briefing from people in the business, probably those disgruntled few

who pointed the finger originally. I don't know how many
agencies they've interviewed, but from the comments of my
friends, I would say it's a thorough job that they're doing."

There's a strong feeling among ad-

men that effective programing results

from maximum competition. And max-

imum competition cannot be achieved,

admen say, by excluding any segment

of the industry from programing de-

velopment.

Admen interviewed, including ad-

vertisers who had themselves been re-

quired by the networks to accept

program changes they did not care for,

agreed that some forms of programing

and new show development could be

created and financed only by the net-

works.

"No one packager or agency could

undertake the production of such

shows as Today, Home, Tonight, spec-

taculars, or any program in which a

number of advertisers and agencies

participate," the tv-radio v.p. of an

agency billing over $50 million, told

SPONSOR.

Because of the high cost of show
production, individual sponsorship of

programs has been declining, admen
pointed out. Agencymen and clients

who've been involved in alternate-week

or co-sponsorship of programs are par-

ticularly aware of the difficulties im-

plicit in the negotiation between two

or more advertisers sponsoring the

same show or buying participations.

"Only an impartial program source

in an objective position concerned with

over-all program popularity can effec-

tively put together a one-hour or longer

variety show," said the top radio-tv

executive of an agency billing $85 mil-

lion a year. "The networks are the

only programing source with such a

point of view. Moreover, divesting

them of all control over programing

would tend to encourage a conserva-

tive, play-it-safe approach to program-

ing by advertisers concerned only

with immediate audience opportunities

rather than development of new pro-

graming appeals."

The networks have a public respon-

sibility as carriers of programing that

makes it inevitable and necessary for

them to exercise control over program-

ing content, several pointed out. Some-

one beyond the individual seller of

goods needs to evaluate the tv enter-

tainment of the country, admen agree.

And they feel that in this capacity, the

networks have often had a broader ap-

proach to new program development,

than a single packager, agency or ad-

vertiser concerned with the stability of

one show could have. Separating net-

{Please turn to page 116)
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WHEN IT COMES TO EXPLOITING ALL ITS TELEV 51

EDWARD R. |^

MURROW ^ VICTOR

"SEE IT NOW"
AFRICA-the AWAKENING GIANT

A TWO-PART SERIES:
l and MAY 17

IND MERCHANDISE THESE fJATUSED PRODUCTS

"COMEDY IN MUSIC

DSSPIAY AND ME&CHANDI5E THESE FEATUREO PRODUCTS
ON THE VICTOR SORGE SHOW- JUNE 14

£ Jl • «=

V s

SHULTON dealer promotion piece gives drug and department

store outlets advance notice of sponsorship of three hour-long CBS-

TV spectaculars. Brochure details tie-in possibilities for extra sales

ck%

lulton builds tv "specs"

on strong spot foundation

The toiletry product house that advertising built

moves into its first institutional campaign;

Old Spice maker also seeks regular tv show

WW hat do you do when consumers

know your brand names, but have lit-

tle idea who makes those brands?

This is the problem of Shulton Inc.,

large Eastern toiletries manufacturer,

which is in the anomalous position of

having "saturation" awareness among

consumers of its Old Spice products

but with almost no one knowing the

line is made by Shulton.

Shulton management is enthusiastic

about consumer and dealer acceptance

of its 100-plus products in men's and

women's toiletries. Shulton executives

34

have labored for many a year with

those from the advertising agency, The

Wesley Associates in New York City,

to build the foundation for that ac-

ceptance.

The biggest stones in that solid foun-

dation of consumer and dealer accept-

ance are radio and television. From a

total broadcast media investment of

only about $300,000 in 1952, the ad-

vertising appropriation has grown to-

day to the level where radio and tele-

vision get more than $2 million annu-

ally in the push toward greater sales.

This represents more than half of

the total media budget.

The biggest share of the broadcast

money has gone—up until now—to

spot radio and spot television. Radio

and tv have helped develop a many-

faceted media operation which has

carried the company to the $25 million

sales class and enabled it to branch

into the new, costly institutional part

of its advertising program.

Although happy with acceptance and

sale of its products, Shulton manage-

ment is a bit disgruntled that so few

SPONSOR

ONE-SHOTS include Murrow's two-part African series on See It

Now and Victor Borge's Comedy in Music. Spectaculars are selling

the Shulton company name as well as branded toiletry products



> RADIO EFFORTS, SHULTON DOESN'T MISS A TRICK

The 8-weeks' eiimjraiRn will feature

all four items . . . with daily spots ill

these 60 top markets

:

/

BiMmarc RousUm Rlil.inr.n.t

Do.ltm ia.lianaii'.li* K«»n..tr

BriJjfl>on Hji».«. CIl)-. M« Kockfcnl

Bo».to lampnKs SlLshu
l lurl'-Jofl.^. Va. UanUiW SanKiauitKfl

Clmriollc U. »t«rt« S*Mil!i"

Ctwmoi<toj:3 Vla.li.on SiomfaIh,S.

CtllVaSO Heaphi. S.ulh tW.t

ClH.im.ltl MifoffoVca Sfxfesi

CWklV<i M 1,m<ai«.ti* Sprtaffirjit !il

D»!]»i Fi.Si.nl. New OH.-ans Spring&eM, M
|l.!.»r V»V.rk TuIni

IV. Mom.* fWnlinim Hit Vu&ingtea. t

IVlrOU Omaha frteldu

Enranlfe Paxil Wtil&ingMui

Smooth Shave. Slick Deodorant, Iftei

Shave Lotion and Shaving Creams will bi

viewed da) after lla) f..i ei._.|it *,<.k* 01

T\ sets hi these to majoi market*:

RADIO advertising plans are explained in dealer mailings

with sales techniques for Old Spice men's toiletries and grooming

aids. Announcements are used year-round, morning and afternoon

TV announcements are concentrated on fall-winter season, with deal-

ers getting merchandising, promotion and display pieces. Tv plugs

men's and women's lines during gift buying season before Christmas

people know the Shulton firm name

and associate that name with a con-

cept of quality in product, stature in

the industry, breadth in manufacturing

operations and depth in national dis-

tribution.

Confronted with this situation, ex-

ecutives and Wesley ad experts de-

cided to go into action.

They decided to sell all of these

concepts, as well as the Shulton name,

in three big extra media pushes this

spring—each push being a special one-

shot television spectacular. Shulton as

a company is getting the No. 1 com-

mercial mentions, with specific toiletry

products sharing the commercial time

but in somewhat secondary fashion.

The tv vehicle is three special hour-

long spectaculars on some 100 stations

of the CBS TV network.

The three: a two-part series of Ed-

ward R. Murrow's See It Now, con-

cerning his visit to Africa and his ob-

servations on the political and eco-

nomic conditions there, telecast on 23

April and 17 May; and the 60-minute

Comedy in Music with Victor Borge

on 14 June, representing bits from his

music and humor repertoire taken

largely from his recent one-man Broad-

way show of the same name.

An institutional slant was introduced

for the first time into the Shulton com-

pany's advertising copy late last year.

In mid-December, the company ven-

tured into two realms for the first

time: institutional advertising and net-

work tv. It picked up the tab on Ed
Murrow's See It Now show which fea-

tured Grandma Moses and Louis Arm-
strong as "two American originals."

Natural copy tie-ins for Shulton were

in behalf of its Early American Old

Spice women's line and for its Old

Spice men's brands. Aired at the

height of the pre-Christmas gift buy-

ing season, the show netted Shulton

immediate over-the-counter sales from

consumers, multiple re-orders from

dealers and a lot of favorable fan mail.

The purchase of the three one-shots

this season was predictated on the suc-

cess of that earlier one-shot as well as

on the effectiveness of Shulton's exten-

sive announcement schedules in both

the air media.

A presentation of straightaway in-

formational material about the com-

pany and its operations familiarizes

the general public with the character

and objectives of Shulton Inc., which

for the first time floated a public stock

issue this spring. Until now, it has

been a privately owned concern since

being founded in 1933 by the late W.
L. Schultz in Clifton, N. J. The foun-

der's son, George Schultz, continues as

president and the major stockholder.

The institutional drive also ties manu-

facturer name and product name more

closely together in the public mind,

and, by indirection, helps foster a

more stable and solid base for the com-

pany in its dealer and jobber relations.

Side-by-side with this new institu-

tional goal, Shulton has continuing

product objectives. Here, also, it wants

to cement dealer relations and gain

more consumer acceptance for its vast

product line. It's even more involved

in the competitive marketing race than

many toiletry goods manufacturers be-

( Please turn to page 112)

Ed Murrow and See It Now visit Libya's

prime minister, Mustapha Ben Halim
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»»!/ Stuart \\ . Hi/de
if/io is assistant professor of telecommunications

at University of Southern California. He also

has written dramatic and nondramatic
scripts for television and radio
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Let's get an award

system that really fits tv

Are the Academy judges working in the dark, awarding "bests" on

the basis of viewing only a fraction of shows telecast? Is Emmy

doing right by television? Here's a new system idea

SPONSOR



M he hue and cry which emanated

from diverse quarters both before and

after ihe recent "Emmy" awards must

have been extremely gratifying to

those who have "known all along that

television was a flash in the pan."

Certainly there was little in the entire

proceedings to reassure those who
•maintain that television has demon-

strated remarkable growth.

The complaints came not only from

congenital critics of the medium but

from friends, enemies, and neutral-

ists in equal measure. Many sug-

gested that the entire proceeding was

•dull, pointless, and without significant

reward to spectator and award-winner

alike. Of one thing there can be little

doubt—if the Emmy awards were a

'true reflection of the total achieve-

ment of tv during the past year, then

there is. indeed, not much to crow

about. This is not to say that those

receiving awards were not deserving

of them. It is to say, however, that

the real breadth and depth of tele-

vision's achievement was not revealed

In the course of the proceedings, and

was, to the contrary, rather completely

misrepresented. The inescapable con-

clusion of anyone who is aware of the

true magnitude of the medium's ac-

'complishment is that the Emmv awards

are totally incapable of achieving the

results for which they were designed.

It is. of course, not difficult to un-

derstand how television came to pat-

tern its self-congratulatory activities

after those of motion pictures. After

all, back in the early days of tele-

vision

—

ca. 1948—those who pioneered

the field were groping for direction

and for status. It was inevitable that

the tendency would be toward the

more firmly-established, and not to-

tally unrelated, industry, Examples

of similar follow-the-leader tactics

abound in the entertainment industry,

and a dissimilar though related ex-

ample might be submitted in evidence.

The young Hollywood motion picture

Phil Silvers got Emmy for best comedian,
best comedy series, best acting in series

industry prior to the First World War,

failing to realize that it was a new
medium (true of all new media) which

had new problems, new challenges,

and new opportunities turned to the

theatre, from which it drew its limita-

tions, and with which it sought to

identify. The result was a motion

picture industry which confined itself

almost exclusivelv to the production

of dramatic presentations—in spite of

the fact that it was so admirably

suited to a great many other kinds

of communication.

Today, less than a decade after the

general introduction of television, we
find an industry which has ontgrown

its foster parent, the motion pictures,

in virtually every way: in impact, as

well as in artistic achievement; in

form, as well as in content. The
"poor man's Academy Awards," the

"Emmy's," which served television

neither wisely nor too well during the

early years have now even less to

commend them. While we may under-

stand the human sentiments which

caused the Television Academy to be-

come a grainy kinescope of an in-

creasingly dissimilar institution, there

would seem to be no reason to con-

tinue the farce.

Television has come of age, and no

longer needs to look outside its orbit

for inspiration. The motion picture

Academy Awards, subject to criticism

for many years, are barely justifiable

to an industry which produces three

or four hundred shows a year. How
much less acceptable they are to an

industry which exceeds that output in

a week.

The nonsense of weighing the ex-

cellent performance of Ernest Borgnine

against the excellent performance of

James Dean, and then trying to say

that one is better (and, by implication,

that one is worse), and to say, too,

that this one performance was better

than that of any other male during

{Please turn to page 114)

REBUTTAL MARK G00DS0N, OF G00DS0N-T0DMAN PRODUCTIONS, REPLIES

_

Mark Goodson, uell known producer and member Board
of Governors of New York Chapter, Academy of Television

Arts and Sciences, has recently been named chairman of a

special committee to study the present system of awards.

WW e in the Tv Academy are very much aware of the

difficulties involved in setting up categories for the approxi-

mately 1000 network shows aired during a year for in-

dustry awards. Mr. Hyde stresses some of them. In some
cases, however, the difficulties are not as great as he en-

visions, and we do not believe the problems are insoluble.

One of the difficulties we are faced with in setting up
•categories and awards is a problem in semantics. Unlike
in the motion picture industry where years of tradition

.28 MAY 1956

have established what certain terms mean; i.e., "leading

man," "best supporting player," etc., it is much more diffi-

cult in TV. How, for example, do we determine whether

Lucy or Desi is the supporting performer in I Love Lucy?
Likewise, do we classify Loretta Young as an "actress" or

a "comedienne?" And how is Robert Young to be classi-

fied, as an "actor" or a "comedian?" What, for example,

is a "situation comedy?" What kind of a show is Omnibus?
There's no question that in our attempt to cover the vast-

ness of the industry, we made mistakes. There were too

many awards. At the same time the nominating machinery

was not well put together or well-oiled, and as a result

many deserving people were not even suggested for nomi-

( Please turn to page 115)
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PAINT BRANDS
CRAY BARS REPRESENT

BEFORE TV CAMPAIGN

the TV

campaign

what brand

Glidden

Sherwin Williams

DU PONT

Sears Roebuck

20.3

i

was

purchased Beni Moore

by % in Pittsburgh 2.1

3 previous Dotch Boy ^4

months

AFTER

the TV

campaigi

BLACK BARS REPRESENT

AFTER TV CAMPAIGN

Du Font's paint sales increased 65% after a minimal 13-week test campaign on WBTV, Charlotte,

N. C. Test campaigns consisted of seven 10-second I.D's weekly. Increase is based on percentage I

tv owners who said they bought Du Pont paints before and after tv campaign

How DuPont put spot tv to the test

Before-and-after surveys showed how 13-week campaign increased share

of sales, so Du Pont now goes from three to 40 market scheduling

%^ an you tell what brand recognition

your product got as a result of your

spot tv campaign?

Do you have figures to show the im-

pact your tv campaign has had on

your competitors' share of the market?

Are you sure you have to buy min-

utes to produce sales, or can I.D.'s do

a job for you?
Too often such questions are an-

swered after the fact, when big chunks
of money have already been spent on
national spot tv campaigns. At other

38

times, small-budget advertisers have

hesitated to use tv because they could

not afford the expense of a limited test

prior to making full-scale plans.

But recently three Du Pont products

got the answers to these questions and

to several others on the basis of a mini-

mal 13-week effort and without having

to deploy spot tv money for the re-

search project. These three Du Pont

products were among the first brands

to buy CBS TV's Spot Check Plan,

which provides a sales efficiency test

for any client who buys the CBS TV
12-Plan or its equivalent (in dollar

cost of spot tv).

In the three-city tests all other ad-

vertising and merchandising factors

remained unaltered during the tv cam-

paign. Only tv was added. Here's what

the three Du Pont products found out:

• Du Pont's #7 Polish increased its

share of the Jacksonville market in tv

homes that had bought auto polish in

past three months from 6.6 to 23.1%.

This was accomplished as the result

SPONSOR



I WAX BRANDS

BpCI"V^ICIS Johnson Carnu

the TV

CRAY BARS REPRESENT

BEFORE TV CAMPAICN

33.4

;ampaign

hat brand

was

turchased

by % in

3 previous

months

Simom'z Bodysheen

Turtle Wax 5.6

MB
Wax Seal I

DUPONT #7

18.7

21.1

DuPont 3.1

Easy Glitter 3*1

m
Car Plate 1*0

AFTER

the TV

campaign

Du Font's #7 Car Polish increased its share of Jacksonville tv owners interviewed from 3.5 to

21.1%. In unaided recall, some people mentioned just Du Pont, without "#7." Those figures appear below
Du Pont #7 and raised the share of market to 6.6 and 23.1% before-and-after-tv

BLACK BARS REPRESENT

AFTER TV CAMPAICN

of seven I.D.'s weekly on WMBR-TV.,
(The share-of-market percentage is

based on a projection from a before-

and-after study of a cross-section of

500 consumers. Du Pont carried on

independent research based on store

checks to test the validity of the Spot

Check Plan, and found that the store-

check figures correlated with the Tele-

Pulse share-of-market percentages up-

on which CBS TV Spot Sales bases

its report to clients.)

• In Houston, Du Pont's Duco
paint held its share of the market

against a seasonal slump affecting all

its competitors, and did so with a simi-

lar minimal I.D. campaign over

KGUL-TV.
• Du Pont paints showed a 65% in-

crease among those tv owners who
bought paint within past three months
from such an I.D. campaign on WBTV,
Charlotte, N. C.

"The tests (pre- and post-campaign)

showed our client that even a very

small tv effort had immediate effects

upon his sales," Bob Uhl, BBDO v. p.

and Du Pont account supervisor, told

sponsor. "And since Du Pont was in-

terested in truly testing spot tv, we did

not make any extra merchandising ef-

forts to promote the tv campaign. Nor
was our regular advertising in print

media in those markets altered in any

way during the 13 weeks."

As a result, several Du Pont prod-

ucts, "spot tv dabblers" until this

spring, now have active spot tv cam-

paigns in 40 markets throughout the

country. And spot tv as a medium
benefited from the CBS TV Spot Check
Plan, since Du Pont bought not onlv

(Please turn to page 78)

Clark George, CBS TV Spot Sales general mgr. (l.j makes Vugraph presentation to
BBDO'S George Polk, media liaison (c.) and Bob Uhl, v.p. and Du Pont account supervisor
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let tv fall schedules firm up
Network program plans are complete enough for spot tv buying decisions

J[ he networks are travelling into the

home stretch in the fall nighttime line-

up sweepstakes.

Although there are still some trou-

ble spots, the lineups are complete

enough at this time for most spot tv

clients to make buying decisions on

adjacent programs and announcements.

Recent developments emphasize the

trends highlighted in sponsor's last

issue (see "Network tv lineup: tear it

down, build it up," 14 May 1956).

Program competition is expected to

be fierce with ABC more of a con-

tender than ever. New clients attracted

to the "third network" include P&G.

Ford, Eastman Kodak. Further evi-

dence of the trend to ABC is the fact

that, in April, 30 of the top 100 clients

in the 1955 PIB list were on ABC.
Three years ago the number of these

same 100 totaled eight.

The long show pattern is firmly en-

trenched despite NBC's lopping off its

CHART SHOWS AUTUMN NET TV NIGHT PROGRAM LINEUP AS IT STANDS AT PRESST1E

7 PM

7:15

7.30

7:45

8:00

8:30

9:00

9:30

10:00

10:30

10 45

ABC

SUNDAY
CBS NBC ABC

MONDAY
CBS NBC ABC

TUESDAY
CBS NBC I

You Asked For
It Lassie

Campbell

Program TBA
Cen Foods

Kukla, Fran
& Ollie

Gordon Baking

No Net Service No Net Service
Kukla, Fran
& Ollie

Gordon Baking

No Net Service No Net Service
Kui.fr

)ll

Core til

Rosefield
Pkng

News—John Daly CBS News
Doug Edwards

No Net Service News—John Daly CBS News
Doug Edwards

No Net Service News or

Famous Film
Festival

Jack Benny
Alt Pvt Secretary

Amer Tobacco

Circus Boy

R I Reynolds

Hall of Fame
(3) Hallmark

7:30-9

Journey

Ralston-Purina

Robin Hood

Johnson &
Johnson

Alt
Wildroot

Cordon MacRae

Lever Bros Warner Bros.

Presents

Gen Elec

t

Name That Tune-

Whitehall

Dinah Shore*

Chevrolet
Di yb<

Participating

News Caravan News Caravan

An D;

Der Fix

Famous Film
Festival

Ed Sullivan

Lincoln-Merc

Steve Allen

t

Readers Digest

Studebaker-
Packard

Burns and Allen

Carnation
Alt

B F Goodrich

Sir Lancelot

Amer Home Prods
Alt Lever Bros

Producers
Showcase

1 wk in 4 8-9:30
RCA Whirlpool t

Warner Bros
Presents

Cen Elec

t

Phil Silvers

R J Reynolds
Alt

Amana

Chevy Show (20)

Chevrolet
Alt

Wash'ton Square

Oi'jrbr

Am t4ol

Arr Dai

Dc :
:

Famous Film
Festival

Ed Sullivan
Steve Allen

t

Voice of

Firestone

Firestone

Codfrey's
Talent Scouts

Thos J Lipton
Alt

Toni

Stanley

Amer Tob
Alt

Helene Curtis

Wyatt Earp

P&C
Alt

Cen Mills

Herb Shriner

t

1 1 Ray Bolger)

(16)
Alt

Martin & Lewis
( 4)

t

ProgiT

Arr Toi

t

Pears 1%

Omnibus

tAluminium

C E Theatre

C E

Tv Playhouse
Goodyear

Alt
Alcoa

Hall of Fame
(3) Hallmark

9-10:30

Bishop Sheen

t

1 Love Lucy

Cen Foods
Alt
P&C

Medic

C E

Alt
P&C

Program TBA
C E

Herb Shriner

t

Fireside

Theatre

F&C

Ozzie H«

Eastmlu)

Omnibus

tAluminium

Alfred
Hitchcock

Bristol-Myers

Tv Playhouse

Goodyear
Alt

Alcoa

Lawrence Welk

Dodge

December Bride

Cen Foods

Montgomery
Presents

S C Johnson
Alt

Schick

DuPont Caval-
cade Theatre

Dupont

Red Skelton

Pet Milk
Alt

S C Johnson

Drama Program
TBA

Kaiser Alum
Alt

Circle Theater
Armstrong

Ford |
l<

Omnibus

tAluminium

$64,000 Challenge

Lorillard

Alt
Revlon

Loretta Young

P&C
Lawrence Welk

Dodge

Studio One

West'house

Montgomery
Presents

S C Johnson
Alt

Schick

No Net Service

$64,000
Question

Revlon

Drama Program
TBA

Kaiser Alum
Alt

Circle Theater
Armstrong

Wedd
Nigh Jl"

P.

-

No Net Service

What's My Line

Helene Curtis
Alt

Rem'ton-Rand

Natl Bowling
Champs

White Owl
Alt
P&C

No Net Service
Studio One
West'house No Net Service No Net Service

Do You Trust
Your Wife?

Frigidaire

t

Big Town
Lever Bros

Alt
AC Spark Plugs

Wedittf

NigM *r

P;

Me*



Sunday spectacular. The net effect is

still more long shows since NBC is put-

ting on a 90-minute once-a-month

show on Friday and six 90-minute

Hallmark shows on Sunday.

The relatively quiet daytime net-

work tv picture has begun to show
signs of activity. Some of the signs

are negative. Ominous moves are the

daytime desertions by two of the Big

Three soap firms. Colgate has given

up its daytime shows on NBC and

Lever has dropped its two quarter-

hours on CBS's morning Godfrey show.

In both cases this means more money
for nighttime tv, with Lever already in

for alternate weeks of Sir Lancelot, an

Official, Films package already set for

Monday on NBC at 8:00-8:30 p.m.

An interesting development on NBC
during the day is the sudden appear-

ance of three 45-minute shows, all of

them in afternoon time.

All three involve changes in length

of existing shows. They are Tennessee

Ernie (2:30 to 3:15), Matinee Theatre

(3:15 to 4:00) and Queen for a Day
(4:15 to 5:00). *••

Gleason's "Honeymooners'' format is dumped
for hour show, varied comedy characters

Moving of "Omnibus"' from CBS to ABC
means cultural show gets prime time slot

At least 14 of the 20 "Chewy shows" will

feature Dinah Shore, Bob Hope on Tuesday

This light type means no word yet on whether old show and sponsor will renew
This heavy type means show and sponsor are definitely scheduled for fall

IESDAY
NBC

THURSDAY
ABC CBS NBC

tSponsorship in part or in full has not yet been determined

*Show cancelled. No replacement has as yet been announced

ABC

FRIDAY
CBS NBC

SATURDAY
ABC CBS NBC

\eater

v

iibia

1

nbi,

\

C A
c

e>lds

Je our
Al

Cfury
x h r

G

'tee'our

Al;

1 Cc jry

>xHr

No Net Service

No Net Service

Coke Time

Coca Cola

News Caravan

Screen Director's

Playhouse"'

Eastman Kodak

Father Knows
Best

Scott Paper

Kraft TV
Theatre

Kraft

Kraft TV
Theatre

Kraft

This Is Your

Life

P&C

Midwestern
Hayride

Whitehall Pharm

Kukla. Fran
& Ollie

Cordon Baking

News—)ohn Daly

The Lone
Ranger

Cen Mills

Alt
Amer Dairy

Life Is Worth
Living"

Admiral

Stop The Music

Necchi
Alt

Quality Goods

Wire Service

R J Reynolds

Wire Service

R ) Reynolds

No Net Service

No Net Service

No Net Service

CBS News
Doug Edwards

Sgt Preston

Quaker Oats

Bob Cummings

R J
Reynolds
Alt

Colgate

Climax

Chrysler
Shower of Stars

1 wk in 4
8-9 pm

Climax

Chrysler

Playhouse 90

Playhouse 90

Alt
Ronson

Playhouse 90
t

Alt
Ronson

No Net Service

No Net Service

Dinah Shore

Chevrolet

News Caravan

You Bet Your
Life

DeSoto

Dragnet

L&M

People's Choice

Bordens

Tennessee
Ernie Ford

Ford

Lux Video
Theatre

Lever B-os

Lux Video
Theatre

Lever Bros

Kukla, Fran
& Ollie

Cordon Baking

News—John Daly

Rin-Tin-Tin

Nabisco

Adven. of

jim Bowie

Chesebrough-
Ponds
Alt

Amer Chicle

Crossroads

Chevrolet

Treasure Chest

Mogen David
Alt

Helene Curtis

Program TBA
Sterling Drug

Theater Cuild
Caieties

No Net Service

No Net Service

CBS News
Doug Edwards

My Friend Flicka

Colgate

West Point Story

Cen Foods

Our Miss Brooks

Cen Foods

Crusader

R | Reynolds
Alt

Colgate

Playhouse

Of Stars

Schlitz

Lineup

P&C
Alt

Brown &
Williamson

Person to
" Person

Amer Oil

Hamm

No Net Service

No Net Service

Coke Time

News Caravan

Life of Riley

Jack Carson
P Lorillard

Alt
Toni

Spectaculars
8:30-10

1 wk in 4

Big Story

Simoniz
Alt

Amer Tob

On Trial

Campbell

Cavalcade
of Sports

Gillette

Cavalcade
of Sports

Gillette

Red Barber's

Corner

No Net Service

Ozark Jubilee

Ozark Jubilee

Ozark Jubilee

Lawrence Welk

Dodge

Lawrence Welk

Dodge

Masquerade
Party

Lentheric
Alt

Emerson Drug

No Net Service

Cene Autry

Wrigley

Bucaneers

Jackie Cleason

Jackie Cleason

Two For The
Money'5

P Lorillard

Alt
Bulova

Jeannie
P&C

Star Jubilee

Ford
1 wk in 4
9:30-11

Cunsmoke

L&M

Damon Runyon
Theater

Anh'ser-Busch

No Net Service

Big Surprise

Speidel
Alt

Purex

Perry Como
Noxzema-Toni

Coldseal
Kleenex
Sunbeam

Perry Como
Noxzema-Toni

Coldseal
Kleenex
Sunbeam

Sid Caesar

knomark
Bab-0

Quaker Oats

Spectaculars
9-10:30
1 wk in 4
Olds-RCA
Whirlpool
Sid Caesar
'knomark
Bab-0

Quaker Oats

George Cobel

Armour
Alt

Pet Milk

Your Hit
Parade

Amer Tob.
Alt

Warner-Hudnut



The birch framed Chalet where nature and

radio beckon Milwaukeans. Bistro Room and

Gardens are innovations built with profits.

Can radio sell

Milwaukee restaurant finds it

can with music broadcast that

helps attract 5000 diners weekly

J^M ost restauranteurs when they con-

sider advertising think of selling "good
food." Milwaukee's Sam Perlson sells

"atmosphere."

His prospective customers are in-

vited to his Chalet on the Lake "to

dine" instead of "to eat." He offers

"tempting menus" instead of just

"good food."

Perlson's prime medium is radio. It

hasn't always been, but then the Chalet

on the Lake hasn't always grossed over

half a million dollars a year either.

The Chalet will celebrate its 10th

anniversary under Perlson's manage-

ment this coming November on the

day before Thanksgiving. An easy

date for any restauranteur to remem-
ber but especially so for Perlson whose
opening day business consisted of four

customers. He has forgotten who those

first customers were and if they were

to return today they would probably

find it difficult to recognize the Chalet:

so much has it changed as profits have

been turned into improvements. Each

year Perlson has made at least one

major innovation in the building or

the grounds.

It was in Perlson's fourth year with

42

the Chalet that he first ventured into

radio advertising with a program over

the Milwaukee Journal's station

WTMJ. Until that time he had limited

his advertising to newspapers.

In 1949, in an effort to select a pro-

gram that would best represent the

Chalet on the Lake, Perlson decided

on sponsorship of a morning inter-

lude of classical music. He bought

15 minutes every Sunday at 11 a.m.

and keyed his commercials to the

mood of the show and the "person-

ality" of the Chalet. He didn't assault

Chalet owner Sam B. Perlson, seated right, contracts for another year's sponsorship of Invi-

tation to Beauty. Seated left, WTMJ's Neale Bakke, also Fred Kunz (1), Donald Hacker

SPONSOR



his listeners with a "grab 'em by the

collar" sales approach and limited his

announcements to just one for every

15 minutes of air time.

Invitation to Beauty, as the show

was named, expanded to a half hour

in 1951. In '52 Perlson bought an

additional 15 minutes and then last

year he settled down to a full hour.

That's where it stands today, one hour

of classical music from 11:00 a.m. to

noon every Sunday morning.

Invitation to Beauty is now going

into its sixth year and Perlson feels

that it is "indispensable." He sees no

change in the show's format nor does

he foresee any possibility of dropping

it.

"When we first went on the air,"

says Perlson, "response was immediate

and terrific." It has continued in the

same way. Perlson tells stories of

people who come from as far away as

Fort Wayne or New Orleans telling

him that they had once heard his show
when reception was particularly good
and had promised themselves to stop

by when in Milwaukee.

Sam Perlson is an attorney by pro-

fession. When he got the urge to

become an innkeeper 10 years ago it

took an initial investment of $55,000

to put him in business. Since then he

has never stopped putting money and

imagination into his place. It has been

suggested that professional men go

into the restaurant business out of a

need to satisfy gregarious natures and
to be able to create an atmosphere

ideally suited to their personal con-

cepts of what a restaurant should be.

Such an explanation would seem to

fit Perlson. Like a man who is proud
of his home he is continually thinking

of new ways to make the Chalet more
pleasant. Every year since he's opened
Perlson estimates he's been able to add
$125,000 to the value of the Chalet.

Just a few of the innovations that he

has incorporated are an all-electric

kitchen, air conditioning, and beauti-

ful landscaping. It was done by an

artist who he sent to Europe for three

weeks before allowing him to go to

work on the gardens of the Chalet.

Says Perlson, "We are self-contained

and self-sustaining. The Chalet needs

nothing but raw materials to keep

operating."

The Dayton Johnson and Hacker
advertising agency, which handles the

Invitation program for Perlson has

been doing business in Milwaukee

{Please turn to page 72)
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SPOT RADIO $ REPORTS

BY COMPANIES COMING?

jjy mid-July the Station Representatives Asso-

ciation plans to release the first of its newly an-

nounced monthly reports on spot radio spending.

The reports will cover total dollar volume for

each month compared with the same month the

previous year.

Does this mean admen are closer now to get-

ting reports on spot radio spending by individ-

ual companies—comparable to spot tv data now

made available by TvB?

The answer is a qualified yes, although SRA
plans have not gone bevond the announced total

dollar volume reports.

Here's how the SRA report will work and why
it could open way to company-by-company data:

1. Monthly figures on national spot radio

spending will be sent by cooperating representa-

tive firms to Price-Waterhouse & Co., public

accountants well known for their work in tabu-

lating Academy Award votes and other confiden-

tial data. (All members of SRA are cooperating

and cooperation of non-members is being sought.

One medium-sized non-member firm has already

agreed to furnish figures.)

2. Price-Waterhouse will arrive at a total for

the cooperating reps and project this to an in-

dustry total figure. (It's believed SRA members

account for over 50% of total national spot

radio billings.)

3. No one but Price-Waterhouse ever sees

anything but the end product figures.

Thus there will be machinery set up which can

be adapted to a company-by-company report. A
major obstacle: the increased clerical time rep

firms would have to put into breaking down their

reports by companies.

Probably the biggest factors in whether admen

get their long-awaited report by companies:

(1) how effective the dollar volume figures prove

in focussing attention on spot radio; (2) how

hard they holler. «• * •
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Chart covers quarter hour, half-hour >nd

Top 10 shows in 10 or more markets
Period 1-7 April 7956

TITLE. SYNDICATOR, PRODUCER, SHOW TYPE
Average
ratings

7-STATION
MARKETS

5-STATION
MARKETS 4-STATION MARKETS 3-STATION 1ARK

Rank Past1

aw rank N.Y. L.A. Boston S. Fran

Seattle-
Chicago Detroit Mnpls. Phila. Tacoma Wash. Atlanta Bait, rtl

I 1 Highway Patrol (M)
Zl V 21.7

75.8 72.3

wrca-tv kttv
7:00pm 9:00pm

79.7 77.0

wbz-tv kron-tv
10:30pm 6:30pm

74.2 26.4 75.9 72.5 78.3 74.3

wbkb wjbk-tv wcco-tv wfil-tv komo-tv wtop-tv
9:00pm 10:30pm 10:00pm 10:30pm 7:00pm 7:30pm

78.7 72.7 J,

waga-tv wmar-tv |*tT
8:30pm 7:30pm ifcpa

2 6 Amos 'n' Andy (C)
CBS FILM 20.4

9.7

knxt
9:30pm

76.4

wnac-tv
2:30pm

73.2 72.9 70.8

wwj-tv wcco-tv wrcv-tv
7:00pm 3:30pm 2:00pm

3 7 I Led Three Lives (M)
Zl V 19.9

3.3 74.9

wpix kttv
7:30pm 8:30pm

27.7 76.2

ivnac-tv kron-tv
7:00pm 10:30pm

75.9 78.0 77.9 73.9 78.6

wgn-tv wjbk-tv kstp-tv wcau-tv ktnt-tv
9:30pm 10:30pm 9:30pm 7:00pm 10:00pm

77.7

7:00pm lit

4 3 Waterfront (A)
MCA, ROLAND REED 19.4

3.7 70.3

wabd kttv
7:30pm 9:00pm

79.9 20.4

wnac-tv koix
7:00pm 10:00pm

72.7 75.0 8.2 27.9 77.9 27.0

wgn-tv wwj-tv keyd-tv wcau-tv komo-tv wtop-tv
9:00pm 10:30pm 8:00pm 6:30pm 10:30pm 10:30pm

20.5 77.9 |5

waga-tv wmar-tv m\
7:00pm 10:30pm Mpm

5 Soldiers of Fortune (A)
MCA, REVUE PRODUCTIONS 18.9

72.5 75.9

wbkb wcau-tv
5:30pm 6:00pm

72.2 76.5 L9

ivaga-tv wbal-tv ifc.tr

6:00pm 7:00pm tt-

6 4 Annie Oakley (W)
CBS FILM 18.5

72.8 7 7.0

wcbs-tv kttv
4:30pm 7:00pm

78.5 72.0

wnac-tv kgo-tv
5:00pm 6:00pm

73.0 79.9 27.4 27.7 20.7 73.2

wbbm-tv wxyz-tv wcco-tv wcau-tv king-tv wtop-tv
5:00pm 6:00pm 4:30pm 5:30pm 6:00pm 7:00pm

74.9 23.0 l£ )

wlw-a wbal-tvwUb
6:00pm 5:30pm '£.

7 8 Badge 714 (M)
NBC FILM 18.2

6.2 72.7

wpix kttv
8:30pm 7:30pm

79.4 23.7

wnac-tv kpix
6:30pm 9:00pm

74.4 74.5 76.9 73.7 22.3 78.7

wgn-tv wwj-tv kstp-tv wcau-tv king-tv wrc-tv
8:00pm 7:00pm 9:30pm 7:00pm 9:30pm 7:00pm

8 10 Douglas Fairbanks Jr. Presents (D)
ABC FILM, DOUGFA1R CORP 17.9

73.7 77.4

wrca-tv krca-tv
10:30pm 10:30pm

77.0

kpix
10:00pm

70.0 70.2

wbkb wxyz-tv
10:00pm 7:00pm

B
1

M

9 9 Superman (K)
FLAMINGO FILM 17.6

7 7.0 9.8

wrca-tv kttv
6:00pm 7:00pm

24.2 7 7.7

wnac-tv kgo-tv
6:30pm 6:30pm

7 7.9 78.0 73.0 79.7 78.7 74.4

wbkb wxyz-tv wtcn-tv wcau-tv king-tv wrc-tv
5:00pm 6:00pm 6:30pm 7:00pm 6:00pm 7:00pm

27.4 73.9 ;

wsb-tv wbal-tv w
7:00pm 7:00pm 1

10 2 Mr. District Attorney (M)
Zl V

17.3
7 7.9

kttv
9:00pm

79.4 75.5

wnac-tv kron-tv
10:30pm 10:30pm

77.4 70.8 9.5 25.7 75.0

wwj-tv kstp-tv wrcv-tv king-tv wrc-tv
10:30pm 10:30pm 10:30pm 9:00pm 10:30pm

27.2

waga-tv
10:30pm

ji

it

Rank Past*
Raw rank Top 70 shows in 4 to 9 markets

I 1 Eddie Cantor (C)
ZIV 25.0

70.7 5.0

wjbk-tv wtcn-tv
7:00pm 11:00pm

2 2 Stars of the Grand Ole Opry (Mu)
FLAMINGO FILM. GANNAWAY PROD. 18.9

3.2

kcop
10:00pm

25.5

kpix
9:30pm

6.7 8.7

keyd-tv komo-tv
9:30pm 6:00pm

79.5

waga-tv
7:00pm

2 3 Life of Riley (C)
NBC FILM. TOM MC KNIGHT 18.9 73.2

kttv
8:30pm

26.0

kpix
7:00pm

73.5 30.2

kstp-tv king-tv
6 :00pm 6 :30pm

—

4 Range Rider (W)
CBS Fl LM 16.6

2.0

wrca-tv
7:30pm

20.9

wbz-tv
7:00pm

9.2 74.5

wbbm-tv ktnt-tv
12:00N 7:00pm

wl

6

5 8 San Francisco Beat (M)
CBS FILM, DESILU PRODUCTIONS INC. 15.8

5.7 72.3

wpix kttv
8:30pm 9:30pm

8.2 70.2 75.3 76.0

wgn-tv wjbk-tv wrcv-tv wtop-tv
9:00pm 7:00pm 10:30pm 7:00pm

6 6 Jungle Jim (A)
SCREEN GEMS 14.7

7.8 16.1

wrca-tv kttv
6:00pm 6:00pm

76.7 72.4

wbz-tv kgo-tv
7:00pm 6:30pm

22.4 73.3 70.3

wxyz-tv komo-tv wmal-tv
6:30pm 7:00pm 6:00pm

78.7

wlw-a
6:30pm

—

7 Kit Carson (W)
MCA 13.9

9.3

kron-tv
6:00pm

9.4

wwj-tv
6 :30pm

73.0

wlw-a
6:00pm

8 Ellery Queen (M)
TPA 13.1

4.2 2.9

wpix kcop
9:00pm 8:00pm

9 10 I Search for Adventure (A)
GEO. BAGNALL. JULIAN LESSER-SOL LESSER PROD. 13.0

2.7 7 7.6

wpix kcop
7:30pm 7:00pm

22.9

kpix
7:30pm

73.9 78.6

wcco-tv king-tv
9:00pm 7:00pm

8.5

wbal-tv
7:00pm

9 Laurel and Hardy (C)
GOVERNOR 13.0

77.5 70.8

wxyz-tv wtcn-tv
2:30pm 5:00pm

Show type symbols: (A) adventure; (C) comedy: (D) drama; (Doc) documentary; (K) kids- (M)mystery; (Mu) musical; (SF) Science Fiction; (W) Western. Films listed are syndicated. % hr„
2S.».»« -f ',.. *^B

.

tel^st 'n four or more markets. The average rating is an unweighted
average »f individual market ratings listed above. Blank space Indicates film not broadcast in this

market 1-7 April. While network shows are fairly stable from one month to anothl"
markets in which they are shown, this is true to much lesser extent with syndicated &*

J*should be borne in mind when analyzing rating trends (rom one month to another in t
*

•Refers to last month's chart. If blank, show was not rated at all In last chart or w«^"*



.7 23.0 20.4

lp| wtmj-tv
|,pci 10:00pm

ksd-tv
10:00pm

1

79.5

kwk-tv
10:00pm

5 77.5 22.4

•tT wtmj-tv
>m 5:00pm

ksd-tv
10:00pm

7 20.9 78.7

tv wtmj-tv
m 6:00pm

kwk-tv
4:00pm

5 76.0

tv wxix
m 10:00pm

27.5

ksd-tv
9:30pm

70.9 74.3

tvwisn-tv
m 3:00pm

ksd-tv
5:30pm

4 78.8 27.0

tv wtmj-tv
m 11:00pm

57.3 25.5 25.8 74.8

wbtv
8:00pm

wlw-d
9:30pm

wdsu-tv
10:30pm

wjar-tv
10:30pm

78.5 57.3

wafot

9:30pm
wbtv

8:30pm

74.8

wpro-tv
7:30pm

30.8 74.5 38.3 18.8

wbtv
5 :30pm

wlw-<J
6:00pm

wdsu-tv
5:00pm

wjar-tv
6:30pm

77.8

wbre-tv
6:00pm

75.3 32.3 79.8

wlw-d
6:00pm

wdsu-tv
12:00N

wjar-tv
6:30pm

32.5

wbrc-tv
10:00pm

27.0

whio-tv
11:00pm

77.0

wjar-tv
6:30pm

27.8 44.3 5.9

wlw-d
7:00pm

wdsu-tv
9:30pm

wpro-tv
1:00pm

34.0 75.5 26.0 78.3

wbtv wlw-d
5:30pm 6:00pm

wdsu-tv
5 :00pm

wjar-tv
6:00pm

ksd-tv
10:00pml0:30pm

74.3

wbrc-tv

75.3 26.5 27.3

wlw-d
10:30pm

wdsu-tv
10:30pm

wjar-tv
10:30pm

7 7.4

wxlr
6:00pm

73.5

ksd-tv
11:30am

75.9

kwk-tv
6:0Opm

73

bns

5)0

54.5

wbtv
9:30pm

29.8

wdsu-tv
10:00pm

7 7.8 38.3

wabt wbtv
9:30pm 6:00pm

37.3

wdsu - tv

5:00pm

33.3

wdsu-tv
5:30pm

47.8 72.8

wdsu-tv wpro-tv
9:30pm 11:15pm

29.3

wbrc-tv
9:30pm

70.3

wjar-tv
12:00N

'0. JIasslflcatlon as to number of stations In market Is Pulse's
!
J*,

'ermines number by measuring which stations are actually

iZ\t
es *" tne ""tropolltan area of a given market even though

"" aJ be outside metropolitan area of the market.

WANTED
ARE YOU THE SALES MANAGER

SPONSOR NEEDS IN THE MIDWEST ?

Due to advancement of its Midwest sales manager, SPONSOR

is looking for his successor in the Midwest with Chicago as

headquarters. This is our top-notch sales area and requires a

top-notch man who is looking for an exceptional opportunity

and is willing to work for it. You'll be calling on key station

executives in 10 states. There's plenty of prestige, sales ad-

vantages, and interesting activity to this assignment—plenty of

travel, too. If you're the man, you'll have a proven sales

record, some knowledge of station operation, a reputation for

square dealing, and a deep down desire to improve your finan-

cial position. Please rush full details.

BOX 528, SPONSOR, 40 E. 49, NEW YORK 17

. . In The 11-County Core
of Our Coverage Area —

Pulse* Proves

Audiences Prefer

WRBL-TV
4CHANNEL

•Area Telepulse, Nov. 1955

Share of Audience

DAYTIME
WRBL-TV 64

Station B 27

Misc. 9

CBS

ABC

NIGHTTIME
WRBL-TV 62

Station B 27

Misc. 11

The top 48 weekly and multi-

weekly shows are on WRBL-TV

CALL HOLUNGBERY CO.

17
out of

19

TOP AMERICAN
ADVERTISERS

USING PROGRAMS
IN THE EL PASO
MARKET ARE ON
KROD-TV

I

KROD-TV
CHANNEL 4

EL PASO texas

CBS • ABC

AFFILIATED with KROD-600 kc (5000w

Owned & Operated by El Paso Times, Inc

Rep. Nationally by the BRANHAM COMPANY

45

i



Murderess Incites

Prison Riot 1

prison at CK

new concept in TV realis

. . . gets into the heart as well as the home

COMMUNITY THREATENED

JUVENILE GANG WA

>^
v»* .^

Gripping dramas based on real-

life police cases which made front

page news— taken from the files

of the world-famous Sheriff of

Los Angeles County, Eugene W.
Biscailuz, creator of many firsts in

law enforcement.

1,500 man organized reserve

•Volunteer mounted posse

•Aero squadron

•Police radio cars

• Honor system prison farms

•Youth rehabilitation centers

Phone, write, wire ABC Film Syndication, Inc.





NEW AND USED GARS STORE OPENING

SPONSOR: Packard Motors AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: During the second week of

August, 1955, Packard Motors of Omaha, Neb., scheduled

a spot saturation campaign on KOWH. During this

period, 145 one-minute spots were aired at a local pack-

age rate of $1,000. In that time, the advertiser sold

$120,000 worth of automobiles. The Packard Motors ad

manager stated that all customer reaction was from radio

and that continued use of the medium is being very seri-

ously considered by Packard Motors.

KOWH. Omaha, Nebraska PROGRAM: Participations

results

. '<.&.>..'. •> ,*.£ ,-rf

HOMES

SPONSOR: Home Construction AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: In order to sell homes ahead

of the building schedule, the sponsor used 75 half-minute

r.o.s. spots in a 4>-day period. Subsequently, six homes

were sold, with a total dollar value of more than $60,000.

The "direct sell" advertising cost on units sold was less

than .002%, according to Home Construction s sales

manager D. Hansen, who also stated, "We were swamped.
Without having even a fully completed 'show house,' we
sold every one available." Cost: $125.

KLMS, Lincoln, Neb. PROGRAM: Announcements

SPONSOR: Lee Stores AGENCY: Dui

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: No other medium was ud
to announce the opening of a Sioux Falls, S.D., Lee Sto .

Therefore, the client attributes results entirely to KEi)

and the announcements aired via that station. Th/

were broadcast for two days only; nevertheless, the r-

riety store was filled to capacity on the day of the gral

opening. According to the sponsor, sales were above t'.

goal that had been set. Cost of the two-day campaifr

announcements totaled $75.

KELO, Sioux Falls, S. D. PROGRAM: Announcemen

NEW CARS

SPONSOR: American Motors Ltd., Nash AGENCY: McKi

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: The Nash Division of Ame\
ican Motors contracted for five one-minute announc

ments and six shorter "flashes" on CHUB recently. Al

the end of the drive, McKim Advertising stated that tl

sponsor wanted to renew the contract. However, immed
ate renewal was impossible because the Nash dealer j

Nanaimo asked that the date of commencement of tl

second campaign be set a few weeks later. He was so>\

out from the first campaign. Cost: $75.

CHUB, Nanaimo, B.C. PROGRAM: Announcemen

AGRICULTURE MEETINi

SPONSOR: First National Bank AGENCY: Dii

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: The bank sponsored a mee

ing explaining irrigation loans. Previous meetings, wh&
radio had not been used, drew about 75 attendants. Dui

ing the participation campaign, 15 lialf-minute spots wer

aired in three days. The meeting drew over 350 farmen

According to a bank spokesman, it was the largest grou)

of its type the bank had had. This "standing room only

response was credited entirely to the station. Cost of th

two-day campaign was $24.75.

KAWL, York, Neb. PROGRAM: Participation

SHEEP ENGINEERING COURSES

SPONSOR: George Umphlet AGENCY: Direct SPONSOR: Radio Engineering Inst. AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Early in January, 1956,

George Umphlet, a sheep buyer, bought 200 head of

sheep. During early morning farm time he broadcast

three announcements on KFEQ at a cost of $27. Later

that morning, all the sheep were sold to buyers who had
either stopped at Mr. Umphlet's office or who had phoned
him. All buyers indicated that they had heard the an-

nouncements on the air earlier. Radio Station KFEQ was
the only advertising medium used to publicize this sale.

KFEQ, St. Joseph, Mo. PROGRAM: Announcements

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: From February 1 through 7,

the Radio Engineering Institute scheduled 35 one-minute

spots at a total cost of $325. The sponsor felt that four

or five enrollees would have been profitable response.

However, 20 listeners enrolled at a cost per student of

$400. On the basis of an approximate 25-1 volume-to-

outlay result, Radio Engineering Institute renewed its

contract for 100 additional "t.f." spot announcements

on the Omaha, Neb. outlet.

KOWH, Omaha, Neb. PROGRAM: Announcements



WCCO Radio's stature as the Northwest's

50,000 watt giant is greater than ever.

Fact is, its 56.1 per cent share of audience in

the Minneapolis-St. Paul market is a

national record. This 56.1 per cent is the

largest share captured by any station in any
of the 27 major markets currently

measured by the A. C. Nielsen Company.
t's the result of unmatched program popularity

and enormous power which carries your
sales message throughout 109 primary counties

in four Northwest states. Check with

WCCO Radio or CBS Radio Spot Sales for full

^details about this record-making buy!

More People Listen to WCCO Radio Than All

Other Minneapolis-St. Paul Stations Combined!

WCCO Radio 56.1%
Station B 9.3%
Station C 8.2%
Station D 8.2%
Station E 7.5%
Six other stations ....

Nielsen, March 1956, total station

audience, total day, seven-day week.

cS-^bj



a forum on questions of current interest

to air advertisers and their agencies

How do you view the effect on television of the

greatly increased availability of feature film

PART II

Robert Salk
Director of Sales

Screen Gems, New York

VIEWERS WAIST FEATURE FILMS

• The viewing public wants and en-

joys feature films as television enter-

tainment. Ratings in market after mar-

ket bear this out. WCBS here in New
York tops competition with its Late

Show that currently rates 12.2. Chi-

cago reports 24.3, Boston 32.5, San

Francisco 17.4, to mention just a few.

A long-time station problem has

been the dearth of quality feature

films. This has been eliminated by the

flow of features recently released to

television by major film companies.

In our case, Columbia Pictures,

through Screen Gems, is offering

Hollywood Movie Parade which con-

sists of 104 full-length pictures that

were big box office successes at movie

houses throughout the country.

The influx of features has caused sta-

tions to observe new concepts in buy-

ing. In the past, features were pur-

chased primarily on the basis of date

of release—now, the major considera-

tion is quality.

Musicals generally had not been con-

sidered exciting television fare. The
fact was that a top-flight, top-budget

musical had never been available. But
pictures such as You 11 Never Get Rich,

the Fred Astaire-Rita Havworth clas-

sic, also from Hollywood Movie Pa-

rade are sure-fire television entertain-

ment.

The growing importance of features

means more revenue for stations. Spot

advertisers, national and regional as

well as local, have long recognized the

commercial value and success of their

spot announcements during feature

film telecasts.

The need for flexibility of program-

ing, vital to the station, has played an

important part in Screen Gems' think-

ing. Its assortment of sales plans per-

mits the station operator to purchase

the number of pictures that will meet

his own needs and allows for expan-

sion as required.

A strong, fully-rounded, all-week

program schedule is the aim of every

station manager. With the addition of

fine feature films to its ever-growing

roster of first-run and second-run syn-

dicated and network shows. Screen

Gems is answering todays stations'

needs and audience demands for out-

standing television entertainment.

George T. Shupert
President

ABC Film Synd., New York

FEATURES SHOULDN'T BE FEARED

• In almost every industry or busi-

ness, there is a small group of alarm-

ists who become panicked by new

ideas or innovations. This is true in

our television film business as well.

From where I sit, I see no real cause

for alarm. I believe that the increased

amount of available features will en-

hance station program schedules but

not saturate them. Film buyers will

be able to be more selective in their

buying. They will not be forced to run

as many repeats as previously. The)

will be able to retire older, inferior

films more quickly.

In order to attract and hold audi-

ences, to achieve ratings which will

attract advertising dollars, stations

must have varied, interesting sched-

ules. They cannot afford to load up on

feature films or any other type of tele-

vision program indiscriminately.

I don't believe either that current

sponsors of local live or syndicated

film shows can be easily persuaded to

drop their current programs in favor

of feature films. This is due princi-

pally to the cost factor. Many adver-

tisers cannot afford or do not want to

sponsor an hour-and-a-half of pro-

graming. If given a choice between

participating in a long show or full

sponsorship of a shorter one, they

more often than not choose the latter

because it offers greater opportunity

for product identification and mer-

chandising possibilities.

Therefore, if the influx of feature

films will not materiallv affect other

types of programing, will the feature

film distributors be able to realize a

profit from their investment? I believe

that most of them will if their packages

contain high quality product and if

they sell them as programs rather than

as just so many feet of feature film

material. It will be necessaryr for dis-

tributors of mammoth packages to

break their packages and thus create

different program formats. This will

take planning, originality and show-

manship.

As a case in point, I cite our "Anni-

50 SPONSOR



versary package" which station people

have told us is outstanding, particu-

larly from the aspect of the quality of

the entire group of features.

With the increased amount of avail-

able feature films and with the up-

grading of syndicated film in the past

few years, it is becoming increasingly

evident that film of all types has final-

ly achieved the position of prominence

in station programing which it so rich-

lv deserves.

Bob Rich
Gen'l Sales Mgr.

Associated Artists, New York

NETS AND STATIONS FEEL IMPACT

• The impact of good feature film

is already being felt in network and

local television. I stress the word

"good" because top quality program-

ing is the only kind that really inter-

ests stations. It alone attracts large

audiences and sells sponsors' products

in large quantities. This is true, of

course, not only of feature film but of

all programing.

Top feature film is already raising

ratings for stations in one- to seven-

channel markets, and for networks as

well. And it is attracting more and
more national advertisers, steadily

joining the ranks of local and regional

advertisers who have proved at the

cash register that sponsorship of top

features is more successful than any-

other type of programing. In Wash-
ington, D. C, for example, the Safe-

way Theatre, a 10:30-12:30 nighttime

Saturday feature program, draws an
average rating for the entire two hours
of 16.0 as against a combined average
for the other three stations in Wash-
ington of only 14.5 (ARB: April,

1956).

With the 90-minute program con-
cept well-established and growing sea-

son by season, time is being opened up
(Plen.se turn to page 117)
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Ivand only one i

In the Baltimore market

one stationvC*

delivers the most listeners

at the lowest cost per thousand

k3> k3 ^O K3>

WFBR Baltimore's Best Bu.y
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR AND COMPANY

you're right

on cue!
No need to fluff your lines. There's

only one CUE to follow when your

stage is set in Akron. Why, they

love us in our own home town (see

our Hooper) . . . one CUE from

us and they'll love you, too.

more MUSIC
more NEWS
more OFTEN

mcue
Akron's only independent _we're home folks

Tim Elliot, President

John E. Pearson Co., Notional Representatives
«ES>*g*fi>*«BW«*il
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First skeptical. Then wildly

enthusiastic. That's a standard

reaction you see demonstrated by

Jim Lowe- to WCBS Radio's

Run-of-Schedule Station Break

Package Plan. It's the greatest

steal since the Indians sold

Manhattan for twenty-four bucks

worth of bangles and beads.

HEW YORK!
The Plan delivers your message

21 times a week in the New

York market— for a staggering

total of 6,300,000 listener

impressions— at a cost of 23jz!

per thousand listeners ! And a

typical schedule gives you

announcements adjacent to

top-rated programs and

personalities like Godfrey,

Art Linkletter, daytime serials,

major news shows and the

entire roster of nationally-

known WCBS local performers.

For more happy details,

phone CBS Radio Spot Sales, or

Buck Hurst, at PLaza 1-2345.

WCBS RADIO
New York • 50,000 watts • 880 kc



PHILADELPHIA
FOR THE

TH8
CONSECUTIVE
MONTH ON

WIBG

RATES HIM
NO

DANCELAND
OVER 3% HOURS

DAILY

Pennsylvania's most

powerful independentWIBG
& 9 O | tfjS?S
Phila. 2, Pa. • ftf 6-2300
Not'l Representatives — Radio Representatives, Inc.

Continued

from

page 8

always has been that the advertisement, regardless of me-

dium, should appeal basically to the self-interest of the

reader, viewer, listener. Since most products advertised offer

the prospective buyer an opportunity to become more beauti-

ful, more leisured, longer lived, more successful, more se-

cure, less of a wastrel, or less hungry, we are in general

apealing to rather basic instincts in our copy.

And since each of these appeals is of vital concern to the

human being to whom the advertisement talks it is difficult to

see why the approach should be even slightly amusing.

For the advertiser to treat such lightly is not only stupid

but actually an affront to the prospect. If the manufacturer

does not himself consider his product and the need for it seri-

ously, how can he expect the prospect to? And I hope Harry
and Bert won't hate me for posing the question.

The most successful commercials—by sales figures—in

the history of television (you all know which cosmetic I re-

fer to—especially if you read the stock market page) are as

devoid of humor as Gray's Elegy.

They get to the point fast. They are never irrelevant. They
present the problem literally (with real people). They dem-

onstrate graphically (even when animation is employed).

They employ personalities to sell on camera. They talk di-

rectly to their audience. They use music only to create mood
and to register basic copy points (never to amuse or enter-

tain). They are live.

As a result of this absence of whimsey and because of their

intensity of concentration on the serious job of selling they

are fabulously well endowed to do what they set out to do.

The day after a new product is introduced, sales impact is

not merely felt but shelves are emptied, dealers aroused and

profits garnered so that new products can be born to be given

the same chance in life.

Believe me, this is exciting! Exciting from an advertising,

a television and a marketing point of view. Furthermore, it

decidedly is not funny! • • •

Letters to Bob Foreman are welcomed

Do you always agree with the opinions Bob Foreman ex-

presses in "Agency Ad Libs?" Bob and the editors of sponsor

would be happy to receive and print comments from readers.

Address Bob Foreman, c/o sponsor, 40 E. 49 St., New York.



AN ELEPHANT?

S. C.

No, that mystery shape isn't really an elephant,

though it is a jumbo-sized bargain for advertisers.

Actually it's a map of "The Mystery Market"

...one of America's richest... The Central South

...a $2,713,371,000 market— richer than the cities

of Denver and New Orleans put together ... or

Atlanta and Dallas put together.

A RICH MARKET, IN FACT, THAT'S

COVERED BY ONLY ONE MEDIUM... and

that's WSM Radio in Nashville.

If you attempt to cover The Central South

with a combination of other radio stations or with

a combination of newspapers in the area, the

coverage would still be incomplete— and the cost

would be three to 15 times greater than that of a

WSM custombuilt program. As for TV, all TV
viewers in the market put together still represent

less than half the market's buying power!

For the full story on this unique situation, send

for your free copy of our booklet, "The Mystery

Market," containing complete facts and figures as

compiled by independent authorities.

650 KCWSM RADIO
BOB COOPER, Safes Manager

JOHN BIAIR AND COMPANY, National Advertising Representative*

Nashville - Clear Channel - 50,000 WaHs

28 MAY 1956 55



Not headline claims but the flee
print comparison of rates, rat-
ings,* audience competition
and location count most. CTiecfe

the cost per thousand on strong
XBC adjacencies on high pow-
ered WJ HP-TV, Jacksonrille.
Florida.

•For ratings, see Telepulse.

feMunrantiiiJiiuiiiu

agency profile g illiam T. Okie
President

J. M. Mathes, New York

William ("Ted") Okie, newly elected president of J. M. Mathes,

sees agencies' function expanded into many areas in past 15 years.

"We used to be in the business of making up and placing ads," he

told SPONSOR. "But today an agency isn't fulfilling its job unless it

gets into marketing philosophy, sales strategy and the merchandis-

ing and public relations efforts necessary to implement campaign."

Okie hesitates to make any one medium responsible for the cur-

rent emphasis on marketing counsel from agencies. But he does

say that "the combination of today's competitive markets and the

emphasis on high-efficiency advertising that clients get from tv have

made it impossible for an agency to do effective planning for a client

without over-all marketing knowledge."'

A particularlv active man in his mid-forties (Okie calls his age

"another Jack Benny story"), he has been with the agency since it

was founded in 1933. Today the agency billings are at the rate of

$15.5 million, with 22^c in the air media. Clients fall into two cate-

gories: 65% consumer products, 35% industrials.

"There's been an undeniable trend of industrial advertisers get-

ting into tv." says Okie. "Management of heavy industry realizes

today that it's important to sell company personality and its phi-

losophy as well as its product. There's a level of humanities that

enters into effective selling.

"Furthermore, decisions by industries to buy from heavy goods

manufacturers are generally made by management committees and

not by individuals. In appealing to such management groups with

educational messages about new processes or heavv machinerv, in-

dustrialists can't overlook a mass demonstration medium like tv."

While Okie does not consider himself a tv specialist, he feels that

a successful agency today needs to know many parts of showbusiness,

even when it does not produce programs within the shop.

"We certainly helped produce Terry and the Pirates for Canada
Dry a few years back. And even when we had this client on ABC
TV's Super Circus, agency production people were involved in shap-

ing the show content."

Okie says he's surrounded by tv fans in his Connecticut home.

His wife, daughter and two sons compete for the right to dial. "But

what we like best is to get on our vawl and sail awav." * * *
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THE ABO STATIONS FOR AMERICA'S

NUMBER ONE OOTJNTY IN" RETAIL SALES

ANNOUNCE THE APPOINTMENT OF

THE KATZ ^.OEISTO^r, IlsTO:

AS NATIONAL ADVERTISING REPRESENTATIVES

EFFECTIVE cTUUNTE 1. 1956

FOR INFORMATION ON- KABC & KABC-TV

Call or wire one of these 8 Katz Agency offices:

New York 22, 477 Madison Avenue, PL 9-4460

Chicago 1, 307 N. Michigan Avenue, Central 6-7343

Detroit 26, Penobscot Bldg., Woodward 3-8420

Atlanta 3, 1321 Fulton Bank Bldg., Jackson 5-1637

Kansas City 6, Bryant Bldg., Victor 7095

San Francisco 4, Russ Bldg., Sutter 1-7434

Los Angeles 5, 3325 Wilshire Blvd., Dunkirk 5-6284

Dallas 1, 2006 Bryan Street, Riverside 4036



A sign that means more

dollars for you in the

profitable Twin Cities

Market.

B-5 means WLOL's big 5 disc

jockeys. It means programming

that puts you in tune with a million-

and-a-half radio listeners. It's

one of the reasons why more

advertisers sell more products on

WLOL than on any other

indie station in the

twin cities.

TOPS IN

INDEPENDENT RADIO

MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL

1330 on your dial—5000 watts

LARRY BENTSO\, Prea.

Wayne "Red" Williams, Mgr.

Joe Floyd, V.P.

represented by AM RADIO SALES

Continued

from

page 26

deal may, however, be made if one ha* the opportunity to

ponder on an airplane about the deal C&C made for the same
films with the Triangle stations, which are WFIL-TV in Phila-

delphia, WFBG-TV in Altoona, Pa. and WNBF-TV in Bing-

ha niton, New York. In this deal Triangle pays C&C some-

thing more than $2,500,000 for unlimited use by its three

stations for a 10-year period for the full RKO library. This

$2,500,000 is payable in monthly installments over a five-

year period. C&C, on the other hand, contracts to purchase

$1,000,000 worth of announcements on the Triangle stations

over the same five-year period, for advertisers and products

to be approved by Triangle.

Pittsburgh, Cleveland, San Francisco and Boston are cer-

tainly substantially larger markets than Altoona and Bing-

hamton (and more or less as large as Triangle's Philadel-

phia) so it's a safe bet that WBC paid considerably more
than the $2,500,000 Triangle is paying. $3,500,000 is a

decently reasonable guesstimate, wouldn't you say? And
how much in spot purchases did C&C commit itself for to

Westinghouse? More than the $1,000,000 they committed to

Triangle seems likely, no? Say $1,250,000 at least.

To agencies and advertisers this whole situation should

continue to hold ever greater interest. First, and obviously,

the Triangle and WBC stations, and whichever other stations

make the C&C deal, are going to be offering these new film

shows to sponsors. But secondly and not so obvious, an or-

ganization named C&C Super Television Corp. now has ap-

proximately $2,250,000 worth of spot time available, and

conceivably for sale to advertisers and agencies.

Pretend you're sitting in a DC 6 for a few hours and

project this situation. Using the Triangle case as an extreme-

ly conservative example, C&C agrees to purchase an average

of $333,000 worth of announcements on each station with

whom it makes its deal. The deal has been made so far with

seven stations (three Triangle, four WBC). Assume it's

made with 50 stations in as many markets. This gives C&C
control of over $16,650,000 worth of spot tv time. See what

I mean about pondering some mighty fascinating pictures?

If C&C is getting something over $2,500,000 from the

three stations, it figures they're getting an average $833,333

per station. From the same 50 stations in the same 50 mar-

kets as we used in the example of their spot time purchases,

C&C would end up with $41,666,650 from RKO properties.

That airplane pondering makes one point about this tele-

vision business mighty obvious. Buying and selling ap-

proaches are still far from being standardized, and the ad-

vertising agency and client most aware of this will come up

with the best cost-per-1,000 most of the time. • • •
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This, the fourth annual area survey conducted by Pulse Inc., in the WHDH 25 county cover-

age area is coincident to the completion of ten years of the present management of WHDH.
In that decade, challenges have been made and met along the ramparts we watch— our half-

millivolt contour. These have been intra-medium and inter-media challenges. In the early

part of the decade. WHDH met the challenges of powerful network outlets by programming

against the networks and promoting our format to the hilt. Proof of the success of this pro-

gramming and promotion is the fait that in 1946, WHDH was low station on the rating poll.

In 1950 WHDH leads all the rest. Today rumors running rife and rampant along the ram-

parts indicate that network affiliates have copied, or are about to copy the WHDH format.

The challenge of television which began in 1948 has become stronger every year. Now
there are eight television outlets in the WHDH coverage area. Yet, in spite of this extra-

media competition, the WHDH rating picture has improved each year. An exact proof of

this is a comparison of the first area survey in 1953, and this one in 1956. Whereas the 4.2

average quarter hour rating in 1953 meant 59,686 homes listening to WHDH per quarter

hour, the 4.5 average quarter hour rating in 1956 means that 67,212 homes per quarter

hour listen to WHDH. This is an increase of 7,425 homes per average quarter hour, for a

gain of twelve and a half percent in four years. In order to meet the inter-media and

intra-medium challenges ylC WHDH is placing 200 line advertisements in 27 daily news-

papers in the area ( designated by • ) every other week totaling seven hundred two

advertisements annually or 140,400 lines of space. As an adjunct to the newspaper cam-

paign, ^1^ WHDH places one minute sign-off spots on seven daytime-only stations in the

area (designated by I totaling 2,548 spot announcements annually. WHDH believes in

its coverage area and will continue to do its utmost to protect those ramparts we watch.

50,000 WATTS

BOSTON

850 KC

I



Since the first of these four annual surveys was taken in 1953, some 32,800 interviews have been conduted

in the WHDH 25 county coverage area by Pulse, Inc. (Pulse is the same organization which has conducted thifive

county Pulse of Boston survey since January 1947 and has interviewed some 474,100 homes since that d[e.

In the first area survey, January, 1953,

it was proved that: The listening habits

of people in the twenty counties outside

the city area differed from those of the

5 county city area. Listeners-per-hundred-

sets differed in the two areas. The
WHDH city ratings were projectable to

the total area, whereas those of network
affiliates were not projectable.

In the second area survey, January, 1954,
|

it was proved that : There is a difference in

audience composition between at-home and
out-of-home listening. Audience composition

varies when the total audience is counted.

The cumulative weekly audience of indi-

vidual programs on WHDH and other

radio stations is from 2.0 to 8.16 times larger

than the average daily quarter hour rating.

In the third area survey, January 1955,
|

it was proved that: The listening audience
to radio comprises the greatest circula-

tion of any medium, because the Cumula-
tive Pulse Audience figures showed that

radio reaches into 93.6% of the homes in

the course of a week. WHDH became
more dominant in its area than in the

preceding two years. WHDH reached
into 71.2% of the homes in the area

in the course of a week.

COUNTY % OF INTERVIEWS
& POPULATION

MAINE
Cumberland 3

Knox v-i

Lincoln y2
Sagadahoc %
York 2

MASSACHUSETTS
Barnstable 1

Bristol 8
Dukes .%
Essex 10
Middlesex 21
Nantucket %
Norfolk 8
Plymouth 4
Suffolk 18
Worcester 2

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Belknap %
Hillsboro 3
Merrimack 1

Rockingham 1

Strafford 1

RHODE ISLAND
Bristol %
Kent 1

Newport 1

Providence 11
Washington %

TOTAL lOO

1956

In this, the

Fourth Area Survey,

January 1956,

in addition to other

pertinent data,

we show:

The Metropolitan Factor of WHDH
and six other Boston radio stations.

This Metropolitan Factor is proved by

two different methods of computation:

1. Average of 500 quarter hour

ratings, Pulse of Boston January-

February 1956 vs Pulse of WHDH
area January 1956.

2. Cumulative Pulse Audience pene-

tration of five counties of Metropolitan

Boston vs the Cumulative Pulse Au-

dience penetration in the 25 counties

of the WHDH area.

The counties listed to the left

are those in the WHDH coverage

area. Those which are asterisked

are in the Boston City area

which is part of the total area.

The total 25 counties contain

1,493,600 radio homes.

This 25 county area contains

75% of the population of the

four New England states of Maine,

New Hampshire, Massachusetts

and Rhode Island. And this 25

county area accounts for 77% of

the retail sales of the four states.

The people in the area bought

seven and two thirds billion

dollars worth of retail goods last

year, an increase of one and a

third billion over the previous year.

Therefore, we believe that time

buyers should be aware of the

facts about this seven and two

thirds billion dollar market.



RELATIONSHIP OF THE CITY AREA AUDIENCE TO THE TOTAL AREA AUDIENCE

The Metropolitan factor is simply the

percentage of the number of homes in the

metropolitan area opposed to the number of

homes in the total area. In this 1956 Total

Area Study there are 1,493,600 homes in the

total 25 county area and 926,700 in the 5

county Boston metropolitan area. The per-

centage of the city homes to the total area is

62%. This 62% becomes the ideal Metro-

politan factor and indicates that any station

approaching this ideal may project its city

ratings to the total area with accuracy.

£ In the tables to the right, the average of

the 500 rated cpuarter hours for WHDH is

given for the city area and for the total area.

The table also includes similar information

on other Pulse-rated Boston stations. By

applying the city reports on each station to

its penetration of the total area, an individ-

ual Metropolitan factor for each station is

developed. Thus, the Metropolitan factor of

each station may be compared to the ideal

of 62%.

It will be observed that WHDH more
closely approaches the ideal Metropolitan

factor than do any of the other stations

thereby showing intense listening to its fa-

cilities outside the metropolitan area.

OR PROJECTAB1L1TY OF CITY RATINGS TO TOTAL AREA

AVERAGE V4 HOUR RATINS
6 AM—12 MID. METROPOLITAN FACTOR

MONDAY THRU SUNDAY. JAN.

STATION
PULSE OF S PULSE OF 25

COUNTIES COUNTIES IDEAL ACTUAL

A

B

C

D

E

F

3.27

3.16

4.19

2.98

2.68

1.84

2.32

1.78

3.12

2.00

1.40

1.14*

62.0%

62.0%

62.0%

62.0%

62.0%

62.0%

87.4%

100.0%

83.3%,

92.4%

100.0%

100.0%

OR PROJECTABIL1TY OF CITY RATINGS TO TOTAL AREA

YEAR WHDH

1956 5.0 4.50 62.0% 68.9%

1955 4.47 4.32 61.8% 64.2%

1954 4.43 4.30 61.6% 63.5%

1953 4.22 4.20 61.2% 61.6%

The 1956 Pulse of the WHDH area in-

cludes for the first time an actual break-

down of the penetration of each of the rated

Boston Badio Stations into the 25 counties

of the Total Area. This has been done as a

cumulative Pulse audience study on a week-

ly and daily basis. For simplification in the

following table, we have compressed the re-

port into five 5-county breakdowns—the five

Maine, New Hampshire, Bhode Island,

Metropolitan Boston and other Massachu-
setts counties. This table shows the percent-

age of penetration and the number of fami-

lies in each group, for the total week. The
5 Metropolitan Boston counties have been

placed next to the total area penetration

figures so that it will be easier to realize the

Metropolitan factor of each radio station.

Bearing in mind that the ideal Metropolitan

factor for 1956 is 62%, it can be seen that

WHDH comes closest to this ideal figure,

and that the Metropolitan factor for WHDH,
:)ased on the average rating of the 500
|uarter hours (above), and based on the

Cumulative Pulse Audience penetration are

vithin \°/o of each other.

CUMULATIVE PULSE AUDIENCE-
PENETRATION
GROUPS AND

OF 25 COUNTY TOTAL AREA IN 5-COUNTY
METROPOLITAN FACTOR FOR EACH STATION

mass BOSTON
MAINE NH Rl 5 OTHER 5 BOS. TOTAL

STATION 5 MAINE 5 NH 5 Rl MASS METRO 25
PENETRATION COUNTIES COUNTIES COUNTIES COUNTIES COUNTIES COUNTIES

PERCENT ^ 267%
WVDA
FAMILIES J 22,300

18.57c

17,100

10.67c

23,900

20.8%

34,500

43.4.7c

402,600

33.57o

500,400

METRO
FACTOR

PERCENT

WHDH
FAMILIES

1

J

65.1%

54,200

61.6%

56,800

41.9%

94,100

66.67c

110,300

78.37c

726,400

69.8%

1,041,800
69.77o

PERCENT

WBZ
FAMILIES I

497c

41,500

44.17c

40,700

20.77c

46,400

547c

89,400

69.67c

645,400

57.87o

863.400
74.7%

PERCENT

WCOP
FAMILIES :

11.37c

9,600

7.27c

6,600

4.67o

10,300

32.37o

53,500

62.3%

578.100

447o

658,100
87.8%

PERCENT

WEEI
FAMILIES }

51.87c

43,200

39.57c

36,400

31.2%

70,100

58.17c

96,100

77.77c

719,400

64.67c

965,200
74.5%

PERCENT

WNAC
FAMILIES

i

J

24.67c

20,500

28.77c

26,500

13.4%

30,200

28.87c

47,700

67.57c

627,300

50.37c

752,200
83.3%

PERCENT

!

5.17c

4,300

5.17c

4,700

12.47o

20,500

38.47c

356,000

25.87o

385,500
WORL 92.37c

FAMILIES

80.47c



PULSE OF THE

i

AREA JANUARY, 1956

iJj M

1 FIRST 455

1 OUT OF

500

I

RATED QUARTER

HOURS!

FIRST OR SECOND 497

OUT OF

RATED QUARTER

HOURS!

MORNING
6:00 AM TO

12:00 NOON

f

AFTERNOON

12:00 NOON TO

6:00 PM

EVENING

6:00 PM TO

MIDNIGHT

MORNING

6:00 AM TO

12:00 NOON

AFTERNOON

12:00 NOON TO

6:00 PM

EVENING

6:00 PM TO

MIDNIGHT

(

V.

MORNING

7:00 AM TO

12:00 NOON

AFTERNOON

12:00 NOON TO I

6:00 PM

I

EVENING

6:00 PM TO
\

MIDNIGHT

MONDAY THROUGH FRI^A)
6:00 AM 6:15 AM 6:30 AM 6:45 AM 7:00 AM 7:15 AM 7:30 AM 7:45 AM ii>

WEEI 0.9 WEE I 1.0 WEEI 1.4 WBZ 2 3 WBZ 29 WBZ 3.2 WEEI 3.9 WEEI 4.5 El

WCOP 0.8 WCOP 0.8 WCOP 1.3 WEEI 2.0 WEEI 2.6 WNAC 3.1 WBZ 3.6 WBZ 3 5 IZ

WNAC 0.6 WNAC 0.8 WNAC 1.3 WNAC 1.4 WNAC 25 WEEI 2.7 WNAC 3.3 WNAC 3.2 ' A'

WBZ 0.5 WBZ 0.6 WBZ 1.2 WCOP 1.2 WCOP 1.5 WCOP 1.6 WCOP 1.7 WCOP 1.5 ' 01'

WORL WORL 0.1 WORL 0.1 WORL 0.2 WORL 0.6 WORL 0.7 WOKL 0.9 WOUL 1.1 j Rl.

12:00 N 12:15 PM 12:30 PM 12:15 PM 1 :00 PM 1:15 PM 1 :30 PM 1 :45 PM H 1'

WEEI 4.4 WEEI 4.3 WEEI 4.6 WEEI 4.2 WEEI 4.3 WEEI 4.5 WEEI 4.6 1

WEE1 4.2

2.5

4.3 WHDH 3.8 WHDH 3.2 WHOH 3.8 WHDH 3.8 WHDH 4.0 WHDH 3.9

WBZ WBZ 2 1 WBZ 2.0 WBZ 1.9 WCOP 2.2 WCOP 2.3 WCOP 2.U WCOP 2.1 1

WCOP 2.1 WCOP 2.0 WCOP 1.8 WCOP 1.7 WBZ 2.

1

WBZ 2.2 WNAC 2.0 WNAC 2 II \ I

WORL 1.6 WNAC 1.6 WNAC 1.8 WNAC 1.7 WNAC 2.0 WNAC 1.9 WBZ 1.9 WBZ 1.8 \ 'Al-

WNAC 1.5 WORL 1.5 WORL 1.8 WORL 1.6 WORL 1.5 WORL 1.3 WORL 1.4 WOKL 1.5 \ ii

6 :00 PM 6:15 PM 6:30 PM 6:45 PM 7 :00 PM 7:15 PM 7 :30 PM 7 :45 FM
:

^H| ^MHMBHMH
WHDH S.8 WHDH 5.8 WHDH 5.6

WEEI 3.7 WEEI 3.6 WBZ 3.4 WEEI 3.9 WNAC 2.8 WEEI 3.0 WBZ 3.1 WEEI 1 3 \ ,

WBZ 3.6 WBZ 3.3 WEEI 3.4 WBZ 3.8 WBZ 2.7 WBZ 2.9 WEEI 3.1 WBZ :s (i v '.

WNAC 29 WNAC 2.6 WNAC 2.4 WNAC 2.1 WEEI 2.6 WNAC 2.7 WNAC 3.1 WNAC 2.5 V

WCOP 1.6 WCOP 1.7 WCOP 17 WCOP 1.9 WCOP 1.5 WCOP 1.6 WCOP 1.8 WCOP 1.6 V

SATURDAY 6:OOA

6:15 AM 7 :00 AM

WHDH 1.0 WHDH 1.5 WHDH 1.8 WHDH 2.3 WHDH 3.0 WHDH 3.5 WHDH 4.0 WHDH 4.3 %)H

WEEI 0.8 WNAC 1.3 WEEI 1.3 WEEI 1.8 WBZ 3.0 WNAC 3.3 WBZ 3.3 WEEI 3.0

WNAC 0.8 WCOP 0.8 WBZ 1.3 WNAC 2.8 WNAC 3.0 WBZ 2.8 V\|

WBZ 0.5 WEEI 0.8 WCOP 0.8 WCOP 1.0 WCOP 1.5 WEEI 1.8 WEEI 2.3

WCOP 0.5 WBZ 0.5 WNAC 0.8 WNAC D.8 WEEI 1.5 WCOP 1.5 WCOP 2.0

WNAC 2.8

WCOP 2.0

WORL 0.3 WORL 0.3 WORL 0.8 WORL 0.8 WORL 1.0 WORL 1.0 Wl

12:00 N 12:15 PM 12:30 PM 12:45 PM 1:00 PM 1:15 PM 1:30 PM 1:45 PM

WHDH 6.5 WHDH 6.5 WHDH 6.3 WHDH 6.0 WHDH 5.3 WHDH 5.0 WHDH 4.0 WHDH 4.3 WtH

WBZ 3.0 WEEI 2.8 WEEI 3.5 WEEI 3.8 WEEI 2.8 WCOP 2.8 WBZ 2.8 WCOP 2.8 V

WEEI 3.0 WNAC 2.5 WNAC 2.0 WNAC 2.3 WCOP 2.5 WEEI 2.5 WEEI 2.8 WEEI 2.8 \v|

WNAC 2.3 WBZ 2.0 WBZ 1.8 WBZ 2.0 WNAC 2.5 WBZ 2.3 WCOP 2.5 WBZ 2.5 W
WORL 2.0 WCOP 1.8 WCOP 1.8 WCOP 2.0 WBZ 2.0 WNAC 2.0 WNAC 1.8 WNAC 2.0 wj<

WCOP 1.8 WORL 1.8 WORL 1.8 WORL 1.8 WORL 1.5 WORL 1.5 WORL 1.3 WORL 1.3 W|]

6:00 PM 6:15 PM 6:30 PM 6:15 PM 7:00 PM 7:15 PM 7 :30 PM 7:45 PM *|

WHDH 5.5 WHDH 5.8 WHDH 5.5 WHDH 5.3 WHOH 4.5 WHDH 4.3 WHDH 4.8 WHDH 4.5 W

WBZ 2.8 WEEI 3.3 WNAC 2.8 WCOP 2.3 WEEI 3.0 WEEI 3.3 WEEI 2.8 WEEI 2.5 \\

WEEI 2.8 WBZ 2.5 WCOP 2.5 WBZ 2.0 WBZ 2.0 WBZ 2.3 WBZ 2.0 WBZ 2.3 w
WNAC 2.8 WNAC 2.5 WBZ 2.3 WEEI 2.0 WCOP 2.0 WCOP 2.0 WCOP 2.0 WNAC 2.3 \\

WCOP 2.0 WCOP 2.3 WEEI 23 WNAC 1.5 WNAC 1.5 WNAC 2.0 WNAC 2.0 WCOP 2.0 W

SUNDAY 7:00 \l

WBZ 0.8 WBZ 0.8 WBZ
WEEI 0.5 WEEI 0.8 WEEI
WCOP 0.3 WCOP 0.3 WCOP

1.0 WBZ 1.1

0.8 WEEI 0.8 Wl
0.3 WCOP 0.3 WO

.

'

WNAC WNAC WNAC WNAC Wl

„,

12.00 N 12:15 PM 12:30 TM 12:45 PM 1:00 PM 1:15 PM 1 :45 PM

H 4.5 WHDH 4.3 I

WEEI 1.3 WEEI 2.0 WEEI 1.8 WEEI 2.0 WEEI 2.5 WEEI 2.8 WEEI 2.3 WEEI 2.5 Wl

WNAC 1.3 WNAC 1.3 WNAC 1.5 WCOP 1.3 WORL 1.8 WORL 1.8 WORL 2.0 WORL 1.5 WO
WORL 1.3 WORL 1.3 WCOP 1.3 WNAC 1.3 WCOP 1.3 WCOP 1.3 WCOP 1.5 WCOP 1.3 WO
WBZ 1.0 WCOP 1.0 WORL 1.0 WORL 13 WNAC 1.3 WNAC 1.0 WBZ 0.8 WBZ 1.6 WM
WCOP 0.8 WBZ 0.5 WBZ 08 WBZ 0.8 WBZ 0.8 WBZ 0.8 WNAC 08 WNAC 1.0 WB

6:00 PM 6:15 PM 6:30 PM 6:45 PM 7:00 PM 7:15 PM 7:30 PM •

WEEI 4.0 WEEI 3.8 WE

WB

WEEI 2.5 WEEI 23 WNAC 3.0 WNAC 2.5 WNAC 2.0 WBZ 2.0 WBZ 1.8 WBZ 1.5 WN :

WBZ 1.3 WCOP 1.5 WCOP 1.8 WBZ 1.5 WBZ 1.8 WNAC 2.0 WCOP 1.3 WCOP 15 W'
_

WCOP 1.3 WBZ 13 WBZ 1.5 WCOP 1.0 WCOP 1.8 WCOP 1.5 WNAC 1.3 WNAC 1.5



»

)0 AM TO 12:00 MIDNIGHT
:
am 8:30 AM 8:45 AM 9:00 AM 9:15 AM 9:30 AM 9:45 AM 10:00 AM 10:15 AM 10:30 AM 10:45 AM 11:00 AM 11:15 AM 11:30 AM 11:15 AM

DH 5.3 WHOH 5.4 WHDH 4.8 WHDH 4.6 WHDH 4.S WHDH 4.S WHDH 4.7 WHDH 4.7 WHDH 5.0 WHDH 5.3 WHDH 4.6 WHDH 4.9 WHDH 4.9 WHDH 5.1

:
M

)} 3.5

I
2.7

!l
2 1

II
1 6

WEEI 2.9 WEE! 4.7 WEEI 4.3 WEEI 4.2 WEEI
VVNAC 2.9 WNAC 2.3 WNAC 2.1 WCOP 2.3 WBZ

4.2 WEEI
2.0 WBZ

4.4 WEEI 4.1 WEEI 4.2 WEEI 4.3

2.1 WORL 2.3 WORL 2.2 WBZ 2.3

WEEI 3.9 WEEI 3.5 WEEI 3.2 WEEI 3.0 WEEI 3.1

WBZ 3.0 WBZ 2.9 WBZ 2.2 WCOP 2.3 WNAC 2.8

WORL 2.8 WORL 2.3 WCOP 2.2 WBZ 2.1 WCOP 2.4 WCOP 2.1 WCOP 2.1 WCOP 2.0 WNAC 1.9 WCOP 2.0 WORL 2.1 WBZ 2.2 WBZ 2.0 WORL 2.0

WNAC 2.3 WNAC 2.2 WORL 2.2 WNAC 2.1 WORL 2.2 WBZ 2.0 WORL 2.1 WBZ 1.8 WORL 1.9 WORL 1.9 WNAC 2.0 WCOP 1.8 WCOP 2.0 WCOP 1.9

WCOP 1.9 WCOP 1.8 WNAC 2.0 WORL 2.1 WBZ 2.0 WORL 2.0 WBZ 1.6 WORL 1.8 WBZ 1.7 WNAC 1.8 WCOP 1.7 WNAC 1.8 WNAC 1.9 WNAC 1.8

1 I'M

4.2

2 :30 I'M 2:15 PM 3:00 PM 3:15 PM 3:30 PM 3:45 PM 4 :00 PM 4:15 PM 4 :30 PM 4:45 PM 5 :00 PM 5:15 PM 5:30 PM 5:45 PM

1
WHDH 4.5 WHDH 4.8 WHDH 4.5 WHDH 4.6 WHDH 4.9 WHDH 5.1 WHDH 4.7 WHDH 4.9 WHDH 5.5 WHDH 5.6 WHDH 5.7 WHDH 5.9 WHDH 6.2 WHDH 6.3

WEEI 4.3 WEEI 4.5 WEEI 3.7 WEEI 3.6 WEEI 3.3 WEEI 3.1 WEEI 3.5 WEEI 3.4 WltZ 3.4 WBZ 33 WBZ 3.8 WBZ 3 7 WBZ 3" WBZ 3.8

20 WCOP 2.2 WCOP 2.0 WCOP 2.3 WCOP 2.4 WCOP 2.1 WBZ 2.4 WBZ 2.4 WBZ 2.9 WEEI 3.2 WEEI 3.1 WEEI 2.5 WEEI 2.4 WEEI 2.3 WEEI 2.5

1.8 WNAC 1.7 WNAC 1.8 WNAC 1.9 WBZ 1.9 WBZ 1.7 WCOP 2.0 WCOP 2.2 WCOP 2.1 WCOP 2.0 WCOP 2.2 WCOP 2.2 WCOP 2.1 WCOP 2.0 WNAC 1.9

1.7 WBZ 1.6 WBZ 1.7 WBZ 1.8 WNAC 1.7 VVNAC 1.6 WNAC 1.7 WNAC 1.8 WNAC 1.9 WNAC 1.9 WNAC 1.8 WNAC 1.5 WNAC 1.6 WNAC 1.8 WCOP 1.8

II 1.0 WORL 1.1 WORL 1.1 WORL 1.2 WORL 1.3 WORL 1.5 WORL 1.7 WORL 1.2 WORL 0.8

•M 8:30 PM 8:15 PM 9 :00 PM 9:15 PM 9:30 PM 9 :45 PM 10:00 PM 10:15 PM 10:30 PM 10:45 PM 11:00 PM 11:15 PM 11:30 PM 11:45 PM

1
WHDH 4.1 WHDH 3.8 WHDH 4.1 WHDH 4.1 WHDH 3.4 WHDH 3.4

B'3.4 WEEI 3.5 WEEI 3.6 WBZ 3.3 WEEI 3.4 WEEI 3.8 WEEI 3.8 WBZ 3.1 WBZ .11 WBZ 2 9 WBZ 2 9 WBZ 2.6 WBZ 2.2 WBZ 17 WBZ 1.3

U 30 WNAC 3.0 WBZ 3.1 WEEI 3.3 WBZ 33 WBZ 3.2 WBZ 3.1 WEEI 3:0 WEEI 2.9 WEEI 2.9 WEEI 2.6 WEEI 2.2 WEEI 2.0 WEEI 1.7 WEEI 1.3

B 2.9 WBZ 2.9 WNAC 2.8 WNAC 2.7 WNAC 2.4 WNAC 2.0 WNAC 1.9 WNAC 2.2 WNAC 2.0 WNAC 1.9 WNAC 1.8 WNAC 2.0 WNAC 1.8 WNAC 1.5 WNAC. 1.3

#1.7 WCOP 1.6 WCOP 1,7 WCOP 1.6 WCOP 1.6 WCOP 1.6 WCOP 1.8 WCOP 1.5 WCOP 1.6 WCOP 1.6 WCOP 1.5 WCOP 1.3 WCOP 1.3 WCOP 1.3 WCOP 1.0

C12:OQ MIDNIGHT

I
1:30 AM 8:45 AM :00 AM 9:15 AM ):30 AM 9:45 AM 10:00 AM 10:15 AM 10:30 AM 10:45 AM 11:00 AM AM 11:30 AM 11:45 AM

W 4.3 WHDH 4.3 WHDH 5.0 WHDH 5.0 WHDH 5.5 WHDH 5.5 WHDH 6.3 WHDH 6.8 WHDH 7.0 WHDH 7.3 WHDH 7.3 WHDH 7.3 WHDH 7.3 WHDH 7.0 WHDH 7.3

Ii.3

WBZ 3.0 WEEI 3.0 WNAC 4.0 WNAC 3.3 WBZ 3.3 WBZ 3.0 WEEI 3.0 WNAC 2.8 WEEI 2.5 WEEI 2.8 WEEI 3.3 WEEI 3.0 WEEI 3.3 WEEI 3.3

2.8 WEEI 3.0 WBZ 2.8 WBZ 3.0 WBZ 3.0 WEEI 3.0 WNAC 3.0 WBZ 2.5 WEEI 2.5 WNAC 2.5 WNAC 2.8 WNAC 2.5 WNAC 2.3 WCOP 2.3 WBZ 2.3

18 WNAC 3.0 WNAC 2.5 WEEI 3.0 WEEI 3.0 WNAC 3.0 WEEI 2.8 WNAC 2.5 WCOP 2.3 WCOP 2.3 WCOP 2.5 WBZ 1.8 WCOP 2.0 WNAC 2.0 W'COP 2.0

1.8 WCOP 2.0 WCOP 1.8 WCOP 1.8 WCOP 2.0 WCOP 1.8 WCOP 2.0 WCOP 2.0 WBZ 1.8 WBZ 2.0 WBZ 1.8 WCOP 1.8 WORL 2.0 WORL 2.0 WNAC 1.8

1.3 WORL 2.0 WORL 1.5 WORL 1.5 WORL 1.5 WORL 1.5 WORL 1.8 WORL 1.8 WORL 1.5 WORL 1.5 WORL 1.5 WORL 1.8 WBZ 1.8 WBZ 1.8 WORL 1.5

2:45 PM 3:00 PM 3:15 PM 3:30 PM 3:43 PM 4:00 PM 1:15 PM 4:30 PM 4:45 PM 5:00 PM :30 PM 5:45 PM

VI. 5 WHDH 4.3 WHDH 4.8 WHDH 4.5 WHDH 4.8 WHDH 4.5 WHDH 4.8 WHDH 4.3 WHDH 4.5 WHDH 4.0 WHDH 4.3 WHDH 5.0 WHDH 5.8 WHDH 5.5 WHDH 5.1

|J.5 WCOP 2.5 WCOP 2.5 WCOP 2.3 WCOP 2.5 WCOP WCOP 2.8 WCOP WCOP 2.8 WCOP 2.5 WCOP 28 WEEI 2.8 WBZ 2.8 WBZ

I>3

WEEI 2.5 WEEI 2.5 WBZ 2.0 WEEI 2.3 WEEI 2.0 WEEI 2.3 WEEI 2.3 WEEI 2.5 WBZ 2.3 WBZ 2.5

1.3 WBZ 2.0 WBZ 1.8 WEEI 2.0 WBZ 2.0 WBZ 1.8 WBZ 1.8 WBZ 2.0 WBZ 2.3 WEEI 2.3 WEEI 2.5

.8 WNAC 1.5 WNAC 1.5 WNAC 1.8 WNAC 1.5 WNAC 1.5 WNAC 1.8 WNAC 1.8 WNAC 2.0 WNAC 2.3 WNAC 2.5

.3 WORL 1.3 WORL 1.0 WORL 1.0 WORL 1.0 WORL 1.3 WORL 1.0 WORL 1.0 WORL 0.5

WBZ 2.5 WEEI 2.8 WCOP
WCOP 2.5 WCOP 2.3 WEEI
WNAC 2.0 WNAC 2.3 VVNAC

2.8 WBZ 2.8

2.8 WCOP 2.5

2.5 WEEI 2.3

2.5 WNAC 2.0

9:00 PM 11:15 PM

.8 WHDH 5.5 WHDH 6.0 WHDH 5.8 WHDH 5.5 WHDH 5.8 WHDH 5.8 WHDH 5.3 WHDH 4.5 WHDH 4.5 WHDH 4.0 WHDH 4.5 WHDH 4.0 WHDH 3.5 WHDH 3.3

8 WEEI 2.8 WEEI 3.0 WEEI 3.3 WEEI 3.0 WEEI 3.0 WEEI 2.8 WEEI 2.8 WEEI 2.5 WEEI 2.5 WEEI
.5 WNAC 2.3 WNAC 2.0 WNAC 2.3 WBZ 2.3 WNAC 2.5 VVNAC

8 WBZ 2.0 WBZ 1.8 WBZ
5 WCOP 1.8 WCOP 1.8 WCOP

2.0 WCOP 2.3 WBZ 2.3

2.0 WNAC 2.0 WCOP 2.0

WBZ
WCOP

2.8 WCOP 2.0 WNAC 2.3 VVNAC 2.3 WBZ
2.0 WNAC 2.0 WCOP 1.8 WBZ 1.8 VVNAC

2.0 WBZ 1.8 WBZ 1.5 WCOP 1.8 WCOP 1.8

23 WEEI 2.5 WEEI 2.3 WNAC 2.3 WNAC 2.0

2.0 WNAC 2.5 VVNAC 2.3 WCOP 1.8 WCOP 1.3

2.0 WBZ 2.0 WBZ 1.8 WBZ 1.5 WBZ
WCOP 1.8 WCOP 1.5 WEEI 1.0 WEEI

1.0

1.0

2:00 MIDNIGHT
8:30 AM 8:45 AM 9 :00 AM 9:15 AM 9:30 \M 9:45 AM 10:00 AM 10:15 AM 10:30 AM 10:45 AM 11:00 AM 11:15 AM 11:30 AM 11:45 AM

WHDH 2.5 WHDH 2.8 WHDH 4.5 WHDH 5.0 WHDH 5.5 WHDH 6.1 WHOH 6.5 WHDH 6.8 WHDH 7.0 WHDH 7.5 WHDH 7.8 WHDH 6.8 WHDH 7.3 WHDH 7.8

.3 WEEI 1.8 WEEI 2.0 WEEI 2.3 WEEI 2.0 WCOP 2.0 WEEI 2.0 WCOP 1.8 wcop 1.8 WEEI 2.0 WEEI 1.5 WEEI 2.0 WEEI 1.8 WORL 1.5 WEEI 1.5

.3 WORL 1.8 WCOP 1.5 WCOP 1.8 WCOP 1.8 WEEI 1.8 WCOP 18 WEEI 1.5 WEEI 1.5 WCOP 1.5 WCOP 1.3 WCOP 1.3 WORL 1.3 WEEI 1.0 WORL 1.3

.3 WCOP 1.3 WORL 1.5 WORL 13 WORL 1.5 WORL 1.5 WORL 1.3 WBZ 1.0 WORL 1.0 WBZ 1.3 WORL 1.0 WORL 1.3 WCOP 1.0 WCOP 0.8 WBZ 0.5

8 WNAC 1.0 WBZ 10 WBZ 1.0 WBZ 1.0 WBZ 1.0 WBZ 8 WORL 1.0 WBZ 0.8 WORL 1.0 WBZ 1.0 WBZ 0.8 WBZ 0.8 WBZ 0.5 WCOP 0.5

I, 8 WBZ 0.8 WNAC 0.8 VVNAC 0.5 WNAC 0.8 WNAC 0.5 VVNAC 0.5 VVNAC 0.5 WNAC 0.5 VVNAC 0.3 VVNAC 0.3 VVNAC 0.3 VVNAC 0.3 WNAC 0.3 VVNAC 0.3

5.3 WHDH 4.3 WHDH 4.S WHDH 4.3 WHDH 4.3 WHDH 4.0 WHDH 4.3 WHDH 4.5 WHDH 4.8 WHDH 5.0 WHDH 4.8

WEEI 2.5 WEEI 23 WEEI 2.5 WEEI 2.0 WEEI 2.5 WEEI 2.3 WEEI 2.0 WEEI 2.5 WEEI 2.3 WEEI 2.3 VVNAC 2.5 VVNAC 2.8 VVNAC 3.0 VVNAC 3.0

WORL 1.8 WORL 1.8 WORL 1.5 WORL 1.8 WORL 1.5 WORL 1.8 WNAC 1.5 WCOP 1.8 VVNAC 1.8 WCOP 1.8 WEEI 2.3 WEEI 2.0 WBZ 2.0 WBZ 1.8

WBZ 1 3 VVNAC 1.5 WCOP 1.3 WCOP 1.5 WCOP 1.3 WCOP 1.5 WBZ 1.3 VVNAC 1.5 WCOP 1.8 VVNAC 1.5 WBZ 2ft WBZ 1.8 WEEI 2.0 WEEI 1.8

WCOP 1.3 WCOP 1.3 WNAC 1.3 VVNAC 1.3 VVNAC 1.3 VVNAC 1 WCOP 1.3 WBZ 1.0 WBZ 1.3 WBZ 1.0 WCOP 1.8 WCOP •1.8 WCOP 1.8 WCOP 1.5

WNAC 1.0 WBZ 1.0 WBZ 1.0 WBZ 0.8 WBZ 0.8 WBZ 0.8 WORL 1.3 WORL 0.5

I I PM 11.30 PM 11:15 PM

1 5 WEEI 4.8 WEEI 4.3 WEEI 4.0 WEEI 4.0 WEEI 38 WEEI

*AC It WBZ

3.5 WHDH 3.6 WHDH 4.0 WHDH 3.5 WHDH 3.0 WHDH 3.5 WHDH 2.8 WHDH 2.5 WHDH 2.5

2.8 WHOH 2.8 WHOH 3.0 WHOH 2.8 WHDH 3.0 WHOH 3.0 WEEI 2.3 WEEI 2.3 WCOP 18 WCOP 15 WBZ 1.5 WCOP 1.5 WCOP 1.0 WCOP 1.3

|l VVNAC 2.8 WBZ 23 WBZ 2.3 WBZ 2.5 WBZ 2.3 WBZ 20 WBZ 1.5 WBZ 1.8 WBZ 1.5 WEEI 1.3 WCOP 1.5 WEEI 1.5 WEEI 1.0 WEEI 1.0

11
I WHDH 2.0 WNAC 2 3 WNAC 23 VVNAC 2.0 VVNAC 2.3 VVNAC 1.8 VVNAC 1.5 WCOP 1.3 WEEI 1.5 WBZ 0.8 WEEI 1.5 WBZ 1.0 WBZ 0.8 VVNAC 0.8

HI WCOP 1.8 WCOP 1.5 WCOP 1.5 WCOP 1.8 WCOP 1.8 WCOP 1.5 WCOP 1.3 WNAC 1.3 VVNAC 1.0 WNAC 0.8 WNAC 1.0 WNAC 1.0 WNAC 0.8 WBZ 0.5
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The 1953 comparison graph

between WHDH and WBZ is shown

in the left and is based on average

quarter hour ratings Monday
ihrough Sunday.

In the 1956 comparison graph

between WHDH and WBZ, shown

In

the right, based on the average

uarter hour ratings Monday
trough Sunday for the 25 county

[rea, the ascendancy of WHDH
ver WBZ in the 25 county area

n be ascertained.

(1956)

SUNDAY
SATURDAY

6 AM-12 MID

WHDH
VS.

WBZ

AM 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 t 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 1 1 2 PM

I

The 1953 comparison

tween WHDH and WEEI is

own on the left and is based on

lerage quarter hour ratings Mon-
y through Sunday in the 25

unty area.

In the 1956 comparison graph

the right, based on the 25 county

;a seven days a week, WHDH is

ssed by WEEI in only one aver-

e quarter hour.

L
I The 1953 comparison graph
*en WHDH and WNAC is

wn on the left and is based on
average quarter hour ratings

nday through Sunday in the 25
nty area. (In January 1953
JAC's half-millivolt contour was
tained in the five county city

a. WNAC became a 50 kw sta-

i in June 1953.)

The 1956 comparison graph
ween WHDH and WNAC on
right, based on average quarter
r ratings Monday through Sun-
in the 25 county area, reflects

change of WNAC to a 50 kw
ion. but also shows the ascend-

y of WHDH over WNAC.

(1956)

SUNDAY

SATURDAY
6 AM-12 MID

WHDH
vs.

WEEI

AM 6 7 8 9 lO 11 12 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 1 1 2 PM

(1956)

SUNDAY
SATURDAY

6 AM-12 MID

WHDH
vs.

WNAC

AM 6 7 8 9 lO 11 12 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 lO 1 1 1 2 PM

ons can be heard in the
DH half-millivolt contour,
e, Inc. in the 1956 WHDH 25
ty area survey lists some 49
i stations which received Ha-
ng credit in the area. Of these
tations Pulse listed eight Bos-
radio stations, four network

«•_ J r i

- which received computable

se eight stations WHDH
... istent leader in the 1956

Y- On the two adjoining
is with the 1953 comparison
e left and the 1956 compari-
n the right, two other leading
>ns are compared with WHDH.

(1956)

SUNDAY

SATURDAY

6 AM-12 MID

WHDH
VS.

WCOP &

WORL
AM 6 7 8 9 lO 11 12 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 lO 1 1 1 2 PM



ENCE COMPOSITION PULSE OF WHDH AREA—JANUARY 195'

UMBER OF PERSONS PER lOO HOMES LISTENING BY HALF HOUR PERIODS

MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY* SATURDAY*

TIME MEN WOMEN TEEN CHILD. TOT. TIME MEN WOMEN TEEN CHILD. TO!

6:00 AM 74 74 11 3 162 6:00 AM 70 60 10 140

6.30 77 t 2 5- 164 6:30 75 75 6 6 162

7:00 80 { 1 13 10 184 7:00 77 77 12 4 170

7:30 84 17 11 6 188 7:30 85 82 IS 3 185

8:00 65 81 14 8 168 8:00 79 76 18 6 179

8:30 58 60 13 8 139 8:30 68 78 14 8 168

9:00 46 78 7 6 137 9:00 60. 86 14 10 170

9:30 44 75 7 6 132 9:30 57 87 13 9 166

10:00 43 86 9 9 147 10:00 45 80 18 9 152

10.30 37 82 10 6 135 10:30 47 81 19 7 154

11:00 37 94 7 8 146 1 1 :00 45 85 22 7 159

11:30 37 88 10 10 145 1 1 :30 49 84 21 7 161

12 Noon ' 37 1 4 9 10 140 12 Noon 46 85 13 10 154

12:30 PM 39 i16 9 6 140 12:30 PM 43 86 14 10 153

1:00 34 1 8 7 5 134 1:00 51 81 22 7 161

1 :30 34 ( 5 9 8 136 1 :30 52 88 21 9 170

2:00 32 t13 1 4 6 145 2:00 51 80 23 11 165

2:30 36 I18 1 7 8 149 2:30 56 83 22 11 172

3:00 36 i15 1 3 8 142 3:00 65
3:30 68
4:00 66

81

84
80

24
24
17

8

5

6

178
181

169
3:30 4

4:00 4

I

3 i

16 1

13 1

8 6
8 6

150
150

4:30 55 f 7 1 6 5 163 4:30 67 82 21 6 176

5:00 57 I11 1 9 6 163 5:00 60 86 16 5 167

5:30 62 (19 1 9 9 179 5:30 62 84 16 7 169

6:00 80 ( 1 15 6 182 6:00 64 87 18 > 4 173

6:30 78 1 tl 15 6 180 6:30 70 86 16 5 177

7:00 79 1 10 14 8 181 7 :00 80 89 17 3 189

7 -.30 80 f12 15 7 184 7:30 76 87 19 3 185

8:00 £ 3 1 14 13 4 184 8:00 78 85 20 2 185

8:30 £2 1 14 14 4 184 8:30 76 85 20 4 185

9:00 i 1 i14 13 2 180 9:00 71 84 16 2 173

9:30 f i 12 3 175 9:30 72 83 15 4 174

10:00 i 4 1 12 12 3 181 10:00 74 77 13 3 167

10:30 f 1 I12 10 2 175 10:30 76 71 9 3 159

11 :00 ! 5 1 10 6 1 172 1 1 :00 76 74 12 162

11:30 1 5 i10 5 170 1 1 :30 82 74 11 167

* Total audience~—in honle am F out o/ ha

SUNDAY*

TIME

7:00 AM

MEN

56

WOMEN TEEN CHILD.

11

TO!

13467

7:30 63 63 13 149
8:00 50 56 6 50 162

8:30 52 43 1 52 157
9:00 63 7 4 1 6 11 164
9:30 61 7 4 1 5 7 157

10:00 70 7 4 1 5 6 165
10:30 71 74 17 9 171

1 1 .00 62 76 1 7 7 162
11:30 62 75 18 7 162
12 Noon 63 80 1 6 10 159
12:30 PM 71 80 1 3 9 173
1:00 69 89 1 7 6 181

1:30 71 86 . 1 3 180

2:00 72 80 1 8 5 175
2:30 71 78 2 2 3 174

3:00 72 78 2 2 3 175
3:30 79 82 2 1 3 185
4:00 73 88 1 8 3 182

4:30 72 83 17 3 175

5:00 70 78 22 5 175

5:30 69 80 1 8 5 172
6:00 60 80 14 3 157
6:30 78 80 15 3 176
7:00 82 85 19 4 190
7:30 69 88 6 6 169
8:00 50 80 1 140
8:30 74 95 1 1 180
9:00 78 87 1 3 4 182
9:30 75 83 13 171
10:00 84 84 10 3 181
10:30 81 77 12 170
11:00 82 70 1 2 164
11:30 80 70 1 160

RATING POINTS— PROJECTED TO RADIO HOMES BASED ON 1,493,600 IN WHDH AREA

1.0 14,936 1.00 1.07 1.33 1.60 1.80 2.00 3.01 3.35

1.1 16.429 .91 .97 1.21 1.46 1.64 1.82 2.74 3.04

1.2 17,923 .83 .89 1.11 1.34 1.50 1.67 2.51 278
1.3 19,417 .77 .82 1.02 1.23 1.39 1.54 2.31 2.57

1.4 20.910 .71 .76 .95 1.14 129 1.43 2.15 2.39

1.5 22,404 .67 .71 .89 1.07 1.20 1.34 2.00 2.23

1.6 23,897 .62 .67 .83 1.00 1.12 1.25 1.88 2.09

1.7 25,391 .59 .63 .78 .94 1.06 1.18 1.77 1.96

1.8 26,885 .55 .59 .74 .89 1.00 1.11 1.67 1.86

1.9 28,378 .52 .56 .70 .84 95 1.05 1.58 1.76

2.0 29,872 .50 .53 .66 .80 .90 1.00 1.50 1.67
2.1 31,365 .47 .51 .63 .76 .86 .95 1.43 159
2.2 32.858 .45 .48 .60 .73 .82 .91 1.36 1.52
2.3 34,353 .43 .46 .58 .69 .78 .87 1.30 1.45
2.4 35.846 .41 .44 .55 .67 .75 .83 1.25 1.39
2.5 37.340 .40 .42 .53 .64 .72 SO 1.20 1.33
2.6 38.834 .38 .41 .51 .61 .69 .77 115 1.28
2.7 40,327 .37 .39 .49 .59 .66 .74 1.11 1.24
2.8 41,820 .35 .38 .47 .57 .64 .71 1.07 1.19
2.9 43,314 .34 .36 .46 .55 .62 .69 1.03 1.15
3.0 44,808 .33 .35 .44 .53 .60 .67 1.00 1.11
3.1 46.301 .32 .34 .43 .51 .58 .64 .97 1.08
3.2 47,795 .31 .33 .41 .50 .56 .62 .94 1.04
3.3 49,287 .30 .32 .40 .48 .54 .60 .91 1.01
3.4 50,782 .29 .31 .39 .47 53 .59 .88 .98
3.5 52,276 .28 .30 .38 .45 .51 .57 .86 .95
3.6 53.770 .28 .29 .37 .44 .50 .56 .83 .93
3.7 55,263 .27 .28 .36 .43 .48 •54 .81 .90
3.8 56,756 .26 .28 .35 .42 .47 .52 .79 .88
3.9 58.250 .25 .27 .34 .41 .46 .51 .77 .85
4.0 59,744 .25 .26 .33 .40 .45 .50 .75 .83

WHDH
50,000 WATTS • BOSTON • 850 KC

OWNED AND
OPERATED BY
BOSTON
HERALD-TRAVELER
CORP.
•
REPRESENTED
NATIONALLY BY
JOHN BLAIR
AND COMPANY

4.1 61,237 .24 .26 .32 .39 .44 .49 .73 .81

4.2 62,731 .23 .25 .31 .38 .43 .47 .71 .79

4.3 64,224 .23 .24 .31 .37 .42 .46 .70 .77

4.4 65,718 .22 .24 .30 .36 .41 .45 .68 .76

4.5 67,212 .22 .23 .29 .35 .40 .44 .67 .74

4.6 68,705 .21 .23 .29 .34 .39 .43 .65 .72

4.7 70,199 .21 .22 .28 .33 .38 .42 .64 .71

4.8 71,692 .20 .22 .27 .33 .37 .41 .62 .69

4.9 73,186 .20 .21 .27 .32 .36 .40 .61 .68

5.0 74,680 .20 .21 .26 .32 .36 .40 .60 .66

5.1 76,173 .19 .21 .26 .31 .35 .39 .59 .65

5.2 77,667 .19 .20 .25 .30 .34 .38 .57 .64

5.3 79,160 .18 .20 .24 .30 .34 .37 .56 .63

5.4 80,654 .18 .19 .24 .29 .33 .37 .55 .62

5.5 82,148 .18 .19 .24 .29 .32 .36 .54 .60

5.6 83,641 .17 .19 .23 .28 .32 .35 .53 .59

5.7 85,132 .17 .18 .23 .28 .31 35 .52 .58

5.8 86,628 .17 .18 .23 .27 .31 .34 .51 .57

5.9 88,122 .17 .18 .22 .27 .30 .34 .51 .56

6.0 89,616 .16 .17 .22 .26 .30 .33 .50 .55

6.1 91,109 .16 .17 .21 .26 .29 .32 .49 .54

6.2 92,603 .16 .17 .21 .25 .29 .32 .48 .54

6.3 94,096 .15 .17 .21 .25 .28 .32 .47 .53

6.4 95,590 .15 .16 .20 .25 .28 .31 .47 .52

6.5 97,084 .15 .16 .20 .24 .27 .30 .46 .51

6.6 98,577 .15 .16 .20 .24 .27 .30 .45 .50

6.7 100,021 .14 .15 .19 .23 .26 .29 .44 .49

6.8 101,564 .14 .15 .19 .23 .26 .29 .44 .49

6.9 103.058 .14 .15 .19 .23 .26 .29 .43 .48

7.0 104.552 .14 .15 .19 .22 25 .28 .43 .47

i



New developments on SPONSOR stories

See: Snorkel pen made Shaeffer switch
to tv

ISSne: -~ June 1955, page 36

SlIDjeOtJ Pen company changes policies

At the time of sponsor's original article on Shaeffer Pen, the

company's net sales amounted to $27,072,821. At that date, Shaeffer

foresaw a $30,000,000 net income figure for the following year. At

various times throughout 1955, the firm was sponsoring part or all

of the following net shows: Jackie Gleason, Navy Log, Penny to a

Million, Two for the Money and the Today-Home-Tonight trilogy.

The ad objective in 1955 was to up sales of the then just-introduced

"Snorkel" pen. Since January, '56, Shaeffer has dropped all net

shows but Navy Log which it sponsors on alternate weeks.

With release of the annual report for the fiscal year ended 29

February 1956, a "conservative "' policy emerges. In addition to cut-

ting its ad budget, employee profit-sharing and shareholder divi-

dends were reduced. U. S. sales climbed by $1,000,000, while for-

eign net sales dipped by about $3,000,000.

Two factors may explain the reasons for the situation

:

First, to encourage dealer advertising of Shaeffer products, a

limited cooperative advertising program for dealers was undertaken

during the last few months of the fiscal year.

In addition, after an extensive campaign to enforce company re-

sale policies as stipulated for dealers by Shaeffer, it was decided that

dealers would be free to price Shaeffer merchandise according to

their own local competitive requirements.

Therefore, what was until 1956, a nationally competitive field i for

which national net advertising was required ) now becomes locally

competitive in the eyes of this company, putting emphasis on local

circumstances and ad media. * * *

See: North American Airlines uses heavy
spot radio

Issue: 2 May 1955, page 34

Subject! Corporate title change forces revamp
of airline's ad plans

Two recent—and conflicting—developments have put Trans Amer-
ican Airlines in both the front page and advertising news during the

past few weeks.

The company, formerly North American Airlines, has petitioned

for low rates to Europe, where it has not previously operated. Rates

would parallel domestic air coach services, which were also initiated

by Trans American. For example, a low rate figure of $150 to

Luxembourg from New York would apply in the proposed service,

whereas the regular fare via other lines to date has been about
double that amount for off-season coach travel. The proposal is

now pending before the Chil Aeronautics Board.

Second development was the early-May suit brought against the

airline by North American Aviation. The outcome forced N. A.
Airlines to drop that corporate title for the present one, "Trans
American Airlines."

Originally, Trans American had planned to spend $40- to 50,000
for radio and newspaper ad schedules in ten markets to introduce
the low-fare plan. The suit, however, changed such thoughts. In-

stead of highlighting trans-Atlantic low-cost service, $100,000 was
budgeted on a recent weekend to air and newspaper announcements
of the title change. • • •

AGAIN!
HOOPER

SHOWS

KVLC
FIRST

IN CENTRAL

ARKANSAS

and GREATER

LITTLE ROCK!

DAYTIME . . INDEPENDENT

HOOPER RATINGS
MARCH-APRIL, 1956

PER CENT LISTENERS

A.M. P.M.

STA. "A"* 21.7 19.2

STA. "B" 7.2 7.0

STA. "C"* 14.8 8.8

STA. "D"* 12.8 16.8

STA. "E"* 9.4 8.8

KVLC 33.1 38.3
OTHER 1.2 1.1

'Network Affiliation

National Representatives: Radio Repre-
sentatives, Inc., MUrray Hill 8-4340,
New York 17, N. Y., or call Dale Ma-
hurin, FRanklin 5-5321 in Little Rock.

KVLC
Arkansas' Most Progressive

Radio Station

28 MAY 1956 67



Famous on the local seen

It was the leadership and inspiration of George Washington that changed

Mount Vernon from a quiet country home into the country's number one shrine.

And it is the leadership in community activities that

has given national prominence to the Storer stations.

A Storer station is a local station.



m

\et known throughout the nation

Mi

~.

STORER BROADCASTING COMPANY
WSPD-TV
Toledo, Oliio

WJW-TV
Cleveland, Ohio

WJBK-TV
Detroit, Mich.

WAGA-TV
Atlanta, Go,

WBRC-TV
Birmingham, Ala.

KPTV
Portland, Ore.

WGBS-TV
Miami, Fla.

WSPD WJW WJBK WAGA WBRC WWVA WGBS
»£\ Toledo, Ohio Cleveland, Ohio Detroit, Mich. Atlanta, Go. Birmingham, Ala. Wheeling, W.Va. Miami, Fla.

SALES O FFICES
<^

118 East 57th Street, New York 22 • Murray Hill 8-8630
TOM HARKER— vice-president and national sales director

BOB WOOD— national sales manager

LEW JOHNSON— midwest sales manager* 230 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago 1 • Franklin 2-6498

GAYLE GRUBB— vice-president and Pacific coast sales manager • 111 Sutter Street, Son Francisco • Sutter 1-8689

- ?j..v» i •-i.



National Radio Week evokes statistics galore

Observance of National Radio Week (13-19 May) brought forth

a rash of statistics from various sources to testify to the medium's

continuing vitality. Here are some of the more interesting:

• There are now more than 140 million sets in the U.S. (about

half of all the radio sets in the world) with 97 million in the

home, 35 million in autos, 10 million in public places.

• Almost twice as many radios as tv sets were made and sold in

1955. The tally: radio, 14.9 million; tv, 7.6 million.

• A secretary spends more time listening to radio than taking

dictation or opening mail (or running out for coffee).

• Two-thirds of all the homes in the country have two or more
radios. One-third have three or more. There are as many homes
with three or more radios as there are with one.

• More American families own radios than eat white bread,

drink coffee or have indoor plumbing.

facilities for Milwaukee's WISN and
WISN-TV. $1,250,000 is being spent

on their new plant. . . . Currently un-

der construction is the new tv studio

being built for WEWS Cleveland.

Novel idea was a 14 page booklet titled

"Here Comes the New WEWS" dis-

tributed by the station to all men
working on the strucure. • * *

LA store beats four-alarm
sales crisis in open air sale

How would you go about grossing
over a million dollars in four days?
White Front Stores, Inc., of Los An-
geles, started with a four-alarm fire

which forced the closing of the main
store in the chain. It could have also

meant the loss of thousands of dollars

in sales while cleaning up was in

process. Instead owners Harry Black-
man and his wife rented a four-block

outdoor area and moved their business
into the sunshine.

Starting on a Friday and ending on
a Monday, hundreds of truckloads of

appliances, tv sets, furniture and
jewelry were delivered to the outdoor
sales lot where they were stacked in

Drive-in begs patrons leave
when KCBQ creates sellout

A public address system had to be

strung up so that the manager of Pat's

Drive-In, San Diego, Cal., could beg

customers to go away on the second

day of business. It was all because of

48 60-second announcements run
hourly and a Saturday remote from
the drive-in, broadcast by KCBQ.
On opening day Pat's sold over

4,200 hamburgers. On the second day
well over 7,200 were sold and, after

four additional truckloads had been
delivered, no more were available.

Normally Pat's would have gone on

KCBQ dee jays who "closed" drive-in (inset)

70

selling until 3 a.m. but because of the

remarkable volume a midnight curfew
was called and at least as many cus-

tomers were turned away as had been
served.

No other advertising was used what-

soever. Said drive-in manager Jim
Turner in a letter to Larry Buskett,

general manager of KCBQ, "In all my
years of experience in this business

here in San Diego and in the north, I

have never seen response such as this

to any type of advertising campaign
. . . sincere appreciation goes to all

staff members of KCBQ." • • •

Many stations across land
are engaged in construction

New broadcasting facilities for

established stations are nearing com-
pletion across the country. Broad-

cast Center, the new home of WSBT
and WSBT-TV, South Bend, Indiana,

was opened last month. Assisting sta-

tion owner Franklin D. Schurz in the

dedication ceremonies were Indiana

personalities Herb Shriner, Hoagy
Carmichael, and Tom Harmon. . . .

Currently under construction are new

mgpoi

Successful sellers at close of $1,000,000 sale

their factory cartons and tagged for

sale. Not one piece of water- or fire-

damaged merchandise was displayed.

Robin, Lee and Arnold, ad agency

for White Front, sparked the sale with

over 200 radio announcements, a four-

hour radio remote, a seven-hour re-

mote tv show on Saturday and a three-

hour remote tv show on Sunday.

Added color was supplied by radio &
tv personalities. * * *

W'KY-TVer turns tourist on
European-USSR farm jaunt

Dick John, a news cameraman for

WKY-TV, Oklahoma City, is currently

on a six-week tour of Europe which

will include a three-week jaunt through

the U.S.S.R. John is in the company
of 27 Oklahoma farm leaders and

SPONSOR K



Photog Dick John equipped for Russian tour

Oklahoma City Times columnist Roy
Stewart.

P. A. Sugg, manager of WKY-TV,
organized the tour which he patterned

after a similar junket made in 1955 by

a group from Iowa. The itinerary,

prepared by Union Tours of Moscow,
includes collective farms, the Kremlin,

and points of historical interest. * * *

Briefly . . .

From WEOK, Poughkeepsie, New
York, comes word of another broad-

caster who has gotten into print. Al-

though author Arthur J. Barry, presi-

dent and general manager of WEOK,
has been in advertising as well as ra-

dio, his book is not about either.

Rather he has written a book of remi-

niscences about his earlier married

days. Titled Alie Dear it starts as a

letter to his wife. Publisher is Pageant

Press, 130 West 42nd Street, New
York City 36.

* * *

Politicos planning tv appearances

might take a couple of tips from the

way a recent address by Adlai Steven-

son was handled. For example the

FCC-required political disclaimer stat-

ing that the program was a paid politi-

cal broadcast was integrated into the

program instead of being tagged on
the beginning. Also the speaker's stage

was planned by a professional tv set

designer who allowed for medium
shots of the speaker without other dis-

tracting faces being shown.

* * *

WITI-TV, Milwaukee, Wis., is the

first station to install DuMont's Vita-

scan (sponsor 19 March, p. 68).

WITI president Jack Kahn said that

his station "will transmit in color

wherever possible." The system will be
used for locally produced studio pro-

grams as well as for color films. The
station, which has recently contracted

for NTA's Fabulous Forty feature films

will use Vitascan for those features

that are in color. * * *
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The BIGGEST

Hegro Audience

Program Schedule

*» Mew \ork ^ea

WNJRThe Only All-Negro

Station in the

Country's Biggest

and Richest

Negro Market

Newark, N.
J.

5000 watts 1430 kc Day and Night

ROLLINS BROADCASTINC, INC.

National Sales Mgr.: Craeme Zimmer
New York Office: 565 Fifth Ave., EL 5-1515

Chicago: 6205 S. Cottage Crove Ave., NO 7-4124

BMI
"The American

Story"
"The American Story" is

another important BMI Pro-

gram Series which joins such

features as the Concert Music

series, the Book Parade, Mile-

stones and the other conti-

nuities used by hundreds of

broadcasters regularly.

The staff of BMI can think

of no more satisfying work,

in the midst of a troubled

world, than to play a part in

the restatement, in words and

music, of the fascinating story

of our country's origin and

growth.

Your Station Program Depart-

ment should be receiving this

script package regularly. If

not, please write to BMI's Sta-

tion Service Department for

"THE AMERICAN STORY."

CHANNEL a
WISCONSIN

r
THE
LAND OP
MILK AND

Ml

HONEY
BROADCAST MUSIC, INC.
NEW rORK • CHICAGO • HOLLYWOOD

TORONTO • MONTREAL
|00.<
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RADIO CALLS TO DINERS
(Continued from page 43)

since its founding 16 years ago. It is

an agency with a staff of 10 and it

handles all media.

Explaining the development of the

Invitation to Beauty show, Donald

Hacker told sponsor, "First we de-

signed the program in keeping with

the beauty of the Chalet and its sur-

roundings. Sunday morning from

11:00 to noon proved to be an excel-

lent time because there is no compe-

tition with programing on tv and it

is the hour for dinner at home. I

shall admit that when this program was
first on the air the station had mis-

givings; today the 'thank you' mail

from people in Wisconsin and the sur-

rounding states is amazing. Contrary

to belief the audience is not small but

BIG."

Milwaukee's metropolitan area Pulse

figures for the Januan -Februarv

period of this year show an average

hourly Invitation to Beauty rating of

1.5, while the average sets-in-use figure

was 18.0. The show was rated ahead

of all others broadcast at the same
time.

Invitation to Beauty was originally

designed and written by Donald

Hacker. Music was selected by none

other than Sam Perlson, who, in addi-

tion to being a successful attorney,

also has a professional classical music

background. Today the copy for the

show is written by a D J & H staffer,

Robert K. Vail.

A sampling of commericals used on

(Please turn to page 76)

I. \ew stations on air*

CITY & 8TATE
CALL

LETTERS
CHANNEL

NO.
ON-AIR
DATE

ERP (kw)«
Visual

Antenna
(ft)'"

NET
AFFILIATION

STNS.
ON AIR

SETS IN
MARKETt

(000)
PERMITEE, MANAGER, REP

CHATTANOOGA, TENN. WRGP-TV
CORPUS CHRISTI, TEX. KRIS-TV

ELMIRA, N. Y. WTVE
FRESNO, CAL. KFRE-TV

TUCSON, ARIZ. KDWI-TV

3

6

24

12

6 May

6 May

6 May

10 May

5 May

100 1070

53.5 650

468^

219 200

29.5 3665

NBC

NBC

ABC

CBS

WDEF-TV

KVDO-TV

KJEO
KMJ-TV
KBID-TV

KOPO-TV
KVOA-TV

177,835

53,500

170,000

53,869

Mountain City Television Inc.

Gulf Coast Bcstg. Co.

Cassel, Booth, Scranton

California Inland Bcstg. Co.

Tucson Television Co.

If. New construction permits*

CITY t 8TATE CALL
LETTERS

CHANNEL
NO.

DATE OF GRANT ERP (kw)"
Visual

Antenna
(ft)'"

STATIONS
ON AIR

SETS IN
MARKETt

(000)

PERMITEE, MANAGER

DICKINSON, N. D.

OMAHA, NEB.

PONCE, P. R.

KDIX 9 May

25 April

3 May

25.7

158

.832

840

626

2520

Dickinson Radio Assn.

KMTV 350,000 Herald Corp

WOW-TV

Iff. \ru* applications

Ol TY & STATE CHANNEL
NO.

DATE
FILED

ERP (kw>*
Visual

Antenna ESTIMATED
COST

ESTIMATED
1ST YEAR

OP. EXPENSE
TV STATIONS
IN MARKET APPLICANT. AM AFFIDATI

GREAT FALLS, MONT.
GREENFIELD, MASS.

HELENA, MONT.

HELENA, MONT.
KALISPELL, MONT.
MISSOULA, MONT.

3 28 April .119 235 $23,000 $54,000

58 21 April 18.66 505 $50,360 $90,000

10 5 May 402 114 $28,192 $36,000

10 12 May 410 -152 $22,500 $7,200

8 21 April 8.48 218 $105,000 $85,000

21 12 May .538 634 $15,870 $7,200 KGVO

Cascade Bcstg. Co.

Springfield Television Bcstg.

Helena TV Inc.

Peoples Forum of the Air

KGEZ-TV Inc.

Western Montana Assoc.

Corp.

BOX SCORE
U. S. stations on air_

Markets covered

468

299

•Both new c.p.'s and stations going on the air listed here are those which occurred between

5 May and 12 May or on which Information could be obtained In that period. Statloni

are considered to be on the air when commercial operation starts. ••Effective radiated power.

Aural power usually Is one-half the visual power. "'Antenna height above average terrain (not

above gTound). tlnformation on the number of seta In market* where not designated aa betal

from NBC Research, consists of estimates from the stations or reps and must be deemed approxi-

mate. IData from NBC Research and Planning. NFA: No figure* available at preaaOme

on sets In market. ^Community would support proposed lower-power station at least three yean,

or until such time as it becomes self-sustaining. ^Presently off air, but still retains C.P.

*Non commercial. 'Above ground.
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TO REACH SHREVEPORT'S BIGGEST AUDIENCE*

PUT IT

of the night-

time audience

KSLA-TV LEADS in 143 out of 168 nighttime quarter hours.

Leads in 82 out of 100 weekly morning quarter hours.

Leads in 94 out of 120 weekly afternoon quarter hours.

First in locally-produced studio shows.

KSLA-TV, Shreveport's first television station, is now in its third

year. Gives full power coverage of over 165,000 TV sets. Combined
with the powerful audience leadership reported by ARB, you are sure

to "win the most sets" when you buy KSLA-TV. Call your

Raymer man today.

'Based on ARB SURVEY OF TELEVISION VIEWING - WEEK OF MARCH 8-14, 1956

of the weekly

morning audience

fd% of the weekly

afternoon audience

L/.A..
/

FULL POWER COVERAGE

CBS-TV BASIC
PAUL H. RAYMER COMPANY, INC. National Representative

NEW YORK • ATLANTA • DETROIT • SAN FRANCISCO • HOLLYWOOD • DALLAS • CHICAGO
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Why
do more

food

advertisers

use

WCBS-TV
than any

other

New York

television

station ?

-Vr -ti

tfroaacasi Advertisers ttepori / _ V
J

on Spot Advertising, f f\Vfl ^Jf^
New York, February '56

f \
\ t / J ;

Brand-name products sold

through grocery stores.

/;, oadcast Advertisers Report



Because

WCBS-TV
CBS Owned, Channel 2, New York
fifpresented by CBS Television Spot Sales

reaches

more

women...

virtually

as many

in the

daytime

as all

six other

television

stations

combined

!

V-' y
| f Women Viewers {total quarter hours

\ V^ A^f" per day): WCBS*TV 13.0i6,SM;

/\ >\~

—

f \ \

all other stations combined 1*. '91,1,61.

Zl "H • / C \r \
Nielsen New York Report, March 1956

' \f \ \A Monday-Friday, 7am-6 pm

K
\ U /V\\



RADIO CALLS TO DINERS
(Continued from page 72)

Invitation to Beauty gives a feeling

that the Chalet would be worth a visit

at any time of year whether you were

going to eat there or not. The Chalet

is characterized by lines like, "Now,

deep in the winter season, the Chalet

on the Lake beckons to those who love

the warmth of the great open hearth

. . . who love the wild, winter beauty

of Lake Michigan and its woodland

shore." Another reads, "by moonlight

the lake presents a vast and spectacular

view—as seen from the giant vista

windows of the bluff-high Chalet."

And, "enjoy the vast sweep of blue

Lake Michigan in its ever-changing

autumn mood."

Copy describing the Chalet and

its setting changes with the seasons.

On the other hand, the copy regard-

ing the fare served at the Chalet re-

mains fairly constant and is generally

limited to one or two sentences that

reiterate the fact that at the Chalet you

will enjoy "fine, tempting menus pre-

pared by one of America's greatest

chefs . . . prepared with artistry."

DELIVERS
A Major Independent Market

NASSAU COUNTY

POPULATION 1,065,000 43% increase since '51

163% increase since '40

BUYING INCOME
Total $2,582,323,000 9th among U.S. Counties

Per Family $ 8,187 3rd among U.S. Counties

RETAIL SALES $1,479,111,000 10th among U.S. Counties

Food Store $ 385,282,000 9th among U.S. Counties

Auto Store $ 266,761,000 11th among U.S. Counties

Household, etc. $ 77,618,000 12th among U.S. Counties

(Sales Management, May 1956)

Olie Station—WHLI—has a larger daytime

audience in the MAJOR LONG ISLAND MARKET
than any other station! (Pulse Survey)

Big bonus coverage
(Nassau, parts of Queens, Suffolk & Brooklyn)

Population .... 2,903,765

Net Income .... $6,132,633,150

Retail Sales .... $3,268,444,450

WHLII
HEMPSTEAD
LONG ISLAND, N. Y.

Represented by Cill-Perna

AM 1100

FM 98.3

tkwtciof

PAUL CODOFSKY, Pres. & Cen. Mgr.

Joseph A. Lenn, Exec. VP Sales

Perlson's attitude, as reflected in the

wording of the Chalet's commercials,

is that the high quality of the food is

taken for granted. Milwaukee has a

wide selection of good restaurants and

the competition among them is keen.

The American Automobile Association

lists 13 Milwaukee restaurants on its

recommended list. Good food then is

not a scarcity in Milwaukee and that is

one reason Perlson capitalizes on the

natural setting of the Chalet which is

perhaps unique in the area.

The Chalet is not readily accessible.

Located 12 miles from downtown Mil-

waukee, it must be reached by car. It

is obviously not a "come as you are"

place to dine, further explaning the

tone of the commercials which avoid

the hit 'em hard approach.

But in spite of its low key commer-

cials the Chalet does not cater to a

select few. An average of 5,000 per-

sons converge on the Chalet's three

individualized dining rooms every

week.

This year Perlson's advertising bud-

get totals $24,500. A breakdown shows

that close to 60%, or $15,000 of it,

will be spent on Invitation to Beauty.

Newspaper space will cost $2,000 and

the remaining $7,500 will go into out-

door advertising and assorted local

publications.

In its first year of operation the

Chalet grossed $175,000; in 1955 a

yearly gross of a million dollars drew

into sight as the Chalet took in $750,-

000. The current ad budget represents

about 3</o of this figure.

Perlson emphasizes that the only

thing he gives away is "atmosphere."

This is not entirely accurate inasmuch

as he has turned "atmosphere" into a

very salable commodity which he has

merchandised with intelligence and

taste.

In talking of Perlson's use of radio

in building the Chalet Donald Hacker

says, "It is a departure from the slam

bang programing and commercials

which fill our radio stations today. Do

not misunderstand me, good spots well

timed and placed do a great selling job

... the point I am trying to prove is

this: radio is an excellent medium

when it is used as it should be. It will

sell just as well today as it did before

television providing an agency man

will take the time to analyze the avail-

abilities and fit them into the pattern

of the sponsor's product." * * *
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/
SYBARITE OF SPRING

or some jokes are older than you think

A traveling salesman, back in the last cen-

tury, was negotiating the wind-swept

high plains of the Texas Panhandle when

he was set upon by Indians. His life was

spared, but he was relieved of his horse and

buggy and all of his goods. He wandered

without food and drink for days, coming at

last to a farmhouse. He dragged himself to

the door just as night was falling and man-

aged a weak knock. To the farmer who

answered he explained his plight, asking for

food and shelter for the night. The farmer

burst out laughing. "You're a traveling

salesman and I'm a farmer, but I don't have

a beautiful daughter. In fact, I have no

daughter at all."

There was a long pause. Finally the sales-

man managed to say, "Well then, would

you mind telling me how far it is to the

next farmhouse?"

Selling's easier in the Panhandle today,

thanks to KGNC.

KGNC
j j

Amarillo

AM-TV

NBC AFFILIATE

AM: 10,000 watts, 710 kc. TV: Channel 4. Represented nationally by the Katz Agency
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DU PONT TESTS TV
< Continued from page 39 I

CHS TV stations, hut a number of

other t\ stations as well.

Here's how the Spot Check Plan

works:

Clark George, CBS T\ Spot Sales

general manager, originally devised

the plan as a means of attracting new

clients into spot tv. Now any adver-

tiser who has not used tv in the mar-

ket being tested for that product with-

in a vear and who buys either the 12-

Plan or its equivalent in dollars, be-

< nines eligible for the effectiveness test.

The test was set up by Bob Davis.

Spot Sales research director, in con-

junction with Tele-Pulse. It's actually

carried out by Pulse interviewers when

they're in a market to gather ratings

information from the 1.600-family

sample they interview. However, the

Spot Check test is based on informa-

tion gathered from 500 of these inter-

\ iewees. The 500 people interviewed

are a cross-section gathered out of five

of Pulse's customary eight different

samplings of 200.

"In other words, the 500 are a

scaled-down representation of our

1.600 interviewees." Larrv Roslow, as-

WAVE RADIO

WINS '^RIETYAWARD
for

"Imagination in Programming"!
We've been going places for months here at W A\ E with "DIAL 970 .

our new Monitor-Weekday format. W ith good reason, too, it seems! . . .

VARIETY has just selected II AVE as one of eleven radio and television

stations for its 1955-56 Honor Roll.' Here are excerpts from \ ARIETA 'S

April 18 write-up:

"Programmatically. WAVE came up with a listen-

able blend of journalism and showmanship, plussed

by intensive promotion. MONITOR was previewed

last June via a radio spectacular running, natu-

rally, 90 minutes. When later \BC was developing

WEEKDAY, WAVE dittoed with elaborate promo-

tion to snare local sales. The heading was DIAL
970, tailoring each program segment to time of

day, available audience, staff personalities, sales

requirements and promotional opportunities.

"Prime features are WAKE LP WITH WAVE,
CAROUSEL (music and facts), ROADSHOW (for

moving radios), MGHTBEAT ("The Pidse of

Louisville After Dark"), complete with scooperoo

factors— in short, programming to keep radio

from sounding like the "same dull jukebox*."

NBC Spot Sales has all the facts on W A\ E's imaginative, auard-w inning

DIAL 970 — radio that's going places and doing thing? in Louisville,

and exclusive uilh 11 A\ E!

WAVE
5000 WATTS • NBC AFFILIATE

LOUISVILLE

INBCI SPOT SALES
Exclusive National Representatives

sociate director of Pulse. Inc., told

SPONSOR. ''The 500 sampling is as rep-

resentative of a market as the 1.600

sampling, since it is based upon it."

\\hen the Tele-Pulse interviewers

finish their survev of the respondents"

radio-tv habits, they proceed with three

basic questions for the CBS TV Spot

Check Plan. This interviewing occurs

during the rating period immediatelv

preceding the CBS Spot Check client's

13-week campaign, and is repeated

again with a different sample of 500

persons immediately after the tv cam-

paign.

These are the three basic questions

CBS suggests, though the test can be

used in many different ways:

1. What are all the brands of a

given product that you know?
2. What brand did you last buv?

3. \^ here did you see or hear of

this product recently?

The share-of-market percentage fig-

ures for the three Du Pont products

were based on answers Tele-Pulse in-

terviewers got from tv owners who
had bought products in the category

being tested during the three months

prior to being interviewed before and

after the tv campaign.

The results of the Spot Check re-

search have made several Du Pont

products active spot tv advertisers. In

fact. Du Pont products that were not

included in the three-city test but be-

came convinced of spot tv sales effi-

ciency as a result of it. are also on the

air this spring: Du Pont's New Car

Wax and Du Pont Rose Insecticide.

The Spot Check Plan, first sold in

August 1955 to Du Pont as well as to

two pharmaceutical firms who'd never

been on spot tv previously, has turned

all three companies into spot tv clients.

The two pharmaceuticals who've al-

readv tested the plan are Chattanooga

Medicine Co.'s Soltice and Miles Labs'

Tabcin. Both are currentlv on tv. Two
unidentified frozen food processors

have also tried the Spot Check Plan

successfully.

"In our case, the test also served as

a basis for planning the campaign

we're now running." said Dick Sev-

ers. Duco account executive. "\S e got

additional information about paint

purchase habits out of it and also had

a chance to evaluate I.D.'s, which we

had never use previously. It helped

us make our national plans with solid,

factual data to back us up."

iPlea.se turn to page 92

1
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channel 12
CALL HEADLEY-REED, REP.

WINSTON-SALEM

IMfor
WINSTON-SALEM
GREENSBORO
HIGH POINT

AFFILIATE
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WHO ENTERTAINS MAM> V

BOSTON: THE MAN FROM
WBZ-TV is Nelson Bragg, Swan
Boat emcee. Gets most of the

weekday TV audience from 9:00

to 10:00 a.m. (ARB).

SAN FRANCISCO. THE MAN
FROM KPIX is Sandy Spillman

(accompanied by Faye Stewart).

Their Morning show has twice

the 8:30 to 9:00 a.m. weekday
audience of the number two
show.

CLEVELAND: THE MAN FROM
KYW-TV is Tom Haley, who
brings a big television following

to his brand new Morning Sur-

prise. Fast-paced variety makes
it Cleveland's big morning show.

PITTSBURGH: THE MAN FROM
KDKA-TV is Wayne Griffin. 9:00

to 10:00 a.m. weekdays, week
after week and month after

month, he has almost all the

Pittsburgh TV audience. Mama,
what a salesman!

5

NO SELLING CAMPAIGN IS COMPLETE!



IWHEN PAPA'S GONE TO WORK?
Mama can hardly wait until papa gets out

of the house before she turns on the TV set

and settles happily down to an interlude

with The Man From WBC. In four of the

biggest and juiciest markets, he has the

mamas charmed. What a fine fellow to have

on your side when mama's getting ready to

go out to the store! S-s-s-s-t. This can be

arranged. Simply pick up the phone and call

A. W. "Bink" Dannenbaum, WBC General

Sales Manager, MUrray Hill 7-0808, New
York, or your WBC station.

WESTINGHOUSE BROADCASTING COMPANY, INC.
RADIO

BOSTON—WBZ+WBZA
PITTSBURGH—KDKA
CLEVELAND KYW
FORT WAYNE—WOWO
PORTLAND—KEX

TELEVISION
BOSTON—W BZ-TV
PITTSBURGH KDK AT V

CLEVELAND—KYW-TV
SAN FRANCISCO—KPIX

KPIX REPRESENTED BY THE KATZ AGENCY. INC. • ALL OTHER STATIONS REPRESENTED BY PETERS. GRIFFIN. WOODWARD. INC.

T WITHOUT THE WBC STATIONS Support the Ad Council Campaigns



These Publishers Know Best
the Preferences of the

People They Serve
• . . KCMC-TV program logs in

32 newspapers reflect the
overwhelming channel choice
of 900,000 people
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WHEN YOU BUY ATLANTA...BUY (wapa-tv

AND GET YOUR SHARE OF EXTRA DRESSING!

Dressed dogs (red hots with chili) are big sellers in Atlanta,

because you get more for your money, greater satisfaction. Like

using WAGA-TV, which gives you greater coverage with its

taller tower and maximum power. You reach 17 to 22% more
people with 14 to 16% more spendable income than stations

"A" or "B" can offer. And you get more viewers as ARB and

Pulse consistently prove.

TOP DOG k IN THE NATION'S 21st MARKET

Represented Nationally by

THE KATZ AGENCY, Inc.
|

U'tll

! N;

tain

S COT

•egh

C TV
o $2,7
•shot t<

II! Of ll<

late; coi

cast for ...

item zone, th

r In the Central

II*, M-F 11-12 iu

Hfftnatlrm nlan. For

waoa-tv
CBS-TV in Atlanta

STORER BROADCASTING COMPANY SALES OFFICES

NEW YORK-118 E. 57th St.-TOM HARKER, Vice President and National Sales Director • BOB WOOD, National Sales Manager
CHICAGO-230 N. Michigan Ave. • SAN FRANCISCO-11 1 Sutter St.
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He's Showing How Much

Peters. Griffin,Woodward, ™c.

90

Pioneer Station Representatives Since 1932

NEW YORK
250 Park Avenue

PLaza 1-2700

CHICAGO
230 N. Michigan Ave.

Franklin 2-6373

DETROIT
Penobscot Bldg.

Woodward 1-4255

ATLANTA
Glenn Bldg.

Murray 8-5667

FT. WORTH
406 W. Seventh St.

Edison 6-3349

HOLLYWOOD
7750 N. Vine St.

Hollywood 9-1688

SAN FRANCISCO
Russ Building

Sutter 1-3798

SPONSOR



lodest Budget Con Buy

IN TELEVISION

t

|HE Colonel is talking facts and figures to a man with a modest advertising

budget . . . and a notion that television is too expensive for his company.

The facts are that this advertiser can employ a high frequency technique —
especially effective for grocery store products— at figures that average out to less than

$100 per week in markets with less than 250,000 sets and run somewhere between $400

and $500 for markets with more than 1,000,000 sets!

Regardless of the size of your budget, we are sure you would find that the

Colonel's approach is interesting and that his facts are sound. He'd like very much for

you to examine them in the light of your future advertising plans.

Representing VHF Television Stations:

EAST— SOUTHEAST VHF CHANNEL PRIMARY

WBZ-TV Boston 4 NBC

WGR-TV Buffalo 2 ABC
KYW-TV Cleveland 3 NBC

WWJ-TV Detroit 4 NBC

WPIX New York 11 IND

KDKA-TV Pittsburgh 2 NBC

WCSC-TV Charleston, S. C. 5 CBS

WIS-TV Columbia, S. C. 10 NBC

WDBJ-TV Roanoke 7 CBS

WTVJ Miami 4 CBS

MIDWEST— SOUTHWEST
WHO-TV Des Moines 13 NBC

WOC-TV Davenport 6 NBC

WDSM-TV Duluth-Superior 6 NBC

WDAY-TV Fargo 6 NBC-ABC

WCCO-TV Minneapolis-St. Pau 4 CBS

KMBC-TV Kansas City 9 ABC

WBAP-TV Fort Worth-Dallas 5 ABC-NBC

KFDM-TV Beaumont 6 CBS

KRIS-TV Corpus Christi 6 NBC

KENS-TV San Antonio 5 CBS

WEST
KBOI-TV Boise 2 CBS

KBTV Denver 9 ABC

KGMB-TV Honolulu 9 CBS
KMAU—KHBC-TV Hawaii

KRON-TV San Francisco 4 NBC
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DU PONT TESTS TV
(Continued from page 78)

The three-city test consisted of only

seven 10-second I.D.'s weekly for 13

weeks. The commercials were slotted

between 5:00 p.m. and midnight. Each

product had a similar minimal cam-

paign in its city; Duco in Houston;

#7 Car Polish in Jacksonville, Fla.

;

Du Pont paints in Charlotte, N. C.

The Duco commercial showed a

pretty girl painting a kitchen cabinet,

with an open can of Duco enamel

paint in front of her. The announcer

was heard saying voice-over: "It's

more fun to paint with one-coat magic

Du Pont Duco Enamel! Faster! Easi-

er! Odorless! In Gloss or Semi-Gloss!"

Du Pont #7 Car Polish I.D.'s

showed a man removing the wax from

the side of his car, looking pleased, as

the announcer's voice said: "Shine

your car faster, easier, with #7 Polish

by Du Pont—leading maker of new
car colors! Get Du Pont #7 Polish."

A pop-on then closed with the line:

"Wherever auto supplies are sold."

For the entire line of Du Pont

paints, I.D.'s showed chemical beakers

NEBRASKA'S
PER FARM
AVERAGE
INCOME
$9,730—

57% ABOVE
U.S. AVERAGE

MEMO from HARRY BURKE

General Manager, KFAB

There is a copy of "Farm Facts

and Folding Money" reserved for

you. Get this informative brochure

which proves that KFAB is Ne-
braska's top farm station.

Facts on the station, mail and sur-

vey maps, along with plenty of

success stories, are included.

This is your invitation to get the

complete story on how KFAB's
Farm Service Department, headed
by Bill Macdonald and Lloyd
Oliver, is geared to do the most
complete farm service job in the

area. Til be glad to send you a
copy of "Farm Facts and Folding

Money"... or, any Peters, Griffin,

Woodward man will see that you
get a copy.

FAB
omnHR nBi radio

l>

pop on and off screen and dissolve into*

a line of Du Pont paints. Said the an-

nouncer: "Du Pont Paint Chemistry is

your guarantee of the right paint for

every purpose! See your Du Pont
paint dealer!"

However, Du Pont made no special

dealer promotions in the three cities

and held its print advertising to its

usual quota, in order to test the tv in

normal market conditions.

Here are more detailed results of the

Du Pont tv campaigns (which ran be-

tween August and December 1955) :

In Charlotte, purchase of Du Pont
paints (among tv owners who had
bought paint within the past three

months), as projected from the inter-

views, increased by 65%. In other

words, Du Pont's share of this segment
of the paint market climbed from 11.2

to 18.5%. Also, Du Pont's competitive

position was considerably strength-

ened. The initial test had shown Du
Pont 36% behind the leaders. After

the campaign, Du Pont was 25% in

front. Du Pont paints registered simi-

lar gains over all other brands.

In Houston, all other leading brands

experienced heavy seasonal losses from
the time Du Pont's Duco paint cam-
paign started until its end. But Duco
held its sales position in the market
against the trend. In fact, Du Pont

climbed into a first place tie with

the leader and increased its lead over

next-rated Sears. Roebuck from 39 to

231%.
Du Pont's #7 Car Polish had been

second among Jacksonville car waxes.

Within 13 weeks, it increased its share

of the market from 6.6 to 23.1%, and
made considerable gains over every

other brand. For example, in the pre-

campaign test, Simoniz led Du Pont by
close to three-to-one. But in the post-

campaign test Du Pont had pulled

329? ahead in its share of the market.

"The test campaign certainly gave

us an indication of what kind of per-

formance we could expect out of a spot

tv effort," said Swyers, Duco account

executive.

The plan is completely flexible. An
advertiser can actually use it, as Du
Pont did. to serve as a basic media re-

search project, and add onto it (at

his own expense) questions to test the

effectiveness of a new commercial,

copy theme, labeling, packaging.

"In a sense, we were testing I.D.'s

and their sales effectiveness as well as

spot tv," says Swyers.
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There are Los Angeles

radio stations that program

for lovers of Beethoven

and Bach, stations that

specialize in mambo
and pops.

However, KNX Radio

is the Los Angeles station

that attracts practically

everyone — which is exactly

why it reaches more homes

in a single day than the

top four independent

stations put together.

What's more, KNX is the

only Los Angeles station

that reaches as many
as 43% of the metropolitan

radio homes in a day,

83% in just one week.

If you have a product or

service that everyone

in Los Angeles can use,

then talk to everyone with

KNX RADIO
50,000 watts. CBS Owned.

Represented by CBS Radio Spot Sales.



Duco broke its questionnaire into

several parts, divided respondents into

tv and non-tv owners. Several ques-

tions were devoted to such market in-

formation as paint-buying habits, and

how they differ between various

brands.

In the case of Du Pont #7 Car Pol-

ish, the post-campaign part of the test

revealed that of the respondents who
mentioned Du Pont's product, 193 tv

owners of 283 respondents said they

had heard of #7 on tv. The next most-

frequently mentioned source of knowl-

edge of the product were service sta-

tions, with 37 responses. Du Pont #7
Car Polish's share of the market (in

number of purchases) had increased

from 6.6% before the tv campaign to

23.1% after the 13-week effort.

"Du Pont's countercheck of actual

dollar sales bore out the study," a

BBDO executive told sponsor. Du
Pont's counter-check was based on a

store check the firm commissioned

from an independent research organi-

zation.

Beyond serving as an indication of

Only WIS-TV
attracts so many

so much of the time

r**QP-

ARB, Columbia, S. C

March 8-14, 1956

Plus Ui firsts of the 151 total

quarter hours daytime M-F when

both Columbia TV stations are on the air.

AND U2_ firsts of the 253. total

quarter hours nighttime M-S when
both Columbia TV stations are on the air.

Central South Carolina's VHF station

Peters. Griffin.
Woodward, inc.

Excitant Niiiiowil Rt/muiiiaiiits

CHANNEL 10
COLUMBIA, SOUTH CAROLINA

President, G. Richard Shafto

Managing Director, Charles A. Batson

tv's sales effectiveness, the Spot Check

Plan is being presented to agencies as

a measure of the following test prob-

lems: (1) spot tv's ability to move
goods; (2) spot tv versus other media;

I 3) appeal of various types of copy;

(4) effectiveness of various types of

announcements; (5) programs versus

announcements; (61 live programs

versus film shows; (7) relative appeal

of time of day, days of the week; (8)

service shows versus entertainment.

"Inter-media" tests as such have

generally been considered to be most

difficult to set up and frequently to

have doubtful validity by many agency

researchers and media men. But in

sponsor's All-Media Evaluation Study

(
page 104) , a group of 150 media ex-

perts gave eight criteria for a valid

inter-media test, including the follow-

ing: (1) It should be based on sales

results, not on people reached. (2) It

should be continuous. (3) It should

enable you to determine sales by spe-

cific media. (4) It should be economi-

cal. (5) It shouldn't require abnormal
market conditions. (6) It should en-

able you to test national media on the

same level as local. (7) It should con-

tain some check on competition. (8)

It should be useful for testing copy,

position and/or program and announc-

er as well as the medium itself.

"The Spot Check Plan can conform
to most of these criteria, if the ques-

tionnaire is expanded beyond the basic

three questions," says CBS TV Spot

Sales research director, Bob Davis.

But he added that it was never intend-

ed to replace the client's or agency's

research, but rather to implement it on

one level.

*'We developed this research plan to

show advertisers new to the medium
what spot tv can do for them," Clark

George, CBS TV Spot Sales general

manager explained, "and also to give

them a chance to test their approach to

the medium on a limited scale before

investing a major budget in a spot tv

campaign."

The effect of the plan has been an

increase in business for spot tv as a

whole, not only for the 12 CBS-repped

stations. Soltice, for example, has

bought an extensive campaign because

of the findings from its Spot Check

Plan last fall.

Soltice Quick Rub departed some-

what from Du Pont's method of con-

ducting the pre- and post-campaign

interviews. Before going into tv, Sol-

94 SPONSOR
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MARKET-CENTER OF THE RICH

AGRICULTURAL HEART LAND

OF THE GOLDEN STATE

• SAN FRANCISCO

IN FRESNO, CALIFORNIA

KFRE-TV
CHANNEL 12

LOS ANGEIES

announces the appointment of
• (

BLAIR TV

as exclusive national representative

effective immediately

One of America's high-income areas,

Fresno and the Central California market
fill the 350-mile gap between Los Angeles
and San Francisco with over a million

people.

Besides a big industrial development,
here is America's top farm market—pro-

ducing 95% of the country's wine, 75% of

its olives. And its steadily mounting in-

come is not anchored to the corn-hog ratio.

Combining Columbia's fine programs
with strong local features, KFRE-TV
offers the logical advertising lever to swing
more of this desirable market your way.

Video power, 316,000 watts. On the

air since May 10—so phone Blair-TV
today and nail-down some of the choice

availabilities still open.

CALIFORNIA INLAND BROADCASTING COMPANY
FRESNO, CALIFORNIA

NOW ON THE|_ Al R _• TOP[__POV^EJ^ 316,00 V^ ATT S

28 MAY 1956 95



tice found that Vick's Vapo-Rub had

90.5% of the test market, whereas Sol-

tice ranked fifth with .8% on the basis

of "unaided recall" interviews during

which the Pulse interviewer merely

asks respondents to mention brands on

their own. By adding "aided recall"

l "Have you heard of Soltice?"), the

product's share of the market prior to

tv was shown to be 7.7%.

After the campaign, all other adver-

tising factors remaining constant dur-

ing the 13-week test, Soltice climbed to

a 23.9% share of tv homes that had

bought such a proprietary during the

past three months. This 23.9% figure

represents "unaided recall." Interview-

ers then mentioned the brand name to

aid recall, and Soltice's share of the

market after tv was shown to have

climbed to 47 against 7.7% on the

aided recall basis.

It's interesting to note that Vick's

Vapo-Rub used a 12-Plan in that mar-

ket concurrently with Soltice, and

upped its share of the market from

90.5 to 95%.
Frank Elliott. CBS TV Spot Sales'

4th in a Series on Chicago TVs Top Participation Programs

The
STU ERWIN

Show'

A morning favorite

with Chicago viewers

"The Stu Erwin Show" is second only to WGN-TV's
"My Little Margie" as the highest rated morning show

on Chicago television available for participations. The
show had an average quarter hour audience of 96,600

homes in ARB and 119,600 in Telepulse during the

first quarter of this year.

This is just one of many of the top buys in Chicago on

WGN-TV. WGN-TV not only delivers leading audi-

ences—but you can buy them at the lowest cost.

For further information on Chicago's top participation

programs, write to Mr. Ted Weber, WGN-TV Direc-

tor of Sales, 441 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago 11,

Illinois.

Telecasting With

MAXIMUM POWER
From The

HIGHEST TOWER

WGN-TV
Chicago Q

director of sales development, is cur-

rently talking about the plan to agen-

cies and advertising groups throughout

the country.

"Actually, the Spot Check Plan pre-

sentation has helped us at the agency
to interest clients in spot tv, who had
previously worried about taking the

first step," BBDO media liaison execu-

tive George Polk told SPONSOR.

CBS TV Spot Sales has already had
frequent requests from agencies for

the Spot Plan Presentation for use by
agency executives in client meetings.

The prevention is made on color slides

projected from a Vu-graph machine.

"Obviously, it becomes far easier for

the agency to sell a client on the bene-

fits of a medium when we can show
him actual documented success stories

derived from a research project like

the Spot Check Plan," a BBDO media
man added. * * *

SPOT TV BOOM
[Continued from page 31)

and executives in rep firms of all sizes,

asked them to discuss developments

and trends in specific terms. Because

most of them talked frankly and re-

vealingly, they preferred not to be

quoted directly. Many of them spoke

of specific tv spot accounts with which

they did not wish to be identified.

These specifics appear in this round-

up report on television spot, as re-

ported by responsible tv executives

who see them as indicative of current

and upcoming buying trends.

Rep spokesmen also spoke off-the-

cuff as to where spot tv money is com-

ing from. They say current business

is coming from these five types of ad-

vertisers:

1. Accounts which are adding money

to their current spot tv investments.

2. Those which have shifted bud-

gets out of other ad media, or away

from network tv, into spot.

3. Companies with new products,

new packaging or new copy angles.

4. Buyers who have never used tv,

with products or services considered

unique for the visual medium.

5. Newly formed companies, and

those who have never used any adver-

tising.

Despite the influx of a lot of new
money and/or a lot of new advertisers,

tv's biggest chunk of spot billings still

comes from the blue-chip clients.

Here's a list of the top 10 spot tv ad-

vertisers, as reported by the Television
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if you're building a market . .

you need tools . . . tools that will do the best possible work and the

quickest!

WGY's 35 years of leadership provide you with the best sales tools

in Northeastern New York and Western New England—where

listeners prefer WGY 3-to-l over the nearest competing station.*

If you're building a market in the Great Northeast, it will pay you

to study WGY's rich 33-county market area, including the important

tri-cities of Albany, Schenectady and Troy.
*Alfred Politz Research Survey.

%>

Represented Nationally

by Henry I. Christal Co., Inc.

WGY
A General Electric Station



ROCKFORD

Scene o^
market power!
NOW No. 2 Market in Illinois and
G R O W I N G — has currently under
construction $25 million in expanded
manufacturing and retailing facilities.

Are your sales messages reaching this

market untouched by either Chicago or

Milwaukee, 90 miles away? Only one
VHF station covers this area —

WREX-TV

DELIVERS YOUR MESSAGE to over
1,000,000 viewers in a billion dollar

market — all of the top 15 once-
a-week shows — all of the top 15

syndicated films* — are part of the
Power Packed Performance that makes
WREX-TV The Viewers' Choice.

* PULSE. INC. SURVEY. SEPTEMBER, 1955

WREX-TV
channel 13

CBS • ABC AFFILIATIONS
telecasting in color

represented by
H-R TELEVISION INC.
ROCKFORD. ILLINOIS

Bureau of Advertising after tabbing

business during the first quarter of

this year.

1. Procter & Gamble
2. Brown & Williamson

3. Sterling Drug
4. General Foods

5. Kellogg Co.

6. Miles Labs

7. Colgate-Palmolive

8. Philip Morris

9. National Biscuit

10. General Motors

Many of these top 10 accounts have

set the tv buying pace and style.

They've developed innovations to meet

their own vast marketing and sales

needs, and these innovations have been

refined or exaggerated by other tv ac-

counts to match their own selling ob-

jectives.

Here is sponsor's profile of spot

television's buying pace and its buying

style, as drawn by tv station represen-

tatives. This profile is designed to

outline for you eight top trends in the

buying and the usage of spot tv.

1. There is less advertiser-resistance

to so-called marginal time periods.

Some reps say there is no longer

any advertiser resistance to marginal

times because "off-beat" periods have

proven their effectiveness. "Off-beat"

time in tv, it seems is any time out-

side the prime nighttime viewing hours

from 7 to 10.

Clients, after a lot of spade work

by rep salesmen and—in many cases,

timebuyers— are coming to realize

that for the same money they would

allocate to "A" and "AA" gold-plated

spots marginal periods can give them:

• just as good a total rating

• audience equal in size, or bigger

• more frequency

• equally attractive cost-per- 1,000

Most important, by buying mar-

ginal avails they can get into tv now
rather than wait ad infinitum for two

20's to open up at 8 on Friday night.

The president of one big station rep-

resentative firm says, "At least 75%
of all advertisers would do better, in

terms of sales, if they learned how to

buy these marginal times!"

He discussed the quality of buy a

client gets with a double "A" spot.

"You get maybe six commercial im-

pressions between shows -— a closing

commercial, a hitchhike, a spot, an
ID, an opening commercial and mavbe
a cow-catcher. In the meantime, there's

98

a rush of non-viewing activity, what
with all the dial-flippers, beer-racers
and tv program-checkers."

In the evening, he charges, a client
is restricted to short copy—and some
product selling has to have long copy.
"In the evening, the attitude of the
viewer is 'Come on, entertain me.'
The evening commercial interruption
isn't resented, because we're all too
used to commercials, but the viewer
is still waiting to be entertained.

"But in the daytime, or later at

night, an advertiser can use longer
copy. He can gear and pace spots
much more to the mood of the viewer,
because during these other periods the
viewer is more relaxed and it's easier
to sell him. The whole climate and
psychology are better."

Even during the daytime hours,
when the mood is more businesslike
and work-minded, the viewer is still

relaxed, he pointed out. In the day-
time, "viewers aren't mainly interested
in being entertained; that's sort of a
plus. Women take other things with
their entertainment—household hints,

public service ideas, information and,
most important of all, a homemaking
message. That's the commercial. It

has value and practical use, if it's a
good commercial, and most of them
are. And she's more relaxed and re-

ceptive to it."

Daytime slots also have the advan-
tage of relating the prospect, in most
cases, most directly to the product.
Household products, particularly, can
capitalize on the immediacy of use and
of purchase with daytime commercials,
he said.

Among clients with a highly effec-

tive schedule in non-prime time is

Lambert & Feasley. Initially, it re-

quested "A" time avails for its five-

minute, five-a-week Les Paul and Mary
Ford film show on behalf of Listerine

toothpaste. When "A" time couldn't
be cleared immediately in a certain

market, the client approved a substi-

tute proposal.

For the same money that would
have been spent on five "A" shows,

Listerine got 13 five-minute slots in

"B," "C" and "D" times. The 13 are

slotted at the rate of five between 7
and 8:30 a.m., another five late at

night after 11:30 and three around
the noon hour. The original contract

contained a hard-to-get four-week es-

cape clause, because of the "radical"

nature of the buy. But that same

SPONSOR



2 hedds are better th$n 1

ESPECIALLY when they're

WATCHING YOUR COMMERCIALS!

And in the Portland, Oregon Market

KOIN-TV delivers

OVER TWICE THE AUDIENCE
of any other station!

ABSOLUTE RATING
LEADERSHIP IN EVERY

PORTLAND
AUDIENCE SURVEY—
• 52.8% Share of Audience

• 14 out of Top 15 Weekly Shows.

• 9 of Top 10 Mon.-thru-Fri. Shows.

(ARB, Portland, February 1956)

HIGHEST

TOWER

MAXIMUM
POWER

EVEN GREATER LEADERSHIP OUTSIDE PORTLAND
Check this Salem, Oregon 1956 ARB Metropolitan Area Report—

Oregon's third-largest population center, Salem is the state

capitol and located some 45 air-line miles from Portland.

• All three Portland stations are received almost equally well.

9 But which channel does Salem watch most?

86% watch KOIN-TV most before 6:00 p. m.

86% watch KOIN-TV most after 6:00 p. m.

• MORE PROOF KOIN-TV IS YOUR BEST BUY IN THE OREGON MARKET

KOIN-TV
Channel 6 — Portland, Oregon

THE BIG
MR. SIX

IN THE WEST

Represented Nationally by CBS Television Spot Sales
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original 13-week order has been re-

newed twice and L&F is now in the

third cycle.

Early-morning buys are moving all

the way back to 6:30, and time slots

are pretty full except in the two-hour

span from 9 to 11. Packaged goods,

particularly, seem to be moving in the

direction of early-morning. Drug and

toiletry items, cosmetics and some

foods are using these hours to reach

the housewife before she does her

shopping—even before she makes out

her shopping list. And the all-family

audience available in the morning

means the man can have a marked in-

fluence on the brand decision or pick

it up himself on the way to or from

work or during the day.

Some morning accounts are Lever,

for various products, Swift and the

Florida Citrus Commission.

There's also a marked movement
into afternoon time periods.

Household products continue strong

during these hours, but something of

an innovation is seen in non-household

items attempting to capture women's
attention. Beers and cigarettes, for

example, are driving to reach women,

who buy most of the beer and who
get cartons of cigarettes in their su-

permarkets. Schaefer is one of the

brews trying this technique, and sev-

eral more cigarette companies are ex-

pected to be daytime entries. Lucky
Strike may be among them. Hereto-

fore, cigarettes and beers have tried

to reach an all-family audience of

men and women.

Late evening buying is also on the

upgrade. Brylcreem's hair prepara-

tion success was predicated on use

of late evening tv spots. This product

only spent about $50,000 annually on

advertising when it went into a con-

centrated late-night tv spot campaign

about three years ago. Today, after

adding other basic media, it's report-

edly spending between $2 and $3 mil-

lion a year.

Late-night tv users represent a wide

range of product types: shaving

creams, deodorants, cosmetics, some

automotive, some appliances. Specific

accounts include Toni's White Rain,

Italian Swiss Colony wine, Kleenex,

Max Factor—even P&G's Joy.

A specialized product classification

is benefitting particularly from late

viewing. High-markup items, requir-

ing a smaller unit volume of sales, are

finding post-11 p.m. times very fruit-

ful, reps report. Such high-markup,

slow-turnover items include cars and

white goods, for example.

Du Pont, a relatively new tv spot

account, made its video entry via

nighttime. After a series of tv spot

tests in selected markets over the past

six to eight months, the company now
plans to buy some 40 markets for its

No. 7 car polish. It's also thinking of

spot for its paints and a rose spray.

Du Pont's tv spot money is reportedly

coming from magazines. (See article

this issue, page 38.)

2. Package-plan buying and satura-

tion schedules are on the rise.

The growing tendency of advertisers

to not only accept but seek out mar-

ginal time periods has both cause and

effect elements. This client interest is

the reason for the hypo to saturation

schedules, and that client interest is

at the same time the result of offers

of various attractive package plans.

In the first place, advertisers like

the saturation concept of reaching the

TV *wt Rtewu)-tJi£ big.

wteawv

KMJTV
'Ba&te NBC-TV opiate

Paul H. Raymer Co., National Representative
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ASK

YOUR

NATIONAL

REPRESENTATIVE
You're on the verge of a decision, and a problem.

What business papers to pick for your station promotion?

It's no problem to kiss off, for your choice can have a telling

effect on your national spot income.

But where to get the facts?

The answer is simple. Ask your national representative.

He knows. His salesmen get around. They learn which business

papers are appreciated, read and discussed by buyers of broadcast time.

His is an expert opinion. Don't overlook your national representative.

SPONSOR
The magazine radio land tv advertisers use



KMPC is 'champ

of LosAngeles

independents in

week- long share

of audience, plus

'Sunday'punch!
The Pulse, Jan.-Feb. 1956 shows that KMPC
exceeds all independents and three networks in

Sunday 6 a.m.-12 midnight audience shares.

7)0 kc LOS! ANGELES
50,000 wattsdays 10,000 watts nights

GeneAutry, President

P.O. Peyno/Jx, I/.'P. & Gen. Mgr.

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY

AM RADIO SALES COMPANY
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total tv audience during different hours

of the telecast day. And, on the other

hand, they like the discount structures

which necessarily accompany such

mass buys over such a time spread.

Advertisers today are buying at a

more hefty rate of saturation. The

3-plan, with three spots a week, is

pretty much passe. Most popular

these days are the 5-, 10- and 15-plans.

As one rep tv sales manager com-

mented, however, "Each to his own
saturation."

Saturation varies greatly. "For one

account, it may be 15% of the mar-

ket; for another, 99%. And for a

household product such as salt, bought

only once every three months or so,

it would be a lot less than for break-

fast food, bought every week."

The saturation technique, however,

is increasingly important to buyers

seeking mass coverage. It aims at the

different viewing audiences during the

day, on different days, all at different

hours.

And the cost is more attractive.

Although reps don't allow discounts

on gold-plated "A" and "AA" slots,

they lop off as much as 45 c
'< on

"B," "C" and "D" times bought in a

saturation drive. And the buyer also

gets a frequency discount which takes

into consideration purchase of the

"A" slots.

One network spot sales executive

points out some tangible advantages

for advertisers buying such plans.

"We have a 12-plan which will pick

up the same ratings as "A" spots, or

better. Say you start the 12-plan July

1. By fall you might have a combined

rating of 100 or 115. For the same

money they'd put in "A's," sponsors

buying this kind of a plan will often

get more rating points as well as more

frequency.

"We give a 20% discount for 52-

week buys, in addition to the regular

12-plan discount. We checked costs

for one client, and we found cost-per-

1.000 for an ID was as low as 10c:

for a 20-second, 26c; a minute, 38c.

You can't beat that!"

3. More advertisers are staying on

the air for longer periods of time—or

all year.

There's a decided philosophy with

many advertisers to stay in tv year-

'round, to stay on during the summer
or to take shorter hiatuses.

One big reason for their staying

J

power, of course, is that they lose

their hold on good availabilities if

they drop off. This factor, alone, is

encouraging many buyers to keep on

the air full-strength during traditional

hiatus periods. It's also motivated

them to develop new franchise-holding

devices. Many are buying consistent-

ly, year-'round, but dropping sum-

mer schedules to a minimum—retain-

ing just the good slots they especially

want to keep. Some clients are start-

ing their schedules earlier, going on

the air in August rather than their

usual September. This device also is

designed to get them into spot faster

and out quicker—with hot buys.

For other reasons, too, more tv ad-

vertisers than ever before are staying

on for the summer . . . and for all

year. They are able to keep their

prime slots, move into better positions

as other availabilities open up, get an

economical buy and maintain consist-

ency. As another rep said, "Consum-

ers buy all year 'round, and adver-

tisers are starting to!"

The bell-cow client in terms of

year-'round schedules and in terms of

saturation is, of course, General

Foods. It, like many other blue-chip

buyers, sets full-strength 52-week

schedules and then shunts the year-

'round spots among its products.

GF's hig-time saturation product,

its Maxwell House coffee, has final-

ly found the full payoff to spot tv con-

sistency. After some three years of

saturation advertising, it's reached the

point where almost all of its adjacen-

cies have a high (30 or better) rating.

Summer business, generally, is ex-

pected to be a lot better than last year.

And this applies to short spot buys as

well as to bigger time buys for pro-

grams.

In programing, for example, Gen-

eral Electric will remain on all sum-

mer with its half-hour Turning Point

in more than 60 markets. This is an

availability which everyone said

couldn't be cleared, incidentally. GE
wanted half-hours in prime time in

68 markets—and it got clearances for

half-hours in 66—all Class "A" time.

Among the strong summer accounts

which stay on most of the year: Bu-

lova, Brown and Williamson, Piel's

beer, Miles Labs and Alka Seltzer.

Folger's coffee, a large regional ac-

count, is staying on for the summer

with a minimum schedule and will re-

turn with greater quantity in the fall.

4. Announcements—and short ones

SPONSOR
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$14,000 in tools

for each employee

•••how much for his education?

Today, business invests an average of $14,000 in each

employee's job. The question for businessmen is:

Are we training enough people who can hold down

these jobs? Schools are the answer. And it's

simple self interest to help community groups get the

teachers and equipment schools need. Shortage right now:

200,000 classrooms, 165,000 teachers!

Want to find out how to help in your community?

Get specific information by writing:

Better Schools, 9 East 40th Street, New York, N. Y.

~l
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—are the vogue in day or night tv.

The shorter they come, the more

they fall. The very definite trend in

spot slotting is to shorter commercials

and more of them, regardless of the

hour of the day or night. Advertiser

demand exceeds supply, of course, for

those in-demand gold-plated announce-

ments. The trend is to shorter an-

nouncements so stations can divide

available time among several adver-

tisers. This applies to nighttime most

currently but will apply to daytime

in the near future.

One station rep envisions this rosy

vista for the near future: "Emphasis

on daytime ID's and 20's, at the rate

of 10, 12 and 15 weekly—and great

business in the afternoon-"

"Good daytime minutes are hard to

find," says another. The most sought-

after, and the fastest-moving, are min-

utes in daytime movies and strip

shows.

Good participations are likewise

hard to find, especially for the top-

rated women's homemaking and per-

sonality shows and for weather and

news programs. One reason person-

ality program participations are a

sales-getting buy, in the opinion of

On April 14th Permanent Affilia-

tion Contracts Were Signed.

Your "Follow-Thru" Stations For

Complete Merchandising Promotion

Services.

ALSO OPERATING

WEOA — CBS — RADIO
EVANSVILLE, INDIANA

many advertisers, is the big audi-

ences these shows get.

Look at these figures, compiled by

a leading representative firm. They

compare audience size and costs of

(1) local women's homemaking shows

and (2) a network program of simi-

lar content and audience interest in

40 markets across the country.

The survey checked audiences two

different times of the year, three

"I console myself with the thought
that if we pour out our pleas to the
many in order to influence a few, so
does the church. If our failures seem
more numerous than our successes, so
are those of book publishers and the
theatre. If sometimes our influence
causes men to live beyond their means,
so sometimes does matrimony. And if
we are too often dull, repetitious and
redundant, so too is our own United
States Senate."

BRUCE BARTON
Chairman of the Board

BBDO

months apart. In this time period, lo-

cal tv program audiences gained

45%; audiences of the network fea-

ture, 6%. The rep firm conducting

the survey claims local show viewers

outnumbered those for the network

feature in 28 of the 40 markets, in

areas encompassing some 24 million

tv homes. The network feature pulled

ahead in 12 markets, representing

some 5 x
/2 million tv homes.

As for costs, the rep claims the lo-

cal shows delivered half a million

more viewers per participation—and

for about $2,100 less per announce-

ment—than the network feature did.

These figures, the rep interprets, mean
a savings of about $100,000 annually

for an advertiser buying local wom-
en's show participations rather than

a schedule of the same number of

spots on the network program.

5. New types of accounts are shoiv-

ing interest in spot tv—and some are

buying.

There are several types of adver-

tiser classifications which have not in

the past been associated with spot tv,

or with tv itself. Many of them, such

as soft goods and industrial accounts,

are rather completely identified with

print. Others, such as insurance com-

panies and pharmaceutical concerns,

seem to tend toward network.

But reps report there's a dandy fu-

ture in prospect for tv spot among
clients in these fields.

Station representatives also credit

the efforts of Television Bureau of

Advertising in bolstering spot selling

arguments at the national and regional

level. They likewise think TvB's new

quarterly report on national spot bill-

ings will spur new interest among
clients and agencies.

Many reps, too, are champing at the

bit for the day color tv reaches a

basic audience big enough to sell on

a spot basis. Then, they figure, the

aura of color will bring in swoops of

new kinds of video accounts, particu-

larly in soft goods. Spot salesmen

see the day when fabrics of all kinds,

wearing apparel and department store

items will be featured in a steady pa-

rade of spots before daytime viewers'

eyes.

There are already interesting move-

ments into tv spot by soft goods. One
such account is Deering Milliken,

which makes different types of yarn

and fabrics available only to fabrica-

tors, not to consumers. Yet Deering

Milliken, for its two-way stretch yarn,

Agilon, went into a nine-week cam-

paign last winter with participations

in local women's shows in a reported

15 markets. Its goals: to inform wom-
en about the pluses of hosiery made
with Agilon yarn, to strengthen its

position with department stores, to

back-up efforts of its fabricators.

Results were nothing less than ex-

traordinary, says one man who's

talked with the client. For one thing,

department stores kept Agilon point-

of-sale material in prominent display

positions in hosiery sections as much
as six weeks after the tv drive ended.

The client is understood to be plan-

ning a similar spot tv drive next fall

for other fabrics and yarns. Deering

Milliken also makes Milium, a lining

material used in draperies, sports

coats and wearing apparel. Milium

plans a return to a New York City tv

schedule in August with a weathercast

three times a week (upped one from a

two-a-week schedule last year), and

it has the same sales and marketing

objectives as Agilon. The tv show

cements relations with department

stores stocking Milium-rined coats

(heavy retail sellers) and reinforces

work and promotion of fabricators.

Another new field for spot tv which

(Please turn to page 108)
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Why FALL FACTS gives me itchy fingers

by Jim Luce

Associate Media Director, /. Walter Thompson

Some day somebody is going to ask an agency man what

he does with all his spare time during July - - and another

murder will be committed.

Did you ever stop to think why timebuyers go off on

vacations in December and January? It's because they're busy

in June, July, and August. Busy? That's a mild word for

the planning, probing, checking, soul-searching and deciding
- — coupled with a complete disregard for the clock — - that

goes on during the hot months.

Admittedly, at a time like this timebuyers, account

executives and ad managers are more than selective in their

reading. But they must keep posted, and you're not long in this

business before you learn which tools mean most and help most.

Fall Facts Basics is a use book. I mean that. When I



was on the time-buying firing line I always had itchy fingers

waiting for it to come out, and there were never enough copies.

We've come to depend on Fall Facts for our first complete

picture in planning fall schedules (as well as for summer

double-check) . We use it to update our facts and opinions

at a time when an update is vital. We don't lack factual data

at JWT our files are bulging with top-quality information
- — but the sorting out and consolidating of facts and opinions

into neat useable packages is the job for a highly-professional

annual publication like Fall Facts Basics.

Here's another tipoff on the value of Fall Facts. Visit
our Library or our Research Department. Ask which trade

publications are in greatest demand; which ones are kept

longest. You'll find Fall Facts right in the forefront.

You can't fool people like Ruth Jones, Jayne Shannon,

and their timebuying associates. If it doesn't have it they won'

use it. Fall Facts has it — — and we wouldn't be without it.

lie
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At BBDO, Y&R, B&B, Bates, K&E and thousands of other agencies and

advertisers—large and small—you'll get the same "itchy fingers" reaction.

Fall Facts Basics (this is our 10th) gets use-plus. It's a lifesaver to

account executives, ad managers, timebuyers, and station executives.

Nowhere else can they get best-buying tips, costs, trends, directories. No-

where else can they get 1956 Radio Basics, Tv Basics, Film Basics,

Color Basics, and an up-to-date list of U. S. Timebuyers. Nowhere

else can they learn why this fall and winter are different and how to cash in

on the difference. They get this (and more) while they're burning the

midnight oil making decisions that vitally affect your future. That's

why Fall Facts is so right for your advertising message.

Deadline 18 June r

Sponsor, 40 E. 49th Street, New York 17, New York

hblication date early July '

Please reserve . page(s) in SPONSOR'S 10th

annual Fall Facts Basics. My position preference is:

rj RADIO BASICS fj TV BASICS rj FILM BASICS Q COLOR BASICS

rj TV SECTION rj TIMEBUYERS OF U.S. [J FiLM SECTION Q RADIO SECTION

Firm

1 2 page

1 3 page

1/6 page

$265

$180

$100
Mechanical Requirement

<I'ONSOK I

Above are single

credited with their e

Tall Facts does not

quency obligation.

i l'":il I F:

except

i%" x 12V
tltehed).



SPOT TV BOOM
[Continued from page 104)

will l>e ver) big, in the opinion of a

lop-rung sales development expert for

a major rep firm, is sponsorship of

puhlii sen ice programs.

"Stations must earn public service

show-, and there's no reason in the

world win these can't he sponsored. A
lot of good, big accounts will be inter-

i -tcil in buying this kind of a show if

onl) to get their names in front of the

public. It looks most encouraging as

a source for new money." he says.

Other advertisers have similar con-

cepts of spot as an institutional ad-

vertising vehicle.

Some purel) industrial clients

moving into spot tv use the medium

to educate and inform rather than to

sell products. Some sponsor program-

ing in cities where they maintain

plants or branch operations. Others,

buying more generally, seek to get an

improved public relations effect from

an advertising medium.

6. Progressive buyers are turning to

CO

o

oo©
I
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Ui
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I
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lowest
cost-per-thousand

Columbus, Ohio

IrVVKO

cost-per-1000

is 49% lower

than closest rival

l/WKO
delivers 5.4

average between

8 am and 5 pm

Pulse: Dec. -Jan. '5h

l/WKO
Columbus, Ohio

Use the slide-rule
and call Forjoe

tv for its merchandising strength, es-

pecially with retailers.

The Agilon story, reported above,

is typical of the type of merchandis-

ing support which a lengthening list

of spot tv adveriisers seek to give

their retailers.

Whether a department store section

head or a hardware store manager or

a while goods distributor, they all ap-

preciate and respond to manufac-

turers' efforts in their markets. The

reason is simple: the more the pro-

motion and advertising, the more de-

mand and the greater the sales and

profits.

This works both wa\s. with an in-

ler-play of activity between retailer

and manufacturer. One rep describes

it this way

:

'"A client these days can't ignore

merchandising to the trade. Whatever

he makes and sells, his company sales-

men call on the retail trade. These

retailers are. first of all. impressed

with television. They're also im-

pressed with advertising quantity.

They don't know a gold-plated slot

from a 6:30 a.m. ID. but they do

know when they're being given an

extra selling and promotion effort for

a product they carry. Tv opens the

door for a salesman, impresses the re-

tailer and encourages him to stock

more of the line. And if a retailer

stocks it, he'll move it! Just having

jour product on his shelf means he'll

sell it!"

7. Advertisers—and spot salesmen—
are more hep to creative copy angles.

The gristmill of television is grind-

ing away very slowly, but surely, at

bromidic copy and run-of-the-mill

visual devices. The keystone of spot

t\ today is content. Both clients and

the tv time salesmen with whom the\

deal know the spot will deliver the

audience but the content must deliver

the sell.

The president of one big rep firm

says one of the biggest new trends in

the business "is the ability of agencies

to use ID's effectively, as they're be-

coming very expert in knowing how

to write selling copy."

Commercials are getting better, says

another spot tv sales executive, "but

its mainly because they have to be!

Tv has a long way to go to reach its

potential, and we haven't even

scratched the surface. Tv, as the most

creative of all media, has put the pres-

sure on all of us for better quality

commercials and programing."

A commercial idea for the Murine

Co., which makes an eyewash, sums

up the elements of creativity which

are needed for effective ID advertis-

ing. This account is thinking of fea-

turing an attractive girl applying the

eye solution. As the camera moves in

to focus on her eye, the close-up of

her eye dissolves into the "eye" logo

of CBS TV for network identification

between shows.

8. Spot buying is sharper and
shrewder.

Buying, as well as the commercial

content, is sharpening up. Despite the

influx of main new and somewhat
green timebuyers, brought about by
Lulling gains in agencies, and the tv

indoctrination period needed by for-

mer print buyers who are now in all-

media buying departments, the bulk

of the tv timebuying is sharper and
better.

As one representative firm presi-

dent says:

" 'A' and 'AA' slots don't require

smart selling or smart timebuying.

But it does take smart buying to work

out the best plan for a particular

product, and to work with the time

and money available. With effort,

and planning, tv spot salesmen and
buyers are working out good schedules

which can sell anything!" • • •

SPOT RADIO BOOM
[Continued from page 31

1

noticeable price hike for the bu<er.

Several stations are increasing rates

for all hours of the day. and some with

a single rate, day and night, are up-

ping it.

For all these reasons, spot radio bin -

ing is booming.

Reps also credit the activities of

Radio Advertising Bureau as another

factor in the buying spurt.

In attempting to put the spot radio

picture in perspective. SPONSOR asked

radio station representatives at the

management level to speak in depth.

Because many of them did talk pene-

tratingly, they discussed certain ideas

and accounts with which they did not

wish to be directly identified. They

talked of where radio spot money

todav is coming from, and they pointed

to specific business as typical of cer-

tain trends. Because of their frank-

ness in their commentaries. SPONSOR
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has cited their well-informed observa-

tions without identifying the source.

Current spot radio money, according

to these reps, is coming from five main

sources:

1. Other media budgets, including

television.

2. Accounts returning to the spot

radio medium.

3. Business from new regional ad-

vertisers.

4. Additional advertising alloca-

tions.

5. Advertisers new to radio and

new products.

Here are some specifics in each of

these categories.

1. Money is coming from other me-

dia budgets, including television.

A substantial portion of the money
being spent in radio was siphoned off

from television, either because ade-

quate tv availabilities could not be

lined up in a certain limited period of

time or because an advertiser was im-

pressed with the quantity of radio he

could buy for the same money. One

rep estimates there's a working ratio

in buying which enables a client to

get 13 Class "A" radio announcements

for the price of one Class "A" tv an-

nouncement.

Best Foods' Nucoa margarine had

an interesting experience late last year

when it converted some of its spot tv

dollars into radio. It reportedly

started a saturation test in Los Angeles,

where a couple of months later it made
a share-of-market test.

Nucoa had had a sizable share, some

60% of the total margarine volume,

when it went into the area. After its

saturation radio schedule, this share

QLfjngfrSaks

BATON ROUGE

Put "The Chomp" to Worh for You

!

ATING CHAMPION ROUND 1

In the latest Telepulse, WAFB-
TV has a leadership of nearly

5-to-l in the Baton Rouge Area.

tCHANDISING CHAMPION
WAFB-TV has a merchandising

record second to none.

Q
First place winner in "Lucy

Show" competition with a
double first prize for special

merchandising job.

ROUND 2
First place in Screen Gems,
Inc. contest on program ^
promotion.

ROUND 3
Finished in "top four" in pro-

motion contest sponsored
by "Frank Leahy and His

Football Forecasts."

ROUND 4
WAFB-TV's only entry was
second placewinnerin 1956
Billboard promotion contest

for "network programs."

AFB-TV
CHANNEL 28

affiliated with WAFB, AM-FM
CBS — ABC — DUMONT 200,000 WATTS

Reps: Coll Adam Young, Nationally or Clarke Brown in South & Southwest
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rose to about 75%. The firm is now

buying several additional markets,

with as many as 45 announcements per

week on a single station in an area

where four stations are used.

Kiwi shoe polish, which in the past

put quite a chunk into a multi-market

spot tv schedule, has swung heavily

into spot radio. And a very large Mid-

west advertiser, after sponsoring a spot

program on tv in 35 markets last

year, has cut this down to 10 and is

putting the cash differential into radio.

2. Money is coming from advertis-

ers returning to spot radio.

A lot of advertisers are returning to

radio after a "vacation." These vaca-

tions have been brought about by any

number of things—cancelled appro-

priations, use of other media, dwindl-

ing need for product emphasis, etc.

Among recent returnees are Saraka

Laxative, the Shulton toiletry line and

Mrs. Filbert's margarine.

3. Money is coming from regional

advertisers.

An increasing number of regional

advertisers are turning to spot radio

for the first time, and in new ways.

Some seek to maintain distribution;

others, to get new outlets.

Still another type of goal is being

reached with spot by the Tilo Roofing

Co., Stamford, Conn. It is building a

field organization and field offices.

Tilo, after using very little adver-

tising of any kind—and no radio

—

signed for a schedule of five five-

minute newscasts weekly on Yankee

network of 28 stations. Three morn-

ing and two evening newscasts weekly

are rotated between 9 a.m. and 6 p.m.

time slots. Through the radio schedule,

Tilo—which sells only to consumers

through its own offices and does not

distribute its roofing through lumber

yards—is building a chain of success-

ful field offices. And it has gained con-

sumer recognition and acceptance.

Chock Full o' Nuts, a premium
coffee which is building distribution

and product preference on a regional

basis, started its intensive spot radio

drive in New York City.

After nine months of advertising,

Grey agency reports it in No. 3 spot

against very well-established national

and regional brands which cost less.

The copy line: "Don't spend the extra

money for this coffee unless you're just

plain crazy about good coffee!" This

same copy was used in the second

phase of the current New England

drive. It was aired as a follow-up to

a more positive copy approach in the

first phase: "Gamble five cents to

discover heavenly coffee!" (The pre-

mium brand costs about a nickel more

than its competition.)

Considerably more than 50 an-

nouncements weekly are being aired in

New England cities, and with decided

effect. A recent check on warehouse

shipments to that area gives "pretty

positive proof," in the words of a

Grey agency spokesman working on

the account. The check indicates Chock

Full has taken over as the No. 1 pre-

mium brand and as No. 2 in the area

(second only to Maxwell House). And,

as the coffee moves Southward and

Westward into new marketing areas,

spot radio will go along.

4. Money is coming from addi-

tional advertising allocations.

Many advertisers, as the saturation

concept grows in significance, are

alotting more money to spot. They

maneuver its flexibility to gain more
intensive coverage of the market and

more repetitive impressions, and to

bolster their market stands.

New and bigger radio budgets are

old hat for the blue-chip accounts

which represent spot's best and biggest

clients. According to a group opinion

of the reps, spot radio's current top

10 include:

1. Lever Bros, (particularly for

Pepsodent and Whisk)

2. Fels Naptha

3. Lucky Strike

4. Philip Morris

5. R. J. Reynolds (particularly for

Winston)

6. General Foods (particularly for

Maxwell House)

7. All of the major airlines

I United, American, Capitol, etc.)

8. Texaco

9. Shell

10. Packard-Studebaker

5. Money is coming from adver-

tisers new to radio, and from new
products.

The bulk of the billings in this

group comes from manufacturers in-

troducing new products, although

radio is attracting many a client who
has never used spot before.

One of the heaviest new accounts is

R. J. Reynolds' new Salem cigarettes,

a twin to the company's popular Win-
ston brand. Salem started the middle

of this month with radio-only in a

13-week multi-market buy. It's using

a saturation schedule with from 20 to

30 announcements weekly, and is seek-

ing an all-family audience which in-

cludes men. Salem is the first cigarette

on the market to combine three pop-

ular cigarette features: king size, filter,

menthol.

Another new spot radio product is

Gray Poupon mustard, testing in the

Midwest with daytime minutes. Others

are Burnett's Vanilla and Whisk, the

new Lever detergent.

These new advertisers, along with

the bulk of radio advertisers, are using

the "scattered shot" approach along

with a "triggered target" concept.

Many reps seem to think that more
than ever before, advertisers are trying

to capture segmented groups, such as:

• farmers and early workers in the

very early morning hours

• the all-family group, with father,

mother and children, during the

breakfast period, and those driving

to work (via car radios)

• the housewife during the morning
• the farmer, men who go home for

lunch, youngsters and the house-

wife around the noon hour
• the housewife and teen-agers in the

afternoon, and—in the late after-

noon—people driving home from

work
• the all-family audience in the early

evening

• the adult audience, with some teens,

during the late evening.

The product types cut across all

different hours of the day. For ex-

ample, look at some of these early-

morning buyers: Blue Coal, Dr.

Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery,

Grand Union stores, U. S. Rubber

(Naugatuck Chemical Div.), Ford

Motor, Tube Rose snuff, Lincoln

Mercury, Prestone Anti-Rust, and, of

course, Pepsodent.

One rep terms Pepsodent "the bell-

cow entry into early-morning."

Gillette has also had an interesting

experience using morning spot time.

With a copy theme angled at teen-age

youths suggesting they try a "wet

shave," Gillette tested the theme with

spot in Boston. Results were so good,

reps say, Gillette plans to extend a

similar drive with the same copy

theme to markets along the East Coast

(Buffalo, Albany, Utica, Wilkes-Barre,

etc. ) . Ultimately, it will go into the

Western states.

Buyers are still primarily interested
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in slotting their clients' commercials

in the heavily spot-saturated morning

time from 7 to 9, and in the prime

evening time from 5 to 7 or 7:30.

There's no arguing the fact that in

most markets equipped with tv, radio

drops off radically between 7 and 10

or 10:30. But in the post-10 :30 period,

much of radio's audience returns—

•

and so do spot accounts.

Some of them: Magnaplug, Home
Craft spray gun, National Home Study

School, and such product types as

beers, cigarettes, toiletries.

Other aspects of the present spot

radio boom are:

• Buyers seem to be more re-

ceptive to purchase of the so-

termed marginal time periods

—

and purchase for longer periods.

Buyers and clients are also more
inclined toward consistency in spot

schedules. They're buying more 52-

week contracts than "they've ever done

in radio spot history," says the man-

ager of a network spot sales division.

Reps say advertisers adhere more
closely these days to consistency be-

cause "it's just good advertising to

keep your product name in front of

the public." It's also because radio

listening increases substantially during

the so-called summer hiatus period.

Radio, as another rep executive puts

it, "follows you around like an old

friend, and makes no demands at all."

Reps also see a consistent pattern

emerging in spot schedules of all

durations, not merely in the 52-week

orders.

Buyers are beginning to use more
weeks of the year, more days of the

week, more hours of the day. They're

not going in for three isolated an-

nouncements a week, or for one week
out of the month. This skip-in-skip-

out technique they'll use to bolster

sales—or to serve some other market-

ing purpose—from time to time, but

the basic advertising buy is hinged

more and more to consistency and
repetition, say the reps.

• The new—and continuing

—

trend among advertisers is to use
saturation techniques to accomp-
lish both these goals.

Saturation radio is selling for them
in the short run, for flash campaigns,

and in the long run, for the steady,

basic drives.

The extent of that saturation, how-

ever, is pretty much determined by the

product and its own unique advertis-

ing objectives. The standard minimum
for a saturation drive, reps agree, is

20 announcements a week per station.

Advertisers are developing their own
types of saturation buying patterns,

using—in most cases—package plans

offered by reps.

One of the large manufacturers of

crackers, for example, is understood to

have swamped the entire state of

Georgia with a 13-week drive encom-

passing saturation schedules on every

radio station in the state. Esso's

bottled gas, Essotane, goes into a

market heavily for a couple of weeks,

takes two weeks off, and then goes

back on the air full tilt. A similar

spread pattern is used by a regional

ice cream, Carvel, which slots a 13-

week spot drive into a 16-week period

covering the entire summer.

Saturation, in addition to giving an

advertiser just that, has a distinct eco-

nomical advantage.

It offers buyers impressive discounts

based on (1) quantity, (2) frequency

and (3) use of non-prime time periods.

• Buyers have a renewed in-

terest in radio's automobile audi-

ence.

This interest is reflected in an in-

creasing number of summer and week-

end schedules.

Most stations deliver an early-eve-

ning audience equal in size to that of

the early-morning hours, and a lot

of this additional listening is coming
from people in cars. Outside the

major metropolitan areas, a large per-

centage of the work force drives to and

from work.

General Motors Acceptance Corp. is

indisputably the blue-chip client who
spotlighted the total-buy concept of

(a) saturation (b) on weekends only

with (c) summer schedules. As in

previous years, GMAC begins this

schedule late this month for 17 weeks.

Its weekend saturation traffic bulletins

will be aired at the rate of 10 on Sat-

urday and 10 on Sunday.

Both in-home and out-of-home audi-

ences swell on weekends at any time

of year, and particularly in the sum-

mer months.

• Another new trend in the

radio buying pattern is the greater

tendency of advertisers to adapt tv

techniques to radio, and to use

tv in conjunction with radio.

Reps report that more clients are

using a combination of both mass
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media—with the buying result some-

thing like this:

To cover a Midwest state, a buyer

would hit hard in four major cities

with tv, using supplementary radio

schedules in the same cities to fill in

circulation chinks. Outside those major

market areas, however, the product

will be pushed only with radio, and

with enough announcements and sta-

tions to get state-wide coverage.

Radio copy likewise is being in-

fluenced by tv.

One rep traces the development of

radio ID's to television. "Advertisers,

after using ID's in tv, like the idea of

concentrated, short, punchy copy. And
they can get a lot more for their radio

spot money if they substitute 7-, 8-, 9-

and 10-second ID's for minutes."

Radio copy, when advertisers are

buying both broadcast media, is also

picking up tv copy themes. This is all

to the good, says the manager of the

radio division of a major station rep

firm.

"Radio is recreating the television

picture, and reactivating the tv impact

—even in cases where the same copy

line isn't used in both. It's a nudge

to the memory, either way.

"At this point, duplication of copy

themes in both media is a trend which

should be, and, I think will be, magni-

fied. Radio listeners—and many of

them watch television—will hear a

commercial similar to one which they

have seen, and get a double impact

from a re-visualization of the picture.

"A good deal of future buying will

bring a combination of radio and tv,

with the same basic copy themes, into

play for a product." -k -k -k

SHULTON
{Continued from page 35)

cause, to begin with, its various qual-

ity products are all priced higher than

similar items marketed by the compe-

tition.

Two of its men's line products (all

of which carry the Old Spice label) are

among the top-sellers in their fields

—

the after shave lotion and the stick de-

odorant. The biggest brand-name com-

petitor in both these lines, as well as

in other men's product groups made by

both firms, is Mennen. Mennen is

being given a run for its advertising

money, even though its distribution

base is much broader. Unlike Shul-

ton, it distributes its product line

through variety stores and food outlets.

Other products in the Shulton line

—

new and old among the 112 current

toiletry, grooming and beauty offerings

to dealers—are gaining in sales as well

as in share of the market. The biggest

reason why Shulton's $25 million an-

nual sales volume is still on the rise is

because of an all-media continuous ad-

vertising campaign and the company's

intensive usage of spot radio and tele-

vision.

The spot radio and tv campaigns

sell a wide range of the toiletry items

in the men's and some items in the

women's lines. This new investment in

the tv spectaculars is new advertising

money, rather than a drain-off from an-

other ad effort. There's new money in

the spot buying, too, as Shulton intro-

duces new products via the broadcast

media and as it implements previous

air schedules because of consumer ac-

ceptance they have fostered.

Maxine Rowland, advertising man-
ager of Shulton, calls the company's

advertising approach "a logical pro-

gression" of media usage and media

buying. "We started with magazines,"

she says, "and then added newspapers,

spot radio, spot television, spot tv pro-

grams and now network tv with a

series of one-shots."

Future plans will follow the same

logic. "We're looking for a regular

network television show, which will

complement our present heavy^ radio

and tv spot announcement schedules

and round-out our all-media picture.

But we have many 'ifs' even though we
don't have any pre-conceived convic-

tions about what the show should be!

We know what it has to do, and we're

interested in any program or format

which will fit our over-all advertising

objectives. It must match our product

quality/, and give prestige to the name
of Shulton. We want a prime night-

time audience, of course. In any event,

we'll wait until the kind of show we
want comes along—at the kind of

money we have available."

Consideration of a network tv show,

or additional tv one-shots of a spec-

tacular nature, doesn't mean a cut-

back in the spot radio or tv activity or

in other media, in the opinion of Frank

N. Carpenter, Shulton vice president.

"We use a lot of media, and we plan

it very carefully to minimize any pos-

sibility of failure. We certainly don't

expect to put all—or even the bulk

—

of our budget in any one medium. In

all cases, we select media bv weighing

the estimated return on the distribu-j

tion of our budget dollars. The direc-

tion in which we are going is probably

toward a regularly sponsored network
tv showr

, backed-up by an occasional tv

spectacular and our continuing spot

announcement schedules in radio and
television."

Shulton spends "more than" $4 mil-i

lion annually on its well-rounded ad
program, Carpenter says.

More than half of this amount goes

to radio and television, while a third,

roughly, goes into magazines (both

general consumer and men's and worn-
I

1

" -• depending on the product line ad- »

vertised). The remainder of the media
allocation goes to newspapers. Bill-

boards are being used for the first time
—and on a very limited basis—this

year, with the year-old suntan lotion,

Bronztan, being promoted on boards
in resort and vacation areas.

The house of Shulton has been built

solidly on a media foundation which

started with a one-story magazine base

and has now hit the seven-story level.

Buying strategy heretofore has empha-

sized the major promotional periods

when dealers move the bulk of toiletry

items—in the spring, before Father's

Day, in the early summer (for the new
Bronztan product) and in the fall and

pre-Christmas seasons.

This somewhat seasonal pattern,

however, is being evened out as buying

periods are extended and certain prod-

ucts get an all-year-round copy stress.

Old Spice men's products are promoted

all year, but the women's lines—Desert

Flower, Escapade, Friendship's Garden

and Early American—are pushed dur-

ing spring and pre-Christmas buying

periods. Bronztan, of course, is lOO^o

seasonal and is advertised during a

short early-summer period.

Shulton's timebuying can be termed

methodical, meticulous, comprehensive

and unique.

In all cases, audiences are carefully

pre-selected for the specific product to

be advertised. Because copy is changed

frequently, and announcements rotated

among different products, this means

a major traffic problem for both agen-

cy and stations. Wesley Associates

has developed an intricate rotation sys-

tem involving different products, dif-

ferent lengths of spot announcements,

different times of the day, different

markets and different stations within

those markets. These variations apply

in most part to the radio schedule.
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In spot radio, Shulton aims for (1)

a weekday audience and (2) a week-

end audience. A staunch adherent to

weekend schedules of saturation

strength, Shulton buys weekend time

through the year to reach motorists

as well as people relaxing in their

homes. It stresses weekends in hot-

weather months to hit hardest for

Bronztan because of seasonal needs

and the swarming of motorists to beach

and sun areas.

This year, its weekend schedule

alone provides for 20 weekends of

saturation advertising in 25 markets

(with five weekends devoted to Bronz-

tan) and eight weekends of advertis-

ing in 21 additional markets (in which

three weekends plug the sun tan lo-

tion). The stick deodorant gets the

bulk of the stress during the remainder

of the schedules.

The Bronztan schedule follows a suc-

cessful introductory campaign for the

product last year. At that time, when
a minimum order was placed in maga-
zines, spot radio pushed the introduc-

tory effort.

"We saw results from this short, iso-

lated campaign immediately," says Ad
Manager Maxine Rowland. "We traced

sales gains fast as dealers re-ordered

the item." The 1955 Bronztan cam-
paign centered on only 14 markets

(contrasted with the 46 being used this

year), and hit the airwaves early in

the season (1 May in Southern states,

June in Northern) for a four-week
saturation push on five consecutive

weekends.

Although more weekend markets

have been added this year, the market

pattern remains about the same: from
12 to 25 announcements aired from
Friday afternoon, after about 4 o'clock

when drivers start taking to the high-

ways, through Saturday to mid-Sunday
afternoon, when they start returning

home.

In addition to these intensive week-

end-only schedules, Shulton aims for

the weekday, Monday-through-Friday
audiences with a continuing, year-

round pattern of radio announcements
in 13 markets for 52 weeks, and in 33

markets for 26 weeks. The 26-week

schedule is timed to coincide with the

spring, pre-Father's Day gift season

and the fall and pre-Christmas period.

Pre-Christmas gift buying accounts for

almost a fourth of the firm's annual

sales, and its announcements then are

aimed at both men and women because

women do much of the gift buying.

Weekday radio has from five to 12

announcements weekly, per market,

divided between two periods—early

morning and late afternoon.

Joseph D. Knap, Jr., media director

of Wesley, believes these periods, with

announcements rotated in them, can

best serve the client's needs. "We fig-

ure we are reaching men at those

times. In the morning, we're most in-

terested in alerting men to our shav-

ing products because it's then that

they're thinking about shaving, start-

ing to do it or just finished. And, in

the late afternoon, we're reaching them

as they drive home from work or as

they get home after work. In every

market we use, we've made a detailed

study of the work habits of white-col-

lar men as well as factory workers,

and we know when we can reach them

best."

The buying strategy is similar in

spot television, although the numerical

weight of radio announcements is

much heavier.

Tv announcements are slotted pri-

marily in the evening and nighttime

hours, with Shulton preferring prime

times because of the all-family compo-

sition of the viewing audience. "At

this point," says Knap, "we don't

think morning tv reaches men—and

they're the ones we're most interested

in. They may hear tv in the morning,

while they're getting ready for work

or eating breakfast, but I don't think

they really watch it."

Because of the quality of the Shul-

ton package design and gift set de-

sign, television is used to visualize this

attractiveness. Tv announcements con-

centrated into two winter periods. One
is usually a nine-week campaign start-

ing in late September, and the other

a four-week drive preceding Christ-

mas.

Announcements are spotted in the

top 30 markets at a variable satura-

tion rate during the nighttime hours.

During the second, or pre-Christmas

gift buying, phase of the fall-winter

push, tv announcements move back

into the daytime hours, when women
are watching. Tv commercials are

shorter than those used in radio

(where minutes are standard), and a

20-second format is adopted because

of its versatility and maneuverability.

Copy is geared to the company's

quality concepts.

Jay Perine, account executive at

Wesley, puts it this way: "Our copy

describes our sales approach—hard

sell in a soft-sell package. We use a

class approach, but at the same time

we have successfully sold the masses

with it."

Old Spice products have specially

devised sea motifs in all air media
copy and all media advertising has

continuity in themes. A sea chanty

jingle has been used successfully for

three years to promote the Old Spice

men's lines. Tv copy hinges on art

work with animated captain, bo'sun,

ship drawings, etc. as complements to

the chanty jingle.

"We've used the popular sea chanty
for three years now," says Miss Row-
land, "and it's still fresh and well re-

ceived by radio listeners. We'll con-
tinue to use it indefinitely, changing
only some of the verses as we intro-

duce new products or as we change
copy themes."

All Shulton copy, in the opinion of

Account Executive Perine, "aims for

high motivation and low irritation!"

Product copy on the spectaculars

remains the same as that used in other

phases of the broadcast activity. Half
of the commercial time allotment on
the specs, however, is institutional.

Shulton, backing up its broadcast

advertising and its all-media activities,

merchandises its promotional invest-

ment intensively to the trade.

It alerts its dealers (largely depart-

ment and drug stores) to all upcoming
advertising schedules, and gives them
specific suggestions for local-level pro-

motion and possible tie-ins to the ad-

vertising effort. It offers a vast array

of point-of-sale and window materials,

and encourages a maximum of dealer

cooperation with special contests, com-
petitions and awards. -k -k -k

"—and I just heard KRIZ Phoenix

advertising baby carriages."
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TV AWARD SYSTEM
(Continued from page 37)

the year, needs little comment. It is

doubly ridiculous to attempt to eval-

uate acting in a medium which turns

out in the neighborhood of 1.500 dra-

matic shows a year! Who would set

himself up to judge of this? It is

doubtful if any one competent person

could be found who would be willing

to sit in judgement. Yet, through

collective anonymity, we find persons

who saw perhaps less than one in ten

of the dramatic shows casting their

ballots for the best of everything.

The list of objections to the current

system of giving awards could be ex-

tended indefinitely. One problem is

that the awards ceremonies place un-

due emphasis on network shows.

While awards are given for local

shows, they are given with little fan-

fare, and in a spirit of magnanimous

condescension. While there can be

no argument as to the superiority of

network shows, the practice can

hardly encourage more and better

productions at the local level.

A second complaint stems from the

insoluble problem of forcing all of

the television shows into categories.

While it has been possible to achieve

some sort of success at the cataloging

of motion pictures into dramas, musi-

cals, black and white, color, etc., the

sheer size and complexity of television

programing makes this impossible.

By what logic is Disneyland equated

with Dragnet? How can Phil Silvers,

appearing on a situation comedy show,

be compared with George Gobel or

Sid Caesar, appearing on shows which

differ from the Silvers show in every

conceivable way? What significant

characteristics do the Lucky Strike

Hit Parade and the Voice of Firestone

have in common?
What possible justification can

there be for comparing the dramatic

performance given by Lloyd Nolan

in The Caine Mutiny Court Martial

—a performance developed and pol-

ished over a period of many months

on the stage—with the performances

of Ralph Bellamy, House Jameson,

James Barton, Franchot Tone, Paul

Newman, Everett Sloane, etc.—per-

formances developed in a period of

a week or two? Aside from the rather

obvious fact that, except in rare in-

stances, the award will always go to

an actor or actress appearing for per-

haps the four hundredth time in the

same role, television has reached a

point where too many outstanding

performances are given in a year to

preserve any meaning in the concept

of comparison.

Perhaps the most telling argument

against the Emmy awards is that they

give absolutely no indication of the

true scope of a year of television. In

the course of the current year we will

see approximately fifteen hundred

dramas, uncounted newscasts and

commentaries, the Republican and

Democratic conventions, major sports

events (including the World Series,

Rose and other bowl games, Olympic

Games, tennis and golf tournaments,

basketball, boxing and horse races).

We will see, too, the NBC Opera

Theatre, several outstanding Broad-

way plays, interviews with the great,

revivals of classic plays, and newly

commissioned works in opera, oper-

etta, drama, and musical comedy. We
will also see hundreds of quiz shows,

discussion programs, political forums

and interviews, documentaries, music

programs, variety and comedy shows,

and so on, ad infinitum. Who can

watch these events over a period of

365 days, and fail to realize how puny

and insignificant the television indus-

try appears as represented on the

Emmy Awards program?

What, then is the solution? The
suggestion that awards of any sort

be eliminated is too drastic a meas-

ure, comparable with throwing out

the baby with the bath water. Despite

the inadequacy of the present plan,

there is no doubt but that some sort

of awards system is desirable. In ad-

dition to the validity of the old fash-

ioned concept of rewarding virtue, a

sensibly thought out and executed

awards program can be excellent pub-

lic relations.

On the other hand, many of the

suggestions for improving the Emmy
awards are unsatisfactory, since they

fail to get at the problem underlying

the failure of the present system. Sug-

gestions to the effect that more (or

less) categories are needed, or that

certain of the categories are in need

of enlargement or contraction really

do a disservice, since they succeed

only in propping up a structure which
lacks a solid foundation.

Without presuming to give final

answers to the questions raised here,

I should like to submit a proposal.

It would, I think, meet many if not
all the objections to the Awards.

It would also raise new problems

which would need sympathetic and
coordinated effort to overcome. The
proposal would involve the following

three steps:

(1) The elimination of the present

Emmy Awards program.

(21 The establishment of a Na-

tional Television Festival Week. This

week, perhaps the first week in March,

would see each regular program hold-

ing its own equivalent of the Emmy
Awards. A dramatic show would, for

example, give awards for best acting,

male and female; the best script; the

best directing; the best set decoration,

the best music, etc.

While the manner in which awards

would be determined is open to dis-

cussion, I incline toward the choosing

of a small group of qualified profes-

sionals for each show on the air, and

giving this group the responsibility

of viewing and evaluating each pro-

gram of the series. The actual pres-

entation of awards would consume

only a small portion of the program

time. The real point of the week

would be to re-do the best program of

the year.

For an entire week, then, each

show would present its very best of

the preceding year. While this might

be impracticable for certain kinds of

shows (news programs and special

events), and would impose a hardship

on those shows which do not appear

weeklv (Producer's Showcase, Hall-

mark Hall of Fame), the impact on

the public of a solid week of tv great-

ness would be worth whatever effort

might be necessary to work out these

problems.

A more serious problem is pre-

sented by individual differences in

scheduling at various network outlets.

This, as well as the related problem

of filmed and kinescoped shows, could

undoubtedly be worked out if the

overall value of the Festival Week
seems attractive enough to the indus-

try. One possible solution is to de-

emphasize the element of surprise,

and to prepare the awards programs

as though they were any show of the

year.

(3) The final step would involve

the production and release on all avail-

able stations of a documentary report,

perhaps as much as three hours length,

showing via kine a history of the

year's great events—political, cul-

tural, athletic—as shown to the na-
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tion during the year on television.

Presented on the first evening follow-

ing the Festival Week, it would be

prepared by the Academy, and would

draw its material from the many ir-

regularly-scheduled shows presented

during the year.

(4) The establishment of a "special

awards" committee under the sponsor-

ship of the Television Academy which

would grant awards on one basis

alone: significant contribution to the

advancement of the art and science of

television.

This is the essence of the proposal.

While there is no question but that

objections can and will be raised to

some of its provisions, it is felt that,

while far from perfect, it would suc-

ceed in at least the following specific

ways: (1) It would give the public

a reminder of the great experiences

it has had during the year. (2) It

would demonstrate beyond contro-

versy television's success (or failure)

to broadcast in the public interest.

(3) It would create a solid week dur-

ing which television, its impact and

its achievements, would be uppermost

in the minds and lives of the nation.

(4) It would more nearly do justice

to the vast numbers of people and the

staggering amount of material em-

ployed by the industry during the

year. (5) It would stimulate com-

petition, since the odds against win-

ning an award would be reduced to

the point where many, not now con-

sidered for awards, would be placed

in contention. (6) It would remove

the Television Academy and the tele-

vision industry from the ranks of the

followers and imitators, and place

them in a position of independence

and leadership. * * *

COODSON REPLIES
(Continued from page 37)

nations. To some degree we confess

this was due to various pressure

groups within the industry that insist-

ed upon separate categories for them-

selves. Also, there were definite dis-

parities between the points of view ex-

pressed by the Hollywood and New
York branches of the Academy. Many
of these problems we can attribute to

growing pains.

These were the headaches we faced

after this year's awards. We have to

iron them out. We are confident that

difficulties in definition can be over-

come and we know that boiling down

of categories towards fewer and more

valuable awards is possible. However,

it is easier to determine what is wrong

with a category and award system than

to set up an alternative sure-fire sys-

tem. Thus. Mr. Hyde's suggested

"festival" can produce many more

headaches than the current method he

proposes to replace.

1. It is practically impossible to re-

create in any one week the best shows

of a past year precisely as they were

done before. It would be unlikely that

producers could bring together the

same casts in dramatic shows, the same

"We will go into outer space from
Mount Palomar; we will follow the elec-

tron microscope into the brain ; we will

attend history wherever it is being made

;

our people will meet the great person-
alities of their time face to face ... in
informal conversations . . . these and
many more aspects of television are
building a new race."

SYLVESTER WEAVER
Chairman of the Board, NBC

• •••••••
acts in variety shows, and it is an ob-

vious absurdity in the case of ad lib

shows such as quiz and panel pro-

grams. Everything would have to be

done on kinescope and a whole week of

old kinescopes could be a pretty miser-

able Festival! It is possible that video

tape, when it is perfected and put into

use, may help solve this problem.

2. Even assuming that this above

technical difficulty could be eliminated,

there are worse problems. Think of

the viewing time that would be re-

quired of committees who would have

to sit down and look at every show that

was done during a year. It would take

one committee practically full time to

examine 52 hour Kraft Theatres. An-

other committee would have to spend

its time examining 52 Climax pro-

grams. Another group would have to

look at 52 Ed Sullivan shows. Another

committee would have to look at every

Steve Allen show: 250 programs in this

group! I would say that the job of

judging would require no less than

100 separate committees!—and this

only includes network shows. It also

leaves out spectaculars, programs that

are broadcast less than once a week.

3. And finally, what would you end

up with? A performer would receive

an award as the "best actor on the

Kraft Theatre" during the year. An-

other person would receive an award

as the "best comedian on the Phil Sil-

vers show" during the year. There

would be as many awards as there are

shows, and the awards, in my opinion,

would be practically worthless.

The answer is that shows and per-

formers must compete one against the

other. Certainly, it has been done suc-

cessfullv in the case of the Antoinette

Perry awards on Broadway where a

light musical review will compete

against a serious dramatic show. It

has also been done in the case of the

Pulitzer Prize awards where a serious

work by Ernest Hemingway will com-
pete against a light fantasy by James
Thurber.

Since the March awards, a special

committee was formed to try to find

out what went wrong, how it went
wrong, and what can be done about it

in the future. This committee consisted

of Joseph Bailey of the John Gibbs
office, Bob Lewine of ABC, Mario
Lewis of CBS, Max Liebman of NBC,
Dick Pinkham of NBC, Bob Paddock,
a scenic designer, Sam Northcross of

the William Esty Agency and myself.

We were not empowered to make spe-

cific or binding recommendations. In

general we agreed, however, that: (1)

awards should be cut down in number;

(2) categories should be cleared up
semantically; (3) shows originally pre-

pared for presentation in other media
should not compete against original

tv contributions. (4) no special ac-

count should be taken of whether a

show was originally broadcast film or

live, day or night, high-budget or low
budget.

I think I can best sum up our atti-

tude towards the awards by reiterating

what one of the committee members
wrote to me recently: "It is my con-

viction that the importance of the

Academy and the prestige value of

Emmys over the years will rise only if

there is the formulation of a sound
awards structure which will result in

conscientious and objective recogni-

tion of creative contributions to tv. If

this philosophy is adopted by the cate-

gories committee it must, at the same

time, ignore private interests, personal

disappointment and other causes which

would tend to make the awards suspect

or even less meaningful." -k -k +
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NET SHOW CONTROL
(Continued from page 33)

works entirely from program develop-

ment and production would deprive

the public of certain programing con-

tributions that only the networks can

make.

2. The real problem: Admen be-

lieve that the solution to tv's basic

problems lies elsewhere than in the

realm of programing. The fact that

networks can exercise tight control

over programing stems from conditions

inherent in a seller's market, they say.

And they trace these conditions, of

course, to the failure of the FCC's al-

location plan to provide for enough tv

stations. Solve that problem, admen

say, and you will eventually restore the

balance between buyer and seller of

network tv time.

"It's natural that the networks con-

trol programing and insist on rating-

building shows whether from their

own or from other sources," the adver-

tising director of a hard goods firm

said. "But having recently bought a

show, I can say that we had ample

choice between network suggestions

for shows and shows we or our agen-

cy would come up with. Of course,

that choice would be increased if there

were four networks. With more com-

petition for the advertiser's dollar, the

networks would have to be more flexi-

ble."

3. Divorcement limitations:

Divorcement of networks from produc-

tion (so termed because of the orig-

inal application of the phrase to sepa-

ration of Hollywood motion picture

producers from theater ownership) is

not comparable to the feature film stu-

dio situation nor would it really change

much, most admen told sponsor. So

long as networks are the carriers of

programing and sellers of time, they'll

retain the choice over programing to

appear in their time slots, admen
pointed out. And during any period

when it is difficult to buy network time

because of the rush of advertisers into

the medium, networks will retain their

power to pick and choose from among
programing sources.

"There's little difference for us

whether a network produces the show

in a particular time slot or locks an

outside package into it," said a top

radio-tv executive at one of the major

soap companies. "Of course, it's ob-

vious why networks would tend to tie

programs to time periods, beyond the

attempt to create the strongest audi-

ence attractions. We're less likely to

shift to another network for the sake of

improving our time period once we've

invested money in building a show we

don't own and can't move."

While programing in blocks some-

times tends to work to the disadvan-

tage of individual advertisers, agency-

men and advertisers on the whole

agree that the value of one particular

program in terms of ratings and audi-

ence composition cannot be isolated

from its adjacencies.

4. Changed atmosphere: While

most agencymen and advertisers doubt

that divorcement is in the cards, some
of them point out that the talk of gov-

ernment action has already affected

network policies. It's a subtle change

in attitude toward outside-network

packages advertisers may be interested

in putting on the air and a greater

willingness to evaluate these programs

on a competitive basis with network-

produced packages.

"First of all, the networks we ap-

proached about a particular time pe-

riod from which we'd yanked our old

show, gave us suggestions of several

shows to pick from," a major advertis-

er said. "Secondly, they encouraged us

and our agency to shop around for

shows of our own. While the networks

continue to be concerned with peak

ratings, they seemed to bend over back-

wards to listen to our ideas. In the

last analysis, we ended up buying an

outside package that the network had

scouted out."

It's becoming apparent from the pro-

graming lineups shaping up for next

fall (see SPONSOR 14 May. pages 27-

29), that the networks are buying

more packages produced by indepen-

dent sources than in the previous year.

"Part of the reason the networks have

been slower in fixing fall lineups may
be their hesitation to nudge established

clients," said the radio-tv v.p. of an

agency for several heavy network ad-

vertisers. "There's the implicit threat

of having a client go to Washington

right now that makes networks handle

advertisers with kid gloves. But this

situation isn't necessarily desirable for

the advertising industry and tv as a

whole."

5. investment prohibitive:
There's a constant need for new pro-

graming in tv. But because of the high

cost of tv show production, even the

largest agencies said they would hesi-

tate to go into program production on
a large enough scale to fill the gap
divorcement would cause.

"There's a major difference between
supervising outside packages or even

producing one specific show for a par-

ticular client and really maintaining a
regular flow of new programing," said

the radio-tv v.p. of one of the top five

agencies.

Also, there are certain intrinsic limi-

tations imposed on agencies by the

economics of the advertising business
which would prevent them from orig-

inating such network contributions as
the spectaculars, for example, admen
said repeatedly.

If the networks were divorced from
their producing function, and the

field left wide open to agencies and
packagers only, the giant agencies and
packagers particularly would be fa-

vored, admen commented. Only the

biggest independent packagers could
attempt to put together the really high-

cost shows.

"The result might be a consolida-

tion among big outside producers that

would squeeze smaller operations out,"

one agency radio-tv v.p. said. "As it

is now, only the biggest agencies can
afford the overhead of show produc-
tion. The big outside packager would
be the only one to profit from divorce-
ment."

6. A major criticism: One point

raised by many admen regards the ef-

fect the networks have had upon talent

costs. They see this as the greatest net-

work programing evil. There's a feel-

ing that the competition between the

networks bid up talent costs unneces-
sarily.

"Most agencymen will pride them-

selves on being in a better position to

negotiate talent costs than anyone
else," the radio-tv v.p. of an agency

billing over $100 million, told spon-

sor. "The talent agents seem to up
the ante as soon as they hear a net-

work's in the bidding."

But a number of admen feel that the

blame for high talent costs should be
spread pretty evenly among clients,

agencies and networks. Some of the

best-known and highest-priced talent

contracts during the past season were

negotiated by agencies directly for

their clients, rather than by the net-

works.
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"There's no question but that the

competition between the two big net-

works and talent raiding in the past

helped drive up talent costs," said a

major cosmetics advertiser. "But it's

a chicken-and-egg argument. We can't

blame the networks entirely because

they couldn't have bid up the costs if

agencies and advertisers hadn't been

willing to pay the prices in the last

analysis."

Other points: Most admen view the

probing into network programing con-

trol with some misgivings. A number

of them pointed to a subtly changed

attitude on the part of the networks

towards their clients and a momentary

rush by them to buy outside packages.

But on the whole, admen feel doubtful

of the values of carrying the investiga-

tion further.

"It's a real political situation," one

agency radio-tv v.p. commented. "Dur-

ing an election year, some people make
a grab for headlines, and tv can as-

sure them of a big play in the press.

But this whole investigation is likely

to peter out."

However, the main concern among
admen is a reservation concerning the

government's role in this business.

"Washington doesn't understand the

tv business," admen said over and over

again.

"The government will never carry

this through," another top agency v.p.

said. "They won't touch anything that

would necessarily have implications of

censorship. And divesting the networks

of programing control would create a

vacuum that some impartial source,

not agencies, advertisers or packagers,

would have to fulfill to protect the pub-

lic interest."

Even those admen who felt that net-

work show control had become arbi-

trary and excessive at times, agreed

that no big, responsible agencies

pointed accusing fingers. "This storm

was brewed up by a few malcontents,"

said one adman. "Certainly, responsi-

ble agency management would put the

reins on any tv v.p. who'd want to

carry an individual gripe outside the

business."

At the same time, most agency tv

heads felt a definite need for a balance

in show control power so that agencies

could continue to justify their commis-
sions to clients. "Unless the agency
can play a role in supervising its cli-

ent's package and protect his interests,

the client will doubt the validity of the

commission." * * *

SPONSOR ASKS
{Continued from page 51)

for feature films across the country.

Last year, according to NARTB, all

tv stations in the U. S. averaged over

15 hours a week for features—well

over the preceding year—and most of

this in class A time.

Now, with the release for television

of such great packages of features as

all Warner Brothers pictures during

that company's greatest years, through

1950, it seems certain that the 1956-57

season will see the continued rise of

feature films as one of the dominant

programing and advertising influences

in all television.

Oliver A. Linger

Executive v.p.

NTA, New York

STATIONS ARE WELCOMING THEM

• The greatly increased availability

of feature film is having a marked ef-

fect on the tv industry. It has cre-

ated a new breed of viewer and conse-

quently advertisers are ready with dol-

lars to snatch up time availabilities.

The public's appetite for feature films

has hardly been satiated. Despite the

increased number of films finding their

way to the tv screens, impressive rat-

ings already garnered, continue to

climb higher and higher.

As top quality features continue to

hit the market, the audience response

is such that advertisers can no longer

ignore the trend. The demand for fea-

ture films is greater as a result.

Another marked effect on tv is the

gradual change in the time periods

usually allocated to feature films. The

trend in tv is toward 90-minute shows.

With the increased demand for feature

films, I look for the eventual move-

ment of feature films into class A time

within the next 12 months.

Stations are opening the gates for

feature films. Our "TNT" package of

David 0. Selznick films, placed on the

market about two months ago proves

the point: It's already been sold in

more than 60 markets.

Another interesting development

arising out of the plentiful supply of

films is the trend to quality products.

Stations seem to shy away from quan-

tity in favor of quality. And they feel

no pain in paying the premium prices

commanded by these quality films.

The public responds to quality via im-

pressive ratings. The station owner,

ever ready to spot public reaction, will

do his bit to supply good features.

With encouraging reactions from all

sources, NTA plans to heed the de-

mand for quality.

To complete film triangle . . •

Next issue, sponsor will bring you
the last of a three-part "Sponsor
Asks" series on the increased avail-

ability of feature film. On hand
for the discussion will be feature

film and television station people.

COMPARACRAPH NOTES
(Continued from page 88)

Sylvania, JOT: CBS, Sat. 7:30-8 pm
Texas Co.. Kudner: NBC. Sat 9:30-10 pm
Toni Co., North, Burnett: CBS, alt M 8:30-9 pm;

alt W 8-8:30 pm: alt Th 10-10:15 am; Th
3:30-45 pm; alt Th 10-10:30 pm; NBC, Sat
9-9:15 pm

U.S. Rubber, F. D. Richards: NBC, Sun 7:30-9
pm. 1 wk in 4

U.S. Steel, BBDO: CBS, alt W 10-11 pm
Time, Inc., Y&R: ABC. Th 7:15-7:30 pm
Warner- Hudnut, K&E: NBC. alt Sat 10:30-11 pm
Welch Grape Juice, DCSS: ABC. T 5:15-5:30 pm
Wesson Oil, Fitzgerald: CBS. Tu 12-12:15 pm; alt

Tu 3:30-4 pm
Westinghouse, McCann-Erickson : CBS. M 10-11 pm
Whitehall Pharm., Bates: CBS, M-W-F 6:30-6:45

pm & 7:15-7:30 pm; NBC, W 10:30-11 pm
White Owl, Y&R: NBC. alt Sun 10:30-11 pm

"This time I won't be back, boss-

he's a KRIZ Phoenix advertiser."
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WEEKEND VIEWERS

STAY UP LATE FOR

"3-STAR THEATRE"

Here's the record of "Three

Star Theatre," on KCRA-TV,

presenting big-name, late eve-

ning feature films that domi-

nate the Sacramento market!

| Average Rating: 13.7* I

Average Share of

Audience: 79.3%
.

"THREE STAR THEATRE" is seen

at 1 1 p.m. Saturday, following

"Hit Parade" (33.5 lead-in)

and at 11 p.m. Sunday (24.1

lead-in).

YOUR PETRY MAN KNOWS all

about "Three Star Theatre" on

KCRA-TV. Give him a call

about participations.

* Sacramento Television Audience
ARB: February 8-14, 1956

KCRA-TV
CHANNEL 3
SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA

100,000 Watts Maximum Power

represented by Edward Petry & Co.

David J. Mahoney celebrated his 33rd birthday

May 17, shortly after becoming the president of the

Good Humor Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y. He resigned

presidency of his own national agency, David J.

Mahoney Inc., New York, which he founded in

1951. Mahoney entered advertising in 1946 as a mail

clerk-trainee at Ruthrauff & Ryan, within a month
became assistant account exec on Lever. At his

own agency, he supervised such accounts as Good
Humor, White Rock. He's now helping direct

Good Humors renewed summer schedules on

radio and television.

William W. Oliver has joined the Kroger Co^

Cincinnati, as manager of radio and tv advertising.

His main responsibility will be to coordinate all

radio and tv activities for the giant food chain in

its 19-state marketing area. Oliver most recently

worked as an account executive at WBBM,
Chicago. Before that, he gained 13 years of broad-

casting experience in selling and announcing

duties at WGN, Chicago; KMOX, St. Louis, and

WJVA, South Bend, Ind.

John R. Geyer, secretary of Geyer Advertising

Inc. and a member of the board of directors, is

taking on new duties after his recent election

as a vice president of the agency. He also serves

as an account executive. He is the son of B. B.

Geyer, founder and board chairman of the 46-

year-old concern. John Geyer. during a leave of

absence in 1950-'51, was president of Nash-

Eastern, managing Nash dealerships in New
York City and Greenwich, Conn.

Jerome S. Stolzoff joins Grey Advertising, New
York, as a vice president, and will spend most

of his time as account supervisor on Procter &
Gamble. A radio-tv specialist almost since the

beginning of his agency career in 1941, Stolzoff

pioneered use of broadcast media by retail accounts

as an executive of Cramer-Krasselt agency, Mil-

waukee. He later worked as account supervisor

(Toni Co.) at Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago.

Before joining Grey, he was vice president and

account supervisor iP&G) at Biow, New York.
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Get the Sensational

New Facts About . .

.

The ONLY

All-NEGRO

Station in

the Big

Chicago

Area

WBEE
1000 watts

Harvey, III.

MORE broadcasts to

MORE Negroes who

actually Buy More

ROLLINS BROADCASTINC, INC.

National Sales Mgr.: Craeme Zimmer
New York Office: 565 Fifth Ave., EL 5-1515

Chicago: 6205 S. Cottage Crove Ave., NO 7-4124

ADVERTISERS' INDEX

ABC Film __ 46-47

Better Schools 103

Blair TV 95, 122

Broadcast Music, Inc. 71

CBS TV Film 22-23

Howard Stark 119

Katz Agency _ 57

Mid-Continent Group FC, 1

NBC Spot Sales 16-17

Noemac Group 5

Official Films 10-11

Peters, Griffin, Woodward 90-91

Pulse, Inc. 86

Sponsor 101, 105-107, 120-121

Storer Broadcasting .68-69

Westinghouse Broadcasting 80-81

KBIG, Hollywood
KCMC-TV, Texarkana _.

KCRA-TV, Sacramento ..

KFAB, Omaha
KGNC, Amarillo _

KLAC, Los Angeles
KMBC-TV, Kansas City

KMJ-TV, Fresno
KMPC, Los Angeles
KNX, Los Angeles

KOIN-TV, Portland, Ore.

KOLN-TV, Lincoln ..

KPQ, Wenatchee
KRIZ, Phoenix _ 113,

KROD-TV, El Paso —
KSAN, San Francisco

KSL-TV, Salt Lake City

KSLA-TV, Shreveport

KTRK-TV, Houston _

KVAL-TV, Eugene
KVLC, Little Rock ..

KWKH, Shreveport

6

82

118

92

77

BC
119

100

102

13

99

21

8

117

45

15

12

73

85

14

67

7

WAFB-TV, Baton Rouge _ 109

WAGA-TV, Atlanta 89

WAPI, Birmingham 12

WAVE, Louisville . 78

WBAY-TV, Green Bay 71

WBEE, Harvey, 111 - 119

WBTV, Charlotte 28

WCBS, New York 52-53

WCBS-TV, New York ... .74-75
WCCO, Minneapolis ... 49

WCUE, Akron 51

WEHT-TV, Henderson ... 104

WFBR, Baltimore ... 51

WFMY-TV, Greensboro .._ ..._ 25

WGN-TV, Chicago 96

WGY, Schenectady 97

WHDH, Boston 59-66

WHEN, Syracuse ... IBC
WHLI, Hempstead ...... 76

WIBG, Philadelphia 54

WILK-TV, Wilkes-Barre 27

WILS, Lansing 24

WIS-TV, Columbia, S. C 94

WJAC-TV, Johnstown, Pa. 15

WJHP-TV, Jacksonville, Fla 56

WLOL, Minneapolis 58

WNJR, Newark ..— 71

WPEN, Philadelphia 3

WRAP, Norfolk 26

WRBL-TV, Columbus, Ga 45

WRC, Washington, D. C. 9

WREX-TV, Rockford ..... 98

WSJS-TV, Winston-Salem 79

WSM, Nashville 55

WSOK, Nashville - 115

WVKO, Columbus, Ohio .. 108

WVOK, Birmingham Ill

WWLP, Springfield, Mass. 13

WXEX-TV, Richmond IFC

Molen, veteran KMBC-KFRM
Sports Director, keeps himself in top L

broadcasting condition with three daily %
sportscasts plus several weekly sport
shows and features. Personalized radio

; sells as it serves

!

i
!.::;

IH|||

j!k the New Sound of

MBC -KFR
The big news in Kansas City radio is the
New Sound on KMBC-KFRM I By complete-
ly overhauling old programming concepts,
KMBC-KFRM have introduced a new type
of radio se vi e that's tailored to today's audi-
ence demand*. New variety, new personali-
ties, new formats, new impact—they're all

woven into every hour of every broadcast day.
This inspired local programming, combined
with the best from the ABC Network, pro-
duces radio that sells as it serves! Your
Colonel from Peters. Griffin. Woodward. Inc.
can tune you in on the New Selling Sound of
KMBC-KFRM.

KMBC a/ Kansas City

KFRM
fr>%

the State of Kansas

in the Heart of America3>

HOWARD E. STARK

Specialists in the

Purchase and Sale of

Television Stations
*

Radio Stations
*

Financing
*

50 East 58th Street

New York 22, N. Y.

Eldorado 5-0405
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55 NINE

CONSECUTIVE
YEARS
OF SALES

GAINS
Through its first nine years SPONSOR (which celebrates its tenth

birthday in November 1956) has 1, stuck everlastingly to the job of

providing a use service for national advertisers and agencies; 2, crusaded

for worthwhile industry improvements; 3, established new sales records

each year. It has frequently been called the most

successful new trade magazine of this decade.

10th Year of Usefulness to TV and Radio Advertisers



The American Broadcasting Company

announces the appointment of

JOHN BLAIR
& COMPANY

as national representative for

WABC new york

K^^) SAN FRANCISCO

EFFECTIVE JUNE 1, 19 56

Since 1952, another ABC-owned I JwtlN
radio station WXYZ Detroit has \ £LAIR

been represented by . . . \ t company
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Shu I ton shops for

network rv show

What's origin of

rv copywriters?

Now you see it,

now you don't

Skywriting

plugs radio

Suppliers moving
into spot rv

Buyers see sellers

at Pa. session

Reps should visit

clients more often

AFA Panel on
media changes

REPORT TO SPONSORS for 28 May 1956

(Continued front page 2)

"If we can afford it, and if show is right," Shulton will go into

network tv on regular basis this fall. Frank Carpenter, v. p., expects

net show will be in addition to more one-shot spectaculars and heavy
radio-tv announcement schedules. Men's and women's toiletries firm
wants prestige show to match product quality; to sell Shulton firm
name as well as Old Spice lines. (See story page 34.)

-SR-
Where do tv copywriters come from? Industry should provide answer so

agencies can find new writing talent, says Bryan Houston, board
chairman, Bryan Houston Inc. He guesses tv writers come from radio,

art department

,

and comments: "Print writers are used to static sheets
of white paper; radio writers, to multiplicity of adjectives (but

listeners hear only one in 4 words anyway) ; movie writers, to taking
56 of 58 seconds leading up to 'came the dawn.'"

-SR-
Tricky commercial with live magician performing tricks on "What

'

s

My Line?" is innovation of Helene Curtis Industries. Lights focus on
white hands on dark drop, with performer sleight-of-handing products.

-SR-
New York area lunch-goers (and Madison Avenueites in particular)
"saw" radio 15 May. Event was skywriting of phrase "Use Radio."
Done in observance of National Radio Week, skywriting was sponsored
by Edward Petry & Co. To get maximum viewership Petry sent teaser
letters to 1,000 ad managers, ad agency executives week before.

-SR-
Suppliers and soft goods emerging as strong potential spot tv buyers.
One with reportedly outstanding results is Agilon stretch yarn (made

by Deering Milliken) and used by fabricators of women's hosiery). A
9-week pre-Christmas test in several markets, with heavy department
store tie-in (through Amos Parrish) is expected to lead to new fall
schedules for 2 other lines: Milium and Lorette.

-SR-
Hand-in-hand quality of buying and selling seen at Pennsylvania Assn.
of Broadcasters meet in Poconos 16-18 May, which attracted many top-
level advertiser and agency personnel as speakers. Among them: R. M.

Budd, ad dir., Campbell Soup; Alfred G. Waak, dir. of adv., House-
hold Finance; Albert Goetz, adv. dir., American Safety Razor; Thomas
Christensen, ad executive, Philip Morris; Jayne Shannon, media super-
visor, JWT ; Frank Brady, v. p., Harry B. Cohen; W. Robert Eagan, v. p.,

FC&B ; Scott Keck, asst. dir. tv-radio, NL&B.

-SR-
Ad manager is the "ultimate buyer, and station reps don't call on me
nearly as often as they should." So charged Albert J. Goetz, ad mgr.

,

American Safety Razor, speaking to Pennsylvania Assn. of Broadcasters.
He cautioned reps to spend less time unselling competing stations,
more time in slanting presentations to marketing, ad problems.
Biggest need: know more about client's products.

-SR-
Advertising Federation of America Convention in Philadelphia, 10-13
June, will include panel on "How will media meet the changing trends
in marketing?" Air media spokesmen on panel: J. L. Van Volkenburg,
CBS TV president and Don H. McGannon, Westinghouse Broadcasting
president.
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Automobile upheaval

How should advertisers and agencies

assess the fact that several of the auto-

mobile manufacturers are cutting back

their use of network television?

It's our guess that the printed media

promotion bureaus will be quick to

suggest some answers to that question.

We think probably too quick if you

can judge by past attacks on television

emanating from print quarters. Before

glib conclusions are broadsided, here's

the perspective against which we view

the cutbacks.

1. The automobile business is in a

slate of flux. There are problems at

the top and at the bottom. General

Motors is under government scrutiny

because it is too successful, in the view

of some. Studebaker-Packard is strug-

gling to find the money to stay in

business. Most automobile makes are

struggling to keep their level of sales

in reasonable relationship to the tre-

mendous productive capacity thev have

developed since the end of the war.

2. The way in which many auto-

mobile firms use network television is

not representative of the approach in

most other industries. Many auto-

mobile makes have invested heavily in

prestige vehicles on the network level

while maintaining a hard sell drumfire

at the individual market level through

spot tv and radio as well as other me-

dia. The cutbacks are most likely to

affect the highest-cost prestige program
one of whose major functions is to en-

thuse the dealers.

It is to be expected in an era when
selling becomes more difficult that the

emphasis would shift from semi-insti-

lutional approaches to more direct sell-

ing tactics. And we predict that cut-

backs in network television spending

will be followed by increases in spot

spending.

But we think you can count on tele-

vision's detractors to ignore these mar-

keting shifts in their own commen-
taries.

The automotives situation reminds

us of what happened to Philip Morris.

This company, too, faced tremendous

upheavals in the market place. PM
drew out of network television accom-

panied by the cries of print media

spokesmen that the visual medium had

failed them. But today PM is staging

a comeback with spot television play-

ing a major role. And PM is thinking

seriously about reentering network

television for at least one of its brands.

We hope that with the example of

Philip Morris in mind, printed media

spokesmen will think twice before they

jump to their mimeograph machines.

Whatever happens, the simple fact is

that for every advertiser who's forced

to leave network television for what-

ever reason, there are dozens of others

standing in line waiting to take his

place. You can't top that fact for

proof of the way advertisers regard

television's potential as a selling force.
* * #

Spot predictions

We predicted early last fall, with a

certain amount of trepidation, that

spot business would be great. There

was trepidation because the straws in

the wind were just bending a bit, not

blowing with the full sweep of a gale.

But now, more than eight months

later, we find that this prediction of a

boom—and not even a minor bust

—

has been borne out. Reps agree that,

in very general terms, national and re-

gional advertiser billings in both tv

and radio spot are up about a third

over last year.

On the basis of this new solidity of

spot's position with advertisers, and

advertisers' increasing activity, we ven-

ture again into the realm of predic-

tions.

Our predictions are short— and

they're basic.

• There'll be a gradual elimination

of the term "marginal time periods."

Day and night hours will even out

—

in their popularity with buyers.

• Whatever the reason, clients will

spread their schedules over more

months, more weeks. They'll stay on

for an increasing number of "firm

52's."

• Tv, particularly, will see the in-

flux of many new product lines hereto-

fore unknown to the medium. And, as

color is shaded into the tv picture, an

undreamed-of roster of clients will

move in.

• Buyers in increasing numbers will

re-evaluate radio—its coverage and its

costs—and return to the radio realm.

Applause

Presentation spectacular

If the Television Bureau of Adver-

tising's recent presentation in the Wal-

dorf-Astoria ball room had been dis-

tinguished for only the record-breaking

audience of 1,200 top advertising exec-

utives it attracted, we would be im-

pressed.

If the presentation were to be judged
only on its contents, we would turn to

superlatives.

If the presentation were to be evalu-

ated on staging alone, we would use

words like brilliant, masterly show-

manship.

But what do you say when a presen-

tation has all three?

We can only state that this was the

best air media presentation we have

ever seen. It presented hard, tangible

facts of tremendous value to the adver-

tiser in a manner so easy to take the

time literally flew by and the audience

broke into spontaneous applause many

times in appreciation for a particularly

apt illustration or turn of phrase.

To Oliver Treyz, president of TvB,

and his associates, we say thanks for

a presentation which was as dynamic

as the television medium itself. And

to advertisers and agencies who have

not yet seen this spectacular among

presentations, we say don't miss it

l there will be future showings to be

announced in major advertising cen-

ters throughout the country).
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There Can be Only ONE Leader

In Central New York it's . . .

WHEN -TV

QUARTER

HOUR

FIRSTS

PULSE
April '56 Figures

WHEN-TV
Competition

Ties

211

83
2

Represented by KATZ AGENCY INC.

RADIO
590 kc \ Channel €

CBS \ CBS
JOHN BIAIR & CO. BLAIR TV. IMC.

MEREDITH 1Z«<U* W IdevvUo* STATIONS
affiliated with Better Homes and Gardens and Successful Farming magazines



everybody--

BUT EVERYBODY

listens to

National advertisers

rely on klac

Local advertisers

insist on klac

Results prove

klac leadership

3ICL

klac
570

on your dial

The greatest sales impact ever put

together on one Radio station

Los Angeles

M. W. Hall, president-general manager •Felix Adams, general sales manager

represented nationally by Adam Young, Inc.
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EDWARD J S T £ G E M A N

N 9 C R M 5 10

30 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA
YORK 20 N Y

advertisers use
11 JUNE 1956

50< per copy« $8 per year

lune 1956 figures* give WXEX-TV

more viewers
per rating point

than any other station serving

RICHMOND
Petersburg and Central Virginia

VXEX-TV
TATION B
TATION C

Number of TV homes
in Grade B area

205,000

1 75,400

1 74,800

TV homes per rating point
projected to Grade B area

2,050

1,754

1,748

• WXEX-TV delivers 16.9% more TV homes than Station B—17.3% more than Station C.

• WXEX-TV gives you a bonus of better than 2 TV homes with every 12 homes you buy.

• Station B is now operating on interim low power and tower. On this basis, the Grade B area of
WXEX-TV delivers 58.3 more TV homes than does Station B.

•Service contours of stations considered are for maximum power and tower calculated

by Kear & Kennedy (consulting radio engineers, Washington, D. C.) from information
on file with FCC, and based on latest available ARF figures updated to June 1, 1956.

WXEX-TV
of Tinsley, President NBC BASIC—CHANNEL 8 Irvin G. Abeloff, Vice Pres.

National Representatives: Select Station Representatives in New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington.

Forjoe & Co. in Chicago, Seattle, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Dallas, Atlanta.

20 years in spot

radio tell tale of

chain-store growth

page 42



looks at the w. / Kansas
Call

City llsteif

WHB)

March-April, 1956

Metro Pulse: WHB 1st

360 out of 360

}4 hours in and out of home,
Mon.-Fri. 6 a.m.-midnight

March, 1956

Area Nielsen: WHB 1st

every time period,

1st all day and night

42% share of audience
Mon.-Sat. 6 a.m. -midnight

Latest available

Area Pulse: WHB 1st

263 out of 288
!/4 hrs. . . . with 25-2nd place

y± hrs., Mon.-Sat., 6 a.m.-6 p.m.

Feb.-May. 1956

K. C. Hooper: WHB 1st

248 out of 260 !/4 hrs.

1st all day with
43.5' i share of audience

Mon.-Fri. 7 a.m. -6 p.m.

Sat. 8 a.m. -6 p.m.

Dominate? And how! Listen to the way
Kansas City looks the way Blair tells it—
or talk to WHB General Manager George
W . Armstrong.

WH 10,000 watts—710 kc

Kansas City

-CONTINENT BR<
'The Storz Stations"—President: Todd Stort

WDG^ KOWH. Omaha WHi WTIX,
Repreic

Adam



FCC allocations

decision coming

Hot week
in Washington

Wesson Oil buys

Vitapix "Blondie"

Colgate's web
radio buys

Politz measures

fee tv market

Afternoon

radio's reach

Though tv industry expects FCC decision tomorrow (12 June) on alloca-
tions, it's still possible group will not be able to muster enough

votes (beyond bare majority) for aiy one plan. Final decision, when-
ever reached, is expected to be along lines predicted by SPONSOR in 2

April 1956 issue (see "Can FCC end the sellers' market in tv?"),

i.e., (1) no drastic allocations revamping, (2) no widespread de-

intermixture, (3) uhf will be left to find own way. One thing ap-
pears definite: FCC will not drop concept of allocations table and

fall back on case-by-case determinations.

-SR-
With FCC announcement awaited and heads of 3 tv networks scheduled
to appear before Magnuson committee, eyes of industry will be riveted
on Washington this week as never before.

-SR-
Revitalized Vitapix has scored first sale. Purchase of V2 hour
"Blondie" series on co-sponsorship basis by Wesson Oil involves sta-
tion spread of 65 markets in Class "A" time plus additional market
list via Fitzgerald Agency for fall start. Show, produced by Hal
Roach, is slated on 52-week basis, but dates won't be set until
Vitapix closes pending deal for other half of co-sponsorship. Deal
marks first big break-through for non-network Vitapix plan.

-SR-
Colgate purchase of 10 7V2-minute segments on CBS daytime radio for

52 weeks starting September will provide soap firm with supplement

to daytime tv shows on CBS TV. Part of money came from cancellations
of NBC TV daytime shows. Radio segments will also provide an always-
available fund of time for all Colgate brands, will be used flexibly
as seasonal and brand requirements dictate.

-SR-
How willing are consumers to pay for tv shows? Study by Alfred
Politz for Look shows enough consumers are willing to pay for most
popular show types to justify fears of free tv supporters that fee tv

could be competitive threat in bidding for best programs. Consumers
were asked if they would pay 250 to see various show types if these
were not available free. 28.1% would pay for variety shows; 25.9%
for World Series game; 21.8% for current Broadway play. At 500,
figures were 19.2%, 21.9% and 18.5% respectively. At $1.00, same
programing would be bought by 16.5%, 22.6% and 15.1% respectively.

-S-R
Afternoon tv misses a healthy chunk of tv homes—homes that radio
reaches. That's the gist of CBS Radio's "quintile" study. Based
on Nielsen data covering Monday-Friday, Noon-5 p.m. , study divides
tv homes into 5 groups (hence "quintile") according to amount of

viewing. Lowest viewing quintile, which doesn't watch tv at all,

tunes radio average of 49 minutes during afternoon; next lowest view-
ing quintile, which watches tv average of 5 minutes, tunes radio
average of 38 minutes.

SPONSOR, Volume 10. No. 12. 11 June 1956. Published biweekly by SPONSOR Publications. Inc. Executive. Editorial, Advertising, Circulation Offices, 40 E. 49th St.. New
York 17. Printed at 3110 Elm Ave.. Baltimore, Md. $8 a year in U.S. $9 elsewhere. Entered as second class matter 29 Jan. 1948 at Baltimore postofflce under Act of 3 Mar. 1879



REPORT TO SPONSORS for 11 June 1956

Year-round

listening level

Porter revamps

jWT media

72% of tv homes
see 4 stations

Tv presentation

will go on road

New TvB spec

in the making

Hour variety

shows popular

Du Pont

publicity coup

Season variations in radio usage continues to lessen, latest Nielsen

data indicate. With index of 100 representing annual average listen-

ing, figures show nighttime index figure of 97 for both spring

(March-April, 1956) and summer (July-August, 1955), index of 106 for

winter (January-February, 1956). Comparable figures for daytime are:

winter, 104; spring, 104; summer, 92.

-SR-

Significant trends in media buying approaches are now emerging as

result of marketing revolution in agencies. Among top agencies to

unify buying approaches in past year is JWT, with its "semi-inte-
grated" structure in media departments throughout country. Arthur
Porter, v. p. in charge of media, heads up group of all-media associ-
ate directors who're planners in charge of corps of specialist-buyers
on their group of accounts. (For details on media buying trends
among major agencies throughout country, see story on page 27.)

-SR-

Tv detractors who take pot-shots at the new medium might note Niel-
sen's most recent viewing figures and research: Only 6% of all U.S.

tv homes can tune in one station only. S ome 72% of all tv homes have
choi c e of 4 or more channels. Average tv home set is tuned in over

6 hours a day, a new peak in U.S. viewing habits.

-SR-

Detroit, Los Angeles and San Francisco admen will get chance to see
TvB's presentation that got raves at Waldorf Astoria in N.Y. (see

page 46). Detroit show ing on 28 June in Sheraton-Cadillac will be

aimed at automotive industry. West coast ad slant will be worked
into presentations at Los Angeles' Ambassador Hotel on 10 July and
San Francisco's Fairmont 12 July. 9:30 a.m. is hour set for each
meeting. Boston admen are next in line, but probably not until
sometime in September.

-SR-

Brand new wide screen presentation by TvB is planned for fall, ac-
cording to Bureau's president, Oliver Treyz. It will make debut at

Chicago in October, then swing into New York on 16 November for show-
ing in connection with TvB's annual membership meeting.

-SR-

Hour variety shows lead web tv rating sweepstakes. Peak season rat-
ing data (second Nielsen report for January) shows this category has
average Nielsen rating of 58.9, average minute rating of 30.3.

-SR-

BBDO and Du Pont scored publicity coup in unique tie-in with Collier's
developed for 5 June "Du Pont Cavalcade" program on eve of 12th anni-
versary of D-Day. Agency script supervisor, John Driscoll, and Col-
lier's associate editor, Cornelius Ryan, worked together to develop
script for show and story for Collier's both built around "The Major
of St. Lo." Result was multiple cross-plugging for both including
layout within Collier's story mentioning show on ABC TV and time
to tune in.

(Sponsor Reports continues page 111)

SPONSOR



LA

Among the television markets foremost in

the manufacture of furniture and fixtures,

the Channel 8 Multi-City Market ranks

twelfth, based on the production figures

for America's top 100 counties (SALES MAN-
AGEMENT "Survey of Buying Power"—May 10,

1956) This is just one of the many widely

diversified industries which make the

WGAL-TV Channel 8 market a buying

market for your product.

STEINMAN STATION
Clair McCol lough, Pres.

NCASTER, PENNA.
NBC AND CBS

CHANNEL 8 MULTI-CITY MARKET

Representative

the MEEKER company, inc.

New York Los Angeles

Chicago San Francisco

11 JUNE 1956



advertisers use

ARTICLES

The agency media department of the future

Changing concept of marketing and research conception of the ad agency func-

tion have induced trends of significance in media structure and now point to all-

media buying by I960. Future may see automation handling much timebuying

Hon- I'il hi distributors would change net tv

New distributors trade association would make cut in prime hours optioned to

networks. Other film firms suggest more drastic changes

Agency's Rx for Proctor: Large doses of spot tv

About a year ago at this time, Proctor Electric was a virtually unknown name.

Now, via spot tv, Proctor has moved into position of active contender in field

Madison Avenue on moving spree

Where are agencies and other firms in the air media orbit moving? Why has

there been such a rapid series of address changes? Is the trend Eastward?

How to sell sausages at 5:30 a.m.

Take a premium product and team it up with the right salesman. You'll have

the key to volume sausage-selling. WHAM sells country-style

Commercial awards
Four Art Director Medal Winners and one Special Award were copped by top
tv commercials, at New York Art Directors Club meeting. Here are details

Canadian fur tailors radio for sales

Over 20 years in spot radio has convinced women's apparel chain to allocate

half its advertising budget to the medium via New York City air outlets

Advice from buyers to sellers

Agency execs and advertisers attended Pennsylvania Broadcasters meeting in

Poconos and handed straight-from-shoulder counsel on improving station relations

More changes dot fall net tv schedules
Third in a series of continuing reports on fall network programing, this one
brings up ad changes in outstanding accounts, such as General Foods, Kleenex

Biggest tv presentation yet

Presented by TvB originally at NARTB Convention in Chicago, idea has caught
fire and now starts on tour throughout U.S., after New York show at Waldorf

27
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37

38
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COMING

If «it* will you pay your agency tomorrow?
Exploring proposals on modifications or alternatives to the traditional agency
commissions set-up, especially in re tv package shows 25 Jlltie

Latest scheduling for fall net tv
Continuing the SPONSOR series of last-minute developments in the nighttime
net tv roster for autumn, complete with detailed chart 25 -III IK*
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CHANNEL 11

LITTLE ROCK

2,205 FEET
(above sea level)

NOW

>vers Over HALF of Arkansas,

the Highest Antenna
r the Central South!"

~J~
EMPIRE

STATE

BUILDING
1,472 FEET

THV, Little Rock, went Basic Optional CBS

n April 1—with maximum power, on Channel

1, and telecasting from the highest antenna in

le Central South (1756' above average terrain).

"rood TV coverage of more than half of Arkansas

f now an accomplished fact.

ITHV has finest new facilities including four

amera chains, a 40' x 50' x 24' Studio A with

0' revolving turn-table— a 30' x 50' Studio B

/ith complete kitchen, etc. Ask the Branham Co.

or full details.

316,000 Watts Channel

Henry Clay, Executive Vice President

B. G. Robertson, General Manager

Affiliated with KTHS, Little Rock

and KWKH, Shreveport



CASE HISTORY -SUPERMARKETS
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Plug = S^

Mermaid Boost!

Two trade characters familiar to all

Southern Californians married up in

June 1955 when McDaniel's Super-

markets' Thrifty Scot and the KBIG
Mermaid made big news with a 3000-

spots-a-year radio contract.

In June 1956, the pair renewed their

vows. During that first year, sales in

McDaniel's eight supermarkets in

Greater Los Angeles skyrocketed over

100% to the highest peak in their 34-

year history .... with no change in

the previous newspaper-television ad-

vertising format except the addition

of KBIG Radio!

"KBIG can take a bow for a sub-

stantial share of the credit for this

performance," says Albert L. Wolins,

McDaniel's general manager.

Writes Jimmy Fritz, president of

Jimmy Fritz & Associates advertising

agency: "The greatest tribute we can

pay you is to renew that same suc-

cessful saturation of 60 spots a week."

Marry your product to the KBIG
Mermaid .... then count the sales

progeny I

JOHN POOLE BROADCASTING CO.
6540 Sunset Blvd.. Los Angeles 28, California

Telephone: Hollywood 3-3205

Nat. Rep. WEED and Company

Martin T. Kane, Jr., Ogilvy, Benson &
Mather, New York, says that daytime tv I.D.'s have
become increasingly popular over the past year
as a result of the good and advantageously
priced packages that stations and reps have been
offering. "Some of the discounts are so good
that it makes daytime I.D.'s almost competitive
with radio in price," he told sponsor. "Certainly,
they're a good opportunity for clients with food
products who want to reach women and don't have
much money to do it with. Today most stations

accept eight seconds of full-screen, and a good
creative tv department can really produce
some memorable commercials even for that limi-

ted time. I think that more and more advertisers
will take advantage of the frequency impact
and low cost of these daytime I.D. packages."

Bernard Rasmussen, Fuller & Smith & Ross,

New York, sees more clients and agencies taking

advantage of the run-of-station announcement

packages that the radio stations are offering.

"Where last year clients might have objected to

anything other than early-morning radio," he

says, "today they realize that more variety in the

times they choose gives them a diversification of

effort, a better audience turn-over, and without

suffering a loss in cumulative ratings. Of course,

a particular time period that has been leaping

up in popularity is late-afternoon, when men are

driving home from work. Often the ratings

between 5:00 p.m. and 6:00 p.m. are as good as

those in early morning. Certainly, if an advertiser

buys 15 or more announcements weekly, he should

take advantage of this period as well as morning."

Virginia Burhe, Paris & Peart, New York, sees

timebuyers in a quandary this June. "More money
will be put into spot tv this fall than before, so

we feel we should hurry up and place our

orders," she told sponsor. "But the network

lineups haven't firmed up yet, and so it's difficult

to predict the precise value of the adjacencies

we might be buying now. I'd say that this has

resulted in a sort of uneasy hold-off attitude

among most buyers. But the significant changes

in both daytime and nighttime network tv pro-

graming, with the third network becoming an

increasingly important factor, will necessitate a

re-evaluation of all time segments. Better day-

time programing should improve ratings and make
daytime announcement buys a most effective

and economic way of reaching women."

SPONSOR



Get the whole audience picture

100% TV HOMES

This 87-county area, surveyed

in ARB's Area Report (March

8-14, 1956), puts WLAC-
TV 'way out front.

20% TV HOMES

This home-county area,

surveyed in Nashville Report

(March, 1956), puts WLAC-

TV 'way out front. It represents

20% of the tv homes in

our viewing area.

Sell the city. ..and
the Whole Area!
with

WLAC-TV
NASHVILLE, TENN.

The South's Great

Multi-Market Station

CBS Basic Bequired

T. B. Baker, Jr.

Executive Vice-President and General Manager

Bobert M. Beuschle
National Sales Manager

The Katz Agency
National Bepresentatives

11 JUNE 1956



the

big

listen

is

to

kbis
bakersfield

California

970
DOMINATING CALIFORNIA'S

SOUTHERN SAN JOAQUIN VALLEY

WITH POPULAR MUSIC AND NEWS

24 HOURS A DAY!

representative:

NEW YORK
CHICAGO
ST. LOUIS

LOS ANCELES

ADAM YOUNG JR.

by Bob Foreman

What's hot for movies may not fit tv

As I have remarked before in these pages, thereby making
the premise incontestable, there is a startling dissimilarity

between the art forms prepared for showing in legitimate

theaters and motion picture houses and those developed for

television. Never is this disparity more marked than when
some purveyor from either the movies or the stage attempts

to sell a tv package, using as one of his basic arguments the

success of his vehicle when it hit the theaters.

It is, therefore, disillusioning to these entrepreneurs to

hear that a hot-shot, one-shot motion picture or legitimate

play is seldom a sound basis upon which to predict a Num-
ber One show in the Nielsen hit parade. In fact, if you want

to be real nasty, you can tell them that their success story

can even be good reason for turning thumbs down on the

project for tv.

All too often the type of material which goes well in the

theater is completely wrong for a sponsored medium which

is dispensed electronically to whistle stops and big cities from

one end of the country to the other. The number of people

which must be attracted to it, then must be able to under-

stand it and finally care about it enough to want it again and

again is astronomical in contrast to even the most successful

of Broadway-and-road-company dramas. There are, for this

reason, such basic differences in appeals that the success of

one might well spell the doom of the other.

No Broadway play or movie need have, for example, the

quality of Wearability. Its characters appear, live, breathe

awhile and disappear at the show's close—forever. But to

contain a built-in welcome-back that functions over a 52-

week stretch requires an entirely different kind of premise

surrounded by a totally different and most elusive magic.

The characters will have to be rooted for week after week in

anticipation of their appearance. The stories will have to

be looked forward to days before their main title comes on

screen. Thus each successive episode is as much at the

mercy of the preceding episodes as it is of itself. But that's

not all.

Not only must the public learn to care over a long period

of time but so must the advertiser. He must want the show

sufficiently and consider it appropriate enough for his prod-

( Please turn to page 58)
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the

radio station

for the

young

at heart

WAN & FINCH • JERRY MARSHALL • HAL MOORE • BILL HARRINGTON • WILLIAM B. WILLIAMS • ROY ROSS • DICK SHEPARD • LONNY STARR

T FORD • JACK LAZARE • BOB HOWARD • HENRY WALDEN • JOHN DALE

Enjoyable music . . . complete news and weather ... 24 hours a day

1130 on your radio dial

One of a series of advertisements appearing in the

NEW YORK DAILY NEWS and the JOURNAL-AMERICAN
. . . to attract more and more listeners to the most
popular radio station in the world's greatest market.

Represented by simmons associates, incorporated.
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i

atly, Philadelphia turned out in force to wel-

and honor WRCV and WRCV-TV, newest

jers of the NBC Spot Sales family.

I a spectacular parade to City Hall, Philadelphia's

ir Richardson Dilworth presented Lloyd E.

Manager of these new NBC Owned Stations,

:he Key to the City!

varm demonstration of welcome is characteristic

way in which all NBC Spot Sales stations are

led in their communities. You'll find the same

/ of showmanship and the will to serve in each

'

of them. Each is familiar with its audience, sensitive

to local sights and sounds that make popular program-

ming. Each serves its advertisers, as it serves its public,

with pride and responsibility.

Like WRCV and WRCV-TV in Philadelphia, every

one of the stations represented by NBC Spot Sales

is something to cheer about. Each can provide your

product with the warmest reception it's ever had in

its market.

There's always something

extra on the stations represented by NBC Spot Sales.

SALES
REPRESENTING THESE LEADERSHIP STATIONS:

NEW YORK WRCA, WRCA-TV BUFFALO WBUF-TV

SCHENECTADY-ALBANY-TROY WRGB LOUISVILLE WAVE, WAVE-TV

PHILADELPHIA WRCV, WRCV-TV CHICAGO WMAQ, WNBQ
WASHINGTON WRC. WRC-TV ST. LOUIS KSD, KSD-TV

MIAMI WCKT DENVER KOA, KOA-TV

SEATTLE KOMO, KOMO-TV

LOS ANGELES KRCA

PORTLAND, ORE. KPTV

SAN FRANCISCO KNBC

HONOLULU KGU, KONA-TV

NBC WESTERN RADIO NETWORK



New Hooper—New High—New Orleans

Still Rocketing!
WTIX 26.2%
Station "A" 17.1%

Station "B" __ 8.3%

Station "C" 8.1%

Station "D" 7.8%

Station "E" 7.1%

Station "F" — 6.5%

Station "G" 5.5%

Station "H" 5.1%

Station "I" 3.8%

Station "J" .. 3.7%

New Orleans' new radio leader is still rocketing. New
Hooper* for New Orleans shows a new high in audience for

WTIX

:

29.0% 24.1% 26.2%
morning afternoon all-day

AVTIX is fh'st in 150 out of 220 weekly quarter hours, second

in 70, third or lower in NONE.** WTIX is demonstrating

vigorous ability to attract listeners ... to keep them attracted

. . . and (here's where you come in) to sell. Get the New Or-

leans story from Adam Young, or WTIX General Manager,

Fred Berthelson.

* Hooper Radix) Index, 7 a.m. -6 p.m., Mon.-Fri., April-May, 1951

**Hooper Continuing Measurement of Broadcast Audiences,
Jan.-March, 1956.

tiL-ve*)

4^j^ 3NTINENT BROADCASTING COMPANY
"The Storz Stations"—President: Todd Storz

ItffX
New Orleans 16, La.

WDGY, Minneapolis-St. Paul KOWH, Omaha WHB, Kansas City
Represented by Represented by Represented by
Avery-Knodel, Inc. H-R Reps, Inc. John Blair & Co.

Coming Soon

—

WQAM, Miami—Transfer Subject to FCC Approval

12

WTIX, New Orleans

Represented by
Adam J. Young, Jr.
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New and renew
11 JUNE 1956

, New on Television Networks
SPONSOR AGENCY STATIONS PROGRAM, time, start, duration

ABC Omnibus; Su 9-10:30 pm; Oct; '56-'57 seasoniminium Ltd, Canada JWT, NY
ier Chicle, Long Island, for Dentyne,
leeman, Rolaids & Clorets Ted Bates, NY ABC Adv of Jim Bowie; F 8-8:30 pm; 7 Sept
Ho, NY . |WT, NY NBC It Could Be You; M-F 12-12:30; parties; 6 Sept;

52 wks
lo, NY JWT, NY NBC 60 Matinee; M-F 3-4 pm; parties; 6 Sept; 52 wks
wn & Williamson, Louisville Seeds, Chi NBC 56 ....It Could Be You; M-F 12-12:30 pm; parties; 15

June; 29 wks
ipbell Soup, Camden, N. J Burnett, Chi CBS 98 ... House Party; M 2:45-3 pm; 4 June; 52 wks
sebrough-Ponds, NY for Vaseline MC-E, NY ABC Adv of Jim Bowie; F 8-8:30 pm; 7 Sept
i Chemical, Midland, Mich McM-J-A, Bloomfield

Hills,, Mich _ NBC Football Scoreboard; 22 Sept; 7 wks
rson Drug, NY, for Bromo-Seltzer L&N, NY ABC Masquerade Party; Sa 10-10:30 pm; 30 June

I Motor Co JWT, NY _....ABC Ford Theatre; W 9:30-10 pm; Oct
Appliance Pk, Ky, for appliances

NY .. ABC ... C.E. Summer Originals; Tu 9-9:30 pm; 3 Julynd TV receivers Y&R,
., Bridgeport, Conn, for Housewares
Radio Receivers BBDO

,
Nela Pk, Cleve, for Lamp Division Y&R,
Foods, White Plains B&B,
Shoe Co, St. Louis, for Red Coose D'Arcy, St. Louis
Mathieson, NY, for Lentheric Grant, NY _

ix, South Gate, Cal FCB.LA
ton Purina, St. Louis CBB, San Fran
>, St. Louis JWT, Chi
J Brands, NY JWT, NY
t, Chi ............... MC-E, Ch

Cleve ABC
NY ABC
NY NBC 125 _. .. Topper

Warner Bros. Presents; alt T 7:30-8:30 pm; '56-

Warner Bros. Presents; alt T 7:30-8:30 pm; Oct. '56-

Su 7-7:30 pm; 10 June; 52 wks

h, Westfield, NY .""Manof'f, NY

ABC _ ...Kiddie Specs; Sa 11-12:30 pm; 25 Aug, 6 Oct, 8 Dec
ABC Masquerade Party; Sa 10-10:30 pm; 30 June
NBC 101 Ina Ray Hutton; W 10:30-11 pm; 4 July; 8 wks
ABC Bold Journey; M 7:30-8 pm; 3 July

CBS 86 Bob Crosby; M 3:30-4 pm; 4 June, 4 wks
CBS 55 Valiant Lady; M 12-12:15 pm; 4 June; 52 wks
CBS 98 House Party; W 2:45-3 pm; 6 June; 52 wks
NBC It Could Be You; M-F 12-12:30 pm; parties; 6

Sept; 52 wks

Stewart
Barthelmess 13)

Renewed on Television Networks
SPONSOR AGENCY STATIONS PROGRAM, time, start, duration

jto ... __ BBDO NBC 157 You Bet Your Life; Th 8-8:30 pm; 27 Sept; 52
wks

tone, Akron .Sweeney & James, Cleveland ABC Voice of Firestone; M 8:30-9 pm; 52 wks; simul
Mills, Minnpls -DFS, NY CBS 102 Valiant Lady; W&F 12-12:15 pm; 30 May; 52 wks
Mills, Minnpls Reeves, Minnpls CBS 91 Bob Crosby; W&F 3:45-4 pm; 1 June; 52!/2 wks
n, Hoboken Y&R, NY CBS 105 Talent Scouts; alt M 8:30-9 pm; 2 July; 52 wks
pury, Minnpls Burnett, Chi ...CBS 107 House Party; T&Th 2:45-3 pm; 5 June; 52 wks
iury, Minnpls ...Burnett, Chi CBS 101 .... Arthur Codfrey; T&Th 11:15-11:30 am; 5 June;

52 wks
NY _ Compton, NY CBS 148 Russ Morgan; Sa 9:30-10 pm; 7 July; 52 wks
Chi North, Chi CBS 180 Talent Scouts; alt M 8:30-9 pm; 25 June; 52 wks

Joseph P.

Cullinane (3)

Broadcast Industry Executives
NAME FORMER AFFILIATION NEW AFFILIATION

Hugh Stanley
Hole (3)

Q. Anderson KCLN, Clenwood Springs, Colo, chief engineer KFXJ-TV, Montrose, Colo, operations mgr
Anthony - WJW-TV, Cleve, asst comml mgr Same, prom-publicity merchandising directc
ell M. Badler C&C TV, NY, sales research
| Barthelmess ABC Radio, NY, east sales mgr WABC

Same, adv-prom-publicity asst

NY, gen mgr
ascom WOR-TV, NY, tv sales Westinghouse Bcstng, NY, eastern sales mgr

an Baum WWDC, Wash DC, asst prog director WEBB, Bait, prog director
"Jim" Bellamy Ziv, Cinn _. TPA, Cinn, acct exec

d C. Beck CBS TV, NY, prog promotion dept WCBS-TV, NY, asst sales promotion mgr
:s K. Bibby WEAM, Arlington, Va., anncr WWDC, Wash DC, asst prog director
;s Cadley AT&T, Wash, DC, division comml mgr CBS TV, NY, asst traffic mgr
Cassidy John E. Pearson. NY, sales John E. Pearson, LA office, mgr

i P. Cullinane WBZ AM-TV, Boston, publicity director ... WEEI, Boston, sales promotion mgr
" Davis CBS Radio, LA, net prog super Same, mgr net beasts

I*?! 1"- -Rash's Bootery, Huntington, W Va, mgr ..... WHTN-TV, Huntington, W Va, sales rep
H. Eichhorn KINC AM-TV, asst vp-gen mgr . KCW, Portland, Ore, station mgr
Ewa '° NBC Spot Sales, NY, am-tv research super Same, administrator represented stations
Fuhrman ABC, NY, sales-promotion WBMS, Boston, sales-promotion mgr

M A. Creer, Jr. Amer Factors, Honolulu ..KGMB, Honolulu, sales
- Cilmore WVDA, Boston, Sales mgr Communty Club Services, Boston, mgr
A. Harris _.<\BC Radio, NY, acct exec Same, eastern sales mgr
Stanley Hole Maxon, NY, exec prod Van Praag, Hywd office, vp
acobs KJEO, Fresno, Cal, director _ Same, production mgr
'„ F l°ne s Adam Young, NY _ Branham, NY, rad sales
K
j
ese WFAA radio, Dallas, mgr .... WFAA AM-TV, Dallas, director

.

K?" NBC TV Spot Sales, Detroit, mgr WHUM AM-TV, Reading, natl sales mgr
u/'

rS
J
en

L
Walt Disney^ NY - - Sterling, NY, operations director

W. Kitchen WHDH, Boston, acct exec ... John Blair, Boston, acct exec
Lambertz WFAA Radio, Dallas, asst mgr Same, acting mgr
,.
Mevel

;

s
,

-KIMN, Denver KCSB, San Bernardino, Cal, acct exec-deejay
Meyerdick -KVOO AM-TV, Farm dept Same, Home-Farm director

'di /
eterson 'ntermountain Net, Salt Lake City, reg sales mgr KALL, Salt Lake City, mgr

nant
D

TpA. LA, acct exec . .... TPA, Chi, central division mgr
encer Hrankard Maloney, Reagan & Schmidt, NY, sales acct exec WABC-TV, NY, sales acct exec

11 JUNE 1956 13
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Harvey M.
Manss (4)

Carl
Meyerdick (3)

Walt
Plant (3)

Charles T.
Riely (4)

Sam B.

Schneider (3)

Jack
Shapiro (3)

3. Broadcast Industry Executives (continued)

NAME FORMER AFFILIATION NEW AFFILIATION

Sam B. Schneider ...KVOO AM-TV, Tulsa, home & farm director

Albert "Dave" Seres Westinghouse Supply, Miami
lack Shapiro KJBS, San Fran, acct exec

Lou Sirota Cayton Adv, NY, cpywriter

Robert Smith WINS, NY, prog mgr _
B. P. "Tim" Timothy ... KMBY, Monterey, Cal, pres

Bill Todd .....CKEY, Toronto, sales

Matthew E. Vieracker WBKB, Chi, comptroller

Same, prom-mkting director
TPA, Miami, acct exec

. Intermountain Net, Salt Lake City, reg sales

..TvB, NY, sales promotion
WOR, NY, prog mgr
Same, also: John E. Pearson, San Fran office,

CFJB, Brampton, Canada, mgr
_Same, gen mgr

mgr

mgr

Fulton Wilkins ..KNX-CPRN, LA, asst gen sales mgr Same, eastern sales rep

F. A. "Mike" Wurster Kiesewetter, Baker, Hagedorn & Smith, NY, media dir John E. Pearson, NY, sales

Peter F. Yaman _ ABC, NY, acct exec _ Young TV, NY, acct exec
Ceraldine B. Zorbaugh ABC, NY, asst secy-asst gen attorney Same, vp-special asst to pres

4. Advertising Agency Personnel Changes
NAME FORMER AFFILIATION NEW AFFILIATION

Lee Baer Brisacher, Wheeler, NY, acct exec
John D. Berg Ceo Hartman, Chi
Ronald C. Bradley DCSS, NY, vp-acct super

William E. Chambers, Jr B&B, NY, senior acct exec
Stephen M. Cohen Temple Univ, Phila, rad faculty asst

John Van Deusen Biow, NY, acct exec
Peter Finney Harry B. Cohen, NY, vp am-tv
David Hale Halpern Biow, NY, vp-acct super

Joseph Katr Joseph Katz, Bait, pres _..

Edward H. Mahoney B&B, NY, vp tv comml prod
Harvey M. Manss Sterling Drug, NY, vp-director

Clyde E. McD.mn.ild Meldrum, Fewsmith, Cleve, acct exec
John T. McHugh .Joseph Katz, NY, senior vp
Walter F. McNiff K&E, San Fran, acct exec
Donald Moone _ Southland Frozen Foods, sales mgr
Julie Norris NLB, Chi, am-tv gen asst

Charles T. Riely Biow, NY, acct marketing exec _.

Jerome B. Roscoe JWT, NY, acct exec _
Bud Sherak .„. K&E, NY, asst research director

Sherman B. Shiller Lennen & Newell, NY, creative research mgr Franklin Bruck, NY, marketing-research director
Donald J. Slattery, Jr.. Ceyer, NY, acct exec _ Same, vp

John L. Southard Vick Chemical, NY, new product mgr C. J. LaRoche, NY, merchandising dept
Miss P. A. Spellman Bridges & Sharp, Dayton, am-tv cpy chief ..._ Emerson H. Mook, Dayton, am-tv-newspaper director
Cretta VanDyke _ Adv Counselors, Phoenix, am-tv writer-producer Same, am-tv dept director

Robert P. Wilson Ceyer, NY, acct exec Same, vp

...Grey, NY, acct exec
_Ceo Hartman, NY office, mgr

Bates, NY, vp-acct exec
. Marschalk & Pratt, NY, vp-group head
_..Robinson, Adleman & Montgomery, Phila, am-tv dep

Crey, NY, acct exec
..August Dorr Adv, Miami, vp am-tv
...Joseph Katz, NY, vp-exec comm

Same, chrmn board
.Cunningham & Walsh, NY, vp am-tv
_..DFS, NY, vp
__C. L. Miller, NY, acct exec
...Same, pres

Same, mgr San Fran office

_..SSCB, NY, merchandising dept
Same, film prog buyer

_...W. B. Doner, Detroit, marketing director
_..C. J. LaRoche, NY, acct exec
. Same, research director

5. Station Changes (reps, network affiliation, power increases)

KBAB, San Diego-El Cajon, Cal, has joined the ABC Radio net
KEDD, Wichita, has suspended operations indefinitely

KFXJ-TV, Montrose, Colo, will go into operation in June
KHAM, Albuquerque, has become an affiliate of ABC Radio
KHSL-TV, Chico, Cal, is now affiliated with the CBS and
ABC networks only

KIWW, San Antonio, has been sold to General Bcasting sub-
ject to FCC approval

KMAC, San Antonio, has become affiliated with MBS
KRKD, LA, has appointed Meeker natl reps
KRUX, Phoenix, announces the appointment of Adam Young

natl reps
KTRK-TV, Houston, has appointed Ceorge P. Hollingbery natl

reps

KSYD, Wichita Falls, Tex, has become affiliated with MBS
KTSA, San Antonio, has dropped net programming to become

an independent
KUAM-TV, Cuam, will begin operation July 15 as an NBC

affiliate

KCUL-TV, Galveston-Houston, has been bought by Lone Star

TV subject to FCC approval
WCKT, Miami, new NBC affiliate has appointed NBC Spot

Sales natl reps

WCR AM-TV, Buffalo, have become basic ABC affiliates

WCTC, Greenville, NC and WVOT, Wilton, NC, have ap-
pointed Devney & Co. natl reps

WISC -TV, Madison, Wise, will become a CBS affiliate 1 July
WKKO, Cocoa, Fla, has been bought by Tom Sawyer pending
FCC approval

WNAB, Bridgeport, Conn, has joined the Yankee Network
WNHC, New Haven, Conn, has been purchased by Triangle

Publications pending FCC approval
WOAI, San Antonio, has become an affiliate of ABC Radio

and has returned to 50,000-watt maximum power
WPTZ-TV, Plattsburg, NY, has been bought by Rollins Bcast-

ing Co.
WSAN, Allentown, Pa, has become an affiliate of CBS Radio
WTRI-TV, Albany-Troy-Schenectady, has appointed Venard,

Rintoul & McConnell natl reps on return to the air 1 July
WTVE, Elmira, NY, has retured to the air

6. New Firms, New Offices (Changes of Address)

John Blair Co & Blair-TV, NY, have moved to 415 Madison
Ave

Gaynor, Colman, Prentis & Varley, NY, has moved to 400
Madison Ave. Telephone, PL 5-5750

Julian Gross Adv, Hartford, Conn, is the new name for Cross-
Harrison, Inc

Harris & Montague, Salt Lake City, is the new name for R. T.
Harris Adv

Hart-Conway Adv, Rochester, has moved to the Triangle Bldg
Ceorge H. Hartman Co, NY, has opened offices in the Graybar

Bldg
George P. Hollingbery, LA, has moved to 3325 Wilshire Blvd
KAFY, Bakersfield, Cal, now has studios at 1669 Chester Ave.

Telephone, FA 4-9861
The Katz Acy, LA, has moved to 3325 Wilshire Blvd. Tele-

phone, DU 5-6284

K&E, Montreal, has acquired new quarters at 550 Sherbrook
St, West

Kling California, LA, is the new name for the merged North
American Film Corp and Kling Enterprises

KLX, Oakland, Cal, has moved to the Bermuda Bldg., 2150
Franklin Ave.

John E. Pearson, LA, announces the opening of new offices at
3242 W. 8th St

John E. Pearson, San Fran, now has offices at 58 Sutter St.

Telephone, DO 2-7159
Sewell, Claire & Radlauer, Baton Rouge, announces the open-

ing of their office at 902 Main St.

Telestudios, NY, has opened offices at 1481 Broadway
WDVA, Danville, Va, has moved to new studios at Lexington
Ave near Riverside Dr

14 SPONSOR



News WHILE

It's Happening!

B'ECAUSE its news staff and facilities are

identical to those of award-winning WHO Radio,

WHO-TV can claim news coverage that's matched by

few television stations, anywhere.

Our News Bureau is headed up by Jack Shelley,

one of the industry's top newsmen and winner of

many radio-television citations. His staff includes

11 full-time news specialists—each with a degree

in journalism and many years' experience—and

all trained to take on-the-spot pictures, stills and

movies. In addition, WHO-TV calls on 85 "local"

correspondents for supplementary coverage

throughout Iowa.

WHO-TV news facilities include two AP, two UP

and two INS wires—plus direct, 24-hour teletype

circuit from Des Moines Weather Bureau.

Unexcelled news coverage is only one of many reasons

why WHO-TV is one of Iowa's top advertising

values. Let Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.

tell you about the others.

WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV

-WHO-TV
(L WHO-TV
VWHO-TV
^WHO-TV

V WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV

I WHO-TV
NWHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV

/WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV.
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV

WHO-T
Channel 13 • Des Moines

Col. B. J. Palmer, President

P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager

Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.

National Representatives Affiliate

11 JUNE 1956 15
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". . . ALONG THE POTOMAC"
by William Walton.

Fifth of a series ofpaintings of Washington

commissioned by WTOP Television
at Broadcast House, Washington, D. C.

Operated by The Washington Post Broadcast Division

Reprints of this series available on request.
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lr el/ MADISON
sponsor invites letters to the editor.

Address 40 E. 49 S«., iVew York 17.

JOB-HOPPING VS. BILLINGS

A number of us in the advertising

agency business would like to com-

placently review an association of

many years' standing with one agency,

as Mr. Foreman has done in your 30

April issue. But the clue as to why

some of us have not is in the second

paragraph of his column. May I quote:

"I've seen the agency where I work

grow from $18,000,000 to $180,000,-

000."

There lies a growth of $162,000,000

in billing, some of which undoubtedly

came from business departing other

agencies. This is one of the hazards in

the advertising field. We have come to

accept the fact that as business leaves

an agency, sometimes people are

tossed out, irrespective of their abili-

ties, qualifications or tenure of office.

Yes, we accept the fact; but the shock

is still there when it happens.

May I quote Mr. Foreman again.

"Personnel turnover in the agency

field is of consternation to all, agen-

cies and advertisers alike." We can as-

sure him that this is nothing like the

consternation of an able agency man
who suddenly finds that because a cli-

ent woke up with a hangover or for

some other equally pointless reason,

the account is going out the agency

window and he is about to join a new
group of agency D.P.'s. And then ex-

plaining becomes very difficult when
the consternation reaches the man's

family.

With a business that has this insta-

bility, is it any wonder that the alert

agency man always has an ear open to

the pleasant rustle of folding money so

that hopefully he can stow some of it

away against the quirks of an alien

fate?

I ask these questions because twice

the dread disease of "lost accounts"

has descended like a plague of locusts

on this bloodied head (fortunately, as

yet unbowed).

As you may make the rounds look-

ing for a new foothold, your excuses

for being out of a job begin to sound

rather silly as quizzical looks register

{Please turn to page 20)

Put your money where
the people are

The bare facts are that the Bruin Family hasn't a

nickel to its name, never listens to the radio, never

buys soap, toothpaste, or anything else you advertise.

Enjoy the Black Bear when you visit Northern

Michigan. But when it comes to radio advertising,

put your money where the people are—on WWJ,
first in Detroit in experience, acceptance, and

audience-pleasing personalities.

70 per cent of Michigan's popula-

tion commanding 75 per cent of

the state's buying income is within

WWT s daytime primary area. In

the Detroit area alone, over 3 1

/z

million people drive nearly V/3

million cars and spend over $5
billion annually for retail goods.

WWJ AM AND FM

RADIO
WORLD'S FIRST RADIO STATION

Owned ond operated by The Detroit NeWS
NBC Affiliate

National Representatives: Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
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Hiatus? Not on WBZ-TV Boston! For 1956, we're reversing the usual

trend of summer programming.

We're taking the kind of choice attractions and events that some
people reserve for the winter season, and we're cramming them all

into June, July and August.

Oh, there's a wonderful summer ahead in the country's sixth

market, for WBZ-TV advertisers! Be one. Get information and avail-

abilities before the best ones are taken. Phone Herb Masse, ALgonquin
4-5670, Boston or call A. W. "Bink" Dannenbaum, WBC National

Sales Manager, MUrray Hill 7-0808, New York.

In Boston, no selling campaign is complete without the WBC Station . .

.

*A'
WESTDNGHOUSE BROADCASTING COMPANY, INC.

RADIO
BOSTON—WBZ+WBZA
PITTSBURGH KDK A
CLEVELAND KYW
FORT WAYNE— WOWO
PORTLAND KEX

TELEVISION
BOSTON-WBZ-TV
PITTSBURGH KDKA-TV
CLEVELAND KYW-TV
SAN FRANCISCO— KPIX

KPI'X REPRESENTED BY THE KATZ AGENCY. INC

All other WBC stations represented by Peters, Griffin, woodward. Inc.

'**>



K-NUZ LEADS BY EVER-WIDENING

GAP IN COST PER 1,000 IN HOUSTON!

Take your pick

PULSE

NIELSEN

HOOPER

K-NUZ

LEADS!

Here's a Hot Availability!

11 A.M. NEWSCAST (5min.)

Weekly

Cost

Station Pulse* (M-F)**

K-NUZ 5.3 $120.0
Net. Sta. "A" 3.5 225.00

Net. Sta. "B" 3.2 120.00

Net. Sta. "C" 5.2 250.00

Net. Sta. "D" 3.5 154.00

Ind. Sta. "A" 2.0 82.85

Ind. Sta. "B" 1.7 100.00

Ind. Sta. "C" 1.3 75.00

*Pulse, |an. -Feb., 1956
"Open rate (time only)

49TH b MADISON
(Continued from page 17)

doubts as to your veracity and profes-

sional abilities.

All power to Mr. Foreman for his

good fortune, but let's take a gracious

viewpoint anent some of the less fortu-

nate in the profession. Take away
those whose turnover is caused by cir-

cumstances over which they have no
control and it is possible that the re-

mainder will provide a percentage of

ad agency personnel movement which

isn't far from that of any other crea-

tive business.

The writer is currently located, but

in this business of false values it would

be wise to have the

Name Withheld

SOURCE DATA
Thank you very much for your 1956

buyers' guide to Radio and Tv station

programing. . . . How did you happen

to gather it? Documentation of the

source of your data would be very

helpful. . . .

Parker Wheatley
General Manager

WGBH-FM, TV
Cambridge, Mass.

• BUYERS* GUIDE information is compiled
from questionnaires sent to every radio and tele-

vision station throughout the U.S.

TV RESULT

Note in "Tv Results," the 14 May
1956 issue, that you list Thomas M.

Bratton as the agency for Spruance

Bread Mix. Thomas M. Bratton is

the broker. We are the agency for

Spruance Bread Mix.

The facts, as reported, are otherwise

correct.

Alice L. Mooney
Radio-Tv Timebuyer

Richard A. Foley Advtng.

Philadlephia, Pa.

PRE-TV COPY STORY

Would appreciate very much a copy

of your booklet entitled "Radio and

Tv Directory of New York and Chi-

cago."

Would also like to compliment you

on your excellent article "Are you still

using pre-tv radio commercials?" in a

recent issue of sponsor. We found it

to be very helpful.

Jack Milbauer
WMOH
Hamilton. Ohio
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¥ULjE increase of nrS'Q
*

Kash Box is the sensational WINS listener

contest that gives up to 810,000 away for the

answer to a simple riddle. New York housewives

listen to Kash Box, Mon.-Fri. 9:30 to 10:30 A.M.

for the riddle and clues. They then send their

answers, plus the label of one of the featured

products to Radio WINS, resulting in neie

users for products of the participating sponsor.

Kash Box is sold in six 10-minute segments. Only

one segment remains open. So, if you have a food

or drug account looking for greater sales, check

the availahility immediately. Contact Hugh Ben

LaRue, WINS, New York 36, N. Y.

Incidentally, WINS' gross sales are now run-

ning 32% ahead of last year for the same period,

due to higher ratings and shows such as Kash

Box; Hurley-in-the-Morning; Jack Lacy; Les

Keiter Sports; and Alan Freed's ROCK-N-ROLL.

FOR ANY NEW YORK RADIO BUY, CHECK WINS FIRST

'PULSE

Dec. 1955 to May 1956 WINS
1 1 1 1 1 ii 1 1 1 1

1

1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1
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by Joe Csida

Return of Goodheart—tv music on the upbeat?

A little more than 20 years ago when I dipped a tentative

toe into the showbusiness-writing waters, one of the first

human dynamoes I encountered was a gentleman named
Billy Goodheart. Billy was then an executive vice president

of Music Corporation of America and was spoken of and to

with considerable awe by talent, artists' representatives, and

indeed, even some talent buyers. He was a fierce, hard-

hitting, business man, who played a major part in building

MCA into the giant talent organization it is today.

Billy had as much to do with creating and maintaining the

golden era of the band business as any human alive. He not

only played a major part in making such maestri as Tommy
Dorsey, Benny Goodman, Sammy Kaye, Kay Kyser, Horace

Heidt, Eddy Duchin, et al major show business properties;

but he was substantially responsible for some of them de-

veloping the most important radio shows of their day. Re-

member Kyser's College of Musical Knowledge and Heidt's

Pot 0' Gold shows, to name just two?

I wonder if Bobby Sarnoff and Manie Sacks were swayed

at all in their decision to bring Billy Goodheart out of retire-

ment and to NBC by the success of the Lawrence Welk show
on ABC TV? I wonder, too, if possibly Billy's re-entry into

showbusiness may not see a renewed interest and build-up for

band and music shows on network tv? Billy, of course, has

considerable showbusiness experience beyond bands (last

time around he headed up Official Films), and Bob Sarnoff

has already announced that Bill will work with Tom Mc-
Avity, NBC v. p. in charge of the tv network on all aspects of

the web's operation. One thing you can count on is plenty of

new and additional excitement around NBC with Billy's

arrival on the scene.

Up until recently there has been considerable speculation

as to the manner of defense the television networks would em-

ploy against the many attacks which have been leveled al

them in recent months (Senate Interstate Commerce Com-
mittee, Senator Bricker, Dick Moore of KTTV, Wilbur Haven
of WRVA-TV, etc.). Traditionally, of course, the webs have

moved with great tact and delicacy. Not so this time around,

it now becomes increasingly clear. First Frank Stanton, CBS
president lashed out at Senator Bricker in his (Stanton's)

speech before the American Marketing Association, saying

among other things: "If Bricker is not moved in his pro-

(Continued from page 70)

Stop guessing whether your sales campaigns

are on the right track. Get the answers you

need by using our new SPOT-CHECK PLAN,

which allows you (at no additional cost) to

pre-test television campaigns in any of twelve

important sales areas. This new sales-build-

ing plan lets you check the effectiveness of

your campaigns, your commercials and of

television as a sales medium. As a leading

pharmaceutical manufacturer reported: "We

have been delighted with yourSPOT-CHECK

PLAN. The results were complete and con-

clusive, and gave us valuable information."

For complete details, call PLaza 1-2345, New

York, or mail the coupon to CBS Television

Spot Sales. You'll discover Spot Television is

Please send me the details on the new CBS

Television Spot Sales SPOT- CHECK PLAN.

Name.

Title

Firm.

Address.

City, State,

CBS TELEVISION SPOT SALES

485 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.

11 JUNE 1956 23



53.5%
AUDIENCE
SHARE*

MONDAY thru FRIDAY

ON THE AIR 6 YEARS

U
STRICTLY
RICHARD"

'

rom

with DICK FRENCH

10 AM - 1:15 PM
MONDAY- SATURDAY

NON-REQUEST SHOW
STANDARD, PROVEN MUSIC

Share of Audience

'RICHARD"—53.5
NET. STA. B—19.5

NET. STA. C— 18.4

*C. E. HOOPER INC.

1956

LANSING, MICHIGAN
MUSIC • NEWS • SPORTS

CALL
VENARD • RINTOUL • McCONNELL, INC.

iopitsir
Robert G. Urban

Executive v.p.

Lambert-Hudnut Div. of Warner-Lambert, New York

There was a great deal of indignation recently in the New York
offices of Lambert-Hudnut over the commercials of a competitor to

the company's new Quick Home Permanent.

"We feel that advertising standards break down when copy is

lifted word for word first and then remarks are made on the air

disparaging our advertising claims," explained Bob Urban, Lambert-

Hudnut's young executive v.p.

"After all, with the legal requirements that bind advertising today,

it's inconceivable that any manufacturer would make claims he can't

back up. We certainly have not done that."

What Lambert-Hudnut does do for its hair line (shampoo, perma-

nent and rinses) , is to advertise it on Hit Parade, NBC TV, alternate

Saturdays 10:00-10:30 p.m. through K&E.

"We've sponsored the show for nearly three years now," says

Urban. "Our idea originally was to find a show with empathy for

our products and the kind of audience profile that the Hit Parade

does provide."

Some 70% of the toiletries' division budget goes into tv and

radio advertising. The cosmetics line (Circo, DuBarry and Hudnut)

is now making plans for an extensive television debut through its

advertising agency, SSCB.
"The cosmetics line showed a 35% sales increase this year over

last. Now we can go into tv with the kind of budget the medium
requires."

Among Lambert-Hudnut's plans for expansion are four new major

cosmetics and toiletry products for which the company has appointed

Norman, Craig & Kummel as agency.

"We intend to use the air media very heavily in launching these

products and also to sell them once they're established. Tv seems

to lend itself naturally to our line, because of its entertainment value

that puts men and women in the proper frame of mind to see a

glamor commercial."

Urban got into the cosmetics and toiletry business via agency and

soap company channels, where he worked on problems of integrating

air media into over-all marketing and merchandising strategy.

In his Summit, N. J., home, he's got "a ready test market" for

new products: his wife and two children. * * *
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CHANNEL DETROIT

IN SOUTHEASTERN
MICHIGAN

No. 1 in Detroit (Pulse and ARB)

... No. 1 Outstate (ARB Annual

Outstate Market Surveys) . . .

Tops in programming (both

CBS and local) . . . terrific in

power ( 1 00,000 watts, 1 ,057-ft.

tower) . . . and soon, magnificent

new studios with miles-ahead

facilities!

Take the big step ahead! Put

your sales message way out front

on Detroit's Channel 2 and watch

that sales curve climb!

Represented by

THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.

STORER NATIONAL SALES OFFICE

118 E. 57th, New York 22,

MUrray Hill 8-8630



..NOT SEVENTEEN?
YES . . . WBRE-TV does have
a 17 County Coverage

Here is Powerful evidence why WBRE-TV is the Number One Buy in North-

eastern Pennsylvania for your advertising dollar. For pennies per capita and

a Million Watts of Power ... WBRE-TV covers the 17 counties that comprise

this great industrial and agricultural market as does no other TV station or

single advertising medium now serving this huge 2,000,000 population. Add

to this fact a set count of *305,000 and leadership in audience; in local and

national programming; in perfect picture and you have some idea of

WBRE-TV's immense SELLING POWER. *RETMA Report of March 1, 1956

BASIC BUY : National Representative : The Headley-Reed Co.

Counties Covezed: LUZERNE LACKAWANNA LYCOMING COLUMBIA
SCHULYKILL NORTHUMBERLAND MONROE PIKE WAYNE
WYOMING SULLIVAN SUSQUEHANNA BRADFORD UNION,

SNYDER MONTOUR CARBON

TV Channel 28
WILKES-BARRE, PA.

JUMBO . ..the world's most tamo

elephant was a male Atiican Lox

don, largest living mammal. Weig

ing 7 tons, he was 14 feet long ai

measured 17 feet around the midd.

JUMBO . . . was big and power!

and learned to understand humc

speech. Phineas T. Barnum consi^

ered JUMBO the best advertisir.

attraction tor The Greatest Sho

on Earth.
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Strategist: Media men like Needham, Louis & Brorby's Otto Stadelman, senior v.p. and media dir. (above), do
more than chart media coverage. Need today is for many all-media men in each agency to be media strategists

iw mm n mediamm
Marketing function of agencies has given new slant to media

—

buyers must be strategists and integretation is the trend

This article continues

the SPONSOR "Advertis-

ing agency in transi-

tion" series (28 Novem-
ber 1955 through 9
January 1956). Once
again, the marketing

revolution is viewed—in

this case, its effect

on media strategy

by Evelyn Konrad

WW hat will the typical agency media

department look like in 1960?

If the trends of the past year con-

tinue, it is likely to be a very different

operation from the media departments

of 1956. Here's what it may look like:

• Backbone of the streamlined me-

dia department will be a number of

media strategists on the buyer level.

Time and space buyers per se may be

a vanishing breed.

• Assisting the all-media planners

will be highly professional specialists

in specific media, who'll take over more

and more of the actual buying in par-

ticular markets. These "assistant me-

dia buyers" may handle the rep con-

tact in their medium, freeing the media
strategists for their increased market-

ing functions, planning and client

contact.

• Major agencies will have corps of

traveling media field men to handle

market problems on the spot.

• Automation of many processes

will eliminate much of the paperwork

that still ties buyers to their desk.

These projections are based on a sur-

vey among a dozen major agencies

throughout the country. Depth inter-

views with top media executives at the

agencies contacted revealed a number

of trends that have emerged during the

past year, and which, if they continue,

27



NEW SCOPE IN MEDIA BUYING (continued)

could lead to the 1960 media depart-

ment depicted above.

Trend 1 : The marketing revolution

within agencies has added a new di-

mension to media planning. The me-

dia man today is expected to plan cli-

ents' media strategy on the basis of

over-all marketing knowledge.

Trend 2: Clients increasingly want

contact with their media strategists,

from media directors to media buyers.

Because of the vast amounts of money
at stake, in tv particularly, buyers have

gained stature both with the client and

within the agency.

Trend 3: The movement toward in-

tegration in media buying continues,

but at a gradual pace. A number of

major agencies have been changing

over to a "group system," with asso-

ciate media directors each heading the

planning and buying for several ac-

counts. These associates, promoted

from the ranks of buyers, are all-media

men who function as strategists on

their particular accounts.

Trend 4: Timebuyers are encour-

aged to learn about other media. The
burden of media planning is divided

among more and more all-media strate-

gists. The growth of all media, but

especially tv, has brought about a need

for more planners. A major problem

within agencies is finding such well-

rounded all-media men.

Y&R has had the time to train all-

media buyers from newcomers into the

media department, since the time when
the agency changed to a fully inte-

grated system. (For detailed anaKsis

of Y&R's media buying, see sponsor

9 August 1954.

)

"We made the change to all-media

buying three years ago because of the

changed nature of agency service and
because of the demands for marketing

counsel in particular," Y&R's associate

media director, Pete Mathews, told

Integration at buying level is popular in

many agencies. Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli's

all-media buyers are headed by (1. to r.)

Peg Harris, Dick Tyler, (media directors)
;

Rod MacDonald, v.p. in charge of media

sponsor. "Our all-media buyers know
enough about each medium to deal

with any media problems, and at the

same time they have the kind of well-

balanced media outlook the agency

seeks in media strategists."

Dancer - Fitzgerald - Sample began

moving towards integration about

three years ago. Today the agency has

SEVEN JWT EXECUTIVES NOW DIRECT ALL-MEDIA STRATEGY

Media strategists, like the six above, have to be all-media men who
can make their media recommendations according to several areas of
marketing information such as (1) selling objectives; (2) product
strengths and weaknesses; (3) who must be sold and where; (4)
share of market; (5) competition; (6) distribution, sales structure

of account. JWT's media strategists above are (1. to r.) associate

media directors Jim Short, Dick Jones; v.p. in charge of media,

Arthur Porter; associate media directors Anne Wright, Alvin Dreyer,

Gerald Vernon. A sixth associate media director, Jim Luce, was
traveling when picture was taken, to coordinate media on local level

28 SPONSOR



Automation may eventually cut timebuyers'

paperwork in half, according to D-F-S ex-

periments on IBM machines like those above.

Billing and certain phases of estimating are

already handled by time-saving machines

both all-media buyers and single-media

buyers under associate media directors.

"One of the biggest advantages of

the all-media buying system," said Lou

Fisher, D-F-S media director, "is that

it serves as an incentive to good peo-

ple. Buyers can get bigger stature and

salaries within the agency with their

increased media and planning responsi-

bilities. And a buyer can't get into

planning effectively unless he does

know the complete marketing and me-

dia picture."

In cities other than New York a

number of agencies have had all-media

buyers for some time. Leo Burnett is

one example of this type of organiza-

tion in Chicago. Guild, Bascom & Bon-

figli, in San Francisco, grew up with

all-media buyers from the time the

agency was founded in 1949.

"Perhaps specialization makes it

possible for fewer people to handle

more billing," said Rod MacDonald,

GB&B's v.p. in charge of media. "But

we feel that specialization stifles think-

ing. Our buyers participate in account

planning from the time budget rec-

ommendations are to be made. And
they have a broader perspective on the

accounts they work on."

More typical of the general trend

among agencies in the past year or

more is the setup at J. Walter Thomp-
son. In the past 10 months, the JWT
media departments in all offices have

been set up on the group system basis

with associate media directors super-

vising planning and strategy for spe-

cific groups of accounts.

"We want our associate media direc-

tors to be free from detail in order to

devote their time to coordinating me-

dia strategy with copy and marketing

strategy," says Arthur Porter, JWT
v.p. and director of media. "The me-

dia man today must be fully aware of

a product's marketing objectives as

well as copy themes and merchandis-

ing plans if he is to do a dynamic,

creative job of media planning."

With an eye toward developing more
media strategists, a number of major
agencies have revamped the structure

of their departments from the classic

division between air and print media

{Please turn to page 95)

fpigipiiiii
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BUT SPECIALISTS LIKE THESE STILL DO ACTUAL BUYING

Thompson's buyers are specialists in their own media.
Above are the three print buyers from Dick Jones'
(seated) account group: (1. to r. ) Bernard Nutting, Jr.,

Thurman Pierce, Art Karlan. Each of the six JWT asso-

ciate media directors has such a group working for him

Dick Jones' accounts, which include Sylvania, Scott Paper Co., Ward Baking,
Pan Am, Panagra, Reader's Digest and Wool Bureau, are heavily in air media.
Hence group has twice as many timebuyers as space buyers. (L. to r.) broad-
cast researcher Irene Dunne and timebuyers Marie Barbato, Ruth Jones, Polly
Allen, Mario Kircher, Chris Mosca, Gil Erikson. Many agencies have this system

11 JUNE 1956 29



flow film distributors would (tan;
Distributors trade association suggests cut-back in number of prime I

fig iiw would tl peration ol the

television networks change if the gov-

ernment followed the suggestions of

television's film distributors?

This report is designed to answer

that question. It's a question of vital

concern to the advertiser keeping an

eye cocked on Washington these days

because the film distributors are im-

portant among those whose opinions

are being heard in the multiple govern-

ment probes of network television.

sponsor's report divides into a ques-

tion-and-answer presentation of the

views of the Association of Television

Film Distributors and statements from

non-Association members. Diversity

of viewpoint among film distributors is

reflected in these statements. For ex-

ample, while one syndicator, Walter

Schwimmer, told sponsor he believes

the networks should get out of pro-

gram production, the ATFD members
do not advocate program "divorce-

NEW FILM ASSOCIATION WANTS OPTION HOURS CUT-BACK

The questions and answers below delineate the viewpoint

of the Association of Television Film Distributors, Inc.,

newly formed group whose members are: Official Films,

Inc.; Screen Gems, Inc.; Television Programs of Ameri-

ca, Inc.; and Ziz Television Programs, Inc. The Asso-

ciation presented its views in more detail before the

FCC's Network Study Committee whose chairman is

Dean Roscoe Barrow late last month.

Q. What action does the ATFD suggest the FCC take to-

ward changing the nature of television network operation?

A.. The film association has asked the FCC to amend
Chain Broadcasting rules so as to cut back the number of

hours of network option time and to limit the number of

hours stations can carry network programing.

Q. What does the association state as its objective in

making this proposal to the FCC?

\m ATFD wants to make peak viewing hours available to

non-network programing sources and to advertisers who
do not now have programs on the networks in peak view-

ing periods. ATFD states, "The people are denied knowl-

edge of thousands of goods and services offered to them
by the smaller, independent business organizations of the

country who are frozen out of peak viewing time which is

occupied almost entriely by network advertisers."

Q. What is ATFD's view of the situation faced by local

and regional advertisers and independent programing
sources under the present network system?

A.» ATFD states that the two major tv networks take up

93% of peak hour programing in all but a handful of U.S.

cities and that 17 of the nation's largest corporations

"monopolize 50% of the network programing and time

offered to the American people."

Q. What in ATFD's opinion is the alternative to the

changes it suggests in network operation?

A.. The group believes that unless present Chain Broad-

casting Rules are amended "the industry is inviting gov-

ernment regulation as a public utility. The networks in

seeking continued protection against competition are in

effect saying that they should be in the position of rail-

roads, telephone, telegraph, gas and electric companies.

This by its nature leads down the road to complete gov-

ernment regulation of rates, services and facilities."

Q. What lies at the heart of television's difficulties?

\. The shortage of television facilities is the principal

cause of tv's problems, ATFD believes. It feels that the

long-range objective of the government should be to create

many more television stations of equal power and like

frequency in the main U.S. population centers.

Q. Does ATFD advocate "divorcement" of the networks

from program production?

\ m No. ATFD states that while some have advocated pro-

gram production divorcement and the complete abolition

of network option time it does not believe these steps

would be necessary if its proposal for an option time cut-

back were favorably acted upon.
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piwork television

kionecl to nets. Others take different tack

ment." They favor, instead, a cut-back

in network option hours.

Still another tack is taken by Ely A.

Landeau, NTA president, who told

sponsor the only practical way to get

healthy television competition is

through "more stations and more net-

works" (see full text below). And
there are other shades of opinion

among film firms, many of whom do

not wish to speak on the record at a

time when Sen. Magnuson's Interstate

Commerce Committee is about to hear

its first formal testimony from ABC
President Robert E. Kintner, CBS Inc.

President Frank Stanton and NBC
President Robert W. Sarnoff. (The

three are scheduled to appear before

the Magnuson committee this week.)

Loudest crescendo thus far in the

film vs. network exchanges was the

charge by NBC that Official Films,

Screen Gems, Television Programs of

America, Ziv and RKO Teleradio Pic-

tures were behind testimony by Rich-

ard A. Moore of KTTV, Los Angeles,

before the Magnuson committee.

(These firms with the exception of

RKO Teleradio are the charter mem-
bers of the Association of Television

Film Distributors.)

NBC made its charge in a 42-page

statement filed with the Magnuson
committee in answer to Moore's attack

on network option time and must-buy

requirements. Said NBC: "If this film

group should succeed in undermining
the network system, the great national

service provided today by three in-

tensely competitive television networks

would be reduced to the lowest com-

mon Hollywood denominator. . .
."

First official act of ATFD was a

statement in rebuttal to the NBC
charges made coincidental with an-

nouncement of its formation as a trade

association. ATFD contended NBC
had thrown up a "smokescreen by is-

suing an unwarranted and irrelevant

claim. .
." The real point of Moore's

testimony, said ATFD, "is that local

and regional advertisers are at a hope-

less disadvantage with respect to their

large national competitors in reaching

11 JUNE 1956

the public on equal terms, namely dur-

ing peak viewing hours."

The next major action of the ATFD
came 31 May when it went before the

FCC's Network Study Committee

chaired by Dean Roscoe Barrow to ask

that the FCC amend its Chain Broad-

casting Rules "so that all creative pro-

graming sources could have a fair op-

portunity to contribute."

The viewpoint of the Association on

change in network operation appear at

left. Below are statements to sponsor

from other film distributors.

Ely A. Lanilau, president, National

Telefilm Associates: Various sources

in the television field currently are rais-

ing a hue and cry about "must buys"

and "option time." While these prac-

tices seem arbitrary and harsh on the

surface, they are necessary in the

present scheme of network telecasting.

From the networks' and advertisers'

points of view "option time" and

"must buys" are integral parts of their

business. Without them, network tele-

casting as we know it today would be

non-existent. In attempting to rectify

this situation, however, the critics of

"option time" and "must buys" are

misdirecting their fire.

What can be done to do away with

these practices and still make it pos-

sible and practicable for a network to

stay in business? Our stand on the

basic concept of network structure is

well known in the industry. There is

nothing wrong with networks that

more stations and healthier competi-

tion would not cure. While the net-

works have been in large part responsi-

ble for the tremendous growth of the

television industry, they have failed to

keep step with the lusty youngster now
growing into robust manhood. The
time has come for a reappraisal of the

entire industry by both the television

industry and the appropriate govern-

ment agencies. And that reappraisal

must be coupled with definitive re-

medial action.

If a network is to spend huge sums
(Please turn to page 104)
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Network views

on "divorcement"

Results of a SPONSOR survey among
major advertisers and agencies on

the question of network program
divorcement were presented last is-

sue. (What are admen telling the

FBI about "divorcement"?) The
great majority of admen opposed a

network divorce from production.

SPONSOR also asked the three

tv networks what their own answer

is to those who suggest they be di-

vorced from tv programing.

ABC and NBC pointed to past

statements by Robert Kintner and
Sylvester L. "Pat" Weaver which

boiled down to the viewpoint that in

order to win the programing battle

against stiff competition a network

is forced to consider every possible

source of ideas—in effect a device

that independent programing sources

are excluded from consideration.

At CBS TV, Hubbell Robinson,

v.p. in charge of network programs,

gave more detailed views which are

probably representative of thinking

at all three networks although Rob-

inson spoke only for CBS.

Robinson told SPONSOR it was es-

sential for CBS TV to be in program
production in order to assure itself

of enough programing to fill its

needs for 18 hours of programing a

day seven times a week.

Moreover, he pointed out, some-

one must assume the responsibility

for maintaining a balance of pro-

graming. "We have that responsi-

bility whether we like it or not," he

said, "and we must have some au-

thority in order to discharge it."

Robinson stated that the econom-

ics of television are a major reason

why the networks must remain im-

portant as programing sources. He
pointed out, for example, that CBS
TV had spent $750,000 to produce

initial episodes of the half-hour Phil

Silvers show before sohwing it to

an advertiser.

How does CBS TV divide as be-

tween its own production and out-

side shows? Some 60% of pro-

graming is network-produced, Rob-

inson said: 40% is from outside

sources. (The 60% includes public

affairs, news and religion.) * * *



Step-by-step blueprint

details the years ahead

1954—small start

Only 3 stations kicked oft

the plan tor market-by-

market introduction of

products via tv saturation

1957—big plans

Projection tor next year

provides for 35 outlets in

the spring lineup. This

final spot move in agency

blueprint may lead to

basic 56-station network

Agency's Jto for Proctor:

spot tv in increasing doses

Tv is prescribed to gain distribution first, then make sales

JL hree years ago, an advertising

agency executive traveled to Philadel-

phia to see a company president whom
he had never met. His objective: to

sell that company president on a con-

cept. That concept was television.

The agency executive was Dr. Max
A. Geller, president of Weiss & Geller,

New York, Inc. He journeyed to
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Philadelphia to convince Walter M.
Schwartz Jr., president of Proctor

Electric Co., that Proctor was missing

perhaps the biggest bet of its business

lifetime in bypassing tv.

Proctor Electric at that time was an

established industrial concern which

serviced small government contracts,

and made non-consumer electrical

components and accessories and sev-

eral consumer items.

Its contracts during the war had

been profitable. However, as it re-

emerged into consumer goods lines

after the war it found it difficult to

maintain that profit level. In the post-

war consumer world, Proctor was com-

peting with the small appliances and

SPONSOR



the housewares of such industry giants

as General Electric, Sunbeam and

Toastmaster.

Proctor did have one big house-

wares leader and money-maker. It

was the first-on-the-market ironing

table (not board), which enabled a

housewife to sit down—comfortably

—

while ironing, and to adjust the table

to her height. The Mary Proctor

Hi-Lo ironing table, the Cadillac of its

class, nevertheless proved to be an in-

stant money-maker. An iron and toast-

er were other established appliances.

They were advertised exclusively in

such national magazines as Good
Housekeeping and Life.

Geller, when he visited the Proctor

company and President Schwartz for

the first time, made a single recom-

mendation: "Buy television." Here's

why early in 1954 he recommended
tv as a natural replacement for nation-

al magazines.

Tv offered unique advantages as a

demonstration medium. The versatile,

much needed Hi-Lo ironing table de-

manded demonstration before a sale

could be clinched. Its movable parts,

adjustable features, roller wheels—all

required the mobility offered only by

tv.

Geller, in detailing the media con-

Proelor's first big consumer product, and

one which gets the heaviest tv boost, is the

Hi-Lo ironing table. First product of its

kind, table paced Proctor's move into re-

lated laundry and housewares lines. Hudson
in Detroit sells as many as 600 per day

cept of tv, also went into an exhaustive

analysis of how the television adver-

tising could gain marketing and pro-

duction objectives. He envisioned (a)

a dealer and distributor organization

at least triple the 1954 size, (b) sales

at least doubled, (c) a network of

Proctor field men working closely with

tv station executives and personalities,

dealers, distributors and consumers,

(d) a market-by-market matching of

the advertising and promotion effort

to areas with the greatest buying po-

tential.

He submitted a buying blueprint

which progressed, on paper, from a

single-market test to a 50-market cam-

paign. And he predicted in advance

of the first tv venture exactly what

would happen in terms of expansion

were Proctor to follow the blueprint.

Schwartz found the blueprint pro-

vocative. He gave Weiss & Geller a

new advertising appropriation com-

pletely apart from the regular na-

tional magazine budget (administered

by another agency), and took up

Geller on his offer.

The first provision of that offer: a

saturation test of tv in the nation's

roughest and toughest market—New
York City.

In April 1954, Proctor Electric went

on the air with a schedule of minutes

and 20 seconds on three stations for

a 13-week spring period. At the end

of the drive, here's what had hap-

pened. Sales were up 70%. Proctor's

dealerships had jumped to 2,000 out-

lets from the pre-tv figure of 350.

(Today, three years later, the New
York total is 5,000.)

Geller's first premise had been

proved.

You can't sell to consumers until

you have good distribution. Proctor's

spotty distribution in New York City

had been corrected in one short cam-

paign. As a result of the New York

lest, Proctor immediately made plans

to launch a fall '54 tv drive in two

other highly competitive and rough

markets, Philadelphia and Los An-

geles. After Proctor got the same

good tv results there, Proctor and

Weiss & Geller settled down in earnest

to carry out provisions of the fine

print on that master blueprint for ad-

vertising and television.

The fine print concerns all phases of

the Proctor operation, and is keyed by

the television activity.

(Please turn to page 92)

THE TEAM WHICH DOCTORS PROCTOR

H. Henry
Martens

Proctor vice presi-

dent in charge

of sales

Dr. Max A.
Geller

President, Weiss &
Geller, Inc., N.Y.

Walter M.
Schwartz, Jr.

President, Proctor

Electric Co.

William
Y. E. Rambo
Proctor's adver-

tising director

Max
Tendrieh

Weiss & Geller

vice president in

charge of media
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Madison Avenue is on

In five years, 45 agencies have changed addresses. Is the shift eastwards A

ext January, with the completion

of 800 2nd Avenue, (near 42nd St.) the

domain of the adman will take another

giant step east. Marsteller, Rickard,

Gebhardt & Reed will be the agency

making the move in the area that re-

cently has been opened up by the re-

moval of the shadowy 3rd Avenue

elevated structure.

Other agencies recently moved east-

ward are Grant Advertising and Er-

win, Wasey who have set up shop in

the handsome new grey and blue struc-

ture at 711 Third, just a few blocks

north of the shining sixty-floor tower

of the Socony building. "Madison

Avenue has never moved so far east"

said Cushman & Wakefields' Jean

Brunner, promotion director for that

New York real estate agency.

A sponsor survey of New York ad-

vertising agencies and station repre-

sentatives left little doubt that these

businesses have helped keep the mov-
ing vans running.

During the past five years better

than 50% of those agencies queried

had changed locations. Some 25% of

the agencies that have stood pat have

been forced into expansion programs.



lining spree

it's behind it—expansion or lure of new buildings?

As for the reps contacted in the

survey, the same percentage (50%)
had moved in the same period, while

about 15% have had to expand.

"Is the trend away from Madison
Ave.?" . . . "Where is everybody

going?

There's no need to panic. Almost

everybody is staying within walking

distance of one another. They are

going where the new buildings grow
without much regard for traditional

attachments to any particular neigh-

borhood. Erwin, Wasey's reasons for

moving from the Chanin Building on
42nd street near 5th where they had
been for some 30 years were multiple.

Primarily the space was not well laid

out for their purposes. They also

wanted built-in air-conditioning. Fi-

nally, they just felt they should "shake
themselves up a little."

While "Madison Avenue" is spread-

ing out, it has its limits, according to

Bob Randall at Pease & Elliman, real-

tors. It includes the area roughly
outlined by 5th and 2nd Avenues from
40th to 60th Streets. Just west of 5th

Avenue it includes what real estate

men refer to as the "Rockefeller Com-
plex." Not a psychological term,

Rockefeller complex refers to that com-
plexity of buildings which are a part

of Rockefeller Center as well as those

more modern ones bordering it to the

north and south as far west as 6th.

Carl Lundin, who has advised many
agencies on choice of new location

and arrangement of office layout, in

commenting on the moving of ad agen-

cies told sponsor, "Most ad people are

unusually sensitive about keeping up-

to-date. Newness, after all, is what
many of them are selling and my feel-

ing is that often they're inclined to

want something for themselves because

it is new."

Lack of room for expansion has

forced many agencies to move—nota-

bly agencies that have been located

until now in Rockefeller Center have

moved—not because of dissatisfaction

with the facilities, which are among
(Please turn page)

SOME NEW HOMES UN ADLAND

1. McCann-Erickson will occupy top 10
floors in this building on Lexington Ave.

2. Erwin, Wasey moved to Third Avenue,
a street with a future since removal of "el"

3. K&E's combination dining suite and
board room on fifth floor of Park Ave. offices

1. Marschalk & Pratt's typical account
jxec's office in their new quarters on Park
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Where ad agencies have

moved in the past two years

Among the New York agencies
which have moved into new
quarters since 1950 are the following:

ANDERSON & CAIRNS
130 E. 59th MU 8-5800

BADGER, BROWNING & HERSEY
550 5th at 45th CI 7-3719

VICTOR A. BENNETT
6 E. 45th MU 7-2186

BOZELL & JACOBS
2 W. 45th MU 7-6210

CAMPBELL-EWALD
488 Madison at 51st MU 8-3400

CAPLES
295 Madison at 40th MU 4-6800

CAYTON
9 E. 40th LE 2-1711

HARRY B. COHEN
41 E. 42nd OX 7-0660

COMPTON
625 Madison at 58th PL 4-1100

CUNNINGHAM & WALSH
260 Madison at 39th MU 3-4900

D'ARCY
430 Park at 55th PL 8-2600

DOYLE DANE BERNBACH
20 W. 43rd LO 5-7878

ERWIN, WASEY
711 Third at 44th OX 7-4500

FULLER & SMITH & ROSS
230 Park at 45th MU 6 5600

GAYNOR & CO.
400 Madison at 47th PL 5-5753

GRANT
711 Third at 44th OX 7 5800

GREY
430 Park at 55th PL 1-3500

LAWRENCE C. GUMBINNER
655 Madison at 60th TE 8-1717

HICKS & GREIST
555 5th at 46th MU 7-5600

HILTON & RIGGIO
4 W. 58th MU 8-4224

BRYAN HOUSTON
730 5th at 57th PL 7-6400

CHARLES W. HOYT
380 Madison at 46th MU 2-2000

DUANE JONES
122 E. 42nd MU 7-0270

KASTOR, FARRELL, CHESLEY &
CLIFFORD

400 Madison at 47th PL 1-1400

JOSEPH KATZ
555 5th at 46th MU 7-0250

KUDNER
575 Madison at 56th MU 8-6700

LAMBERT & FEASLEY
430 Park at 55th MU 8-6464

AL PAUL LEFTON
71 Vanderbilt at 45th MU 9 7470

LENNEN & NEWELL
380 Madison at 64th MU 2-5400

Listing continues I
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Agency moves list (continued)

LEWIN, WILLIAMS & SAYLOR
130 E. 59th MU 8-6200

DAVID J. MAHONEY
261 Madison at 38th OX 7-0480

MARSCHALK & PRATT
460 Park at 57th TE 8-8030

J. M. MATHES
260 Madison at 39th LE 2-7450

MELDRUM & FEWSMITH
9 Rockefeller Plaza CI 6-3510

EMIL MOGUL
625 Madison at 58th TE 8-7100

NEEDHAM, LOUIS & BRORBY
730 5th at 47th PL 7-0333

NORMAN, CRAIG & KUMMEL
488 Madison at 51st PL 1-0900

OGILVY, BENSON & MATHER
589 5th at 47th MU 8-6100

PECK
400 Madison at 47th PL 3 0900

PRODUCT SERVICES
17 E. 45th MU 7-0204

REED
104 E. 40th OX 7-9666

ROSS ROY
122 E. 42nd MU 7-2944

SULLIVAN, STAUFFER, COLWELL
& BAYLES

477 Madison at 51st MU 8-1600

WEXTON
11 E, 47th MU 8-4050

PETE ZANPHIR
565 5th at 47th PL 3-8340

J.

The following agencies will move when buildings are finished early in 1957:

Ted Bates still at 630 5th Avenue at 50th, JU 6-0600, will move to 666 5th Avenue at 52nd

McCann-Erickson still at 50 Rockefeller Plaza, JU 6-3400, will move to 485 Lexington

'"" ' " "
j

These station reps have also moved in past five years

Among the New York representatives which have moved into

new quarters since 1950 are the following:
..j.l
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AM RADIO SALES
415 Madison at 48th PL 3-9630

AVERY-KNODEL
720 5th at 56th JU 6-5536

JOHN BLAIR
415 Madison at 48th PL 3-4250

BLAIR TV
415 Madison at 48th TE 8 5800

BOLLING
247 Park at 46th PL 9-8150

BRANHAM
99 Park at 40th MU 2 4606

THOMAS F. CLARK
1 E. 54th EL 5-5666

COLLEGE RADIO
14 W. 45th OX 7-0890

DONALD COOKE
331 Madison at 43rd MU 2-7270

FORJOE, FORJOE TV
580 5th at 47th JU 6-3100

GOOD MUSIC BROADCASTERS
6 E. 39th MU 3-2295

HARRINGTON, RIGHTER & PARSONS
589 5th at 48th MU 8-7050

HOAG-BLAIR
422 Madison at 48th PL 1-1922

GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY
500 5th at 42nd OX 5-5560

KATZ
477 Madison at 51st PL 9-4460

NATIONAL TIME SALES
370 Lexington at 41st MU 5-3100

RICHARD O'CONNELL
527 Madison at 54th PL 5-9751

JOHN H. PERRY
19 W. 44th MU 7-5047

PETERS, GRIFFIN & WOODWARD
250 Park at 46th PL 1-2700

EDWARD PETRY
488 Madison at 52nd MU 8-0200

RADIO TV REPS
7 E. 47th MU 8-4340

WILLIAM G. RAMBEAU
347 Madison at 44th MU 6-5940

S. J. REINER
350 Old Country Road PI 7-5300

Garden City, Long Island MU 2-8540

UNITED BROADCASTING
270 Park at 47th PL 5-9145

VENARD, RINTOUL & McCONNELL
579 5th at 47th MU 8-1088

GRANT WEBB
509 Madison at 53rd MU 8-7550

WEED & WEED TV
579 5th at 46th PL 9-4700

ADAM J. YOUNG, JR.
477 Madison at 51st PL 9-1810
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Moving Spree (continued)

the most modern in New York City

—

but because they were unable to rent

enough additional space when they

needed it. Many of the agencies now
moving will avoid this problem in the

future by renting more space than they

need and sub-letting what they can't

put to immediate use. When and if

they have to expand they will merely
have to give their lessees due notice to

open up space.

The office planner has become an
indispensable part of moving day.

With the rising cost of space, (new
buildings charge from $5 to $9 a

square foot against old building rates

of from $2.50 to $3.50), every inch

has to be used economically. It is the

function of the office planner to see

that layout is arranged so that even

though the tenant pays more rent per

square foot, space savings equalize or

lessen the total rent.

Renting space in buildings that are

in the planning stage or under con-

struction is often done with an eye to

having that space virtually custom

built to the tenant's needs. McCann-
Erickson, for example, will move into

485 Lexington, early in 1957 when the

building is completed. They will be

renting 25 c
/c of the completed building

and have been at work with architects

and office planners for months on de-

signs for facilities peculiar to their

operation. At 485 there will be four

studios for screenings, auditions and

meetings; a prop room, and closed cir-

cuit tv facilities. McCann v.p. & trea-

surer, W. G. Stilson, told sponsor that

plans are under constant scrutiny.

Too fancy a job of interior decorat-

ing is generally frowned upon. Con-

servatism is the mark of the decor in

most agencies today, and it is com-

bined with a layout designed to jibe

with studies of traffic between offices.

There also is a democratic feel to

many agency layouts today that is de-

liberate. This is reflected in uniform

sizes of individual offices which helps

eliminate feelings among personnel

that one cubicle is superior to another.

Actually the trend is toward smaller

offices for everyone. With the new
buildings, featuring their strip win-

dows, smaller spaces can be used for

each office. Air-conditioning also con-

tributes to the shrinking of office size

without a loss of comfort. An office

cubicle can now be satisfactorily

planned in an 8 x 10 area whereas in

the past the minimum size was gen-

erally considered to be 9 x 12. * * *

SPONSOR



How to sell

sausage at 5:30 a.m.

Start with a premium product, then pick

a salesman who reaches the people who'll buy

M^j veryone's happy but the pigs since

Floyd King started advertising his

homemade King's Country Sausage

just a year ago last February over

WHAM, Rochester. Before WHAM
came into Floyd's life, his sausage

output was just big enough to supply

himself, a few friends and neighbors

and a scattering of citizens who had

heard of him by reputation.

King liked sausage the way his

mother made it, learned her recipe and

for about 10 years had been making

sausage himself. He never planned

to turn his skill into a business but

was nudged into it by friends who ate

at his home and later insisted that he

fill their orders. King's talent spread

11 JUNE 1956

and his list of customers grew larger.

All this happened while Floyd King

was a driver for the Greyhound Bus

Lines with a route that took him be-

tween Rochester and Scranton. While

putting in a full week for Greyhound,

he had little spare time to make de-

liveries and his modest profits did not

allow him to hire even a part-time as-

sistant. The answer to King's distri-

bution problem was literally at his

fingertips and when he realized it,

Greyhound unsuspectingly became a

partner in a growing sausage business.

King delivered and picked up orders

along his daily run.

When he finally made the decision

to try and build a business out of his

Floyd King, right, stops often at

WHAM's radio studios to visit with farm
director George Haefner and discuss sell-

ing ideas. King credits Haefner's Country

Fare show with success of his sausage

King supervises sausage-making in his

new factory. Just a little over a year ago
he operated in the kitchen of his home

knack with a sausage casing, he turned

to WHAM and the Country Fare show.

As a listener he had enjoyed it. As a

prospective businessman he felt it was

the right show for what he had to sell.

At the start his ad budget came to

$31.50 a week. For this George Haef-

ner, WHAM's farm director who han-

dles the Country Fare show, devoted

one minute each day, six days a week,

to King's Country Sausage.

While King's initial ad expenditure

was not much in terms of sums bigger

businesses spend, it was then close to

50% of his gross income from the

sale of sausage. As such it represented

a gamble for him on whether or not

(Please turn to page 76)
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Advice from buyer to seller

Clients and agency execs at Pa. Broadcasters meeting hand

out straight-from-shoulder counsel on improvement of station relations

J[ t's a pretty rare thing in advertis-

ing when huyers meet in the sellers'

market place. The pattern is generally

the reverse, with sellers descending

upon buyers en masse.

For many reasons—and most of

these are in step with new economic

and competitive demands among clients

—the traditional function of the seller

going to the buyer is being refined

and, in some cases, reversed. Such a

reversal was seen last month at the

three-day conclave of the Pennsylvania

Association of Broadcasters at Pocono

Manor, Pa.

Advertisers and agency executives

were guests at the meeting and they dis-

cussed with broadcasters the need for

closer and improved relations between

buyers and sellers. All down the line,

visiting client and agency dignitaries

described the interlocking relationships

of the three points to the broadcast

advertising triangle: the advertiser, the

agency and the stations.

PAB pegged its 16-18 May sessions

on the theme "As Others See Us,"

choosing as the "others" spokesmen

from top-level advertising agencies in

New York and Chicago and decision-

makers in some of the biggest national

manufacturing firms.

Here are highlights from what these

buyers of broadcast advertising said

to their hosts, the station managers.

Albert J. Goetz, advertising man-

ager, American Safety Razor, New
York City.

Goetz spoke on "Constructive Sell-

ing by Radio Stations and Their Reps,"

and launched his commentary with a

hard-punching attack on salesmanship

in radio.

"There's a sight more submarginal

selling in radio than in any other

major advertising medium. Radio was

and still is a great medium for mass

communication, but I sometimes won-

der if you folks know that. If you

do, you've certainly done an excellent

Buyers told PAB sellers that agency people have no personal axe to Agency also has responsibility to be open-eared, fair, cooperative,

grind in media selection. Their aim: the best buy for their clients Slides are from speech by Frank Brady, Harry B. Cohen agency

THE AGENCY MAS

NO AXE TO GRIND!

OUft PROMISE TO YOU
UNBIASED &\
JUDGMENT > -^

KLVmyS A FAIR HEARING

THE ORDER WHEN EARN]
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job in keeping it a secret from us!"

Goetz outlined the scope of his com-

pany's manufacturing and advertising

operations. Manufacturing: Gem ra-

zors and blades, Pal hollow ground

blades and the Pal Injectomatic razor,

Ever-Ready shaving brush, budget-

priced blades, surgeons' blades and

other hospital products, items sup-

plied to the carpet manufacturing in-

dustry. Advertising: "a big six-figure

radio budget this year."

ASR "believes in radio," he said.

"We believe in radio to reach and sell

men, and we back our belief with

dollars.

"Why do we believe in radio? Cer-

tainly not because you folks have sold

us. You don't even call on us. \our

mail advertising hardly pre-disposes us

to buy. To my knowledge, you haven't

done a superior merchandising job.

We continue to invest big dollars in

radio because some of us haven't yet

lost sight of radio's ability to produce

mass audiences at low cost."

Goetz took a random count in his

office of the number of radio salesmen

who had been there since Jan. 1, 1956.

There were three. He reported this

to an agency executive, who countered

with the comment that radio salesmen

were busy seeing timebuyers and that

"it's economically unsound for a sta-

tion to provide enough manpower to

sell all the timebuyers and all the ad-

vertising managers."

In answer to this defense of radio's

salesmanship, Goetz said:

"It may come as a shock to you,

but some clients actually reserve the

privilege of overruling their agencies."

He advised radio stations to adhere

to the "sell-through" principle. "You
just haven't completed the sale until

you've sold the agency and the adver-

tising manager.

"Another area in which stations can

be helpful is selling the value of radio

to the people we sell to. Otherwise,

the sale to us won't stay sold."

As to the agency executive's argu-

ment that it would be economically

unsound for a station to cover both

timebuyers and client ad managers,

Goetz said his answer was brief and
simple. "If it's economically unsound
for radio to sell me, then it's econom-
ically unsound for me to buy radio."

A substitute for selling manpower is

use of the telephone for selling. "Did
I hear someone say you can't sell ra-

( Please turn to page 81)
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Meeting looked like 4A convention

The turnout of top-ranking buyers from client concerns and ad

agencies gave a rare veneer to the broadcasters' session. Meet

smacked more of an all-buyer conclave, as ad managers of big

national concerns met with agency leaders to give hard-hitting

advice and to solicit cooperation from tv-radio managers

In a huddle, Albert Goetz, left, ad director, American
Safety Razor, talks shop with George A. Koehler, WFIL
AM-TV, Philadelphia, the PAB convention chairman

Guest group: L to r, 0. Treyz, pres., TvB; Thomas Chris-

tensen, ad mgr., Philip Morris; A. G. Waack, adv. dir.,

Household Finance; J. T. Connolly, WCAU, PAB pres.

Buying group: L to r, Frank Brady, v.p. chge. accounts,

Harry B. Cohen agency; Jayne Shannon, media sup.,

JWT; W. Robt. Eagan, v.p.-mer. dir., Foote, Cone, Belding
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Snre they're "pretty-

;i ml they sell

!

Art Directors tv commercials awards

placed added emphasis on sales techniques;

medal winners shown on facing page

^t's pretty but does it sell?" was

for many years the attitude displayed

towards the annual exhibit of ad-art

of the Art Directors Club of New
York.

This year some changes were made
and salesmanship was reckoned with

as never before. William Buckley,

chairman of the exhibition held 4-8

June in Manhattan's Waldorf Astoria,

said award-winning "selections were

made not only on the basis of art but

for art combined with good merchan-

dising."

Unfortunately, there are no avail-

able sales figures that can be directly

1 elated to the effectiveness of the win-

ning commercials. For at least one,

however, there is reliable information

that sales are way up. That's Piel

Brothers beer. Its cartoon salesmen.

Harry and Bert, have been at work
since early in December of 1955. A
sponsor source in the brewing busi-

ness says that Piel's was producing

on a summer schedule in off-season

March, and was concerned about keep-

ing up with the demand when the

weather really turns hot.

Piels' distinctive Merit Award was
not given to the art director, as was
the case with the other awards. In-

stead it went to the agency, Young
and Rubicam. Y&R received the award
more on the basis of the thinking in-

volved in it, and the public attention

that it has aroused, than on the basis

of art work.

Art director Stephen 0. Frankfurt's

Modess commercial was "overwhelm-
ing in its beauty and simplicity," said

40

Distinctive Merit Awards

• C. F. Korten & David Bixby,

Kenyon & Eckhardt for Ford

Motor Co. Prod.: Blake Johnson
• R. C. Mack, Grant Advertising

for Dodge Div. Prod.: Van Praag

• John K. Hubley, Benton &
Bowles Agency for Diamond
Crystal Salt. Prod.: Storyboard

Georg Olden, chairman of the tv com-

mittee. The nature of the product

presented an extremely touchy prob-

lem, and the committee was enthuiastic

over the solution. Says Olden. "It

was a magazine page come to life,

extraneous material was eliminated in

favor of an imaginative use of white

space, over which the delicate pattern

of leaves set a fresh mood for the ap-

pearance of the girl in the film."

The Snowdrift award went to Art

Babbitt, animation director of Story-

board on the basis of the over-all

standards of art, production and sales

effectiveness.

What made these three award win-

ners effective copy? Here are details

on each:

"Snowdrift's John and Marsha
commercials have had a terrific viewer

response," says Walter Collins, Film

director for New Orleans' Fitzgerald

Advertising agency. This company

brought Storyboard Inc. and the Wes-

son Oil people together. Under the

guidance of Storyboard's president,

John Hubley, it has been a happy

union.

Hubley is now the the main source

of ideas developed at Storyboard (and

one was the Snowdrift commercial).

He was one of the founders of UPA,
as well as the creator of that organiza-

tion's Magoo character.

According to George Bernal, Story-

board's East coast representative,

"Anyone who's been in television or

the film business knows that people

watch in order to be entertained. If

they're not being entertained, even

while the commercial is on, they're

likely to go out to the kitchen or turn

the set volume down low until the ad

portion is over. The basic concept of

any Storyboard commercial is that it

should be entertaining.

"Storyboard's hope is to create an

identification of pleasantness with the

(Please turn to page 102)

Among the judges on the committee assigned to award prizes to television entries

were: (1 to r) Abe Liss, Abe Liss Productions; Edward Mahoney, Benton & Bowles;
Lou Dorfsman, CBS; Robert Gage, Doyle, Dane Bernbach, Inc.; Georg Olden, chair-

man of the committee but not a judge, CBS; and Art Kane, Seventeen Magazine

SPONSOR



ART DIRECTORS MEDAL
This Art Directors Club bronze medal award
was presented to two television commercials

for artistic excellence and salesmanship.

Third special medal award went to Piel's.

Bronze medal to Snowdrift

The harried husband and dainty wife team

below are John and Marsha, Storyboard Inc.'s

cartoon creations for Snowdrift shortening.

Animation: Art Babbitt Agency: Fitzgerald

Bronze medal to Modess

In its initial attempt to bring its message
to tv, Modess took this Elliot Unger & Elliot

commercial patterned on copy used in print.

Art Dir.: Stephen Frankfurt Agency: Y&R

Special award to Piel's

This award was based largely on public atten-

tion aroused by UPA's Harry and Bert whose
spiels for Piel's are making ad history.

Art Dir.: Jack Sidebotham Agency: Y&R

Modess

'"-
:-..,.'

:
-
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Changes dot net tv fall roster

Whole evenings revamped for next season with biggest switches at ABC

Jjj xcept for a few holes, the fall net-

work tv nighttime lineup is just ahout

solidified.

While the changes were not as ex-

tensive as originally anticipated, there

was still some pretty severe revamping

in lineups. Whole evenings have been

upset to make way for new shows.

Probably the most wrenching
changes are taking place at ABC.
Practically the entire Sunday night

lineup will be new; 2^2 hours on Mon-

day night will represent either new
shows or old programs switched to

new times; Wednesday night changes

involve l^o hours; on Thursday the

changes may total two hours, and most

of Saturday night will be affected by

the new fall programing plans.

At CBS, after a number of hassles,

it looks like clear sailing ahead. Ex-

cept for the new Herb Shriner hour

en Tuesday, the web's Sunday-through-

Wednesday lineups remain substantial-

CHART SHOWS AUTUMN NET TV NIGHT PROGRAM LINEUP AS IT STANDS AT PRESSTIIIE

ABC

SUNDAY
CBS NBC ABC

MONDAY
CBS NBC ABC

TUESDAY
CBS NBC

7 PM

7:15

7:30

7:45

8:00

8:30

9:00

9:30

10:00

10:30

1 45

You Asked For
It

Best Foods

Amateur Hour

Pharmaceuticals

Amateur Hour

Pharmaceuticals

Lassie

Campbell

Jack Benny
Alt Pvf Secretary

Amer. Tobacco

•Famous Film
Festival

Omnibus

tAluminium

Omnibus

tAluminium

Omnibus

tAluminium

No Net Service

Ed Sullivan

Lincoln-Merc.

Ed Sullivan

Lincoln-Merc.

Program TBA
Cen Foods

Circus Boy

Reynolds Alumin.

Steve Allen

t

Steve Allen

t

C.E. Theatre

C.E.

Alfred
Hitchcock

Bristol-Myers

$64,000 Challenge

Lorillard

Alt
Revlon

What's My Line

Helene Curtis
Alt

Rem'ton-Rand

Tv Playhouse

Goodyear
Alt

Alcoa

Tv Playhouse

Coodyear
Alt

Alcoa

Loretta Young

P&C

Natl Bowling
Champs

White Owl
Alt
P&C

Kukla, Fran
& Ollie

Cordon Baking

News—John Daly

t

Bold Journey

Ralston-Purina

Danny Thomas

Kleenex

Voice of

Firestone

Firestone

No Net Service

CBS News
Doug Edwards

Whitehall

Robin Hood

Johnson &
Johnson

Alt
Wildroot

Burns and Allen

Carnation
Alt

B F Coodrich

Codfrey's
Talent Scouts

Thos ) Lipton
Alt
Toni

Bishop Sheen

t

Lawrence Welk

Dodge

Lawrence Welk
Dodge

No Net Service

I Love Lucy

Cen Foods
Alt
P&C

No Net Service

No Net Service

Cordon MacRae

Lever Bros

News Caravan

R J Reynolds

Sir Lancelot

Amer Home Prods
Alt Lever Bros

Producers
Showcase

1 wk in 4 8-9:30
RCA Whirlpool t

Stanley

Amer Tob.
Alt

Helene Curtis

December Bride

Cen Foods

Studio One

West'house

Studio One

West'house

Impact

Ponds

t

Montgomery
Presents

S C Johnson
Alt

Schick

Montgomery
Presents

S C Johnson
Alt

Schick

No Net Service

Kukla, Fran
& Ollie

Cordon Baking

News—John Daly

t

Warner Bros.

Presents

Cen Elec

t

Warner Bros.

Presents

Cen Elec

t

Wyatt Earp

P&C
Alt

Cen Mills

Program TBA
C.E.

DuPont Caval-
cade Theatre

Dupont

No Net Service

CBS News
Doug Edwards

Amer Tobacco

Name That Tune

Whitehall

Phil Silvers

R
J
Reynolds
Alt

Amana

Herb Shriner

t

No Net Service

No Net Service

Dinah Shore*

Chevrolet

News Caravan

Rem-Rand

Chevy Show (20)

8-9 pm
Chevrolet

Alt
Wash'ton Square
t(Ray Bolger)

(16)

News-

D i s n

Amer III

Amer*
Derby i

Alt
Martin & Lewis

(4)

t

Herb Shriner

t

Red Skelton

Pet Milk
Alt

S C Johnson

No Net Service

No Net Service

$64,000
Question

Revlon

Do You Trust
Your Wife?

Frigidaire

L&M

Fireside

Theatre

P&C

Drama Program
Title TBA

Kaiser Alum.
Alt

Circle Theater
Armstrong

Progra

Amer
A,

Pearson i

ai'

Ozzie & m

Eastman*

Dra>na Program
TBA

Kaiser Alum.
Alt

Circle Theater
Armstrong

Big Town
Lever Bros

Alt

AC Spark Plugs

Ford Thi

Fore

Wedneif .

Night Fii

Pabs

Menne v

Wednesf

Night Fi,=

Pabsl

Menne .



slZ\ v\
Weathers squeeze—Ted Mack's Amateur New Comedy—Gale Storm in Oh Susannah
Hour finds Sunday night berth at ABC starts in Saturday night slot on CBS

Dropped—NBC Sunday spec is dropped but

new 90-minute show is set for Friday night

ly the same. The Monday lineup es-

pecially has proved to be a tower of

strength through the years, with this

past season's addition of Robin Hood
adding to its seeming indestructibility.

CBS' new Thursday schedule is nota-

ble through the addition of the 90-

minute Playhouse 90. On Friday night

General Foods has brought in two

new half-hour shows, Ziv's West Point

Story and Four Star Film's Zane Grey.

On Saturday night, CBS has solved

the sponsorship problem involved in

extending Jackie Gleason's show to an

hour. Excluding Gleason and Gun-

smoke, the schedule from 7:30 on is

all new. The network's plans to put

in a Perry Mason detective hour on

Saturday came a cropper.

There will be at least one show

change every night of the week at

NBC. The most important changes

are on Sunday and Monday nights.

The former evening loses its 90-min-

ute Color Spread but NBC will add a

once-a-monther on Friday nights and

will also present six labour Hall of

Fame shows on Sunday. In addition,

two hours of new regular programing

will be seen on Sundays from 7:00-

9:00. This includes Steve Allen,

Circus Boy and a General Foods show.

Three new half-hours are scheduled

for NBC's Monday night lineup. Sir

Lancelot and Stanley replace Caesar's

Hour, which moves to Saturday, while

Impact replaces Medic. On Tuesday

the 8:00-9:00 hour will feature Dinah

Shore and Ray Bolger. * * *

This light type means no word yet on whether old show and sponsor will renew
This heavy type means show and sponsor are definitely scheduled for fall

tSponsorship In part or In full has not yet been determined

•Show cancelled. No replacement has as yet been announced

)NESDAY
JS NBC

THURSDAY
ABC CBS NBC ABC

FRIDAY
CBS NBC

SATURDAY
ABC CBS NBC

I Service

$ dwards

tehall

frey

ni

I ogg

T bury

Cfrey

ni

*°gg
t bury

to naire

C;ate

*r)ot A
ret

I ynolds

S I Hour
t

th entury

Fotour
E

5 I Hour
t

<-th:ntury
co tour

E

No Net Service

No Net Service

Coke Time

Coca Cola

News Caravan

Miles Alt Time

Screen Director's

Playhouse''

Eastman Kodak

Father Knows
Best

Scott Paper

Kraft TV
Theatre

Kraft

Kukla, Fran

& Ollie

Cordon Baking

Kraft TV
Theatre

Kraft

This Is Your

Life

P&C

Midwestern
Hayrfde

Whitehall Pharm

News—|ohn Daly

Life

The Lone
Ranger

Cen Mills

Alt

Amer Dairy

Life h Worth
Living*

Admiral

No Net Service

CBS News
Doug Edwards

Amer Tobacco

Sgt Preston

Quaker Oats

Bob Cummings

R ) Reynolds
Alt

Colgate

No Net Service

No Net Service

Dinah Shore

Chevrolet

News Caravan

R | Reynolds

You Bet Your
Life

DeSoto

Stop The Music*

Neechi
Alt

Quality Goods

Wire Service

R ) Reynolds

t

Wire Service

R | Reynolds

''No Net Service

Climax

Chrysler
Shower of Stars

1 wk in 4
8-9 pm

Climax

Chrysler

Playhouse 90
t

Dragnet

L&M

People's Choice

Bordens

Tennessee
Ernie Ford

Ford

Playhouse 90
t

Alt
Ronson

No Net Service
Playhouse 90

t

Alt
Ronson

Lux Video
Theatre

Lever Bros

Lux Video
Theatre

Lever Bros

Kukla, Fran
& Ollie

Cordon Baking

News—|ohn Daly

Miles

Rin-Tin-Tin

Nabisco

Adven. of

jim Bowie

Chesebrough-
Ponds
Alt

Amer. Chicle

No Net Service

CBS News
Doug Edwards

Whitehall

My Friend Flicka

Colgate

West Point Story

Cen Foods

Crossroads

Chevrolet

Treasure Hunt

Mogen David
Alt

Helene Curtis

The Vice

Sterling Drug

•Ethel G Albert

Ralston-Punna

No Net Service

No Net Service

No Net Service

Zane Crey

Cen Foods

Crusader

R | Reynolds
Alt

Colgate

Playhouse

Of Stars

Schhtz

Lineup

P&C
Alt

Brown &
Williamson

Person to

Person

Amer Oil

Hamm
t

Coke Time

Coca-Cola

News Caravan

Miles

Life of Riley

t

jack Carson

P Lorillard

Alt

Toni

Spectacular
8:30-10
RCA

Whirlpool!

On Trial

Campbell

Big Story

Simoniz
Alt

Amer Tob

Cavalcade
of Sports

Gillette

Cavalcade
of Sports

Gillette-

Red Barber's

Corner

St Farm Ins

No Net Service

Famous Film

Festival

Parti-.

Famous Film

Festival

Partic

Famous Film

Festival

Partic

Lawrence Welk

Dodge

Lawrence Welk

Dodge

Masquerade
Party

Lentheric
Alt

Emerson Drug

:'No Net Service

Gene Autry

Wrigley

Bucaneer

t

Jackie Cleason

Bulova
Alt

P. Lorillard

Jackie Cleason

Bulova
Alt

P. Lorillard

Oh Suzannah

Nestle

Hey |eannie

P&C

Star Jubilee

Ford
1 wk in 4
9:30-11

Cunsmoke

L&M

High Finance

Mennen

No Net Service

Big Surprise

Speidel
Alt

Purex

Perry Como
Noxzema-Toni

Coldseal
Kleenex
Sunbeam

Perry Como
Noxzema-Toni

Coldseal
Kleenex
Sunbeam

Sid Caesar
9-10

3 wks in 4

Knomark
Bab-0

Quaker Oats

t

Spectaculars
9-10:30

1 wk in 4
Olds-RCA
Whirlpool

Ceorge Cobel

Armour
Alt

Pet Milk

Your Hit
Parade

Amer Tob.
Alt

Warner-Hudnu



Biggest tv

presentation yet

TvB's "wide-screen spec" scores New

York success; will go on road

Iff i fAlllffl 1>200 admen turned up at Waldorf

l$% VI UffU for TvB's Manhattan presentationBig

Big preparations, big techniques

Setting up "wide screen" (22 x 10 feet) was one of many chores that

preceded 22 May presentation showing in N.Y. hotel. Two operators

handled mechanized Vugraphs in rear-screen projection that dramat-

ically pictured results of TvB's newspaper-tv study in Chicago area

Big laugh

This hard-hitting presentation had its humorous moments too.

Biggest laugh was "mixing oranges and apples" in ratings gag

46

TvB's spectacular presentation that excited admen in

New York recently is being readied for the road. First

stop will be the Sheraton-Cadillac Hotel in Detroit on

28 June where a specially prepared show slanted at the

major auto companies will be given, West Coast pre-

sentations will be made at Los Angeles' Ambassador

Hotel on 10 July and at the Fairmont in San Francisco

on 12 July. No other presentations will be made after

that until the fall, when one is planned for Boston.

A whole new presentation is now in the works, ac-

cording to Oliver Treyz, president of the Television

Bureau of Advertising. This one should be completed

by October and will then make its debut in Chicago. On
16 November, it will be presented in New York as a

part of the annual TvB membership meeting. • • •

SPONSOR



One television station last year used $3,204,089

worth oftime and production facilities for local, unsponsored

public interest programs and announcements.

CBS OWNED
WCBS-TV, CHANNEL 2

NEW YORK
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film shows recently made available for syndication

PROGRAM SYNDICATOR LGTH.
NO.

AVAIL. PROGRAM SYNDICATOR
NO.

AVAIL.

ADVENTURE

Adventures of Fu Manchu

Adventures of John Silver

Annapolis

Captain Crief

Count of Monte Cristo

Cross Current

Crunch and Des

Dateline Europe

Headline

Here Comes Tobor

Jungle Jim

Overseas Adventure

Sheriff of Cochise

Three Musketeers

DETECTIVE

Hollywood Tv 30 13

CBS Tv Film Sales 30 26

Ziv Tv 30 Pilot

Guild 30 in fall

TPA 30 39

Official Films 30 39

NBC Tv Film Div 30 39

Official Films 30 78

MCA Tv 30 39

Guild Films 30 in fall

Screen Gems 30 26

Official Films 30 39

NTA 30 Pilat

ABC Film Syndication 30 26

Code Three

Fabian of Scotland Yard

Federal Men
Cangbusters

Highway Patrol

New Orleans Police Dept.

Public Defender

Stryker of Scotland Yard

DRAMA

ABC Film Syndication 30

CBS Tv Film Sales 30

MCA Tv 30

General Teleradio 30

Ziv Tv 30

NTA 30

Interstate Tv 30

Hollywood Tv 30

Anthology series

Celebrity Playhouse

Charles Boyer series

Damon Runyon Theatre

David Niven series

Dick Powell series

Dr. Christian

Dr. Hudson's Secret Journal

Herald Playhouse

I'm the Law
Judges Chambers

Stage 7

Tv Playhouse

Theatre with Lilli Palmer

World's Createst Authors

FEATURES

Official Films 30

Screen Gems 30

Official Films 30

Screen Gems 30

Official Films 30

Official Films 30

Ziv Tv 30

MCA Tv 30

ABC Film Syndication 30

Sterling 30

Telescene 15

TPA 30

NTA 30

NTA 30

Guild Films 30

Anniversary Package

Hall of Fame Classics

Hollywood Movie Parade

Movieland

Nugget group

RKO group

Silver group

TNT group

Warner Brothers group

KIDDIES' SHOWS

Animal Crackers

Animated Fairytales

Johnny Jupiter

Playland

MUSICAL

Sterling

General Teleradio

Assoc. Artists

Sterling

var.

10

30

var.

39

39

39

26

39

39

69

13

39

39

39

39

34

26

Pilot

39

13

39

39

ABC Film Syndication var. 16

Assoc. Artists var. 11

Screen Gems var. 104

Assoc. Artists var. 68

Hollywood Tv var. 51

C&C Tv var. 742

Hollywood Tv var. 24

NTA var. 35

Assoc. Artists var. 700-800

50

13

39

50

Ina Ray Hutton Guild Films 30 Pilot

Patti Page Screen Gems 15 78

Rosemary Clooney Show MCA TV 30 39

•Being sold as package of 153 under title "Star Performance" or as individual series.

MUSICAL (continued)

Town and Country Time

Town and Country Time

MYSTERY

RCA Recorded Program

Services

15

30

I Spy

Man Called "X"
Combat Sergeant

SITUATION COMEDY

Guild Films

Ziv Tv
NTA

30

30

30

The Coldbergs

The Great Cildersleeve

I Married Joan

My Little Margie

Susie

Trouble with Father

Willy

SPORTS

Bowling Time

Junior Sports League

Mad Whirl

Sam Snead Show

WESTERN

Sterling 60

RCA Recorded Program 30

Services

NTA 30

RCA Recorded Program 5

Services

Adventures of Kit Carson

Brave Eagle

Champion

Frontier Doctor

Judge Roy Bean

MISCELLANEOUS

MCA Tv
CBS Tv Film Sales

CBS Tv Film Sales

Hollywood Tv
Screen Craft

Documentary:
Createst Drama

Uncommon Valor

Nature:
World Around Us

Semi-documentary:
The American Legend

Shorts and cartoons:

Paramount shorts, cartoons

Popeye

Terrytoons

Warner Brothers cartoons

Warner Brothers shorts

Space show:

Commando Cody

Women's:
It's Baby Time

It's Fun to Reduce

Others:

Candid Camera

Candid Camera

Jungle Adventure package

Under the Sun

General Teleradio

General Teleradio

RCA Recorded Program

Services

Official Films

NTA
Assoc. Artists

CBS Tv Film Sales

Assoc. Artists

Assoc. Artists

Hollywood Tv

Walt Schwimmer
Guild Films

Assoc. Artists

Assoc. Artists

Sterling

CBS Tv Film Sales

30

30

30

30

30

15

30

15

30

30

52

26

39

39

13

Guild Films 30 39

NBC Tv Film Division 30 39

Interstate Tv 30 98

Official Films 30 126

TPA 30 52

Official Films 30 130

Official Films 30 39

13

39

13

39

104

26

26

39

39

39

26

26

39

var. 1,400

var. 250

6 156

6 300-400

var. 1,000

12

15 52

15 65

15 100

30 89

var. over 100

30 39

See page 52 for Film Dlotes and Trends
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DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
OF BK-68 MICROPHONE

Picture shows how much
smaller the BK-6B is than

the BK-6A . . . yet efficiency

is improved!

ICROPHO c\

RCA's BK-6B Miniature Mike

300'

• Half the size (by

volume) of the

BK-6A !

• Excellent speech

balance when
talking "Off Mike!"

• Wide range Fre-

quency Response!

Smallest dynamic microphone ever developed for radio and tele-

vision broadcasting! You'll be amazed by its frequency response and

directional characteristics that provide superior speech balance

when used "off mike" or worn on the person.

Tiny . . . less than three ounces in weight, this new miniature mike is

easily concealed in hand, under necktie, or corsage. Versatile ... it

provides increased efficiency to difficult walk-around operations,

allows performers greater flexibility and freedom of movement . . .

adds informality to every such production. Tough . . . the BK-6B
takes the roughest treatment in stride, is furnished with flexible

30-foot cable especially designed for ease of manipulation and

long life.

You'll find it a "giant" in performance for a wide variety of broad-

cast applications. Ask your RCA Broadcast Representative for com-

plete information. In Canada, write RCA VICTOR Company

Ltd., Montreal.

SI) RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA
BROADCAST AND TELEVISION EQUIPMENT

CAMDEN, N. J.



ALUMINIUM LID/AMERICAN DAIRY

AMERICAN MOTORS R.J REYNOLDS

AMERICAN TOBACCO GENERALMIL1S;

DERBY FOODS^INCFIRESrONEl

PARSE - E.l.du PONT - HfllHJJCL

MEJJNENGENERALEIICTRIC MILES

PROCTER AND 6AMREE

MOGEN DAVID PHARMACEUTICAL

CHESEBROUGH-PONDV LENTHERIG

STERLING DRUG • AMERICAN



ASSOCIATION ARMOUR

PEARSON PHARMAGAL

SKIPPY DIMES! ED

DODGE EMERSON DRU

FORD - EASTMAN KODAI

Labs.- raiston-purina

oca cola - carnation

dristol-myers

fclBA PHARMACEUnCAL

HEVROLET

BIG NAMES are the big news at ABC-TV. Here
— in the proudest print that space permits — are

the names of the companies that have already

signed for sponsorship on ABC-TV's fall

schedule. To each of these fine sponsors . . . and

to their advertising agencies . . . ABC-TV sends

sincere thanks and best wishes for a good season.

Aluminium Ltd. of Canada J. Walter Thompson Co.
"OMNIBUS"

American Chicle Co. Ted Bates, Inc.
"THE ADVENTURES OF JIM BOWIE"

American Dairy Association Campbell-Mlthun. Inc.
"DISNEYLAND"

American Motors Corp. Geyer Advertising. Inc.
"DISNEYLAND"

The American Tobacco Co. Sullivan, Stauffer. Colwell
& Bayles. Inc.

"THE AMAZING DUNNINGER"
Armour & Co. Tatham-Laird. Inc.

"THE MICKEY MOUSE CLUB"
Skippy Peanut Butter Guild, Bascom &
Division of The Be6t Foods. Inc. Bonfigli. Inc.

"YOU ASKED FOR IT"
The Bristol-Myers Co. Doherty, Clifford.

Steers & Shenfield. Inc.
"THE MICKEY MOUSE CLUB"

The Carnation Co. Erwin Wasey & Co.
"THE MICKEY MOUSE CLUB"

Chesebrough-Pond's, Inc. McCann-Erickson. Inc.
"THE ADVENTURES OF JIM BOWIE"

CIBA Pharmaceutical J. Walter Thompson Co.
Products, Inc.

"MEDICAL HORIZONS"
The Coca Cola Co. McCann-Erickson, Inc.

"THE MICKEY MOUSE CLUB"
Derby Foods. Inc., and McCann-Erickson. Inc.
Swift & Co.

"DISNEYLAND"
Dodge Division, Chrysler Corp. Grant Advertising, Inc.

"THE LAWRENCE WELK SHOW"
Dodge Division, Chrysler Corp. Grant Advertising. Inc.

NEW LAWRENCE WELK PROGRAM
E. I. du Pont de Batten. Barton. Durstine
Nemours & Co. (Inc.) & Osborn. Inc.

"DU PONT CAVALCADE THEATER"
Eastman Kodak Co. J. Walter Thompson Co.

"SCREEN DIRECTORS PLAYHOUSE"
Emerson Drug Co. Lennen & Newell, Inc.

"MASQUERADE PARTY"
The Firestone Tire & Rubber Co. Sweeney & James Co.

"VOICE OF FIRESTONE"
Ford Division of Ford Motor Co. J. Walter Thompson Co.

"FORD THEATER"
Appliance & Television Receivers Division
General Electric Co. Young & Rubicam. Inc.

NEW PROGRAM
Housewares and Radio Receivers Division
General Electric Co. Young & Rubicam. Inc.

"WARNER BROS. PRESENTS"
Lamp Division Batten, Barton, Durstine &
General Electric Co. Osborn, Inc.

"WARNER BROS. PRESENTS"
General Mills. Inc. Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample. Inc.

"THE LONE RANGER"
General Mills. Inc. Knox-Reeves Advertising. Inc.

"THE MICKEY MOUSE CLUB"
General Mills. Inc. Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample. Inc.

"WYATT EARP"
Chevrolet Motors Division Campbell-Ewald Co.
General Motors Corp.

"CROSSROADS"
Kimberly-Clark Corp. Foote, Cone & Belding
For KLEENEX

•THE DANNY THOMAS SHOW"
Mattel. Incorporated Carson. Roberts, Inc.

"THE MICKEY MOUSE CLUB"
The Mennen Co. McCann-Erickson. Inc.

"THE WEDNESDAY NIGHT FIGHTS"
Miles Laboratories, Inc. Geoffrey Wade Advertising

"JOHN DALY AND THE NEWS"
Mogen David Wine Corp. Weiss & Geller, Inc.

"TREASURE HUNT"
National Biscuit Co. Kenyon & Eckhardt, Inc.

"RIN TIN TIN"
Olin Mathieson Chemical Grant Advectising, Inc.
Corp. (Lentheric)

"MASQUERADE PARTY"
Pabst Brewing Co. Leo Burnett Company, Inc.

"THE WEDNESDAY NIGHT FIGHTS"
Pearson Pharmacal Co.. Inc. Donahue & Coe. Inc.

"THE AMAZING DUNNINGER"
Pharmaceuticals, Inc. Edward Kletter Assoc Inc.

"THE ORIGINAL AMATEUR HOUR"
Procter & Gamble Co. Compton Advertising. Inc.

"WYATT EARP"
Ralston-Purina Co. Guild. Bascom & Bonfigli, Inc.

"BOLD JOURNEY"
R J. Reynolds William Esty Co.

"WIRE SERVICE"
The S. O. S. Co. McCann-Erickson. Inc.

"THE MICKEY MOUSE CLUB"
Sterling Drug. Inc. Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample. Inc.

NEW PROGRAM

A few of television's most exciting buys are still

available. Most important, they can be sched-

uled in excellent time slots. We think you'll agree

that this is your year for ABC-Television.

ABC TELEVISION

NETWORK



'JAX" AND THE BEANSTALK

Jacksonville has grown
into a market of 394,000
inhabitants, a market-
place for 700,000 more;
it's the mail address of
WMBR-TV, which
reaches more than
370,000 tv families in 68
Florida and Georgia
counties.

WM B R-TV
Jacksonville, Fla.

Channel 4 CBS

Operated by

The Washington Post Broadcast Division

Represented by CBS Television Spot Sales

ntM ill toils

Being frank: The Screen Craft-dis-

tributed Judge Roy Bean western series

has recently been contracted for in

two Texas markets by Judge Roy Bean

Brand Franks. The sponsor is airing

the half-hour 39-shot package via

KOSA-TV, Odessa-Midland and KROD-
TV, El Paso.

Redistribution: I'm the Law, a 30-

minute series of 26 films is being dis-

tributed at present by Sterling. It was

previously circulated by MCA Tv.

Similarly, Sterling has taken over dis-

tribution of two other film shows:

Big Fight and Greatest Fights of the

Century, which total 59 individual

quarter-hour films.

Secret Sergeant? Combat Sergeant,

formerly Secret Mission, debuts on

ABC TV as a co-op venture according

to NTA, the distributors. Starting date

is 29 June, 8:00-8:30 p.m. New York
may be one of the markets, says the

net, but no further comments. After

a 13-week run on ABC, it's likely that

one of the re-runners will be WPIX-
TV, New York.

Gala Sale: Guild's Frankie Laine

shoiv recently sold in 10 markets over

a seven-day period, "from Toronto to

Havana; Carlsbad to Savannah." It's

composed of both quarter- and half-

hour versions.

Stamp sponsors: Boom in retail

trading stamp operations, still largely

on a regional basis (see P.S., page

65), has proved a sudden bonanza for

film program syndicators.

M. J. Rifkin, Ziv Tv's sales v.p.,

noted last week that sponsorship of

Ziv telefilm shows by such firms as

Top Value Trading Co., Green Stamps,

S&H Stamps and "Triple S" jumped
more than 100% in dollar volume

during past year. Most popular shows

with stamp firms: Science Fiction

Theatre, Man Called X, Highway Pa-

trol in nearly 20 markets.

Trading stamp upbeat is a parallel

to increases in food and grocery prod-

uct spending for Ziv syndicated shows,

Rifkin pointed out, with Ziv's food

field clients jumping 36% in number
and 71% in dollar volume since last

year to top all other client groups on

firm's list.

Journal entries: MCA Tv's Dr.

Hudson's Journal has topped nation-

wide Videodex 274-market polls from

February through April. Among the

cities where the show has ranked num-

ber one for two or more straight

months are Chicago, Atlanta, St.

Louis. It's been renewed by Bowman
Biscuit and many other regional spon-

sors.

Beantotvn jungle: Jungle Jim, which

is sixth-place in "4-9" markets accord-

ing to sponsor's 1-7 April Telepulse

chart has been given novel promotion

in Boston, where it polls 16.7. Word
comes from Screen Gems, which dis-

tributes the series. Hood Dairy, spon-

sors of the show on WBZ-TV, recent-

ly brought star Johnny Weissmuller

to the East coast for a personal ap-

pearance tour including Red Sox haven

Fenway Park, and a dinner for Hood
salesmen in jungle setting.

Flexibility: Official Films cites part

of the success of its Star Performance

as the fact that the package of 153

shows may be programed as a series

of 153 or as five distinct series. Evi-

dence of sales results is a recently re-

leased four-week figure of $1,750,000,

a gross sales figure that more than

equals the dollar value of Official's

stock purchase of Four Star Produc-

tions.

Camera views: Irving Kaufman,

newly appointed vp. in charge of engi-

neering at Audio-Video Recording

Company, New York, will take on the

assignment of supervising a modern-

ization program for that firm. * * *
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NEW KSTP-TV ANTENNA IS HIGHEST TV

STRUCTURE IN AREA . . . IMPROVES SIGNAL

IN THOUSANDS OF FRINGE AREA HOMES!
KSTP-TV, the Northwest's first television station and

first with maximum power has done it again! This time

it is a new six-bay antenna further increasing tower

height and making it the Twin Cities' highest structure.

This major improvement adds thousands of potential

regular viewers to KSTP-TV as letters from more than
100 miles away indicate. A few of these letters (with a

map showing writers' locations) are shown below.

Here's what viewers tell us:

"KSTP-TV comes in perfect. The picture

couldn't be any clearer in Minneapolis. We ap-

preciate what you have done to give us better re-

ception. We are 105 miles from Minneapolis."

Melrose, Minnesota

"Since your new TV antenna was put in use, our

TV picture comes in very well. We are 102 miles

from Minneapolis and it really is amazing how
clear the picture comes in."

Rice Lake, Wisconsin

"Congratulations on your increase in power. I
watch your shows with pleasure now that the pic-

ture is so much stronger. I live 180 miles south of

St. Paul."
Kanawha, Iowa

"Since Friday morning both picture and sound
on KSTP-TV are tremendously improved. We
enjoy your programs more than ever and watch

Channel 5 all the time."
Wells, Minnesota

"We watch your shows every day. Since Friday
reception has been wonderful. In fact, it is per-

fect."

Olivia, Minnesota

>N

MARTIN

EMMET KOSSUTH

PALA ALTO

prv-A. HiiunmnT

WINNE-
BAGO

FILLMORE

WORTH

HANCOCK £ERRO-
GORDO

MITCHELL HOWARD WINNESH'EK

HOUSTO

•*'

ALA

FLOyD CHICKASAW

A. FAYETTE CLA
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DEPARTMENT STORE
SPONSOR: Raymond's of Boston AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: When WMUR-TV started

programing its Wednesday Night Fights, a potential co-

sponsor, Raymond's, hesitated to buy, unconvinced of sta-

tion coverage. During the first telecast, Ernie Saunders,

a sportscaster, suggested that viewers write Raymond's,

saying they were watching. An avalanche of 2.800 letters

from fans in the Greater Boston area descended upon
Raymond's in the next five days. Result: A new co-spon-

sor for the Wednesday Night Fights.

WMUR-TV, Manchester, N. H. PROGRAM: Wednesday Night
Fights

BEEF

SPONSOR: Thorofare Stores AGENCY: Ketchum, MacLeod
& Grove

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Nearly 300,000 pounds of
beef (12 carloads) were sold in less than three hours after

a one-shot tv presentation on a late evening program the

night before. The commercial was featured in 16 min-
utes of ads interspersing a 90-minute motion picture play
beginning on a Friday night at 11 :15 p.m. Advance news-
paper advertising provided viewer build-up for the com-
mercials, which had an educational slant. A poll of
58 stores gave the 300,000-pound story.

KDKA-TV, Pittsburgh, Pa. PROGRAM: Participations

DOGATHON

SPONSOR: Guide Dogs for the Blind AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: To raise $4,500 to buy three
guide dogs for blind residents of the area, the Southern
Nevada Chapter of Guide Dogs for the Blind obtained
time on KLAS-TV for a "Dogathon." During the fund-
raising telecast, a full colonel in the Air Force peeled po-
tatoes under orders from a private; men who own Las
Vegas' resort hotels became fashion models for milady;
the local fire chief and manager of the water district had
a water-pistol duel. $10,000 was raised.

KLAS-TV, Las Vegas, Nev. PROGRAM: Dogathon

FRUIT CAKES
SPONSOR: Montgomery Ward & Co. AGENCY: Dire,

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: During a three-week periot

Sioux City's Montgomery Ward ran a triple-edged drii

in conjunction with the station. Open House feature

several 10-second ID's; Time Out for Fun stressed a {

pound fruitcake as an audience award; Kids Korne:
weekly staged a coloring contest for which a similar priz

was given. Station notes these were regularly-sponsore

programs, in which only mentions of fruit cakes wer
made. In 21 days, over 4,000 were sold. Cost: $95.7£

KYTV, Sioux City, la. PROGRAM: Open House, Time Out fo
:

Fun and Kid's Korner

VIEWMASTERS
.

SPONSOR : E. W. Edwards & Son, camera dept. AGENCY : Direci

CAPSULE CASE H.STORY: A tkree-iimenSional vie, of

a $150 ad investment was $2,000 in sales when seen

through three 60-second announcements on Toyshop
Jubilee. The Saturday morning show integrated the deal-

er's message into the script and provided his camera de-

partment with weekly sales returns of $200 on a $30-per-

iveek advertising budget. Ellis Page, who leases the

camera department is more than pleased with results.

WHEN-TV, Syracuse, N. Y. PROGRAM: Announcements

NEW AND USED CARS

SPONSOR: M. O. Anderson AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Participations in Deadline,

the station's news program, tripled sales for this Plym-

outh-DeSoto dealer in 30 days. In all but one instance the

car shown on the show was sold. Commercials are by

executive of the company. Box score on used cars sold

in nine days was 60. In same nine days, dealer delivered i

30 new cars. Cost of announcements: $75 each. (Excep- '

tion mentioned above: customer who bought more ex-

pensive car than that shown on tv.)

KOMO-TV, Seattle PROGRAM: Participations

MARGARINE

SPONSOR: Durkee's Margarine AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: A doll contest on Carol Du-

vall's afternoon children's show, Jiffy Carnival, was men-

tioned only four times in a week; but in that week, Carol

received 332 entries from youngsters, who drew a pic-

ture of a doll dressed in the manner the contestant would

like to receive one. Five winners each day were an-

nounced for nine days, excluding weekends. The spon-

sor, which also supplied the dolls, was extremely satisfied

with the response of the contest.

WOOD-TV, Grand Rapids, Mich. PROGRAM: Jiffy Carnival



WHEN YOU BUY ATLANTA...BUY (waga^

AND GET AN EXTRA SCOOP OF THE MARKET!

With its taller tower, maximum power, top local and CBS-TV
programing, WAGA-TV covers a greater area and attracts

more viewers, with the net result that advertisers get a whop-

ping bonus for their money. WAGAland accounts for more

than half of Georgia's population, retail sales, and spendable

income. Write for full facts in booklet form, or ask one of our

reps for a copy.

TOP DOG k IN THE NATION'S 21st MARKET

Represented Nationally by

THE KATZ AGENCY, Inc.

waga-ty
CBS-TV in Atlanta

STORER BROADCASTING COMPANY SALES OFFICES

NEW YORK-118 E. 57th St.-TOM HARKER, Vice President and National Sales Director • BOB WOOD, National Soies Manager
CHICAGO-230 N. Michigan Ave. • SAN FRANCISCO-1 11 Sutter St.
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When you've seen your favorite network show, haven't you said to yourself: "I'd sure

like to sponsor that show right here in my market— but FIRST RUN !" Now you can do

just that! STAGE 7, the half-hour film dramatic anthology series which got highest

ratings for a national network advertiser, is now being produced in Hollywood— same as

before, with exactly the same production qualities— except that now it's being produced

for your local market . . . FIRST RUN

!

MST mutt* SNAPPED Up,

not JiciW" Mimh
Regional advertisers are signing up their markets fast! Chef Boy-Ar-Dee (Y & R) has

selected New York City and markets in New England ; Household Finance ( Needham,

Louis & Brorby) has picked out some Midwest markets. Other markets have been signed

up by Standard Oil of California (BBDO) ; National Premium Beer (W. B. Doner)

;

Blue Plate Foods (Fitzgerald) ; and Robert A. Johnston Co. (Klau-Van Pietersom-

Dunlap) . Many choice markets are still available ! Phone or wire collect to get STAGE 7

for your markets. Better do it now

!

JUST IN! Sheaffer Pen through Russel M. Seeds!

QQ Television Programs of America, Inc.

411 Madison Avenue, New York 22 • PLaza 5-2100 • Sales Offices or Representatives in Principal Cities

Milton A. Gordon, President Michael M. Sillerman, Executive Vice President Edward Small, Chairman

for higher sales through quality programs

Other TPA quality shows which help you increase sales:

ASSIE • ADVENTURES OF ELLERY QUEEN • CAPTAIN GALLANT OF THE FOREIGN LEGION • HALLS OF IVY • COUNT OF MONTE CRISTO •

AMAR OF THE JUNGLE • FURY • SUSIE • EDWARD SMALL FEATURES • YOUR STAR SHOWCASE • SCIENCE IN ACTION • AND ON THE WAY:
'ALDO • TUGBOAT ANNIE • HAWKEYE - THE LAST OF THE MOHICANS • NEW YORK CONFIDENTIAL • AND OTHERS YET UNTITLED-
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This is

San Francisco...

where radio set purchases

are up 33%, while TV sales

are down 5%, so far this

year! Radio listening is up,

too . . . morning, afternoon

and evening.

50.000 WATTS
Represented by CBS Radio

Spot Sales

Continued

from

page 8

ucts to decide to make purchase of 52 (or 26) different epi-

sodes, after seeing but one (a pilot). He must gamble that

what he has seen as a one-shot, in the pilot, will not only be

lived up to by future product but will have built into it,

week after week, the qualities of undying charm and in-

creasing appeal. He must be prepared to predict what the

most experienced of showmen would find difficult—a Wear-

ability Quotient.

For these reasons I often wince when I hear eager gentle-

men from California or Broadway attempt to bulwark their

presentations with box office figures about the motion picture

or play which spawned their series.

It would be solace, for sure, to be able to use these statis-

tics to justify translation to the new medium. However, all

too often such members have turned out to be immaterial,

irrelevant and misleading. * * *

Sillerman's Law: a theory "almost" at odds with Bob

I he immutability of Foreman's Law, expounded in the above col-

umn is, I think, almost. Upon analysis, Foreman's Law falls

into two parts: (1) A tv program, to be successful, must have
wearability. (2) The fact that a vehicle has had even the most
successful of Broadway runs or has been a smash box office suc-

cess as a theatrical film does not, by a long shot, mean that it will

be equally successful in tv or even successful at all.

For the moment, I should like to leave a discussion of the merits

and provability of these corollaries aside and submit what may be
considered either an alternative or an addendum to Foreman's
Law. We might even call it Michael Sillerman's Law:
There is only one incontestable statement you can make about

showbusiness in general, and that is that you can't generalize

about anything except not generalizing about anything.

In the case of Foreman's Law, to which we have now returned,

it seems to me that as good an argument can be made agin as fer

it. Lassie, for example, derived essentially from a theatrical film

series by MGM. Mama stemmed from a successful Broadway
show called / Remember Mama. Even though it's going off the

air, Mama proved its wearability.

Actually, my own feeling is that Foreman's Law doesn't go far

enough. Wearability is only one of several "musts" a tv show
should have. It should also have broad appeal—all-family appeal.

It should, in addition, have uniqueness, a distinct flavor which
sets it apart from other programs, and which permits maximum
identification and merchandising by its sponsor.

Given these qualities and assuming that the vehicle centers on
likeable people engaged in what adds up to an interesting story,

a show would presumably have the odds favoring it for success.

You can measure almost any existing tv situation—comedy or

dramatic series—by these yardsticks and at the moment, I can

think of none that doesn't possess them, even if in varying degrees.

The inference I gather from the exposition of Foreman's Law is

that Bob seems to think that Broadway or Hollywood success is

almost a guarantee of tv failure. More likely, it seems logical to

assume that Broadway or Hollywood successes can go either way.

But there I go generalizing and disproving the almost immutability

of that new concept, Sillerman's Law.—Michael Sillerman, TPA.

mmmm:zj^Mi:mmjn:mmmmm
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T. I spot editor
A column sponsored by one of the leading film producers in television

SARRA
NEW YORK: 200 EAST 56TH STREET
CHICAGO: 16 EAST ONTARIO STREET

&*#f

) ••vl BREAD 3
* % '~ m^B-ntt-i"-^!.^.,]

HELPS YOU BUILD A
STRONG BODY 8 WAYS

This series of one minute commercials by SARRA entertains while it informs

and does an outstanding selling job for Wonder Bread. Ingenious animation

graphically compares the energy expended by hard-working adults and active

children in everyday activity . . . then specifically spotlights the nutritional

values contained in Wonder Bread for growth and general well-being. Pro-

duced by SARRA through TED BATES 8c COMPANY for CONTINENTAL
BAKING COMPANY, INC.

SARRA, INC.

New York: 200 East 56th Street

Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street

Created and produced by SARRA, this series of 20-second spots and 8-second

ID's does a forceful selling job for O'Keefe's Extra Old Stock Ale and Old
Vienna Beer. A clever combination of animation, stop motion and live action

photography concentrates on establishing high memory recall of the prod-

uct's name and label. The bouncy jingle reiterates, "Be brief: say O.K. for

O'Keefe's." Created and produced by SARRA for CENTURY IMPORTERS,
INC. (division of Canadian Breweries, Ltd., Canada) through COMSTOCK
& COMPANY.

SARRA, INC.

New York: 200 East 56th Street

Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street

A Disneyland opening sets a festive party mood for Aunt Jemima Party Pan-

cakes in this series of 60-second spots with a 30-second adaptation by SARRA.
Voice-over audio and live action photography of the product in use appetiz-

ingly present the taste pleasure to be enjoyed by making pancakes with Straw-

berry, Chocolate, Egg Nog or other favorite flavors. Strong package identifi-

cation supports rather than dominates the basic taste appeal. Produced by

SARRA for THE QUAKER OATS COMPANY through J. WALTER
THOMPSON COMPANY.

SARRA, INC.

New York: 200 East 56th Street

Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street

VIDE-O-RIGINAL is a quality-controlled motion picture duplicate made in

SARRA's own photographic laboratory. It is the "pay-off" print for your

TV commercial investment and it assures that all the sparkle and clarity of

a SARRA original will be faithfully reproduced on the TV viewer's home
screen.

SARRA, INC.

New York: 200 East 56th Street

Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street
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Time Buyer

GREY ADVERTISING AGENCY

"But I sure have

learned that WNHC-TV is

loaded—loaded right up to their

coverage limits with inducements

that attract a smart time buyer!

The only VHF outlet in Southern

New England's- $3 billion market,

WNHC-TV was shown in a

recent survey* to hold a 54%
share of audience and 433 of

514 quarter-hour firsts. Add to

this WNHC-TV's policy of cour-

tesy announcements, paid news-

paper ads and trade mailings and

you've got a big gun in a big

market."

*ARB 9-county survey,

January 1956

WNHC-TV
channel 8

COVERS CONNECTICUT COMPLETELY

948,702 TV Homes: 316,000 Watts

60

agency profile Clarh iff. Agnew
Head of creative tv

Donahue & Coe, New York

"Commercials on the whole have not been on a par with the

progress made in tv programing," says Donahue & Coe's newly

appointed head of creative tv, Clark Agnew.

"There's need for a great deal more imagination than has been

shown. For example, there are the still unexploited areas of back-

ground music which the agency is researching now. We're plan-

ning to apply to certain commercials the knowledge we've derived

from a study about music to evoke an appetite, music to soothe, and

so forth."

As a former professional clarinetist with a dance band, Agnew's

interest in music is a couple of decades old. "I still play the

clarinet with an amateur band in spare time, when I find it."

Though he has himself been engaged in most phases of tv (origi-

nally as an "art kibitzer" with Lennen & Mitchell, then as a crea-

tive tv man), Agnew doesn't believe in "the Orson Wells concept."

"In tv perhaps more than in any other form of advertising, the

final product is the result of a group effort," he says. "But there's

need for group effort from the start. In other words, you tie the

producer's hands if you present him with a storyboard that's okayed

by the client, but that the producer himself hasn't had a chance to

shape and help create. Sometimes, a particular production idea

can change the entire concept of the commercial, and improve it

considerably. Of course, no amount of production effects will make

a mediocre concept great."

The main reason Agnew is striving for greater imagination and

creativity in commercials is the fact that he sees each tv commercial

competing not only with other products, but also with other com-

mercials.

"We may have reached the point of diminishing returns with

pretty models who hold up a product, because there's no believability

in that as such. Personal salesmanship, so effective a few years ago,

may have to be replaced with newer concepts."

What these newer concepts are depends on the individual product,

he adds. But there's an infinity of unexplored territory in tv com-

mericals, some of which Agnew discusses in his new book, Tele-

vision Advertising, forthcoming toward the end of the year.

"Then maybe I'll be able to spend a little time with my wife and

my son and nephew again," Agnew says. * * *

SPONSOR



NOW
completely fortified

with vitamins . .

.

<*,
Things are bigger, brighter,

better on WGR. WGR-TV and
WGR Radio now are full-

Uedged affiliates of America's

fastest-growing, most dynamic

network— the American

Broadcasting Company.

The new look . . . the new
sound in Western New York

and nearby Canada.

W?*.. WGR
^ BUFFALO

fer.V

.' WGR-TV
f

* CHANNEL 2
Serving 523,000 sets in

Western New York plus
549,000 sets in Canada.

WGR - RADIO :^
55 on your dial '-.*u-jw!

.• - • • ^

Serving 575,610 radio fami- :*.

lies in U. S. plus a large

Canadian audience. '.,#"0

NOW BASIC ABC STATIONS

•Nationally Represented by PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, INC.
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KEEP THIS IN MIND FOR FALL TV TIME BUYING—
TV coverage of the Nashville market will take a giant step forward

when WSM-TV completes its new tower, now under construction.

COVERAGE!
Target Date: Sept. 30, 1956

It will be not only the tallest tower in the South, but also much more

than "just another tall tower"! It's an entirely new kind of tower, using a

new style antenna and a new type of steel that's lighter, stronger, more

resistant to corrosion. It embodies new principles of creative design

built-in by scientists from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

and other top-flight electronic experts. It will give not only unsurpassed

long-distance coverage, but will also eliminate the blind spots that

cluster around the foot of many other tall towers. One of the technical

journals has already characterized it as "the prototype of the tall

TV tower of the future". It will, in other ivords, do a coverage job that

no currently existing tall tower can possibly do.

And of course you already know that WSM-TV has been telecasting at

maximum power longer than any other TV station in this market . .

.

and has always led the other two TV stations in share-of-audience,

no matter whose survey you prefer.

WSM-TVt
Channel 4 Nashville, Tennessee

NBC-TV Affiliate

Clearly Nashville's * 7 TV Station
IRVING WAUGH, Commercial Manager
EDWARD PETRY & CO., National Advertising Representatives

WSM-TV's sister station - Clear Channel 50,000-watt WSM Radio -

is the only single medium that covers completely the rich Central South market.
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THE BEELINE'S 50,000 WATT

SACRAMENTO station

KFBK has more top rated daytime shows ... 9 out

of the 10 most popular daytime programs in the

Sacramento area are KFBK shows, reports latest

Pulse.

KFBK has greater coverage than any competitive

station, daytime or nighttime. (SAMS)

KFBK has a greater FCC contour, daytime and
nighttime, than any competitive station.

Beeline stations, purchased as a unit,

give you more listeners in Inland Cali-

fornia and Western Nevada than any
competitive combination of local sta-

tions . . . and at the lowest cost per

thousand. (SAMS & SR&D)

jUteCJiodtcJUAf E£/tooifcux*t£*u} Co*uf>o*«f
SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA • Paul H. Raymer Co., National Representative
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New developments on SPONSOR stories

Mickey and the burp gun

2 April 1956, page 38

Subject: Mickey ups food sales 800% for
Seattle grocers

With a two-pronged, multiple-sponsored promotion recently,

KING-TV, Seattle, aided in a drive that resulted in sales boosts up

to 800%. Media combined for the effect were point-of-sale displays

and intensive tv announcements.

The 61 IGA (Independent Grocers Alliance) stores in the station's

coverage area hosted plans, which highlighted products of 10 major

sponsors of ABC TV's Mickey Mouse Club.

Television scheduling consisted of five 20-second announcements

in the station's Mickey Mouse Club show, five 20-second commercials

courtesy of the outlet and an additional 10 10-second ID's.

For the 10 major net sponsors, point-of-sale space at the 61 stores

was composed of end-aisle display material, including window ban-

ners, overline hangers and items supplied by the product manufac-

turers. Prior to being distributed to IGA sites, all display matter

had been collected and put into kits for store use at KING-TV.
Specific sales increases were as follows: General Mills up 200%;

Dash Dog Food 800%; Welch 325%; Carnation Instant Chocolate

300%; Scotch Tape 325%; Campbell Soup 200% and Morton

Salt 190%. * • *

S©C! Grocery store advertising pays off

Issue: 18 December 1950, page 16

Subject: Super Market Institute decries trad-

ing stamps as use increases

As the president of the Super Market Institute was informing

13,000 retail execs of the wastefulness of cash discount coupons, Top
Value Enterprises announced launching of the most intensive con-

centration of promotion in the history of the trading stamp industry.

Joseph P. Mott of the Institute pointed out that coupons are "out-

moded in a self service system," according to a study recently com-

pleted by his organization. The study revealed that nearly 50% of

the "nation's supermarkets are being forced to redeem such cash dis-

count coupons for customers in cash—whether customers bought the

brand being pushed or not." In making these statements, Mr. Mott

cited the following as indicative of these views: (1) coupons hold up

check-out lines, (2) they cost the supermarket operator money both

directly and indirectly because of a service factor.

Almost simultaneously, Top Value Enterprises announced plans

for a consumer contest, offering a $45,000 seven-room "Dream
Home of Your Life" as grand award.

Over $1,250,000 has been spent on the competition and its promo-
tion by the company, 11 food chains and thousands of retail dis-

tributors of the stamps.

Not only have promotional arrangements been made by trading

stamp companies, but, according to Ziv Tv, their syndicated film

sponsorship has increased by more than 100% over last year.

Sponsors in this field include Top Value, Green Stamps, S&H Stamps
and "Triple S." (See "Film Notes and Trends," page 52.)

And despite the warnings of the Super Market Institute, such pro-

motions and trading stamp advertising have been firmly estab-

lished from coast to coast. -k -k -k

Milly Sullivan is the personable

hostess on "Valley Playhouse,"

highest rated local daytime

show in the big Sacramento

TV market.

Everyday from 2-5 P.M.,

following "Queen for a Day,"

Milly presents a first-run

double-feature from the com-
plete Columbia-Screen Gems
film package.

"TV This Week" says of

Milly : "... her real charm is the

NON-professional touch she

gives her show... It has en-

deared her to her viewers."

Petry has the full story on

Milly and "Valley Playhouse."

* Sacramento Television

Audience ARB:

February 8-14, 1956

KCRA-TVi
CHANNEL 3 1
Sacramento, California

1 00,000 Walts Maximum Power I

Represented by
EDWARD PETRY & CO.
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a forum on questions of current Interest

to air advertisers and their agencies

How do you view the effect on television of the

greatly increased availability of feature film
PART III

E. H. Ezzes
V.p. and Gen I. Sales Mgr.

C & C Television, New York

THE TREND BENEFITS EVERYONE

• The increased availability of fea-

ture films for television will have a

tremendous impact on the entire indus-

try. Everyone will benefit— stations,

viewers, advertisers.

Independent stations will get the

greatest immediate benefit. With the

audience-pulling power of feature films

proved, the station owner will now
have bread - and - butter programing

available in quantity at lowest cost.

Quality film libraries, such as the

Movietime, U.S.A. package, will give

stations a programing backlog which

will enable them to pay more attention

to their local interests. The lower cost

of feature programing and its long-

term availability will mean a greater

return to the station.

For the viewer, feature films mean
increased program quality. Movie
viewing is a habit 50 years strong.

Top quality feature films can hold

their own against any competition;

yet they cost less and provide more
playing time than day-to-day program-

ing. Thus, a local station playing more
feature films can then put more time,

money and effort into its fewer live

shows. In turn, competing shows will

have to improve to make any dent on

features. The net result will be better,

more consistent entertainment for the

viewer.

Feature films on television have a

sales record of outstanding success

—

in local and national situations. They

mean more commercial time available

to more advertisers. A good commer-
cial, strip-slotted within a good feature

film show, is one of the best sales-

producing buys. Opportunities for

merchandising and personality tie-ins

on feature shows are a natural.

To sum up, the increased availabil-

ity of feature films to television will

mean a stepping up of the already

strong tendency to longer shows, more
features on the air, greater advertising

spot campaigns utilizing feature film

shows and increased revenue to sta-

tions programing features. Finally, it

will mean an upgrading of program
quality forced by the solid backlog of

first-class and first-run Hollywood
product on the air.

Gordon Gray
Exec. V.p., WORTV

New York, N. Y.

THEY GOT US INTO THE BLACK

• As a station which has literally

climbed out of the red into the black,

from a no-rating status to a top-rated

status, via cans of feature films, we are

delighted at the prospect of more fea-

ture film now becoming available to us.

In view of the fact that WOR-TV
has what is probably the largest back-

log of feature film of any tv station in

the country (including the vast RKO
library) this attitude might be ques-

tioned. But look at it this way: the

success of WOR-TV's Million Dollar

Movie has been predicated on the

quality of the pictures, by our meticu-

lous editing and by our multi-showing

concept. In order to maintain the

quality of Million Dollar Movie we
must have a constant flow of product

from which we can select those fea-

tures which we believe to be of Million

Dollar Movie caliber.

For example, last year we paid

$102,000 for the privilege of selecting

the top (11) pictures out of a 40-fea-

ture package offered by National Tele-

film Associates. A stiff price, but it

enabled us to offer the program's view-

ers such superb productions as "Break-

ing Through the Sound Barrier." "Cry

The Beloved Country," "The Cap-

tain's Paradise," "The Great Gilbert &
Sullivan" and "Tales of Hoffmann."

Then, only a few months ago, we set

another record by paying $198,000 for

exclusive New York rights to ten David

0. Selznick pictures, each one an out-

standing example of the cinematic art.

We count on more and more fea-

ture film product becoming available

in the future so that we can continue

to exercise this selectivity which is the

key to our success. Frankly, we don't

think that as much as 10% of the fea-

ture product available now is worthy

of showcasing on Million Dollar Movie.

At the same time we certainly aren't

anti-Ziv. We're always on the lookout

for half-hour series produced for TV.

We've used such Ziv product as "The

Unexpected" and "Favorite Story."

Our Million Dollar Movies have

ranged from "The Captain's Paradise"

to "Mourning Becomes Electra" to

"Tales of Hoffmann"; the latter seem-
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ingly esoteric picture pulling a 51.0

rating. Besides keeping our sponsors

happy with top ratings, we believe we
are doing a genuine service by making

such quality productions available in

living room comfort.

So we say: "Keep the flood of fea-

ture pictures coming but remember
that WOR-TV insists on taking its pick

rather than using a shovel."

Robert Manby
Vice President

RKO Teleradio Pictures, N.Y.

WE'RE OPTIMISTIC ABOUT THEM

• We at RKO continue to be opti-

mistic about the beneficial effect upon

television that stems from this impor-

tant source of programing.

The top-grade feature motion pic-

tures from the major libraries now
being released will themselves provide

prime network fare which will com-

pete more than favorably with any-

thing yet performed on any of the

networks. In addition, the presence

of these extremely attractive produc-

tions will tend to stimulate an up-

grading of the 60- and 90-minute live

programs now generally described as

'"spectaculars."

The ready accessibility of quality

features will have the further effect

of creating obsolescence in the pool

of features and half-hour films that

have been run to death in order to

satisfy faulty economic requirements,

and because nothing else has been

available.

Another major effect will be that

the increased availability of features

plus the large supply of short subjects

and cartoons may tend to stifle produc-

tion of some half-hour material for

syndication. But nothing can hold back

true quality, so it is likely this effect

will be confined only to the stratum of

marginal product which has always

been of problematical value. * * *

If you sell automobiles and accessories . .

.

You've got a choice market of

244 MILLION DOLLARS
in Flint and the Saginaw Valley!

*&
MICHIGAN'S 2nd RICHEST MARKET

!

Stars sell cars over WNEM-TV
. . . and food and drug prod-

ucts. Sponsors know the selling

power of WNEM-TV in the im-

portant Flint-Saginaw market.

Here's a big market, rich and concenirated. It's

Michigan's Golden Valley—second only to Detroit

in buying potential. Close to $250,000,000 is spent

every year for automobiles and accessories. And

that hardly starts the market story . . .

• Total Spendable Income, $1,517,966,000

• Annual Retail Sales $1,153,905,000

• Average City-Family Income. .$6,092.75

It's not a hard market to reach, either. 274,067

television sets give 86.9% penetration. And your

television dollar goes farther on WNEM-TV— the

only station completely covering this rich, important

market. ARB and PULSE survey results say so. See

Headley-Reed or Michigan Spot Sales for facts.

WNEM-TV
A CERITY STATION

serving Flint, Saginaw, Bay City, Midland

your direct channel to Michigan's Golden Valley
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COUPLE OF NEWCOMERS MOVIII

ABC Radio adds

Grand Central Station

;

The Jack Paar Show



TO THE BLOC!

July 2 is moving day. First, Grand Cen-

tral Station moves into the 11 AM (NYT)

slot, Monday through Friday. And right

next door, at 11:15 AM (NYT), Monday-

Friday, comes the lively Jack Paar Show!

Grand Central Station - the famous drama

series created by Martin Horrell—returns to

radio with all the expert acting, produc-

tion and scripting that made it famous.

Stories are weekly — start Monday, end Fri-

day to maintain ABC Radio's unique morn-

ing programing formula.

The Jack Paar Show - built around Paar's

special brand of humor. Jack comments on

human foibles, plays hit tunes, talks and

kids with famous guests. He not only de-

livers the commercials for you, but also is

one of the nation's most merchandisable

personalities to trade and public alike.

Two bright newcomers in a bloc of old (and

substantial) friends:

NYT Monday through Friday ABC
9:00 am Don McNeill's Breakfast Club 23 years

10:00 am My True Story 12 years

10:30 am When a Girl Marries 4 years

10:45 am Whispering Streets 3 years

11:00 am GRAND CENTRAL STATION *

11:15 am THE JACK PAAR SHOW *

Two additional quarter hours of topflight

network morning radio from the network

that is e-x-p-a-n-d-i-n-g.

* Special introdurtG ry rate6 through Dec 28, 1956,

to prove to you, your slide ru e and the raos mer-

rhandising-minded H es mm; ger a live that ABC
Network morning rad IO is I lie move for you.

ABC RADIO NETWORK



Best Cost

Per 1000

^COP
......... Boston
y® 5000 watts"w on 1150

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY WEED & COMPANY

Continued

from

page 23

mm
uckstici

posals by misinformation, or by ignorance, then we shall have
to guess what other motives he may have for his proposed
suppression of an essential part of our national communica-
tions system."

In short, CBS is taking on Senator Bricker, and Frank
Stanton has already seemingly forced the Senator to back
down on some of his original "The Network Monopoly"
presentation—and NBC is taking on the film syndicators, and
the so-called "feature film promoters and financiers." ABC's
role will no doubt come clear shortly. And all in all, it looks

like a long, hard, interesting fight with all kinds of meanings
for advertisers and agencies.

Some of the most imaginative and unorthodox promotion
these days goes on in connection with disk jockey shows, and
particuarly d.j. stanzas in smaller markets. Heard about a

stunt WTIX in New Orleans pulled a while back, when they

had d.j. Bob Sticht toss about $300 worth of one-dollar bills

down to the crowds in the street from the roof of a building

in the downtown section of the city. Bob landed in jail for

disturbing the peace, but the station even used this for the tail

end of the promotion in which they asked listeners to con-

tribute to his bail. The stunt created plenty of talk and

excitement.

In Albany, WPTR went through a spell of teasing the

townsfolk with the announcement that "the wolf is coming!"
Blowoff came when a d.j. named Bob Wolfe, new to the sta-

tion, disembarked from a plane, accompanied by a very sexy-

looking "little red riding hood." Crowds had been attracted

to the airport by teasers and advance announcements, and a

brass band met the wolf when he arrived.

Talking about d.j.'s, I've been looking for a spot to insert

another column re the question of whether stations are prop-

erly utilizing the great wealth of record material available to

them these days, and whether or not they should pay record

companies for albums, etc. I've received interesting letters

on the subject from a number of program folks, including one

from Jerry Wax, program director of WALL in Middle-

town, New York, which I'd like to set before you next issue.

Have also heard from a number of record companies re their

position in the matter, which I also hope to set before you

soon. * * *

Letters to Joe t'sitlu are welcomed

Do you always agree with the opinions Joe Csida expresses

in "SPONSOR Backstage?''' Csida and the editors of SPONSOR

would be happy to receive and print comments from readers.

Address Joe Csida, c/o sponsor, 40 E. 49 St., New York.
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"W OH -htnd's" Wiseman WOWs 'em with touring sales pitch

least 600 more individuals to his total

WOW vs 38 DAILY NEWSPAPERS

li5 01 * PACI OKC!

Ill 31 HNB
t»M,ooo »k catuunon;

24 UltKMBKWOITS m

roptut uku rtostus

17*7.500 UM0 FUUUES)

A slide from Wiseman's WOW presentation

During a recent five day stand at

New York's chic Stork Club, WOW
radio's sales manager, Bill Wiseman,

gave a sales presentation for the Oma-

ha station before 350 timebuyers,

media people and account men.

Before he's through Wiseman will

have talked to similar groups in 20

cities including Boston, Philadelphia,

Chicago and St. Louis. He will add at

WEBB promotes records and

A single promotional scheme that

will reap benefits four ways has been

undertaken by radio station WEBB.
Baltimore. Md. As Bentley A. Stech-

er, WEBB's general manager explained

the idea it will be tied in with The

Quaker Oats Company, the Modern

Record Co. of Culver City, California

and the American Cancer Society.

In return for airings of four of

Modern's top recordings WEBB will

receive 2,500 records free of charge

which will be used as a premium to

promote a two pound package of

Quaker Oats Flour and Aunt Jemima

audience. In addition to Wiseman's

traveling efforts other WOW salesmen

are simultaneously at work in the

WOW market selling local prospects.

Especially interesting for media

strategists are the figures in Wiseman's

presentation comparing WOWs pene-

tration with that of other media in its

area such as newspapers and national

magazines. The main point of the

WOW pitch is that WOW covers a

larger area more thoroughly than any

other medium. A sample statistic

shows that S600 spent on ads in all 38

WOW market daily papers will reach

an ABC total of 664,000 readers with

a one-fifteenth of a page ad. The same

money spent on WOW buys 25 one-

minute announcements spread over a

week, reaches "equivalent of WOWs
767,000 families more than twice."

Quaker Oats in 4 way boost

Buckwheat Flour. Customers who
turn in the front of the Jemima pack-

age and donate 10c to the Cancer Fund
will receive the premium record.

Eight record stores located in stra-

tegic parts of Baltimore will distribute

the records. The dealers have been in-

structed to present the record to cus-

tomers who present the package front

and deposit a dime in the Cancer con-

tainer on display in their stores.

The records have labels reading

"Compliments of Station WEBB."
WEBB recently donated an oxygen

tent to Baltimore's Provident Hospital.

Newspaper columns cross-plug Ziv Tv's Man Called X show
Spot tv sponsors

of Ziv's "Man Called

X" series, now air-

ing in 180 markets,

are boosting their

local ratings with a

special newspaper-

tv tieup promoted

Ladislas Faraqo by the film firm.

Promotion centers on a series of

feature columns for newspapers penned

by Ladislas Farago, author, espionage

expert and technical advisor on cloak-

and-dagger doings for "X."

Ziv, which provides the columns (20

in the initial series) titled "War of

Wits" free to sponsors and stations,

also provides a complete merchandis-

ing kit and cross-plug plan. Newspa-

pers get them on an exclusive basis of

one per city and carry a credit line

for the telefilm show. What is more,

the pick-up by tv-conscious newspapers

has been "excellent," according to Ziv.

Memphis' "Commercial Appeal" is

running the series in a 20-day satura-

tion tieup with WMCT and sponsor

Humko Salad Oil. WKRC-TV, Cin-

cinnati is serializing the columns with

the "Cincinnati Post" in a tieup with

Kroger Stores, a major regional client.

Blatz Beer is "planting" the series

currently in Milwaukee and a half-

dozen Wisconsin markets, and Mohr
Chevrolet has set a tieup with WFAA-
TV and the "Dallas Daily News."

WVEC chooses music as the
way to timebuyers 9 hearts

WVEC record album draws smiles of pleasure

The record album getting so much
attention, above, is a collection of

Songs of the South sung by Jerri

Adams, the lady on the left. Frank

Silvernail (R) of BBD&O was one of

over 100 timebuyers who received

copies of the album in a WVEC pro-

motional campaign which featured the

slogan "To increase your sales song

of the south use station WVEC-TV."

The American Spirit well
spoken for over WGTH-TV

Connecticut professor takes to tv

College professors, ministers, ex-

governors and other notables who have

been and are in the public eye, are the

stars who appear on WGTH-TV's pro-

gram The American Spirit. Origi-

nating in Hartford, over channel 18,

the discussion show is moderated by

Theodore Powell of the staff of the
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Connecticut State Department of Edu-

cation. Powell has had, as his guests,

former Ambassador Chester Bowles

and Mildred Allen, Connecticut's Sec-

retary of State. Simple sets and a

simple format keep the program's costs

down to a minimum and at the same

time add to the informality of the

discussions.

Pictured here, (1 to r) are Con-

necticut's former Chief Justice William

Maltbie, Professor Powell and Profes-

sor James Tipton of Willimantic State

Teachers College.

Program manager for WGTH-TV
Jack Downey has entered The Ameri-

can Spirit in the Robert E. Sherwood

Award competition.

Audience supports Navajo
boy through station WGBF

It's good showmanship when a ra-

dio personality can combine audience

interest with public service. The com-

bination has been successfully achieved

by Bish Thompson of WGBF, Evans-

ville, Indiana.

A few years ago Thompson began

giving the Save the Children Federa-

tion mentions over the air which re-

sulted in a flow of nickels, dimes and

quarters from his listeners. Shortly

there was enough money collected so

that Thompson's listeners were able

to sponsor an underprivileged Navajo

Indian child. For the $96 subscribed

to the boy's care by Thompson's fans,

the Federation provides clothes, school

supplies, food and even a little pocket

money for a full year.

Listeners enthusiasm is fanned by

the letters the child and Thompson
exchange.

The nickels have since accumulated

to the point where Thompson now has

not one, but four children, under the

wing of WGBF Samaritans.

Briefly . . .

The man in the horizontal position

above is Donahue and Coe's v.p. Wal-

ter Weir. With him is Mrs. Weir. The

two are visiting St. Thomas in cele-

bration of their 25th wedding anni-

versary. Proves that some admen do

know how to relax. * * *

ONE WILL DO/
You bag the biggest game in Columbus and
Central Ohio with just one station . . . WBNS
Radio. No need to scatter your shots, WBNS
delivers the most (and the best) listeners . . .

twice as many as the next biggest station.

With 28 top Pulse-Fated shows, WBNS puts

push behind your sales program. To sell Cen-

tral Ohio . . . you've got to buy WBNS Radio.

CBS FOR CENTRAL OHIO

Ask John Blair

The number one Pulse station

covering 1,573,820 people with

2 Billion Dollars to spend.

WBNS
radio
COLUMBUS, OHIO
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Albert McLaughlin
KPTV

Percy Hearle

WAGA-Radio-TV
Lola Montez

WBRC-Radio-TV

COMMUNITY PROJECTS
An integrated public service year-round activity

based on specific community needs judged to be most

important by the consensus of a carefully-selected

cross section of local citizens

Elizabeth Wagner
WSPD-Radio-TV

Frank Stevens

WWVA
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Don Butler

WGBS-Radio-TV

George Cushing

WJBK-Radio-TV

Maggi Wulff

WJW-Radio-TV

The Storer Broadcasting Company has appointed a full-time Com-

munity Projects Director at each Storer market whose duty will be to

coordinate and direct those projects deemed most important to the life

of the community. The plan is intended to assure proper perspective

and balance in the handling of community problems and to give each

project the benefit of the most enlightened use of both radio and

television. The joint radio-television campaign in behalf of each pro-

ject is then created with the same care given commercial accounts.

STORER BROADCASTING COMPANY
WSPD-TV WJW-TV WJBK-TV WAGA-TV WBRC-TV KPTV WGBS-TV
Toledo, Ohio Cleveland, Ohio Detroit, Mich. Atlanta, Ga, Birmingham, Ala. Portland, Ore. Miami, Fla.

WJW WJBK WAGA WBRC WWVA WGBS-£\ WSPD
Toledo, Ohio Cleveland, Ohio Detroit, Mich. Atlanta, Ga. Birmingham, Ala. Wheeling, W.Va. Miami, Fla.

TOM HARKER— vice-president and national sales director )

SALES OFFICES
BOB WOOD— national sales manager

- 118 East 57th Street, New York 22 • Murray Hill 8-8630

LEW JOHNSON— midwest sales manager • 230 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago 1 • Franklin 2-6498

GAYLE GRUBB— vice-president and Pacific coast sales manager • 111 Sutter Street, San Francisco • Sutter 1-8689
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SAUSAGE SUCCESS
{Continued from page 37)

the public would go for his brand.

This was especially so in that King's

Country Sausage wasn't, and still isn't,

a bargain-priced product. At 79c a

pound it has always been sold as a

quality sausage in a market where

other brands sell for from 49c to 69c

a pound.

George Haefner directs his early

morning show to the interests of the

231,000 people who live on farms

within the reach of his voice. During

his five years with WHAM he has de-

veloped the format of his Country

Fare show through a searching effort

to find out what type of information

the farmer wants. Interviews with

county agents, weather and crop re-

ports, stock and grain quotations make
up the body of his program.

As a specialist Haefner has to have

a thorough knowledge of farmers and

farming for two important reasons.

First, Haefner's audience depends

on him for the latest farm prices

and production trends. Secondly, if

his listeners had no faith in him his

selling ability would be nullified.

Broadsides advertising Haefner's show

aren't illustrated with shots of Haefner

ensconced in the WHAM studio. In-

stead he's pictured at the wheel of a

farm tractor out in a broad field well

removed from mikes and control

rooms. Broadcast daily from 5:30 to

7:00, Haefner's program had an Oct.-

Nov. 1955 Pulse rating of 4.3.

The Haefner show was timed just

right for Floyd King who wanted to

f. /Veti? stations on air*

CITY & STATE
CALL

LETTERS
CHANNEL

NO.
ON-AIR
DATE

ERP (kw)"
Visual

Antenna
(ft)"*

NET
AFFILIATION

STNS.
ON AIR

SETS IN
MARKETt

(000>
PERMITEE. MANAGER, REP

HATTIESBURG, MISS. WDAM-TV 9 21 May 10 500 NBC-ABC M. J. Fine, A. H. Fine,

D. A. Matison & H. M. Matison

li. New construction permits*

CITY & STATE CALL
LETTERS

CHANNEL
NO.

DATE OF GRANT ERP (kw)*'
Visual

Antenna
(ft)*"

STATIONS
ON AIR

SETS IN
MARKETt

(000)

PERMITEE. MANAGER

SAN ANTONIO, TEX. KONO 12 26 May 316 485 KCOR-TV
KENS-TV
WOAI-TV

305,000 Mission Telecasting Corp.

Iff. New applications

OITY & STATE CHANNEL
NO.

OATE
FILED

ERP (kw)*
Visual

Antenna
(ft)*"

ESTIMATED
COST

ESTIMATED
1ST YEAR

OP. EXPENSE
TV STATIONS
IN MARKET APPLICANT, AM AFFILIATI

ARLINGTON, VA. 20 19 May 1,000 547 $333,875 $60,000

BOWLING GREEN, KY. 13 19 May 75.8 801 $165,596 $72,000

CASPER, WYO. 6 19 May 6.02 1,620 $87,139 $100,000

DENTON, TEX. 17 26 May 64 1,712 $137,346 $91,368

LOCK HAVEN, PA. 32 26 May 18.5 594 $48,160 $48,000

LOUISVILLE, KY. 21 19 May 217.2 725 $254,989 $250,000

MAYAGUEZ, P.R.

RENO, NEV.

RIVERTON, WYO.

3 26 May 29.17 487 $206,104 $103,000

4 26 May 5.62 -508 $94,900 $109,832

10 26 May 64 1,712 $137,346 $91,368

WAVE-TV
WHAS-TV

WORA-TV

KZTV

KAKJ

Northern Virginia Bcstrs. Inc.

George A. Brown Jr.

Casper Mountain Television Corp.

Chief Washakie TV

Lock Haven Bcstg. Corp.

Sarkes Tarzian Inc.

Sucesion Luis Pirallo-Castellanos

Ettinger Bcstg. Corp.

Chief Washakie TV

BOX SCORE
V. S. stations on air-

Markets covered

472

299

•Both new c.p.'s and stations going on the air listed here are those which occurred twtwe.

19 May and 26 May or on which information could be obtained in that period. Statio

are considered to be on the air when commercial operation starts. ••Effective radiated powe

Aural power usually is one-half the visual power. *"Antenna height above average terrain (ft

above ground), tlnformation on the number of seta in markets where not designated aa bell

from NBC Research, consists of estimates from the stations or reps and must be deemed appror

mate. {Data from NBC Research and Planning. NTA: No figures available at preulin

on sets In market. ^Community would support proposed lower-power station at least three year

or until such time as it becomes self-sustaining. ^Presently off air, but still retains C.I

»Non commercial. 'Above ground.
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.serving more than 500 healthy cities and

towns in Wisconsin and Upper Michigan.

Yep -Bi^et 'n Baltitnote I

HAYDN R EVANS. Gen M 9 r

Reo WEED TELEVISION
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reach people at breakfast time when

they were hungry. Prepared copy

wasn't even considered. The assump-

tion was that King's sausage enjoyed

its neighborhood popularity as a result

of world-of-mouth and there was no

reason why Haefner couldn't continue

the same approach. Practically the

only preparation that went into the

first commercial consisted of giving

Haefner a pound of sausage to take

home and try.

Before Haefner started talking about

King's Country Sausage, King's sales

totalled less than 100 pounds a week.

At the end of his first week on the air,

King was well on his way to having

himself a full-grown business. Even

at its premium price, weekly sales soon

topped 400 pounds. Today his gross

has passed the 1,000 pounds a week

mark.

Inevitably, WHAM-induced sales

pushed King's sausage business out of

his private country kitchen but they

didn't push him far. Using lumber

obtained from trees on his own prop-

erty, he built an annex to his home
that became his new sausage factory.

In the purest do-it-yourself spirit he

Sales Management's Area Growth Ratings, 1945-1955, show that

£s@ More people have more money® to

^ spend in the WBRZ area 1 /,

than ever before, because . .

.

Population @# is UP 84%

Food Store Sales 4Vf? are UP 209-

Effective Buying Income EEl is UP 100-

There are $899,481,000.00 spendable dollars

earned from oil

industry

It sulphur /i^%.\

and agriculture

AND ONLY ONE TELEVISION STATION COMPLETELY

COVERS THIS RICH HEART OF LOUISIANA

WBRZ 2
BATON ROUGE, LOUISIANA

Power: 100,000 watts Tower: 1001 ft.

NBC-ABC
Represented by Hollingbery

has continued to oversee each phase

of his business from production to dis-

tribution.

No longer a bus driver, King now
manages deliveries in his own Chev-

rolet sedan delivery truck.

As for other advertising media, be-

sides radio, King has made a few

forays but has always returned more

convinced that radio is peculiarly fit-

ted to what he has to sell. A year

ago this spring, and then again last

fall, he bought single one-minute an-

nouncements on the WHAM-TV Home
Cooking show, but that has been the

limit of his venture into tv.

He has, however, enlarged upon his

radio time. Last fall he bought a

segment of It's Fun to Be Right which

is also a morning show. The King's

Country Sausage portion of the show

is aired at 8:45. The program is

handled by a man and woman who
answer and discuss listener's mail con-

cerning questions of etiquette. King

pays $75 for his once-a-week quarter

hour. Coupled with his billing for

Country Fare, his annual ad budget

over WHAM comes to $5,035 against

an annual gross from his sausage sales

of $20,000.

On It's Fun to Be Right King has

departed from an ad lib commer-

cial policy because of the format of

the show which is not conducive to an

informal approach. The copy, pre-

pared by Harland Evans Inc., a local

Rochester ad agency, is nevertheless

written to approximate the ad lib style

used by Haefner. "Just how good can

pork sausage be?", it starts out. "Let's

consider the way Floyd King makes

his country sausage in his new, modern

processing plant in Shortsville, N. Y.

Many sausage makers keep part of the

pig for separate sale . . . such as the

bacon. Many sausage makers use

water or filler to increase their profits.

Floyd King uses neither. The result

is that King's 100'r pure pork Coun-

try Sausage is the very best money can

buy. You might ask, 'is it economi-

cal?' The answer is ... it is . . . be-

cause there is no waste and but little

shrinkage. You can serve King's

Country Sausage to every member of

your family."

King feels that radio has put him
where he is and sums up his story

simply. "Without WHAM advertising,

I wouldn't be in business." * * *
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KRON-TV S NEW MERCHANDISING PLAN

FOR DAYTIME ADVERTISERS (before 7:30 P.M.)

featuring "IN-STORE SPECTACULARS"*
COLORFUL. . .ANIMATED

SALES-PRODUCING

* Colorful, animated figures

that move back and forth on

wires elevated above all other

merchandise in the store.

Call the "Colonels" of Peters, Griffin,

Woodward, Inc. or Norman Louvau at

KRON-TV for complete details of this

exclusive new merchandising plan.

I! »

AFFILIATED WITH THE S. F. CHRONICLE

AND THE NBC-TV NETWORK ON CHANNEL
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excuse for overemphasis ... no

is for downright "goofs" and

fs." Use film and calmly scissor

the offending footage i Little or

me lost! Relatively small expense!

at's more, once you're satisfied

your show, you can pre-test it

—

f in advance that it will produce

eaction you seek. Yes, there are

y advantages when you USE
TMAN FILM.

complete information write to:

otion Picture Film Department

5TMAN KODAK COMPANY
Rochester 4, N. Y.

East Coast Division

2 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

Midwest Division

East Randolph Drive, Chicago 1, HI.

West Coast Division

Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38, Calif.

or W. J. GERMAN, INC.
ents for the sale and distribution of

man Professional Motion Picture Films,

ee, N. J.; Chicago, III.; Hollywood, Calif.

Shoot it IN COLOR
. . . you'// b$ glad

you did.

ADVICE TO SELLERS
(Continued from page 39)

dio by telephone?" Goetz asked. "Bet-

ter not admit it. After all, radio is

only a telephone without wires. And
if you can't sell radio by telephone,

you can't sell toothpaste by radio."

ASR's ad manager summed up his

major recommendation in these words:

Sell radio to the advertising manager
and help him sell it through his organ-

ization. He backed up this primary

point with three others:

1. Learn something about the man's

business before you call on him.

2. Don't bore the guy with statis-

tics. Bring him live, useful informa-

tion.

3. Don't depend on a boy to do a

man's job.

Elaborating on these supplemental

areas of salesmanship, he suggested

that radio salesmen do preliminary

research on the nature of the prospect's

business before that first call. "It

will help you gear your pitch to his

selling problem, and it will prevent

you from pitching a teen-age show to

a guy whose marketing target is tired

businessmen."

Such information as brand names,

retail prices, competitive position,

marketing objectives and current ad-

vertising activities can be gotten from

the agency buyer or account executive,

the corner druggist or grocer, the

prospect himself.

"Don't bore the guy with statistics."

Goetz advised. "Don't parrot infor-

mation he can get from Standard Rate,

BMB or the rating services. Why not

start by making the market come to

life? Paint it as a place with a per-

sonality, one that lives . . . and breathes

. . . and buys. Don't sell him ratings.

Believe it or not, no one ever sold a

product or a service to a rating. Tell

him instead about people. It's cus-

tomers who buy."

He concluded with the admonition:

"Don't send a boy to do a man's job.

Your direct mail advertising is ade-

quate as a supplement, but it makes a

pretty poor substitute for personal

calls. And some of the mail I receive

is pretty bad."

He also cited some "candidates for

the trash basket."

The first such candidates are stations

still addressing mail "to my predeces-

sor, though I've been on the job more

than three years. If their mailing lists

are so inaccurate, how much faith can

I have in the other information they

furnish?"

Then there are the communications

which don't say anything, or those

which merely state the age of the

station ("So what!").

Another group is misdirected. One

such "promises benefits to my clients.

I don't have any clients. This piece

was obviously prepared for adver-

tising agency consumption, and I re-

sent the carelessness or chintziness

that failed to provide for a separate

edition aimed at the people who say

yes or no."

He commended radio stations for

their trade paper advertising, "much

of which is excellent. If you'll put into

your direct mail advertising the same

kind of talent that now goes into your

trade paper advertising, you'll do bet-

ter—much better."

R. M. Budd, advertising director,

Campbell Soup Co., Camden, N. J.:

Reminiscing about his 25 years as

a buyer of radio and tv, Budd noted

that "the only merit in a review of the

past is its contribution to the future."

He cited specific broadcast buys since

1931, and for each radio or tv link in

that long buying chain he had a corol-

lary lesson which Campbell Soup

learned from it.

"From our initial experience, a five-

day-a-week program of evening quali-

ty for the daytime listener, we learned

the hard way that time of day, audience

composition and audience mood are

extremely important factors in the

success or failure of a program." After

sponsoring the nighttime, hour-long

Hollywood Hotel with Singer Dick

Powell, the soup firm learned that

"for our kind of products there is no

substitute for circulation."

Budd delineated the character of

his company's advertising philosphy

and its goals in pointing up its radio

and tv sales objectives during the past

quarter-century.

"Our products are low in unit cost.

They can be used with great frequen-

cy. The food industry has the never-

ending help of a great ally, an ally

which creates a renewed demand for

its products every five or six hours.

I refer to hunger.

"The distribution of our products is

nationwide, and our unit price makes

our foods available to all income

levels. Our basic advertising objec-

tive since the establishment of our
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business has been the endless building

of a consumer franchise."

Getting back to Campbell's "lessons"

in advertising, Mr. Budd talked of the

1938 Orson Welles production of an

invasion from Mars. "We learned

there is a value to moving quickly to

investigate producers who may bring

ei new concept and power to the medi-

um. We contacted Mr. Welles the day

after his Martian broadcast, and he

produced a successful series of un-

usual dramatic programs under our

company's sponsorship."

In 1938 Campbell Soup picked up

sponsorship of Amos 'n Andy, from

vv horn "we learned that the transfer

of a great program into another com-

modity field can deliver a powerful

selling impact over an entirely dif-

ferent set of retail counters. The pub-

lic response to their appeal to buy

chicken noodle soup was the most out-

standing evidence we have ever seen

of the power of the broadcast media."

Campbell is both a network and a

spot advertiser today. Commenting
on tv, Budd said "We face the fact

Recipe for SUCCESS!

To a great basic network

(CBS), add a great affiliate

network (ABC). Season with

a strong array of local pro-

grams. Stir in plenty of

Promotion and Service.

Then add an active, intel-

ligent sales force and a

4-year record of consistent

preference ratings in Rochester/

MIX 'EM ALL

TOGETHER and
YOU HAVE THE
BEST BUY IN

ROCHESTER TELEVISION

CHANNEL 10
125,000 WATTS • CBS BASIC • ABC AF

VHF
12 5,000 WATTS

OPERATED SHARE TIME BY

WHEC-TV AND WVET-TV

ABC AFFILIATE

ROCHESTER, N.Y.

EVERETT-McKINNEY, INC. • NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES • THE BOILING CO.. INC.

that cost of day-after-day frequency,

such as we found from radio experi-

ence is so helpful, has become increas-

ingly difficult even within substantially

higher advertising budgets. We've at-

tempted to rectify this through the use

of more than $1.5 million worth of

spot radio and tv purchases this year

. . . and by sponsorship, starting this

month, of segments of daytime tv."

Campbell's full network sponsorship

of Lassie on CBS TV has pointed up
the fact that "it is possible to have
great public appeal in a program with-

out necessarily linking the element of

suspense with the element of horror."

The soup company plans another ma-
jor video expansion next fall, when it

will feature Joseph Cotton as actor or

narrator in a series of dramatic shows
entitled On Trial, replacing its current

Star Stage on NBC TV Friday night.

T. S. Christensen, advertising

manager, Philip Morris & Co., New
York City.

Tracing the evolution of Philip

Morris' buying from network television

to spot tv, Mr. Christensen stated the

corporation's advertising approach is

"use of tv in a way suitable to the

time, place and circumstance."

These elements— time, place and

circumstance— have changed as the

cigarette company's marketing position

has changed. After many years of

advertising and promoting its single

cigarette brand, Philip Morris, the

company rather suddenly became a

three-brand concern, Christensen said.

With the influx of filter cigarettes, PM
merged with Benson & Hedges and ac-

quired the Parliament filter brand.

Then in the past year it introduced

the flip-top boxed and filtered Marl-

boro brand.

These marketing developments af-

fected the tv picture in many ways.

Says Mr. Christensen: "We started

our first tv spot campaign in 1947, and
our first tv network program in 1948.

We were a continuous network adver-

tiser until 1955, and in recent years

we never had less than two shows.

"We had every reason to be happy
with a medium that would enable us to

have 45 million people watching our

commercials every Monday night. At

one time, I calculated that at no time

in the history of mankind, including

wars, floods, famines and baseball

games, were more people doing the

same thing at the same time than were
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watching / Love Lucy during the peri-

od that PM was sponsoring it.

"However, virtually overnight we

were a three-brand company. All of

our network activity was committed to

one brand and identified with that

brand; and the network commitments

of that brand made very heavy de-

mands on the total marketing funds

available to sell all of our products."

The Philip Morris solution: spot tv.

Spot is used in three ways by the

company. Here are those ways:

(1) "Marlboro, as a new brand, had
special needs in that it was being dis-

tributed market by market. This type

of gradual development does not lend

itself too well to a network operation,

but is ideal for spot. Furthermore,

spot offered another extremely impor-

tant advantage in that we get flexi-

bility, as it involves no long-term

commitments. We could operate on a

very short-term, close liaison with

field sales reports, and move very

quickly and with weight behind the

Series on Chicago TV's Top Participation Programs

"Lunchtime

Little

Theater"

One of the greatest success stories on Chicago television has been

developed by WGN-TV's "Lunchtime Little Theater".

In eight months, "Lunchtime Little Theater" increased its audi-

ence 438%! The program's average quarter hour audience of

176,000 homes topped all other stations for the full hour, 12

Noon to 1:00 P.M., during the first three months of this year.*

Featuring three live personalities, a peanut gallery, and first run

Looney Tunes, "Lunchtime Little Theater" has averaged more
than 7,000 pieces of mail per month during the first three months

of 1956!

For further information on Chicago's top participation pro-

grams, write to Mr. Ted Weber, WGN-TV Director of Sales,

441 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago 11, Illinois.

*ARB

©Sunset Productions, Inc.

Telecasting With

MAXIMUM POWER
From The

HIGHEST TOWER

WGN-TV
Chicago Q

brand in any given market where sales

results seemed to warrant it. We could

be where we wanted to be."

(2) "Tv spot's role for the Philip

Morris brand is a different one, be-

cause this cigarette has national dis-

tribution. Tv spot enables us to con-

centrate important weight in key mar-

kets, as the supplement to a broader

national effort, giving us a great deal

more frequency in those important

markets—where brands are made or

broken—than would be possible in a

network operation."

(3) Spot, in addition to these other

functions, is particularly "adaptable to

test marketing programs. We are

testing PM's in a hard box like the

Marlboro package, and should these

tests prove satisfactory and we decide

to expand distribution, it would be a

very natural thing to ask tv spot to

share the load in moving it across the

country."

Christensen suggested two ways in

which stations can cooperate to make

such tv spot plans more effective.

"The first is the area of merchan-

dising support. This is a much abused

word, and covers a multitude of sins.

Nevertheless, most tv stations have

prestige and influence in their com-

munities, and we have found many of

them to be most helpful, particularly

in gaining distribution on a new

product."

Secondarily, the Philip Morris ad-

vertising manager stressed the matter

of availability. "We feel very strong-

ly that 52-week advertisers offer many

advantages to tv stations. We also

think that the caliber of spot should

be taken into consideration. We think

many of our spots show an interesting

approach, and would add a distinctive

flavor to the programing structure of

any station carrying them."

A. G. Waack, vice president and

director of advertising, Household Fi-

nance Corp., Chicago.

Waack, tracing the growth of the

finance firm to its current 761 offices

(of which 544 are in the U. S.), cred-

ited district ad managers with the ra-

dio and tv facilities selections in 95%
of the cases. "And the broadcast

media have turned in a mighty fine

record of performance for us," he

on a station for 10 years. Six months

Tracing media development also, he

said 55% of the total ad budget goes

to tv and radio, up from 39% in 1953.
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Advertisement

Pioneering Outer Space Can Wait!

Let's pioneer Outer Space, later! At

the moment, let's whoosh to the South

—with an incipient sales thrust, power-

ful as the impact of a rocket take-off.

Destination: WDIA, Memphis, where a

market bonanza is waiting exploration

—a Negro market that is Tangible,

Tenable, Timely.

Tangible

The Memphis Negro market is tang-

ible. This sales area has one of the

nation's highest percentages of colored

population, one of the heaviest concen-

trations of Negro income. One-tenth

of all the Negroes of the United States

live in Memphis. Approximately 43%
of Memphis residents are colored

—

with a per capita income of $28.79 for

every $100 of white income, while that

of Chicago is $7.89; and New York,

only $6.59.

This high income ratio of Negroes
in the Memphis area means direct ac-

tion at the super-market, the drug
store, the retail soft goods departments.

Memphis Negroes spend 80% of that

high bracket income on commodities

—

influenced by WDIA, Negroes, for ex-

ample, buy a staggering 80% of all the

rice sold in Memphis; purchase more
than 64% of all flour; up to 64% of

the blankets and hosiery; about 75%
of the chest rubs, laxatives, and de-

odorants. In addition, Memphis Ne-
groes are major customers of local

furniture and appliance dealers, as well

as clients of life insurance agents. The
Memphis Negro market is a tangible,

concrete market—with substantial sol-

vency.

Tenable
The market is, also, tenable . . . for

it is a tangible expression of a power-
ful, intangible psychological drive,

By Harold Walker

evolving from the new Negro status-

quo. The steady spending is a mani-

festation of racial pride, resulting from

social recognition and economic sta-

bility ... a new sense of responsibility

in the community and a desire to ele-

vate standards of living.

WDIA protects the tenable position

of this Negro market, fortifying its

50,000 watt coverage with customized

programming. As industry developed

in the South, WDIA took cognizance

of the economic trend and potential

payroll of 1,237,686 Negroes. WDIA
began an exhaustive market research

in this area . . . determined the con-

sumer needs of Memphis Negroes . . .

and discovered the only way to reach

them. A check on newspaper-periodi-

cal readership revealed a percentage

so low, advertising by printed media
was ineffective. TV ownership proved

to be low, too—its penetration almost

negligible. Radio listenership, then,

was the medium, through which to con-

tact the vast Negro market of Mem-
phis. WDIA became Memphis' first

—

and only—50,000 watt station. And
WDIA was the first to recognize, re-

spect, cater to the Memphis Negro
market. WDIA converted to program-
ming exclusively for Negroes . . . gave

them their own stars . . . geared all

activities to their interests. As a con-

sequence, WDIA dominates the Mem-
phis Negro market—directs the spend-

ing of an annual quarter of a billion

dollar payroll!

How 1,237,686 Negroes react to Nat
Williams, on his, "Tan Town Coffee

Club"—Willa Monroe, WDIA Home-
makers—or Ford Nelson, with his,

"Hallelujah Jubilee" — is sensational.

These and other WDIA stars appeal to

the Negroes in their audience with

voices, music, copy, which these earthy,

emotional people understand. They re-

spond with loyalty, and support the

products their stars recommend. These
performers virtually control the buying
habits of one-tenth of the colored pop-

ulation of the United States. They in-

duce WDIA listeners to buy a quarter

of a billion dollars worth of merchan-
dise a year, in specific brands, such

as:

Folger Coffee . . Arrid . . Esso
. . Rieeland Riee . . Sal Hepat-
tca . . Omega Flour . . Bud-
useiser . . Wrigley . . Ford.

These popular Negro personalities,

with specialized programming, sell

products as no generalized, conven-
tional type advertising could ever do.

Put them to work on your brands!
They have increased WDIA's gross

dollar volume 600%. They can in-

crease your sales volume with equally

astonishing figures!

Timely

Now is the time to explore the feasi-

bility of a promotional program for

your products. The Industrial Revolu-

tion of the South has placed a quarter

of a billion dollars in the pockets of

Memphis Negroes, and has created a

fantastic /'Golden Market." Moreover,
this $250 million dollar market is still

in the process of development ... it is

yet growing, widening its scope, ex-

panding its potentials, opening up un-

explored opportunities. Secure priority

advantages to sell and establish your
brand among these high-bracket wage-
earners. Authorize WDIA to plan a

customized program for your product

... to arrange a format, which is

tailor-made to suit the racial taste and
temperament of Southern Negroes . . .

to select an all-star Negro cast to

broadcast directly and sympathetically

to 1,237,686 consumers. This "Golden
Market" is a promised land of profits

—more exciting, in its practical as-

pects, than Outer Space . . . and you
can pioneer it, without risk.

Convincing statistics on the sales

power of programs, serviced by WDIA,
make investment of an advertising

campaign on this 50,000 watt station

a sound financial venture. Without
obligation, WDIA will prepare for you
an individually-appointed brochure to

graphically point out to you how
WDIA can increase your profits with

rocket speed! Get out your stationary

—and, on your letterhead—write a re-

quest for a prospectus, pertinent to

your own particular business. Ask,
too, for a documented bound copy of,

"The Story of WDIA!"
WDIA is represented nationally by

John E. Pearson Company.

f /JOHN PEPPER, President

BERT FERGUSON, General Manager

HAROLD WALKER, Commercial Manager



"We are pleased with results, and we're

now buying 354 radio stations in 304

U. S. and Canadian markets as well as

26 tv stations in 25 markets."

Despite his commendation of sta-

tions' sales efforts, Waack offered

broadcasters a few points of advice.

He cited four case histories in HFC's

experience, each pointing up a need

for improved service to and relations

with the client.

Case No. 1.—HFC had advertised

on station for 10 years. Six months

ago it received its spot schedule and

decided to move half of them. The

company wanted the 7 to 8 a.m. peri-

od, which was sold out. The station

assured HFC it would be moved in

as soon as time became available. Six

months passed, and nothing happened,

and the client again brought the matter

up. Another 45 days of silence went

by, and HFC switched to another sta-

tion. Two days after the cancellation

notice, the first station's sales manager

called and said the spots were now
available.

Waack commented: "The business

you have on the station now is every

bit as important as the potential new

advertiser. Let's not forget the client

who's been spending money with you

for years. It's less costly to keep him

en the station than to replace him with

a new account.

Case No. 2.—HFC opened an office

in a new market, and bought an an-

nouncement schedule which wasn't

exactly what it wanted—but it had

assurances of better availabilities as

soon as possible. Three months later,

during which time the only station

communication was in the form of

monthly invoices, HFC visited the

station, reminded the commercial man-

ager of his promise and got action.

"Perhaps too much effort is being

placed on selling and not enough on

service," Waack said.

Case No. 3.
—

"This applies to many
stations. We're on a station with a

schedule, and have been for years.

We've asked the station from time to

time to improve our announcements

whenever possible. We welcome sug-

gestions from stations to improve what

we are doing. However, few stations

ever call or write to recommend mov-

ing our spots to better or higher-rated

periods."

Case No. 4.
—

"We're on a station,

with good adjacencies and high ratings

and we're happy. Seven months later

we visit the market and find the pro-

gram structure has been re-vamped.

We find ourselves trying to sell money
in a spot between two kiddie shows.

The station failed to look after the

advertiser's best interest, and apparent-

ly no effort was made to analyze our

business and to suggest moving our

spot to an adjacency best suited for

selling our service."

In conclusion, Waack characterized

himself—despite his case criticism

—

as "extremely bullish on the broadcast

media.

"Radio and tv have done an excellent

job of moving hundreds of millions of

HFC dollars into the pockets of the

buying public at a sensible cost to

HFC as an advertiser."

W. Robert Eagan, vice president-

merchandising director of Foote. Cone

& Belding, Chicago.

Eagan was concerned with similar

a 3 Billion Dollar
Retail Sales Market With...

OF ALL HOMES USING%UHF in America's most

natural and largest ULTRA-
HIGH Frequency Market

4600 Ft. above sea level 175,000 TV Homes

V channel 47 BLANKETS

;' id;

ifi

i

\

O'NEI Li
P. O. BOX 1708

The Entire Market Area
CASTING COMPANY

Represented Nationally by the Branham Co. FRESNO, CALIF.
B R O A I
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You Might GetA Perfect BridgeHand
BUT..

6-COUNTY PULSE REPORT
KAI.AMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK AREA—MARCH, 1955

SHARE OF AUDIENCE MONDAY-FRIDAY
6 a.m.

12 noon
12 noon
6 p.m.

6 p.m.
midnight

WKZO 41% 37% 35%
Station B 18 17 16

Station C 10 12 II

Station D 10 9 7

Station E 8 7 8

Others 14 18 24

Sets-ln-Use 20.1% 20.2% 17.5%

NOTE: Battle Creek's home county (Calhoun) was included
in this Pulse sampling, and provided 30% of all interviews. The
other five counties: Allegan, Barry, Kalamazoo, St. Joseph and
Van Buren.

Me &efcel ,9'fatiwn
WKZO-TV — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WKZO RADIO— KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK
WJEF RADIO — GRAND RAPIDS
WJEF-FM — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
KOLN-TV— LINCOLN, NEBRASKA

Associated with

WMBD RADIO — PEORIA, ILLINOIS

YOU NEED WKZO RADIO
TO MAKE YOUR BID

IN KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK
AND GREATER WESTERN MICHIGAN!

For really grand-slam results in Western Michigan, use the 5000-

watt voice of WKZO—CBS Radio for Kalamazoo-Battle Creek and

Greater Western Michigan.

Pulse figures, left, tell the story. WKZO leads in all 72 quarter hours

—

actually gets more than TWICE as many listeners as the next

station 75% of the time!

Avery-Knodel can give you all the facts.

mzo
CBS RADIO FOR KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK

AND GREATER WESTERN MICHIGAN
Avery-Knodel, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives

*The mathematical odds against it, however, are 635,013,559,600 to 1!
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agency-station-client problems in out-

lining "Promotion and Merchandising

of Tv-Radio Campaigns and the Sta-

tions' Responsibilities."

Looking at the "merchandising pic-

ture, and all of it isn't pretty," Eagan

noted that there was a time when "ra-

dio stations created shows and sold

advertising time on the basis of listen-

ing audience, and advertisers knew

what they were buying and were satis-

fied to keep it that way."

Then some of the print media went

off on a merchandising kick, only to

be followed frenetically by other media

so that today "even the outdoor poster

companies are in the act."

But it wasn't the advertiser who

started it, according to Eagan. "Media

people thought it up, and it's media

people who are stuck with it. It's up

to you media people to make it a force-

ful service in today's business. Rela-

tions among the three basic advertis-

ing forces—agency, advertiser, media

—are established for one reason—to

move merchandise.

"An ad or a commercial is useless

again
WFBC-TV^Swamps Competition

in Carolina 5-County Pulse Survey

LATEST AREA PULSE SURVEY OF TELEVISION
(5 Counties) SHARE OF TELEVISION AUDIENCE

AUDIENCE

TV Seta Station Station Station Other
Time In Use WFBC-TV B D Stations

SUNDAY
12 Noon-6 :00 P.M. 35.7% 48% 24% 15% 8% 4%
6:00P.M.-Midnight 51.3% 55% 23% 16% 2% 4%

MON. THRU FRI.

7:00 A.M.-12:00 Noon 13.2% 64% 36% 0% 0% 0%
12:00 Noon-6 :00 P.M. 25.5% 61% 21% 15% 3% 0%
6:00P.M.-Midnight 46.0% 56% 18% 17% 3% 6%

SATURDAY
10:00-12:00 Noon 32.5% 70% 30% 0% 0% 0%
12:00 Noon-6: 00 P.M 27.3% 51% 31% 12% 2% 4%
6:00P.M.-Midnight 54.6% 58% 16% 15% 6% 5%

*The five counties are Greenville, Anderson,

Greenwood, and Spartanburg, S. C, and Bun-

combe (Asheville), N. C. . . . counties with Popu-

lation of 611,400; Incomes of $787,290,000; and

Retail Sales of $549,606,000.

For further information about this PULSE
SURVEY and about the total WFBC-TV Market,

contact the Station or WEED, our National

Representative.

"The Giant of

Southern Skies"

NBC NETWORK

WFBC-TV
Channel 4 Greenville, S. C.

Represented Nationally by

WEED TELEVISION CORP.

il it doesn't move merchandise. And
all the gimmick media mailings in the

world only make money for the Post

Office unless they're planned and exe-

cuted to sell the prduct. The product

I'm talking about isn't your station

or your network; it's the advertiser's

product. Don't delude yourselves into

thinking you can write off your station

selling activities as media merchan-

dising. Keep it where it belongs;

it's purely station advertising and pro-

motion and you may as well admit it."

None of the groups involved in a

client's sales problems can do "a good

job without full background informa-

tion on what the problem is and what

is being done to solve it. And there

is no greater need than at the present

to deal with these problems in a crea-

tive way."

Eagan made this recommendation to

broadcasters:

"It's up to us as clients and agencies

to supply each of you with full infor-

mation on the product, its marketing

structure, its problems and suggestions

as to what is being done about them.

"We expect you to consider these

problems in light of your local condi-

tions, which you certainly should know
better than any of us. And then put

your creative thinkers, be they re-

searchers, writers, merchandisers or

time sellers, to work to come up with

the best local solutions. Anything

less than this is your time and your

money wasted."

The beginning and end of merchan-

dising services is to "show retailers

the best possible way to move mer-

chandise into the hands of consumers.

Unless you're ready and willing to do

that, don't be selling merchandising

services. Sell retail bulletin listings,

mimeographed post cards or letters,

but don't try to push these things off

as media merchandising. It won't

work."

Frank Brady, v.p. in charge of ac-

count management, Harry B. Cohen

Advertising Agency, New York City:

Speaking on how "An Account Ex-

ecutive Looks at Agency-Station Rela-

tions," Brady focused his comments

and recommendations on the client-

agency-station triangle.

"Agency-station relations are a won-

derfully simple, yet amazingly com-

plex, area of operation. They are pri-

marily the bases on which agencies

and stations manage to aid each other
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Which ad would you run?

Who stole

the banana?

Clue NO. 1 : He was hungry and he

was smart.

Clue NO. 2: He got away with one of

iht most valuable

protective foods known.

L/CUUCtlOTl '. You can't proiect bananas from people, bui

bananas proieci people from lots of things Bananas provide

needed vitamins and minerals. Thev are the natural way lo get

energy- building sugars. Also, they are one of the easiest of

all foods to digest Isn'! it luckv thev taste so darned good?

United Fruit Company

It could have been Mom. She's been weight-watching lately.

Health expert that she is — she knows that a banana has

"satiety value" i which means it fills you up)- That makes

it easy to eat moderately at mealtimes . . . easy to keep

'veight down.

B

Bananascanhelpsolvemany weighty food prob-
lems you might have. This streamlined fruit is

high in vitamins, minerals and energy-building

sugars. And it's one of the easiest of all foods

to digest. Bananas make such satisfyingly

healthy eating when you crave something
sweet. Isn't it nice that such a good-tasting food

is so good for you? united fruit company

Who stole

the banana?

Foxy grandpa took it! Like many older folks, he finds that

bananas are easy to chew, easy to digest. And they're low

in sodium, high in the food values people of all ages need.

It's a wise man — old or young - who chooses a
banana for a delicious helping of health. Along
with their wonderful taste, bananas bring a
rich supply of protective vitamins and min-
erals and quick-energy sugar. Bananas come
wrapped in their own nature-perfected pack-

age — protected from just about everything but
your appetite. Aren't you lucky that they're so
good for you? You can have them any time!

UNITED FRUIT COMPANY

A smart burglar, whoever he was! He helped himself to a

handful of health, safely wrapped in nature's convenient

dustproof package.

Bananas are a "protective food" — rich in the

vitamins and minerals we literally couldn't

live without. A banana is a wholesome, natural

way to get energy-building sugars. And ba-

nanas are one of the easiest foods in all the

world to digest. Isn't it lucky that they taste

SO good? UNITED FRUIT COMPANY

One of these four advertisements will appear in LIFE and
The New Yorker magazines the week of June 30. Which do
you think it should be?

It took us some time to decide on the best copy approach —
mainly because there are so many good things to say about
bananas. They have a rich supply of protective vitamins, min-
erals and energy-building sugars. They're a wonderful food
for dieters — and they're also one of the easiest foods to digest.

Bananas know no age barrier — they're an important food from
infancy to old age. And they come wrapped in a nature-grown
dustproof package.
We narrowed the banana story down to four different copy

approaches. Then we selected four different photographs. And,
after careful consideration, we made our choice. Wonder if

it's the same one you would choose?

"P o Write and tell us which ad you would pick to run — A, B, C, or D. Pick the winner, and United Fruit Company
" will send you an award in keeping with your status as an advertising expert. Send your choice to United Fruit

Company, Pier 3, North River, New York, N. Y.
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in their coexistence—in the solving of

the client's media selection problems

to the mutual benefit of all."

He made out a checklist for agency

personnel and another which could be

used beneficially by station people.

For agencies:

1. See station people and reps

promptly. Don't waste their time.

2. Give as much information on

proposed campaigns as possible. Don't

rule out a station in advance.

3. Give reasons for failure to in-

clude a market—or reasons for not

buying a particular station.

4. Market trips. Be sure to con-

tact station when in the area.

5. Play it straight on immediacy of

requests for availabilities or other in-

formation. Don't cry "wolf!"

6. When station people are in town,

don't hesitate to pick up a tab . . .

occasionally.

Brady's checklist for station people:

1. Supply all basic market and

coverage data in concise, standardized

form, and update as needed. A county

basis is preferred. Be sure to include

coverage maps.

2. Be sure to present all pertinent

THESE 20
KANSAS COUNTIES

KANSAS
GRADE-A
GRADE-B
100 uv —

ARE DOMINATED
BY WIBW-TV
for the full story

SEE YOUR A.U.B.
for the TOPEKAREA

The Kansas View Point

CBS TOPEKA, KANSAS
ABC Ben Ludy, Cen. Mgr.

WIBW & WIBW-TV in Topcka

KCKN in Kansas City

Rep. Capper Publications, Inc.

data on each sales call, the availabili-

ties, rates, special packages, merchan-

dising services, etc.

3. The timebuyer is your primary

contact in the agency on a specific ac-

count. Properly developed, he will

work with you, set up meetings when
needed with other agency groups, re-

search, merchandising, accounting,

production, account management. Do
not bypass this prize contact unless

necessary in your opinion.

4. The media director is your first

court of appeal in all problems with

the timebuyer. If you feel you have

received a biased or immature judg-

ment, here is your first source of con-

tact in an attempt to reverse this de-

cision.

5. The account executive—another

court of appeal when warranted. It

is good to foster this relationship if

possible, but not at the expense of

your prime contact, the timebuyer. Do
not make excessive demands out of

past friendships unless it is a friend-

ship call or an emergency.

6. In client contacts you write your

own rules. Our only suggestion is that

you clear all of your problems through

the agency first. Then if you are still

dissatisfied, you're on your own. If

you wish to go to the client, you cer-

tainly will receive no opposition—at

least from our agency.

Scott Keck, assistant director, ra-

dio and tv department, Needham, Louis

and Brorby, Chicago.

Keek's contentions—stemming from

a need for improved communications

—were summarized in this way:

The basic aim of broadcasters and

advertising agencies is the same—to

make advertising as productive as pos-

sible so that it may continue to grow.

Advertising prospers only when it

reaches audiences at a reasonable cost

and produces desired results for ad-

vertisers.

When advertising produces results,

everybody wins—broadcaster, adver-

tiser and agency.

He discussed techniques of buying

time. "The buying and selling of ra-

dio and tv time is neither a fine art

nor an exact science. Both involve

art in the sense of skill and perform-

ance. Both involve science to the ex-

tent that facts and figures must be

procured and analyzed. Success in

both buying and selling is dependent
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upon communication between buyer

and seller.

But communication must be qualita-

tive, he said. "You are turning your

back on sales when you fail to offer

every bit of information obtainable

about your market, your station, your

programs and your audience. In your

relationship with your rep, this means

giving him all the information you

can. The rep's relation to the station

he serves is very much like that of an

agency to its client. Just as an agency

must know marketing strategy, distri-

bution, budget, etc., so must the rep

have comparable station data."

It's a two-way street "which we
travel together, however. There have

been instances when an agency has

cried 'Wolf!' with an urgent plea for

all availabilities for 'an unidentified

food account' and then has failed to

buy after the station has moved heaven

and earth—and a prime local account

—to help."

In concluding, Keck said: "neither

the buyer nor the seller wants the

mutual problems we face. As our

communications improve, the problems
will become fewer."

Jayne M. Shannon, media super-

visor for J. Walter Thompson, New
York.

Incorporated in her address on

"How Radio and Television Cam-
paigns Are Planned and Executed at

JWT," Jayne Shannon had this point-

ed message for radio broadcasters:

"More creative ingenuity in pro-

graming is needed at the station level.

Station time should be aggressively

programed. There is no magic formu-
la. We know a good music and news
operation is not the answer for all

stations. Local experimentation is

needed.

"It has been said the courageous

seeks no school—nor even the com-
pany of like-minded men—rather he
walks alone. This, I think is the chal-

lenge to radio, both local and net-

work."

The JWT media supervisor stressed

that "radio needs to be sold in more
depth—by what we call audience char-

acteristics. We no longer think of

people in terms of numbers alone, but

lather by kinds, their living habits

—

work and leisure activities, living stan-

dards in different markets and popula-

tion growths or shifts due to economic

and industrial changes in a market.

NOTE TO A TIMEBUYER . . .

FROM THE BIG STATION

Alt We Do the Whole Day

Programmed for Maximum

Listener Attention

Day and Night

Looking for ratings? WFBL is everybody's station "A" in

Syracuse!

Looking for coverage? WFBL has 5 KW worth of powered

coverage day and night!

Looking for established personalities? Look no further than

the list below! Then contact our Reps!

Outstanding and time-tested LOCAL

personalities

Sell on WFBL for YOU
• Ron Curtis

• Bob Ives

• Ed Kaish

• Art Peterson

• Denny Sullivan

• Bill Thorpe

One of the Founders Corporation's Group of Stations;

Associated with KPOA and the Inter-Island Network, Hono-
lulu; WTAC, Flint, Mich., and KTVR, Channel 2, Denver.

Represented by PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, Inc.

S¥Ritafe
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Spots

Available
Covering the Entire

Shreveport Market

on the

TENNESSEE
ERNIE FORD
SHOW

7>
at a

EW TIME

12:30 to 1 P.M. Monday
thru Friday

Tennessee Ernie Ford is a big 2

to 1 favorite in the rich Shreve-

port Market where more than one
and a quarter million people own
200,000 TV sets. Ask your Petry
Man about our package deal that

gives you twice the viewers at one
low cost.

MAXIMUM POWER

KTBS-7I>
CHANNEL

SHREVEPORT
LOUISIANA
E. NEWTON WRAY, President & Gen. Mgr.

NBC and ABC
Represented by

Edward Petry & Co., Inc.

While our own (agency) research

gives us much of the straight market

data, only you broadcasters can tell us

how you attract and serve the various

segments of your communities."

Jayne Shannon also commented on

the announcement of the release by
SRA of monthly radio spot expendi-

ture figures: "This has long been

needed and should be one of the great-

est sales promotion tools for spot ra-

dio. Needless to say, when reports

can be expanded to include the detail

of TvB's spot tv figures, they will be

just that much more significant.

"In order to make these reports

more comprehensive and detailed, the

cooperation of your station and repre-

sentatives will be needed." * * *

PROCTOR
{Continued from page 33)

Spot television today gets some 80%
of Proctor's total advertising budget.

sponsor estimates this at $800,000

for tv announcements alone. The re-

mainder of the budget is concentrated

on an occasional Life ad and some

billboards. In addition, Proctor offers

cooperative advertising funds, splitting

costs 50%-50% with dealers, toward

costs of all media. Prospects in tv, in

advertising budget, in product develop-

ment, in sales, in Proctor production

are unlimited as a direct result of the

tv activity.

H. Henry Martens, vice president in

charge of sales for Proctor, points to

the accumulated audiences which tv

acquired this spring, alone.

"During our spring drive in only

19 markets, we reached in 10 weeks

—

three weeks less than a full campaign

—a total of 23,123,209 tv homes. This

is six times the number of babies born

in a year.

"We attracted 46,346,392 viewers.

This, of course, includes some duplica-

tion—which we don't mind having. As

for total commercial impressions, we
netted 463,463,920, three times the

number of people in the entire coun-

try.

The market pattern of 19 tv markets

this year evolved from that one-market

start in the spring of 1954, three in

the fall of 1954 and nine during 1955.

And this year's part of the blueprint

leads to 35 areas next spring with,

perhaps, 56 in the fall of 1957.

Here's the growth pattern of Proctor

Electric's tv spot buying.

Spring 1954—1 market—New York
City.

Fall 1954—3 markets—Added Phila-

delphia, Los Angeles.

Spring-Fall 1955— 9 markets —
Added Seattle, Denver, Detroit,

Columbus, Buffalo, Syracuse.

Spring-Fall 1956— 19 markets—
Added San Francisco, Dallas,

Kansas City, Milwaukee, Chicago,

Cincinnati, Cleveland, Pittsburgh,

Atlanta, Boston, Baltimore, Wash-

ington.

Spring 1957—35 markets—Will add

Portland, Salt Lake City, Okla-

homa City, Houston, Minneapolis,

New Orleans, Memphis, St. Louis,

Birmingham, Louisville, India-

napolis, Miami, Richmond, Harris-

burg, Providence.

Fall 1957—56 markets—Expects to

increase the list by 21 markets to

a basic list of 56.

The initial concept of television was

the lead-off point in that first—and

only—blueprint presented by the ad

agency.

Every step since then has been an

evolutionary one stemming from the

master plan for tv. But tv is used as

more than a mere advertising vehicle.

It is an integral part of all Proctor

strategy in terms of profits, produc-

tion, expansion, marketing, merchan-

dising, distribution and competition.

Here's how television is used, and

how this use relates to all other aspects

of the Proctor Electric operation.

Spot television is the buying tech-

nique.

Despite the fact that "spot is a

tough thing to buy, and takes a whale

of a lot of work," Proctor Ad Man-

ager William Y. E. Rambo likes its

flexibility.

"We can go into it small and come

out big. But we learned a long time

ago we can't go in half way.

"This is why we use saturation only,

in every market we hit, "Rambo says.

"Once we've built our dealer organi-

zation in each market, and when we've

developed all our major target areas,

we may think of networking.

"By the fall of '57, we'll be ready

for network if that's what we decide to

do. Network sponsorship is a lot easier

than spot, but you can't get as much

merchandising support from a net-

work as we do from stations. That's

of prime importance to us."

"A big share of the credit for our

success goes to the stations and the
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reps," says Max Tendrich, vice presi-

dent in charge of media and Proctor

account executive at W&G.

"Stations cooperate with us in know-

ing the products we have, and work-

ing with them. They help sell our key

dealers and our distributors on what

we're doing; they often make calls on

retailers and distributors with the

Proctor agent in each area; they lend

station personalities for dealer meet-

ings and personal appearances. They

know best the nature of their audi-

ences, and of their communities."

In its spot buying, Proctor has

learned many lessons. "And we re-

members them," says Rambo!

"We've learned, for example, that

we have to have saturation emphasis.

We need at least a total of 80 rating

points in a week. Yet in spite of our

set minimum, we have never gotten

less than 80% of the available audi-

ence in a week's time.

"Our average number of rating

points is 117 per week per market,

and it's gone as high as 143. The

number of minutes and 20-second an-

nouncements we use varies from 12

(never less) to 25, with the average

17."

Although some of the announcements

are in Class "A" time, the bulk are

slotted during the daytime hours and

late in the evening.

Proctor likes the package plan dis-

counts. It likes to use longer com-

mercials, and their flexibility. "We
know we'll sell our products if they're

demonstrated," says Account Execu-

tive Tendrich. "We've got quality

products in every line, and the biggest

thing we need to do to move them is

to show them. This we can best do

with minutes in non-prime time."

Tv commercials are aired seven

days weekly, usually at the rate of 13

weeks each spring and 13 weeks each

fall. Says Ad Manager Rambo: "We
never forget that Monday is still the

traditional washing and ironing day,

so we always insist on some Monday
time."

Proctor prefers heavy spring and

fall emphasis even though it maintains

52-week schedules in many markets.

In seasonal buying it hits heaviest

during the spring for its ironing tables

and for wedding and Mother's Day
gifts, hardest in the fall for toasters

and Christmas gifts. It usually buys

one station in each market area.

Advertising emphasis necessarily

matches consumer demand and sales.

Most tv mentions are given to the

Hi-Lo ironing table (500,000 were

sold last year) which comes in three

price lines, $12.95, $14.95 and $16.95.

Second biggest selling line is the toaster

(there was only one model three years

ago, and this fall there will be three)

,

with the deluxe model $15.95 and the

family model $19.95.

Other items included in the fast ex-

panding line are Zedalon scorch-re-

sistant ironing table pad and covers,

ranging from $2 to $5.95 in a package;

a flat iron, costing $10.95, rated as the

best dry iron in one national survey; a

steam iron, retailing at $15.95, which

has more steam vents (17) than any

other iron on the market; the Cord-

minder, a device which keeps an iron-

ing cord from tangling or from getting

in the way of the ironer, and the

brand-new Mary Proctor Hi-Low "back

saver" cart, a new type of laundry

and/or collapsible shopping cart with

collapsible chrome baskets and plastic

liners which will sell for from $12.95

to $15.95. {Please turn page)

WHEC
WALLOPS

YOUR
SALES MESSAGE

RIGHT INTO THE HEART OF THE

RICH ROCHESTER AREA!

You pack plenty of sock

when you bat out your

sales message over Sta-

tion WHEC, the Station

that most Rochesterians

listen to most of the time!

We call your special

attention to our consist-

ently highly rated day-

time hours. ALL of the

Top Ten daytime radio

shows are carried by

WHEC! . . . Write today

for availabilities.

BUY WHERE THEY'RE LISTENING:

WHEC NEW YORK
5,000 WATTS

: EVERETT-McKINNEY, , LEE F. O'CONNELl CO., lot Angrtri, Si
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Proctor currently has a stable of five

film commercials promoting its five

top products. They are the ironing

table, toaster, Zedalon covers and pads,

the cart and the steam iron. Only one

item is advertised in any single com-

mercial unless there is a tie-in offer.

These involve naturally related items,

such as the ironing table and the

Cordminder.

The tv commercial tagline which has

established the Proctor name in the

minds of millions of consumers was

introduced in late 1954.

Animation plus live action (both

on film, of course) was keyed to the

plaintive cry of a husband whose toast

had been burned. "We need a Proctor

in the house!" This phrase, or the

variation, "Is there a Proctor in your

house?" is now a part of every bit

of Proctor copy—air and print.

In addition to all these tv lessons

learned, Rambo adds what he considers

one of the most important: "Tv con-

tinues to be a magic word to dealers

and distributors alike.

"We bought tv to broaden our dis-

tribution and sales bases, and it has

increased our distribution an average

of 300% in every market we've used."

Proctor maintains a somewhat selec-

tive distributor organization, limited

to about 600 in all. But its dealership

has expanded phenomenally. Most of

the 20,000 retail outlets are depart-

ment stores. "Our stores are the big-

gest and best in the country," says

Ad Manager Rambo.

Among these ranking department

stores are J. L. Hudson in Detroit

("which has been known to sell 600

of our ironing tables in one day," he

adds, "and a steady average of 200 to

300 per week"), Lit Bros, in Phila-

delphia, Carson, Pirie, Scott & Co. in

Chicago, Gimbel's in New York,

Broadway in Los Angeles, Lazarus in

Columbus.

Columbus is one of Proctor's best

sales areas, Rambo said. He cited

results from an unusual test of tv's

staying power there this spring.

Without telling the agency, the

client asked Western Union to conduct

a telephone coincidental survey to

determine the potency of Proctor's tv

advertising in that market. One of

the advertising campaign elements

being tested indirectly was the agency's

claim that tv has an impressive cumu-

lative impact, one which carries over

Nothing fishy about it,

We're a'luring

Who would you confide in if you knew that more than

half of Michigan's 9,000,000 money-spending

vacationers were going to choose your area for their

annual vacation? To whom would you pass on the

information that they'll stay in the area for an aver-

age of 12.3 days . . . spend an average of $286.00,

per party of three . . . and that 72% admit they're

influenced by advertising? We knew all kinds of

statistical facts of this type and, frankly, didn't feel i^.

right about keeping it all to ourselves. So, we
-^^mjv.

<^T ( >

tossed the line to WEED Television and

suggested they use it as a "lure". If you fancy

yourself as a fisherman, this is one big one that

needn't get away. Sidle up to any angler at WEED and

ask about the ONE Television station that serves

the MOST of Michigan's fabulous year-

round playground.

CBS-ABC

Channel 13

Nat'l Reps.

WEED TV

SPART0N BROADCASTING CO., Cadillac, Mich.

far and beyond the actual tv campaign.

Proctor conducted this telephone

check in Columbus in April of this

year. This was exactly four full

months after the last Proctor com-

mercial was telecast there during last

fall's 13-week tv season.

Here's what people said in answer

to: "Have you seen toasters advertised

recently on tv?" and "If 'yes', what

brands?" 32.9% of those queried said

they had seen toaster advertising re-

cently on tv , and 25.8% of those see-

ing toasters advertised mentioned

Proctor without prompting. Yet the

Proctor toaster commercial hadn't

been seen in the market for four

months!

In answer to the query: "Have you

seen ironing boards (and the word
should have been "tables" instead of

"boards") advertised recently on tv?"

19.7% said "yes."

Of these people, 81.8%- mentioned

voluntarily the Proctor brand. Again,

the campaign in Columbus had been

off the air for four full months. And
even when it was on the air, there

had been only one Proctor ironing

table commercial for every two pro-

moting the toaster.

The agency, needless to add, was
delighted that its contentions about

tv's "slopover" had been bolstered in

a most effective way

—

and without its

knowledge.

Proctor, as it looks to the future,

sees a continuing growth in all direc-

tions. Its sales this year are expected

to outstrip those of the peak year of

1947, when it had a lot of government

orders.

The company's optimistic future, in

the opinion of Proctor President

Schwartz, is predicated on: 1. in-

creased emphasis on advertising and

sales promotion, (2) increased pro-

duction facilities, (3) introduction of

several new products.

More new products are in develop-

ment, and still more activity is ex-

pected for the three Proctor plants in

Philadelphia, Baltimore and Puerto

Rico.

Television's sales results are the peg

on which hangs Proctor's sales prog-

ress.

In 1954, the first year of tv sponsor-

ship, Proctor sales went up a whop-

ping 58.7% over those of 1953.

In 1955, the increase over the '54

& (and this represents

gains; increases for

figure was 13.6

total national
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and men do it a lot too!

That's easy. More women than

men make PUBLIC DEFENDER,
starring Reed Hadley, a 'must

see' on TV. And since women
are the purchasing agents in

most American homes, it makes
sales sense to put this hard work-
ing law man series to work on

your product.

He can swing product preference

in your favour.

REED HADLEY
starring in

PUBLIC

DEFENDER

69 HALF HOURS
First run in many markets!

Powerful re-run value in

ALL markets!

J&terstate
TELEVISION CORPORATION
NEW YORK CHICAGO HOLLYWOOD

445 Park Ave. 1250 S.Wabash 4376 Sunset Drive

MUrray Hill 8-2545 WAbash 2-7937 NOrmandy 2-9181

only the nine tv markets were astro-

nomical) .

This year, the increase for the first

four months is 15.3% ahead of the

first third of last year.

Proctor "is sticking with the formu-

la" laid down by the agency three

years ago. "We haven't even re-

examined it because we haven't needed

to," Rambo says.

Addition of 16 more markets for

the Proctor spot television effort next

spring will provide the final media

springboard from which the company

can leap into a full-scale national tv

effort. * * *

NEW SCOPE IN MEDIA
{Continued from page 29)

up to the top level to a semi-integrated

system. This trend, which began

among isolated agencies as long as

eight years ago, has picked up a con-

siderable number of converts in the

past year because of agency emphasis

on the marketing function.

An all-media buyer or associate me-

dia director is expected to know the

following in order to have a basis for

his media recommendations: (1) sell-

ing objectives; (2) product strengths

and weaknesses; (3) who must be

sold and where; (4) share of market;

(5) competition; (6) distribution and

sales structure of the account.

These areas of planning necessarily

put an added burden on the buyer.

And agencies don't agree as to whether

all-media responsibility should extend

to the buyer level or stop at the associ-

ate director level.

"It's too much for the buyer him-

self to do," says Compton's v.p. and

media director, Frank Kemp. "We
feel that the timebuyer can't thorough-

ly digest all the research of other me-

dia and see all media reps and then

do the broad planning as well. But

gradually, he learns basic media prin-

ciples and then he becomes an associ-

ate media director. At this time, he's a

planner, rather than a doer. He can

call on experts for media details, but

he's concerned with 'advertising plan-

ning' on a broad scale."

This view represents the majority

among top media executives in agen-

cies around the country. He needs to

be close to the client, for example, to

acquire a thorough familiarity with

his marketing problems.

"Media selection must be made by

the media man experienced with media

when you

gamble on

the turn of a

card to save a

woman's life

and you turn

up the ACE
of Spades . . .

you lose . .

.

your life! It's

a real gamble

to play at...

"THE SUICIDE CLUB"
a famous adventure story

by ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON

One of a sensational
series of 26 FIRST-RUN
ALL-NEW, HALF-HOUR
quality television pro-
grams on film...with the
world's top writers, top
production, top stars.

It's all in

NTA's
"THEATRE"

with LILLI PALMER, your hostess

For audition print and lull details . .

.
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No Wonder

It's A
Best Seller!

n the City of

Providence,

there's a powerful TV

station. It's a friendly sta-

tion and everyone loves it.

Viewers love it because it

brings them the programs

they want. Sponsors love

it because it brings them

the results they want.

Get the whole impressive story from

WEED Television or directly from

WJAR-TV, Providence, R. I.

NBC Basic — ABC Supplementary

thinking on a given account," said

Otto Stadelman, Needham, Louis &

Brorby's senior v.p. and media direc-

tor. "In our case, this means six as-

sistant media directors. It is their re-

sponsibility to have a complete knowl-

edge of the profile of the consumer or

buyer of the product for which they

are selecting media. He should know
if they are young or old—rich or poor

—if they live in the city or country,

and so forth. Then the assistant me-

dia director consults with the broad-

casting or outdoor specialist to make
sure he knows what sort of consumer

we're looking for."

"If the associate media director's

only concerned with the relative merits

of daytime versus nighttime tv or

magazines versus supplements, for ex-

ample, his outlook's too narrow, he's

working in a vacuum," says JWT's
Arthur Porter. "He must be able to

view media strategy broadly for all ac-

count objectives. But within the media

group there's always need for the spe-

cialist who does know intimately the

details of the air media, value of vari-

ous stations and who can scout out

advantageous buys."

Cunningham & Walsh reversed the

trend in 1954, switching from an all-

media buying system to an account

group organization where each of four

associate media directors heads up a

group of specialists.

"As the agency's billing increased,

and tv grew, we found that specializa-

tion at one level was necessary," said

Bill White, C&W media supervisor.

"We do prefer it, however, if the time-

buyer, for example, acquires a working

knowledge of the other media. The

more familiar he is with over-all prob-

lems of the account and general media

plans, the more valuable he becomes."

Brisacher, Wheeler & Staff, San

Francisco, is another agency that re-

versed the trend. "Within the last

four years, we switched from account

buying to individual media buying,"

said Richard Clark, Brisacher, Wheel-

er's director of media. "The trend in

the last few years has been for clients

to request more and more market in-

formation as related to media. There-

fore, in a sense, our media buyers have

become market media analysts. With

the advent of complicated merchandis-

ing packages offered with spot radio

today, our radio and tv buyers must

be first, good timebuyers and second,

good market analysts, and third, have

the ability to evaluate merchandising."

Of course, every media director

WEHT
On April 14th Permanent Affilia-

tion Contracts Were Signed.

Your "Follow-Thru" Stations For

Complete Merchandising Promotion

Services.

ALSO OPERATING

WEOA — CBS — RADIO
EVANSVILLE, INDIANA

there's

a

terrific

tv

buy

in

West Texas

It's the

KDUB-TV-KPAR-TV
"Treasure Island"

combination —
over 180,000 sets!

KPARTV
ABILENE SWEETWATER, TEXAS

/OWNED & OPERATED BY TEXAS TELECASTING, INC.

7400 COLLEGE. LUBBOCK, TFXAS

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE THE BRANHAM COMPANY
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agrees that there's definite need for

air media and print specialists within

the department. The question is one

of emphasis: At which level should spe-

cialization stop? And the majority of

agencies today have created an inter-

mediate level, the associate media di-

rector, to bridge the gap between many
specialists and one solitary media strat-

egist, the head of the department.

About 18 months ago, BBDO shift-

ed from specialization to partial inte-

gration by forming three account

groups with media coordinators at the

head of them. Since that time the

number of associate media directors

has increased from three to six. but

still further integration may be in the

offing in the near future.

"With tv as important and expensive

as it is today," BBDO's associate media

director, Lou Millot, told SPONSOR, "we

find that clients like to talk to those

people in the media department who
know all media as well as tv. Clients

want to discuss media plans with those

men who can show them where tv,

sometimes their biggest investment, fits

into the total media picture. Since

there wouldn't be time for one media

director to know in detail the prob-

the station

that made
ROANOKE

VIRGINIA'S
NO. 1

TV MARKET

73.2%
station share
of sets . . . (ARB)

WSLS-TV
CHANNEL 10

ROANOKE, VA.

Represented Nationally—Avery-Knodel, Inc.

lems of each account, there's a grow-

ing need for more all-media strate-

gists.

Finding or training such all-media

men continues to be a big problem for

most agencies. Virtually every agency

has some form of training program
for its buyers and some system of de-

veloping and promoting them from
within. K&E, for example, which has

been operating under the associate me-

dia director system for better than five

years, has a training program that's

typical.

"We have two trainees in media at

all times,'' Joe Braun, K&E v.p. and

media director, told sponsor. "They
start at the statistical desk and are

used by the buyers whenever neces-

sary. After a while, a trainee becomes

assistant estimator, estimator, then as-

sistant buyer and finally time or space

buyer."

These trainees are brought in either

fresh from college or from the mail

desk. Their promotions from one step

to the next can take from one to six

months, depending upon their ability

and the needs within the department.

The step from timebuyer or space buy-

er to associate media director general-

ly takes a great deal longer.

But today there's an awareness

among timebuyers of the increased

standing of the media man within the

agency. There are more opportunities

for bigger jobs, bigger responsibility

and higher pay right within media,

because of the great demand for all-

media strategists.

"I used to have my eye on account

work," one timebuyer told sponsor.

"Now I'm just doing my best to learn

as much about print and outdoor and
to get my fingers in it, because that's

the experience that will give me the

push ahead I want. There's no need to

look outside of media for advancement
today. You might say that timebuy-

ers are in a buyer's market."

Can an individual buyer see all the

media reps, keep up with all the re-

search, maintain client contact and still

buy efficiently?

There are a number of related devel-

opments in media department organi-

zation that are designed to give buy-

ers more scope and free them of time-

consuming detail. These developments

fall into three areas: (1) media re-

search; (2) specialized and profession-

ally trained assistants; (3) attempts at

automation of clerical detail and pa-

perwork.

Media research has become highly

Itttniquei

when a

strange

seaman

warns you

to beware

of dark

men, but

you don't

listen,

watch out

for...

mr.

"THE BROWN MAN'S
SERVANT"

a spine-tingling mystery

by W. W. JACOBS

One of a sensational
series of 26 FIRST-RUN
ALL-NEW, HALF-HOUR
quality television pro-
grams on film. ..with the

world's top writers, top
production, top stars.

It's all in

NTA's
"THEATRE

with LILLI PALMER, your hostess
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SALES POWER

With a

CHAIN REACTION

Your Sales V
(/Message Reaches \>

xf More People Who }

V/ Can Buy! i V

KTVX is the ONLY Oklahoma

television station with studios

in TWO major markets. This

gives your sales message a "local

flavor" throughout Eastern Okla.

Ask Your
Avery-Knodel Representative

\ CJiannjel

L. A. (Bud) BLUST
V. P. and Gen. Mgr.

BEN HOLMES, Natl. Sales Mgr.

TULSA BROADCASTING CO.
Box 9697, Tulsa, Okla.

specialized and refined over recent

years. Agencies are attracting into the

media research group increasing num-
bers of people who worked in research

organizations before joining the agen-

cy. In this group, specialization is the

keynote.

The timebuyer is rarely required to

delve through a multitude of undigest-

ed statistics and studies. He's encour-

aged to call upon the media research

department for his information. Also,

the media studies pertaining to one

account are frequently circulated

among buyers with similar account or

media problems. The media research-

ers compile and interpret new infor-

mation, distill important statistics and
search out for the buyers those new re-

search tools that will help them.

However, it's in the very field of me-

dia research that an area of potential

conflict within the agency has devel-

oped. Problems of jurisdiction are

raising their head: Who's the logical

head of media research—the research

director or the top media executive?

Since the media research group has

become increasingly professional, in-

creasingly large within the agency, the

problem has increased.

Where the individual buyer is con-

cerned, the growth of media research

is an unmixed blessing that has freed

him of some burdens. The second de-

velopment that encourages growth

among buyers is directly linked to the

buyer training programs within agen-

cies: There is today a larger number
of specialized and professionally

trained assistant buyers.

Sometimes, in order to develop the

buyer's all-media scope, the media di-

rector will assign an assistant particu-

larly strong in space to the timebuyer,

and vice versa. This type of arrange-

ment tends to balance out a degree of

media prejudice which the specialist

may have acquired.

Gardner Advertising's media direc-

tor, Frank Chipperfield, explains this

tendency this way: "In a media de-

partment split into separate time and

space buying operations, there is al-

ways a natural temptation on the part

of the buyer to argue for the client's

use of his own medium to build his

own stature within the agency and

keep his work load heavy.

"It's true, however, that the respon-

sibility for purchasing all types of me-

dia puts a heavy load on a media buy-

er. The mechanics of broadcast pur-

chases, particularly television, are be-

coming more complex and the ever-

increasing number of markets and sta-

tions present a problem in keeping up
to date. Also, the buyer must interview

reps of all media. But we feel these

disadvantages are outweighed by the

merits of the media buyer, under the

group system, being in a position to

recommend with complete impartiality

the medium or combination of media
most suited to the client's require-

ments."

But generally, even under the all-

media buying set-up, a buyer's previ-

ous media specialty might still show

through. Hence the system of com-

pensating for a former timebuyer's

leanings by giving him an assistant

strong in print media and vice versa.

In either instance, assistant buyers

today tend to be far better and more
professionally trained than a few years

ago. Assistant buyers have an increas-

ing amount of rep contact and general

responsibility, which frees the buyers

for planning and recommendations in

many cases.

The third development, a trend to-

wards automation, is still in its in-

fancy. Eventually automation may free

more people in the media department

from paper work. At the moment,

Meanwhile,
back at the ranch .

. . . they were watching

KCNC-TV, Amarillo.

NBC • Reps: The Katz Agency
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some of the most extensive experiments

with IBM machines in billing and

making up estimates have been carried

out at Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample. About

a dozen other agencies have Remington

installations for certain aspects of bill-

ing, but use of these machines in esti-

mating has not yet been perfected.

"So far, we're using punchcards for

our monthly outdoor notifications,"

D-F-S's Lou Fisher told sponsor.

"Now we're trying to see how we can

adapt a punchcard system to tv and

radio estimating. The advantage is

absolute accuracy, a saving in time and

paperwork and direct tie-in with bill-

ing.

The procedure would be to take an

order from a timebuyer to a station,

send the copy of it to estimating. The

estimator would punch the card and

the machine would duplicate it for the

client, rep and station.

"These machines might eventually

save reps and stations a lot of paper-

work too when it comes to make-goods

and keeping records of changes in

schedules," said Fisher. "The P&G
agencies are already using machines to

figure and duplicate basic data like

coverage information. But it's easier

QUEEN ISABELLA
hocked her jewels for a fella

to prove the world was round.

The chance she was taking

was rather world shaking,

suppose he had run aground?
But Christopher knew
what his three ships could do
and his discovery of America
was in.

To parallel his feat

we repeat and repeat,

you can discover success

on W P I N.

When you discover WPIN, you
have unearthed the daytime sta-

tion preferred by more local ad-

vertisers.

WPIN's clear channel signal serves

a market of 790,300 people with a

buying income of $989,640,000.00.

This dominant news station is the

West Coast of Florida's best day-

time radio buy!

WPIN
680 Clear Channel

Offices and studios in the

Royal Palm Hotel
St. Petersburg, Florida

Arthur Mundorff, Owner-Manager

Represented Nationally by
Walker Co., Inc.

in print media with their flat rates than

in television."

Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample media ex-

ecutives envision an era of such

streamlined use of IBM machinery in

the future that the following system

may become conceivable:

A "driver card" would be sent from

the agency to the rep, once the buyer's

order had been processed through the

machinery. The rep would then send

this card through his machine for du-

plication and additional information.

He would send the "driver card" to the

station sales manager in lieu of an or-

der, and the station would then process

the card through its machinery, and

return the "driver card" to the agency

in confirmation of the contract.

"It's this same card that we would

then send on to the client for billing

purposes," said William F. Maughan,

D-F-S treasurer. "In the three or more

handlings required between making

an order and confirming it there's al-

ways been the chance of error in cal-

culation or misunderstanding of time

periods, et cetera. The machines would

eliminate such errors."

The agency of 1960 might possibly

use IBM machines to calculate such

vital timebuying information as sets-

in-use in a combination of markets,

coverage, cost-per-1,000.

Certainly automation and other

trends in streamlining media depart-

ment procedure are designed not to

supplant the timebuyer, but to free him

for his new and important function as

a media strategist. -k -k -k

APPAREL CHAIN
(Continued from page 43)

solved with the help of radio adver-

tising is a geographical one.

The five Canadian stores are wide-

ly separated. The biggest is that on

busy Manhattan Island. The four

other stores are across the Hudson
River in New Jersey. These four also

are widely separated. Radio, with its

fanning-out coverage, reaches people

living near all of these branches.

Canadian also has a hard-hitting

price story to tell. It aims for lower-

and middle-income families. It offers

them good quality apparel priced lower

than similar items sold by the com-

petition..

The retail firm also has a dual audi-

ence which it seeks to reach.

On oire count, it trys to pinpoint

the mar ket of potential customers.

Romance!
when you re

married to a

girl young

enough to he

your daughter

and she falls

in love with

a man her

own age . .

.

beware the

blackmailer

who is . .

.

"THE ORDERLY"
a story of love and intrigue

by GUY DE MAUPASSANT

One of a sensational
series of 26 FIRST-RUN
ALL-NEW, HALF-HOUR
quality television pro-
grams on film...with the
world's top writers, top
production, top stars.

It's all in

NTA's
"THEATRE"

with LILLI PALMER, your hostess
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The best success story in

the world is universal

client acceptance!

IwL'TVf with nearly

25 percent more spot

accounts on the air during

the past four quarters than

the nearest competitor,

has a real sales success

story.*

For more information and

spot availabilities, call

CBS-TV SPOT SALES, or

'Ro'abough Repcts

KSL-TV
Salt Lake City

selling 39 counties in 4 Western States

Potential customers are developed

from one-shot visitors or "transients"

lo steady and regular traffic.

On another score, Canadian con-

tinues to trigger a lot of its basic ad-

vertising appeals to its old customers

—the "reliables." These old custo-

mers, some of them third-generation

buyers, primarily are a part of large

foreign-language speaking segments of

the New York metropolitan area popu-

lation. To reach these segments of

these specialized groups of non-U. S.

origin. Canadian puts extra emphasis

on foreign language radio stations.

Radio offers Canadian an entree into

many thousands of homes. The com-

pany, in turn, has developed two fea-

tures of its own to take the greatest

possible advantage of the door-opener

radio gives it.

It pinpoints the audiences it wishes

to reach, and it establishes the Cana-

dian name firmlv with use of a dis-

tinctive singing jingle and musical

theme.

The on-the-air trademark is used as

an intro to every live announcement

broadcast. Themed to Canadian values,

each jingle is produced so that it can

be cut quicklv from a 30-second open-

ing to a 15-second. This allows for I

more flexibility in the handling of live

copy.

The original musical theme likewise

ties into the content of most of the sta-

tion programing in which it is inte-

grated. The bulk of Canadian's buy-

ing is participation minutes in popular

music and disk jockev personality

shows. Some of the reasoning: the

flow from pop music to the company's

commercial jingle is an effortless one.

In similar fashion, the flow from the

jockey's adlib program comments is

just as natural when he starts giving

the Canadian commercial.

Radio's budget from Canadian cof-

fers grows ever larger. Sidney Dorn-

feld explains why: "We're spending

more money in radio today because

we've expanded, and our volume has

increased. Time is more expensive

per period—but not per listener."

Here's how he describes the over-all

results of Canadian's two-decade radio

history, and its consistency in keeping

announcements on the air 52 weeks

every year.

"W e find that practicallv all of our

customers have heard us on radio at

one time or another. We feel that

the constant use of radio has helped

to bring consumers to our stores even

though the immediate reason for their

visit may be a newspaper ad, window
display, personal recommendation or

circular."

Radio continually passes a series of

"tests," as Canadian executives make
a habit of continuous review of adver-

tising needs and methods.

Radio's biggest single "test" comes

once a year, when Canadian conducts

its annual one-day sale at its Newark
store. This sale is promoted only with

radio advertising, so that sales figures

at the end of the day can be attributed

to radio's pull.

"Here's what happened this season.

Radio listeners heard this commer-

cial:

Something ivonderful is happening

at Canadian s Neivark store this Satur-

day, March Third. Saturday, for one

day, and one day only, Canadian is

offering stunning 1956-styled fur coats

at savings of hundreds of dollars.

Values to $400

—

for an amazingly low

ROCHESTER
N.Y.

WHERE THERE
IS A

WILL
THERE IS

A WAY!

cvitii . .

.

WILL" MOYLE
Leading deejays today across the coun-
try include WILL MOYLE, WVET
Rochester . . . refreshingly different."

BILLBOARD said it and we're glad

—

and your client will be glad, too, with
results the Will Moyle way on WVET,
the "Independent'' Network station.

5000 WATTS
1280 KC

Honored by

Stan Kenton's

recording—

"ACCORDING

TO MOYLE"

IN ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Represented Nationally by
THE BOLLING COMPANY
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I! You see, once a year, after the

February clearance, Canadian makes

a roundup of fur coats from all five

of its stores, and brings them to the

Newark store for a sensational one-

day final close-out sale. Saturday—
one day only—you'll get luxurious fur

coats, beautiful Persian lambs, musk-

rats, marmots, many other precious

furs—valued to $400, for a mere $88

!

This is your one big chance to save

hundreds of dollars. So get to Cana-

dian early Saturday while assortments

are still fresh. You may charge your

furs, if you wish. All sales final . . .

none to dealers. Canadian's Newark
store, 797 Broad Street, near Market

. . . will be open Saturday, 8 a.m. 'til

9 p.m. for this great once-a-year event!

Plenty of parking after 6.

At the end of this one-day sale,

management tabbed a total of $30,000

worth of fur coats sold. And only

ladio advertised them.

Canadian has seen immediate sales

results from radio, but it also buys

radio because of its carryover impact.

This carryover factor inherent in

radio advertising has been especially

effective since 1948, when Canadian

bolstered its steady but limited an-

The only complete

TV FILM SERVICE
including...

No. 5 in a series

BONDED
TV Film Service
630 Ninth Ave. • JU. 6-1030

New York Chicago Los Angelas

nouncement schedules. It was eight

years ago that it lunged into radio

full tilt with a pre-Easter fur promo-

tion on WNEW, New York City inde-

pendent.

This initial full-scale entry led to

Dornfeld's conviction that the com-

pany was right in "being one of the

first retailers in radio. In fact, we

were one of Martin Block's first spon-

sors on WNEW."
WNEW still gets the bulk of Cana-

dian's budget, and stations carrying

programing of particular interest to

foreign-language audiences are added

for all special promotional events.

The retailer buys saturation sched-

ules on WOV, WHOM and WWRL,
all New York City, to bolster the basic

WNEW schedule. WOV and WHOM
attract listeners of Italian origin or

extraction, while WWRL pinpoints

Slavs and Germans in the listening

audience.

According to V. P. Dornfeld, "We
definitely believe that the foreign lan-

guage radio station has a greater im-

pact than does a foreign language

newspaper."

Copy appeals and buying strategy

are consistent. Says Sidney Dorn-

feld: "Radio is used more as an in-

stitutional medium to sell Canadian,

and to give the public a long-range

picture of what we sell. The basic

things we try to sell with radio are

quality, price and design."

Yet Canadian hits hard on item

copy, too. The company originally in-

cluded only fur coat mentions in radio

copy. Since that time, as Canadian

has broadened its merchandise base to

include a variety of wearing apparel,

it has switched to an all-item approach.

Fur coats still are plugged in about

60% of all the radio commercials, but

40% has been shifted into other lines

and to other items.

Another reason for the significant

shift in copy is the competitive situa-

tion in fur retailing. Furriers, in re-

cent years, have seen sales spurts for

cloth coats and cloth coats with a fur-

like appearance. Fur prices have drop-

ped, as can be expected with a decline

in fur demand. As a result, today's

competitive situation is such that fur

prices have been lowered to the point

where high volume is the answer.

Canadian, through its radio adver-

tising, seeks— and gets— that high

volume. It aims for heavy turnover.

Canadian officials think their basic

television
success
story

this man
advertises on
WMAR-TV

Mr. Eugene B. Skarie, a Baltimore

power tool dealer, has been adver-

tising on WMAR-TV for 6 years. He
has a once-a-week 5-minute pro-

gram, where electric saws, drills,

sanders, and other do-it-yourself

power tools are demonstrated. Mr.

Skarie says that his business has

grown steadily since the inception

of this schedule, and customers

come in regularly from all over

Maryland and surrounding states

for "what we saw advertised on

WMAR-TV."

SUNPAPERS TELEVISION, BALTIMORE, MD.
TELEVISION AFFILIATE OF THE

COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM

Represented by THE KATZ AGENCY, Inc.

New York. Detroit, Kansas City, San Francisco,

Chicago, Atlanta, Dallas, Los Angeles
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radio station buy, WNEW, delivers

results on all its varied objectives.

Canadian's schedule on this single sta-

tion varies from week to week, de-

pending on special promotional events.

A typical fall season week, when fur

coat demand runs higher than during

the spring, is profiled by Broadcast

Advertisers Reports for 1955 October.

The schedule calls for a total of 55

announcements at a saturation rate.

Heaviest emphasis is given to Monday

and Thursday, although substantial

schedules are slotted every day of the

week. Sunday slacks off, however,

getting perhaps only five of the 55

announcements. Commercials are run

as participations in popular personality

programs, and the range of time peri-

ods is from 6:15 a.m. to 10:15 p.m.

This fall schedule, when consumer

buying is on the upbeat, contrasts with

this spring 1956 pattern (also taken

from Broadcast Advertisers Reports).

In a representative week during

April, Canadian bought 32 minutes on

WNEW. Twenty-seven were partici-

pations, the other five, station breaks.

The spring schedule skips over Sun-

day to hit about evenly on the other

six days of the week. Perhaps 20%
of the commercials are aired from

8:30 a.m. until noon, another 35%
from noon to 6 o'clock and some 35%
after 6 until 10:15 p.m.

The New York headquarters store

and the outlet in Newark get primary

plugging in all radio copy, but men-

tions are rotated among all five out-

lets to build local traffic at each.

Radio copy incorporates both hard-

sell and soft-sell approaches, depend-

ing on the institutional or item con-

cept. The company, because it buys

a variety of radio personalities work-

ing "live," issues a standard sheet of

instructions for delivery.

"Deliver in a warm, friendly, per-

suasive tone. Give special attention to

slogans, prices, figures, names and

addresses. Verify any doubts about

information on pronunciation of spe-

cial words and names."

Male announcers, Canadian has long

since learned, frequently don't know

the difference between marmot and

mouton. Their confusion extends not

only to the fur or fabric type but also

to pronunciation, so Canadian coaches

them over the obstacles of purely

feminine terminology. * * *

you're right

on cue!
No need to fluff your lines. There's

only one CUE to follow when your

stage is set in Akron. Why, they

love us in our own home town (see

our Hooper) . . . one CUE from

us and they'll love you, too.

more MUSIC
more NEWS
more OFTEN

mcue
Akron's only independent _ we're home folks

Tim Elliot, President

John E. Pearson Co., National Representatives

TV AD AWARDS
(Continued from page 40)

product—the kind of pleasant mood
lhat carries over into the grocery store

the next day." This can only be done

if the commercial can be injected into

people's own lives and thoughts from

the television screen. "To do this,

says Bernal, "we aim for real socko

entertainment. And the humor tries

for a human quality which is the basis

of all good comedy."

Speaking of Snowdrift commercials,

Denial said, "They really are hard-

sell in a very astute way. When the

man's wife in the cartoon pulls the

plate from under the cake and it floats

to the table before him, there's recog-

nition of the product's quality as he

happily utters the one word "Snow-

drift." Rather than have the wife

speak the product's name, Storyboard

had the husband speak it. This strate-

gy implies that even a man can tell

the difference when a cake is made
with Snowdrift.

There are only three words used

throughout the commercial. They are

"John," "Marsha" and "Snowdrift."

The germ of the idea for the scanty

dialogue came from a recording made
quite a while back by Stan Freyberg

as a humorous take-off on the repe-

titious character of soap operas. By
simply repeating "John" and "Marsha"

in a variety of tones, Freyberg com-

municated a variety of burlesqued

emotions and turned out a best-selling

record.

For the commercial, Storyboard

added the name Snowdrift and hired

Freyberg. The entire effect is ob-

"When those KRIZ Phoenix tem-

perature reports say it's hot

—

brother, I'm practically barbecued!"
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tained by a close synchronization of

the changing intonations in Frey-

berg's voice with the expressions of

(he cartoon characters. In spite of the

limited three-word script, varied emo-

tions are communicated through what

amounts to a dramatic reading.

Of the 80 stations that have carried

the Snowdrift ad, 75% have reported

requests from listeners asking when

it would be on the air next. So far,

only one version has been done, but a

John and Marsha series is being con-

sidered. Whether it will materialize

depends largely on Storyboard's abili-

ty to handle the slight dialogue with-

out losing the freshness of the initial

film commercial.

PieVs Harry and Bert story goes

back to the days when beer companies

were selling hard on the "calorie

count" theme and Piel's had some of

the hardest hitting copy of that type

on the air. It hammered away at

"less N.F.S. or non-fermented sugar."

The climax of its tv demonstration

came when a technician showed that

Piel's Beer had only a speck of sugar

in it, compared with ounces for other

brands. This was done on a laboratory

scale and in appropriate scientific sur-

rounding. Then came the copy change.

According to Harold Masterson

Piels' assistant director of advertising,

there were three good reasons for such

a change. "Piel's," he said, "had been

using the 'less N.F.S.' commercial for

a long time, and was due to take a

new approach. Also other brewers

were all saying similar things about

their products. This was the direct

cause of the third reason; the inter-

vention of the government, which step-

ped in to call a halt to the confusion

being wrought by various beer claims."

The "Piel Brothers" theme was de-

signed to be a different type of ap-

proach. They were deliberately con-

ceived to avoid common cartoon char-

acteristics. They avoid the ridiculous

or extreme qualities of funny-paper

characters. Their credibility is main-

tained. Harry and Bert are also the

farthest possible swing of the pendu-

lum away from the old laboratory

100% NEGRO PROGRAMS

EHsEl
IN NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE

SOUTHWEST VIRGINIA'S AVOSie&fc RADIO STATION

ROANOKE . . .

one of the 50 FASTEST CROWING MARKETS
over 100,000 ... in the United States!*

. of

AND . . .

again this year ... the 32nd consecutive year . . . YOU
choose any measurement you like; you'll find WDBJ to be

THE MOST RESULTFUL Radio Station in ROANOKE and

WESTERN VIRGINIA!

Ask Peters, Grittin, Woodard, Inc.!

TIDE Magazine, March 24, 1956 issue

AM 960 KC

m 94*9 mc

Owned and Operated by TIMES WORLD CORPORATION

PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, INC., National Representatives

A/OIV EVEN MORE THAN EVER

Stoc6to*t'4 *7H&4t *&i4te*ted fo Station

HOOPER RADIO AUDIENCE INDEX
STOCKTON, CALIF. JANUARY- MARCH, 1956

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
7:00 A.M. -12:00 NOON

RADIO
SETS
IN USE

c N KSTN A M OTHER
AM & FM

SAMPLE
SIZE

l^t.8 17.9 »+.2 47.2 13.0 9.3 8.1* 9,707

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
12:00 NO0N-6:0O P.M.

RADIO
SETS
IN USE

c > f^k
T
KSTN A M OTHER

AM & FM
SAMPLE
SIZE

10. 8^ '20.7 7.3 35.0 15.1 9.5 12 .h 12,026

Spring 1956 Hooperatings

show KSTN increases dominance

of *Stockton Radio Audience.

*America's 92nd Market

Represented by Hollingbery
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The average value of land and

buildings of an Iowa farm now is

estimated at $36,077, up from $27,-

566 in 1950.

WMT
an Iowa radio station

in western.

montan£x>^^

SINOLE MEDIUM

MAGNIFY YOUR SALES
IN THKSTABLE $170,491,000

CBS & ABC MARKE1

KGVO-i
_ University City

TV li •
1 Rich Lumbering and

MISSOULA ^Agricultural Area

MONTANA

scale. True, they are a gimmick

—

but a gimmick which is a vehicle for

a wide assortment of messages the

sponsor wants to put across. These

include a new label or the old but still

useful theme of "less N.F.S."

And, says Masterson, "Less N.F.S.

is still a provable and useful thing."

Bert and Harry were deliberately

designed to create a friendly, warm

NON-COMMERCIAL AWARDS

CBS' art director Ceorg Olden won awards

in the non-commercial field for three show

openings; Jerome Gould, Could Associates, a

prize for a Cuild Film opening.

atmosphere favorable to the product

so that anything Piel's wants to say

is received attentively.

''Modess because . . ." "Because

what?" has been asked many times in

response to the seemingly enigmatic

phrase. The Modess people would be

the last to try and answer.

M. F. Healy manager of the Modess

Division of the Sanitary Products Com-

pany explained that the fashionable

Modess ads, which have been seen in

print for about eight years, deliberate-

ly do not finish the statement they

begin. It is the essence of the cam-

paign that the viewer or reader should

fill in her own personal response.

The prizewinning commercial, which

began a test run last January, runs for

20 seconds. It begins with a pattern

of swirling leaves which the camera

moves in on until a girl's face comes

into a close-up focus. The camera

then moves back away from the girl,

through the swirling leaves. Finally

the words "Think of the gentlest . . .

Think of the softest . . . Modess be-

cause. .
." are either spoken or super-

imposed on the screen and the com-

mercial is over. * * *

-**<

?167 Mountainous Miles from Spokane

FILM DISTRIBUTORS
{Continued from page 31)

of money to program and promote en-

tertainment, they must necessarily have

some assurance that they will be able

to sell such time periods to enable

them to recoup their investment and

perhaps make a profit. That is only

good common business sense. No one

is in business to lose money.

One course of action that could pos-

sibly ease the situation would be for

the FCC to grant additional station al-

locations to insure a greater degree of

competition. Additional stations mean
more time slots for advertisers to "dis-

play" their wares. More stations would

undoubtedly give rise to additional net-

works and more national time avail-

abilities. In addition a greater number
of stations would provide a more in-

tensive degree of competition to pro-

vide better and more varied entertain-

ment for the viewing public. The ad-

ditional time segments resulting from

increased allocations would give the

film syndicator greater opportunities

to offer his product for programing.

With only three major networks

operating in the telecasting field, the

room for healthy competition is prac-

tically non-existent. More stations and

more networks would give station own-

ers more leverage in dealing with the

networks and correcting the inequities

in the distribution of proceeds for net-

work time. Option time which the net-

works reserve to themselves for nation-

al sales is the least remunerative to the

station owner. The only practical so-

lution for the easing of such a situa-

tion and raising the bargaining power

of individual stations is more stations

and more networks.

WBAM SCORES

ANOTHER SURVEY

ST

(Conlan, April, 1956)

WBAM-50,000 WATTS

MONTGOMERY, ALA.
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The national advertiser must have

the assurance that national time is

available for him to "showcase" his

product before the entire country. The

television industry would be dealt a

severe blow if such assurances could

not be given.

The situation calls for a concen-

trated effort of the entire telecasting

industry in calling upon the proper

government agencies for immediate

action. Instead of bickering among
ourselves let's direct our efforts to

those who can and must take action to

bring order out of chaos in an indus-

try that plays an important part in the

lives of the American public.

Walter Schwimmer, president, Wal-

ter Schwimmer Co. : I do not believe

it is in the long-range interest of the

tv industry for the networks to attempt

to "own" both time and talent—and

by this I mean that the networks

should go out of the program business.

It is the network-vs.-network compe-

tition that has been responsible for

hiking the salaries of performers into

astronomical levels. This factor is ai-

res dy putting tv costs beyond the rea-

ioi.able realm of the medium-sized and
jnuller national advertiser. Eventu-

ally, if the business bull market de-

clines, it is possible that, because of

this factor, the entire tv medium may
suffer sales-wise.

Just as important, network show
control has almost eliminated the pos-

sibility of creative contributions on the

part of independents. Result has been

a substantial trend to mediocrity in

network programing, plus a drift to-

ward levelizing program patterns.

In the days of radio, it was possible

to see displays of unusual and imagin-

ative treatments. This becomes diffi-

cult to accomplish in tv because of the

slow-processing, agonizing, network

program controls.

Syndicators would be benefited, and

in the long run, so would the entire tv

industry, if the networks entirely or

partially eliminated their strict pro-

gram monopolization.

As long as the freeze is on, some of

the best television program ideas are

never going to see the light of day.

Eliot Hyman, president, Associated

Artists Productions, Inc.: As Pat

Weaver, himself, said in a speech be-

fore the Association of National Ad-

vertisers, television is "too tough a

medium" for any single group to pro-

gram completely, and as many groups

as possible should provide shows. He
added, "We love hits. We don't care

whose they are. We just love hits."

Some of the greatest hits in the his-

tory of entertainment are now avail-

able to television . . . the really fine

motion pictures from Warner Bros,

and other major Hollywood studios.

These movies were often planned over

a period of years, took months to pro-

duce, and in many, many cases cost

more than a million dollars. Televi-

sion cannot possibly duplicate produc-

tions like these, or like the magnificent

cartoons and short subjects which the

major studio experts have developed

to such a high degree of perfection.

We believe that the public has the right

to see the best of every kind of enter-

tainment, including top movies and
cartoons along with the best live

shows, news sports, music and other

types of program which television is

doing so superbly.

We believe that the networks should

balance their programing with the best

available entertainment in every cate-

gory. In the long run, this is to their

own best interests, because the best en-

tertainment draws the biggest audi-

ences, and audiences are basically

what the networks are selling;. * * *

"Without KRIZ Phoenix, your

political life would be shortened."

first-AGAIH!

WILK is the ONLY radio

station in its area to show

a real gain over the previous

PULSE. With 20_ times

more power than any other

local station, WILK covers

ALL of Luzerne County.

Here's what PULSE says:

FIRST PLACES

WILK 28
STATION "B" 15

STATION "C" 12

OTHERS

TOP COVERAGE in a TOP
DOLLAR MARKET ....
Yours for SURE with WILK!

PULSE PROVES!

Call Avery-

Knodel, Inc.

]0K

BROADCAST TIME SALES
representative:

New York— Chicago — San Francisco

WHTN-TV
CHANNEL 13

IT'S A SELLER'S MARKET,
but we can give you
the BIGGEST BUY yet!

TIME: Now, while we're still new . . .

with rates set to offer low cost per im-

pression ... choice availabilities are

still open.

PLACE: Huntington— Ashland— Charles-

ton and Portsmouth Markets. The rich,

prosperous, tri-state area of more than

1,250,000 population conservatively meas-

ured from mail responses.

SCENE: WHTN-TV with the largest trans-

mitting antenna in the world . . . 316,000

watts of power for maximum effective

coverage ... a built-in audience of more

than 200,000 sets . . . popular basic ABC

network programs, outstanding local live

shows and top-notch films.

ACTION: Get on our "bandwagon" and

g-r-o-w with us! After only one month of

maximum power, Channel 13 showed

36.8% audience increase over the first

audience report.

CALL US: Huntington, West Virginia,

JAckson 5-7661, or our representatives:

Edward Petry & Co., Inc.

TV's
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Why FALL FACTS gives me itchy fingers

by Jim Luce

Associate Media Director, /. Walter Thompson t

f

1

Some day somebody is going to ask an agency man what

he does with all his spare time during July and another
murder will be committed.

Did you ever stop to think why timebuyers go off on
vacations in December and January? It's because they're busy
in June, July, and August. Busy? That's a mild word for
the planning, probing, checking, soul-searching and deciding

coupled with a complete disregard for the clock that

goes on during the hot months.

Admittedly, at a time like this timebuyers, account

executives and ad managers are more than selective in their

reading. But they must keep posted, and you're not long in this

business before you learn which tools mean most and help most.

Fall Facts Basics is a use book. I mean that. When I

was on the time-buying firing line I always had itchy fingers

waiting for it to come out, and there were never enough copies.

We've come to depend on Fall Facts for our first complete

picture in planning fall schedules (as well as for summer

double-check) . We use it to update our facts and opinions

at a time when an update is vital. We don't lack factual data

at JWT our files are bulging with top-quality information

but the sorting out and consolidating of facts and opinions

into neat useable packages is the job for a highly-professional
annual publication like Fall Facts Basics.

Here's another tipoff on the value of Fall Facts. Visit
our Library or our Research Department. Ask which trade
publications are in greatest demand; which ones are kept
longest. You'll find Fall Facts right in the forefront.

You can't fool people like Ruth Jones, Jayne Shannon,

and their timebuying associates. If it doesn't have it they won'
1|

use it. Fall Facts has it and we wouldn't be without it.

if

%it

$



/\t BBDO, Y&R, B&B, Bates, K&E and thousands of other agencies and

advertisers—large and small—you'll get the same "itchy fingers" reaction.

Fall Facts Basics (this is our 10th) gets use-plus. It's a lifesaver to

account executives, ad managers, timebuyers, and station executives.

Nowhere else can they get best-buying tips, costs, trends, directories. No-

where else can they get 1956 Radio Basics, Tv Basics, Film Basics,

Color Basics, and an up-to-date list of U. S. Timebuyers. Nowhere

else can they learn why this fall and winter are different and how to cash in

on the difference. They get this (and more) while they're burning the

midnight oil making decisions that vitally affect your future. That's

why Fall Facts is so right for your advertising message.

Publication date early July Deadline 18 June

Sponsor, 40 E. 49th Street, New York 17, New York

Please reserve page(s) in SPONSOR'S 10th

annual Fall Facts Basics. My position preference is:

rj RADIO BASICS fj TV BASICS fj FILM BASICS r] COLOR BASICS

rj TV SECTION rj TIMEBUYERS OF U.S. fj FILM SECTION rj RADIO SECTION

Signed _ _ _ Firm

RATES: double spread _ $900 1/2 page $265

full page $450 1/3 page $180

2/3 page $330 1/6 page _ $100

Above are single insertion rates. Contract advertisers are

credited with tiieir earned discount rates. But note that

Fall Facts does not count as an insertion to fulfill fre-

quency obligation.

Mechanical Requirement

Same as regular SPONSOR issue except

bleed pages must measure 8%" x 12V4"
(Fall Facts is side-stitched).



Not headline claims but the fine
print comparison of rates, rat-
ings,* audience composition
and location count most. Check
the cost per thousand on strong
NBC adjacencies on high pow-
ered WJ HP-TV, Jacksonville,
Florida.

*For ratings, see Telepulse.

ADVERTISERS' INDEX

ABC-TV Network ... 50-51
ABC Radio Network 68-69
Broadcast Music Inc. 108
Bonded Film Services .. 101
CBS TV Spot Sales 23
Channel 10, Rochester 82
Eastman Kodak, Inc _. 80-81
Interstate TV 95
McClatchy Broadcasting 64
Mid-Continent Group IFC, 12
NBC Spot Sales 10-11
Noemac Stations 71
National Telefilm Assoc ....95, 97, 99
Petry TV 83
RCA TV Equipment _ 49
Sarra, Inc. 59
Sponsor 106-107
Steinman Stations 3

Storer Broadcasting 74-75
Television Programs of Amer 56-57
Tulsa Broadcasting 98
United Fruit 89

KBIG, Hollywood 6

KBIS, Bakersfield 8

KCBS, San Francisco 58
KCRA-TV, Sacramento 65
KGNC-TV, Amarillo 98
KGVO-TV, Missoula 104
KJEO-TV, Fresno 86
KMBC-TV, Kansas City BC
KNUZ, Houston 20
KPAR-TV, Sweetwater 9 6

KK1Z, Phoenix 102, 105
KRON-TV, San Francisco 79
KSL-TV, Salt Lake City 100
KSTN, Stockton 103
KSTP-TV, Minneapolis 53
K.TBS-TV, Shreveport 92
KT11V, Little Rock 5

KWKW, Pasadena 105

WAGA-TV, Atlanta 55
WaPI, Birmingham 110
WBAM, Montgomery 104
WBAY-TV, Green Bay 77
WBNS, Columbus, Ohio 73
WBRE-TV, Wilkes-Barre 26
WBRZ-TV, Baton Rouge 78
WBZ-TV, Boston .18-19
WCBS-TV, New York City 47
WCOP, Boston 70
WCUE, Akron 102
WDBJ, Roanoke 103
WDIA, Memphis 85
WEHT-TV, Henderson 96
WFBC-TV, Greenville, S. C 88
WFBL, Syracuse 91
WGN-TV, Chicago 84

WGR, Buffalo 61
WHEC, Rochester 93
WHO-TV, Des Moines 15
WHTN-TV, Huntington 105
WIBW-TV, Topeka 90
WILK, Wilkes-Barre 105
WILS, Lansing : 24
WINS, New York City 22
WJAR-TV, Providence 9 6

WJBK-TV, Detroit 25
WJHP-TV, Jacksonville 108
WJIM-TV, Lansing 21
WKZO, Kalamazoo 87
WLAC-TV, Nashville 7

WMAR-TV, Baltimore 101
WMBR-TV, Jacksonville 52
WMT, Cedar Rapids _ 104
WNAX, Yankton 109
WNEM-TV, Bay City 67
WNEW, New York City 9
WNHC-TV, New Haven 60
WOW, Omaha IBC
WPIN, St. Petersburg 99
WSLS-TV, Roanoke 9 7

WSM-TV, Nashville 62-63
WSOK, Nashville 103
WTOP-TV, Washington, D. C. ... ...16-a, b
WVET, Rochester 100
WVKO, Columbus, Ohio .. 108
WWJ, Detroit 17
WWTV, Cadillac 94
WXEX-TV, Richmond FC

o
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lowest
cost-per-thousand

in

Columbus, Ohio

I/WK0
cost-per-1000

is 49% lower

than closest rival

I/WK0
delivers 5.4

average between
8 am and 5 pm

Pulse: Dec.-Jan. '56

WVKO
Columbus, Ohio

Use the slide-rule
and call Forjoe

BMI
"Milestones" for

July

BMI's series of program
continuities, entitled "Mile-

stones," focuses the spot-

light on important events

and problems which have

shaped the American scene.

July's release features four

complete half-hour shows

ready for immediate use

— smooth, well written,

scripts for a variety of

uses.

"THE FIRST FOURTH OF |ULY"
(Independence Day)

July 4, 1776

"THE OLYMPIC DEAL"
(Olympic Games—Stockholml

July 14, 1912

"INDIAN PATRIARCH-
SITTING BULL"

(Champion of the Sioux)

July 20, 1881

"THE WORLD OF G. B. S."

(George Bernard Shaw

—

100th Anniversary)

July 26, 1856

••Milestones" is available for

commercial sponsorship see your

local stations for details.

BROADCAST MUSIC, INC.
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • HOLLYWOOD

TORONTO • MONTREAL

108 SPONSOR
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flarion Harper Jr., president of McCann-
Erickson Inc., is chief administrative officer of the

advertising firm handling more U. S. billings than

any other agency—an estimated $175 million. This

phenomenal figure represents addition of perhaps as

much as $20 million in Coca-Cola billing, which

shifted to M-E earlier this year. However, the $175

million figure does not include some $40 million

which the trade estimates the agency's newest

acquisition, Liggett & Myers (Chesterfield ciga-

rettes), will bill. McCann, in addition to its top

ranking domestic buying status, handles some $40

million annually in foreign advertising billing.

Don Itt'ldiiiii. chairman of the executive com-

mittee of Foote, Cone & Belding and one of its

owners, led observances commemorating the 40th

anniversary of the agency's Western division in Los

Angeles on 1 June. Belding has served with FC&B
on the West Coast for 33 of those 40 years. One

of the anniversary features was his presentation to

the California Club in Los Angeles, which cited

the best advertisement turned out by the West Coast

office in each of those 40 years. The division

was formed 1 June 1916 as a part of Lord &
Thomas, FC&B's predecessor.

Edward H. >I«lionei/ has joined Cunningham
& Walsh, New York City, as vice president in

charge of radio and television. He previously worked

at Benton & Bowles as vice president in charge of

tv commercial production, and as executive producer

on Procter & Gamble. Mahoney also worked at

B&B on General Foods, Norwich, Best Foods and

General Electric. He formerly was a member of

the staff of the Executive Office of the President of

the U. S., an executive with the International

Bank for Reconstruction and Development and

a consultant art director with Louis de Roche-

rnont. Mahoney is a gradaute of Harvard.

Alex Keese is that rara avis

—

artist turned busi-

nessman, or, in this instance, orchestra conductor

turned station director. He has fust been named
director of WFAA AM-TV in Dallas by E. M.
Dealey, president of A. H. Belo Corp. The transi-

tion of Kecse has been a gradual one from the start

of his radio career in 1930 as orchestra conductor

at WFAA. He shortly became music director, then

program director and, in 1944, manager of local

and regional sales. He left WFAA to become
asst. general manager of Taylor-Howe-Snowden
Radio stations, but returned to WFAA in 1950

as head of sales.

WNAX-570
CBS Radio in Yankton, South

Dakota, gives you the two most

important factors that make up

a good media buy . . .

1. BROAD
COVERAGE

190 counties in parts of 5 states in

the great Upper Missouri Valley

—

660,950 families— 2 1/4 million

people.

2. LOYAL

LISTENERS
80% of the homes in Big Aggie

Land hear WNAX-570 3 to 7 times

a week— and WNAX-570 has a

66.4% share of audience in compe-

tition with 52 other stations. (Ac-

cording to latest count.)

Big Aggie Land is an important

market to national advertisers. The

nearly 670,000 families in this pros-

perous area have #2.8 billion to

spend. And they spend a good

amount for WNAX-570-advertised

products. Your Katz representative

will prove the point.

WNAX-570
YANKTON, SO. DAKOTA

CBS RADIO

A Cowles Station. Under the same manage-

ment as KVTV Channel 9, Sioux City. Don

D. Sullivan, Advertising Director.
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Another WAPI-WABT Public Service

EAST-WEST
All-Star Game
The 13th Annual East-West All-Star baseball

game of Alabama high school boys. After sec-

tional games, the boys are brought to Birming-

ham for the BIG GAME. Nearly 100 high

schools are represented. Paid attendance (at $1

per) runs to 12,000 and over. Big league scouts

are there.

In 1955 these three boys were winners, getting

trips to the Sugar Bowl Game in New Orleans.

Sponsored by

WAPI-WABT, the Lions Clubs of Alabama
and The Birmingham News

for the Benefit of

Alabama Sight Conservation
ALL receipts from the game go 100% to the Alabama Sight Conservation Association

—-ALL expenses paid by WAPI-WABT, and The Birmingham News. This is an-

other of the many important public services for which WAPI-WABT are so well

known*.

Broadcast over an Alabama Network through the facilities of WAPI and of WAFM (FM).

Myrt Powers (of $64,000 fame) was brought by the sponsors to promote

greater attendance. She called the game with WAPI's Dan Daniel.

and

Alabama's First Stations in Public Service
Represented by John Blair & Co., Blair-TV. Harry Cummings in the Southeast.

*Also sponsors of Crippled Children's Clinic football; Miss Alabama contest;

Maid of Cotton; Fat Calf Show; March of Dimes Auction; etc.
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REPORT TO SPONSORS for 11 June 1956

(Continued front page 2)

Proctor in tv's

charmed circle

New RCA color

set at $495

Account exec's

job broadens

Crowell-Collier

still buying

Guild Films on

ASE board

Proctor Electric, after only 3 years in tv, enters charmed circle as

No. 5 in order of spot buying investment (ahead of Hills Bros. Cof-

fee, just behind Bristol-Myers). Now spending some $800,000 annual-

ly, prospects are for tv budget of $1 million late next year. For

full tv success story, see Page 32.

-SR-

New RCA 21-inch color tv set at $495 may be b iggest boost yet to

color sales. Long-awaited announcement of new set came at RCA dis-

tributors meeting in Miami Beach last week. Price is $200 under
lowest-priced RCA set on market previously. With Admiral about to

unveil 21-inch set at expected $499.95 price, look for real color push
starting with political conventions and World Series this summer.

-SR-

His work complicated by big new television medium plus phenomenal
growth of agency merchandising and marketing functions, today's
acc ount execut ive has tougher row to hoe than ever before is informa-
tion SPONSOR uncovered in researching up-coming story on agency ex-

ecutives and their work. Story will report what A.E.'s themselves
say are additional responsibilities they face at present, also what
they consider salient guide-posts for the young person aspiring to

follow in their footsteps. Article now in preparation, will see

print soon.

-SR-

With about $17 million already invested in stations, Crowell-Collier
now acquires s t il l another outlet—KFWB, Los Angeles, for a price in

excess of $2 million. This move raises C-C chain to 6 radio, 4 tv
stations, all picked up within past six weeks as part of diversifica-
tion program. Purchased from owner-president Harry Maizlish, KFWB
is a full-time, 5,000-watt outlet, was founded in 1925 by movie
magnate Sam Warner.

-SR-

Trading in common stock of Guild Films Co., Inc. began 31 May on
American Stock Exchange with 4600 shares traded at 3V2 . Recognition
by Wall St. reflects growing importance of tv film industry. Guild
Films was organized late in 1952, has 1,099,015 shares of common
stock outstanding, no funded debt. Annual report for period ending
30 Nov. 1955 recorded assets of $5,335,293, gross film rental income
for year of $6,279,123, net income $182,445.

-SR-

Diary, phone Difference in ratings when diary technique is used compared with
ratings jibe telephone coincidental method is negligible , American Research Bureau

states following year-long study in 8 markets. ARB compared results
from telephone samples it set up with diary samples. In 67.5% of

cases difference between diary and coincidental ratings was less than
1.5 points; in 83.8% it was less than 2.5.
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SPEAKS

It won't blow over

The advertising agency which views

the current discussion of agency com-

pensation as something which will

"blow over" is in our opinion burying

its head in the sand. The consent de-

cree signed by the 4A's would have

been sufficient to start advertisers on a

process of reevaluation. But there is

far more to it than that.

A major underlying factor in the

thinking of advertisers today is the

great growth which has been taking

place in agency services—mainly in

the area of marketing. Even if there

had been no consent decree we believe

that at this point advertisers would be

calling for an evaluation of these new
services and their costs to agency and
client.

Agency executives frequently point

out that, with all the services now of-

fered, the average agency's profit

works out to less than 1% of billings.

They state that the 15% commission

on packaged television shows, for ex-

ample, is justified not only by work

done on these shows, but also by addi-

tional uncompensated services. "It all

balances out," agencies will tell you.

But it is precisely this tendency to

lump all agency services without evalu-

ating them separately which many ad-

vertisers oppose. They want to get at

the bottom of what each service costs.

And what it is worth. We believe that

advertisers sincerely want to see their

agencies compensated fairly. We be-

lieve that when all the factors are

sorted out, advertisers may voluntarily

pay more for some services. Perhaps

less for others. It may indeed "all

balance out."

In the end, we predict that close ex-

amination of agency costs will result

in a greater appreciation for agencies.

The customer who knows exactly what

he is paying for a service—and why

—

is apt to be a lot happier than the cli-

ent who accepts a service as an extra

which "balances" some other expendi-

ture.
* * *

Radio's Dutch uncle

We like the Dutch uncle lecture de-

livered to radio broadcasters recently

by Albert J. Goetz, American Safety

Razor's advertising manager. Al Goetz

told a meeting of the Pennsylvania As-

sociation of Broadcasters that radio

has done a poor job of getting through

to the advertiser.

It's a message we've been trying to

convey for years.

But Al, as a buyer of radio, really

hit home when he stated that ASR be-

lieves in radio and uses it not because

of the sales efforts of broadcasters, but

because of the intrinsic advantages of

the medium.

The tragedy is that for every adver-

tising manager like Al Goetz who ex-

amines the facts on his own, there are

dozens of other client executives who
haven't taken the time to do so or who
have shrugged off radio on a hunch
basis. That is where the job of the

medium comes in; you don't succeed

by waiting for the client to come to

you.

Fortunately, radio has begun to

learn this lesson as shown by the cur-

rent upsurge in spot radio billings.

But there's a big job yet to be done

and Al Goetz outlined some of the

most important steps.

He urged broadcasters to get to ad-

vertisers through personal calls which

he feels they have neglected to do.

( Only three radio salesmen had called

on him, he said, since the first of this

year.) And he urged the stations to

reduce the quantity and raise the level

of their direct-mail promotion. Goetz

told the broadcasters that while their

trade paper advertising in the main

was growing more effective, their di-

rect mail was hitting the waste basket.

( A sponsor survey among buyers

found, similarly, that much improve-

ment is needed in direct mail promo-

tion by stations. See 21 February

1955 issue.

)

We have another step to suggest as

well: More state broadcasters meetings

like the one in Pennsylvania at which

Al Goetz and a distinguished group of

admen spoke (see page 42 I . And con-

gratulations to the alert broadcasters

who urged them to attend. This kind

of buyer-seller forum is the surest way

we know about to keep the selling of

broadcasters in tune with the needs

and thinking of their clients.

Applause
Radio trail-blazing

Two things are vital if radio is to

continue to rebuild the enthusiasm of

advertisers: (1) Solid marshalling of

the truly significant facts about the

medium and ( 2 ) dramatic presenta-

tion of these facts to advertisers.

The Henry I. Christal Co., national

representatives for radio stations ex-

clusively, has been blazing trails on

both fronts boldly and distinctively.

Christal and the stations it represents

has sponsored in its Politz studies

some of the most important radio re-

search of the past decade. And in a

recent series of full-page newspaper

ads in prestige publications Christal

and its stations have uniquely har-

nessed a mass-medium in presenting

vital industry facts (see most recent

ad at right ) . Before the end of the

year there'll be a minimum of seven

full-page ads in the New York Times

\\ ith some to be carried in the Chicago

Tribune, the Detroit Free Press and

the Milwaukee Journal.

True the campaign is costly (over

$100,000). But the impact is undeni-

able—both for Christal and all radio.
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More Audience than Next 3 Stations Combined!

RADIO
wow! AREA RATING 10.5

NEXT
THREE
STATIONS

SOURCE: Nov., 1955, Pulse Area Report. 6 A.M. to Midnight,

Monday thru Friday, Average Quarter-Hour Ratings.

FRANK P. FOGARTY
Vice President & Gen'l Mgr.

BILL WISEMAN
Sales Manager

JOHN BLAIR & CO.
Representatives

SYRACUSE
mm*

\ 1A#

RADIO \ TV
620 kc. \ Channel 8
ABC \ CBS

R.pr.j.nt.d by KATZ AGENCY INC. JOHN 81A1R & CO. BIAIR TV, INC.

MEREDITH "Radio eutd 'IdevUie*, STATIONS
affiliated with letter Homes and Gardens and Successful Farming magazines
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Whizzo's Wonderland
11:00 AM - 12 NOON
MONDAY through FRIDAY

KMBC-TV Channel 9

I
i
r

SUPER

BIG GUY WITH THE SMALL FRY! That's Whizzo the Clown—the nic-

est Nielsen-rated kid personality, network or local, in Kansas Cy
daytime television. In fact, Whizzo's spectacular variety ship

outrates every daytime program on either of the competing si?

tions and ranks second in ratings only to the fabulous ear r-

evening "Mickey Mouse Club," also a KMBC-TV feature!

Okay, so Whizzo has the audience—but can he sell? Hers
one sponsor's experience

:

Hill Brothers Self-Service Shoe
Stores, a local chain, bought a
total of five experimental spots

to run one a day for a week. After
only two spots had run, they put
Whizzo on a TF basis. After a
total of seven spots had been de-

livered, results were so amazing
that Hill Brothers signed a firm
52-week, 260-time contract. Sales
went so well that they added a spe-

cial half-hour exclusive sponsor-
ship on Saturdays . . . and 30 min-
utes after the completion of the

first show, they extended the Sat-
urday program to a full hour.

During their first week on the
air, Hill Brothers executives re-

ported a total of over a thousand
people had mentioned the Whizzo
show to store employees in their
five retail outlets. At a single in-

person store appearance, Whizzo
drew an audience of 4,000 young-
sters and adults! (In five months
of KMBC-TV, Hill Brothers have
now expanded to nine stores).

•/

There are still a few participations available on "Whizzo's Wonderland*
If you'd like to reach 81,900 peak viewing families at a ridiculously l(rt4

cost per thousand, better get your name on the dotted line today. Pete:

'

Griffin, Woodward, Inc. can supply a contract!

FOOTNOTE: Whizzo is just one of the KMBC-TV personalities who have made Channel 9

number one in average share of audience from sign-on till sign-off—seven days a week!

(Source: Nielsen Survey covering Jan. 8 through March 10.)

See Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc. for availabilities.

the SWING is to KMBC-TV
Kansas City's Most Popular and Most Powerful TV Station

"Basic ABC-TV Affiliate"

Pi'.ters. Griffin.
Woodward. i«c

f ..i U '.i«i '. jt. .'!.;! Refneniainxj

DON DAVIS, First V-P and Commercial it

JOHN SCHILLING, V-P and General AA< \

GEORGE HIGGINS, V-P and Sales Mgr

MORI GREINER, Director of Television

DICK SMITH, Director of Radio

it's KMBC /Kansas City— 7RM/>? the State of Kai
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KPRC-TV Sells Houston With a Southwest Accen

KPRC-TV has sold Houston Gulf Coast folks since 1949

by givin' 'em what they want. Its top local programming is

tailored to fit this Southwest audience . . . planned to

entertain and sell every income group in Houston's expanding

market . . . delivered with a Southwestern accent.

Buy programming experience that best serves the advertiser

by first serving the audience . . . buy KPRC-TV.

KPRC-TV
HOUSTON

CHANNEL

|ACK HARRIS, Vice President and General Manager

JACK McCREW, Njtional Sales Manager

Nationally Represented by

EDWARD PETRY & CO.

FIRST IN TV WITH OVER 700 MAN-YEARS EXPERIENCE



Rebuttal to

Gamble on 15%

Harry and Bert

best liked

Disliked drama

loses customers?

400,000 home
plus for tv

How NTA film

network works

Statement by 4 A's President Fred Gamble that advertisers talking

about review of agency compensation do so out of wish to seek reduc-

tions brought rebuttal last week from Kraft Foods' ad director John

B. McLaughlin, chairman of ANA committee studying agency compensation

methods. Statement said this was not intent of ANA committee or

advertisers generally. McLaughlin said there are situations in which

15% commission "can represent either excessive compensation or, on

the other hand, insufficient compensat ion."

-S3-
"

Viewer taste has been probed in 2 interesting directions recently.

ARB asked diary respondents for May to list one commercial they liked

best. Top 10 with percent selecting them were: Piel's Beer, 7.7;

Hamm's Beer, 7.1; Lucky Strike, 4.4; Ford, 3.2; Gillette, 2.9; Alka

Seltzer, 2.8; Lincoln Mercury, 2.6; Dodge, 2.2; Pamper, 2.1; Winston,

2.1. Taking completely different tack, Fuller & Smith & Ross did

test to find out how viewers reaction to drama show affected pene-

tration of commercials. (See next item.)

-SR-
Study of 3 commercials in "Alcoa H>ur" (NBC TV) found over 40% more

viewers could recall all 3 commercials among those who liked story

than among viewers who didn't. Aimng group liking story, average
commercial attained 24% higher recall than among dislike group. Ful-

ler & Smith & Ross did study in Chicago and Cleveland day after show.

-SR-
Chinks in tv's national coverage are filled by community antenna sys-

tems to degree many media men might find surprising. Some 400,000
tv homes are covered by community antenna, estimates Tv Digest. Com-
munity antenna operators pick up signals from distant stations, pipe
them into homes including commercials.

-SR-
Washington testimony by NTA's Ely Landau on his film network plans
was sparse but SPONSOR learned the following from industry sources:
NTA has about 50 affiliations locked up, is optioning about 1% hours
a week. Plan may be to put feature films in NTA option time, possibly
sell chunks to national advertisers. NTA, it is understood, would
collect time-and-talent charges. In return, stations have NTA library
as free programing source. NTA setup is more radical than Vitapix
arrangement, under which Vitapix stations clear time for programs
already sold to national, regional clients.

70th annual Fall Facts Basics will be out 9 July as separate publication

This year for the first time Fall Facts Basics, SPONSOR'S annual fall briefing
issue, will be a separate publication. It will be distributed with the regular
9 July issue. Packed into 288 pages are briefing sections on trends in the
industry designed for immediate guidance as admen work on fall campaigns plus
five Basics sections on: Television, Film, Color tv, Radio, Timebuying technique.

SPONSOR .Volume 10, No. 13, 25 .(une 1956. Published biweekly by SPONSOR Publications Inc. Executive. Editorial. Advertising, Circulation Offices. 40 E. 49th St., NewYork 17. Printed at 3110 Elm Ave.. Baltimore. Md. $8 a year in U.S. $9 elsewhere. Entered as second class matter 29 Jan. 1948 at Baltimore postofflce under Act of 3 Mar. 1878
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REPORT TO SPONSORS for 25 June 1956

New tv buying

trends in fall

Tv tape's

local effect

Pepsodent may
buy net radio

Spot tv's broad

agency base

How to get more

time for less $$

Home radio

production up

Clearances ease

up for ABC TV

Fashion account

buys more tv

In tight nighttime tv situations, agencies are developing 2 approaches
to clearing prime time for their clients: (1) timebuyers travel in-

creasingly to local markets; (2) "saturation letter" technique alerts
station management and reps of forthcoming campaigns as long as 9

months in advance, paving way for better availabilities.
-SR-

Big advantage stressed thus far for video tape recorder is ability to

eliminate network tv schedule mix-up caused by change to and from
Daylight Saving Time. But WISN-TV, Milwaukee, pointed up corollary
advantage while announcing purchase of Ampex recorder recently. Said
WISN-TV: More permanent year-round schedule for local shows will re-

sult as well, once network shows are fixed in permanent slots. Means
risk of ratings drop following local show changes would be eliminated.

-SR-
Pepsodent, now that its record-setting radio announcement campaign has
gotten off ground (see story, page 25), is thinking of adapting spot
saturation technique to network package. Understood Lever is con-
sidering investment of some $20,000 weekly for mass participation in

NBC Radio's weekend Monitor.
-SR-

While top-spending clients in network tv tend to concentrate among
relatively few major agencies, leading spot tv spenders spread out
among larger group of agencies all over U.S. Thus TvB list of agen-
cies for top 200 spot tv clients in first quarter of 1956 includes
103 shops^ many outside New York and Chicago.

-SR-
One smart tv spot client has formula for saving money by buying more
t ime. Company added one I.D. per week to regular sked on one station,
thus earning big discount for staying on air 52 weeks in addition to

frequency discount. Cost of extra I.D. on one station: $2,000 yearly.
Additional saving in discounts: $6,000. Net saving: $4,000.

-SR-
Though total radio set production is running below 1955 rate, home
set production alone is above last year. RETMA figures for 1st quar-
ter '56 put home set production at 2,096,000; corresponding figures
for '55 were 1,694,000. Decrease in total set production is caused
by slump in auto sales . Auto radio production for 1st quarter '56

was 1,436,000; figure for '55 was 1,946,000.
-SR-

Indication that ABC TV is having easier time getting station clear-
ances provided by (1) Fall move into 10:30-11:00 p.m. slot for "Ozark
Jubilee" Thursdays; (2) "Grand Ole Opry" scheduling Saturdays at same
time; (3) definite plans for Sunday and Monday late evening half-hour.
Only Tuesday and Friday will see network sign-off at 10:30 p.m. Day-
time, too, will find more ABC TV programing with 11:30-12:30 set and
plans for gradual addition of more a.m. hours.

-SR-
Simplicity Pattern Co., currently spending $300,000 for 1956 in Today
and Home participations, recently signed daily participations on Ted

Steel e Show, WOR-TV, New York, starting August for 52-week test. If

show sells for this giant in pattern industry, James Shapiro, company
president, has eye on same show for network. "We expect to spend $1
million on tv within 5 years," says Shapiro.

(Sponsor Reports continues page .').">
)

-I
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OF ALL THE MEDIA IN PHILADELPHIA

12 Radio Stations E:\k-13 Newspapers J 4 TV Stations

KINGS BURGUNDY WINE.. .A NEW PRODUCT

USED ONLY WPEN

68.4-%
correctly identified

WPEN o» the station

80.7%
eorrecfty identified

the sponsor by npm*

Sales increased

1073%
Ffom 22.5 cases »o

264 cases bi-monthly

The Station Of
Personalities

.

Represented nationally by Gill-Perna, Inc.

New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco

25 JUNE 1956
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advertisers use

ARTICLES

Where Pepsodent went with radio

Still wonder where the yellow went? Straight into the U.S. folklore as press

and comics plug theme, adding impetus to Lever's $2.5 million radio drive

This commercial is spectacular too

US Rubber spent 10% of its show cost budget on commercial production. It

allocated $5,000 to 23-second announcement. Read here how tree of US grew

Radio rolls out welcome mat for Tilo

Spot radio advertising is used to pave the way for Tilo Roofing's 600 salesmen

who call directly on consumers. For this firm, radio is a door-opener

Building publicity into a drama script

Collier's story came to life on Du Pont "Cavalcade" as both media commemo-

rated 12th anniversary of D Day. How agency, client and publisher promoted

25

28

30

32

DEPARTMENTS

AGENCY AD LIBS

AGENCY PROFILE, Mark Schreibe

49TH & MADISON
MR. SPONSOR, Donald S. Frost

NEW & RENEW
NEWSMAKERS
NEW TV STATIONS __
P.S.

RADIO RESULTS ..

ROUND-UP
SPONSOR ASKS
SPONSOR BACKSTAGE
SPONSOR SPEAKS _
TV COMPARAGRAPH
TIMEBUYERS
TOP 20 TV FILM SHOWS

,

Last call for fall

Last call for sponsors of evening web tv next fall! What's left? Less than

dozen slots, half of two spectaculars, plus scattering of participations

Today's radio ratings are obsolete

Dr. E. L. (Larry) Deckinger says, "The medium's changed—why not ratings?"

Researcher gives background of changing structure, also proposals for future

How to live a little while worhing
Vacations come, but everybody doesn't go. Some admen, stuck back in the

agency while others are away, may find this piece helpful—but not very

COMING

Fall Facts roundup
Highlights from SPONSOR'S big annual Fall Facts Basics Issue (also out 9 July)

will report on television, radio, tv film, tape, color and other facets of the in-

dustry with strides they made last year and trends that point to next

What agencies expect from film producers
In the relatively new relationship between admen and tv film producers, com-
patability depends on understanding. G. D. Gudebrod, head of film production

at N. W. Ayer, sets down check-list on how this understanding can be achieved

34

3G

38
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9 July
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MORE AUDIENCE* than

ANY STATION IN MILWAUKEE

THAT'S WHAT

WNBF-TV, BINGHAMTON, NT
DELIVERS DAY AND NIGHT

SEVEN DAYS A WEEK-AT

LOWER COST PER 1000.

YOUR BLAIR-TV MAN HAS

THE EVIDENCE FOR YOU.

* Also more audience than any
station in Baltimore, Houston,

Minneapolis-St. Paul and other

major markets; at lower cost than

every station in eight of the ten

major markets.

Telepulse, December, 1955.

WNBF-TV
BINGHAMTON, NEW YORK

QEQ Channel 12

NBC-TV • ABC-TV

operated by: Radio and Television Div. / Triangle Publications, Inc. / 46th & Market Sts., Philadelphia 39, Pa.

WFIL-AM«FM«TV, Philadelphia, Pa./WNBF-AIV».TV, Binghamton, N.Y./WHGB-AM, Harrisburg, Pa./WFBG-AM-TV, Altoona, Pa.
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CASE HISTORY—BUILDING MATERIALS

Doubles Sales!
Doubling sales volume in 3 years is a king-

sized achievement for an established product

—even in mushrooming Southern California.

Sakrete readymix concrete products did it,

using just one basic piece of consumer adver-

tising; a daily noontime newscast on KBIG.

"KBIG has been the motive power of our

stsady rise to the best year in our history in

1955," says John O'Connor, general manager

of Associated Products Corporation, Puente,

California. "During the period of our rela-

tionship, Sakrete business has doubled, and

this year to date is substantially ahead of

oven peak 1955. We are being forced to

double our bagging capacity to meet increas-

ing demand."

Sakrete dealerships have climbed in all eight

Southern California counties served by KBIG.

"Southern California is big, thinks big, acts

big," writes Ray Prochnow of Glenn Adver-

tising Agency. "KBIG, covering all Southern

California at the lowest cost - per - thousand

listeners, is jusr what we need to do a BIG job

for this client . . . which is why we're giving

you the overwhelming bulk of our budget in

1956 as we did in '55 and '54."

KBIG can cement your relationships with

Southern California's 7 million, too.

JOHN POOLE BROADCASTING CO.
6S40 Sunset Blvd.. Los Angeles 28, California

Telephone: Hollywood 3-3205

Nat. Rep. WEED and Company

Pete Herlu. Benton & Bowles, New York, tells

sponsor that he has been placing syndicated filmed
shows for clients in prime evening time. He says

that in doing so "a very helpful thing to us is

having well-established shows with good rating

records with which to work. Of course" Pete con-

tinues, "the growing trend toward alternate-week

sponsorship is a complicating factor as related to

the clearance problem. However, both stations and
syndicators are usually quite cooperative in lining

up prospective alternate-week advertisers." Pete

concludes by saying that Benton & Bowles has found
that this trend has not increased traffic problems or

the processes of billing to any considerable extent.

Brendan Baldwin, Kenyon & Eckhardt, New
York, points out that the realistic approach to

nighttime tv buying today is to plan on 52-week

campaigns. "Clients who don't have a particular

seasonal problem are realizing that they have to

buy on a long-term basis to hold on to their good

time franchises in the evening," he told sponsor.

"Daytime, of course, is still far easier to clear and

probably will be this fall. It's an excellent means

of reaching women, and the programing after

2:00 p.m. particularly has been attracting substan-

tial audiences. Local programing has improved

considerably over the past year, partly in response

to popular network daytime programing. Especially

good buys are those local participating shows adja-

cent to top-rated daytime network shows."

Paul Kizenberger, N. W. Ayer & Son, New
York, says that you cant plan too far in advance

on net tv schedules. "For example, what has been

planned in July may be outdated by January due

to rate increases and/or station additions within

the network structure. In spot buying, this isn't

quite so true, as rate increases don't occur as fre-

quently." Paul goes on to say that contingencies

may be set up in cases where rates may be raised,

but "criteria for doing so are much the same as

those for original campaign planning and often

pose additional problems." In radio, timebuyers

can better plan and estimate costs on the basis of

frequency discounts and other factors. "Also, should

rates increase in spot radio buying, there are more

package offerings available to offset rate jumps."

SPONSOR



KWKH
is FIRST AGAIN

and FIRST

by FAR!
.

'

JHREVEPORT AND BOSSIER CITY people have again shown

ihat KWKH is their favorite radio station.

In the latest Hooperatings just released, KWKH
ranks first in 20 more quarter-hour periods than does

any other station— has almost as many top quarter

hours (46.1%) as the total of all other Shreveport

stations COMBINED.

But Shreveport and Bossier City are only a small

Taction of our audience:

426,800 people in 30-mile circle

747,200 people in 50-mile circle

2,259,800 in Daytime S.A.M.S. Area!

CWKH is tops in Shreveport — tops outside of

ihreveport. Gives you more audience than all other

ihreveport stations combined! Don't be deceived about

wanting Shreveport City Limits only" III Ask the

iranham Company.

KWKH
A Shreveport Times Station

I TEXAS

SHREVEPORT, LOUISIANA
ARKANSAS

50,000 Watts • CBS Radio
The Branham Co.

Representatives

Henry Clay

General Manager
Fred Watkins

Commercial Manager
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Advertisers can now get

a profitable new look-in

on the rich and growing

Southern Florida market.

On July 29th, WCKT,
Channel 7 - NBC basic

affiliate in Miami — goes

on the air with maximum

power (316,000 watts)

and a thousand foot tow-

er .. . the only VHF
tower in Dade, home
county of Miami!

Miami is now the nation's

25th largest metropolitan

area — the 19th largest in

food, drug and automo-

tive sales. And theWCKT
signal will blanket

325,000 television homes

in Southern Florida!

NBC Spot Sales wel-

comes WCKT to the

roster of outstanding

stations which it repre-

sents nationally. Through

NBC Spot Sales, you can

now start climbing to the

top in Miami with top-

notch availabilities on

WCKT . . . daytime,

nighttime, prime-time.

Call your NBC Spot Sales

Representativetoday! He

has all the details on the

fast, new way to make

your sales climb in flour-

ishing Southern Florida:

WCKT, Channel 7.

REPRESENTING THESE LEADERSHIP STATIONS:

PT SALES
NEW YORK WRCA, WRCA-TV
SCHENECTADY-
ALBANY-TROY WRCB

PHILADELPHIA WRCV. WRCV-TV
WASHINGTON WRC, WRC-TV
MIAMI WCKT

BUFFALO WBUF-TV
LOUISVILLE WAVE. WAVE-TV
CHICAGO WMAQ, WNBQ
ST. LOUIS KSD, KSD-TV

DENVER KOA, KOA-TV

SEATTLE KOMO, KOMO-TV

LOS ANGELES KRCA
PORTLAND KPTV
SAN FRANCISCO KNBC
HONOLULU KCU, KONA-TV
AND THE
NBC WESTERN RADIO NETWORK



captive

RADIO KPQ CETS

Results . .

.

2-1
And We Challenge

All Other North Cen-

tral Washington
Media To Disprove

Us!

Yes, that's a strong state-

ment, but we ore prepared

to back that claim to the

hilt .... with money on

the line.

So if you're buying—or

plan to buy—the heart of

Washington State, why
waste money testing? Use

the ONE MEDIUM that pro-

duces 2 to 1! Use KPQ
Wenatchee.

AN ABC-NBC AFFILIATE

5000 watt:

560 K.C.

WENATCHEE

WASHINGTON
REGIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

Moore and Lund, Seattle, Wash.

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
Forjoe and Co., Incorporated

(One of the Big 6 Forjoe Represented
Stations of Washington State)

by Bob Foreman

Hal March over Prince Valiant by TvKO

One of the Sunday newspaper supplements, which I dare-

say is having its troubles with Big Brother Television, ran a

campaign via newspaper (of course) to explain to advertisers

what it has in common with television. This is certainly a

switch from most campaigns which seek to point out how
inadequate video is because it doesn't offer color or because

time costs as much opposite / Love Lucy as it does opposite

the International Tatting Contest or because you can't clip

out sales information and stow it away in your receipt file.

For this approach I admire them. It is true that other-

than-tv-media do have advertising virtues in common with

broadcasting such as immediacy and human interest and a

built-in habit.

However, I can't say I would put a 100% correct mark
beside the composition which I tore from the newspaper. A
series of eight squared-off pictures appear beneath the head-

line, "They Share A Wonderful Selling Secret." Four of

the pictures are half tones of tv's The Honeymooners, I Love

Lucy, Bob Hope, and $64,000 Question. The other four pic-

tures are line cuts from Blondie, Bringing Up Father, Pop-

eye, and Prince Valiant who for some reason is in the same
scene as the Katzenjammer Kids.

The parallel between the media—television and comics

—

is, if I understand the philosophy expounded in this adver-

tisement, that each appeals to the heart. For example (it

goes on to say), America wore its heart on its sleeve for Cap-

tain McCutcheon who won $64,000 . . . and so does the popu-

lace for the Bumsteads and Maggie. As evidence of this

affection, the advertisement made the point that while the

Captain knew his foods all right, everyone knows the favorite

dishes of Popeye, Wimpy, Dagwood and Jiggs. Which I sup-

pose is true—but

—

Gentlemen, isn't it sheer folly to attempt a comparison

between the heart-tug for a real person such as the Marine

Captain and a series of line drawings, however whimsical

they may be?

Isn't the flesh-and-bloodness of Desi and his wife, carica-

ture though they may be in the roles they play, a far different

thing than the Dagwood and Blondie who appear in artwork?

(Please turn to page 54)

10 SPONSOR



The way they spend money in Washington these days is

a sight to behold. Washingtonians are buying and retailers

are selling at a rate unmatched in the Capital's history.

In the last five years, metropolitan Washington's annual
retail sales have increased by more than half a billion

dollars ... an increase bigger than the total retail sales of

Richmond, Salt Lake City or Charlotte today. Last year

alone, Washington retailers' sales were $177 million greater

than for tlie previous year!

Advertisers are wide awake to Washington's buying boom

AND

and equally alert in the selection of media that sell best . .

.

WRC and WRC-TV, Washington's leadership stations.

In five years, local and spot advertisers have increased

their total billings 55% on WRC and tripled their billings

on WRC-TV. The trend continues. This year, adver-

tisers have increased their first-quarter investment on both

WRC and WRC-TV substantially over last yearl

To bag the biggest sales in the great and growing Wash-
ington market, more and more advertisers are going with

the biggest guns in Washington's selling boom . . .

, SOLD BY

Ht-EADERSmP STATIONS IN WASHINGTON, D. C.

SPOT SALES
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TO REACH THE HOME-FOLKS,

ME THE "LOCALS"

Looking for an outstanding local personality to

take your television message to the

five-city* WTAR-TV market? Andy Roberts,

singing star with such big names as

Jimmy Dorsey, Gene Krupa and Sauter

Finegan and now a Monday-Friday

mid-day feature on WTAR-TV is your boy.

It's ''theatre-in-the-round" with

Andy Roberts and his combo
surrounded by enthusiastic fans both

in the studio and in their homes.

Available for "Class C" participations.

Write or call your Petry man or WTAR-TV Norfolk.

CHANNEL

3
NORFOLK.VA.

Represented by Edward Petry & Co. , Inc.

In the Baltimore market

one station'**

delivers the most listeners

at the lowest cost per thousand

WFBR
BALTIMORE'S BEST BUY
REPRESENTED Br JOHN BtAIR AND COMPANT

/] fih

\i

QJH1

ft 111

MADISON
spowpok twites letters to the editor.

t.hh-rss 40 E. 49 St., New York 17.

s.o.s.

Our agency has been producing and
writing a one-half-hour local live tv

program for one of our clients over the

past six years. Our general aim was

institutional prestige through the pre-

sentation of good music. The basic

components of our program were a 25-

piece orchestra consisting mainly of

local symphony members and guest

stars.

As I have mentioned above, we have

been in production with the present

format for six years now, and we are

investigating the possibility of com-
plete or partial change for next year.

Our client wants to stay with a local

live production, striking as close a bal-

ance between prestige and mass appeal

as possible. For a local show our bud-

get is comparatively liberal.

Our reason for writing you is to ask

whether or not you could suggest any

informational sources that might be of

assistance in making a broad survey of

local-live production ideas— either

those that have been tried and succeed-

ed or even experimental ideas. We
would very greatly appreciate any help

you can give us on the subject.

A Querying Adman
• Readers are in\ ited to give their opinions on
this subject. Address letters to 49th & Madison
Editor.

FM HASNT "CONE"
I finally got around to reading the

2 April edition of sponsor and find

the following reference on page 27:

"Most contend that uhf. without help,

will go the way of fm."

I don't know what way fm is sup-

posed to have "gone," but I hasten to

assure you that fm is in excellent

shape. I particularly direct your at-

tention to the highly publicized recent

survey by Maxon & Company. There

is an awful lot of favorable fm infor-

mation which has not been widely dis-

pensed. That is one of the reasons for

the formation of FM Broadcasters.

For example, in our own instance, fm
is programed separately so that we can

readilv trace direct fm results. When
we have a mail offer on the air. at

I Please turn to page 15)

12 SPONSOR



KPOA LEADS AGAIN IN HAWAII
KPOA

and by a greater margin

than ever!

OF HONOLULU—OAHU ISLAND,

STA. A

THE PULSE
Hawaii's latest independent audit of listenership,

analyzed Island Radio Listening, 6 A.M. to midnight,

7 days a week (Spring '56)—a total of

504 quarter hour periods.

KPOA is No. 1 Station in 202 out of 504

quarter hours each week. For example,

KPOA is 1st station in 15 of 16 quarter

hour periods, 6 a.m. to 10 a.m., Mori, thru Fri.

This chart illustrates the exact ratio of listener

leadership established by all 8 stations.

For ail-Island coverage, KPOA has a sister station

in Hilo, KiLA. Stations A and B do not

have Hilo affiliates.

REPRESENTED BY HOLLINGBERY



the

radio station

for the

KLAVAN & FINCH • JERRY MARSHALL • HAL MOORE • BILL HARRINGTON • WILLIAM B. WILLIAMS • ROY ROSS • DICK SHEPARD • LONNY STAR! *

ART FORD • JACK LAZARE • BOB HOWARD • HENRY WALDEN • JOHN DALE WNEW
Enjoyable music . . . complete news and weather ... 24 hours a day

1130 on your radio dial

.

One of a series of advertisements appearing in the

NEW YORK DAILY NEWS and the JOURNAL-AMERICAN*

. . . to attract more and more listeners to the most

popular radio station i>i the world's greatest market.

Represented by simmons associates, incorporated.



IN

PHILADELPHI
FOR THE

TH

CONSECUTIVE
MONTH ON

WIBG

ANCELAND
ER 3 !A HOURS

DAILY

Pennsylvania's most

powerful independentWIBG
9d g\ I

10,000^ w
I
WATTS

Pfiila. 2, Pa. • Rf 6-2300
Nat'l Representatives — Radio Representatives, Inc.

49TH & MADISON
(Continued from page 12)

least half of our response is from the

fm audience. . . .

Edward A. Wheeler
President, WEAW
Evanston, III.

ROLE OF ADVERTISING

I have now returned to Paris and

wish to tell you ... I was appreciative

of the interest shown (while I was in

the United States) with regard to

French advertising problems. It is al-

ways a great pleasure for me to ob-

serve the realism and the optimism of

your businessmen.

Is not the role of advertising

throughout the world that of causing

this optimism to be shared without

losing sight of the reality of things?

R. Paul de Lobel

EDIP
Paris, France

WHERE'S UHF IN ARF COUNT?
I have read, with interest, your edi-

torial comment on the reprint of the

30 April issue on the ARF tv set count.

I would like to add one other point

relative to your comments and that is

that I see nowhere in this set count

where uhf set circulation has been even

given the honor of consideration.

Norwood J. Patterson

General Manager

KSAN, am and tv

San Francisco, Cal.

• The ARF tv set rount totals were inclusive of

data on uhf stations. However, if additional in-

formation is desired, questions may be directed

to the Foundation at 1 1 West 42nd Street, New
York City.

TO SELL IDEAS

I was very much interested in the

article, "Does your company sell ideas

as well as this union?" in your 2 April

issue.

As consultants to management on

Employee, Labor and Community re-

lations, I would say it's a good ques-

tion, the answer to which is most apt

to be, "No." There is little doubt that

the unions have done a superior job.

Some of our clients are using the

medium in an interesting way, but

there are hundreds of companies who

should be using it and are not.

H. E. Ringgold

Fred Rudge, Inc.

New Canaan, Conn.

• Many SPONSOR readers will be glad to know
the present whereabouts of Hanque Ringgold,

veteran radio rep.

{Please turn to page 87)

SALES
WINNER

BATON ROUGE!

No more potent salesman in the Baton
Rouge trade area than WAFB-TV . .

.

"The Champ" when it comes to Rat-
ing, and "The Champ" when it comes
to merchandising.

WAFB-TV's rating leadership is

nearly 5-to-l. WAFB-TV's merchan-
dising leadership is unsurpassed.
For example:

ROUND 1

First place winner in "Lucy

Show" competition with a
double first prize for special

merchandising job.

ROUND 2
First place in Screen Gems,
Inc. contest on program
promotion.

ROUND 3
Finished in "top four" in pro-

motion contest sponsored
by "Frank Leahy and His

Football Forecasts."

ROUND 4
WAFB-TV's only entry was
second placewinnerin 1956
Billboard promotion contest

for "network programs."

WAFB-TV
CHANNEL 28
Affiliated with
WAFB AM-FM
200,000 WATTS

Done* fnll Adam Young, National or Clark*H«p». \.UII Brown in South and Southwott



second thoughts

Herewith some random thoughts on being second in average

daytime audience in Minneapolis-St. Paul.

• Feels good. Much better than 4 months ago, before Mid-

Continent took over with new music, ideas, news.

• WDGY has momentum. New Hooper shows gain again—to

19.1% all-day average.*

• Notice wider audience gap between WDGY and Nos. 3, 4 and
5. Ahead of #3 by 67%; ahead of #4 by 154%; ahead of #5 by

169%.

• Nielsen improving, too. Up 93% daytime since last time.**

• Buyers are buying, getting results, too.

Steve Labunski, WDGY GM, can give you a lot to think

about. So can an Avery-Knodel fellow.
* April-May, 1956, 7 a.m.-6 p.m., Mon.'Sat.

**Jan.:\iarch, 1956, 6 a.m. -6 p.m., jWon.-Fri.

I

i

1

f

WDGY

WDGY, Minneapolis-St. Paul

Represented by
Avery-Knodel, Inc.

50,000 watt

CONTINENT BROADCASTING COMPANY

"Tha 3!orz S:g:.'g:i3"—President: Todd Storz

Minneapolis-St. Paul

and almost perfect-circle daytime coverage

KOWH, Omaha
Represented by
H-R Reps, Inc.

WHB, Kansas City

Represented by
John Blair & Co.

WTIX, New Orleans WQAM,* Miami-

Represented by Represented by

Adam J. Young, Jr. J°Hn Blair & Co.

'Transfer Subject to FCC Approval
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New and renew
2 5 JUNE 1956

U New on Radio Networks

tllstatc Insurance, Chi

imerican Oil, NY
,mino Prod, Chi

Joseph Katz, NY
BBDO, Chi

Hy Craham Evangelistic Assoc, Mnpls _. Bennett, Chi

hurt King, Duluth JWT, Chi _

olumbia Pics, NY

SPONSOR AGENCY STATIONS PROGRAM, time, Jtart duranor

Christiansen, Chi ABC
NBC 190 ...

CBS 203 ...

MBS
CBS 203 _

.Donahue & Coe, NY CBS

rackett, Cinn, for Twinkle Ralph H. Jones, Cinn ABC

NBC 190anhattan Soap, NY Scheideler & Beck, NY.
utual Benefit Health & Accident,
Omaha Bozell & Jacobs, Omaha NBC 190

orwich Pharmacal, Norwich, NY _ B&B, NY . CBS 203

lillips Pkng; Cambridge, Md _ Mkting Adv Assoc, Phila CBS 57 _

Cumbinner, NY•Tips, Long Island City

J.
Reynolds, Winston-Salem

andard Brands, NY

. NBC 190 ....

Esty, NY NBC 190 ...

Bates, NY CBS 203 ....

ift, Chi

th Century Fox, NY
Mc-E, Chi CBS 203

.Chas. Schlaifer, NY NBC 190

..Bill Stern; M-F 6:35-6:45 pm; 28 May

..Monitor; parties; 7 July; 26 wks
-Godfrey Time; M 10-10:15 am alt wks; 2 July; 52 wks
..Billy Craham; Su 8-8:30 pm; 17 June; 52 wks
-Codfrey Time; alt F 10:45-11 am; alt Tu 10-10:15 am;

6 July; 52 wks
..Edgar Bergen; Su 7:05-8 pm; 24 June-14 July: Bing

Crosby; 5 5-min segs; M-F 7:30-7:45 pm; sts 25

June: Amos 'n' Andy; 7:05-7:30 pm; 6 5-min segs;

sts 26 June: Jack Carson; 8-8:30 pm; 4 5-min segs;

sts 27 June: Calen Drake; Sa 10:05-10:55 pm; 30

June only: Juke Box Jury; Sat 7:05-8 pm; 3 5-min

segs; sts 30 June: Mitch Miller; Su 9:05-9:55 pm; 1

July only; Robt. Q. Lewis: Sa ll:05-12n; 2 5-min
segs: total 25 5-min segs

-Breakfast Club; W 9:35-9:40 am; Th 9:55-10 am; F

9:30-9:35 am; 6 June
-Weekday; 1 min parties, 10 per wk; 18 June; 13 wks

On the Line With Considine; Su 6:15-6:30 pm; 29 July;

52 wks
Codfrey Time; Tu 10:45-11 am & ev 4th F 11:15-

11:30 am; 3 July; 52 wks
..Wendy Warren; T-W-Th 2:10-12:15 pm; 29 May; 26

wks
..Weekday; parties; 4 Sept; 13 wks
Monitor ; 50 6-sec anncts; 30 June; 52 wks

..Godfrey Time; Tu 10:45-11 am; & ev 4th F; 5 June;

52 wks
House Party; W 3:15-3:30 pm; 6 June; 52 wks
Monitor; 20 30-sec parties; 30 June; 4 wks

Ed
Aaronoff (3)

Barrett

Brady (4)

Renewed on Radio Networks
SPONSOR

-.pel Bcasting, Pasadena ..

ver Bros, NY, Lipton
Iner Prods, Jackson, Miss,
Starch

bst, Chi

J.
Reynolds, Winston-Salem

ldura, Phila

ep Eze, Long Beach, Cal _

ni, Chi

for

AGENCY

R. H. Alber, LA
Y&R, NY

Perma
Best, Chi
Burnett, Chi
Esty, NY
Hicks & Creist, NY
M. B. Scott, West Hywd

North, Chi

STATIONS PROGRAM, time, start, duration

ABC Old Fashioned Revival Hr; Su 4-5 pm; 52 wks
CBS 160 Talent Scouts; alt M 8:30-9 pm; 2 July; 52 wks

ABC Breakfast Club; Th 9:50-9:55 am; 31 May
ABC Blue Ribbon Bouts; W 10:05-finish

NBC 100 _ Grand Ole Opry; Sa 10:30-11 pm; 30 June; 52 wks
ABC Breakfast Club; T-Th 9:40-9:45 am
CBS 54 Helen Trent: M&W 12:30-12:45 pm; '/2 spon alt wks:

Road of Life; Th 1-1:15 pm; '/2 spon alt wks: Young
Dr. Malone; Tu & F 1:30-1:45 pm; alt wks; 16 July;

52 wks
CBS 203 Talent Scouts; alt M 8:30-9 pm; 25 June; 52 wks

John J.

Burke (3)

. Broadcast Industry Executives
NAME FORMER AFFILIATION NEW AFFILIATION

Aaronoff U-l Pics, NY, publicity
man Amis
vard H. Armsby
n Bautzer
ques Biraben
nk Browne
Buchan

n J. Burke .

chel Cary

_WOV, NY, deejay
NBC, NY, am-tv sales development ....

WLW, Cin, creative director
WINS, NY, sales _
Screen Cerns, Dallas, sales rep
KOA AM-TV, Denver, sales acctng super
Weed, Chi, acct exec _. _
KIMA-TV, Yakima, sales mgr

irge Clare KMOX, St. Louis, producer
iph R. Cox Albert Frank-Cuenther Law, NY, chief timebuyer
n Crocker WCBS-TV, Miami, acct exec
hard C. Cruise _ CBS Radio Spot Sales, NY, mgr mail order dept ..

ry Cunningham NY, stylist ._

Nam N. Davidson WRCA AM-TV, NY, asst gen mgr _
ph Davison KGMB AM-TV, Honolulu, gen sales mgr
Dace Dunlap WTAO, Boston, mgr
roll A. Elliott McCall's Mag, NY, cpy chief ...

in Finn _ CBS TV, NY, press info
nie Fox KMOX, St Louis, sales service mgr
>ert E. Gilbert WSUN-TV, St Petersburg, program mgr _
Nur Hamilton WRCA AM-TV, NY, prod-business affairs mgr
Jenkins —WLIB, NY, program-sales

ert S. Jones CBS Radio, San Fran, acct exec net sales
iley Kaplan WEIR, Wheeling, commercial mgr
ph Katz WWDC AM-FM, Washington, DC, pres
liam B. Maillefert Petry, NY, NY rad sales mgr
old F. Mathews WDSU Radio, New Orleans, sales mgr
ene McCarthy CBS Radio, NY, sales
ert R. Nelson WPFH-TV, Wilmington, stn
O'Crady Young TV, NY, acct exec

ie "Pat" Patterson WDCY, Minnpls, sales _
'd Pearson Pearson & Luce Prod, LA, producer-owner
rles M. Pickering Chambers & Wiswell, Boston, acct exec .

mgr

MCA-TV, publicity director
Same, merchandising negro mkt
ABC Radio, NY, mgr sales development
WBC, Cleveland, sales promotion director
..WOR, NY, acct exec
Same, southern sales super
Same, tv promotion mgr
CBS Radio Spot Sales, Chi, acct exec
Cascade B'casting, Yakima, gen sales mgr
Same, director station operations
CBS Radio Spot Sales, NY, mgr mail order dept
WITV, Ft. Lauderdale, sales mgr
Same, northeast sales development rep
WOV, NY, merchandising negro mkt
WRCA-TV, NY, station mgr
KUTV, Salt Lake-KLIX-TV, Twin Falls, reg sales mgr
Middlesex B'casting, Boston, gen mgr
-RKO Teleradio, NY, co-director advertising
CBS Radio, NY, mgr press info

Same, station coordinator
WCKT, Miami, production mgr
WRCA Radio, NY, station mgr
WOV, NY, merchandising negro mkt
CBS Radio, NY, acct exec net sales

WBMS, Boston, commercial mgr
.Same, chrm board
Same, vp-gen mgr rad

Same, mgr
NBC Radio, NY, sales

WARD-TV, Johnstown, Pa, exec vp
.Same, asst sales mgr
KSTP, Minnpls, tv sales

Lloyd Pearson, NY, pres

WBZ-TV, Boston, acct exec

W. B.

Maillefert (3)
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Potter (4)
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Ralston (3)

Marvin L

Shapiro 13)

Peter M.
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Strouse <3)

3. Broadcast Industry Executives (continued)

NAME FORMER AFFILIATION NEW AFFILIATION

Robert I. Price _ KCBS, San Fran CBS Radio, San Fran, net sales
Frank C. Ralston ABC TV, LA, asst coordinator ABC-Disney Same, western division film dept director
William B. Reed WKNB Radio, Hartford, anncr-deejay WKNB-TV, Hartford, sales

Joe Roddy, Jr. KELP, El Paso, mgr _ Same, also: KILT-TV, El Paso, mgr
John Rossiter KBMT, Beaumont, Tex, vp Screen Cems, Boston, New England sales rep
Arnold Roston RKO Teleradio, NY, art director Same, co-director advertising
William H. Ryan WXIX, Milwaukee, promotion-publicity mgr KPIX, San Fran, promotion mgr
Phil Sanford WCRO, Bay City, Mich, program director WNEM-TV, Bay City, Mich, local sales mgr
Sandy Sanford Wilding Pictures, NY, acct exec Screen Cems, NY, sales rep
John E. Scanlan Keystone B'casting, NY, research director _NBC Spot Sales, NY, am-tv research super
Joseph L. Scanlan KCCC, Sacramento, sales H-R Reps, San Fran, radio sales
Marvin Schlatter Emil Mogul, NY, film buyer-comml-program prod NTA, NY, sales service coordinator
Marvin L. Shapiro CBS TV Spot Sales, Chi, acct exec WCAU-TV, Phila, natl sales mgr
John B. Soell WISN-TV, Milwaukee, director _ _ WISN Radio, Milwaukee, acting mgr
Melvin Spiegel -CBS Radio, NY, press information Same, mgr special projects
Ben Strouse ..WWDC AM-FM, ashington, DC, exec vp Same, pres
George A. Stevens Petry, Chi, tv sales Avery-Knodel, Dallas office, mgr
Robert H. Van Roo WXIX, Milwaukee, asst promotion mgr Same, promotion-publicity mgr
Morton J. Wagner WMTV, Madison, Wise, vp-stn mgr WAKE, Atlanta, vp-gen mgr & mgr east division Bai

group
E. Cordon Walls WCAU-TV, Phila, sales Same, reg sales mgr
William H. Whitaker WPTZ, Phila, programing WIP, Phila, sales

4. Advertising Agency Personnel Changes

—

NAME FORMER AFFILIATION NEW AFFILIATION

Harold C. Altura Time, NY Brisacher, Wheeler, NY, acct exec
Burt S. Avedon K&E, San Fran acct exec K&E, Mexico, vp-mgng director

Michael Ben-Dror Revlon, NY, brand mgr Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, NY, acct exec
Barrett Brady K&E, NY, vp creative services Same, also director

C. Norman Burk .....C. Norman Burk, Pitts, owner _ W. S. Walker, Pitts, vp
Robert Cole K&E, NY, vp Same, director international operations

W. Arthur Cullman Ohio State Univ, assoc professor adv Publicidad Badillo, San Juan, director

F. Eugene Davis Proctor Electric, Phila, marketing Ayer, Phila, plans-merchandising
Lawrence J. Egan Crey, NY, acct exec — Anderson & Cairns, NY, acct exec
Alexander Frances Mumm, Mullay & Nichols, NY, acct exec Same, in cgh NY office

Edward B. Cellert Vick Chemical, NY, product mgnt Compton, NY, acct exec
Bruce Hamilton U. S. Tobacco, NY asst adv mgr Kudner, NY
Jack Holtsberg Macy's, NY, senior asst buyer Crey, asst acct exec
Robert Howell Biow, La Compton, LA, acct contact
Ken Kearns Biow, NY, timebuyer Crey, NY, timebuyer
Herbert E. Moore Spirella, Niagara Falls, reg sales mgr Comstock & Co, Buffalo, media-research director

Tim Morrow Tim Morrow Adv, Chi, owner . Henri, Hurst & McDonald, Chi, vp
Ralph W. Peck Cockfield Brown, Toronto, acct exec BBDO, Toronto, acct exec
Rex Potter Gulf Brewing, Houston, adv director Glenn Adv, Houston, gen mgr
Thomas Wright Richey Y&R, NY, acct exec Robert W. Orr, NY, vp-acct exec
H. M. Robinson _ Armour, Chi, adv mgr soap-package division Lowe Runkle, Oklahoma City, Creative director

Peter M. Stewart Y&R, Detroit, senior acct exec K&E, NY, vp-acct exec
Elbridge "Pete" Teel, Jr. McCarty Co, La, acct exec Carvel Nelson & Powell, Portland, Ore, acct exec
Ken D. Thompson Kopmeyer, Louisville, writer-producer am-tv Same, am-tv director

Phillip L. Tomalin Biow, NY, mgr am-tv dept _ Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, NY, assoc director am-tv
Dik Warren Twedt NLB, Chi, research super K&E, Chi, research director

G. Maxwell Ule K&E, NY, vp-research director Same, senior vp-marketing
Pedro Valderrama JWT, Mexico, asst mgr-senior acct exec K&E, Mexico, asst mgr-senior acct exec

5. Sponsor Personnel Changes
NAME FORMER AFFILIATION NEW AFFILIATION

James A. Barnett Lever Bros, NY, vp-consumer relation
Charles A. Burton Sylvania, Salem, Mass, gen sales mgr lighting.
Michael McCabe Hoffman Beverages, Chi, vp sales-mktg
Robert D. Thomas Firestone, Akron, central division sales mgr
Irwin A. Zuckerman Hudson Pulp & Paper, NY, vp consumer products

Rexall Drug, LA, vp
Sylvania, Chi, vp regional sales

Pabst, Chi, mgr grocery division

Same, mgr tire sales

Same, vp sales

6. New Agency Appointments
SPONSOR PRODUCT (or service) AGENCY

Anderson, Clayton, Dallas Mrs. Tucker's Shortening Bryan Houston, NY
Armstrong Rubber, West Haven, Conn. all products _ L&N, NY
Bond Stores Eastern area am-tv .....Joseph Katz, NY
Bond Stores ...West Coast am-tv Compton, LA
Benrus Watch, NY watches L&N, NY
Daystrom Furniture, Olean, NY furniture BBDO, Buffalo
Englander, Chi _ mattresses North, Chi
General Mills, Mpls Sugar Jets __ Tatham-Laird, Chi
Ceneral Mills, Mpls O-Cell-0 _ DFS, NY
General Mills, Mpls Softasilk cake flour BBDO, NY
Lambert-Hudnut, NY Sportsman toiletries NCK, NY
Liggett & Myers, NY _..Chesterfield & inst Mc-E, NY
Maier Brewing, LA beer ._ Anderson-McConnell, Hywd
Mother^ Cake & Cookie, Oakland _. cookies _ Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli, San Fran
Otoe Foods, Nebraska City Morton House Brand . Buchanan-Thomas, Omaha
Rexall Drug, Canada all prods Canada BBDO, Toronto
Ringling Bros-Barnum & Bailey, NY circus _ FCB, NY
Toni, Chi _ ....Adorn hair prods __ North, Chi
Wilshire Club, La ..soft drinks Edwards Agency, LA
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53.5%
AUDIENCE
SHARE*

MONDAY thru FRIDAY

ON THE AIR 6 YEARS

N
STRICTLY
RICHARD"

,rom

with DICK FRENCH

10 AM - 1:15 PM
MONDAY - SATURDAY

NON-REQUEST SHOW
STANDARD, PROVEN MUSIC

Share of Audience

'RICHARD"—53.5
NET. STA. B—19.5

NET. STA. C—18.4

C. E. HOOPER INC.

1956

LANSING, MICHIGAN
MUSIC • NEWS • SPORTS

CALL
VENARD • RIMTOJL • McCONNELL, INC.

IMifif
Donald S. Frost

V.p. in charge of advertising

Bristol-Myers, New York

In the past two or three years, Bristol-Myers has relied increas-

ingly on tv to sell its dozens of drug products. This year, slightly

over half of a total ad budget well in excess of $10 million will be in

tv—12% in radio, the remainder in print.

"We've been very successful with many brands," says Don Frost,

Bristol-Myers v.p. in charge of advertising, "But particularly with

Bufferin and Ban, both of which have been on Godfrey, daytime."

Show responsibility is divided among B-M's three agencies, with

Y&R supervising Hitchcock Presents and Godfrey participations.

BBDO rides herd on the new CBS TV package in which B-M will

participate in fall. Playhouse 90, while DCSS handles many of the

daytime program and participations the drug giant sponsors.

"We like to work with three agencies, especially on an account of

this size," Frost told SPONSOR. "It enriches the points of view con-

tributed to our advertising."

Agency-client relations, Frost feels, are currently in a potential

state of flux. "This is a time for all advertisers to carefully examine

their agency's service as they have not had the opportunity to analyze

it for some time. No one should rush off and attempt to change the

system of compensations now in practice just because it's possible

to do so. The industry does require a certain uniformity and sta-

bility. But maintaining status quo for its own sake is a mistake, too.

It just seems that agencies and advertisers should work together in

a review of the services rendered; and regardless of the effect upon
compensations from such a review, clients will certainly be in a

position to appreciate more fully the important contributions their

agency makes."

He added that in tv this contribution changes from one show to

the other. In the case of Hitchcock Presents, for instance, Y&R un-

covered the package, presented it to the client and helped develop

the unusual introduction to the commercials that Hitchcock him-

self suggested.

A Westport, Conn., commuter, Frost views the summer weather

with a certain "golf gleam" in his eyes. "That is, when I can get out

of repairing things around the house," he adds. "And with two
youngsters around, there's always something to fix." * * *
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when it comes to numbers

^m
WRGB is still the leader in rich Northeastern New

York and Western New England with a population of

2,152,300. Nearly half a million television families with

an effective buying income of $3,285,604,000 now receive

the services of WRGB.

WRGB continues to dominate this wealthy 30-county,

5-state market with the only VHF signal in the area.

Contact your nearest NBC Spot Sales representative

today for the full story on the profitable WRGB market.
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Farm Homes

in the Del.-Md.

"Broiler Belt"

Have Extra

Buying Power

»$ 15,000 income per farm

family indicated in

Sussex County

The Only

Sure Way to

Reach and

Sell Them is

WJWL
Georgetown, Del.

1000 watts 900 kc

• The Only interference-free

coverage in the area

• The Only daily advertising

medium in the area

• The Only top-interest farm home
programming in the area

ROLLINS BROADCASTINC, INC.

National Sales Mgr. : Graeme Zimmer
New York Office: 565 Fifth Ave., EL 5-1515

Chicago: 6205 S. Cottage Crove Ave., NO 7-4124

by Joe Csida

Record services: Is there virtue in volume?

Last time out on the music programing theme we presented

a forceful letter from Jack Ellsworth, program director

of Suffolk Broadcasting Corp. Jack gave a number of

reasons for his own belief that most radio music programing

was pretty shabby and dull, and among other points, extolled

the utilization of record packages (formerly known as al-

bums) as a means of achieving the kind of music shows,

which would win and hold maximum audiences. Before and

immediately after Jack's letter, a number of readers wrote,

some agreeing with Jack's position, and some strongly dis-

senting. Among the dissenters, whom we this week give more
or less equal time, was Jerry Wax, program director of

WALL, Middletown, New York.

The most pertinent portions of Jerry's letter say:

"No alert radio station would argue with Mr. Ellsworth's

plea for original and varied programing of recorded music,

but the logical conclusion to be drawn from his high stand-

ards of programing is certainly not to subscribe to record

company 'packages.' How can a station possibly exercise

originality and variety in programing if it does not have ac-

cess to every new record that is made?
"WALL's experience with packaged record services is that

we receive only what the record companies or distributors

want us to plug and we have had to reject fully 2/3 of the

packages if we want to use our own program judgment. On
this basis we find it more economical to buy the records we
want, rather than to subscribe to a lot of stuff we don't want

in our library.

"On the other hand, we welcome the entire output of all

record companies—free. If, in our d. j. editorial judgment,

one record in four is found playable, the record company is

well compensated for its cost. There is also the point that

there are so many record companies in existence at this time

that I would hate to be on the board of directors that chooses

the companies to be paid and those that aren't, since the line

would have to be drawn somewhere. It would seem to me
that for the amount of money these different record com-

panies spend on radio to sell their product, they are very well

compensated by a free record service, judging from the na-

tional sales figures on recordings."

In the past several months, I have been carefully investi-

gating the record company side of this whole question. Here
(Please turn to page 68)
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AN FRANCISCO

pco grows West ... New key offices in the heart of San Francisco's and Los Angeles' bustling agency centers enable

)co and it's radio and television clients to deliver "ideal rep" service in the great West. Today Jepco has 7 offices spanning
! nation with offices located in New York, Chicago, Atlanta, Dallas, Minneapolis in addition to the West Coast offices. B. P.

m" Timothy heads the San Francisco office at 58 Sutter Street (Douglas 2-7159) with Sue Masterson assisting. David Cassid

Los Angeles manager at 3242 W. 8th Street (Dunkirk 5-5084) assisted by Ann Hofman. John E. Pearson Company
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WHAT KIND OF PEOPLE

LISTEN TO

WBT RADIO

*»%*** c o

Send today for your copy of "What Kind of People Listen to WBT Radio Today?"

Ned Burgess/WBT Radio/Charlotte, N. C.

Quality programming attracts quality audiences. Proof? 61.6% of respondents to a recent WBT
mail offer were purchase-powerful professional people, business executives and housewives.

Another 22.5% were white-collar sales and clerical personnel. Government employees, laborers,

small business operators and others comprised the remaining 15.9%.

No other Charlotte radio station can give you the quantity plus quality that WBT Radio offers!

Capture the attention of this audience for your product!

See CBS Radio Spot Sales or WBT, Charlotte, N.C. for availabilities.

Charlotte. N.C.-50.000 Watt Colossus of the Carolina**
Jefferson Standard Broadcasting Company



Lever House windows set the Pepsodent yellow theme concurrent Ave. passersby saw giant 6-ft. Pepsodent tube with plastic tooth-

with air jingle campaign during spring. Along New York's Park paste winding toward 8-ft. brush. Package, tube designs are new

Where Pepsodent went with radio:

straight into the 111 folklore

Huge $2.5 million radio drive leads to much conversation, more sales

£jever Bros, has passed the nine-

month mark in its reminders to people

that they'll wonder where the yellow

went when they brush their teeth with

Pepsodent. But regardless of where

the yellow went, Pepsodent Division

executives know for a fact it's real

gone.

They feel the same way about the

advertising campaign and about radio,

the workhorse of that campaign.

Spot radio, at saturation frequencies,

is getting an estimated $2.5 million

—

about 63%—of the $4 million ad bud-

get for 1956. Tv gets perhaps $1.1

million, some 27%, while print has

been alotted $400,000 or 10%

25 JUNE 1956

Lever launched its "yellow" adver-

tising last October, finalizing at the

same time its plans for a record-setting

spot radio budget, sponsor, in report-

ing on both events, queried in the 26

December 1955 issue: "Will Pepsodent

be spot radio's biggest 1956 client?"

At this point, according to a consensus

of station representatives, the answer

is an unequivocal "yes."

Radio was chosen to do a very spe-

cific job in a tailor-made way.

Its over-all work assignment was to

reach three out of every four house-

wives with an original and catchy jin-

gle which associated Pepsodent with

clean teeth rather than with therapy.

The tailor-made way of using radio

included

:

• Minutes, 20's and 10's in the top

50 markets for 52 weeks of the year.

• Stress on early-morning time,

where about 90% of the announce-

ments are slotted.

• Saturation frequencies, with an

average of 100 announcements weekly.

• A concentration on Mondays
through Fridays, with some commer-

cials aired on Saturday and Sunday.

The copy content and buying con-

cept were tested last October, Novem-

ber and December in two ways. Lever

planted the new Pepsodent jingle in

its network radio and tv programs to

25



WHERE PEPSODENT WENT WITH RADIO (continued)

determine consumer receptivity to the

copy. Then it launched an intensive

saturation spot drive in Los Angeles

to check on its timebuying technique.

By the beginning of this year, Lever

and Foote, Cone & Belding knew the

formula worked. In January, Lever

launched its blueprint campaign when

the full-scale jingle drive went on the

air nationally.

This was the first big step down the

advertising trail which has put Pep-

sodent's "yellow" into the American

folklore in record time. Seldom has

an advertising campaign resulted in so

much word-of-mouth. printed column.

cartoon and on-the-air publicity so fast.

As a Lever executive puts it, "We've

put everything behind the campaign to

make it pay off, and it has. Now that

we know we have a winning horse,

we're going to continue to put every-

thing behind the winner to keep it out

in front."

Awareness comes in many forms,

and finds expression in many ways.

This radio-induced awareness of the

Pepsodent paste and of its stress on

vanity rather than medication leads to

Lever's end goal. That's impact where

it counts: at the cash register.

Lever's hopes and aspirations for its

Lever's blueprint for 'yellow'

Budget Scope

Pepsodent is the biggest National buying pattern

spot radio spender thus provides for a saturation

far this year, and it looks rate with minimum of

as though .it will keep the 100 announcements week-

title. Lever is spending ly in 50 markets. Stress

$2.5 million of its $4 mil- is on early-morning time

lion 1956 budget on spot with 20's, 30's and 60's

radio to pique curiosity directed toward the house-

of listeners as to where wife. Jingle is aimed at

the yellow went. Spot tv's increasing awareness, then

share is $1.1 million; sales because 75% of buy-

print, about $400,000. ing is done on impulse.

'
i

Merchandising Results

Radio's 'yellow' jingle Biggest gains are seen in

campaign has been mer- increased over-all sales

chandised all down the and share-of-market fig-

Lever line: (1) in pre- ures. Jingle has created

campaign promotions for unique awareness equalled

every food and drug store by 'only 1 in 1,000 tries..'

dealer, (2) with station Mass media have picked

people, (3) in point-of- up theme for non-commer-

sale material, (4) to con- cial treatment. As the na-

sumers as tv and print tion hums the yellow jin-

pick up and visualize. gle, it's carried straight

yellow theme and jingle. into American folklore.

jingle, and for its saturation radio,

have been realized.

Here's what R. P. Breckenridge, Pep-
sodent brand advertising manager, has
to say about it:

"The more that listeners can iden-

tify with the product, the more they'll

be likely to use it. We have top-notch

identification, and this is reflected in

our sales figures."

Lever is probably most interested in

awareness because of the amount of

impulse buying in the dentifrice field.

Breckenridge estimates as much as

75% of all tooth pastes or powders
are bought on impulse by the housewife

as she shops around food stores or

drug stores. The tuneful reminder of

Pepsodent's yellow theme focuses her

mind on the product name as she

giances at a store display. The product

name clicks in her mind, and she drops

a tube of Pepsoderjt into her shopping

cart.

Pepsodent executives know full well

there is awareness of the radio cam-

paign, the theme and the product. They
know awareness is constant and con-

sistent—and high. They've learned

this from fan mail, comments from

listeners (and viewers), reactions from

distributors and dealers. Most impor-

tant, they see awareness reflected in

increased sales figures and share-of-

market figures.

Los Angeles, alone, is reported to

have delivered a 25% greater market

share to Pepsodent last winter after

only the first month of saturation ra-

dio. Radio Advertising Bureau also

has some awareness figures. RAB
spent an estimated $8-$10,000 to con-

duct a research project along these

lines. It wanted to measure awareness,

and the carryover of the radio com-

mercials.

The complete figures are being

readied for release, and they are ex-

pected to reflect the same results as

did a brief preliminary report. RAB
states that after eight weeks of the ra-

dio campaign in tv markets, 34.2%
of the consumers and 49.4% of the

dealers knew of the yellow jingle as a

result of radio, alone. These figures

were revealed in RAB presentation at

NARTB Convention (See "NARTB
Convention highlights" SPONSOR, 30

April).

The "yellow" copy theme plus the

catchy musical jingle plus saturation

radio have combined to catch the con-

( Please turn to page 83)
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Big sing: Big 5 disk jockeys from KEX, Portland, Ore., premiered yellow commercial there

as "Variations on theme" by Lever Bros, in Dento rhythm. Result: Many repeat bookings

NOBODY BUT NOBODY MISSED CHANCE TO KID YELLOW

New York Post
May 9, 1956

iio-Television Page)

hannei Chuckles

(ou'H wonder whore the
yellow went . .

."

indicated cartoon : Teevy, carried by
pre than 70 papers, showed small lad

brusing yellow theme in music recital

Tv comics had a field day. Quipped Red Skel-

ton: "I started to get into the cab but it was
none. I wondered where the yellow went"

Wonder Where the Feliow Went?'

Mgeles Stunts
FRIDAY MORNING, MAY ' R, 1956

Politics, too: Newspaper cartoonists
couldn't resist take-offs. Here Miss De-
mocracy wonders where her farm-vote went



Plenty of preparation went into "leg fantasy"

1.
Dummies were used first for positioning and trial

run. Client spent $400 prior to shooting lo lest vapors for "clouds'

2.
Live models had to maintain position like below for

2% hours, were eased by 50 cushions and double SAG scale payments

3.
Hal Gerson (hands raised) was Transfilm director assist-

ing Mike Levin on job of positioning 28 legs for six-hour filming

U. S. Rubber spent 10% t'

MM ovv >a gvvin ta keep 'em down
en the farm after they've seen Paree?"

Or—how do you make sure the view-

er of one of NBC s Sunday Spectacu-

lars stays tuned for the commercials,

drenched as he is in the names, cos-

tuming and production of a 90-minute

tv show?

Spectacular costs come high—in this

case almost $1,000 per commercial sec-

ond—and the pressure is even greater

than usual to make sure that the com-

mercial makes every second pay. Cer-

Final 23-second "leg fantasy" inserted into

mated cartoon sell, looked like picture be

28 SPONSOR



Cartoon opens shoe commercial

Hiimertial is spectacular too

w costs on commercial production, $5,000 on 23-seconcl bit

tainly with $3 million stake in network

tv and $1 million in spot tv, US Rubber

must count on top-grade commercials.

This was the prime problem facing

Fletcher D. Richards, whose client, the

United States Rubber Co., bought the

first half of each of the Sunday Spec-

taculars starting 1 January.

To make matters even more difficult,

each of the 90-second color commer-

cials had to solve these problems:

a. United States Rubber has a new
circular buymark to popularize.

b. Each of the commercials, in ad-

dition to hard-selling one prod-

uct, had to cover some aspect of

the 33,000 products US Rubber
is now manufacturing.

c. Without getting "institutional,"

the commercial had to create a

favorable climate for the com-

pany as a whole, and create mer-

chandising excitement for each

of its divisions.

Handed this tough nut were Rich-

ards' tv-radio vice president Sy Fro-

lick, and the agency's tv-radio creative

production consultant, Michael Levin.

Looking at pictures on these pages

you can see some of the techniques they

used at the studio to make the com-
mercials, filmed in color, and costing

$10,000 apiece "spectacommercials."

Frolick and Levin first reviewed the

existing commercial techniques, de-

cided that none of them really had the

scope to handle this particular set of

problems. Both men agreed with cur-

(Please turn to page 78)

i created to make Kedette shoes look their best, keep
n audience, and make most of high cost of time and spectaculars
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Radio rolls out the

welcome mat for Tilo

Spot radio advertising is used to pave

the way for Tilo Roofing's 600 salesmen

who eall direetly on consumers

Courtesy <*f Specialty Salesman Magazine

J_ ilo Roofing Co. of Stratford,

Conn., puts 80% of its advertising bud-

get into radio. The other 20% goes to

a non-mass medium—telephone direc-

tories.

It invests $125,000 annually in spot

announcements on 37 stations. Yet
none of this investment is expected to

pay off in sales. Not in direct sales,

that is. Tilo's direct selling is done by
more than 600 field men who visit peo-

ple's homes. Its indirect selling is han-

dled by radio.

Radio's job is to pave the way, to

establish the Tilo name and to serve as

a "foot in the door" for each of the

salesmen.

Tilo completely bypasses the dealer

and distributor. Instead of retailing

its roofing and siding products through

lumber yards, hardware stores and

other such outlets, Tilo maintains its

own 67 field offices from which mana-

gers and the sales force work.

Despite its East coast regional char-

acter, Tilo is a giant in the roofing and

construction business. The biggest rea-

son for this, say Tilo officials, is that

the company is the only one which

manufactures roofing and siding ma-

terials and also applies them to resi-

dential houses. For this combination

package of materials and service, home
owners last year paid Tilo $12.1 mil-

lion.

Radio has been called on many times

to perform an advertising function of

this kind, but the technique is unusual

for this type of account. Roofing con-

cerns, if they advertise at all locally,

are inclined to buy newspaper space.

And most small construction com-

panies which are retained by property

owners to install roofing or siding pro-

duced by a national manufacturer use

a hit-or-miss method of getting sales.

Regional radio, bought on a spot

basis, was Tilo's decision. It currently

sponsors announcement schedules on

37 radio stations in nine states. Twen-

ty-eight of these stations are affiliates

of the Yankee Network, which covers

New England. It's in the Northeast

where Tilo concentrates its field offices,

nets most of its sales and buys radio.

Tilo's marketing problems are simi-

lar to those of other door-to-door sales

operations, such as Fuller Brush and

Avon cosmetics. Its sales problems

are a lot rougher, however.

The average unit sale for a Fuller

Radio, the door opener: Once the home-

owner has been sold on Tilo quality via ra-

dio commercials, the field man's job is easier



IS ON THE AIR
reaching thousands of

prospective customers

in this area

i read promotion!
Make if work for yow

!

'

Branches promote radio : Each of com-
pany's 67 field offices shows display card

with local radio personality, time schedules

Brush man might be $1.50; for a cos-

metic canvasser, $1 to $2. But the av-

erage unit sale for Tilo is $700, a ma-

jor investment for any householder.

It isn't too difficult to sell a toothbrush

or a lipstick to the lady of the house,

but it's a sales problem of another

level entirely when you're asking the

homeowners to sign for a new roof

when the old one isn't leaking—yet.

Tilo has other selling problems.

Even though it's 42 years old, its

firm and product name hadn't really

been bandied about until the company
started on radio last September with

an experimental four-station announce-

ment schedule.

Says P. E. Donnellon, Tilo vice pres-

ident in charge of sales and advertis-

ing:

"We started out with an idea of test-

ing in four cities how Tilo's name
would be received by radio listeners

and how Tilo field men—both mana-

gers and salesmen—measured radio re-

sponse in their local area. We isolated

the radio areas from each other, so

there would be no audience overlap.

We used WCBS, New York; WGAN,
Portland, Me.; WWNY, Watertown,

N. Y., and WPRO, Providence.

"In every one of these areas we
found the particular kind of results we
wanted were being delivered."

At that point, Tilo began prepara-

tions for launching a full-scale 26-

week drive on the 28 Yankee stations.

This keyed the original radio plan rec-

ommended by executives of Moore and

Co. advertising agency in Stamford.

Conn., which has serviced the Tilo ac-

count eight years.

Tilo, before entering the radio

realm, used very little advertising of

any kind. Its biggest promotional em-

phasis went to telephone directory yel-

low pages in local markets where it

maintained fully-staffed field offices.

The two Moore agency executives

who presented that first radio recom-

mendation were President Joseph

Moore, who supervises the Tilo ac-

count and William E. Bolster, execu-

tive on the account.

This is Bolster's explanation of why
radio was chosen to present the Tilo

concept. Comparing the traditional

use of local newspapers by accounts

of this kind, he says:

"With radio, you don't get listener

distraction. You can pinpoint exactly

whom you want.

"An even bigger reason for recom-

mending radio is the fact that our pri-

mary audience target is the woman.
We want to talk with her, get our ideas

across, help our salesmen get in to see

her and then have her ask him to come
back when her husband is home.

"With radio, we get the element of

personalized selling. It's more person-

al than printed advertising, more per-

suasive."

Tilo's radio buying matches exact-

ly its marketing areas, and meets the

specifications of its marketing de-

mands.

These marketing demands have

changed enormously since 1914, when
Fenton R. Brydle rounded up $2,000

to invest in his own roofing business.

He offered a new service and a new
sales method.

He sent local men from house to

house to talk with housewives and sug-

gest they invest money in Tilo roofing

or siding. Only Tilo-trained workmen
would install the materials, and work

was always guaranteed. For the first

time, a property owner bought roofing

or sidewall materials and had them

installed by the same company.

Tilo operated that first year from a

single office in Bridgeport, Conn., yet

in that time Brydle bagged 650 cus-

tomers.

A decade later in 1924, Tilo boasted

10 branch offices, $1 million in finan-

( Please turn to page 72)

**-*<

Uses radio letterhead: All cor-

respondence has this heading

TILO BUYS 37 OUTLETS

IN 9-STATE EASTERN AREA

28 stations in

The Yankee Network

WAAB, Worcester, Mass.

WABI, Bangor, Me.

WABM, Houlton, Me.

WACM, Presque Isle, Me.

WALE, Fall River, Mass.

WARE, Ware, Mass.

WBRK, Pittsfield, Mass.

WCOU, Lewiston, Me.

WDEV, Waterbury, Vt.

WEAN, Providence, R. I.

WEIM, Fitchburg, Mass.

WFAU, Augusta, Me.

WCTH, Hartford, Conn.

WHAI, Creenfield, Mass.

WIDE, Biddeford, Me.

WKNE, Keene, N. H.

WLLH, Lowell, Mass.

WMAS, Springfield, Mass.

WMUR, Manchester, N. H.

WNAB, Bridgeport, Conn.

WNAC, Boston, Mass.

WNBH, New Bedford, Mass.

WNLC, New London, Conn.

WOCB, W. Yarmouth, Mass.

WPOR, Portland, Me.

WSYB, Rutland, Vt.

WWCO, Waterbury, Conn.

WWSR, St. Albans, Vt.

And 9 additional outlets

WBOC, Salisbury, Md.

WCAU, Philadelphia, Pa.

WCBS, New York City

WEOK, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

WCR, Buffalo, N. Y.

WCY, Schenectady, N. Y.

WHEC, Rochester, N. Y.

WNBF, Binghamton, N. Y.

WSYR, Syracuse, N. Y.
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COLLIER'S AND CAVALCADE

TELL D DAY STORY TOGETHER

The Collier's Magazine illustration below

came to life on ABC TV Du Pont Cavalcade

Theater as both media commemorated 12th

anniversary of D Day by sharing same Cor-

nelius Ryan story
—"The Major of St. Lo."

Of special interest was the promotion savvy

demonstrated by Du Pont's agency, BBDO,
and Collier's in joint drive that was designed

to cross-publicize each other's presentations

ILLUSTRATION BY JOSEPH HIRSCH

Reprinted by permission of Collier's From "The Major of St. Lo." Du Pont Cavalcade Theatre

How to build publicity

into a drama script
Pick a date to commemorate, a story to remember—like "The Major"

jf^uring Christmas week 1955. every-

one at BBDO involved in the selection

of scripts for the Du Pont Cavalcade

Theater was looking for a story that

would be appropriate for presentation

on 5 June, the eve of the 12th anni-

versary of D Day.

Meanwhile at Collier's that same

32

week, Associate Editor Cornelius Ryan
was looking for a good drama-packed

article idea for publication this sum-

mer. Fate, or whatever it is that occa-

sionally rubs two creative heads to-

gether for sensational results, led Ryan
into the Overseas Press Club where a

mutual friend introduced him to John

Driscoll, script supervisor for BBDO.
The pair spent the evening discussing

various war experiences—Driscoll as

assistant navigator on the USS Iowa,

Ryan as a correspondent covering the

European invasion. Their talk finally

got around to the Battle of St. Lo, con-

sidered by many as the bloodiest battle

SPONSOR



of the invasion, and Ryan recounted

the story of Major Tom Howie and the

part he played in that battle.

There was Ryan's story idea—and

Driscoll's script for Du Pont.

"The Major of St. Lo" recently

reached two great audiences—in the

pages of 8 June Collier's and on the

5 June Cavalcade over ABC TV. It

may reach still a third great audience

for several Hollywood film companies

are interested in it as a possible prop-

erty for a feature length movie.

The drama recounted the advance on

St. Lo by Major Howie's 3rd Battalion

of the 29th Division. Howie, whose
combat record qualified him for a staff

job, declined in favor of fighting along

with his men.

When the story idea came to Ryan
that night, Driscoll suggested that if

Collier's went for it, he would like to

submit a synopsis to Du Pont and the

Cavalcade producer for approval. Col-

lier's accepted Ryan's story outline at

once and scheduled it for the 8 June

issue. So Driscoll then took it to Du
Pont, and the client thought it had

excellent tv possibilities. The synopsis

then went to Producer Warren Lewis,

of Four Star Productions, for approval

and budget breakdown.

Lewis, at this time, was very high on

a story of the Korean War which he

was trying to work into his schedule

for the very near future. But upon

reading "The Major of St. Lo," he im-

mediately prepared a budget for it

and dropped the Korean drama.

Next the approval of the War De-

partment was received through Major
Thomas Clagget, chief of Radio-Tv

branch of P.I.O. Footage from an
army film about Howie's division, the

29th, was made available. Dick Bluell,

Four Star script editor, flew in from
the coast to New York for a confer-

ence with Driscoll and Ryan, and the

latter, who had authored the Collier's

article, was assigned to write the treat-

ment for the script. The Cavalcade

production was now under way.

At this point, BBDO account execu-

tives and public relations people met
with advertising and p.r. personnel

from Collier's to coordinate promotion

on "The Major." Here is the program

they set up and followed through:

1. A special layout within the Col-

lier's story consisting of production

stills especially staged by Four Star,

showing different phases of the capture

of St. Lo. These were taken two weeks

before the actual shooting of the film

by photographer Robert Landry, who
while a war correspondent, actually

took pictures of the fighting around

St. Lo that were used in Life. The box

next to the pictures contained a 150-

word promotion for Cavalcade.

2. A slide was made of the Collier's

{Please turn to page 86)

Production of "Major of St. Lo," Du Pont Cavalcade's D Day presentation, is discussed at BBDO
by (1 to r) Harold Blackburn, Du Pont account executive; Jock Elliott, Du Pont account supervisor;

Cornelius Ryan, author and associate editor of Collier's; and John Driscoll, script editor of BBDO

Promotion plans are worked out

by (1 to r) Driscoll, Jim Brown,
and Elliot F. Alexander at agency

&>' s
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He went thataway. Cowboy
Gene Autry is no more at CBS

Sashays to Thursday. Ozark
Jubilee makes switch at ABC

Cox on comeback. Returns to

NBC, but not as Mr. Peepers

Last call to

Here's what's left: less il

Ij ast call for tv network sponsors of

next fall's evening lineup!

At sponsor's presstime. there were

less than a dozen slots available plus a

scattering of participations and two

half-spectaculars.

Here's a sampling of what's still

available by days of the week:

CHART SHOWS AUTUMN NET TV NIGHT PROGRAM LINEUP AS IT STANDS AT PRESSTIIIE

7 PM

7:15

7:30

7:45

8:00

8:30

9:00

9:30

10:00

10:30

ABC

You Asked For

It

Best Foods

Amateur Hour

Pharmaceuticals

SUNDAY
CBS

Lassie

Campbell

Amateur Hour

Pharmaceuticals

Famous Film
Festival

Omnibus
' Aluminium

Omnibus

Aluminium

Omnibus
i Aluminium

No Net Service

jack Benny
Alt Pvt Secretary

Amer. Tobacco

Ed Sullivan

Lincoln-Merc.

NBC

Program TBA
Cen Foods

Circus Boy

Reynolds Alumin

Steve Allen

Ed Sullivan

Lincoln-Merc.

C.E. Theatre

C.E.

Alfred
Hitchcock

Bristol Myers

$64,000 Challenge

Lorillard

Alt
Revlon

What's My Line

Helene Curtis
Alt

Rem'ton-Rand

Steve Allen

Tv Playhouse

Goodyear
Alt

Alcoa

Tv Playhouse

Coodyear
Alt

Alcoa

Loretta Young

P&C

Natl Bowling
Champs

White Owl

ABC

Kukla, Fran
& Ollie

Cordon Baking

MONDAY
CBS

No Net Service

News—|ohn Daly

t

Bold Journey

Ralston-Purina

Danny Thomas

Kleenex
Armour

Voice of

Firestone

Firestone

Bishop Sheen

Lawrence Welk

Dodge

Lawrence Welk

Dodge

No Net Service

NBC

No Net Service

CBS News
Doug Edwards

Whitehall

Robin Hood

Johnson &
Johnson

Alt
Wildroot

Burns and Allen

Carnation
Alt

B F Coodrich

Godfrey's
Talent Scouts

Thos
J
Lipton

Alt
Toni

I Love Lucy

Cen Foods
Alt
P&G

December Bride

Gen Foods

Studio One

West'house

Studio One

West'house

No Net Service

Gordon MacRae

Lever Bros

News Caravan

R J Reynolds

Sir Lancelot

Amer Home Prods
Alt Lever Bros

Producers
Showcase

1 wk in 4 8-9:?0
RCA Whirlpool t

Stanley

Amer Tob.
Alt

Helene Curtis

Impact

Ponds

Montgomery
Presents

S C Johnson
Alt

Schick

Montgomery
Presents

S C Johnson
Alt

Schick

No Net Service

ABC

Kukla, Fran

& Ollie

Gordon Baking

TUESDAY
CBS

No Net Service

News—John Daly

t

Warner Bros.

Presents

Gen Elec

t

Warner B-os.

Presents

Cen Elec

t

Wyatt Earp

P&C
Alt

Gen Mills

Program TBA
C.E.

DuPont Caval-
cade Theatre

Dupont

No Net Service

No Net Service

CBS News
Doug Edwards

Amer Tobacco

Name That Tune'

Whitehall

Phil Silvers

R J Reynolds
Alt

Amana

Herb Shriner

Herb Shriner

Red Skelton

Pet Milk
Alt

S C Johnson

$64,000
Question

Revlon

Do You Trust
Your Wife?

Frigidaire

L& M

NBC

No Net Service

No Net Service

Dinah Shore"

Chevrolet

News Caravan

Rem-Rand

Chevy Show (201

8-9 pm
Chevrolet

Alt
Wash'ton Square

| Ray Bolgerl
1161

Fireside

Theatre

P&C

Drama Program
Title TBA

Kaiser Alum.
Alt

Circle Theater
Armstrong

Drama Program
TBA

Kaiser Alum.
Alt

Circle Theater
Armstrong

Big Town

Lever Bros

Alt
AC Spark Plug-.

&Hi

CoroV B,

News- ih-

It!

Dis' U

Amei)
Air. )

Dert
-"

Disnl

Amer
Ame
Derb»

Progr,

Amr
?!

Pearso h

Eastma

Ford!

F<

Wedr
Night

Pa
Mer

Wedn
Night

Pa
Mer

» Hour



layers of evening web t\ next fall!
tUzen slots, half of two spectaculars plus a scattering of participations

Sunday— ABC has the 8:30-9:00
time open as well as participations on
Omnibus. NBC has participations open
on the Steve Allen hour.

Monday—Bishop Sheen is still open
for sponsorship on ABC. Ditto for the
John Daly news strip across the board.
On NBC a sponsor can buy half of

Producer's Shoivcase or the new show,
Impact, 9:00-9:30.

Tuesday— Parts of Warner Bros.
Presents is open on ABC and the web
may still program 10:00-10:30. On
CBS 7:30-7:00 is open, while Herb
Shriner is still available. NBC has
openings from 8:00 to 9:00.

Thursday—ARC has a number of
availabilities.

Friday—ARC has 10:00-10:30 open
while NBC offers Life of Riley.

Saturday—ABC would like to pro-
gram the 10:30-11:00 slot. CBS has
openings from 7:00-8:00. NBC has
half a spectacular. * • •

ThL
$

'if^t!
meanS n° W

u°
rd y8t °n Whether old snow an <* sP°nsor will renewThis heavy type means show and sponsor are definitely scheduled for fall

tSpon.or.Mp In part or In full ha. not yet been determined
Miuh cancelled. No replaccjiiian lias as jet Oven announced

NESDAY
NBC

THURSDAY
ABC CBS NBC

jM ion Theater

...... Kukla, Fran I

NoNetServ.ee & Ollie
| No Net Service

I Cordon Baking

No Net Service

,dfrey

Toni

*f -'"ogg

Isbury

Coke Time

Coca Cola

News—John Daly

Life

News Caravan

Miles Alt Time

4 'dfrey

roni

Hogg
isbury

Hiram Holiday

Cen Foods

The Lone
Ranger

Cen Mills

Alt
Amer Dairy

CBS News
Doug Edwards

Amer Tobacco

No Net Service

No Net Service

Intl.

Theatre

t

Sgt Preston

Quaker Oats

The

ionaire

Igate

Cot A
cret

eynolds

Father Knows
Best

Scott Paper

Intl.

Theatre

Bob Cummings
R ) Reynolds

Alt
Colgate

Dinah Shore

Chevrolet

ABC

Kukla, Fran
& Ollie

Cordon Baking

News—|ohn Daly

Miles

FRIDAY
CBS

No Net Service

SATURDAY

News Caravan

R J Reynolds

Climax

Chrysler
Shower of Stars

1 wk in 4
8-9 pm

You Bet Your
Life

DeSoto

Rin-Tin-Tin

Nabisco

Kraft TV
Theatre

Kraft

Wire Service

R I Reynolds

t

Climax

Chrysler

Dragnet

L&M

Adven. of
Jim Bowie

Chesebrough-
Ponds
Alt

Amer. Chicle

CBS News
Doug Edwards

Whitehall

NBC

No Net Service

No Net Service

ABC CBS NBC

My Friend Flicka

Colgate

No Net Service

Coke Time

Coca-Cola

News Caravan

Miles

Famous Film
Festival

Partic

"Gene Autry
Wngley

Bucaneer

Sylvania

No Net Servic<

West Point Story

Cen Foods

People's Choice

Bordens

Crossroads

Chevrolet

Kraft TV
Theatre

Kraft

cl Hour
Mt
lentury

Hour
E

el Hour
kit

entury
Hour

E

This Is Your

Life

P&C

Wire Service

R J Reynolds

t

Playhouse 90
t

Tennessee
Ernie Ford

Ford

: No Net Service

Midwestern
Hayride

Whitehall Pharm

Playhouse 90
t

Alt
Ronson

Treasure Hunt

Mogen David
Alt

Helene Curtis

Zane Crey

Cen Foods

Life of Riley

t

The Vice

Sterling Drug

Crusader

R J Reynolds
Alt

Colgate

Jack Carson

P Lorillard

Alt
Toni

Spectacular
8:30-10
RCA

Whirlpool!

Famous Film
Festival

Partic

Jackie Cleason

Bulova
Alt

P. Lorillard

Big Surprise

Speidel
Alt
Purex

Playhouse

Of Stars

Schlitz

On Trial

Campbell

Lever Bros

Famous Film
Festival

Partic

Jackie Cleason

Bulova
Alt

P. Lorillard

Perry Como
Noxzema-Toni

Coldseal
Kleenex
Sunbeam

S&H Stamps

Perry Como
Noxzema-Toni

Coldseal
Kleenex
Sunbeam

S&H Stamps

Lawrence Welk

Dodge

Lux Video
Theatre

Lever Bros

Ozark
Jubilee

Amer. Chicle
t

Playhouse 90
t

Alt
Ronson

Lux Video
Theatre

Lever Bros

''Ethel & Albert

Ralston-Purina

Lineup

P&C
Alt

Brown &
Williamson

Big Story

Simoniz
Alt

Amer Tob

Cavalcade
of Sports

Gillette-

No Net Service

Person to

Person

Amer Oil

H)mm
Life Mag

Cavalcade
of Sports

Cillette

Red Barber's
Corner

St Farm Ins

Lawrence Welk
Dodge

Masquerade
Party

Lentheric
Alt

Emerson Drug

Oh Susanna

Nestle

Hey Jeannie
P&C

Star Jubilee

Ford
1 wk in 4
9:30-11

Sid Caesar
9-10

3 wks in 4

Esquire
Bab-0

Quaker Oats

Cunsmoke

L&M

Spectaculars
9-10:30

1 wk in 4
Olds-RCA
Whirlpool

No Net Service
High Finance

Mennen

Ceorge Cobel

Armour
Alt

Pet Milk

Your Hit
Parade

Amer Tob.
Alt

Warner Hudnut



RESEARCHER FEELS BIG NEED IS FOR CUMULATIVE MEASURE

Dr. E. L. (Larry) Deckinger is in an ideal position to

evaluate radio ratings. As v.p. and research director of

The Biow Co. and as chairman of the Advertising Research

Foundation's Radio-TV Ratings Review Committee, he has

studied ratings carefully from both the point of view of

practical use and broad theoretical perspectives. And as the

newly appointed v.p. and media director at

Grey Advertising he will soon be applying

his knowledge of research in still another

direction. He joins Grey on 1 July 1956.

To Larry Deckinger radio ratings as they

are commonly used today do not make sense.

In an era in which radio is bought in large

saturation quantities, he can see little pur-

pose in the use of ratings for individual an- DR E ,

nouncements. Instead, he feels a radio

schedule's audience ought to be measured cumulatively

so that the advertiser can assess the total effect of his

campaign rather than isolated portions of it.

There is no subject in the history of radio—or television

—which has produced more opinions or controversy than

the question of how to get and use proper ratings, sponsor

presents Larry Deckinger's point of view because it is a

stimulating analysis of a real industry problem. It should

be borne in mind, however, that his views are not a dis-

cussion of all the ramifications of the rating problem.

One of the most important problem areas, which is out-

side the scope of Larry Deckinger's analysis here, is the

mis-use of ratings whatever their form. As

SPONSOR and many others have pointed out

repeatedly, ratings are too often used as

comforting substitutes for judgment; too

often used to mean more than they are de-

signed to mean. And that problem persists

whether ratings are cumulative or not. (See

editorial this issue on page 96.)

Larry Deckinger's point of view on radio

ratings has already been exposed to broad-

casters in a speech before the April NARTB Convention in

Chicago from which he adapted the report appearing here.

In addition he has explained for sponsor's readers how

his suggested cumulative rating system would work (see

box l . SPONSOR will welcome—and print—comments of

both broadcasters and admen evaluating his proposals.

DECKl NG ER

Today's radio ratings are obsolete

"Medium's changed, why not measurements?" asks Grey's E. I . Deckinger

M he 20 or the 30 or the 40 radio

rating is simply a thing of the past.

And, the sooner we accept this, and
stop living in the past, the better for

all of us and the sooner we'll have ra-

dio ratings which measure the medium
the way it is bought—for its cumula-

tive effect. The level of exposure to-

day to any one radio station at any one

36

instant is at a very low level. And,

that is that.

Let's recognize that as the fact it is

as a first step toward radio ratings

that make sense. Let's find out how to

show that, at our prices, radio is a

wonderful buy for an advertiser. That's

our job—to sell what we've got—not

to fool the advertiser into thinking he

is buying something we have not got.

The relatively low level of audience

at any one instant is nothing to be

ashamed of. What percentage of the

U. S. population is reading The Satur-

day Evening Post at any given minute?

I'll bet it's awfully thin! Much smaller,

by far, than the exposure to a radio

network at that instant!

SPONSOR



But, what makes The Saturday Eve-

ning Post a desirable buy in spite of

the almost microscopic audience at any

one instant? The difference is that, to

get a given radio message, I have to

be listening to the station on which it

is broadcast at the moment at which

it is broadcast. The Post can be picked

up at any instant over the week (or

after for that matter) and my message

can be read at that time. In other

words, with the Post, I can cumulate

audiences at different times. For radio

to be competitive it must cumulate, too.

But, that's getting ahead of my story.

The statisticians will tell you that

when numbers are small, they are very

difficult to measure accurately. For ex-

ample, suppose the rating on station X
is reported to be a 2 at 11 o'clock and

a 3 at 12 o'clock. We all know that the

true ratings are not likely to be exactly

a 2 and a 3. They will be in that

general neighborhood, sure. A report-

ed 2, for example, couldn't possibly be

a 20 in fact. The question is, though

you get a 2 or a 3 from a survey, how
sure are you that the program with the

3 is really higher rated than the pro-

gram with the 2?

Never mind how much bigger, just

that it is really bigger. To do this,

you'd need upwards of 1,000 cases for

that particular moment. Unfortunately,

no local service has been able to work
out a way to provide samples of that

size for every instant of radio ex-

posure.

So, radio becomes harder to mea-
sure, because the ratings are relatively

low. It is nothing to be self-conscious

about, to avoid, or to fail to face like

men. It merely makes our job of mea-
surement more difficult. It provides,

therefore, a reason to seek some mea-
surement other than the audience to a

given program at a given time. It's

simply too small to be measured today.

We should, therefore, find something

more readily measured. If I can cu-

mulate, that is measure the audience to

a number of announcements, my sam-
ple magically gets bigger.

The character of radio exposure has

changed substantially and vitally over

the years. Television has helped to

produce this change. It is not entirely

responsible for it. But, it has certain-

ly given it a rather hefty nudge.

The tendency is for radio exposure

to be much less of a family thing, and
much more a personal matter. The
teen-ager swinging to some rock-and-

roll in her room. Mom's mooning to a

romantic drama while preparing the

potatoes in the kitchen. Dad's chewing

his cigar in the den to the blow-by-

blow details of two pugilists demol-

ishing each other. And, by the way,

with all this activity with $30 radios

going on in every room in the house,

the $300 tv set is sitting nice and idle

and peaceful in the living room.

The individual is responsible to a

large measure for many of our current

measurement problems in radio. He
has complicated our problem of mea-

surement in two ways:

First, by buying all those damned
radios and strewing them all over the

house, like so many radiators.

Second, by developing his own hab-

its of exposure, often quite indepen-

dent from those of other members of

his family rather than group listening.

I guess we'll have to concede that

there's a lot of truth in the individual-

ness in radio exposure. I wish we
could provide measurements in terms

of individuals. We certainly shouldn't

slop looking for the way to do it. I

don't think we have it yet. But, we
need not feel unworthy because individ-

ual measurements are either lacking, or

of lesser reliability than our family

measurements. The reason is very sim-

ple. Measurements in family units are

very desirable. Not just for expedi-

ency, but for a very practical reason.

We don't ever want to lose sight of the

fact that, in the society we live in to-

day, the primary buying unit is the

family. Of course, individuals buy

certain things. But, all such purchases

[Please turn to page 81)

How Deckinger would measure radio today

i
Radio should be sold on a "run'Of•station" basis

To simplify radio selling and measuring, Deckinger suggests radio be

sold on a run-of-station basis within designated parts of the day. He suggests

that there might be a morning block (6 to 10 a.m.) ; a midday block (10 a.m.

to 6 p.m.) ; an evening block (6 p.m. to midnight) ; and an all-day block

(covering the 6 a.m. to midnight period straight through for advertisers who
do not specify a day part). Groups of announcements would be sold within

these periods. Example: seven morning announcements per week or 14

evening announcements per week. Advertisers would be rotated within

these day parts so that no one advertiser gets advantage over another.

(There will always be special buys. These could be tabulated specially.)

2
Four types of cumulative data should be furnished

To measure the audience reached by various quantities of announce-

ments within these day parts, Deckinger suggests a rating system which would

report lour kinds of data: 1. Gross rating for all announcements used, ob-

tained by adding the ratings of each individual announcement and serving as

the measure of the radio effort's "total weight." 2. The total number of

different homes reached at least once. 3. The frequency with which these

homes are reached. 4. The average size of the audience to each announcement.

3
This is the technique Dechinyer suyyests to yet data

To accomplish this measurement, Deckinger suggests the following

technique: A series of schedules would be chosen at "random." Thus for

the advertiser using seven announcements in morning time, a series of

seven one-minute slots would be selected and their ratings used to pro-

duce the four kinds of data mentioned above. Perhaps a dozen such series

of seven announcements would be selected and their ratings averaged

to get the end product figures. The mechanical recorder lends itself im-

mediately and readily to such measurement. Diaries and recall systems

can also be adapted to the purpose. The telephone coincidental method
cannot measure cumulatives directly although adaptations can be made.



flow to live a little while workin;

Vacations come but not everyone goes. Those admen who are too involved

in fall buying to take off may find this piece helpful—but not very

M f you are in the advertising busi-

ness you must know by now that

you've got a "snap job;" your friends

who aren't in advertising know—and

they've told you so. These are the

same friends who, when summer rolls

around, you go down to the docks to

wave bye-bye at as they shove off on

Caribbean cruises. Then you hurry

back to your office to catch up on fall

schedules.

A SPONSOR survey showed that while

many agencies try to clean up vaca-

tions between May and October, the

nature of some accounts can upset the

system. A crisis may develop while the

regular handlers are away which can

gray overnight the crew-cuts of the

pinch-hitters back at the agency. Even
without a crisis, things can get pretty

rough for the 80% staff left behind to

cope with 100% of the work. And
then, of course, there is always the ac-

count exec or timebuyer who never

does get his summer vacation until the

38

following February. For these poor

souls, abandoned to their lonely cubi-

cles and stacks of rate cards, we offer

-—not only our solace—but some prac-

tical suggestions on how to live like a

summer vacationer even though work-

ing.

• How to make your own sea

breezes : Open a raw clam, and place it

into a saucer of salt water. Stir brisk-

ly and set down in front of the office

fan or air-conditioner. If any hungry

pigeons are attracted in through the

window, pretend they are sea-gulls.

One hour of this clam-salt-water treat-

ment is about the equivalent of two

days in Nantucket.

• How to make your own mountain

air: Pour about one-half pint of any

good pine-oil disinfectant into the air-

conditioner. If you are one of those

who yearns for the whisper and rustle

of leaves, you may ask your secretary

to stand just back of your shoulder

and crumple up several sheets of cor-

respondence from station reps. The
sound effects will depend entirely on

the quality and crispness of the reps'

stationery, so it is well to impress upon
them that the extent to which you are

soothed may influence your buying.

• How to make your own rain: No
vacation is complete without several

rainy days whether you'd be in Nassau

or Banff. But now you can make your

own rain right in your own office on

Madison Avenue. You'll need no clouds

or dry ice. Just a tall stepladder, the

in-box full of letters from your desk

and an ordinary pack of matches.

Place the in-box on top of the step-

ladder, set fire to the papers, and then

shove the ladder directly under the

sprinkler system. In no time at all you

will be enjoying the same kind of sud-

den shower that your account super-

visor is enjoying up in Maine. And if

enough office furnishing are damaged
you make even get that vacation you've

been longing for. * * *

SPONSOR



The

Proud

Inheritance .

.

. . the proud inheritance of a courtly people, generous

with friendship, zealous in their traditions —
yet competent in the art of practical living — today

^7 blends with modern skills to speed the progress
«*- of our new industrial South.

Here in Richmond, center of Southern progress,

WRVA-TV combines the rich inheritance of WRVA
Radio's 31 years of broadcasting experience with

leadership . . . with awareness of community
responsibility as Richmond s newest television station.

And Richmond television families are registering their

appreciation by faithful allegiance to Channel 12. Their
friendly response is a mark of esteem on which
we place the highest value.

Represented by Harrington, Righter and Parsons, Inc.

WRVA-TV
Richmond, Va. .

/^
CBS Basic Channel Ji£

C. T. Lucy, President Barron Howard, Vice President and General Manager James D. Clark, Jr., Sales Manager
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fOil . .

.

*Including

2 Peabody,

3 Ohio State,

1 duPont,

2 Sylvania,

5 Emmy and

62 otVip.r awards

Winning an occasional award

for good programming could be

accidental. But when a station

wins 75 awards* in three years

it begins to look premeditated.

It suggests a firmly held

conviction about the quality of

entertainment and information

likely to excite the pleasure

and interest of its community

—

and the ability to provide

such programming consistently.

The latest tributes to this

ability are the two awards which

Peabody and Ohio State gave

to KNXT and Dr. Frank C. Baxter

for "Shakespeare on TV," the

notable television series which

has given millions of people

new insight into the wisdom and

poetry of the great playwright.

These awards reaffirm the unique

personality which KNXT represents-

foT its viewers, as a source of

fresh and challenging entertainment

in all categories of programming;

for its advertisers, as a medium

which continues year after year to

command the attention and

loyalty of the largest average

audiences in Southern California.

KNXT„«
CBS Owned— Channel 2— Represented by

CBS Television Spot Sales



/ Iff*

You tun t turn

back time . .

.

that's why . . .

no one can catch up withWKYTV
In 1920, WKY was Oklahoma's first radio station.

WKY-TV was also Oklahoma's first TV station (1949).

All these years, we've been building audience loyalty. You can't duplicate

this any more than you can turn back time.

Sure, we're first in the ratings. But more important,

we offer you a share in the lives of our audience.

So why just talk TO people? Talk WITH them.

Sell from inside the family circle.

Owned and Operated by
THE OKLAHOMA PUBLISHING CO.
The Daily Oklahoman • Oklahoma City Times

The Farmer-Stockman • WKY Radio

WSFA-TV, Montgomery, Ala.

Represented by THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.

#

WKY TV
THE NATIONS f/RST COIOR TELEVISION STATION

m
NBC

ABC

OKLAHOMA CITY



New developments on SPONSOR stories

See? The advertising agency in transition

Issue: Series of four, from 28 Nov. 1955

Subject: The untapped field of tv merchan-
dising on local level

From 28 November 1955, through 9 January 1956, SPONSOR

probed the various phases of the marketing revolution and its effect

on ad agencies in a series entitled "The advertising agency in transi-

tion." Many times during the course of the series, SPONSOR sug-

gested that changes on the advertising scene would emerge because

of the marketing trend.

One of the possible innovations as a result may be the emergence

of a new arm of the business. This was brought to our attention

through the newly-formed Lloyd Pearson Associates, a consulting

service specializing in tv marketing and merchandising of consumer

products.

President of the firm, Lloyd Pearson told SPONSOR. "Mine is a

service that revolves about a principle of pre-selling' in the local mar-

ket." He cited the fact that many local dealers of national organiza-

tions don't care to merely tie in on the tail of a national show with

merchandising. They'd prefer to have tailor-made marketing and

merchandising campaigns, geared to their specific needs.

"This is not a service set up to compete with agencies. They have

facilities for handling such matters on the national level; but I feel

that we can be extremely helpful to these agencies, p.r. firms and

advertisers in handling programs on a consulting basis on the dealer,

retailer, distributor levels." * * *

Summer Selling Section

5 March 1956, from page 39

Snbfect: A report on vacation shopping as an
aid to advertisers

In its latest Memo from Dr. Dichter and Staff, the Institute for

Motivational Research presented its findings on "How to sell to the

vacation crowd." The Institute found that the psychological frame-

work of the holiday puts vacation shopping into a different category

from usual shopping.

"Vacation shopping is an anticipatory ritual," states the Memo.
Purchases are made with holiday use in mind.

Holidays are eroticised periods. For example, women tend to buy

more and bolder clothes because even though she has a man, a

woman "is glad to have another man look at her so that she will

know she is attractive." Women also tend to spend more, to be more
liberal dollar-wise.

Looking forward to the vacation, people buy some things just

for fun. They also unconsciously search for stores that match their

moods—stores where shopping promises to be exciting.

Nevertheless, the pleasure principle "rarely gains the upper hand
without a struggle. People feel that they are vulnerable," due to un-

usually exalted moods. Therefore, they seek security, too, in their

shopping.

And "once the vacationist is away from home, the desire for se-

curity becomes more urgent." This is evidenced in the search for

stores which are not only reliable, but friendly, and which may in

some respects remind the shopper of stores "back home."
IMR concludes that advertising during vacation time must rec-

oncile the pleasure principle and the "buried-but-not-dead feelings

of unrealism and security." * * *

Not Just Luck!

EISENHOWER

PRAYER

AWARD

BILLBOARD

AWARD

RANGER

AWARD

SAFETY

AWARD

makes

WREX-TY
TOPS IN

SALES POWER
(1) Program Promotion — the kind

that won WREX-TV four top awards

this year!

(2) Market Coverage — positive

coverage of Southern Wisconsin and

Northern Illinois — representing a

multi-billion dollar sales area — in-

dustrial and agricultural!

(3) Best in Network Programming —
plus high-rated syndicated and fea-

ture film programs — provides peak

round-the-clock viewing.

NOT JUST LUCK, but these three im-

portant factors make WREX-TV the

choice of Time Buyers and Viewers

alike.

WREX-TV
I ROCKFORD. ILLINOIS

channel 13
CBS-ABC AFFILIATIONS

telecasting in color

represented by

H-R TELEVISION, INC.
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1

Top 10 shows in 10 or more markets
Period 1-7 May 7956

TITLE. SYNDICATOR. PRODUCER, SHOW TYPE
Average
ratings

7-STATI0N
MARKETS

5-STA. 1

MARKET 4-STATION MARKETS 3-STATION M*Kr «

Rank Past*
now rank NY. LA. S. Fran.

Seattle-

Boston Chicago Detroit Mnpls. Phila. Tacoma Wash. Atlanta Bait. But*

I 1 Highway Patrol (M)
Zl V 21.4

77.7 73.7

wrca-tv kttv
7:00pm 9:00pm

11.4

kron-tv
fi :30pm

79.2 74.5 27.2 77.2 73.9 79.9 74.7

wbz-tv wbkb wihk-tv wcco-tv wfil-tv komo-tv wtop-tv
10:30pm 9:00pm 9:3(1™ 10:00pm 10:30pm 7:00pm 7:30pm

76.7 73.9 76^"

vaga-tv wmar-tv wr •

10:00pm 7:30pm 10:3«,

2 3 f Led Three Lives (M)
Zl V 19.3

2.9 74.8

wpix kttv
7:30pm 8:30pm

76.7

kron-tv
10:30pm

20.0 74.9 78.5 78.9 72.0 79.6 5.2

wnac-tv wgn-tv wjbk-tv kstn-tv weau-tv ktnt-tv wmal-tv
7:00pm 9:30pm 9:30pm S :30pm 7:00pm 9:00pm 8:00pm

27.5 78

wsb-tv ivgi

9:30pra 10:3a

3 Celebrity Playhouse (D)
SCREEN GEMS 18.7

9.8

knxt
10:00pm

74.5

krim-tv
10:00pm

76.0 20.5 79.7 77.5

wwj-tv kstn-tv komo-tv wtoo-tv
10:00pm 8:30pm 8:00pm 10:30pm

73.9

wsb-tv
2:00pm

4 7 Badge 714 (HI)
NBC FILM, DRAGNET PROD. 18.6

7.2 7 7.2

wpix kttv
8:30pm 7:30pm

22.7

kpix
9:00pm

79.0 75.2 79.5 72.5 72.5 22.0 70.9

wnac-tv wgn-tv wwj-tv kstn-tv wcau-tv king-tv wrc-tv
6:30pm 8:00pm 7:00pm 10:30pm 7:00nm 9:30pm 7:0Opm

5 10 Mr. District Attorney ( >I

)

ZIV 18.1
73.2

kttv
9:00pm

76.2

kron-tv
10:30pm

27.2 75.4 72.2 27.4 74.7

wnac-tv wibk-tv kstp-tv king-tv wrca-tv
10:30pm 10:30pm 10:30pm 9:00pm 10:30pm

73.9 22 17

vaga-tv uc
10:30pm 7 ii.

5 6 Annie Oakley (W)
CBS FILM, FLYING A PROD. 18.1

9.4 70.8

wcbs-tv kttv
4:30pm 7:00pm

77.0

kgo-tv
6:00pm

20.4 20.7 27.0 75.4 72.0 78.4 73.9

wnac-tv wbbm-tv wxyz-tv wcco-tv wcau-tv king-tv wtop-tv
5:00pm 5:30pm 5:30pm 5:30pm 1:30pm 6:00pm 7:00pm

7 7.4 78.2 25 j 21

wlw-a wbal-tv wbe;
6:00pm 5:30pm 7:0U

7 Dr. Hudson's Secret Journal (D)
MCA. AUTHORS PLAYHOUSE 17.9

9.7

kttv
9:00pm

27.2 78.5 79.8 8.0 72.8 9.9

wnbq wwj-tv wcco-tv wrcv-tv king-tv wmal-tv
10:00pml0 :00pm 7:00pm 7:00pm 7:00pm 6:30pm

76.5 22

wsb-tv we
10 :30pm 10:31 "

8 Man Called X (A)
Zl V 17.8

3.9 70.2

wpix khj-tv
9:00pm 8:30pm

70.5

kron-tv
6:30pm

78.4 72.2 77.5 70.9 77.3 9.0

wbz-tv wgn-tv wjbk-tv wcau-tv king-tv wmal-tv
10:30pm 9:30pm 10:00pm 7:00pm 10:00pm 9:00pm

76.9 75.3 32 jf
vaga-tv wbal-tv when
10:00pm 10:30pm 9:30

9 Man Behind the Badge (HI)
MCA. BERNARD PROCKTER

17.3
4.4 9.8

wpix kttv
S :00pm 8:00pm

77.4

kron-tv
10:30pm

26.2 70.7 74.5 72.7

.vnac-tv wbbm-tv kstp-tv king-tv
10:30pm 10:00pm 9:30pm 10:00pm

77.2 h
wsb-tv
2:30pm

10 Death Valley Days (W)
PACIFIC BORAX

17.2
9.3 70.2

wica-tv krca
7:00pm 7:00pm

6.2

kgo-tv
1 7:00pm

23.4 6.5 6.3 73.2

wnac-tv wbkb wtcn-tv wrc-tv
10:30pm 10:00pm 8:30pm 7:00pm

9.5 2 7

wlw-a wgr

I
C:30pm 1"

Rank Part*
now rank Top 70 shows in 4 to 9 markets

I Amos 9n 9 Andy (C)
CBS Fl LM. HAL ROACH STUDIOS

21.4
7 7.8 73.6

wcbs-tv knxt
6:30pm 5:00pm

78.2 76.5

wwj-tv wcco-tv
10:00pm 2:00pm

IT
H

2 2 Life of Riley (C)
NBC FILM, TOM MC KNIGHT

17.4
72.0

kttv
8:30pm

25.2

kpix
7:00pm

74.2 27.3

kstp-tv king-tv
8:30pm 8:30pm

1.

1

:

3 9 I Search for Adventure (A)
GEO. BAGNALL, JULIAN LESSER-SOL LESSER PROD.

16.4
2.2 7 7.7

wpij kcop
7:30pm 7:00pm

23.7

kpix
7:30pm

23.0 27.5

wcco-tv king-tv
8:30pm 7:30pm

4 2 Stars of the Grand Ole Opry (Ma)
FLAMINGO FILM. GANNAWAY PROD.

16.0
2.3

kcop
8:30pm

23.5

kpix
9:30pm

3.9 2.8

kevd-tv komo-tv
7 :30pm 5 :30pm

5 Crunch and Des (A)
NBC FILM. BERMUDA PROD. LTD.

14.6
8.7

krca
8:30pm

73.2

kron-tv
7:00pm

7 7.2 72.4 7.5

wcau-tv komo-tv wttg
7:30pm 9:00pm 9:30pm

73.4 72.4

waga-tv wbal-tv
7:00pm 10:30pm

6 8 Ellery Queen (M)
TPA

14.5
4.5 2.5

wpix kcop
9:00pm 8:00pm

7 Stories of the Century (W)
HOLLYWOOD, STUDIO CITY TV PROD.

14.3
9.2

kttv
6:00pm

76.7 70.2 7 7.7 4.7

wnac-tv wbkb kstp-tv wcau-tv
6:00pm 9:30pm 6:30pm 11:30pm

19

hi

8 Hopalotig Cassidy (W)
NBC FILM, WM. BOYD 14.1

6.3 7.7

wrca-tv kttv
6:00pm 6:00pm

74.2

cklw-tv
6:00pm

77.9 73.-

wbal-tv wgr-t
4:00pm 6:00p

9 Star and the Story (D)
OFFICIAL FILMS. FOUR STAR PROD.

13.5
9.7

kttv
10:30pm

76.2 5.5

wcco-tv wcau-tv
9:00pm 11:30pm

7.4

wsb-tv
11:30pm

9 Mayor of the Town (D)
MCA-TV FILM. GROSS- K R AS N E , RAWLINS GRANT

13.5
8.7

kttv
9:30pm

7 7.7

kgo-tv
7:30pm

73.5

komo-tv
10:00pm

20.i

wgr-t
10:00p

Show type symbols: (A) adventure: (C) comedy; (D) drama; (Doc) documentary; (K) kids; (M)
mystery; (Mu) musical; (SF) Science Fiction; (W) Western. Films listed are syndicated, % hr..

Vi hr. & hr. length, telecast In four or more markets. The average rating Is an unweighted
average of Individual market ratings listed above. Blank space Indicates film not broadcast in this

market 1-7 May. While network shows are fairly stable from one montli to another in
^""

markets in which they are shown, this is true to much lesser extent with syndicated shows. '

should be borne in mind when analyzing rating trends from one month to anether In this a

•Befers to last month's chart. If blank, show was not rated at all in last chart or was in «',

'leu



TION MARKETS 2-STATION MARKETS

umbu< Milw. St. L. Birm. Charlotte Dayton New Or. Providence

10.4 J 7.5 20.4 27.5 47.0 36.3 36.0 23.0

jns-tv wtmj-tv
30pm l»:30pm

kwk-tv
9:30pm

wbrc-tv
9:30pm

wbtv
10:30pm

wiiio-tv
8:00pm

wdsu-tv
10:00pm

wjar-tv
10:30pm

27.2 79.9 23.8 46.3 45.5 75.5

wtmj-tv
0:00pm

ksd-tv
10:00pm

wbrc-tv
10:00pm

wbtv
7:00pm

wdsu-tv
8:30pm

wjar-tv
10:30pm

20.7 27.3 77.3 34.8

ksd-tv
9:45pm

wbrc-tv
8 :00pm

wiw-d
11:15pm

wdsu-tv
10 :00pm

24.9 33.3 22.8 78.8

ksd-tv
9:30pm

wbrc-tv
9:30pm

whio-tv
10:30pm

wjar-tv
6.30pm

77.3 28.8 23.6 23.3

wtmj-tv
11:00pm

.vbrc-tv
J) :30pm

wdsu-tv
10:30pm

wjar-tv
10:30pm

16.5 27.0 76.0 78.3 28.3 33.3 79.8

ns-tv

00pm
wtmj-tv
(ii^Upm

kwk-tv
3:15pm

wbrc-tv
5:00pm

wbtv
5:30pm

wdsu-tv
9:30am

wjar-tv
0:30pm

28.0 20.7 25.3 27.3

wtmj-tv
7:00pm

ksd-tv
9:30pm

wbrc-tv
8:30pm

wdsu-tv
10:30pm

14.4 20.4 34.8 24.8 24.3

jns-ty
:30pm

ksd-tv
10:00pm

wbrc-tv
7:00pm

whio-tv
9:30pm

wjar-tv
8:00pm

77.5 79.7 43.3

wtmj-tv
9 :30pm

ksd-tv
10:00pm

wdsu-tv
10:00pm

78.2 24.8 50.3 25.0

wxix
10:00pm

wabt
9:00pm

wbtv
7 :00pm

wdsu - tv

10:30pm

8.7

tvn-tv
:00pm

74.4

wxix
7 :00pm

76.2

kwk-tv
6:00pm

70.9

bns-tv
:00pm

24.3

wbrc-tv
9:00pm

27.8 50.5 27.0

whio-tv
10:30pm

wdsu-tv
8:30pra

wpro-tv
7:00pm

79.0 36.0

wabt wbtv
8:30pm 6:00pm

24.3

wdsu-tv
4:00pm

26.8

wabt
8:30pm

26.0

wdsu-tv
10:00pm

32.8

wbrc-tv
8:30pm

7.5

wlw-d
11:15pm

75.3

wbrc-tv
4:30pm

25.8

wdsu-tv
6 :00pm

8.9

wisn-tv
3:30pm

25.3

wbtv
5:00pm

29.3

wbrc-tv
10:00pm

10. Classification as to number of stations In market Is Pulse's
lse determines number by measuring which stations are actually
iy homes In the metropolitan area of a given market even though
lelf may be outside metropolitan area of the market.

What Makes Columbus A Market?

Panoramic view of greater Columbus*

Last year, in Columbus, Ohio, 551,000

people spent 146 billion dollars on food

alone.

Each week, 7 major Columbus shopping

centers serve over a million consumers,

and . .

.

Each day, the influence of WBNS-TV's
commercials is reflected in the sales vol -

ume of 3,774 food, drug and variety stores.

WBNS-TV
Coverage Facts

Total population

1 ,872,900

Total families

556,000

Total TV homes
500,400

WBNS-TV is 1st choice with advertisers

and viewers in mid-Ohio, where both mar-

ket and WBNS-TV are too important to

overlook.

s Photo courtesy of Lockbourne Air Force

Base, Strategic Air Command, Columbus, O.

Number I in "Columbus Market" series.

WBNS-TV
channel 10 • columbus, ohio

OBSTV Network . . . Affiliated with Columbuc- Dispatch . . . General Sales Office: 3;: X High St

REPRESENTED BY BLAIR TV.

45



We were tempted to shout:

-to point

to announce

Mattel. I

with pride: MJCke'

-to dramatically reveal:

with pleasure: Mickey MOUII

-to excitedly blurt:

But modesty (thank goodness) prevailed. All we!

© Walt Disney Productions

Burp is a trademark of Mattel, Inc.



Burp' Gun scores bull's-eye on Mickey Mouse Club!

se Club proves biggest gun in Mattel, Inc., arsenal!

ttel, Inc., hits its target with Mickey Mouse Club!

b moves 900,000 to shell out for Mattel, Inc., toy!

tel, Inc., finds Mickey Mouse Club hot as a pistol!

this:

Mattel, Inc., introduced its toy Burp Gun in March

'55
. . . and it sold steadily. Then, in October, Mattel

put the toy on ABC-TV's Mickey Mouse Club.

By November 1, normally the last minute for

Christmas reordering, the Burp Gun had been shown

on the Club just jour times. At the end of November,

retailer reorders were still swamping Mattel. By

December 15, Mattel had sold almost a million Burp

Guns—just about a cool 4 million dollars' worth!

Mattel's product and timing were right. So was its

choice of the Mickey Mouse Club . . . the program

that reaches more homes and viewers than any other

daytime program, more kids than any program

(except Disneyland), more adults than all but 8 of

the 25 top adult daytime programs. And it reaches

them at a cost per thousand of 68 cents per commercial

minute — less than any other show, day or night. As

Mattel, Inc., will tell you, this show is a buy!

ABC TELEVISION NETWORK



DEPARTMENT STORE

SPONSOR: Fowlers Dept. Store AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Fowlers Department Store

uses three spot announcements daily throughout the year

via station KVWO. Announcements are supplemented by

various sports shows. Through consistent use of spot

radio plus selected programs, the following increases have

been shown: (1) Mens department showed 46% increase

in 1954 over 1953, another 10% increase in 1955. (2)

Women's department upped sales by 16% in 1954 over

1953 and in 1955 saw another 14% jump. Approximate

monthly expenditure: $250.

K\ WO, Cheyenne, Wyo. PROGRAM: Announcements

;--v;'-*f*frjBi<.iW?3JgWP'33E^vv >~" ' . , ~ *,. r
:

:
:
:^.' - :- - *?

r

results

. _-^. ...... ... .... "'. ~ w

COMBINE
SPONSOR: Eagle Farm Equipment AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: This dealer of J. I. Case

equipment recently aired a spot announcement at 12:10

p.m. on CJGX. Advertised was a combine at a reduced

price, to sell for $750. At 1 :30 p.m., the sponsor received

a long distance phone call from a farm town. The caller

later paid cash for the combine. The machine was adver-

tised only once—in the announcement mentioned above.

Cost of the commercial was $2.25, while the sponsor

grossed $750. Eagle Farm Equipment was particularly

pleased because it was an "off season" for combines.

CJGX, Yorkton, Saskatchewan PROGRAM: Announcements

LIVESTOCK

SPONSOR: York Livestock Commission AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Sponsorship of a half-hour

program plus spot announcements for a full year brought

as much as an 83% increase to this auction market or-jl

ganization. Objective of the drive was to establish a com-

petitive market for fat hogs, in face of poor prices being

paid for livestock. With iveekly remote broadcast and

five one-minute announcements per week, the Commis-

sion realized an 83% gain in sale of hogs, 7.8% for cat-

tle, 9.6% for calves and a 2.4% increase in dollar volume.

Campaign cost $100 per month. Contract renewed.

KAWL, York, Nebr. PROGRAM: Announcements, show

CARS

SPONSOR: Seifert Pontiac-Cadillac AGENCY: Mark Schreiber

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: For three consecutive nights,

Seifert Pontiac-Cadillac participated in the station's

broadcasts of quarter-final and semi-final State high

school championship basketball games. On each of the

evenings, eight announcements were aired. During this

time, commercials highlighted 12 automobiles, of which

11 were sold. Total advertising cost for the 24 participa-

tions was $150; and the sponsor, satisfied with results,

attributes success of the drive solely to radio.

KVOD, Denver, Col. PROGRAM: Participations

RECORDS
SPONSOR: H. P. Wasson & Co. AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: This department store select-

ed the station's Easy Does It show in which to promote

its record department. It set aside 500 records to be given

away as souvenirs during the three-and-a-half-hour re-

mote program. During the first 40 minutes of the show,

all 500 records had been given away. Wasson's added

200 records for the after-school rush. These were gone

in a matter of minutes. As a result of this trial-run, a

schedule of announcements in the above program, in ad-

dition to a schedule in a woman's show, was slated.

WIBC, Indianapolis, Ind. PROGRAM: Participations

DOG FOOD APPLIANCES
SPONSOR: Cadet Doe; Food AGENCY: Mann-Ellis

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: A participation schedule in

three programs plus widespread promotion efforts boosted

Cadet into number one dog food position in Negro mar-
ket in New York. Spanish Breakfast Club, Spiritual Time
and Dr. Jive Show were promoted via WWRL-printed
three-color posters. Posters were placed high on store

walls, featuring disc jockey endorsement of the food, with

space provided for writing in price before posting. The
dual-media approach was extremely successful for the

advertiser, which became leader in intended market.

WWRL, New York, N. Y. PROGRAM: Participations

SPONSOR: Lawrence Appliance AGENCY: Givens & Davies

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: A 60-hour continuous Sell-A-

Thon Broadcast directly from the advertiser's store re-

sulted in the sale of about $9,000 worth of electrical ap-

pliances and television sets. During the remote broad-

cast, all regular advertisers were given time. Unsold time

was devoted to promoting the special offers at Lawrence

Appliance, with contests and free gifts as well as cus-

tomer interviews featured. A highlight of the show was

a breakfast of hotcakes and coffee served to those at the

point of sale. Cost of the Sell-A-Thon was $600.

KGEM, Boise, Idaho PROGRAM: Sell-A-Thon
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« forum «•»» questions of current interest

to air advertisers and their agencies

Where do television copytvriters come front

Wallace W. Elton

V.p. and Director

J. Walter Thompson, N.Y.

THE PICTURE HAS CHANGED

• Today they come from the same

areas that produce creative advertising

people for all media. But it was not

always so.

About 10 years ago, when the pro-

duction of tv commercials started to

increase, most of our tv writers were

drawn from an experienced and well-

staffed motion picture department. That

department had been producing insti-

tutional and sales training films as well

as "minute movie" advertisements for

use in theatres.

Additional help came from writers of

live radio commercials and the result-

ing group formed what the military

calls a cadre, with the technical experi-

ence to indoctrinate new talent.

During recent years, as the demand
for tv talent increased, writers have

come from diverse sources. Now they

come from areas that produce good

advertising men for all media—from

areas that are defined by talent and

creative ability rather than by work
classification.

For instance, some of today's suc-

cessful tv writers have come from out-

door and print advertising, publication

staffs, research and cartooning as well

as from radio and television stations

and motion picture studios. Some have

come from undergraduate college pub-

lications via agency trainee programs

or apprenticeship in general copywrit-

ing. Candidates from the latter sources

are discovered by watching the college

magazines.

Wherever they come from, the best

tv writers usually have a graphic or

"picture" sense. They realize that

more than half of human knowledge is

acquired through the eyes.

Finally, the most encouraging trend

of the last few years has been the in-

creasing collaboration between print

writers and tv writers. More and more
good tv commercial ideas are coming

from the general editorial groups. The
result will be a breed of advertising

writer characterized by an ability to

write for all media.

Gordon U ebber
V.p. in chg. of Tv Commercials

Benton & Bowles, N.Y.

THEY'RE WHERE YOV FIND THEM

• The good tv copywriters, like gold,

are where you find them. And, like

gold, you sometimes find them in the

most unlikely places.

Copywriters on our staff previously

have had jobs ranging from artist on a

metropolitan newspaper to a menswear
salesman at Macy's. In between are

a former salesman for a silver com-

pany, an announcer, a song writer, an

actor, a commercial photographer, a

film writer, an instructor in music

theory and a former mimeograph op-

erator. There are also a few ex-radio

copywriters, station continuity writers

and an art buyer.

What do you look for in a good

copywriter?

You look first for a good profession-

al advertising man. That is to say, a

person who knows the principles of the

advertising profession as well as the

practice of it. A man who knows the

difference between a good selling idea

and what is merely a gimmick.

Beyond professional competence

there are other attributes that a copy

cbief hopes—rather wistfully at times

—to find in his best writers. There is

a hint of one of those attributes in the

listing of pre-tv jobs above. The one

thing so many good copywriters of

seemingly divergent backgrounds have

in common is a visual sense.

The man or woman who can "think

in pictures"—pictures that move—as

well as in terms of the compelling head-

line and the polished selling phrase is

cherished above all others by a copy

chief.

The ideal tv copywriter has other

characteristics, too. He may have a

music background (as the ex-song-

writer and music instructor) and that

may lend grace and good ear to what

he writes. He may have had dramatic

training (as the former actor and an-

nouncer) which could add drama and

humor to his copy.

And finally, if the copy chief is

abundantly blessed, this ideal copy-

writer just might have added to all the

rest the rarest trait of all: taste—that

ineffable sense of what fits when and

where.

If a copywriter has all these, he is

gold, indeed, and you don't care where

you find him.

50 SPONSOR



John W. Esau
Radio-Tv Copy Chief

N. W. Ayer & Son, N.Y.

TV COPYWRITER IS NOT BORN

• Basically, the tv copywriter is not

born. Somewhere during the forma-

tive years he commences to fulminate.

There are sparks. The sparks in the

normal firing order are:

1. Write

2. Write Advertising Copy
3. Write Tv Advertising Copy
A tv copywriter starts out even with

all other beings—with eyes, ears and a

mind. What he makes of these facul-

ties—senses and brain matter—in the

years following, represent the creative

shakedown cruise. If he can write; if

he can see pictures with his eyes closed,

hear sounds with his ears plugged and

finally, evaluate the sensations within

himself—then he has the makings of a

tv copy man.

Tv copywriters are self-made. They
can be guided, counseled, edited and

encouraged. However, day-by-day de-

velopment must occur within the writer.

Where do they come from? At N. W.
Ayer, tv copywriters bud from indi-

vidual roots. For example: newspaper,

department store, radio station, high

school teaching, college instructing,

buried-alive pit of a carnival, television

production, sports announcing, adver-

tising manager. The common ingredi-

ents: disciplined eyes, ears—and a

mind.

Tv copywriters must be individuals.

Otherwise, a tv copy department slow-

ly becomes a calcified mold of same-

ness and group-think. There must be

one refreshing common trait. The ad-

vertising writers of audio and video

are first and foremost perennial, critical

consumers, with a gift for expressing

honestly and clearly an enthusiasm for

a product or service in the best-con-

ceived, most persuasive pictures and

words. * * *

DECISION-MAKERS WHO DIRECT

NATIONWIDE BUSINESS EXPANSION ARE

AS A BASIC

ADVERTISING

MEDIUM

LAWRENCE I>. MACK, THE PRESIDENT AND FOUNDER OF
SLENDERELLA INTERNATIONAL, PULLS NO PUNCHES WHEN
HE DESCRIBES SPOT'S ROLE IN HIS BUSINESS:

"WE'VE FOUND THAT SPOT RADIO IS THE MOST EFFECTIVE
MEDIUM TO BUILD OUR SERVICE,
MARKET BY MARKET. WE'RE LIVING INBCI
ON OUR SUCCESS WITH SPOTI'

INBCI

On April 14th Per-

manent Affiliation

Contracts were

Signed.

Your "Follow-thru"

Stations for

—Complete

Merchandising

Promotion

Services-

Represented by

MEEKER TV, INC.

ADAM YOUNG, St. Louis

Now Operating

WEOA-CBS-RADIO
Evansville, Indiana

II
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WFMY-TV
holds the Greensboro

50-county AREA spellbound

11 city weighted composite TRENDEX report - April, 1956

DAYTIME -sets in use, 18.1 NIGHT-TIME— sets in use, 47.0

AVERAGE AVERAGE AVERAGE
RATING SHARE RATING

WFMY-TV 12.6 69.6 WFMY-TV 27.8
second station 2.5 13.8 second station 9.1

third station 0.7 3.9 third station 3.1

fourth station 1.4 7.7 fourth station 4.1

all others 0.9 5.0 all others 2.4

AVERAGE
SHARE
59.1

19.3

6.6

9.8

6.0



TRENDEX proves it

!

Our Pied Piper of The Piedmont rates the warmest welcome in

these 11 key communities— as well as all the others — making
up the rich Greensboro market-place! The weighted composite
Trendex Report for April shows WFMY-TV's average daytime
rating at an impressive 1 2.6! That's five times better
than the next-best station! And night-time? A whopping 27.8
— over three times the latter's average rating!

IN FACT— according to the same Trendex— WFMY-TV
produces a higher average daytime . . and a higher
average night-time . . rating in these 11 cities than
ALL of the region's nine other stations put together!

Here's resounding evidence of how WFMY-TV's mighty 100,000 watts
on Channel 2 has a boarding-house reach extending across 50
North Carolina and Virginia counties. Glowing proof, too, that WFMY-TV's
seven years of carefully-planned local originations and arresting CBS-TV
programs make it the undisputed television favorite of the rich Piedmont.

And what an area this Piedmont is! Alive with growing industry . . packed
with nearly two-and-a-half billions of spending money . . thronging with
more than two million customers . . and vibrant with selling opportunities!

There's only ONE station that can deliver ALL of it for you. WFMY-TV, of
course! Fall in behind our Pied Piper's profitable footsteps and whistle
yourself up a handsome share of its super-sales. Your Harrington,
Righter and Parsons man knows the tune. Call him today!

wfmy-tv
GREENSBORO, N. C.

Reprttenftd by

Harrington. Righter & Parsons, Inc.

New York— Chicago— San Francisco— Atlanta
Now In Our
Seventh Year



In The West

The Best

NegroMarket

Buy!
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RICHARD BOTT, Station Manager

Represented Nationally by

Stars National Inc.
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Which can command more identification with the folks at

home, Olive Oyl or Mrs. Ralph Kramden? And who is more
realistic in the role of White Knight—Prince Valiant or Hal
March?

The intimacy of television is caused by its believability,

by real people actually moving and talking, even as you and

I. To this must be added good concepts, sound plots, honest

dialogue—not easy things to come by, for sure, but once

achieved whether the series be a Robin Hood or a contem-

porary one, it lives and breathes and mirrors life to the great-

est degree yet achieved in mass communications.

So in my humble and biased opinion, Fellers, I think you
stuck your necks way out inviting comparison with tv on
grounds such as these. Which brings me to Point Two in the

tract, another article of recent vintage which bears on this

same thought and appeared in the New York Times magazine

section where a gentleman saw fit to print the news that tele-

vision "advertising with a touch of wit is gaining rapidly in a

world overrun by the loud, hard commercial."

In the first place the "loud commercial" is seldom seen or

heard in television. The decibel count of tv copy is about

one-third that of radio for the simple reason that video so

overpowers audio. Secondly, if by "hard commercial" it is

meant one that employs the most direct advertising techniques

such as demonstration, problem-solution, testimonial, etc.,

our author is as wet as a small mouth bass. These are still

the most successful advertising methods.

The examples of the trend to animation, listed in this arti-

cle, are of the Grotesque School upon which I have com-

mented before. In contrast to all the art work whimsies which

appear in television today, I submit the straightforward un-

abashed copy used by Revlon. By the standard of sales-

ability these so far outrank any others in the business that

they defy comparison and the only animation which ever

appears is a simple diagram showing how Clean and Clear

gets five layers deep into the skin. In place of Bert and

Harry they've got Hal and Evelyn and Barbara. * * *

Letters to Bob Foreman are welcomed

Do you always agree with the opinions Bob Foreman ex-

presses in "Agency Ad Libs?" Bob and the editors of SPONSOR

would be happy to receive and print comments from readers.

Address Bob Foreman, c/o SPONSOR, 40 E. 49 St., New York.
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Look out, Mars

Murray' s Coming

!

For seven years Murray Cox's Annual WFAA Farm
Study Tour has taken hundreds of interested people on

trips that range from Alaska to Bermuda, from Canada
to Cuba.

Each year the tour is filled to capacity, and everywhere

it goes it is royally entertained by municipal officials and

agricultural leaders. Though it hasn't yet been to Mars,

there's no doubt Murray will get around to it, if he thinks

there are any farmers up there.

For Murray Cox is the dean of Texas radio farm direc-

tors and his reputation extends far beyond his own state.

His farm news on WFAA is among the Top Ten* programs

popular with North Texans and what he says makes
mighty important listening to them.

If you sell anything farm families buy— and today that

includes just about everything from airplanes to zippers—
let Murray sell it to WFAA's big* farm audience. Your
Petry man can give you the details.

820
50,000 WATTSWFAA 570

5,000 WATTS

DALLAS
NBC • ABC • TQN

Edward Petrv & Co., Inc., Representatives

'Whan Study. A. C Nielsen, N.S.I.
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FORMIDABLE!
... is the word for Inspector Fabian of Scotland

Yard, the world's most famous detective, who has

faced and foiled many a heavily-armed desperado.

And his exploits make spine-tingling television

fare. With English star Bruce Seton in the

title role, Fabian of Scotland Yard dramatizes

the Inspector's most celebrated cases . . . takes

viewers behind the scenes of the remarkable Yard,

legendary for its crime-fighting prowess. In all

markets... in any situation, Fabian will track

down large audiences, get formidable results.

Just two quick examples. In 3-station St. Louis,

Fabian commands 57% of the audience— close to

70% more than the nearest competition.* And

in Ontario, where Inspector Fabian himself

made a 30-day speaking tour for his sponsor,

Molson's Brewery enthused : "He greatly

stimulated our sales. His appearance was nothing

less than a personal triumph, from which

we derived full benefit!"

Fabian of Scotland Yard—which Radio-Television

Daily reviewed as "far superior"—can help you

unravel your knottiest sales problems. To get down

to cases, call us for details and a private eyeful.

CBS TELEVISION FILM SALES, INC.

New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Dallas, Atlanta,

Boston, Detroit, St. Louis. In Canada: S. W. Caldwell, Ltd.

*Latest Telepulse



. . . CALL LETTERS

Unduplicated coverage of

IOV2 counties in New York

and Vermont, plus Montrealm. PROGRAMS
All of the top NBC-ABC shows,

in addition to new local interest

features, mean a . .

.

BIGGER AUDIENCE

58

. . . at the same old low rates!

ROLLINS BROADCASTING INC.

General Mgr. : George L. BarenBregge

357 Cornelia St., Pittsburgh, N.Y.

Call Collect: Pittsburgh 3070

SPONSOR



uly 1956 TV COMPARAGRAPH OF NETWORK PRC

MON DAY

figrry Mowi
Campbell

Burnett

Sena B4J
suleyMfg: R&R
MKT alt m L

% hr $3,140

Arthur Godfrey

Stand Brands

Bates

viVir 1'

tlmul 'A I'f «995

^fr.. '-m'-di

Bristol-Myers
Y&R m&w

Strike II Rlf
mlaate: tthpnt

,.1 «uner 'ud>

pilowlt" '•'

""
1

1

_ f

Esty $15,000

Valiant Lasv
Stand Brands

Bates

88NT m L
$12,000

Network
programme
dlseonttnued

fWT

Leva «t tit.

amer Home P'

11TNT m-f T

Ted Bates $8500

8»areh for Tom'w
P&O: Joyt

«8NT m r T

$10.000

Guldlno Light
PAO- Ivory, dtizt

•SNT m-f T-

Cemeton $9,500

News
1-1:10
m-f

Sust
NT L&F
Stand Up &
Be Counted

Sust
NT L

As the World
Turns

PftO. prell

ivr^v sno"

110NY m-f 1041,

B&B '/s nr $3lK)t)

Johnny Carson
Show

Hy I-

sust

Art Link letter

Lever: turf
«THt m.w.f L
BBDO

Campbell
Burnett

Hhr $4000

Bio P»»»n
Colgate, rati.

chlorophyll ttii

pat, raHiimr Dm
8SNY m-w.f h

<su» in tin

Esty V* hr $.3000

Bon Oiwny
Campbell

Burnett

PAG

Hy L
$3,700 '/. hr

Brighter L>".

p*r
U5NT m -f L
Y&R $9000

Tha Saeret Storm
Am Home Proda:

1UNT a -f L
Ted Bates $8,500

Edge of

Night
p*n
129NY m-f 122L.
B&B '/i m Jjoo

No Detwori
programing

n-f

Oini Deat
School

Gerber D'Arcy
alt m 10:15-30

66Ch L
% hr $1,600

Ernie Kovats
Show

NT L

MM TUESDAY I

HB HB[

WEDN ESDAY

No network
programlDB

m-f

Garry Moors
55-70NT L

Best Foods
Ludgin

•/„ hr $3,140

Arthur Godfrey
Norwich

B&B
Var L

see mon

Network
programing
diecontlnued

Home
m < H 12

Remote cut-ins
91Var L&F
Women's service

program. For
partlc sponsors,
there are eight

1-mln commer-
cials an hour

available

1-mln partlc:

time & tal $7000

Olng Dong Sehl

Chi L
susl

Ernie Kovacs
Show

NT L

No network
programing

m-f

Godfrey (cont'd)

Kellogg Buriwtt
t&th

No network
programing

m-f

It Could Be You
Hy m-f L

Feather Your
Nest

60NY m-f 1/

No network
programing

n-f

Plltsbury Mills
m-th

Burnett

Strike It ftleh

Colgate
m-f tsee moo)

Eaty

valiant Lady
Wesson Oil

NT L
Fitzgerald

Love of Lit*

Amer Home Pi
ni -f l«ee moo)

Ted Bates

Search lor Teat'w

P&G: Joyt
m-f (aee moo)

Guiding Light

PAG: Ivory, dail

m-f (i*e moo)
Commas

NT L*F
sust
News
1-1:10

Stand Up &
Be Counted

NT L
gust

N«v network
programing

m-f

No network
programing

m-f
As the World

Turna
P&G: prell.

Ivory anow
m-f (aee moo)
OFS

No network
programing

m-f

Tennessee Ernie
Ford Show

P&G B&B
Swift Mc-E
Hy m-f 1/

$2700 >/, hr

>o network
programing

m-f

Johnny Carson
Show

Hy L
sust

Art Llnkletter

Kellogg: all pr

52Hy L
tu.th

Burnett

Plllibury M'"-
Vt hr

Burnett $4000

nil Pn>ofl

NT Ii

sust

NBC's Matinee
Theatre

partle sponsors

HT L

POT .OB
$3100 per partlc

time & talent

Queen For /

Day
Hy parties

4-4:45 pm

Modern Romances
NY sust L

4:45-5

Afternoon
Film Festival

partis

Bob Crosby

Carnation
E Wasey

F alt wtts sust
Wesson

Fit2 gerald

Hy
sust

$3,700 '/„ hr

Afternoon
Film Festival

purtle
3-5 pm

brighter Day
PAG

m-f (Bee moo)
Y&R
The Secret Storm
Amer Home Prs
(see Mon) m-f
Ted Bates

Edge of

Night
P&G: Hue. prell

m-f
Benton A Bowles

(see Mon)

Mickey Mouse
Club
m-f

Am par
Buchanan

I Married Joan & Minn Mining
NT

sust

BBDO
alt wks

Welch Grape J«
DCSS 5:15-6:30

Armour
Laird 6:30-5:45

Carnation
Erwla Wasey

6:45-6
Chi J"

»er '/» hr $2,800

No nerwors
programing

m-r

Home
m-f 11-12

Remote cut-ins
Blvar L&F

i-mln partlc:

time & tal $7000
No network
programing

m f

It Could Be You
Hy L

Feather Ye
Nest

NY m-f

No network
programing

m-f

No network
programing

No network
programing

m-i

m-f
No network
programing

Tennessee Ernie
Ford Show

P&G B&B
Stand Brands

Bates m-f
Hy L

'A hr $2700

i network
'-gramlng

Gury Moore
Lever Bros JWT

Frigidaire
Gen Motors

Kudner
NY L

$3140 'A hr

Arthur Godfrey
Easywaahar

BBDO
Simon tee

SSCB
HIV"' L

(see mon)

Network
programing
discontinued

Godfrey (eont'dl

Bristol Meyers

Y&R .

Bristol-Myers
Y&R

Strike It Klah

Colgate
m-f

!«• UWtll

fcsty

valiant Lady

Own*'*' Wll»»

W, f

ufj^j^k
L««e el Life

Aim.1 Home Pr

m-r (see mon)
Ted Bates

Search tor Tom'w
r&U. joyl

m-I mee mon)

News
1-1:10

NY sust L&F
Stand Up &
Be Counted

NY L
sust _

As the World
Turns

f&U. yrell.

I

ivory niiun

ml ,see moul

Johnny Carson
Show

Hy
sust

Mrt Ltn»l<-"«'

l.o,er eur:

m.w.f
BBDO
m-th~%W00V* hr

Swift Mc-E

Afternoon
Film Festival

NBC's Matinee
Theatre

partis sponsors

HT L.

Color

Queen For A
Day I

Hy parties I>

4-4:45 pm

Modern Romances
NY sust It

4:45-5

Big fayofl
Colgate
ui.w.f

Esty "'A hr $3000

NY *i

Bun CruaU)
Ortier
D'Arcy
3:30-4S

timer.' Mill.
w.f

44Hv 1
Knox- W m
Reeves $3700

Brighter Day
PAG

*o f (nee mon)
NY L Y&R

Afternoon
Film Festival

3-5 pm
partlc

The
Mil

m-f
Ted

Secret
Home

i nee

Bates

Storm
Prods:
mon)

Edge of

Night
P&G: tide, prell

m- r

(See Mon)
Benton & Bowles

Mickey Mouse
Club
m-f

Married Joan Am Par
NY F Buchanan 5-5:15

Gen'l Mills
m-w-f

5:15-5:30
5:45-6

Knoi Reeves,
Esty

Mattel
alt with

CarsotiHRobertJ
SOS
McC-E 5:30-6:45
Chi F
tar V* hr $2,800

No network
programing

m-f

Olng Dong
School
sust

Chi L

Ernie Kovaes
Show

NY L

No netwo
programlr;

m-f

Remole cut-ins

ni I 11-12
91Var L&F

1 mm partlc

time ii. tal $/uuO

It Could Be You
m-f

Hy L

.o netwo
programln

m-f

No netwo:
Plograuun

m-f

Feather Yaw-
Nest
sust

NY L

No neluo
tirograuili'

Nu network
programing

m-f

No network
programing

m-f

Tennessee Ernie No Melwui

Ford Show programlr

P&G B&B m-f

Minute Maid
Bates alt

Brown & Wmsn
Seeds
Hy L

Yi hr $2700

Afternoot
Film Fest

partlc

NBC's Matinee NY
Theatre

partlc sponsors
NT L

Color

Queen For A
Day

Hy L
parties
4-4 :1.1

Afternoo
Film Fest

3-5 pm
partic

Modern Romances
NY 5USt L

1 15-5

I Married Joan
NY F

sust

No net
programing

Mickev M
Club

Miles La
G. Wade 5
Campbell S
Burnett
5:15-5:30. 5

Bristol -M;
Y&R 530
Chi
per V* hr $
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Get to the heart of the nation 9
s rich timberhmd

. . . and discover a

HEART
OF

GOLD

Covering Oregon's 2nd Market

Eugene— KVAL-TV

Channel 13

Roseburg— KPIC

Channel 4

. . . any way you measure it, you'll

find this combination a surefire prescription to boost

sales in this rich market, reaching 130,190 families with

spendable income of

$681 Million

Put the team to work for you with a call to

your Hollingbery man, or Moore and Lund

(Seattle-Portland)

.

KVAL-TV-KPIC
EUGENE ROSEBURG
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Now—
Channel 2

in

fabulous FLORIDA,

Now—

WESH-TV

is on

the air in

Jam-Packed,

Sales-Rich

Daytona Beach.

Now—
call

Edward Petry

& Company

for

details on

WESH-TV,

Daytona Beach

and

WJ HP-TV,

Jacksonville

agency profile MarU Schreiber
President

Mark Schreiber Advertising, Denver, Col.

66

"You can't go half-way in advertising," says Mark Schreiber.

president of his own agency in Denver. And to prove his point, he's

been known to use up to 1,000 radio announcements in two weeks

for the Chevrolet Dealers Association, one of his clients.

"There are definite advantages to buying spot radio locall) and

right in the markets you know," he told SPONSOR. "For a successful

campaign, the agencyman must know the particular loyalties that

exist in listening habits. In this market, for example, we have some
rather low-rated stations which regularly pull extremely well for ad-

vertisers, yet they're sleepers according to the books."

In tv, too, Schreiber feels knowledge of local markets is vital for

effective buying. "You can't evaluate local tv programing with a

rate book."

A long-time radio man (Schreiber started with KFUM, Colorado

Springs, back in 1928), Schreiber is currently putting 30% of his

clients' money into radio, 20% into tv, the rest into newspapers, out-

door and other media.

"Our 1956 radio billing is up 300% over 1955," he added. "I

think that certainly shows the medium sold for our clients in the

past year. Tv and newspaper billings are both up about 200%."
Schreiber fears, however, that radio may be killing the proverbial

goose by triple and quadruple spotting. "Some advertisers have

shied away from the medium because of this and because of the

close adjacency to competitive commercials. We believe the musical

trademark is probably the best answer in overcoming the evils of

multiple spotting. However, in some instances sound effects and

multiple voices have been used effectively by our clients as attention

getters that make the copy stand out."

Schreiber finds that he enjoys the other side of the coin—being

an agencyman after having been a radio salesman. "I run into the

same men on the golf course that I always met there, and we still

talk business on the links."

In fact, Schreiber confesses that he talks business virtually with

everyone but his 13-year-old son Rick who's such an avid sports

fan his father can't get a word in edgewise.

"You can't get bored with business in this agency," says Schrei-

ber. "Our accounts are so diversified." They range from automo-

tive to dairy to toys, construction and banking. * * *
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WHEN YOU BUY ATLANTA...BUY

AND GET A BIGGER SLICE OF THE MARKET!

Most national advertisers consider Atlanta a "must" market.

The question is how best to cover the market. The answer is:

compared with the other two stations in Atlanta, WAGA-TV
reaches 17 to 22% more people with 14 to 16% more spend-

able income. Why? Taller tower, maximum power, top local "«^

and CBS-TV programing. Proof: consistent top ratings by both

Pulse and ARB. Get the facts from our reps.

TOP DOG k IN THE NATION'S 21st MARKET

waoa-tv
CBS-TV in Atlanta

Represented Nationally by
THE KATZ AGENCY, Inc.

STORER BROADCASTING COMPANY SALES OFFICES

NEW YORK-118 E. 57th St.—TOM HARKER, Vice President and National Sales Director • BOB WOOD, National Sales Manager
CHICAGO-230 N. Michigan Ave. • SAN FRANCISCO-1 11 Sutter St.
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was

borned

m
witnland

I'm mild, satisfying and

I taste like a cigarette

should. I was reared in

the most exciting sales

market on the Eastern

seaboard—right under the

noses of sophisticated

New York advertising men

(and that's where a good

cigarette should be.)

Witnland is rich not

only in bright tobacco

but in unharnessed pur-

chasing power. Now

Eastern North Carolina

has a 316.000 watt NBC

affiliate to boot. Add

Grade A service to the

mighty Marine Bases at

Cherry Point and Camp

Le Jeune for good

measure. Transmitter

at Grifton, N. C.

Studios and offices at

Washington, N. C.

witn
channel

t
serving eastern north Carolina
transmitter at grifton, n. c.
studios 4 offices at Washington, n. c.
316, 000 .watts
headley-reed co. , rep.

Continued

from

page 22

are some figures, which seem to me to make a point or two:

1,123 radio stations subscribe to RCA Victor's Popular
Album Service.

502 radio stations subscribe to RCA Victor's Jazz Album
Service.

1,008 radio stations subscribe to Columbia Records' Popu-
lar Album Service.

489 radio stations subscribe to Decca's Popular Album
Service.

Point one these figures make, in my opinion, is that cer-

tainly more than 1,000 radio stations disagree with Mr. Wax.

This, of course, is not to insinuate that WALL isn't a high-

ly successful station. It very well could be (and probably is).

This, also of course, is not to be taken as a free advertisement

for the record company album services. But I strongly sus-

pect that Jerry Wax, and possibly hundreds of program men
around the country haven't really studied the record company
album services objectively. Let's take RCA Victor's as an
example:

A station subscribing to the Popular Album service of this

disk manufacturer gets 72 albums per year, made by such

performers as Perry Como, Eddie Fisher, Kay Starr, Tony
Martin, Elvis Presley, to name just a few. With every album
shipped to the station go many programing tips, ready ref-

erence labels, and other such aids. At least two program

scripts are also provided each month. These scripts are gen-

erally divided into four segments so that they may be used as

a full hour program, two half-hour shows or four fifteen-

minute segments.

In addition to the 72 albums sent subscribers as a fixed

part of the service, RCA Victor also sends subscribers bonus

albums throughout the year. For example, last year the

Benny Goodman Limited Edition album, which retailed for

$24.95 was sent out as a bonus album in the Victor service.

The price to the station of the RCA Victor Popular Album
service is $40 per year. Even discounting such bonus albums

as the Benny Goodman package just mentioned, this comes

to just a little more than 50^ per package, for merchandise

which lists at a minimum of $4.98 per package.

The Columbia, Decca, Capitol, Mercury, MGM, Coral and

other major record company package services are just about

as excellent a value as is the RCA Victor service. And for

that matter so are the many fine transcribed library services.

Our basic point is that radio music shows, which will build

the largest audiences for advertisers, are those based on the

most intelligent usage of all the music currently available.

And of that music, these days, a tremendous amount of the

very best is in record company package services. * * *
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?*LOOKIT ALL THEM WDAY-TV
"FIRSTS'!"

Yc. OU don't need an electronic brain to figure

WDAY-TV's audience preference. Just look at

the ARB figures

!

WDAY-TV gets more than FOUR TIMES
as many afternoon viewers as the next

station— more than TWICE as many
nighttime viewers!

WDAY-TV has 23 of the 25 most popu-

lar NETWORK shows in the area— 14

of the top 15 FILM shows— all 10 top

DAYTIME shows!

In addition to Fargo-Moorhead, the Survey

covered four other metropolitan areas— each

between 40 and 50 miles away!

WDAY-TV
FARGO, N. D. • CHANNEL 6

Affiliated with NBC • ABC
PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, Inc.

Exclusive National Representatives

AMERICAN RESEARCH BUREAU, INC.
NORTH DAKOTA: Fargo, Valley City, Hillsboro, Wahpeton

MINNESOTA: Moorhead, Fergus Falls, Breckenridge

November 13-19, 1955

AVERAGE WEEKLY RATINGS

WDAY-TV Station B

12:00-5:00 p.m.

Monday thru Friday
18.6 4.0

5:00 -6:00 p.m.

Monday thru Friday
33.8 8.7

6:00- 10:30 p.m.

Sunday thru Saturday
40.5 17.6

EXCLUSIVE WDAY-TV
"SHOPPER STOPPER/MERCHANDISING PLAN!

Our foodstore plan featuring mass, end-of-aisle

displays in Fargo-Moorhead super-markets is

PRODUCING RESULTS. Want some yourself?

Plan includes:

1 Free mass displays in all participating "supers"

in one-week period — simultaneously.

2 Free daily mention of Shopper Stopper Plan,

with product identification, on WDAY-TV.

3 Free mats, shelf-talkers and price cards— all

with Shopper Stopper trademark— for use as tie-in

material.
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Spanish-American show entertains anil sells bi'lingually

success. Two masters of ceremonies

kept the show moving at a fast pace

during its weekly Sunday airings di-

rected towards both Spanish and Eng-

lish speaking viewers.

Jorge Sareli, a Mexican movie star

and KGBT-TV's chief announcer Les

Brecht interviewed the talent which

was chosen from aspirants living in the

Rio Grande Valley.

Talent winners were elected by view-

ers who were able to cast two votes for

each pound of Pioneer brand flour

they purchased. The show pulled a to-

tal of 1,018,000 votes representing

509,000 pounds of flour or about

twelve carloads. "* * *

Sareli & Brecht (I) mc KGBT-TV talent show

A show with two titles, Buscando

Estrellas and Talent Search, completed

a 13 week run on KGBT-TV, Harlin-

gen, Texas with bi-lingually marked

LIVING MUSIC

WGPA radio creates "Living Music" in listener's homes

Living Music is a programing tech-

nique that has been adopted by Bethle-

hem (Pa.) Globe Times radio station

WGPA. WGPA listeners can have

Living Music in their homes as long

as they have two radios, a standard

AM and an FM set which they can use

simultaneously.

Two microphones are used to pro-

duce Living Music. Both are set up

during an actual musical performance

and each records on a common tape.

One mike records on the upper portion

of the tape and the other on the lower.

When the tape is played for broadcast

one half is played over the AM system

and the other over FM.
At home the AM speaker is placed

KIMA-TVer shares a recipe
for color film processing

Color film, processed and ready

for telecasting, has been produced in

49 minutes by Robert H. Horn of

KIMA-TV, Yakima, Wash. Horn's ef-

forts were made in anticipation of the

time when KIMA-TV will be using

color film for its local newscasts.

For nearly three years Horn's photo

department has been processing its own
black-and-white film for newscasts,

local commercials, and special features.

The black-and-white film for the sta-

tion's daily newscast is processed in

15 minutes. Processing his own film

is a virtual necessity for Horn inas-

much as there is no film lab within 150
miles of KIMA-TV.
The difference in processing time is

achieved by cutting washing time from
23 to four minutes and cutting shor-

stop time in half from the prescribed

two minutes. Drying is speeded up by

a combination of heat and air forced

through a special tank built by the

KIMA photo department. • • *

Rulentine packers sponsor
11 county beauty contest

1 I

1 *•

1 ,

fc5r

! MP 1

How WGPA listeners can hear 'Living Music' Birmingham beauty queen poses with sponsors

on the listener's left and the FM is

placed to the right. The listener should

be between the two speakers as in the

diagram above.

The result is to create at home the

fullness of tone usually received only

in a concert hall. * * *

"Karnival Karousel" tours countryside promoting KSTP
At company picnics, civic celebra-

tions, store openings and a variety of

other special occasions within 50 miles

of Minneapolis-St. Paul, KSTP Radio

and TV is usually well represented.

Complete with a public address sys-

tem, calliope music and lights, the

"'KSTP Karnival Karousel" carries sta-

tion radio and tv call-letters, slogans

and program plugs wherever it goes.

The outlet charges a modest rental fee

KSTP 'Karnival Karousel' gets ready to roll
for use of tne Karousel. • • •

Final tabulation of ballots cast in

response to tv station WBTW's recent

hour-long Beauty Ball totalled 94,736.

Ballots were made available only

through grocers in counties represent-

ed by the 47 high school beauty queens

who participated in the contest.

Winner, Miss Pat Elvington, was
crowned during the Balentine Jam-
boree, a half-hour folk music program-

Sponsor of the contest was the Balen-

tine Packing Co. whose officials are

shown above with Miss Elvington.

They are, (1 to r), B. D. Jeffcoat, C. 0.

Hinesdale, and B. B. Balentine. * * *

WIDE awake station taxis
its sleepy listeners home
"Had just one too many? Then

don't drive! Call WIDE, and we'll send

a taxi to take you home." That was the

gist of the message broadcast from 10)
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p.m. Tuesday. 29 May to 6 a.m.

Memorial Day by WIDE, Biddeford,

Me.

The program included regular bul-

letins from state and local police head-

quarters, statistics on last year's Me-

morial Day death toll and pleas for

safe driving along with recorded music.

Sponsors of the program included

not only local merchants but the Bates

Manufacturing Co., the Saco-Lowell

shops and the Pepperell Manufactur-

ing Co.

Not a bad idea for any day of the

year. * * *

Station WSGN recruits its

own Marine Reserve Platoon

Sergeant & mascot recruit Marines on WSGN

The Marine sergeant above is Ken

Holt of the 3d 105 mm Howitzer Bat-

talion who is assisting WSGN Program

Director Horace Pumphrey in organ-

izing station's Marine Reserve Platoon.

The young lady is platoon mascot,

Joann Park.

As part of its public service pro-

graming WSGN is promoting enlist-

ments in the Marine Corps among its

Birmingham, Ala. listeners. Each

WSGN enlistee receives a certificate of

membership in the "WSGN Marine Re-

serve Platoon." * * *

NBC's 'Window' gives public
view of Wilhes-Barre store

In Wilkes-Barre, Pa., Fowler, Dick

& Walker, The Boston Store, has had

notable success with a participation

each week-day morning in the "Home"
segment of WBRE-TV's (NBC) Win-

dow. During the first week of the

Boston Store's sponsorship, the partici-

pation originated from the WBRE-TV
studios. Since then, however, it has

been done daily at counterside directly

from the Boston Store.

The entire store is wired for tv and

connected directly to the WBRE-TV
control room. On the second floor of

(Please turn to page 88)

USE EITHER ONE OR BOTH
to open a bigger sales door

in the Detroit Area!

SAtSS

C K L W
radio covers

a 15,000,000
population area

in 5 important
states. The lowest

cost major station

buy in the Detroit

area.

800 kc. Radio
50,000 Watts

J. E. Compeau, Pres.

Guardian Bldg., Detroit

nines own I V set

Channel
325,000 Watts

National Rep.

Adam J. Young, Jr., Inc.

i>@!^mz^&y

TU15A &AUR00NI

Joe "Anight!

\

•REACHES 25%* or BETTER
OF ALL SETS IN USE IN

TULSA from 2to6PM1
+ FE&. 1956 PULSE

•ask your BLAIR MAN....

u M*+% AAA* 1 50.000 WATTSiKKMQ 740 KC
THE GREAT INDEPENDENT
OF THE SOUTHWEST.....

Birmingham Market

Full of Homefolks

Please note these total

audience figures as compiled
from January, 1956, Nielsen
(NSI) total station homes
measuring 1-5 p.m. Sunday
afternoons during WVOK's
HOMEFOLKS SHOW.
(Johnny Poer—DJ)

Independent A 2.9%

Independent B 2,3%

Independent C 5.1%

Independent D 2.3%

WVOK-65.8
INDEPENDENT

Network A 5.6%
Network B 5.0%
Network C 4.1%
Network D 6.9%
Ask Radio-TV Reps (New York,
Chicago, Hollywood, San
Francisco) about identical
show on WBAM Sunday after-
noons or call Ira Leslie,
WVOK-WBAM National Sales,
collect 6-2924, Birmingham, Ala.
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TILO ON THE AIR
(Continued from page 31)

cial reserves and 43,000 satisfied cus-

tomers. This year, Donnellon reports,

Tilo, now at the $12.1 million level,

has 67 field offices, 600-plus salesmen.

It's netted a third of a million "satis-

fied customers," and has $10 million

in financial reserves.

Tilo's sales gains have been steady

and notable, and management wants to

keep them that way. That's why radio

is selling in a very indirect way.

Donnellon outlines radio's objec-

tives :

"First of all, we want to back up our

field men. We want them to be able to

take better advantage of their sales

calls, to make more efficient use of

their time, to get a foot in the door

—

and faster.

"There's another big objective. We
know that if radio pre-sells the woman
at home on the name of Tilo, she'll be
infinitely more receptive when the Tilo

man rings her doorbell. A lot of wom-
en, rightly, are suspicious of door-to-

door workers. We want to dispel that

built-in prejudice by familiarizing her

with the Tilo name and what it means.

"Another thing we want radio to do

is build over the years an awareness

to the fact that Tilo is the place to go

when a housing problem arises. We
reach many, many more homes with

radio than we can possibly visit, or

service. But we'll catch up eventually."

Just as important as what Tilo does

want from its radio advertising is

what it does not want.

"We don't want any leads, or direct

sales, from radio," says Donnellon.

"Our salesmen work on commission,

and they naturally work harder if they

think we're backing them up. That's

just what we are doing. We're back-

ing them, not doing their work!

"Pre-selling is the most difficult

thing in the world to measure. The
only way we know we're succeeding is

by checking on increased selling ac-

tivity in the various markets, and by
the favorable comments from our men
in the field.

"They love our advertising! They
know the door is easier to open be-

cause of our radio announcements."

Radio pre-sells 10 basic Tilo con-

cepts which, sooner or later, are inte-

grated into all radio copy. Tilo terms

them "Sound reasons for dealing with

Tilo." They are: assets, age, size, ex

perience, factory, craftsmen, insurance

equipment, budget plan and guarantee

Radio announcements do two things

They pre-sell Tilo shingles or pan
els, used both in roofing and siding

They also implant an awareness of fu

ture need.

"Every time it rains, a house gets

closer to Tilo," says Bolster, Moore
account executive.

Tilo's actual potential is every frame

house which now exists, and every

frame house which is built. Deteriora-

tion in such houses starts the day the

{Please turn to page 76)

I. \eu" stations on air*

CITY & STATE
CALL

LETTERS
CHANNEL

NO.
ON-AIR
DATE

ERP (kw)"
Visual

Antenna
(ft)'"

NET
AFFILIATION

STNS.
ON AIR

SETS IN
MARKETt

(000)
PERMITEE, MANAGER, REP

COLUMBUS, MISS. WCBI-TV 9 June 20 450 CBS-NBC Birney Imes Jr.

If. IVeu? construction permits*

CITY A STATE CALL
LETTERS

CHANNEL
NO.

DATE OF GRANT ERP (kw)«
Visual

Antenna
(ft)*"

STATIONS
ON AIR

SETS IN
MARKETT

(000)

PERMITEE, MANAGER

BROWNWOOD, TEX.
MILWAUKEE, WIS.3

19
10

6 June
6 June

.645
107

180
370 650,000

Brownwood Television Corp.

Board of Vocational &. Adult Education

Iff. \ew applications

OITY & STATE CHANNEL
NO.

DATE
FILED

ERP (kw)'
Visual

Antenna
(ft)"'

ESTIMATED
COST

ESTIMATED
1ST YEAR

OP. EXPENSE
TV STATIONS
IN MARKET APPLICANT, AM AFFILIATI

BATON ROUGE, LA.

CASPER, WYO.
SAN ANGELO, TEX.

40

2
3

9 Jun.

9 Jun.

9 Jun.

154.5

.207
25.3

450

275
164

$190,005 $325,000

$80,670
$57,000

$120,000
$104,000

WAFB-TV
WBR2

KTXLTV

Bayou Bcstg. Corp.

Harri scope Inc.

Jane A. Roberts

BOX SCORE
U. S. stations on air-

Markets covered

470

299

•Both new c.p.'s and stations going on the air listed here are those which occurred betws

2 June and 9 June or on which Information could be obtained In that period. Static

are considered to be on the air when commercial operation starts. "Effective radiated powi

Aural power usually is one-half the visual power. '"Antenna height above average terrain («

above ground), tlnformation on the number of sets in markets where not designated aa bet

from NBC Research, consists of estimates from the stations or reps and must be deemed appro

mate. SData from NBC Research and Planning. NFA: No figures available at preattii

on sets in market. ^Community would support proposed lower-power station at least three y»ai

or until such time as it becomes self-sustaining. ^Presently off air. but still retala* 0.'.

>Non commercial. 'Above ground.
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which tv\radio trade magazine

should top your list in 1956 f

A BRIEF AND USEFUL SPONSOR ANALYSIS

FOR BUSY STATION EXECUTIVES



At the right are 10 key points

which will help you evaluate SPONSOR

in your 1956 trade paper plans
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SPONSOR ADVERTISING FACT SHEET

1, EDITORIALLY, SPONSOR IS TOTALLY BEAMED TOWARD NATIONAL

ADVERTISERS AND AGENCIES. OUR MISSION IS TO GIVE "THE MEN
WHO FOOT THE BILLS" GUIDANCE IN THE EVALUATION AND PURCHASE

OF TV AND RADIO TIME AND PROGRAMS.

2. SPONSOR'S CIRCULATION IS THE PUREST FOR YOUR PURPOSES IN THE

TV/RADIO TRADE PAPER FIELD. OF 10,000 CIRCULATION, ABOUT

7,000 GO TO NATIONAL AND REGIONAL AGENCIES AND ADVERTISERS;

3.650 TO ADVERTISERS. 3.300 TO AGENCIES. THAT'S 7 OUT OF 10

—A REMARKABLY PINPOINTED CIRCULATION.

SPONSOR IS THE USE MAGAZINE OF THE INDUSTRY. TV BASICS, RADIO

BASICS, TV RESULTS, RADIO RESULTS, FILM BASICS, TV DICTIONARY,

TIMEBUYING BASICS, TV AND RADIO STATION BUYERS' GUIDE, TIME-

BUYERS OF THE U. S., AND MANY, MANY MORE PROJECTS ARE EXAMPLES

OF SPONSOR USE VALUE. SPONSOR AVERAGES 250 INFORMATION REQUESTS

MONTHLY FROM ADVERTISERS AND AGENCIES.

4. ALL IMPARTIAL AGENCY-AND-ADVERTISER-TRADE-PAPER-READERSHIP-STUDIES

MADE DURING THE PAST TWO YEARS PROVE SPONSOR'S DECIDED

LEADERSHIP IN ITS FIELD (DETAILS ON REQUEST).

5. SPONSOR AVERAGES NEARLY 20 PAID SUBSCRIPTIONS (AT ITS QUALITY PRICE

OF $8 PER YEAR) AT THE 33 TOP TIMEBUYING AGENCIES. AT JWT,

BBDO, Y&R, AND M-E SPONSOR HAS FROM 40 TO 60 PAID SUBSCRIPTIONS.

AGENCY LIBRARIANS REPORTED, IN A TRADE PAPER STUDY, THAT SPONSOR

IS KEPT ONE YEAR OR LONGER AS A REFERENCE SOURCE, THE AVERAGE

PUBLICATION SIX MONTHS OR LESS.

about SPONSOR

6. RECENTLY, SRDS COMPLETED A STUDY OF ADVERTISING GAINS OR LOSSES

AMONG THE TRADE PUBLICATIONS OF OUR FIELD. OF THOSE LISTED ONLY

TWO SHOWED GAINS—SPONSOR AND SRDS. SPONSOR'S GAIN WAS OVER 250 PAGES.

/. ALTHOUGH TRADE PAPERS ARE FREQUENTLY REGARDED AS INTANGIBLES.

SPONSOR IS ABLE TO SHOW SPECIFIC RESULTS (FOLDER

OF EXAMPLES ON REQUEST).

O. SPONSOR IS A PRESTIGE PUBLICATION. YOUR PRESTIGE MESSAGE GETS

THE ADVANTAGE OF SPONSOR'S EXCELLENT STANDING IN ITS FIELD.

9. SPONSOR FIGHTS FOR WORTHWHILE INDUSTRY IMPROVEMENTS, PROJECTS,

AND REFORMS. IT IS REGARDED AS THE FOREMOST ADVERTISING MAGAZINE

IN THIS RESPECT. THIS HELPS PRODUCE A HEALTHY, ACTIVE

CLIMATE FOR YOUR MESSAGE.

lU. NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES LIKE SPONSOR. THEY KNOW HOW
THOROUGHLY IT'S READ AND USED. ASK YOURS WHAT HE THINKS OF SPONSOR.

HE'LL BE CLAD TO TELL YOU. HE KNOWS SPONSOR.

the magazine

tv and radio

advertisers USE

THE INFORMATIVE BROCHURE

"HOW MUCH SHOULD A STATION INVEST

IN TRADE PAPER ADVERTISING"

IS YOURS FOR THE ASKING.



TILO ON THE AIR
{Continued from page 72)

first board is put up, says Donnellon.

He estimates that in New England,

where Tilo concentrates its offices,

90% of all houses are frame.

"Our biggest selling point is that

Tilo saves the home owner a lot of

money.

"The average house has to be paint-

ed every three years. This costs about

$600. Repairs add up to $30 a year.

We save a homeowner as much as 30%
of the annual fuel bill because of the

insulation qualities of Tilo.

"When you add it all up, and pro-

rate costs over a 10-year period, the

customer is getting the siding or roof-

ing free because of the money he's

saved! Most important of all, he has

permanent protection."

This is the type of commercial radio

approach which Tilo uses:

"There is only one company devoted

exclusively to home improvement and

modernization that does all these four

things: First, manufactures its own
materials; second, trains the men who
apply these materials; third, guaran-

tees both materials and workmanship;

fourth, arranges convenient time pay-

ments. That company is Tilo.

"This means that when you deal

with Tilo, you deal directly with a

manufacturer who assumes full respon-

sibility for all aspects of the work and,

besides, eliminates the extra bother of

making separate finance arrangements.

"Think of the worry and trouble and

bother all this eliminates. Whatever

you need for your home, whether it be

painting or insulation, a new roof or

new siding, think first of Tilo—-Amer-

ica's largest company of its kind.

Forty years and a half million satis-

fied homeowners say Tilo is best for

home modernization or improvement."

Tilo management and Moore agency

executives think the best type of radio

advertising for their specialized pur-

pose is the use of established person-

alities working in established, well-

accepted shows.

That's why it buys one-minute par-

ticipations in and adjacencies to news

programs, music features and person-

ality shows.

Its biggest news buy is five an-

nouncements weekly, Monday through

Friday, on the Yankee network. Three

commercials are aired at 9 a.m. on

Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday; two

are aired at 6 p.m. on Thursday and

Friday.

The same average of five announce-

ments weekly is broadcast on each of

the other radio stations. All commer-
cials are aired from about 8:15 a.m.

to 6 p.m., but the bulk are scheduled

between 9 a.m. and noon.

Says Bolster:

"We figure sometime during that

stretch of morning time the housewife

is alone. She's gotten father off to

work and the kids to school. Then,

resting over a cup of coffee, she's more
receptive to what we have to say."

Tilo buys time on radio stations lo-

cated in nine of the 11 states in which

it maintains field offices.

Two states are omitted. Nine offices

in New Jersey, the company believes,

are fully covered by a New York City

station. And in Virginia, the single

field office so far is insufficiently

staffed to meet the demands which

would come from a radio schedule.

The agency sees little point in telling

the public that Tilo services are avail-

able if there's not a full sales crew to

circulate and take advantage of the

broadcast messages.

Paul H. Raymer Co., National Representative
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This list gives the number of branch

outlets in each of the nine states, and

the number of radio stations utilized

in each.

New York—24 branches, seven sta-

tions. Massachusetts—13 branches, 11

stations. Connecticut—seven branches,

four stations. Pennsylvania — five

branches, one station. Rhode Island

—

two branches, one station. Maine—one

branch, seven stations. New Hamp-
shire—one branch, two stations. Ver-

mont— one branch, three stations.

Maryland— three branches, one sta-

tion.

The local personality promoting the

Tilo name in each of these market

areas is featured in a stand-up display

piece in each field office. It also in-

cludes a time schedule showing when
Tilo participations are scheduled for

each station.

Tilo takes every opportunity to re-

mind field managers and salesmen of

its radio schedule. One of the more
specific reminders, which carries the

implication that radio is backing the

field force continuously, is an agency-

devised letterhead for all field corre-

spondence. The top of the page, print-

ed in bright green, carries the notation

"Tilo on the air."

Tilo is on the air 52 weeks a year.

Its only changes are in copy elements

of a seasonal nature.

New England and the East coast, for

example, get a steady battering of

storms during the hurricane season in

late summer and early fall. Pre-hurri-

cane season announcements about Tilo

roofing stress the fact that the special-

ly designed shingles are locked together

so the roof can't blow off. Copy angles

in the spring shift to the painting story,

and in the fall, insulation gains in com-
mercial emphasis.

Tilo, after its first full 26-week sched-

ule, has just renewed radio for another

26 weeks. As for Tilo's future plans,

Donnellon has this to say: "We'll be

expanding, but we're going to expand
in depth. We're going to more fully

develop the areas in which we now
have field offices. We'll add more men,
make more calls, work for more sales.

"One reason we can expand in depth

is because radio is paving the way for

us. There are a lot of families who
know about us, and we've just never

had the manpower or the time to get

around to them and to take fuller ad-

vantage of our radio pre-selling.

"We think also that the salesmen

will be able to further develop their

own territories because radio, in ef-

fect, makes them more efficient.

"If, for example, the radio messages

do open the doors faster for a man,
he'll also be able to cut time in estab-

lishing Tilo as a reliable, solid outfit.

And if in a week's time he is able to

squeeze in a couple of more calls, he

will reach and sell more people."

Management is also spending a lot

of time on long-range projections for

opening new offices in new markets.

These projections are being devel-

oped under the direction of Tilo's own-

ers, two brothers named George A.

and Robert J. Tobin. George Tobin is

executive vice president and chief ad-

ministrative officer of the Tilo opera-

tion. Robert Tobin, who started with

the company as a salesman soon after

its founding, is president and board

chairman.

George Tobin and Donnellon have

made drawing-board plans to go West.

The start will probably be in Western
Pennsylvania, with additional field

offices supplemental to those in the

Eastern part of the state. Next logical

progression will more than likely be

into Ohio. -k -k -k

"The Blue-Chip Buy in the Bluegrass State"

WAVE-TV
CHANNEL Q LOUISVILLE

FIRST IN KENTUCKY

Affiliated with NBC

|nhc|spot sales
Exclusive National Representatives

Romance and glamor aside, there's one

Kentucky institution you can't afford to

miss. It's WAVE-TV, first by far, in

Kentucky and Southern Indiana television.

First In CHANNEL— Brilliant Channel 3!

First In COVERAGE— Effectively serves

173,000 more TV families than

Louisville's second station!

First In PROGRAMMING—The best from

NBC and ABC, plus topnotch

local shows!

First In ADVERTISING—Carries more local

and national advertising, year in

and year out, than Louisville's

other TV station!

First ON THE AIR— More and better ex-

perience, by more than a year!
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COMMERCIAL SPEC
[Continued from page 29)

rent research that the audience for

any commercial is kept or lost in the

first 15 seconds.

But how do you hold them and sell

them at the same time?

Says Levin: "Both Sy and I enjoy

the Harry and Bert commercials. But

we honestly feel that there were ways

of more closely combining fun and

hard sell—and with everything that

these commercials were expected to do

in 90 seconds, we had to find them."

In an intra-agency memo, they re-

viewed some of the common types of

commercials used for problems of this

kind.

Number one was the "on land, in the

sea, through the air" approach. Point-

ing out it was a favorite of all big

industrial companies, they dismissed it

as commonplace.

Number two was the "little picture

technique" built around the ideal live

*^
%/> .

J *4
People depend on

me 24 hours a day.

I'm the physical

trademark of

KFAB, Nebraska's

most -listened - to -

station.

>u "Face the Facts"
with Ken Headrick you learn

thct here is a radio contractor

who has built a large early-morning

audience. Ken, with his friendly and
personal style of showmanship, has
become "part of the family" to regular

listeners in five states.

Ken starts out the day with his "Early

Bird" program. ..and gives out with
selected records, runs family type con-
tests and gimmicks. ..and royally en-
tertains from one end of the program
to the other.

Ken Headrick is a radio man with the

background to prove it... from college

days and a music and journalism major
...Armed Forces Radio during the war
years. ..to program director and sta-

tion manager. He knows radio... and
knows how to make it worthwhile . . .for

the listener as well as the advertiser.

Face the Facts with a Peters, Griffin,

Woodward man, or General Manager
Harry Burke. Learn how KFAB and Ken
Headrick can build sales for you in the
Midwest Empire.

v \\ \\ \ \
I I / / / /

sales personality, added that it's been

so done to death, it's hard to build

identification.

Number three was a review of an

institutional approach the two men
called "Who put the boulders in Bould-

er Dam?" This type shows a shot of a

huge public work or new office build-

ing, battleship or can opener and says

"Does this look like a dam to you?
Ridiculous—it's no dam. It's the sum
of all the damn elements that went

into it," and then it goes ahead to

show everything produced by the com-

pany—which delights the company and

deadens the customers.

Numbers four and five, also sum-

marily dismissed, covered the "Pathe

News" approach to showing a variety

of products as well as the "Person-To-

Person" or family-to-family commer-
cial which has folks racing around the

house in roller skates demonstrating all

the products.

Number six, equally unsuitable, was
the "Lord and Taylor" approach, the

dolly and stop or stop-motion parade

of all the client's products.

The result of all the discussion? A
20-page memorandum to the three-man

executive committee charged with run-

ning the program: Chester J. Noonan,
vice president; Carlton H. Gilbert, di-

rector of advertising of the US Rubber
Co.; and Eugene I. Harrington, Rich-

ards' president.

In it, it was recommended that each

commercial be built around one com-

pletely hard-sell visual copy point. That

as a framework around this should be

an animated cartoon situation that

would be just as funny as possible, but

whose prime point should lead up to

the hard sell copy point. The buymark
should be used, but not statically, near

the opening and closing, and the com-

pany's diversity should be thoroughly

covered near the end of each commer-

cial.

To help in the entire commercial

concept, the agency recommended the

creation of a "World of US" where all

kinds of wonderful things happen,

thanks to US Rubber products.

Levin hied himself into a studio, and

with the help of a 35-piece band and

the Rav Charles vocal septet, did the

lyrics and music for a US Rubber

theme, a long sweeping waltz.

Part of this music is used at the be-

ginning of the commercials where the

buymark appearing as circular port-

hole, opens as the camera trucks
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through into the World of US while

the lyrics point out:

You and us

You and us

The US, US Rubber

So join us, discover

The World of US.

At the end of each commercial, the

Tree of US appears, with different

products hung on it in each commer-

cial. Three closeups of the products

are shown, the whole tree, and then

the company's buymark on the trunk

as the waltz goes:

So if it's a tire

Or Keds you require

While to sleep on

There's nothing like Koylon

On the Tree of US
Everything grows

In the World of US
Everyone knows

The US, US Rubber

For your family, no other

That's US, US, US.

This theme ( Levin, an old-time

jingle man, insists it is not a jingle)

thus gives each commercial carry-over

identification, plants the background

for buymark and diversity stories.

To hold the audience, it was decided

that each commercial would have to

start with an animation sequence that

would not tip a commercial to come,

hold the viewing audience, and most

important of all, set the groundwork

for the hardsell to follow.

As a general framework, Frolick and

Levin recommended using familiar

nursery rhymes and fairy tales as being

elements the viewing audience would

get easily. However they did submit

them to slight variations.

Saint George and the Dragon for

example opens with the Dragon lying

on a couch pointing out that "I used

to be just another dragon. Today, I

own my own cave, car 'n everything,

thanks to . .
." after which the US

Rubber porthole buymark and music

appear. St. George and the Dragon

are seen in wild battle, with the knight

mounted on a hobby horse equipped

with rubber tires. The Dragon, who
can't bite through the tires bitterly as-

sails St. George for trickery, and is

blandly told that these are "Safety-Age

US Royal Masters, made with flexible

steel."

The hard-sell live-action story fol-

lows, built around the exclusive of

flexible steel, with a visual showing a

family in a skeleton car. then the word

"safety" appears, a mesh of steel, and

then the mesh tilts up and becomes the

tire. The copy: "Surround your fam-

ily with safety, surround them with

steel, surround them with the only tires

made with steel. Safety-Age US Royal

Masters."

A return to the Dragon, now dressed

in a grey flannel suit, who proudly re-

ports he is now a US Royal salesman,

"For after all, if you can't bite 'em,

join 'em", and on into the Tree of US
and the company's diversity story.

Frolick and Levin felt that this mix-

ture of tongue-in-cheek fun, closely

coupled with hard sell, with the ani-

mation stories directly chosen to fit

with the hard sell, would give the com-

mercials over-all customer effectiveness.

Evidently U.S. Rubber's Television

Committee agreed, because the two

men report that right from the accep-

tance of the initial memo, Noonan. Gil-

bert and the U.S. Rubber divisional

v.p.'s have been "dream clients. They

really made it possible for us to do a

most effective job. We got help, never

at Deadline .

WSPD-TV's newest daily show, "Deadline,"
has become a viewing must In Northwestern

Ohio's Billion Dollar Market.

All in one smoothly blended half hour pro-

gram, 4 well known WSPD-TV person-

alities colorfully deliver national news,
local news, sports news and weather,
at a fast-moving pace.

II;

i

:

; J- Buy a participation in "Deadline" and
f
M:L:j& y&Ur sajes results will show you just how

j^jfb: every "DedaTine" date. .

<jafj Kat^-p|0ierry 8-6201, T6(edo, direc$i|

Storer Broadcasting Company

TOM HARKER. NAT. SALES DlR. 118 E 57lh STREET. NEW YORK

RADIO
- TELEVISION
TOLEDO, OHIO

Represented Nationally

by KATZ
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Get the Sensational

New Facts About . .

.

The ONLY

All-NEGRO

Station in

the Big

Chicago

Area

WBEE
1000 wafts

Harvey, III.

MORE broadcasts to

MORE Negroes who

actually Buy More

ROLLINS BROADCASTING, INC.

National Sales Mgr. : Craeme Zimmer
New York Office: 565 Fifth Ave., EL 5-1515

Chicago: 6205 S. Cottage Grove Ave., NO 7-4124

interference, and on a format that

looked as risky as this one did on

paper, that is really something in this

business."

Other commercials have used Little

Miss Muffet, Dead-Eye Dick, The
Sleeping Beauty, Simple Simon, Hare
and Tortoise, Old MacDonald and
other similar formats.

The agency tries very hard to make
its hard-sell sections unusually effective

too. Confronted with the problem of

selling US Kedettes, US Rubber's

line of womens' play shoes, Frolick and
Levin came up with the following

approach.

First they decided that play shoes

look better when the legs are up in

the air, that the shoes and the legs in

them can be given more attractive an-

gles. So they filmed five insert shots

of the company's best-selling and most

diversified types of shoes.

But now they needed an over-all gim-

mick, something that would really

startle women into looking and make
sure that men stayed as viewers too.

What they came up with is pictured

at the start of this article, a setup so ef-

fective that This Week gave it a full

page in color in its 3 June issue as an

example of a really arresting commer-
cial.

What viewers saw on the screen were

14 pairs of live lithesome legs, fetch-

ingly clad in US Kedettes, and waving

in dreamily attractive fashion amid
billowing colored clouds as the camera

dollied in towards closeups of them.

Seen for a total of 23 seconds, this

fantasy sequence took about six hours

to prepare and shoot at Transfilm's

studios. Actually however, Levin and

Transfilm took additional time before-

hand to test the idea.

Used in the test were waist-high store

dummies, turned upside down in the

places the girls would be, so that light-

ing and camera angles could be set

without keeping the girls on their backs

for all the time required.

In the actual shooting, the girls were

propped on cushions, their legs in full

length sandalhose ("What a job they

were to get," recalls Levin) placed

through holes in a plastic sheet with

close-fitting armlets. The sheet was

rigged on pulleys so that it could be

raised and lowered to get the girls in

position without having them crawl

under it.

Used in the shots were 14 girls

picked from Latin Quarter, Copaca-

bana and Powers models. "They had

to be dancers primarily," said Levin.

"You try lying on your back and hold-

ing your legs up in the air for two

hours. It's quite a stunt."

Over 100 girls were auditioned be-

fore the 14 with the proper combina-

tion of good-looking feet, legs and

well-trained muscles were found. For

". . . we look upon the television screen
... as a miraculous port through which
every man can look out upon a fasci-

nating wide, wide world. Eyes that a
generation ago would have rarely strayed
above the ground because of status or
class or other misfortune now see any-
thing that the richest, the most privi-

leged, the most cultured man in any
state of society could ever see."

SYLVESTER WEAVER
Chairman of the Board, NBC

the two hours they stayed under the

plastic sheet, the girls got $70 apiece,

listed as "SAG feature players," and

$70 repayments whenever the com-

mercial is re-used.

Levin acted as director for the spot.

Not only did this include the arduous

job of inspecting 100 pairs of legs, he

also had to worm and squirm his way
under the 18-inch clearance of the

plastic sheet whenever one of the 14

girls needed help in repositioning or

changing position of her legs.

For the clouds, an old stage trick:

Transfilm stagehands put dry ice in

buckets of boiling water, which then

billowed quite satisfactorily, but for

only two minutes a shot. Angel hair

was added on the plastic sheet for

body.

The final result looks as though it

had been shot from an airliner de-

signed by Thome Smith.

He gravely remembers it as a "rather

difficult morning, but with the results

well worth it." Eyewitness reports add

a Mack Sennett touch when one of the

hot water hoses burst and Levin got

throughly sopped while trying to keep

it from spraying the girls.

The shooting took place in one of

Transfilm's largest studios, with a

normal production crew of 12 people,

plus 13 others including set designers,

make-up man, agencymen, Levin, and,

of course, the gals with the legs.

Sol Goodnoff, chief property man at

Transfilm, was responsible for the spe-

cial effects and props used in the com-

mercial. He even had a bottle of

"emergency" cognac handy for the

girls. The unit manager, Phil Frankel,

said the sequence required 18 men,
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about twice the number needed in the

average commercial: five props, three

electricians, three grips, two makeup

men, a unit manager, a cameraman and

assistant, a director and assistant.

Cost of the six hours work? About

$5,000. Result? A startling sequence

for television that certainly gave play-

shoes a showcasing they have not had

recently on tv.

The sequence itself fitted into the

Cinderella story, retold with Cinderella

scorning the Prince with "those old

glass slippers again" and going happily

off with the footman who knows all

about US Kedettes.

The agency says the legs-in-the-

cloud sequence was no stunt, but a

carefully worked out way to merchan-

dise Kedettes, adds that it gives each

one of the commercials the same very

careful thought for new ways to show
the hard sell, as well as tying it color-

fully to the animated humor.

In many instances, the animation it-

self repeats the live-action hard sell.

For example, the Wolf tries to "get"

the Three Little Pigs by putting first

spikes, then axheads in the way of the

jeep they use to go to market, finally

tries to puncture their tires with a shot-

gun. Naturally nothing works, since

the tires are US Royal Masters, made
with flexible steel. The Wolf, of course,

ends up still huffing and puffing, work-

ing at a service station inflating new
Royal Masters for customers.

The commercials will continue to

be seen in color on the Sunday Spec-

taculars on 17 June, 25 July and 12

August, and after that some of them
will be repeated in black-and-white

when US Rubber switches to its one-

*••••••*
"Under present marketing condi-

tions, the maker must fight a two-fold
campaign against his competitors: he
must battle for space for his product
at the store level and he must fight for
his share of the consumer's mind."

W. HOWARD CHASE
President of Communications

Counselors Inc.

quarter national sponsorship of the

NCAA football games starting Satur-

day afternoon, 22 September.

In the meanwhile, Frolick and Levin
are figuring out stories for such un-

usual items as timing belts and Ama-
zon fuel hose. Now there were 14
girls, amazons you know, and they

meet this guy who. ... * * *

RADIO RATINGS
(Continued from page 37)

will still come out of the family budget.

If we accept this, then we will con-

tinue, despite radio's audience activ-

ity leaning toward a matter of indi-

vidual choice, to measure radio as a

matter of family coverage. This we can

do, and this we will be satisfied with,

until someone figures out a way to

measure radio reliably in terms of in-

dividuals.

For certain products, we want to

know when kids are home, or when the

old man is using the set. This will help

us define our best broadcast hours for

such items.

But, once we've picked those, then

the household can take over as the

measurement unit.

Now with radio's individual audi-

ence and low-level of exposure at any

instant, how should it be used today?

To expect to sell merchandise at a

profit by using a mere pittance of ra-

dio—say one announcement a week

—

these days is just ridiculous. It is like

putting up a carcard in just one street-

car in all of Chicago, and in no other

streetcar.

This is coverage?

When radio was producing 30 rat-

ings, you could do it. Then, you could

run one announcement. Because, one

announcement would reach a lot of

people at once. But, with the 1 and

the 2 and the 3 ratings we get today

—well, you just need a lot. In our

analogy, you simply need a lot of car-

cards. Because you have to get into

the streetcar when your customers are

in the street car. Since they don't run

after you, you've got to run after them.

The radio stations of America
haven't been sleeping all these years,

while the audiences to their stations

went down from their peaks. They
have been most resourceful in ped-

dling their product.

Those of us in the business of sell-

ing anything can but sit and stare and
admire how radio folk have continued

to exhibit remarkable ingenuity in sell-

ing their product.

One of the things they did was to

recognize early that they should no

longer sell one announcement, one sin-

gle carcard, a week. A customer had

to have a lot of carcards.

Whatever bus the passenger hap-

pened into, whatever time he turned on

the radio, sometime soon, thereafter,

an advertiser had to get his message

AUDIENCE
OF KIDS GIVES
CAPTAIN SACTO

A BIG RATINGS
IF YOU BUY RATINGS, YOU'LL

BUY CAPTAIN SACTO, WITH

*
A B!G2|7
IN SACRAMENTO'S

BIG TV MARKET!

* Sacramento Television

Audience ARB:

February 8-14, 1956

KCRATW
CHANNEL 3
SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA

100,000 Watts Maximum Power

represented by Edward Petry & Co.
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In Los Angeles

KMPC has more

in-home listeners

than any other

independent!
The Pulse, Jan.- Feb. 1956

7)0 kc LOS ANGELES
50,000 wattsdays ]0,000 watts nights

GeneAutry, President

P.O. Keynote, I/.P. & Gen. Mgr.

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY

AM RADIO SALES COMPANY

across. Or. he might as well not have

gone on the air at all. His coverage

would have been too skimpy.

So, radio has been selling saturation

packages. You may not reach a lot of

folks with any one announcement.

But, by coming up swinging again and

again, as the week goes by, fewer and

fewer homes managed to stay outside

the reach of an advertiser's message.

So, the way to sell radio today is in

saturation packages. And, if that's the

way to buy it, and we accept every-

thing that I have stated up to this mo-
ment, then we are ready for one in-

evitable conclusion—that the day of

measuring the audience to a single an-

nouncement or a single program, as

radio's only measurement, is rapidly

going. Perhaps, it should have gone

already.

Since no one should buy just one an-

nouncement on one station, who cares

how any one announcement fares—ex-

cept, of course, for example, differ-

ences in marginal announcements to

appraise whether or not it contributes

enough to the total to justify its being

a part of the package.

Timebuyers now usually get a big

number by adding the ratings to all the

announcements, thus getting a gross

number of homes, or a gross percent-

age. Thus, 20 announcements with an

average rating of 3, say, has a gross

rating of 60%. But, this by itself, is

simply not enough. For all I know, the

20 announcements, each with a rating

of 3, are talking to the same people.

So, while I'm making a lot of impres-

sions on a few people, I'm not getting

market coverage, because I'm talking

to the same people over and over

again.

The important thing is, what am I

getting out of my saturation package

as a whole? A complete answer has

four dimensions. They are provided

by the correct answers to the following

four questions:

1. What is my gross coverage per

week, measured as the sum of all the

rating points of all the announcements

in the market? This is a measure of

the total weight of my radio effort.

2. What is my net coverage per

week, in terms of the number of homes

I have reached at least once? This is

a measure of the part of the audience

on which I am making some impres-

sion, since I have reached them at least

once.

3. What is my coverage frequency

of contact per home reached? This is

a measure of the velocity of my adver-

tising. We all concede that the essence

of successful advertising, for most

products, is repetition of the advertis-

ing messages—making our impression

over and over again.

4. What is the average size of the

audience each time I'm on the air?

•'Everybody in the radio business ought
to be concentrating on getting more
total nourishment from the medium, in-

stead of fighting over diminished scraps.

I can't believe that the spot business
really wants to see radio networks
starved out of existence—and believe
me, that could happen if we were limi-

ted to the old programing patterns only.
And I wonder if the spot reps consider
what would happen to their business

—

and the whole radio medium—if the
radio networks couldn't find a way to
survive."

ROBERT W. SARNOFF
President

NBC

This is the one-time rating—the size

of the audience each time I get to the

media.

What the ratings services should be-

gin selling now, more and more, is not

ratings of individual announcements

and programs—but net accomplish-

ments of tailored buys.

Note that I've cited weekly totals.

They don't have to be just that. They
can be day-part totals; or, daily totals,

or monthly totals. Anything, rather

than per announcement data solely.

There is one further step that would
simplify radio selling. It would also

simplify the syndication of reporting

of audiences.

Suppose it were possible for radio

to sell only in terms of run-of-station

announcement purchases. For exam-

ple, all morning announcements. Or,

all afternoon announcements. Or, all

evening announcements. Or, all day

announcements, in a group, by num-
ber. In each case, you would designate

the number of announcements sold.

You might, for example, sell in blocks

of seven—one-a-day. Typical buys

could be:

a. Seven morning messages, or

b. 14 afternoon announcements, or

c. 42 announcements a week—two

a day, in the morning; two a day, in

the afternoon; and two a day, in the

evening.

If you could sell that way and rotate

position, so that no one advertiser in
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any one day part gets any advantage

over any other, then the services could

report his ratings—in the four-part

units of gross coverage, net coverage,

frequency of contact, and audience per

spot—as a function of:

a. The day part, or day parts com-

bination

b. The number of announcements

sold in the run-of-station announce-

ment purchase.

Radio has reached the era of pack-

age selling. It sells a lot of opportuni-

ties to hear. Just like a billboard sells

a lot of opportunities to see. Or, a

carcard showing sells a lot of oppor-

tunities to see.

Radio has changed in the way it

sells and should sell. Radio measure-

ments must keep pace. Radio sells in

packages. The measurers must give us

package audience size measurements.

It is a practical question we should

now put to the measurement people.

It has a practical answer.

We have two wonderful people get-

ting radio measurements now. They'll

get us what we want, if we tell them

we want it.

So, let's start asking for it now.

Then, we won't be getting inferiority

complexes when the size of our num-

bers are rubbed in our noses. Our

product is an awful lot bigger than the

ratings of today gives us credit for.

We don't want bigger numbers so

"We have found that radio too has a

screen—bigger than a tv tube—more
expansive than Cinerama, CinemaScope
or VistaVision—the Radio Screen. Ra-
dio's picture is the imagination of your
listener. It awaits the projection of your
imagination. No longer should we waste
this tremendous power on a handful of

tunes and a clutch of news briefs. They
are well enough in their place. But they
will be better received when they are
surrounded by the wide world of pro-
graming I believe your audience ex-

pects."

CARL HAVERLIN
President

Broadcast Music, Inc.

we can fool people. In fact, if there's

any fooling involved, it's our present

small numbers that do the fooling.

They simply don't mean anything.

My bigger cumulative numbers will

have a different perspective. But, they

will mean something. -k -k -k

PEPSODENT YELLOW
(Continued from page 27)

sumer's attention, and then his money.

"Market tests showed us the biggest

worry people have when it comes to

their teeth is appearance," says Breck-

enridge, in explaining the selection of

the theme. "They're more concerned

with pretty teeth and a cleaner which

really works than they are with all the

new and complicated and mysterious

ingredients."

On the basis of these market tests,

Foote, Cone & Belding, New York,

worked out a non-therapeutic copy

theme.

Radio is also giving the Pepsodent

brand a personality, something which

no other dentifrice brand has achieved,

he says.

"We thought we'd spoof a bit, be-

cause toothpaste advertising is tradi-

tionally pretty much on the deadly dull

side. It had a scolding tone, and was a

bit threatening. It didn't encourage

an atmosphere of pleasantness or joy.

"The jingle is the keystone in the

building of our Pepsodent toothpaste

personality. We think people figure

if the commercial is fun to listen to or

to watch, it'll be fun to use the prod-

uct."

At the very beginning of the radio

campaign, people were talking about

the jingle and humming it. "And de-

spite the great results we've had, it's

just starting to click," says the Pepso-

dent brand manager.

"One of the biggest benefits we get

is from word-of-mouth comments. At

this point, the yellow jingle is pretty

well coming out of their ears! We'd
hoped we would get a lot of conversa-

tional acceptance, but we also knew
this happens only in one of perhaps

1,000 jingle tries!"

This conversational acceptance to

which he alludes has transcended the

talking point! People are talking about

it, true. More importantly, from a cir-

culation point of view, opinion influ-

encers such as community "leaders"

and national figures are making much
reference to the yellow ditty. It's large-

ly through them that the theme of the

campaign is being transmitted into

folklore terminology.

Today, six months after the 50-mar-

ket broadcast schedule took the air,

there are only a few rare and isolated

souls who have never given serious

consideration to the problem of where

the yellow went.

You'll smile, too, when you produce
those TV commercials at Jamieson
Film Company in Dallas. Because out
here in the wide open spaces, you'll
relax in tension-free, unschizophrenic
atmosphere that'll let you do probably
the best work you've ever done.
And that Jamieson staff of creative
film technicians will be working with
you, turning out top quality material.
You'll be impressed with our complete
facilities (everything under one roof,
one management: sound stage, mobil
units, recording, animation, labs, opti-
cals) ; our experience (40 years of mo-
tion picture production) ; a long list

of satisfied clients (important national
and regional advertisers).
At Jamieson, you'll get high-quality
films, delivered on time, well within
your budget. And, with those nagging
worries far behind, you'll be amazed at
the ease with which you'll work in air-
conditioned Dallas.

Sound good so far? The
complete story is in this

new Jamieson Brochure.
Send for your copy today.
You'll like what you
see in it.
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WJAC-TV is the Number One

Station not only in Johnstown,

but in Altoona as well, and this

one-two punch covers an area

that rates 4th in the rich state

of Pennsylvania, and 28th in

the entire country.

Well over half a million (583,-

600 to be exact) television fam-

ilies look to WJAC-TV for the

best in television entertainment.

Add to this the free bonus of

WJAC-TV coverage into Pitts-

burgh, and you have a total

market for your sales message

that just can't be overlooked, if

you really want to tap the po-

tential of Southwestern Penn-

sylvania.

Get full details from your KATZ man!

The biggest single group of yellow

proponents, however, is the comedian

class. Uncounted hordes of funny men
have belabored the phrase, giving Pep-

sodent—in addition to what sometimes

is a rousingly funny plug—millions of

free commercial impressions.

A random sampling of those who
have alluded to the jingle includes the

comics with the biggest broadcast box-

cfEce— Jack Benny, Garry Moore,

George Gobel ( on the Emmy awards

presentation), Steve Allen. Johnny Car-

son, Bob and Ray, Jack Sterling.

Here are some non-stenographic re-

ports on what other comedians had to

say I and these will give you only an

idea of the humor, the real humor hav-

ing pretty well escaped I

.

Red Skelton, chatting with his tv

audience, said: "This morning when I

was coming to the studio, I called a

cab and then turned around to kiss my
wife goodbye. Then I started to get

into the cab but it was gone. I won-

dered where the >ellow went."

Perry Como got into the act, too.

He asked Dick Powell to stand behind

a fluoroscope machine. "OK, Dick,

now maybe you'll find out where the

}ellow went."

There's no more positive proof that

yellow is now in the folklore. Come-

dians would never jeopardize their

standing with audiences by pulling a

gag with a punch line that couldn't be

identified!

Newspaper readers are getting the

same barrage. A random sampling of

newspapers shows cartoons, photo-

graphs, column mentions and all man-

ner of short squibs.

The Los Angeles Times ran a politi-

cal cartoon showing be-ribboned Miss

Democracv wondering where the farm

vote went. And the same paper print-

ed a photograph of a couple attending

the Hucksters Ball. The man went as

WWTYW and his wife attended as

Yellow.

Post-exposure awareness reaches in-

to all classes and types of the popula-

tion.

Students, particularly, seem to find

an affinity with the jingle. At Stanford

U. in California, a student election

netted 31 votes for Myron G. Apathy.

Apathy won on the basis of his plat-

form, in slogan form: "You'll wonder

where vour government went when

Apathy's your president."

At the same school, the fraternity

winning the sweepstakes prize at the

annual Spring Sing for 8,000 students

earned its award for an original, class-

ical arrangement and rendition of the

Pepsodent jingle. Stanford Senior

Dwight Clark notes that dorms are

filled with the cheery sounds of the

jingle.

He adds, "Certainly during the past

four years no other advertising cam-

paign has so completely saturated our

campus. Since we don't have much
time for tv, radio is very popular here.

Perhaps this accounts for some of the

jingle's evident impact."

I P.S. Dwight Clark is an ad major.)

Radio, for which the jingle was tail-

ored, gets into the swing of things in

other ways, too. One morning show

in New York City aired a recording of

"Love and Marriage." In the middle

of an especially saccharine phrase, the

turntable man lifted the needle and in-

serted a quickie Pepsodent jingle. He
then picked up the song theme. There

was no vocal comment from the jockey.

The entire town of Portland, Ore.,

has been whipped into a swivet by a

promotion conducted by radio station

KEX there. Taking "the big five." five

lop-rated KEX d.j. personalities, it or-

ganized an a cappella choir. The jock-

eys were Russ Conrad. Bob Adkins,

Barney Keep, Bob Blackburn and Al

Prickly. The conductor was Joseph

Libonati. a professional who holds both

a bachelor's and master's degree from

the Manhattan School of Music.

The group's debut took place last

February in the Portland Civic

Theatre, when it appeared in conjunc-

tion with the opening of the movie,

"Actually very little separates network
radio from financial success or failure.

By obtaining just a fraction of a per-

centage point more of the total national

advertising budget, network radio can
go on a stable basis. The challenge that

is facing all of us is how we can at-

tract that small additional amount of

total expenditure to network radio,

which has so much to offer."

ROBERT W. SARNOFF
President

NBC

"Girl Crazv."" The musical hit of the

evening—and the world premiere of

the work—was the classical rendition

of the yellow song. KEX presented an

original arrangement of "Variations on

a theme" by Lever Brothers. Since

then, the quintet has plugged its sure-

fire Lever hit in such endeavors as

fund raising for the Salvation Army.
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One of the biggest bonanzas came

from a most unlikely source—Marshall,

Field & Co., prestige department store

in Chicago.

Fields adopted the daffodil as the

symbol of its annual spring sale, and

decorated all of its print advertising

and huge display windows along State

St. with the flower. Accompanying the

•»\\ ilii an expanding population and
economy, it is increasingly important
that the advertiser have at his command
a choice of media with which to achieve
his goals. It is increasingly important
to him that each media he at its produc-
tive best. I think we should be thankful
that radio, as a part of advertising, has
regained its footing and that its future
is solidlv assured."

JOHN KAROL
V.P. in charge of Network Sales

CBS Radio

floral art work was the sale slogan: ''If

you wonder where the yellow went,

come to Marshall Field's."

As awareness is intensified market

by market, so are sales. But because

of the always competitive nature of

the dentrifice business, Lever declines

to talk statistics. It knows right now
it's riding a lead horse in a big sweep-

stakes, however.

Before it started its spot buying cam-

paign in January, Pepsodent tapped

between 10 and 12'/ of the total tooth-

paste market. Its biggest competitors:

Colgate, with from 30 to 40 'v of the

market; Procter & Gamble, which has

roughly 20 r/ . Pepsodent, in No. 3

starting position, aims to make gains

on Colgate's Dental Ribbon and its new
Brisk, and on P&G's Gleem and its new
Crest.

Pepsodent's advertising has as its

direct aim increasing the product's

market share. Indirectly, this share

can be upped by 1 1 ) changeover from
other brands, (2) more frequent usage,

(3) new usage. Many people assume
incorrectly that dentifrices as a group

have long since hit the saturation mark
of their potential. Lever, however,

quotes New York City statistics show-

ing that half of all grade school young-

sters there don't own a tooth brush.

Pepsodent's biggest single group of

buying prospects is the 90 people in

every 100 who prefer white paste to

the other variations in teeth cleansers.

Despite the advertising barrage which

has hit in behalf of green chlorophyll

pastes, powders, fluorides and many
other innovations, people still like the

paste form. Powders and abrasive

cleaners apparently have a dwindling

ehare of the market, getting about 5%.
Lever figures the jingle will give

Pepsodent the same type of boost—but

a bigger one—which Mirium gave to

Irium. Some 16 years ago, Lever and

Foote, Cone & Belding produced the

jingle which Bob Hope implanted in

the public mind. His network radio

shows pushed the concept, then the

sales.

That was Lever's first jingle, and the

> ellow theme now current is its second

such effort. Jingles and rhymes are

still unexplored territories for dentri-

fice advertisers, and Lever continues to

be a pathfinder.

All of its advertising— tv, news-

papers, comic sections—is now carry-

ing the radio theme in some visual

form. To help coordinate the aural

theme, the company has adopted a

visual character, Susie Q. The carica-

ture of a little girl appears with words

of the jingle and musical notes and

bars in all point-of-sale and dealer pro-

motion material.

There's been no let-up in dealer and

distributor aids, either. More usual

client procedure is to give a heavy

push to merchandising tools before the

campaign kick-off. then eliminate them

altogether or cut the flow to a minimum
after the launching.

Pepsodent is continually moving new
sales aids to its retail outlets, and

pointing up its national advertising

campaign in memos and sales letters.

Il uses the same reminder and aware-

ness techniques to reach its entire sales

organization as it does to reach con-

sumers.

A brief reminder is all any dealer

needs! For one thing, Lever left an

imprint of good will at the start of its

advertising drive. At that time, it hired

three professional gal singers to travel

around the country. Each was donned

in a yellow cape lined with white, and

given a script which outlined to re-

tailers what Pepsodent was doing with

its radio campaign.

The gals sang a few lines, spoke some
others, threw back the yellow portions

of the cape to synchronize with the

disappearance of the "yellow." Their

theme to dealers: "You'll wonder where

the toothpaste went when you stock

your shelves with Pepsodent!"

It was a convincing demonstration

for the dealers. And radio's demon-
stration of public awareness is a con-

vincing one to Pepsodent. * • •

First complete Los Angeles Belden

audience study of the 550,000 Span-

ish-speaking listeners—shows that . . .

BETWEEN 6 a.m. - 8 p.m.

Is FIRST in 48 out of 56
Quarter-hour segments against ALL
Los Angeles stations.

Is Tied for FIRST PLACE
in 2 out of 8 remaining segments.

PASADENA • LOS ANGELES
V Spanish Language
\^ Station y

Is a strong SECOND in the

other 6 quarter-hour segments.

The Mexican - American in

Metropolitan Los Angeles

prefers to LISTEN-THINK-
and TALK in the Spanish

language.

THE AUDIENCE IS BIC!

Large enough for the consideration of

any advertiser this "City of Latins"

within the Metropolitan Los Angeles

area has a population of 550,000.

Complete information—including audi-

ence, market and product preferences

is available.

PASADENA* LOS ANGELES
"V . Spanish Language

\ Station s

REP: BROADCAST TIME SALES
NEW YORK - CHICAGO - SAN FRANCISCO
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We mean B-5, WLOL'S Big 5 disc

jockeys. They give a million-and-

a-half radio listeners in the Twin

Cities market exactly what they

want in Music, News, and Sports

... in shopping hints, too.

B-5 is the reason WLOL provides

the most responsive, quick sell,

block-by-block, town-by-town

coverage in the Twin Cities orbit.

WLOL is the top rated station for

out-of-home listening. All in all,

WLOL gives you more radio

homes per dollar (Pulse and SRD)

than any other station.

1330 on your dial • 5000 watts

MINNEAPOLIS • ST. PAUL

LARRY BENTSON, President

Wayne "Red" Williams, Mgr
, Joe Floyd, v. P.

PULSE PROVES WLOL

STATION IN THE
NORTHWEST

BUY IN THE
TWIN CITIES

represented by AM Radio Sales

PUBLICITY INTO DRAMA
[Continued from page 33 I

article and used over ABC TV Network

May 29, for the last fifteen seconds of

Cavalcade with live audio, to plug both

the magazine and the program the next

week. Also, a copy of this slide was

sent to all Cavalcade stations with copy

for promotional announcements plug-

ging the article and teleplay.

3. A special mailing was sent by

Elliot F. Alexander, Du Pont Cavalcade

p.r. man at BBDO to all promotion

managers of stations carrying Caval-

cade containing a special press release

plugging the Collier's story, a proof of

the story, and a letter explaining how

they could capitalize locally on all the

national promotion being done. This

letter outlined the strategy as follows:

• Press screening and luncheon at

the Overseas Press Club in New York

for local syndicated columnists such as

Hal Boyle, Bob Considine, etc. Also

lepresented will be the 29th Division,

and possibly other units active in the

St. Lo campaign.

• We will contact the national head-

quarters of all veterans groups such as

American Legion, Veterans of Foreign

Wars, AMVETS, etc., and pass on to

them all available information. A fol-

low-up on your part is all that is neces-

sary to get maximum coverage.

• New York papers are being sent

biographical material about the pro-

duction, casting, and people behind the

scenes. Enclosed you will find two

pages of such facts that should prove

interesting to your local press.

• Collier's will have on all stands,

banners and streamers publicizing both

the article and Cavalcade. Contact

the local Collier's distributor and com-

bine your promotional efforts.

• Tie-in on any local D Day cele-

bration by preparing an exhibit or

placing posters in strategic places to

help publicize the show.

• The Public Information Officer of

the Army (Radio & Television Depart-

ment) will forward material on the

program to base papers and Army pub-

lications all over the country. Follow

this up by a call to all military bases

in your area.

• Set-up an interview over the sta-

tion with a member of the Armed

Torces, stationed locally, who was ac-

tually at St. Lo. Plug Cavalcade on

the news shows the weekend before D

Day and also whenever possible on

your daytime programs.

• On the May 29 Cavalcade an an-

nouncement will be made over the net-

work promoting "The Major of St. Lo"

\uth audio and a slide of the actual

cover and double page spread of the

June 8 edition of Collier's.

• TV Guide, in the edition of June

2, will run a half-page picture taken

during the production of the "Major."

• ABC-TV is sending out to all sta-

tions carrying this teleplay, an ad mat

suitable for use in your local news-

papers.

• Included in all Collier's advertis-

ing for circulation, will be plugs for

Du Pont Cavalcade Theater including

one minute, and 20-second spots, on

both radio and television.

• Special film trailers, both 20-sec-

ond and one minute in length are being

specially produced, and you should

receive them some time next week.

"The Major" was shot well over

Cavalcade budget, with Hollywood

**The movies, as we all know, have also
had a great impact on patterns of be-
havior in this country. Now, and I be-
lieve this without question, television

has taken the lead. Television is having
and will continue to have a marked in-

fluence not only on our patterns of be-
havior, but on government, teaching,
on all social relationships."

LOUIS G. COWAN
V.p. Creative Services

CBS TV

facilities and Army equipment called

into service. Battle scenes called for

92 extras, seven Patton tanks along

with many trucks, jeeps and artillery

pieces. 24,000 rounds of blank ammo
were used and 10,000 rounds of mortar

fire. 48 major earth detonations were

prepared and exploded. 16 Hollywood

sets were used, and these included At-

lanta's old Peach Tree Lane from

"Gone With The Wind" and a bombed-

out village scene originally prepared

for "GI Joe" which was re-adapted for

"The Major" at a cost of $4,000.

But extraordinary as the production

itself, was the promotion campaign.

This entire hard-hitting drive was ac-

complished within normal publicity

budget limits through everyone's con-

tribution of extra time and effort. Du
Pont. BBDO and Collier's all worked

together for maximum audiences. And
they all shared the harvest. * * *
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49TH & MADISON
{Continued from page 15)

SLENDERELLA IN HAWAII

I note in your 14 May issue, page

63, the following statement: "Slen-

derella has recently opened two for-

eign salons in Zurich. Switzerland and

in Honolulu. Hawaii."

On my mainland selling trips to the

national agencies, I must have said at

least 10.000 times: "Hawaii is an

American market with regional char-

acteristics."

Our currency is American; our lan-

guage is English-American; our civili-

zation, including the products we use

—this is all American; we have an

American form of government topped

by a Territorial government which is

basically part of the United States

Federal government.

A good many Hawaiian boys have

from time to time given their lives

—

not as foreigners but as Americans

—

for the United States.

Please don't make our job of edu-

cating the many New York ad people

who "have never been west of the

Hudson" any harder.

Jim Spencer
National Sales Manager
KONA Television

Honolulu, Haivaii

RADIO IN PUBLIC SERVICE

In spite of the heavy public service

activity by radio stations all over the

country, they are constantly hammered
at by FCC and Congress to do more.

I think it's time to put the shoe on an-

other foot, namely newspapers. The

lack of advertising support by news-

papers on behalf of the Armed Forces

is an example. I know of very few

large metropolitan newspapers which

run such ads—editorials or feature

stories, yes—but not advertising. Ra-

dio does both: advertising as well as

feature and news coverage. It would

cost a newspaper no moie money to

present a public service ad than it

does to run their own promotion ads.

If editorial and feature stories were the

most effective way to motivate pub-

lic response, the advertising format

wouldn't exist as we know it today. I

think newspapers wear the shoe much
better than we do.

William Wiggins

Dir. Promotion & Advertising

WTOP Radio

Washington, D. C.

FOR POCKET OR PURSE

Would you please forward a copy of

your Radio and Tv Directory of New
York and Chicago? We not only en-

joy reading sponsor each issue, but

find it indispensable in trying to keep

abreast of all ideas in current radio.

Melvin Weisman
Manager, KWFM
Minneapolis, Minn.

Would appreciate your forwarding

to me your latest pocket-size radio and

tv directory. We have heard from our

agency, N. W. Ayer & Son, that it is a

very well-planned and well-conceived

publication.

We read your periodical with a

great deal of interest and it helps us

in the over-all industry thinking, espe-

cially with reference to tv and spot

radio uses.

H. N. Murphy
Asst. Sales Manager

Knouse Foods Cooperative

Peach Glen, Pa.

• SPONSOR'S Radio and Tv Directory is avail-

able on request.

MUSIC AND BUYERS' GUIDE

Hy Ryder at Broadcast Music, Inc.,

called my attention recently to the sur-

vey of radio broadcasting stations in-

dicating how much time each devoted

to pop music, concert music, news and

so forth, which was published in the

BUYERS' GUIDE for 19 March 1956.

The tabulation could be extremely

useful to a lot of music librarians

across the country, and I'd like to call

their attention to it in Notes. They are

only too likely to have missed it, since

the publication would not normally go

to the music division of a library, but

rather to the general periodical divi-

sion—or, as happens at the Library of

Congress, to a special classification of

technical publications. If it hadn't

been for Ryder, I would have missed

it myself. . . .

Richard S. Hill

Notes

Washington, D. C.

SPEAKING OF LETTERS . . .

Here's something to

write home about

—

SPONSOR'S

FALL FACTS BASICS
OUT 9 JULY

MR. W. D. (BILL) BYLES

HOraCe N, StOVill, President of Hor-

ace N. Stovin & Company, Radio &

Television Station Representatives, an-

nounces the appointment of Mr. W. D.

(Bill) BYLES as Executive Vice Presi-

dent and Director.

WIli DjIcS who leaves Young and

Rubicam as Supervisor of Radio and

Television—brings with him 25 years

of experience in the business. He was

formerly Radio Director of Spitzer and

Mills, and prior to that with Mac-

laren Advertising and Philip-Massey, in

their radio departments. He is widely

and favorably known in Radio and

Television circles.

Horace N. Stovin & Company

has been in the Station Representation

business since 1940. Since then, their

list of "proven" stations has grown

both in number and size; and the ap-

pointment of Mr. Byles as Executive

Vice-President will be in the interests

of their more comprehensive represen-

tation, as well as a more complete

service to advertisers; and is in line

with the growing economy of both

Radio and Television as Advertising

Media.
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Wilmington Del.

Over 600,000

population

with

extra high

spendable

income is

A Market

Worth Winning

WAMS
1000 watts

Day and Night

The station with exclusive

sports coverage (Baseball,

Basketball, Football)

Makes it

Easy to Win

with this extra

high local

listener interest

At Low Cost

It's the most

economical buy

in the area!

ROLLINS BROADCASTING INC.

National Sales Mgr: Graeme Zimmer

New York Office: 565 Fifth Ave.. El 5-1515-6-7

Chicago: 6205 S. Cottage Grove Ave., NO 7-4124

ROUNDUP
{Continued from page 71)

the Boston Store is "The Little White

House"' which is used for demonstrat-

ing various home furnishings and ap-

pliances over tv. Programs are all tele-

vised with a single camera using a

Zoomar lens. If the department to be

Attractive Arlene Francis of Home & Window

televised is in an inaccessible location

the wares to be shown are brought to

one of the live origination points in

the store.

The store's beauty salon had its big-

gest day since its opening when it ap-

peared on Window. A special on

pots and pans sold out in two days.

Hosierv. advertised at regular prices,

out-sold, in volume, a special adver-

tised in local newspapers. * * *

WIBW-TV grosses 870,000
for tivo Kansas stores

>(>0,000 worth of merchandise was

sold directly from the floor and ware-

house by Johnson Brothers Furniture

Store in Junction Citv. Kansas, as a

result of four weather shows and 18

announcements telecast over WIBW-
TA

. Double bunk beds were featured

on the shows which are aired each

evening at 10:10 p.m. In addition,

Gene McKimiev. who handles the

show, told viewers that he would be at

the Johnson store with his cartoon per-

sonality Yikittv-Yak. to distribute auto-

graphed cartoons. Max Johnson, one

of the owners of Johnson Brothers, ad-

mitted being unprepared for the busi-

ness WIBW-TV brought in. He said

that the store's gross could have been

$40,000 greater.

In Madison. Kans., a town of 600

people, five of McKinney's live weath-

er shows and 22 supporting announce-

ments sold out completely a stock of

room coolers advertised by the Madi-

son Merchandise Mart. The Mart did

810,000 gross with many of the higher

priced coolers selling after those that

were advertised had been sold. * * *

Meehanical pianos a hit

on 'Player Piano Playhouse 9

"Once in the dear, dead days be-

vond recall." which the popular ditty

"Love's Old Sweet Song," tells about,

there was no rock 'n roll. So writes

Albany Times Union columnist Ed Von
Olinda. "Every well organized family.

'

he continues, "gathered around the

automatic player piano. . . . That era

seems to be staging a comeback. A
young mechanical genius of Albany,

Bee Burger, who has got to fooling

around with those mechanical pianos

as a hobby, is putting them in perfect

playing condition." Besides putting

them back into shape Bee has taken

over a weekly Saturday night program

called Player Piano Playhouse, broad-

cast with growing popularity over Al-

bany's WOKO. * * *

Kansas youngster and WIBW's Yilcitty-Yalc

"On July fourth I'm asking KRIZ

Phoenix to play Stars and Stripes

Forever."
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K f>f% 1 cartoon personality
eases viewer frustration

Cuto Kadey brightens KDKA's announcements

Kadey I see cut ) was christened by

her creator, David Lewis, who took

her name from the first two call letters

of Pittsburgh's KDKA-TV. Lewis felt

that the kind of announcements Kadey

must bring to the station's viewers

would be most palatable if done in a

whimsical manner. Besides serving to

lessen audience frustration caused by

technical failures. Kadey's popularity

has caused her to be used for station

slides announcing program notes, pub-

lic service announcements and films.

• • •

Briefly . . .

Disk jockeyess Candy Lee is cele-

brating her fifth anniversary over

WDOK, Cleveland. Ohio. News about

Candy Lee and what she calls her Soda

Set Show is now published in The

Candy Lee Soda Set Journal edited by

Joyce Husar.

Nine saturation packages are now
available to national advertisers over

Pi trburgh's WILY, radio. Available

packages start with 18 announcements

weekly, based on a minimum of three-

a-day. to 120 a week. Explaining the

packages, Ernie Tannen. WILY v.p.,

says, "No station has just one audi-

ence. Every station has a lot of audi-

ences and frequency of announcements

is the only sure method of producing

results by making as many impres-

sions on as many audiences as an ad-

vertiser can afford.

Five full page newspaper ads have

been prepared for national distribution

by WTOP Radio, Washington, D. C.

on behalf of the recruiting programs

of the Armed Forces. The series was

prepared with the cooperation of the

c'dvertising, recruiting and publicity

sections of the Services and is an ex-

tension of the on-the-air public service

activities of WTOP radio.

KMTV, Omaha, Neb. sponsored its

second Cardinal Booster Night in

Omaha's Municipal Stadium. As in

past years KMTV provided a pre-game

show which this year included Leo

Durocher and other nationally known
personalities. In spite of the fact that

KMTV televised the entire pre-game

show the number of people who came
out to the ball park was not lessened.

Bert Piel, Piel Beer's popular

cartoon character, may well receive

the largest presidential write-in vote

in election history if WRCA's Times

Square sign spectacular has effect.

The news-bulletin type of sign has

been touting Bert 80 times a day with

the following message: "BERT PIEL
EXPECTED TO RUN FOR PRESI-
DENT AS FAVORITE SON CAN-
DIDATE FROM BROOKLYN AND
STATEN ISLAND."

The 25th anniversary sales presen-

tation of WKZO Radio has been sent

out, bound in a silver-coated cover

complete with facts about the 60,355

farms in the WKZO coverage area.

Featured in the presentation are figures

on farm production and gross farm

income in the station's area.

A brief biographical sketch of WKZO
Farm Director Carl Collin winds up

the presentation with photos of Collin

interviewing a poultryman, checking

THIS
IN Yovk

WNCT
is Eastern Carolina's

No. 1 TV Station

n every minute of

every hour of every day, day & night

tyucKvitu * ibe-

*JAN. '56 PULSE-19 counties

The only complete

TV FILM SERVICE
including. .

.

No. 6 in a series

BONDED
TV Film Service
630 Ninth Ave. • JU. 6-1030

New York Chicago Los Angeles
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lowest
cost-per-thousand

Columbus, Ohio

VWKO
cost-per-1000

is 49% lower

than closest rival

l/WKO
delivers 5.4

average between

8 am and 5 pm

Pulse: Dec. -Jan. '56

l/WKO
Columbus, Ohio

Use the slide-rule
and call Forjoe

KROD-TV
CHANNEL 4

EL PASO texaSi

AFFILIATED with KROD-600 kc (5000w.L

Owned & Operated by El Paso Times, Inc

Rep. Nationally by the BRANHAM COMPANY

grain market prices, and talking with

a cattle farmer.

Copies of the presentation are avail-

able by writing the Fetzer Broadcast-

ing Co., 124 West Michigan Ave., Kala-

mazoo, Michigan.

* » *

Another report of a station leach-

ing far beyond its normal coverage

area comes from WGR radio in Buf-

falo, N. Y. letter to the station, from

Harald Torgard of Oslo, Norway, told

of receiving the WGR signal for 26

minutes. Back to the Bible was the

program that Torgard received. WGR's
engineering v.p. attributed the unusual

reach of the station to "freak weather

conditions."

"A one-station network''' might

well be the title conferred on WBAP.
Fort Worth, Tex. As incredible as it

may sound J. D. Karsin of Arborg.

Manitoba, Canada, states that of all

the stations he receives, the WBAP
signal is strongest. Karsin lives over

1.200 miles from Ft. Worth.

Radio station KFH, Wichita. Kan-

sas, celebrated its 34th anniversary un-

der the same ownership recently.

KFH has operated continuously under

the direction of John Rigby, president,

and Marcellus M. Murdock, v.p. Mur-

dock is also publisher of the Wichita

Eagle.

KFMB-TV, channel 8, the 60th tv

station to go on the air in the United

States, marked its 7th year with a

"Going on 8" month-long birthday

party.

Baltimore high school students

turned in some useful information re-

cently when queried on their radio lis-

tening habits by WITH. 97% lived in

homes with more than one radio, (the

average was three I , and 93% had a

radio for their individual use. When
asked if they objected to the use of

the phrase "teen-ager" only 8% re-

plied in the negative. Preferences ran

to "young people" or "students."

A series of monthly auctions of

prizes awarded to the bidder of the

most soap wrappers are being held for

fans of the Herb Sheldon show. The

first auction attracted over 1.500 peo-

ple to the WRCA-TV studios in New
York. At the street auction, held out-

side the studio, children and adults

who took part bid a total of 100.000

soap wrappers.

Fun for listeners who'd like to hear

themselves over the air is being pro-

vided by WDRC, Hartford, Conn. The
station has been using its fans to an-

nounce tape recorded station breaks.

Announcements also include plugs for

either a WDRC personality or pro-

gram. Each listener-announcer identi-

fies himself at the start of his an-

nouncement.

Over a period of three years Mil-

waukee disk jockey John Michaels of

WOKY has received an average of 30

letters a week. Response has been to

a non-denominational religious seg-

ment that is part of his show.

Michaels offers a short prayer each

afternoon at the close of his program,

known as The Music Box, and follows

ii with a song of faith sung by a popu-

lar recording artist. • • •

COM PARAGRAPH NOTES
{Continued from page 64)

Warner-Lambert, K&E: NBC. alt Sat 10:30-11
pm

Welch Grape Juice, DCSS: ABC. T 5:15-5:30 pm
Wesson Oil, Fitzgerald: CBS, Tu 12-12:15 pm; alt

Tu 3:30-4 pm
Westinghouse, McCann-Erlckson: CBS, M 10-11 pm
Whitehall Pharm.. Bates: CBS, M-W-F 6:45-7

pm & 7:15-7:30 pm
White Owl, Y&R: XBC, Sun 10:30-11 pm

"My problem is how can I listen to

KRIZ Phoenix twenty-four hours a

day?"
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J. Leonard Reinsch, executive director of

Atlanta's WSB AM-TV and Dayton s WH10 AM-TV,
has been named assistant to the chairman of the

Democratic National Committe for the 1956 Con-

vention. As tv-radio consultant, Reinsch handles air

media and newsreel coverage, amphitheatre plan-

ning and development of Convention program. No
newcomer to this phase of politics, he was radio

director of 1944 Convention and campaign, one-

time radio adviser to the If hite House, and tv-radio

director of 1952 Convention. Formerly on board of

NARTB, Reinsch serves on boards at BMl, Vita-

pix, Biscayne Television, and authored book,

"Radio Station Management."

Mitchell J. Johnson has been named a vice

president and director of tv programing at William

Esty agency, New York. He has been with Esty

five years as Colgate tv account executive in the

tv department. In his new position, he sui>ervises

tv program activities for Esty clients, including

Colgate, R. J. Reynolds, General Mills and Ballan-

tine. Johnson has a diversified show business

background which includes vaudeville {when he

ivas 15), acting and radio writing. Just before

joining Esty, he was a writer for the Hal Roach
Studios in Hollywood. He lives in Forest Hills, N. Y.

Ward tfuaul. vice president and assistant gen-

eral manager of Crosley Broadcasting Corp. for

th" past four years, has announced his plans to join

the Chicago Tribune Co. 1 Aug. as vice president

and general manager of WGN AM-TV Chicago.

Quaal also is president of the Quality Radio Group
and vice president for tv of the Ohio Assn. of Radio
and Tv Broadcasters. He served in several

executive capacities at WGN for eight years until

1949, when he joined Clear Channel Broadcasting

Service as director. Quaal is a member of the

teleiision board of the NARTB.

Catherine Haynie O'Brien, copy supervisor

on the Pepsodent account at Foote, Cone & Belding,

New York, has been promoted to a vice presidency.

Mrs. O'Brien is the prime creative force behind
the current Pepsodent copy theme, "You'll wonder
where the yellow went," which was introduced in

Lever Bros.' $3.6 million radio and tv ad drive early

this year. (See "Where Pepsodent went with

radio" on page 25). She has been in the New
York office since 1955, before which she was copy
supervisor on the Dial soap account in Chicago.

She has also worked at Dancer-Fitzgerald-

Sample and Ruthrauff & Ryan.

. In The 11-County Core
of Our Coverage Area —

Pulse* Proves

Audiences Prefer

WRBL-TV #| CBS

CHANNEL f ABC
•Area Telepulse, Nov. 1955

Share of Audience

DAYTIME
WRBL-TV 64

Station B 27

Misc. 9

NIGHTTIME
WRBL-TV 62

Station B 27

Misc. 11

The top 48 weekly and multi-

wppIcIv shows are on WRBL-TV

CALL HOLLINGBERY CO.

25 |UNE 1956

Your BEST

SALES FORCE

in BUFFALO

WGR-TV
BUFFALO

National Representatives

PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD. INC.
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1000 WATTS 900 KC |

A BIG LOCAL MARKET

MORE THAN 65000

RADIO FAMILIES

Fulton- I

-Mexico- |

-Columbia-

-fefferson City |

| KFAL COVERS! |

30 Counties Vi MV.

• DJ's with SfLL-ability

• Top Farm Programs §

= • High-Rated News Coverage

• Listener Loyalty thru g
Consistent Public Service

• Good Programs—All Day §

Represented Nationally By

INDIE SALES CO.
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NORTH CAROLINA'S

GOLDEN TRIANGLE

HIGH POINT

GREENSBORO

TO THE BIG VOICE

RADIO
WINSTON-SALEM

NORTH CAROLINA

WINSTON-SALEM
GREENSBORO
HIGH POINT

5000 W • 600 KC • AM-FM

HEADLEY-REED. Representatives

ADVERTISERS' INDEX

ABC TV Network
Bonded Film _

Broadcast Music, Inc

CBS-TV Film
Interstate TV - -----

Jamieson Film —

-

Mid-Continent Group
NBC Spot Sales — 8-9,

Noemac Stations —
Pearson Co. ..

Pulse, Inc. — -

Sponsor _.. 73-

Horace N. Stovin

CKLW, Detroit

KBIG, Hollywood 6

KCRA-TV, Sacramento ._- 81

KFAB, Omaha - —

-

78

KFAL, Fulton —

-

92

KMBC, Kansas City FC
KMJ-TV, Fresno ..._ — 76

KMPC, Los Angeles — - —

-

82

KNXT, Los Angeles 40-41

KPOA, Honolulu — 13

KPQ, Wenatchee - - 10

KPRC, Houston — IFC

KRCA, Los Angeles 19

KRIZ, Phoenix - - — 88, 90

KRMG, Tulsa - 71

KROD-TV, El Paso 90

KSAN, San Francisco - 54

KVAL-TV, Eugene - - 65

KWKH, Shreveport —

-

7

KWKW, Pasadena — 85

KYW-TV, Cleveland — - 94

WAFB-TV, Baton Rouge — - 15

WAGA-TV, Atlanta — 67

WAMS, "Wilmington, Del. 88

WAVE-TV, Louisville — 77

WBAY-TV, Green Bay 92

WBEE, Harvey, 111. — 80

WBNS-TV, Columbus, Ohio —

-

45

WBT, Charlotte 24

WDAY-TV, Fargo - 69

WEHT-TV, Henderson 51

WFAA, Dallas - - 55

WFBR, Baltimore - 12

WFMY-TV. Greensboro 52-53

WGR-TV, Buffalo 91

WHEN, Syracuse — - IBC

WIBG, Philadelphia - 15

WILS, Lansing _ 20

WITH, Baltimore BC
WITN-TV, Washington, N. C 68

WJAC-TV, Johnstown 84

WJHP-TV, Jacksonville - - 66

WJWL, Georgetown, Dela. 22

WKY-TV, Oklahoma City 42

WLOL, Minneapolis 86

WNCT, Greenville — - 89

WNBF-TV, Binghamton 5

WNEW, New York —- — 14

WPEN, Philadelphia 3

WPTZ-TV, Plattsburgh 58

WRBL-TV, Columbus, Ga. — 91

WRC-TV, Washington, D. C. - 11

WREX-TV, Rockford 43

WRGB, Schenectady 21

WRVA-TV, Richmond 39

WSJS, Winston-Salem .- 92

WSM, Nashville - 93

WSOK, Nashville — 89

WSPD-TV, Toledo 79

WTAR-TV, Norfolk 12

WVKO, Columbus, Ohio 90

WVOK, Birmingham __ 71

CHANNEl l_

EEJj1
BMI's series of program

continuities, entitled "Meet

H the Artist," emphasizes the

human side of our great

music performers.

"Meet the Artist" comes

to you as a 15-minute -

three - per - week ser 'e$
h

.

£]

the scenes glimpses into the

music business . . • *he

|H stories of America's favorite

musical personalities and

their song hits. The rna-

terial is factual, up-to-the-

WL minute and presented in an

easy, informal style. Disc

WL jockeys will enjoy using it—
listeners will appreciate

hearing it.

I "Meet the Artist" fills a Wk
II spscial need in areas where

||
such data is not easily

available . . . highly com-

mercial.

-.&,. -mm** '*wm,.. *w-

BROADCAST MUSIC, INC.
NEW YORK • CHICAGO » HOLLYWOOD

TORONTO • MONTREAL
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AN ELEPHANT?
\ ! ind. / : J

OHIO

W. VA.

No, that mystery shape isn't really an elephant,

though it is a jumbo-sized bargain for advertisers.

Actually it's a map of "The Mystery Market"

...one of America's richest ... The Central South

...a $2,713,371,000 market— richer than the cities

of Denver and New Orleans put together ... or

Atlanta and Dallas put together.

A RICH MARKET, IN FACT, THAT'S

COVERED BY ONLY ONE MEDIUM... and

that's WSM Radio in Nashville.

If you attempt to cover The Central South

with a combination of other radio stations or with

a combination of newspapers in the area, the

coverage would still be incomplete— and the cost

would be three to 15 times greater than that of a

WSM custombuilt program. As for TV, all TV
viewers in the market put together still represent

less than half the market's buying power!

For the full story on this unique situation, send

for your free copy of our booklet, "The Mystery

Market," containing complete facts and figures as

compiled by independent authorities.

650 KCWSM RADIO
BOB COOPER, Sales Manager

JOHN BIA/R AND COMPANY, National Advertising Reprtsenfatiyt

Nashville - Clear Channel - 50,000 Watts
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CLEVELAND

Sales on the rocks?

Try KYWS KOOLER!

It's dynamite! Publicity! Con-
tests! Stunts! Better-than-ever
programming! Cleveland's never
been hit with anything like it

before. And it's all aimed to load
KYW Radio & TV advertisers

with the biggest Summer sales

results ever.

We're crowing about

with Tom Haley

the hottest morning TV show

in Cleveland

Result? Avalanche! In less than a month after the first

program, Tom Haley and his rollicking robot, Mr. Rivitz,

launched a contest offering a car as the prize. Even we
were surprised when a day's mail produced 9,275 entries.

80,098 pieces of mail resulted from just twelve contest
announcements. . . . That's audience response.

Tom Haley, genial host, combines whimsy and wit p*lus

solid features, along with a roving camera that's liable to

turn up anywhere in greater Cleveland as part of the hour
that presents something new and different for Cleveland
homemakers every day.

Biggest surprise of all is the cost. Minute participations,

live, slide or film $100 or when combined with the KYW-TV
"Fifteen-Plan" for as little as $50.00 each.

Play it 'cool' and cut yourself in for the hottest morning
TV buy in Cleveland. "Morning Surprise," Monday thru
Friday from 9:00-10:00 a.m.
Get the full story from KYW-TV Sales Manager, Al

Krivin (CHerry 1-0942) or call A. W. "Bink" Dannen-
baum, WBC General Sales Manager at"MUrray Hill 7-0808,

or your nearest Peters, Griffin, Woodward "Colonel."

WESTINGHOUSE BROADCASTING COMPANY, INC.
RADIO

BOSTON—WBZ+WBZ A
PITTSBURGH—KDKA
CLEVELAND

—

KYW
FORT WAYNE—WOWO
PORTLAND— KEX

TELEVISION
BOSTON—WBZ-TV
PITTSBURGH—KDKA-TV
CLEVELAND—KYW-TV
SAN FRANCISCO—KPIX

KPIX REPRESENTED BY THE KATZ AGENCY. INC.

ALU OTHER WBC STATIONS REPRESENTED BY PETERS. GRIFFIN. WOODWARD. INC.
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Little radio-tv

audience overlap

Tv replacements

during summer

REPORT TO SPONSORS for 25 June 1956

(Continuetl front page 2)

New specially ordered Nielsen tab compares drug store product's net-
work radio audience for one week with audiences delivered to same

client by its (a) 15-minute daytime program and (b) 30-minute night-
time show. Results give strong argument f or us e of both media. Radio
alone hit 7.7 million homes in comparison with nighttime show, which
delivered 8.6 million. Overlap of homes tuning to both was 11%.

Compared with daytime tv show, radio delivered 9.1 million homes tv

didn't reach. Tv show hit 2.3 million; duplication was less than 5%.

-SR-
If last summer is index, tv network replacements during 1956' s hot

months will suffer much bigger average rating drop than shows which
continue through summer or use rerons. SPONSOR analysis (to appear
in Fall Facts Tv Basics, out 9 July) of summer 1955 percentage ratings
reveals drop for replacements was 54.4%, for others, 27.2%. Analysis
is based on ARB's top 25 shows for December 1954 compared with July

1955. Web's 52-week discounts more than offset lesser rating drop.

-SR-
Less than dozen slots remain to be programmed for fall nighttime tv

network schedule. Also available to advertisers at presstime is

scatt e ring of participations, halves of 2 spectaculars. For details,
see story page 34.

-SR-
Israel will be locale for new RCA Recorded Program Services film
series, costing estimated $1,000,000. Scenes will include seldom-
shot native rites; actors, director, staff have been selected for
linguistic abilities. Adventures of American lawyer will be theme.

-SR-
Extent of drop in nighttime cost-p3r-l, 000 on network radio during
past 10 years was disclosed in NBC Radio analysis done for SPONSOR.
Web compared its average cost for commercial minutes in 1946 ($8,415
for one nighttime minute) with 1953 ($7,885 for 5 nighttime minutes).
Lower average ratings in '56 are more than balanced by fact that same
money buys more minutes, results in more home impressions. 1946 buy
yields $2.45-per-l, 000 home minutes of commercial delivered vs.

$1.24 in 1956.

-SR-
Significant 1955 increases in production for both extra-small, extra-
large tv tube sizes is expected to continue this year. RETMA data
showed tripling in production of 22-through-25-inch tubes over '54.

Big increase was also shown for 15-inch-and-under category, important
sign of second-set growth in tv h omes.

" -SR-
"

SRA I.D. standards for shared I.D.'s have now achieved virtually 100%
acceptance among stations. Only 2 stations, KWK-TV, St. Louis, and
WBEN-TV, Buffalo, don't sell shared I.D.'s. Other stations accept 10
seconds of three-quarter screen, 10 seconds of full screen.

-SR-
Value of air media for backing up door-to-door sal esmen is reflected
in campaigns by 2 advertisers in widely varying fields. Avon, cos-
metics manufacturer which sells only through direct home calls, spent
$470,000 for spot tv by TvB estimate in 6 months from October 1955
through March 1956. Tilo, major roofing products firm which also
uses field selling approach, spends 80% of $125,000 budget on spot
radio. (See article on Tilo, page 30).

Dozen tv slots

available

Israel safari for

RCA TV series

Evening web
radio economy

Trends in tv

set size

SRA standard

I.D.'s accepted

Air media put

foot in door
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Ratings worshippers

There are two kinds of people who
use ratings — those who work with

them as a useful tool and those who
are ruled by them.

With all the campaigning done by
sponsor and others to get across the

simple point that the raw numbers

in a rating book must be weighed along

with other factors in determining buy-

ing strategy, the ranks of those who
worship ratings blindlv seem never to

diminish. Perhaps it's because with

the growth of air advertising there are

new buyers entering agency media de-

partments in a constant flow. And it's

the newer hand, rarely the veteran,

who misuses ratings.

Because it is so easy to fall into a

trap in ratings evaluation, we say

that it's the responsibility of the re-

search firms to help see to it that the

ratings they furnish are used sensibly.

Simple explanations in large command-

ing type should accompany every rat-

ing booklet distributed. The objective

of the rating and the sample size should

be stated clearly and boldly.

The research firms will tell you there

is no confusion about ratings when

they are used by competent research

men or others familiar with research

technique and limitations. But that is

precisely the point. Ratings are so

frequently used by those who haven't

had this kind of background. So why
shouldn't the booklets in which ratings

come be designed to fit the needs of

non-researchers ?

On page 36 this issue you'll find an

article on radio ratings by E. L. Deck-

inger, Biow Co. research director who
is about to join Grey as media direc-

tor. In it Larry Deckinger suggests

that radio should be measured cumu-
latively today rather than on the basis

of ratings for individual time slots.

His is a stimulating suggestion and

we commend it to your attention. But

whether radio is eventually measured

in this manner or not, our point re-

mains the same— ratings should be

used as guides only and with real un-

derstanding of what they represent.

Will the tv hearings benefit?

Observing the tv goings-on in the

nation's Capitol these days, one is like-

ly to be reminded of Mrs. Murphy's

chowder. Everything goes into the

pot, but what comes out is anybody's

guess.

One thing is certain. No senator,

congressman, investigator, or FCC offi-

cial connected with the proceedings

can be expected to cope with all or

even most of the variables of the dy-

namic tv advertising industry and

come up with the cure-all. There are

too many complexities and imponder-

ables going into the hopper for even a

super-sensational UNIVAC to contend

with.

Our guess is that most governmental

action will take place on the alloca-

tions front. But, in the main, the fun-

damental structure of the tv industry,

including tv networking, will continue

as before, on the grounds that they are

sufficiently healthy and in the public

interest.

What, then, is the value of these

hearings? Can they be justified in re-

lation to the time, effort and cost in-

volved? As we see it, the answer

is "yes." But in considerable measure
for reasons other than have been hith-

erto advanced.

The commercial television industry

has been moving at breakneck speed.

Its key executives have barely man-
aged to keep pace with its day-to-day

urgencies. With success have come
problems—and almost no time to sit

down, look around and assess the fu-

ture.

Difficult as the present Washington
fact-finding and soul-searching may
be to the networks, it still presents

them with their best opportunity to

analyze, reflect, check and take stock.

Out of this stocktaking will, in our

opinion, come many worthwhile im-

provements and solutions. The salu-

tary effects of today's hearings will be

felt not only this year but for a long

time to come.

Fall Facts Basics No. 10

Have you ever heard the phrase

"bigger and better?" Sure you have

—

and we'll bet you raise a doubtful eye-

brow on occasions when you hear it.

However, when you see the "basics"

material we've culled for the upcoming
10th annual Fall Facts Basics issue, we
think you'll agree the phrase fits.

If you're seeking answers to bother-

some questions or if you're just in

search of an elusive fact, we'd advise

\ou to make sure you get a copy of

Fall Facts Basics.

And keep it around. It will come in

handy in the months ahead.

Applause
Network radio resurgence

When a company in an industry

takes a step which raises the spirits of

its associates like the action of CBS
Radio in increasing compensation of

affiliates, applause is a natural reaction

from onlookers. But we applaud CBS
Radio not for the single step of re-

storing part of a cut in compensation

to its affiliates but for all that went into

making the restoration possible.

The compensation increase was pre-

ceded by growth in CBS Radio revenue

and brightening possibilities for the

future. It took hard work and never-

faltering confidence to achieve this re-

surgence. The statement by Arthur

Hull Hayes, CBS Radio president, that

his network now has the largest sales

staff in its history suggests the con-

fidence and determination with which

CBS Radio management looks at its

opportunities.

It's our belief that effective selling

by network radio's salesmen is as im-

portant for the well-being of adver-

tisers as for the networks and their

affiliates. For it's only when an ad-

vertiser hears each medium's case set

forth with all the facts to back it up

that he can properly weigh his own
media decisions.
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There Can be Only ONE Leader

In Central New York it's . . .

WHEN -TV

Total Television Quarter Hours Oct. '55-April '56

J
WHEN-TV 567 ca WHEN-TV 482

=£ Opposition 281 ^ Opposition 285
12 Ties

CUSE PHOENIXW K

O \o Yi
OMAHA

© o
RADIO
810 kc.

CBS

TV
Channel 5

i CBS

TV
Channel 8
CBS

RADIO
91 kc.

ABC
TV

Channel 5

e e p r . . . n i e d by KATZ AGENCY INC

RADIO
590 kc. \ Channel €

CBS \ CBS
JOHN BLAIR & CO. BLAIR TV, INC.

MEREDITH 1£<uU* <utd lelevte&w, STATIONS
affiliated with Better ll(iiiii',\ and IJiii'ilciiN and Successful Farming magazines
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a$\
on a total pole!
In Baltimore, that's W-I-T-H . . . any way you read radio standings.

• W-I-T-H has twice as many advertisers as any competitor.

• W-I-T-H delivers mdre listeners per dollar than any competitor.

• W-I-T-H is first by far in out-o£=&ome audience*—and reaches

74%** of all Baltimore homes every week. It's the popular

station that folks tune in first and automatically.

• W-I-T-H "pinpointed power" is made'-to-order to blanket Balti-

more's 15-mile radius at low, low rates—with no waste coverage.

• W-I-T-H is a proven master of "merchandising your advertising."

We could go on—but we think you've already got your answer.

*Hooper Radio Audience Index ** Cumulative Pulse Audience Survey

Tom Tinsley
President

R. C. Embry
Vice Pres.

c o FIDE C E
National Representatives: Select Station Representatives in New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington.

Forjoe & Co. in Chicago, Seattle, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Dallas, Atlanta.
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